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NOTICE.

The number of applications for these pamphlets has been unex

itedly large, and most persons have wanted the back numbers

ny also have lost back numbers who wanted to file them, anc

. iq had to write for duplicates. Some at first were supplied fre<

cost, but several numbers of each volume have had to be reprinted

considerable additional expense, and therefore all future appli

its will be asked to pay for them.

Because of the time and postage required in answering letters

ther the pamphlets, nor a reply and explanation need be expectec

;.less the price of the numbers desired be sent with the applicatior

them.

For each back number desired the sum of ten cents must be re

i tted with the application, in postage stamps or by postal note

s sum covering the cost and postage on each number applied for

The two- complete volumes are now accessible to all those win

ut them, bound separately in cloth. They will be sent free o:

;tage for $1.16 each.
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A year ago the issuing of these pamphlets was abandoned with

regret, and as inclination and material are not wanting, they would

be gladly resumed with something like the original frequency, if

only the time for the necessary work was at command. Experience

has shown that it is one thing to know a subject fairly well in a

general way, and even to practice upon it with success, but quite

another thing to write upon it with that degree of accuracy and

definiteness necessary to publication for the use and information of

others. As a rule, the work has to be done at or near the time when

it is to be described, and in a busy life, with occupations hourly

changing, special attention to one subject is at best confused and

disturbed, and in a little while details get crowded out and forgotten.

The one condition essential to successful work for publication seems

to be abstraction from other occupations for a few hours at a time

at least, and this the writer can very rarely command now that age

and failing faculties have made night work impracticable.

Under these circumstances, all that is indicated by the issuing of

this pamphlet, as a number of the former series whereby a third

volume is begun, is thai: as time and circumstances may permit, it

is proposed to prepare some material for publication, and whenever

such material may be in readiness, to offer it in this form, even if

that should only be once or twice in a year.

The writer has many papers which are occasionally asked for,

published during the past thirty years in books not accessible to all

interested in these subjects. Some of these, at least, he would very

much like to revise and republish in this form if it were reasonable

to entertain a wish so unlikely to be accomplished.
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MEDICINE AND PHARMACY ABROAD *

In the course of an European excursion of nearly eight months'

duration, the writer gave a good deal of superficial, general atten-

tion to what could be seen without special investigation, of the con-

dition of the arts of medicine and pharmacy abroad, as compared

with what might be seen by a traveler under similar circumstances

in this country, and the results may possibly be worth recording.

The observations embraced many of the principal cities of Europe

from Trondhjem at the north to Naples at the south and Moscow
at the east, and included in the order in which they were visited

Ireland, Scotland, England, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Finland,

Russia, Germany, Austria, Italy, Switzerland, France, Holland

-and Belguim.

In order to give an idea of the looseness and inaccuracy with

which the observations were made, it must be stated that in visiting

one or more of the principal cities of these nations it was a prom-

inent object to see as much as possible of the outlying streets,

and the people who inhabited them, and in noticing their shops and

their occupations, to compare these with each other and with the

cosmopolitan character of the principal or central streets, which

latter are much alike in all the large cities. For example, it was

very interesting to notice the number of, and the proportion be-

tween, the butcher, baker and vegetable markets and shops, in one

group,—the fruit and flower shops for another group,—the tobacco,

beer, wine and candy shops for another group,—and so on,—and,

as being of especial interest, the number of doctors' signs, and of

pharmacies.

In passing it may be noticed that the principal streets, and the

principal hotels and their inhabitants in all the very large cities are

not only much alike in appearance, but, probably from being in the

direct line of such an enormous amount of travel, they are really

cosmopolitan, having lost much of their nationality, and become in

one sense international, especially in the dress, manners and lan-

guage of the people. The French, English and German languages

are so common in these special localities as to approach universality,

so that no traveler having any one of the three is ever long at any

great disadvantage. In the hotels and principal shops especially,

* Road at tlic Third Annual Meeting of the New York Slate Medical Asso-

ciation, held in New York city, November 16th, 1886.
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these languages are very common, and in the porter's lodge or break-

fast room one would hardly know whether he was in Trondhjem,

St. Petersburg, Venice or' Naples. But often so near as within two

or three streets of these centres of intermingled nationality, local-

ities are reached which offer a striking contrast of special nation-

ality ; but the contrast is in faces, habits, manners and language of

the people and in their houses and shops, rather than in dress.

The distinguishing nationality of costume is rapidly disappearing

everywhere, and is hardly noticeable in many of the cities, so that

the clothing stores throughout civilized Europe appear to be more

nearly alike than those of any other merchandise.

As a broad generalization, there seemed to be fewer butcher shops,

more bakeries and vegetable shops and markets,—more fruit and

flower shops;—fewer wine and beer shops and much fewer candy

shops, than in this country.

But in the special interest of medicine and pharmacy, the con-

trast was far greater than in anything else. In all the nations of civ-

ilized Europe this interest is recognized as being of superior im-

portance, and is under more or less of legal and moral restraint and

control. In no nation,—not even Great Britain,—is this interest

so nearly a free trade as in this country. The theory is that all

governments,^that of this country included,—have laws for the

protection of the people against the pretensions and deceptions of

quackery, and deficient knowledge and skill, in the important art

of medicine, but certainly in no nation has this art become debased

so nearly to the level of the money-making trades as in this coun-

try
; and Great Britain seems to rank next in this unenviable debase-

ment, while Denmark and Sweden seem really to have the interest

under the best practical control. Not that the science of medicine

is as advanced in these nations as in Germany, for example, nor the

art practiced with so high a degree of knowledge and skill as in

England and this country, but it is simply under better control,

and therefore the people's interests in it are better protected.

In counting the physicians' offices in the large European cities,

and trying to compare the numbers with those of Boston, New
York, Philadelphia and Baltimore, it seemed to the writer that in

the latter cities the numbers were more than double. In the Eu-
ropean cities street after street of those occupied as residences would
be traversed with but one or two doctors' signs,—or with none at

all. A.nd among the few signs the number of comparatively new
ones was very small indeed. From occasional glimpses into these
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offices,—or at least into the front rooms, through open windows,

they were judged to be very plainly furnished,—hardly what would

be called comfortable, and never luxurious, whilst the absence of

any degree of ostentatious display marked the infrequency of the

quackish class. The number of physicians' vehicles that could bo

in any way identified as such, in the streets during the customary

hours for visits, was so small that a pretty close scrutiny was needed

to find them at all. Indeed, the conclusion was reached that in

those cities physicians must generally walk or use public convey-

ances, and this conclusion was strengthened by seeing that visits to

patients at hotels were commonly made on foot.

There is no such thing as recognizing these physicians as a pro-

fessional class, and the very few seen that were identified by circum-

stances were very plain and simple in dress and manner, and in dig-

nity of bearing hardly supported the importance of the profession.

Some indication of their popularity as a class, or of the general

impression of their utility to the public, was sought for in vain
;

nor was it practicable to ascertain how far their counsels extended

among the masses,—how far they were accepted,—or how far their

instructions were carried out, but from slight indications it is sup-

posed that their standing and influence is greater than in this

country. And this should be true if for no other reason than that

their art is practically free from the debasing competition of adver-

tising quackery and nostrums.

The pharmacies of European cities offer a much more striking

contrast to those of this country. In England and Ireland they

appear to be similar in character, but perceptibly less numerous.

In Scotland they are less conspicuous and less numerous than in

England, and in France the character and number are still further

modified for the better. But it is in other European cities that the

contrast becomes most marked. As a broad generalization it may

be that in number they reach one-third of the number in this coun-

try, but probably not over one-fourth; but the contrast in character

and appearance is still more remarkable than in number. Never

near together they are commonly in prominent locations, and not

uncommonly appear to occupy the whole of a small building. No-

show window nor colored bottles nor any other form of display.

Windows of ordinary size and character, and used only to admit

light, except that they may occasionally have one or two growing

medicinal plants. No glaring nor large signs anywhere, but gen-

erally a small one over the entrance door with the name of the pro-
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prietor, and the word " Apotkeke." Inside the door is a clean clear

space occupied by a few chairs. Then a very simple counter with-

out show cases, and without furniture, or with one or two scales of

lar^e size. Behind the counter and with their backs toward it are

from one to four clerks, each with a prescription scale and measures,

engaged in putting up prescriptions or orders. Beside these, the

proprietor or his representative appears to be engaged in receiving

those who enter, and in superintending the work of the clerks.

As a general rule males who enter remove their hats as soon as the

door is passed, and remain uncovered until they are served and go

out. In many visits to such pharmacies very few verbal messages

were noticed, almost all messengers bringing written orders or pre-

scriptions, though they often received only a single article. The

proprietor or disengaged clerk receives the order, and invites the

bearer of it to sit down, and not once was a messenger seen to sit

down without being invited. Often not a word was spoken until

the order was supplied and presented, when the clerk would men-

tion the price, or the messenger would ask for it, and as a rule con-

versation seemed to be avoided. The clerks were generally of ma-

ture age, intelligent looking, personally clean and well, though very

plainly dressed. The furniture and apparatus was clean and in good

order, but clumsy, and there was a notable absence of gaudy over-

gilt labels and ostentatious decoration of anything, everything be-

ing plain and substantial, even to ugliness and clumsiness. Not a

patent medicine card, nor any proprietary article in sight, and no

perfumery, fancy goods, soaps, cigars, wines, waters, nor soda

fountain in sight. In short, the whole pervading tone was of quiet,

earnest and accurate work of a high order, carefully done, and this

tone gave a dignity and an honorable rank to the whole place. The
writer commonly made an errand of buying a few grammes each

of ether, chloroform and carbolic acid, articles the quality of which

could be fairly judged by their sensible properties, and such pur-

chases gave access to the pharmacies, and opportunity to observe

the work. The first of these orders was given in Copenhagen ver-

bally through a clumsy mixture of bad French and worse Latin.

The clerk, a very young man, very respectfully suggested English,

in an excellent specimen of that tongue, and never after was the

writer again caught in the same way, and this led to the observa-

tion that, with very few exceptions. English was spoken and under-

stood in the pharmacies of Europe.

The articles bought were often of very good quality, and never of
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bad quality, and were uniformly dispensed quickly and neatly, but

never elegantly.

The general conclusions reached by these observations were, that

in the United States there is a class of physicians who, in ability,

knowledge and skill in the application of their art, are not excelled

by any similar class in Europe, but that in this country this class is

so diluted and obscured by the much larger class with superior pre-

tensions and inferior knowledge and skill, who keep themselves so

prominently before the public as to overshadow the better class and

give a superficial appearance of inferiority to the profession as a

whole.

By the uncontrolled multiplication of graduates of medicine here,

the profession is overcrowded with indifferently educated men far

beyond the demand or necessity for their services, and far beyond

the proportionate number in any other nation. If this struggling

surplusage and its influences be subtracted, the profession of medi-

cine in this country is probably nowhere excelled.

The condition of pharmacy in the United States appears to be

fairly parallel to that of medicine. In no country are there any

better medical supplies than in this, and in none are these better

managed and dispensed for use than in this. Indeed, with respect

to both quality and management, there is a strong probability that

there is a superiority here. But, there is certainly no country

more abundantly supplied with bad drugs, nor with the ability and

skill to put them in the place of good ones. In most European

countries pharmacy is so controlled that it is not very easy to get

bad medical supplies, while in this country, with pharmacy almost

uncontrolled, it seems not very easy to get good ones. With good

and bad material in equal abundance, the pharmaceutical ability

and skill which constitutes good pharmacy in the one case makes

very bad pharmacy in the other, and against this last the European

control measurably protects European physicians and their patients.

Here there is probably better pharmacy and more of it than there

;

but here there is an enormous amount of bad pharmacy to contrast

witli a very little there.
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THE RELATIONS OF PHYSICIANS TO THEIR MEDICAL
SUPPLIES.*

There are a large number of physicians who, for both therapeu-

tics and materia medica, depend largely,—if not mainly, —upon the

traveling salesmen and their pamphlets and lists, and on the adver-

tising pages of the medical journals. The relations of this class to

their supplies is most simple and most favorable. They come in

very direct and very close contact with the sources of their supplies,

and have much less trouble than any other class of artisans. With

others smarter, more ingenious and more plausible than they, to

think for them, and then to apply vigorous mercantile principles

to their wants thus suggested for them, they have the least practi-

cable amount of thinking for themselves to do, in regard to their

remedies and the novelties of the day, and therefore, as they argue,

more time to think of and study out their cases. To this class the

ready-made prescriptions in the form of beautifully colored and

coated pills, or palatable solutions and mixtures, do not appeal sim-

ply as gratifying various degrees of laziness, or indisposition to

think for themselves, but they present themselves as true labor-sav-

ing devices, skilfully prepared for the over-worked ability to use

them, and as giving more time for the higher and more scientific

reaches of the-profession. Perfunctory routine in the observation

of cases soon leads to a routine practice of treatment, and then what

can be more convenient or more desirable than ready-made supplies

in an attractive form, easily accessible. For example, the fashion-

able "nervous prostration" being observed, what can be more sim-

ple or more easy than to order Smith's "coated pills of Valerian,

Quinine, Iron and Zinc, No. 1," to be taken three times a day, and

a draught of Jones' Effervescent Salts of Bromide of Potassium, Caf-

feine and Cocaine in solution at bed time. There are few difficul-

ties in this practice of medicine and none in the way of medical

supplies, for the physician himself may easily have a supply of the

medicines at 10 per cent, off from "list prices," or may send for

them to the nearest town or village, where a pharmacist or a gen-

eral store will have them at a cost of 25 per cent, off from " list

prices." But, should the traveling salesman for that district have

been a fifteen hundred dollars a year man, instead of a man at three

thousand dollars, he may not have succeeded in leaving the articles

* Read at the Third Annual Meeting of the New York State Medical Asso-
ciation, held in New York city, November 16th, 1886.
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in that town or village. Then, in 24 hours, by telegraph and ex-

press, they can be obtained from the nearest wholesale druggist or

jobber, who buys them of the manufacturers at 10 per cent, less

than the 25 per cent, off price of the town or village dealer.

Whether this last 10 per cent, discount is really "the bottom " few

people know, but probably it is not.

If the patient sees that Smith's pills "worked well," he might

want them again, or recommend them to his neighbors. In such

a contingency the physician would be likely to be avoided. Unless

he had successfully secreted the name of the pill, the patient Or

neighbor would go directly to the store with the pill box, or its

number and date, and would buy his medicine at say "list price."

The physician gets 10 per cent, below this. The pharmacist or

storekeeper gets 15 per cent, below the physician or 25 per cent, be-

low the consumer. The wholesale druggist or jobber gets 10 per cent,

below the pharmacist, or 32.5 per cent, below the consumer, so

that if there should be no other discount below this, the manufac-

turer realizes for his wares 67.5 per cent, of his list prices, or 32.5

per cent, below what the consumer pays ; and as the manufacturers'

profit should not be less than 15 per cent, upon what he realizes for

his supplies, this brings the net cost of his products to him, at

about 57.4 per cent, of what the consumer has to pay for them if

he pays " list prices." These are all just and fair profits. Xot at

all greater than is right and expedient and necessary to the trans-

action of a fair and honest business if such business is to be moder-

ately successful, and pay as many middle men. These middle men
are the so-called distributors in the economy of trade, and are con-

sidered indispensable between the manufacturers and consumers.

Although there is probably a very large amount of this business

done at about these figures, the constantly increasing number of

manufacturers and specialties, and the intense competition in trade,

all the way along the line from the consumer to the base of supply,

introduces a great deal of what is called (t under-cutting " prices.

The town pharmacist to attract patronage away from his compet-

ing neighbors will often reduce his profits by offering to retail at

prices 5, 10 or 15 per cent, below "list prices," and to attract

physicians to his pharmacy may offer to double their 10 per cent,

profit upon what they want. Such pharmacists are reproached with

being " cutters," and when attempts are made to coerce them back

into the ranks, or to boycott them, they take up the defence of ad-

vertising themselves as "cutters" to attract buyers at low prices.
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Then if they sell double the quantity in a given time at half the

uncut profits, they are as well off as those who sold half the quantity

in the same time at the fair normal profit intended by the manufac-

turer in his scheme of discounts.

The objects of this recital are to show that there is but little dif-

ficulty or obstruction in the relations of this class of physicians to

their medical supplies ; and that the principal reason of this great

success is that every one along the whole line of trade, from the

manufacturer to the physician and patient, makes a fair money
profit out of the business ; and then to bring into contrast with

this condition of things, other conditions which co-exist in the

common markets for medical supplies.

There is another class of physicians who are independent of the

traveling salesman and of the advertising pages of their journals
;

who do more of their own thinking, and who find time not only

to study out their cases but also to give equal attention to the selec-

tion and adjustment of their remedies to the individual cases.

Through habits of close and well trained observation they acquire

ability to know whose testimony to take in aid or correction of theii

own experience, and ability to know whom to distrust.

With the progress of their art, their therapeutics and materia

medica become more simple yet more vigorously applied. They
want few combinations suggested to them, but rather want each in-

dividual case to suggest such combinations as may be indicated by
symptoms which may vary from hour to hour, or day to day.

To many physicians of this class complex prescriptions and combi-

nations are very infrequently used. If in any case there should be

distinct indications for more than one therapeutic effect, the agents

required for such effects are used not together, but alternately, thus

avoiding the risks of both chemical and physiological incompatibili-

ty and allowing the doses to be varied with the increase or decrease

of the separate indications.

In all such practice each agent of the materia medica acquires its

maximum importance ; and as an indispensable condition to max-
imum importance it must be of standard quality. The standard of

quality for the accepted and established agents of the materia med-
ica is the Pharmacopoeia, and this class of physicians rarely go be-

yond its scope, unless it be upon satisfactory evidence that some new
agent may better fulfill their indications than the old ones. And
in this connection it may be said that very many of this class are

wisely cautious and suspicious of novelties, first because it is im-
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possible to discriminate between those which are of the catchpenny

order and those which are not ; and secondly, because novelties in

their most attractive period have no standard of identity or quality.*

Now, what are the relations of this class of physicians to their

kind of medical supplies ?

The physicians and patients who want the highest attainable

quality and least complexity in medical supplies, and who apply

ordinary common sense to know when they get them, may not be

in largest number, but yet they are sufficiently numerous to create

an active, earnest and large demand, and this by the laws of trade

should be met with a plentiful supply ; and the demand is thus met,

for there is always an abundant supply of excellent medicines in all

the mercantile centres of trade, But away from the central mar-

kets they are not equally accessible ; and in pretty accurate propor-

tion to the distance from the central markets the difficulty of obtain-

ing them is increased. The statement that there is at all times an

abundant stock of good medical supplies at a few of the principal

commercial centres, and that such become more and more scarce in

proportion to the distance from these centres, will hardly be ques-

tioned ; and if true this indicates very clearly that the difficulty of

access to this stock is simply a difficulty of distribution. This is

equivalent to saying that the distributors or middle men,—namely,

the wholesale dealers and jobbers throughout the country, and the

brokers and agents who represent them in the few principal com-

mercial centres, do not favor the distribution of this class of sup-

plies. Then comes the question, why they do not favor this class of

supplies and distribute them as freely as they do other kinds, since,

everything else being equal, all dealers, from first to last, will always

prefer to deal in good articles, and as a rule have knowledge enough

to discriminate between the good and the bad.

The answer to this must be somewhat as follows :

Briefly stated, it is because they are not permitted to make as

much money on good as on inferior supplies ; and the good are dis-

favored because they offer a standard for comparison or contrast

with the inferior in quality, which tends to throw a distrust upon

the latter class that would not be felt in the absence of a standard

class.

•A single retrospect will serve to emphasise and justify this caution. Not
less than five different substances were sold as Chian Turpentine, and some of

the strongest cases of the many published cures must have been treated with

clumsy imitations.
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The merchant, as such, follows his business to make money by it,

and the dealers in medicines are no exception to the rule. Medical

supplies to them are simply merchandise, and are dealt in very

much as railroad supplies, groceries and dry goods are, and the in-

variable and inevitable law of trade is to favor the articles upon

which most money is to be made. In conformity to this law of

trade, if most money could be made off of the best goods, then the

best would always lead in all markets—not only at the centres, but

also down the whole line of distributors, to the consumer. But

another general and inevitable law comes into operation just here.

Superiority in quality necessarily involves a proportionately higher

cost of production. As an illustration, Digitalis, throughout its

collection, preparation, preservation and transportation is an article

of merchandise simply, and continues to be so through four or five

different merchants, until it reaches the hands of the special and

ultimate variety of merchants, the pharmacist and the physician.

These latter change the whole character and interest of the commo-
dity. It is no longer simply merchandise in the common accept-

ation of the word merchandise, but has acquired another kind of

value and importance from the fact that the pharmacist and physi-

cian are the direct and close representatives of numbers of patients

suffering from diseased heart-action curable or controllable by this

agent. Xow Digitalis which is collected only in the proper season

of maturity of the plant, and from second year plants only ;—which

is dried with proper skill and care ;—packed and transported so as to

avoid damage,—internal as well as external ;—preserved so as best to

avoid change, and not held for price until damaged by age, costs

much more all along the whole line of its various markets than the

same drug mowed down with less regard to season and age of plant,

and pushed through the markets with least possible expense. Yet

to the dealers, both are simply Digitalis,—the merchandise,—to be

bought as cheaply and sold as dearly as practicable. Digitalis is

rarely used in substance, so somebody along the line of its markets,

while it is simply merchandise, and in order to make money by it,

converts it into powder, or into fluid extract or extract. Up to this

point there has been a fair, but not entirely trustworthy chance of

discriminating between good Digitalis and bad, but here all, or

almost all landmarks of quality and even identity are lost, so that

the most expert pharmacist and physician cannot tell whether the

preparation is made from good or bad Digitalis. If two prepara-

tions, one from good and the other from bad Digitalis, reach the
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physician or his patient at the same cost, those who supplied

them,—all the way along the line of distribution,—will have made
more money upon the bad than upon the good ; and every discrim-

ination of quality being impossible each dealer will favor that kind

upon which he makes most money, and will discourage and disfavor

the sales of that upon which he makes least money, in proportion

to the smallness of his profits. This, as a general rule of trade, is

inevitable, and the rule of itself is not immoral nor bad. In certain

directions where the applications of medicines and of food are in-

volved, a distant and not very distinct immorality and injustice are

discoverable, but they are commonly too remote to have a strong in-

fluence in the intense struggle and competition of trade.

The pecuniary interests of merchandising, although by no means

the only important interests recognized, are yet perhaps the safest

and the surest upon which to rely for persistent uniform results,

and if this be true the best way to secure superior quality in mer-

chandise is to secure, or insure for such a quality superior profits to

the dealers. Make it the pecuniary interest,—not only of one dealer

or manufacturer, but of the whole line of dealers and distributors

from producer to consumer,—to offer superior quality and then it

will be done, and the stock of good supplies will not lie idle in the

few principal markets, from difficult accessibility, but will be freely

distributed wherever there is a demand for them, and by free dis-

tribution and easy access the demand will constantly increase, and

the natural tendency will be to keep up the quality for the sake of

the profit, and the multiplication of profit by increased demand.

To resume the illustration by a single article of the materia medica,

suppose the skilled collector of Digitalis could command 20 cents

per pound for his product against 10 cents for the common inferior

drug, this would support and encourage progress in his superior skill

and care. Then suppose the second owner or dealer should buy

both kinds at these prices, and in selling to third hands, make 25

p. c. profit. on each This would be 5 cents per pound on the good

and 2£ cents on the inferior, and he need handle only half as much
of the good to make the same amount of money as on the inferior,

or in handling the same number of pounds of each would make

nearly twice as much money on the good. Then, for the sake of

brevity, suppose that two or more middlemen or distributors be

avoided, and the pharmacist has the choice between Digitalis at 25

cents and at 12 J- cents per pound. If he should buy some of each

kind, and make powder, fluid extract and extract separately from
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both kinds, the one set of preparations would cost him much more
than the other, and jet in sensible properties and to all easy tests

they would be indistinguishable, the one set from the other. The
question is thus narrowed down to how to induce the average phar-

macist to buy the better quality rather than the inferior. The phar-

macist's necessary expenses in proportion to the amount of his busi-

ness are enormously heavy,—far beyond those of any other ordinary

business, and he is usually cramped by over-competition and

want of capital ; still if he could make the same profit on both he

would prefer the better and dearer drug. If in the average phar-

macist the mercantile element should predominate over the pharma-

ceutical, he might use the inferior kind as being " just as good/'

or he might use both and offer the products of each at correspond-

ing prices, keeping the profits equal. But if it be desirable to se- .

cure his strong and active preference for the better quality, so that

he shall use that kind only and always, the best single inducement

to offer him is better prices, and therefore more profit.

And here the physician is reached in his relations to his medical

supplies. There is no doubt as to where the true interests of his pa-

tients lie, and their interests and his are the same. Therefore he

may be considered as being virtually the consumer. Xow let him
inquire of himself how far he keeps the screw of price and cost of

his supplies applied to the druggist and the jobber and the pharma-

cist, and he will then see that at least an important share of the

responsibility for inferior medical supplies rests upon him.

He frequently, if not generally, knows what the prices are in first

or second hands, from the price lists published in his journals, or

sent to him from their sources, and he generally objects to an

advance on these prices that is at all adequate to securing the best

quality in his supplies. When the intermediate profits along the

line of middle men or distributors are kept out of sight, as they

are in the ready made prescriptions and specialties m general, al-

luded to in connection with the class of physicians to whom they

are addressed, the difficulty about supply and profits is compara-

tively trifling. Let the class of physicians now under considera-

tion accord or allow to the simple officinals of the materia medica

the same scale of profits,—namely, first 10 p.c, then 15 p.c. more,

and then 10 p.c. more,—to those who handle these important agents

along the line of their supplies, and they will probably soon cease

to have much difficulty in obtaining such supplies as they need for

their important art. The evils of ignorance and over-competition
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and even of mild degrees of fraud are so general as to seem at pres-

ent inevitable, and the surest safeguard against their influences

upon so important an interest as that of the sick and the suffer-

ing would seem to be to make the better way pay better. Physi-

cians themselves are very poorly paid for their art and skill, yet

their art and skill to their communities will come to be worth still

less than they receive for them, if they gradually more and more lose

control of the quality of the supplies, which render their knowledge

and skill available in the treatment of disease.

HYDROCHLORATE OF COCAIXE.

The last of a series of notes on this subject in these pamphlets

was published at page 827 more than a year ago. Since that time

much experience and information have accumulated, which it is

the object of this note to record.

The supply of coca leaves in this market has steadily increased,

and has always been greater than the demand, while the quality

has also improved. Samples are still occasionally met with which,

though fair in appearance, yield, on assay, very little cocoaine,

—

one or two have yielded none at all,—but the general average yield

is increased. It is no longer rare to find lots which give .5 to .6 p.c.

on assay, whilst others yielding .7 and even .8 p.c. are met with now

as often, perhaps, as .5 and .6 p.c. were a year ago. This is doubt-

less due to improvement and care in the collection and drying of

the leaves, and still more to the care in transportation since the

discovery of how low a degree of heating and fermentation will

diminish the proportion of cocaine, or destroy it altogether. It

seems highly probable that very little coca is baled and shipped

from either Bolivia or Peru, containing less than .6 or .7 p.c. of

alkaloid, and that any which, on reaching the markets, yields less

than this, has lost it on the way through heating and fermenta-

tion.

As it is rare here now that any considerable lots are bought

without having been previously assayed, it is to be hoped that the

easier sales and better prices realized on the better preserved leaves

will have the effect of compelling still greater care in the drying

and transporting the leaves. One or two shipments have been

heard of which on assay yielded 1 p.c. of alkaloid, without any

other marked difference from poorer leaves than that they had been
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dryer when packed and more carefully transported. From this it

may be reasonable to infer that, in the near future, an increasing

proportion of these high-test leaves may be expected, since it is

pretty certainly within the easy reach of the producer and shipper

to get them to market without any loss of alkaloid by the way, and

as long as they are generally bought by assay the richer leaves will

command the higher prices.

The prices also have changed very much, falling steadily as the

qualities increased, so that quite recently sales of large lots of fair

quality have been made at 16 to 20c. per pound, with a rumor of

still lower figures, but the higher tests have always commanded
much better prices, even up to 45c. per pound. As the trees yield

three or four crops a year, and, under ordinary circumstances,

continue this for twenty years or more, and as the labor and cost of

gathering is not great, it seems probable now that these prices yield

a fair return for the production, and that hitherto the middlemen

have realized the largest profits. If this be so, their earlier profits

must have been very large, as judged of from present prices.

This market history of decline in price in regard to the drug has,

however, been greatly outdone in regard to the alkaloid and its

salt. In the note written more than a year ago, 'page 827, it was

estimated that 10 cents per grain was about as low as the writer

then expected to be able to sell the hydrochlorate, as long as the

heavy tax on alcohol and ether made these solvents so dear. Xow
the salt is sold at l^c. per grain or less, and the percentage of profit

is as large as it then was at 10 cents per grain. This enormous

reduction is due to improvements and experience in the process of

manufacture. Alcohol is entirely dispensed with in the process,

and the quantity of ether used is so reduced as to be no longer a

very expensive item. Of course, this writer does not know what
other manufacturers are doing, but in his hands the process is now
so simple, so easy and, so comparatively inexpensive that it seems

incapable of much farther simplification, and the very great wonder
is, that it has taken him so long, at such an amount of labor and ex-

pense, to reach the present result. Looking back over the past two
years of work on this subject, it seems hardly credible that any or-

dinary degree of capacity and intelligence should have advanced so

slowly, and yet this* writer has the advantage of his very able

assistant, Mr. John A. Dunn, to whom he owes much of the labor

and skill of the present process. There are many alkaloids which are

very easily decomposed or split up into other bodies whose relations
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to solvents are similar to the original alkaloids. This tendency to

split up is by reason of the looseness of their compound molecules,

or, so to speak, by the easily disturbed cohesion in their cleavage

planes,—and cocaine is one of the most delicate and sensitive of

these alkaloids in its tendency to change of character or to split.

The splitting, in this case at least, seems to occur from the action

of alkalies, and to be prevented by acids ; and hence the use of

acidulated alcohol in the former process of extraction, as given at

page 719, and hence the tartaric acid in the process of Duquesnel

and Wright in the extraction of aconitine. But many years ago'

Couerbe, and possibly others before him, and certainly others since,

recommended the use of acidulated water for the extraction of

some alkaloids, and this answers very well for cocaine.

The leaves are coarsely ground, moistened well with water, con-

taining 5 p.c. of its weight of sulphuric acid, and packed in large

stoneware percolators. They are then subjected to the process of

repercolation, until the extract is very dense and very concentrat-

ed. This solution is well agitated with kerosene oil and an excess

of carbonate of sodium. The liberated alkaloid is dissolved and

held by the kerosene comparatively free from coloring matter and

all other substances. It is then washed out of the kerosene by

means of acidulated water, and again precipitated by carbonate of

sodium in the presence of ether by agitation, when the alkaloid is

practically colorless. From the ether it is washed out in fractions,

—the first of which contains most of the remaining coloring mat-

ter,—by dilute hydrochloric acid. The nearly colorless fractions

of this solution are evaporated while crystallizing in very shallow

pans at a very low temperature with constant stirring, as described

at page 724. The product is a granular, coarse powder of broken

crystals, which when the larger lumps are crushed so as to pass

through a No. 40 sieve, makes the nearly white, and very nearly

pure anhydrous salt as sold by this manufacturer.

I f t be salt in this condition be dissolved to near saturation in warm

and strong alcohol, and be set to crystallize, it will, within a week

or ten days, yield a crop of distinct and compact crystals large

enough to be seen distinctly by the naked eye. These, when washed

free from mother liquor, with a little alcohol or ether, and dried,

yield a aearly chemically pure anhydrous sail. and. were it not for

what is to follow, this would be the only condition in which it

should be offered for sale. But this salt, when offered for sale,

should always be labeled as " Recrystallized." The waste and loss
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in making this salt are at present so great, and the advantages it

has over the salt before being recrystallized are so very small, that

the writer has never made it on a scale of more than a few ounces

for trial. The advantages of it are chiefly in appearance. Tried

side by side with the salt before recrysfcdlization no therapeutic dif-

ference can be detected, nor can any be detected by the physiologi-

cal test to be mentioned later. The chief disadvantage of the

recrystallization is the loss in the process. By the greatest care yet

attainable from 25 to 30 per cent, of the salt remains in the alcohol

in an uncrystallizable condition,—that is, uncrystallizable from the

alcohol. If the alcohol be slowly evaporated, a mixture of sticky

dense amorphous salt and very small crystals is obtained, and this,

if exposed to the atmosphere for a week or two, spontaneously crys-

tallizes throughout, but the crystals are minute and powdery and

very unlike the first crop. Therapeutically and physiologically,

however, it is not discoverably different from the first crystals.

Chemically, and in its reactions with chemical tests, it is very dif-

ferent ; but the main difference here, in the process, is the difficulty

of crystallization ; and this separates the pure salt into two distinct

parts or conditions, and these, for the purposes of this paper will

be designated as the easily crystallizable and the difficultly crystal-

lizable condition of the salt. It has only been through recent inves-

tigations and improvements in the process of manufacture that the

comparatively large and compact crystals have been obtained, and

it is not many months since their first appearance in the market so

as to be used on the large scale, and as yet but one manufacturer

here offers them. All the best work of the salt as an anaesthetic

was done before they were accessible, and since they have been

accessible they have not shown any therapeutic advantages. The
reasons why the writer does not offer them for sale are, first, that

they have no therapeutic advantages, and next, because the diffi-

cultly crystallizable part of the salt would either have to be wasted,

and thus very much increase the cost of the easily crystallizable por-

tion, or have to be sold in the granular crystals, as is done by other'

manufacturers of the larger crystals, thus making the complication

of two kinds of salt from one maker, without discoverable differ-

ence in thereapeutic value between .them.

It would seem that with so much chemical difference there

should be a therapeutic difference, and yet there are stronger illus-

trations than this among the sensitive alkaloids and their salts, of

chemical differences without therapeutic. For instance, the dark

35
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liquid, amorphous hyoscyamine is therapeutically as effective as the

nearly colorless crystals,—many careful observers, who have used

much of both kinds, say more effective.

There is another way of separating the easily from the difficultly

crystallizable portion of the, salt. It happens that the easily crys-

tallizable condition is soluble in chloroform in the proportion of

about 1 part in 33 by weight, or 1 gram, in about 22 c.c. of

chloroform of s.g. not less than 1.47—while the difficultly crys-

tallizable condition is much more soluble,—perhaps almost indefi-

nitely soluble. Now, if the salt as sold by all manufacturers

here, made by stirring down to dryness during crystallization, be

washed with chloroform which has been saturated with the easily

cr3'Stallizable condition of salt, the more soluble condition can be

washed out, and separated more perfectly than in any other way

yet found. And upon this behavior is based the chloroform test

to be described farther on. But this is also a somewhat expensive

process, though much less tedious and troublesome than the sepa-

ration by alcohol, and it yields the same results, so that, under the

circumstances, it seems at present much the best practice not to

separate the salt into its two conditions, but to sell them together,

and this policy is strengthened by the observation that in the pro-

cesses for the separation, the proportion of easily crystallizable salt

is diminished and the other increased, while there is at the same

time a sensible decomposition of alkaloid indicated by increased

acidity.

This writer began the manufacture of cocaine salt in October,

1884, and up to October, 1886, used 177 bales or 22,285 lbs. of coca

leaves. The highest price paid was $1.50 per lb. and the lowest

30c, the average being 50.5c, and the total cost $11,269.62.

The first salt sold in October, 1884, was only a few grains, and a

few ounces of 4 p.c solution, but from that time the sale's have

increased steadily, with occasional fallings off, as other manufac-

turers would attract the buyers by reduced prices, before the reduc-

tions were discovered and met. The tendency of the price has been

steadily but rapidly downward, and where the " bottom " price to

confidential, close buyers of large quantities in bulk, now is, it is

impossible to tell., but $5.00 per ounce has been heard of for name-

less brands, and the secondary or difficultly crystallizable product

of the makers of the larger crystals. In this, as in all medicines,

no matter how important, there are a great many buyers who

make price the first consideration, and such buyers who know the
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whole market well, are probably now buying and selling hydro-

chlorate of cocaine of fair appearance, and not very bad quality, at

$5.00 per ounce, or, may be, even less. But, under present cir-

cumstances, a good quality cannot be made, and pay even a mod-
orate manufacturer's profit, at that price. Yet, very much of what

is sold at the lowest prices of any, comes from abroad and pays a

heavy import duty.

The total quantity, calculated as hydrochlorate of cocaine,

yielded by the above-mentioned 22,285 lbs. of coca, was 535,252

grains, or 76 lbs. 7J ozs. nearly, and the average yield was 24.02

grains to the avoirdupois pound of leaves.

Many hundred pounds of good coca were lost and wasted, first in

finding out how to make cocaine at all, and afterwards in learning

how to do it well, and in reaching the present process ; and it is

almost certain that, with the present process to start with, the

yield would have been more than double, as there was, doubtless,

more than double the amount of alkaloid in the coca.

In the early part of its career, there was a great deal of hydro-

chlorate of cocaine sold at 81.25 per grain, but the writer never

sold any of his own make at over 75c. per grain, and this price has

been gradually reduced in the two years to less than 1-Jc. per grain.

As soon as the processes of manufacture became fairly productive,

the competition between manufacturers to make sales by reductions

in price became very sharp. The writer never entered into this

competition in price, but by reducing his price, as improvements in

his process would warrant, has never been far behind the lowest

prices of the market. The sale of the above-mentioned product of

nearly 76£ lbs. yielded about $26,906.00, or about 5.03c. per grain

average, and as the cost of the leaves was about $11,270.00, the

apparent profit was $15,636.00, or nearly 139 p.c. This, however,

is not profit, but merely the difference between the cost of the coca

•as one of the materials used, and the proceeds of the sale of the

product. During the whole of the first of the two years, alcohol

was used as the menstruum for the extraction, and this sin-

gle item of material, cost far more than the coca. Indeed,

throughout the first year, the process gave a continuous loss

of money and work, although this was the period of highest prices.

At the end of the first year the price was 10c. per grain, but there

was little or no profit in the manufacture until the better process

was reached
;
and, as above stated, the profit is better at 1-^c. per

grain than it has been at any higher price, and if coca leaves do
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not advance from the present low prices, there may be room for a
still further decline in price, whilst a fair profit is maintained, pro-

vided the quantity sold should not fall off, since it is the quantity

in which such articles are made that controls the cost of produc-

tion. The quality has also improved with experience and skill in

working the process on a large scale, so that now the salt made by

this writer is therapeutically unobjectionable, while in appearance

it is very nearly colorless, and very nearly free from decomposition

products. It may not be therapeutically any better than it was a

year ago, but it is many shades whiter, and contains less of the

split alkaloid. Indeed, for all practical purposes it is supposed to

be as good as it can be made.

The process for assaying the leaves has been improved quite as

much as the process of manufacture. As a rule, all assay processes

should be as nearly like the processes of manufacture as practi-

cable. With organic substances they rarely, if ever, attain to the

accuracy of inorganic substances, because the products of assay are

so complex in composition and so easily decomposed ; and the ap-

proach to accuracy in result will generally depend upon the pro-

cess, and the skill with which this is applied. A manufacturer will

generally assay his crude material by his own process of manufac-

ture, because then he will get out of his material about what he i&

led to expect by his assay. But another manufacturer may get out

more or less as his process may be better or worse, or be applied

with more or less skill. But generally the same process, used with

the same skill, will give slightly better results on the manufactur-

ing scale than by the assay. This general result of assaying is, how-

ever, not realized with coca, probably because in such sensitive

alkaloids some part is decomposed and lost.

The writer's present process of assay is as follows :

The coca leaves are ground into coarse powder, 20 or 30 meshes

to the inch. Of this powder 100 grammes is moistened with 100

c.c. of water, containing 5 p.c. of sulphuric acid, and is packed

moderately in a cylindrical percolator, and percolated to 500 c.c.

with the same acid water menstruum. This percolation is best

done by means of a Sprengel water pump into a flask marked at

about 500 c.c., and this amount of percolate will generally exhaust

the coca sufficiently even when the leaves are of the thick Bolivian

variety. A portion of the stock of the acid water used is then

balanced against a portion of the stock of re-crystallized carbonate of

sodium, and it will generally be found that 6 to 6.5 grammes of
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the crystals are required to saturate 100 c.c. of the acid water. The

percolate is then measured off into a large beaker or other similar

vessel, and 50 c.c. of kerosene added to it, and the whole well stirred

together. Then as much of the crystallized carbonate of sodium is

added as would saturate the percolate if it was all acid water,

the sodium salt being added little by little with constant vigorous

stirring. In order to precipitate the alkaloid completely, the sodium

salt is required in considerable excess, and the difference in acidity

between the percolate with its large percentage of extract and the

acid water, gives about the proper excess. The kerosene is very

thoroughly and repeatedly stirred into the mixture during four or

five hours of digestion, and is then separated by means of a separa-

tely funnel or a small syphon. Then 25 c.c. of fresh kerosene is added

to the percolate and the stirring, digestion and separation are

repeated twice, making three washings with the kerosene. If an

emulsion should form between the percolate and the kerosene it

will lie next above the percolate in drawing this off, and should be

drawn off into a separate vessel with the final washing. A little

dry filter paper pulp, or a little asbestos, or sand stirred into this

emulsion will break it up so that the kerosene can be separated

completely, when it is added to the larger portion. If the percolate

and the kerosene be shaken together, instead of being stirred as

above directed, all or nearly all of the kerosene will be made into

an emulsion. On standing two or three days this emulsion will

separate wholly or partially, but as the operator can never tell before

hand whether it will separate completely or only in part, it is better

not to wait, but rather to separate it as directed. Then by stirring

rather than shaking, the amount of emulsion is reduced to a mini-

mum, and if the stirring be well done, the percolate is washed free

from alkaloid, and this latter is practically all held dissolved in the

kerosene. But if the operator wants to be assured that he has

washed out all the alkaloid from the percolate, let him add to the

latter about two grammes more of carbonate of sodium and 25 c.c.

of ether and again stir, or shake and separate. The residue left on
the evaporation of this ether should give no cocaine impression on
the tongue, nor any saturating power to a very minute quantity of

very dilute acid. The 100 c.c. of kerosene holding the alkaloid in

solution, is then shaken vigorously in a separator (see page 786)

three times, - twice with 10 c.c. of the acid water, and the third time

with 5 c.c. of water. This washes out practically all the alkaloid as

sulphate, and leaves the kerosene ready for another assay. To the
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25 c.c. of solution of sulphate of cocaine contained in another separa-

tor 10 c.c. of strong ether is added, well shaken, and then a moderate

excess of crystals of carbonate of sodium. After the effervescence,

this is well shaken and the ether sejmrated. The solution is again

washed twice with 10 c.c. more of ether each time. All the ether is

then collected, entirely free from even a fraction of a drop of the

solution, in a beaker of at least three times the capacity of the ether.

From this the ether is evaporated and the alkaloid is left in the

condition of a light amber-colored varnish on the bottom and sides.

If a capsule be used instead of a beaker, or if too small a beaker be

used, the ethereal solution is liable to creep over the edges and be

lost. As soon as the beaker is free from the odor of ether, it may
be weighed, and the tare subtracted will give the weight of cocaine

obtained from the 100 grammes of coca. This weight varies, in

the writer's experience, between a few millegrammes, which is-

called 0. and .892 gram., equal to .892 p.c, the highest result yet

obtained. If the beaker, with its varnish-like coating, be set aside,

there will appear, in a longer or shorter time—generally within five

or six hours—minute centres of crystallization, and these will

slowly extend until within 24 or 48 hours the whole varnish-like

coating will be converted into a white crystalline crust. This crys-

tallization takes place without any discoverable change in weight

when the beaker is kept on a balance sensitive to one-tenth of a

millegramme.

During October, 1886, seventeen different lots of coca, aggregat-

ing about 410 bales, or more than 80,000 lbs., were assayed by this

process, with results varying between .420 and .826 p.c, and the

prices asked for the lots varied between 16 and 45c. per lb.

being generally in proportion to the cocaine value. Of these, four

lots, aggregating about 14,000 lbs., were bought, assaying .594

—

.612—.626 and .793 p.c. at 16, 18 and 20c. per lb. Of these that

of .793 p.c. at 20c. was cheaper than the .594 p.c. at 16c. The

latter, if at 15c, would have been at the same cocaine value as the

.793 p.c. at 20c, but would still have been dearer, because each

required the same amount of material, apparatus, time and labor in

extraction, for three-fourths the product in the poorer coca.

In the following examination of the cocaine of the New York

market, the hvdrochlorate only was used, as this salt fulfills all the

purposes to which the cocaine can be usefully applied, and fulfills

them better than any other salt.

The writer knows of only four actual manufacturers of cocaine
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in this country, although there are others who claim to manufac-

ture. The markets of this country are mainly supplied from

Messrs. W. H. Schieffelin & Co., McKesson & Robbins, The N". Y.

Quinine and Chemical Co. and the writer. Another source of sup-

ply for a small proportion, is the well-known Darmstadt house

of E. Merck, and occasional parcels are met with from Messrs.

Howards & Sons, of London. Another foreign make,—name un-

known,—is imported and sold in considerable quantities. From
the fact that its source is unknown to the writer, and that it pays

the high rate of import duty, and still competes in price with the

salts made here at a profit much below the duty, it was not taken

into investigation. Two of the above-named makers each sell two

different kinds of salt, so that the four makers produce six brands

or kinds. Then a brand largely sold is that of Messrs. Parke, Davis

& Co. These seven, with those of Merck and Howards, make up
the nine brands that were examined in this investigation. Before

the examination had proceeded far, it was found that one of the

brands of the N. Y. Quinine and Chemical Co. was so nearly iden-

tical with that of Parke, Davis & Co., that different parcels under

the same label differed quite as much as parcels bearing the differ-

ent labels ; and precisely the same conditions were found between

one of the two brands of McKesson & Kobbins and that of Merck,

and throughout the whole investigation these four brands were found

to represent only two kinds. Original vials of all the nine brands

were bought four times or oftener at intervals of a month or less

during the five months of this investigation, with the exception of

Howards, and of this only one vial was examined.

These nine brands, by their sensible properties, fall naturally into

four groups. Two kinds of granular crystals, and two kinds of larger

crystals. In the first group there are four individuals ; in the second,

two ; in the third, two, and in the fourth, one. The first group

contains the granular brands of each of two makers of the second

and third groups. In the market the four groups are not unfre-

quently classed as two, and for business purposes, and in circulars and

advertisements, they are commonly alluded to as crystallized and

amorphous. When the makers of the larger crystals first put them

on the market, it was common to hear all the others condemned as

being amorphous, and therefore, inferior in quality, but since they

have each put a granular variety into the market, less has been

heard in discriminating praise of the larger crystals. As a matter

of fact, all are really crystalline, and it it is extremely doubtful if

an amorphous salt can exist for any considerable length of time.
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Both the alkaloid and the salt are often seen in an amorphous

condition, but this condition is temporary only, and either in crys-

tallizing, or where subsequently submitted to the action of solvents

or precipitants, it appears to separate into two conditions, the one

capable of crystallizing in large crystals and the other only in small

granular crystals, both crystallizing very slowly and with difficulty,

but the latter condition with most difficulty.

The original vials bought in the market at the before-mentioned

intervals of time, varied very much from each other of the same

brand, the appearance and true quality of each brand showing

much progress. Indeed, the two vials of every brand, bought five

months apart, would hardly be recognized as from the same maker,

and the improvement has been about the same in all, as skill and

experience accumulated in the manufacturing processes.

Almost all are described in circulars and advertisements as being

colorless, but not one is really colorless, as shown by their solu-

tions, though some are very nearly so.

Almost all are described as neutral, yet not one is actually

neutral to good litmus paper, when in strong solution, and in this

respect, as in color, they differ considerably.

All were fairly free from dust particles, though none sufficiently

free for use in solution without filtration.

The groups may now be separately considered as Nos. 1, 2, 3 and

4, the best specimen of each group being taken as the type, and the

best and latest parcel of each brand being used for description and

testing, and all the testing done as nearly as practicable under the

same conditions.

No, 1, as the type of the first group, is in a rather fine granular

powder of a pale cream color, not very nearly white. Dissolves

easily and quickly in an equal weight of water, giving a transparent

solution of the color of brandy—the darkest of any of the solutions

by many shades. This 50 p.c. solution was slightly acid to test

paper on first contact, and did not become more acid on prolonged

exposure to the air. Of all the brands, only one was more acid, and

this one of the same group.

Under the microscope, with a four-tenths objective, by trans-

mitted light, it appears as a granular powder of angular fragments

of small crystals, with transparent points and edges, very few of the

fragments being small enough to be translucent. When wetted on

the slide with a minute fraction of a drop of alcohol, rapid

currents are established around the particles, and as these
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are rapidly disintegrated and dissolved they are very dis-

tinctly seen to be fragments of transparent crystals which

are rounded by the currents of liquid, as they very rapidly

disappear by solution. When all the masses in the field are dis-

integrated and dissolved, the transparent solution is invisible and

remains so for some time, the alcohol having left the salt in the

amorphous, sticky, varnish-like state. Then granular-looking

islands are seen, which obstruct the light, and around their edges

two or more forms of crystals appear. At first, this was supposed

to indicate that two or more substances or salts were present, crys-

tallizing in different forms. But a few experiments with more or

less Water present with the alcohol, proved that the different forms

of .crystals were due to different degrees of hydration. That is, as

the alcohol evaporated more rapidly than the water, that which

remained became more and more dilute, thus yielding different

forms of crystals. The crystal which seems to form from thin

films of alcohol, while that solvent is still strong, is a hexagonal

plate with two of its parallel sides longer than the other four. The
later crystals which form in the varnish-like film after the alcohol

is evaporated are needles with bevelled ends, in stellate groups.

This is supposed to be the hydrated form of crystal, because in a

few hours both the alcoholic plates and these have all disappeared,

and have been replaced by a confused mass of crystals in which no
signs of either plates or needles are to be found,—and this form is

permanent. It is, therefore, supposed to be the anhydrous crystal,

and to represent group No. 2, while the needles represent group

No. 3. The hexagonal plates that form from this No. 1 group are

very small and without sharp angles,—many of them barrel-shaped

and others nearly circular.

A minute drop of the 50 p.c. solution, evaporated on a slide over

sulphuric acid, gave a varnish-like film fissured irregularly in all

directions, just as a solution of a resin would dry, and crack in dry-

ing. This film exposed to the air for a few hours begins to crystal-

lize from centres, and in two or three days becomes entirely crys-

tallized.

Exposed to the air on a watch-glass for 48 hours, different parcels

all gained in weight from .175 to .200 p.c. Warmed in the air for

48 hours at 37.7° C.=100° F., there was still a small gain of about

.100 p.c. Exposed for 12 hours at temperatures between 71 and 82°

C. = 160 to 180° F., it lost 1.5 p.c, and then exposed again at ordi-

nary temperatures for 12 hours it regained 1.275 p.c. of this loss.
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Heated in a thin test tube in a glycerin bath, at 145° C.=293° F.,

it became brown, and had lost 6.196 p.c. without melting. When
the bath arose above that temperature, melting and frothing began,

and at 152° C.=306° F. the whole was melted, with a strong odor

of benzoin and a total loss of 7.521 p.c, and the fused mass, when
cold, was transparent and resin-like, and of a dark amber color.

When *4 gram, was shaken in a large tared test tube with succes-

sive additions of chloroform it was not all dissolved until about

4.40 e.c. of chloroform was used. When to this solution three

times its volume of stronger ether was added, and the whole well

shaken for several minutes or until the liquid was quite transparent,

the salt collected upon the walls of the tube in the form of a whitish

gummy coating. After standing half an hour, the transparent

liquid was poured off into a tared beaker, and both tube and beaker

were dried at 100° C.= 212° F., and the dry precipitates were then

weighed. The gummy coating had become entirely crystallized

and weighed .3844 gram., and the residue in the beaker weighed

.0108, equal to 2.70 p.c.

When 1 c.c. of concentrated sulphuric acid was poured upon .2

gram, of the salt in a test tube, brisk effervescence occurred, with a

strong odor that resembled chlorine and hypochlorous acid. A
slight amber color was at once developed, and as the solution of the

salt progressed this color changed and deepened to a deep brownish

red, or deep claret color, the liquid being quite transparent. On
standing half an hour the red became slightly browner.

The permanganate test of Dr. F. Giesel was in all cases applied

critically in the following manner :

When .05 gram, was dissolved in 1 c.c. of distilled water, and

1.1 c.c. of decinormal solution of potassium permanganate added,

precipitation occurred at once, and for a few seconds was of a red

color, but within 15 seconds it was all of a brown color without any

admixture of red,—not even a reddish brown. In 5 minutes 8 c.c.

of distilled water was added to this and the whole well shaken.

The brown flocculent oxide of manganese then gradually settled out,

leaving a transparent solution of a brownish tint almost colorless,

within an hour. It, therefore, did not stand this test at all, in any

degree.

The physiological testing was made as follows : For the compari-

sons a lp.c. solution was made from a salt of standard purity.

One minim of this solution in one ihiidraehm of water, held in

the anterior part of the mouth for one minute, the mouth having
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been just previously rinsed out, gave a distinct sensation, short of

numbness, but suggestive of it, to three persons out of four,—the

fourth getting only a slight bitter taste.

As one minim of such solution weighs nearly a grain, or about

.063 gram., this test would contain .01 grain, or .00063 gram., in

5,600 times its weight of water.

One minim of the 1 p.c. solution in 30 minims of water, held in

the mouth in the same way for the same length of time, gave a

distinct sensation to all.

Equal measures of lp.c. solution and water give a .5 p.c. solu-

tion, or one that contains 1 part of salt in 200, and one minim of

such solution, will contain .02 grain of the salt. One minim of

this solution delivered carefully and slowly from a fine-pointed

pipette, upon a strip of filtering paper .75 inch wide, can be made
to wet the strip equally for about 2 to 2.25 inches of its length.

This wetted portion when dried will contain .02 grain of the salt

equally distributed through the paper. Then if the paper be ruled

off and cut into 10 squares of equal size, each square will contain

one two-thousandth of a grain (.0005 grain) of the salt. One of

these small squares laid upon the anterior part of the clean, moist

tongue, and the tongue then held against the roof of the mouth for

one minute and- then the paper discharged, a very distinct impres-

sion is obtained, and this, after a few trials, will teach the observer

what to look for, in a lesser degree, in using more dilute solutions.

Successive dilutions of 1 measure of 1 p.c. solution in 1.5,-2,-2.5

and 3 measures of water, treated in the same way, gave small

squares containing ^^Vo, ^gVo, -j^Vo and t oVo of a 8Tain -

Eight persons out of ten got a distinct impression from all the

squares excepting the last two, and four out of the eight got an

impression from all.

From the last dilution, joVo grain, one person got the impression

every time in over twenty trials, and another got it every time in

four successive trials. After becoming used to the faint impression

to be watched for, seven of the ten persons could be repeatedly tried

with blank squares of paper, with but few failures in distinguishing

them from those which contained the salt. Yet two of the ten

failed in this cross-testing up to ^oVo grain.

It was next found that a difference of 10 p.c. in the amount of

salt present in these dilutions could not be detected with absolute

certainty by the more sensitive of the observers, and only three

detected this difference, yet still without positive certainty. Hence,
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differences of 10 p.c. or less in quality are not discoverable in this

way, and it may, therefore, be reasonably inferred that such differ-

ences could not be discovered in the therapeutic use of different

salts.*

Thus it will be seen that this physiological test, though useful,

is by no means a closely discriminating test.

When applied to this specimen No. 1 now under consideration,

the specimen withstood the test only fairly well. That is, some dif-

ference between the impression from the standard was indistinctly

noticeable, and yet was noticeable.

All the above mentioned testings of No. 1 were applied to the

best and most recent of the parcels bought of this make. Each
parcel bought was better than the one a month or more before it,

and this the best of the series of four.

Three other of the nine market specimens embraced in this in-

vestigation,—namely, that labelled as " Powdered," and that of

Howards & Sons, and a third in granular condition,—were as nearly

like it as were the different parcels of each brand like each other.

Of the London makers, however, there was but one specimen. In

granular condition, color and solubility, it was very similar to No. 1.

But in color the solution was not so deep, and it was more faintly

acid. Under the microscope the appearance and reactions were

similar to No. 1. On exposure to the air, and on being warmed
and heated it was also very much like No. 1. In solubility in

chloroform, however, it differed materially from No. 1, requiring

6.50 c.c. of chloroform against 4.40 for No. 1, and the salt recovered

by precipitation from chloroform by ether weighed .3976 gram, from

.4 gram, of the salt, and the residue .0100 gram, or 2.5 p.c.

The sulphuric acid testing gave a deep red, about the same

depth of color as No. 1, but with less of the brown tint.

With the Giesel test by potassium permanganate it stood very

much better than No. l,the solution retaining much of the red tint

in the prevailing brown for more than an hour. Indeed, the reac-

tion with this test was nearly as good as with any specimen of the

nine, and much better than with six of them.

* Fluid extract of coca was tested in the same way, and it was found that

a well-made fluid extract from coca which yielded .5 p.c. of cocaine hy assay,

made without heat, would give account of a rather larger proportion than hy
assay. From this it is concluded that the fluid extract should not contain less

than .5 p.c. of alkaloid, and should he a full equivalent of a solution of the
hydrochlorate of cocaine of the strength of .5 p.c.
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By the physiological test it was indistinguishable from No. 1.

The best and latest specimen of the " Powdered " salt was very

different from previous specimens under the same label. It was

very similar to No. 1 in appearance and solubility, but the solution

was more acid, and most acid of any specimen examined, the blue

litmus paper being quite sharply though not brightly reddened on

first contact with the 50 p.c. solution.

Under the microscope it was not distinguishable from No. 1.

By the exposure to air it lost .325 p.c, whilst No. 1 gained. But

upon heating, the behavior was very similar to No. 1.

The solubility in chloroform of different parcels under this label

was very different. Of the earlier parcels .4 gram, dissolved at

once to a clear solution with 2 c. c. of chloroform, and in a few hours

this solution became a dry solid. The latest specimen required 6.20

c.c. for solution, and the solution only partly solidified on the walls

of the tube above the liquid,—that is, where a part of the chloro-

form had evaporated off.

The sulphuric acid test gave an amber color not so deep as the

brown of No. 1.

With the permanganate test the rose-red color was retained in fair

degree for ten minutes, and then the change to brown became more

rapid, and all red tint had disappeared from the brown color at the

end of half an hour.

The physiological testing was practically identical with No. 1, or,

if any difference, it was favorable to No. 1.

The remaining specimen belonging to this No. 1 group, and sold

by the other maker of the larger crystals as " Powder " or amorphous

salt, though entirely crystalline, was inferior to the last described

excepting in color, this being quite white or free from color. The
.4 gram, was dissolved by 5 c.c. of chloroform, the precipitated salt

weighing .3850 gram., and the residue .0116 gram., or 2.90 p.c. In

other respects it was very much like the kind last described.

Specimen No. 2. The latest and best parcel of this make was in

colorless, hard, shining, distinct crystals of such size as to be all

visible to the naked eye, very easily but somewhat slowly soluble in

an equal weight of water, owing to the hardness of the crystals.

The 50 p.c. solution when in small quantity was almost colorless and

was very bright. This solution was very faintly acid to blue litmus

paper on first contact, becoming very slightly more red after a few

minutes' free exposure to the air, ranking fourth in the degree of

acidity.
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Under the microscope no distinct crystalline form can be seen,

most of the distinct transparent pieces appearing as confused frag-

ments of plates, with edges generally slightly rounded as from

having been washed by a solvent liquid. When a fraction of a drop

of alcohol was added on the slide, the smaller fragments were thrown

into active motion as they pretty rapidly dissolved, and then as the

alcohol evaporated at the edges of the spot, the hexagonal and barrel-

shaped plates appeared and often rilled the field. These plates were

of much larger size than those of No. 1, and much more quickly

formed, and they soon coalesced into confused masses wherein no

lines of the original form were discoverable. Then as the alcohol

passed off leaving only water, the crystallization changed entirely

first into groups and masses of stellate needles, with obliquely

bevelled ends, and finally into confused masses somewhat like the

original crystals.

Exposed to the air for 48 hours different parcels all lost weight,

the last and best parcel losing 2.85 p.c. Heated in a glycerin bath

to 145° C, it suffered an additional loss of 1.72 p.c. without melt-

ing. Began to melt at 155° C, and was all melted with little froth-

ing at 160° C, with a strong odor of benzoin, and with a total loss

of 9.45 p.c. The fused residue was of a full amber color and quite

transparent. When .4 gram, of the finely powdered crystals was

shaken in a test tube with successive additions of chloroform, it

was not all dissolved until 8c.c of chloroform was used, and the

tube allowed to stand overnight.

When to this solutio*n three times its volume of stronger ether

was added and the tube well shaken for five minutes, or until the

liquid was quite clear, the precipitated salt in the case of some

parcels collected entirely upon the sides of the tubes in a sticky con-

dition. In other cases a part collected on the tube, while another

part remained loose and granular, and fell to the bottom when the

tube was at rest. This precipitated salt appeared to become

crystalline within an hour or two, even before the liquid was

poured off from it. The liquid drained off into a tared beaker and

evaporated left a residue, which was not visible to the eye, and

weighed .0056 gram., or 1.40 p.c. The salt when thoroughly dried

in the tube weighed, in different trials, .4008 to .4000 gram., and

always as much as the weight originally taken, and was always

crystallized throughout.

When 1 c.c. of concentrated sulphuric acid was delivered upon

.2 gram, of the salt in a test tube, brisk effervescence with a strong
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chlorine odor was observed. When the effervescence had ceased

and the tube stood for half an hour, the liquid varied in different

parcels from a pale reddish straw color to a pale wine color. On
longer standing the color became somewhat deeper.

With the permanganate test, applied exactly as in No. 1, except-

ing that a similar test tube with the same permanganate solution

without any of the salt, was kej3t in the stand beside it for com-

parison of color,—the color changed slightly at once, and continued

to change to a brownish tint, slowly, until it became brown and

finally colorless. At the end of an hour it was red, but a brownish

red ; in 2 hours a reddish brown, and in 4 hours a yellowish brown,

with no redness of the brown, and after 48 hours a brown precipi-

tate had all settled out and the liquid was colorless. This brown

precipitate commenced to form from the very first, so that the red

solution was never clear, and the permanganate purple was only

retained for a short time, but in some parcels longer than in others.

Treated with .5 c.c. more of permanganate solution the same

changes occurred, and this repeated twice still became colorless

after an interval of a night.

The salt precipitated from the chloroform solution by ether re-

tained the reddish color longer when subjected to this test. The
repeated decomposition of permanganate by this purest of all the

groups, chemically, is supposed to prove that the salt, even in

its easily crystallizable state, is decomposed by the permanganate.

By the physiological test it was hardly distinguishable from

No. 1, and not distinguishable from the standard. Repeated cross

testings, on different days, developed a difference so slight, that at

last it was not settled beyond doubt whether the impression was

stronger than No. 1 or not.

One of the nine market specimens, namely, that of Merck, of

Darmstadt, was so nearly like this No. 2 as to be, so far as these

testings go, identical. The same appearance and form of crystal

and the same reactions throughout ; the four different parcels ex-

amined differing quite as much among themselves as from No. '2,

and the last of the four, the best, as in Nos. 1 and 2, and the last

vials bought agreed much more closely than any previous ones.

The difference in price, however, was remarkable. No. 2 cost

$7.50 per ounce avoirdupois, and this, $16.50. The import duty

does not account for one-fourth of this difference.

No. 3. This is very unlike any of the other groups, and dis-

tinguishable at sight. It is in small acicular crystals more or less
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effloresced, differing in this respect, and in the size of the crystals

in different parcels. The salt is colorless, and almost instantly

soluble in an equal weight of water; this 50 p.c. solution being of

a pale straw color, and distinctly though not strongly acid to litmus

paper on first contact. Less acid than No. 1, but more acid than

No. 2, ranking third in acidity.

Under the microscope the salt appears as broken-up bundles of

needles more or less studded over with effloresced powder. Wetted

with a fraction of a drop of alcohol on the slide, it is disintegrated

and dissolved with rapid movement, showing fragments of two

forms of crystals. The recrystallization, as the alcohol evaporated,

passed through practically the same stages, and gave the same

forms of crystals as Nos. 1 and 2, but the intermediate plates were

intermediate in size between those of Nos. 1 and 2, and were more

nearly rectangular.

Exposed to the air for 48 hours, all the parcels of this salt lost

largely in weight, but no two parcels lost alike. The lowest loss

observed was 6.72 p.c. and the highest was 8.62 p.c. But a beau-

tiful exhibition sample of silky crystals, with no appearance of

efflorescence, lost over 10 p.c.

In the glycerin bath the salt melted with frothing at 148° to

150°C, fusing to a dark amber-colored liquid, with a total loss of

12.65 p.c.

When .4 gram, was treated with successive additions of chloro-

form, and the tube allowed to stand for a few hours between the

small additions toward the last, it was found to be soluble in 5.40

c.c. of chloroform. This solution, precipitated by the addition of

16.2 c.c. of stronger ether, the salt collected in an amorphous

gummy condition upon the walls of the tube. The clear liquid

was poured off into a tared beaker and evaporated to dryness, when

the residue was found to weigh .0114 gram., or 2.85 p.c. The

sticky layer on the inside of the tube crystallized at once, ami when

dry weighed .3848 gram., the sum of these weights being .3962

gram, from the .4 gram, as taken.

The test by sulphuric acid gave a very rapid solution of a full

amber color with reddish bint, with the characteristic reaction and

chlorine-like odor.

The permanganate test was applied as in No. 2. The color was

not purple at anytime, but dull rose-red from the first, changing

considerably in the first few minutes, and then more slowly, be-

coming of a brownish rod, and finally brown, with no red tint in
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about 35 minutes. Treated again with .5 c.c. permanganate solution,

and this repeated, the same results were obtained, but at longer

intervals. The portion of salt precipitated from the chloroform

solution by ether, when tested in this same way, remained reddish

much longer, being a very red brown at the end of an hour. Dif-

ferent parcels of this make reacted very differently with the test,

the above description being from the latest parcel. A beautiful

exhibition sample of this make, in silky crystals, when tested by

this method, remained of a very red brown for an hour and a

half.

The physiological testing gave no marked difference from the

standard or from Nos. 1 and 2. But whatever difference there

may have been was against this salt. It is seen from the above

given reactions that this is a hydrated salt, in a more or less efflor-

esced condition, while all the others are anhydrous, and that it

easily parts with proportions of water, varying from 6 to 9 p.c.

Everything else being equal it must, therefore, of necessity, be 6 to

9 p.c. weaker than the others, and that the physiological test does

not show this deficiency detracts much from the value of this

test.

Another of the eight brands of the market that is very largely sold,

—namely, that of Messrs. Parke, Davis & Co. of Detroit, was found

to be identical with this No. 3. That is the four parcels bought at

different times varied quite as much among themselves as they did

from the four parcels of No. 3, while the latest parcels of each,

bought near the same time appeared absolutely identical. And
these two are the only hydrated crystals ever met with in this or any

other market.

No. 4. This salt was in the condition of a coarse granular powder.

It was practically colorless, though not absolutely so, and dissolved

easily and quickly in an equal weight of water. The 50 p.c. solution

was transparent and bright, and of a very pale straw color. The
solution was very slightly acid to litmus paper on first contact, just

perceptibly changing the blue. This acidity was less than in any of

the others, and changed less on exposure to air for a time, ranking

lowest in acidity of the entire nine parcels.

Under the microscope this salt appeared as a granular mass of frag-

ments of crystals so broken up that the form of crystal could not be

recognized,—occasional transparent fragments in the field appearing

as broken up plates, the edges and angles of fracture being fairly

sharp. Moistened on the slide with a fraction of a drop of alcohol

36
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the masses were disintegrated with very active motion, and as they

were washed away showed the distinct transparent fragments of

crystals of various shapes and sizes, down to granular particles with-

out recognizable form, under this magnifying power. As the alcohol

evaporated crystals of various forms pretty rapidly appeared, but

very soon the prominent forms were various modifications of the

hexagonal plates and the stellar needles. The plates were more dis-

tinct in form than in No. 1, and less distinct than in No. 2, and

often appeared so rounded at the angles and bulged at the sides as

to appear round or oblong. These, however, soon coalesced and

disappeared, and as the slide became dry the spot wetted became

granular excepting at the edges, and here there was, where the solu-

tion was shallow and thin, a fringe of radiating needles ; and in a

few hours the whole spot assumed this crystalline condition. This

salt was thus shown to be of the same general character as group

No. 1, though more crystalline and less granular in the original

condition, and recrystallizing from alcohol more, promptly and in

more definite forms.

Exposed to the air on a watch glass for 48 hours, the different

parcels of this salt invariably gained slightly in weight, and this

gain was fairly uniform, varying very slightly from .150 p.c. Warmed
in the air to 37.7° 0. or 100° F. for 48 hours more there was a slight

additional gain to nearly .2 p.c. Exposed for 12 hours to tempera-

tures between 71 and 82° C. or 160 and 180° F. it lost .550 p.c.

from the original condition, and then exposed for 12 hours at

ordinary temperatures it regained .100 p.c. of this loss. Up to

145° C. or 293° F. it became brownish, but remained loose in the

tube and had lost 3.528 p.c. without any signs of melting. Began

to melt at 152° C. or 306° F. and was entirely fused, with frothing

at 156° C. or 312.8° F. with benzoin odor. Total loss on melting

6.455 p.c, and the residue was transparent and of a dark amber

color.

When .4 gram, was shaken in a test tube, with successive addi-

tions of chloroform, it was not entirely dissolved when .7 c.c. of

chloroform had been added, a small ring of the undissolved salt

appearing against the walls of the tube at the surface of the liquid

after frequent shaking during two hours. But, on standing over

night, all was dissolved without any farther addition of chloroform.

When to this solution three times its volume of stronger ether

was added, and the whole well shaken for five minutes, the precipi-

tated salt collected partly upon the walls of the tube and partly at
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the bottom, as a loose granular precipitate. But a small proportion,

—enough to make the liquid opalescent,—remained in suspension,

refusing to settle out completely after many days' observation.

This opalescent liquid being poured off, the walls of the tube were

partly covered with needle-shaped crystals in groups, and the pre-

cipitate which had settled at the bottom was covered with groups

of these crystals in a crust over the precipitate. The salt first pre-

cipitated appeared to crystallize at once from the gummy, sticky

condition in the tube, even before the liquid was poured off, and

after drying the whole was crystallized. A repetition of this trial

was necessary in order to get a perfect precipitation, and this suc-

ceeded easily after prolonged shaking, giving in the tube .4002

gram, and .076 gram., or 1.90 p.c. of residue.

The sulphuric acid test applied exactly as before described, the

color became a deep red, though somewhat less deep in degree than

those of the No. 1 group, and less than half the degree of some of

them, but much deeper than Nos. 2 and 3.

The permanganate test was applied as in the other cases. During

•a few seconds the red crystals or flocks were distinctly seen mingled

with the brown precipitate, before the dilution, and after dilution

the liquid was a brownish-red color changing to reddish-brown in a

few minutes, and after 15 minutes nearly all reddish tint had

disappeared from the brown color. In an hour or two the oxide

had all settled out, leaving a clear, colorless solution. A half c.c.

more of the permanganate solution added to this gave the same

changes, but more slowly, and on the morning following the solu-

tion was again clear and colorless. A repetition of the .5 c.c. of

permanganate twice gave similar results. The salt precipitated

from, the chloroform solution, when submitted to this test, held the

reddish color much longer,—quite as long as the similar salt precip-

itated from No. 2.

By the physiological test the impression was not distinguishable

from that given by the standard solution, or by that of No. 2, there

being no doubtful inferiority, as in the cases of Nos. 1 and 3. But
it must be remembered that this test, as here applied, fails to detect

with certainty known differences of 10 p.c. in strength.

The conclusions reached by these investigations were that the

nine different brands or kinds of hydrochlorate of cocaine under as

many different labels, which are supposed to represent a very large

proportion of all that is sold in this country and, perhaps, also in

Germany and in Great Britain, fall into three distinct groups. Four
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of the eight brands belong to the No. 1 group, and though made by

four different manufacturers, are doubtless all made by stirring down
a more or less pure solution during its crystallization, and continuing

the stirring until the salt is more or less dry. All these salts are'

anhydrous in composition, and most of them contain a very small

proportion of hygroscopic moisture, which is fairly uniform.

The second group is represented by No. 2. The two brands of

this group are identical, and are crystallized from the concentrated

solutions slowly by standing. They are, therefore, in much larger

groups of much more distinct crystals. They appear to be anhydrous

like the first group, but contain varying proportions of accidental

water or moisture of some kind that is slowly lost by exposure to the

air. As these are probably crystallized from alcohol, this moisture

is probably alcoholic.

The third group also consists of two brands. These are identical

and are in more or less distinct crystals, more or less effloresced, the

crystals being needles, and in more or less broken up bundles, and

very different from the other groups. They are also different in

containing water of crystallization, which is easily varied or lost by •

simple exposure to air. If the published formulas of the hydro-

chlorate of cocaine be accepted, the anhydrous salt plus 1 molecule

of water would contain about 2.69 p.c. water ; with 2 molecules,

5.24 p.c. ; with 3 molecules, 7.64 p.c, and with 4 molecules, 9.96

p.c. As this group lost by simple exposure various proportions in

weight from 6.72 to 8.62 p.c, but in all the parcels had some

effloresced crystals, it is difficult to know which of the hydrates it

really is, but the probabilities are in favor of either 3 or 4 molecules.

In any case it has enough to make it much the most profitable salt

to make, as it is sold at about the same price as the others, but least

profitable of all to use.

Now all of these brands have been very largely sold and used for

all the purposes to which this substance has been applied, and all

wiih such success that they have been in active demand and use

Hi roughout the past year. Individual preferences of one over others

are often heard of, but the very few which have been inquired into

by this writer, were not based upon observation^ aeeurate enough,

nor definite enough to he trustworthy. Therapeutically all are

without doubt of good quality, while some are excellent, and all

have subserved all Legitimate purposes well. The larger and finer

crystalline condition of Nos. 2 and 3 and the uses made of this con-

dition in the florid advertisements of them have doubtless had much
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effect in causing them to be preferred by those who do not, in es-

tablishing their preferences, go much deeper than appearances ;
and

in this connection it is not without significance that these two

forms of crystal are in successful competition at the same prices,

and are very largely used when one contains an average of

over 5 p.c. more water than the other ; and taken together they are

perhaps more popular than the first group, although this group con-

tains, on an average, over 2.5 p.c. less water than the one, and over

7.5 p.c. less water than the other, while the chemical imperfections

of the first group are considerably less than the lowest of these per-

centages of water. So long as good and prominent authorities are

found who in the actual uses of extensive practice give decided pref-

erences to a salt that is at least 5 p.c. weaker than others equally

accessible and no more costly, it may be safe to conclude that thera-

peutic experience is not always a very close test of quality where the

activity of agents does not vary more than 10 p.c. And this con-

clusion is strengthened by the results of the method of physiologi-

cal testing given in this paper.

Notwithstanding that this investigation has found these nine

brands to be all of good quality and well adapted to the uses of the

substance* it must not be inferred that they are equally good. Four

out of the eight might be considered as practically equivalent from

a therapeutic point of view, and two of the remaining four as being

more active than the hydrated salt. All appear to be entirely free

from irritant and noxious substances, so that the question is simply

one of strength, the diluent in four cases being water only, and in

the other four neutral products of the splitting up of a very small

proportion of the alkaloid in the processes of manufacture. And
the proportion so split up is, in percentage value, and in chemical

and therapeutic value also, below the diluent value of the water.

That is, the hydrated salt is diluted with an average of say 8 p.c. of

water which is paid for and used at the rate of the salt, while it is

hardly within the limits of possibility that the inert matter in the

lowest of the group of granulated crystals should exceed say 3 p.c.

In regard to the chemical character of the brands the rating is

different. As chemical salts, and in chemical purity the group of

two brands represented by No. 2 is the best, because it is the clean-

est and best crystals, and contains less than half the amount of

water, as accidental water, that the crystals of No. 3 group contain

as combined water. No. 3 group rates next in chemical character,

both these groups being nearly, though not quite free from the
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decomposition products and coloring matter of some of the No. 1

group. No. 4 rates third in chemical character, and its high

therapeutic value depends on its small amount of decomposition

products and very small amount of water. In common with the

others of 'its group it possesses the important quality, for an active

medicinal substance, of uniformity. Quantities weighed off from

any parcel at different times will be of uniform composition and

value. The other individuals of this group all rate below No. 4,

both chemically and therapeutically.

The skill in making this salt of cocaine is constantly progressing,

and if the time should come when the No. 2 group can be produced

with only a moderate degree of loss and waste, and with less acci-

dental or uncombined moisture, this would be the most desirable

form in which to use the salt, because the therapeutical and chem-

ical advantages would then be in accord, whilst permanency and

uniformity of composition and condition Avould add much weight

to this accordance. But so long as these crystals are obtained at so

great a cost in waste of alkaloid and in time and expense of process,

and so long as the granulated crystals are therapeutically equal to

them, they are not necessary and scarcely desirable, especially as

the difficultly crystallizable salt from which this is separated, is also

put upon the market and sold side by side with it as an inferior

kind.

The No. 3 group, or hydrated crystals, have the grave disadvantage

for any accurate adjustment of quantity or dosage, that they are

rarely twice alike, even from the same parcel. Partly effloresced in

drying, they necessarily vary in the degree of efflorescence at the

different times of putting up, and no ordinary skill can make their

condition more uniform than that found in the different parcels

examined. If the salt could be all perfectly effloresced before being

put up, it would then be better than No. 2, and be best of any,

because it would contain less accidental moisture than the larger

crystals, and no more,—or scarcely more decomposition products
;

but therapeutically and chemically it would still be little better

than No. 4.

It is therefore concluded that, taking everything into account,

the granulated form of crystallization, when well managed, yields a

product of a value at least equal to the larger and better defined

crystals of No. 2 group, and it is claimed that this investigation

has shown as much.

It now only remains to review the tests used in this paper, with a

view to interpret them and determine their true place and value.
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If there should ever be an amorphous salt in the market, the

behavior under the microscope, when wetted with a fraction of a

drop of alcohol, will at once detect it. A specimen which was said

by the maker of it to be amorphous, and was given out as a sample

of what was to be avoided in purchasing, was easily shown to dis-

integrate into fragments of crystals, and these, after dissolving,

recrystallized in a few hours upon the slide,—remaining for a time

as a sticky, varnish-like layer, by reason of the large proportion of

decomposition products whose solution by drying very slowly, ob-

structed the crystallization. The promptness with which recrystal-

lization occurs on the slide, and the definite form of the two kinds

of crystals which successively occur during the drying, are useful

indications of the freedom from decomposition products.

Exposure to air for 48 hours, simply protected from dust, is a

useful indication of the amount of accidental moisture present.

Only one of the group of five salts, dried by granulating the crystals,

lOst any weight by such exposure, and this one only lost .32 p.c,

—

all the others gained in weight. The melting point was somewhat

different in the different specimens, but difference in thickness of

test tubes, and difference in the rate of heating up, deprive these

differences of any useful significance as tests of character or

quality. The odor of benzoin on fusing is characteristic so far as

the writer knows.

The chloroform solubility test is, so far as he knows, original

with the writer. Many authorities mention that the salt, as well as

the alkaloid, is soluble in chloroform, but, so far as known, no one

has published the limits of this solubility, nor its peculiar relations

to this salt.

That part of the salt which crystallizes with difficulty, or does

not crystallize at all, from alcohol, and the decomposition products,

are much more soluble in chloroform than the easily crystallizable

part, and hence greater solubility of any specimen in chloroform

indicates a greater proportion of difficultly crystallizable salt, or

more decomposition products, or both. Then if the chloroformic

solution be precipitated by a sufficient quantity of ether, both parts

of the salt are thrown down, leaving the decomposition products

and a very small proportion of the salt dissolved in the chloroform

and ether. Then, by drying and weighing the salt and the liquid

separately, the proportion of the residue to the total salt is believed

to be pretty accurately obtained. In four out of the nine cases the

sum of the weights of the precipitate and residue appeared to
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slightly exceed the original amount of salt taken, but this was

doubtless from incomplete drying, it being so difficult to dry a

precipitate completely in a test tube. As there was no chance of

loss excepting the loss of water or moisture, the sum of the weights

should equal the original weight of salt less the moisture, and this

would doubtless have been realized by more complete and accurate

drying, but as all were dried alike, as nearly as possible, about the

same deduction for this error must be made from all those which

lose largely on exposure to air, and this correction should be some-

thing like 1.9 p.c. from the precipitate. The residue, however,

is the most important element in the process, and this is not sub-

ject to any error, except that it contains a very small proportion

of salt, but a proportion so small as to be nearly counterbalanced

by the residue in that part of the liquid unavoidably dried upon the

salt in the test-tube.

The presence of combined water in the hydrated salt renders that

more soluble in chloroform, as was proved hj the observation that

a completely effloresced portion of this salt was much less soluble

than a portion of the same salt in its original condition, and the

difference in solubility was much greater than the difference in

weight caused by the loss of the water. That is, .4 gram, of the

effloresced salt requires 7 c.c. of chloroform for its solution,

whilst the same weight in the original condition of hydration

required but 5.40 c.c, yet the salt lost only 8.2 p.c. in efflorescing.

Hence, this chloroform solubility seems to be,—first, by differ-

ence in solubility, a measure of the proportion of that part of the

salt which is in the condition difficultly crystallizable from alcohol;

next, by the precipitation it is a measure of the total amount of

anhydrous salt present that is insoluble in ether
;
thirdly, by the

weight of the residue it is a measure of the total amount of impuri-

ties soluble in the ether and chloroform liquid
;

and, finally, by

the loss it is a measure of the water that was present.

It is a remarkable circumstance that heating appears to have no

influence either upon the rate or amount of this chloroform solu-

bility, since if a test tube in which the salt is nearly all dissolved

by standing ana* by shaking at common temperature, be heated in a

water bath until the chloroform boils, the opalescence remains

unchanged, until more chlorform be added. Then it becomes

entirely transparent. The solubility appears to be also uninfluenced

by cold.

The following table shows the results of this testing in compact

form.
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Four-tenths of a gramme of each salt taken for solubility in

chloroform of s.g. not less than 1.47, and each solution precipitated

by shaking with three times its volume of ether of s.g. not higher

than .728.

Chloro-
form re-

quired for

solution.

Precipi-

tated salt.

Residue from the

evaporation of

the chloroform
and ether.

.

No. 1.. 4.40 c c. .3844 grm.
.3864

"
.0108= 2.70 p.c.

.0114=2.85 "" Powdered" 6.20 "
< < 5.00 "

.3850
" .0116=2.90 "

H. &S.. 6.50
"

.3976 "
.0100= 2.50 "

No. 2 8.00
" .4004 " .0056=1.40 "

M 8.00
" .4006 "

.0052= 1.30
"

No. 3. 5.40
"

.3845
" .0114=2.85 "

5.60
"

.3840 " .0108=2.70 "

No. 4 7.00
"

.4002 " .0076= 1.90
"

Sum of the
weights of

the salt

and residue

.3952 grm.

.3978 "

.3966
"

.4076
"

.4060 "

.4058 "

.3959 "

.3948 "

.4078 "

[as No. 3.

Same maker
Same maker

[as No. 2.

The best method reached of applying this chloroform solubility

test is as follows :

A 40 c.c. test tube and dry cork are tared together, and into the

test tube .4 gram, of the salt is put with 3 c.c. of chloroform of a

S. g. not below 1.47. After a thorough shaking, it will be seen

whether much or little of the salt is undissolved ; and if much then

1 c.c. more chloroform is added, and the shaking repeated. Then
upon standing for half an hour a stratum or ring of undissolved

salt may remain at the top of the solution, as the salt is specifically

lighter than the chloroform. If this ring be small, and when
shaken up only produces an opalescence in the solution, then .5 c.c.

more chloroform is added and shaken, and so on with smaller addi-

tions until all is dissolved. But when the solution is so nearly

effected as to leave only a slight opalescence after shaking, then if

it be allowed to stand a few hours or overnight, the solution will be

complete, and the liquid quite transparent. Having noted the

amount of chloroform used, add- three times its volume of stronger

ether, s. g. . 728, and shake vigorously for five or ten minutes, or

until the liquid is quite transparent. At first the precipitated salt

is in very fine white particles disseminated through the liquid, and
the mixture is like milk. But as the shaking is continued, the pre-

cipitate begins to collect on the sides of the tube in transverse

ridges or partial rings in a gummy, sticky, half-liquid condition.

From some of the more soluble salts,—or from one at least,—these
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rings were at first transparent, and from all they were at first trans-

lucent. But gradually they become opaque as crystallization pro-

gresses, and very soon all the .salt is out of the liquid], and is spread

over the walls of the tube, in a half crystalline, half amorphous,

sticky condition. The liquid is then poured off into a tared beaker,

and the beaker, tube and cork are dried at 100° 0. or 212° F. They
are ^then closely weighed, the test tube and cork rinsed out clean,

and dried at 100° O. to get a corrected or verified tare.

The results, as far as this investigation goes, may reasonably be

interpreted as follows :

The larger the amount of chloroform required for solution, the

larger the proportion of that part of the salt that is easily crystal-

lizable from alcohol, and the smaller the proportion of products of

decomposition. But .4 gram, of this part of the salt, when as free

from the other, and as free from decomposition products as prac-

ticable, is perfectly soluble in 9 c.c. of chloroform.

The weight of the precipitate, if perfectly dried, represents the

total amount of salt present, embracing both conditions.

The weight of the residue closely represents, but rather exceeds,

the total proportion of decomposition products and other impurities

soluble in the chloroform and ether. And this residue is believed

to be a fair indication of the therapeutic value of the anhydrous-

salt, but not of the hydrated salt.

The sum of the weights of the precipitate and residue, subtracted

from the weight of salt originally taken, give the loss in the process,

and this may safely be interpreted as water or moisture present in

the original salt.

When the salt to be submitted to this test is in the larger crystals,

as the group No. 2, it is very difficultly soluble in the smallest pro-

portion of chloroform that will dissolve it, unless it be very finely

powdered before being weighed off, and in this powdering almost

all the moisture, whether of alcohol or water, that was accidentally

held in the intercrystalline spaces,—goes off and leaves the final

results I bal much better than they really should be.

The chief inconveniences of this chloroform test are, first, that

it requires accurate and close weighing and measuring. But this

can be measurably overcome by multiply in g the quantities taken ;

and this involves no loss, because the precipitated salt is better than

the original salt, and being closely weighed it can he at once con-

verted into 4 p.c. solution, and be added to the stock of solution.

Next, the solution requires considerable time and agitation in
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reaching the point, of solubility, and the point is often overreached,

and a new portion must then be taken if accuracy be particularly

desired. Next, it is very tedious and difficult to dry the precipitate

in the test tube, and impracticable to take it out for drying.

In a rather rough, or not very critical way, however, it is very

easily applied, and in such application often need be carried no

further than to determine that .4 gram, of any specimen is not

soluble in less than a given amount of chloroform, though this does

not determine therapeutic efficacy, but only chemical character.

The test, as a whole, is, however, more useful than any one

known to the writer.

The test of Dr. F. Giesel, by solution of permanganate of potas-

sium, is hypercritical and often fallacious. It fairly discriminates

the chemical character of the salt, but is of little or no value as

indicating therapeutic efficacy or value. The violet-colored acicu-

lar crystals, described by Dr. Giesel, are sometimes seen and some-

times not, even with the same salt. Rose-red nocculi are, however,

•generally seen before the dilution, but these are probably oxide of

manganese colored by the solution. The best and purest salt that

could be made, when subjected to this test, gave a solution that

retained some red tint in the brown for two hours or more. But

the next day it was colorless and transparent, with a deposit of

oxide at the bottom. Another portion of permanganate solution

added to this, again went through similar changes, and again the

liquid became colorless. This is supposed to prove that the salt

itself, however pure, is split up by the permanganate,—and it

would be very remarkable if so very sensitive an alkaloid did resist

such action. From this circumstance, and from the very differ-

ent reaction of the test upon specimens of equal therapeutic value,

it is inferred that the permanganate first attacks that part of the

salt which is so loose in composition as to be difficultly crystalliza-

ble. If the proportion of the salt which is in this condition be

small, all the permanganate is not decomposed at once, and the red

color continues for a slower action upon that part of the salt which

is easily crystallizable. But if the proportion be large all of the

very small amount of permanganate is decomposed at once, and no

red color is seen after the moment of mixing. These market speci-

mens gave almost every degree of variation between these extremes,

and yet it is believed, upon fairly good evidence, that there was

not a really bad specimen of the salt among those examined. In-

deed, if a critical application of this test, wherein the red-brown
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color should be retained at the end of an hour; be insisted upon,

seven of the nine brands would be rejected, for it has been shown
that the two specimens of the No. 2 group alone withstood this

test. But as itjias been shown that none of the seven were really

bad, and that two or three of these, at least, were of equal value with

No. 2, this test must be considered fallacious, and, if fallacious,

then practically useless,—as useless here as it would be with a very

large number of important alkaloids and their salts.

The sulphuric acid test is also of doubtful utility as applied to

this salt at the present time. Should it ever become practicable to

make a chemically perfect salt, in large quantities, without very

great waste and loss by decomposition, and should it be shown that

such a salt was more active, then such tests as this and the preced-

ing one would be very valuable. With the exception of a standard

sample made for the purpose, no parcel tried gave a perfectly color-

less liquid. The acid decomposes the salt at once with effervesence

and a strong, chlorinous odor, and the color of the resulting liquid

depends upon the varying conditions of this decomposition and the

more or less coloring matter present. In some instances where

there was least color the salt was doubtless the best, but this was

not uniformly the case, nor was the greatest color indicative of the

worst salt. Indeed, the color developed seemed to be proportionate

to the coloring matter left in the salt, and it is well known how
small a trace of coloring matter affects sulphuric acid.

The physiological testing as here practiced does not discriminate

closely enough, and if it did, it would not be of practical appli-

cability in any general way, because people in general are so very

differently sensitive to very delicate impressions on the tongue.

Faithfully applied it is laborious, and requires much time and care,

and an education of those whe are to be used in applying it. Never-

theless, it has proved very serviceable to the writer in supporting

other evidences.

The test by litmus paper of the acidity of strong solutions is very

easy of application, and the writer is inclined to consider it of much

importance, when skillfully and critically applied.

Cocaine completely saturates hydrochloric acid, and solutions,

however strong when freshly made, are absolutely neutral to the most

sensitive test paper. But solutions from salts that have been some

time made, are invariably faintly acid, and appear to vary in their

acidity in proportion to the moisture they contain. That is, the

dryer the salt that has thus been kept for some time, the more faintly

acid the solution made from it.
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This taken in connection with an important fact stated by Prof.

Fluckiger long ago, that solution of hydrochlorate of cocaine cannot

be evaporated without decomposition,—leads the writer to the infer-

ence that this acidity is due to a slight decomposition of the salt

wherein the base is destroyed and the acid set free,—and that this

decomposition is due to the presence of water ; and finally, that the

more water there is present the more salt will be decomposed spon-

taneously by time, and therefore the more acidity. Why the water

present in the anhydrous salt does not combine to form the hydrated

salt is among the very many things still unknown in regard to this

very singular alkaloid and its salts.

To this may be added the conviction from the writer's experience

that not only does water determine a slight, slow decomposition of

both the alkaloid and salt, but that every process to which they arc

subjected,—every solution,—every precipitation,—every handling,

and even every long exposure to the atmospheric vicissitudes of

dryness and moisture, determine a slight decomposition, and that,

therefore, all chemical torturing to improve the mere outside ap-

pearance of the salt is to be deprecated as being injurious to its

therapeutical efficacy.

MINIM PIPETTES.

In the course of a paper upon the administration of medicines

published in these pamphlets at page 837, there is a cut and a

description of a set of minim pipettes at page 844, which attracted

the attention of Mr. A. C. Abraham, one of the well-known phar-

macists of that long-established name in Liverpool. Mr. Abraham
courteously mentions to the writer that his father described a

similar instrument prior to 1851, and refers to the description as

published in " The Pharmaceutical Journal and Transactions/''

1st Series, Vol. IX., page 171, and Vol. XL, page 268.

It gives the writer pleasure to publish this acknowledgment of the

priority of Mr. John Abraham, of Liverpool, to any credit or utility

there may be in this device. The writer's set of " The Pharma-
ceutical Journal 99 only goes back to 1858, and he has never seen,

nor before heard of the papers above referred to, and therefore

wrote his paper in entire ignorance of what had been done by Mr.
Abraham. The minim pipette was offered by the writer not as an
invention, but merely as a convenient and simple device, without
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any claim to either novelty or originality, but had he known of Mr.

Abraham's papers it would have been most agreeable to have refer-

red to them with due credit and thanks for the great benefit derived

from the use of the pipettes. Their utility is such, that, as Mr.

A. C. Abraham remarks, it is singular that they are not more

generally used when there has never been a patent, or restriction of

any kind upon making or using them, and when any pharmacist

can, if he wants them, make them for himself.

It seems to be only an illustration that many pharmacists,

—

and many teachers of pharmacists, cling with tenacity to old cus-

toms and habits of their art, and seem to neither know nor care for

the progress they need unless they are advertised into it in some

catchpenny way.

THE PHARMACOPCEIA OF 1880.

(Review Continued.)

EXTRACTUM OPII.

EXTRACT OF OPIUM.

Opium, one hundred parts 100

Water, seven hundred and fifty parts 750

Glycerin, a sufficient quantity

Cut the Opium into small pieces, let it macerate for twenty-foui hours in

one hundred and fifty (150) parts of the Water, and reduce it to a soft mass by
trituration. Express the liquid from it, and treat the residue again in the same

manner with one hundred and fifty (150) parts of the Water. Repeat the ma-

ceration and expression three times more, using a fresh portion of the Water

each time. Having mixed the liquids, filter the mixture, and evaporate, by

means of a water-bath, to a pilular consistence. Lastly, weigh the Extract and

thoroughly incorporate with it, while still warm, fide (5) per cent, of Glycerin.

Preparations : Emplastrum Opii. Trochisci GlycyrrhizaB et Opii.

This preparation is very variable from several causes, but chiefly

because no two parcels of opium yield the same amount of extract

even under the same management,—whilst under different manage-

in cut the same opium will give different proportions of extract, and

when the proportion of extract varies, the strength of the extract

will vary of course. It varies also in consequence of the antagon-

ism between the commercial and the therapeutic interests involved.

The manufacturer, of course, wants to get the largest proportion of

extract from the opium, which means a feeble preparation, while the
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interest of the therapeutist is to have the smallest proportion of ex-

tract, because it will be then stronger and more free from those ele-

ments, which give the extract the advantage over opium. While

the management by the officinal process yields about the largest pro-

portion of extract obtainable from opium, it, therefore, yields the

feeblest, but it has the advantage that no ordinary commercial man-

agement can yield a larger proportion or a more feeble extract.

Authorities vary very much in the proportion of extract which

opium should yield. Under the title " Opium 99 the Pharmacopoeia

says :
" On exhausting 100 parts of opium, previously dried at a

temperature of 105° 0. (221° F.) with cold water, and evaporating the

solution to dryness, an extract is obtained, which should weigh be-

tween 55 and 60 parts." The writer's experience leads to the belief

that this proportion is considerably understated, and all accurate ex-

periments made for the purposes of this paper show that two differ-

ent powdered opiums,—one containing 13 and the other 16 p.c. of

morphine, and each powder containing between 3 and 4 p.c. of

"moisture, which was lost at 105° C,—gave of dry extract, the one

64.375 p.c. and the other 63.532 p. c. These results calculated

back to a powder dried at 105° C. would give the corrected results

at about 67 and 66 p.c. of dry extract,—and of pilular extract made
by the above process of the Pharmacopoeia about 75 and 74 p.c.

Then, as there is a loss of about .5 p.c. of morphine in the process,

the dried extract would contain respectively about 19.7 and 24.7 p.

c. of morphine, and the moist extracts about 18.9 and 23.7 p.c.

To illustrate the practice with this extract the following trials

were made : Half a pound of good commercial Smyrna Opium was

bought in the market, and treated by the officinal process as closely

as practicable. The yield of moist pilular extract was 59.55 p.c, but

it might easily have varied 1 or 2 p.c. either way in judging of the

proper pilular consistence.

The prominent criticisms on this process are as follows :

Moist opium, in the commercial condition, is directed by the

Pharmacopoeia. This is an important mistake, for the following

reasons : The average morphine strength of opium is never attained

by taking any given lump or lumps of moist opium, while an aver-

age morphine strength and an average amount of water are both

secured by taking powdered opium, and thus much greater uni-

formity of results are attained. Again, in the drying out and
powdering of opium a small but not unimportant proportion of the

inert or objectionable organic matter of the crude drug is oxidized
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or otherwise changed from a soluble to an insoluble condition, and

is thus excluded from the extract. And, finally, powdered opium

is more easily and more completely exhausted by ordinary man-
agement. All these circumstances have long been well known,

whilst any one of the causes is sufficient to decide as between the

use of moist and powdered opium for making the extract.

When opium is macerated for 24 hours with any proportion

of water less than five or six times its weight, the solution will

precipitate on the further addition of water, or of weak solution,

and the precipitate is so fine and so glutinous that it is very

difficult to filter out
;
and, under all circumstances, involves another

filtration, or about 24 hours to settle out, this latter being the best

way to get it out. When it settles out it forms a sticky black layer

on the bottom of the vessel, which should be excluded from the

extract, but which the Pharmacopoeia does not exclude. If the

opium be macerated for 12 hours, with occasional agitation, with

ten times its weight of water, a perfectly clear solution is obtained,

which does not precipitate under the conditions above mentioned,,

and this solution contains fully 95 p.c. of the extract. It is best

managed by filtration through a double paper filter, percolating the

residue upon the filter with water to about the weight of the opium.

The direction to express this residue is objectionable, because it con-

tains enough caoutchouc-like matter to prevent a moderate degree

of success, and it is a sticky, troublesome process, which so compacts

the residue as to obstruct farther exhaustion. It is much better to

keep the residue as loose as possible. After being once percolated

it should be returned to the vessel and be well agitated with water

in the proportion of about twice the weight of the opium. Two or

three hours' maceration, with occasional agitation, is thus sufficient,

when it is returned to the same filter and drained. Finally, it is

percolated with about the same quantity of water as before, and is

thus practically exhausted. A little less morphine is lost by evapo-

rating the weak liquids first, because then the stronger solution is

exposed to heat for a shorter time.

The direction to evaporate to a pilular consistence is hard to fol-

low out, and is much too indefinite in modem pharmacy, especially

with a preparation which contains about 20 p.c. of so potent an

agenl as morphine. But the other alternative, fco evaporate to a

given weight, is impracticable in the case of a drug which varies so

much in its proportion of water and other useless constituents.

As this is one of the extracts that can be very safely and very-
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easily evaporated to brittleness when cold, and be then powdered,

this is by far the best practice with it. And the finished powder

should always be assayed, and the assay given on the label.

No arguments can be needed at this day for having extracts in

powder rather than in mass, where the former condition is practica-

ble without foreign admixture, and certainly none for having potent

extracts assayed. But it would be well for pharmacopoeial authority

here, as in Great Britain and Germany, to require a definite strength

for the extract. The British Pharmacopoeia requires "about twenty

per cent." of morphine, and the German not less than 14.6 p.c.

Both these authorities wisely direct the extract to be made from

powdered opium, but how the first expects to get a 20 p.c. extract

from its officinal opium of not less than 9.5 nor more than 10.5 p.

c. of morphine, is not easy to comprehend.* A very good standard

of strength for the extract would be 20 p.c, but* as will be pres-

ently shown, this requires a powdered opium of not less than 13

•p.c, and this is, perhaps, a little above the average strength of the

powdered opium of the market. It is, however, always easy to get

a higher grade of powdered opium at a proportionately higher cost,

and an extract from such could be easily reduced to a standard

strength by dilution with powdered sugar of milk.

The following experiments were made to illustrate the above men-

tioned points :

Took 5 ounces avoirdupois, or 141.75 grammes of powdered opium

containing by assay 16 p.c. of morphine, and digested it for 12 hours

with 10 times its weight of water in a wide-mouth bottle, agitating

frequently. Drained the residue on a double paper filter, percolat-

ing it with about 150 c.c. of water. Then returned the residue to

the bottle and shook it well with 300 c.c. of water, and again filtered

off the solution and percolated the residue as before. Again returned

it to the bottle and repeated the shaking with 150 c.c. water, and

the filtration and percolation. Evaporated the filtrates in a tared

basin on a water bath, beginning with the weakest, and adding one

fraction after the other, until the extract appeared to be of a proper

*It is very remarkable that these two of the most modern of the Pharma-
copoeias should have used their influence to debase the quality of opium.
There is no unadulterated opium in this market, nor in any other known local-
ity. Persian opium alone excepted, which, when dried and powdered, will
yield as little as 9.5 to 10. 5 p.c. of morphine. As commercial opium, on an
average, loses about 20 p.c. in drying for powdering, a powder which gives
9.5 p.c. would indicate that the opium, in its moist commercial condition,
contained only V.6 p.c. of morphine.

37
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consistence. It then weighed 97 grammes, and to this was added 5

p.c. or 4.9 grammes of glycerin, and the whole was well stirred to-

gether. The finished extract then weighed 101.5 grammes, or 3-J

ounces and 35 grains, or 71.6 p.c. of the powdered opium. Now the

141.75 grammes of powdered opium of 16 p.c. would give a total of

22.68 grammes of morphine in the 101.5 grammes of finished ex-

tract, or 22.34 + p.c, provided there was no loss of morphine in the

process. But upon assaying the extract it was found to contain only

21.82 p.c, and therefore the loss of morphine split up in the process

was .52 p.c

Then took the same quantity of the same powdered opium, and
treated it in exactly the same way, excepting that the extract was

evaporated to dryness without the glycerin, and the dry extract was

rubbed into fine powder.

The yield of powdered extract was 62.3 p.c. of the opium, and had

there been no loss of morphine in the process it should have con-

tained 25.6 p.c. of morphine. But by assay it yielded only 25.12

p.c, showing a loss of .48 p.c.

A comparison of these results shows that from the same powdered

opium the difference between the officinal extract and a powdered

extract is 9.3 p.c in weight, and 3.3 p c. in morphine strength,

—

commercially very much in favor of the officinal extract of pilular

consistence, but pharmaceutical^ very much in favor of the pow-

dered extract, because it is so much more easy to weigh off accurately

in prescriptions, and to keep in a uniform condition without loss or

inconvenience
;
while, therapeutically, the powder is much better,

because it is stronger, more uniform and more accurate for dosage.

In re-dissolving these extracts in cold water for the assay process,

it was found that that from commercial opium in its moist condi-

tion , as taken by the Pharmacopoeia, leaves an insoluble residue of

6.25 p.c, and that from the powdered opium 4.53 p.c, showing a

difference of 1.72 p.c of objectionable extractive matter excluded

by the use of powdered opium.

Next 20 lbs. of powdered Tokat opium containing 13 p.c of

morphine was taken and made into powdered extract in exactly the

same way. The opium, in its moist commercial condition as receiv-

ed, contained 10.91 p.c of morphine, and it lost in drying and pow-

dering the unusually small proportion of 16.1 p. c. of moisture. This

powdered opium yielded 64.375 p.c. of powdered extract, and this

powder should have contained 20.2 p.c. of morphine, but upon as-

say it was found to yield only 19.6 p.c, showing a loss in manipula-

tion of .6 p.c.
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The insoluble residue in the extract from this opium was 9.3 p.c.

of the extract.

The principal therapeutic advantages of extract of opium over

powdered opium are first that by the extraction with cold water

many of the constituents of opium, which tend to produce nausea

and headache from its use, are excluded, wholly or in greater part.

Next, if in powder, it is more than one-third stronger in morphine

than the opium from which it is made, and from its smaller bulk it

is peculiarly and specially adapted to combination with other reme-

dies in pills and powders ; and finally, that its therapeutic effects are

those of opium, and not those of the salts of morphine.

The dose will vary very much with the quality of the opium from

which it is made, and of course with the special object for which it

is used. Two parts of the extract are about equal to three parts of

the opium from which it is made, but as the Pharmacopoeia has no

maximum limit for opium, and admits of a variation of 4 p.c. of

morphine strength in its powdered opium, which is equal to 33 p.c.

on its minimum of 12 p.c. and 25 p.c. on its maximum of 16 p.c,

and as this variation is largely increased in the extract, the dosage

is very much confused. As a general statement, however, the dose

is about one-third less than of powdered opium.

It is a very convenient preparation for external or dermic use, and

for such purposes is too much neglected or overlooked. Moistened

with water to a semi-liquid consistence and spread very thinly

upon oiled silk or upon adhesive plaster, leaving a margin for ad-

hesion to the skin, it makes a very efficient application for the relief

of local pain, while it saves the general economy from a large pro-

portion of the disturbance caused by the use of opiates by the

stomach or hypodermically, because, the effect is produced at the

point affected, and does not have to be reached by the much larger

quantity required to impress the whole organism.

TESTING ACONITINE.

If
g-gVo" °f a grain of aconitine be dissolved in a fluidrachm or 3.75

c.c. of distilled water, and the solution be held for one minute in

the anterior part of the mouth, and be then discharged, a distinct

aconite impression will be noticed within 15 minutes, and will last

for an hour or two. The impression or sensation can hardly be de-

scribed, and a description need not be attempted. Sufficient to call

it a feeble but distinct aconite impression, since it is not difficult to
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recognize when watched for. A convenient way of making the so-

lution for testing is to weigh off half a grain, or 32.5 millegrammes of

the aconitine, add a little distilled water and about .2 c.c. of acetic

acid, and stir until it is dissolved. Then make the solution up to

100 c.c, or 3^ f I , with distilled water, and mix well. Of this so-

lution, one-tenth of a cubic, centimetre, made up to 60 minims or

3.75 c.c, with distilled water, is the dose for testing.

When the aconitine is of good quality a distinct impression will

be noticed in any ordinarily sensitive mouth which has been rinsed

out just before receiving the dose. But many of the aconitines of

the market will give no impression from one-tenth of a cubic centi-

metre. Then after waiting an hour double the quantity, Or two-

tenths of a cubic centimetre, made up to 1 f 3 , should be tried in

the same way. This quantity is equal to T oVo grain, and should this

give no impression the quantity may be doubled again,—and so on

until an impression be obtained.

The dilute solutions lose their strength very rapidly on standing,

and more rapidly in warm weather than in cold, and the testings

should always be made within 24 hours after the solutions are made,

since in 48 hours they have sometimes been found inert, or very

nearly so.

In some recent trials the aconitine of Duquesnel, of Paris, and

aconitine made in the writer's laboratory from the root of aconitum

napellus, gave nearly equal and very distinct impressions from one-

tenth of a cubic centimetre, equal to 3^50 of a grain.

As the test, when carefully applied, will usefully, if not accu-

rately, ascertain the strength of any parcel of the alkaloid, and as

much of that of the market is very feeble, none should be trusted

in medicine which has not been tested. Then, if by testing, a de-

finite strength is ascertained for any given parcel, the physician

may, by adjusting the dose to the strength, use a more feeble alka-

loid in larger quantity with the expectation of similar results. But,

certainly, large doses should never be used, under any circumstances,

without having been preceded by smaller ones at proper intervals

without effect, and the use of each new parcel of the alkaloid should

be commenced on the assumption that it is of the greatest normal

strength, as indicated by the testing, because, as a poison, this alka-

loid is very rapid and deadly in its action.

In view of its great variability and potency it is not well adapted

to the ordinary uses in medicine wherein aconite is so important,

and therefore the alkaloid should be reserved for special uses, and

the fluid extract of the root be applied to the common uses.
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TESTING FLUID EXTRACT OF ACONITE

—

(Root.)

One-fifteenth of a minim of a well-made fluid extract of Aconite
Root, made from good root, by repercolation, and representing the

root in the proportion of minim for grain,—in a fluidrachm of

water, will give a very faint, but still fairly distinct aconite impres-

sion if held in the mouth for one minute. One-tenth of a minim in

a fluidrachm of water gives a very distinct and much stronger impres-

sion, lasting generally for an hour or two. A good way of applying
the test is to add 10 minims or .616 c.c. of the fluid extract to 12.5

fluidounces or 100 fluidrachms, or 369 c.c. of water, and agitate

them well together. Each fluidrachm of this solution represents

one-tenth of a minim. If the mouth be well rinsed out with water,

and this quantity be held in the anterior part, around the end of

the tongue, for one minute by the watch, and be then discharged, a

distinct, definite and characteristic aconite impression is easily per-

ceived. From one-tenth of a minim the impression is so strong at

the end of ten or fifteen minutes that it is not easily missed.

If the solution be made one-half weaker,—that is ten minims in

eighteen and three-quarter fluidounces or 150 fluidrachms, so that

each fluidrachm represents one-fifteenth of a minim of the fluid ex-

tract, then the impression from a fluidrachm of this is so faint that

unless it be watched for it is not always noticed. But if watched for

it is generally perceptible in fifteen or twenty minutes, and is

stronger or weaker at intervals for half an hour, and then disap-

pears.

This is about the limit of the test for a good fluid extract of full

officinal strength, and no fluid extract should be accepted which
does not give a distinct impression from one-tenth of a minim.
The Fluid Extracts of Aconite of three of the most prominent

and largest makers for this market were carefully submitted to this

test, with the following results :

The first is made with alcohol, and the label states that each
minim represents ninety-five hundredths of a grain of Aconite
Root. But on application of the above test no aconite impression
was obtained. A stronger solution was then made, one-seventh of a

minim in the f 3 of water, but still no distinct impression was
obtained. Then a solution of one-fifth of a minim to the f 3 was
tried, and this gave a faint but distinct impression to two out
of three persons who tried it. This preparation was therefore not
more than half the standard strength, and therefore if used in the
standard dose of one to two minims, as given on the label, it could
not yield the standard results.

The second bottle was also made with alcohol as a menstruum,
and was described on the label as being of the standard strength of

the U. S. Pharmacopoeia of 1680, and the dose as being one minim
or less to five minims. This preparation failed to give a distinct im-
pression until the f 3 of water contained three-tenths of a minim,
and it was, therefore, about one-third of the standard strength, and
three to six minims would be the standard dose.
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The third specimen was made with Diluted Alcohol* as a men-
struum, and was described on the label as of the strength of a
minim for each grain of aconite root. This preparation responded
fully to the standard of the test. The cost of these fluid extracts

was, respectively, $0.96, $1.20 and $1.31 per pound in quarter pound
bottles, with discounts off. The first two must have been either very
carelessly made or made from root of an inferior quality.

Now, as
^-jjVjj-

grain of good aconitine gives an impression, which is

approximately equal to that from one-tenth of a minim of good Fluid
Extract of Aconite Root, it follows that this tenth of a minim
should contain approximately g-^Vo" °^ a gram of aconitine. Then
a minim should contain sfa of a grain, and two minims should con-

tain j^o" of a grain, and this gives practically the equivalent doses

of the alkaloid and fluid extract when both are of standard quality.

From this equivalency it would seem that good aconite root contains

2^q- of its weight or .5 p.c. of aconitine, but this is some six or

seven times as much as is given by the best authorities, and more
than three times as much as the writer has obtained under very

favorable conditions. This discrepancy is at present without rational

explanation, since it appears improbable that two-thirds of the al-

kaloid, or more, should be destroyed in the process of extraction.

In this connection it seems worth while to attract especial atten-

tion again to the rapidity with which dilute solutions of the salts of

the strongest aconitine become inert. It has repeatedly occurred

to the writer to find dilute solutions of the acetate of aconitine be-

come entirely inert by standing 48 hours in closed vessels, and yet

give no signs of the growth of mycelium to the naked eye. The
quantity of alkaloid is, however, so very minute that growths suffi-

cient to destroy it would be microscopic.

This whole subject of aconite and aconitine is treated of at much
greater length at page 123 et seq., of this series of pamphlets, but

as it seems to have attracted much less attention than the import-

ance of the subject deserves, it may not be amiss to have returned

to it with the results of accumulated experience, particularly when
it is remembered that preparations of aconite are among the most

prominent and definite articles of the modern materia medica, and
becoming more important every day.

THE ALCOHOL QUESTION BEFORE CONGRESS.

The important subject of the internal revenue tax is again to be

brought up in Congress, and embracing as it does the tax on alcohol

or spirit in all its forms, it is of great interest in medicine and

pharmacy.
More than two years ago, when it was last before Congress, this

writer made sonic* investigations upon the subject, and the conclu-

sions were published in these pamphlets at page 494.

* The Pharmacopoeia requires stronger alcohol, but this is a mistake. Dil-

uted Alcohol exhausts the root quite as well as any stronger menstruum, and

has the great advantage of yielding a preparation which does not precipitate

on being added to water, and it is an excellent as well as an almost univer-

sal practice to administer aconite preparations diluted at the time, so that a

given teaspoon shall measure the desired minims or fractions of a minim in the

teaspoonful of water.
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All the conclusions then reached have been much strengthened

since that time, and it seems more plain now than ever that if Con-
gress will only investigate the subject thoroughly it will again take

the ground that if the tax on spirit cannot be totally abolished, it

should not be touched in any way. It is simply a question of

finance. As soon as the financial condition of the country will

permit it there is probably nothing that will relieve more of the
small and struggling industries of the nation, nor foster more new
ones than the abolition of this spirit tax. Any discrimination by
which to relieve these industries without relieving the spirit used
in beverages will, in this country, surely fail to relieve the law-abi-

ding manufacturer, but will relieve the unscrupulous and evasive.

The form of discrimination which again appears popular with
legislators, is, by means of a methylated spirit, to be exempt from
taxation. The last time this was proposed it was combatted on the

ground that such a spirit could be easily cleaned, but it is now re-

ported that Washington chemists find, upon careful investigation,

that such a spirit cannot be cleaned so as to fit it for any clean

uses. If this were true, such spirit could not be honestly used for

any cleanly purposes, and therefore all manufacturers who use spirit

for clean purposes would not be relieved by this device, but would
be subjected to a ruinous and unfair competition with such as

would use it when they ought not. But the statement is not true,

for methylated spirit can be cleaned, and for all the proper uses of

it by a very Targe proportion of manufacturers, they must be
allowed to clean it for themselves, for if not, the discrimination is

no relief to them. The proposition, however, is to prohibit the
cleaning of it under heavy penalties,—and this would seem to be
necessary or it would all be cleaned and go into beverages, and
none be left to pay the tax. But if it cannot be cleaned, as legisla-

tors seem to believe, why prohibit the cleaning ? The practical

working of a methylated spirit law is to permit those who most
need relief by it to clean it for themselves, and to prevent all others

from cleaning it, and this cannot be done under this form of gov-
ernment.

If the honest consumer of spirit in this country is to have as fair

a chance of profit from its use as the dishonest one, the tax must be
applied without discrimination of any kind.

The next most popular form of relief seems to be a uniform re-

duction of the tax, and this is far better than any form of discrimi-

nation. But it must be the policy of the Government to relieve the

people entirely from this tax as soon as possible, leaving it with the
States to control their interests in the beverage part of the business,

as they do at present by a duplicate machinery. The Government un-
doubtedly sees that the immense natural resources involved in spirit

manufacture can only be developed under an entire abolition of this

tax. With the vast area, and the soil and climate of this country,
the extent and profit of grain production can hardly be equaled.
The conversion of the surplussage of this grain into spirit by the
improved and still improving processes now used, embraces the pro-
duction of sound and healthy beef and pork through a corrected
and intelligent use of distillery residue as an important part of the
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food for stock, and thus the two enormous elements of spirit and
meat production are joined in one industry. With this industry
entirely untrammeled its products should and would go all over
the world at a large profit to the nation.

The false political economy of this tax is seen in another way.
A statement recently published, and said to be compiled from

official statistics, shows that the people of this nation pay annually
$900,000,000.00 for the spirit consumed, while for bread and meat
together they pay $808,000,000.00. As spirit is taxed to about
eight times the cost of production, and about seven times its mar-
ket value, the people are paying for their largest national expendi-
ture over seven times its value. With spirit untaxed, and the same
profits to those who sell it to the people, it would only cost them
$150,000,000.00. Bat the Government does not get the other

$750,000,000.00 now, but spends a very large proportion of it upon
two classes of middle men, who come between the producer and
consumer. The first of these is the army of office-holders necessary

to collect the tax, and next the still more numerous army of

licensed liquor dealers. And these two classes, thus supported by
this tax, are mainly used against the people so far as their efforts

and their votes can go in keeping the political party which sup-

ports them, in power, and keeping all others out. If the tax be
abolished, these two classes will be disbanded and lose their support,

and thus the Government would gain in reduced expenses a very

large proportion of what it would lose in revenue from this very

expensive tax. But in losing the control of many thousand votes

and several millions of money, a reason may be found as to why the

Government will never advocate the abolition of this tax. It may
consent to a reduction of the tax, or to any scheme which will not

too much reduce its army of voters, and the money necessary to

watch and collect the tax, because it takes as many officials and as-

much money to collect a small tax as a large one. But to relinquish

the votes and the money is perhaps too much to expect of any political

party in power ; and as the party out of power always hopes to get in,

it is also too much to expect from that. It is not, however, too much
to expect that the Congress will rise above these party interests and
strife and enforce a more true political economy. Abolish the tax

and this largest national expenditure will be reduced to the second or

third in rank, and leave another narcotic luxury at the head of the

list, namely, tobacco. It has been said that tobacco is the poor man's

Bolace, and is among his few necessities, and therefore should be

first freed from tax. But spirit in some form is hardly less his

Bolace, while it is actually an inferior form of food to his organism,

while tobacco is not.

In this connection it is curious to reflect that the two elements of

highest cost of human life, as it is lived in the aggregate, are

spirits and tobacco, the one a Btimulanl narcotic, the other a de-

pressant narcotic—and that more than one-third <>l' the human
race prove by living without them that they are in no degree neces-

sary nor healthful, but on the contrary tend to depravity and de-

struction.
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Many who receive these pamphlets do not appear to understand

that they are no longer published with regularity, and may cease to

be published altogether at any time, and the correspondence neces-

sary to explain why they are not sent regularly, or more frequently,

takes up much valuable time, which would be better given to the

pamphlets in another way. Although it is rather discourteous not

to reply to letters, especially when stamps for replies are enclosed,

the readers of these pamphlets will please understand that anything

like discourtesy is distinctly disclaimed, when in future such letters

are not answered.

Only one number of the series has been published this year,—in

January,—and this one in October is the second ; and this one may
be the last ever published. The January number was mailed to

every name on our directory ; and to many names, whose addresses

had been changed without notice, a second copy was mailed on
request. The same course will be taken with this number, but no

responsibility is accepted, nor any promise implied for the future.

Should there be any more issues in the future, they will be freely

distributed, as in the past, to every name now on the directory, and
to every name that may request to be put on the directory, but
it is by no means certain that another number will ever be pub-
lished. Therefore future numbers should not be written for with
the expectation that the writer has the time at command to reply

to all such letters.
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THE OIL OF WINTERGREEN (OIL OF BIRCH) AS A
THERAPEUTIC AGEXT.

BY EDWARD R. SQUIBB, M. D. *

Subsequent to the use of salicin and its derivatives in rheumatic

affections, and prior to 1882, Mr. P. Casamajor, the well known
chemist of Brooklyn, reasoning upon purely chemical data, had

used on his own person, and upon several friends, the oil of winter-

green as an effective salicylate with good results in some rheumatic

affections. These results he communicated to this writer. As well

trained chemists usually reason closely and accurately, and are

careful observers of the relations between cause and effect, the

results of Mr. Casamajor's observations impressed this writer

strongly, and resulted in the first published statement of the use of

this oil as a therapeutic agent in the Ephemeris for January,

1882, page 30. The use of oil of wintergreen by Mr. Casamajor was

not an empirical trial of an essential oil to see, perchance, if it

might not " be good for rheumatism," but being acquainted with

the reputation of salicin, salicylic acid and the salicylates, and of

some of the disadvantages of their use, and knowing that oil of

wintergreen consisted chiefly of salicylic acid and methyl in combi-

nation loose enough to be more easily effective than the other sal-

icylates which had been used up to that time, he applied it with

success.

He therefore had tried oil of wintergreen, not as an essential oil,

but as methyl salicylate, upon the rational expectation that this

combination of the radicle salicyl would prove to possess some

advantages over the combinations hitherto used. To him it was

not so much oil of wintergreen as it was methyl salicylate, or

methyl salicylic acid, or methyl salicylic ether, and had he known
that he was jnobably not using oil of wintergreen at all, but oil of

birch sold under that name, it would have made no difference to

him so long as both oils were alike in consisting mainly of methyl

salicylate.

The note published in the Ephemeris of January, 1882, soon

attracted the attention of physicians, and it was not long before the

oil was in use upon a scale sufficiently large to be the basis of more

definite conclusions.

* Read before the Kings County Medical Association at the stated meeting'
held April 5. 1887.
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The first paper noticed was by Dr. Francis P. Kinnicutt, who
reported some seventeen cases in all, closely observed in St. Luke's

Hospital. This paper was read before the Practitioners' Society of

New York in October, 1882, and published in The Medical

Record of Xew York, vol. XXII. , Xo. 19, page 505. From that

time to the present, reports of cases, and notices of its use have

occasionally appeared in the journals, and all these, so far as observed

by this writer, have been favorable to its use.

The attention to the agent thus aroused has doubtless within the

past four years led to its frequent application by many observers,

and it is one of the objects of this paper to bring out some expres-

sion of the local experience with the agent in Brooklyn, where it

was first used, and where it has probably been most used.

Another object of this paper is to give a brief history of the agent,

and to correct some prevalent errors in regard to the name and

sources of supply, in the interest of greater accuracy, as the sub-

stance becomes more important in the materia medica.

Some time prior to 1839, Pagenstecher obtained a volatile oil by

distillation of the flowers of Spiraea ulmaria or Meadow Sweet, with

water, in which oil Lowig and AVeidmann recognized a hydracid of

much chemical interest.

In 1839 Piria discovered a hydruret of salicyle as a product of the

decomposition of salicin, and soon after Ettling demonstrated the

identity of the hydracid of Lowig with the hydruret of Piria, which
the latter called salicyle. From or upon this radicle, salicylous and

salicylic acids are formed. These derived their name from the

salicin of willow bark, but were the same, in both physical and
chemical properties, whether obtained from Meadow Sweet or from
willow bark.

After these investigations it was for some years suspected, chiefly

from a similarity of odor between the oils of Spiraea ulmaria and
Gaultheria procumbens or wintergreen, that the latter oil was of the

same construction or composition as the former, but up to 1842 no
steps were taken to investigate this supposed identity of structure.

In October, 1812, Prof. William Procter, Jr., of Philadelphia, pub-
lished in The American Journal of Pharmacy, vol. XIV., or

New Series, vol. VIII., p. 211, a paper entitled, "Observations
on the Volatile Oil of Gaultheria procumbens, proving it to be a

hydracid analogous to Salicylous Acid." In this paper Prof. Proc-
tor appears to have obtained salicylic acid, but without distinctly

recognizing it as such.
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From this and a subsequent paper by the same author, and from
Gmeliir's Hand-Book of Chemistry, much of this information is

taken.

Next Cahours took up the investigation, and in a paper published

in the Journal de Pharm. et de Chim. of May, 1843, proved

that by the distillation of salicylic acid with pyroxylic spirit and
sulphuric acid a product was obtained having the properties and
constitution of the oil of wintergreen, thus showing synthetically

what had before been shown analytically.

Next Prof. Procter in a second paper published in The American

Journal of Pharmacy for January, 1844, vol. XV., or New Series

vol. IX., p. 241, shows that oil of wintergreen is identical with a

volatile oil obtained by distilling the bark of Betula lenta, the

Sweet Birch, or Black Birch, or Cherry Birch, or Mountain

Mahogany of the Middle and Northern States and Canada. He
also shows that only a very small proportion of the oil of birch, ob-

tainable by the distillation, pre-exists in the bark, but that the oil

is generated by the water and heat from two neutral substances of

the bark, exactly in the same way that the volatile oil of bitter

almonds is generated by a reaction between the emulsin and the

amygdalin of the almonds.

Here, then, by this series of investigations made prior to 1845, it

was shown that the volatile oils obtained by distilling with water

the flowers of Spiraea ulmaria, the leaves of Gaultheria procumbens

and the bark of Betula lenta, are identical in properties, reactions

and composition, and that the chief element is methyl salicylate,

and that these oils, so far as this element is concerned, are capable

of being produced artificially from salicylic acid and methyl.

When to this is added the knowledge that the destructive distilla-

tion of coal yields the carbolic acid, or phenol from coal-tar, and

that this carbolic acid with sodium by Kolbe's process yields sali-

cylic acid, and that the destructive distillation of wood yields

methyl, the history and identity of these oils from various sources

becomes fairly complete.

It will now be understood that the element of value in the oils is

methyl salicylate, and therefore that the comparative value of the

oils will be proportinate to the methyl salicylate each may contain.

The oil of Meadow Sweet has never been an article of commerce,

and no account of its proportion of methyl salicylate has been met

with. Oil of wintergreen is said to consist of 90 per cent, of methyl

salicylate and 10 per cent, of a hydrocarbon similar to terebene.

This statement is upon the excellent authority of Prof. Procter.
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Oil of birch is said by Pettigrew to be pure methyl salicylate, but

this can hardly be true of the oil accessible in the markets, since

several authorities state that in distilling the oil the distillation be-

gins many degrees below the permanent boiling point. The oil

may contain slightly more methyl salicylate than oil of wintergreen,

and the proportion may be about 94 per cent, as given by some

writers, but it is more probable that the oils are practically alike.

The artificial methyl salicylate is an oil hardly distinguishable

from the others, and is probably, as ordinarily met with, of about

the same degree of purity. Thus it would seem to make no differ-

ence which of these three was used as a therapeutic agent, except

that for the present the artificial oil is much dearer without being

any better, and it is therefore practically unused in medicine.

It is not surprising that three substances, though from such wide-

ly different sources, should be alike in sensible properties, when they

arc alike in chemical constitution, yet it would not be strictly accu-

rate to say that in sensible properties they are indistinguishable. In

samples selected as carefully as possible from this market the writer

could detect but little difference in the odor even when the vapor

was diluted by distance from the source of emanation and care-

fully and slowly inspired. Yet a trained expert in volatile oils did

detect a considerable difference and told from the corks of the vials

only, which was wintergreen.

From the private history of the distillation of these oils for the

market at the present time, however, it is very doubtful whether a

sj^ecimen of true oil of wintergreen can be found. The winter-

green grows in the same localities as the birch, but according to the

information obtained by Mr. George W. Kennedy, in a visit to a

large distiller in Schuylkill county, Pa., the cost of collecting the

birch for distillation is about £4 per ton, while the cost of collecting

wintergreen is about $30 per ton. The yield of oil from the birch

is about 5 pounds per ton or 0.23 p. c, and from wintergreen about

18 pounds per ton or 0.80 p; c, thus making the cost of the oil

from wintergreen a little more than double that from birch, while

the management of the supply of birch is much easier. Mr. Ken-
nedy's very interesting paper describing this visit may be found in

the American Journal of Pharmacy, vol. LIV., or Fourth Series,

vol. XII., p. 49, February, 1882.

Other sources of unpublished information equally trustworthy

represent the industry as carried on in other localities, as being

extremely primitive and crude. Families of parents and children
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go into the woods for the distilling season; both sexes in trousers

and all huddled under one rude shed with the stills at night, and

all, excepting one, out collecting materials all day and the rude

stills kept going night and day, supplied with all the wintergreen

that may come handy, or be collected by the smaller children, while

the larger cut down and chop up the much more plentiful birches.

Thus all the history obtainable tends to the conclusion that almost

all the oil accessible in the markets is distilled from varying mix-

tures of birch and wintergreen, the birch being always in much the

largest proportion,—and that any oil which comes from either

source alone is most likely to be from birch. From all the reading

and inquiry possible to the writer it seems highly probable that no

oil distilled exclusively from wintergreen is obtainable in the gen-

eral market here, but that all is made from mixtures of birch and

wintergreen in which the latter is present only in small proportion,

—

or from birch exclusively. Yet all this oil comes to market as oil

of wintergreen, and is bought and sold almost entirely by this

erroneous name.

In first hands it is generally, if not universally, known that it is

oil of birch which they buy and sell as oil of wintergreen, but there

is but little demand for oil of birch, while the demand for oil of

wintergreen is large and constant, and almost all of it used for

flavoring syrups, powders, soaps, etc. Under these circum-

stances it seems quite time that the small quantities used in med-

icine should be called by the more correct name of oil of birch, if

only for the purpose of reducing the number of known substitu-

tions. The U. S. Pharmacopoeia should at least be free from this

error, but it is not, and therefore lends its authority to perpetuate

it. Physicians, who are willing to aid in correcting this bad usage

by prescribing it as oil of birch rather than as oil of wintergreen,

should write " oil of birch or the so-called oil of wintergreen/' as

there are many pharmacists, as well as physicians, who do not know
the true condition of the markets in regard to this substance.

The oil is rather a costly substance, say $3.50 per pound, and be-

ing in large demand it is liable to adulteration. Being the heaviest

of all the oils, the specific gravity is the best single test of purity.

It should have a s.g. of 1.173. The chief adulterants are chloroform

and oil of sassafrass, and these can be so used together as not to vary

from the proper s.g., but they are easily detected by the Pharmaco-

pa;ia tests.

The dose of oil of birch, like so many other therapeutic agents,
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varies much in different individuals, and no one can be sure that it

has accomplished all that it is capable of doing until it is pushed to

its physiological effect upon the individual under treatment by it.

Like other salicylates it is rapidly eliminated, and therefore should

be given from four to six times in the 24 hours in proportion to the

severity of the case. Given in sufficient quantities in this way it

will in 24 to 48 hours cause a ringing in the ears, and this is the

physiological effect to be sought, and when found, a slight reduction

of dose from that which caused the ringing will be the proper effect-

ive quantity.

Doses of ten minims four or six times a day will produce the

ringing in some individuals, but if not it should be increased by

two minims in each dose until the ringing is obtained. In this way

doses of 16 minims will rarely have to be exceeded. Then a reduc-

tion of two minims will give the regular dosage to be observed.

It seems superfluous to say that the doses should be measured with

accuracy and given with regularity, because it is so well known that

active medicinal agents should always be so managed, yet it is a

standing reproach to the profession that there is much hurtful inac-

curacy in this respect. Much of the usage of this oil that is record-

ed has been by-'dropping, and without having the vials from which

this dropping was done it is impossible to know what doses were

really given. A four ounce prescription vial, taken at random,

gave 185 drops to 120 minims of the oil. A two ounce vial half

filled, with an average lip gave 197 drops to the 120 minims. Another

similar vial which happened to have a thinner lip gave 216 drops to

the 120 minims of oil, showing a range of error of over 30 drops in

a measure of two fluidrachms.

An ordinary 12 minim dose would therefore be from one of these

vials 18.48 drops. From another 19.68 drops, and from the third

21.60 drops,—a difference of over 3 drops in the dose, and if the

doses were given 6 times in the 24 hours the difference per day

would be nearly 19 drops, depending solely upon the vial used.

The use of a minim pipette avoids this irregularity. It is a con-

venient and inexpensive instrument, and is sufficiently accurate for

all ordinary dosage.

There are two good ways of administering oil of birch. One is to

deliver the dose into a four ounce vial containing about two fluid-

ounces of cold water, shake the mixture actively, and then pour it

into a glass and swallow it while in suspension in the water. The
other way is to deliver the dose upon half a teaspoonful of powdered
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sugar in a glass, add about two fluidounces of water, stir actively

and swallow at once while the oil is in suspension. The dose is not

a very disagreeable one, and does not seem to cause disgust nor

anorexia by frequent repetition.

In cases in which cod-liver oil is also indicated, it is very good

practice to give them together. The strong flavor of the oil of

birch entirely covers the fishy odor and taste of the cod-liver oil,

and the latter oil agreeably dilutes the birch. Ten or twelve minims

in half a fluidounce of cod-liver oil, swallowed after a mouthful of

ice water will offend very few palates or stomachs.

Under the inspiration of mercantile profits, there is just now a

good deal of drumming and advertising, throughout the country, of

what is called by the advertisers and salesmen "true Salicylic Acid

from Oil of YVintergreen," and the statements are so made as to

contrast this with the artificial acid as being a deception, and it is

most remarkable how many physicians are captured and held in

captivity by these catchpenny inspirations from the pocket. This

scheme is a fair example of a skillful hiding of the true truth be-

hind a little false truth, with the expectation that if ingeniously

done it will pay well ; and such expectation is rarely disappointed.

The oil of birch does not appear to be a proper alternate or sub-

stitute for salicylic acid, or sodium salicylate in severe cases of acute

articular rheumatism, since it does not appear to relieve the pain nor

reduce the temperature as promj)tly ; and this might be expected

from the circumstance that when pushed to its physiological effects,

it disturbs the hearing and sight less promptly and in an inferior

degree. It seems to be most appropriately used in the milder

attacks of gouty rheumatism or rheumatic gout which are so much
more numerous, and which so often are the cause of protracted

suffering and disability. These cases occur in hundreds, and the

physician who can relieve an hundred of such is of more use to the

community than one who makes a successful laparotomy, and more

rapidly gets a better reputation ; and beside he does more,—much
more, in combatting quackery and pretense.

Perhaps the writer cannot better close this paper than by giving

a typical case in which oil of birch was successfully used.

A married woman, aged 33, above the average height, weighing

1G0 pounds,—in vigorous health, and in active occupation, began to

be disabled about the first of the year by a stiffness and discomfort,

hardly amounting to pain, in both heels, felt at rising in the morn-

ing on some days and nearly absent on others, but wearing off dur-
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ing the exercises of the mornings. This gradually increased, be-

coming first slightly and then more painful on motion, causing an

obstruction to walking, and to household occupations, and wearing

ofT later in the day, not painful when at rest nor during the night,

and no great inconvenience during the latter part of the day and the

evening. In about two weeks this grew to be severe enough to call

for advice and treatment. The tendo Achillis, and the heel about

its insertion, were the seats of pain and disability. There was some

tenderness on pressure, but not enough to render boots uncomfort-

able, and there was slight swelling in the fossae on each side of both

tendons, but no redness.

The first treatment was a half diet, and a teaspoonful of sodium

bicarbonate in a goblet of water three times a day. This, as is com-

monly the case, acted as an aperient, increased the urinary excre-

tion and rendered the secretions alkaline, but did not relieve the

stiffness and pain, as it so often does in temporary chronic rheu-

matism. It did not even prevent a steady increase of the discom-

fort, for, after being continued for two weeks, there were days when
walking was almost impracticable. Then for two weeks more the

half diet was emphasized, and lithium citrate in doses of five grains,

three times a day, was substituted for the sodium salt, but without

improvement. The dose of lithium citrate was then doubled for a

week, but without apparent effect. In these five to six weeks the

patient's weight was reduced about three pounds, but the pain and
disability had slowly increased, and now affected the spine of the

tibia on both limbs, as well as the heels, and the pain was more
pronounced, and the tenderness and swelling were slightly greater

than before, in both localities of both limbs.

In this condition, on February 21st, the oil of birch was resorted

to, beginning with ten minims every four hours during the day, or

forty minims a day.

This dose was rapidly increased until ringing of the ears was

obtained by the end of the second day, and the pain and discomfort

were somewhat relieved. The dose was then reduced from the

maximum of fourteen minims to twelve, and again to ten, as the

pains diminished, and then she continued this dose until March
15th, when the oil was discontiued. By the end of the first week
the pain and discomfort on moving was nearly gone, and by the end
of the second week only the stiffness remained, with occasional

slight pain at rising on some mornings. By the end of the third

week of the oil this condition continued, but in a diminishing de-
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gree, so that the oil was omitted. From March 15th to the present

time, April 5th, there has been occasionally a little discomfort on

some mornings, with occasional over-indulgence in diet as a sus-

pected cause, but with a gradual wearing off of all disordered sen-

sation. When the condition was at its worst, and the local pain

acute, morphine oleate was applied a few times with prompt relief.

But beside this nothing was done that has not been mentioned.

The half diet was of course a prominent element of the treatment

in a patient who so favored the gouty element in the case, and it

was the aim to reduce her weight from five to ten pounds. But it

was only reduced three • pounds during the first six weeks*

Throughout the three weeks' administration of the oil, and since

its discontinuance at the practical termination of the case, it has

been reduced three pounds more.

The total amount of oil of birch used in the case was just two

fluidounces.

The discussion which followed the reading of this paper before

the Kings County Medical Association brought out a very consider-

able experience in the use of this agent in the treatment of rheuma-

tism of various degrees of gravity. And one member presented a

synopsis of what had been published upon its use so far as could be

found.

Every physician who had used it frequently, had found cases in

which it was either powerless, or was not well borne by the stom-

ach, and some of these cases were afterwards benefited by sodium

salicylate or salicylic acid. But all the testimony elicited was favor-

able to the use of the oil, and this especially in the large class of

cases wherein the attacks were not severe. In all such it seemed to

have important advantages over the sodium salicylate. In severe

cases wherein the pain was very severe and the elevation of tempera-

ture great, the conditions were controlled more promptly and more

effectually by the sodium salt.

There was no dissent from the general conclusion reached that

the oil, whether natural or artificial, or whether from wintergreen or

birch, was an important agent for obtaining the best results of

salicylates in a very large class of cases.
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NOTE OX VERATRUM YIRIDE, OR AMERICAN
HELLEBORE.

By Edward R. Squibb, M. D.*

There is probably no agent of the materia medica which has a

more equivocal therapeutic reputation with the best authorities

than veratrum viride. The two authorities upon which the profes-

sion of this country most rely, and to which reference is most

frequently made, are the L'nited States and the National Dispensa-

tories. No ordinary practitioner who has never used the agent,

but who has thought of using it, can read the accounts given of its

medical properties and uses without a feeling that perhaps, on the

whole, he had better let it alone. That very careful and conserva-

tive author, Dr. Alfred Stille, after having written all he had to say

of the agent under its three heads in the National Dispensatory, con-

cludes at page 1546 of the third edition, 1884, as follows: "It may
be remarked here, as was implied in the account given of green

American hellebore itself, that while some of our native physicians

exalt this medicine to the rank of a panacea, others condemn its

use altogether as scientifically illogical and practically dangerous.

Among the latter we desire to be reckoned."

While this conclusion is the only reasonable one to be reached

from the accounts given, it is evidently not given from actual

experience, and can hardly be considered as final while so many phy-

sicians who make their own experience continue, generation after

generation, to use it. In other words, it has not been stamped out.

It has not,—at least for a great many years, — excited the zeal

or enthusiasm of individual physicians, nor the cupidity of collect-

ors and manufacturers, and has never been epidemic through

advertisements and certificates, yet the writer distributes several

hundred pounds of its preparations every year to a very steady

demand, and knows of others who distribute much more than

he does. It does not appear to be used much in large cities, and

pharmacists dispense it infrequently upon physicians' prescriptions.

It appears to go chiefly to country physicians, and those of the

smaller towns, who dispense their own medicines; and when it is

remembered that a large proportion of these are close observers, who

* Read before The Kings County Medical Association at the stated meeting
of June 7th, 1887.
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make their own experience, and who know well what they can

do with the comparatively few agents they employ, it is difficnlt to

understand why they should so long continue to use an agent which

is without advertisements and drummers, and has excellent authori-

ties, with their trains of distressing effects, discouraging its use.

But when the recorded testimony in regard to it is closely

scrutinized, and as far as is practicable, freed from bias and confu-

sion, there are important characteristics and individualities which

must be admitted.

It is certainly a very potent and fairly manageable arterial sedative,

much like aconite, but with a peculiar advantage over aconite in the

degree to which, and the promptitude with which it reduces the

force and frequency of the heart's action.

That is to say, there is rational and credible testimony showing

that, without the prostration of nausea, the pulse rate can be re-

duced at will to any desirable point, and be held there for any

reasonable time,—the respiration and temperature corresponding to

the rate,—without hurtful prostration ; and this cannot be done to

a like degree by aconite.

This characteristic effect, and what it may therapeutically ac-

complish, is well illustrated by one of the experiments of Prof. H.

C. Wood with the alkaloids of American hellebore, in a paper to

be cited presently. The carotid of a Scotch terrier dog was acci-

dentally cut while under the influence of the alkaloid, and the bleed-

ing ceased spontaneously after a moment or two. Farther on in the

experiment Dr. Wood says, "An attempt was now made to kill the

dog by cutting the femoral artery at Poupart's ligament. The
bleeding, however, ceased spontaneously in a very little while, with-

out seriously affecting the dog. The force of the circulation had

been so greatly lowered by the alkaloid that there was spontaneous

arrest of hemorrhage in both carotid and femoral artery, without

dangerous loss of blood."

May not this explain the influence of the drug over puerperal

eclampsia, especially in relation to the similar influence of blood-

letting over the same condition.

Like aconite, veratrum viride appears to exert no direct effect

upon the cerebral centres.

The same nausea, vomiting, depression and prostration are de-

scribed as following upon full doses of both these agents ; but a

comparison of the two, when given in the way that aconite is

now used, is not found in the literature of the subject. The expe-
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rience of its utility when so used is, however, the probable basis

of the persistent reputation with a class of physicians who know
what they can do with it, but who rarely record their experience.

It does not appear to be a duplicate of aconite nor to be as gener-

ally useful. But as an alternate of greater promptitude and power

over the circulation, it can scarcely be without an individual

and independent therapeutic value.

More than twenty years ago it was taken to pieces or dissected

by Mr. Charles Bullock, of Philadelphia (see Amer. Journ. of

Pharm., Third Series, vol. XIII., for September, 1865, p. 321, and

Proceedings of The Amer. Pharm. Asso., vol. XV., for 1869,

p. 360), and the result of his investigation was the separation of two

alkaloids and an active resin. The physiological actions of these

substances were investigated by Prof. H. C. Wood, of Philadelphia,

and the results were published in The Amer. Journ. of Med.

Sciences, New Series, vol. LIX., for 1870, p. 36, in a paper en-

titled "A Contribution to the knowledge of the Physiological

Action of the Alkaloids Viridia, Yeratroidia, and Veratria of Com-
merce, and of the Eesin of Veratrum Yiride." No advantage

appears to have been taken by the use of the separated alkaloids,

though they differed materially in their action upon animals,

and the net result seems to have been that fchey were complementary

to each other, and corrective of each other as they existed in the

root, and that therefore there was no advantage in separating them.

The root, so far as the writer knows, has been mainly collected in

two limited districts, although the plant grows in the swamps

throughout the United States and Canada. The principal collec-

tion districts seem to have been the States of North Carolina and

New York, and the drug was known in the markets as southern and

northern hellebore. Its principal use has always been in the form

of a powder to destroy insects upon growing plants, and for this

purpose the northern American hellebore was commonly prefer-

red. Of late years, however, the American hellebore has been

almost driven out of the markets of this country by the European

variety or veratrum album, and this wholly on account of price.

The latter is imported at about 4 cents per pound, while the former

can hardly be collected and dried in this country for less than 6

cents.

For medicinal use, however, it is believed that the veratrum viride

has always been used, and the northern always preferred. The
"rhizome and rootlets" are officinal in the U. S. Pharmacopoeia,
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and from this a Fluid Extract and a Tincture are directed to be

made.

It is questionable whether the Pharmacopoeia be not in error in

admitting the rootlets with the rhizome. Every issue of the

Pharmacopoeia up to 1880 directed "the root " or "the rhizome,"

the rootlets being included for the first time in the issue of 1880.

All the recorded investigations of Osgood, Mitchell, Richardson,

Scattergood, Percy, Bullock and Wood seem to have been based on

the rhizome, and the writer has found no recorded experience upon

which the change of 1880, admitting the rootlets, is based. Hence

the writer's practice has not been changed to accord with the recent

Pharmacopoeia, but has continued in the use of the rhizome only,

and this has been collected at the proper season, sliced and dried for

him during many years by Dr. Wm. Manlius Smith, of Syracuse,

1ST. Y. Properly collected under the personal supervision of a good

physician and botanist, it has been hardly well enough paid for at

65 cents per pound. What, then, must be the value of the common
drug of the market, which is sold at 6 to 9 cents per pound, col-

lected probably at any season when convenient to go for it, roughly

split and dirty, with rootlets attached, and dried with little respect

to its importance.

The officinal Fluid Extract and Tincture are both made with

strong alcohol, and the first represents the drug in the proportion

of about one minim to the grain, and the Tincture two minims to

the grain. The surplussage of having these two preparations is

very apparent, and as the Fluid Extract,—especially if made by

repercolation, is much the best, the Tincture should have been

dropped. . The reason for its continuance in the presence of a fluid

extract was probably that a proprietary tincture was, and still is in

very common use under the name of Norwood's Tincture of Vera-

trum Viride. This tincture is generally described as being made in

the proportion of eight ounces of the drug to the pint, and as

being a saturated tincture. It is, therefore, of the same strength

as the officinal Tincture, but it cannot be saturated, because the

Fluid Extract is double the strength.

On examination Norwood's tincture appears to be made from the

commercial drug, or rhizome and rootlets together.

It is much darker in color than either of the officinal preparations,

when these arc made from the rhizome only. On evaporation it

yields about 6.54 p. c. of extract, while the officinal tincture yields

only 4.83 p. c. The Fluid Extract yields 12. 2G p. c, but the extract

#
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from the officinal preparations is of a very different character, as is

the behavior when the three are added to water.

The dose is a very important consideration in the use of this

agent, as by a careful adjustment of quantity and frequency the dis-

agreeable effects are, in great measure, avoided. Although it is a

very potent agent and capable, when unskillfully used, of producing

a most distressing train of symptoms, and very profound prostration,

yet it does not appear to be very dangerous to life. In desperate

cases of puerperal eclampsia it has been used in this city in doses up

to a fluidrachm of the Fluid Extract, and this with success. But

it is probable that in such cases very little of it is absorbed, even if

the dose be not ejected by vomiting, for there are conditions of

stomach in desperate cases wherein, as the elder Meigs used to say,

" You might as well put your medicines in a wet bladder and hang

this on a nail."

Except in emergencies the commencing dose should be small and

rather frequently repeated, or, in short, it should be used just as

aconite is used. The 3, 4 or 6 doses for the twenty-four hours

should be added to as many tea or tablespoonfuls of water, and each

given at the prescribed times after careful stirring of the milky mix-

ture.

The commencing dose of the Fluid Extract for ordinary uses in

reducing the force and frequency of the circulation and respiration

should be about two minims every three hours, to be increased to

three minims at the third dose, if no effect is perceptible by that time.

But where an active congestion or a commencing inflammation is to

be met by quickly reducing the damaging effect of rapid and forcible

heart action, double this dose every hour or two hours must be used,

and the risk of nausea be taken. Then, when a reduction to fifty

or sixty pulsations to the minute is reached, smaller doses and

longer intervals are indicated, and are to be so adjusted as to just

keep the desired pulse rate.

The Tincture being of half strength, will of course be required in

double quantity.

Like many other potent agents this Fluid Extract is often meas-

ured out by the uncertain method of dropping, and then the dose

will vary beyond a practical degree of accuracy, with the size and
shape of the lip of the vial from which it is dropped, with the ful-

ness of the vial, and with the rapidity or slowness of the dropping.

From an average one-ounce prescription vial when about half full,

and the drops delivered slowly, there will be about 112 to 116 drops
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to 60 minims, or nearly two drops to the minim. But from a

pocket-case vial with narrow square lip there are often not more

than ninety drops to the fluidrachm, or one and a half drops to the

minim. Any physician who will not use a minim measure, should

at least ascertain the size of drop given by his particular vials of the

liquids they carry. There is no small detail in common therapeutic

practice more important than a fair degree of known accuracy in

the dosage of potent medicines.

The meeting of The Kings County Medical Association for the

consideration of veratrum viride as a therapeutic agent was opened

by a paper of Dr. J. D. Rushmore, of Brooklyn. This paper,

which gives a very complete summing up of the subject to the

present time, and a careful examination of much recent experience

collected with great care and labor, will be published in Gaillard's

Medical Journal for November, 1887, and will doubtless command
the attention it so well deserves.* It was followed by the foregoing

note of this writer, and then the subject was discussed for the re-

mainder of the evening. This discussion brought out much in-

dividual experience with the agent, chiefly, though not entirely,

with reference to its use in puerperal eclampsia. The weight of the

testimony elicited showed pretty clearly that the agent had a

very great and easily manageable power of reducing the rate and

tension of the circulation to any desirable extent, and of maintain-

ing this condition at will, and that this could be done with entire

safety, and under good management, without the distressing nausea

and prostration which so often follow its less skilful use. This is

easily and well accomplished in a majority of cases, though not in

all, and when it is accomplished, and the pulse rate as an in-

dication of the circulation, is held at or below 65, the seizures do

not recur.

Often it was given by the stomach, but more recent experience

has shown that some of its uncertainties and failures were probably

due to the uncertainty of its absorption from the stomach in' the

condition wherein its prompt effect is most needed. Hence many
practitioners now use it, especially in grave cases, by the hypodermic

method, and both the Fluid Extract and Tincture had been largely

used in this way without inconvenience and with very prompt

*Dr. Charles Jcwett, of Brooklyn, who contributed largely to the import-
ance of the evening's discussion, has also a paper on the subject, which will

doubtless appear in some prominent journal.
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result upon the pulse rate, and moderate doses frequently repeated

were generally recommended in moderate cases which were seen

during the early stages. But in grave cases and in advanced stages

full or large doses were necessary in order to secure a prompt and

certain effect. Eight to ten minims of the officinal Fluid Extract,

or double that dose of the Tincture every fifteen minutes at first,

and then every half hour, were considered to be a moderate rate of

administration which in many cases would within an hour reduce the

pulse rate to about 60. And when this reduction was accomplished

the least possible quantity which would maintain the reduction

should be quickly ascertained if nausea and prostration were to

be avoided. One or two moderate hypodermic doses show the im-

pression or the failure to impress any individual case and thus give

the best indications for repetition or increase in quantity.

OPIUM ASSAY.

This subject is resumed after an additional experience of more

than five years,—see Ephemeris for January, 3882, pages 2 and 14,

—for the purpose of inviting attention to a number of slight

improvements in the details of the process;—to emphasize two

or more important points of the original process as published;—and

to notice some criticisms and improvements of the process that have

from time to time been published by others, as the process became

popular.

In the first place it seems needful to give emphasis to the impor-

tant point made in the first publication of the process,—namely, that

it neither aims nor professes to be a critically accurate chemical an-

alysis, but is only a pharmaceutical process of approximate assay,

whereby with a very moderate degree of skill and experience the

morphine value of all ordinary commercial opiums maybe determined

to within about a quarter of one per cent. In parallel assays of the

same opium by two different persons,— or by the same person, there

may be an occasional difference of .3 to .4 p. c. in result, but as a rule

the difference should not exceed .2 p. c. and is often less than .1

p.c. And these differences are due oftener to want of skill and accu-

racy in working than to the process.

The process has been criticised as yielding results that were too

high. This criticism can only be justified by weighing substances

as morphine which are not morphine, and it is feared that this may
39
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have been done through a fault in the original jmper in regard to

the lime-water testing of the results, in order to correct them by the

subtraction of matters insoluble in lime-water. This is given in the

paper without particular emphasis, and merely as a test for the

presence or absence of narcotine, when, though narcotine can hardly

ever be present, other matters equally insoluble with narcotine are

very often thrown down with the morphine and must be filtered out,

weighed and subtracted for a proper correction of the results.

Another point too lightly considered in the orignal paper is the

hygroscopic nature of powdered opium when this is to be assayed.

Ten grammes of powdered opium was weighed off from a well put

up stock package, and was exposed in a tared capsule to a moist

summer atmosphere during about 8 days, being carefully weighed at

stated intervals.

In 1 hour's exposure it gained 1.10 p. c.

" 2 hours' "
.

" 1.87 '<

" 24 " " " 3.26 "

A sudden change of weather to a cool dry air for about 24 hours

then took it back, so that

In 48 hours' exposure it gained 2.10 p. c.

" 72 " " " 2.47 "

It was then dried at 100°C. or 212°F. until it ceased to lose

weight, when it had lost from the original weight 3.40 p. c. Again

exposed.

In 12 hours' re-exposure it gained 1.47 p. c.

a 24 " h " 3.19 "

" tt a it 3 tt

" 60 " " " 4.20 "

« 72 " u " 2.50 "

From this and other evidence it is concluded that good powdered

opium in the commercial condition should not lose more than 3.5

to 4 p. c, and that the results of assays should be calculated upon

this proportion of moisture, whether tluj powder contains less or

more.

The writer's present method is as follows,—referring to the orig-

inal paper at p. 14 for minor details, and for explanation of the

different steps,—and for sizes of vessels, filters, etc., all of which

are still regarded as being of great importance in adapting the pro-

cess to popular inexpert use.

In sampling moist opium much care is needed to get a just pro-
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portion of the various lumps, and to sample one lump in five in the

way previously described, is safer than one in ten. The mass of

samples should not weigh less than 20, nor more than 40 grammes.

This, when rolled into a ball and cut in two, gives 10 to 20 grammes
for each part, each to be carefully weighed,—one for drying to deter-

mine the moisture,—the other for the assay.

When powdered opium is to be assayed exactly, 10 grammes is a

convenient quantity to be taken for each determination.

The opium is digested and frequently shaken during about 12

hours with 10 times its weight of cold water, the solution being

acidulated with one or two drops of dilute sulphuric acid, if not

already acid to litmus paper. The whole is then poured upon a

wetted, tared filter, and drained and percolated with water well

distributed upon the edges of the filter, and the residue by slow

dropping from a pipette, until the filtrate measures in cubic centi-

metres about 15 times the weight of the opium in grammes. This

strong solution is set aside to be evaporated last. The residue is

then carefully returned to the digesting bottle, without injuring the

filter, by means of a small spatula, and is again vigorously shaken

with 5 times the" weight of the opium of fresh water. The whole

is then returned to the filter and drained, and the filter and residue

are then well washed with successive portions of fresh water deliv-

ered by slow dropping from a pipette until the second filtrate

amounts to about 15 times the weight of the opium. After this

second filtrate is off,—making about 30 times the weight of the

opium in all,—the residue is finally percolated slowly to the extent

of about 20 c.c. more into a separate vessel,—this to be used instead

of water for rinsing out the beakers and capsule farther on in the

process. This is called the third percolate. The residue and filter

are then dried and weighed for the proportion of insoluble matters.

In pouring the solution and residue onto the filter care is taken

that in draining, the residue is not thicker upon one side of the fil-

ter, for then the subsequent washing of the residue will be imper-

fect from passing in greater proportion through the thin side than

through the thick. This will generally happen if attention be not

given to it.

The second percolate is evaporated in a tared capsule on a water

bath until reduced to about twice or three times the weight of the

opium. The first percolate is then poured in, and the vessel which

held it is rinsed in with a small portion of the third percolate.

The evaporation is now continued until the solutions are concen-
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trated to about the weight of the opium,—or to not less than the

weight, because then the solution is too thick and dense to be con-

veniently managed; and not more than one and a half times the

weight, because then the solution for precipitation will be unneces-

sarily large, and therefore hold too much of the precipitated mor-

phine in solution,—a portion that is always lost to the assay.

Opiums vary somewhat in the amount and kind of soluble matters

they yield to water, and some will yield too dense a solution when
evaporated to the weight of the opium, but none have been met
with which need be left at over one and a half times the weight.

At the end of the evaporation the extract should be fluid enough

to be rinsed round the capsule when cold. This rotary motion

given to it is kept up during five or ten minutes, or until the rings

of extract which have dried upon the capsule are all entirely dis-

solved off. This dissolving will be moderately prompt when the

extract is not more dense than a thick syrup. When but just thin

enough to move round slowly the solution of the dried extract on
the dish is less prompt, but still, with a little patience the solution

will be complete.

The dense solution is then poured into a tared flask of the capa-

city of ten times the weight of the opium, and the capsule is rinsed

into the flask with successive portions of 1 or 2 c.c. each of the

third percolate, until the capsule is clean and the whole solution in

the flask weighs not less than 1.6 times the weight of the opium,

nor more than 2.2 times the weight. To this solution half its-

weight of alcohol, s.g. .817 to .820, is added. This proportion

gives a mixture in which the extractive matters are most soluble

and the precipitated morphine least soluble,—or rather a mixture

which has these advantages after having been shaken with ether, for

the ether immediately takes out a portion of the alcohol. The solu-

tion of opium and the alcohol are well shaken together, and then

ether of a s.g. of about .725 is added to 1.5 times the weight of

the opium, and the whole well shaken together. These additions

first of alcohol and then of ether are very conveniently made by

weighing, but if 10 grammes of opium be the quantity in process

the measure of ether required will be about 23 to 25 c.c.

After the shaking together, aqueous solution of ammonia of s.g.

.960,—10 p.c. solution,—is added to the amount of .4 the weight

of the opium,— or 4 c.c. to 10 grammes of opium, and the whole

is vigorously shaken until the crystallization of the morphine occurs,

and the flask is then set aside over night for completing the crys-
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tallization. This proportion of ammonia is in excess for poor

opiums, and is deficient for those which are very rich, but it is

sufficient for such as do not contain over 17 p. c. of morphine, and

is not in hurtful excess for such as contain over 10 p. c. Below 10

p. c. the proportion appears to entail a loss of morj^hine by render-

ing it more soluble in the mother liquors from which it crystallizes.

A proportion of .3 or .35 the weight of the opium is better for poor

opiums.

After standing over night the crystals of morphine will be seen

in a layer between the watery solution and the ether, while a film of

nearly colorless precipitate covers the bottom of the flask. This is

probably meconate of lime.

The upper ethereal stratum is then carefully poured off as closely

as possible, and when seen to be free from crystals, is thrown away.

The original quantity of fresh ether is poured in and gently rinsed

round the flask, so as to avoid making an emulsion, and yet mix

thoroughly with the remainder of the first ether. This is poured

off closely and thrown away like the first, and another equal portion

of ether is used in the same way. Supposing each of the three

portions of ether to have measured 23 c.c., that poured off the first

and second times will be about this same volume, but the third will

be somewhat less,—thus showing that the ether has washed out

from the solution a part of the alcohol added, and showing that

only about .015 or less of the original or first ethereal stratum can

be left in the flask with the solution ; and such a proportion would

hardly be of much moment if wholly evaporated from the filters.

A pair of counterbalanced filters arranged the one within the

other, so that four thicknesses of the paper are upon each side, are

placed in a funnel and well wetted with fresh ether. The solution

and crystals are then immediately poured into the filters, the ethe-

real layer going first. This remainder of the ether washings goes

first through the ether wetted filters, but the dark liquid soon fol-

lows as the filters are filled up, and when all the liquid and most of

the crystals are poured in, the edges of the filters and surface of the

heavy liquid are washed with 3 or 4 c.c. of fresh ether delivered in

drops from a pipette. If then there be any ether seen on the sur-

face of the dark liquid, the funnel is tilted until it runs off by over-

flowing the edges of the filters.

A\ hile the crystals in the filters are draining, those remaining in

the flask are washed down from the sides 'with the smallest quanti-

ties of water successively applied, and are poured into the filters,
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leaving the flask clean. The filters and contents are then well

washed with successive small quantities of water delivered in drops

from a pipette until the washings come off only moderately colored,

or until the total of the mother liquor, washings and ether stratum

does not exceed the measure of four times the weight of the opium,
—40 c.c. from 10 grammes of opium.

The filters are then taken from the funnel, flattened on the con-

tents at the folds, and pressed gently between folds of bibulous

paper, so that as little of the washings as possible may be dried in

the crystals. The filters are then opened, placed one upon the

other, and dried at 100°O. or 212°F. until they cease to lose

weight. If when half dried the mass of crystals be broken up, the

time of drying may be reduced to an hour or two. The weight is

then carefully taken, using the empty filter in the weight scale to

counterbalance the other.

The entire contents of the filter are then transferred to a mortar,

and rubbed to a uniform fine powder.

About .1 gramme of this powder is agitated in a test tube with 10

c.c. of lime-water, and if the powder dissolves to a solution which is

very nearly or quite transparent, and from which no weighable pre-

cipitate settles out in an hour, then the contents of the filter are ac-

cepted as being practically, all morphine, and the weight of the

contents multiplied by 100, and divided by the weight of the opium

taken for the assay gives the percentage of morphine, the formula

being—as the original weight of the opium taken is to the contents

of the filter, so is one hundred to the percentage of morphine.

If the lime-water does not dissolve practically all the powder, as

it will not in a large proportion of the opiums, then .5 gramme of

the powder is accurately weighed and put into the flask with 50 c.c.

of lime-water. A gentle agitation, without shaking, for one or two

minutes dissolves all the morphine present, if in fine powder, but it

is necessary to see that all the heavy particles are disintegrated and

the soluble portions dissolved, continuing the agitation until this is

certainly accomplished. If the lime-water be shaken a persistent

froth will be formed, which renders the subsequent filtration imper-

fect, and causes much delay.

A pair of small counterpoised filters are arranged in a funnel, and

being well wetted with water, the lime-water mixture is poured into

them. The residue on the filters having drained the flask is rinsed

into the filters by 3 to 5 c.c.«of water in small portions successively used

The filters and contents are then well washed with 5 c.c. more of
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water delivered by dropping from a pipette. The filters are then flat-

tened on the contents, placed between folds of bibulous paper, and

finally are dried at 100°C. and weighed. Then, as the .5 gramme
taken is to the dried residue insoluble in lime-water, so is the total

precipitate of which the .5 gramme is a part to the total residue

• which the whole precipitate would have yielded. This total residue

subtracted from the total precipitate gives the amount of morphine

from the assay; and this multiplied by 100 and^ divided by the

weight of the opium taken for assay, gives the percentage of mor-

phine.

In a paper entitled "The Estimation of Morphine in Opium by

J. Howard Wainwright, Ph. B.," published in the Journal of the

American Chemical Society, vol. VII.
, p. 45, the author in using

this process advises boiling water for the extraction. But this is not

an improvement, because it dissolves much narcotine, meconate of

lime and organic matters that are rejected by cold \vater, and thus

overloads unnecessarily the final solution for precipitation, and

yields more colored crystals. The reasons given for the use of hot

water are, first/ that a smaller quantity is needed, and second, that

the solution filters much more readily, and the magma is much
easier to wash; but as there is no difficulty either in the exhaustion

or the washing these advantages do not counterbalance the disad-

vantages.

In The Amer. Chem. Journal, for October, 1886, at page 295,

vol. VIII., No. 5, is an important paper on "Opium Analysis,

by Charles M. Still well, A. M." This expert analyst in his paper

converts the above rather rude pharmaceutical procedure of this

writer into a critical chemical analysis, and those who are experts

in chemical work should by all means get this paper and follow it,

—

the details being very fully given for every step of the improved

process.

The chief improvements made in the writer's process by Mr.

Stillwell consist, first in washing the precipitate thoroughly with

solutions previously saturated with morphine, and therefore en-

tailing no loss in washing, while leaving the precipitate much
cleaner

; and second, by correcting the weight of the precipitate by

dissolving out the morphine with hot alcohol instead of lime-water,

drying the undissolved residue, weighing it, and subtracting the

weight for a final result.

In the Chemical News of London, for February 2d, 1877, page 47,
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is a very instructive paper " On the Determination of the Amount
of Morphia present in Opium,, by E. F. Teschemacher, F. C. S. & C."

In this paper the author advocates the use of a "morphiated
spirit/'" or alcohol containing 1 part of ammonia water, s.g. .88,

in 20, saturated with morphine and holding .33 p. c. ; and a " mor-

phiated water" or water saturated with morphine, and holding .04

p. c. These are the washings adopted by Mr. Stillwell, and by

their free use he^gets the precipitate very clean without loss, as did

Mr. Teschemacher.

The question which still remains unsettled is, whether the loss of

morphine by washing with a limited amount of water, as in the

writer's procedure, which leaves some coloring matter, etc., in the

jn-ecipitate, is not fairly though roughly counterbalanced by loss of

coloring matter, etc., when saturated spirit and water are copiously

used. In the assays of two of the writer's assistants, working side

by side, on the same ojrium, the one using saturated washings and

the other water, the difference in results, so far, have been so small

as to fall well within the limits of other errors to which the process

is liable ;—that is within the .1 to .3 p. c. variation in results.

It has been said of this process that if in a total range of from 8

to 18 p. c. it cannot come closer than .3 p. c. it is hardly to be com-

mended, and this is true, if any other as simple and as easy of appli-

cation by the hundreds of practical pharmacists who most need it,

can be devised that is more accurate. In comparing this process

with that of the IT. S. Pharmacopoeia in practice the latter is found

to be more simple and easier of application, but it is much more

variable in results from slight variations in management, while

under the most favorable conditions for its application its results are

from .75 to 1.5 p. c. too low.

That the writer's process does not give results which are too

high,—but rather too low, is shown by the circumstance that

assayed cases of opium have, within the past 5 years, been occasion-

ally made up separately into salts of morphine, and the yield

has commonly exceeded the assay. Again, it is certain that the

assay solution after the ammonia reaction must remain saturated at

its final temperature with morphine that is not accounted for

in the result.

This loss in the mother liquor lias been considerably reduced of

late years by the farther concentration of the evaporated solutions.

In an experimental trial of this point, a series of 8 assays of the same

opium were made under conditions entirely uniform throughout,
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excepting that the solutions for precipitation were made to weigh

1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2, 2.2 and 2.5 times the weight of the opium. When
a distinct small difference was shown in a greater yield from the

more concentrated solutions, excepting that when farther concen-

trated than 1.4 times the weight, the results were confused and

uncertain from causes not ascertained.

Mr. Stillwell advocates the use of boiling alcohol, instead of lime-

water, to separate the morphine for the final result, and the writer

adopted his recommendation and was entirely successful with it, but

it proved less prompt and more troublesome than the lime-water,

and therefore a series of comparative experiments were made to

determine which was the better solvent to use.

The series of eight parallel assays, previously mentioned, were

managed in exact accordance with the detail given for the use of

lime-water in separating the insoluble residue: and parallel with this

use of the lime-water .5 gram, of each powder weighed off at the

same time, was exhausted by alcohol, and the results obtained were

as follows :

Residues by alcohol. .0654 gram. Residues by lime-water. .0695 gram*
• .0612 " .0638 "

.0545 .0500 "

.0485 " .0537 "

.0585 " .0555
'

.0518 " .0583 "

0543 " .0568 "

.0536 " .0535 "

Average. .05585 " .05763+'

An accidental loss from two of the alcohol residues,—namely, the

fourth and sixth, and from one lime-water residue,—the third, would

require that these be omitted, and if omitted the averages became

respectively,—by alcohol .05775 gram., and by lime-water .05873

gram. The progressive diminution in weight of the residues is

due to the precipitation from solutions less and less concentrated as

is noted above.

It was found early in the use of alcohol that the best way to

manage it was to boil the .5 gram, of powder with a sufficient

quantity of alcohol to hold all the morphine in solution when cold,

and this quantity was about 75 c.c. : and the residue by alcohol

being in very fine particles it was necessary to use good filters, and
especially to avoid the creeping of unfiltered liquid over the edge
of the inner filter into the outer one. It is quite possible that some
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of the discrepancies of the above given figures by alcohol are due

to this creeping over into the outer filter, as they were watched by

imperfect vision. The alcohol gives a nearly colorless residue, but a

high colored solution, and if this latter be evaporated the morphine
will crystallize very well, and provided the filter and residue have

been well washed, the sum of the weights of these crystals and the

residue will be not more than one or two millegrammes short of the

original .5 gram, taken.

The use of lime-water requires no heating, and the 50 c.c. is suf-

ficient to dissolve all the morphine with a fair degree of prompti-

tude, and to hold it in solution indefinitely, and the residue being

commonly flocculent has no tendency to creep over the edge of the

filter. The residue by lime-water is much more colored than that

by alcohol, and the filtrate less colored, and therefore the lime-water

refuses more coloring matter than the alcohol, and this is probably

the reason why the lime-water residues are heavier than those hj

alcohol.

The solubility of the dried residues was investigated as follows :

—

Both were rubbed to powder, and .01 gram, of the alcohol residue

was added to 1 litre of lime-water,—1 in 100,000. On watching the

powder as it slowly descended through the lime-water, the very

finest particles seemed to disappear, but after frequent shaking dur-

ing three days it was estimated that at least two-thirds of the

coarser particles were dissolved. Another portion of .01 gram,

of the powder was then added, and at the end of three days more of

occasional shaking it was estimated to have disappeared in a less

proportion than the first, so that about .01 gram, was supposed to be

left undissolved, making an approximate or estimated solubility of

the alcohol residue in lime-water of about 1 in 100,000.

The same amount of the lime-water residue was carefully dropped

into a litre of alcohol s.g. .820, the same disappearance of the

finer particles being noticed, but whether they really dissolved,

or were too fine to be seen when disseminated through the liquid, is

uncertain. At the end of a week, in warm weather, a very consider-

able proportion of the residue,—estimated at one-half,— remained

undissolved.

The same quantity of alcohol residue was carefully dropped into

a litre of the same alcohol, and was observed in the same way, but

without any noticeable proportion of it being dissolved.

In consideration of these trials the writer much prefers the use of

lime-water in the way now described in his re-written process,

as being equally effective, while it is of much easier application.
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ASSAY OF PERSIAN OPIUM.

Of late years Persian opium has improved so much in quality as

to enter the markets in competition with the opium of Anatolia.

Being now rarely absent from this market, and never absent from

that of London, it occasionally comes up for assay. The process

above given, though fairly applicable to it, is not so well adapted to

it as to Turkey opium, chiefly because the Persian is so very differ-

ent in structure and consistence, and so much more largely soluble

in water. The Persian opium is in plano-convex loaves of fairly

uniform size and consistence, each loaf being wrapped in paper, and

often tied with a loose thread, and it is noticeable that the best

quality met with thus far, had a wrapper of a rose red color. Inside

the wrapper the surface is dry and smooth and without the poppy

leaf wrapper universally met with in Anatolian opium. The very

dry surface is very thin, and within this the structure of the loaves

is very homogeneous and quite firm in consistence,—so firm as to cut

almost like wax. The size and consistence of the loaves is so nearly

uniform that the sampling of one loaf in ten, or one in twenty, is

quite sufficient, and this is fortunate, because the cutting out of the

cylindrical or conical pieces requires a strong knife and a strong hand,

and is tiresome work. The consistence is such that when the cut is

nearly completed the remaining part, not yet cut, often fractures with

a snap and the cone flies out. An ordinary cheese sampler or tester

sharpened, is very convenient for sampling opium,—especially for

Persian opium. It cuts out a cylindrical portion of the lump, of any

desired depth, and the sample is taken from the side of this cylinder by

a knife.* The cut surfaces are not at all sticky, but on the contrary

* A case of Persian opium recently carefully examined and assayed, weighed
gross 19-H lbs. avoirdupois. It had a canvas cover which weighed 1£ lbs. The
wooden case contained two cubical tin cases which held the loaves of opium
packed in a chaffy, dusty, light, coarse substance. The wooden and tin cases,

and packing powder weighed 39 lbs. The tins contained 207 of the plano-
convex loaves of opium. Each loaf had an inner wrapper of thin, colorless
rice paper, and an outer wrapper of much thicker paper,—white internally, and
externally of a deep rose-red, and each wTas profusely wound round in all

directions with thin, weak, loose thread. Both wrappers adhered to the opium
so strongly that only a portion could be separated. The red paper, from its

large amount of coloring matter of unknown composition, is very objectionable,
and many ways to get it off were tried. The best way reached in these trials

was to open out the duplicated folds on the flat side of the loaf and then im-
merse the whole, for a few seconds only, in cold water. Then with care the
whole of the outer wrapper and a part of the inner one can be peeled off. The
outer wrappers of the whole 207 loaves when dried, including the thread,
weighed 2^ lbs., and the inner wrappers, —estimated from the' small parts
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are rather greasy, and are polished by friction, and the circumstance

that the opium does not adhere to nor soil the knife or the fingers,

allows the sampling to be done with much greater accuracy than

with Turkey opium, in regard to loss of moisture. The small pieces

cut from the sides of the cones are put at once into a bottle or tin

box, and are thus carried without loss of water until they are to be

used for the assay. Then they are weighed carefully as they are.

The weight being noted, and there being no tendency to stick to

surfaces, the fragments are rolled together in the fingers, becoming

softer by the warmth of the hand. The mass is then rolled out into

a long cylinder and the two ends doubled into the centre, twisted,

and again rolled out, and this repeated until a perfectly uniform

mass is obtained, without the slightest loss of substance. The mass

is then divided longitudinally into two or more portions,—one for

determination of water and one or more for assay, and these are

carefully weighed separately. When the weights of the separate

}3ortions are added together, the sum will be found to be much less

than the original weight, and the loss of water by the manipulation

is usually from 1 to 1.5 p. c, and this loss must be added to the

weight of the portions weighed off to bring them to the original

condition, as indicated by the first weighing of the total samples

before manijDulation.

If the loss should be .3 gram, on an origkial weight of 30. gram,

this would be 1 p. c. and would leave 29.7 gram. If this was di-

vided into 3 parts for the assay, weighing say 10.2, 9.5 and 10.

gram., then the formula for the calculation would be :

As 29.7 : 30 : : 10.2 : 10.303

As 29.7 30 : 9.5 9.596

As 29.7 . 30 : : 10.0 : 10.101

29.7 30.000

and the resulting weights would be those upon which the results

which could be detached, weighed h lb. Far the largest part of this inner rice

paper cannot be separated, but must go with tin? opium into any process for
working it

The gross weight being 194^ lbs.

And the tare U+S9+2±-\-$ lb is 48} lbs.

Net weight, I5l£ lbs.

The 207 loaves when air dried after the immersion and removal of wrappers,
as far as practicable, weighed 1.11 lbs., giving a loss of £ lb.

The average weight of the loaves is therefore (151-^207= ) 11.67 ounces
avoinlupois.
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of the assay should be calculated, and not upon the weights as di-

vided off after the manipulation.

The assay may be conducted by the process given for Turkey

opium if great pains and care be taken,—especially in the applica-

tion of the lime-water for correcting the obtained results of crude

morphine.

In exhausting Persian opium with water the insoluble residue

when dried does not weigh much more than half of that from Tur-

key opium, and consequently the evaporated solution is much more

loaded with extractive matter, and from this ammonia throws down
much that is not morphine. A very considerable proportion of

this which is not morphine,—say eight or nine-tenths of it,— is

however soluble in strong alcohol, and therefore alcohol cannot be

used for this correction as proposed by Mr. Stillwell.

It is however rather better to modify the process of assay by a

method of depurating the solution of opium devised and published

by the writer in The Amer. Journ. of Pharmacy for March, 1860,

p. 121.

In exhausting opium with water first, resinous substances are re-

jected. If this .watery solution be evaporated to a small volume

and the concentrated watery extract be then exhausted by strong

alcohol, all the substances such as starch, gum, sugar, etc., are re-

jected and a depurated solution of the natural morphine salts in

alcohol is obtained, and all substances insoluble in water and in-

soluble in alcohol are excluded.

In thus depurating the assay solution the process is modified as

follows : The watery solutions of opium are evaporated as above

described to about 1.25 times the weight of the opium, and the

dense solution is then patiently rinsed round the large capsule un-

til all the rings of extract are entirely redissolved in the solution.

Then about 8 times the weight of the opium (100 c.c. for 10

grammes) of alcohol of a s. g. not above .820, is added to the dense

solution little by little with constant stirring. The first additions

of alcohol do not cause a j^ermanent precipitate, and when the

point of commencing precipitation is reached, all the extract is

carefully dissolved off: the sides of the capsule with the solution be-

fore more of the alcohol is added. Then the remainder of the

alcohol is slowly added with active stirring, when the whole is

closely covered and set aside for a few hours, or until the solution is

perfectly clear. The clear solution is then poured off into a beaker,

leaving the hard black residue adhering to the capsule. This resi-
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due is dissolved with 3 c.c. of water, and the sides of the capsule

carefully washed down with this solution until the solution is com-
plete and contains the whole of the residue. Then 25 c.c. more of

alcohol are slowly and carefully stirred into this solution and it is

thus again precipitated, and this time the mixture is boiled, and

the loss of alcohol by boiling is resupplied, and the capsule, covered,

is again allowed to stand until the solution is cold and quite clear.

The clear solution is then added to the first clear solution in the

beaker, and the solution and precipitation of the residue is repeated

in exactly the same way. The accumulated alcoholic solution is

then evaporated in a large capsule on a water bath,—without boil-

ing, as there is always a loss by boiling,—to about the weight of

the opium.*

At the end of the evaporation the extract should be fluid enough

to be rinsed round the capsule when cold, and from this point the

lemainder of the assay process is carried out precisely as before

described for Turkey opium.

The crude morphine thus obtained is much more easily washed,

and is much whiter and purer than by the process as before described,

and thus far in the writer's experience it is always so nearly soluble

in both alcohol and lime-water that the weight admits of no correc-

tion. But, unless very carefully and skillfully managed it gives too

low a result, or in other words does not account for all the morphine

that is present in the opium, and the process itself is not so well

adapted to general inexperienced usage.

In illustration of the difficulty there is in getting assays of opium

to agree very closely, it may be mentioned that recently a lot of 8

cases or more of Persian opium was imported into this country from

London, having been assayed in London by Mr. Teschemacher, whose

paper on opium assay has been here quoted. The assay was 13.3 p.c.

morphine, and the opium was sold as containing 13 p.c. of morphine.

The buyer had it assayed by Mr. Stillwell, who has also been quoted

here, and his assay made the opium 12.63 p.c. and 9 p.c. water.

Upon this the buyer objected to the delivery as not up to the con-

tract of 13 p.c. The seller insisted on his assay and disputed that

of the buyer, and buyer and seller agreed to refer the question

to this writer for a fresh assay.

•A depurated solution of opium made exactly in this way has for more than
twenty-live years been used by the writer as the basis for the Compound (Solu-

tion of Opium (Liquor Opii: Compositus), and for the officinal Deodorized
Tincture of Opium, and it yields preparations much less liable to disagree with
persons sensitive to the disagreeable after-effects of opium.
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The writer stated to the broker in charge of the transaction, that

considering the difficulty in sampling Persian opium, the difference

of only .67 p.c. might well be due to the sampling and not to the

assay, and that the probability was that a third assay would not

really help the matter, and that the question whether the assay was

good or not might just as well be decided by lot or chance. But the

broker directed the third assay to be made by the referee and it was

carefully made. Four assays were made,—two by each of the pro-

cesses here given, and two of the four turned out to be quite success-

ful, with neither accident nor risk of loss, and these gave 12.965

and 13.102 p.c.—average 13.033 p.c, with 10.5 p.c. water and 23.24

p.c. of insoluble residue. Now while these results, from better

opportunities for sampling, may possibly be some two or three-tenths

of a per cent, more accurate than the preceding assays, they are only

accidentally so, and any of the three assays might be, and should be

accepted as about as close an approximation to the true value of the

opium as the circumstances and conditions admit of,—and as practi-

cally sufficient.

Three individuals assaying a given powdered opium, — or the same

sample of a moist opium should come within one or two-tenths of a

per 'cent, of each other. But when assaying different samples of

several cases of opium taken by different samplers at different times,

it is not reasonable to expect them to agree more nearly than with-

in six or seven-tenths of a per cent., and this instance fully warrants

this conclusion, because two expert chemists of many years of well

established experience and accuracy in such work, each working by

processes which they have freely published and which are known to

be good, could not differ as much as six to seven-tenths of a per

cent., if working upon exactly the same substance, nor could be ex-

pected to differ less than that, when working upon different samples

of a substance liable to variation.

During the last four years the writer has himself sampled and

assayed 44 cases of opium in the moist condition,—22 cases of the

commercial market grades, and 22 of the higher grades for his own
use. Ten of the latter were of his own special importation for

making powdered opium.

The 22 cases of commercial grades were in 5 lots, as follows:

3 cases, ordinary, minimum 9.2 p.c, maximum 9.5 p.c. average 9.35 p.c.

5 " " " 9.0 " " 10.9 " " 9.86 "

2 " selected, assayed together 11.65
"

2 " " •« " 10.90 "

10 " " " << 11.56 "
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The 22 cases of higher grade were all separately assayed, and

comprised 12 lots of 1 to 3 cases in each lot.

14 cases of Salonica, minimum 13.1 p.c., maximum 13.9 p.c, average 13 65 p.c.

4 " " Yerli, " 12.3 " " 13.9 " " 13.14 «

4 \* " Selected, " 13.8 " " 13.9 l
< " 13.85 "

These two groups happen to consist of 22 cases each, and give a

total average of 10.66 p.c. for the one and 13.55 p.c. for the other

group,—difference, 2.89 p.c. The difference in cost never exceeded

75 cents per pound, while the difference in morphine value was

never less than 90 cents per pound, but was generally much greater,

and therefore it was always better to buy the higher grade at the

higher price by 15 cents per pound at the least,—and generally at

more than double that economy; and this saving in buying the sec-

ond group rather than the first would be at least $500.00, as the

cases averaged over 150 pounds each.

When the opium is dried and powdered, the difference in value

and the saving are still greater, and the reason why the lower

grades are sold in the greater proportion of 50 cases to 1, is that

the difference in appearance or sensible properties is slight even

when the difference in real value is greatest. The remedy for this

condition of the markets is to popularize and extend the applica-

tion of all good processes of assay, and to give preference to those

methods which are at the same time fairly accurate and best

adapted to the largest number of hands with the least expert train-

ing and skill.

Early in the year reports were circulated in the opium markets

that late frosts and droughts had so damaged the poppies, that the

prospective opium crop would be short throughout Anatolia.

Opium had been extremely low in price, and it was suspected that

these reports might be the beginning of an upward speculative

movement without very much basis. The area of opium produc-

tion has been so extended of late years, that it is difficult to under-

stand how either frosts or drought should be so general as to effect

the entire crop, or any very large proportion of it. It is now pret-

ty certain, however, that the crop will be very short,—probably not

much over half of an ordinary crop, and therefore the advance in

price has been very great and very steadily maintained, and the

speculators have had the markets in their own hands. The new

crop is now (July 25) beginning to reach Smyrna and Constanti-

nople at fully double the prices of the latter part of 1886. A
remarkable feature in this upward movement has been, that the
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prices in this market have been very much lower than in either

Smyrna, Constantinople or London, and the difference has gener-

ally been as much as two shillings (English), or 50 cents per pound.

This condition of market is difficult to account for on any other

theory than that of a large stock on hand. This, if in the hands

of many holders, produces a competition which keeps the price

down. All the opium which is admitted into this country pays a

duty of $1.00 per pound, and this must always be added to all for-

eign quotations in reaching the price here. It has not been very

long since ordinary grades of commercial opium were sold here at

about §3.00 per pound, and now these same grades command about

§4.75. But if the same gracles were now imported, they would cost

here from $5.25 to $5.50, duty paid. This is the so-called " Drug-

gists' Opium " of the foreign markets, and comes from districts

whose names it bears, such as Karahissar, Balukesar, Kutajah,

GJieve, Eskishsir, and many more. The higher grade opiums are

from Salonica, Boghaditch, Malatia, Yerli, Tokat and several more.

But all these higher grades have what are known as "seconds,"—

a quality not above the grades which constitute " Druggists'

Opium," so that if does not do to buy by the district name. In

the primary markets of Smyrna and Constantinople the district

name goes far in regulating the price, and is commonly used in

making quotations, and all opium is sold there either "tale quale"

or " with visit." The first means that the buyer takes the opium as

it may be, without the privilege of turning it out of the packages

and inspecting it, and the other means that he may see the opium
and inspect it as much as he pleases. All opium can be bought at

a little lower price " tale quale," than " with visit." Beside these,

there seems to be a grade of opium called " morphinerich," which
the writer has had from the well-known house of Messrs. Ihmsen
& Co., of Constantinople, to whom he is much indebted for con-

stant information in regard to opium, scammony, etc. This
" morphinerich " opium is selected from various sources by expert

skill, and so far as yet tried it gives a very high»assay,—quite equal

to the Salonica variety.

40
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POWDERED EXTRACTS.

There is a considerable pharmaceutical convenience in having

extracts in the condition of powder, and whenever they can be

powdered without overbalancing therapeutical disadvantages, they

should be made in powder. This has for many years been the

position of the writer, and upon it he has aimed to get as many
as possible of the standard extracts into the condition of powder,

even if the powder had to be a very coarse one. A very considerable

proportion of the important extracts, however, have always resisted

his etforts to dry them without material damage, and therefore they

have had to be sent out in the pilular on moist condition. Although

the pilular consistence is not a great inconvenience, and is no

disadvantage to the well-trained pharmacist or physician, it has be-

come very fashionable to require powdered extracts, and to refuse

those which are not in that condition. And this demand has been

met by many makers, so that now almost all the extracts are easily

obtainable in the form of powder, though the strength of these

powders is not always known.

Under these circumstances the writer has again gone over the

subject recently, with care, and it may be worth while to record his

failures.

Many extracts, when made with any menstruum that will ensure

their therapeutic qualities, as representing the medicinal effects

of the drugs from which they are made, cannot be dried so as to be

powdered, at any temperature short of one that will either destroy

or seriously damage them, and the only way that has ever occurred

to the writer to get such extracts into the form of powder is by ad-

mixture with a sufficient quantity of some dry absorbent powder.

Take the important group of narcotic extracts for example, such

as aconite, belladonna, digitalis, cannabis, conium, hyoscyamus,

stramonium, etc., the active princijiles of which are all very sensi-

tive to injury by heating. These even when evaporated to a

pilular consistence are somewhat injured, and to powder them
without farther injury an absorbent powder must be used, and this

dilutes the extract, so that to a corresponding extent the advantages

of the preceding concentration are lost. The class of Abstracts of

the present revision of the U. S. P. consist simply of extracts thus

diluted to the definite degree of representing the drugs in the pro-

portion of one grain of abstract to two grains of the drug, and the

probable reason why these have not come into use in the place
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of extracts is their feebleness. The physician reasonably finds that

the use of one grain of an abstract instead of two grains of pow-

dered drug, or two minims of fluid extract, is not a material advan-

tage. So with powdered extracts, there must be some line or limit

in strength or dilution, which should decide the usage for or against

them. If abstracts are too feeble to come into use in place of

extracts or as alternatives for them, this would go to show that a

greater degree of concentration is required, and yet one of the most

serious objections to the abstracts, is that they do not retain the

condition of powder in warm weather, but shrink and are liable to

become as inconvenient as extracts of pilular consistence. And
farther dilution to reduce the risk of this would render them still

more feeble.

It may probably be accepted that one grain of extract to two

and a half of drug is about the lowest degree of concentration which

would be acceptable in common usage, and the writer entirely failed

to obtain this degree in many important extracts by the use of

powdered sugar of milk as an absorbent and diluent. In some cases

the powders could be made without exceeding this degree of dilu-

tion, and would remain in powder for days and even weeks, but

sooner or later,—especially if the bottles were tested in a warm dry-

ing room at summer temperatures, the powders would shrink and

become more or less hard. Frequently when the shrunken mass

occupied not less than half the bottle, it could be broken up or

scraped into a powder convenient enough for use, but not in a con-

dition to be saleable without complaint.

Sugar of milk as an absorbent and diluent was then abandoned,

and a sufficient quantity of the well-dried powdered drug was used,

the mixture of powdered drug and extract being repowdered

together after thorough drying. Such powdered extracts could be

made considerably stronger than when sugar of milk was used
;

first, because less of such powder answered the purpose; and, second,

because the powdered drug already contained its proportion of the

extract. But such powders stood no better than when sugar of milk

was used, or scarcely better.

Then the exhausted residue of the drug was tried. This can

generally be made into a very fine light powder that is very absorb-

ent,,but it answered no better than the unexhausted powder, since

the powdered extracts caked as. badly as before.

These powders were tried as absorbents in various ways. First

the extracts were made as dry as practicable, and the powders then
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stirred in, a gentle heat being continued till they almost ceased to

lose weight. Next the powders were warmed and the concentrated

liquid extract was added, with stirring, a little at a time, and a

moderate heat continued until the mixture nearly ceased to lose

weight. And finally the liquid was put upon the warmed powder, a

little at a time, in the dilute form of a fluid extract, each addition

being perfectly evaporated before the next addition, but all were

practically failures.

Therefore, although the subject is not entirely given up, the

conclusion is reached, that this writer cannot at present convert

many of the extracts into a powder of one grain to two and a half

of drug that will withstand summer temperatures without caking,

and hence that it is therapeutically much better to dispense them of

a pilular consistence, and give the approximate strength on the

labels, and it has been found quite practicable to make this approxi-

mate strength fairly uniform. That is, to make it the same for

different parcels of the same drug by being careful in the uniformity

of the quality of the drug used.

Some extracts by (fereful management can be made into perma-

nent powders, and all such should of course be so made, but how so

many manufacturers get them all into the powdered condition the

writer cannot understand.

CASCARA SAGRADA.

Rhamnus Purshiana is a sub-variety of the Buckthorn family of

small trees and shrubs, which grow in most of the temperate cli-

mates. This sub-variety grows abundantly in California and Oregon,

and the bark under the name of Chittem bark or cascara sagrada

has been long known and used as a purgative, and the name cascara

sagrada has more recently been usefully contracted to cascara.

Some years ago it was taken up and pushed as a novelty, and by

vigorous advertising, as a panacea for numerous ills, it has come into

very common use, in the form of several pharmaceutical prepara-

tions.

There seems to be no doubt but that the bark of the branches,

and a well-made fluid extract, and extract of this bark, are all effect-

ive simple aperients, not very disagreeable in taste or effect, easy of

management, and not very liable to lose their effects by continuous

use. And a prominent advantage in their use is that the dose may
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be adjusted in each individual case to any degree of activity or

mildness without leaving a persistent reaction.

These peculiar characteristics have long been known as belong-

ing peculiarly to the bark of Rhamnus Frangula, and the use of

this both in Europe and this country long antedated the use of

cascara sagrada. And this longer and better known variety of the

Buckthorn family was admitted to the present revision of the Phar-

macopoeia, because it was supposed to be the better medicinal agent

of the two. Its supposed advantages over cascara are that while

having all the advantages of cascara, it is milder, more pleasant

and more manageable in effect and more agreeable in taste, and

less liable to disturb stomachs and intestines which are sensitive or

irritable. When properly used both are simple, mild, agreeable

aperients, but the buckthorn the more simple and agreeable of the

two, and required in somewhat larger quantities to give the same

effect. Hence one or the other is superfluous in the materia medica,

and it becomes important to know which should have the preference.

In order to assist in determining which is the better, large quanti-

ties of the two barks were carefully selected of uniform good quality,

and from these exactly parallel extracts and fluid extracts were

made, and have been placed in the hands of many close and care-

ful observers, who are as little prejudiced as may be by the florid

advertising, which one of the agents has received. By the parallel

observations of many, made independently, it is hoped to obtain

useful, if not conclusive, testimony.

Both barks are very plentiful and very cheap, and good qualities

are easily obtainable of either at a cost of not more than 8 or 9

cents per pound by the bale. The buckthorn is much more uni-

form in quality than the cascara, and the inferior qualities of this,

which are offered at 5 to 7 cents per pound, are better than the

inferior qualities of cascara at similar prices. Both come long dis-

tances, and the freight on the buckthorn from Germany is less than

upon cascara from California, and how it is possible to pay freights

and two or three profits on them and sell them at such prices, is not

easy to comprehend. The very different and inferior bark of the

trunks and larger branches are rarely or never seen in buckthorn.

But the markets are full of such bark from the cascara, and it is

difficult to get even a few bales of the smaller quill bark which
should alone be used. Both barks are said to improve very much
in their medicinal qualities by age, and if so, it is reasonable to sup-

pose that the preparations made from them also improve by age, but
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probably not so much as the barks do. Neither bark should be

used until it is over a year old in the dry state, and this condition

is more easily secured in the case of buckthorn than cascara.

The menstruum used for exhausting these barks by repercolation

is important, and that which the writer has for many years used with

buckthorn has been very successful. And there is hardly an

instance known wherein the process of repercolation is more import-

ant or more successful. In another part of this pamphlet an ex-

ample is given in detail of the management of buckthorn, and

cascara was and is treated in exactly the same way with correspond-

ing results, as far as the process is concerned.

This process gives preparations easily miscible with water, wine

or syrup, and therefore easily taken and easily appropriated by the

stomach and first passages.

HYDKOCHLORATE OF COCAINE.

Since the last note on this subject, at page 906, nearly eleven

months ago, this market has been well, though not abundantly, sup-

plied with coca leaves at prices pretty steadily advancing, without

any improvement in quality; and there has come to be two very dis-

tinct market grades, received chiefly by three or four different com-

mercial houses.

The one kind is a light green, thin, small leaf so very much
broken up, that hardly an unbroken leaf can be found. This

contains a small proportion of stems and twigs, and quite a number

of the yellow seed capsules. It has the appearance of having been

beaten off of the trees, and certainly is not hand picked.

The other kind is a very much larger, thicker leaf, much less

broken, of a duller, darker green, or brownish green color, and less

uniform in color. A considerable proportion of the leaves are

unbroken, and stems and twigs are absent or rare. This variety

looks as though it was hand picked.

The first kind is called in the market Truxillo coca, and the lots

now command as they arrive 23 to 25c. per pound. The second is

called Huanuco coca, and about 30 to 32c. per pound is asked for

it whether here or to arrive, an advance on both varieties of about 15

p.c. The localities which give the market names to these kinds are

both in Peru, and considerably north of Lima,—the first near the

coast, the other farther south and inland, but whether they come
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from these localities or not is uncertain, since names are sometimes

used to conceal sources of supply. The present high price of

Huanuco is based upon the customary report of a failure of a crop.

What has become of the fine quality of coca produced in Bolivia

during the last six months is not known, none having reached either

this market or Hamburg or London, so far as known to this writer.

All received appears to have come from Peru.

The writer has used since his last report in these pages 238

bales of coca, 153 of the first variety and 85 of the second,—total,

41,858 pounds. The highest price paid was 32c and the lowest 15c,

average 19c,—total cost, $7,957.00.

This was all manufactured into hydrochlorate of cocaine by the

process given at p. 908* and gave a total yield as sold and in stock

of 922,917 grains or 131 lbs. 13J ozs.

This was made and sold within the ten months following the last

report, that is from Xovember, 1886, to August, 1887, both inclusive,

an average of about 13J lbs. per month, the demand pretty steadily

increasing from about 6 lbs. per month to about 18 lbs.,—both the

lowest and the highest being, however, exceptional.

All was sold in three forms, namely, as hydrochlorate, as 4 p.c.

solution of hydrochlorate, and a small quantity as uncombined

alkaloid.

A large proportion of it was put up with much labor and expense

in vials of 5 to 30 grains each, and the loss in putting up, so as to

give full weight in each vial, exceeds 6 p. c. The loss in putting up

eighths, quarters, halves and ounces was about 5 p. c, and for larger

quantities was insignificant. The available yield as put up and

sold is therefore below the real yield by the amount of these losses,

and of all other incidental and accidental losses, but it is what the

manufacturer must always base all his calculations upon.

The available yield from 41,858 lbs. of coca being 922,917 grains,

gives (922,917 -f- 41,858 =) 22.05 grains of the salt to the pound

of coca,— all being calculated as hydrochlorate.

As those who adversely criticise manufacturers' prices and profits

generally do so without a knowledge of how these are made, it may
be useful to give the details of this 10 months" experience, and in

order to do this, a practically accurate account has been kept with-

*In the last note on this process here referred to, the writer inadvertently
omitted to mention an important improvement that had then been made in the
process. Before the final solution in ether all the alkaloid is crystallized from
warm benzene.
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out attempting an approximation so close as to be complicated or

confusing in detail.

The entire 238 bales of 41,858 lbs., costing $7,957.00, was manu-
factured within 10 months, at the closely aj)proximate cost, as

follows :

Estimated rent of the necessary room for 10 months. . . . $34 00

Fixtures and apparatus of plant cost about $4,500.00.

Interest and wear and tear on $4,500.00, 6 p. c 27 00

Fire insurance, 2 p. c.
;
taxes, %\ p. c 20 00

Steam for heating, and power for mill 250 00

Supply of water and gas 40 00

160 lbs. of ether, at 60c 96 00

9,000 lbs. of sulphuric acid, at 1-J-c 135 00

5,425 lbs. of sodium carbonate, at 1.8c. 97 00

560 gallons of kerosene and benzene, at 10c 56 00

Vials, corks, labels, wrappers and boxes 275 00

Time and labor of Z\ men 1,780 00

" 2 girls 480 00

Foreman, forewoman and office expenses 380 00

Interest on $2,000.00 of coca and cocaine carried con-

tinually in stock, 4 p.c 80 00

Total cost of manufacture $3,750 00

" coca 7,957 00

$11,707 00

Net available yield of product above the cost of the

coca $5,219 84

Less the cost of manufacturing 3,750 00

Net profit $1,469 84

Then as $11,707.00 : $1,469.84 : 100 : 12.56 p.c. profit.

But 12.6 p.c. is not an adequate manufacturer's profit, unless

the volume of the business be much larger than this, because a

manufacturer with knowledge and experience enough for such

a process would not be well paid by $1,470.00 in 10 months. Even

on double this scale the manufacture of cocaine alone could hardly

be carried on.

The market prices so far as known have not varied very much
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since the last note until about the middle of August. Considerable

quantities of the hydrochlorate have been imported and occasional

sales of large quantities in bulk have been heard of as low as $5.00

per ounce. How a fair quality could be sold at such a price after

paying an import duty of 25 p.c, is not easy to comprehend.

Makers here could not get [a fair profit on it at less than about

§5.50 in bulk in large quantities, or $6.00 to $7.00 if put up in

small vials, vials included. But with the much higher prices

at which coca has sold for some time past, the prices Of the product

have had to be advanced by about $1.00 per ounce, or about 15 p. c.

to meet the similar advance on coca.

The character and quality of the product of the different makers

have not changed materially within the past 10 months, but what

change there has been is for the better only in appearance. Manu-
facturers have learned long ago the value of appearance in such

products, and often the competition is for appearance rather than

for intrinsic value. A large proportion of the buyers of cocaine salt,

as of other chemical products, consider price first and appearance

next, when neither may indicate high qualfty. But low price and

fine appearance together always command the general market.

The cocaine salt of only two of the five makers, the writer's product

not being one of the two,—has a very white and very fine appear-

ance, while all are probably nearly equal in true medicinal value,

except from the presence of water in one.

The observations of the writer upon the reactions of the salt with

m chloroform have been continued and extended. Chloroform is

a much better solvent of the salt as its s.g. is lower, —that is, as it

contains more alcohol and water, and from this it follows, that the

salt is more soluble in proportion to the water or alcohol it contains,

whether the water be combined or accidental. Chloroform of good
quality, such as the Purified Chloroform of the U. S. Pharma-
copoeia, has a s.g. of about 1.490 at 15.6° C. or 60° F., or 1.4726 at

25° C. or 77° F., compared with water at 15.6° C. as unity, and such

chloroform contains from .500 to .552 p.c. of alcohol and traces of

Water. If .4 gram, of a given dry salt be soluble in 5 c.c. of

this chloroform, the same quantity of the same salt weighed after

exposure to the air on a damp day, will require less chloroform
to dissolve it. Some specimens of the commercial salt lose weight
on exposure to the air, while others gain in weight. The first class

is very soluble in chloroform, and the second much less so, but the
individuals of this class become more soluble as they gain more
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in weight on exposure. Some gain but little in an ordinary atmos-

phere and then cease to gain, and their rate or degree of solubility is

then permanent. Others under the same conditions gain more and
continue to gain longer, and reach a condition of very great solu-

bility. These differences are due to the presence of a very small

proportion of decomposition products which are very hygroscopic ;

and the proportion of such products seems to increase with time,

probably from the known effects of water in splitting the alkaloid.

Chloroform, which has been recently well shaken with an equal

volume of concentrated sulphuric acid, and allowed to separate

completely, is practically free from both alcohol and water. Of
such chloroform about 30 p.c. more is required to dissolve any

given specimen of dry salt ; but salt containing moisture is solu-

ble in the same proportion as with unwashed chloroform. To il-

lustrate the peculiar relations of moisture to this reaction 10 grams,

of dry salt was added to 170 c.c. of chloroform, and the whole

shaken until the chloroform was saturated, a considerable portion

of the salt remainingt undissolved in a condition which gave a

satiny appearance to the liquid and undissolved salt while in motion

after shaking. One-tenth of a c.c. of water added to this rendered

it perfectly transparent in an instant. Again, A gram, of com-

mercial salt taken dry from the vial required 5 c.c. of chloroform

to dissolve it. The same quantity of the same salt exposed for two

hours to the atmosphere of a rainy day gained .006 gram, or 1.5 p.c.

in weight, and was then easily soluble in 2 c.c of the same chloro-

form.

When shaken out of the chloroform by the addition of three

times its volume of ether, s.g. .720 to .725, much of the impurity

is left in the ether and chloroform, but either there is a farther

splitting of the salt, or enough of the original decomposition pro-

ducts are precipitated with the salt, to make it again require 5 c.c.

of chloroform for solution when dry, but only 2 or 2.5 c.c. after

ceasing to gain weight on exposure to air.

When the salt is dissolved in the same way in the smallest quan-

tity of methyl alcohol or ethyl alcohol of about 90 p.c. or of abso-

lute ethyl alcohol, and shaken out with ether much of the impurity

remains in solution, but the salt still retains its relations to chloro-

form and the other solvents and to moisture, and is not improved

much even in appearance. A salt with any very considerable amount

of impurity would doubtless be improved very much by being

shaken out of either of the solvents mentioned, by ether, and such
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very impure salts must have been in the hands of Mr. John Wil-

liams when in a paper read before the late British Conference he

proposed the absolute alcohol and ether reaction, as a means of pu-

rification within the reach of everybody, but it is less effectual than

where good chloroform is used in the same way.

The conclusions from these extended observations with chloro-

form are first, that in using the chloroform test, the chloroform

must be of a definite high specific gravity of 1.490, and next that

the salt must be first tested in its original market condition, and if

found to be very soluble in this condition it must be dried, noting

the proportion of moisture lost, and be then submitted to the solu-

bility test.

Original and recent parcels of the four makers who chiefly sup-

ply the markets of this country, were again examined by chloroform
* in the order mentioned at page 916 et seq. In appearance they

have changed somewhat in the past ten months, but in this respect

not one of them yet equals the cheaper foreign products. Of No.

1, the .4 gram, was nearly all soluble in about 3 c.c. of chloroform,

but the remaining very small proportion was not soluble in any

amount of chloroform up to 15 c.c, and was evidently an impurity

which should not have been present. No. 2 required 7 c.c. of chlor-

oform for solution giving a perfectly transparent and nearly color-

less solution ; and when it was shaken out with ether, the ether

residue was less than 1.5 p.c.

Xo. 3 was in semi-transparent, moist, granular crystals. The .4

gram, was soluble in .9 c.c. of chloroform. When shaken out with

ether, it gave a residue of about 2.2 p.c. When exposed upon a

tared watch glass, it lost weight so rapidly that it could not be

closely weighed. In 24 hours it had lost about 4.2 p.c. In 36

hours the loss was over 5 p.c, and in 48 hours it was 7 p.c. Dried

for 2 hours at 82°C. or 180 3
F. it lost about 10 p.c Then re-ex-

posed for 2 hours the loss fell to 9.03 p.c. and afterward varied

very little from this during 48 hours.

The .4 gram, of this completely effloresced salt required 6 c.c. of

chloroform for its solution, and when shaken out with ether gave a

residue of about 2.4 p.c.
*

No. 4 was soluble in about 5.5 c.c. of chloroform, but otherwise

was unchanged since the previous examination.

At the last examination two makers offered the salt in two forms
at different prices, but now only one of these makers appears to

offer two kinds, -one labelled crystallized and the other granulated.
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All four appear to be sold in large and increasing quantities, and all,

excepting one, are still liberally advertised. Occasionally it is re-

ported (not through the advertisements) that one make is preferred

to the others, but the preference appears to be about as often given to

one as to another, so that by the test of extensive and prolonged use,

they seem to be very much alike, and as the prices have differed but

little, the test of prolonged usage is the more significant of practical

uniformity in quality, although the difference in appearance and

sensible properties is considerable.

The Avriter still searches in vain for anything in the cocaine salt

resulting from his process of manufacture which answers to the de-

scriptions of amorphous salt or of hygrin; and notwithstanding all

that has been written upon the subject, he can get no evidence from

his investigation of the products of this market, of the existence of

either the one or the other. The residues of his own process when .

exhausted by benzene may contain one or both, but no time has been

found to examine them. All the salts of this market appear to con-

tain a proportion of foreign matter rarely less than 1 p.c. or more
than 2.5 p.c, but this is a sticky, odorless, neutral substance of a

light brown color and bitter taste, not irritant, and yielding the

cocaine impressions upon the tongue, probably, because not com-

pletely freed from the salt of cocaine.

As no reasonable amount of pains, care and expense can entirely

free the salt from this substance, it is inferred that there is a con-

tinuous production of it by the chemical manipulation, at the ex-

j)ense of the alkaloid. The writer has often supposed he had found

an amorphous salt of cocaine, but in every instance thus far, crop

after crop of crystals were sooner or later obtained from it until a

very little sticky matter was left. These trials have always been in

accord with the investigations of Dr. Ralph Stockman, of Edin-

burgh (see Pharm. Journ. and Transactions for April 23d, 1887,

page 861), excepting that instead of anything answering to the

descriptions of hygrin, he has only obtained the above-mentioned

sticky substance in very small proportion. It is not difficult at any

time to get a portion of the salt into a varnish-like condition with

a transparent pelicle upon the surface, .which may continue in this

condition for weeks and even months, but sooner or later, especially

if the pelicle be broken, distinct well-formed crystals will form and

slowly grow until the whole is a crystalline mass with an estimated

amount of 1 to 3 p.c. of sticky matter, or enough to prevent the

crystals from being rubbed to powder without drying by a gentle

heat.
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In thus failing to confirm the existence of an amorphous hydro-

chlorate of cocaine, and of hygrin as a distinct alkaloid, the writer

by no means ventures to deny their existence, but rather defers to

the testimony of so many able chemists who have found both. He
merely wishes to record his testimony that from his own experience,

up to this time, he has obtained no convincing evidence of the

existence of either substance in the cocaine salts of the markets.

The inference suggested by some of his critics that self-interest, as

a manufacturer, makes it difficult to convince him of what would

imply an inferiority of his process and product, may be just. All

that he ventures to say against the implied charge, is that more

than 200 pounds of the product have been sold at prices slightly

above the market without a single solicited sale or a single line of

direct or indirect advertising. This quantity has been used all over

an extended country for all the uses to which the substance has

been applied, in direct comjietition with the products of all the

other makers, for the whole period of three years, with sales con-

tinually increasing and without complaints of either irritation or

inferior activity in use.

The irritant nature of the impurities of much of the European

cocaine salt has been insisted on by very high authority there, and by

inference, rather than by trial or examination, has been charged

against some of the salts made here. As this charge was not im-

probable, diligent inquiry has been made of users here, thus far

without any distinct evidence to sustain the charge.

FLUID EXTRACTS BY REPERCOLATION.

The published attempts of the writer to improve the character

and the processes for the medicinal extracts and fluid extracts, com-

menced with a paper in The Amer. Journ. of Pharmacy, for

January, 1857, and the subject has occupied much of his time and

attention throughout the whole of the past thirty years. The pro-

gress made and the experience gained and corrected in twenty

years of this time was collated and summed up in a paper pub-

lished in the Proceedings of the Amer. Pharm. Asso. for 1878,

at page 708. In this paper an account was given of an expe-

rience of about twelve years with the writer's process of repercola-

tion, which had been first described in a paper in the volume of the

Proceedings for 1866, at page 81.
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The paper of 1878 was twice reprinted in pamphlet form, and
was widely distributed with the hope of attracting attention to this

important subject. That much attention was given to the subject

is shown by the circumstance that the supply of pamphlets was ex-

hausted five or six years ago, and that inquiries for them continue

to the present time ; and this perhaps will warrant a re-publication

of the paper here, especially if it be supplemented by the progress

and the corrections which the experience of the ten years last past

can supply.

The paper is reprinted here exactly as it was published in 1878,

with only the addition of some foot notes, but to save a repetition

of the table of details of menstrua, etc., at the end of the paper,

that table has been extended and corrected so as to represent the

present practice as based upon the total experience in these details.

Following the reprint will be found some corrections of the con-

clusions reached in the paper, and a short account of repercolation

as used by the writer at the present time.

This method of extraction is believed to have become very com-

monly used in this country. Many manufacturers of extracts and

fluid extracts on a very large scale have advertised their products

for many years as being made by repercolation ; and finally the

last revision of the Pharmacopoeia authorizes its use for its Fluid

Extracts.

Eepereolation as a title for this process has often been criticised

adversely during the past few years, and has been occasionally

rejected in favor of the only other title proposed,—namely Frac-

tional Percolation.

To percolate is literally to strain through, and the word and pro-

cess refer primarily to the liquid strained and only secondarily to

the substance or thing through or by which the straining is done.

To re-percolate is therefore to strain through again,—once or

more than once.

This is the basis upon which the title was adopted, and although

the title is objectionable, because the process is not a straining or

filtering process at all, but one for exhausting solids of their soluble

portions. Yet this is done by running or percolating the solvent

liquid through the solid. The objection therefore lies against the

word percolation; but this word having been authorized by long

established good usage, the prefix, which merely qualifies or extends

both the word and the process, must be in itself unobjectionable.

The error in the criticisms which have been noticed, lies in
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reversing the order of the elements of the process. The construc-

tion of the word will not bear the assumption that the substance

through which the straining is done, is the primary element, and

the liquid to be strained through it, secondary. If this relation

could be admitted, then, certainly, there is no repercolation, for the

substance is not percolated again, but is thrown away, and a fresh

portion is taken, and through this the liquid is again passed, or

strained or percolated.

The only substitute which has been proposed is Fractional Perco-

lation, but the objections being to the word percolation, this does

not avoid them. Fractional as a prefix is entirely applicable to any-

single portion of the indefinite or continuous series of portions, but

it entirely fails to connect these portions with each other, and this

re-using of the fractions is the distinctive feature of the process

through which a distinctive title is required.

It is therefore concluded that repercolation is least objectionable

of any titles that can be suggested at present, and it is now supported

by more than twenty years of usage without having led to any con-

fusion of ideas in its application.

REPRINT.

As the time approaches for a revision of the U. S. Pharmacopoeia

those parts of it which require the most time and labor should

be recognized, that due consideration may be given to them ; and

there is certainly no department of the work where more time and

labor is needed than upon the fluid extracts and extracts. Should

the Committee of Final Revision fail to find and adopt the best plan

of making this important class of preparations, the Pharmacopoeia,

instead of being the model and standard of the nation, will be sure-

ly disregarded and left behind by the practice and the results of the

large manufacturer, and the evil of the present will be confirmed

and fastened upon the future.

It will not do for the committee to disregard any plan because it

is laborious, or troublesome, or expensive, or complicated, or be-

cause it is not adapted to the knowledge and capacity of the large

majority of physicians and pharmacists. These, though very

important, are still secondary considerations. The thing to be ac-

complished in the Pharmacopoeia is to have practically perfect

preparations in every respect. That is, preparations that are really

what they profess to be. They should contain all the active and use-

ful parts of the drug in their natural conditions and associations

;
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should reject as far as practicable' the inert and useless portions of

the drug ; and should bear the established relation to the drug, of

minim for grain
;
or, weight for weight, if this can be accomplished

without materially disturbing the established relation. To effect

this object a general scheme, plan or process can be adopted, and

then every drug must be studied carefully and laboriously.

The original process'of Professor Procter accomplished the ex-

haustion of the drug insufficiently, but that difficulty can be easily

remedied by carrying the percolation farther. But the concen-

tration of the weaker percolate to obtain the established relation

between the drug and the fluid extract presents difficulties which

are probably insurmountable by that process. It is not simply

by the heat and oxidation of the evaporation process that all the

harm is done to that portion of the preparation, but the active

principles are so dissociated and split up by the concentration

that they are no longer in their natural condition, but form new
relations and combinations, which change their solubilities and

bring a new set of reactions into play, making the preparation

something else than what it professes to be. The evidence of this is

found in the fact that a resinous or oleaginous drug can be

thoroughly exhausted by a menstruum which will permanently

hold all its constituents in solution. But if such menstruum be

evaporated off, the same menstruum will not dissolve and hold the

extract again. Nor will any other menstruum ever again recon-

struct the extract or restore it to its original condition. For exam-

ple, a diluted alcohol will exhaust buchu and will hold the oil

while in its natural relations with other constituents of the leaf, in the

same kind of combination or emulsion that exists in the leaf before

extraction, and in such a solution, though very dense, the oil does

not change in odor much, if at all more rapidly than the leaf does.

But if such a solution be evaporated until the oil is precipitated and

shows itself as a fully formed oil, the same strength of alcohol will

not redissolve it. Nor will any strength of alcohol redissolve the

whole of the extract, or recombine its once separated elements into

their natural condition. And moreover, the oil, when separated,

changes its physical properties more rapidly than when in its natu-

ral conditions in the leaf, or than when separated with its natural

associations unbroken. These circumstances constitute the chief

objection to the original process, and to many of the original

menstrua of Prof. Procter, and led the present writer to try to make

improvements both in the process and the menstrua.
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This effort at improvement by the writer was begun in a paper

published in the Proceedings of the Amer. Pharm. Asso. for 1865,

p. 201.* To diminish the proportion of alcohol in the menstrua, and

to economize its use, were the principal objects of this paper, and

it is cited here for reference in regard to the importance of the

points there insisted upon, because these points have not attracted

the attention they deserve.

The effort at improvement was continued in 1866 by a paper

published in the Proceedings of that year, p. 81. In this paper the

method by repercolation was first proposed and described as over-

coming the principal objections to the previous methods, f

This method of repercolation has now been exclusively used by

the writer for nearly twelve years in the production of many thous-

ands of pounds of all the principal fluid extracts, and the object of

this paper is to sum up this experience, and publish the modifica-

tions of the process, as they have been suggested and successfully

applied during this prolonged experience, with a view of bringing

the process more prominently into notice in order to be critically

examined and tested. The general results of the application of

repercolation, in' the writer's hands, are, that no other process yet

proposed accomplishes the main objects so well ; and therefore that

unless some new process can be devised that may attain the objects

better and more accurately than this, it should be the process

adopted for the Pharmacopoeia.

Papers by the writer in 1867 upon the same subject, as applied to

the cinchonas, may be found in the Amer. Journ. of Pharm. for

July, August, and September, and in the Proceedings of the Amer.

Pharm. Asso. for 1867, p. 391. All the principles involved in per-

colation and repercolation were fully discussed and illustrated in

these several papers, but they seemed to attract little attention, and

they are cited here to avoid recapitulation, since they cover nearly

every point which the writer has now to bring forward. But the

papers also contain many details which accumulating experience

has improved and materially modified.

About 1870 a new form and arrangement of percolator was de-

vised by the writer, and was put into practice so successfully that

two years later in the Proceedings of the Amer. Pharm. Asso. for

This paper embraces the percolations of Colchicum seed and of Calisaya
Bark, chiefly, and gives important details of physiological testing of different
portions of the percolate from the Colchicum seed.

f This paper treats mainly of the percolation and repercolation of Buchu,
this drug being used for illustrating the process of repercolation.

41
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1872, p. 182, an account of it, with a cut, was given in detail.

This contrivance has now been in use continuously for about 8

years, upon every scale from 4 ounces to about 400 pounds, and by

pretty thoroughly carrying out the principles involved in percola-

tion, it has contributed very largely to the success and uniformity

of the process in the writer's hands. But the apparent complica-

tion of this device, and the details of repercolation, seem to have

operated against any general understanding of the process, so that

it has probably been generally condemned without sufficient trial
;

while the physical laws which govern the relations between liquids

and solids in the direction of discriminative solubilities have been

still too much overlooked, in favor of the earlier and more simple

processes.

Whatever may be said of the older processes in regard to sim-

plicity and facility of application, by which they are adapted to

any capacity, and thus go into general use, it may also be said with

great certainty that under the ordinary conditions of their general

use, they do not accomjnish their object to a reasonable extent, or

as well as other processes now known ; and that, although the re-

sulting preparations are put forth in the Pharmacopoeia as repre-

senting the drugs minim for grain, they do not really come near to

this relation. The variations in the quality of the drugs used, and

the variations in the moisture which they contain, are elements of

so much uncertainty and want of uniformity in the liquid prepara-

tions made from them, that it becomes very important to reduce all

other sources of variability to a minimum.

Repercolation, well applied, leaves little to be desired in making

a liquid preparation that will fully represent the drug in almost

any desired relation of strength ; and if inditferently applied, the

inaccuracies of one operation are so made up and controlled by

those which follow that when the results of the different operations

or percolations of the process are mixed together the general results

must practically be good and uniform.

Indeed, so satisfactory has this process been in the writer's hands

for the last 8 or 10 years, that the difficulties of making good fluid

extracts have been entirely confined to the getting of good materials

to make them from, and in controlling the hygrometric moisture in

such materials when used. And in view of the satisfactory results,

the inconveniences of the process and the disadvantage of having to

carry a large stock of the weak percolate from each drug, seem now

to be of very much less consequence than at first.
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Upon finding out how much more serious these inherent objec-

tions to repercolation ajopeared to others than to himself, and hoAV

little credit the process obtained for its results in the way of coun-

terbalancing these objections, the writer set himself to the task of

trying to simplify the apparatus and the process to the utmost ex-

tent that could be done without sacrificing the principles upon

which the success depends ; so that by doing away with the ma-

chinery and apparent complication of a special percolator, and as

many details as possible, the process might appear less objectiona-

ble beside the older methods, and thus induce pharmacists to learn

it and try it long enough to become expert at it, and to be able to

judge wisely in regard to its practicability and its appropriateness

to pharmacopceial use.

These efforts at simplification are now to be set forth for what-

ever they may be worth, and they may be best introduced here by a

model process.

For this model process it may be well here, again, to take the

most difficult substance known to the fluid extract maker, namely,

cinchona bark. This was one of the substances investigated in the

papers of 1867 above referred to, and they may be usefully read as

including some points of invastigation omitted here, and especially

in regard to testing the alkaloid value of different portions of the ,

percolates.

The cinchona used in the model processes to be given is of ex-

ceptionally good quality, and therefore exceptionally difficult to ex-

haust. It is a yellow cinchona from the C. officinalis cultivated in

Java, and contains about 9 per cent, of total alkaloids, of which
about 7 per cent, is quinia. It is therefore more than three times

the value of officinal yellow cinchona, and when such barks are used

for making the fluid extract, this should be reduced to some standard

of strength. That is, the Pharmacopoeia should direct that its

fluid extract should have a definite alkaloid strength. In these

model processes, however, this cinchona is used as if it was of

the ordinary quality.

As the preparation of this paper for publication was undertaken
by the special request of the Committee of the Amer. Pharm. Asso.

on the Pharmacopoeia for use in connection with their work of find-

ing out the best way of making fluid extracts, the details of the pro-

cesses must be given with a minuteness that may seem useless and
tedious. Beside, it is a prominent object of the writer to show how,
in his judgment, every individual fluid extract must be studied be-
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fore it is adopted by the Pharmacopoeia,, if the utility and character

of the Pharmacopoeia as a standard for the nation is to be restored

to it. Who is to do this work, and who is to pay for the time, skill,

and labor necessary to do it well, are problems for the future.

The first most important question is that of a proper menstruum.

The present officinal menstruum having proved objectionable soon

after the Pharmacopoeia was issued, a menstruum was adopted

by the writer containing 109 parts alcohol of sp. gr. .817, 16 parts

water, and 41 parts glycerin. This menstruum has now been in

successful use for many years and affords good exhaustion, and

a fluid extract which weighs 7685 grains to the pint. This is almost

exactly minim for grain and weight for weight. But as the drug

never is quite exhausted even under the very best management, the

measure never should have been made minim for grain if the drug

was to be fairly and fully represented by the fluid extract. As a

rule of actual practice, the drug will not often be exhausted within

5 or 10 per cent., and by the officinal management, will fall greatly

below this. A more accurate proportion would have been 90 to 95

minims to each 100 grains of drug, or about 8000 grains of drug to

make a pint of fluid extract, each minim of which should represent

a grain of the drug. Even by repercolation some such excess is

needed to make the therapeutic relation what it professes to be.

Beside this objection of being too close in theoretical relation to

be true in practical value, this menstruum has long been believed to

be unnecessarily strong in alcohol, and containing too much gly-

cerin. The glycerin in many cases has a secondary use in men-

strua which is hardly less important than its primary use as a sol-

vent. It has the property of wetting substances, and permeating

them to the exclusion of air, to a much greater degree than water or

alcohol, and, when mixed with water or alcohol, imparts this

property to the mixture. When used at all, therefore, it must

be used with both these functions in view, and one step beyond

this is objectionable. After a preliminary set of percolations with

this old menstruum to observe how it would work on the small scale

of 4 troy ounces of powder to each percolation, a new menstruum
was tried consisting of 2 parts stronger alcohol, 2 parts water, and 1

part glycerin, and a preliminary set of percolations upon the same

scale of 4 troy ounces gave good results, but proved that the scale

was so small as to need especial skill and care in order to attain the

desired accuracy.

Another tentative trial was then made with this new menstruum
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on a scale of 8 avoirdupois ounces at each percolation, and this

proved to be a much less troublesome scale. And for cinchona it

is about as small a scale as can be worked to advantage. An avoir-

dupois pound would be better and easier still. The details of these

trials need not be given, and it is sufficient to say that they in-

dicated, and gave a part of the necessary experience needed for

another careful trial, in which two very important points were still

to be settled, namely, the proportion of menstruum and weak per-

colate that was best to moisten the powder, and the length of time

that was best to macerate each portion, the trials having shown

that great variation was produced by both these elements. It was

at first believed that 4 parts of liquid was sufficient to moisten 8

parts of powder, and that 24 hours was long enough to macerate,

and the first two percolations of the following series were made
with these conditions. In the third percolation the liquid was in-

creased to 54- parts, and the maceration kept at 24 hours. In the

fourth, the liquid was increased to 6 parts. In the fifth, it was kept

at 6 parts, and the time of maceration was extended to 48 hours.

In the sixth percolation it was increased to 7 parts, and the moist-

ened powder, covered closely, was allowed to stand 8 hours to ab-

sorb the liquid more thoroughly. Then the powder was passed

through a No. 8 sieve, packed pretty firmly, filled with weak per-

colate and then macerated for 48 hours, making a total maceration

of 56 hours.

The first percolation of the series, made with fresh menstruum
throughout, is of course a simple percolation, and was carried to

practical exhaustion. And this practical exhaustion was doubtless

to within 5 or 10 per cent, of absolute exhaustion of all matters

soluble in the menstruum. The residue was quite tasteless for

more than half way down the percolator, and then began to be very

slightly bitter. This bitterness increased until at the bottom of

the percolator it was quite distinctly bitter, after percolation under

xery favorable circumstances with nearly four times its weight of

menstruum.

It is quite certain that the extract obtained from a drug by per-

colation is not uniform throughout the percolation in its medicinal

value. If the menstruum be well adjusted as a solvent of the ac-

tive principles of the drug it will dissolve and carry out the most
soluble portions first and in largest proportion, so that although

doubtless some of the useful part continues to be present in all

parts of the percolate and its extract, yet the proportion must dim-
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ish much more rapidly than the proportion of extract. This point

is well shown, so far as cinchona is concerned, in a table given by

the writer in the Amer. Journ. of Pharmacy for 1867, p. 402,

where each portion of percolate and its extract were assayed for

the total alkaloids they contained. Hence, though the quantity of

dry extract yielded by different portions of the percolate be not a

measure of the medicinal value of the percolate, it is still the best

guide that is easily accessible. Bearing in mind then that medi-

cinal exhaustion by percolation is more rapid than absolute exhaus-

tion, and that the dry extract which measures absolute exhaus-

tion becomes poorer in medicinal efficacy and richer in inert

extractive matter, and that this divergence in value is greatest near

the end of the process, the quantity of dry extract yielded by each

fraction of the percolate is adopted as the most convenient measure

of the rate and the extent of the exhaustion.

The want of uniformity introduced into this series of percola-

tions by the variation in the quantity of liquid used to moisten the

several portions of the powder, and the variation in the time

of maceration, diminishes the value of the series as illustrative of

the best results of repercolation, and made it advisable to add

a fifth and a sixth percolation to show the true character of

the process when fairly established in actual practice ; and thus

these two percolations become by far the most valuable of the series

as results of repercolation in actual practice, whilst the formula

and process merely show how to begin to use repercolation.

The formula and process now to be given embrace the experi-

ence obtained in making the series which it represents, and is of-

fered as a model by which other trials should be made by other

hands, with other varieties of cinchona.

Weigh the stronger alcohol, glycerin, and water in succession, in

any convenient quantity at a time, into a tared bottle, and mix

them thoroughly for a menstruum.

* It is hoped that in the next revision of the Pharmacopoeia the " Alcohol 1

(sp. gr. .835) may be dropped, and the simple name Alcohol be applied to a
clean spirit, of about the same sp. gr. here given.

Take of

Yellow cinchona, in powder No. 50, 32 parts.

Stronger alcohol,* s. g. .819 at 15.6° C =60° F.,

or s. g. .811 at 25° C. = 77° F., 2 parts.
]

Glycerin, s. g. 1.250 at 15.6° C.=60° F.,

or s. g. 1.244 at 25° C.-77° F., 1 part, f

Water, 2 parts-

For a sufficient

quantity of men-
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Moisten 8 parts of the cinchona with 8 parts of the menstruum,

by thoroughly mixing them, and allow the mixture to stand 8

hours in a closely covered vessel. Then pass the moist powder

through a No. 8 sieve, and j3ack it firmly in a percolator. Pour

menstruum on top until the mass is filled with liquid and a stratum

remains on top unabsorbed; cover the percolator closely and

macerate for 48 hours. Then arrange the percolator for an auto-

matic supply of menstruum, and start the percolation at such a

rate as to give 1 part of percolate in about 4 hours. Reserve the

first 6 parts of percolate and continue the percolation until the

cinchona is exhausted, separating the percolate received after the

reserved portion into fractions of about 8 parts each.

Moisten a second portion of 8 parts of the cinchona with 8 parts

of the weak percolate,—the portion that was obtained next after

the reserved percolate,—and allow the moist powder to stand for

8 hours in a vessel closely covered. Then pack it moderately in

a percolator, and supply the percolator automatically with the

remaining fractions of the weak percolate in the order in which

they were received, and finally with fresh menstruum until the

cinchona is exhausted. Percolate in the same manner and at the

same rate as with the first portion of cinchona, and reserving 8

parts of the first percolate, separate the weaker percolate into

fractions of about 8 parts each.

Percolate the third and fourth portions of 8 parts each of the

cinchona in the same way as the second portion.

Finally mix the four reserved percolates together to make 30

parts of finished fluid extract; and having corked, labelled, and

numbered the bottles containing the fractions of weak percolate,

set them away until the process for cinchona is to be resumed.

When this fluid extract is to be again made, repeat the process

as with the second portion, and reserve 8 parts of the first perco-

late as finished fluid extract from each 8 parts of cinchona from

that time forward so long as the fractions of weak percolate are

carried forward with which to commence each operation.

In applying this formula and process each part was taken as

an avoirdupois ounce, and therefore each percolation was made
with a half pound avoirdupois of the cinchona; and the men-

struum was made in a tared bottle from time to time as required.

As before stated, the series was made to consist of 6 percola-

tions, and therefore the last 2 are in addition to the 4 of the for-

mula, as if the process had been twice resumed, and the results
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of these 2 are entitled to most attention as showing the true

practical character of the process of repercolation. And every

]iercolation which might follow these can be demonstrated mathe-

matically to approach nearer and nearer to accurate results the

farther the series is extended, since every successive percolation

tends to correct the errors and improve the accuracy of those

which have preceded it.

For the purposes of this paper as a model, and to construct the

following table, the percolate from the first five percolations of

this series was divided into much smaller fractions than is directed

in the process, or needed in actual practice, leaving for a subse-

quent table the model for actual practice. The fractions of the

first 5 were somewhere near 2 parts or 2 ounces each, = 56.7

grams. It was not easy to get them uniform in weight, and

therefore this was not attempted. Each fraction was shaken up

and accurately weighed. Then about 1 cubic centimeter was

measured off into a tared shallow watch glass, and quickly

weighed to avoid loss by evaporation. These weighed portions

were then dried by steam heat until they ceased to lose weight

and the residue carefully weighed. This gave the data for calcu-

lating the total residue which each fraction would give if the

whole fraction had been evaporated. But a large proportion of

this residue was glycerin, and it was sought to get at the extract

only. So a cubic centimeter of the menstruum was weighed and

evaporated in the same watch glass until it ceased to lose weight

under the same conditions, and it was found that the residue

weighed 16 per cent, of the weight of the menstruum. This was

an unexpected result, for as the menstruum contained 20 per

cent, of its weight of glycerin, it was to be expected that upon

evaporation very nearly this proportion would remain on the

watch glass. Therefore the trial was three times repeated, and

the mean of the trials was within a very small fraction of 16 per

cent., showing that about 4 per cent, of the glycerin went off with

the alcohol and water. This gave the remaining element for

closely approximating the extract in each fraction by the follow-

ing formulas. As the weight of the cubic centimeter taken from

each fraction of percolate is to the weight of the residue after

evaporation, so is the weight of the entire fraction to the weight

of the residue it would leave on evaporation. But had this frac-

tion been menstruum instead of percolate, and been evaporated
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under the same conditions, it would have given 16 per cent, of

its weight of glycerin as a residue. It was therefore assumed

(though of course not correctly) that 16 per cent, of the entire

fraction was glycerin. Then 16 per cent, of the weight of each

fraction was taken and this amount was subtracted from the cal-

culated residue of the fraction, and the remainder was assumed

as dry extract of cinchona. Xext, as these fractions were not

uniform in weight, the assumed extract did not represent a uni-

form proportion and rate of exhaustion. To show this rate of

exhaustion better, a second proportion was made to represent it by

percentage. As the total weight of the fraction is to the weight

of extract obtained from it, so is 100 to the percentage of extract it

contained. For example: The first fraction of the table weighed

I
62.72 grams. One c.c. of this fraction weighed 1.062 grams. This,

dried on a watch glass, gave a residue weighing ASS grain . Then,

as- 1.062 : ASS : : 62.72 : 28.82. But this 62.72 grains, is assumed

to give 16 per cent, of its weight of glycerin which does not go off

by evaporation or (as 100 : 16 : : 62.72:) 10.04 grams glycerin :

and 28.82 residue less 10.04 glycerin leaves 18.78 as the approxi-

mate dry extract contained in the fraction of 62.72 grams of

percolate. Then if 62.72 percolate give 18.78 extract, 100 percolate

would give 29.9 extract, equal the percentage of extract contained

in the fraction of percolate.

The remaining column of the table gives the difference in specific

gravity at similar temperatures, between the menstruum and the

various fractions of the percolates, and this also illustrates the rate

of exhaustion, but in a way much easier of application in practice

than that of weighing the extract.

The packing of percolators will vary, even with the greatest care

and skill that can be applied, and such variations can never be

known without some such investigation and record as given in

these tables.

Such variations are commonly the result of too tight packing, so

that some portion of the mass is so compact as to make the progress

of the liquid through it slower than through other parts, and thus

by its slower exhaustion the extract from it is added to the weaker
liquor from other parts all the way along through the percolation

instead of at the beginning, as is well illustrated in the fourth and
fifth percolations of the table, where the percolators were packed
too tightly.
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In interpreting the results of this table the disturbing effect of

the trials of different degrees of moistening and -different length of

maceration, mnst be borne in mind as largely concerned in the

discordant results. But this discordance fairly shows first the neces-

sity for careful investigations and trials, since otherwise the dis-

cords would have escaped observation ; and next shows the cer-

tainty with which each operation tends to control and correct the

results of the preceding one until uniformity be reached. The

residues in the percolators were critically examined by tasting,

and in none was the exhaustion absolute. As the percolators were

emptied the upper eighth would be tasteless as a rule ; then the

bitter taste would be perceptible and would gradually increase to

the bottom. At three-fourths down it would be very decided, and

the remaining fourth would be pretty strongly bitter. The different

percolations were only moderately uniform among themselves, and

the want of uniformity was mainly in the lower third of the resi-

due. But the residues were much more uniform among them-

selves than were the proportions of extract obtained, and all were

fairly exhausted. The first and sixth percolations gave the most

thoroughly exhausted residues, and yet the extract obtained, as

shown by the table, was about two to one. This shows in a strik-

ing way that the extractive matter is not a measure of the exhaus-

tion as judged by the bitterness of the residue. Therefore in using

the quantity of extract as a guide to exhaustion, if the quality of

the extract be not ascertained the condition of the residue must

be used as a check upon the extract as a guide.

The general result, however, as shown by even a glance at the

table— a result that could be obtained in no other way—though fa-

vorable to repercolation, is unexpectedly unfavorable to the men-

struum used because of the overloading and masking effect of the

excess of soluble extractive matter in this exceptionally rich, soft,

soluble bark. Therefore another percolation—the seventh of this

series—was made with another grade of cinchona, using the same

weak percolates and menstruum. This cinchona was the poorest

in the writer's possession. It is from the C. officinalis cultiva-

ted in Ceylon, and contains between -1 and 5 per cent, of to-

tal alkaloids, of which about three-fourths is quinia. Therefore

though still much richer than the U. S. P. yellow cinchona it is

much nearer to it than the Java cinchona is. This 8 ounces

= 226.7 grams of the new powder was as well exhausted as the

other percolations with 1136.33 grams of percolate in 5 portions of
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about 8 ounces = 226.7 grams each. These portions, by the same

calculations, yielded respectively 59.85, 37.26, 22.16, 7.15, and 2.77

grams = 129.19 grams of extract. Of this 102.45 grams was car-

ried forward to it in weak percolates from the sixth percolation of

the table. The 8 ounces = 226.7 grams reserved contained 59.85

grams of extract, leaving 4 portions of weak percolate to be

carried forward containing (129.19 —59.85 =) 69.34 grams of

extract. But the extract which appears to have been obtained by

this j^ercolation is only (129.19 — 102.45 =) 26.74 grams, and yet

the powder was about as well exhausted as any of the previous per-

colations, and the weak percolates carried forward were much less

loaded with extractive.

This improvement of the process by the use of a less exceptional

quality of cinchona was however still evidently insufficient, and left

it still short of the best results. The menstruum was next to be

changed, as it plainly needed more alcohol to exclude some of the

extract, and probably less glycerin.

A new menstruum was made consisting of 5 parts stronger

alcohol, 4 parts water, and 1 part glycerin. The sp. gr. of this

mixture was .9575 at 15.6° C. = 60° F., or .9496 at 25° C. = 77°

F. A cubic centimeter of this menstruum carefully weighed and

evaporated on a watch glass left 7.75 per cent, of glycerin not

evaporable at the temperature to which the fractions of percolate

were submitted. A new series of percolations was started with this

menstruum, and was conducted precisely as with the former series.

The first two percolations were made with the rich Java cinchona

so as to compare the results of the two menstrua upon the same

powder. The remainder were made with the Ceylon powder and

new menstruum. In this series the percolate was divided into

portions of 8 ounces = 226.7 grams each except the first portion of

the first percolation, which was 6 ounces = 170.1 grams, and the

powder in each was moistened with 8 ounces = 226.7 grams of

menstruum or weak percolate. So moistened it could not have been

passed through the sieve at once, but by standing for the pre-

scribed 8 hours in a closely covered vessel the liquid was absorbed

by the powder, and then it was easily passed through the sieve.

When moistened to this extent the powder must not be firmly

packed, and it is quite important t<5 use the largest practicable

quantity of liquid to moisten the powder in repercolation. The re-

sults of these percolations are given in the following table.
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This table fairly represents the application of the formula and
process given at page 1002 in all the details, and the actual practice

of repercolation, only that the results are imperfectly examined

and recorded here, for illustration by means of the table; and the

table is presented as a model upon which every individual fluid

extract should be studied. The weighings and measurings are

not chemically nor critically accurate, nor is the basis of calcula-

tions mathematically correct. And when differences of specific

gravity are given to the fourth decimal place, the reader must

not accept them or any of the figures as having anything like

the extreme degree of precision which would be indicated by

such figures. The weighings in all the tables were made to the

nearest centigram, and the specific gravities were all taken in a

rather rudely made 25-gram flask, without corrections for tem-

peratures, and the four decimal places come from multiplying the

weights obtained with this flask in centigrams by 4. Hence these

differences of sp. gr. although put down with the apparent accuracy

of four decimal places are really the least accurate of all the de-

terminations of the tables. In short the whole results should be

taken as being only close and useful approximations, and such as

most pharmacists could easily make. This table being the last

of all, and not half completed when the paper had to be sent to

the Amer. Journ. of Pharmacy for publication, embraces the

experience and skill acquired in making the others, and its better

results are therefore partly due, no doubt, to the dexterity ob-

tained by a few months of personal practice on this small scale

of working. It therefore may be accepted as representing good

ordinary practice with repercolation as applied to one of the most

difficult substances known, on the lowest scale of quantity likely

to be needed by the pharmacist, and the fluid extract yielded

seems to be of unexceptionable quality in every respect, both in

sensible properties and when applied therapeutically in two cases.

It is unfortunate that the presence of glycerin not only prevents

the precipitation of alkaloids by ammonia, but also entirely in-

validates the thalleioquin test as applied to the percolates; and

that no test was found whereby to judge of the quantity of alka-

loids in the different percolates better than by mere taste and

color. The final percolates were always very decided 1\ bitter,

and never paler than a dark sherry color even when yielding

not over one-tenth of one per cent, of total extract. Two very

curious apparent results in the table are well worthy of farther
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and more accurate observation. First, that the quantity of extract

obtained from the different percolations as measured by that of the

first simple percolation with new menstruum is in the aggregate

over 100 per cent., while the exhaustions are apparently not so good

as the first. The other result, which leads in the same direction,

is that the difference between the sp. gr. of the menstruum, and

the sp. gr. of the weaker percolates diminishes more rapidly than

it should do, and finally gets to be a minus quantity, which a priori

should be impossible. All this leads to an inference that the residue

left behind in the percolator splits up the menstruum, and holds on

to more of the water or more of the glycerin, or more of both, than

it does of the alcchol.

This table again illustrates the disturbing effects of insensible

variations in the packing of percolators, and how by repercolation

such variations are so controlled as to give fairly uniform results in

practice.

It remains now to give a summary of the results obtained from

these two series, as bearing upon the relation between the weight

and measure of the reserved portion of each percolation.

FIRST SERIES OF PERCOLATIONS. SECOND SERLES OF PERCOLATIONS.

s a5
4) .

Reserved Portions. WeightGrams Measur
Cubic Cent.

Differen

Per

cen

Reserved Portions
Weigh!

Grams Measur

Cubic
Cent. tl

s£ *

5^

1st Percolation, . .

.

2d
171.10 158 7.6 1st Percolation 170.20 158 7.1

226.80 214 6.0 2d 226.90 210 7.5
3d 226.80 210 7.5 3d 226.80 216 5.0
4th 226.80 208 8.3 4th " ... . 226 80 208 8.3
5th 226.80 204 10.1 5th 226.80 206 9.1
6th " .. .. 226.80 201 11.4 6th 226.80 206 9.1
7th 226.80 206 9.2 7th " ., .. 226.80 211 7.0

It will be seen by this table that the first series gives a relation

varying between 89 and 94 minims to each 100 grains of the cin-

chona
; and for the second series gives 90 to 95 minims to the 100

grains as the extreme limits of the series. Either of these is a

great improvement upon the results of pharmacopceial practice.

The deductions which the writer draws from the work here given

as applicable to the present pharmacopceial practice, and that which
may be desired for the future are mainly as follows :

First. That the present formulas and processes for percolation

are so defective that the relation to the drug which they profess is
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not practically accurate either as to quality or quantity, and there-

fore that a better process is greatly needed.

Second. That the process by repercolation, though it has some
grave disadvantages, and is liable to defects in practice, yet

gives far better results, both in quality and quantity of product

;

while it is not difficult in practice except by comparison with the

delusive simplicity of the former processes ; and therefore that re-

percolation is better adapted to pharmacopceial use as a model or

standard process than any which has yet been tried,

T/i Ird. That repercolation may be used on a scale as small as 4

or 8 ounces, by great care and skill, but is not very successful with

less than an avoirdupois pound of material for each percolation.

Fourth. That powders for percolation should not be finer than

No. 60 for hard compact substances, nor coarser than No. 40 for

more loose and spongy substances, with a few special exceptions.

Fifth. That the menstruum should be so adjusted as to dissolve

out the medicinal principles with the least practical disturbance of

their natural relations to each other and to the extractive matters

whereby they are rendered soluble and permanent. Next, that the

menstruum should contain the smallest practicable proportion of

alcohol; and glycerin only when absolutely necessary, as in cin-

chonas. And finally, that the menstruum should be so adjusted that

when the fluid extract represents the drug, weight for weight, it

should also represent the drug by not less than 90 minims to the

100 grains, or more than 97 minims to the 100 grains, since by

repercolation the exhaustion is never less than 90 per cent, and per-

haps rarely more than 97 per cent, of the total soluble matter.

Sixth. That the powder be moistened with as much liquid as it

can be made to hold and yet pass through a No. 8 sieve ; that it be

not tightly packed ; and that it be well macerated before starting

the percolation.

Seventh. That the rate of percolation be uniform and very slow.

At first, for the reserved portion, the percolate in 24 hours should

not exceed the weight of the powder ; nor need the rate be slower

than to obtain the weight of the powder in 48 hours, although as a

general rule the slower the rate the better the results. After the

reserved portion the rate may be increased gradually so that the last

portion be received in about 6 hours. The separate portion of weak

percolate should not exceed the weight of the powder.

Eighth. That a good practical exhaustion requires, as a general

rule, for the first percolation, with fresh menstruum, that the total

percolates should weigh 3.5 times the weight of the powder.
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That for the second percolation or first repercolation. the weight

should be 4.5 times that of the powder. And for all subsequent

repercolations the weight should be 5, 6, or 7 times that of the

powder, according to the nature of the substance percolated, and

the skill and care with which the process is managed.

Ninth. That the relation of weight for weight, instead of minim
for gram, should be established under proper controlling condi-

tions. But that unless properly guarded in the quality and mois-

ture of the drug used, the new relation is liable to be even more

inaccurate than the old, because the poorer the quality of the

drug the less dense will be the percolates, and the greater will be

the volume for the prescribed weight: and this involves the

serious difficulty that when the fluid extract is made by weight

but administered by measure, the poorer the drug from which it

was made the smaller, as well as the weaker, the tlose will be.

• Tenth. That some good practical method of comparing fluid

extracts by a standard is very much needed: and that for such

drugs as cinchona, a method of arithmetical dilution would be

easy and practical if well worked out.

Whilst the above-mentioned work on cinchona was in progress

a paper by Mr. J. U. Lloyd, of Cincinnati, appeared in the American

Journal of Pharmacy, for 1878, p. 1, upon Fluid Extract of Cimi-

cifuga. This paper contains so many valuable observations, made
without bias, and with such care and labor as at once to command
attention. The results, however, were in many important respects

so at variance with those of the previous experience of this writer

as to force upon him the conclusion that Mr. Lloyd might have

misinterpreted some of his observations: and if so it was important

that his work should be gone over in the light of the many useful

suggestions it contains for those who might follow him. It is

regretted that he did not refer to later papers on the subject of per-

colation and repercolation, or at least did not adopt some important

modifications that are published in later papers.

His work upon cimicifuga has been repeated by precisely the

same method as given above for cinchona, that is, in accordance

with the later experience on percolation and repercolation, and the

results are given. Those who will compare these results with those

of Mr. Lloyd will find important discrepancies which must belong
to one set of observations or the other. On one important point Mr.

Lloyd must reach a wrong conclusion, for it certainly can be demon-

42
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strated, upon well-known physical laws, that maceration to a proper

extent is useful and necessary to other conditions of the problem.

This point is so well established by general experience that this part

of his work was not gone over. The formula and process adopted

here were as follows :

Take of cimicifuga, in powder No. 60, 32 parts.

Stronger alcohol, s. g. .819 at 15.6° 0. (=60° F.),

or s. g. .811 at 25° C. (=77 3

F.), a sufficient quantity.

Moisten 8 parts of the cimicifuga with 2 parts of the alcohol, and

pack it firmly in a percolator. Then pour alcohol on top until the

moist powder is thoroughly filled with liquid and the air is forced

out; cover the percolator and macerate for -18 hours. Then arrange

the percolation for an automatic supply of menstruum, and start the

percolation at such a rate as to give about 1 part of percolate every

3 hours. Reserve the first 6 parts of percolate, and continue the

percolation to practical exhaustion, receiving the weaker percolate

in separate portions of about 4 parts each.

Then moisten a second portion of 8 parts of the cimicifuga with

2 parts of the second percolate from the first portion of powder,

pack it firmly in a percolator, and supply it on top, first with the

remaining 2 parts of the second percolate from the first portion, and

then with the successive weak percolates in the order in which they

were obtained, until the moist powder is entirely filled with liquid.

Then macerate for 48 hours, and percolate to practical exhaustion

at the same rate as in the first portion of the cimicifuga, using first

the weak percolates in their proper order, and then fresh menstruum.

Reserve the first 8 parts of percolate, and receive the weak percolate

in separate portions of about 4 parts each.

Then moisten a third portion of 8 parts of the cimicifuga with 2

parts of the second percolate from the second portion of the cimi-

cifuga, and conduct the percolation in exactly the same manner as

in the second portion, reserving the first 8 parts of percolate.

Then moisten the remaining 8 parts of the cimicifuga for a

fourth percolation, and conduct it in exactly the same manner as

the second and third portions.

Mix the four reserved percolates, weighing 30 parts, and set it by

as finished fluid extract of cimicifuga: and having properly labelled

and numbered the separate portions of the weak percolate, set

these by until the process for making this preparation is to be re-

sumed; and then use them exactly as in the second, third, and
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fourth percolations, reserving 8 parts of the first percolate from

each 8 parts of powder as the finished fluid extract, ever after, and

setting aside the weak percolates from each operation to be used in

the next succeeding one.

In applying this formula and process each part was represented

by a troy ounce, and therefore the percolations were made with 8

troy ounces of powder each. For the purposes of this trial the per-

colate was separated in portions of about 2 troy ounces or 62 grams

each, instead of 4 troy ounces as indicated in the process, and each

separate portion was carefully weighed. A cubic centimeter of

each portion of percolate was carefully weighed on a flat watch

glass, and then dried and the dry extract weighed. Then a pro-

portion was made by calculation from these data to find the total

dry extract in each portion of the percolate, this proportion being

as follows : As the weight of the c. c. of percolate is to the weight of

•dry extract which it yields, so is the whole portion of the percolate

to the dry extract it contains. Having thus obtained the total dry

extract contained in each portion of percolate, the sum of these

would be the total extract of all the portions. But as these por-

tions varied in weight the series would not represent the rate of

•exhaustion. Therefore another proportion was made to show the

rate or progress of exhaustion by the percentage of dry extract con-

tained in each portion of percolate. The formula for this proportion

is as follows : As the weight of the portion of percolate is to the

weight of dry extract which it contains, so is 100 to the percentage

of the dry extract contained in the portion of percolate. The differ-

ence of specific gravity between the menstruum and the percolate,

which also shows the rate of exhaustion, was obtained by a small

sp. gr. flask.

The following table gives the detail of these observations in com-
pact form, but, as it was found by examination of the residue that

the strong alcohol did not fully exhaust the cimicifuga, the perco-

lations were only carried as far as the third, at which point it was
•determined to try a new menstruum, in another process.

The first percolation of the table being simply a percolation

with fresh menstruum to practical exhaustion, serves to compare
and check the other percolations in their results. The 8 troy ounces
of cimicifuga = 248.8 grams required 845.33 grams of percolate
for practical exhaustion, though this was short of actual exhaus-
tion. The total percolate is therefore nearly three and a half times
the weight of the powder, and is as little as will give a practical
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CIMICIFUGA WITH STRONGER ALCOHOL.

Portions

of

Percolate.

1st.

2d..

3d.
4th.
5th.
6th.
7th.
8th.
9th.

10th.
11th.
12th.
13th.
14th

.

Totals
Reserved Extract

Extract carried for-
ward

Extract from each
Percolation

First Percolation

Grams.

u u

P-iPm

° ° ©

111
©23 2

845.38

7.78
6.25

4.84

1.69
1.30
1.29

1.11

1.11

.91

1.25

12.51
9.56
7.50
5.33
3.76
2.80
2.13
2.15
1.70
1.79
.81

1.16

Second Percolation.

Grams.

.0444

.0330!

.0264'

.0232

.0184

.0140

.0116

.0108 :

.0096

.0016

33.19
18.87

14.32

:i3. 19

63.41
64.23
63.12
62.54
61.65
62.36
63.11
63.41
62.12
62.32
62.24
63.33
80.01
98.00

A

12.15
8.08
6 82
4.22
3.54
2 90
2.63
2.21
1.76
1.53
1.39
1.16
1.77
1.90

19.16
12.58
10.80
6.74
5.74
4.65
4.17
3.49
2.83
2.46
2.23
1.83
2.21
1.94

Third Percolation,

Grams.

PhPh

§§1

52.06
31.27

20.79

37.74!

.0440

.0328

.0240

.0204:

.0164

.0128

.0104.

.0068

.0044!

.0060!

.0044

.0060

.0052

61.22
66.35
64.30
55.00
62.00
62.22
63.34
62.24
62.56
63 06
64.02
63.44
62 32
66.80

878.87

b

10.98
8.53
6.97
4.79
4.32
3.38
2.76
2.51
2.18
1.96
1.80
1.68
1.20

53.89
31.27

22.71

33.19

Per

cent,

tract. Different

17.93 .0556

12.86 .0476
10.84 .0372
8.71 0352
6.97 .0272
5 43 .0224
4.36 .0184
4.03 0148
3.48 .0124

3.12 .0096

2.81 .0100
2.65 .0100
1.92 .0082

1.35 .0018

exhaustion of this drug with this menstruum. This is more than

double the proportion of the officinal IT. S. P. formula, and accounts

for a part of the defects of the officinal preparation. The extract

obtained by this first percolation of the table is 33.19 grams or

(248.8:33. 19::1()0:) 13.34 per cent, of the weight of the powder..

Then as these percolations were made by repercolation, the total

extract should be (33.19 X 3 =) 99.57 grams. But the total ob-

tained (33.19 + 37.74 + 33.19 =), 104.12 grams, slightly exceeds

this, showing that the total exhaustion was rather better than the

first of the series.

Now if the total extract to be expected from the 24 troy ounces

= 746.4 grams of powder be 99.57 grams, and as the finished fluid

extract is to weigh only (6 + 8 + 8 =) 22 troy ounces = 684.2

grams, then the extract which should be contained in the reserved

portions which constitute the finished fluid extract should be (as

746.4 : 99.57 : : 684.2 :) 91.27. But really the total extract in

these reserves is only (18.87 + 31.27 + 31.27 =) 81.41 grams, or
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10.16 grams less than it should be. This deficit is mainly due to

the process having been stopped at the third percolation instead of

being carried on to include the fourth. In order that the fluid ex-

tract should represent the drug, grain for grain, or weight for

weight, if the extract was all of equal medicinal value, the reserved

percolates should weigh 186.6 + 248.8 + 248.8 grams, and should

contain 24.9 + 33.19 + 33.19 grams. This fluid extract, to have

represented the drug in the relation of minim for grain should have

measured (177.12 + 236.16 + 236.16 =) 649.44 c. c, but it really

measured 676 c. c, and therefore the minim did not represent the

grain (fig-) though the preparation is much stronger than the offi-

cinal one which purports to have this relation.

To endeavor to remedy the apparent defects of this process and

make a preparation which shall more nearly represent the entire

drug, another set of repercolations was made with a new menstruum.

As the officinal menstruum, namely, stronger alcohol, did not fully

exhaust the drug, and separated out the resinous portions from

their natural associates and solvents in the drug, the attempt was

made to go to the other extreme and try a solvent or menstruum

which should contain perhaps too little alcohol, and if so, yield a

preparation overloaded with extractive matter, so that by comparing

the results of the extremes, a better menstruum than either extreme

might be found. With this object the new menstruum was made
of equal parts (by weight) of stronger alcohol sp. gr. .819 at 15.6°

C. (= 60° F.), or .811 at 25° C. (= 77° F.) and water. This mix-

ture required 26.5 f § of water to % pints of stronger alcohol. The
sp. gr. of this mixture is .926 at 15.6° C. (= 60° F.), or .919 at

25° C. (= 77° F.), or .9236 at the room temperature at which the

weighings were made.

The same formula and process were used as in the first repercola-

tions of cimicifuga, with the exception of the menstruum, and the

powder was from the same stock, and used on the same scale of a

troy ounce =31.1 grams for each part, and therefore 8 troy ounces

= 248.8 grams of powder for each percolation; and in this case

the whole four percolations were made. The following table gives

the results of this repercolation, and contains the same ele-

ments obtained in the same way, but the first percolation attained

a much more thorough exhaustion, while the subsequent ones

were not carried so far on account of the apparent inertness of the

extractive matter obtained. The third percolation was much less

successful than the others in consequence of too short a ma-
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Fourth

Percolation

•j3 -ds jo eouaiajjiQ .1324 .1148 .0928 .0684 .0560 .0452 .0436 .0384 .0332 .0250 .0296 .0204 .0132 .0108 .0064

•lORjjxg
Xiq; jo -^uao aaj Sill

13.54 15.29 12.55 11.72 11.01
9.25

10.09
8.14 7.08 5.57 4.98 3.26 1.66 1.60 1.13

.86

1

1

Grams.

•^O'BJ^xa 147.03
73.97 73.06 73.84

•axeioo
aaj jo uon
-joj Jo^qSiaAV.

67.55 65.07 57.92 58.70 53.34 60.49 65.63 58.34 66.83 65.17 59.91 63.99 63.68 61.60 59.70 67.13 63.10 61.86
100.86

67.11
£

i
1

1

Third

Percolation.

\lS *ds JO 9DU9.I9JJIQ IIImmmi
Xiq jo -^U90 .xaj

26.12 22.70 19.84 16.00 14.95 12.33
9.05 7.73 7.53 6.77 5.38 6.55 4.91 5.22 4.72 3.13 3.25

Grams.

•^o^.i^xa
.tJta JO ^qSia^V

119.41
56.22 11

•axe[oo
-ja,! jo uoij
-joj; joiuSia.w.

illlillilitliiill

j

1167.98

!

•J.S "ds jo aona.iajjiQ illllililllllll
;

;

a\iq jo '^uao ja<j

Grams.

pujqxa
.f.ia jo ^qSiaA\

22.56

15

65
15.14 14.08 12.26

r.92

6.25 5.98 5.21 2.35 1.70 1.49 1.54 1.10 1.01
.68

114.92
67.43 11

•a^ioo
-jaj jo uorj
-joj; jo jqSiaAV

iliiiiiilfSliili
;

j

i

First

Percolation.

jS -ds jo aoua.iajjiQ lllililfil
•^DBJ^xg

a\iq jo cuiao aaj

Grams.

•^OBJixg
AJ(i jo iqSiaAV as

28.69

1

'
84.96

•ajBjoo
-jaj jo uon
-JOd jo iqSiaAV

mm 958.57

i

j

j

Portions or Percolate.

m 8th 9fh 10th 11thmm ii
Total

Extract

carri-

ed

forward.

.

Ext.

from

each

Percolation..
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ceration. This carried too much of the extract forward by the

weak percolates into the fourth percolation, and overloaded it

But this serves as an excellent example of the way in which the

errors of one percolation are corrected by those which follow when
repercolation is used.

The first percolation of 8 troy ounces (= 248.8 grams) required a

total percolate of 958.57 grams for exhaustion, or nearly 4 times

the weight of the powder, and gave 84.96 grams of extract, which

is 34.14 per cent, of the weight of the powder. The 32 troy

ounces (= 995.33 grams) of powder should therefore give (84.96x4
=

) 339.84 grams of extract. But when the extract actually ob-

tained from the four percolations is summed up, it is found to be

only (84.96+80. 23+ 71. 92-K3.S4=) 310.95 grams, or 22.89 grams

less than the indicated quantity. This is, therefore, an apparent

loss of (as 995.33 : 316.95 : : 100 : 31.84, and 34. 14—31. 84=) 2.3 per

cent., which considering the apparent quality of final extracts in

repercolation, is quite unimportant, at least in view of the far

greater deficiencies of the officinal processes, or any modification

of them hitherto used.

Now if each troy ounce of powder is to be represented by a

troy ounce of the fluid extract, and the fluid extract be adjusted to

the solid extract obtained, then the reserved percolates should

weigh, respectively, 186.6, 248.8, 24S.8. and 248.8 grains, and

should contain 59.41, 79.22, 79.22 and 79.22 grams of extract.

But by the table the reserves weigh 206.76, 266.60, 261.73, and

249.24, and contain 56.27, 67.43, 56.22, and 73.97, thus making a

very imperfect exhibit, though still far ahead of the present or

past officinal processes. The conditions being new, each percola-

tion was varied in management in order to reach the best method.

This was not reached until the fourth percolation, and one or two

more percolations, using much more liquid to moisten the powder,

would have been needed to obtain greater precision and uniformi-

ty. The total finished fluid extract, which should represent 30 troy

ounces (= 933 grams of the drug), when made to bear the rela-

tion of minim for grain, weighed 984 grams, and was, therefore,

considerably too heavy. This, and the tendency of the percolate

to become overloaded with extractive, at the same time that it

illustrates the value and appropriateness of the principle of reper-

colation, also shows that this new menstruum has too little alco-

hol, and leads to the inference that a menstruum of 2 parts

stronger alcohol and 1 part water would be better adapted to
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cimicifuga than either of the extremes here tried. Such a pro-

portion would, by repercolation, probably yield a fluid extract

which, in the proportion of weight for weight, would also have

the proportion of minim for grain, or what would represent the

drug better because more accurately than by any known method

of percolation, including repercolation, namely, 90 to 97 minims

for each 100 grains of the drug. In readjusting all fluid extracts,

therefore, to bear the relation of weight for weight to the drug,

the weight should measure in minims from 90 to 97 minims for

every 100 grains, to make the therapeutic value of the minim and

grain and of the fluid extract and the drug practically equal.

This can be readily done by variations in the menstrua used, but

not without the expenditure of much time, skill, and labor, an

amount which no individual or committee can afford to give, but

which a Pharmacopoeia must have in order to be respected as a

standard. It may be mentioned in illustration of this point that

all the time and labor that the writer could possibly spare, in-

cluding at least three evenings of every week, for three and a

half months, has been given to this paper, which embraces only

two fluid extracts, neither of which are yet in the condition they

should be for the Pharmacopoeia for want of more time and labor.

It now remains to give some account of the mechanical con-

trivances which, in the hands of the writer, seem best adapted

to a uniform and practically good exhaustion of the soluble por-

tions of drugs without the use of heat, so that the fluid extract

of the drug shall bear a tolerably definite and uniform relation to

the drug of minim for grain and weight for weight, for the writer

now believes that both these relations can be had at once with a

practical and sufficient degree of accuracy ; or with accuracy

enough for the present relations of pharmacy to therapeutics. It

can hardly be doubted that by a competent knowledge of known

physicia] laws, arid by a fair application of this knowledge to the

problem, a fluid extract can be made by repercolation, without

heat, bearing the proper relation, with great accuracy, but the

success or want of success with which this is done will vary

much more with the degree of knowledge and skill .applied to it,

than with any particular Eorm of apparatus used. That is, the

measure <>f sin-cess will always he in the application of well-known

physical laws. The writer, therefore, desires to guard against any

misleading effect of a simplicity that is not intended t<> he ad >'</)>-

tandum, for it would he rery hurtful to continue in the present to
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underrate a problem which has been so very much underrated in

the past. If the principles involved, and the difficulties of carrying

them out, be once fairly comprehended, the mechanical appliances

may be easily varied : and yet must still leave some one contrivance

as the best until a better be found.

Scale, one-sixth of the actual linear size.

No better form of apparatus has been found by the writer than
that which lias now been used, upon various scales, during the past

twelve years, an account of which was published in 1872, and which
is reproduced with improvement and amplification in this paper. To
simplify this apparatus with the slightest possible sacrifice of the
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principles involved, with the object of getting the principles to be-

better and more generally understood and applied where so much
needed, is the object of introducing the modified apparatus shown
in the cut.

The cut presents three separate groups of apparatus in positions-

to illustrate three states of repercolation, and it is to be understood

that all intermediate positions are often useful and necessary even

in the same percolation. The support is a common apparatus-

stand, the rings of which are reduced to the proper size by short

sections of rubber-tubing cut open and placed on the wire of the-

ring when needed
;
or, a section of larger tubing stretched over the-

percolator as in Fig. 3. The percolators are common lamp chimneys,

costing about five cents each, and are of the size and form known
technically as "A" and *'B"

*' fSun Chimneys." These are of very

good form, though not the best—for percolators, and should De-

selected with as small an opening for the stopper as possible, and

with the smoothest, thickest, and most regular edge, since it is

practically impossible to stop some of their irregular edges tightly.

The smallest size, Fig. 3, holds conveniently 4 ounces of most pow-
ders, and the larger holds 8 ounces—to the points shown in the cut. A
good soft cork, bored in the centre for a short piece of glass tube of

not more than -Jth of an inch or 3 mm. bore, serves to close the small

end of the chimney. A rubber cork is best, and such may be made of

concentric sections of rubber tubing of different sizes; or the largest

cork at hand may be increased to the proper size by stretching around

it short sections of rubber tubing. The short piece of glass tubing

should not go quite through the cork on the inside, and should pro-

ject about an inch=25mm. outside. A piece of rubber tubing of

not over -Jth inch (= 3 mm.) bore, and about 13 inches (= .325 m.)

long, has one end slipped on to the glass tube. If this tubing be-

much larger than the dimensions given it fails to be filled with

the liquid, and then, when the percolator is in the position of Fig.

3, it fails to perform the office of a Sprengel pump in exhausting

the liquid and air-bubbles from the lower part of the percolator.

Two disks of blanket or thick flannel, and one of filtering-paper,

cut a little larger than the inner surface of the cork, and laid upon

it, complete the arrangement of the percolator. The powder,

moistened with great care and uniformity, is packed loosely, firmly,

or very firmly, according to its nature or condition, with the square

end of a stick, say .8 inch (= .02m.) diameter. As a rule the-

largest practicable proportion of liquid should be used in moisten-
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ing the powder, because then the powder occupies the smallest

space in the percolator, requires the loosest packing, and is satu-

rated for the maceration by the smallest additional quantity of

liquid, and therefore gives the most concentrated first percolate for

the reserve, and secures the most rapid exhaustion by the smallest

quantity of liquid. A disk of filtering-paper is placed on the sur-

face of the powder, of such size that the edge is reflected up against

the glass. A disk of board, card-board, or, better, of thick sheet

rubber, with a central hole 1.5 inches (= .037 m.) in diameter, is

used for a cover. A stratum of liquid, maintained at a uniform

thickness of .25 inch (=.006 m.) should cover the powder from

first to last, so that it may not drain and contract, or admit air :

and this is best maintained by an inverted bottle of che supply

liquid, as shown in the cut. The length of the neck and mouth of

such bottle may be conveniently elongated when needed, so as to

•regulate the depth of the stratum of liquid above the powder, by

stretching over it a short section of rubber tubing in the manner
shown in the first group of the cut, Fig. 1. When the percolator

is charged and ready for maceration the small rubber tube is turned

up and fastened with a piece of thread or rubber band, so that the

end is considerably above the level of the liquid in the percolator,

and in so adjusting it care must be taken not to close the tube, be-

cause as the liquid descends through the powder to fill up all the

interstices it is important that the interstitial air should have a free

exit by the tube.

The bottles for receiving the percolate are common round-

shouldered prescription bottles, 4 oz. for the small percolator,

8 oz. for the larger. A strip of paper should be pasted length-

wise of the bottle, and at the lower end of this the tare should be

marked. It should then be graduated to the quantities desired

by weighing into it the proper quantity of water and marking at

each level if more than one be desired. This graduation simply

serves as a reminder to know when to try the bottle on the scale,

for whether the finished fluid extract be adjusted weight for

weight, or by an arbitrary weight in each case so as to get the

relation of minim for grain, this must equally be done by weighing.

It is convenient to have 6 to 10 of such bottles, and then as

soon as 4 are filled from one percolation another can be started,

and thus relieve some of the bottles for use over again. The bot-

tles should be numbered from 1 to 10, to keep the proper order of

using them, and if more than one series is in use at the same time
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the second should be designated by the first letters of the alpha-

bet instead of numbers. The maceration should never be less than

48 hours, and a, longer time does not seem to be of any use unless

the powder be coarse and of hard particles. When the percolation

is to be started the percolator is raised to the position of Fig. 3,

and the end of the exit-tube placed in the bottle marked for the re-

served percolate, for 10 or 15 minutes, in order that the bubbles of

air may be driven out and the tube to be filled solid with liquid.

As soon as this condition is attained the percolator is lowered to the

position of Fig. 1, and the receiving bottle is then to be adjusted

higher or lower until a rate of dropping is established of not more
than one drop per minute on this small scale ; and one drop every

two minutes makes a better rate for such quantities. Indeed the

rule for all percolation is, the slower the rate the more perfect

the exhaustion, and with a smaller quantity of menstruum.
This slow rate and the automatic supply by the inverted bottle

admit the process to go on night and day, but if it be desired to

go slower, that a mark may not be passed in the night, the bottle

has only to be raised or the percolator lowered a little ; or by a

still greater change of levels the dropping may be stopped alto-

gether. On rare occasions, when dropping at a uniform rate, it

will stop altogether, or become very slow. This is in consequence

•of a bubble of air getting over the orifice of the glass-tube inside

and acting as an obstruction. If the tube be moved from side to

side, the air-bubble will be started and pass down, and the rate

of dropping be resumed. If not thus dislodged, it will most cer-

tainly he by raising the percolator for a short time into the posi-

tion of Fig. 3. With some powders, and some degrees of moist-

ening and packing, the proper rate of dropping will require the

position of Fig. 2, and in some stages of many percolations tin's

position will be required ; while, if for want of skill and experi-

ence the packing be too hard, the position of Fig. 3 may be needed

from the first. But the best percolations are those obtained by the

position of Fig. 1, where the whole mass is in the equilibrium of

maceration, and the fluid all moves downward together at a very

-low rate. As the more concent rated portions of the percolate get

through, the rate of dropping increases for any position, and occa-

sionally, with loose packing, the position has to be altered to check

it. Bui after the reserved portion has been received, and the quan-

tity required to moisten the next powder, the rate of dropping may

be doubled without much harm, and thus half the time be saved.
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The slow and uniform rate of dropping is the important point to be-

attained, and the various positions are simply means of accomplish-

Fig. 4.

Scale, one-sixth of the actual linear size.

ing this. It is easy to obtain complete exhaustion. Thatjis, a
percolate almost colorless and tasteless, and having the same specific
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gravity as the menstruum; and how far short of fhis to stop the

process cannot be indicated. But upon this small scale, the perco-

late from the first portion should weigh from three to four times the

weight of the powder, and in the repercolations from five to seven

"times the weight of the powder. And then, with fair exhaustion

each time, the results must continually check each other and im-

prove until, after ten or twelve repercolations, a nearly mathemati-

cal accuracy must be attained, and ever after be maintained, all the

variation being in the quality of the drug used. The writer has

many series of repercolations, on various scales of quantity, which

were started five years ago, and suspended from one season of the

fresh drug to another, but never interrupted to begin anew, and

such would go on indefinitely and with entire uniformity of result if

the drugs could be obtained of a quality as uniform as is the process.

Should this method by repercolation become officinal, or come

into general use, the apparatus-makers would soon supply a flat-

bottomed glass percolator and cover of better form than the lamp

chimneys, and of all sizes, at moderate prices. If so, no better form

could be adopted than that shown in the preceding cut, if the bottom

be flat or very nearly so, and the exit-tube be of the proper size to

receive a No. 5 vial cork. Then such a cork bored to receive a

piece of glass tubing 1.6 inch (= .04 m.) long, with about 3 mm.
bore, would adapt it to the small rubber tubing used with the lamp

chimneys. Even with the glass percolators now in common use, a

short section of small rubber tubing serves as a cork to go inside

the outlet, and the short piece of glass tubing through that. Then
the small rubber tubing is used exactly as with the lamp chimneys.

The chief object of presenting this illustration is to show a

convenient way of applying the principles involved in the siphon per-

colator, Fig. 5, to the glass percolator in common use, in order to try to

tempt those who have such percolators to use the method in per-

colation and repercolation. The cut is so plain and so easily

understood that it needs but little explanation. The percolator

is shown in the position of having been stopped for the night,

lest the receiving-bottle should be filled beyond the proper mark.

The siphon here is made in two parts, one end of the upper part

being telescoped within a larger piece of glass tubing, and the

junction made tight by a short section of rubber tubing, through

which the smaller tube is free to slide. During maceration, or

when the percolation is arrested, the upper part of the siphon is

drawn up until the liquid will no longer flow over into the bottle,
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and the height at which this column of liquid ceases to flow over

is a measure of the comparative density of the liquid within and

without. As seen in the cut, the liquid will not flow over into

the . bottle, although the column is several inches short of the

height of the liquid in the percolator. But as exhaustion pro-

gresses, and the liquid in this column becomes less dense, its

counterbalancing height becomes greater, until finally, when the

powder is exhausted and the liquid within and without is of

the same density, the column rises to the level of the liquid

within the percolator minus the friction and capillarity. When

Fig. 5.

Scale, one-sixth of the actual linear size.

the percolation is to be started, the siphon is simply pushed down
through the rubber until the liquid flows over, and then the rate

is established by carefully raising or lowering the siphon. This
sliding-joint, for varying the length of this column of liquid at

will, being understood, the other details are plain enough, whilst

the charging and the general management are the same as in the
smaller and larger percolators.

However attractive the simplicity of the lamp chimney arrange-
ment may appear it does not yield so good results as the form of per-
colator reproduced here, with slight improvements, on this page, Fig.
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5, from the "Proceedings of the Amer. Pharm. Asso." for 1872, p.

182, for several reasons. First, because the principles involved are not

so well carried out, and secondly, because the quantity of substance

operated upon is too small. Very good and uniform results need

hardly be looked for when the quantity operated on for each per-

colation is less than an avoirdupois pound. That is, when less than

that quantity is used, great care and skill are necessary to get good re-

sults. Another percolator, Fig. 6, applying the same principles by

the same details, but having about five or six times the capacity of the

first, was soon after made and put into use, and cuts of these two

percolators are shown upon the preceding and the opposite page, of

their relative sizes, both upon a scale of one-sixth of the actual linear

dimensions, the reference letters denoting the same parts in both.

Of course the principles involved when once understood can be ap

plied to vessels of any kind and size by means of common glass

tubing, and in order to have these principles tried by less preju-

diced persons than the writer, the mechanism will now be given as

plainly as possible, as applicable to this best form of apparatus.

The percolator, a, is of the form of the more modern glass or

tin percolators, somewhat funnel-shaped to allow substances to-

swell without becoming impacted, but having no special angle.

The smaller has a glass stem and foot like an ordinary celery

glass, and the larger is an ordinary stoneware pot, neither having

an opening in bottom nor sides. The smaller is about 10 inches

(=40 centimetres) in height, of which height about 4 inches (= 10

centimetres) is stem and foot, and is of a proper capacity for 16 to

20 ounces (= 500 to 600 grams) of material and a proper stratum

of menstruum. The bottom, internally, should be about 2 inches

(—5 centimetres) in diameter and should be flat, not cujvshaped,

as the glass-blowers are apt to leave it. A rim of glass is made

upon the upper edge or lip, to strengthen it, and this lip is ground

off so that the cover may fit accurately, to prevent loss by evap-

oration. The height of the foot and stem is not a matter of

indifference, since it* too short it has to be set upon a> stand in

order that the receiving-bottle may be conveniently changed.

The Larger percolator, a, is a stoneware pot of about 2 gallons

(= 7557 c.c.) capacity, 10 inches (= 24 centimetres) high and

across the top, by about 6 inches (= 14.4 centimetres) across the

bottom inside, and it will conveniently hold 4.5 to 6.5 pounds

( = 2 to 3 kilos), and a proper stratum of menstruum. When to be

used for a variety of substances in succession such pots should be
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well burned and well glazed, to prevent the liquids from getting

into the body of the ware.

A disk of blanket, b, is cut of such a size and shape as to lie flat

upon the bottom, and cover it entirely. Another disk of the same

material, but a little larger, cs is made with a crucial incision in

the centre, so that it may be stretched over the end of the well-

Scale. one-sixth of the actual linear size.

tube, e. The central or well-tube, e, is a simple piece of glass tube
about 12 inches (= 30 centimetres) long, by .5 to .75 inch (= 1.5 to

2 centimetres internal diameter, irregularly notched, or gnawed
off obliquely at the lower end. One end of this well-tube, e, is

pushed through the crucial cut in the centre of the upper disk of
blanket, b, and the blanket is pushed to the other end of the tube,

43
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so that the corners made by the crucial cut are reflected up against

the outside of the tube. These corners are then tied firmly to the

tube by passing twine around them, or, are secured by a stout

rubber band, g, made of a section of rubber tubing of proper size.

A disk of filtering-paper, d, larger than the upper blanket, c, with

a crucial cut in the centre, and nicked round the edge so as to lie

flat against the sides of* the percolator where reflected up against

them, is pushed down upon the upper blanket, the well-tube pass-

ing through the crucial cut in its centre.

If now a piece of paper be twisted round the upper end of the

well-tube, or a cork be temporarily stuck into it. to keep out the

moistened powder, the percolator is ready to receive its charge,

which is packed around the well-tube and upon the disks of paper

and blanket so as to occupy the main body of the percolator, h, up

to about the position of t.

When the charge, having been properly moistened, rubbed, and

sifted, so as to be entirely uniform and free from wet lumps, is

packed around the well-tube loosely or firmly, according to the

nature of the substance and the menstruum, its surface is covered

by a disk of muslin or paper, i, cut so as to lie flat and smoothly

upon the surface. The object of this is to distribute the men-

struum as it is poured on, and to prevent the stream from break-

ing up and deranging the surface. Should this disk show a ten-

dency to float in the stratum of menstruum it may be weighted

down by a few fragments of glass. The percolator is then ready

to receive the menstruum or weak percolate, and a stratum of the

liquid should be carefully kept covering the entire surface well

until the whole mass of the substance to be percolated is entirely

saturated. The cork is to be taken from the well-tube before the

liquid is poured on, and then the liquid will pass down into the

substance like a piston, pushing the interstitial air down before it

to pass out through the blankets and the well-tube ; and finally the

liquid will rise in the well-tube until its surface is within an inch

or so of the surface of the liquid outside.

The whole substance is now in a perfect condition for macera-

tion, and the surface should be left covered with the liquid to the

depth of at least .4 inch (= 1 centimetre). In the larger per-

colator a short section of rubber tubing, o, is stretched over the

upper end of the wel l-tube. and slipped down so as to support the

••eiil re of t he cover. A tightly fitting cover, j, made of sheet

rubber .25 inch (= 6 millimetres) thick, with a hole in the centre

for the well-tube, is then put on. If made of sheet rubber this

cover fits so closely that it will soon save its cost by preventing
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loss of alcohol by evaporation. Its size in the larger percola-

tor permits one side to be bent up when liquid is to be poured in.

But in the smaller percolator it is very convenient to have one

side of the cover cut two-thirds through from below, as shown in

the cut, the undivided portion forming a good spring hinge per-

mitting this part of the cover to be easily raised to pour on liquid.

If a self-feeding bottle be used, as is generally advisable in order

to keep the level of the liquid constant and thus obtain a flow at

a uniform rate, it may be easily applied by making a hole of

suitable size in the cover. When thus supplied and covered the

maceration should continue for 48 hours at least. The whole

arrangement now represents a well, dug in the wet soil of the sub-

stance to be percolated, and the proposition is, to pump out this

well at so slow a rate that the liquid from outside the well coming

in to supply that rate, through the disks of paper and blanket,

which represent the gravel stratum of the soil, may descend so

very slowly as to be nearly frictionless. The object is, to give

the whole liquid up as nearly as possible to gravitation, and to so

diminish the rate of descent that the particles or portions of liquid

which pass between and around the particles of solid matter may
travel downward no faster than the portions of liquid which pass

through the pores or interstices of the more solid substance whose

soluble portions are to be washed out. Because, if the whole .

mass of liquid travelled downward at absolutely the same rate

through a perfectly saturated mass of solid permeable substance

partially soluble in the liquid, and if the molecules of liquid passed

downward in absolutely straight lines, through some particles,

but between others, and always at a uniform rate, it is easy to

see that all the first portion of the liquid would come through

saturated, and all the remainder would hold nothing in solution,

because the substance would be absolutely exhausted by just the

quantity of liquid which it was capable of saturating. The writer

has on one or two occasions made percolations so slowly as to

somewhat approximate this theoretical result. The dropping in

one case was not over -1 drops in 24 hours, or about a cubic cen-

timetre every 5 days. To pump out this well at a uniform rate

which can be- easily controlled, is therefore the most important

element in a successful percolation, and the only one which has

offered much difficulty in the past. And it can only be effectually

done by means of maintaining a difference of levels in the liquid

inside and outside of the well-tube The moment a drop of liquid

is taken from the well-tube, the liquid outside tends to supply its

place, and will supply it in a certain definite time ; and if the
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entire mass of liquid be under the same tension, and equally free

to move through the short distance required at the slow rate

required, then as liquids are practically inelastic, every drop

throughout the whole mass, whether in the interstices of the

solid particles or between those particles, will have moved down-
ward through the distance and at the rate required to supply its

share of the drop required to replace the one taken from the well.

And if the volume of the drop be compared with the total volume
of liquid set in motion, and the rate of its movement as taken out

be multiplied into the mean horizontal area of the percolator, a

good indication is obtained of the almost infinite slowness with

which the vertical columns of molecules of the liquid descend

through the mass; and thus the physical laws which govern perco-

lation may be better understood.

The proposition, then, is to keep the total mass under a uni-

form tension throughout, and to do this by maintaining a differ-

ence in levels between the liquid inside and outside the well ; and

this difference of levels, which varies with each substance, and

with every stage of the percolation of the same substance, is to

be maintained by drawing liquid from the Avell at so slow a rate

as to disturb the uniformity of tension throughout the whole mass

as little as possible, so as to have the whole liquid in motion at a

uniform rate like a slowly-descending piston. Of course, the sim-

plest way of taking the liquid from the bottom of the percolator is

the old often-used stojDeock in an opening in the bottom, but this

proves objectionable for several reasons. First, it is difficult, though

not impossible, by means of a stopcock at the bottom, to keep the

whole mass of matter at a uniform tension, or in uniform maceration.

Channels of liquid in more rapid motion are more apt to form, and

the packing has to be much more carefully done in order to prevent

this tendency to currents in the mass. Next, in actual })ractice, it

was found that no stopcock could be arranged to do its work auto-

matically according to the natural requirements and varying condi-

tions of each case. It must be arbitrarily set to run at some rate

of dropping that would be decided by the judgment of the operator,

rather than by the natural conditions and laws of the process. Then

no stopcock could be found which would continue to run at so slow

a rate of dropping with any degree of uniformity through so long a

time. The smallest particle of solid matter would dimish the rate,

or stop it altogether, so that it required to be continually watched

or readjusted, and every change that was made disturbed the whole

of the delicate balances and motions of the process. Again, all

the metals of which ordinary stopcocks are made are attacked by
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the liquids in so long a process, and have the same objection that

metallic percolators have. Glass stopcocks were tried, but they

were found equally liable to all the objections except the last.

This experience led the writer directly to the well-tube, and to

the use of a siphon, f, as best fulfilling all the conditions required,

since it can easily be set lower or higher, to adjust the levels to

the desired rate of motion, and having a free flow it works auto-

matically and with certainty. This siphon, f9
is made of glass

tubing, of about .125 inch (=3 millimetres) bore, bent twice at

right angles, the two legs being about 12.5 inches (= 31 centime-

tres) long. The outer leg is a little longer that the inner one,

and turned up upon itself for about .T50 inch (= 2 centimetres), as

shown in the cuts. The legs should have only such a difference

in length that the inner one should reach the bottom of the

well-tube when required, and when measured upon the outer one

should reach to about midway of the turned-up end of the outer

leg. This construction prevents the siphon from emptying itself

at any time, for, when the liquid is drawn over by the siphon until

the surface of liquid in the well-tube falls to a level with the end

of the turned-up portion, as shown by the lines in the cut of the

larger percolator, the columns of liquid in the siphon will be of equal

length and will counterbalance each other, and therefore the flow

will cease without emptying the siphon. But as soon as the level

of liquid in the well is raised by fresh additions of menstruum on

to the substance, the flow will recommence at a rate proportionate

to the difference of levels, and may be readjusted to the required

rate by slipping it up or down in the cork, k, in the upper end of

the well-tube. This cork, k, should be bored to fit the siphon so

tightly as to hold it in any position, and should have a groove filed

longitudinally on its outer side so as to allow free entrance and exit

of air to the well-tube. A receiving-bottle, /, upon which a strip

of paper is pasted to receive any graduation-marks that may be

desired, completes the apparatus. The strip of paper on the bottle

should have the tare of the bottle in grams and in grains marked in

ink at its lower end, and should then be varnished. Then the

graduation-marks may be made with pencil, and be rubbed out and
replaced as different graduations may be required for different sub-

stances, the graduations merely indicating when to try the weight
of the accumulating percolate. A wooden stand, m, is necessary

for the larger percolator to enable the receiving-bottle to be con-

veniently removed and replaced without disturbing the siphon,

and wooden blocks, n, are necessary to support the receiving-bottles

at various heights. As a general indication, the rate of dropping
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from the smaller percolator should be about six or eight drops to

the minute, and for the larger one about ten to twelve to the

minute. But it should always be borne in mind that the rate can-

not be uniform without some self-feeding arrangement that will

preserve a uniform stratum of liquid upon the surface of the sub-

stance, and that, with such an arrangement, the slower the rate the

more perfect and the more economical the exhaustion will be.

With a rate of two or three drops a minute, the results are practi-

cally perfect, when the conditions of fineness of powder and appro-

priate menstrum are properly fulfilled.

The maceration for at least 48 hours is useful for many reasons,

chiefly that the adjustment of temperature and solubility may
take place fully and naturally ; that the particles may be thor-

oughly permeated by the liquid, and the liquid become satu-

rated. And because if the maceration be omitted, the percolate, in

many cases, will not be entirely bright or clear. Then, as a rule,

the longer the maceration, within reasonable limits, the stronger

will be the percolate that comes next after the maceration, no

matter at what stage of the repercolation the maceration be applied.

AVhen the maceration is completed and the percolation to be

started, the siphon is put in place with about three inches (= 7.2

centimetres) of the inner leg immersed in the liquid of the well

tube. Then the best way to start the siphon is by means of a piece

of glass tubing of the same size as the siphon and any convenient

length, armed at one end with a short section of rubber tubing of

such size as to slip over the end of the turned-up part of the siphon

easily, but fitting tightly, or being tied onto, the end of the piece

of glass tubing. The siphon and receiving bottle being now in

position to start, the rubber end of the glass tube is passed into the

neck of the receiving-bottle and down till the rubber slips over the

end of the turned-up portion of the siphon. Then, by gentle slow

suction with the mouth at the upper end of the glass tube, the

siphon is slowly filled, and when filled the glass tube and rubber are

removed. As soon as the dropping commences the siphon must be

raised or lowered until the desired rate of dropping is attained, li-

the siphon has to be raised in order to attain the rate, it must be

done little by little, in order to avoid raising the inner end out of

the liquid in the well. The rate of dropping can only be established

with entire uniformity when the inverted automatic feeding-bottle

is used for supplying menstruum, because when the menstruum

is poured on from time to time the dropping will be a little faster

as the outside level is raised by each addition.
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When weak percolates of diminishing strength are successively

used on top, the stratum of liquid should be kept thin, so that

each stronger weak percolate may have nearly all sunk into the

substance before the next weaker one is used. In receiving the

percolate, the blocks, n, are used to support the receiving-bottle

in any position, and when the percolation is to be stopped, or

made to go very slowly, during the night, for example, this may
be effected either by raising the siphon higher or by blocking up

the receiving-bottle so that the outer end of the siphon is im-

mersed in the percolate received to the necessary depth. Of

course when the receiving-bottle is blocked up so that the mouth
or desired mark upon the bottle, is near the level of the liquid in

the percolator, the bottle can n,ever run over nor the mark so raised

be surpassed. The dropping end of the siphon should always be

inside of the receiving bottle, because thus all loss by evaporation

is avoided, the air inside the bottle being still and being saturated.

If the same rate of slow dropping was carried on outside in the

moving air of a room, and the drops fell into a funnel, for example,

about one-fourth of the menstruum would be lost by evaporation,

the more volatile-portions in greater proportion, and the percolate

would be turbid and unfit for use.

The last weak portions of percolate may almost always be pushed

through by the careful use of water on top, and in proportion as

the operator acquires skill in the management, little menstruum
will be lost. When exhaustion is practically complete the siphon

is pushed down to the bottom of the well, and the last weak per-

colate drawn off rapidly.

Then if another portion of the same substance is to be put into

the percolator, the exhausted residue should be so removed as

not to disturb the disks of paper and blanket at the bottom.

The principles of this process once well understood, modifica-

tions of apparatus will occur to many. The simplest of those that

have been tried on a scale larger than the one above shown with

lamp chimneys, is to dispense with well-tube and siphon, and re-

place them with a piece of rubber tubing of small bore. One end

of this is placed between the two disks of flannel near the centre of

the percolator, and then the tubing is led up through any part of

the packed substance, say near, but not against, the side of the per-

colator, as this would leave channels for liquid, and then out over

the edge of the percolator. Then a small bent portion of glass

tubing is slipped into the end of the rubber so as to represent the

end of the glass siphon. This end can then, by the flexibility and
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length of the rubber tube, be kept at any desired position. This,

however, does not answer as well in practice as the well and siphon, nor

does any other yet tried, including the simplification adopted with

the lamp chimney, answer as well, when judged by the results

obtained.

The writer made a conditional promise at the request of the

committee that he would give a table showing his own practice

with fluid extracts in regard to the menstruum now used for

each, the weight of a pint of the menstruum and the weight of

a pint of the finished fluid extract in each case, as bearing upon

the proposed new relation of making them weight for weight in-

stead of minim for grain. This table is now offered.

The foregoing part of this paper was originally published in the

American Journal of Pharmacy, for May, 1878, but for want of

time it was not in a complete condition. It was afterwards re-

printed from the Journal by the author, in pamphlet form, witli

some additions and corrections, and with some of the tables and

other details completed ; but still the subject and the original de-

sign of the writer were left incomplete for want of a table of

the details of practice by repercolation, which could be supplied

from the writer's experience with a large number of the fluid

extracts in common use during the twelve years embraced by the

paper

As these details embrace the fineness of powders, the menstrua

used, the tension of packing, and the weight of the finished fluid

extracts ;—and as these details had furnished throughout a num-

ber of years a series of the most important fluid extracts, many
thousands of pounds of which had been successfully used by the

medical profession throughout the United States;—and as the writer

bad no objection to publishing the results of his experience and

labor for the general good of pharmacy and medicine, it was

thought to be worth while to complete the paper referred to and

offer it to the Association, for the benefit of whose Committee on

Revision of the Pharmacopoeia the work was originally under-

taken. The Association may now. at its pleasure, place the whole

or any part of the now completed paper on its records in the Pro-

ceedings.

In the following table the first column gives the drugs reper-

colated.

The second column gives the fineness of powder used ; the

number indicating the number of the sieve through which all the

powder would pass, coarse and fine together, And the number of
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the sieve indicates the number of meshes to the linear inch. For

example, No. 20 gives a mesh ^-th of an inch square less the diame-

ter of the wire, leaving the opening to be, say g^tn of an inch. In

five cases two numbers are given to indicate that the difference

between the coarser and liner particles is much greater than com-

mon. The first number indicates the sieve through which the

whole would pass. The second that through which the finer por-

tion would pass. In the two articles of cotton-root bark and sti 11-

ingia the "c. c." of the table means cut and crushed, or torn into

short shreds.

The third column gives the menstrua used. All these give

good, efficient fluid extracts, but they are not all the best

that could be devised through the proper research. Many are re-

sults of frequent trials and changes, and many are used in defer-

ence to pharmacopoeial authority where these are necessary to ob-

tain pharmacopoeial results. But where pharmacopoeial results

are not reached by the menstrua directed, and where they are

better reached by different menstrua, those directed by the Phar-

macopoeia are not used. It is very doubtful whether all those

which consist of " Alcohol, " would not be better if alcohol of

lower strength was used. The many and great advantages of weak

menstrua render a thorough investigation of this point very im-

portant before the next formulas are adopted.

The " Alcohol" of the table is the U. S. P. officinal, sp. gr. .820*

The " DiL Alcohol" is the IT. S. P. officinal, sp. gr. .928. The
" Glycerin" is the U. S. P. officinal, sp. gr. 1.25. The "Acetic

Acid" is the U. S. P. officinal, 36 p. c, sp. gr. 1.047. And the

" Water of Ammonia" is the IT. S. P. officinal, 10 p. c, sp. gr.

.960.

All the menstrua are made by weight, and not by measure.

The fifth column gives the proportion of menstruum or of weak
percolate which has been found best to moisten the powder prop-

erly before sifting and packing. For example, the officinal portion

of 16 troy ounces of Aconite Root takes, by the table, 16 troy

ounces of menstruum or of weak percolate to moisten it properly

before sifting to pack.

* The alcohol used by the writer has been until very recently stronger as
well as cleaner than the U. S. P. officinal " Alcohol," and this has made the
weight of the pint of all the fluid extracts which require " Alcohol" as the
menstruum, lighter than it would have been if strictly officinal "Alcohol" had
been used. The neutral or cologne spirit used rarely exceeds .814 s.g. at
15.6° Cor 60° F., while the officinal "Alcohol" is .820. Now it is the
writers practice to reduce the neutral spirit used as a menstruum to .819 or
820.
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The sixth column indicates approximately the pressure to be

used in packing the moistened and sifted powder. To make the

terms used in the table a little more definite, the following defi-

nitions may be useful. " Loosely" means that the moistened

powder is put in layer by layer and uniformly distributed with the

least pressure upon each layer that will secure entire uniformity

throughout, the slight pressure increasing toward the last or upper

layer, f* Moderately" is intended to indicate a pressure upon each

layer that would be about equal to 45 pounds if both hands be

pressed upon a scale. " Firmly" is to indicate a pressure of about

60 pounds ; and " Hard" means 75 pounds or more.

The last heading of the table, consisting of two columns, gives

through an experience of many years of actual practice, the

maximum and minimum weights of the pint of finished fluid extract

The difference between the maximum and minimum—the men-

struum and other conditions being equal, and 'the exhaustions com-

plete—indicates approximately the quality of the drug used. The
average experience of the last three or four years, from greater

knowledge, pains and care in selecting, and better facilities for ob-

taining good materials, gives results which are considerably above

the mean of the extreme weights as given in the table, and approxi-

mate much more nearly to the maximum weights. Hence this

maximum column may be received as the fairest and clearest ex-

pression of the practice at the present time. It should not, how-

ever, be forgotten for a moment, that the weight or specific gravity

of a fluid extract is not by itself any evidence either of the quality

of the preparation or of the drug from which it is made. Nor
even, if the menstruum be accurately known, is the difference be-

tween the specific gravity of the menstruum and that of the

finished fluid extract, an accurate measure either of the quality of

the drug used, or the completeness of the exhaustion, for it may
he very easily seen by a close scrutiny of the tables given in the first

part of this paper, that in repercolation the amount of solid matters

i Lissolved out of any drug by a properly adjusted menstruum, does not

increase arithmetically with each repercolation, although the active

and desirable portions generally do increase arithmetically or nearly

so. That is, the weak percolates are none of them as medicinally

strong as they seem to be if judged by appearance and by specific

gravity. Or, in other words, the weak percolate is a better solvent

for the active principles of a new portion of the same drug, than is

the new menstruum, even though the specific gravities of the two

are greatly different.
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FLUID EXTRACTS BY REPERCOLATION.
Table of Details.

DRUG REPERCOLATED.

Aconite Root

Arnica Root
Aromatic Powder

Asarum
Belladonna Leaf

Belladonna Root

Bittersweet
Buchu
Buckthorn Bark

Butternut Bark
Camellia

Cannabis Indica
Capsicum
Cardamom Compound".

.

Cascara

Cimicifuga
Cinchona, Yellow

Cinchona, Yellow, Comp

Cinchona, Red,

Cinchona, Red, Comp . .

.

Coffee, Green
Coffee, Roasted

Colchicum Seed

Coca Leaf

Columbo
Conium Seed

Convallaria
Cotton-Root Bark

Cubeb
Cypripedium
Dandelion Root
Digitalis
Ergot

Eucalyptus
Gelsemium
Gentian
Gentian, Compound
Ginger
Hops
Hydrastis
Hyoscyamus

Ipecacuanha, U.S.P. process
Juniper
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or
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mois powde
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finishe
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77°
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a; c b

Pack
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pint

of

Fluid

Ex

25°

C.=

si
!

How

c
Parts

I
Weak

sixte

Fin Wei Maxi- Mini-
mum. mum.

80 A 1 U 1Alcohol. 5908 16 XT- 1r IruUj . 6730 6515
80 nil A lr»i-kV»/-\lAiconoi. 6727 15 Firmly. 7975 7694
20 nil AlnnhnlI'll. AlCUilUl. 6727 16 Hard. 7280 7205
20 ri.lL.011Ul, <, pell I/O.

Water, 1 part.

6447 11 Firmly. 6760 6718

20 uu. Aiconoi. 6727 12 Firmly. 7180 6935
20 Alcohol, 2 parts.

Water, 1 part.

6447 16 Firmly. 7180 6935

40 Alcohol, 2 parts.
Water, 1 part.

6447 16 i 11 in i \ . 7430 7141

60 uu. Aiconoi. 6727 16 J; 11 IIllj • 7875 7468
40 A.1C01101. 5908 9 Firmly. 6500 6260
20 Alcohol, 25 parts. 7112 12 Firmly. 7825 7640

Glycerin, 5 parts.
Water, 70 parts.

20 nil A l/-»/-\Vn-*luu. Aiconoi. 6727 16 Hard. 7310 7210
20 Alcohol, 20 parts.

Glycerin, 5 parts.
"Water, 75 parts.

7165 9 Loosely. 8135 7920

8 Alcohol. 5908 13 rid I U. 6388 6253
20 Alcohol. 5908 8 Firmly.
20 Alcohol, 2 parts. 644? 16 r ii mij

.

6781 6710
W^ater, 1 part.

20 Alcohol, 25 parts.
Glycerin, 5 parts.
Water, 70 parts.

7112 16 rial ci. OU60 7010

20 Alcohol. 5908 10 TT„,.,1riaru,
Firmly.

1 140 RCk 1A

40 Alcohol, 3 parts. 6525 8 wan
i D1U

Glycerin, 1 part.
40 Alcohol, 3 parts.

Glycerin, 1 part.
6525 8 r irmly

.

ioal i ores

40 Alcohol, 3 parts.
Glycerin, 1 part.

6525 16 Firmly. <OoU 1 125

40 AlCOllOl, O pdl Lb. 6525 16 Firmly. <9oo (820
Glycerin, 1 part.

20 Alcohol, 20 parts. 7165 10 Firmly. 8060 79lo
20 Glycerin, 5 parts.

Water, 75 parts.
7165 16 Hard. 7840 7770

30 Alcohol, 2 parts. 6447 Firmly. 7130 6870
Water, 1 part.

20 Alcohol, 1 part.
Water, 2 parts.

6943 16 Hard. i / i0 ( 640

4-12 nil \ l /./\ii ,ouu. Aiconoi. 6727 16 Firmly, 7003 6930
20 nil A 1 z »/il i t\ 1 Wit «n t>fDuu. Aiconoi, oo parts. 6824 13 Moderately 7372 7230

Acetic Acid, 1 part.
20 JL)il. Aiconoi. 6727 10 Firmly. 8185 7968
c.c. Alcohol, 2 parts. 7130 16 Hard. 7810 7613

Glycerin, 1 part.
Water, 2 parts.

20 Alcohol. 5908 Dry. Hard. 6423 6350
20 nil a i .

.
"u /ODil. Alcohol. 6727 10 Firmly. 7660 7510

20 Dil. Alcohol. 6727 10 Firmly. 7805 7625
20 Alcohol. 5908 12 Firmly. 6783 6607
30 uu. Aiconoi, oo parts. 6824 9 Firmly. 7430 7353

Acetic Acid, 1 part.
20 Alcohol. 5908 16 Hard. 6741 6600
80 Dil. Alcohol. 6727 16 Firmly. 7286 7210
20 Dil. Alcohol. 6727 16 Firmly. 8189 8076
20 Dil. Alcohol. 6727 16 Moderately 7987 7812
20 Alcohol. 5908 7 Firmly. 6198 6130
12 Dil. Alcohol. 6727 16 Hard. 7810 7512
20 Dil. Alcohol. 6727 8 Firmly. 7503 7408
20 Alcohol, 2 parts. 6447 16 Firmly. 7170 6830

Water, 1 part.
80 Alcohol. 5908 9 Moderately 7130 6970
8 Dil. Alcohol. 6727 Dry. Hard. 8304 8105
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FLUID EXTRACTS BY REPERCOLATION—Continued.

drug ?:epercolated.

Leptandra

Liquorice Root.

Lupuiin
Nux Vomica .

.

Pareira Brava.

Pilocarpus

Pleurisy Root
Podophyllum
Prickly Ash Bark, Northern
Prickly Ash Bark, Southern
Quassia

Rhatacy

Rhubarb

Sanguinaria .

Sarsaparilla.

Sarsaparilla Comp.

Scuilcap

Senna
Senna Compound .

Serpentaria
Spigelia
Spigelia and Senna.
Squill
Stillingia

Stramonium Seed..
UvaUrsi

Valerian
Veratrum Viride.

|
Wild Cherry Bark

Yellow Dock

i
~
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o
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be
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on Alcohol. 2 parts. 6447 10 Firmly. 7560 7110
Water, 1 part.

D-oU Alcohol, 2 parts. 7237 14 tiara.
Glycerin, I part.
Water, 7 parts.
Alcohol. 5908 Dry. Loosely. 7288 6995

10L4 Alcohol. 5908 12 Hard. 6170 6055
60 Alcohol, 2 parts. 7537 12 Moderately 8335 8020

Glycerin, 3 parts.
Water, 5 parts.

on4V Alcohol, 1 part.
Water, 2 parts.

6943 16 Hard. 7698 7598

OA4U TY31 \ 1 , . ,- .V ,

1

Dil. Alcohol. 6727 14 Firmly. 7465 7278
on4U Alconol. 5908 8 Hard. 6352 6290
20 WW A 1 < .^V> i \\\j\y. Aiconoi. 6727 16 Hard. 7298 7149
on~u Uil. Alconol. 6727 16 Hard. 7330 7120
8 Alcohol, 1 part.

Water. 2 parts.
6943 24 Hard. 7208 7115

OA4M Alcohol, 28 parts. 7080 9 Loosely. 8290 8118
Glycerin, 16 parts.
Water, 21 parts.

OA Alcohol, 3 parts.
Glycerin, 1 part.

6525 8 Firmly. 7785 7610

OA4V Dil. Alconol, 8b parts.
Acetic Acid, 1 part.

6824 8 Moderately 7780 7616

o—30 Alcohol, 1 part. 7447 16 Moderately 7948 7800
Glycerin, 1 part.
Water, 3 parts.

5-90 Alcohol, 1 part.
Glycerin, 1 part.
Water, 3 parts.

7447 18 Moderately 8045 7950

4-20 Dil. Alcohol. 6727 24 Hard. 7491 7290
20 Alcohol, 800 parts. 6432 12 Firmly. 7630 7410

Water of Amo.5 parts
Water, 400 parts.

20 Dil. Alcohol. 6727 10 Firmly. 7816 7530
20 Dil. Alcohol. 6727 10 Firmly. 7620 7512
20 Dil. Alcohol. 6727 14 Bard. 7180 6983
20 T\J1 A 111

Dil. Alcohol. 6727 14 Firmly. 7765 6510
20 Dil. Alconol. 6727 16 Firmly. 7730 7540

entire Dil. Alcohol. 6727 16 Loosely. 8898 &515

C.C. Dil. Alcohol. 8787 16 Hard. 7153 7040
20 Alcohol. 5908 8 Hard. 6188 6110

20 Alcohol, 2 parts.
Glycerin. 8 parts.
Wak'r. 5 parts.

7537 8 Moderately 8856 8688

20 Alcohol. 5908 8 Hard. 6248 6085
2D Alcohol. 5908 10 Firmly. (5539 0390

|.
Alcohol. 7 parts.
Glycerin. 11 parts.
Water, 17 parts.

7554 12 Firmly. 8220 8113

20 Alcohol, 25 parts. 7112 16 Firmly. 8122 7890
Glycerin. 5 parts.
Water, 70 parts.

Brooklyn*. November 23d. L878.
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END OF REPKINT.

From 1878 to the present time 1887, the process of repercolation

has been in continuous use as a manufacturing process under the

writer's observation, upon all the principal drugs of the materia

medica, and upon all quantities below 300 pounds at one operation,

and many thousands of pounds of extracts and fluid extracts have

been successfully made by it ; and the progress made in working

the process as described above may be briefly summed up, and

brought to the present time.

The principal objection to the process has always been that a

number of bottles,—generally about seven,—of weak percolates of

varying strength, have to be carried and taken care of during the

intermissions of the process, and this objection has neither been

overcome nor modified to any useful extent, though a prolonged

experience has shown that the disadvantage and inconvenience of

this objectionable feature was much overrated. It is true that the

weak percolates at the end of a series of repercolations may be

evaporated so as to be either added to the linished preparation, or

carried over in a single bottle : but either course interferes ma-

terially with both the present and future of the process, and the

loss in quality of product and accuracy of process far overbalance-

the inconvenience of carrying the weak percolates separately.

The experience of the past five years has taught that many
powders for percolation may be coarser than the sizes formerly

given, and that all should be moistened with as much liquid as they

will hold at the end of a maceration long enough to admit of a

maximum decree of swelling of the powder, while leaving the

moistened powder dry enough to be passed through a coarse sieve

before packing. This management has such an influence both

upon the rate and the extent of the exhaustion as to change the

conclusions of the paper very materially. It is now found in prac-

tice to be quite easy to exhaust all the drugs very perfectly, and to

easily make fluid extracts which fully represent their drugs in the

proportion of minim for grain. A few hard and compact sub-

stances like some of the varieties of cinchona require to be in fine

powder, —require long maceration and a much extended percola-

tion for complete exhaustion, but then the result is easily attained

and is fairly accurate. Few drugs, however well managed, are ex-

hausted with less than 7 times their weight of weak percolate and
new menstruum, while some require 10 or more times their weight.

The relation of weight for weight is suggested and advocated in

the paper, but as the number of drugs becomes larger, and the
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variety of menstrua greater,—and especially as the alcoholic

strength of menstrua must vary from time to time, this advocacy

is now considered to have been a mistake, and the older and now
well established relation of minim for grain is considered much
better, and quite unexceptionable.

This relation should never have been changed by the Pharma-

copoeia ; and need not have been changed, for, if the present

officinal formulas had directed that the 100 grams of substance

should yield 95 cubic centimetres of fluid extract instead of 100,

the old relation would have been retained. Upon these grounds a

change to 95 c.c. is now advocated for the Eevision of 1890. This

is the equivalent of the older revisions of the Pharmacopoeia, and

the writer has never changed his practice from this.

During many years past almost all of the large manufacturers

have claimed the adoption of reperoolation for making fluid ex-

tracts, and since that the complaints of any heavy deposits occur-

ring are chiefly confined to the products of the officinal process of

evaporation by heating. With this there must always be deposits,

but with repercolation there is practically no deposit other than

that which occurs in winter from a summer-made fluid extract, be-

cause the menstrua saturated at summer temperature will not hold

quite as much of the soluble matters at winter temperature. But

as the menstrua are never saturated with the active principles of the

drugs, it follows that these must be precipitated in very small pro-

portion, if at all, by these changes of temperature. Fluid extracts

should always stand about 3 to 4 months after being made be-

fore they are put up, and then, in the writer's experience in a 2

J

gallon bottle, there is rarely more than half an inch of very light

sediment which when filtered out amounts to but an ounce or

two at most from 20 pints—generally not half that much.

In reviewing this part of the paper now, after an experience so

much extended, it may be useful to emphasize by repetition the

statement that with repercolation there is very little difficulty in

making fluid extracts that fairly represent the drugs from which

fcfiey are made, in the relation of minim for grain. Hence the

quality of the fluid extract no longer depends much upon the

process of extraction, but almost entirely upon the quality of the

drug used; and the markets are quite as full as ever they were of

poor drugs at low prices, the quality of which when made into ex-

fcractfl and fluid extracts is quite hidden from ordinary observation

or testing. And yet good drugs were never more plentiful to those
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willing to pay the higher prices and apply the greater skill and care

in selection.

The apparatus for repercolation is illustrated in the paper by

four cuts, all upon the same general principle. The first and second

cuts carry out the principles in one way.—the third and fourth in

another. Both methods have maintained their utility by extended

Fig. 7.

use in a great many different hands. The first two illustrated are

the most simple and are perhaps best adapted to quantities of less

than two pounds. Three percolators of ordinary form, arranged

in one stand or group, and used upon this method, are illustrated

in a new cut Fig. 7, upon this page. This group is the outcome
of recent experience, and is very convenient for carrying on a con-
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tinuous series of repercolations wherein the weak percolates from

one are passed on to the next, in due sequence and order. After

what has been said of this method in the paper this new cut needs

no description, except that on the left a provision is shown for the

use of a Sprengel water pump or other form of aspirator, which is

very convenient for hastening a percolation that is slow from ac-

cidental hard packing or other cause. The receiving flasks are so

marked that they can be used for either one kilogramme of drug,

equal to 15432 grains, to yield 498 c.c. of percolate at each

measuring, or 15360 grains of drug to yield a pint at each

measuring,—these being very convenient fractions for successful

percolations of this quantity of drug. For farther illustration of

this method by this apparatus, a table will be given farther on of a

model series of repercolations of buckthorn.

The third and fourth illustrations of the reprint, where the per-

colate is drawn from within the percolator by an adjustable siphon,

represent a method which more perfectly carries out the principle

of having an equilibrium of downward motion of the liquid

throughout the mass, and hence a more equable progressive ex-

haustion. The third cut Fig. 5, is a rather attractive and not

inelegant piece of apparatus for the table of the practical jmarma-

cist, and it is supposed to have had some influence in the desiivd

direction of inducing the pharmacist to make his own extractions

for extracts, fluid extracts and tinctures. The fourth cut Fig. 6,

represents the form which prolonged experience has shown to be

the best for large quantities. Stoneware pots of about six different

sizes from 2 gallons to 100 gallons have long been in constant use

in considerable numbers by the writer with great satisfaction and

success.

The important table given at the end of the reprint, has, in the

light of more recent experience, and from changes in the pharma-

copceial strength,—or rather the pharmacopoeial name, of alcohol

and diluted alcohol,—been thoroughly revised, and brought down
to the present time and practice, so that it is not reprinted,

but has been rewritten with corrections and additions, and it is now
therefore rather a part of this review than of the original paper,

although left in its original position for continuity's sake.
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I U I D EXTRACT AND EXTRACT OF BUCKTHORN.

It now only remains to give a practical illustration of the present

condition of repercolation in the writer's hands, and for this illus-

tration the important aperient Buckthorn, Alder Buckthorn,

Rhamnus Frangula, or Fran o n la of the Pharmacopoeia is selected,

and the ohjects of the illustration are an extract and a fluid extract

of the bark. The Pharmocopoeia has a fluid extract, but no ex-

tract, and uses as a menstruum for exhaustion a mixture of one

part alcohol and two parts water.

The buckthorn bark used in this country is all imported from

Germany. In Germany the wood of the branches of buckthorn is

used for making the charcoal for gunpowder, and has to be stripped

of its bark for such use. The branches are easily peeled only dur-

ing June and July when "the sap is flowing," and therefore it is

that at this time all the bark is collected and dried rather as a col-

lateral product of the making of gunpowder. These circumstances

are of great advantage to the bark as a medicinal agent. First it

insures the collection only of the bark of the branches, next it in-

sures the collection and drying of the bark only at the proper sea-

son ; and finally it renders it inexpensive and the supply sure, be-

cause the expense of collecting is largely paid in the value of the

wood to the gunpowder maker. This uniformity of character, man-

agement and supply are most important to articles of the materia

medica, because they almost insure the quality and uniformity of

the articles.

After an investigation of the behavior of this bark with dif-

ferent menstrua some years before the last revision of the U. S. P.

a menstruum of 4 parts alcohol to 15 parts water was adopted and

recommended. But a short experience with this mixture upon a

large scale led to an improvement by slightly increasing the pro-

portion of alcohol to 25 p. c. and by adding 5 p. c. of glycerin.

The mixture then consisted of 25 p.c. alcohol, 5 p.c. glycerin, and

70 p.c. water, and this has now been in successful use for the past

eight years or more.

The chief advantages of it are, that the exhaustion is complete

with the smallest practicable proportion of alcohol to yield a per-

manent finished product, and gives a fluid extract easily adminis-

tered alone or diluted with water, wine or syrup to any desired

degree, while the menstruum is an economical one yielding prepara-

tions of moderate cost.

The Pharmacopoeia lakes a No. 40 powder, and moistens this

44
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with 35 p. c. of its weight of the menstruum. The writer's practice

is with a No. 20 powder, moistened with 75 p.c. of its weight of

menstruum, when by a 24 hours' maceration before sifting, the bark

is brought back to about its original condition of moisture in the

fresh state, and has swelled to its maximum. It is then sifted and

packed firmly, and allowed to percolate at the rate of about 60

drops per minute, when the quantity of dry powdered bark is

15360 grains (or a kilogramme = 15432 grains). And the fractions

in which to receive the percolate on this scale of process, are very

conveniently a pint, equal to 473 c. c. (or 498 c.c. if a kilogramme of

powder be taken.)

The first pint of percolate from the first portion is reserved as

finished, and the 2d pint and half of the 3d are taken to moisten

the second portion of bark to be repercolated. This is macerated

for 12 hours in a covered vessel, sifted and packed in the second

percolator of the group, and then the fractions of weak percolate as

they come off from the first portion are put upon the second until

the first is exhausted. This exhaustion of the first portion is prac-

tically complete at the 8th or 9th pint for this scale of operation,

but in this series of repercolations all were continued to the 15th

pint, or about*7.5 times the weight of the bark. The hist two pints

may be safely pushed through by water without risk of getting

water in the final weak percolates. The 1st and 2d pints from the

2d portion repercolated are reserved as finished, and are added to

the 1st pint reserved from the 1st portion. The 3d and one-half of

the 4th pints are used to moisten a 3d portion of bark which is

macerated, sifted and packed in the third percolator of the group,

as the others were, and the fractions of weak percolate from the

second portion as they come off are put upon the third portion,

each fraction being allowed to sink completely into the powder be-

fore the next one is put on. During the night or during the

absence of the operator for any considerable length of t ime the per-

Colal ions are stopped by blocking up t he receiving bottles sufficient l\

high, or arc made to proceed at so slow a rate as not to risk t he sur-

face of t he powder becoming dr \ . or the overflowing of the receiving

bottles. By a little care in adjusting the height of the bottle any

desired rate of dropping may he established evendown to 5 or 10

drops an hour, and when established it will go on with perfect

security and regularity so lbng as the supply from the inverted bottle

on top is kept constant. After the weak percolates from one portion

are all put upon the next succeeding portion, from two to three

pints of fresh menstruum are usually required before the water is
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used to push the last through. The 1st and 2d pints of percolate

from the 3d portion of bark are reserved and added to the former

reserved portions, and the 3d and half of the 4th pints are used to

moisten a 4th portion of bark. By the time this is macerated the

firsl percolator will have been exhausted. This is then carefully

emptied without disturbing the disks of blanket and paper at the

bottom, and then the 4th portion of bark is packed in the 1st

percolator, and so the process is continued al will, and may proceed

either interruptedly or -continuously for years. The writer has

processes under way. on various scales of quantity which have been

practically unbroken, and rarely long interrupted for more than ten

years, and the greatest advantage of this continuity of process is that

the longer it is carried on the more accurately the reserved portion

represents the drug in the desired proportion of minim for grain.

This poinl is. however, readied with a sufficient degree of accuracy

by the time the first four or five reserved portions are mixed. After

that it only changes with differences in the quality of different par-

cels of the drug repercolated. The following table shows the results

of a series of six repercolations of buckthorn. These results are pre-

sented witli a good deal of detail, and will repay a careful examination

by those specially interested in the process, but of course no such

labor or detail is either necessary or useful in the actual practice of

repercolation, but is only presented as an illustrative analysis of

the process. *

The table is divided into six subdivisions,—one for each portion,

—

and the subdivisions of the 1st and 6th portions are extended by

three columns each to record the results of evaporations for the

proportion of extract yielded by the fractions, thus showing the

contrast between the 1st portion, which is a simple percolation,

and the 6th, which is a repercolation.

The first column of the table gives the serial number of the frac-

tions of a pint each, and applies to the entire six portions.

The second column gives the weight in grains of each fraction or

pint of percolate from the 1st portion.

The third column gives the difference in weight in grains be-

tween the fractions of the percolate, and the same volume of the

menstruum at about the same temperature. This indicates to a

certain extent the rate and degree of absolute exhaustion, but the

exhaustion of the medicinal parts precedes the absolute exhaustion

by very much.

The fourth column gives the weight in grammes of 5 c. c. of per-

colate taken from each fraction, for evaporation in tared capsules.
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The capsules and contents were placed in a steam oven and dried

until they ceased to lose weight.

The fifth column gives the weight in grammes of this dried ex-

fcract. The 5 c.c. from the 10th pint of the 1st portion was the

last, whicn gave a solid or semi-solid extract. All after that were

liquid, and to the touch and taste seemed to be only dilute colored

glycerin.

The sixth column gives the percentage of the extract obtained

from the differenl fractions of the 1st portion. At the foot of the

table will be found a record of the weight of 5 c.c. of the men-

struum. This being evaporated under the same conditions as the

weak percolates- were, the weight of that portion which did not go

oil' by evaporation, is given and the percentage. But if* this per-

centage be accepted as a constant quantity to be subtracted from

all I he percentages of the column, it will be found not to apply be-

low the 4th pint or fraction. This shows that more glycerin

evaporated off from the weak percolates than from the menstruum

under the same conditions.

The seventh and eighth columns give the weight and difference

for t he fractions of- the 2d portion of bark.

The ninth and tenth columns give the same results for the frac-

tions of the 3d portion of bark.

The eleventh and twelfth, and the thirteenth and fourteenth

give the same results for the 4th and 5th portions of bark.

The fifteenth, sixteenth, seventeenth, eighteenth and nineteenth

Columns give for the Gth portion the same details that the corres-

ponding columns for the first portion do, and show the strong con-

trasts between these first and last portions of the series. If the

percentage of residue from the evaporation of the menstruum be

applied to the last column, it will be seen to become inapplicable be-

low the 8th pint or fraction, and all the extracts below this point

were liquid, whilst the 7th and 8th were nearly liquid.

These results clearly indicate,—and the indication was confirmed

in practice on the large scale,—that in making the solid extract it

does not do to evaporate down all the weak percolate, because this

yields an extract which cannot be brought to a pilular consistence by

evaporation. In practice the first two fractions only should be

taken for extract, the others being carried onward for repercolation

of fresh portions of bark. These, however, yield an excellent ex-

tract, which can be easily evaporated to a pilular consistence with

a low degree of heat. That is, the fluid extract should be taken for

making the solid extract, and when this is evaporated until the ex-
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tract weighs aboul 30 p. c. of the bark represented it will be of a

good pilular consistence, and will represent the bark in the propor-

tion of about 1 grain to 8i grains of the bark, arid will represent

the Fluid Extract in the proportion of 1 grain to 3^ minims.

At the foot of the table, below the line of totals, is given the

weight of 1 pint of the menstruum weighed at 25° C. or 77° F.,

which was about the average temperature at which the percolations

were made. This taken as a constant weight and subtracted from

the weight of the same volume of each fraction, gives all the six

columns of differences.

This drug and its preparations have been generally underrated in

value by #he best authorities in common use in this country, and it

has taken it about 15 years to live down the equivocal cluiracter

generally given to it. Writing from memory, and therefore rather

indefinitely, the writer does not remember it among the used articles

of the materia medica of this country until about 15 years ago,

when the late Dr. John P. Gray of Utica returned from a visit to

continental Europe with a bag of buckthorn bark, and a knowl-

edge of how to use it. Gentle aperient medicines are especially

valued in the treatment of the insane, and this with Dr. Gray's

knowledge and example soon taught others how to use buckthorn

bark, and induced the writer to make the first imjiortations of it

in any considerable quantities that are known to have come to this

country. Up to this time Dr. Gray had used it and advocated its

use in substance, and there is probably now no nicer or better way

of using it than by chewing small fragments of the bark two or three

times a day for two or three days, or until a gentle aperient effect

is obtained. But insane patients could not be well treated in this

way, and decoctions and infusions of the bark were not permanent,

and were bulky and inconvenient. A fluid extract, suggested by

the writer, was found much more convenient, and very easily

managed in regard to dosage and administration. And from that

time (1871) to this,—without a line of advertising in any shape, it

has grown into a very considerable usage all over the country, and

it has now so far overcome the indifferent reputation given it by

the best authorities, that it is rather strange they do not review the

subject and rewrite their paragraphs of its medical properties and

uses. In order to be the drastic cathartic as so often described,

With its train of disagreeable effects such as nausea, vomiting, vio-

lent purging, etc.. it must be taken in the fresh condition, in which

it is never accessible here, or must be taken in quantities so ir-
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rational that it never is so taken. It has properly been admitted

to the last revision of the Pharmacopoeia, and the direction is there

given that it should be collected at least a year before it is used.

This direction is not found in the German Pharmacopoeia, where the

bark has befh longest officinal, but is found in the last British

Pharmacopoeia, where it is officinal for the first time. It is well

known and often stated that the fresh bark is more active and more

irritant than the dried bark, and it is supposed that the older the

better.

In its action upon the intestinal canal buckthorn and its pre-

parations resemble those of rhubarb and senna when these are of

the best quality, but is much milder and more managable than

even the best senna, and rather more agreeable in effect than rhu-

barb, and applicable to a different class of cases and uses.

In properly adjusted doses,—that is. doses not too large,— it is

perhaps the mildest and simplest of all aperient or laxative medi-

cines, and the easiest to adjust to a desired effect. Its operation is

slow, but fairly certain, and its action continues throughout the

whole tract. Rhubarb and senna affect chiefly the upper part of

the tract, and have to be given in almost purgative quantities to

affect the whole tract. When a mild purgative or evacuant is

wanted, rhubarb and senna are better : but when a mild aperient

or laxative, for delicate organisms, is wanted, buckthorn is better.

When a mild degree of constipation is to be corrected without ex-

citing reaction and without requiring continuous medication the

buckthorn is much better, and when used with skill it seems to

leave little to be desired. The dosage of buckthorn is a most im-

portant element in its proper use. and the different impressibility of

different individuals to its influence makes this dosage the chief

difficulty in its appropriate use. Bearing in mind that it is a

simple aperient, (ab and pario.— k

I bring forth f
i
I open/—Dung-

lison) and one slow in operation, those who use it will easily

guard against giving it in too large quantities, or expecting

a too prompt response to its use. Where either a very

decided or very prompt response is needed other agents are

better. The limit of its use in this direction seems to be a flui-

drachm of the Fluid Extract at bed-time where a temporary costive-

ness,—not constipation,—is to be relieved during the forepart of

the following day. When temporary costiveness has passed into

habitual constipation. 20 minims in a little water one, two or three

times a day is a better dosage, with the expectation of a partial im-

provement on the second or third day, when the number of doses
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are to be diminished. With a numerous class of delicate and sen-

sitive women such a treatment will be generally successful, the

management being easily varied to suit the conditions. Adult men,

of inferior impressibility will, of course, require larger quantities,

but the character, and the appropriate uses of the %ent will al-

ways limit the dose to about one or two fluidraehms, and make it

better to repeat the doses than increase the quantity at one dose.

Many physicians use the Fluid Extract as an evacuant, but with

doubtful propriety when castor oil, rhubarb, senna, and the com-

pound cathartic pill are so much better. But as a mild aperient

to overcome either temporary or habitual constipation buckthorn

is hardly equalled in the materia medica.

The extract is given in pill or capsule, ami 4 to 5 grains is gen-

erally an effective dose if given at bed-time for two or three days :

—5 grains being the equivalent of about 16£ grains of the bark, or

16J minims of the Fluid Extract.

Of the Fluid Extract 15, 20, or 30 minims, according to circum-

stances, if repeated at bed-time for a few days will be effective in a

large class of cases where there is no urgency.

The taste is very mild, sweetish bitter, recalling that of a mix*

ture of liquorice and wild cherry bark. It is not disagreeable tp

most persons, and is rather agreeable to some, and it is therefore

not difficult to administer even to children. While rarely offend-

ing the palate, it never offends the stomach, and as a rule requires

no corrigents, and is not improved by combination with other

agents. The Fluid Extract, diluted simply with half a nuidounce

of water at the time of taking each dose, makes a muddy looking

liquid, but is very easily taken, and this is perhaps the best way to

administer it. But if diluted with a mixture of equal measures of

diluted alcohol, or brandy and syrup, so that each dose may be 1

or 2 fluidrachms of the dilution, it make.- a very clear, elegant

preparation of a rich, dark color and agreeable taste.

The British Pharmaoopoeia (1885) gives the dose of its Extract

as 15 to 00 grains. Its Liquid Extract is made by the objection-

able method of boiling the hark lour times with water. When
finished it bears the same proportion to the bark as the U. S. P;

Fluid Extract, but contains a little less alcohol. The dose given is

u
1 to 4 drachms." These doses for both Extract and Liquid Ex-

tract, if they represent British usage, are so large as to indicate

that it LI used as an evacuant or purgative, and therefore that its

individual or characteristic effect or advantage in small doses as an

aperient, is missed.
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The following errors in the last Ephemeris have been discov-

ered :

On p. 988, in the account of the cost of manufacturing cocaine,

1

1 "estimated rent" is carried out at $34.00. This was calcu-

lated for one month, and the multiplication by ten was omitted.

It should have been 4340. 00.

In the two items next following, exactly the same blunder was

e, and they should stand,— instead of $27.00, $270.00, and in-

• 1 of $20.00, $200.00. These errors add $729.00 to the footing,

and make it $4,479.00, instead of $3,750.00.

it is necessary to correct these mistakes if the details given be

used to ascertain or justify future estimates of cost, because these

will be stated in a different way,— namely, at so much per pound
of cocoa.

t p. 1044 a foot note was accidentally dropped out of a large

proportion of the pamphlets printed.

This foot note is needed to make the preceding cut clear, and
i asterisk referring to it should be at the "498 c.c.," ninth line

from the top of the page.

The foot note is as follows :
•

This 498 c.c—or more literally, 500 c.c—gives the TL S. P.
• tion of about .95 grain of the drug to each minim. If the older

and better relation of 1 grain in each minim be desired, then about
c.c—or say 1 pint and 33 minims should be the measure of

the fraction.
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APERIENTS.

By Edward R. Squibb, M. D *

The Executive Committee has appointed this evening for the

discussion of the every-day subject of aperients, to the end that by
an interchange of knowledge and experience all may be benellted

in relieving and preventing the conditions to the correction of

which aperients are applied.

At the outset of such a discussion it may be well to try to get

definite ideas,—first of the conditions to be relieved ; and next of

the means and agents for relieving those conditions.

The princij^al condition is universally known as constipation.

The word constipate is defined by Richardson

—

" To compress, to

condense, to thicken, to cram or squeeze close, to close up or

up," and this definition gives a very clear idea of the condition. But

it is necessary to go farther than this, because the causes of the con-

dition are of an importance at least equal to the condition itself A

cathartic will promptly open or unstop that which was closed up,

but will commonly leave the cause of the condition unchanged, ani

therefore liable to recur as promptly as it was relieved. The causes

of constipation are doubtless neither simple nor single but always

complex, yet it may aid in a practical consideration of them for tiie

purpose at present in hand, to single out two of the most common
proximate causes, and consider them as though acting separately.

Food and drink as taken into the stomach are naturally in the con-

dition of a thick fluid mixture, and the nutritive portions are ab-l

sorbed out from the residues in a solution fluid enough to be carried

and distributed to all the tissues of the organism. When fluid enough

is taken up to hold the nutritive matters in solution and to supply!

the circulatory system, the residuary matters are naturally left v itbi

enough liquid to render them pultaceous and keep them so. Then

the secretions from the mucous linings of the canal, for lubrication,

and the peristalsis for progression, are the natural means whereby

thewire carried through the intestinal tube and finally voided in thl

natural soft solid condition, and there is no constipation. Bu 1 ii

there should be an unusual loss of water by cutaneous or pulmofl ry

transpiration, or by active diuresis, the deficiency will be supp

d

* Read before The Kings County Medical Association, October 4th, 1881.
j
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as far as possible from the food residues by increased absorption, so

that by the time these residues reach the colon they will be so com-

pressed, condensed, thickened and squeezed close, as to constitute

constipation, with deficient liquid ingesta, or excessive liquid excre-

tion by skin or kidneys, or both, as prime causes. As in the normal

condition the contents of the intestinal canal are found to increase

gradually in consistence from the pylorus to the rectum, being fluid

above and soft solid below, it follows that the absorption of moisture

from the residues must be a continuous process throughout the

whole length of the tract. And from this it again follows that the

more rapidily the contents are carried along the tube the less time

will there be for the abstraction of the water that gives them fluidity

and mobility ; and this introduces the second prime cause of consti-

pation, namely, slow or defective peristaltic action.

The vermicular contractions and dilatations which push the

contents of the tube from the pylorus to the rectum may be exces-

sive or defective in force or in frequency, or in both, to any degree

from abnormal activity as in diarrheas, or in the action of cathar-

tics, to the abnormal inactivity of obstinate constipation,—or obsti-

pation. When defective, and the rate of absorption of the watery

part which gives fluidity and mobility is continuous, the excretions

may become so inspissated and contracted in volume in the colon

as to be too small to be effectively grasped and propelled by its

slow and defective contractions, and so solid as to easily fall into

its pouches and lie there almost indefinitely or until they accumu-
late to a volume which is large enough to be feebly grasped by its

defective contractions. Then, next follows impaction in the rec-

tum,—the last stage of constipation, and anything may, of course,

constipate any individual which brings these causes into active

operation either slowly or rapidly. If slowly, then there is the

constipated habit, and the time necessary for any agency to over-

come it. If rapidly it is generally the result of easily recognizable

changes of diet, or clothing or exercise.

After such a brief definition of constipation in relation to some
of its principal causes, what is an aperient ?

In ordinary parlance, as well as in the literature of the profes-

sion, there are cathartics, purgatives, laxatives and aperients, and
these terms are frequently used as being practically synonymous.
That they have really, and should have a different significance

will hardly be questioned. Cathartics and purgatives are nearly

allied, and so are laxatives and aperients, but the difference between
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a purgative and a laxative is great, and between a cathartic and

an aperient greater.

In order to realize these differences and apply them practically

it may be useful to review the derivations and definitions of the

words as given by good authorities.

Richardson gives the Greek derivation of cathartic and trans-

lates it as "purifying or purging, cleansing," and quotes Plato as

saying that mathematical demonstrations are the " cathartics or

purgatives of the soul, as being the most proper means to cleanse

it from error, and give it a relish of truth." Modern usage, how-

ever, has changed or extended this definition, and differentiated

cathartics from purgatives. Cathartics are not only cleansing

evacuants, but are revulsive and depletive, and some of their best

offices are as counter-irritants. They increase the peristaltic force

and frequency, and thus hurry the ingesta through the canal in a

liquid state, and at the same time so excite the mucous linings as

to cause the excretion of water or serum from the blood and thus

become actively depletive. By their activity they are revulsive and

counter-irritant, greatly relieving any local or general tension in

the organism by an irritation which is transitory and self-limiting.

As they leave a condition which highly favors constipation they

are not appropriate to its treatment, but are commonly well ap-

plied only to a very different class of cases.

The word purge is from the same derivation as pure, which

means "cleansed or cleared by fire
99 (Richardson), and hence pur-

gatory as another word from the same Greek root.

To purge is "to cleanse, to clear, to scour, to wipe off, to clear

away, to eject or expel foulness or filthiness, physical or moral ; to

clear from accusation, to excuse." (Richardson.) This author

gives many illustrations of the older meanings of the word. Among
them from Quintus Curtius : "Thereupon they fell to weeping and

purging of themselves," and from Bacon :
" Surfeits many times

turn to purges both upwards and downwards."

Falstaff well illustrates the older meaning when he promises to

"purge and live " lean like a gentleman."

The best modern medical usage, however, seems to restrict the

use of a purge to the simple evacuation of the canal whether to

carry off irritant matters, or simply to empty and cleanse the tract

without much revulsion or depletion or counter-irritation, and

therefore without the reaction and prostration which follow cathar-

sis. It is easy to purge by moderate or small doses of cathartics,
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and to produce catharsis by large doses of purgatives, and so far the

words only signify different degrees of the same action, but yet it

is highly conducive to that precision of language aimed at by

modern medical science to use different words only when there is

a difference in meaning. Dunglison (Medical Dictionary) makes

cathartic and purgative almost, but not entirely synonymous; but

since his time the drift of careful writers and close observers has

been to draw a practical distinction between them. If many
writers still confuse cathartic and purgative action, there are few

who do not distinguish between these and laxative or aperient

effects.

Richardson derives lax and laxative from the Latin laxare, to

loose, and in this sense of lax,—loose,—it means " slack, untied,

unfastened, unconstrained, unrestricted, dissolute." Dunglison,

(Medical Dictionary), defines a laxative as a "medicine which gently

opens the bowels ; such as tamarinds, manna," etc., and the same

authority defines an aperient also "as a medicine which gently

opens the bowels. The term formerly had a much more extensive

signification, and like catalyticum, was given to a substance sup-

posed to have the power of opening any of the passages, and even

the blood vessels," making it synonymous with laxative. Richard-

son derives aperient from "apert,—Latin apertus, the past partici-

ple of aperire (ad parere, to bear), to bring before, or into public

view. Brought into public view, open, uncovered, undisguised, un-

concealed."

Dunglison derives it from ab and pario, "I bring forth," "I
open." To loosen and relax, and to bring forth and to open, are

therefore seen to be but different modes of expressing the same

effect.

But modern good usage seems to be gradually tending to make a

distinction in the direction of useful precision, which distinction is

based less upon difference in effect than upon a difference in the

class of agents used to obtain the effects.

It is said that rye, oatmeal, bran bread, honey, and fruit in general,

especially figs, prunes, dates, tamarinds, etc., are laxative in effect,

and therefore laxatives, though hardly medicines in the common
acceptation of the term. Aperient medicines are quite numerous,
but always medicines. Laxative medicines are also heard of, but

perhaps less frequently than laxative foods, and certainly less fre-

quently than aperient medicines.

Aperients therefore are medicines,—not foods,—which gently
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open the bowels, and thus oppose and correct constipation by pro-

ducing a laxative effect. Unlike cathartics they are slow and mild

in action, yielding neither revulsive nor depletive effects, nor any de-

gree of prostration.

Unlike purgatives they do not empty and cleanse out the alimen-

tary canal, but simply prevent the desiccation and condensation

of the excreta so that they do not close up or stop up the lower pas-

sages, and they do this either by preventing the undue absorption

of the diluting and thinning liquids of the canal, or by gently stimu-

lating the force and frequency of the natural peristaltic action so

that the excreta are pushed along to the exit before they have time

to become inspissated and unmanageable through perverted action

or inaction.

When the agents used are considered, the distinction between the

sections of this group of effects is emphasized. Colocynth, colchi-

cum, croton oil, elaterium, jalap, scammony, podophyllum resin and

the sulphates of magnesium and sodium are cathartics, and no one

would think of using them as aperients, though in small quantity

any of them might enter into aperient combinations.

Then butternut, castor oil, rhubarb, senna and many salines are

purgatives or evacuants, and either simply, or variously combined,

they clear out the intestinal tract. These much more frequently

enter into aperient combinations than the cathartics, but in their

initial capacity or quality they are purgatives. The distinguishing

characteristics of aperients is their appropriateness to gently stimu-

late all the functions of the alimentary canal. By improving the

condition of all the coats they improve digestion and absorption

and promote secretion and excretion, and thus favor both alimenta-

tion and nutrition sometimes to the extent of revolutionizing both

the physical and moral conditions of the sensitive, semi-invalid class,

whose modes of living make the individuals so liable to constipation.

In this they are Avidely distinguished from cathartics and purgatives.

These latter empty the canal, and an empty canal is abnormal.

Aperients do not empty the canal, but stimulate it to increased ac-

tivity and relieve or unload it gradually without emptying. It is

true that the careful skillful use of cathartics and purgatives, may
do this, but then they are no longer cathartics and purgatives, but

become aperients.

The very common need and utility of aj)erients through so many
generations, and the different impressibility of different individuals

to any single aperient medicine, has so multiplied these agents that
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there is a very large number from which to select; and their skillful

use often depends largely upon this selection, and the changing

from one to another until each individual case is suited.

From what has been said of the nature and causes of constipation

it will be seen that modifications of diet will often give the desired

aperient effect : especially when these modifications are in the

direction of more succulent food, or the larger use of water either

with food or in the intervals between meals.

Three or four glasses of water more than is customary in each 24

hours for a few weeks will occasionally correct habits of constipa-

tion; and will generally aid in the correction when insufficient if

used alone. And if the water thus used should hold a small pro-

portion of salines to give it the character and name of a well adver-

tised mineral, water, so much the better. Many of the mineral

waters, artificial as well as natural, through the character and quan-

tity of the salts they hold, as well as by the water of dilution, are

Tery efficient aperients, but with the frequent disadvantage that

when discontinued the constipation is liable to recur. This disad-

vantage is common to the use of all salines as aperients, and may
be partly overcome by the use of simple water after the discontinu-

ance of the salines. The different aperient effects of different min-

eral waters on different persons, and on different conditions in the

same person, are well known, so that here as with more active aperi-

ents there is much need of skill in making selections.

From some simple proceeding, by diet or drink, to the most com-
plex prescription, the physician can select from a very large num-
ber of aperients and can try one after another until his individual

cases are best suited.

The Pharmacopoeia offers many excellent aperients in various

eligible forms, and it is doubtful whether, in selecting, there is ever

need to go beyond its limits.

One admirable feature noticeable in almost all the officinal aperi-

ents is that they are especially addressed to the lower large intestine,

where impaction and all the worst effects of constipation are to be

met, by containing aloes of the best variety.

The officinal Confection of Senna, Compound Fluid Extract of

Senna, Mixture of Rhubarb and Soda, Pills of Aloes, Pills of Aloes
and Asafoetida, of Aloes and Mastic, of Aloes and Myrrh, the Com-
pound Pills of Rhubarb, and the Compound Effervescing Powder,
are all prominent and excellent aperients when doses are carefully ad-

justed to individual cases as they arise. But for general use per-
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haps none of these excel the simple fluid extract of buckthorn bark,

which the Pharmacopoeia calls " Fluid Extract of Frangula."

The Confection of Senna, which consists of 10 p.c. of its weight

of finely powdered Senna (Alexandria), in a confection of the pulps

of purging cassia, tamarinds, prunes and figs, guarded in its tend-

ency to gripe by the effective corrigent coriander, is a most excel-

lent aperient, especially adapted to those cases in which the slug-

gish action is prominently in the small intestine. A patient may
be supplied with a quarter or half-pound jar of this Confection and

be directed to take out with a scissor-blade a portion varying in

size from that of a pea to that of a marble, according to the effect

of the first doses taken. The portion is rolled into a bolus between

the thumb and fingers and swallowed at bedtime, or oftener if this

be not sufficient.

A useful modification of this kind of aperient, of milder or strong-

er effect, is made by taking a jar of French prunes, incising each

one and removing the stone. They are then counted and an inti-

mate mixture is made of two or three grains of Aromatic Powder,

or as many minims of fluid extract of Aromatic Powder, and one or

two or more grains of Senna, or Rhubarb, or Buckthorn, or Cascara,

or Aloes, or indeed any desired aperient, to each one of the num-
ber of the prunes. The mixture is divided then by the number of

prunes, and the proper portion is then put into each prune, and each

is pressed firmly upon its contents, which have taken the place of

the stones. They are then repacked in the jar, and in 24 hours are

ready for use, but are better after standing for a week or two.

These may often be given to very sensitive women and children who
resist taking medicine in any more disagreeable form. And one or

two of such prunes daily may be made so as to have a good aperient

effect without being disagreeable when eaten.

The officinal Resin of Podophyllum is a harsh and drastic agent

when used in even moderate doses alone, but in small doses well

diluted and well guarded, and not repeated too frequently, it is a most

efficient aperient. Its characteristic qualities are that its chief action

is upon the upper j>art of the small intestine, stimulating the liver

or overcoming atony, in the same way that mercurials do. In oper-

ation it is very slow but very sure, and its slowness often tempts

physicians not accustomed to its use to a too frequent repetition.

In I860 the writer proposed a compound pill of resin of podo-

phyllum for especial use as an aperient in cases where the upper

part of the alimentary tract was most in fault, perhaps through slug-
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gish action of the liver. These pills were found so useful that two

years later in January, 1868, the formula was published in The

American Journal of Pharmacy, Vol. XL., or New Series, Vol.

XVI., p. 11, and for the past twenty years they have been largely

and effectively used, being commonly known as
(i Podophyllum

Pills " or " May-Apple Pills." Each pill contains a quarter of a

grain of Resin of Podophyllum, and either one grain of Alcholic

Extract of Hyoscyamus, or an eighth of a grain of Alcoholic

Extract of Belladonna, and one grain of powdered Capsicum, with

one grain of powdered sugar of milk and a quarter of a grain of

powdered acacia, as diluents. These are very thoroughly mixed so

as very thoroughly to divide and dilute the resin, and then about

one-third of a grain of glycerin is added to keep the pills soft and

surely soluble in the stomach. The pilular mass is then made up

with syrup and very thoroughly beaten. Nowhere is the knowledge

and skill of the expert pharmacist so necessary as in making such

pills, and a pill to be surely soluble in the stomach, and to be effec-

' tive there and in the duodenum, by actual contact of its ingredients,

should surely never be coated.

To act as aperients in overcoming habits of constipation, these

pills should be given at bedtime, and very rarely more than one at a

time. No effect need be expected on the day following, but the

second or third pill at bedtime will pretty surely give some effect on

the third or fourth day. Then, usually, one dose at bedtime is to

be omitted, and by the end of a week two doses a week will be suffi-

cient during the next week, one dose a week for the third week,

and finally none.

The simplest and least disagreeable of all the aperients and per-

haps the one to which the most fastidious persons least object is

the Fluid Extract of Buckthorn, or Frangula, as it is badly named
by the Pharmacopoeia. This makes a clear solution with any pro-

portion of the officinal Diluted Alcohol or with brandy, or may be

more usefully taken in the less sightly dilution with water.

The main difficulty with this aperient is the adjustment of dose

to different individuals. When given in just the right quantity

the individual is rarely sensible of any effect excepting the desired

aperient effect, and in some persons 10 minims will give this effect,

while in others a fluidrachm may be too little.

In a typical case of habitual constipation wherein the morning
evacuation had to be patiently solicited for ten minutes to a quarter
of an hour, with the general result of a small scybalous mass, but
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with occasional disappointment, twenty minims of the Fluid Ex-
tract in half a fluidounce of water taken at bedtime would have no
effect on the next morning's dejection. But about midday or

later,—say from 14 to 18 hours after taking, there would be a call,

—

not very urgent, but not to be resisted very long, with the result of

a fairly copious natural dejection. The following morning a smaller

one of similar quality, and then for two or three mornings more,

fairly natural dejecta, but approaching the old condition sufficiently

to suggest a repetition of the dose. But, two doses a week for three

weeks, and then one dose a week for three weeks more, corrected

the habit permanently without change in diet or drink.

The dose is not very disagreeable to most persons, the taste feebly

recalling that of a mixture of liquorice and wild-cherry, but without

the sweetness of the first and with less bitterness than the second.

A fluid extract of cascara made exactly parallel to that of buck-

thorn, given in the same quantity to the same person, had the same
general effect as the buckthorn, but operated less pleasantly. When
the two were alternated many times at intervals of about a week, a

decided difference in favor of the buckthorn was observed. The
call on the day following the dose of cascara occurred about the

same time, but was attended by a slight degree of discomfort and

after-straining,—a sense of unfinished operation,— from which the

buckthorn was free. The character of the discharges was appar-

ently the same from both, and was entirely normal in color and

slightly less than normal in consistence, and neither agent lost any

power by frequent repetition, but both rather gained, if there wa&

any change in activity. The cascara was by far the most disagree-

able dose,—much more bitter and less aromatic, and so persistent

was the bitterness that it was present in the mouth on the morning

following the dose.

Quite enough has now been offered to elicit the views and the

experience of those present, whether members of the Association or

not, on this very common subject. And as all are able to .speak on

such subjects, it is hoped that the interchange of views will be

general.

The foregoing paper was read at the stated meeting of The Kings

County Medical Association, held October 4, 1887, to open the

subject which had been appointed for that meeting. The discus-

sion brought out much valuable experience, and those present were

glad to compare and improve the methods they had fallen into of
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relieving the common disorder of constipation. Among the points

made during the discussion, two important ones were brought out.

It was shown that in many cases of constipation where the slug-

gish action of the canal resulted from depressed conditions of the

nervous centres, it was useful to add a small proportion of extract

or fluid extract of mix vomica to the aperient used. Without this

addition in such cases, the relief was often temporary.

The other important point was that the administration of the

aperient should be so timed as to produce its effect at the habitual

hour for the daily evacuation. For example, the best and the com-

mon time for the daily habit was after breakfast in the morning.

If the aperient when given at bedtime was without effect at the

usual time, but did pperate two or three hours later, it was best to

give it two or three hours before bedtime, so as to obtain its effect

at the habitual hour and thus confirm the habit.

XOTE OX ANTIPYRETICS.

By Edward R. Squibh, M. D.*

The word '' antipyretic/' although not new, has but recently

come into common use as a substitute for the word " febrifuge/'

The words are synonymous and of the same ultimate derivation.

Antipyretic is that which is opposed to fire, and fever comes from

fire. Febrifuge is that which causes fever to fly, or" to be fugitive.

Hence the significance of both words is to oppose, counteract or dis-

pel fever. The choice between the words seems to be a matter of

taste or fashion, and febrifuge seems to be going out of use.

The oldest and best febrifuge is quinine, and this still stands at

the head of the class of newer antipyretics. The origin and applica-

tion of quinine are too well known to require notice here, and its

value is too well established to be in much danger from the more
modern agents. Until quite recently the great drawback to the use

of quinine was its high cost, and almost all the recent antipyretics

were discovered through the efforts of chemists either to make
quinine artificially, or to make substitutes for it. The making of

* Read before The Kings County Medical Association, "November 1, 1887.
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quinine synthetically or artificially, although several times announced,

has not yet been accomplished ; and its great abundance and low

cost for the present, and probably also for the future, have taken

away the incentive to make it synthetically, because if so made it

could not be so very much cheaper than from natural sources; and

therefore it does not offer the inducement of the very large profits

offered when the natural product was so costly. But the modern

research in this direction has yielded very interesting and impor-

tant results, in addition to the still increasing list of substitutes or

antipyretics.

A brief notice of only the more prominent substances of this list

is all that can be undertaken here, and all the material for this is

compiled from a few of the numerons authorities on the subject.

Nothing original is offered, and nothing as being very accurate,

because every article of the list is put forth with the conflicting

statements so apt to result from the combined influences of pecuni-

ary interests, enthusiasm, and limited observation stimulated bythe

universal appetite for novelties.

CHINOLINE.

In 1842 Gerhardt, by distilling quinine with caustic potassa and

water, discovered a base which he called quinoline, but the dearness

of quinine forbade attempts to utilize the base from that source.

By treating cinchonine in the same way he obtained another base

which lie named chinoline, and the comparative cheapness of cin-

chonine encouraged the investigation of chinoline and its salts.

These were found to be active antipyretics, and the base was used

through many years as a nucleus from which various chemical sub-

stances were built up of varying character and power as antipyretics

or quinine substitutes.

In 1880 Dr. W. Kunigs, of Munich, gave a new impetus to the

researches based upon chinoline, by making this in quantity syn-

thetically or artificially from aniline. He was soon joined by

Baeyer, Skraup and others in a new order of investigations, which

have been very fruitful, and are still in active progress.

The tartrate of chinoline was one of the earliest antipyretics, and

w as largely used. It is still in the markets, and still occasionally

used, but has given place to more recent agents.

RESOIN OR RESORCIN.

About 1862, Hlasiwetz and Barth, following up Gerhardt's idea

of 1842. distilled certain resins with alkalies and water, and ob-
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tained a substance which they called resorcin, because it was obtain-

ed from resin and was similar to orcin from archil or orchil. Sub-

sequently Korner prepared resorcin synthetically by building it up

from a benzol nucleus, and from its constitution it is meta dihy-

droxylbenzol and belongs to the phenols.

Like salicylic acid it was first used and extolled as an antiseptic,

and it was brought into prominence chiefly by Or. Justus Andeer,

of Wurzburg. Later, in 1880, Dr. Lichtheim, of Berne, showed

that it was also an active antipyretic, with many effects analagous

to salicylic acid, and for some time it was used quite largely.

SALICYLIC ACID.

Salicylic acid had been long known and many of its characteris-

tics well studied, when in 1874 investigation into its therapeutic

effects and use gradually led up to its antipyretic action now so

well known, but with insufficient investigation it has had to give

way to agents with newer claims.

KAIRIN, OR KAIRINE, AND KAIROLINE.

In 1882, the investigations of Drs. 0. Fischer and W. Konigs, of

Munich, on the alkaloids, assumed that the characteristic proper-

ties of quinine were not based upon the chinoline nucleus, but by

the introduction into this nucleus of an oxygen bearing or a hydro-

gen bearing element. A number of substances were prepared in

following up this new departure, and these were submitted for

physiological investigation to Dr. W. Filehne, of Erlangen. The
net result of these joint labors was the production by Dr. Fischer of

oxychinolinmethylhydride which was called kairine, and by Dr.

Konigs, of ehinolinmethylhydride, which was named kairoline. The
first of these soon after became the kairin of commerce, and having

been patented, was extolled and advertised into a large usage.

This seems to have been the first of the antipyretics that was started

as such, and it was more largely used for a time than any of its

predecessors ; and it did more to introduce the fashion upon which
its successors were to be still more largely used. It was the first

one to be stimulated by the mercantile influence of a patent, and
the patentees took good care that all that could be said in its favor

should be widely advertised. Therefore it was very largely sold and
used, and laid a good foundation for its successors, as its disadvan-

tages were slowly recognized. The patentees are also the patentees

of its immediate successor, antipyrin, and they are the well known
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enterprising color makers, Meister, Lucius and Bruning, of Hoechst,

Germany. Each package of kairin is labelled as being protected

by letters patent in Germany and the United States, and importa-

tion into France prohibited.

ANTIPYRIN.

In the early part of 1884, Dr. L. Knorr, of Erlangen, syntheti-

cally prepared an oxygenated alkaloid which he called antipyrin.

This was investigated therapeutically by Prof. Filehne, who re-

ported that it was an active antipyretic. For some months noth-

ing was published in regard to the character or composition of

this substance, but when it had been patented and introduced into

commerce by the color makers above mentioned, Dr. Knorr pub-

lished a paper stating that antipyrin was a derivative of an hypo-

thetical base which he called chinizin, the systematic name being

dimethyloxychinizin. Its antipyretic action was soon reported

upon very favorably by many German observers of note, and it was

made on a large scale and well advertised at a high price, but not

so high as kairin. As it came into use the makers sought to

patent it in other countries, and found no difficulty in extending

the German patent to the United States. But in France there

was difficulty. In the political economy of France, and to the

great honor of the nation, it has long been held that the inter-

ests of suffering humanity are superior to the interests of invent-

ors, and therefore, as a sanitary measure, patents upon medicines

are not granted, and patented medicines from all sources are pro-

hibited. The German patentees were part owners in a color-mak-

ing company in France, and through this connection obtained a

patent on the process for manufacturing dimethyloxychinizin as

an aniline product. But as it was not used for any industrial pur-

poses, and could not be sold as a patent medicine, the French patent

could not be used ; and as processes and articles patented in France

but made elsewhere are absolutely prohibited, France seemed to be

excluded from the use of antipyrin as well as kairin, unless it be

admitted that any chemical manufacturer or pharmacist in France

has the legal right to make and sell such articles when used only

as medicines, without regard to the patent rights of other nations.

This point is understood to be still unsettled, and every parcel of

kairin and antipyrin bears on the label, " Importation into France

prohibited on account of the French Patent Laws. "
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THALLIX.

During 1884 a chinoline derivative was made by Dr. Skraup in

this same search after quinine substitutes,—which from yielding a

very green color on reacting with ferric chloride and oxidizing agents

was called thallin. The systematic chemical name of this base is

tetrahydroparachinanisol, and the sulphate of this base is the salt

commonly used as an antipyretic. Several of the salts of the base

were investigated at the clinic of Prof. Xothnagel, and it is said

to be very active in comparatively small doses. It is patented, and

largely advertised, but in competition with other agents which have

had these advantages, it has not come very largely into use. It

appears to be a very active agent for reducing abnormal tempera-

tures.

AXTIFEBRIX.

In 1853 Gerhardt discovered by a reaction between aniline and

acetic acid a neutral body which was found to be phenylacetamide,

or acetanilide. This substance was recently found to be an active

antipyretic, and under the name antifebrin was, in 1886, very favor-

ably reported by Prof. Kussmaul of Strassburg, as yielding very

satisfactory results in comparison with antipyrin, whilst the cost

is very much less, and the effective dose very much smaller. It is

not patented, although the name, and perhaps a special quality

under the name, is claimed as being proprietary. But it is also com-

monly sold now as acetanilide, of quite as good quality, and for but

little over one-half the price it brings as antifebrin. That is, the two

are identical except in price, and both are cheap.

SALOL.

This combination of about 60 p.c. of salicylic acid and 40 p. c. of

phenol or carbolic acid, was first produced by Prof, von Nencki, of

Berne, and investigated by Dr. Sahli, also of Berne. —the report of

the latter upon the compound having been made in April, 1886. It

was soon patented in Germany and the United States, and is now
controlled by these patents. It is said to combine the properties

and effects of its two constituents, and if so it is difficult to see why
they should not be extemporaneously prescribed with the advantage

of varying the proportions of the elements to meet the special re-

quirements of varying cases.

AXTITHERMIX.

This is one of the two most recent additions to the long list of
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autipyretics. The systematic name given for it is phenylhydra-

zinlevulinic acid, and with such a constitution it is evidently nearly

related to antipyrin.

Acetyl-amidophenol is the other of the two very recent antipy-

retics, and as yet this one does not appear to have received a com-
mon short name; and up to this time little appears to have been

said in regard to these new agents.

No notice of prominent antipyretics should omit the mention of

two of the oldest and best, although these may now be temporarily

put aside for newer claimants to professional popularity. These two

are veratrum viride and aconite.

In conclusion, it may be of interest to add a list of the prices at

which these newer antipyretics are now sold by the wholesale drug-

gists and to present specimens of each of them for inspection.

Sulphate of Quinine of the best makers at about 40c per ounce.

Tartrate of Chinoline 70c " "

Resorcin 30c " "

Salicylic acid, patented 20c " "

Kairin, patented $2.00 "

Antipyrin, patented 1.25
"

Sulphate of Thallin, patented 1.75 " "

Antifebrin, 30c per ounce, or as Acetanilide 15c " "

Salol, patented 40c " "

MATERIA MEDICA IN 1887.

By Edward R. Squibb, M. D.*

Section 3 of Article IX. of the By-Laws of the Association makes

it the duty of the President to occupy the February meeting with

some account of the progress made during the year in that depart-

ment of the medical art or science in which he may have been

specially interested.

In assuming this duty the writer is at a loss to know how much
or how little of the pharmacology of the year is really progress in

the right direction. So strong is the desire for novelty in all

departments of human knowledge, that progression, in the sense

of going forward, is not always improvement.

* Read before the Kings County Medical Association, February 7, 1888.
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That is, the apparent or seeming progress of one year is so gener-

ally checked and modified by the experience of those which follow,

that any useful account of the advancement made should be, in large

part, a consideration of what has been confirmed or refuted by con-

tinued observation and research upon the propositions and state-

ments of preceding years. The writer will, therefore, not attempt

to collect and enumerate the additions to the materia medica pro-

posed during the past year, but rather try to glean from the too

often conflicting experience of the year those statements which

appear to be most trustworthy in regard to a few of the novelties

which have lived through the past four or five years, and which give

most promise of becoming established by general utility. Nothing

original is to be offered, but only an attempt to sift out from the

mass of public testimony that part which may be provisionally

accepted as evidence for or against the substances which appear to

be of present importance to the art of medicine. And even such

conclusions are presented with hesitation and doubt, because it is

by no means certain that all the important publications in regard to

the agents under notice have been seen
;
and, again, because those

which have been seen may not all be free from the bias of commer-

cial enterprise. It has been very common within the past ten or

fifteen years to control by patents all such new articles of the

materia medica as could be patented, for the purpose of making
money by them, and then the statements in regard to such patented

articles are often the results of misdirected enthusiasm upon
incomplete observation, procured in the money interest of the

patents.

An illustration of this is so directly in the line of progress in the

materia medica as to be worthy of a brief recital.

Piria discovered natural salicylic acid in 1838—salicine having

been discovered by Leroux in 1830—and the acid was afterward

made and investigated through all the years to about 1860, but

always from natural sources. About 1860, Kolbe and Lautemann
made the acid synthetically, and published their process.

This process was confirmed and repeated by many workers,

among whom was this writer, so that the acid became more com-

mon, but still costly. About 1875 Kolbe, or some commercial

house which represents him, patented his process for the acid, when
all the makers in this country and abroad had to stop making it,

or stand a lawsuit. Then began the florid statements in regard to

its effects and uses, which all must remember.

46
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An account of this process, and a summary of the early investi-

gations with the acid, by this writer, were given in the Chemical

News of London, vol. xxxiii., for 1875, at p. 46. It does not de-

tract in the least from the great importance of the artificial produc-

tion of this acid to say that not half the promises made concerning

it have been realized, and that it would have sooner reached its

true value, both in medicine and the arts, had it not been patented

or not been lauded extravagantly, as a natural consequence of hav-

ing been patented.

Commercially, the patent has been a great success, although it

may be doubtful if Kolbe shared as largely in that success as he

deserved. And the public benefit from the process has been much
enhanced by the weakness of the patent. There were two or more

large makers of the acid by the process when the attempt to enforce

the patent was made, and these contested the patent, and kept the

price within moderate limits during the long contest, until finally

the patentees and their contestants mad^e a compromise, and bound

each other to a scale of prices so favorable to all that they have

maintained them without break.

This patent expires about 1889, when a wholesome competition

among the makers will undoubtedly soon reduce the cost to the

public to perhaps one-third of the present price.

An item of progress in the true interest of the legitimate materia

medica is realized when an English judge, in very decided language,,

refused to allow his court to be used as a medium for advertising

quack medicines.

The case is given in the Chemist and Druggist of London, No.

396, for November 19, 1887, p. 639.

The proprietors of an American patent medicine sue a London

patent medicine company in the High Court of Justice, before Mr.

Justice Kay, to restrain the latter company from using a part of the

name of the former. The agent of the first company declared on

oath that his company had sold no less than 12,000,000 bottles of

their medicine, and paid no less than £400,000 in advertising, and

in one year alone had spent £100,000. He discovered that this

enormous interest was being damaged by the company sued having

got up their medicine in the same style, and having olfered it in the

streets by boys dressed up in variegated costume to represent the

coat of many colors of Joseph, the medicine being Saint Joseph's
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Oil, and the infringement or conflict being upon the use of the

word " Saint/' which was a part of the title of the plaintiff's oil.

The street boys sold the oil at a penny a bottle, and generally

to the poor, upon the cry that " Saint Joseph's Oil conquers pain."'

This was the precise cry that the other Saint's Oil used, and now
sought to have Saint Joseph restrained from using.

The Judge, without calling on counsel for the defence, dismissed

the motion. He said he did not intend to be a medium for adver-

tising quack medicines. He used the words "quack medicines"

advisedly, and applied it to both parties in vigorous language, with-

out stint or qualification ; and all his remarks upon the case were

wholesome and timely, placing the parties in their true light, and

one they would not be likely to use in their advertising. And
he wound up by saying that if any one chose to advertise this judg-

ment he hoped they would add the words of caution which he now
employed, namely, that no one should use either of the preparations

except under medical advice.

One of the reasons for bringing this case in here is that it has not

had a very wide circulation, nor much notice, possibly because the

press lives so largely upon this class of advertisements. Anything of

this kind is apt to lead tacitly to what the Duke of Argyll calls

"the conspiracy of silence."

One journal, however, is outspoken, and after reading Mr. Justice

Kay a pretty serious lesson, frankly shows its meaning in the fol-

lowing quotation : "To recur, however, to the sentence we quoted

in the beginning of this note—namely, that ' this American com-

pany which, according to its own statement, is flooding the English

newspapers with advertisements of this quack medicine '—we may
take this opportunity of reminding judges, journalists, and others

whom it may concern, that to the patent medicine advertisements of

the past half century they and all England owe, in a very large de-

gree, and more, probably, than to any other influence, the wonder-

ful development of the cheapness and consequent power of the press,

which is one of the greatest features of the Victorian era."

This seems equivalent to saying that it is good to foster quack

medicines, although it may be at the expense of a legitimate

materia medica, and of sound morality and truth, and health, be-

cause quack medicines impose an enormous popular tax, by which
a powerful press is supported.

The chemical progress of 1887, which relates directly or indirectly
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to the materia medica, has been great, and chiefly in the direction

of the production of artificial alkaloids.

CONINE.

A. Ladenburg has made one of the most complete and perfect

syntheses yet recorded, in his artificial production of conine.

His work appears to have been in no sense or degree the result of

accident or chance, but a patient, laborious building up from the

elements, His paper is published in the Berlin Der Deutsell- Client.

Ges. f
xix, 2579-2583, and an abstract in English is given in the

Journal Ghem. Society (London) for 1887, p. 160, and the Year-

book of Pharmacy for 1887, p. 76.

He first makes acetic acid from its elements, then by building

upon these he gets a-picoline. Next, by the reaction between para-

dehyde and a-picoline, he gets tf-allylpyridine. This latter, react-

ing with sodium, is reduced to «-propylpiperidine, which re-

sembles conine very closely, but is not identical with it. Sepa-

rated into two bodies by crystallizing the one from the other, he

gets an active base identical in all respects with the natural base

from Conium maculatum, or spotted hemlock. The artificial alka-

loid converted into hydrochlorate is physiologically, as well as chemi-

cally, identical with the hydrochlorate of the natural alkaloid.

CODEINE OR METHYLMORPHINE.

In a paper entitled " The Chemistry and Pharmacology of Some
of the Derivatives of Morphine," by Mr. D. B. Dott and Dr.

E. Stockman, of Edinburgh, read at the British Pharmaceutical

Conference at Manchester, and at the Ninth International Medical

Congress at Washington, and published in the Year-book of Phar-

macy for 1887, p. 538, the authors confirm the results of Grimaux

in 1881, who first made artificial codeine from morphine, and

showed that natural codeine was really methylmorphine. In this

paper it is conclusively shown that the natural codeine from opium

and the artificial codeine, are not only chemically but also physio-

logically identical so far as the action upon frogs, rabbits, and dogs

goes, and it now only remains to be seen whether the inference that

the therapeutical action is identical, be correct.
t

This paper also gives an account of investigations upon other de-

rivatives of morphine, which are of interest and importance.

The artificial codeine—or perhaps rather the process for it—has-

been patented by Mr. Dott. But the same alkaloid is made in Ger-
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many by another process, which, even if also patented, will have

the result of making a wholesome competition if codeine should

come into any considerable use. As yet, it does not appear to have

been much advertised.

SACCHARIN.

It is stated by several authorities that the new coal-tar derivative

of Dr. Fahlberg, named saccharin, not saccharine, is quite innocu-

ous in the human stomach, and does not increase the quantity of

urine or of sugar in glycosuria, thus far showing by experience that

it may be used without harm for sweetening the ingesta of diabetic

patients.

But it has also been shown to be an antiferment of about the

same power as boric acid, and MM. Aducco and Mosso show that it

retards the action of pepsin and ptyalin when present in the very

small proportion of 0.16 per cent. From this its effects on diges-

tion in such proportion would be unfavorable, but perhaps not

seriously so even in such a disease as glycosuria. Much smaller

proportions than this are effective in sweetening food and drink, and

retard digestion less.

FLUORINE.

Mr. A. E. Tutton gives in Nature for December 22, 1887, a full

and most interesting account of the isolation of fluorine by M.

Henri Moissan, whose paper on the subject appeared in the De-

cember number of the Annates de Chimie et de Physique.

This hitherto unsolved problem is one of the greatest achieve-

ments of modern chemistry, and some idea may be formed of the

difficulties, from the fact that it required three years of almost

incessant labor, through many failures ; that most of the appara-

tus had to be of platinum, and that platinum tubes thirty-one

inches long and half an inch in diameter were destroyed in each of

the earlier experiments.

The element fluorine was obtained by the electrolysis of hydro-

fluoric acid. It is a gaseous element which attacks all known sub-

stances with such energy that there is nothing of which to make
vessels that will hold it in a free state. Its union with hydrogen,

even at a temperature of —23° C, is explosive.

ANTIPYRINE AND ACETANILIDE.

Of the numerous synthetical substances proposed and extolled as

antipyretics, only two remain as being of much practical importance.
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These are antipyrine and antifebrine, and they have been so recently

discussed in their relations to fever that but little remains to be said

under that head, but more upon their effects as analgesics or ano-

dynes.

Antipyrine or oxydimethylchinizine was made by Dr. L. Knorr,

of Erlangen, in 1884, and investigated by Filehne. It is readily

soluble in water and alcohol, yielding solutions of but slight taste,

and not disagreeable. The dose is from fifteen to thirty grains two

or three times a day.

Antifebrine or acetanilide or phenylacetamide was made by Ger-

hardt in 1853. It was investigated as an antipyretic by Kussmaul,

of Strassburg, in 1886, whose favorable report was soon corroborated

by other observers. It is but slightly soluble in cold water, but

freely soluble in diluted alcohol, brandy or wine. It produces a

slight burning sensation upon the tongue, but in solution is not

disagreeable.

The ordinary dose is from four to fifteen grains two or three times

a day. Antipyrine is controlled by patents, and costs about $1.25

per ounce. Antifebrine, as a proprietary name, is controlled by

patents, and when bought under this name it costs about thirty

cents per ounce. The name acetanilide, for exactly the same sub-

stance, is not and cannot be controlled in any way, and under this

name it can be bought for about fifteen cents per ounce. As ace-

tanilide is about one-eighth the price of antipyrine, and effective in

half the dose, it is far the more economical in use.

The two agents are about equal in power to reduce the tempera-

ture in fever, but acetanilide is generally believed to be less liable

to produce profuse sweating and tendency to collapse, and to chill

as the action passes off. Whether they are best used in small

doses, frequently repeated, or in large, infrequent doses, seems as

yet undecided.

Their effects in reducing fever temperatures by 1 to 5° F. is un-

doubted, and it is also beyond doubt that this reduction does, in

many cases, but not in all, render patients with very high tempera-

tures more comfortable during their administration. But that

they have any curative effects, or any power over the duration,

course, or termination of continued fevers is doubted by most

writers. It is nevertheless difficult to resist the very rational con-

clusions of some careful observers, that when the agents are care-

fully and skilfully used only in cases of hyperpyrexia, and then

only in such quantity as to reduce the temperature by one, two,
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or three degrees, in proportion to the elevation, or to within the

moderate range of 101 to 103° F., they must have a favorable influ-

ence upon the gravity and termination of severe cases, if not upon

the duration and course. If very high temperatures do not destroy

life, nor very moderate temperatures indicate safety to life, still the

. latter are so much more desirable, from every point of view,

that agents which command them must all be of value, anti-

pyrine in some cases, acetanilide in others, cold sponging or wet

pack in still others ; and the most successful physician is he who,

by discrimination or by trial, gets that agent which best fits the

special case in hand.

All through the past year evidence has pretty rapidly accumula-

ted to the effect that both antipyrine and acetanilide are useful

analgesics in almost every variety of nerve pain. The pains of

rheumatism, gout, neuralgias of various kinds and degrees, sciatica,

lumbago, migraine and the pains of locomotor ataxia, all seem to

'have been effectively controlled by both agents, and apparently as

well by the one as the other. But there is great discrepancy in the

quantities used, some observers getting their effects from small

doses, others from large ones.

COCAINE.

During the past year the applications of cocaine have practically

ceased to multiply, and many of those of previous years are rio

longer heard of. The more conservative uses of it are, however,

extending, and the increasing quantities sold suggest a question as

to what becomes of it. Large quantities are undoubtedly made
into proprietary wines of coca " and other nostrums, but these

take the cheaper kinds, and perhaps thus mitigate the growing

vice of coca tippling. The current literature has been almost with-

out evidence as to whether the cocaine habit is on the increase or

not.

One fortunate circumstance seems to be that it is not attractive

to as large a proportion of persons as opium or tobacco, and that its

effects place it intermediate between these two narcotics.

As the effect of being a new agent wears off, and as it disappears

from the public prints, it may be hoped that, as the material for a

dangerous vice, it may be neglected and measurably forgotten.

In the uses of cocaine during the year the general fact has been

abundantly supported that, wherever a mucous membrane or an ab-

sorbing tissue can be reached by it, the anaesthetic result is sure.
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Therefore its utility in dysentery, gonorrhoea, affections of the nose

and pharynx, and some affections of the stomach, are easily under-

stood. But the use which throughout the year seems to have been

most strongly emphasized is in the obstetric art, and this use is

well summed up in an admirable paper of Mr. John Phillips, in

the London Lancet for November 26, 1887, p. 1061, entitled, " The
Value of Cocaine in Obstetrics." The author of this short and

pithy paper concludes, from other competent authorities and his

own experience, that in the vomiting in pregnancy, whether admin-

istered by the stomach, hypodermically, or by topical application

to os, cervix and canal, it is a valuable agent, and in many cases

will succeed when other agents have failed. That during the earlier

stages of labor, especially in primiparae, it materially assuages the

pains, but neither quickens nor retards them, and therefore has

no effect on the dilatation. That during the expulsive stages it is

useless. That its utilitjr in operations is probable but not proven,

and that in sore nipples it relieves the pain of nursing without det-

riment to the nursling.

CONVALLARIA.

It seems to be about time to try to sum up the professional

verdict upon convallaria. Proposed by Russian authorities in 1880

as having some advantages over digitalis, it did not attract much
attention until 1883, when it became quite fashionable, and was

much used as a cardiac stimulant or tonic. In general effect upon

the heart it resembled digitalis, but was not cumulative in action,

was more certainly diuretic, and less liable to disorder the stomach.

While resembling digitalis in its effects, these effects were the result

of a cause different from the cardio-inhibitory excitation of digi-

talis. It was therefore adapted to a different class of cases from

digitalis, and these not easy to recognize until convallaria was ap-

plied with success where digitalis had failed. It was also shown

that it was not as dangerous from overdosing as digitalis. That

digitalis is liable to cumulative activity, is the general statement of

the books, but if it has any such tendency it is so easily seen that

it is doubtful whether the immunity of convallaria from any such

risk gives it the claimed advantage. Most of these points, made

in the journal literature of 1883-4-5, seem to have been sup-

ported by practical experience, and yet convallaria has largely gone

out of popular use, while digitalis has maintained its ground.

Many good observers continue to use both, but in most cases use
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digitalis first, and only change in case it fails to meet their indica-

tions. Hence, convallaria may be considered to have settled into

the role of an useful alternate for digitalis, thus adding to the re-

sources of the general practitioner.

IODOFORM.

Since the enthusiastic general introduction of iodoform into medi-

cine and surgery by Van Mosetig-Moorhof in 1879, the substance

has been very generally and very successfully used as an unirritating

anodyne application, under which unhealthy and unnatural pro-

cesses are corrected or retarded, and healthy action substituted.

Much of its beneficial activity has been attributed to antiseptic

action or power, and it has been generally supposed that under its

use septic processes were impossible. While its general and special

utility has been so widely accepted as to be well-nigh universal

through six years of increasing application and reputation, and

while there is no reasonable doubt that its great reputation is entire-

ly sound, its chief mode of action has been this year called in ques-

tion and denied by good authority. Its two prominent characteristics

were that it was antiseptic and anodyne, these being its principles

of action. About-a year ago C. Heyn and T. Rosving, of Copen-

hagen, published a paper which has attracted much attention by
claiming, on the basis of careful research, that iodoform is not anti-

septic, but that micro-organisms will grow freely in it. These

results were very promptly and very rudely called in question, and
denied, but thus far they do not appear to have been controverted

by counter-research.

The results of the Copenhagen investigators were foreshadowed

by others before them, but not on such grounds.

In whatever way this dispute may be ultimately settled, it can
hardly disturb the established utility of the substance. But it will

be a shock to find that it has not been killing germs all this time,,

but has been curing in some more peaceful way.

IODOL.

In 1885-6 Drs. Silber and Ciamician, of Rome, made a combina-
tion of iodine with pyrrhol, a tetraiodopyrrhol, which they called

iodol.

It contained 85 to 90 per cent, of iodine, while iodoform contained
96 per cent., and was similar to iodoform in many respects, but devoid
of odor. Dr. Mazzoni, of Rome, investigated the new substance,
and pronounced it a powerful antiseptic, with anaesthetic action.
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It seemed applicable to all the uses of iodoform, but had the

great advantages over iodoform of being free from odor, and not

poisonous under any ordinary quantities. It has been considerably

used as a substitute for iodoform, especially in Berlin and Vienna,

and the reports upon its use are very generally favorable. It is,

however, too early to know whether its advantages over iodoform

will be sustained by general experience. And if iodoform should be

proved not to be an antiseptic, it would follow as a probability that

iodol is not.

PAPAIN.

Papain, the vegetable digestive ferment obtained from the unripe

fruit of Carica papaya, or Papaw, has been again brought into notice

as an active alternate to pepsin. While pepsin is inactive in neutral

and alkaline conditions, papain is active, and therefore, in using the

latter it is not necessary that any free acid should be present. Pep-

sin with acid, and papain without, are claimed to be equal in activ-

ity and power, and if so, there are quite a number of conditions to

which papain is applicable to which pepsin is not.

It, therefore, appears rational that in dyspepsias, which are not

relieved by pepsin, papain may, as is asserted, be useful, and thus

become an additional resource for the practitioner. An admirable

paper by E. J. Eastes on papain may be found in the Pharm. Jour,

and Transactions, London, for July 11, 1885, p. 45, where a good

summary up to that date is given.

PARALDEHYD.

Although paraldehyd has not sustained the promise of its early

advocates, it is still used as an alternate hypnotic. The statement

that it has no stage of excitement has been successfully called in

•question, but when given in full doses the excitement is so slight and

so short that it is difficult to detect, and no practical disadvantage.

The statement that it is safer than chloral, in having no depressing

action on the heart, seems to be sustained by experience, but it is

not always free from some degree of after disturbance. The great

drawback to its use that it is disagreeable and even difficult to

administer has not been overcome, and it has not been shown to be

effective when chloral has failed, but has been shown to be available

when chloral was counter-indicated. The dose of one to two fluid-

rachms requires about twelve times the quantity of water for easy

solution, and this seems to be about the best way to administer it.
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It is singular that the original observation of Cervello or Cercello,

of Palermo, in regard to its antagonism to strychnine has not been

noticed to have received useful recognition, nor to have been refuted.

Dujardin-Beaumetz, like Cervello, gave the paraldehyd to rabbits

first, and then the strychnine, while Bokai gave it to the rabbits

mixed with the strychnine. Such an antagonism is not available in

the treatment of strychnine poisoning. It seems hardly possible

that such an important antagonism has not been farther investigated,

and much more probable that the writer has missed finding the

records.

In human cases of strychnine poisoning Bokai suggests 6 to 10

grammes of paraldehyd twice daily, until prolonged sleep is pro-

cured.

SALOL.

The substance salol is hardly old enough as yet to warrant any

safe conclusions in regard to its value. The best account of it met

with in English is in a paper by Mr. John Moss, F.I.C., F.C. S.,

published in the Year-book of Pharmacy for 1886, p. 526, his in-

formation having been chiefly derived from La Semaine Medicate

of April 14, 1886.

Made
.
by Von Nencki and investigated by M. Sahli, both of

Berne, it was presented to the local district Medico-Pharmaceutical

Society, on April 6th, 1886. The process of making it has not been

published by the maker, but a process has been published by C.

Kolbe. It is controlled by patents both here and in Europe.

It is a combination of salicylic acid and phenol.

It appears to consist of 56 to 62 per cent, of salicylic acid and 44

to 38 per cent, of phenol, and chemically it is said to be a salicylate

of phenol (Sahli) or salicylate of phenyl (Moss).

It is a white, coarse, crystalline powder, with the odor and taste

of wintergreen in which carbolic acid is suggested. It is insoluble

in water and acid liquids, but soluble in diluted alcohol, and in al-

kaline liquids. It is therefore said to pass through the stomach
undissolved, but to be dissolved, dissociated and utilized in the in-

testines, and excreted as urate of salicyl and sulpho-phenol.

It is proposed as a substitute for salicylate of sodium and phenol
in all conditions to which either is applicable, and it certainly has
the great advantage over both in facility of administration.

The doses advised are about 30 grains three or four times a day,

and each of such doses represents about 17 grains of salicylic acid

and 13 of carbolic acid—very effective quantities of each.
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It lias been effectively advertised as a novelty, and, as usual, the

list of affections in which it was used and extolled by Sahli and others

is long and hardly rational. In solution it can hardly fail to be

antiseptic and antipyretic if dissociated into its elements, and it is-

therefore very rationally applicable to the treatment of rheumatism,

sciatica and neuralgias.

Most of those who have written upon it have used it as a substi-

tute for sodium salicylate, and have compared it with that salt, but

these comparisons are conflicting, and it is easy to see are not yet

free from interest or prejudice.

It certainly has one advantage over the sodium salt, in not pro-

ducing a primary disorder of the stomach. Being insoluble in

watery fluids, especially when these are acid, in the stomach, it

passes through that viscus inactive, and only becomes soluble in

the small intestines. But when pushed it does disturb the digestion

secondarily as the sodium salt does. Farther observation is neces-

sary to show that it has any other advantage over the sodium salt,

for which it is an alternative in about the same doses.

STROPHANTHUS.

In the Pharmaceutical Journal and Transactions (London) of

January 4, 1873, p. 523, is an abstract of an article from the Jour-

nal of Anatomy and Physiology (Edinburgh), vol. vii., on "The
Kombe Arrow Poison (Strophanthus) of Africa. By Thomas R.

Fraser.
v This very interesting account of strophanthus is the

first notice of it that has been found, and seems to be the beginning

of Prof. Fraser's published investigations of the substance since

brought into such prominent notice. He then obtained a crystal-

line active principle from the seeds, which he found to be a gluco-

side and called it strophanti^ n.

The next publication met with is a paper by E. Hardy and X.

Gallois in Comptes Rendus, vol. lxxxiv., p. 261, in 1877, where the

active principle is described as being neither an alkaloid nor gluco-

side. The hairs removed from the seeds were found to contain an

alkaloid, but devoid of the peculiar action of the seed on frog's

.heart.

Then, with one or two unimportant notices, nothing has been

noticed on the substance until the meeting of the British Medical

Association at Cardiff, July 28, 1885. At this meeting Prof. Fraser

read a paper on " The Action and Uses of Digitalis and its Substi-

tutes, with Special Reference to Strophanthus (Hispidus?)/'
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This very interesting paper is published in the British Medical

Journal, vol. ii., for 1885, p. 904.

In this paper Prof. Fraser states that his investigations of stroph-

antus began in 1870, and that he had been preceded by 31.

Pelikan, of St. Petersburg, in 1865, and by Drs. Hilton Fagge and

Stevenson in the same year. The author says that want of the

material, and other unavoidable circumstances, interrupted his

investigations for some years, but that in view of the probable

importance of the subject he had resumed it when able to do so.

He regards the action of strophanthus as exceedingly simple. It

may be described as a simple muscle-poison to the striped muscular

system, and because the heart receives a larger share,of any circu-

lating muscle-poison it is more affected by it. In lethal doses it

stops the heart in extreme systole, and the rigidity of the contrac-

tion passes into the rigor of death. The changes produced by

moderate doses upon the heart's action are those produced by digi-

talis. It causes a rise in the blood-pressure, but in a less degree

than digitalis, and like digitalis it is actively diuretic.

Therapeutically, it was not very thoroughly compared with digi-

talis, nor was its active principle very thoroughly compared with

digitalin, except upon the frog's heart, but upon the frog's heart it

was some sixty times more potent than digitalin. The author con-

cludes that the action of strophanthus on the heart is much more

powerful than that of digitalis, while the action upon the blood-

vessels is much weaker, and upon this observation he reasons

that it may be better and safer than digitalis, because the latter

by greater contraction of vessels antagonizes a part of the increased

power of the heart by increasing the resistance to it in the vessels.

By this action digitalis becomes an haemostatic, an action that is

wanting in strophanthus.

Both are valuable diuretics, and as strophanthus does not much
increase the blood-pressure, it is argued that this blood-pressure is

not the essential factor in diuresis.

From his limited application of the two agents he is led to believe

that sickness and gastro-intestinal disturbance are not produced so

frequently by strophanthus as by digitalis.

He occasionally used strophanthin hypodermically, but found it

sometimes produced inconvenient irritation at the point of injec-

tion.

This is a very unsatisfactory resume of this important paper, but
it may serve the purpose of making a resume of what has since
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been written on the subject intelligible. The subject attracted much
attention, and a large amount of testimony has been published dur-

ing the past two years and a half, and therefore it will be difficult

to discriminate between the accurate and the loose observations so

as to sum them up fairly.

In the British Medical Journal of September 17, 1887, Vol. II.,

of 1887, p. 620, under the head of " Notes on Strophanthus, by

K. N. Bahadhurji, M. B., B. S., Lon., (From the Pharmacological

Institute, Berlin there is an important paper wherein the author

shows that strophanthus is something more than a simple muscle-

poison, and that the nervous system is markedly affected by it, and

this not secondarily through the heart and circulation, but primarily,

because in small doses, which do not appreciably affect the heart,

nervous symptoms are observed. In one case there was paralysis of

the animal, followed by tetanus, in which the animal remained for

three days, the heart being not the least affected.

This conclusion, that strophanthus is not a mere muscle-poison

is also reached by a Kussian authority, Dr. Kazem-Bek, who gives

evidence that the action upon the heart is, at least partly, through

its nerves. (See London Lancet, December 3, 1887, p. 1136.)

So much has been written upon the therapeutic effects of strophan-

thus, from Prof. Fraser's investigations down to the present time,

that no one can doubt its potency and value as a heart tonic, and its

useful applicability to both functional and organic derangements of

the heart. That it has been badly managed, and that it is simply

impossible that it could have done all that is credited to it in

organic diseases of the heart must be admitted, for no new remedy

escapes this history ; but whether, upon a fair average, it has any

advantages over digitalis seems doubtful.

That it is not a duplicate of digitalis is very evident. Each agent

has a power and applicability of its own, and neither is likely to

supplant the other. Neither is it a duplicate of convallaria, although

much of the testimony in regard to it is very similar to what was

written of convallaria in the early part of its therapeutic applica-

tion. Hence, as an addition of real value to the materia medica, it

is at least of present importance, and accumulating experience alone

can decide whether it has sufficient individuality to sustain its pres-

ent importance. Many instances are reported in which it has been

successfully applied after digitalis, convallaria and other agents had

failed, and a few in which other agents were effective after it had

failed.
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Several writers of eminence, whose cases must have been both

well understood and well observed, report favorably of its control

over the threatened heart failure in exhausting diseases, such as

typhoid fever, but do not compare it with digitalis in a similar class

of cases. In many cases, where patients were dying of dyspnoea,

" water-logged," from either primary or secondary cardiac insuffi-

ciency, it has been of great service. Its diuretic action is at least as

good as that of digitalis, but either one will at times fail when the

other will succeed, and not infrequently both fail. It is alleged to

have a great advantage over digitalis in not being cumulative, as

digitalis is said to be. This cumulative action of digitalis is per-

haps generally understood to be some degree of toxic explosion, but

as any definite account of such action from digitalis has been sought

for in vain in all the comparative effects of this class of agents, it must

be extremely rare, and perhaps it may be a legend handed down by

the books from times when digitalis varied more in quality, strength

and dosage than at present, or when the relation between cause and

effect was less accurately observed. If by cumulative effects is

meant the liability, after a time, to disturb the stomach and cause

nausea, vomiting, etc., then the records seem to show that strophan-

thus does this as often as digitalis. One point recently gained in the

use of strophanthus should be rigidly adhered to. A tincture of

the seed only should be used, and this of the strength of 1 part by

weight of the seeds to 19 parts by weight of the officinal diluted

alcohol. That is 1 in 20 by weight. This is sufficiently near to

Prof. Fraser's more recently adopted strength, as recommended by

Mr. Wm. Martindale, of London. The dose of such a tincture is

stated to be 5 to 10 minims three or four times a day, that' is, 15 to

30, or 20 to 40, minims in the twenty-four hours, but it has often

appeared that 2 to 3 minims every two or three hours, until the

heart was steadied, was a better dosage, and then to vary this in

either quantity or time to suit each case. The doses have been

found to be best given in half a wineglassful of water, mixed at the

time of taking, and when so given the effect is not unfrequently

felt by the patient and at the wrist within fifteen minutes. The
tincture is quite bitter, and for hypersensitive patients capsules may
be half-filled with loose liquoric powder and the dose dropped upon
this.

The active glucoside strophanthin has been used hypodermically,

but with doubtful advantage, at least until it can be made better

and at lower cost. At present the price is about ninety cents per
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grain ; and it is in a semi-liquid state difficult to manage with

accuracy ; and is so potent as to be very dangerous. Only one or

two manufacturers are as yet making it, although three years have

passed since Prof. Eraser published his process and description.

Prof. Fraser has always published freely all that he knew of

strophanthus and strophanthine and seems to have taken pains to

keep the subject freely open to the profession in every possible way,

so that no one could claim any exclusive proprietorship in the drug

or its preparations.

URETHANE.

Urethane or ethyl-carbamate was proposed as a simple hypnotic

by 0. Schmiedeberg, Professor of Pharmacology in the University

of Strassburg, in a paper " On the Pharmacological Action and

Therapeutic Application of Some Ethereal Salts of Carbamic Acid."

This paper is found in The Practitioner, for 1885, vol. xxxv, pp.

275-328-417.

Its effects as an artificial hypnotic compound were foretold from

its composition when it was made and applied, and justified the

expectations of the author. His paper closes with the following

paragraph :

" Urethane can therefore be used in general as a hypnotic, and

we foresee that it will frequently be of special use in those cases

where the smell and taste of paraldehyde interfere with its use, and

where the action of chloral hydrate on the heart, vessels, and respira-

tion must be avoided. This compound is no more a universal

remedy to produce sleep than any other substance, but a considera-

tion of its pharmacological relations will enable the practitioner to

choose the cases correctly in which a satisfactory result is to be ex-

pected from it ; while tentative trials without any definite plan will

here, just as in the application of medicines in general, lead to the

disappointment of cherished expectations."

Von Jaksch, of Vienna, reported favorably upon it in 1885—see

abstract in the British Medical Journal for 1885, vol. ii, p. Gil

—

having used it in 20 cases 110 times.

Riegel, of Vienna, used it 07 times in 27 cases, favorably, as a

simple hypnotic, without anodyne effect.

Dr. A. S. Myrtle, Harrogate, used it in over 50 cases, with gene-

ral satisfaction.

MM. Mairet and Oombemale, of Paris, used it 300 times in 37

insane patients, with general success.
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Mr. J. F. Paley, of Brighton, England, used it in 10 cases with

benefit in about half the number, but Dr. Uthoff and Mr. Scott at

the same time reported that in several cases it had given no satis-

factory results. And Dr. Mackay had seen no marked benefit from

it.

Dr. Robert Saundby, of Birmingham, reports 2 successful appli-

cations. Sir E. H. Sieveking, of St. Mary's Hospital, used it in 12

cases with general success.

Dr. Coze reports many experients on animals (the British, Medi-

cal Journal, vol. ii, 1886, p. 176), wherein the antagonism of

urethane to strychnine was conclusively shown, and Dr. Coze asks

for clinical application in convulsive conditions.

Mr. William Thomas Jack man, F.R.C.S., etc. (London Lancet,

vol. i, 1886, p. 1112), reports a case of traumatic tetanus treated

first with chloral with some benefit, but afterward with, urethane

alone, with prompt relief and final recovery.

• Dr. Emil Kra3pelin (the British, Medical Journal, vol. ii, 1886, p.

268, from Neurologisches Centralblatt, March 1, 1886), reports the

use of urethane in about 200 instances, most of them cases of insan-

ity, with very general success. He thinks it is a simple hypnotic of

no great energy, which in cases of great excitement is of little value.

In delirium tremens it failed entirely, and for the relief of pain is of

no use whatever. In his general success with it doses of 1 gramme
(15.5 grains) were effective in 54 per cent. Doses of 3 grammes

(46.5 grains) were successful in 70 per cent.

Drs. Otto and Koenig used it in a large number of insane patients,

often in very large doses, and found it frequently very serviceable.

Dr. J. B. Andrews, of Buffalo, N. Y. (American Journal of In-

sanity for October, 1886), used it upon himself when in health, and

then upon more than 20 cases, in doses of 7 to 60 grains. He found
it generally successful, and most successful when in a single full

dose.

Dr. E. Braun (London Lancet, vol. ii, 1886, p. 411, from the

Lire), a sufferer from insomnia attendant upon " heart disease/'

tried urethane on three successive evenings in doses of 2 grammes

—

2 grammes at first and 1 gramme additional in an hour—and on
the third evening 3 grammes in one dose, all without success.

Dr. Hans Rottenbiller (Anier. Journ. of Med. Sciences, vol. i,

1887, p. 224, from Centralblatt fur Nervenhranh, etc., No. 10,

1886), used it subcutaneously in 14 patients by 240 administrations;

with 7.5 to 15 grains he secured about four hours' sleep the first

47
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few days, then only one or two hours. From 30 to 60 grains, six

to eight hours' tranquil sleep in 8 patients. In maniacal excite-

ment it failed altogether, and paraldehyde was used with success.

All his patients were insane, and his results were generally favor-

able.

With the exception of single cases and editorial comments, these

are all the important reports that have been noticed in regard to

urethane; and from these the following conclusions are drawn:

Urethane appears to be a simple hypnotic of too little sedative

power to overcome any great degree of nervous excitement, but of

sufficient power to be very useful, in a large class of cases of simple

primary insomnia.

It is in no very useful degree anodyne or analgesic. That is, when
insomnia is secondary, or the result of pain or other serious peri-

pheral disturbance or irritation, it is almost useless. In action on

the sensorium it is like paraldehyde, but less powerful, while both

are much inferior to chloral in power.

Of all the hypnotics it has much the least disturbing effect upon

the functions of the organism, and therefore the sleep obtained by

it is most natural, and the most refreshing and restful, and its

effects are least counteracted by subsequent hurtful reaction, yet it

is not free from disagreeable reaction when used in large quantities.

In breaking up a simple habit of insomnia, the original cause of

which may have passed or become Aveakened, and in concentrating

fitful, short and broken sleep into that which is more sound and

continuous, it is often very effective, and this without the subse-

quent headache, loss of appetite, disturbed digestion, etc., of the

more powerful agents of its class. It is transient in effect, and soon

establishes a tolerance which requires larger and larger doses until

it becomes as disturbing in its after effects as other more powerful

agents, but, unlike these, it does not appear to be toxic in any

quantities up to 12 grammes, 186-grain doses.

The effective dosage seems to vary from 15 to 60 grains; and

although many reporters obtained excellent results from 6, 7 and

8-grain doses, these had so often to be repeated in other cases before

any effect was reached, that there does not seem to be any economy

in exceptionally small doses, especially in view of the observation of

Dr. Andrews, of Buffalo, that its best effects were best secured by

single full doses half an hour before the desired effect, this half-

hour to be passed under the conditions of quiet and repose which

most favor sleep.
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The administration of urethane is most simple and easy. It is

freely soluble in twice its weight of water at ordinary temperatures,

although some good authorities describe it as insoluble, and the

solution, even when concentrated, is not very disagreeable.

When the dose is diluted with half-a-wineglassful of water or

more, it is easily taken even by the fastidious, and does not offend

the stomach. Given upon an empty stomach, it is often very

rapidly absorbed, and then yields its effects within fifteen or twenty

minutes. When the stomach is slow, or in a passive condition, the

effects are proportionately less prompt.

Some have reported using it hypodermically with success, as it

does not seem to be irritant when placed under the skin; but the

dose being large, the solution has to be dense in order to get it

within convenient limits for hypodermic use. The observer who
used it most largely in this way, did so for economy sake, because

the substance was so costly—say over two dollars per ounce; but

within the past year or two, when there were several makers of it,

the price has been moderate, not over fifty to sixty cents per ounce.

As might have been expected from the character of Prof.

Schmiedeberg, he has never attempted to patent or control urethane

in any way, nor has he allowed anyone else to do so. He described

the process for making it fully and freely, and very soon it was

made by several makers.

Throughout this note urethane is written with a final e, in re-

spect for Prof. Schmiedeberg's authority, as it must be admitted

that the author of the name has the right to spell it as he pleases,

and probably has reason for spelling it as he does. But the common
usage, in English at least, has dropped the final e, and it is now
written and pronounced urethan.

DRUMIXE.

In 1880 Dr. John Reid, M. A., of Port Gerniein, South Aus-
tralia, claimed to have discovered an alkaloid in Euphorbia Drum-
mondii, which was a local anaesthetic like cocaine, and which he
called drumine.

On January 6, 1887, Dr. Alexander Ogston, C. H., of Aberdeen
(see the British Medical Journal, vol. i, 1887, p. 451), received

from Dr. Reid forty grains of the new alkaloid for trial. He care-

fully tried it upon his own person, upon an assistant, and upon
two patients, without any perceptible effect. He therefore con-

cludes either that the substance must have decomposed in transit,

or that Dr. Reid is mistaken in his statements concerning it.
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GLEDITSCHINE.

During 1886 a Mr. Goodman, veterinary surgeon, claimed anes-

thetic effects from a poultice of the leaves of Gleditschia triacan*

thos, the common honey locust ; and Dr. Allen M. Seward of

Bergen Point, N. J., claimed to have obtained an alkaloid with

anaesthetic action from leaves of the tree received from Mr. Good-

man.

Dr. J. H. Clairborne, Jr., of New York, received from Dr.

Seward a solution of this new alkaloid, and finding it to be a very

active local anaesthetic, wrote two papers on the subject (the

Medical Record, July 30, 1887, p. 127, and for October 1, 1887,

p. 445), from whence the above statements are made.

These attracted prompt attention, and in the same journal for

August 13, p. 180, Dr. Herman Knapp, of New York, has also

an important paper extolling the new anaesthetic. Other papers

and notices soon folloAved, and the demand for the two per

cent, solution was very active, at very high prices, until No-

vember, when Dr. F. G. Novy, of Ann Arbor, published a paper

in the Pharmaceutische Rundschau of Dr. Fr. Hoffmann for that,

month, p. 248, in which Dr. Novy showed that the two per cent,

solution of gleditschine or stenocarpine was a solution of about six

per cent, of hydrochlorate of cocaine, with five-tenths of one per

cent, of sulphate of atropine, the solution having been protected

by salicylic acid.

HOPEINE.

Early in 1886 Dr. W. Williamson, of London, claimed the dis-

covery of an hitherto unknown alkaloid in American wild hops,

which he called hopeine, and described its action as being similar

to, but not identical with, morphine. -This novelty was produced

and controlled by the Concentrated Produce Company (Limited),

of London, who represented that it was not present in the ordin-

ary hops of the markets, but only from American wild hops.

When on trial in France the new alkaloid was suspected, and not

long after was shown to vary in different samples from the original

source. Then several chemists found it to be at times almost all

morphine, and at other times mixtures of morphine and cocaine.

Like gleditschine, it attracted a great deal of attention, and the

literature of the subject is pretty extensive, and winds up with the

authoritative statement of Prof. Asa Gray, that although he had

seen the hop plant growing wild in America, yet never in such a

way that he could have gathered a pound of the dried hops.
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COST OF MAKING FLUID EXTRACTS.

In continuation of the subject of Fluid Extracts by Repercolation

from p. 093, it may be useful briefly to discuss the cost of making

such preparations by the large manufacturer and the dispensing

pharmacist, especially as this element of cost has been recently

treated of in some pharmaceutical societies and journals.

Mr. G. H. C. Klie, in a paper read before the Drug Clerks' Asso-

ciation of St. Louis, advocates the making of this class of prepara-

tions by the pharmacist as a source of pecuniary profit, and gives a

table showing a very large saving in the cost to the pharmacist.

The Pharmaceutical Era for December, 1887, p. 437, rather doubts

the pecuniary profits shown by Mr. Klie, but shows an economy

and profit which is far more important in that by such a practice

the pharmacist keeps himself and his assistants practically ac-

quainted with the art of pharmacy, and interests them in the pro-

gress of their art. And besides, the practice renders them inde-

pendent of the large manufacturers who are constantly tending to

monopolize the art of pharmacy.

To this excellent argument in favor of the practice may be added

the still stronger one that it gives the pharmacist entire control

over, and responsibility for that which he dispenses, and thus

affords an opportunity by personal knowledge and skill to win that

reputation which is the best and surest, if not the only proper basis

of success in his very important calling. If he makes his prepara-

tions himself he knows exactly what quality of drugs and what

quality of skill go into them, and the responsibility thus assumed

ultimately becomes his profit, both in reputation and in money.

The importance of the pharmacist in any community is almost if

not quite equal to that of the physician, because his calling takes

him directly to the bedside of the sick, and on the quality of his

products both physician and patient often have to rely. His char-

acter is a most important element in every medicine he supplies,

and he loses the opportunity to make character every time he dis-

penses supplies not made nor verified by himself. He is one of the

few men who cannot live long in any community without making
character of some kind, and no opportunity for making good char-

acter can be wisely allowed to escape. Knowledge of his business,

and skill in applying this, come first, and next his fidelity and truth

to his trust. These are judged of more by what he does than by what
he says, or by the sign over his door, and very soon a part of his
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personal character and ability go to the bedside as a part of every

prescription he dispenses and with every simple he supplies, there

to be put to the crucial test. Then just in proportion to the char-

acter he has earned and to the way this character stands the con-

stantly repeated application of this test, will he be able to charge,

—

and be justified in charging, for his work. That pharmacist who
has gone in and out before his community long enough and right

enough to establish a moderate degree of trust in the ability and

fidelity of what he does, can easily command the full value of his

work, and can get full value, however much his character and work

may have cost him. Therefore it is that he should get,—and can

justly get, double the price for any fluid extract or tincture made
by himself, over any which he can buy, and in this way make both

reputation and money.

Apart from these considerations, however, fluid extracts are no
exception to the general rule that the larger the scale upon which

any manufacturing process is conducted the less expensive is the pro-

duct, and if this be so Mr. Klie is mistaken in his figures and his

line of argument, though he is from other premises entirely right in

his conclusions that well educated pharmacists should make their

own fluid extracts, tinctures, etc., rather than buy them.

The actual cost of making fluid extracts depends mainly upon the

quality of the materials used, and the knowledge and skill in using

them. Next upon the scale of operations, and finally upon avoid-

ing loss or waste in the menstrua used for exhausting the drugs.

This cost will of course vary with the cost of the drug, the men-

struum and the apparatus and labor. A drug of high or low cost

may have a menstruum of high or low cost, may have a high or low

cost for labor, and may have a great or small loss of menstruum,

and therefore the cost of the product bears no constant relation to

the cost of the drug, or even to the combined cost of the drug and

menstruum.

The ordinary list of fluid extracts in common use fall into natural

groups of somewhat similar cost, though the elements of cost may

vary very much, and it may be sufficient for illustration to take an

example from a group of high cost, and another from a group of

low cost.

Cubeb, ipecacuanha and lupulin are of high cost, because the

drugs, menstrua and labor are all of high cost, and they are there-

fore exceptional in cost of production. But ergot may be taken as

a better example of the class of costly fluid extracts. The best ergot
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comes from the rye districts of Spain, and is best yielded by the

damp valleys and in wet seasons. Hence the crop is precarious in

both quantity and quality,—varying much in price and therefore

subject to " cornering" speculations. Bought in Spain it varies in

different years and under different speculative tendencies, between

22 and 62 cents, but the average is perhaps not over 35c per pound.

Great care is needed in buying to avoid getting an admixture of old

ergot that had been held for price and brought over from other

years, and no little skill and experience is required to detect such

practices. The ergot is then held open till cold weather, to avoid

heating and the attacks of insects, and then is shipped by quickest

transportation. On arrival it is at once opened and spread out to

dry, otherwise it would heat and mould and be attacked by insects.

By this drying it loses about 10 p.c. in weight. It is then put in

tight vessels with sheets of paper wetted with chloroform at top

and bottom, and through the ergot, using about a pound of chloro-

form to each 500 lbs. of ergot. This effectually prevents the at-

tacks of worms, while the ergot is being gradually made into its

preparations. Before being ground it is passed through a shute

crossed in different directions by large magnets, and these take out

the nails and tacks and other small pieces of iron and steel acci-

dentally or fraudulently in it sometimes to the amount of a

quarter of one per cent. Next it is screened in a blast of air,

and this process takes out 1 or 2 p.c. more of dust, chaff, chips, etc.

Then it is ground only as the percolators are ready to receive it,

because it is known to deteriorate rapidly when ground. In all this

management, including the grinding, the loss is not less than 13 to

14 p.c, and the labor, chloroform, grinding, etc., are not less than

4c. per pound. Therefore, ergot costing 35c. in Spain, and say lc.

per pound additional for freight, insurance, and other transporta-

tion charges, will actually cost when ready for percolation not less

than 45c. per pound.

Then 1^ pounds of this ground ergot is required for a pint of

fluid extract, the pint weighing nearly a pound and an ounce, but

when put up in bottles yielding a little short of a pound. This

makes the ergot in each pound of fluid extract, of the strength of

minim for grain, cost about 51c. The menstruum used consists of

86 parts diluted alcohol and 1 part of acetic acid, and costs for the

constituents about 16c. per pound, or for that proportion of a pound
which is present in a pound of the fluid extract, thus bringing the

cost of the materials present in a pound of fluid extract, to about

(51+16= ) 67 cents.
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But this is by no means all the menstruum that is used in making
a pound of the fluid extract. For practical exhaustion of the drugs

in making fluid extracts, about 6 times the weight of the drug in

menstruum is required, and less than one-sixth of this is present in

the finished fluid extract. If the process of repercolation be used

the other five-sixths are used over again with a loss which com-

pared with any other process is small, but which at best is not less

than one-eighth of the total menstruum used, or three-fourths of

the weight of the finished fluid extract, and this upon a scale of

200 pounds at an operation, when the alcohol is recovered from the

exhausted residue as closely as possible by distillation. If upon a

smaller scale by repercolation the loss is slightly greater. But if by

the Pharmacopoeia process, wherein the weak percolates are evapor-

ated off, the loss of menstruum is over four times greater,—that is,

about five-sixths of the total menstruum is lost instead of one-

eighth. In the case of ergot this loss of one-eighth adds 12c. to the

cost of menstruum in a pound of fluid extract and brings the cost

up to (67-1-12= ) 79c. for the materials represented. Another large

element in the cost of making fluid extracts is the quality of the

labor used, there being little use in having good materials if poor,

cheap labor be employed. If intelligent skilled labor be used it will

cost not less than $2.25 per working day for each person, and not

less than 25c. per day additional for the superintendence of a fore-

man. Then beside the labor of making, there is labor of bottling

and putting up, and in this process, if full weight be put in each

bottle, 104 pounds of fluid extract will be required to put up 100

one-pound bottles. And if in bottles of less than a jDOiind the loss

is proportionately greater. It is impossible to compute the cost of

this element of labor with accuracy, but it may be fairly estimated

at 12c. per pound, and then 79 + 12 is 91c. per pound.

Then there is the cost of a bottle,—cork,—wrapper and three

labels, and for packing which together is not less than 7 cents,

making 98 cents.

The rent, interest on capital, insurance, taxes, office and other

general expenses of manufacturing establishments where steam

power is used, are estimated at 15 p. c. on the cost of materials and

labor used, and this brings the cost up to (98-|-15= ) $1.13 per

pound.

These elements of cost for a pound of fluid extract of ergot may

be divided into groups as follows :
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1| pounds of ergot costs iu Spain 39

Cost of importation 01

Loss by drying, cleaning and chlorform management ... 10

Grinding 01

Menstruum 28

Labor and superintendence in making and putting up . . 12

Bottle put up, and cost of packing for transportation. . 07

98

General expenses of manufacturing establishment as

interest on capital, rent, insurance, taxes, etc.,

15 p.c 15

Total net cost si. 13

In consideration of the knowledge, experience and responsibility

involved in making this class of preparations, if well made, the

maker is justly entitled to a profit of 25 to 30 p.c. and the business

then is not overpaid.

The price of fluid extract of ergot is $1.65 per pound, and from

this a discount of 10 p.c. is made on 95 p.c. of all that is sold by

this maker. This reduces the available price to $1.49 or 32 p.c. over

the net cost of making.

In such materials as can be obtained of the best quality with less

difficulty and trouble the profit is less in proportion, and there

are very few articles as troublesome as ergot.

Then at the opposite extreme of the list there is a class of fluid

extracts the materials of which are of low cost, and can be had of the

best quality with comparatively little trouble or expense. As ex-

amples of this class buckthorn and cascara may serve as illustra-

tions.

The best quality of "either of these barks can be had in the open

markets in any quantities, if large, at 7c. per pound. Little or no

garbling is needed,—there is no loss by drying,—no difficulty or

•cost in preservation, no haste to make up after grinding, and the

loss in grinding small.

The menstruum here is 25 p.c. alcohol, 5 p.c. glycerin and 70 p.c.

\rater, and it is therefore less costly than the officinal diluted alco-

hol, and the amount present and lost cannot be estimated at over

•21c. for each pint of fluid extract.

The detail of cost, grouped as before, would then be as follows :
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1-J pounds of buckthorn or cascara bark 08

Grinding and loss 02

Menstruum 21

Labor and superintendence in making and putting up . .12

Bottle put up and cost of packing for transportation. .07

50

General expense of manufacturing, as interest on cap-

ital, rent, insurance, taxes, etc., 15 p.c 08

Total net cost 58

Profit 30 p.c 18

.76

The price of these fluid extracts is 85c. per pound, less 10 p.c.

discount when sold in quantity making a net available price of

76.5c. per pound.

It will be seen from these illustrations that the most variable ele-

ment of cost is the cost of the drug, and that the maker can largely

increase his profit by buying cheap drugs. Eussian, German or Span-

ish ergot may easily be bought at two-thirds of the cost given above,

especially if old ergot be accepted, or if bought ground, and the

same is true of buckthorn and cascara ; and the fluid extracts from

the cheap drugs cannot be discriminated either by the sensible or

chemical properties.

The most variable element of management is the loss in drying

and grinding, and both these elements vary in the cost of each spe-

cial drug.

The element of the menstruum varies principally from the vary-

ing proportion of alcohol it contains. If as in such articles as

buchu, cannabis, cubeb, etc., the menstruum be strong alcohol the

cost in each pound of fluid extract will be about 48c. If of 2 parts

alcohol and 1 part water, the cost will be about 38c. If of officinal

diluted alcohol about 28c, and if of 25 p.c. alchol, about 21c.

The other two elements of labor and bottle are fairly uniform,,

though less easily estimated than the preceding ones. Taken to-

gether, however, they cannot be very far from 20c. per pound as

an average on all fluid extracts when made on a fairly large scale.

If made upon the small scale of the dispensing pharmacist these

elements would not be much greater if he had the intervals of time

to devote to the work without greatly increasing his expenses.
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But even if he used repercolation, and recovered his alcohol as well

as is practicable on the small scale, the menstrua would cost him at

least double the above estimates. Then he must buy his drugs by

careful selection in the unground condition, because he could not

be sure of the quality if ground, even though he might pay full

prices. And in grinding them himself the loss and the cost would

be greater. Therefore the net cost to him, as an average, could not

well be less than one-third greater than in buying his fluid extracts

ready made. But his intimate knowledge of the quality and char-

acter of his supplies far overbalances this additional cost and would

fully entitle him to charge—not 33 p.c. more, but 100 p.c. more for

what he makes than what he buys, and thus render them far more

profitable to him. And he will get his prices easily, provided his

general character be such as to inspire confidence in his ability and

in the fidelity of his work.

The originator of the class of fluid extracts,—Prof. Wm. Proc-

tor, Jr., of Philadelphia,—was not a manufacturer, but throughout

his fruitful life was a dispensing pharmacist : and he earned first,

by faithful ability,—and then commanded prices for his prepara-

tions which were liberally remunerative ; but he never tried the

experiment of putting on the profits and prices before he had

earned them, and trusting to meretricious display for his results.

ASSAY OF JALAP.

The U. S. Pharmacopoeia defines and describes jalap in its un-

powdered commercial condition, and then gives the following test

of quality.

" On exhausting 100 parts of jalap by alcohol, concentrating

the tincture, and pouring it into water, a precipitate of resin should

be obtained, which, after washing with water, and drying, should

weigh not less than 12 parts, and of which not over 10 per cent,

should be soluble in ether.
*'

This test however cannot be applied to it in the commercial con-

dition as described, because no two tubers are alike in medicinal

properties, and no reasonable number of fractions could be taken
from the tubers which in size and character would fairly repre-

sent any given parcel. Any one who has gone through the markets
in buying, and has cut a dozen or more tubers from each bale in

order to judge of the more or less resinous fracture of the pieces,
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will doubtless assent to the statement that the quality can only

be indefinitely judged by former experience, and that lot will be

bought which appears to be most resinous in fracture.

Jalap may also be usefully judged by its weight. Good Mexican

jalap is found in bales of about 200 lbs. each, and those of smallest

size in proportion to the weight are always the best jalap. Hence
only the small bales need be opened for farther examination, be-

cause in the larger bales a greater proportion of pieces will be found

of a light colored, starchy fracture, or be hollow.

Within the past few years the drug has fallen very much in price

and different styles of packages are present in the markets, as

though the drug was coming from different so'urces . Merchants are

generally very reticent in regard to the sources of their importations,

and are constantly on the alert for new sources of supply to put

in competition with the old and thus reduce prices, or get a lead on

low prices from new sources. It is however pretty well known that

jalap is cultivated in -several localities in the East Indies and in

Jamaica, and from these conditions and the low prices, it may be

reasonably inferred that the markets are now supplied from many
different sources. But the yet more important fact seems to be that

the quality is very much lower than formerly.

In 1867 the writer published a paper on Commercial Jalap (see

Proceedings of The Amer. Pharm. Asso., 1867, p. 380, and Amer.

Journ. Pharm., 1868, p. 65), in which is given the results of an

experience of about six years. From this experience it was shown

that the yield of resin varied between 11 and 16.25 p.c. and these

results were in general accord with those published in other coun-

tries. Then, and for two or three years later, it was easy to select

jalap that would yield 13 or 14 p.c. of resin.

After 1870, however, the quality began to fall off, and a carefully

selected purchase for making the resin yielded only about 9 p.c.

It was then found that the yield of extract had not diminished

as much as the proportion of resin, and as the resin was the active

portion, it became necessary in order to keep the officinal extract

uniform, and up to the standard, to separate and exclude a portion

of the inactive matters. And this practice of adjusting the extract

to a uniform proportion of resin has been necessary ever since that

time.

In the writer's experience of the past seventeen years jalap and

all its preparations have gone very much out of use. In reviewing

the usage for the purposes of this note, it appears that scarcely any
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powdered jalap is now called for, while the extract and resin have

fallen off more than one-half from what they were for the ten

years up to 1870. It was perhaps this falling off in the usage

that influenced the Committee of Revision to drop the extract

from the Pharmacopoeia of 1880, leaving only the Abstract, the

Compound Powder and the Resin as the officinal preparations.

The alcoholic extract is, however, still used more largely than am
other preparation, the resin being very little used.

Since 1875 no lot of jalap has been worked which yielded over

12 p.c. of resin, and from this the record runs down to one lot

which yielded only 7.6 p.c, and all this jalap was carefully bought

from this large market always well supplied.

The writer's attention was called to the subject some time since

by Mr. W. L. Turner, a pharmacist of Philadelphia, who in ex-

amining many samples of powdered jalap from his market failed

to find any that would meet the pharmacopoeia] requirement of

12 p.c. of resin. Some powder sent to Mr. Turner from the

writer's stock also proved to be slightly (1 p.c.) below the require-

ment of 12 p c, and it therefore seems to be well to invite public

attention to the subject and see whether the experience of other

observers is in accord with Mr. Turner's investigations.

The process for assaying jalap as given by the Pharmacopoeia,

although as full as could well be given there, lacks many details

which are essential to its successful application. It is very diffi-

cult to fully exhaust small quantities of a powder with any reason-

able quantity of a menstruum by percolation. The writer has

elsewhere shown that when 8 troy ounces of a fine powder are

taken it cannot be practically exhausted with less than 7 or 8 times

its weight of menstruum, and for complete exhaustion, by well-

managed percolation, 10 times its weight is required. Smaller

quantities are still more difficult to exhaust unless a Soxhlet ap-

paratus or its equivalent be used. In the case of jalap powder the

exhaustion by alcohol is not easily accomplished, and is not com-

plete when the tincture fails to give turbidit}' on being dropped into

water. As there are also some other steps in the management
which require limitation, the following process is offered :

Put 10 grams, of finely powdered jalap on a tared watch glass

and dry it for four hours at 100°C. and cool it under a bell glass

before weighing. Jalap powder is very hygroscopic and varies

much in the amount of moisture held in damp or dry weather.

About 7 to 8 p.c. is the normal loss in drying from the commercial
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condition of powdered jalap, and should it lose more than this in

drying the excess should be corrected for in the assay.

Into a flask of 250 c.c. capacity, put 25 grams, of finely powdered

jalap and 75 c.c. of alcohol, shake well, heat to boiling, and then

digest in a warm place for 24 hours with frequent shaking. Hav-

ing arranged a pair of counterbalanced filters 15 cm. or 6 inches in

diameter, in a funnel and moistened them with alcohol, pour in

the jalap magma and filter off the tincture into a vessel marked at

100 c.c. Einse the flask into the filter with fresh alcohol, and per-

colate the residue on the filter with fresh alcohol dropj)ed upon the

edges of the filters and the surface of the powder until the filtrate

measures 100 c.c. Transfer this filtrate to a capsule on a water-

bath and start the evaporation. Return the contents of the filter

to the flask by means of a spatula, add 25 c.c. of fresh alcohol and

bring this to a boiling temperature in a water-bath ; shake well

and again pour it into the filters. When drained again wash and

percolate with fresh alcohol until another portion of 100 c.c. of fil-

trate is obtained to be evaporated with the first portion. Open the

filters with the now exhausted residue, spread out the residue upon

the upper one and place the whole to be dried at 100°C. or 212°F.

When dry subtract the weight from the original weight of the

powder, and the difference will be the weight of the extract and

moisture taken out by the alcohol. This loss in weight varies with

the quality of the jalap, from about 5 to 7 grams, or 20 to 30 p.e.

Evaporate the total filtrate to the consistence of a thin extract, cool

and add 10 c.c. of alcohol, stir well and add 10 c.c. of water, again

stir and warm until a complete smooth mixture is made. Usually

this makes a transparent solution, and if so more water should be

added in small portions, with stirring until a permanent precipitate

begins to form. Pour this into 125 c.c. of water in the original

flask, and shake vigorously. Rinse the capsule two or three times,

or until entirely clean, first with 2 c.c. of alcohol, and afterward

with water, adding the rinsings to the contents of the flask. Shake

vigorously and continuously until the soft resin precipitated adheres

to the bottom and sides of the flask, and the watery solution be-

comes nearly or quite free from floating particles. Rarely it will

be found that some of the precipitated resin remains suspended,

forming a milky fluid. It must then be heated and shaken, and if

still it does not separate pour it into a capsule and boil until it does,

or until the water is nearly all boiled off. Then add cold water.

Pour off the watery liquid into a pair of counterbalanced filters
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about 11 cm., or 44- inches in diameter. Rinse the adhering resin

twice with 10 cc of water, and pass the rinsings through the filters

last. The drained flask, cork and contents may then be weighed

and the tare subtracted if the total weight of soft, moist resin be

desired as an indication, or a check upon the final results. The

filters containing the floating particles are dried at 100° C. and

weighed, commonly giving not more than one or two centigrammes

of resin. The filtrate should be entirely clear, and remain so on

dilution with water. The contents of the flask are washed three

times with 10 cc of stronger ether, by vigorous shaking, the suc-

cessive washings being poured off into a tared capsule, evaporated

and dried at 100°C, thus giving the approximate weight* of the

ether soluble resin. The active resin remaining in the flask is dis-

solved by shaking with 10 cc of alcohol and the solution poured

into a tared capsule. The flask and cork are then rinsed clean

with 10 or 15 cc more alcohol, applied in small portions at a time,

and the rinsings added to the solution in the capsule. The alcohol

k then evaporated off i\it 100°C. and finally the resin is melted over

a lamp, cooled and weighed.

The results are' then as follows,—given from an actual assay:

First, the amount of accidental, or hygroscopic

moisture in the powder by difference in weight

after drying at 100
2 C— .82 gram = 8.20 p.c

Second, the total dry extract by difference in weight

of the powder before and after exhaustion,

—

25 grams, taken, less 8.2 p.c of moisture, equal

22.95 of dry powder, less 19.25 grams., the

weight of the dry exhausted powder or residue,

leaves 3.70 grams, of total dry extract from the

25 grams., and this multiplied by 4 gives the

percentage of this extract 14.80 p.c.

Third, the weight of soft, moist resin adhering to

the flask in a wet condition,—2.71 grams.,

multiplied by 4 10.84 p.c.

Fourth, the weight of the small quantity of resin

caught by the small filters,—.012 gram., mul-

tiplied by 4 .048 p.c

* The washing with elher in this way does not take out all the ether soluble
residue because the ether does not get access to the whole of the resin. But if
very thoroughly shaken the results are sufficiently close.
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Fifth, the weight of the portion of resin soluble in

ether,

—

.2227 gram., multiplied by 4 .89 p.c.

Sixth, the weight of the active portion of the

resin,—1.595 grams., multiplied by 4 6.38 p. c.

The last three items together give the actual amount of resin

obtained from the powder,—7.32 p.c. According to the Pharma-

copoeia not more than 10 p.c. of this should be soluble in ether,

—

or .73 p.c, but instead of this .89 p.c. is ether soluble.

In ordinary practice, the moisture in the powder,—the total dry

extract by difference,—the soft moist extract, and even the small

amount caught by filtering the watery liquid,—may be neglected,

and only the weights oi the two resins be obtained, but this does,

not shorten the process much, since all the steps except the drying

of the powder, the drying of the exhausted residue of the powder,

and the filtration of the water after precipitation, have to be gone

through.

Mr. Turner having found the tests of the jalap accessible in the

Philadelphia market to be very low, and none up to the lower

limit of the Pharmacopoeia, and the writer having unexpectedly

found his stock of powder to be but little better, it was decided to

try what condition the powdered jalap of the New York market

was in.

Half a pound of powdered jalap was bought from each of the

seven largest and best wholesale drug houses in the city and these

samples were assayed by the above process with the following

results :

SampleNumber.

Loss

by

Drying

at

100°C.

p.
c.

Total

Dry

Extract

by

diflference,

p.
c.

Moist

Soft

Resin, p.
c.

Dry

Resin

on

Filter, p.
c.

Ether

Soluble

Resin

'

p.
c.

Active

Resin

p.

c.

Total

Resin,

p.
c.

1.... 8.20 14.80. 10.84 .05 .89 6.38 7.32

2. . .

.

8.49 16.23 16.00 .14 .74 8.22 9.10

8.... 8.00 14.40 13.64 .06 .86 7.80 s.72

4. .. 8.43 19.56 .13 1.19 6.50 7.82

5... 8.42 20.28 .06 .95 5.50 6.51

6.... .33 .45 . 8.00 8.79

7. . . .

8.'40 13 62 .04 .80 5.34 6.19

8.... 6.30 31.38 31.56 .18 1.24 17.08 18.50

9.... 10.00 20.96 .09 .71 7.60 8.40

10... i 9.4 19.92 .09 .40 6.24 6.73
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No. 7 is a sample from a lot of 5 or 6 tons of jalap, which has a

line appearance and breaks with a good fracture.

The specimen No. 8 was obtained from a manufacturer who had

bought a lot of unusually good jalap five or six years ago and had

kept it ever since for making the resin of jalap.

The writer's experience of late years with jalap for making the

extract and resin is as follows:

In 1879, a lot of 125 lbs. of powdered jalap gave about 17. p.c. resin.

m 1882, " 220 " " " " 13.-4 '*

" 1883, " 107 " " " k< 7.6 "

" 1885, " 100 " " " " 7.9 " "

" 1888, " 250 " " " present stock, gives about

15.0 p.c. resin.

It is believed that at the present time there is not a bale of jalap

in this market in wholesale hands that will yield 12 p.c. of officinal

resin.

Nos. 9 and 10 are from the London market and represent two lots

of the best Mexican jalap to be found there. From these it will be

seen that the London market is in the same condition as this. In

fracture and general appearance these two samples were unexception-

able.

EXTRACTION OF COCAINE.

Increased experience and observation in the extraction of cocaine

led some months ago to a modification of the process which has been

found to be a very considerable improvement.

The exhaustion by dilute sulphuric acid has been abandoned, and

for the acid water kerosene has been substituted with the effect

of quite as complete exhaustion with a saving of labor that over-

balances the additional cost of kerosene over the acid water. The
grade of kerosene used is that called in commerce " water-white,

150° test oil." An oil of lower test, at lower cost would be used

were it not that the increased risk from fire would overbalance

the saving in cost.

Each 175 lbs. of* the ground coca is moistened with an equal

weight of a hot 10 p.c. solution of carbonate of sodium. To this

is added, and intimately mixed, about 16 gallons or about 112 lbs.

of the second kerosene percolate from a previous percolation. This

powder, so moistened, is at once packed and percolated with the

48
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succession of weak kerosene percolates from a previous portion, and
finally with fresh kerosene, to complete exhaustion, requiring in all

about four to five times the weight of the cocoa of kerosene. The
first strong }3ercolate equal to the weight of the coca, is reserved

for washing out, the other fractions of percolate going to the next

portion of coca by repercolation, the loss of kerosene in the ex-

hausted residue, and by subsequent rejection being about 25 p.c of

the whole.

The strong reserved percolate is thoroughly agitated with about

6 p.c. of its weight of dilute sulphuric acid (5 parts acid s.g. 1.840

to 95 parts water), applied in two equal successive portions. The
separation of the emulsions thus formed is facilitated by warming

when, between the clear kerosene above and the solution of sulphate

of cocaine below a thin stratum of fatty matter is found which has

not been examined. This is carefully rejected, and the solution of

sulphate is precipitated by carbonate of sodium in the presence of a

small portion of warm kerosene, so that the oil is saturated with the

alkaloid at a temperature of about 66° C. or 151° F. This warm
solution is kept in a warm place and allowed to cool very slowly dur-

ing 24 to 48 hours just to the point of commencing crystallization.

During this time a dense, heavy, gummy matter separates and falls to

the bottom of the vessel. The clear and nearly colorless solution is

then poured off and crystallized by cold. The crystals are drained

and pressed, and then redissolved in fresh kerosene to saturation at

66° C, again slowly cooled to the point of crystallization, when

another very small portion of the gummy, sticky matter separates,

and the now almost colorless solution is poured off from this, crys-

tallized by cold, and again drained and pressed.* These gummy,
sticky residues contain large quantities of cocoaine to be subse-

quently dissolved out by hot kerosene and crystallized. And,

although repeatedly washed, no portion of this residue has ever yet

been entirely freed from cocoaine. The quantity of crystals dimin-

ishes after many washings and finally a point is reached where the

value of the time and labor exceeds the product, but much alkaloid

still remains. This residue has never been investigated, but its be-

havior suggests that cocaine is really generated in it by the heating

with kerosene. It can only be well managed Ayhen it has accumu-

lated in considerable quantities.

The pressed crystals of colorless alkaloid are dissolved to satura-

* This crystallization is of late repeated a third time.
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tion in dilute acid, the remaining kerosene separated, the solution

washed with a little ether to separate the last traces of kerosene,

and then precipitated by carbonate of sodium in the presence of

fresh ether, s.g. .720. The clear ethereal solution of the pure alka-

loid is finally shaken out with hydrochloric acid, and the solution

of the hydrochlorate is evaporated to dryness as described at page

724, and in this condition it is put up and sold.

At page 986 the details of manufacture for 10 months were

given up to Sept. 1, 1887. From that date to April 1, 1888, a pe-

riod of 7 months, 286 bales of coca, yielding 43,262 lbs., were man-

ufactured, the prices paid for the coca having varied between 19

and 35c. per lb. with an average cost of 24.45c per lb., giving a total

cost of $10,452.45.

The estimated cost of manufacturing given at page 988, when
corrected for some errors in the figures, was about 10.85c. per

lb. of coca during 10 months practice. The cost during the 7

months just past has been much less, or only about 9.87 cents per

pound of coca leaf, chiefly because the scale of operation was larger.

Then 9.87 per lb. X 43,262 lbs. =$4,269.96 as the total cost of

manufacture. Cost of coca $10,452.45 plus cost of extraction

$4,269.96, gives $14,722.41 as the total cost for the 7 months.

From this it appears that by increasing the scale of operation

about one-half, the cost of extraction is reduced by about lc. per

pound of coca,—or practically 10 p. c.

The proportionate yield of available salt has also increased, for

while the preceding 10 'months gave 22.05 grains of salt sold to the

pound of coca bought, this 7 months gave 27.32 grains to the

pound. r

The actual average price realized for the 7 months sales was $6.36

per ounce, or 1.456c. per grain. Then 27.32 grains multiplied by
1.456c. gives 39.78c. realized for the product of each pound of

coca, costing (24c-f 9.87= ) 33.87c. Profit 5.91c. per pound, or

about 17 p. c. on the average. The lowest price is in 50 ounce tins

at $5.50 per ounce net, and the highest is in 5 grain vials at $7.87 per

ounce net; the profit being only about 10 p.c. greater at the higher

price, when labor and loss are carefully estimated. That is, the

cost is proportionate to the size of packages, and the difference in

actual cost is much greater than is generally supposed. For exam-
ple, 87 five-grain vials are required for an ounce, with the corres-

ponding corks, labels, wrappers, time, labor, and loss in weighing
out.
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IMPROVED PROCESS FOR ASSAYING COCA.

The improvement in the process of extraction just noticed was

preceded by a similar improvement in the assay process, and now
this latter is so simplified and so easy that it is well worth while to

give it over again as now modified.

The so-called Truxillo coca always has a considerable but variable

proportion of twigs and fruit which yield no alkaloid, and hence

samples should be carefully drawn from every bale of each lot, and

the mixed sample should be all ground and passed through a sieve

of 30 meshes to the inch. In this grinding and sifting, the twigs

and fruit go through last, and therefore the powder should be well

mixed before the portion for assay is weighed oif from it.

One hundred grammes of the ground coca is moistened thoroughly

with 100 c.c. of a 7 p.c. solution of crystallized sodium carbonate,

packed at once in a percolator, and percolated to about 700 c.c. of

percolate, with kerosene.

On general principles it would not be supposed that the water-

wet mass could be exhausted by percolation with an oil, and this

proceeding was for a long time declined on this principle, but the

exhaustion is nevertheless complete. Mr. C. M. Stillwell who, at

the writer's suggestion, used this process, preferred to use the kero-

sene warm. But in critical trials of the same coca percolated cold

and warm no difference was discoverable. Neither does more or less

sodium carbonate change the result. The 700 c.c. of kerosene per-

colate holding all the alkaloid in solution, is transferred to a sepa-

rator, which is not more than two-thirds filled by it, and 30 c.c. of a

2 p.c. hydrochloric acid is added, and the. whole is well shaken

together, but not so hard as to make an emulsion that will not sepa-

rate in a half hour. The watery solution is drawn off from below

into a smaller separator, and a fresh portion of 30 c.c. of the dilute

acid is added to the oil,—shaken and separated as before. This

washing of the oil with dilute acid is repeated a third time, when

all the alkaloid will be in the small separator as an acid hydrochlorate.

The next step is the final precipitation of the alkaloid in the pres-

ence of ether, by sodium carbonate, and in order to avoid a deficiency,

or too great an excess of the sodium carbonate, a measured portion

of fresh 2 p.c. acid is saturated with a weighed portion of the

sodium carbonate, and the quantity required to precipitate the

cocaine from the solution of acid hydrochlorate is calculated from the

result of this saturation. The amount of sodium carbonate re-
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quired, plus 5 p.c. for excess, is then weighed off for the precipita-

» tion. The acid solution in the small separator is then first well

washed with 30 c.c. of strong ether to remove adhering oil and

coloring matter, and the washing thrown away. Then 20 c.c. of

fresh ether is added, and the sodium carbonate in small portions at

a time to avoid loss by effervescence. The whole is well shaken,

the watery solution drawn off from the ether into another sepa-

rator, and the ethereal solution carefully transferred to a tared

beaker. The watery solution is again twice washed with 20 c.c.

of fresh ether each time,—the ether washings added to that in the

beaker, and the watery solution, now free from alkaloid, is thrown

away. The beaker with the ethereal solution is set in a warm place

until the ether is evaporated, when the alkaloid is dried at 100° C,
cooled and weighed. This weight expresses, of course, the per-

centage of cocaine obtained from the sample assayed.

After a little experience with this process two assays may be

made in 24 hours, or say five or six within 48 hours. By the use of

a filter pump for the percolation an assay can be easily made between

morning and evening.

The following 26 lots of coca were assayed during February and

March, with the results given. Total of bales, 324.

12 Bales of Truxillo .916 p . c.
o
10 Bale*3 Truxillo .637 p.c,

20 ft a .714 4 ft tt .647 (i

32 (( tt .806 <( 5 Si .706 "

6
a

.588 6
ft a .852 "

6
a a .628 (( 10 et it .716 "

36 a Huanuco, .571 a 54 tt Huanuco. .747 "

24 a Truxillo, .753 e t 0 tt Truxillo. .560 "

20 a a .778 ft 6 a a .839 "

6 a a .973 12 CI a
.777 "

2 tt a .498 c C
i

tt .795 "

6 tt
.983 it

8 a .755 "

2 tt ft .854 ee 2 a .662 "

6 i t t( .528 f£ 36 (< .338 "

In the applications of the chloroform reactions to discriminate

between different specimens of hydrochlorate of cocaine an improved
practice has been reached. At page 989 et seq., the importance is

shown of using both the chloroform and the salt as free as practicable

from alcohol and water. The improved practice with this test is to use

only chloroform that has been recently shaken with strong sulphuric
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acid, and to dry the salt at 100°C, noting the loss by drying, and

weighing the A gram from the dried salt. Taking these precau-

tions it is now not uncommon to find salts so good as to require 10

to 12 c.c. of dry chloroform to dissolve the A gram, of dry salt,

whilst a year ago none were found requiring over 7 to 8 c.c.

HYDROBROMATE OF QUININE.

This salt seems to have been introduced to therapeutic use chiefly,

if not solely, as being well adapted to hypodermic use.

The administration of quinine hypodermically has always been so

desirable that a great deal of ingenuity has been brought to bear

upon getting a solution concentrated enough to bring the dose with-

in the limited range for hypodermic use, and yet to have the con-

centrated solution as free as practicable from caustic or irritant

qualities.

It may perhaps be accepted as a practical rule that a solution con-

taining about one grain of the alkaloid, equal to one and three-

tenths grains of the ordinary sulphate of quinine, in ten minims of

solution, is the limit which is not too dilute for useful hypodermic

application, and yet not too caustic by concentration. Any solu-

tion more dilute has too large a dose, and any that is more concen-

trated will too frequently produce abscess, especially when, as is com-

monly the case, the concentration is obtained by the use of free acid.

Of all the salts proposed the hydrobromate has been the one which

seemed best to meet these indications, the acid element being here

tfye least irritating. Some such considerations seem to have led to

its introduction into the last revision of the U. S. Pharmacopoeia,

where it appears as follows :

QUININE HYDROBROMAS.

HYDROBROMATE OF QUININE.

C 20H 24N 2O 2
HBr.2H

2 O;440.8.-(a^

Hydrobromate of Quinine should be kept in well-stopped bottles.

Colorless, lustrous needles, permanent in ordinary air, but readily efflores-

cing at a gentle heat, odorless, having a very bitter taste, and a neutral or slight-

ly alkaline reaction. Soluble in about 16 parts of water, and in 3 parts of

alcohol at 15° C. (59° F.) ; in 1 part of boiling water, and in less than 1 part of

boiling alcohol ; in 0 parts of ether, in 12 parts of chloroform, and moderately
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soluble in glycerin. On ignition, the salt burns slowly without leaving a resi-

due. The aqueous solution, when acidulated with sulphuric acid, has a blue

fluorescence, and, when treated, first, with fresh chlorine water, and then with

a slight excess of water of ammonia, it produces an emerald-green color.

Water of ammonia added to the aqueous solution throws down a white precipitate

readily soluble in an excess of water of ammonia, or in ether. Test-solution

of nitrate of silver produces a white precipitate, which is insoluble in diluted

nitric acid, and, w*hen filtered off and washed, insoluble in solution of car-

bonate of ammonium.
The salt should not be colored, or not more than very slightly colored, by

undiluted sulphuric acid (abs. of foreign organic mailers), nor be reddened by

nitric acid (difference from morphine). If a small portion of the salt be dried

on the water-bath until it ceases to lose weight, and the residue cooled in a

desiccator, the loss of weight should not exceed 8.2 per cent. The aqueous solu-

tion should not be rendered turbid by diluted sulphuric acid (abs. of barium;, and

not more than slightly turbid by test solution of chloride of barium (limit of

sulphate). If 1.5 Gm. of the salt be dissolved in 15 C.c. of hot distilled water,

the solution stirred with 0 6 Gm . of crystallized sulphate of sodium in pow-

der, the mixture maintained at 15° C. (59 F.) for half an hour and then drained

through a filter only large enough to contain it, until 5 C.c. of filtrate are

obtained—upon treating this liquid as directed for the corresponding test under

quinine (see Quininci) the results there given should be obtained.

The salt here defined by the formulas is the neutral salt, but the

description does not apply to this salt, nor to any other that can be

found or made in regard to the all-important point of solubility in

water. It is described as being soluble in 16 parts of water, but is

really soluble only in about" 53 parts.

This market is supplied with the officinal salt by two manufac-

turers, but all attempts to get it to dissolve in the described propor-

tion of water have failed, and always will fail, and this fact fre-

quently brought to the Writer's notice led to this investigation of the

subject, all attempts by physicians to use this salt hypodermically

having failed. One part of the officinal salt in 16 parts of water

require the addition of 1.25 parts of diluted (10 p.c.) hydrobromic

acid for complete solution at 15° C. (59° F.), and the solution is

then a mixture of neutral and acid salts ; and being 1 in 16 instead

of 1 in 10, it is not well adapted to hypodermic use. Hence the

Pharmacopoeia is in error, either as to the salt defined or the salt

described, and if the error be in the definition it cannot be corrected

so as to agree with the description, because there is no such salt.

And if there was such a salt, its saturated solution would be too

dilute for hypodermic use.

A salt of foreign make was found in this market, at a high
price, which is adapted, and is used for hypodermic solution, but
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this is labelled dihydrobromate of quinine, being really an acid hy-

drobromate ; and this is probably what the Pharmacopoeia intended,

—or at least what it should have had. This is a true, crystalline

salt, consisting of 2 molecules of hydrobromic acid and 1 molecule

of quinine. Its percentage composition is :

That of the neutral salt

Quinine 60.04 p. c. is Quinine 73.50 p. c.

Hydrobromic acid . . 29.95 Hydrobromic acid 18.33 p. c.

Water 10.01 Water 8.17

100.00 100.00

The acid salt is soluble in about 6 parts of water, and the neutral

salt in about 53 j>arts, and there appears to be no salt between

them. Although different authorities differ in giving the composi-

tion of these two salts, and call them by different names, yet no

third or intermediate salt has been described so far as the writer

could discover, and all efforts to make any other by any of the pro-

cesses given, have failed.

In the Year Booh of Pharmacy for 1875, p. 52, is an abstract

from Joum. de Pharm. etde CJiim., xx., 181, wherein M. Boille pre-

sented' to the French Academy of Medicine an account of a salt

which he calls Neutral Hydrobromate of Quinia, with a percentage

composition as follows :

Quinine, by experience 75.20 by theory 76.59

Hydrobromic acid " 18.26 " " 18.91

Water " 4.80 " " .... 4.25

96.26 99.75

This salt is described as being soluble in five times its weight of

water. The process given for making it is by simple combination of

hydrate of quinine with dilute hydrobromic acid, but all efforts to

get anything but the two above-mentioned salts, the one soluble in

6, the other in 53 parts water, by this process, also failed.

Under the Pharmacopoeia caption or title, both the Dispensato-

ries (U. S. and National) give processes for making the hydrobro-

mate, but none of these could be made to yield anything but the

acid or neutral salts, or anything that would anywhere nearly accord

with the Pharmacopoeia description.

In examining all the authorities within the writers reach, nothing

was discovered that would account for, or lead to the discrepancy
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between the definition and description of the Pharmacopoeia, or to

account for the reason of both being wrong, and had the salt been

much used these errors must have been heard from long ago.

The salt needed for hypodermic use. namely, the acid salt, is very

easily made by simple direct combination between the acid and

base, and is easily crystallized and dried without decomposition,

and it is probably quite as permanent as any of the acid salts of qui-

nine. It contains just about the same proportion of quinine as the

bisulphate, but the acid element is less irritant. The acid sulphate

is soluble in 10 parts of water, the acid hydrobromate in 6, and the

saturated solutions seem to be both liable to produce abscess,

though the acid hydrobromate is less liable than the acid sulphate.

The small quantity of the bromine element in any hypodermic

dose can have but little therapeutic effect, but what it has tends

to correct quininism. When, however, large doses are required, as

in pernicious intermittents, for example, the bromine element be-

comes effective for good.

In all cases where neither the stomach nor rectum will accept the

.quinine, and when the oleate applied to the skin is too slowly ab-

sorbed, the hypodermic use of it becomes very important, and then

no salt is equal to the acid hydrobromate.

IODIDE OF ETHYL.

Ethyl-Iodide is a substance well adapted to a few uses in the

materia medica, and some of these uses appear to be important.

But the occasions for employing it being rare, and the liquid being

difficult to preserve in good condition for use, and when needed be-

ing generally found in a bad condition, or to have been badly made,

—

all these circumstances seem to have conspired to keep it in the back-

ground, comparatively inaccessible and forgotten. Thus it might

be useful to try to devise some means of keeping it in a good condi-

tion, with a view to affording it in such condition.

It is a colorless, volatile, very heavy liquid, of an agreeable

ethereal odor, composed of one molecule each of ethyl (C
2
H

5
=29)

and of iodine (1= 126. G). The s.g. at 15.6°C. compared with water

at the same temperature is 1.9428,—boiling point about T9°C. or

175" F. Mendelijeff gives the s.g. at 15
2
C. as 1.9309, but this

is probably compared with water at 4
C
C. Andrews gives the boiling

point as 71.3°C.
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It is colorless only when it has not been exposed to light, as even

a very slight exposure gives a reddish-brown tint from decomposition

by which iodine is set free. But a very slight degree of decom-

position gives a very considerable depth of tint, so that when the

color does not exceed a wine color it may be disregarded in use.

And even when deeper than this the free iodine which evaporates

with the liquid is not in sufficient quantity to produce irritation.

The product of the following process, to which product the above

given description applies, has a disagreeable alliacious odor in slight

degree, which is supposed to come from the presence of arsenic in

the phosphorus,—and no phosphorus is accessible that is free from

arsenic. If the odor be from arsenic, however, the quantity is too

small to be discovered by the ordinary tests.

The best process for preparing iodide of ethyl for medicinal uses

seems to be that of Beilstein and Rieth a's quoted by Roscoe and

Schorlemmer, Vol. III., Pt. I., p. 347, from Ann. Chem. Pharm %

CXXVL, 250, very slightly modified as follows :

Iodine, resublimed, t>f commerce 1,000 parts or grammes*

Alcohol, clean, s.g. .814 to .820 500 " "

Amorphous Phosphorus 100 " " "

Grammes are used in this process, and the alcohol and phos-

phorus are weighed into a flask of about 2 litres capacity. The
flask being set in a large basin of cold water, the iodine is added

in portions of 100 grammes at intervals of about 15 minutes, the

contents being well shaken round about 10 minutes after each

addition of iodine and again just before the succeeding addition.

By this management the contents become very warm, but not very

hot. When the iodine is all added the flask is loosely stopped

and set aside for 24 or 48 hours. The flask should be now managed

and handled very cautiously, since from the great weight of the

liquid the slightest touch against any hard object breaks it.

The flask is then fitted up for distillation in a salt-water or dilute

glycerin bath, using a Liebig's condenser with glass tube, and dis-

tilled until the rate is reduced to slow dropping. The weight of the

distillate is 1230 to 1240 grammes. The residue in the flask may be

thrown away or may be used for making phosphoric acid. The

distillate is highly colored by free iodine. It is transferred to a

separator and shaken with a very diluted solution of soda until it

is quite free from color. This decoloration is usually accomplished

by30c.c. of normal test solution of soda in 100 c.c. of distilled water ;
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but if the decoloration be not complete 10 c.c. more of the test solu-

tion will complete it. The liquid is then separated from the wash-

ings into the cleaned and dried flask, and is then rectified in the

same way that it was first distilled. The first 100 c.c. of distillate

will contain most of the water that was dissolved, and will be cloudy

from the presence of this. It is convenient to receive this fraction

separately in a small flask filled to half-way up the neck. Then

in about 12 hours' standing the water will separate and may be

taken from the top by bibulous paper, and the clear liquid below

it be added to the remainder of the rectified distillate. This first

fraction of the distillate sometimes has a much more marked

garlicky odor than the larger portion, and if so, it is poured into a

capsule and heated slightly until it is freed from the excess of this

odor, and this heating may entail a loss of 30 to 50 grammes. When
this loss is not necessary the total yield will be about 1120 to 1130

grammes,—or when the loss is necessary, about 1080 grammes. The
product should be at once put up in small vials, and for economy in '

dispensing for use these should not contain more than an ounce,

because a portion of each vial will be spoiled before it is all used,

even with good management. An ordinary half ounce vial, cork

stopped, is the proper container for an avoirdupois ounce, and as this

measures just 15 c.c, it may conveniently be put up by this measure.

As a partial, but useful protection against discoloration by keeping,

—although it does not at all prevent the decomposition which causes

the liquid to become colored, but merely saturates the iodine as it is

set free,—it is advisable to put upon the surface of the liquid in

each ounce vial 5 c.c. of a solution of soda made by mixing 20 c.c.

of normal test solution of soda with 80 c.c. of water. Without this,

even with great care to exclude light, the ether will in a month or

two become distinctly brown tinted, and in 6 months to a year will be

of a pale wine color. When not deeper than this it is entirely fit for

use ; and when much deeper it can be easily decolorized by shaking

with a fresh portion of dilute soda solution.

It is very important to state that from ^eginning to end this pro-

cess should be, or rather must be conducted by artificial light of

low intensity. In the putting together of the elements, and during
the first distillation the exclusion of light is not essential, but for

the rectification and putting up, light should be excluded,— and no
daylight should get access to the vials until after they are wrapped
in dark, thick paper. Even with such wrappers the vials should

be kept in a cool, dark place.
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When in use by nurses or patients the wrappers should be kept

on . and be only loosened around the cork and the lip, and the vial

should be kept in the dark.

It is used by inhalation only, and the best way to administer it is

to drop the dose into a small wide mouth vial and inhale the vapor

directly from the mouth of the vial through the nostrils, using the

warmth of the hand around the vial to hasten the evaporation.

Inhaling the dose from an handkerchief is a very wasteful and un-

certain mode of administration, and although generally recom-

mended it is not the best way nor a good way.

The dose to begin with is 15 to 20 drops, but when indicated at

all it should be pushed to some distinct effect before being abandoned,

and then if useful the effective or useful quantity will be ascertained,

and may be repeated several times a day.

Iodide of ethyl under the name of hydriodic ether seems to have

been introduced to therapeutic use by Dr. Huette in a paper pub-

lished in the Journal de Pharmacie for October, 1850, and an

abstract of this paper, and of another by M. Cap, is given in The

Amer. Jour, of Pharmacy, 1851, Vol. 3, or New Series xvii.. p.

154. In The Medical Record, 1880, Vol. 17, p. 688, is a paper by

Dr. Robert M. Lawrence of Boston, on The Therapeutic value of

Iodide of Ethyl, wherein may be found a good bibliography of the

subject supplemented by Dr. Lawrence's experiences.

It is the easiest, most convenient and most rapid means known
for saturating the organism with iodine. Iodine is found in the

urine within a quarter of an hour after from 15 to 18 inhalations of

the vapor, and continues to be so found for 60 hours, (Huette).

Hence as an adjunct to iodide of potassium when this is required

in large quantities as in syphiloma and other conditions of second-

ary and tertiary syphilis, it is well adapted to be useful. It does

not weaken the digestive organs nor impair the appetite as large

doses of iodide of potassium often do when they have to be con-

tinued to saturation, but has a rather stimulant, tonic effect.

(Huette and Germain S^.) With such considerations as guides

to its general use it has been successfully applied in many neuroses

of the respiratory and circulatory apparatus.—to chronic capillary

bronchitis,—to many forms of asthma, and to the temporary relief

of dyspnoea from whatever cause.

Those who use it should remember that it is about four-fifths

iodine, and that the inspiration of 15 to 20 drops from a wide

month vial will probably result in the absorption of say one-fourth
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of it, - or 4 to 5 drops, weighing 0' to 7 grains. Four-fifths of this,

or say 4 to 5 grains would be iodine. Any such dose of free iodine

would be so irritant as to be poisonous, the usual dose of free iodine,

as in the Compound Solution (Lugol's Solution) being J to $ grain.

Iodide of potassium, however, is over three-fourths iodine, and 10

grains of this salt would therefore represent about 7.5 grains of

iodine.

As iodine is much less irritant when combined with a base than

when free, and is equally effective, it is generally used in com-

bination with some base. Then as the base ethyl of the salt iodide

of ethyl is less irritant, (or rather is not at all irritant under any

known circumstances)—than the base potassium of the salt iodide

of potassium, and as iodide of ethyl is much more easily resolved into

its elements than iodide of potassium, it follows that the former salt

has at least these advantages over the latter in rational therapeutic

uses.

OPIUM ASSAY.

The subject of the determination of the proportion of morphine

in opium is everywhere attracting more attention than ever before,

and it is very fortunate that several able investigators are giving

much time and attention to it. Since the last note in these pamph-

lets, see page 965, many papers have been published, adding much
to the knowledge of the subject, and it is here proposed very briefly

to review two of the most prominent of these.

In The Chemical News, London, of March 9th and 16th, 1888,

is an elaborate paper " On the determination of the amount of

Morphia Present in Opium, by E. F. Teschemacher and J. Den-

ham Smith." This paper is, in the main, a pretty severe criticism

and condemnation of all the more modern work on the subject,

bringing its heaviest strictures to bear upon the process of Prof.

Fluckiger a? modified by the writer, and the same process as modified

by Mr. C. M. Stillwell, of New York. After a great deal of adverse

criticism and ridicule of these two processes, and after passing over

many others more leniently, it is a great surprise to find that the pro-

cess of Messrs. Teschemacher and Smith, shown to be the only one

deserving of confidence, is practically identical with that of Mr. Still-

well, the chief difference being in the use of benzene by Messrs. T.

and S. for the purification of the crude morphine, instead of alcohol
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as used by Mr. Stillwell. Messrs. T. and S. check their final results

by titrating the morphine with standard hydrochloric acid, while

other operators have done this long ago with normal solution of

oxalic acid, which is to be preferred on account of its easy prepara-

tion. The most conclusive answer to these severe strictures that

can be offered is found in the following circumstances :

The heavy dealers in opium care little for processes of assay, but

do care very much for a moderate degree of accuracy in results, and

will go to any moderate amount of trouble and expense to satisfy

themselves in regard to these results. Messrs. T. and S are well

known and trustworthy assayers of opium in the London market,

while Mr. Stillwell and the writer are fairly well known in this mar-

ket. Repeatedly within the past five years shipments of opium

have been bought in the London market on the assays of Messrs T.

and S., and on arrival here have been sampled and assayed by Mr.

Stillwell and by the writer independently,—the owners of the opium

only, knowing of the independent assays until long after they were

made. As a rule these three independent assays agreed within the

limit of three or fourth-tenths of a per cent, or quite as closely as

the conditions under which they were made would admit,—that is,

the sampling at different times of the same lot of opium by differ-

ent persons. In these trials sometimes one and sometimes another

would be higher. Within the past six months, however, a much
more critical trial was made by an importing house of this market.

A large sample of opium was drawn and mixed to complete uni-

formity. It was then divided in three parts, each part wrapped in

tinfoil, and one sent to each of the three assayers named without

permitting either to know that the other samples were being assayed

by others. The final results were within three-tenths of one per

cent., Mr. Stillwell being highest, Messrs. T. and S. second, and

the writer lowest, —all being satisfactory to the house who paid for

the assays, and as near as they expected or desired to come, because

they were convinced that under the conditions of the problem of

opium assaying closer results are not practicable.

Upon this the writer wishes to give emphasis to what he has

again and again written, namely, that refinements of this process of

assay which limit its use to the hands and laboratories of profes-

sional experts, and by which only two or three-tenths of a per cent,

in accuracy is gained,—are not desirable excepting in rare cases

of disputed sales. And that a process that can be applied with a

moderate degree of accuracy, by the largest number of persons in
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interest, is seriously injured by the refinements of special expert

skill. When opiums of the markets vary all the way between 7 and

16 per cent, in morphine value, a process of assay which will dis-

criminate between two samples to within a half of one per cent, and

can be applied by pharmacists and physicians in general, will be of

more value to the whole interest involved than a process which

reaches greater accuracy, but can only be applied by a very few

special experts.

Regarding the use of the word "assay " as applied to the opium

process, Messrs. T. and S. say to Mr. Allen, " Do not let us English-

men corrupt our own language." English dictionaries if followed

back will lead most persons to the conclusion that assay is good

usage, and properly applied when but one or two elements of a

complex substance are to be estimated or valued.* Analysis signi-

fies that the substance is separated into all its component parts,

each part to be recognized in qualitative analysis; but in quantita-

tive analysis each part is to be weighed or the proportions known.

In assaying, whether it be an ore for the proportion of iron it con-

tains, or opium for the proportion of morphine, assay—and not

analysis,— is the proper word. Differentiation of ideas make such

distinctions not only useful but necessary.

Finally at the end of their paper Messrs. T. and S. state that

even if the U.S. Custom House examiners have the capacity to

examine opium, they "have no method whereby they could deter-

mine whether or no an opium does contain 9 per cent, of morphia;

so that they cannot fulfill their instructions, but simply act accord-

ing to their will and pleasure.
"

This is a great mistake, for it is within the knowledge of the

writer that these examiners use practically the same process that is

claimed by Messrs. T. and S. as theirs, and it may be found in The
Journal of the Amer. Chem. Society for 1885, vol. vii., p. 45,

under the caption "Estimation of Morphine in Opium, by J.

Howard YVainwright, Ph. B.,"—Mr. Wainwright being one of the

chemical examiners of the U. S. Custom House at Xew York.

By favor of Dr. Wm. K. Newton, the State Dairy Commissioner

of Xew Jersey, the writer has received that part of his report

* To assay was originally to try. See Richardson, " She assayed in vain to
speak:" " I will assay you; draw and defend yourself.'

7 To try any personal
quality,—or try one*s metal naturally came to trying the metal in a compound
or in an ore,—that is, trying it or assaying it for one or more of its elements,
but not for all, as in analysis.
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which embraces the estimation of morphine in opium for the pur-

poses of the State law on adulteration. The Commissioner's ex-

perience having led him to conclude that the methods of assay were

unsatisfactory, he placed the subject in the hands of Henry P. Corn-

wall, Professor of Analytical Chemistry in The College of Xew
Jersey at Princeton, and Prof. Cornwall has made an elaborate

report, which, from his well-known ability, is entitled to very great

weight, especially as each reported result was checked by a dupli-

cate assay by his assistant, L. W. McCoy, So.D.

He applies and reviews Prof. Fluckiger's process as modified

by the writer,—and as modified by Mr. C. M. Stillwell,—the pro-

cess of the U. S. Pharmacoj^oeia,—Dieterich's process. (Eugene

Dietrich in the Pharmaceutische Centralhalle, xxvii., 529 and 541)

—

the same process nrodified by himself,—and Kremel's method (A

Kremel. Pharmaceutische Rundschau, v. 283, from Pharm. Post,

. 1887, 20, 661, and the Chern, Zeit., 1887, 258,)—and he reaches

the following conclusions :

Prof. Fluckiger's method as modified by E. R. Squibb, owing

to the limited washing, is liable to give too high results.

Stillwell's modification of the last modification provides the

means of arriving with certainty at. correct results, with opium

of any grade.

The U. S. Pharm. method, while open to theoretical objections,

appears to be well adapted to opium of average quality, if very care-

fully executed ; it is less liable to error in the case of officinal

extracts and tinctures of opium than with opium itself.

Dieterich's methods, as improved by himself, are accurate for

officinal extracts and tinctures, but still too low in the case of

opium.

Dieterich's method, with the complete extraction finally adopted

by Prof. Cornwall, gives accurate results for opium, and is the

method least liable to error in comparatively unskilled hands.

KremePs method gives too low results for opium, and is in

any case inferior to Dieterich's, both as to accuracy and conve-

nience.

These conclusions will bear the following criticisms. They were

all reached from one single specimen of powdered opium which

when dried at 100° C. contained 13.3 p.c. of morphine. In Ana-

tolia there are over 20 districts yielding opium to the markets, and

the product of eacli differs somewhat in its reaction with different

processes ;—while Macedonian opiums, which are about the best
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known, are again quite different in their structure or physical con-

stitution. Literally, then, and for great accuracy,—that is for the

expert chemist,—the best method for one opium would not be the

best for others, because it is very well known that all the principal

constituents of opiums of the markets vary quite as much in propor-

tion as the morphine, yet do not vary in the same ratio with

the morphine or with any other single constituent. From this

it follows that the best process of assay might not be that best

adapted to any single sample of opium, but rather that which is

most generally applicable to different samples, and in hands not

specially trained to analytical work, but simply capable of making

assays with a moderate degree of accuracy. This is all that has

ever been claimed for the writers modification of Prof. Fluckiger's

process, and in a large number of instances, with opium from dif-

ferent sources, the results of this method have been checked by

other methods, and by actual experience on a large scale, with-

out having been found too high. And farther, the method has

been frequently compared with Mr. Stillwell's modification of it, by

parallel assays in different hands of about equal capacity, and with

different opiums as they come along in the market, and yet without

greater differences in result than those inseparable from the con-

ditions of such an assay process. That Mr. Stillwell's modifications

are very valuable, and give much confidence and support to the ac-

curacy of the results, is at once fully admitted, and the writer

heartily joins in Prof. Cornwall's statement that they provide a

means of arriving with certainty at correct results. But the ques-

tion is simply, are they necessary in every day practice for commer-
cial purposes,—and do they not endanger the results, when in

ordinary inexpert hands, rather than improve their accuracy ?

In regard to the method of the U. S. Pharmacopoeia, Prof. Corn-

wall is the only writer now called to mind who has been able

to make that process yield as well as he does, and therefore his

testimony is very important upon this point. The general testi-

mony is that its results are too low by about .8 to 2 p.c. and in

view of this new evidence it would be well worth while, if not

quite necessary, that the writer and others should again go over

their work upon this process to see if they were in error, and to

judge of the reasons lately given why it cannot be trustworthy.

Two or more writers have shown that no ordinary lime jjrocess can
be trustworthy, because every degree of excess of lime increases the

degree of solubility of the precipitated morphine in the mother-
liquor, and morphine so held escapes being weighed in the result.

49
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If so high a degree of expert skill be employed as to adjust the

proportion of lime to each opium tested, so as to always avoid any

excess, then this objection to the method would fall, but would still

leave others which are quite important, such as the taking of an

aliquot part,—the precipitation from so large an amount of solution,

by the use of so large an amount of chloride of ammonium by which

the morphine is rendered more soluble in the mother-liquor,—and

the failure to ascertain the purity of the precipitated morphine.

To these Prof. Cornwall adds that the results vary considerably

with the degree of pressure of the crystals between the sheets of

bibulous paper, as directed.

Dieterich's and KremeFs methods have never been applied by the

writer, first for want of confidence in his ability to apply them prop-

erly and accurately, and next for want of confidence in some of the

details which are common to other processes and which have been

unsuccessfully tried.

The practical accuracy or inaccuracy of the U.S. P. process of

assay is constantly assuming greater importance as the laws of the

different States, one after another, are making the U.S. P. their

legal standard for all medicinal substances.

So far as known every State law which adopts a standard at all

adopts the U.S. P., and this, of course, includes the standard for

opium. This officinal standard for opium requires that in its nor-

mal moist condition it should yield not less than 9 p.c. of morphine,

when assayed by the officinal method given. And under powdered

opium it requires that the powder should contain not less than 12

nor more than 16 p.c. of morphine when assayed by the process

given under opium.

In order that a 9 p.c. moist opium should yield a 12 p.c. powder,

it must lose 25 p.c. of moisture in drying. But as opium very

rarely contains this proportion of moisture, and as the average is

not above 20 p.c, and as a 9 p.c. opium with 20 p.c. moisture

yields a powder of only 11.25 p.c, the Pharmacopoeia is inconsistent

within itself and cannot be applied as a standard within its own
limit of error.

But it is rather against its process of assay that the grave objec-

tion lies. It has been repeatedly claimed and shown by the writer

and others that this process in any ordinary hands does not yield

all the morphine that opium contains, and that different varieties

of opium from Asia Minor contain from 1 to 2 p.c. more morphine

than is yielded by thjs process ; and therefore that an opium to

yield 9 p.c. by this process must really contain from 10 to 12 p.c.
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The principal objections to this process are first, that it is applied

to a proportion of the opium taken for assay which may or may not

be an aliquot part of the whole, but which is generally less than it

is assumed to be. Second, that an excess of lime is directed, while

any excess diminishes the amount of morphine precipitated by ren-

dering it soluble in the mother-liquor in proportion to the excess.

And that lime is inadmissible to any process of opium assay be-

cause it cannot be easily adjusted in quantity so as to avoid excess

or deficiency. Third, that the precipitation from so dilute a solu-

tion involves the loss to the assay of all the morphine which the

solution will hold at the point of saturation. Fourth, that the

chloride of ammonium is directed in excess, and thus adds to the

capacity of the mother- liquor to hold morphine in solution. Fifth,

that there is no testing for purity of the precipitated morphine di-

rected,—and finally, that all these defects, excepting the last, are

in the direction of too low a result, and the lowness of result will

vary with the degrees of these defects as they apply to different

specimens of opium, the observed limit of error being very rarely

less than 1 p.c. or more than 2 p.c.

In view of Prof. Cornwall's very successful results with this pro-

cess it has now been again gone over by the writer and a practiced

assistant with much care and accuracy.

A case of Constantinople opium was carefully sampled, a large

sample being taken and very thoroughly mixed to a condition as

nearly homogeneous as possible. Eight portions were weighed off for

assay, and four were independently assayed by each person. Each
assayed one portion by Mp. StillwelFs method of washing with

morphiated solutions,— one by the writer's modification of Prof.

Fluckiger's method, as given at p. 965, and one by the U.S.P.
method. One of the remaining assays was by the writer's method,

for confirmation, and the other by the U.S.P. method, excepting

that 2 grams, each of the recently slaked lime and chloride of

ammonium were used instead of 3 grams, as directed. In all

three applications of the U.S. P. process the quicklime was slaked

with half its weight of water, instead of one-third its weight, as

is more common.
The results of these assays are as follows :
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Stillwell's method in two different hands, 14.29 p. c. 14.24 p. c.

E. R. S.'s method " " " 14.16 " 14.20 "
U. S. P. " " " » 12.72 " 12.52 "*
IJ. S. P. " with less lime and X.H 4 CI. 12.71f
Triplicate of E. R, S's. method 14.32 "

The average of the 5 assays by two processes is 14. 242 p. c.

" 3 " " U. S. P. process is... 12.650 «

Difference 1.592 "

Only 3 of the insoluble, exhausted residues of the assays were
dried at 100° C. and weighed, and these gave 28.72,-28,42, and
28.27 p.c. of the original opium.

Two portions of the mass were also dried at 100°C, giving a loss

of moisture of 18.24 and 18.44 p.c.

These slight differences in the residues and in drying under
exactly the same conditions indicate the want of complete homo-
geniety in the sample mass, —a condition that can, of course, only

be approximated.

If the above given results can be trusted,—and similar results have

been seen often enough by the writer to be trustworthy to him,—the

application of the U.S. P. process fully sustains the rational objec-

tions against it. Therefore neither that nor any other lime process

is applicable to assaying opium.

Now, whenever these three processes are applied to the same
opium there will be an average difference of about the amount indi-

cated, and this want of agreement has already caused much trouble

under the laws of those States which have made the U.S. P. their

legal standard, and the difficulty will be sure to get into the Courts

if the State Examiners undertake prosecutions based upon the

U.S. P. authority, whilst the General Government in its Custom
Houses adopts a better method of assaying.

Dr. Bennett F. Davenport, the enegetic Examiner under the

laws of Massachusetts, publishes in The Druggists' Circular for

March, 1888, p. 52, a correspondence with the Treasury Department

in which he makes a general claim that the U.S. law having

* When this morphine was tested by solubility in lime water a very consider-

able proportion of it was found to be insoluble, and this should be weighed and
deducted as in the other processes.

f The lime and chloride of ammonium were found to be still in excess in this

assay.
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adopted the U.S. P. as a standard of strength and purity, the

opium admitted into the country through the Custom Houses

should be governed by the U.S. P. process of assay, and asks that

the method now in use be replaced by the U.S. P. process, so that

the discrepant results as above shown may be avoided.

This the Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. C. S. Fairchild, declines to

do and gives his reasons, but as he does not go into the history and

details of the matter, Dr. Davenport thinks,—and Prof. Cornwall

will be likely to agree with him,—that the Department is wrong

and uses its authority in the matter arbitrarily. But Dr. Daven-

port does not go over the entire ground in the matter, and his

partial view fails to show him that the Secretary, however disposed,

could not lawfully do what he asks.

In response to a general agitation on the subject of the impor-

tation of adulterated and spurious drugs and medicines, the Con-

gress on June 26, 1848, passed a law, Chapter LXX., Statutes at

Large IX, p. 237, governing such importations. This law permits

the importation of drugs, medicines, etc., which are not "inferior

in strength and purity to the standard established by the United

States, Edinburgh, London, French and German pharmacopoeias

and dispensatories,"—and by this law, says Dr. Davenport, the

Treasury Department is bound to apply the standard established by

the L^nited States Pharmacopoeia.

Under this law of 1848 the Department established a set of Regu-

lations for its enforcement, among which is found one directing

that opium containing less than 9 p.c. of morphine shall not be

admitted into the United States. This Regulation had the full force

of lawv and has now governed the practice and policy for 40 }<ears.

In 1883, however, this Regulation became a law by Act of March 3d.

Hence, if prior to 1883 the Secretary of the Treasury had the power

to modify a Regulation, he since 1883 has lost that power by the

Regulation having become a Statute.

As a Regulation, however, it had all the force of a law. Just

when the Regulation was issued does not appear, but the U.S. P.

revised in 1850, two years after the law was passed, has no standard

of strength for opium, and therefore disregarded the law or the

Regulation made upon it.

At the revision of the Pharmacopoeia for 1860,—the 9 p.c. law hav-

ing been in force ten or more years, and the Pharmacopoeia up to this

time having had no standard for opium,—the writer, serving in the

Committee of Revision, proposed that the Pharmacopoeia be brought
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into accord with the law by adopting the 9 p.c. standard. This

proposition was discussed and defeated, and a standard of 7 p.c. was

adopted, for a nation into which opium of less than 9 p.c. could not

lawfully come, and for'ten years had been prohibited. At this point

Dr. Davenport's position would have been that the Treasury Depart-

ment should have changed the law to accord with the Pharmacopoeia

standard, and this might then have been done, because, as a Treas-

ury Regulation under the law, it could have been changed without

recourse to the Congress. But the conflict thus deliberately brought

by the Pharmacopoeia between its authority and the law was only an

apparent,—and not a real conflict, since the law excluded the impor-

tation of drugs that were inferior in strength and purity to the stand-

ard established by the Pharmacopoeia, and 9 p.c. was not inferior to

the 7 p.c. standard ; and the object of the law was to increase and

not to diminish standards of strength and purity.

At the revision of the Pharmacopoeia for 1870,—the 9 p.c. law

having then been in operation twenty or more years,—the officinal

standard was changed so that opium dried at 212° F. was required

to yield at least 10 p.c. of morphine by the officinal process. This

standard would be equivalent to about 8 p.c. in the moist condition.

Up to, and including this revision the old Staples process of assay

was the officinal one, and this gave a fairly accurate account of the

proportion of morphine present. Indeed it was the basis of the

writers modification of Prof. Fluckiger's process, having been

modified and used by the writer for many years. Thus again in

1870 the Committee of Revision refused to conform to the law and

the practice of the General Government, and continued the author-

ity of the Pharmacopoeia against the law, but this authority was not

harmful while the law excluded opium of less than 9 p.c, since very

few persons would reduce the strength of opium as imported, to

the officinal standard.

At the revision of 1880,—the law having then been in operation

thirty or more years,—the Committee of Revision no longer dis-

regarded it, but intended to come fully up to it by adopting 9 p.c. as

the officinal standard, and the intention was also to adopt a more

accurate process of assay than the old Staples method. The writer,

among others, was invited to contribute to this object of getting a

better process, and very cheerfully did much work for the Committee,

which resulted in his offering his modification of Prof. Fluckiger's

process. This was, however, rejected by the Committee in favor of

the present officinal process, doubtless because they considered the
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latter as better and easier, and therefore better adapted to pharma-

copceial use. In practice, however, it has not proved to be suffi-

ciently accurate, its results being variable, but generally, if not always

too low ; and it is this defective process of assay which now con-

fuses and discredits the pharmacopceial authority.

By an Act of Congress of March 3, 1883, it is declared that " The
importation of opium containing less than 9 p.c. of morphine is

hereby prohibited." So that since that Act went into force the

standard has not been a Treasury Regulation based on the law of

1848,—but has been itself a law of Congress, and as such it cannot

be traversed by State la ws, nor by the Pharmacopoeia. Opium must

contain 9 p.c. of morphine, and the Treasury Department must as-

certain that it contains at least that proportion before admitting it

into the country. The question next arises, how shall the Depart-

ment ascertain this percentage? Examiners are appointed who go

over the known processes of assay and select two or more for prac-

tical application,—one of these being the officinal process. Two or

more Examiners, working month after month upon hundreds of as-

says,—upon examining results, find that the Pharmacopoeia process

does not give account of all the morphine which opium contains,

and they are therefore bound by the law to prefer any other process

which within their knowledge and experience does give all the mor-

phine.

The Treasury Department is bound by the law of 1848 to admit

no opium that is "inferior in strength and purity to the standard

established by the United States Pharmacopoeia and is bound by

the law of 1883 to admit no opium which contains less than 9 p.c.

of morphine. It has obeyed both laws ever since their enactment,

and must continue to obey them so long as they are unrepealed, and

when the State Examiners ask the Department to ascertain the per-

centage of opium by the Pharmacopoeia process of assay, or by any
other that does not give an account of the morphine contained,

they ask for an unlawful act, and therefore one that the Department
has no power to grant.

The Secretary of the Treasury, in common with importers, cares

not at all whose process is used, or what any special process yields,

but is simply bound by law to see that his experts use the best

means known for ascertaining the proportion of morphine which
opium contains.

If the Pharmacopoeia assay could be adopted by the Department
it is probable that 60 p.c. of the opium now admitted would be
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rejected, and yet all but about 10 of the 60 p.c. would contain 9 p.c.

or more of morphine. The effect of this upon the importations of

opium is easily understood. Importers who have their opium rejected

generally appeal from the decision of the Examiners, and the result

of such appeals to legally selected experts is final. If the rejections

were based upon the officinal process, they would very rarely be

sustained by the experts, and thus much trouble, delay and expense

would be necessarily incurred, and the Department which should

cause this would earn much obloquy.

Opium is a very important medicine in almost universal use in

various forms, and is liable to much adulteration. It' is therefore

among the most prominent substances to be looked after by State

Boards of Health, and if their examiners should enter prosecutions

based upon the officinal process, which is really their law, the

Courts would fall back upon United States law as construed by

experts, and then the State laws would often be weakened by defeat

where their strength is most needed. The authority of the Pharma-

copoeia must be right, and be capable of being shown to be right, in

order to be sustained by law, and in order to command proper

respect.

Mr. C. M. Stillwell has added a practical detail to the writer's

method of managing samples of moist opium which tends to greater

accuracy and is often a very great convenience. The samples from

different lumps which are to be worked into a homogeneous mass

are often so soft and sticky as to adhere to the fingers, obstruct the

working and involve loss of moisture by the time required. Mr.

Stillweirs method, which the writer has often adopted with entire

success, is simply to use a little powdered starch upon the fingers

and other surfaces upon which the mass is to be worked up. If

but little starch is required its weight does not more than counter-

balance the moisture lost in the working. But if the mass be very

soft, and much starch be required, it is better to weigh off a gram,

of it, work it all in, and take account of it in weighing off the por-

tions for the assay.

It is believed that the working up of the mass of samples is not

always effectively done, and that this is not infrequently the cause

of a variation between two or more assays from the same mass. The
shell, or surface of the lumps of opium, is often very dry and hard,

the dryness of the lumps diminishing to the centre of each one.
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Some lumps in almost every case of opium are quite hard, and to

get these hard portions equally distributed through a mass is by no

means easy, while if they be not well distributed assays will vary,

from this cause, to the extent of one to three-tenths of a per cent.

When a mass has been very thoroughly worked by repeatedly roll-

ing it into a long cylinder and doubling the ends into the centre,

and again rolling out, lumps are still to be found in it on close

examination, and therefore parts of the mass are almost certainly

different, while in the long working much moisture will be lost.

Therefore, in cases where it is important to have a closer assay than

from one to three-tenths per cent, variation, as in appeals from

Custom House decisions, it is best to weigh the total unmixed

samples in the tin box as collected and carried, and then dry them
until they can be rubbed to a uniform powder, weighing off the

portions for assay from this powder.

In all the more recent processes of assay for opium the resulting

crystals of hydrate of morphine are directed to be dried at 100°O.

with the conspicuous exception of the U. S. Pharmacopoeia, which
directs that the crystals be dried at 55 to 60°C.

These crystals of morphine contain one molecule or about 6 p. c.

of water of crystallization, and the almost universal statements of

the authorities are that it does not lose this water below 120°C. and

hence the directions to dry them at 100° C. seemed quite safe and

proper.

In a paper entitled " Morphine Hydrate, byD. B. Dott, F.L.C.,

F.R.S.E.," read before the Pharmaceutical Society of G-reat

Britain, at an evening meeting in Edinburgh, on February 15th,

1888, and published in ThePharm. Journ. and Trans, of February

25, p. 701, the author shows that the generally accepted authori-

ties are all in error on this point, and that the crystals do lose their

water of crystallization even at 75°C, and in time lose the whole of

this water at 90°C. or below that.

In the Journal above cited for March 24, 1888, p. 801, there is a

"Note on Morphine, by Dr. 0. Heese," confirming and establishing

the results of Mr. Dott, having previously published, as the result

of numerous determinations, that the crystals lose all their water

between 90 and 100°C.

From this it will be at once seen that in the writer's process of
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assay and in all those who followed him, there has been a hitherto un-

suspected source of error in the drying of the crystals which must

have led to discrepancy in results, because varying mixtures of

anhydrous and hydrated morphine have been constantly weighed,

compared and stated as hydrated morphine.

In shaking out the crystals, common to almost all the modern
processes of assay, the crystals vary very much in size, even from the

same opium and management, and as they vary in size they will

vary in the proportion of water lost in a given time at 100°C.

Therefore the same opium with the same management will vary,

from this cause, in the results of assays, and will vary in propor-

tion to time and temperature, so as to affect the results to the

extent of .1 to .9 p.c.

Since reading the important papers above referred to the writer

has examined closely his customary methods of drying, and has

caused some practical trials to be made. The crystals from an assay,

air dried, were put into a cold desiccator over sulphuric acid for

48 hours and then weighed. In 48 hours more in the desiccator

the 1.7 grammes of crystals had lost .002 gramme. Then in 24

hours more the weight was unchanged. Next, in a steam-heated

drying closet at 80° to 82° 0. the loss in 4 hours was .42 p.c. In 3i
hours the additional loss was 1.21 p.c. In 2 hours more the ad-

ditional loss was 1.03 p.c, and then weighed about every 34- hours

the loss diminished until after 224- hours heating at 80° to 82° C. the

total loss was 4.77 p.c. when it ceased to lose at that temperature.

Then heated to 90° C. it lost in 2| hours .546 p.c. additional. In 3

hours more 1.192 p.c. In 2f hours more .052 p.c, and then in

11 hours lost no more. Loss at 90° C. 1.790 p.c. Total loss (at 80

to 82° C. 4.77 p.c+1.790=) 6.56 p.c, which agrees almost ex-

actly with the results of Mr. Dott.

Then in three carefully made assays by different methods, the

crude hydrate of morphine crystals were dried at 50° C,—not until

they actually ceased to lose weight, but to the usual extent of 2 or 3

hours,— and were then weighed. Dried at 100° C. and weighed

every 4 hours for 16 hours, until they ceased to lose, the loss was for

each 4 hours as follows :

Crystals from Stillwell process, 7.02 p.c. .07 p.c. 0 p.c. Op.c. Total, 7.09 p.c

" E. R. S. " 6.70 " .20 " .087 " 0 " " 6.98
"

" li. S. P. " 6.34 " .47 " .15 " o " " 6.06
"

By the Stillwell process the crystals being finally washed with
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niorphiated spirit and ether, seem to lose their water of hydration

more quickly.

These losses somewhat exceed the first trial, and this, probably,

because the drying at 50° C. was not complete.

From these considerations it is plain that the statements of results

of opium assays up to this time have all been slightly erroneous

from an hitherto unobserved source of error, and that this error has

varied with the time and temperature of drying between the limits

of about .1 to .9 p.c, and that hereafter tins source of error should

be avoided.

It maybe avoided in two ways.—either by drying the hydrate

of morphine at not over 50
3
C. for 6 to S hours;—or by drying at 100°

C. for 4 to 6 hours and adding about 7 p.c. to the resulting weight,

for the water of hydration lost, by drying at the higher tempera-

ture. In either case the drying must be continued until it ceases

to lose weight.

As it has always been the usage or intention to state the results

in the terms of crystallized morphine, and as crystallized morphine

contains at least one molecule of water of crystallization (1| mole-

cules according to Mr. Dott), it would be very confusing and in-

convenient now to change and state them as anhydrous morphine,

beside, it would be inaccurate so to do.

The writer proposes now to follow up this subject of drying in his

ordinary practice, and ascertain by experience which is the best and

most accurate way. with the confident expectation of closer and

more uniform results.

An opium has lately appeared in this market which, from having

been sent at first to some Boston houses, is called in this market
" Boston Opium. '' Much good opium as well as poor has always

been sent to Boston houses, but because this opium is so peculiar

as to require a distinctive name, it has become known as Boston

opium, although little or none of it may go to Boston since its char-

acter has been found out. Some of that seen by the writer is the

handsomest opium he has ever seen, and a physician or pharmacist

who should once get it, and afterward get good ordinary opium,
would be likely to think he had been cheated on the last. The frac-

ture is smooth and uniform, the color, odor and consistence good,

and the lumps are put up in excellent order. Indeed to a person in
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the practice of seeing good opium the first suspicious thing about this

variety is that its appearance is too good, because it at once sug-

gests the idea of being made up for appearance, and it evidently is

so made up. Usually it yields just about the legal 9 p.c, which is

doubtless the object of the make up. Sometimes it falls a little

short through unskillful management at its source, and gets reject-

ed. But sometimes it considerably overruns the 9 p.c, doubtless

through the same want of skill in the make up.

It however need never deceive any one who knows of the exist-

ence of such a variety of opium in the markets, because its very

handsome appearance and unusually good sensible properties serve,

so far, to distinguish it at once.

The object of this note is to make this comparatively new. opium

better known. It is said to make a very handsome powdered opium,

and if so, would be likely then to deceive the most expert judges.

CITEATE OF IKON AND STRYCHNINE.

The Pharmacopoeia of 1870, yielding to the popular demand for

ready-made arbitrary combinations, introduced the citrate of iron

and strychnine, and the present revision retained it, adding a very

good paragraph of description and tests.

The preparation is a simple mixture of citrate of iron and am-

monium with citrate of strychnine,—or of an iron salt with a strych-

nine salt, without any known advantage, but with the rational dis-

advantage of a fixed relation between two agents which are rarely

needed in the same proportion or for the same length of time in any

two cases.

Its usage seems to depend upon its convenience to those physicians

who prefer to have the proportions of their agents fixed for them be-

forehand. The original intention of the mixture was, doubtless,

that it should be given in the solid condition, in powder, pill or

capsule, but of late it has become common to give it in solution,

and it is the object of this note to state that it is not permanent

in solution.

When made in strict accordance with the U.S. P. process a

whitish deposit will begin to settle out within two or three hours'

and will continue to increase at the bottom of the solution during

many days. A slight increase in the proportion of ammonia or
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of citrate of ammonia will retard the decomposition for a short time,

and will redissolve the precipitate when formed, and in this way

it maybe made to stand about a day or two longer for each 2 p.c of

citrate of ammonia added to replace as much citrate of iron and

ammonia, but no proportion tried has rendered the solutions per-

manent for a longer time than three or four days when the proportion

of strychnine is kept at 1 p.c. The precipitate in every case was

about 50 p.c. strychnine, and any patient who should get the last doses

from a vial that had not been well shaken at every dose, would be

surely poisoned by the strychnine ;—not fatally of course, because

if the precipitate was all strychnine and if all the strychnine was

deposited, it would require 50 to 100 grains to yield a fatal dose.

Yet the effects might be alarming and troublesome.

BAD PRESCRIBING AXD STILL WORSE DISPENSING.

' The writer was recently summoned as a witness in a New York
Court, and heard the following case :

A physician gave a patient for colic one-third of a grain of sul-

phate of morphine by hypodermic solution in the walls of the

abdomen, and gave him a prescription for " Mistura Squibb 2 \
99

to be taken as directed. The verbal directions given with this were

that if, on reaching home, the man's pain was better, he should

take none. If about the same, take a teaspoonful ; if worse, take

two teaspoonfuls. In a few minutes after the man left it, the phar-

macist came to the physician's office to ask what " Mistura Squibb 99

was, or what was meant by it. The physician gave him the formula

for the common compound tincture of opium or diarrhoea mixture.

He knew what that was, and went off to dispense it. A short time

after he came to the physician again, and said he had made a great

mistake by having dispensed the compound solution of opium, a

preparation six times stronger than that intended, and containing

a proportion of opium equivalent to about 7-J grains of sulphate of

morphine to the fluidounce.

They at once sent for the patient to come to the pharmacist's

store, when they found he had taken two teaspoonfuls of the com-

pound solution of opium, about equivalent to two grains of

sulphate of morphine, after having had one-third of a grain by

hypodermic injection. The gravity of the case was at once realized,
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and very vigorous, proper measures were adopted to counteract the

opium ; and after two physicians walking and dragging the patient

through the streets all night with occasional bowls of strong coffee,

—keeping near to a large hospital where a battery was in readiness

in case the respiration should entirely fail,—signs of improvement
began. Then in a few hours more the danger was past.

It seems altogether inexcusable for any physician to write such a

line as that above quoted and issue it as a prescription, because it

really indicates nothing, and means nothing that any pharmacist is

bound to know, or can in any way be responsible for not knowing.

If physicians by thoughtless habits abbreviate and curtail their

names so that they signify nothing with definiteness or safety,

—

and will use names of persons instead of things, or proper names as

indefinite adjectives,—they not only discredit themselves, but also

their profession, and when they get into the Courts they can expect

no mercy.

The pharmacist in this case did exactly what was right, and took

the only proper course open to him, when he went to the physician

with his nondescript prescription, for an explanation, and the phy-

sician then did the best he could do by giving him the formula for

it. But, after this, the pharmacist went back and committed the

almost criminal blunder of dispensing a solution instead of a tinc-

ture, the one six times stronger than the other,—with the formula

for the weaker one in his hand, and the label of the stronger one

on his bottle,—with a nearly fatal result.
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DIPHTHERIA.

The Kings County Medical Association, over which the writer has

had the honor of presiding through the last three terms, concluded,

at the April meeting, a discussion of diphtheria, which occujned with

interest and profit, six consecutive monthly meetings. The importance

of this discussion will be recognized from the fact that during the

time occupied by it, no less than 594 deaths occurred from diph-

theria in an estimated population of about 800,000 ; and from the

circumstance that many of the best and busiest physicians of this

population took part in the discussion. The monthly accounts of

this discussion will be found in Gaillard's Medical Journal from

November, 1888, to June, 1889, inclusive. All that is aimed at here

is to give a brief abstract of the materia medica element of the dis-

cussion, so far as the principal agents used are concerned, and these

agents will be taken up in the order of the frequency with which

they are used in this locality. This, however, may not be the order

of their real importance in treatment, because some have a popu-

larity from long established use, which may be yielding to more
recent agents. In almost all cases more than one of the agents

were used.

Alcohol was almost universally used, and generally as brandy or

whisky, but with two very distinct objects in view. The greater

number of physicians used it in moderate quantities as a stimulant

and a food to support the failing powers of their patients, and in the

more exhausting stages of the disease, and always as an adjunct to

other active treatment. But there were many who used it in large

quantities from the very onset of the disease, as a special, powerful

antidote to the malignant poison of the disease very much in the way
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that it is used in snake-bite. This treatment was pursued and

strongly advocated by the late Dr. E. N. Chapman of this city up

to the time of his death. Long before his death, however, he pub-

lished a monogram on " The Antagonism of Alcohol and Diph-

theria/' Brooklyn, 1878, at which time he had treated 125 cases

with but one death. Many have followed this use of alcohol, as

the principal element in treatment, with encouraging success, but

not generally with the success of Dr. Chapman. One busy and

successful physician, who had long used this treatment, during an

epidemic in his practice, awoke one night at 3 A.M. with easily

recognized symptoms of diphtheria, including a membrane in the

pharynx. He at once took half a bottle of brandy,— probably about

12 fluidounces. This under ordinary circumstances would repre-

sent about 5.4 fluidounces of absolute alcohol, or about the fatal

dose. By 8 o'clock,—or in 5 hours,—he had finished the bottle of

say over 10 fluidounces of absolute alcohol. After such a use

of alcohol he was "at work again in a week/' and he believes that

it saved his life. And yet when in health half an ounce of brandy

makes him feel "heady." Most of those who used alcohol in this

way testified to the absence of any signs of intoxication when the

disease was at all pronounced in degree; and any signs of intoxication,

or odor of alcohol on the breath were regarded as the limit of dosage.

From G to 12 fluidounces of brandy in the 24 hours were not

infrequently used on children from 6 months to 3 years old, though

in the larger part of a general experience much smaller quantities

were required :—but always alcohol from the first in liberal and

frequent doses.

Tincture of the Chloride of Iron was perhaps the agent

next most commonly used as a principal element in treatment, by

the greatest number of practitioners, and this was always used

freely as both a local and systemic agent. Though rarely used

alone, there was much testimony in its favor, and none against it.

It was simply losing ground to agents that were gaining in popu-

larity.

Corrosive Sublimate, or mercuric chloride, was very largely

used as a local application by spray or gargle,—about 1 to 500 for

spraying, and 1 to 4,000 for gargling. A large number of physi-

cians used this agent locally, and a smaller number used it system-

ieally. In no case had there been toxic effects, and in one case,

only, there was mild salivation, and the experience from its use was

generally favorable. When used internally, the doses were generally
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small and frequently repeated, and the administration was car-

ried to the production of the characteristic diarrhoea with green

stools. Attention was called to a recent paper on "Mercuric

Bi-Chloride in Diphtheria/' by Dr. John S. Coleman, of Augusta,

Oa., published in the Journal of The Am. Med. Asso. for Febru-

ary 23d, 1889, page 254. Dr. Coleman claims for mercuric chloride

what has been, by others, claimed for alcohol,—that diphtheria

establishes a tolerance of the agent, and certainly his experience

tends to sustain such a claim. Among other cases he relates one

of a child 16 months old who took corrosive sublimate in doses of

one-eighth of a grain hourly for 72 consecutive hours,—9 grains in

three days,—with the result of complete recovery after expelling

a large tube of laryngial membrane. This was his largest dosage,

and his worst case, but other children took very large quantities

with similar results. A child of three years took six eighths of a

^rain in 6 hours, and a total of 10.5 grains in 9 days. Any such

quantities in healthy children would probably prove fatal.

Dr. Coleman does not always use such doses, but begins with

one thirty-second of a grain and increases until the disease is

counteracted or is in abeyance. It was stated by a member who
knew him, that Dr. Coleman was not an enthusiast, but an old

long-established physician not likely to be carried away by having

a theory to support.

Peroxide of Hydrogen, or hydrogen dioxide, was presented

during the discussion, as having been used both locally and inter-

nally in the treatment of diphtheria, as being one of the most

active and energetic antiseptics known, and some account of it is

given in this pamphlet at page 1146. It was subsequently used by

several of the members, and the reports of its use then and since

have been very favorable. Without being new at all, it is being

treated as a novelty, and many very extravagant statements are

being published by the makers of it, so that it is feared that this

may prejudice the use of what should, on principle, be a very valu-

able agent, not only in diphtheria, but in many other septic condi-

tions.

As an ultimate result of the whole discussion it may be fairly

stated that with the use of these agents, judiciously applied, the

fatal cases of diphtheria, in the hands of those who discussed it

here, were very far below its general mortality, and as this came to

be apparent from the discussion it was questioned whether this was
the result of treatment, or whether it might not be the result of a
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milder form of the disease in the classes of the community among"

which these physicians practiced. There was, however, no doubt-

left in the minds of any as to the value of treatment in contrast

with expectant nursing of the sick,—and in this connection the-

writer offers no apology for quoting the weighty words of one who
has observed diphtheria as closely, seen as much of it, and written

upon it as intelligently as any living authority.

Dr. A. Jacobi, of New York, in addressing the British Medical

Association,—see The British Medical Journal for September 22,.

1888, page 653,—says :

" In urging upon you these remedial ' measures in the dangers

of diphtheria, I beg of you not to take me for a meddler and

mterferer. Like yourself, I see many a case of sickness, and treat

many without medicines. But there must be a reason for both

non-medication and medication ; and there must be medication

when there is an indication for it. When there is, there is also an

indication for a sufficient dose. I believe in Nature, and in spon-

taneous cures, but I know also that Nature destroys with the same

equanimity and indifference with which it allows the getting well.

I believe in the action of medicines, and the responsibility of the

physician ; I know that when a political Nihilist commits a single

murder the newspapers of the world talk loudly of it. When a

therapeutical Nihilist commits a hundred homicides, a quiet certifi-

cate and the silent sod cover the sins of omission."

I.

EVOLUTION OF COMMUNICABLE DISEASE AND ITS

MANAGEMENT.*

By E. R. Squibb, M. D., of Brooklyn, N. Y.

The thorough discussion of the character and management of

diphtheria by this Association has demonstrated the fitness of this

disease to serve as a type and illustration upon which to base some

*Reael before The Kings County Medical Association, February 5th, 1889,

during the discussion <>n diphtheria, and published in Gaillard's Medical Jour-

nal of March, 1889, p. 257.
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generalizations and some reasoning which may be both in time and

in place here.

Diphtheria appears to have been slowly evolved during the past

three centuries by a gradual, molecular accumulation or grouping

of its elements, just as chemical elements group themselves into

new molecular forms under new conditions. Constituent charac-

teristics of the now specific disease came together from time to time,

first in sporadic cases, then endemically, and finally in epidemics
;

but only in the early part of the present century acquiring suffi-

cient identity to be recognized as a specific disease under its pres-

ent name.*

Then, as named by Bretonneau from one of its most constant

products, it was still short of its present character. Its epidemics

were numerous enough, but with no distinct evidence of communi-

cability. Even when it invaded this country as late as 1857, or

thereabout, it rarely appeared to be contagious. Now it is recog-

nized by all as a most definite, specific, contagious disease. In short,

diphtheria has been evolved from scattered elements into a concrete

disease within a period of time that is traceable in the history of

medicine. A period in its history is easily reached when there is

no mention- made of its communicability. Then it became of

doubtful communicability. Now it is undoubtedly contagious by

means of its products. How did this communicability arise ? It is

the most important characteristic of the disease, because without

communicability it would be comparatively harmless.

Here then is a specific disease which has been acquired by the

human race during the few centuries embraced by intelligent med-

ical history ; and its most important characteristic
;
namely, its

contagion, has been acquired within a single century, and has within

that time grown to its present degree. Other diseases seem to be

acquiring communicability in the same progressive way,—pneumo-
nia and phthisis, for example,—and another century may bring

these to a degree of communicability equal to that of diphtheria

now, and may advance diphtheria to the degree of small-pox.

If health be the normal condition of the race, then disease is

abnormal ; and if such abnormality be acquired, it follows, that

under other and better conditions, diphtheria would not have been

*As late as 1862. Dr. William Aikin in The Science and Practice of Medicine,
London, 1863, vol. I., p. 565, seems to have confused other affections with
diphtheria—since he says: Towards the middle of the last century it was preva-
lent in America, and particularly at New York and Philadelphia. " It ter-
minated the life of the celebrated Washington, and of the Empress Eugene."
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acquired as early, or might not have been acquired at all. Again,

under such better conditions the communicability of the disease

might have been developed at a later period of its age,—might have

progressed more slowly,—or might not have been acquired at all.

The agency by which it is communicated or propagated,—the con-

tagium,—could not have existed before the time when it became

communicable ;—or, the condition capable of being impressed by the

contagium,—the susceptibility,—could not have existed. There-

fore this contagium and the susceptibility to it must both have had

a beginning and a development or growth. But, a contagium

without susceptibility to it, is unknowable ; while a susceptibility

to disease, as the first step in any departure from normal health, is

easy to comprehend, and upon this the beginning and growth of a

contagium is easily understood.

If the contagium be a living organism, one of two primary con-

clusions must be accepted. The organism must have had a begin-

ning, and that is a new creation for each contagious disease at the

time when it becomes contagious ; but spontaneous generation is not

now accepted ;—or, the living organism must have been evolved from

some pre-existing organism by gradual change of pabulum, and

through this change of surroundings (environment), must gradu-

ally have acquired its new powers of contagion.

But this latter conclusion is only logically tenable on the ground

that the diseased condition, or the susceptibility to it, endows the

organism with the power to propagate the contagium, and thus it

really carries the power behind the organism to its pabulum or

environment. Then, as the pabulum, which changes and evolves

the organism, must precede the changed condition and power of the

organism, it is only rational to infer that the pabulum may be the

virus of contagion, and the organism may be the consequence and

not the cause of contagion.

Or, the pabulum, —itself unable to propagate contagion,—may so

nourish or cultivate the organism as to give to its products the

power of contagion.

Again, it is not irrational to suppose that neither the pabulum

nor the organism, separately or together, have the power of conta-

gion ; and yet the products of the organism, or the combination of

such products with the pabulum, may be the contagium.

In any logical, inductive consideration of the acquired power to

propagate disease, it must be conceded that the susceptibility, or

condition of pabulum, antedates or precedes all other elements in
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the chain of causation, be these elements few or many, and that the

virus of contagion is not simple but complex.

Whatever may be the nature of the virus of contagion, or however

potent or perfect or virulent it may be, its action and effects are very

inconstant. No case of contagious disease ever affects all who come

within the influence of the contagion, as would be required by a

perfect contagium. Even in severe epidemics a very small propor-

tion of those subjected to it are affected by it at all in any of its

varying degrees. This re-introduces the quality of susceptibility in

its relation to the spread of contagious disease.

All the way down the centuries through which disease is evolved,

it is constantly opposed by the persistence of the type of normal

health,—the natural tendency to be well, and to return to health

when sick. But throughout these centuries a susceptibility to

disease has been gradually acquired against the tendency of normal

health to persist, and this susceptibility is more important than the

contagion, because it generates the pabulum upon which the

elements of the virus of contagion originate, and upon which they

"develop into full power.

The superior importance of this susceptibility is again seen in the

self-evident fact that by controlling it at any stage or degree the

whole train of disease, including communicability, is controlled.

The management by which increasing knowledge and skill has

sought to control disease, has, through a process of evolution, gone

on parallel with disease, and has thus brought the race to its present

condition of civilization. This management has always been of two

kinds. First in order of origin and practice was the control of

disease when it occurred ; and second, the control of the causes of

disease so as to prevent its occurrence. Only in one branch of this

last subdivision of management has the progress seemed to be slow,

and to have fallen behind the rate of progress of disease. Neither

the sickness rate nor the mortality of the earlier ages of life has

been reduced in the same proportion as in adult life, and although

the lower rate in adults may depend largely on the fittest having

survived, yet this does not account for the entire difference. This

very important remainder will doubtless be found in the defective

management of the health of early life through which the suscepti-

bility to contagious diseases is kept at a high point.

Contagion, however mild or virulent, affects a very small propor-

tion of those exposed to it, and affects the few in various degrees of

severity, quite irrespective of the mildness or virulence or the quan-
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tity of the contagion. These conditions are expressed by the vary-

ing degrees of susceptibility in those exposed to contagion ; and this

varying susceptibility is but an expression of varying powers of

vitality, or of persistence of the type of normal health.

Children are born with an immense power to live and thrive. That

power which in 280 days increases the weight of the foetus more than

280 times, continues after birth. The foetal mortality rate is very

small, and although the mortality rate of the newly born is greater,

it is still very small during the first few weeks of independent life,

and the susceptibility to disease is very low—not much higher than

during foetal life. All that appears to be needed now is to utilize,

economize and continue this momentum of normal vital power, and

its consequent low susceptibility, as the condition upon which a

normal childhood and adult age are to be expected.

But at birth it becomes optional with the mother whether or not

she will continue to nourish her offspring by supplying the natural

food of the second stage of life. Occasionally through hereditary

descent from mothers who have not nursed their children, or

through individual defects, mothers cannot nurse their children.

Occasionally they think they cannot, or are badly advised, and do

not try. Again, they try, and through want of persistence think

they fail ; and so on, until now, under one pretext or another, a

large proportion of mothers do not nurse their children ; while

another class, from easily preventable causes, nurse them badly or

insufficiently, and thus the mammary glands seem to be slowly

degenerating to the rudimentary condition.

Under these circumstances—milk being so plainly the food for all

mammalian young,—the milk of healthy animals that have lost no

part of either their organs, functions, or instincts of maternity, be-

comes the natural and rational substitute,—and, fortunately, this

substitute is always within easy reach of those classes of the race

that most need it. But here mercantile interests, and the ingenuity,

plausibility and credulity begotten of such interests, come into play,

and artificial substitutes for the natural substitute are offered and

urged in increasing numbers.

These artificial infant foods, as often as they have been examined

with the requisite knowledge, care and skill, are found to consist

mainly of flour and sugar, and they are all abnormal and unnatural

as applicable to the young, whose natural food is milk.

That no mammalian mother ever produces such mixtures, or any-

thing at all analogous to them, should be a sufficient answer to all
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their claims and to the certificates of the prominent medical men
who counsel their use. Yet their use has become so general that it

is quite time to consider their possible or probable relation to the

susceptibility of childhood to disease in general, and especially to

contagious diseases., like diphtheria.

The influence of unnatural and defective food upon the young is

too well known to need discussion. Iu a large proportion of cases

the primary effect seems to be to compel the using up of the reserve

stores of vital force, without producing immediate sickness, and

generally without appearing to interfere much with the early de-

velopment, so that there is little or no evidence that the tendency

of health to persist through these vital reserves, is being used up

until infancy is past, and the defective power of resisting disease is

shown in a commencing susceptibility.

That the sickness rate is low in early infancy when artificial foods

are used, and high after these have been replaced by a varied diet,

is not a sound argument in favor of such foods, because by having

caused the reserve forces to be used up, and by having vitiated the

natural appetite for more wholesome food, the artificial foods may
have, left little power to resist disease, and this without much ap-

parent deviation from health. Thus a high rate of susceptibility

may be cultivated in individuals and in communities, unsuspected

because unseen, until shown by attacks of sporadic or epidemic

disease, and by the more or less feeble resistance to such attacks.

Whatever weight may be accorded to the above reasoning, certain

conclusions having an important bearing upon the management of

communicable disease, can hardly be avoided.

First.—Susceptibility to disease must precede diseased action ;

and the causes of disease, whether communicable or not, must be

evolved from this susceptibility.

Second.—This susceptibilitv is acquired upon a normal basis of

health, which basis has a normal tendency to persist or to resist,

and therefore the susceptibility is preventable.

Third.—This susceptibility varies in degree from insusceptibility

up to the highest rate : and the degree of activity or virulence of

contagious virus must coincide with the degree of susceptibilitv in

the production of disease, either factor being impotent without

the other.

Fourth.—In controlling susceptibility, the virus of contagion

and other causes of disease are necessarily controlled.

Fifth.—Susceptibility is acquired gradually and imperceptibly
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through a process of evolution, and its control or management
must be through a similar process.

The practical deductions to be drawn from these conclusions

constitute the object of this note.

Without any relaxation of effort for the treatment of communi-
cable disease as it occurs, for the destruction of the virus of conta-

gion, and for- the protection of susceptible individuals, persistent

effort should be made in another direction not commonly consid-

ered
;
namely, to lower the rate of susceptibility. In every com-

munity physicians see examples of successive generations of well-

ordered lives in the rearing of offspring in a rational, nearly normal

way, and see that in a broad average such always show themselves

fittest to survive. All such examples, and all that approach them,

should be encouraged, supported and multiplied.

One of the increasing defects of late generations seems to be want

of proper parental discipline and training of the young. Education,

without power behind it to enforce its teaching, is not sufficient to

restrain from injurious inclinations and appetites.

Children are perhaps very generally taught that self-denial, and

not self-indulgence, must be the order of well-lived, healthy lives.

Yet upon this teaching the cultivation of perverted appetites and

the indulgence of them, is the common practice ; and as candies

and cakes take the place of more simple and wholesome natural

food, artificial digestives are required, and conditions are gradually

established upon which disease is more frequently and more easily

acquired, and upon which disease itself is gradually developed and

intensified into a more frequent and more easy commuuicability.

The doctrine that disease is penal, and that as a penalty it is always

earned and always sure, is not only true upon the grand scale of the

past Hges, but is a good working hypothesis for the present time.

The practical utility of the doctrine is however much weakened by

the circumstance that the offences of one generation are entirely or

mainly punished m succeeding generations. In this remoteness of

causes from their consequences, their connection fails to be realized

at its actual value, yet all vital processes are based on absolute jus-

tice and truth, and, as is well said by Emerson, the universal law of

transgression is retribution.

Hence it would appear that the control of disease must be by a

process of evolution incited and fostered mainly in the management

of the young, that is, of the commencing generations, where con-

trol is at once easiest and most effective.
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It is said of Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes that when asked how earlj

the training and discipline of children should begin, he replied, in

substance, very early indeed ; with their great grandparents ; an

answer that is as full of wisdom as of wit.

II.

DISINFECTION BY BURNING SULPHUR.*

By E. R. Squibb, M. D.

Under the head of Prevention Dr. Segur asks what are the

important measures of prevention : and among these may certainly

be included the disinfection of infected apartments.

Perhaps the most common measure for the disinfection of apart-

ments which have been infected by diphtheria and other contagious

diseases, is the burning of sulphur. This mode of disinfection has

been in active use for more than a hundred years and many epi-

demics of contagion are supposed to have been controlled by it.

Of late years, however, its efficacy and utility have been called in

question by several prominent authorities on the ground that it

does not prevent the development of the spores of several microbes

supposed to be pathogenic of important contagious diseases.

If it be admitted that the burning sulphur was properly applied,

and that the propagation of the spores is positive proof of persist-

ence of contagion, then the question must be considered as settled

and the practice should be abandoned. But as the first of these

propositions, at least, cannot be safely admitted in the attempts at

disinfection as commonly practiced ; and as the method is con-

tinued by Boards of Health and hospital authorities as well as in

private houses, notwithstanding the evidence against it, it may be

useful to re-examine the conditions to be met.

In a given locality there are particles of contagious matter so

small as to float in the air, and these settle upon, or become en-

tangled in all surfaces to which the currents of air carrying them

* Read before The Kings County Medical Association, February 5th, 1889,
during the discussion on diphtheria, and published in Gaillard's Medical Jour-
nal of March, 1889, p. 263.
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have access. For perfect disinfection the contagious element or

virus of all such particles must be so changed as to be no longer

contagious. This change must be effected either by physical or by

chemical action, or by both acting together.

It seems to be absolutely proven that the one element necessary

to the activity of all virus is moisture. Desiccated virus is inactive

and impassive ; and when desiccation is complete or perfect, as by

a sufficient degree of heating for a sufficient length of time, the

change is such that the re-supplying of moisture does not repro-

duce the contagion.

But moisture is an element of varying degree. Too much by

dilution may weaken active virus to absolute inactivity, as too little

may weaken it to practical destruction.

Contagious matter or virus which is only sufficiently dry to be thus

rendered inactive and impassive, becomes active by contact with

moist surfaces, and thus moisture becomes the essential element in

its contagiousness by supplying the conditions under which its

molecules can resume the function of propagation or generation.

This same element moisture, which is necessary to enable them to

propagate contagion, is equally necessary for any reaction with

agents which have the power to so change their molecular structure

as to destroy their capacity for contagion.

Hence all disinfectants require the presence of moisture, and

require it m a degree sufficient to enable all the molecules of con-

tagious matter to commingle and react with the molecules of the

disinfectant. If the moisture be sufficient in amount it matters

little whether it be held by the virus or by the disinfectant, but the

reaction will be much more sure and more prompt if each of the

reacting substances be fully saturated with moisture. If either

agent be dry or nearly dry, the reaction will be proportionately

slow and imperfect.

The condition of the contagious material of an infected apart-

ment, although not absolutely dry, has only the moisture of the

common atmosphere, and if there was any such thing in the living

animal as a dry surface there could be no infection from such air-

dry contagious material.

An air dry disinfectant or antiseptic is equally inactive and

impassive, and for the same reasons : namely, the absence of the

physical and chemical conditions for reaction.

When sulphur is burned in air a dioxide of sulphur is formed.

One atom unites with two atoms of the oxygen of the air to form
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an anhydrous, or perfectly dry gas which occupies practically the

same space as did the oxygen combined. This sulphur dioxide is

therefore a heavy gas, and as it cools after being formed by the

combustion, it falls, so that any enclosure in which it is formed will

fill up from the bottom as it would with water, and but for the

laws of diffusion of gases, an enclosure might have the pure gas at

the bottom and none at the top. The laws of diffusion, and the

currents of air and gas caused by the heat of combustion, do how-

ever carry the gas to all parts of an enclosure and yet the gas is in

greatest proportion near the floor, and any leakage there, as under

the doors for example, will waste much more gas than the same

openings higher up.

The sulphur dioxide formed is a perfectly anhydrous or dry gas

and is therefore called sulphurous anhydride. It is not an acid,

but is an indifferent, inactive, impassive gas, showing but a feeble

tendency to combine with anything, or to exert any power. It has

a moderate affinity for moisture, and when one molecule of the gas

combines with one molecule of water sulphurous acid is formed
;

when combined with more than one molecule of water a liquid

sulphurous acid is formed of a strength proportionate to the

amount of water. This solution of sulphurous acid is commonly
called simply sulphurous acid, and as found in the markets it com-

monly contains from 3 to 6.5 p.c. of true sulphurous acid, or the

compound molecule made up of one atom of sulphur, two atoms of

oxygen and one molecule of water. This sulpur dioxide, or sul-

phurous anhydride plus water, or sulphurous acid, unlike the inac-

tive dioxide, is a very active and very potent substance, and its

prominent characteristic is its affinity or appetite for oxygen, by

which it is converted into sulphuric acid. This affinity for oxygen

by which it takes that element from all its looser combinations,

makes it a powerful deoxidizing agent. And, by taking oxygen .

away from its looser combinations in the infective matters, it

breaks up their complex molecules, destroys their power of con-

tagion, and thus becomes disinfectant. Again, instead of taking

away oxygen from compound molecules it may unite with this

oxygen and thus form sulphuric acid as a new component of the

compound molecule, changing this so as necessarily to destroy it

and therefore be disinfectant.

All this detail is to show that sulphur dioxide, resulting from
burning sulphur in the air, is not a disinfectant, but requires the

presence of moisture either with the sulphur dioxide, or with the
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infected matter, or with both. And, farther, that in proportion

to the amount of moisture up to what would be a very large dilu-

tion, the more there is present the more perfect are the conditions

for thorough disinfection ; and the less moisture there is present

the more imperfect the disinfection.

Now, if the practice of Boards of Health and other authorities

be examined, it seems to be very defective indeed, unless they use

an abundance of watery vapor without thinking it worth while to

mention it in their directions and practice.

The common usage seems to be to close up the infected apart-

ments as thoroughly as practicable and to burn sulphur in them in

the proportion of four pounds of sulphur to each 1,000 cubic feet

of space.

There are no directions to stop up the lower chinks more care •

fully than the upper ones, while the lower half of a door will waste

twice as much gas as a window. The sulphur is usually put in an iron

pot or pan, and this is set in a larger vessel of water or upon a ves-

sel of wet ashes or sand ; and this seems to be done to lessen the

risk of fire rather than to supply vapor of water. The sulphur is

lighted by means of alcohol poured upon 1 it and lighted, and the

apartment is then closed and watched until the sulphur is burned

out. The dioxide formed finds a little moisture in the normal

atmosphere of the room, and thus a small proportion of it gets

converted into the active sulphurous acid. Then the heat of the

burning sulphur vaporizes a portion of the water in the vessel in

which it is placed. Under favorable conditions the amount of water

thus vaporized may equal or slightly exceed the weight of the sul-

phur burned. But under general conditions it will be much less.

These two sources being the only ones from which moisture is sup-

plied, and the amount supplied being very much too small, it is

only reasonable that the disinfection should be proportionately

incomplete, and under such conditions any condemnation of

sulphurous acid as a disinfectant is unsound and irrational.

The conditions for a much better application of this agent are

very easily supplied. To fumigate with the active sulphurous acid,

instead of the inactive dioxide of sulphur, it is only necessary to

evaporate water to the extent of three or four times the weight of

the sulphur burned, or to wet the surfaces to be disinfected, or both,

so that plenty of moisture may be present during the burning of

the sulphur. A shallow pan of water upon a kerosene stove well

started in advance of lighting the sulphur, and the floor, ceiling
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and walls well sprinkled with water by means of an ordinary dust-

brush, is perhaps as good a practice as any.

There is abundant evidence on record that sulphurous acid in

small amount is destructive to all the lower orders of animal and

vegetable life, to all fermentations both vital and chemical; and,

all that the more recent elaborate investigations seem to have

shown, is, that the spores or germs of certain microscopic organisms

were not destroyed by it as applied to them, even in the presence

of abundant moisture in some of the trials. Many of the late in-

vestigations have been made with very great care and labor and by

modern accurate methods. Some of the best results are, however,

confusing, if not contradictory, and, therefore, are inconclusive,

even in regard to the resistance of spores.

Chiefly from the above-mentioned considerations the writer

reaches the conclusion that burning sulphur for disinfection should

by no means be abandoned, but should be more thoroughly and

more carefully applied.

Not only in diphtheria, but in all infectious diseases some such

disinfectant is greatly needed in preventing the spread of disease,

and diminishing the risks of susceptible persons, and no other

method has yet been proposed that is more effective, more simple

or of easier application.

In the less convenient and more costly method of disinfecting by

gaseous chlorine the same principles apply, and the same conditions

are necessary. Dry chlorine gas is as inactive as sulphur dioxide,

and from deficient supply of moisture the one will fail as often as

the other.

When chlorine is generated from common salt by means of diox-

ide of manganese and sulphuric acid, the salt and manganese are

commonly mixed into a thin paste with water before the acid is

added. Then on adding the acid much heat is developed, and a

proportionate amount of water is evaporated and disengaged with

the chlorine. But this amount of water is far too small for the

full effect of all the chlorine, and unless all the surfaces be well

wetted, and steam be supplied, the disinfection will be defective.

If the walls and ceilings of apartments be kalsomined, or be

covered with any other preparation of glue or paste, these should

be scrubbed off clean with hot water before the disinfection, because

disinfection does not destroy the tendency to putrescence in gelatine,

glue, paste, etc.
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III.

ON THE MEDICINAL USES OF HYDROGEN
PEROXIDE.*

By E. R, Squibb, M. D.

. Throughout the discussion upon diphtheria very little has been
said of the use of the peroxide of hydrogen, or hydrogen dioxide,

yet it is perhaps the most powerful of all disinfectants and anti-

septics, acting both chemically and mechanically upon all excre-

tions and secretions so as to thoroughly change their character and
reactions instantly. The few physicians who have used it in such

diseases as diphtheria, scarlatina, small-pox and upon all diseased

surfaces, whether of skin or mucous membrane, have uniformly

spoken well of it so far as this writer knows, and perhaps the reason

why it is not more used is that it is so little known and its nature

and action so little understood. Until within the last few years,

except in a few manufacturing processes, it was chiefly known as

a chemical curiosity, rarely seen because difficult to make. Too
long known to be a good subject for a patent, or for any kind of

excitement, it was not made in large quantities and most of it went,

to secret uses. The fact that upon jDrinciples well established, it was

a most active disinfectant and therapeutic agent, seemed to count for

very little. Now, however, it is made in large quantities by several

manufacturers, and is quite accessible to those who choose to take

a little trouble to get it of good quality.

In order to use it intelligently both the pharmacist and the phy-

sician must know something of its nature and properties. The
name hydrogen dioxide expresses its composition, and its formula

H 2 0 2
represents this name. Hydrogen monoxide, H

2 0, or water,

can under certain conditions be made to combine with a second

molecule of oxygen, the result being a water-like liquid, H
2 0 2

.

This second atom of oxygen is very loosely combined, and the

compound molecule is always on a strain to break up into water and

oxygen, and when it breaks up, either slowly or rapidly, the oxygen

separates in that nascent or most active and potent of its conditions

* Read before The Kings County Medical Association, February 5th, 1889,

during the discussion on diphtheria, and published in Gaillard's Medical
Journal for March, 1889, p. 267.
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next to the condition known as ozone. It is in the change of this

breaking up into water and active oxygen, that the latter element

exerts its power, and the simple contact with organic matters,

which are themselves of complex nature and in condition to be

changed, is sufficient to break up the dioxide and liberate the

active oxygen. For example, some albuminoids are instantly

changed by contact with hydrogen dioxide, as is shown by

rinsing the mouth with a dilute solution, when the albuminoid

matters of the secretions are at once coagulated. Then, as all virus

is albuminoid, whether propagative or not, it is destroyed, or by

coagulation rendered inert, by simple contact with this agent, just

as it is by contact with corrosive sublimate. This simple experi-

ment of rinsing the mouth with a dilute solution of hydrogen

dioxide and examining the discharged liquid can hardly fail to con-

vince any one of the destructive potency of this active oxygen on

some albuminoids, and of its thoroughly cleansing effects upon

the mucous surfaces.

Now, if diphtheria be at first a local disease, and be auto-infectious

—that is, if it be propagated to the general organism by a con-

tagious virus located about the tonsils ; and if this virus be, as it

really is, an albuminoid substance, it may and will be destroyed

by this agent upon a sufficient and a sufficiently repeated contact.

The undiluted liquid hydrogen peroxide is from its nature very

unstable, and breaks up on very slight disturbance with almost

explosive rapidity. Hence it is never made nor used undiluted, but

is always dissolved in, or diluted with, water; and what is known
in common parlance as " peroxide of hydrogen," and prescribed

and dispensed as such, is really a solution of the liquid in water

containing a small proportion of hydrochloric acid, the acid being

useful, or rather indispensable, in protecting or preserving the solu-

tion from rapid change. The strength of the solution is commonly
indicated by the volume of active oxygen that a similar volume of

solution will yield in use. For example, a solution that will yield

its own volume of active oxygen is called a one-volume solution,

and from this strength up to a solution yielding fifteen times its

own volume, is the practical limitation of the market. The best

makers generally send out a fifteen-volume solution and the strength

by volumes is given on the label. This solution labelled simply
" Peroxide of Hydrogen," is put up in pint bottles which contain

about 15 f r
, or 15 avoirdupois ounces, and these are sold at 89 per

dozen bottles. It is as colorless and odorless as water—or very

51
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nearly odorless. The first taste is simply mildly acidulous. After-

ward there is an impression rather than a taste, which resembles

nothing and is therefore indescribable. It is not a very strong

impression nor a very disagreeable one, as made by a fluidrachm

held in the mouth for a minute, nor is the changing after-impres-

sion very lasting, and it would be generally less objectionable than

most medicines. Changes in this solution are indicated by gas

bubbles rising through the liquid or adhering to the sides of the

vessel, and by pressure within the bottles. At or below 15°C, or

59°F., this solution does not change materially within any reason-

able time. But at 20°C, or 68°F., it does change—often pretty

rapidly, by giving off its active oxygen and becoming finally reduced

to simple water— and, upon the rapidity of this change at body

temperature, depends its prompt and energetic action. Hence it

follows, that to be effective it must be kept in a cool place. The
stock bottle from which the dilutions are made should be kept in

a cool cellar or refrigerator, and the dilutions in use should be kept

outside the window in winter or in a bath of ice-water in summer,

and when carried from the pharmacist to the patient, the bottle

should not be grasped by the warm hand for any very considerable

length of time. The bottle may be carried by the neck, or by a

string tied around the neck.

The original fifteen-volume solution is never used undiluted.

Even as an external application to indolent ulcers or specific sores it

is much and variously diluted. Although devoid of danger in

application, and hardly irritant at all, it is still useless to apply

solutions of a strength greater than needed. A one-volume solution,

made with one fluidounce of the fifteen-volume solution in a pint

of water, is strong enough for many purposes, but a two fluidounce

in the pint, or a two-volume solution for children, and a three

fluidounce in the pint, or a three-volume for adults, are perhaps

commonly required. In the administration and management of all

solutions the contact of all metals must be avoided, because most

metals are rapidly oxidized and taken into solution yielding poison-

ous solutions. All kinds of spray and injection apparatus can now

be easily obtained with fittings of hard rubber or glass, and such

only should be used.

A child's nostrils, pharynx and mouth may be flooded every two

or three hours, or oftener, from a proper spray apparatus, with a

two-volume solution, without force and with very little discomfort

;

and any solution, which finds its way into the larynx or stomach is
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beneficial rather than harmful, and thus the effect of corrosive sub-

limate is obtained without its risks or dangers. Adults, and

children old enough to gargle the pharynx, and rinse the mouth,

will get a better effect in this way, equally without much discom-

fort, from a three-volume solution, and this applies not only to

diphtheria but also to scarlatina and other conditions of mouth and

throat which require cleansing and disinfecting. As vaginal in-

jections in cases of uterine cancer, etc., the strength must be

increased until the disinfectant effect is obtained. A cojoious

flushing out with a one-volume solution will often be sufficient.

"When wetted cloths are laid over external sores an over-covering of

oiled silk should be used.

As in passing through several hands after leaving those of the

maker, a little mismanagement may spoil the solution, some easily

applicable tests of quality and strength are needed.

So long as the solution will yield any active oxygen at all, it will

give this off with active effervescence when poured onto a crystal or

two of potassium permanganate. A solution containing only, a

quarter of its volume will give an effervescence so strong as to be

misleading and therefore a quantitative test is needed. The
following is a modification of a testing process given to the writer,

with much other useful information, by Mr. Charles Marchand, of

No. 10 West 4th St., Xew York City, one of the oldest and best

makers of peroxide of hydrogen, and one who supplies it to all

parts of the country.

The standardizing test solution is made by dissolving 1.852 grams,

of potassium permanganate in distilled water and making up the

measure to 500 cubic centimetres. Each cubic centimetre of

this solution is equal to one volume of active oxygen when
applied to one cubic centimetre of any solution of peroxide of

hydrogen.

The test is made by adding to about 50 c.c. of water acidulated

with five drops of sulphuric acid, a cubic centimetre of the solution

of peroxide of hydrogen to be tested. Into this, with constant

stirring, is dropped, from a graduated burette or pipette, the per-

manganate solution until the color of the permanganate ceases to be

discharged. Each c.c. and fraction of a c.c. required to reach

this point, indicates one volume and fraction of a volume of active

oxygen that is available in the solution tested.

If this agent is to be generally used in the treatment of diphtheria,

as it well deserves to be on well established principles of action, it
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is very important that it be freely applied in the earliest possible

stages of the disease, or while it is yet local, and therefore the agent

should be easily and promptly accessible in places known to physi-

cians, and not over a mile apart throughout a city, and in hands

which know the agent well, and know how to keep it from change,

and to dispense it on physician's orders.

If all pharmacists should undertake to keep it—or even all the

more prominent ones—it would soon share the fate of many other

important medicines. Much of it would deteriorate before it could

be used, and but little of it would be in a fresh condition, while if

much had to be thrown away no price that the pharmacist could

reasonably charge, would secure to him a proper profit on the

portion sold.

OPIUM ASSAY.

FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS IN THE PROCESS.

Again this subject is resumed for the purpose of bringing the

process up to the present time, in the light of what has been writ-

ten and tried by the writer, and of the pretty extensive experience

of the past two years.

Fortunately much interest has been awakened to the subject, and

much work has been done in many parts of the world. And per-

haps the most notable paper of all that have been noticed is that

of Eugen Dieterich, published in the " Helfenberger Annalen,

1887," pages 36 to 79.

Many of the steps of Dieterich's process had been long ago

carefully examined by this writer without acceptance, but others

now advanced, in addition, were well worthy of investigation, and

occasional results of these investigations have led to improvements,

which it is proposed to give.

It is still maintained here that no improvements in the original

design and plan of Prof. Fluckiger, have yet been made, and that

all that has been done, by this writer and others, working upon this

method, lias been to modify, simplify and extend the working steps

of the method, and show its advantages over all others yet pro-
j

posed, in accuracy and uniformity of results. The modifications

introduced by this writer from his long experience with the older

Staples method were exactly in line with Prof. Fluckiger's design,
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and hence a union of the principles of the two methods was, if bet-

ter than either one of them, entitled to supplant both.

The following more complete process than that given at page 965

is the result of the writer's investigations and experience up to the

present time ; and it eliminates the serious error in almost all pre-

vious methods, alluded to at page 1125, as pointed out by Mr. D.

B. Dott and Dr.'O. Hesse.

1. SAMPLIXG.

Every fifth lump of a case of opium,—excepting the very small

lumps and every tenth lump of these,— is separated for sampling.

A cone-shaped piece is cut from each of these lumps, the apex of

the cone to come from near the centre of the lump. As these are

cut out a small, narrow strip is cut from the side of the cone, tak-

ing about an equal proportion from its whole length so as to get a

proper relation of quantity from the dry exterior to the moist

centre. These strips as taken are collected together in a mass so as

to lose but little moisture by drying, and the cones are returned tc

the lumps. After a little practice the mass of strips from each case

of opium will not much exceed 25 to 30 grammes. It is rolled out

into a long cylinder, the two ends doubled in to the centre, and rolled

out again,—this rolling out and folding in, being repeated six times.

If the opium be very moist and sticky, a gram, of powdered starch

is weighed off and used to cover the surfaces of the hands and table

used in the rolling, and this starch is afterward to be taken account

of in weighing off the samples. Two portions, each representing

10 grams, of the opium, are then weighed off from the mass. One
of these is flattened out into a thin cake, placed on a tared watch-

glass and dried until it ceases to lose weight at 100°C. or 212°F.

for the determination of moisture. The other is taken for the assay.

If the original mass before rolling out should not weigh less than 25 nor

more than 30 grams, the rolling out may be avoided and greater accuracy be

attained by simply cutting the mass in two and weighing off each half separ-

ately, drying one and assaying the other ; and repeating the assay afterward on

the dried portion as a check. In such case the proportions of the assay pro-

cess must be changed to accord with the weight of the sample.

In no case, however thorough the rolling out and folding in may be, can a

perfectly homogeneous consistence of the mass be obtained. The drier, hard

ends of the strips are still easily seen and felt in the mass, and it is easy to see

that they are not uniformly distributed ; and from this it results that no two
portions cut from such a mass will ever assay as nearly alike as two portions of
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powdered opium. But the difference between two such portions will rarely be

greater than .2 p.c, and this is well within the limit of error of any method of

opium assay.

When powdered opium is to be assayed two portions of just 10

grams, each are to be weighed off,—one for drying and the subse-

quent check assay, and the other for the first assay. Powdered
opium should not lose over 4 p.c. in drying at 100°C. or 212°F.

2. MACERATION.

The 10 grams, of mass is pulled out and broken into thin pieces,

and dropped into a flask of 200 c.c. capacity,—100 c.c. of water

added,—the whole occasionally well shaken, and allowed to stand

over-night. Then again well shaken.

Rubbing the mass well in a mortar with the water added little by little,

was frequently tried in order to shorten the maceration. Eubbing in a beaker

with a rubber-tipped stirring rod was also tried, but all kinds of rubbing is

considered to be a disadvantage to the completeness and facility of the after

exhaustion. The soluble morphine element of the opium is intimately distri-

buted through the insoluble caoutchouc-like substance of the poppy juice, and

rubbing seems to condense this insoluble matter and thus render the morphine

more difficult to wash out. But, if the whole heterogeneous mixture is kept

loose, as by shaking, with the water, the caoutchouc and resins are kept in

detached particles which are more easily washed in the exhaustion. To be

convinced of this it is only necessary to take a little of the exhausted residue of

opium and roll it between the thumb and finger. It is thus so compacted that

water will come off of it quite tasteless, when if chewed it yields much bitter-

ness. From the nature of moist opium it therefore follows that the rapid dis-

integration necessary to practically complete exhaustion, is not easily accom-

plished, and the writer's experience is that often after much shaking and

maceration over-night, some of the harder ends of the strips are still undissolved,

although softened, and more shaking is needed to complete their disintegration.

The difficulty of practically exhausting opium is best known to those who do

it on a manufacturing scale, and there the value of thorough disintegration by

prolonged maceration and agitation is always acknowledged in practice.

When powdered opium is to be assayed, the 10 grams, of powder

are well shaken with 100 c.c. of water and then an hour or two of

maceration is sufficient.

The sufficiency of this short maceration is shown by the comparative

experiments of Dieterich, and confirmed by the experience of this writer, and

therefore powdered opium can be assayed in but little more than half the time

required for moist opium.
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3. EXHAUSTION.

The well shaken opium mixture is carefully poured in the

centre of a well wetted, tared filter of strong paper, of 12 cm. or 4.8

inches diameter, so folded that the lower part of the cone hangs

free in the funnel ; that is, folded for a rather more open angle

than that of the funnel used. The filtrate is received in a beaker

marked at 150 c.c. and the flask and residue are well washed with

water until the filtrate reaches the 150 c.c. mark. By means of a

spatula the residue is returned to the flask without breaking the

filter, 50 c.c. of water is added, the whole is actively shaken for five

minutes, and is then returned to the filter, being carefully poured

into the centre, so that in draining the residue may be of equal

thickness on all sides. This second filtrate is received in a second

beaker marked at 150 c.c. and the residue is percolated and washed

until the filtrate reaches the mark. In both percolations a large

part of the water is dropped from a pipette held at a height of 5 or

6 inches, upon the edges of the filter and surface of the residue.

When finally drained the filter and residue are pressed between

•folds of bibulous paper,—dried until they cease to lose weight at

100°C. or 212
C
F.. and weighed, the weight to be stated by per-

centage, for insoluble residue.

If skilfully managed this exhaustion is practically complete, although the

last water corner through colored, and with a bitter taste. Many schemes for

shortening this exhaustion have been tried in comparison with this method,

but without success. And all the proposed methods of taking an aliquot

part of a strong nitrate to represent an aliquot part of the opium have also

been tried, occasionally with a fair degree of success, but in most cases with

results so at variance among themselves that they were simply inadmissible.

Why they are so w idely at variance is easily understood by any one of large

experience with various lots of opium. The proposed method of taking an

aliquot part to represent the opium is based upon the assumption that opium
is fairly uniform in the proportion which is soluble in cold water, and most

authors, as for example Fluckiger and Dieterich, assume that this proportion

is about 60 p.c, leaving an insoluble residue of about 40 p.c. Here is proba-

bly where the chief element of error lies, since in looking back over the last

11 assays of as many lots of opium, made by this writer, the insoluble residues

(dropping fractions) have weighed 42, 34, 28, 36, 23, 33, 34, 27, 41, 31 and 25

p.c. This consideration alone is sufficient, on principle, to invalidate any
method by which an aliquot part of filtrate is assumed to represent an aliquot

part of the opium taken.
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4. EVAPORATION OF THE SOLUTION.

The weaker solution is evaporated first, in a tared capsule of 250

c.c. capacity, on a water bath to about 10 c.c. The stronger solu-

tion is then added to this and the evaporation continued until the

whole is reduced to 14 grams. This is rinsed round the capsule by

a rotary motion until all the rings of extract formed during the

evaporation are dissolved, and it is then poured into a tared flask

of 100 c.c. capacity. The capsule is then rinsed into the flask with

three rinsings of about 2 c.c. of water each time, and finally with

enough water in addition to make the entire solution in the flask

weigh 20 grams.

All the published methods of assay up to the writer's method, published in

1882 (see Ephenieris, p. 14), precipitate the morphine from a too dilute solu-

tion, and perhaps the most important modification introduced into the process

by this writer is the precipitation from a concentrated solution. The mother

liquor from which the precipitation is made has a somewhat variable solvent

power for morphine, and this solvent power is greater for morphine in the

nascent condition than for morphine added to it, and is greater than that of a

clean solution of water and alcohol made to represent the mother liquor. And,

all the morphine thus held in solution by the mother liquor i s lost to the assay

process. It therefore follows that in proportion as the volume of this mother

liquor is greater, the loss of morphine by it is also greater. It is also true that

if the concentration be carried too far, the process is vitiated by the precipita-

tion with the morphine, of an undue proportion of coloring matter, etc., which

it is desirable to avoid, and hence the necessity for a close limitation of this

step of the process. In the weaker opiums the concentration may be safely

carried to 10 grams., or the weight of the opium taken, but this is the lowest

safe limit within the writer's experience ; while for rich opiums 15 or 16 grams,

appears to be the upper limit. Recent comparative trials have, however,

shown that 13 to 14 grams, is best for the large class of market opiums and

equally adapted to all which come within the range of 9 to 16 p.c. of mor-

phine,—that is, the total watery solution for precipitation should be just 20

grams, from 10 grams, of opium. The crystallized morphine is then fairly

clean and the coloring matters and other impurities, that are finally weighed

with it as morphine, do not more than counterbalance the loss of morphine in

the mother liquor, and by the washings.

5. PRECIPITATION.

To the 20 grams, of concentrated solution is then added half its

weight, or 10 grams, of alcohol of not less than 91 p.c, s.g. .815,

and the mixture is well shaken. Then 25 c.c. or 17.5 grams, of

ether of not less than 93 p.c, s.g. .725, is added, and the mixture

again well shaken. To this 3.5 grams, or 3.5 c.c. of water of
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ammonia of 10 p.c. strength, s.g. .900, is added, and the mixture

is vigorously shaken for 10 minutes. Usually within two minutes

from the commencement of this shaking out of the morphine,—and

often within one minute, a sudden change in the sound of the shaken

mixture occurs. From a soft, rather oily sound the change is to a

sharp rattle; and, coincident with this change a very large propor-

tion of the morphine instantly crystallizes out in crystals as large as

the particles of fine sand. At the end of the 10 minutes' shaking

the flask is set aside over-night, or for not less than 6 hours.

The additions of alcohol and ether are most conveniently made on a scale,

the ammonia being added by measure from a graduated pipette. After the

shaking a large part of the morphine floats between the dense solution and

the ether, but after 4 or 5 hours a film begins to form on the bottom of the

flask, and this increases up to 6 or 7 hours, and is not surely complete under

8 or 10 hours. "With the hope of shortening this step of the process compara-

tive trials were made in which the crystals, from a 15.09 p.c. opium were filtered

out at the end of the shaking,—at 1 hour, 2 hours, 3 hours and 4 hours after,

the results being compared with a pair of parallel assays which stood over-

night. The first was some 2 p.c. short. That which stood 1 hour was .334

p.c. short,—2 hours, .258 p.c. short,—3 hours, .219 p.c. short,—4 hours, .104

p.c. short. But these results were all from the same powdered opium.

Rougher observations with another powdered opium of lower grade, 14.24 p.c,

indicated rather different results, showing that the safer practice was to allow

the flask to stand over-night.

The chief difference between the precipitation from a concentrated solution

of 15 grams, and one of 20 grams, appears to be, not in the crystals shaken out,

but in the precipitate which afterward collects on the bottom of the flask by

standing. This precipitate when from a 15 gram, solution is quite large and is

never all of it soluble in lime-water. "When from a 20 gram, solution it is

smaller and is frequently all soluble in lime-water.

Dieterich strongly objects to the use of alcohol either in the exhaustion of

opium or in the solution from which the morphine is precipitated, and his

objections are experimentally demonstrated to be sound. But then he

precipitated from so large a volume of liquid as to vitiate his conclusions

if applied to small volumes of liquid. He precipitated the morphine from
solutions weighing 5, 6, 7, 8 and 10 times the weight of the opium and

gets his best results from a solution of 8 times the weight. Thus he prefers a

solution of 80 grams, for precipitation, while this writer prefers one of 20 grams.,

and it will easily be seen that the presence of alcohol in these two solutions, will

have a very different bearing upon the results. Dieterich shows that the

presence of excess of ammonia within certain pretty wide limits, has no
practical effect upon the results, but this showing must also be taken in con-

nection with his large volumes of solution, as the results may not be the

same with smaller volumes.

The use of alcohol by this writer in the solution to be precipitated is for

the purpose of preventing the precipitation of coloring matter and other
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substances which would contaminate the morphine and be difficult to wash
out, and that it does this, is beyond question. The question is, as to the

proportion of the morphine which it retains unprecipitated in the mother

liquor. Some years ago, a writer on this subject, probably P. Carles, showed
that a watery liquid containing about 33 p.c. of alcohol had a very low solvent

power for morphine, and upon this result the proportion of alcohol here used

is based. But although this is the actual proportion of alcohol added, it

must be remembered that over 10 p.c. of this is washed out by the ether, and

is replaced in the solution by about 5 p.c. of ether in which morphine is

practically insoluble.

6. SEPARATION AND WASHING.

The ether layer is poured off as closely as possible, and 20 c.c. of

fresh ether is added to the contents of the flask, and rinsed round

without shaking. This is poured off as closely as possible, and

20 c.c. more of fresh ether added,—rinsed round and poured

off as before,—and this is repeated with a third portion of 20 c.c.

of fresh ether. A pair of counterbalanced filters 9 cm. or 3.6

inches in diameter, folded at an angle slightly wider than the

funnel, and well wetted with ether, then receive the contents of

the flask, the upper ether layer being slowly poured in first so that

it may pass through before the paper becomes wetted with the

watery solution. When the liquid has nearly drained through

from the crystals on the filters, those from the flask are washed out

onto the filters by repeated portions of water, about 3 c.c. at a

time, until all the crystals are upon the filters. Then water is

applied drop by drop, from a pipette held 3 or -4 inches above the

funnel, to the edges of the filters and surface of the crystals until

they are fairly clean and the mother liquor and washings together

do not exceed 50 c.c. Then 5 c.c. of a saturated solution of

morphine in 91 p.c. alcohol is dropped from a pipette first upon

the crystals on the point of the filter and then upon the edges of

the filters, so as to displace all the watery solution and leave them

saturated with the alcoholic liquid. Then before this has time to

dry it is displaced by dropping on, in the same way, 5 c.c. or more

of ether. When this has drained through, the filters are closed

together upon the crystals, in the original folds, and pressed

between folds of bibulous paper, under weights, for half an hour.

The filters are then opened, and when the morphine is spread out

upon the inner one they are dried at 60°C. or 140°F. until they

cease to lose weight. This is the crude morphine, and if a small

portion of it is found to be entirely and quickly soluble in one
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hundred times (or more) its weight of lime-water, the weight of the

morphine multipled by 10 is accepted as the percentage of morphine

yielded by the opium.

The profuse use of ether by deeantation is the easiest and best way to get

rid of the original ethereal liquid which holds the narcotine, resins, fats, etc.,

precipitated by the ammonia, and the time and trouble saved by this deean-

tation process very far overbalances the expenditure of ether and gives far

cleaner and better results than the separation and washing with less ether by

filtration. But the repeated applications of ether must be carefully managed

if they are to succeed, as they should, in removing all but about y^ part of

the original ethereal solution of the confusing impurities. If they be shaken

with the solution an emulsion is the sure result, and after this the filtration and

washing is very tedious and unsatisfactory, and the assay is really spoiled. If

much agitated, large drops of ether become entangled with the watery solution,

and these do not pass through the filters after they have become wetted with

the waten* solution, but dry from the surfaces of the liquid and filters, leav-

ing the matters held in solution to vitiate the results more or less in the final

weighing. Rinsing each fresh portion of ether round upon the surface and

floating crystals, by a circular horizontal motion is all that is necessary or per-

missible. "VVith care the pouring off can be easily done to within 4 c.c. each

time, and half of the last 4 c.c. can be passed through the ether-wet filters

before they become impervious to ether by becoming wet from the watery

solution, so that in this way practically the whole of the ether-soluble impuri-

ties are got rid of. The few crystals which remain in the flask and which

are to be washed out onto the filters, are best managed by holding the flask in

an inclined position and dropping the water slowly from some height upon the

inside of the neck, turning the flask slowly round during the dropping. This

washes the crystals from the sides down to the bottom and gets them together.

Then if they be kept loose, and in partial suspension by a slight to and fro

motion while the flask is turned up over the filters, they may be nearly all

tilted suddenly out with the water. Two or three repetitions of this manage-
ment with about 3 c.c. of water each time will commonly get all but a very

few small crystals onto the filter, especially if the straight-sided Erlenmeyer
flask be used. These successive douches of water serve to wash the mass of

crystals in the point of the filters pretty clean, and it only remains to wash the

filters
; and. if these have not been allowed to dry this is easily done by slow

dropping of water from a height round and round upon the edges and folds

of the paper, until the paper is of a uniform light brown tint of about the

depth of the crystals or lighter. The morphine is now in a condition to be

dried and weighed, and it may be dried in a few hours to an anhydrous con-

dition by subjecting it to a temperature of 110°C. or 230 F. until it ceases to

lose weight, and then adding 7 p.c. to the weight for the water of hydration
or of crystallization, which has all been driven off. The percentage of anhy-
drous morphine might be stated, but as all authorities give and require the

results in crystallized or hydrated morphine, this would be confusing and
would lead to misapprehension. The crystalline condition can be preserved
by drying at temperatures not exceeding 60

:

C. or 140F., but when crystals
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and filters are water-wet as at the end of the water washing, this requires a long

time, and they do not cease to lose weight at this temperature in less than 24

hours ; and are liable to go back and forth in changeable or damp weather.

It is, therefore, better to displace the water in the filters and crystals by more
volatile liquids in which the morphine is not soluble. The use of ether for

this purpose naturally suggested itself to Mr. C. M. Stillwell, but ether will not

displace water easily, and so it is better to displace the water first with an
alcoholic solution of morphine, as Mr. Stillwell did, after Mr. E. F. Tesche-

macher, Jr. This alcoholic solution is made as follows :

The morphine from one or two assays is put into a bottle of 100 c.c. capa-

city, and the bottle filled to three-fourths its capacity with 91 p.c. alcohol,—is

actively shaken until the alcohol is saturated. When the excess of morphine

settles out the clear solution is ready for use.

Of this solution 5 c.c. is enough to disrjlace all the water if used as directed,

and more than this should not be used, because it rapidly dries from the inside

filter, but not from the outside one against the glass, and this drying leaves the

morphine which it held in solution mainly upon the inside filter to be weighed

as if belonging to the assay. As the mass of crystals in the point of the filter

holds most of the water and the part most difficult to displace perfectly, the

first c.c. or two of the alcoholic solution is dropped upon these crystals. Then
the remainder is dropped upon the edges and folds of the filters. Thi9 is

immediately followed by the 5 c.c. of ether applied in exactly the same way,

and it pretty thoroughly displaces the alcohol. But should there be any doubt

about the thoroughness of this displacement, another 5 c.c. of ether may be

used, since there is no risk of vitiating the results with ether. The drying of

the morphine at 60° C. is now rapid and easy, being usually complete in about

two hours.

For some months past some of the opium assays, that have come under the

supervision of the writer, have been done in triplicate by himself and two

assistants,—two being managed as here described and one being managed by

Mr. Stillwell's method of washing with morphiated water and morphiated

spirit, as originally recommended by Mr. E. F. Teschemacher, Jr. The gene-

ral result of these comparisons was, that when everything else was equal the

percentage of morphine did not vary more between those washed with morphi-

ated solutions and those washed with water than between the pair washed with

water. The differences were rarely greater than .2 p.c. and never greater than

.3 p.c, each method giving lower results quite as often as higher. Now as

these results are within the limits of error claimed for the accuracy of this

method of assay, it is submitted that the refinement by the use of morphiated

washings is worse than useless for general practice.

7. CORRECTION OR CONTROL OF RESULTS.

When the preliminary testing of a small quantity of the precipi-

tate shows that it is not all entirely soluble in lime-water, .5 gram,

is weighed off,— put into a graduated cylinder and 50 c.c. of lime-

water is added, by pouring down the side of the inclined cylinder.

The contents of the cylinder are then tilted backward and forward
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without shaking, so as to avoid the formation of froth on the sur-

face, until all that is soluble is dissolved. Whenever there be doubt

as to when the solvent action is complete or not, the agitation is

continued until the undissolved particles cease to diminish in size or

number. The solution is then filtered through a pair of counter-

balanced niters about 7 cm. or 2.8 inches in diameter, and the filters

and residue are well washed first with 5 c.c. of lime-water and then

with 5 c.c. of water, and when drained they are closed up, pressed

between folds of bibulous paper, dried until they cease to lose

weight at 100° C. and weighed. Then as .5 gram, of the crude

morphine is to the weight of this residue, so is the weight of all the

crude morphine to the total amount of insoluble residue it would

have yielded, if the whole had been subjected to the action of 100

times its weight of lime-water. The weight thus obtained sub-

tracted from the total weight of crude morphine gives the net

weight of pure morphine ; and this multiplied by 10 gives the

corrected percentage.

It almost always occurs that there is a very small proportion of the pre -

cipitate that is insoluble in lime-water, although it may or may not

be visible until the cylinder be left at rest for half an hour or so. Such
residues when filtered out are generally found to weigh- only 1 to 3 milli-

grammes, and as each milligramme of residue is equal to only about .03 p.c,

such residues may be neglected.

The crude morphine, subjected to the action of the lime-water, need not

be powdered, since the crystals are easily and rapidly dissolved, but it is

important that the whole precipitate should be well mixed before the .5 gram,

is weighed off from it, and that by pressure with a spatula all lumps should be

broken down to the general size of the crystals. In proportion as this is effec-

tively done the action of the lime-water will be prompt. When by pouring the

lime-water onto the morphine at the bottom of the cylinder or by shaking, a

froth is produced, this is liable to entangle particles of residue or undissolved

morphine sufficient to slightly vitiate the correction, while the froth always

interferes more or less with the filtration, because when once formed it never

breaks down. But it is always easily avoided by the management directed.

8. TITRATION OF MORPHINE.

Mr. D. B. Dott(see Pharm. Journ. and Trans, for February 25, 1888, p. 701),

gives as the formula for crystallized morphine 8C 17H 19N0 39H 2 0. This
gives a combining weight of 305.25. The formula as given by all other

authorities known, is C x -H^JSTOgHoO, which gives 303 as the combining
Weight. By calculation from Mr Dott's formula .5 gram, of morphine requires

16.38 c.c. of decinormal solution of oxalic acid for saturation. From the more
generally received formula 16.5 c.c are required. By actual experiment 55 c.c.

of lime-water require 22 c.c. of the decinormal oxalic acid, and phenolphthalein
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is a very sharp indicator of the saturation point with lime-water, but is without

effect in the saturation of morphine, and hence the following method of

titration.

The lime-water solution of .5 gram, of morphine and washings

are tinted with 10 drops of solution of phenolphthalein, and deci-

normal solution of oxalic acid is dropped in from a burette until the

color is discharged. The amount of oxalic acid required indicates

the amount of lime-water present in the proportion of 40 c.c. of

the decinormal oxalic acid to 100 c.c. of lime-water. The burette

is then refilled to the 0 mark for the saturation of the morphine

present, and the oxalic acid is dropped in until neutral litmus paper

is just slightly reddened. The quantity of the decinormal oxalic

acid required should not be less than 16.4 c.c, which indicates,

according to a molecular weight of 305.25 for morphine, a degree

of purity equal to 100 p. a,—or, according to a molecular weight of

303, 99.4 p.c. These figures and results will of course apply only

to those assays wherein there are no residues insoluble in lime-water.

Whenever a correction has to be made, of course the titration applies,

not to .5 gram, of morphine, but to .5 gram., less the correction,

and then the decinormal solution required will be proportionately

less.

This titration to be fairly successful requires very close and careful work
with the litmus paper indicator. Ordinary deep blue litmus paper gives too

high an indication for the morphine. But well made neutral or purple paper

gives a fairly sharp indication if one end of the strip be wetted with distilled

water to the same extent that the other end is wetted by the solution to be

tested. The purple that becomes faintly more red at one end than the other

can then be seen. If the burette be read off and noted at this point, and then

a few drops more be used to very distinct acidity, the excess of acid may be

titrated back with decinormal sodium solution, and as a farther check the sodi-

um solution may be continued back to the restoration of the phenolphthalein

red color.

Many trials of this method of titration have been made, and the results

have always been negative. That is, no deficiency of morphine has been found

in the results of the assays. Indeed the actual titrations occasionally went

above the calculated figures.

In general practice, perhaps 19 times out of 20 the lime-water

testing will show an insignificant amount of insoluble residue, and

then the assay process may well end there as far as its general prac-

tical value goes, and the correction and control of results; and the

titration is merely held in reserve for exceptional cases, and unu-

sual varieties of opium.
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lu comparing the above method of assay with those given at

pages 14, 695, and 1113, many changes of detail will be noticed,

and many of these are of much importance. And again, many
details and explanations are given in one paper that are not alluded

to in others, so that reference should be made from one to the other

upon points that are not clear in the later papers.

BOSTON OPIUM.

A short note at page 1127 of the last number of this series of

pamphlets drew attention to this then new variety of opium in this

country. Since that time it has become very popular with brokers

and jobbers, and its popularity is rapidly extending to the retailers,

and in every direction, excepting, only, among that class of con-

sumers who use opium as a vice,—and those who supply that class

of buyers. The writer asked his correspondents in the original

opium markets to get for him what information they could upon
this opium, with the following results.

It seems to be entirely a mercantile enterprise suggested by, and

based upon the U. S. drug law, which forbids the importation into

this country of any opium that contains less than 9 p.c. of mor-

phine, and its inception and origin were in a well-known Boston

house, of very high mercantile standing. The order was, substanti-

ally, to take the natural opium of good quality and reduce the

strength by adulteration with foreign matters until it would just

pass the assay process of the U. S. Custom Houses. The Turkish

agents,—who are as well known as their principals,—found that by

skilful manipulation in doing this, a very handsome opium of uni-

form consistence could be easily made, and this could be as easily

divided into handsome lumps of uniform size. Then, the skill to

use the poppy leaf as an envelope being indigenous, a very handsome
result could be easily and cheaply attained, for the rapidly increas-

ing demand of the markets of this country. This enterprise has

been so very successful that now, within the short time of two

years, the markets are literally flooded with this Boston opium,

or, "Pudding Opium," as it is sometimes called. The plausible

reason for this is not difficult to find. A buyer whose first,

—

and often whose only—interest is pecuniary profit, sees a case

of Boston opium and a case of natural opium opened side by side,
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and finds a difference in price of about 15c. per pound in favor of

the Boston opium, whilst the difference in appearance is far greater.

The lumps of Boston opium are regular in size, shape, consistence,

etc., while the natural opium is of many sizes, shapes and consistence,

and much less attractive looking,—the one, say, at $3.40, the other

at 83.55 per pound. If in appearance they were equal, the price

would decide the purchase. But when price and appearance are

both on one side there is rarely much hesitation in the drug market.

Under these conditions it is not surprising that Boston opium in

this short time has gone all over the land. The very best houses

known to the writer deal in it, and it ]3leases everybody excepting

only those who consume it as a vice, who are the most critical buyers.

And, this class being very large, a market for natural opium is still

kept up. So attractive is Boston opium, that pharmacists who have

had it from their wholesale houses, and have afterward been supplied

with natural opium, have sent the latter back under a charge of

inferiority, demanding more honest treatment. Now the facts upon

which this condition of things is based, are, that this Boston opium

is fictitiously made to contain as nearly 9 p.c. of morphine as is

easily practicable, and at $3.40 per pound each per cent, costs (3.40

-^9= ) 3T.T cents. Natural opium can be had that will yield from

9 to 14 p.c. of morphine, according to price. But that which

brings about 15c. per pound more than Boston opium contains

about 11.5 p.c. of morphine. Then 83.55 for 11.5 p.c. opium costs

(3.55-^11.5= ) 31c. for each per cent., and therefore if the true

intrinsic value of Boston opium be $3.40 per pound, that of a

natural opium containing 11.5 p.c. of morphine would be $4.34 per

pound. The difference in price is 15c, while the difference in actual

value is 94c. That is, the buyer pays (94—15=) 79c. per pound for

appearance against actual value. And this is well known, but the

buyer says, with fine sarcasm, that he is afraid of poisoning some-

body with this strong opium.

SPECIFIC GRAVITIES OF LIQUIDS.

The subject of specific gravities is resumed here from pages 204,

349 and 529 for the purpose of showing a new and convenient, as

well as more accurate form of apparatus. It is well known that

the standard volume of water for unity in comparing, varies in
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different nations and under different circumstances. In continental

Europe generally the volume of water at its maximum density of

4
C
C. or 39.2° F. is the common standard.

In Great Britain this standard is not uncommon, though by no

means universal, two other standards being in common use; namely.

62°P. or 16.667°C. and 60
C
F. or 15.550°,—usually taken as 15.6°C.

In this country all these standard volumes are in use, although 62°

F. is only used when needed in connection with the older British

recorded usage. To these the U. S. Pharmacopoeia has added

another standard volume
;
namely. 15°C« or 59

C
F.

This multiplicity of standard volumes is rendered still more con-

fusing by the very common omission to state what standard is used

when specific gravities are given. Three ways of giving specific

gravities are in common use. The most common of all is to give

the figures without temperature, as for example, s.g. 1.256,—and

what this really means no one can tell. When used by an Euro-

pean authority of known scientific accuracy it should mean s.g.

1.256 weighed at4°C., and compared with an equal volume of water

at the same temperature. This is a true specific gravity, but a

troublesome one to take, requiring time and skill and ice, even

with the best form of apparatus.

The way of giving specific gravities which is perhaps next in

frequency, is to write s.g. 1.256 at 15.6°C. or 60°F. Here the tem-

perature at which the liquid is weighed is clear, but the reader is

left in doubt in regard to the standard volume. If this was an
equal volume of water at the same temperature as the liquid with

which it was compared, then this is a true specific gravity. But if

it was an equal volume of water at any other temperature, then it

is not a true, but an apparent specific gravity, and is misleading.

The third, and perhaps the least frequent way of giving specific

gravities, is the only correct way, and that is to write 3.%. 1.256 at

15. 6° C. compared with water at the same temperature. This for

true specific gravities ;—or, compared with water at 4°C, or at any
other stated temperature if for apparent specific gravities.

Again, this writer many years ago proposed a new temperature

for specific gravities
;
namely, 25°C. or 7T°F., compared with water

at the same temperature, to the end that they might be much more
easily and more quickly taken at all times of the year and without

ice. And he proposed that such specific gravities should be given

in addition to those at the more common temperature of 15.6°C.

This method has been adopted often enough to demonstrate its

59
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great utility, and the Pharmacopoeia has adopted it in a few cases.

In such a book it would be most convenient in all cases, because by
the economy in time and trouble the testing of liquids by s.g.

would be much more frequently practised.

The ordinary specific gravity bottles sold by the apparatus

dealers are all adjusted to a single standard volume with varying

degrees of accuracy, but very few of them accurate enough for the

close work that is now so often required. Beside being available

for comparison for only one standard volume, their general defects

are first, that they are adjusted too soon after being made, and

as glass contracts considerably for a year after it is blown, and to a

diminishing extent for some time longer, they are for this reason

often too small, and give results that are too low. And, second,

that very few of them are provided with any means by which the liquid

can expand without loss during the weighing. The ordinary bottle,

with or without a capillary channel in the stopper, cannot be

weighed without loss in a room which is above the temperature of

the liquid at the time of filling.

To accommodate the two most common standards of temperature:

namely, 4°C. and 15.6°C,—and this new one of 25°C, bottles with

three capacity marks, have for many years been in use by the writer,

and such a bottle is shown at page 529.

And, still farther to improve this bottle the writer has had made

by Mr. Emil Greiner, of No. 63 Maiden Lane, New York, N. Y..

a set of bottles, as shown in the following cut, wherein the tube

stopper is lengthened out so that the central channel will permit

the bottle to hold the volume of water at any temperature between

4° and 25°C, thus adapting it to all the standards in use. The tube

between these points is graduated to half millimetres or less, and at

the top, above the scale, it is expanded so as to allow room for the

expansion of light liquids, without loss, when the bottle is adjusted

at 4°C, and weighed at higher temperatures, the expanded portion

being loosely closed with a cork during the interval of warming

between the adjusting and the weighing, this cork being removed,

of course, during the weighing.

In constructing this bottle the stopper is ground off until the

bottle and tube hold the standard weight of recently boiled distilled

water at 4°C. up to about the point where the scale is to begin.

Then the stopper is ground very fine so that the bottle when filled

to the top of the tube does not lose weight in 4 hours' standing.

The standard weight of boiled water is then again put into the
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bottle, and the bottle and water are cooled in a bath to 4°C. until

the water in the tube remains stationary. The lower limb of the

meniscus in the tube is then marked at this point for the beginning

of the scale. The bath is then warmed up to 25°C. and held there

until the water column in the tube ceases to rise, and this point is

marked for the upper limit of the scale. The tube is then gradu-

ated in half millimetres from 0 to 25
CC, allowing the graduation

to run up a few marks above the 25
C
C. point. The tube is then

cut off just above the scale, and the enlarged upper portion into

which liquids are to expand during warming, is fused on. The

bottle and stopper are then numbered to keep them together, and

the capacity mark is put on. Bottle and stopper are then made

chemically clean by concentrated sulphuric acid, water, alcohol

and ether rinsings, in the order named, and when perfectly dry and

cold are tared on a fine balance to the fourth decimal place, and

this tare is etched on the bottle under the capacity weight.

Although when skilfully ground the stopper is quite tight, even to

such liquids as ether, the putting in and taking out are much
facilitated by a light coat of soft paraffin upon the ground surfaces.

Such a coat adds about one milligramme to the tare,—so little that

in ordinary work it is disregarded.

The accompanying cut sufficiently illustrates the bottle of the

three sizes that are commonly needed ;
and shows beside, a leaden

collar that goes over the neck of the bottle to keep it steady in the

bath, a thermometer for the bath, and a fine pipette with rubber

nipple that is useful in a coarse adjustment of the liquid to the

mark. The fine adjustment is more conveniently made with a

narrow strip of blotting paper.

These bottles are always used in a bath, and there need be no

internal thermometer, because the bottle itself is but a thermome-
ter, which, by means of the bath, is to be compared with the ther-

mometer used in the bath to adjust by.

In consequence of the contraction which occurs in glass during the

first year or two after it has been heated, every close observation made
with any given bottle which is not known to be two years old, or

more, since it was heated, should be preceded by a verification of

the bottle, and such verification of these bottles is simple and easy.

For example, the 100 gram, bottle has weighed into it at room tem-

perature exactly 100 grams, of distilled water recently boiled and
cooled. It is then loosely corked, loaded with the leaden collar

and set in a bath of water which has in it a good sensitive chemical
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Specific Gravity Bottles for Various Standards of Volume.
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thermometer of known error. Suppose the specific gravity is to be

taken at 4°C. Plenty of ice is put into the water of the bath and

the whole is well stirred until the thermometer indicates about 3°

C. After it has been held at this temperature until the column in

the tube of the bottle has ceased to move as watched by the gradu-

ation marks, the ice is taken out and the bath is adjusted accurately

to 4°C. and held there by small additions of ice water for a few

minutes. For a degree or more on each side of this temperature

water does not change in volume enough to be seen in this appara-

tus, but the bottle itself changes much more in its capacity, and

therefore it is for the bottle rather than for the water, that the

final adjustment of temperature is to be accurately made. The
meniscus in the tube is then closely read off by the graduation and

noted. If the zero mark of the scale was correctly placed for 4°C.

when the bottle was first made, and if the verification was made
some months after, the reading will be above the original zero mark
in proportion to the age of the bottle, until the contraction has

altogether ceased, and the amount of the contraction will vary with

the composition of the glass, and with its thickness. But what-

ever the amount of the change may be, it is now easily read by the

graduations of the scale, and that reading, whatever it may be, will

be the standard volume at 4°C. until the next verification, and the

readings for the different standard volume temperatures will be

carefully kept in some note book. The record for the several stand-

ards will of course be kept in the terms of the scale. That is, for

example, 2 divisions of the scale may be the point for 4°C, while

30 may be the point for 15.6°C, and so on throughout, for any

temperature volume.

The bottle having been recently verified, accurate specific gravities

are quickly and easily taken, the volume of liquid being always ad-

justed while the bottle is in the bath at the proper temperature, after

the column in the tube has not moved one division of the scale in five

minutes. It is, however, always necessary to keep the bath well

stirred from the lower to the upper strata, especially during the

time when it is held at the standard temperature, just before the

final adjustment with the strip of blotting paper.
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CRUDE COCAINE.

It seems highly probable that the importation of coca leaves into

this country and Europe for the manufacture of cocaine is nearly

at an end. For more than a year past crude or raw cocaine has

been sent from Peru to this country and to Europe in rapidly

increasing quantities, and of better and better quality. In October,

1885, the first considerable parcels of crude cocaine were examined

by the writer, and for a year and a half after this, it came in small

lots and of poor quality, often containing only 50 to 60 p. c. of alka-

loid, and this in a condition difficult to purify.

During 1887, the quantity increased and the quality improved

very much, but chiefly during 1888 the quantities exported from

Peru became very large and the quality reached 90 to 96 p.c, and

occasionally even 98 p.c. There are now at least four manufacturers

in Peru, and two of these who make the largest quantities of the

best cocaine have recently been in this country and in Europe.

These are the firms of C. M. Schroeder & Co., and J. Meyer, and

from them much important information was obtained.

It was a great satisfaction to this writer to learn that the early

publications of his processes in this Ephemeris were the starting

point of this industry in Peru, and that these processes, used with

increasing experience and skill, are still worked, and yield the now
very large output. The two largest makers are Germans, and the

chief market for their products is Hamburg
;

and, curiously

enough, their products can be had here better, cheaper and in

a shorter time from Hamburg than from Peru. Beside this,

there is a combination of the makers now to keep up the price and

to confine the sales to Hamburg. Some idea of the very large

quantities produced may be had from the circumstance that one

maker has a single contract with a European house for 70 kilo-

grammes or about 154 pounds per month. Another curious circum-

stance connected with this young industry is that one of the

largest and most successful makers is by trade, and was by occupa-

tion, a bricklayer when these processes were published, and simply

took them up as a better and more promising trade for making

money.

The advantages of exporting the crude alkaloid rather than the

coca leaves are many and important. As cocaine is transported in

the treasure chests of the steamers the difference in freight is about
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as i lb. to 100 lbs. of the leaves. But a much more important

economy is shown by a comparison of the yield of alkaloid, by the

same process from the same leaves, as worked here and in Peru,

—

the yield there being 13 to 15 p.c. greater. This is easily accounted

for by the circumstance that in their very moist climate it is

practically impossible to pack the bales of leaves so dry that they

will not heat in transportation ; and this heating destroys a part of

the alkaloid or changes it into other alkaloids, etc., just as heat

in the process of manufacture will do. Beside, there the leaves

are manufactured while in their best and freshest condition. Again

the cost of the leaves is very much less in Peru, and very much
more uniformly low, while speculation in them is largely avoided,

—the cocaine being less liable to speculation. Although labor is

much lower in wages there than here, it is of so much lower quality

that the difference in cost is not great, and what difference there

is, is in favor of this country. The great disadvantage to this

country is the 25 p.c. ad valorem tariff duty on the alkaloid

imported, while the leaves are free, yet this does not counter-

balance the advantages, but only makes the people here pay "25 p.c.

more for the relief of their suffering than they need pay, or than

the people of European countries do pay, while it really does not

benefit the three or four manufacturers who import their crude

cocaine.

It is therefore a protective duty which does not protect, but

merely taxes the consumer. That is, the crude cocaine can be

imported so much cheaper than it can be made here that the duty

is paid, and then the price of the salt here is reduced 25 p.c. below

what it was when made in this country from the leaves, and at quite

as good a profit when the greatly reduced expense of manufacture

is considered.

This crude cocaine comes either in granular powder or in frag-

ments of press cake of all sizes and forms up to an inch or two in

superficial area, and of a thickness of cake from a quarter of an

inch to an inch, with some small fragments and powder from

attrition, and the sides of the fragments have the print of the press

cloths. The general color of these fragments is a dull, creamy
white, but is rarely quite uniform throughout any package, varying

from a dirty or brownish white to very nearly white. But, in this

matter of color it is constantly improving. The fragments vary

more in consistence than in color. A large proportion are hard,

compact and slightly horny when cut or scraped, while others are
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softer, more porous and chalk-like, and easily cut or scraped,—the

general density being lighter than the softest, lightest chalk.

The differences in color and density denote differences in purity.

Hence, as different fragments of the same parcel give results by
•assay which occasionally differ as much as 5 p.c, the sampling for

an average assay must take portions from a great many of the frag-

ments. The parcels generally contain from 2 to 6 p.c. of moisture,

and it is probable that on this account they do not bear to be closely

;shut up as in tin boxes without acquiring a bad odor, and under-

going some decomposition; whilst when they are not so shut up
they constantly lose in weight. At present the improved practice

is to put the broken cakes into muslin bags which hold about 5

kilogrammes each, the strings with which the bags are tied being

often sealed. These bags are commonly packed either two or four

in a light wooden box, and are so transported in the treasure chests

•of steamers.

The crude cocaine is usually sold at so many German marks, or

IT. S. dollars per kilogramme of 100 p.c. purity, the Peruvian

currency being generally ignored on account of its variability in

value. Some 6 months ago the average price of 20 kilo, lots of the

best kinds, in Hamburg, was about 600 marks or $138.00 per kilo.

Now (June, 1889,) it is about 480 marks or $113.00, to which for

this country, freight insurance, 25 p.c. duty and Custom House

expenses have to be added.

In Hamburg it is nearly or quite all sold upon the assay of Dr.

Gilbert, and the results of this writer have generally been in fair

accord with those of Dr. Gilbert, and the New York Custom House

has generally accepted his results in adjusting the duty. But as

Dr. Gilbert has never made his assay process known, and as the sub-

ject is daily increasing in importance, it is the chief object of the

present note to publish the assay process of the writer.

This is a simple and easy process requiring about two hours,—or

with the sampling about two and a half hours, and the results have

been confirmed by experience in the manufacture of many parcels

assayed by it.
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The contents of a bag being emptied into one side of a large ves-

sel, fragments of the cake are freshly broken, and small portions are

cm or scraped off from the fresh fracture into a wide mouth vial,

corked to prevent drying, and thus carried to the laboratory. An
hundred or more pieces should be thus sampled and laid on the

empty side of the vessel to avoid sampling the same pieces more

than once, and a little of the coarse and fine powder that is found

in every bag. rubbed off by attrition, should be added to the

samples.

The aggregate sample is thoroughly mixed and rubbed to fine

powder in a mortar, and then the three portions are weighed off for

assay, and the remainder corked up in the vial and returned to the

owner with the results of the assay.

To determine roughly the proportion of other alkaloids present

.5 gram, of the powder and 2 c.c. of strong hydrochloric acid are

put into a small test tube and carefully warmed over a gas flame

until the decomposition is complete as indicated by the end of the

effervescence, and the commencement of boiling. Perfectly pure

cocaine, or hydrochlorate of cocaine, when thus treated yields an

almost colorless solution, and the depth of color indicates the

amount of impurity. The best crude cocaine yet met with gives a

color of the depth of ordinary brandy, but a large proportion of the

parcels give solutions many shades darker, and some of the earlier

and worst specimens give black solutions. Good hydrochlorate of

cocaine tested in this way gives a nearly colorless solution, or at

most a pale wine tint.* On standing for a few hours these solutions

give fine groups of crystals.

To determine the moisture one or two grammes of the powder

are heated on a tared watch-glass to about 91°C. or 196°F. until it

fuses. Then it is cooled and weighed. The loss has varied in dif-

ferent parcels between one and six per cent., but has rarely been

above three per cent.

* So far as yet applied this appears to be a very valuable test, and for it the
•writer is indebted to Dr. Ralph Stockman, of the University of Edinburgh.
The following is a quotation from a private letter from Dr. Stockman to the
writer, dated "December 26, 1888: "1 am sorry I cannot agree with you that
cocaine is the only base present in the coca leaves, and thatlhe other products
are derived from it. Benzoylecgonine is so, of course, but not the others. I

fancy, although I say it with deference, that isatropylcocaine is often present,
in large amount, in the leaves, and I have found that the residues you sent me
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To determine the alkaloid a shaking out process is used, and for

this a pair of separators, such as are shown at page 780, and re-

peated here on the opposite page, are a very great convenience, the

solutions being separated from one to the other as required, with

great facility and accuracy.

In a tared beaker of about 50 c.c. capacity, with a stirring-rod

also tared, 2 grams, of the sample are weighed. To this is added 12

c.c. of ether s.g. 725, at 15.6° compared with water at the same

temperature, when by a minute's stirring all that is soluble is dis-

solved. The solution and residue are poured onto a pair of small

counterbalanced filters 7 cm. or 2f inches in diameter, in a funnel

too large for them, placed in one of the separators. The beaker,

stirrer and residue are repeatedly washed into the filter with small

portions of fresh ether until they are entirely clean. The funnel,

filter and residue are then also washed entirely free from alkaloid

by fresh portions of ether delivered from a pipette drop by drop

upon the funnel, paper and residue. This washing must be very

thorough and must extend to the outside of the point of the funnel

at the close. The filtered ethereal solution in the separator will

then amount to about 45 or 50 c.c. The filters and contents,—and

the beaker and stirrer if there be any residue adhering to them,

—

are dried and weighed to give the residue insoluble in ether.

To the ethereal solution in the separator 10 c.c. of normal volumet-

ric solution of oxalic acid are added, and the whole well shaken, to

shake out the alkaloid as a solution of acid oxalate. When the

liquids have completely separated, the acid solution is drawn off

closely into the second separator. To the ether remaining in

the first separator 10 c.c. of water and 2 drops of normal solution

of oxalic acid are added, and the whole well shaken together.

When completely separated the lower watery solution is drawn off

into the acid solution in the second separator. The ether in the

first separator is again washed twice in the same way with about 3

consist chiefly of this base. It may be known by dissolving only slightly in

caustic soda or potash. The best test, however, is this, and I would ask you
to look into it. When pure cocaine (or pure hydrochlorate of cocaine, of

course) is heated with strong hydrochloric acid in a sealed glass tube in the

water-bath, it splits up into its components without any change of color,

except a very light yellow tint (from the HC1, I think, but perhaps~from slight

impurity). When isatropylcocaine is so treated, it splits up into ecgonine

and a brown oily-looking body which is decomposed isatropic acid. With
long boiling a black body is departed." Upon trying this reaction the writer

found, or judged, that the sealed tube and water-bath were not essential, and
that the process as described above afforded very useful and critical indica-

tions in the few cases to which the test has been as yet applied.
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Separators.
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c.c. of water each time and the washings drawn off into the acid

solution in the second separator. Then the washed ether is j)oured

out of the top of the first separator into a tared beaker of about 100

c.c. capacity. The first separator is then well rinsed with 15 c.c. of

fresh ether and 2 c.c. of water, and the whole drawn off into the

second separator with the acid solution, leaving the first separator

clean to become now the third separator for the next step of the

process.

The acid solution and washings are now well shaken together,

and after separating completely, the acid solution is drawn off into

the third separator. The washing ether remaining in the second

separator is then washed twice with 3 c.c. of water each time, and

the washings drawn off into the acid solution in the third separator.

The washed ether then remaining in the second separator is poured

out of the top of the separator into the ether in the 100 c.c. beaker,

and this ether is evaporated to dryness and the beaker weighed to

give the impurities soluble in ether. This residue is usually in

the form of a varnish hardly visible on the inside of the beaker,

and is usually very small in amount.

The second separator is now well rinsed with 15 c.c. of fresh

ether and 2 c.c. of water and the whole drawn at once, without

separation, into the third separator, which will now contain all the

acid solution of the alkaloid and 15 c.c. of fresh ether, and the

second separator will be clean, to become now the fourth separator.

To the contents of the third separator are then added 10 c.c.

and 3 drops of normal volumetric solution of soda, which gives 1

drop in excess of the oxalic acid solution previously used, and thus

insures the complete precipitation of the alkaloid to be dissolved by

the ether. The whole is well shaken, and when allowed to se])arate

completely the lower watery solution is drawn off into the fourth

separator. The ethereal solution in the third separator is washed by

shaking twice with 3 c.c. of water each time, the water being drawn

off into the fourth separator. The ethereal solution is then poured

out of the top of the third separator so as not to get a single drop

of the water with it, into a tared beaker of 50 c.c. capacity. The
third separator is then rinsed by shaking in it 10 c.c. of fresh ether

and 3 c.c. of water, and the whole washing is at once drawn into

the fourth separator.

To the contents of the fourth separator 1 drop of normal solution

of soda is added, and the whole well shaken, and allowed to

separate completely. The watery liquid is then drawn off into a
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beaker, and having been tested to see that it is fully alkaline in

reaction, it is thrown away. A few drops of water are added to the

ether washing in the separator, shaken round with the ether and

drawn off, and then the ether is poured out of the top of the

separator into the beaker with the main portion of the ethereal

solution, carefully avoiding even a single drop of water which would

carry some oxalate of sodium with it.

The beaker with the ethereal solution is then set in a warm place

for the spontaneous evaporation of the ether. After some hours, or

over-night, the ether will have gone off and left the alkaloid crystal-

lized, often in beautiful groups, upon the sides and bottom of the

beaker. These crystals are to be dried until they cease to lose

weight at 90°C. or 194°F. and are then weighed to give the per-

centage of alkaloid. But in the condition in which the ether leaves

them they cannot be well dried. They must be broken up, or cut

up with the end of a knife, into small fragments from time to time

as they dry, and the finer the subdivision the sooner they reach a

constant weight. In their behavior under the knife in this cutting

up the purity of the alkaloid is usefully indicated. If they are

brittle, and break up easily with a fracture, the alkaloid is propor-

tionately pure and free from decomposition products or other

alkaloids. If they cut toughly, without fracture, and the crystals

have interstitial sticky or tough matter not well crystallized, the

alkaloid is proportionately impure.

Generally all this drying process may be much shortened by at

once heating the contents of the beaker until they fuse to a clear,

pale, yellow, viscous liquid. This fusion occurs at about 92°C. or

198°F., and it maybe done in a common drying stove or by holding

the beaker for a few minutes in a bath of boiling water. The
beaker and contents are then cooled and weighed. Then on stand-

ing for 24 hours this cocaine again crystallizes, with the increase of

a few milligrammes in weight.

Under all circumstances, however, the alkaloid is to be submitted

(after weighing) to the described modification of Dr. Stockman's

test, and the color of the hydrochloric acid residue will indicate the

degree of purity. And when this color is compared with that of

the same testing of the crude cocaine it will always be very much
lighter, while the testing in the same way of the ether soluble im-

purities as left in the 100 c.c. beaker will sometimes be black.

The actual process of assay requires only about 2 hours, but the

drying of the alkaloid is tedious and troublesome, requiring about 24
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hours. It may be accomplished in an hour by heating at 100° C.

or 212°F. in a water-bath or a drying stove until it fuses. But this

heating involves some decomposition and vitiates somewhat the

hydrochloric acid testing.

For an approximative, but still useful assay, the first ethereal

solution may be evaporated and the residue be fused and weighed

as alkaloid. But this of course gives too high a result.

The results of a recent assay may be usefully given by way of

illustration. The hydrochloric acid test gave a solution of a deep

amber color,—or of dark brandy.

Loss of moisture on fusing 0.065 3.25 p. c.

Residue insoluble in ether 105 gram, or 5.25 "

Residue soluble in ether 010 " " .50 "

Alkaloid, nearly pure 1.798 " " 89.94 f<

1.978 " 98.94 p. c.

Loss 022 " 1.06

2.000 " 100.00 "

An assay made from a sample of one or two of the best cakes of

this same lot gave of alkaloid 94 p.c. And another from two or

three of the worst cakes gave about 78 p.c.

SPIRIT OF NITROUS ETHER.

Some thirty-three years ago, after an experience of about three

years in making this preparation by the process of the U. S. P. of

1850, the writer made a partial investigation of the subject, which

M as published in May, 1856, in The Amer. Journal of Pharmacy
for July, 1856, vol. xxviii., p. 289. He now decides to resume the

subject after a continuous experience of nearly forty years on almost

every scale of manufacture, from that of the Pharmacopoeias up to

500 lbs. at a time, every two or three months.

As much of the work given in the paper referred to is pertinent

to what is now to be offered ; and as the principles of the improved

process described have never been changed nor varied much for

any considerable length of time during this long experience, it

is thought to be worth while to republish that paper here, premising

that the casual reader may pass it over, perhaps, without much
loss.
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SPIRITTJS iETHERIS XITEICI.

By Edward R. Squibb, M. D., U. S. Navy.

Assistant Director U. S. Naval Laboratory.

The U. S. Pharmacopoeia formula for this preparation is as fol-

lows :

" Take of Nitrate of Potassa, in coarse powder, two pounds,

Sulphuric acid, a pound and a half,

Alcohol, nine pints and a half,

Mix the nitrate of potassa and alcohol in a large glass retort, and having grad-

ually poured in the acid, digest with a gentle heat for two hours; then raise the

heat and distill a gallon. To the distilled liquor add the diluted alcohol and

carbonate of potassa, and again distill a gallon."

The apparatus necessary to conduct this process proj">erly is as

follows : A tubulated retort of a capacity of two gallons. Into the

tubulure, through a perforated cork, a tube thermometer should

pass, so that the -bulb may be near the bottom of the retort. A
Liebig's condenser of good size, and a receiving bottle marked at

one gallon by slips of paper. The mouth of the bottle should be

tied over with a piece of sheet caoutchouc that has been perforated

to receive the eduction tube of the condenser. The connections

should be made with moistened muslin, covered withfsheet caout-

chouc.

The mixture is made in the retort in the order of alcohol, potassa

salt, and acid, and the whole shaken round. The apparatus is

then set up in a steam or water bath, and the materials digested at

100° for two hours, and then heated to active distillation. The
greenish yellow mixture commences to boil at 125°, and at 130°

full active ebullition and distillation is established. From this point

the temperature gradually, and toward the last, very slowly rises

to 184°, when 5| or 6 pints of colorless distillate will have passed

over. This distillate is free from any perceptible odor of hyponi-

trous ether, but has throughout a distinct odor of sulphuretted

hydrogen. The salt in the retort forms a cake at the bottom, and the

liquid boils around and over it without any apparent effect upon it.

Diluted alcohol,

Carbonate of potassa,

a pint,

an ounce.
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The distillation then slackens somewhat, but no perceptible reac-

tion will have taken place till 6 pints of colorless and odorless

(except for sulphuretted hydrogen) distillate has passed over. An
hour or more is thus occupied before the period of reaction arrives.

The cake then commences to dissolve and break up, the solution

becomes gradually of a deeper yellow tinge, faint yellow vapors

appear in the retort, the temperature rises slowly to 185° or 186°,

the distillation increases, and the distillate becomes perceptibly

yellow. Coincidently with these changes, and indicating distinctly

the full establishment of etherification, the temperature in the

retort commences to fall. When it has fallen one or two degrees

the heat should be shut off and the reaction be allowed to go on

spontaneously, or with only a very slight heat at most. As the

temperature falls, the distillation slackens, till at 170° it only

comes over by a fast dropping. If the prescribed quantity has not

passed over, the heating should then be cautiously resumed, and

the remainder driven over at a temperature not exceeding 180°.

If, on the contrary, the active heating should have been too

long continued, and the reaction becomes too active, so that much
gas and uncondensed ether vapor passes over, the heat must be

entirely withdrawn and the retort cooled with water, copiously

applied. This requires rapid and dexterous manipulation to avoid

an undue proportion of aldehyd in the distillate
;
for, although

aldehyd comes over at all stages of the process, it comes much
more rapidly as the temperature and activity of the reactions

increase. It is then, probably, that it is formed too rapidly to be

all of it fixed by the secondary reactions, and thus passes over

with the distillate.

It is sometimes difficult to get a gallon of distillate below 180°,

in which case the thermometer may be made to rise to 182° or 184°.

A temperature of 186°, however, can never be exceeded with safety

to the product, and as very little ether is formed at the close of the

process, it is better to arrest it an ounce or two short of the pre-

scribed volume, than to risk a higher temperature. If carefully

managed, it is easy to control or arrest the process at any stage by

diminishing or stopping off the heat; but if incautiously managed, a

new and comparatively uncontrollable reaction occurs, which pro-

duces no ether, but aldehyd and hydrocyanic acid vapors in abund-

ance. The operator should, therefore, be always in readiness to remove

the receiving bottle, particularly if using larger quantities of mate-

rials than those of the officinal formula. At the end of the process
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the retort contains 36 f 3 of residue in two layers. The upper one,

of say 4 to 6 f 3 , is yellow, transparent and oleaginous ; the lower

is white or opaque from mechanical admixture of an undissolved salt.

This residue should be poured at once from the retort, in order to

avoid risk of losing the vessel in the attempt to get it out after it

solidifies. This residue boils actively long after being poured into

a cool vessel, and the vapors given off by it are hurtful.

The retort, condenser, and all the muslin, etc., used about the

connections having been thoroughly washed, and the apparatus

again set up, the rectification is commenced.

The carbonate of potassa having been put into the receiving bot-

tle at the commencement of the process, and the distillate having

been received upon it, the whole is now well shaken up with the

palm of the hand only, over the bottle mouth, and poured into the

cleansed retort, and the bottle rinsed in with the diluted alcohol.

The bottle is then rinsed clean, tied over as before, and replaced in

the apparatus, when the heating is cautiously resumed. At 130°

to 133° the liquid will fairly boil, and must be kept from boiling

too rapidly for the capacity of the condenser, as it is easy to drive

off an important portion of the ether by too rapid heating at first.

One-fourth of the gallon should pass over before the temperature

rises above 176°, and as this portion contains nearly all the ether,

the remainder being more easily condensed may be distilled more

rapidly.

If the first fourth of this distillate be kept apart and distilled

fractionally, it commences to boil at 68 to 72°, boils rapidly and

distills fast at 74°, and then steadily and more and more slowly arises

to 156°. The receiver is then changed and 8 f 3 more distilled over.

This is redistilled to 17 f 3 . The first product measures 8 f 3

received up to 156°, is of a golden yellow color, and has a s. g. of

.8914 at 50°. The second product 17 f 3 is of a paler yellow and
has a density of .862 at 50°. The rejected portions still contain

some ether, probably 3 f 3 of the same density as the last product.

By a calculation based upon the specific gravities, this would give

to the officinal spirit of nitre by this process, a composition of 123

f 3 alcohol, and 5 f ? of pure dry hyponitrous ether, or about 4 per

cent, of the ether under the most favorable circumstances.

The sweet spirit of nitre obtained by this process is a volatile,

transparent, bright liquid, of a greenish yellow tint—never color-

less, and of a fragrant but not pungent odor. It boils at 156° to

158°, and has a specific gravity of .840 to .841 at 60° when freshly

58
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made. It is perfectly neutral to test paper, and gives a deep straw

color with dilute solution of potassa within half an hour.

With good materials and careful manipulation this process yields

an excellent medicinal preparation liable only to the objections that

it contains too much aldehyd, and is not as uniform in strength, nor

quite as strong as desirable. When put up at once in half pint bot-

tles, well filled and well stopped with waxed glass stoppers, and the

bottles covered with dark paper, it keeps well. Several bottles of

it made in March, 1854, were examined recently in connection with

this part of the subject, and were found to have undergone no per-

ceptible change. It is the practice of this laboratory to make this

preparation fresh for every vessel of large class that is fitted out in

the navy, and the preparation now examined was made for the

frigate Columbia, then fitted out as the flagship of the home squad-

ron, and was returned with the stores of that vessel when she was

laid up, after a cruise of nearly two years, principally in the West

Indies. As a test of the keeping properties of the preparation

when well made, I regard this as conclusive. Another specimen

one year and three months old, is in the same good condition.

After having practiced this process bi-monthly or oftener for two

years, it was abandoned in search of a better and more convenient

one, for the following reasons :

It is unnecessarily circuitous and complex.

It makes use of a* salt that is often difficult to obtain free from

chlorides ; and that is nearly insoluble in the menstruum used,

thus postponing the reactions and rendering them somewhat vari-

able and precarious. The reaction which produces an undue pro-

portion of aldehyd in the distillate, and which probably occurs at

temperatures about 186° to 190° may very well take place in that

portion of the materials confined under the cake in contact with

the bottom of the retort, for it is not uncommon to see a violent

boiling out from under the cake, when the ebullition elsewhere is

quietly and steadily going on. There is no way of securing uni-

formity of temperature and reaction in a retort of boiling liquid

when a cake of solid matter lies upon the bottom.

The process distills over from one-half to three-fourths of the

alcohol twice unnecessarily, for the six pints first received in the

etherification, and last received in the rectification, are simply

alcohol. This unnecessary distillation occupies half the time of

the process, and requires a larger apparatus than is commonly

possessed by apothecaries.
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In making nitric acid, the materials used in this process should

yield practically about 18| * of an acid of 1.41 s.g., and upon

this the following process is based ; and this process is the best sub-

stitute for the officinal one that I have yet tried, and its details

and results are based upon an experience of nearly a year and a

half :-

Take of Nitric Acid, s.g. 1.408 28 f 3 =37 J =2 lb. 8J oz. Av.

Alcohol, " .835 20 pints.

Carbonate of potassa, 2 \ .

The apparatus required is the same precisely as that for the

U. S. P. process, except that, for double the yield, both the retort

and receiver may be of 2 pints less capacity. The receiver should

be marked at each pint by a pencil on a slip of paper pasted verti-

cally on the side of the bottle.

One gallon of the alcohol is introduced into the retort, the acid

slowly added to it, and heat applied through the intervention of

water, or preferably by a steam jet. At 178° the yellow mixture

begins to boil, and faint yellow vapors appear in the retort as brisk

distillation commences at 184°, the distillate being slightly yellow

and ethereal from the beginning.

As the distillation proceeds, the boiling mixture and the atmos-

phere within the retort become more yellow till the temperature

reaches 188°, and three pints have passed over. The temperature

then, if watched closely, will be seen to fall from \° to 2°, accord-

ing to the amount of heat applied at the time, and coincidently

with this, a material increase in the rate of distillation and color

of the distillate occurs. This indicates the full establishment of

the etherifying reactions, and should be carefully observed and

appreciated. As soon as the distillation increases and the tempera-

ture begins to fall, the heat should be moderated down, and as

soon as the reaction is fully established, the heat should be entirely

withdrawn. The thermometer then falls very slowly and steadily

to 170°, the distillation also decreasing till at 170° about h\ pints

of distillate have passed over. The heating is then cautiously

resumed, and the thermometer kept steadily at or about 176° till 6|-

pints have passed over, when the process is terminated and the

apparatus taken down, thoroughly rinsed out, and set up again.

The carbonate of potassa is added to the distillate and well

shaken with it, the bottle being closed only with the hand. The
mixture is then poured into the retort, and the rectification com-
menced, slowly at first, or at least with a speed proportionate to
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the capacity of the condenser. The mixture boils at about 80°,

distills rapidly at 100°, and 18 f 3 should pass over before the

temperature rises above 150°. The heat may then be increased

from time to time, and the remainder pushed over rapidly till 5-j

pints have been received. The distillate is then transferred to a

larger vessel, alcohol added to it till it measures 17 pints, the whole

well shaken, and then put up in half pint bottles, well filled, and

well stopped with waxed glass stoppers, and the bottles covered

with dark blue paper. The whole process occupies about 1 hours.

The product is neutral, of a clear bright yellow tint, and fragrant

odor, free from pungency. The s. g. is .841 to .842, it boils at 156°

to 157°, and gives but a pale straw color with dilute solution of

potassa within half an hour. It is occasionally so free from aldehyd

that several hours is required to develop the color with solution of

potassa. The tint is generally seen within an hour by looking

through the test tube in the directien of its long axis. The com-

parative freedom from aldehyd, for it is never altogether free from

it, is an indication of the care and success with which the process

has been conducted, and is, too, an indication of the length of time

the preparation will keep in dispensing. Put up as above directed,

this preparation has kept for one year without the slightest appre-

ciable change. How much longer it will keep, I am not able to

say at present.

If, in the rectification of the above product, the distillation be

conducted fractionally and the different portions of the distillate

examined, they will be found nearly as follows :
—

18 f § received up to 150° golden yellow, s.g. .900 at 50°

Q f I " " 100° pale straw, " .878 " 57°

Sift " at 100° paler " " .869 « 56°

10 f 3 " up to 170° " " not examined.

The last portion, not examined, probably contains 1 £ f 3 of

ether, of s.g. .869, at least, in which case a calculation by the

specific gravities indicates that this preparation contains very nearly

14 f I of dry hyponitrous ether, s.g. .947, or about 5.1 per cent.

In adopting the proportions of this formula I supposed it would

yield a preparation medicinally identical with that of the U. S. P.

process, and this supposition, based upon a practical observation

in making nitric acid, was strengthened by the physical proper-

ties of the resulting spirit of nitre. I have since found, however,

as now stated, that the 18£ 3 of nitric acid of s.g. 1.408 that the

United States Pharmacopoeia materials do yield when distilled
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separately is not utilized in that process, for if the ready-made acid

in this quantity is substituted for the materials for generating it,

the yield of ether is over 1 per cent, more in the preparation. The

IT. S .P. process should yield a preparation containing 5 per cent,

of dry ether, but cannot be made to do so in my hands except by

obtaining the nitric acid as a separate operation. Why the acid

yields one-fourth more ether than I can obtain in using the ma-

terials for generating it, I could only attempt to explain upon theo-

retical grounds, which I do not fully entertain in opposition to the

practical experience upon which the Pharmacopoeia process is based.

This process of obtaining a dilute hyponitrous ether, and then

farther diluting it, is quite applicable to general pharmaceutical

use, and from the experiments I have made for reducing the scale

with this view, I venture to assert that any apothecary who can

compound a prescription properly can as easily make this pre-

paration for himself. It is one of those preparations, and the

number of such is not few, that is more easily made upon the small

scale, simply because the success that attends the process depends

mainly upon a temperature, and because this is more easily regu-

lated in small vessels with small quantities of materials to react.

It can be made very cheaply too, and with an apparatus so simple,

and of so general an adaptability, that a great majority of apothe-

caries doubtless always possess it.

Having recently bought such an apparatus for making these

experiments on the small scale it may be worth while to enumerate

it, and mention the cost.

A tubulated retort 14 to 16 f 3 capacity cost $0 42

A tubular thermometer* " 1 75

A piece of thin glass tube, $ inch internal diameter

and three feet long ; and two short pieces of

small glass tube which may be bent in the

lamp cost 13

And two feet of small India rubber tubing " 25

$2 55

* These thermometers are imported from Germany. They are by far the
most convenient and useful. They consist of an opaque glass scale and
capillary tube with black figures, enclosed in a glass tube not much larger than
that of a barometer. Being entirely of glass, except the enclosed mercury,
they are well adapted to an extended and indiscriminate use.
They may be had of J. F. Luhme & Co., No. 565 Broadway, or of F. Liese,

No. 102 John Street, New York, of Mr. A. P. Sharp, of Baltimore, and prob-
ably also of apparatus dealers generally.
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Of these last materials I made a very good Liebig's condenser

with corks, by soldering together two plaster cans |for a case.

The necesary lamp and stand, vessel for a water-bath, and proper

supports, are always at hand in some form that may be made avail-

able. With such appliances the dispensing apothecary can, and

should make this preparation for a length of time proportionate to

the care and skill with which he uses them, with great advantage

to himself, to the patient and to the physician.

Take of Nitric Acid, s.g. 1.408 2 f I .

(or " " " 1.35 2^ f 3 )

Alcohol, " .835 22ifi)
(or " " .838 21 f § )

Carbonate of Potassa, 2 3 .

The apparatus being set up, add the nitric acid slowly to 9 f § of

the alcohol in the retort, and having the thermometer in place,

apply the heat. The mixing of the materials gives them a tempera-

ture of 93° to commence with. If the nitric acid used is nearly

colorless the mixture will be colorless also till heated to near the

boiling point, when it becomes yellow.

It begins to boil at 179° to 181° and boils and distills actively at

184°, yielding a yellow distillate from the first. It occasionally

happens that this, in common with many other liquids, boils badly,

becoming heated far above the boiling point, and only boiling at

intervals and by bursts of ebullition. This curious condition of

fluids commonly occurs in small round bottomed glass vessels, and

may be measurably controlled by having a fragment or two of glass

in the retort. These should not be dropped in while the liquid is

heated above its boiling point, as they then almost invariably cause

it to boil over, but the process should always commence with this

simple precaution.

The mixture goes on boiling and distilling steadily at a tempera-

ture gradually and slowly rising to 180° or 187° where it becomes

stationary till 7 f 3 of distillate has passed over. The heat is

then moderated by lowering the lamp till the temperature falls

to 170°, and the distillation continued about this point till the

distillate amounts to 8 f 3 , when the first part of the process is

terminated.

During this distillation the temperature is liable to fall suddenly

a degree or more, and then slowly rise again. Such variations of

temperature may be disregarded as long as the rate of distillation

continues unchanged ; but if coincidently with a fall of temperature
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the distillation should increase and gases pass over uncondensed,

the lamp should be at once removed. The temperature will then

continue to fall steadily to 170° while the distillation slackens,

when the heating may be cautiously resumed till the prescribed

8f 3 has been received below 176°.

The apparatus is then thoroughly rinsed out, the distillate

returned to the retort, the carbonate of potassa added to it, the

whole shaken round well without splashing into the retort neck,

the apparatus connected, and the warm water of the bath carefully

and slowly applied so that the distillation does not exceed the

capacity of the condenser. This capacity is easily and nicely

determined by watching the drop which always occupies the end

of the small eduction tube fitted to the end of the condenser. If

the condenser is working below its capacity, bubbles of air will

from time to time pass into the apparatus, and the delivery will be

irregular from this tendency of air to pass in, by or through, the

condensed liquid. If working beyond its capacity the drops will be

blown out by escaping vapors. The first part of the rectifica-

tion should not proceed too slowly, however, for the distillate

then, from being nearly pure ether, evaporates rapidly, particularly

if received in a large mouthed vessel.

As a guide to the strength of the preparation, it is proper to

notice that about 1 f 3 should pass over before the temperature of

the boiling liquid rises above 1 50°, and that by the time the tem-

perature reaches 176°, 3 f 3 should have been received. This 3 f 3

of distillate should have a s.g. of .869.

The rectification is carried to 6 f 3 , and this distillate is diluted

to 194- f 3 with the remainder of the alcohol, and well shaken. It

should then be transferred at once to small bottles well filled and

stopped, and covered with dark wrappers.

If the first distillate be rectified fractionally, it will yield as

follows :

1 f 3 up to 157° golden yellow s.g. .8944 at 54°

1 f 3 " 173° paler
' " " .8640 " 60°

1 f 3 " 176° paler " " .8483 " 60°

giving a mean s.g. for the first 3 f 3 of .869. The remaining 3f §

is nearly colorless, and almost wholly alcohol.

Assuming that the first 3 f 3 is a solution of hyponitrous ether

in alcohol, it will consist of 7.94f 5 of the ether and 16.03 f 3 of

alcohol, and will therefore yield a finished preparation containing

5.1 per cent, of dry hyponitrous ether.
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I have found in jn'actice that nitric acid which is sold as "1.42"

s.g. commonly has a true s.g. of 1.405 to 1.41, and the commercial

acid sold as " 1.38" is often as low as 1.35 in reality. So alcohol

sold as " .835" is rarely below .836 and often above .838, whilst I

have not yet seen a specimen of "95 per cent." alcohol that was in

reality below .8195 to .820 s.g.

If the second set of proportions given in brackets in the formula

be used with these commercial materials that are not weaker than

the specific gravities given indicate, the mixture will boil at 180°,

but the boiling point will not rise so high as 186° till near the end

of the distillation. Then, however, it is prone to rise higher and to

produce more aldehyd in the distillate if not very carefully and

slowly conducted. The same quantity 8 f § should be distilled

over, and at similar temperatures. In the rectification about 7 f 3

will pass over below 150° to 156°, and 3 f § below 176°. The recti-

fication should be carried to 5 f 3 only, and to this should be added

11 f 3 of alcohol, making 1 pint of finished sweet spirits of nitre.

The s.g. of the 20 f 3 first received in the rectification is .8732

which yields by calculation 6.94 f 3 of the ether s.g. .947, and 13.06

f 3 of alcohol s.g. .838, thus furnishing a product containing 5.2

per cent, of the dry ether, or practically the same with the other

materials.

This preparation cannot be distinguished from the other by

aj:>pearance or sensible properties, is neutral to test paper, but has

a very different s.g.—.847 instead of .8415—and is liable to contain

more aldehyd. Of its keeping properties I can say nothing, only

that I believe that sweet spirit of nitre keeps best when it contains

least water ; and that much water will cause it to spoil very soon,

no matter how carefully it may be kept.

Except that ordinary nitric acid is almost as liable to contain

chlorine, as nitrate of potassa is to contain chlorides, the first of

these processes on the small scale is nearly unobjectionable in practice,

chiefly because the proportions of acid and alcohol are such that

etherification occurs near the boiling point of the mixture, and

near the boiling point of alcohol, where the temperature is most

easily regulated. It avoids the violent reaction and difficult man-

agement of the Edinburgh and Dublin processes, and also avoids

the loss attending the separation and manipulation of so volatile a

liquid as these processes obtain, for as the alcohol distills over

with the ether, and as the ether is slowly produced, its volatilization

or loss is measurably controlled.
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When the alcohol bears a smaller proportion to the acid than that

given, the boiling point of the mixture is higher, and the reactions

occurring at a higher temperature produce more aldehyd in the dis-

tillate, and are less easily and less economically controlled. When a

much larger proportion of alcohol is used, it distills off before the

proper reactions take place, the distillation of unchanged alcohol

frequently continuing till the proportion is considerably less than

that adopted in the formula, and the reaction when it does occur is

of gourse correspondingly more active. The manner in which

nitric acid and alcohol are mixed has a most interesting and impor-

tant bearing upon the character of the reactions, as well as upon the

period and rate at which these reactions occur. Thus the acid, if

new and colorless, may be so slowly and carefully mixed with the

alcohol that in the proportions given in the London officinal formula

the whole of the prescribed distillate may be drawn over before any

appreciable reaction occurs. In practice, upon a scale of 2± gallons

of materials, this has twice occurred to me, without any particular

care, or premeditated slowness in mixing. On the other hand, if

alcohol is slowly poured into nitric acid, a most violent reaction

occurs before the proportions become equal, and this violent reac-

tion continues long after the proportions pass the limit of 5 to 1, or

until the cold alcohol quenches the reaction altogether. Such a

mixture has the sensible properties of spirit of nitre. At some

period, and in some portions of all mixtures as ordinarily made,

some of these conditions of concentration are liable to occur,> and

thence to act as a starting point from whence general reaction may
commence earlier or later, as the case may be. Hence the utility

of a proper proportion, and of a temperature regulated at the

lowest point of equable reaction, as the best, the safest, and the

most economical means of controlling such variations in the re-

actions. The means of controlling within narrow practical limits,

the strength of the preparation by the proposed formula is very

satisfactory, and not difficult to accomplish. It consists simply in

taking the specific gravity of that portion of the distillate in the

rectification which comes over below the boiling point of alcohol,

which portion will contain nearly all the ether, and may for practical

purposes be considered as a solution of hyponitrous ether in a small

proportion of alcohol. The operator will then have three specific

gravities
;
namely, of the mixture and its two elements (the small

portion of water and aldehyd, and degrees of temperature within

five or six being disregarded), from which to calculate the propor-

tion of each element, by the following rule :
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" Take the difference of every pair of the three specific gravi-

ties; viz., of the compound and each ingredient ; and multiply the

difference of every two by the third. Then as the greatest pro-

duct is to the whole weight " or volume " of the compound, so

is each of the other products to the weight" or volume "of the

two ingredients." The specific gravity of the mixture being above

or below the mean of the two ingredients, indicates that the largest

obtained proportional belongs on the side of the greater or less

specific gravity.

The descriptions of sweet spirit of nitre as commonly met with

are faulty. It is described by our Pharmacopoeia in common with

others as " colorless." I have never seen it colorless when of fair

quality, no matter by what process it may have been made. On
the other hand, when of full officinal (U. S. P.) strength, it has a

very decided greenish yellow tint. That it may be made color-

less by repeated rectification of the ether, I have no doubt ; neither

of the formulas, however, accomplish this. It is said that it

"slightly reddens litmus," but when freshly made, or when well

kept, it does not at all redden ordinary litmus paper until a few

moments' exposure to the air, on the paper, oxidizes the aldehyd

or binoxide of nitrogen which it contains, in small proportion.

This change occurs the more quickly, and is the more marked,

as the preparation contains more water. The strictly officinal

preparation begins to boil at 156° to 157° instead of " 160°." It is

described as having a s.g. of .834, a density below that of the

alcohol used, whilst the ether dissolved in the alcohol has a density

of .947. In practice the s.g. varies from .840 to .841 when freshly

made. It, however, loses in s.g. and in color, by age, without

giving evidence of any other change. Several specimens put up at

.840 to .842 were examined at periods varying between two years

and five months, were found to have s.g. of .835 to .838 yet were

not deficient in the proportion of ether yielded to fractional dis-

tillation.

Tests of character for this preparation are much needed, but it is

not easy to find any that are simple and reliable. The least objec-

tionable method of estimating or comparing the ethereal strength is

probably that of fractional distillation. One pint of officinal sweet

spirit of nitre distilled from fragments of glass, by a water-bath,

yields a yellow distillate of one-fourth of its bulk, whilst the tem-

perature in the boiling liquid is below 180°, and such a distillate

contains nearly all the hyponitrous ether of the preparation. This
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distillate, again distilled in precisely the same way, yields 1 f 3

of distillate below 176°. This last, upon the addition of an equal

bulk of water, added in a stream, and without agitation, yields

a supernatant ethereal layer of 2 J f 3. The preparation by the

proposed process yields about 3 f 3 . These results are based upon

a number of trials, and are not too high, but will be found to indi-

cate the comparative value very conveniently. Dilute solution

of potassa, say equal parts of officinal solution and distilled water,

is an excellent test for aldehyd in a spirit that is free from acid

or nearly so, provided time be given for its reaction to develop the

color. I have never seen a specimen of good spirit of nitre that

would not, in the proportion of equal parts, yield a decided straw

yellow tint with this test within twelve hours. A yellow tint is

usually perceptible within fifteen minutes, and the color thence

grows deeper for twelve hours, when it becomes of a golden or

brownish yellow of a deep hue. Where aldehyd is in undue pro-

portion, this change occurs sooner, and becomes ultimately of a

brown hue, even within an hour or two. The changes appear to

take place more quickly in warm weather, and in a bright light.

The sulphuric acid test is less convenient and less to be relied

upon in my hands.

In order to ascertain the relative strength the officinal prepara-

tion bears to the commercial article as supplied to apothecaries

generally, six samples of sweet spirit of nitre were purchased

and examined. Five of these samples were obtained from five of

the largest and most respectable wholesale drug establishments in

New York city, and one from a large establishment that is con-

sidered to be of second rate as to character. As these houses

represent the commerce in medicines, under the most favorable

circumstances, so the samples obtained from them may be con-

sidered as fairly representing the merchantable articles and the

manufacturers that supply the demand. The six samples were

sold as the products of three manufactories, two of Philadelphia,

and one of New York. Two of these manufactories are very ex-

tensive, and probably supply a very large proportion of the medi-

cinal preparations that are manufactured in the United States.

The third is much smaller, and represents a pretty numerous class

of manufacturers of special preparations. Three of the samples

are alleged to be from the largest manufacturers, two from the

second in extent, and one from the smaller. One of these manu-
facturers makes and sells five different kinds of Sweet Spirit of
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Nitre. Only two of these were examined, however, as these only,

called "3 F " and " 4 F " were met with in casually purchasing

the six samples as a fair representation of the article that is

now within the reach of general medical practice.

These specimens, then, probably represent the manufacture and

the markets of New York and Philadelphia in this preparation.

They were carefully examined by fractional distillation as above

mentioned, and are placed in comparison with No. 7, which is a

strictly officinal U. S. P. preparation 16 months old.

No. Color. S.G.
Reaction

with Litmus.

Reaction
with Sol.

Potassa in
15 minutes.

Ethereal layer
separated by
water from 1

pint of spirit

Estimated per-
centage of dry
Ether contained.

1

2

3

4
5*

6

7

Good.
Pale.

Good.
Good.

Colorless.

Good.
Good.

.839

.840

.839

.881

.911

.851

.840

Neutral.

u

Acid.

Slightly acid
Neutral.

Yellow.

< i

Colorless.

Brown.
Yellow.

50 TTI

.

If" scant.

1 f 3

If" scant.

None.
1 f I 35 tti

2£f3

Below 1.7 p.c.
" 2.

"

" 2.
"

" 2.
"

" 1.

3.16

4.2

"4F."
"3F."

It would appear from this table that a great majority of the

physicians, whose patients obtain their Sweet Spirit of Nitre from

ordinary sources, are prescribing a preparation that is considerably

below half its proper strength ; or often but little more than dilute

alcohol. It is not surprising that little or no medicinal effect is

obtained from such an article ; or that when given in the now com-

mon doubled dose it produces the almost opposite effect of so much
alcohol.

The officinal U. S. P. preparation is at best probably too strong

in alcohol for the full medicinal effect of the hyponitrous ether,

having probably less ether in it by 1 per cent, than the framers of

the Pharmacopoeia purposed it should have from the formula.

Hence the physician who predicates any part of the character of

his profession upon the diaphoretic, diuretic, or febrifuge effects of

this commercial preparation too often brings a discredit upon his

science and art, which more justly belongs to the preparation he

employs. His patient distrusts his skill, and instinctively seeks for

better results from some of the various pretended " systems " or

quackeries with which he is surrounded.

* This sample was opalescent when purchased, and this " rnuddiness" was
ascribed by the person who dispensed it, to his having " rinsed out the bottle

with water" previous to putting it up. In standing twenty-four hours it

became clear by depositing a white sediment.
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It is not probable that bad colocynth or bad scammony are ever

to be found in " Brandreth's Pills," but I have good reason to be-

lieve that the seed from the colocynth of which Brandretlrs Pills

are made, is separately powdered and. sold, and that from such

cheap varieties of powdered colocynth much of the extract is made
upon which regular practitioners must rely.

In view of such illustrations, is it surprising that charlatanism

flourishes, or that medical men are to be found in co-partnership, or

in competition with it ? The patient often doubts the quality of

his physician or of his physician's science, but rarely reflects upon
the tendency of commercial competition and a blunted moral per-

ception upon the means on which physicians must rely.

It is said of Sweet Spirit of Nitre, as of Hoffman's anodyne and

other preparations, that the commercial article is so very different

from that contemplated in the materia medica, that it may be well

to examine into the expediency of so modifying the Pharmacopoeia

as to produce the commercial article, because the curative effects or

character of the article as a remedial agent must belong to it as

found in commerce, rather than as produced by the officinal for-

mula, since by far the greater part used in medicine is obtained

through commerce. To all such reasoning and expediency, and to

the increasing disposition to subsidize every science and art to the

making of money alone, I offer my hearty and unqualified opposi-

tion ; for it is mainly thus that the physician is losing one by one

his valuable curative agents, and acquiring for his profession an

uncertainty which does not belong to it, but which engenders a

popular distrust as injurious to that profession as it is beneficial to

charlatanism.

U. S. Naval Laboratory, New York, May, 1856.

At the revision of the U. S. P. of 1860, the writer, serving in that

revision, offered the amended process above given. This, after full

discussion and repeated trials by other members of the Committee

of Revision, was slightly changed and adopted, the name of the

preparation being also changed to that since used.

Ten years' work with this process in the writer's hands suggested

a few improvements in the details, but the plan of direct distilla-

tion of nitric acid and alcohol alone, was always used, and no

important criticism of the U. S. P. process was offered. Yet, in the
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revision of 1870, the Committee of Eevision changed the process

very much. The British Pharmacopoeia had been revised and pub-

lished in 1867, and a process arranged by Prof. Redwood had been

there adopted, wherein metallic copper and sulphuric acid were added

to the reaction between the nitric acid and alcohol on theoretical

grounds. The reasons given for this change were at first accepted

by the writer, and the process was very thoroughly tried, but with-

out the promised advantages,—without any advantage,—and the

process was soon abandoned for the former one. The Committee

of Eevision of 1870, however, adopted this process, copying the

British Pharmacopoeia very closely in everything excepting in the

strength and quantity, or proportion, of alcohol used. The other

elements being kept the same, the alcohol was increased by nearly

one-half, thus reducing the strength of the product to nearly one-

half that of the British Pharmacopoeia, and to less than one-

third the strength of the U. S. P. of 1860. As no notice was taken

of this great change in strength by the Pharmacopoeia, nor any

explanation ever offered, it has always been supposed by the writer

to have been unintentional. But if ever discovered by the Commit-

tee it was never corrected, and continued to be the officinal practice

for the entire ten years. The supposition that it was an uninten-

tional change is strengthened by the circumstance that the descrip-

tion and tests were kept practically the same for this as in 1860

for a preparation more than three times stronger. ^
And the supposition that the mistake was not discovered by the

Committee is strengthened by the circumstance that the Commit-

tee of Revision of 1880 failed to correct it, although they gave a pro-

duct somewhat stronger,—or, of nearly half the strength of that of

1860.

The Committee of 1880 revised the process materially by leaving

out the copper of the British Pharmacopoeia, but retaining the sul-

phuric acid ;—by washing the crude ether ;—and by reducing the

amount of the alcohol of dilution. Yet still this Committee prac-

tically adhered to the description and tests of 1860.

The revision of 1860 followed this writer in stating that the product

contains from four and three-tenths to five per cent, of its peculiar

ether (not necessarily ethyl nitrite). The revision of 1870 reduced

the strength to less than one-third, and yet states that it contains

5 per cent, of its peculiar ether. The revision of 1880 yields a pro-

duct of less than half the strength of that of 1860, and yet claims

that it contains at least 4 per cent, of real ethyl nitrite.
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Whenever nitric acid of anywhere near the pharmacopceial strength

is distilled to the end of the reaction with alcohol that is also

near to the pharmacopceial strength, the product is a complex ethe-

real liquid which is fairly uniform in quantity and quality, and the

amount produced is in direct proportion to the nitric acid used.

This complex ethereal liquid contains a fairly uniform proportion

of ethyl nitrite, and when it is diluted with alcohol, to a definite

degree, it forms spirit of nitrous ether.

The stochiometric proportions for reaction between nitric acid of

s.g. 1.42 at 15.6° C. (compared with water at the same temperature)

and alcohol of s.g. .814 at 15.6° C. are about 13 parts acid to 14.2

parts alcohol, but unless the alcohol be taken in larger proportion,

the reaction is so active as to involve serious loss. But if the pro-

portion of alcohol be very much increased the reaction does not

occur until the excess is distilled off. And again, as the acid

becomes reduced and diluted toward the end of the reaction, the

excess of alcohol comes over partially or entirely undecomposed.

Within fairly uniform limits, however, and under the pharmaco-

pceial conditions, the relation between the quantity of nitric acid

taken, and the quantity of the finished spirit of nitrous ether, indi-

cates the strength of the spirit. Therefore the confusion into

which the subject seems to have drifted is shown by this relation.

The first U. S. P. of 18:20 started this preparation aright by

the direct distillation of nitric acid and alcohol in such pro-

portion as to yield from 4.5 to 5p.c. of the ethereal liquid in the

product, and the relation of the nitric acid taken, to the finished

spirit of nitrous ether, was about 1 to 4.8.

The first revision of the U. S. P. in 1830 changed from nitric

acid to potassium nitrate and sulphuric acid, using such propor-

tions as to keep the nitric acid about the same, and the relation of

the nitric acid given by the potassium nitrate, to the finished spirit

of nitrous ether, was about 1 to 4.6.

The revisions of 1840 and 1850 adhered to this formula of 1830.

Before the revision of 1860 the writer showed in the paper repro-

duced here, the objections to this process;—showed that it did not

yield the strength of product required by the calculated amount of

nitric acid, but gave a relation of 1 to 5.5 instead of 1 to 4.6;—and
showed that it was desirable to get back to the process of 1820, but

that the 1 to 5.5 strength having then been established by 25 years'

usage, had better remain practically unchanged. These efforts in

the Committee of 1860 were successful, and the practice of the
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direct distillation of the elements was resumed and the relation of

strength of about 1 to 5.5 was preserved; and, throughout the 50

years from 1820 to 1870 the proportion of ethereal liquid in the

finished spirit was from 4.5 to 5 p.c, and the proportion of ethyl

nitrite must have been about 4 p.c.

In 1870, however, the very radical change was made of following

the British Pharmacopoeia in all points excepting the proportion of

alcohol. The British relation of strength was about 1 to 10.7 of

finished spirit. But the U. S. P. of 1870 was about 1 to 19, or less

than one-third the strength of the past 50 years.

At the time this change was made the writer did not suspect its

radical character, and rather carelessly endeavored to adopt its pro-

portions. But having occasion to send a sample from his stock to

Mr. A. H. Allen, possibly at Mr. Allen's request, it was reported

by Mr. Allen to be very deficient in strength, whereupon the writer

at once went back to the old process of 1860.

In 1880 the process was again materially changed and the relation

of strength became about 1 to 13 of finished product. The German

Pharmacopoeia is about 1 to 7.7.

The object of this paper is once more to try to get the Committee

of Kevision of 1890 to return to the strength of 1860; or else let the

medical profession know that its spirit of nitrous ether is so weak

as to approach the commerical article of the markets in uselessness.

ETHYL NITRITE.

A very valuable paper on " The Preparation of Ethyl Nitrite,"

by Professor Dunstan and T. S. Dymond, of the Research Labora-

tory of the British Pharmaceutical Society, is published in the

Pharmaceutical Journal and Transactions, of April 14, 1888,

p. 861. By a slight modification of the process given in this paper

on ethyl nitrite supposed to be pure, was twice made. The s.g. of

this liquid compared with an equal volume of water at the same

temperature, was .9177 at 4°C. The boiling point was so low that

the s.g. could not be taken at 15.6°0., but when mixed in equal

weights with nearly absolute alcohol of the s.g. .8033 at 4°C, or

.7943 at 15.6°C, the s.g. of the mixture was .8579 at 4°C, or .8447

at 15.0°C. The mean of the two specific gravities at 4°C. in the

mixture being (.9177+ .8033= 1.7210-^-2= ) .8605, and the observed

e.g. .8579 appears to show an expansion of .0026 at 4°0. The s.g.
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of this ethyl nitrite at 15.6°C, as deduced from these data, would

be about .8977.

This ethyl nitrite was then used for making the dilutions now to

be mentioned.

All the dilutions contained 5 p.c. of this ether ; and the weigh-

ings were as close as was easily practicable with liquids so volatile,

and were made at common room temperatures. The specific gravi-

ties given are comparisons with water, at the same temperatures, as

the unity standards, and these were taken in the 100 gram. s.g. bot-

tles shown at p. 1166. The 5 p.c. solutions were all assayed for the

proportion of ethyl nitrite by the method of Mr. A. H. Allen, of

Sheffield, England (see his " Commerical Organic Analysis/' 1885,

vol. L, p. 150, and valuable papers in The Pharm. Jour, and Trans,

for Feb. 21, 1885, p. 673, and Nov. 21, 1885, p. 440.) A slight

modification of Lunge's Nitrometer, as figured in Sutton's Volu-

metric Analysis, 5th edition, p. 479, was used, and as it proved so

convenient in use it may be worth while to show it by an illustra-

tion on the following page, 1196. The principle is, however,

exactly that of Mr. Allen.

THE NITROMETER.

These nitrometers are most conveniently used in pairs, and upon a

stand as shown;—or on the backboard of the stand, without the foot,

screwed or hung against some wall or partition at a height conve-

nient for filling and reading. The brine used for charging is a fil-

tered, saturated solution of common salt, to which about 5 p.c. of

water is added to avoid the separation of crystals at the line of con-

tact with the spirit. In the illustration one nitrometer is shown in

readiness to be charged with the brine from the full flask, by mouth
suction, through the tube temporarily connected at the top by a ^
cork and small suction tube. The brine being drawn up a little

above the stopcock, that is closed, the cork and suction tube are

removed, and the brine above the stopcock is cautiously let down
into the lower tube. Then the 3 c.c. of spirit of nitrous ether is

measured in a narrow pipette, which delivers the 3 c.c. with known
accuracy, at the bottom of the upper graduated tube of the nitro-

meter; and it must be remembered that any error in quantity here

is multiplied many times in the result. The spirit is then let in

slowly on top of the brine. Then, 5 c.c. of a solution of potassium

iodide of the strength of 2 grams, in 5 c.c. is measured into the

54
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upper graduated tube of the nitrometer, and let into the spirit.

This addition always liberates a proportion of gas which is very

variable,—rarely twice alike even from similar materials and appar-

ent conditions. This liberation of gas has been said to be due to

acidity in the spirit, but it occurs with spirit that is entirely neutral

or even alkaline. It is true that enough ammonia may be added to

any spirit to prevent it, and this also prevents the liberation of free

iodine by converting the iodine into ammonium iodide. But the

gas liberated from a spirit that is quite neutral to neutral litmus

paper will often liberate gas to the amount of 6 or 8 c.c, and occa-

sionally as much as 10 or 12 c.c. This reaction is not satisfactorily

accounted for, but it is not a trustworthy indication of the acidity

of the spirit tested. In a very strong, freshly made spirit the addi-

tion of a similar volume of water will cause the liberation of nearly

as much gas. Finally. 5 c.c. of a dilute sulphuric acid,

—

2 grams,

in 6,- is passed in slowly, only half a c.c. or so at first. When the

vigorous part of the reaction is over, the brine flask, with the end

of the tube still immersed, is raised nearly to a level with the liquid

in the nitrometer, and the tube is taken out and slipped through a

rubber ring on the nitrometer, as shown in the one on the left of the

illustration, the liquid in the two tubes being brought to the same

level. The heat generated by the reaction in both the gas and the

liquid prevents a correct reading at first, and, therefore, the appara-

tus must be allowed to stand, with an occasional readjustment of

the levels until the levels no longer need readjusting. This requires

some 10 or 15 minutes' waiting, and during this time the other

nitrometer of the pair may be used. The final reading is then

made, and the nitrometer is washed out ready for another

observation while waiting for the second one to cool. By the use of

the very strong iodide solution and acid, the excess is so great as to

insure a fairly complete reaction without agitating the nitrometer.

Yet it may easily be agitated if desired, or if very accurate results

are aimed at, but the increase of gas, on waiting 10 or 15 minutes

after agitation, is rarely more than .3 c.c, and this is quite within

the sphere of unavoidable errors of the process. With very weak
spirit the reaction is correspondingly slow, and the waiting time

must be longer, or until bubbles of gas nearly cease to rise in the

liquid. When a spirit containing less than 3p.c. is to be tested,

the errors are reduced by using 5 c.c. instead of 3. But if 5 c.c. of

a 5 p.c. spirit be taken, the gas will extend below the 50 c.c. grad-

uation of the nitrometer.
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If nitrometer observations are made at temperatures which vary

more than two or three degrees, and such observations are to be

compared, it is well to make a rough correction for the difference,

since the amount of gas varies of its volume for each 1°C.

Such a correction is easily made bymutiplying .0037 by the number

of c.c. of liberated gas, and then multiplying that product by the

number of centigrade degrees for which the correction is to be

made. The result is to be added to the volume of the gas when the

temperature to be corrected is below the common room temperature,

or is to be subtracted from the reading if above. Thus .0037 multi-

plied by 31.5 c.c. of gas gives .11655, and this multiplied by 2.5
;
C.

difference of temperature between two observations which are to be

compared, gives .29-fc.c. to be added to the 31.5 c.c. of gas if that

was below, or be subtracted if above the temperature of the obser-

vation with which it was to be compared, giving (31. 5 -(-.29= ) 31 .79

in the one case, or (31.5—.29=) 31.21 in the other. Such a cor-

rection makes a difference in the result of about .09 p. c. of the

nitrite.

In order to get a standard for the nitrometer work, a solution of

pure ethyl nitrite, made by the process described by Prof. Dunstan

and Dymond, was accurately made, in the proportion of 5p.c. by

weight, in nearly absolute alcohol (99.84 p. c), and this solution,

having a s.g. of . 7995 at 15.G°C, was carefully and repeatedly tested

by the nitrometer. The resulting indications, at room-temperature

of about 20°C. or G8°F., were, for 3 c.c. of the 5 p. c. solution

(= .7995x3= 2.3985 grams.) on an average, 33.33 c.c. of liberated

gas. This gives (33.33-^3= ) 11.11 c.c. of gas for each c.c. of a 5

p.c. solution of ethyl nitrite, and therefore 33. 33-;- 5 p.c.= ) G.GG+c.c.

of liberated gas from 3 c.c. of solution, indicates 1 p.c. of ethyl

nitrite ; and it follows that the number of c.c. of gas liberated from

3 c.c. of any spirit of nitrous ether, divided by G.GG, will give the

percentage of ethyl nitrite,— or of the nitrites,—which it may con-

tain, and this is adopted as the standard for the measurements.

The use of the nitrometer, as here indicated, is not regarded by

the writer as being entirely trustworthy, — not simply because cor-

rections for temperature and barometric pressure are omitted,—but

because of conditions of slight variability in its indications which

have not been investigated. But its use in a process of assay for

spirit of nitrous ether is so much easier than the apparatus and pro-

cess of Eykman, and so much better than any other that has been

proposed, that its errors and imperfections are far overbalanced
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by its practical utility, and the great need for some such instrument.

A difficulty in the way of its general application is that it is not

accessible to all who need it most, and an effort to substitute for it

a simple device which can be made by anyone, will be described

farther on. Nitrometers are very well made by Mr. Emil Greiner of

Xo. 63 Maiden Lane, New York, N. Y., at a cost of about $3.00 each

or 67.50 for a pair with a stand, as in the illustration.

In the use of the nitrometer by Mr. A. H. Allen's method of test-

ing spirit of nitrous ether a few trials were made to compare the

results from the use of mercury, instead of brine as recommended
by Mr. Allen. But it was found that mercury could not be used

with as much accuracy as brine, because of the difference in s.g. of

the column of liquid above the mercury, and the consequent varia-

bility of height in the column of mercury required to balance this

liquid.

In testing the effects of dilution upon the indications of the

nitrometer, an observation of much significance in regard to the

decomposition of spirit of nitrous ether was repeatedly made. When
3 c.c. of a strong, freshly made neutral spirit of nitrous ether was

let in on top of the brine in each of two nitrometers, and was followed

in one by 5 c.c. of distilled water, and in the other by 5 c.c. of the

potassium iodide solution, gas was liberated from both.

From the portion diluted with water with iodide solution.

The gas liberated in about

1 minute measured 8 c.c.

The gas liberated in about

15 minutes measured. . . 14.4 " 4.8

The gas liberated in about

12 hours measured 18.8 " 22.0

When the iodide solution

was added to the first the

volume of gas liberated

increased to 26.5 c.c.

Finally, when the 5 c.c. of

acid was added to each,

the volume of gas in-

creased to 40.6c.c.= 6.15p.cj

The same spirit, tested by the same nitrometers, in the usual

way,—that is, by waiting 15 or 20 minutes for temperature adjust-

ment before the final reading,—gave 42.2 c.c. of liberated gas,

equal to 6.4 p.c. nitrites, in each of the two, the room temperature

38.8c.c= 5.88p.c.
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being 22 to 25°C. throughout the two pairs of testings. The dis-

crepancies, until better accounted for, must be charged against the

process. But the effect of water in decomposing the nitrites in

spirit of nitrous ether is unmistakable, and the results justify the

writer's contention for many years past, that the strongest alcohol

should alone be used for this preparation. A number of trials

showed conclusively that the stronger the spirit was, the more gas

was liberated from it on dilution with water,—and that the effect of

dilution with water on the spirit of nitrous ether is greater than

upon alcoholic solution of pure ethyl nitrite.

EXTEMPORANEOUS NITROMETER,

OR RUDE SUBSTITUTE FOR LUNGE'S NITROMETER.

Physicians and pharmacists are those who most need to know
the character of the spirit of nitrous ether they use, yet very

few of them have nitrometers, or are within easy reach of those

who have, and hence it is important to find, if possible, some

simple form of apparatus by which the principle of the nitrometer

may be applied by any one, so as to extend the utility of the

principle among those who need it most.

The chief value of the nitrometer lies in the accuracy of its

measurements, and the ease and convenience with which these

measurements are made, and any ruder form of apparatus for the

application of this principle must necessarily sacrifice much of this

accuracy; and the question is how much of this precision can be

sacrificed in order to gain the wider sphere of usefulness. The
nitrometer, carefully used, will measure the higher oxides of nitro-

gen in spirit of nitrous ether to within a half of one per cent. That

is, to within a quarter of one per cent, above or below its indica-

tions. Now, if a simple apparatus be devised, from materials which

are in the hands of a majority of physicians and pharmacists, or very

easily procured at a small cost,—an apparatus that will measure

to within one per cent, between the upper and lower extremes

of its indications when used with educated, but not expert skill,

—

it is claimed that such an apparatus may have a very important

value in medicine and pharmacy in discriminating between good

and bad quality.

The chief difficulty overcome by the nitrometer is in the easy
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measurement of a liberated gas. This difficulty was measurably

overcome by the writer in a very simple apparatus described and

figured at p. 448, for the estimation of urea, wherein, instead of

measuring a liberated gas, the liquid displaced by the, gas was

measured. This same device is now applied to the approximate

measurement of the gas liberated in Mr. A. H. Allen's nitrometer

process as described at p. 1195, et. seq.

The apparatus proposed for this rough assaying of spirit of

nitrous ether is considered worthy of illustration by a cut, and

is shown in two views on the following page. In the view on the

right it is empty, to show the detail of its material and construction.

On the left it is shown at the end of an assay process, when the

measure is to be read off. In using the apparatus, however, it is

a little more convenient to have the end toward the operator,

rather than the side. Two sets of measures are shown,—the

ordinary graduated measures of the U. S. P. and the French metric

measures. These latter being narrow cylinders the measurements

made by them are, of course, more accurate. But with care the

others do fairly well.

The materials for construction are an apparatus stand of some

kind, or a hole in a shelf,—a small glass funnel, half fluidounce

capacity,—a section of rubber tubing with spring pinchcock,—

a

straight glass tube, and one bent twice at right angles with legs of

equal length, of not over 2 millimetres or ^ inch bore,—a cork

with two holes for the tubes,—a vial of OOc.c. or 2 fluidounces

capacity, and some wooden blocks for stands. If the bent tube be

over 2 millimetres the mercury is apt to run out of the external leg

unless the end of the tube be kept immersed, and this is incon-

venient.

For the best results in the measurements two graduated cylin-

ders,—one of 10 c.c. and the other of 50c.c, are required ; or for

ordinary use two common graduated measures,—one of 2 fluidrachms

and the other of 2 fluidounces,—and these should agree on measure-

ment, the one with the other. A dilute sulphuric acid, 2 in 6,

and a strong solution of potassium iodide, 2 in 5, are used for the

decomposition, exactly as with the nitrometer. The substance

essential to the process, and least likely to be at hand, is about

S&J avoirdupois pounds or 1.000 grams, of metallic mercury. Several

fluids, including brine, were tried in endeavoring to avoid the use of

mercury, but none would answer, and as mercury is not costly nor

very difficult to obtain, and as the one charge is used over and over
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again indefinitely, the objections to it were not considered too great

for the utility of the process. After each use the mercury is

washed in a beaker, and is then used wet, or with a little water on

the surface.

In charging the apparatus for a testing, the vial is filled so

nearly full of mercury that when ten or twenty drops of water are

put upon it the neck is full to the lip. Then when the cork is

pushed into its seat the water overflows and the end of the cork

takes the place of it, and comes nearly, or quite in contact with the

surface of the mercury, and, the pinchcock being off, the mercury

rises in the two tubes and fills a part of the horizontal portion of

the bent tube. Then the funnel is connected with the vial by

slipping on the lower end of the rubber tube, and the pinchcock

being closed, about 1 c.c. of dry mercury is put into the funnel,

and is slowly and cautiously let down into the vial, by slightly

opening the pinchcock, until the bent tube is entirely filled with

mercury, and some little has escaped into the 2 f 3 receiving measure

under the tube. When this little mercury is poured out and the

measure replaced the apparatus is ready for the assay. There will

be bubbles of air and drops of water in the straight tube, but they

may be disregarded as within the sphere of unavoidable error.

There must, of course, be no leaking at any of the connections,

and should there be any leakage it is at once recognized by the

mercury continuing to drop from the tube into the measure.

If the common U. S. P. officinal measures be used 1 f 3 of the

spirit of nitrous ether to be assayed is measured into the funnel and

cautiously let into the vial by means of the pinchcock. Next

the same quantity of the solution of potassium iodide is let

in very slowly in the same way, and finally the same measure

of the diluted sulphuric acid. This will make in all 3 f 3 of

liquid to be subtracted from the measure of the mercury in

the receiving 2 f J measure. As soon as the solution of the

iodide is admitted the reaction begins, and if this be rapid,

as it is with a strong spirit, the solution must be let in very

cautiously and slowly to avoid the forcing of the gas up through

the funnel. In 10 minutes the reaction is practically over, and

the receiving measure may be taken away, and the quantity of

mercury be read off. In taking this measure away almost all the

mercury in the tube runs back into the vial, as it should do, since

it should not be measured with that in the receiving measure. In

reading off the measure the surface of mercury is found convex,
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with the convexity upward, and of course the' level of the liquid is

the reading line, and not where the metal touches the glass. Then
the measure of the spirit taken for the assay, divided into the

measure of mercury displaced by the gas, indicates the number of

times the gas exceeds the spirit. If the mercury be 1 1 to 13 times

the volume of the spirit taken the spirit will have contained

about 5 p.c. of ethyl nitrite. If the volume be 2.2 to 4.2 times that

of the spirit, this will indicate about 1 p.c. of ethyl nitrite, and in

this same proportion for all volumes, and of course for all denomina-

tions of measuring systems, but the metric system is much the

best, and the measuring vessels much the most accurate from their

better graduation and much narrower surface.

Each per cent, of indicated ethyl nitrite is about equal to 1.86

p.c. of the total complex ethereal liquid in the spirit. That is, for

each p.c. of ethyl nitrite the spirit will contain about .86 p.c. of

other ethereal products of the distillation.

In washing out the apparatus after each rough assay it will be

observed that the mercury which has been pushed through into the

measure is clean and dry, and ready to be used over. That remain-

ing in the vial is poured into a large beaker with the iodine solu-

tion, and is easily and conveniently washed by a current of water

run upon it; the vial, of course, having been rinsed out in the same

way, the clean mercury and water are poured back into it, the water

overflowing as the mercury runs in. The mercury of one charge is

of course just right for any number of subsequent trials, and when

in the vial the neck will be left full of water, ready for the cork.

Eleven assays made with this apparatus and checked by the nitro-

meter, gave the following results :

In every case wherein this apparatus was used, the 1 fluidrachm

taken was measured in the ordinary 2 f 3 measure, as shown in

the cut, and the displaced mercury in the 2 f 3 measure, as shown,

and when the measure came between the marks in the 2 f \

measure it was estimated by the eye. This being converted into

fluidrachms, the 3 fluidrachms of liquid,— spirit, iodide solution

and acid,—were subtracted, and the remainder divided by 2.2, for

the percentage of nitrites. Then the mercury was poured from the

measure into a narrow 50 c.c. cylinder, in which it could be more

accurately measured, and the percentage calculated in the same

way on this measure, assuming the fluidrachm to be 3.7 c.c. The

two sets of results and differences are given in two sets of columns.

Then the same spirit and the same reagents were used in the nitro-
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meter at the same time, so that the temperatures of gas and liquid

were the same. As will be seen, the differences,—and therefore

the errors of this apparatus in excess of the errors of the nitrome-

ter,—were, with a single exception, below .5 p.c. and were generally

yery much below this. It will also be seen that the plus and minus

quality of the errors is fairly distributed.

TABLE No. 1.

Comparison of the Indications of the Nitrometer with the Indi-

cations of the Proposed Substitute for the Nitrometer for Roughly

Testing Spirit of Nitrous Ether for Nitrites.

us

3
C

NITROMETER SUBSTITUTE.

2 Nitro- Ordinary Graduated
METER. 1

Graduated Cylinders,
O Measures Metric Meas-

Used. ures Used.
REMARKS.

rence

om

meter.

iples

(

ations J§dO
rence

om

meter

^6
G
a

Indie
Per

Indie
Per Diffe

fr

Nitro Indie Per

i

No. 1 5.135 4.772 .363— 4.500 .635— Freshly made standard strength.
2 4.590 4.390 .200— 4.120 .470— After being opened many times.

From commercial " Con. Ether."3 2.279 2.348 .069+ 2.135 .144+i
4 2.396 2.500 .104+ 2.342 .054—
5 2.342 2.386 044+ 2 215 .127—
6 2.180 2.216 .036+ 2.060 .120—
7 .450; .300 .150— .371 .079— Commercial Spirit marked U.S. P.
8 .378: .388 .010+ .427 .049+
9 .576 ! .570 .006— .596 .020+
10 .405 .284 121— .315 .090— " marked U.S.P.
11 .693, .681 .012— .709 .016+

It may be useful now to offer a review of some of the modern
pharmacopoeial processes for spirit of nitrous ether, in order to com-

pare them, and bring out their principal points of merit or defect,

with a view to a better understanding of the improved process

which is to follow them.

PROCESS OF THE U. S. P. OF 1860.

A careful and critical application of this j>rocess, for the pur-

poses of this paper, using one-fourth of the quantities, gave results

which left little to be desired. The 4.875 troyounces of acid yields
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about 34 fluidounces, or 26 troyounces and 440 grains of finished

spirit, of a s.g. of .837 at 15.0°C. which fairly stands the officinal

description and tests given. Tested by the nitrometer three days

after being made the 3 c.c. gave 37.9 c.c. of liberated gas, — equal to

12.6 times its volume, or 5.7 p. c. of nitrites, equal to about 10.

6

p.c. of the complex ethereal liquid.

In the light of the experience had with this process before and
since it became officinal, the quantity of alcohol distilled with the

acid is about one-third too great, and this excess has to be distilled

off before and after the proper reaction. But the objection to this

is not very great here, as this excess is not lost, but only prolongs-

the time needed for the distillation and rectification. The greatest

objection to the process is the rectification, which is wasteful of the

ethers and quite unnecessary, if, instead, the ethers be washed with

dilute solution of sodium carbonate as in the improved process to be
proposed. Another serious objection in the light of recent experi-

ence is the omission to direct the use of iced-water and crushed ice

in condensing.

PROCESS OF THE U. S. P. OF 1870.

A careful and critical application of this process was made for

this paper, on the officinal scale of quantities. The 4.5 troyounces

of acid here yield about 107 fluidounces or 80 troyounces of finished

spirit, of a s.g. .824 at 15.6°C.

Tested by the nitrometer, three days after being made, the 3 c.c.

gave 11.4 cc. of liberated gas,—equal to 3.8 times its volume ; or

1.7 p.c. of nitrites equal to about 3.2 p.c. of the complex ethereal

liquid,—more than 3 times the quantity of spirit of the 1860

process, and less than one-third the strength.

The process is not an inconvenient or difficult one to manage,

but with care in managing the bath, so as to be prompt in check-

ing the boiling at first, by the application of a cold bath, the whole

of the nitric acid may be added before the heating. But it is con-

tended that the sulphuric acid and copper are useless complications

of the process,—that it is impossible to distill the prescribed quan-

tity at or below the prescribed temperature, or at any temperature

possible with a bath of boiling water. It is also held to be a defect

in the process to omit both rectification and washing the object of

which is to free the ethereal liquid distillate from acid and from
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water soluble products of the distillation. But by far the most ob-

jectionable feature of the process is the very large dilution of the

ethereal liquid. In the process of 1800, the products of 4.875 troy-

ounces of acid are diluted to give about 27 troyounces of finished

spirit, while here the products of 4.5 troyounces of the same acid

are diluted to 80 troyounces of finished spirit. That is, a smaller

quantity of acid is made to produce three times as much finished

spirit, and this without any officinal notice of a reduction in

strength,—and without very much improvement, or any notice of

change in the revision of 1880. The use of ice here, also, gives

much better results.

The 1800 process describes its product as having a s.g. of. 837,

and containing from 4.3 to 5p.c. of its peculiar ether. The 1870

process of one-third the strength or less, describes its product as

having the same s.g. and as containing 5 p.c. of its peculiar ether.

PROCESS OE THE U. S. P. OF 1880.

SPIRITUS iETHERIS NITROSI.

SPIRIT OF NITROUS ETHER.

[SWEET SPIRTT OF NITRE.]

An alcoholic solution of Ethyl Xitrite [C
2
H

5
N0

2 ; 75.—

C

4 H5

O,X0.
s ; 75], containing 5 per cent, of the crude Ether.

Nitric Acid, nine parts 9

Sulphuric Acid, seven parts 7

Alcohol.

Distilled Water, each, a sufficient quantity

Add the Sulphuric Acid gradually to thirty-one (31) parts of

Alcohol. When the mixture has cooled, transfer it to a tubulated

retort connected with a well-cooled condenser, to which a receiver,

surrounded by broken ice, is connected air-tight, and which is fur-

ther connected, by means of a glass tube, with a small vial contain-

ing water, the end of the tube dipping into the latter. Now add

the Nitric Acid to the contents of the retort, and, having intro-

duced a thermometer through the tubulure, heat rapidly, by means
of a water-bath, until strong reaction occurs and the temperature

reaches 80° C. (170° F.). Continue the distillation at that temper-

ature, and not exceeding 82° C. (180° F.), until the reaction ceases.
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Disconnect the receiver, and immediately pour the distillate into

a flask containing sixteen (16) parts of ice-cold Distilled Water.

Close the flask and agitate the contents repeatedly, keeping down
the temperature by immersing the flask occasionally in ice water.

Then separate the ethereal layer and mix it immediately with nine"

teen (19) times its weight of alcohol.

Keep the product in small, glass-stoppered vials, in a dark place,

remote from lights or fire.

A clear, mobile, volatile and inflammable liquid, of a pale straw-color, in-

clining slightly to green, a fragrant, ethereal odor, free from pungency, and a

sharp, burning taste. Sp. gr. 0.823 to 0.825. It slightly reddens litmus paper,

but should not efferversce when a crystal of bicarbonate of potassium is drop-

ped into it. When mixed with half its volume of solution of potassa, pre-

viously diluted with an equal volume of water, it assumes a yellow color,

which slightly deepens without becoming brown, in twelve hours. A portion

of the Spirit, in a test-tube half filled with it, plunged into water heated to 63°

C. (145.4° F.), and held there until it has acquired that, temperature, should

boil distinctly on the addition of a few small pieces of glass.

If 10 Gm. of Spirit of Nitrous Ether be macerated with 1.5 Gm. of potassa

for twelve hours, with occasional agitation, the mixture then diluted in a

beaker with an equal volume of water, and set aside until the odor of alcohol

has disappeared, then slightly acidulated with diluted sulphuric acid, and a

solution of 0.355 Gm. of permanganate of potassium gradually added, the

color of the whole of this solution should be discharged (presence of at least

4 per cent, of real Ethyl Nitrite).

Preparation : Mistura Glycyrrhizse Composita.

This U. S. officinal process is a well constructed, easy and con-

venient one, and yields a fairly uniform product, though not in

uniform quantity. But it is not the best that can be desired, for

the following reasons : The sulphuric acid is absolutely useless, as

was shown by the writer in 1856, and as now again proved by

repeated trials with and without it, by examination of the product,

—and by a long experience. As it has been abundantly proved that

the presence of water in the product is the principal cause of the

rapidity of the changes which occur in keeping, and as it is easy to

get alcohol of a lower s.g. than .820, the alcohol used should be

stronger and not above s.g. .815 at 15.0° C. Such an alcohol makes

the very important difference of 2 p.c. less water out of a total of 9

p.c, and makes the preparation keep about 20 p.c. better. The

quantity of alcohol directed is much too large. About 10 parts are

required for the reaction, but to moderate this within manageable

limits 10 or 17 parts instead of 31 are required. If much more
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than this be used, the excess will distill over before the reaction

begins or after it is over, and will thus be wasted, and will much
prolong the distillation. Beside this it will involve loss of ether in

the washing process. If the nitric acid be added to the alcohol in

the retort as directed, it will sometimes go to the bottom without

sufficient admixture, and when there heated with but little alcohol,

it occasionally sets up a reaction so violent as to be hard to control,

even with cold water aspersion, and this always involves much loss

by liberating the ether faster than it can be condensed. The acid

should be added to the alcohol in a flask and be well mixed

with it before being poured into the retort. The mixture is par-

ticularly liable to bumping and explosive boiling, and this involves

the driving of gushes of ether through the apparatus uncondensed,

and the carrying over of particles of the acid liquid in the retort.

This is almost wholly avoided by having a very thin layer of broken

glass on the bottom of the retort. With this the distillation is so

comparatively steady, and so easily managed and controlled that no

process should fail to direct the broken glass as an essential element.

Beside, it causes the distillation to proceed, from first to last,

at a lower temperature, as the operator will find to his cost if he

undertakes to drop in the glass during the distillation, for then

a single fragment will cause his charge to boil over. Another

omitted direction is of equal importance. When the reaction in

the retort is fairly established, and before it becomes very active,

the hot water bath must be withdrawn, and cool water must be

ready to be applied, to check the rapidity of the boiling, because no

ordinary condensing apparatus can take care of the ether vapor

when so rapidly liberated. If the 31 parts of alcohol be used

the temperature always rises above 80°C. before there is much
distillation, and often will gradually go up to 85° before the excess

of alcohol is off, and the reaction commences. The reaction is

easily seen to be different from the simple boiling off of the excess

of alcohol, and it is marked by the gradual change of the boiling

liquid from colorless to yellow and by the occurrence of faint

orange vapors in the retort. This is the time for taking away the

hot bath, and the temporary application of cooler water if needed,

and during this active stage of the reaction the temperature will fall

to 70° C. or below this, and will remain low until the water of the

hot bath is again applied to keep the distillation up to a proper rate,

and the water will nearly boil by the time the temperature reaches

82°C. The reaction does not cease at this temperature, but the
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product received from 82° to 90° C. is weak alcohol with so little

ether in it that it should be rejected as directed in the process.

When the distillate is poured into the 16 parts of ice-cold water and

shaken with it, the water washes out the alcohol which has come

over with the ether, making with the water a dilute alcohol, which

in proportion to its greater or less alcoholic strength will dissolve

more or less of the ether. This ether so dissolved is thrown away,

and hence another important reason why the taking so large an

excess as 31 parts of alcohol is a mistake. This washing does not

wash out all the acids from the ether as intended, though it might

well do this if it contained a little sodium carbonate ; but is never-

theless a very good and very important step of the process, because

it tends to make the ethereal product fairly uniform in character

when it comes to be diluted. Then the final step of diluting this

product with a given number of times its weight of alcohol is a very

good provision, because however imperfect or wasteful may have

been the process, or its management, the quality of the finished

product will be fairly uniform,—the quantity yielded, only, being

deficient. But the dilution to the extent of 19 times its weight is a

mistake. This dilution makes a finished product containing 5 p.c.

of the washed ether, and the statement is made that it should con-

tain at last 4 p.c. of real ethyl nitrite, which is far from being the

case under any possible management.

This process was applied many times for the purposes of this

paper, on a scale of half a troyounce to each part,—a scale well

adapted to the use of the pharmacist. This scale requires 4.5 troy-

ounces of nitric acid and 15.5 troyounces of alcohol for the distilla-

tion. Nitric acid of s.g. 1.42 is difficult to get in the market. But

an excellent quality of acid of about s.g. 1.4105 at 15.6°C. is easy to

get at a moderate price, and as the difference is only about 1 p.c. in

strength this acid was accepted for these distillations. The alcohol

was brought to the officinal strength as nearly as practicable,—that

is, to s.g. .8204 at 15.G°C. After some experience, on this scale, with

these materials, a critical trial of the U. S. P. process was made and

yielded the following results,—these results being above the general

average, because broken glass was used in the retort, and a very

thorough condensation was effected by means of ice.

The ethereal distillate received weighed. 8 troyounces and 128 grains

This when washed with the ice-cold

water was reduced to 2 troyounces 4G6 grains.

Showing a loss of 5 troyounces 142 grains.
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This loss was, of course, mainly alcohol, abstracted by the water,

and the 8 troyounces of water with the 5 troyounces of alcohol forms

a spirit strong enough to dissolve a very important proportion of the

ether, which is then discarded with the washings.

But these washings weighed . 12 troyounces and 455 grains.

when they should have

weighed,—water, 8 troyounces.

plus loss to the water in

washing 5 troyounces and 142 grains.

or a total of 13 troyounces and 142 grains.

Showing that 167 grains of the mix- 167 grains.

ture of water, alcohol and ethereal

liquid, which constitute the wash-

ings, must have been taken up by

the washed ether.

The s.g. of the washed ether was .9077 at 4°C. and .8931 at 15.6°

C, while the s.g. of pure ethyl nitrite, see ante, is .9177 at 4°C. and

.8977 at 15.6°C.

The washed ether=2 troyounces and 466 grains, diluted with 19

times its weight of alcohol, s.g. .8204 at 15. 6°C, yielded56 troyounces

and 214 grains of finished officinal spirit of nitrous ether of a s.g.

of .8330 at 4°C. or .8238 at 15.6°C.

This spirit subjected to the nitrometer test gave, from 3 c.c, 18.8

c.c. of liberated gas, or about 6.2 times its volume, or (18.8^-6.66=
)

2.82 p.c. of nitrites. Then as it actually contains 5 p.c. of the com-
plex ethereal liquid, it follows that (5—2.82= ) 2.18 p.c. of this

ethereal liquid is neither ethyl nitrite nor any other nitrite.

This shows that at its very best the present officinal process yields

a spirit containing 5 p.c. of its peculiar and characteristic ethereal

liquid, but only 2.82 p.c. of real ethyl nitrite when freshly made.

That is, about 1 part ethyl nitrite in 1.77 parts of the complex

ethereal liquid by the process.

The washing of the ethereal distillate with a prescribed quantity

of ice-cold water, is, as has been said, a very useful and important step

peculiar to this process, because it renders the washed ethers fairly

uniform in character and quality, before dilution with a prescribed

proportion of alcohol. But the washing is doubtless a wasteful

proceeding, and the washings require to be noticed, especially in

their relations to the therapeutic uses of spirit of nitrous ether, to

be referred to farther on. These washings have all the sensible

properties of good spirit of nitrous ether, in a high degree, and yet

55
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give no indications of ethyl nitrite by the nitrometer. They con-

sist of the 8 troyonnces of very cold water, plus 5 troyounces of

distillate that is washed out. A very large proportion of this 5

troyounces of distillate lost to the water, is undoubtedly alcohol,

converting the water into a dilute alcohol, and in such a dilute alco-

hol ethyl nitrite is soluble to a very considerable extent. The
reason why it is not present to the nitrometer is not known. That
portion dissolved may be decomposed by the water, but if so, why
should not a very large proportion, or all of it, be so decomposed ?

And if decomposed, what becomes of the products of the decom-

position ?

When ethyl nitrite,—and presumably when spirit of nitrous ether

is decomposed by much water, gaseous nitric oxide, NO, is liberated.

This gas on contact with air is at once converted into nitrogen

tetroxide, N0 2 red fumes. This resulting gas or vapor in contact

with much water, splits into nitric oxide, NO, and nitric acid, H
N03 . The nitric oxide, NO, again oxidized by the air to red

fumes of N0 2 again splits by the water, and so on until all is con-

verted into nitric acid. (See Treatise on Chemistry, Roscoe and

Scherlemmer, vol. I., p. 429.)

Now, when a definite volume of solution of ethyl nitrite, or a spirit

of nitrous ether indicating 5 p.c. or more of ethyl nitrite, was let

into the nitrometer on top of the brine, and was followed by succes-

sive equal volumes of cold water, the first volume of water liberates

but little gas. The second liberates more and the third liberates

much more, and the gas increases for several hours. This gas

should be nitric oxide, NO, and actually about five-sixths of it is

absorbed by cold solution of ferrous sulphate. But on letting into

it about half its volume of air it is not converted into red fumes as

it should be, but remains colorless, and is not absorbed by the

water, so that the reactions as above quoted are apparently not ex-

planatory of these reactions, and the chemistry of them is too diffi-

cult for the writer.

PROCESS OF THE BRITISH PHARMACOPOEIA.

The British Pharmacopoeia of 1864, p. 323, prepared its Spiritus

/Etheris Nitrosi by distilling together nitrite of sodium, sulphuric

acid and rectified spirit, but gave no characteristics nor tests. In
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1867, p. 293, the change was made to the process which is charac-

terized by the use of metallic copper. In 1885 this process is con-

tinued with a few slight changes. When first published in 1867 the

writer had some experience with this copper process, both on the

large and the small scale, but it was soon abandoned for a return to

the then U.S. P. process. And as the reasons for giving it up are

now beyond recall, it is thought worth while again to make a critical

trial of it.

The present process,—British Pharmacopoeia, 1885, p. 377,—is

as follows, the explanatory figures in parenthesis being added by

the writer

:

"SPIRITUS iETHERIS NITROSI.

SPIRIT OF NITROUS ETHER.

[SYNONYM. SPIRITUS ^ETHERIS NITRICI.]

A spirituous solution containing nitrous compounds, aldehyd,

and other substances. It may be obtained as follows:

—

•Take of

Nitric Acid 3 fluidounces. (s.g. 1.42 at 15.6°C.

85.2 c.c. = 119.2 grammes, or 1840 grains=3 troyounces

400 grains.)

Sulphuric Acid 2 fluidounces. (s.g. 1.843 at

15.6°C. 56.8 c.c.=103.6 grammes, or 1598.8 grains=3

troyounces 158.8 grains.

Copper, in fine wire (about No. 25) 2 ounces. (56.7 grammes,

or 875 grains.)

Rectified Spirit a sufficiency. (Alcohol of s.g.

.838 at 15.6°C, or about 84 p.c. by weight.)

To one pint (20 fluidounces) of the spirit add gradually the sul-

phuric acid, stirring them together; then add, in the same way, two

and a half fluidounces of the nitric acid. Put the mixture into a

retort or flask, into which the copper has been introduced, and to

which a thermometer is fitted. Attach now an efficient condenser,

and applying heat gently, let the spirit distill at a temperature

commencing at 170°F.—76.7°C—and rising to 175°F.—79.4°C.—
not exceeding 180°F.—82.2°C.—until twelve fluidounces have

passed over and been collected in a bottle, the latter and the con-

denser being kept cool with ice-cold water; then withdraw the heat,

and having allowed the contents of the retort to cool, introduce the

remaining half-ounce of nitric acid, and resume the distillation as
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before, until the distilled product has been increased to fourteen

nuidounces. Mix this with two pints of the rectified spirit or as

much as will make the product correspond to the nitric oxide test

alluded to in the following paragraph. Preserve the product in

thoroughly well closed vessels.

Characters and Tests. Transparent and nearly colorless, with a

very slight tinge of yellow, mobile, inflammable, of a peculiar,

penetrating, apple-like odor, and sweetish cooling sharp taste.

Specific gravity 0.840 to 0.845 (at 15.5°C). It does not effervesce,

or only feebly, when shaken with a little bicarbonate of sodium.

When agitated in a test-tube with a strong solution of sulphate of

iron, if a few drops of strong sulphuric acid are then poured down
the side of the tube, a deep olive-brown or black zone is produced,

widening as the tube is gently shaken. Tested as described in the

Pharmaceutical Journal, 3d series, vol. XIII., page 63; or, vol.

XV., page 101; or, vol. XV., page 673, it should yield, at the

ordinary temperature, -60°F., 15.5°C.—and pressure—30 inches or

760 millimetres of mercury,—and when freshly prepared, seven

times its volume of nitric oxide gas; and even after it has been kept

some time and the vessel containing it has occasionlly been opened,

it should yield not much less than five times its volume of the gas.

Dose.—i to 2 fluidrachms."

This process with half these quantities was carried out with

critical care and accuracy, using a water-bath for distilling, and

crushed ice for cooling, and using a final flask containing alcohol

to absorb the gas which might escape the receiver imbedded in the

crushed ice,—the flask also being in an ice-bath. The only depar-

ture from the process was in the use of alcohol of a s.g. of .8148 at

15.6° C,—that is, a spirit of 93p.c. instead of 84p.c. The use of

an alcohol so much stronger should lower the boiling point and

increase the reaction. This latter it did, but the prescribed

quantity of distillate could not be obtained under the prescribed

temperature of 82.2°C, and when carried to 88°C. the first dis-

tillate was still two nuidounces short in measure. After the

addition of the last portion of nitric acid, however, half an ounce

more than the prescribed quantity was received below 88°C, so

that the total distillate was one and a half fluidounces short. The
reaction began much below the prescribed temperature, as was to

be expected,—and became so strong that the hot bath had to be

removed, and a cooling bath to be applied several times to moderate

the reaction, and avoid loss of uncondensed ether. But the
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boiling was kept very steady and the process was very successful.

After the receiver was detached another was applied and the distilla-

tion was continued from 88° up to 91°C, the product being a

considerable quantity of alcohol with a very litle nitrite. One of

the disadvantages of the process is the loss of this alcohol, but this

cannot be avoided if the process be followed, because the excess of

alcohol is needed to moderate the reaction by dilution.

The first distillate, below 88° C, meas. 149 c.c. (5 f § ) and wgd. 129.8 grams.

The second " " " " 47"(1.6f§) " 39.7
"

Total 196 " (6.6 f 3) " 169.5
"

The final flask, to absorb the vapors which escaped the receiver,

contained at starting 125 c.c. = 100 grams, of alcohol, and at the

end the weight had increased to 104 grams. This alcohol was

taken as a part of the pint (20 fluidounces) of alcohol with which,

by the process, the total distillate was diluted to make the finished

spirit of nitre. The finished spirit measured about 704 c.c. or

nearly 27 fluidounces,* and weighed 623 grams., or nearly 22

avoirdupois ounces.

The s. g. at 15.6°C. as made with this 93 p. c. alcohol is .8278.

In other respects it accords fairly well with the description, except-

ing in the test by nitrometer.

Tested by the nitrometer 3 c.c. gave 3G c.c. of gas, or 12 times its

volume instead of 7 times as prescribed by the Br. P. Then as 6.66

c.c. of gas from 3 c.c. of spirit correspondend to about 1 p. c. of ethyl

nitrite, it follows that this spirit contains (36-^-6.66=
) 5.4+p. c. of

ethyl nitrite, as freshly made, by the Br. P. process, from 93 p.c.

alcohol, with very thorough condensation by iced-water and ice.

The additional quantity of alcohol required to dilute it to the Br.

P. strength of yielding 7 times its volume of gas would not be easy

to determine, but when so diluted the spirit would contain about

3.15 p.c. of ethyl nitrite.

The distillate above 88°C. and below 91°C, when distillation

practically ceased,—gave an indication by nitrometer of about .2

p. c. ethyl nitrite, and had the odor and taste of commercial spirit

of nitre. This distillate, which is discarded by the process, amounted
to about 2.5 fluidounces.

* The " fluidounce " of the British Pharmacopecia is 437.5 grains of water
or 28.397 c.c. while the fluidounce, wine measure, of the U. S. P. is 455.7
grains of water or 29.52 c.c.
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As the Br. officinal distillate is not washed, and is too much di-

luted with the excess of alcohol to be washed to advantage, and

therefore cannot be easily compared with products that are washed,

it became necessary to repeat the process in such a way that the

complex ether might be washed. This was done, using the full

quantities of the Br. P., except that only 14 fluidounces of 93 p. c.

alcohol were distilled with the acids and copper, instead of 20 fluid-

ounces of 81 p. c,—a bath of cold water being used to moderate

the reaction,—which reaction started spontaneously, from the heat

developed in mixing the materials. Iced-water and crushed ice

were copiously used in condensing the vapors and a water bath was

applied for heating, after the spontaneous boiling diminished. More

than half of the distillation went on spontaneously, several degrees

below the prescribed temperatures, but -toward the end the heating

was applied up to 88°C.

The total distillate measured 220 c.c. and weighed 195.4 grams.,

—

or, if the 3.2 grams, increase in weight of the alcohol in the end

flask be added,—223.6 c.c. and weighed 198.6 grams. But this lat-

ter could not be included in the washing, and therefore was dis-

carded.

The 220 c.c. =195.4 grams, of distillate was washed by being

repeatedly and vigorously shaken with 200 c.c. of ice-cold distilled

water, and the liquids then separated.

The ethers then measured 97 c.c. and weighed 85.38. grams.

The washings then measured 315 c.c. and weighed 303.15 grams,

having increased by 115 c.c, or 103.15 grams.—the ethers

having decreased by 123 c.c, or 110.02 grams. The discrepan-

cies are to be accounted for by contraction, and by water taken up

by the ethers. The residue in the retort and the washings were

both tested by the nitrometer and gave no indication of nitrites.

The 85.38 grams, of washed ethers had the following specific

gravities :

At 4°C. or 39.2
C
F. .9053.

" 15.6°C. or 60°F. .8918. Difference .0135.

« 25°C. or 77°F. .8812. " .0106.

In no other instances could the s.g. of the washed ethers be taken

at 25°C. on account of the low boiling point, but with these ethers

there was no difficulty.

These trials afford the desired opportunity of comparing the

results of the distillation of nitric acid and alcohol with and without

the use of sulphuric acid and copper.
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It will be shown farther on that when 5 troyounces or 2400

grains of nitric acid of a s.g. 1.42 at 15.6°C. are distilled with 8.5

troyounces or 4080 grains of alcohol of s.g. .8148 at 15.6°C. at tem-

peratures up to about 88°C, and the distillate is well washed with

about an equal volume of ice-cold distilled water, the resulting

washed ethereal liquid is pretty uniformly about 2000 grains,

and the s.g. of this is about .8965 at 15.6°C. That this ethereal

liquid, or complex ether, when diluted with 11 times its weight of

the same alcohol, gives about 24000 grains of a spirit of nitrous ether

which tests by the nitrometer about 5.35 p.c. ethyl nitrite. Then

as this spirit contains 8.33 p.c. of the complex ethereal liquid, and

gives a nitrometer indication of 5.35 p.c. of ethyl nitrite, it follows

that by that process about five-eighths of the complex ethereal liquid

is ethyl nitrite.

It is now shown that when 1840 grains of the same nitric acid is

distilled with 40(30 grains of the same alcohol, with the addition of

1599 grains of sulphuric acid and 875 grains of copper, at tempera-

tures up to about 88°C. under conditions of condensation, etc.,

which were practically the same : and the distillate is washed in the

same way, the washed ethereal liquid has a s.g. of .8918 at 15.6°C.

and weighs 1380 grains. That this ethereal liquid when diluted

with 11 times its weight of the same alcohol gives about 15810 grains

of a spirit of nitrous ether which tests by nitrometer 3+P-c. of ethyl

nitrite. Then as this spirit contains 8.33 p.c. of the complex

ethereal liquid, and gives a nitrometer indication of 3 p.c. of ethyl

nitrite, it follows that by this Br. P. process about three-eighths of

this complex ethereal liquid is ethyl nitrite.

In the first experiment with the Br. process, wherein it was criti-

cally followed, excepting only that 93 p.c. alcohol was used instead

of 84 p.c, the 6.6 fluidounces of total distillate weighed 169.5 grams,

or 2616 grains. As deduced from the results of the second experi-

ment with this process this 2616 grains should consist of about

1143 grains of the complex ethers and 14?3 grains, of other liquids

Boluble in water, and doubtless chiefly alcohol. If it be taken as alco-

hol of dilution, then it must be added to the 20 fluidounces or 7086

grains of alcohol of final dilution, making the total alcohol of dilution

(1473 -f-T086= ) 8559 grains, and this is about 7.5 times the weight

of the complex ethers, had these been washed out. This limited

dilution therefore is the reason why this spirit indicates as high as

5.4 p.c. of ethyl nitrite. Had it been diluted with about 11 times

the weight of the complex ether it would have indicated by the
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nitrometer about 3.6 p.c. of ethyl nitrite. The Br. P. requires that

when tested by the nitrometer it should give 7 times its volume of

the gas,—or, from 3 c.c. it should give 21 c.c. of gas. Then as

when 3 c.c. is taken for the testing, 6.66 c.c. of gas indicates 1

p.c. of ethyl nitrite, 21 c.c. would indicate (21-^-6.66=) 3. 15-f-p.c,

this being what the Br. P. requires. Therefore the results of this

first experiment are found to be practically in fair accord with

those of the second.

The conclusion reached is, that 2400 grains of nitric acid distilled

with alcohol gave a spirit amounting to 24000 grains, and indicating

5.35 p.c. of ethyl nitrite. And that 1840 grains of nitric acid dis-

tilled with sulphuric acid, copper and alcohol, gave 15810 grains of

a spirit, indicating 3+p.c. of ethyl nitrite.

Had the same quantity of nitric acid been used in the second

case as in the first, the amount of finished spirit yielded would have

been (as 1840 : 15810 : : 2400 :) 20622 grains of 3 p.c. spirit against

24000 grains of 5.35 p.c. spirit.

The two products when submitted to the other tests were found

to be practically alike. Both had insignificant traces of aldehyd,

but that by the Br. process had least. That by the Br. process

was slightly but decidedly acid to neutral litmus paper, while the

other was neutral.

Only approximative accuracy is claimed for this comparison of

processes, but the difference in favor of the simple distillation of

nitric acid and alcohol is so great as to be far outside of the limit

of probable error, either in the management of the processes, or

the conversion of the confused systems of weights and measures.

IMPROVED PROCESS.

An improved process based upon the present officinal one is now

to be proposed and urged upon the Committee of Revision for

1890; and in this it is aimed to get, in ordinary educated practice,

a finished product that when freshly made will test about 5 p.c. of

ethyl nitrite by nitrometer. This process is as follows :
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SPIRITUS .ETHERIS tflTROSI.

SPIRIT OF NITROUS ETHER.

[SWEET SPIRIT OF NITRE.]

An alcoholic solution of a complex ethereal liquid containing

about 8.33 per cent, of the complex ethereal liquid, and giving,

when freshly made, a nitrometer indication of 5 per cent, of ethyl

nitrite [C
2
H

5
N0

2 ; 75].

Nitric Acid, s.g. 1.42, twenty parts

Alcohol, s. g. .815, a sufficient quantity.

Sodium Carbonate, one part

Stronger Water of Ammonia.
Distilled Water, each, a sufficient quantity.

Weigh into a flask, first 34 parts (8.5 troyounces, or 11 f 3 of

Alcohol, and then 20 parts (5 troyounces or 3.71 f 3 ) of Nitric

Acid, and having shaken them well together, pour the mixture,

without any splashing, into a tubulated retort or flask of double

the capacity of the contents, containing fragments of broken glass.

Connect this, air-tight, with a well-cooled condenser of great capa-

city, to which a receiver, surrounded by finely crushed ice, is con*

nected air-tight. Connect this receiver, by means of a bent glass

tube, with a flask surrounded by crushed ice, containing 16 parts

(4 troyounces or 5.18 f 3 ) of alcohol, the glass tube to pass loosely

through a cork in the neck of the flask almost to the surface of the

alcohol. Apply to the retort a hot water-bath, so arranged that the

bath may be quickly removed, and then heat rapidly until the

liquid boils briskly. Then remove the bath, pour out a half to two

thirds of the hot water and add cold water so that the bath may be

about 55° C. or 131°F. As the boiling becomes too rapid for effect*

ive condensation, apply the cooled bath, by hand, to the retort for

a few moments, from time to time, so as to keep the boiling within

the capacity of the condensers. When this checking is no longer

needed, heat the bath up again, and have it ready to reapply when
the boiling becomes too slow. Then reapply the bath and distill

until the rate is reduced to slow dropping, and the residue in the

retort is reduced to about 6 parts.

Disconnect the receiver and pour the contents into a flask con-

taining 32 parts of ice-cold water in which the sodium carbonate

has been dissolved before cooling. Close the flask and shake the

contents vigorously and repeatedly, keeping down the temperature

20

1
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by immersing the flask occasionally in ice-water. Then separate the

ethereal layer and mix it immediately with eleven times its weight

of alcohol, taking the contents of the flask at the end of the con-

densing apparatus as a part of the alcohol of dilution.

Finally add stronger water of ammonia, a few drops at a time,

until the finished spirit turns neutral litmus paper to a purple tint.

A transparent, volatile, inflammable liquid, of a joale yellow color

and fragrant ethereal odor,—pungent, but free from acridity,

—

and having a sharp, burning taste. Sp. gr. at 15.6°C. or 60°F.

.821 to .823. At 25°C. or 77°F. .815 to .817. If unopened, or but

little exposed to light and air, it turns neutral litmus paper bluish

for two months after being made, and for at least two months more

fails to redden blue litmus paper. When one volume of Solution

of Potassa is mixed with one volume of water, and then with two

volumes of the spirit of nitrous ether, the mixture assumes a

yellow color, which, in twelve hours, deepens without becoming

brown (limit of aldehyd.)

When 3 c.c. of the Spirit recently made, or well kept, is tested by

the nitrometer it should give not less than 11 times its volume,

or more accurately 33.3 c.c. of liberated gas, which is equal to about

5 per cent, of ethyl nitrite. Any spirit which by age, or by

being badly kept, yields less than 8 times its volume of gas, which

is equal to about 3.5 per cent, of ethyl nitrite, should be rejected.

Spirit of Nitrous Ether was made by the above formula and

process many times, the parts of the formula being taken as quar-

ters of the troyounce (120 grains), the quantities actually used

being given within brackets in the formula,—and the process w
found to be easily managed, and to give fairly uniform results.

The 5 troyounces or 2400 grains of nitric acid reacting with the

prescribed alcohol according to the explanatory equation given

by authorities in general (2C
2
H

6
0+HN0 3

= C 2
H 40+C 2

H
5
]V[

0 2
+2H

2
0)—requires for the reaction about 5.446 troyounces, or

2G15.4 grains of the 93 p.c. alcohol, and should yield about 5

troyounces and 27 grains, or 2427 grains of ethyl nitrite,—1423

grains, or nearly 3 troyounces of aldehyd and 11 ('>.*> grains, or nearly

2.43 troyounces of water.

This explanation of the reaction, however, is not accepted by this

writer, because the s.g. and other properties of the product will not
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permit it. There is no such proportion of aldehyd ever present,

while several other products are present instead. The product

is a complex ethereal liquid of unknown, but, as judged by its

properties, of fairly uniform composition, about five-eighths of

which is ethyl nitrite. And this ethyl nitrite is in a proportion so

nearly uniform that the quantity present from this process, as in-

dicated by the nitrometer, may be assumed as a practically fair

representative of the total complex product in the proportion of

1 part ethyl nitrite in 1.66 parts of total ethereal product.

If nitric acid and alcohol are distilled in about the proportions

above given as being theoretically equivalent, that is, 5 of acid to

nearly 5.5 alcohoL, the reaction is so rapid as to be controlled with dif-

ficulty, and a fairly good condensation of the vapors is impracti-

cable. Therefore the proportion of alcohol must be increased until

by dilution it renders the reaction manageable. If increased too

much, however, as in the U. S. P. process, much of it will distill

over before the reaction begins, or after the active part of it is over,

thus wasting the time and the alcohol. The proper proportions for

prompt and easily manageable reaction between acid and alcohol of

the prescribed strength are 5 acid to 8.5 alcohol, and these propor-

tions were reached by many trials of both more and less alcohol.

In making the mixture for distillation the acid must be added

to the alcohol, because then the acid is diluted too quickly to admit

of spontaneous reaction. But if the alcohol be added to the acid,

spontaneous reaction is liable to occur before sufficient alcohol is

mixed with the acid. The mixture should always be made in a

flask, and not in the retort, and be well shaken before being poured

into the retort, because if mixed in the retort it cannot be shaken,

and the acid is liable to go to the bottom too little diluted, and there

set up a spontaneous reaction. The mixture should be poured into

the retort without splashing, because if drops are splashed up onto

the dome of the retort or into the neck, they are carried over with

the distillate.

If the acid be weak, as is generally the case with that found in

this market, the quantity is to be increased, but if less than s.g. 1.38

at 15.6°C. (67 p. a), it should not be used, because it introduces

too much water. And for this same reason weak alcohol should not

be used. Good acid is easily obtainable of a s.g. 1.406 to 1.409 at

15.6
C
C., and such an acid was used in all these investigations, and

5 troyounces and 86 grains were used as the equivalent of 5 troy-

ounces of acid of s.g. 1.42.
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Alcohol under the names of neutral spirit or cologne spirit can

often be had of s.g. .8135 at 15.6°C, or 93.5 p.c, and such is to be

preferred when obtainable. But it can always be had of s.g. .815,

or 93 p.c, and such was used in all these trials, and 8.5 troyouncea

of this, measures 324.7 c.c, or just 11 fluidounces.

The distilling and condensing apparatus is very simple and should

be of ample size or capacity, because even with the indispensable

broken glass in the retort, the boiling is occasionally irregular or

explosive, frothing up in the retort so as to go over into the con-

denser if the retort be too small. A Liebig's condenser with thin

glass tube connected with the large neck of a tubulated receiver, by

means of a large cork, so that the rate of distillation can be seen,

—

makes a very convenient arrangement. A glass tube bent twice at

right angles, with a short and a long leg, has the short leg fitted

tightly by a perforated cork into the tubulure of the receiver, while

the long leg passes loosely through a cork in the mouth of a pint

flask containing the 4 troyounces of alcohol, reaching very nearly

to the surface of the alcohol. If it should enter the alcohol this

will be surely drawn back into the receiver every time the boiling

is checked during the distillation. The receiver and this final con-

densing flask should each be placed in a suitable vessel, so that

finely crushed ice can be so piled around them as to cover them

entirely, throughout the distillation, and should the distillation be-

come too rapid for the condensers, it will be known by the strong

odor of the vapor escaping from the flask. All joints excepting the

last one should be made quite tight with wet bladder. The conden-

sation is very much improved by having the whole beak of the

retort wound with a strip of cotton cloth, and then by dropping

cold water upon the upper part of this by means of cotton wick

syphons from a vessel of iced-water. It is convenient and instruc-

tive, but not essential, to have a thermometer fitted into the tubulure

of the retort by a tight cork, the bulb being very near the bottom,

and this was the arrangement for these trials. A water-bath not

much larger than the retort bottom is held in place by a ring

of an apparatus stand, so that the water of the bath is about on a

level with the liquid inside the retort. The temperatures prescribed

in the various officinal processes, as not to be exceeded are to be

disregarded as no of importance,—at least when strong alcohol is

used in the process and a water-bath for heating and cooling,

because, then too high a temperature is next to impossible.

, And, a water-bath should always be used, because a naked flame for
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alcoholic and ethereal distillations, from glass vessels, is very un-

safe.

Everything being ready and a good stream of cold water going

through the Liebig's condenser, the water-bath is heated by a lamp.

By the time the temperature of the liquid in the retort reaches

40°C. or 104°F. streaks of condensed vapor are seen in the retort,

and a very small quantity of colorless liquid drops into the neck of

the receiver. Then as the temperature reaches about 70° C. or

158
C
F., the colorless liquid acquires a greenish yellow tint, indica-

ting the beginning of the proper reaction, and columns of very fine

bubbles arise from a few of the angles of the broken glass. At

about 80°C. or 1?6°F. the liquid becomes more distinctly yellow,

the columns of bubbles increased in number and size, and nearly

colorless liquid, chiefly alcohol, distills over in slow dropping. At

about 84° C. or 183.
2
°F. the reaction is fairly established, and true

boiling begins at about 87°C. or 188. 6°F., with distillation at the

rate of moderately fast dropping. Within one or two minutes more

the boiling becomes quite active and the distillation rate is very fast

dropping or an interrupted stream, with a temperature of about

88°C. or 190. 4°F. The lamp and the water-bath are then removed

and the water of the bath is reduced to about 55°C. or 131°F. By
the time this is done the boiling will have become too rapid for the

condensers, and a pretty strong odor of the uncondensed vapor will

be noticeable, escaping from the flask at the end of the apparatus.

The cooled water-bath is then applied, by hand, to the retort for 15

or 20 seconds, and this reduces the rate of distillation to rapid drop-

ping. Within a few minutes, however, the more rapid rate is re-

sumed, and then the cooled bath is again applied ; and this is

repeated some five or six times, at increasing intervals, until a time

is reached when the boiling and distillation first become steady for

a time, and then begin to diminish. During this time the bath

has been again heated to near boiling, on a separate stand, and when
the rate of distillation has diminished to a moderate dropping, the

hot bath is again applied to the retort, and soon after that the

lamp is placed under the bath.

When the lamp and water-bath were first removed the tempera-

ture in the boiling liquid began to fall, and from 88°C, the high-

est point, it fell to about 75°C. or 167°F„ when the hot bath was
reapplied. It then began to rise again and went steadily up to the

end.

The distillation is continued until the rate is reduced to very
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slow dropping, when very little liquid is left in the retort and the

process is finished, and by this time the temperature will have

reached about 96°C. or 204. 8°F. The entire distillation occupies

from an hour and a half to two hours.

During the distillation the 32 parts (8* troyounces) of distilled

water will have been weighed in a flask, of about four times the

capacity, and the 1 part (120 grains) of sodium carbonate will have

been dissolved in this water, and the flask set in a bath of ice and

water.

The contents of the receiver in 5 consecutive trials gave measures

and weights as follows :

1st. 337 c.c, weighing 9 troyounces and 300 grains.

2d. 340.1 " " 9 " " 362

3d. 340. " " 9 " " 366

4th. 342. 66 " 9 " « 380

5th. 346. " " 9 " " 460 " a critical trial.

These were poured into the ice-cold solution of sodium carbonate,

and vigorously shaken six times, then transferred to a separator,

and the washings drawn off closely.

The washed compound ether and the washings then measured

and weighed as follows :

1st.

2d.

3d.

4th.

5th.

ETHER.

130 c.c. 3 troyounces and 373 grains.

3 " " 411 li
133

127 '

131 «

131.2'

41

318

376

387

WASHINGS HAD GAINED.

5 troyounces and 189 grains.

5 " " 216 "

5 " ** 316 "

264

340

That the sum of the weights here do not reach the weights of the

first table by 218., 215., 212., 220., and 213 grains is due, first, to

loss in manipulating the very volatile ether
;
and, second, to loss of

carbonic acid from the sodium carbonate.

The washings contained almost all the alcohol that escaped de-

composition,—and this, of course, is wasted,—contained very small

quantities of several sodium salts,—were quite yellow from aldehyd

resin, and had a very strong odor and taste of spirit of nitrous

ether, but when tested by the nitrometer gave no indication of

nitrites.

The washed compound ethers were very yellow in color, neutral

to neutral litmus paper, and had the following specific gravities :
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1st. at 4°C. or 39.2F. .9133.— at 15.6 C. or 60 F. .8986. Difference .0147

2d. at
4
'

" .9108.— at
u

.8964. .0144

3d. at
" .9110 — at

"
.8966. .0144

4th. at " .9106.— at
"

.8960. .0146

5th. at " " .9110.— at
"

.8965. .0145

The s.g. at 25°C could not be taken on account of the low boil-

ing point of the ether. The s.g. of pure ethyl nitrite at 4°C. or

39.2°F. is .9177. At 15.6°C. or 60°F. by deduction is .89;;.

Difference, .0200.

The 16 parts or 4 troyounces of alcohol in the flask connected

with the receiver increased in weight as follows, in the successive

trials, 201, 215, 251, 208 and 208 grains, and this gain was doubt-

less ether, which, without the flask, would have been lost. It is,

therefore, assumed that these gains should, be added to the washed

ethereal products, and when so added they bring the respective

amounts up to,—for the 1st.—4 troyounces and 94 grains.

2d.—4 " a 146 "

3d.—4 " " 89 "

4th.—4 " M 104 "

5th.—4 " " 115 "

showing the totals to be very fairly uniform.

Now when 129 c.c., weighing 3 troyounces and 277 grains, of the

washed ether* was diluted with 1 1 times its weight of alcohol, using

the contents of the end flask as a part of this alcohol, it gave 1634

c.c. or 55.3 fluidounces, weighing 42 troyounces and 451 grains of

a spirit of nitrous ether, which had a s.g. at 4°C. or 39.2°F. of

.8308. At 15.6°C. or 60°F. .8217. At 25°C. or 77°F. .8148. When
3 c.c. (= 2.465 grams.) of this freshly made spirit was tested by the

nitrometer it gave 35 c.c. of liberated gas, thus indicating (35-5-

6.66= ) 5.25 p.c. of ethyl nitrite.

If the 216 grains of ethers in the end flask be added to the 3

troyounces and 277 grains, then this spirit will contain 8.33 p.c. of

the complex ethereal product of the distillation, and 5.25 p. c. of

this will be ethyl nitrite, and 3.08 p.c. will be other ethereal pro-

ducts.

*This is not the entire product of an operation, because in these experi-
mental trials, wherein the specific gravities were taken, there was always a
considerable loss of ether. The average of the 5 distillations is 3 troyounces
and 373 grains, to which the average 216 grains from the final flask when
added makes an average product of 4 troyounces and 109 grains. This dilu-
ted with 11 times its weight of alcohol gives 24848 grains, or 50 troyounces
fcnd 348 grains as the average finished product.
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This finished spirit of nitrous ether was neutral to neutral litmus

paper, but required 2 c,c. of stronger water of ammonia (officinal

28 p.c.) to cause it to turn neutral litmus paper blue. Long expe-

rience has taught the writer that this small addition of ammonia
is important to the keeping properties of the spirit, while therapeu-

tically there can be no objection to it. The ammonia deepens the

yellow tint of the spirit very much, probably by converting the

traces of aldehyd into aldehyd resin, because after this the potassa

test does not deepen the color in 24 hours.

The proceeding which is perhaps of greatest importance to all pro-

cesses which obtain these ethers by distillation is the use of ice in

condensing the vapors. Many of the details here given show how
difficult it is to condense all the ethers, and how difficult to prevent

a rapid loss, even on very moderate exposure, after they are con-

densed. The Pharmacopoeia of 1880 is the first to direct the use of

ice, thus improving on the Br. P. of 1867, which simply directs

the receiving flask to be kept cool with iced-water if necessary. But

in no pharmacopoeia up to this time has the copious use of ice been

properly emphasized or insisted on as it should be, for the writer is

well assured that the difference in the yield of condensed ethers

between processes conducted with and without ice, will often reach

the proportion of one-half. And, between the partial use of ice,

and the copious use of ice and iced-water the difference will often be

10 to 20 p.c. In this improved process as here given iced-water

was continuously dropped upon the beak of the retort, and the

globular, tubulated receiver, and final flask were both imbedded in

finely crushed ice ; but the supply of water for the Liebig's con-

denser was not iced, but was not lower than 20° C. or 68°F., and

this of course condensed very little of an ether whose boiling point

is said to be 18°C. or 64.4°F. If this condenser had been supplied

with iced-water the results would have been considerably higher.

That is, the finished spirit would have been no stronger, but there

would have been more of it, since it is the washing and diluting

steps of the process which so well control the strength.

CHANGES BT EXPOSURE AND KEEPING.

The U. 8. P. very properly directs that this preparation should

be at once put into small glass-stoppered bottles, and be kept in a

cool dark place. Bottles of 120 c.c. or four fluidounces capacity

are as large as should ever be used for storing spirit of nitrous'
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ether, because in dispensing it for use, the physician or pharmacist

rarely wants more than this quantity at any one time, or perhaps

within a day or two of any given time, and in this way only could

have it always in good strength and condition. But any manufac-

turer who would sell it only in four ounce g.s. bottles, at a proper

price for the spirit and bottle, would simply sell very little of it,—far

too little to keep his stock fairly fresh when it went out. It is for

this reason mainly that this preparation should never be bought by

the pharmacist, but should always be made by him, in never over

the quantity, but generally in half the quantity, of this improved

process. If made on the large scale and put up in one and three and

a half pound bottles, to meet the general demand of the pharmacist,

the best that can be done by the manufacturer is to put it up of over-

strength, so that if fairly well managed after leaving his hands, it

will not be very much under-strength when it goes into use. A
portion of about 500 lbs. was adjusted by nitrometer to a strength

of 5.4 p.c. of ethyl nitrite. After being put up in an assortment of

sizes of 3^- lbs., 1 lb., ^ lb. and £ lb., a bottle taken and tested

gave only 5.08 p.c, when it was expected to have been,—as it should

have been,—at least 5.2 p.c. But this was in warm weather, when
the loss would be at its maximum rate. The writer has always

believed that the cause of greatest lose in strength in well made
spirit of nitrous ether, from strong alcohol, is not molecular change,

but evaporation. . The very low boiling point of the constituent

ethers, and the remarkable rapidity of their atmospheric diffusion,

leads any one who handles them much, to know how difficult they

are to condense, and to keep in a liquid state, and how very rapidly

they leave the alcohol with which they are diluted. To throw some

new light upon this important part of the subject, the following

table was constructed.

TABLE No. 2.—SPONTANEOUS EVAPORATIONS.

On a day when the room temperature did not vary .3° from 20°C.

or 08 °F. from early morning till late at night, 3 low, wide, Griffin

beakers of about 300 c.c. capacity and similar weight, and diameter,

for surface area, were selected for the spontaneous evaporations.

Into one of these was put 100 c.c. =80.50 grams, of alcohol, s.g.

.8148 at 15. 6°C, from which the spirit of nitrous ether had been
made. Into each of the others was put 100 c.c. =81.24 grams, of

spirit of nitrous ether of s.g. .8214 at 15.6° C, which gave a nitro-

meter indication of 5.050 p.c. of ethyl nitrite. These beakers were

56
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placed a few inches apart near the centre of a work table in the

middle of the room, so as to be similarly affected by the room

currents of air. The one with alcohol, and one of those with the

spirit, were weighed every hour for 12 consecutive hours,—then

again after 11 hours interval, and finally for 3 consecutive hours.

The duplicate beaker with the spirit, was tested by nitrometer every

hour for the 12 hours, although it failed to give any indication of

ethyl nitrite after the 10th hour.

The losses by spontaneous evaporation at 20°C. are given in per-

centage by weight for the alcohol and the spirit, and also by per-

centage by nitrometer indication for the spirit,—no temperature

nor pressure corrections.

AL

Loss on

1st. .

2d..
3d..
4th .

5th .

6th
7th .

8th .

9th .

10th
11th
12th

COHOL.

80.50 grams

<p o
III
to S

on
!
on

80.5080.50

.32

1.31
1.62
1 91

2.12
2.51
2.81
3.13

.40

.84

1.22
1.63
2.00
2.37
2.63
3.12
3.49
3.

f.i

in 11

hours

Per
hour
for 8
hours

3.43: 4.26
3.71 4.61

3.52

.24

.44

.38

.41

.87

.87

.26

.49

.37

.40

.37

.35

Spirit of Nitrous
Ether.

Loss on 81.24 grams

3 COS s.

on
81.24

O to u

Ph'O m"

Spirit of Nitrous Ether,
Loss of Strength by

Nitrometer.

on
81.24

23

20

05
71

84

88
5.36
5.79
6.16
6.52
6.86
7.19

3.75

.27

1.51
2.71
3.75
4.57
5.34
6.01
6.60
7.13
7.58
8 03
8.44
8.85

Is

1.1

11

03 to **

*58
0)31

to a co

0,Q§

5.050

1.20
1.04
.82

.77

.67

.59

.53

.45

.45

.41

.41

3.212
2.012
1.441
1.207
.685

.360

.288

.135

.054

.027
trace,

none.

5.050

Difference in per-
centage rate of
loss in weight of
the Alcohol and
Spirit.

1.838
3.038
3.609
3.843
4.365
4.690
4.762
4.915
4.996
5.023
5.050

.838

.200

.571

.234

.522

.325

.072

.153

.081

.027

.40

.84

1.22
1.63
2.00
2.37
2.63
3.12
3.49
3.89
4.26
4.61

1.11

1.87
2.53
2.94
3.34
3.64
3.97
4.01
4.09
4.14
4.18
4.24

This table shows that under given known conditions alcohol

of 93 p.c evaporated spontaneously at a fairly uniform rate during

12 hours, and lost in that time 4.61 p.c. of its weight :—that a
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spirit made from this alcohol, under the same conditions, lost

nearly three times as much in the first hour, and then diminished

the rate of loss, rapidly at first and more slowly afterward, until

in 12 hours it had lost 8.85 p.c. of its weight,— had lost every trace

of ethyl nitrite, and had its rate of loss reduced almost to the rate

of the alcohol.

The 3d and 11th columns of this table show the percentage

cumulative rate at which the alcohol evaporated.

The 6th and 12th columns show the percentage cumulative rate

at which the alcohol and ethers evaporated when mixed as spirit of

nitrous ether.

When the alcohol rate is subtracted from the spirit rate, as in the

13th column, the difference gives an approximate idea of the rate

at which the ethers were lost independent of the alcohol.

Then as there was 5.05 p.c. of ethyl nitrite in these ethers,

and as 4.24 p.c. of this was accounted for by the nitrometer, before

it disappeared altogether from the spirit, it follows that not more

than .SI p.c. at most, could have been decomposed so as to take

it out of the reach of the nitrometer during the 12 hours of

exposure to air and light in an open vessel of broad surface.

The continued difference, in the rate of evaporation, between

the alcohol and the spirit as shown in the last line of the table,

after 26 hours' exposure, indicates that the ethers do not go off

together, but that some of them are left in the spirit long after all

the nitrites are gone ; for if the ethers were all gone, the alcohol

left, in both cases, should evaporate at the same rate. The
odor and taste of the remaining spirit also indicate the presence

of characteristic ethers, because it has the strong odor and taste

of good spirit of nitrous ether.

It seems only necessary to glance at the very rapid rate of loss in

the third division of this table to realize how much care and

skill are required in making, keeping and dispensing, in order

to have it of proper quality.

This very rapid rate of loss by diffusion was then illustrated

in another way. A one pound bottle of spirit which had been made
just one month, was brought from the cellar, and was found to give

a nitrometer indication of 5.1 p.c. ethyl nitrite. Prescription

quantities were taken from this bottle, during hot summer weather,

—sometimes daily, sometimes two or three times a day, and some-

times not for one or two days. Throughout the 23 days of the

experiment the bottle was opened over 40 times, and at the end
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the spirit remaining did not exceed two fluidonnces. The portions

poured out were every few days tested by nitrometer, nine testings

having been made in the 23 days. During the first week about one-

third of the bottle was used and the indication had then fallen

to 4. 9 p.c. During the second week it fell to 4.4 p.c. During the

third period of 9 days it fell to 3.5 p.c. The last of the spirit was

slightly acid to litmus paper when held beneath the surface, but did

not effervesce with bicarbonate. Had this quantity of spirit been

dispensed from four ounce vials the loss in strength would have

been insignificant. This experiment was confirmed by a partial

repetition under varying conditions, and the conclusion reached by

means of the table, and these experiments is, that well made spirit

from 93 p.c. alcohol loses its strength mainly by evaporation or

diffusion, and only to a slight extent by decomposition, even

with a practical degree of air contact. And farther, that by good

ordinary management from a succession of four ounce bottles, it

may always be dispensed within two or three-tenths per cent, of its

orginal strength as made.

The actual loss by keeping or storing in ground stoppered bottles,

will now be shown by another table. Here the loss by diffusion or

evaporation is very slight, the bottles having been opened a very

few times between the testings. But as no stoppers, however well

ground, are tight against vapors under pressure, though perfectly

tight to liquids, the loss by diffusion is not insignificant when long

periods of time, such as one or more years is embraced in the

experiment.
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TABLE No. 3.

Showing approximately the change which occurs in keeping Solu-

tions of Ethyl Nitrite, and Spirit of Nitrous Ether, of various

alcoholic strengths, the losses embracing both vapor leakage and

chemical change. Many of the specimens were tested twice,—and

a few three times, the losses being always greater in proportion to

the number of times the bottles were opened :

DESCRIPTION.

f 5 per cent. Solu-

1

|
tions of pure

{ Ethyl Nitrite in
j>

|
alcohol of vari-

|

l^ous strengths. J

Spirit of Nitrous
Ether.

Made Oct. 11, 1886
" Jan. 28, 1887

" 11, 1888
" 8, 1889,

" May 21, 1889,

U. S.P., I860..
" May 21, 1889,

U. S. P., 1870..
" Feb. 4, 1889,

U. S. P., 1880..
" April 4, 1889,
Improved

" April 20, 1889,
Br., with stronger
alcohol

ALCOHOL,
j

Strength op
Alcohol used
EN Making.

1 1 i

ft 0 ft

.7938

.7943

.8141

.8145

.8191

8390
.8616

.01

.16

6.90,

7.00,

8.70,

16.30
25.60

.8140

.8142

.8138

.8143

6.90
6.90
6.75
6.90

.8180 8.33'

.8180 8.33

.8204 9.00!

.8148 6.90

.8148 6.90

.02 35

ETHYL NITRITE.

.7984

,7995

,8185

,8184

.8234

,8419

.8635

= - - -

fill

.832

.825!

.837

.824

.824

5.196
5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000

,832 3.000
,832 3.000

3.000
3.000

5.742

1.727

2.828

5.255

5.454 2

*- 9 1

<

aa

'ft<3

3 *

in— ~ —

<

5 months

30 mo's.

27 "

15 u

5
"

1
M

1 "

4 "

3
"

5.000
5.000
4.984
4.857
4.696
3.265
3.090

1.819
2.225
2.468
2.720

4.681

1.545

2.454

4.803

.000

.000

.003

.029

.061

.347

.382

.039

.029

.035

.056

1.061

.182

.094

.151

5.430 .012

The above table is approximative only, as no corrections for

pressure or temperature were made in using the nitrometer. And the

first line of the table shows that, in one case at least, the error reached

almost .2 p.c, since a solution of 5.196 p.c. appeared to have lost in

5 months .196 p.c, when in reality it had lost nothing. In the last

line also, a temperature error in the opposite direction makes the loss

appear less than it really was. But taken as a whole, the showing

of the table is undoubtedly trustworthy, and the main points are
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that there is little or no practical difference in the keeping, between

solutions of pure ethyl nitrite and spirit of nitrous ether, since

preparations containing the same amount of water (see for example

Nos. 4 and 9), changed at about the same monthly rate. Next, that

the presence of water in the alcohol of dilution is probably the sole

cause of chemical change, the remainder of the loss being by diffu-

sion or evaporation. And, finally, that when the alcohol of dilution

is not less than 93 p.c, and when the stoppering is good, the loss

in keeping is insignificant, and that liability to chemical change is

not a serious objection to spirit of nitrous ether. This being the

case there is no good ground for the British proposal to substitute

for it the alcoholic solution of pure ethyl nitrite.

There are, however, serious difficulties in the way of using spirit

of nitrous ether which are to be mentioned under the therapeutic

considerations ; and it will be there shown that these difficulties are

of the same kind, and no less in degree when alcoholic solutions of

pure ethyl nitrite are substituted.

The specific gravities of the table although given at 15.6°C. only,

were also all taken at 4°C. and are compared with the same volumes

of water at the same temperatures. The difference of s.g. between

the two temperatures is practically .0090, so that when the s.g.

at 4°C. is required it is obtained by adding .0090 to the s.g. at

15.6°0.

The decomposition which produces acidity in spirit of nitrous

ether by keeping, does not occur in well-made spirit, from strong

alcohol, so long as it is unopened and well stoppered. This decom-

position appears to be of a different kind, and to be due mainly to

exposure to light and to atmospheric oxidation. It occurs in solu-

tions of pure ethyl nitrite, but not to the same degree from the

same exposure ; and the change is more rapid, as the alcohol of

dilution is weaker in both cases.

TESTS.

Although Mr. Allen's method of testing spirit of nitrous ether by

nitrometer is not entirely trustworthy, but as he himself points out,

—Pharm. Joum. and Trans., Sept. 25, 1886, p. 256,—" merely a

ready method of ascertaining with considerable approach to accu-

racy, the strength of such preparations,"—it is still so much the

easiest method that has yet been proposed, and so useful, that until
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practical pharmacy progresses much beyond its present condition,

it really leaves little to be desired. Then, if during the time when the

nitrometer proper may not be found in general pharmacy, some still

less trustworthy application of the same method, such as that pro-

posed and figured in this paper,—be admitted to use,—very much
will be gained in the testing of spirit of nitrous ether, because in

the presence of this method the other tests are of but little import-

ance.

Color, odor and taste amount to very little, even in description.

If a small amount of ammonia be added, as is here strongly advised,

upon the results of a long experience, the spirit will be rather dis-

tinctly yellow in color from the production of aldehyd resin. And
the odor and taste will vary perceptibly in proportion as the basis

of the spirit is more or less pure ethyl nitrite, since pure ethyl

nitrite does not give quite the odor and taste of spirit of nitrous

ether.

If the writer's conclusions, in regard to the prime necessity for

very strong alcohol in this preparation be admitted, then specific

gravity becomes an important test,—but not as formerly when high

specific gravity was taken as an indication of a large quantity of

the ethereal basis. Now, it is important that the s.g. be as low as

possible to indicate the high strength of alcohol used in making.

A spirit that is well made from alcohol having a s.g. of .8148 at

15.6°C. will contain about 8 p.c. of the complex ethereal liquid, 5

p.c. of which will be ethyl nitrite, and such a spirit will have a s.g.

of .822 at 15.6°0. Then .822 less .8148 is equal to .0074 difference.

This difference subtracted from the s.g. of any spirit which gives

a nitrometer indication of 5 p.c. ethyl nitrite, will give about the

strength of the alcohol that has been used in making the spirit.

Good spirit of nitrous ether will have a s.g. not above .825 at

15.6°C,

When made from strong alcohol it has very little tendency to

become strongly acid by any necessary or even careless exposure. A
one-pound bottle mentioned elsewhere as having been dispensed

with frequent opening and exposure, was at the end but slightly,

and not hurtfully, acid. There is no therapeutic objection to slight

acidity; and it is even probable that any degree of acidity capable

of occurring, in any ordinary management, of a well made spirit,

is rather a therapeutic advantage in this, as in any, febrifuge. The
test for acidity by either bicarbonate of sodium or bicarbonate of

potassium is of very little value, because neither salt is soluble in a
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spirit made from strong alcohol, and there is very little effervescence

with either from spirit pretty strongly acid. Litmus paper is a

much better, and a sufficient test, though it gives little information

as to the degree of acidity. The degree of acidity is certainly not

hurtful when 5 c.c. of the spirit, with two or three drops of solu-

tion of phenolphthalein is rendered pink by not over 1.5 c.c. of

volumetric solution of soda.

The boiling test at 63°C. proposed by this writer 30 odd years

ago, and in the U. S. P. since 1860, is of no value, because even the

worst samples have some ethers, and these are freed, to a certain

extent, by this test.

All well made spirit has traces of aldehyd, and poor spirit or

badly made spirit is not likely to have more, but actually has less

than that which is good. No spirit seen by the writer in all his ex-

perience has been quite free from aldehyd, and none has had more

than unimportant traces of it. The test for aldehyd by dilute

solution of potassa is a good one, but the poorer commercial spirits

stand this test better than the good ones, because the proportion

of aldehyd increases with the proportion of the ethers. If a 5 p.c.

spirit be diluted with alcohol to a 1 p.c. spirit, the latter will stand

the aldehyd color test five times better than the former. A good

5 p.c. spirit diluted with an equal volume of about 4 p.c. solution

of potassa, will become of a full yellow color in about 6 or 8 hours,

and will not become sensibly deeper in 24 hours. A 5 p.c. solution

of ethyl nitrite treated in the same way only becomes of a pale yel-

low. The proportion of aldehyd roughly indicated by this test is

at best very small, and so far as any known effect of aldehyd on the

human economy is concerned, must be unimportant. It has, how-

ever, always been present in spirit of nitrous ether, and is therefore

a component part.

The ferrous sulphate test of the British Pharmacopoeia and the

ferrous chloride test of the German, appear both intended to show

the presence of ethyl nitrite, and they are useless, because they are

no more characteristic than the sensible properties.

Any spirit of nitrous ether, or solution of ethyl nitrite which

contains a proportion of ethyl nitrite greater than .25 p.c, when

shaken for a moment with twice its volume of water and then

allowed to stand, will give a fine effervescence of gas which slowly

rises to the surface of the liquid. The bubbles of air shaken

into the liquid, being comparatively large, rise quickly to the sur-

face, but the effervescence of decomposition consists of very fine
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bubbles, which continue to separate for a minute or two, and rise

more slowly to the surface. The quantity of this effervescence is

proportionate to the amount of ethyl nitrite present.

The single quantitative test, by potassium permanganate, of the

U. S. P. must have been adopted on purely theoretical grounds,

upon the recommendation of some one who had never tried it. It

depends upon the conversion of the total ethyl nitrite into potassium

nitrite, and then determining the amount of the nitrous acid pres-

ent by the amount of permanganate required to oxidize the nitrous to

nitric acid. This is of course correct in principle, but from sur-

rounding conditions is quite impracticable. Even if the conditions

were favorable, the time required is too long to fit the process for

testing. After macerating with potassa for 12 hours, the solution

is diluted with water, and must stand in an uncovered beaker until

the odor of alcohol has disappeared, for if any alcohol be left it will

decompose permanganate just as nitrites do. In a critical trial of

this test, 4 days standing, in warm weather, was required to lose

the odor of alcohol, and yet alcohol must have been present, and so

another day was given. Then two testings, carried on side by side,

required different amounts of permanganate, but both very much
more than the jirescribed quantity, and both continued to decom-

pose fresh additions of permanganate made from time to time for

24 hours after the excess had been used. A third trial under better

conditions than those of the IT. S. P. again gave results far too high.

The quantity given by the U. S. P. is calculated correctly for about

4 p.c. of ethyl nitrite, but other matters are present which belong

there, and which decompose permanganate.

THERAPEUTIC CONSIDERATIONS.

The writer has never been able to assent to the proposition that

ethyl nitrite is the only element of therapeutic value in spirit of

nitrous ether, and therefore that a solution of this ether in alcohol

should take the place of the solution of the complex ethereal liquid,

in medicine. This view, taken through many years past, has been

of late strongly advocated on the high authority of the Phamaceu-
tical Society of Great Britian, and has been ably discussed in some
of its principal branches. The drift of this discussion is well shown
in a paper entitled " Comparative Effects of Spiritus iEtheris

Kitrosi and Solution of Nitrite of Ethyl, by D. J. Leech, M. D., F.

R. C. P., Professor of Materia Medica and Therapeutics in the
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Owens College, Manchester." This paper is published in The

Pit arm. Journal and Transactions of London, No. 965, December

22d, 1888, page 490.

Before this ground can be safely or wisely taken a far more
extended and thorough investigation should be made ;—because,

first, the favorable experience of some 600 years (from Raymond
Lully in the 13th century), with preparations which, for a long

time, were crudely made and badly kept, should not be so easily

set aside. These have often contained but little ethyl nitrite, but

always a considerable proportion of other ethereal products, and the

sensible properties have been fairly uniform.

Second,—because, under the most favorable conditions, ethyl

nitrite does not constitute over three-fifths of the complex ethereal

product which is the basis of spirit of nitrous ether, while the other

two-fifths belong to an ethereal series known to have definite physi-

ological effects.

Third,—because a solution of ethyl nitrite keeps no better than well

made spirit of nitrous ether, when both are made from alcohol of

the same strength
;
whilst, when in actual use, and diluted with

water, the decomposition is scarcely less rapid, and leaves a residue

much poorer in ethereal products. The results of the decomposition

by water are probably, though not certainly, the same in both solu-

tions, and the ethyl nitrite in both is probably the element which

splits up
;
but, the nature of the products of this decomposition,

and what becomes of them, has not been shown.

The effects of spirit of nitrous ether as a febrifuge, a diaphoretic

and diuretic, are too long and too well established to be called in

question here. It reduces arterial tension so promptly that there

are few agents in the materia medica that so quickly relax the

entire circulation, and thus so promptly relieve cardiac and pul-

monary distress. This relaxation and relief is easily seen to extend

to the skin, mucous membranes and kidneys, and therefore must

affect all the organs, and as a general result the temperature falls,

and defervescence is greatly favored. As alcohol and water, although

not without effect, do not give these results, it follows that the other

elements of the spirit are, in combination with the alcohol and

water, the active agents.

A common prescription by which such effects are obtained, is one

fluidounce each of spirit of nitrous ether and water,—a teaspoonful

in a tablespoonful of water being given every one, two or three

hours. Given every hour, as a febrifuge, such a prescription
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would last 16 hours. Or, as more commonly given, every hour

for eight hours and then every two hours, it would be taken in

24 hours,—or with a night interval, in 36 to 48 hours, so that

this is about the longest time such a prescription would be

kept. Such a prescription made from a spirit of nitrous ether

indicating 5 p.c. develops 4° or 5°C. rise of temperature. A
fine effervescence at once occurs throughout the mixture, and

soon exerts much pressure upon the cork of the vial. Such an

effervescence occurs on mixing strong alcohol and water, but not to

the same degree. The gas thus liberated is colorless,—has only the

odor of the spirit, and does not develop orange fumes when it

comes in contact with the air, as nitric oxide, or NO, should do.

About five-sixths of this gas is absorbed by shaking with cold solu-

tion of ferrous sulphate, yielding a nearly black solution. After

the first effervescence of this gas is over, no farther pressure within

the vial is noticeable in the many openings throughout the 48 hours,

and the sensible properties of the liquid from first to last are appar-

ently the same. Tested by the nitrometer when freshly made, at the

end of the effervescence, the indication, for the spirit used, is found

to be reduced to 3.3 p.c,—1.7 p.c. having disappeared, so far as the

nitrometer indication is concerned. Assayed again in 24 hours,

the indication was 2.2 p.c. and in 48 hours 1.3 p.c, and the mix-

ture was then acid to litmus paper. It is thus shown that a prescrip-

tion of this kind will, in actual use, lose in 48 hours 3.7 p.c. of its

nitrometer indication, or 74 p.c. of its ethyl nitrite, but it has not

been proved that the loss in therapeutic value is as great.

It is just here, however, that the great difficulty and uncertainty

in the use of this agent occurs. It has been abundantly shown
that when well made and of good quality, it is not very difficult to

keep, for any reasonable time, in a condition entirely fit for use at

any moment. And that if, in recognition of its true nature, it be

kept in small well stopped bottles, it can always be dispensed for use

in the same good condition. But as soon as it is mixed with water,

rapid decomposition ensues. Occasionally it is prescribed undiluted,

to be given in 30 minims to a teaspoonful added to half a wine-

glassful of water at the time of taking. But much more fre-

quently it is ordered simply diluted with water, or in mixtures of

which water is the base, and then in 5 minutes or before it leaves

the hands of the pharmacist it will have lost about 34 p.c. of its

ethyl nitrite, so far as the nitrometer indication is to be trusted.

If this very great loss can be prevented, or be brought within
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moderate limits, the agent may be saved. But modern medicine

will not long tolerate a remedy that in use deteriorates at the rate

of about 33 p.c. every 24 hours.

The late Mr. John Williams, F.I.C., F.C.S., of London, in a paper

entitled " Note on the Preservation of Ethyl Nitrite," read before

the British Pharmaceutical Conference of 1886, see The Pharm.
Journ. and Trans, for Sept. 25th, 1886, page 255, proposed as a

preservative of ethyl nitrite, a solution of one part glycerin and

two parts absolute alcohol. But in the writer's hands this did not

prove more satisfactory than absolute alcohol alone, as the latter

left little to be desired, and Mr. Williams did not propose to apply

glycerin to spirit of nitrous ether. Taking his idea, however, the

writer applied it to the preservation of spirit of nitrous ether during

the few days when it was diluted for use, and found it to be fairly

successful. That is, the decomposition was very much diminished

and retarded, so that prescriptions being made up from a good 5 p.c.

spirit with about 25 p.c. of glycerin, might be effectively used for

48 hours. Numerous experiments with glycerin and water in dif-

ferent proportions as a vehicle for solution of pure ethyl nitrite and

for spirit of nitrous ether, led to a trial of simple syrup for the same

purpose, and this proved to be better than glycerin. The follow-

ing table gives the result of these trials :

TABLE No. 4.

Showing the Comparative Kesults of the use of water, and mix-

tures of glycerin and syrup, as vehicles for solution of Ethyl Nitrite,

and Spirit of Nitrous Ether, in prescriptions. Prescriptions were

made up of equal measures of the different vehicles with 5 p.c.

solution of pure Ethyl Nitrite in nearly absolute Alcohol;—and of

5 p.c. Spirit of Nitrous Ether in 93 p.c. Alcohol;—and these mix-

tures were tested by nitrometer when freshly made, and then every

24 hours during their continuous use. The results are stated in per-

centage of Ethyl Nitrite remaining of the original 5 p.c. in the

solution and spirit, at the times of testing by nitrometer. When
the vehicle is a mixture of Glycerin and Water, or of Syrup and

Water, these are in equal measures.
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TABLE XO. 4.

NlCROMETER INDICATION.
Equal Measures of Pure Ethyl Nitrite, or of

Spirit of Nitrous Ether,

With Various Vehieles for Prescription Use in

Administration.

Ethvl Nitrite Solution with Water
" Glyc'n and W.

t* << «< << << ii

Spirit of Nitrous Ether with Water

Glyc'n and W.

Simple Syrup.
Syrup and W.

£5
g
o

5 p.c

5 p.c
5 p.c
5 p.c

5p.c.|

5 p.c.

I

5p.c.|

5 p.c.

5 p.c.

^5

p. c

12.88

13.80

3.66
3.00
|3.30
4.20
4.32
4.20
4.18

3.89
3.95

P. c.

.70

2.00
1.50
1.30
1.30
2.57
3.40
3.54
3.42

After

72

Hours,

After

96

Hours.

Alter

120

Hours,

P. c. P. C. P. c.

".83 ".m !35

2.06
2.61
3.36
3.30

1.65
1.41
3.15
3.00

1.31

2^55
2.40

These trials show conclusively that in dispensing spirit of nitrous

ether for bedside administration, if it be diluted with an equal

measure of simple syrup, it can be very effectively used for three or

four days, even in summer, for these trials were made in very warm
weather. As two to three days is the common limit of the use of

this agent, and as it is now recognized that all prescriptions should

be directed in small quantities, and be frequently renewed if re-

quired, this management will bring this agent into a new sphere of

useful activity. The simple proceeding of carefully buying and

keeping the spirit in small bottles so that it shall lose little, and

then of diluting it with syrup for use, is within the reach of all

physicians and pharmacists who choose to avail themselves of it,

and its importance is easily recognized when it is seen what be-

comes of the spirit when diluted with water.

The slight degree of acidity which is acquired by good spirit of

nitrous ether in keeping is from the formation of traces of acetic

and nitric acid, and these by reacting with strong alcohol yield the

corresponding ethers. But neither these acids nor their ethers are

therapeutically objectionable in the spirit, but on the contrary are

remedial in the same direction as the spirit itself. In compound
prescriptions into which agents decomposable by acids enter, the

acid is objectionable, but in such cases it is very easily neutralized

by a few drops of ammonia, and the traces of ammonium salts thus

formed are in no known instance at all objectionable. The habit
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of many pharmacists and physicians of keeping a crystal or two of

potassium bicarbonate in each bottle of spirit after it is opened for

use, is an excellent one, and it avoids all acidity, but it has, of

course, no effect in retarding the loss by diffusion,—that is, the dis-

proportionate evaporation of the ethers off from the alcohol.

COMMERCIAL SPIRIT OF NITROUS ETHER.

In the writer's paper of 1856, republished here, an account is

given of the spirit of nitrous ether of the common market, as judged

by a process of fractional distillation. The nitrometer was not then

in use, nor was there any easy way of approximating the proportion of

ethyl nitrite present. The fractional distillation gave a fair account

of the total complex ethers present, but it is now known that the

proportion of ethyl nitrite that these contained was variable, and

not generally over one-half to five-eighths. Hence the estimated

percentage of dry ethers then obtained from the commercial arti-

cles was very much above the percentage of ethyl nitrite. Yet in

all the light of more recent experience and investigation, it seems

probable that the average of the commercial spirit in ethyl nitrite

was then above 1 p.c.

Xow again, February, 1889, after an interval of over 33 years,

the writer went into the market and got original one-pound bottles

of the products of all the makers that were known to the wholesale

houses. Of these makers there were seven, and the average whole-

sale price per pound, for spirit and bottle, was about 48 cents. Five of

the seven were obtained when asked, and therefore represented what

was present in the market, ready to supply orders, but the remaining

two were not delivered for two weeks or more, and as no secret was

made as to their being wanted by the writer as samples for examin-

ation, there is room for a suspicion that they might have been speci-

ally prepared. Both were said to be made by diluting ethyl nitrite

or " concentrated nitrous ether,"—one by the U. S. P. of 1870, the

other by the U. S. P. of 1880. Every bottle of the whole seven bore

the maker's name and label and claimed to be of " U. S. P." strength

and quality. All were in cork-stopped bottles, and a few of the

corks were so shrunken as to be so loose that they could be taken

out with the fingers. All were loose enough to have admitted of

escape of vapor, and there was no noticeable pressure within the

bottles on opening. The three principal makers of 1856 have con-
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tinued to make since that date, and their products are rej^resented

in both tables. Each bottle was tested by nitrometer as soon as

opened.—was then corked again with the original cork. After an

interval of two months they were again tested, and a third time

after a second interval, but the first and third testings only are

given in the table.

TABLE No. 5.

Commercial Spirit of Nitrous Ether of all the known makers
whose products supply the New York Drug market in February,

1889. Tested for Ethyl Nitrite by the Nitrometer.

Description.

Sample made by Improved Process
of this paper

j

Sample made by Process of U. 8.

P. of 1880
One pound bottle labeled Spt. Nit.

Eth. U. S. P
One pound bottle labeled Spt. Nit.

Eth. U. S. P
One pound bottle labeled Spt. Nit.

Eth. U. S. P
One pound bottle labeled Spt. Nit.

Eth. U. S. P
One pound bottle labeled Spt. Nit;

Eth. U. S. P
I

One pound bottle labeled Spt. Nit.
Eth. U. S. P. 1870 I

One pound bottle labeled Spt. Nit..

Eth. U. S. P. 1880 !

u
gfl
aisj

81

u
gj

<

822

824
I

846

.844

.845

.836

.841

.846

93 p. c

91
"

81
"

82 "

81
"

.85
"

82 "

81
"

.825
!

91

Nitrometer Indication.

1 •

Si
- &

© 3)OA

PL,

5.255

2.828

.540

.923

.824

.504

.680

2.594|4

2.56714

3 mo.

4 "

4 "

4 "

4 "

4 "

4 "

Samples Nos. 8 and 9 were not found in the market with the

others, but were supplied to order a week or two later, with the

message that they were made from "Concentrated Nitrous Ether."

A pound bottle of this "Concentrated Nitrous Ether" of the

market, made by the firm which first put it upon the market
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some years ago, was bought. On examination this was found
to be nearly pure ethyl nitrite, and when, in accordance with the

label, it was mixed with alcohol in the officinal proportion of one
part to 19, it gave a solution which when tested by nitrometer gave

an indication of -4.74 p.c. Had it been pure ethyl nitrite the indi-

cation would have been about 5.2 p.c. The solution in 3 months
keeping was reduced to 2.280 p.c, equivalent to a loss of .821 p.c.

per month, and its behavior was alogether very much like the solu-

tions of pure ethyl nitrite. Like these it differed in seusible

properties from all well-made spirit of nitrous ether,—or in other

words it did not make the agent which for so long has been known as

spirit of nitrous ether, yet gave a solution many times better than

any other commercial article. This, therefore, in its relation to

the market, must be classed with samples 8 and 9, and they repre-

sent the products of several makers of this " Concentrated Nitrous

Ether " now on the market for a few years past. If the British

proposition to substitute solution of pure ethyl nitrite for spirit of

nitrous ether be wise and sound, then these preparations, so far as

they have been used, have been quite in that direction for many
years past. But the testimony of the few pharmacists whom the

writer has met, who have tried this method of getting their supply

of spirit of nitrous ether, has been that it does not yield a true

spirit of nitrous ether (by sensible properties) and that it deteriorates

very rapidly. It will be seen that this testimony agrees with the

results of the writer. Until such solutions are supported by large

and competent medical experience, and are then authorized by the

Pharmacopoeia, they are inadmissible. When admitted it will be

time enough to discuss the disadvantages of managing a liquid whose

boiling point is below the cellar temperature of most climates dur-

ing one-third of the year.

The character of the spirit of nitrous ether of the market, as repre-

sented by samples 3 to 7 inclusive, is so very bad as to be, in the inter-

ests of medicine, disgraceful. Made from weak alcohol, by cheap pro-

cesses, and put up in cork-stopped bottles, the 48c. per pound price,

even, does not afford a large profit to the maker, and both price

and quality are probably due to that kind of competition and over-

production in the common market through which the most import-

ant medicinal agents are judged and used by price alone.

It is not uncommon to hear a broker, who is going round the

market pricing goods for his distant wholesale house, say, with his

sarcastic smile, "Should think you would be afraid of killing

somebody with your strong, high priced drugs."
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Physicians appear to be losing one after another of their agents

by joining in this pressure for price, and whether they, in the

interests of their profession, can afford this they must be left to

judge. Many of them have given up the use of spirit of nitrous ether

entirely, and others seem to use it as a placebo, or as a vehicle,

because it "was handed down to them by their predecessors; and a

reason for this is apparent when it is seen that commercial spirit

of nitrous ether supplies perhaps not less than four-fifths of the

total demand for the agent,—that 33 years ago the commercial

spirit, on an average, contained, probably not much over 1 p.c. of

ethyl nitrite,—and that now it contains not over .8 p.c. of ethyl

nitrite, and that when mixed with water for administration nearly

a fourth of this is lost before the first dose can be given.

It would be unjust to close this paper without an acknowledgment

that much of the best work in it, and in other papers of this pam-

phlet, was not done by the writer, but was done by the younger eye

and steadier hand of his assistant, Miss Mary L. Lovejoy. Her
intelligent, careful work has made the undertakings possible, and

if there be any credit, to her that much is due.

CASCARA.

The scarcity of the bark of Rhamnus Purshiana is now over

(June, 1889), and plenty of bark of fair quality is to be had at

moderate prices. Still, the best bark in the market now must

have been collected too early to be in the best condition, and is of

course quite unseasoned by age. During the scarcity the price for

fair quality arose to 80c. per pound,—or to more than ten times the

usual cost for good, well seasoned bark, and yet there was no time

at which good bark could not have been bought if 85 or 90c. were

offered. And bark steamed off, or chipped off, at improper seasons,

was always present in the New York market, in abundance, at say

40 to 60c. per pound. Xow, there are large amounts offered from

Washington Territory and Oregon as well as from California at 18

to 20c, and there is much competition for September deliveries at

about 10 to 12c. But now that there is plenty, there seems to be

57
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but little disposition to buy, and the probability seems to be that

the old, glutted condition of the market is again to occur, with all

kinds and qualities of bark, at prices too low to pay for collecting.

During the scarcity, as large quantities of inferior bark were con-

stantly being sold, it is pretty certain that these were used in the

preparations, and it would be very interesting to know how these

preparations upheld the character of the remedy.

Unusually large quantities of Buckthorn bark, Rhamnus fran-

gula, were sold, at the same time, at low prices,—4 to 5c. per pound,
— and the market gossip was that the barks were being largely

mixed, and that preparations of Buckthorn were substituted under

the fashionable name of "tasteless Cascara." Whether or not there

was any truth in such reports, it is pretty certain that Buckthorn

had better opportunies of extended use than ever before, and that

when fairly used in competition with even the very best Cascara, it

was found to be the better agent. Another such scarcity of Cas-

cara would probably go far to demonstrate the general superiority

of Buckthorn.

Among the prominent advantages of Buckthorn is the one that

there can never be a scarcity of it, or any that is unseasoned, or of

very poor quality, or of high cost, because, being a secondary pro-

duct of powder making, it must always be present in large quan-

tities, stripped only at the proper season, and at very low cost.

NEUTRAL OLEIC ACID.

The U.S.?. of 1880 describes its oleic acid as being "of a neu-

tral reaction/' The impossibility of an acid of neutral reaction

did not occur to the Committee of Revision, and this writer at first

fell into the same error, and described oleic acid as being neutral

until November, 1883, when in these pamphlets, at page 400, he

corrected the error by stating that it is never neutral to test paper.

It, however, is still occasionally complained of, and returned, as

being not neutral as the Pharmacopoeia says it should be. Like

man v other errors, this one seems to require correcting over and

over again, although should any other common acid be described

as neutral in reaction, a mistake would be at once inferred.
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MUSK.

Musk as a therapeutic agent has fallen into disuse, and the reason

for its disuse, after once having had a fair reputation upon good

authority, is open to inquiry. The few occasions when it is ordered

among physicians' supplies in quantities from quarter of an ounce

to one ounce, the order is generally countermanded promptly on

mention of the price of a good quality. Like gold, it is an article the

supply of which rarely exceeds the demand. The cost of pure

musk is about one-half greater than pure gold, and its quality

is by experts about as accurately determined as gold. It is used

almost exclusively by perfumers, and its varieties are judged by the

strength,—that is, the quantity,—and the quality of the odor.

Musk which is entirely unadulterated, can be had at about $18.00

per ounce, but such has but about half the power of scenting that is

possessed by $36.00 musk, and the quality of the scent may be in-

ferior. The best pure musk of the market generally commands
from $24.00 to $30.00 per ounce, and most of the lower grades are

made from such by skilful 1 adulteration with dried blood or some

other such vehicle. The two common grades are grain musk and

pod musk, and although the latter is always supposed to be in the

original pouch or pod of the skin of the musk deer, experts know
better, and know that the two grades are equally liable to adulter-

ation. Adulteration of musk, like all other adulterations, is

practiced for profit, and hence a $36.00 musk adulterated with an

equal weight of dried blood is not sold at half the price per ounce,

plus the cost of the blood and the graining, but at as much more than

this as the ignorance of the buyer will bear, and this will vary all

the way from $20.00 up to $36.00, or the original cost of the pure

musk.

Under this condition of market what becomes of the physician

who wants to use musk in critical adynamic conditions wherein

other agents have failed him, and wherein life hangs by a thread

so slender that no reasonable chance, however slight, can be dis-

regarded.

Perhaps he has musk bought from some of the price lists where

he found it quoted from $6.00 to $8.00 per ounce and bought that

of lowest price. Perhaps he has to send for it to the nearest town,

and in both cases the chances are about ten to one that he loses his

patient even if his case had been within the reach of pure musk to

save. Losing his patient he determines to be forearmed for the
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next case,—say of adynamic diphtheria, in which Jacobi says

pure musk is sometimes useful,—and sends to his druggist to get

some. The druggist may send him word that pure musk will cost

him $30.00 per ounce, in which case, in nine times out of ten, the

order will be countermanded, because he will find musk quoted on

many lists, that have been left with him by drummers, at less than

one-third of that price, and the house which sells it at $9.00 may
well make more money than that which offers it at $30.00.

TINCTURE OF CHLORIDE OF IRON.

The U. S. P. of 1870, in the pecuniary interest of pharmacy, but

not at all in the interest of therapeutics, separated this preparation

into two parts. It introduced an acid solution of ferric chloride

under a faulty name, because the name gave no indication of its

necessary excess of acid, and thus left the solution to be confounded

with a normal solution of ferric chloride, which had long been in

common use for an entirely different class of uses. Then, under

the caption of Tincture of Chloride of Iron, it directed this acid

solution to be mixed with a definite quantity of alcohol and to stand

in a closely-covered vessel for at least three months. No other rea-

son for separating the two steps of the old process into two prepara-

tions has ever been suggested than that of putting the iron solution

into the hands of the large manufacturer, so that the pharmacist

may buy it instead of making it, and thus get it at a lower cost and

without any demands upon his own time or skill. No physician

would ever have thought of this in his own or his patient's interests,

and no physician of the Committee of Revision should have consented

to it, because the result to the preparation could have been foreseen.

Yet the Committee of 1880, after the result of ten years' experience

had been realized, continued the plan. And to-day it is hard to

find a specimen of the Tincture with any of the former ethereal

odor or effect, and the Tincture has pretty much gone out of use

for one important class of its former uses,—namely, as an anti-

spasmodic and diuretic of a certain kind and quality in kidney and

bladder affections. Indeed physicians of the present day know little

of its uses in this class of disorders, simply because it has ceased to

be useful, and, therefore, has ceased to be used.

The considerable excess of hydrochloric acid always used in the
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preparation was intended to slowly react upon the alcohol in the

cold,, so that by age much of this excess of acid, and a correspond-

ing proportion of the alcohol would decompose each other with the

formation of ethers that were to be effective in the preparation.

Three months is not a sufficient length of time for this reaction,

nor is six months sufficient. And beside this, the reaction does not

occur so promptly nor so effectively when the elements are kept

separately and only mixed three months before they are wanted.

Then if these reactions do not occur as intended, the excess of acid

present is much too great, and may affect the stomach primarily,

and the whole organism secondarily, very unfavorably.

If the preparation is to be kept as it is., the excess of acid should

be reduced at least one-half, and perhaps two-thirds, and then let

the ethereal element go. since it is now no longer utilized. A little

ether will, of course, be formed so long as there is any excess of

acid, and probably, in three months, nearly as much would be

formed from one-half as from the whole present excess of acid. Let

any one who wants to demonstrate this for himself, titrate the free

acid present in a freshly made officinal Tincture, and again at the

end of the prescribed three months. He will find that it takes very

careful, accurate work to find that any of the acid has been decom-

posed.

Why this mutual reaction between the acid and alcohol is so slow

under the present pharmacopceial directions, and was more prompt

under the old conditions is very difficult to know, but as an hypo-

thesis it is not unreasonable to suppose that the reaction is started

and hastened forward by the presence in the old way, of an unavoid-

able, small proportion of nitrous acid. Certain it is, that in all the

Tincture of Chloride of Iron of the U. S. P. up to the revision of

18703 the ethereal odor had the element of ethyl nitrite present

in it.

The officinal directions of 1860 are: ** When effervescence has

ceased, drop in Xitric Acid, constantly stirring, until it no longer

produces effervescence. Lastly, when the liquid is cold add suffi-

cient Distilled Water to make it measure a pint, and mix it with

the Alcohol.
'''

This yields a tincture which contains a little nitric acid, and all

the nitrous acid the iron solution is capable of holding at a tempera-

tare near the boiling point, and such a tincture has, in six months or

a year, a full ethereal odor in which ethyl nitrite is recognizable.

The present officinal directions are :

* f After effervescence ceases,
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apply heat, by means of a sand-bath, until the liquid is free from

nitrous odor." This solution yields a tincture which in six months

or a year has a mere trace of ethereal odor, without a suggestion of

ethyl nitrite, and is very nearly as acid as when freshly made.

There is a pleasant mellowness and softness in the sensible prop-

erties of the 1860 tincture which are wanting in that of 1870 and

1880, and the writer is fully convinced that the first is the better

therapeutic agent. In loyalty to the U.S. P. of 1870 he abandoned

the 1860 process, but always made the tincture at once, and kept it

for a year instead of three months, but ever since the difference

between the tinctures was discovered by experience he has regretted

having made the change, and desired to go back.

COMMERCIAL JALAP.

Since the note on Assay of Jalap in these pamphlets, a year ago, at

page 1095, the markets of Hamburg, London, and New York have

been carefully watched for samples of the drug which would, as

aforetime, yield 12 to 17 p. c. of resin, and several lots of the best

that could be selected have been bought and worked up into resin

of jalap, but not a market sample has been found that yielded over

9 p.c, and only one lot which yielded over 7.5 p. c.

A special messenger going from a New York house to Jalapa

in Mexico, was charged to get all he could that was produced in the

old way in the old location, at any price. After a few months a

shipment of less than 200 pounds was received from him, giving

16.9 p.c. of resin. This was, therefore, of the old kind and gave a

good rich powdered jalap. In appearance and fracture, however, it

was much inferior to many of the samples which under the same

management gave 6.5 to 7.5 p.c. Farther search in the neighbor-

hood of Jalapa and Perote has been successful in finding 400 to

500 pounds more, which is supposed to be now on the way from

Vera Cruz, or waiting to be shipped with other merchandise. But

if this messenger has obtained any explanation of the great deteri-

oration in jalap from Mexico, he will be likely to keep it to himself

for the commercial use of his principals.
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THE PHARMACOPOEIA OF 1890.

The time appointed for the decennial revision of the Pharmaco-

poeia is near, and the President of the Convention of 1880 has issued

the decennial call upon the incorporated medical societies,—incor-

porated medical colleges,—incorporated colleges of pharmacy,

—

incorporated pharmaceutical societies,—the American Medical Asso-

ciation,—the American Pharmaceutical Association,—the Surgeon-

General of the Army,—the Surgeon-G-eneral of the Navy, and the

Surgeon-General of the Marine Hospital Service, to send delegates

to form a Conveneion for the revision of the Pharmacopoeia. These

delegates are to meet in Convention in Washington on the first

Wednesday of May, 1890.

Formerly the Conventions were made up exclusively from the

medical profession, and only in 1850 was the important element of

pharmacy present in these Conventions. From that time, as was

foreseen, there was a very marked improvement in the work, and

possibly, from the gain thus made, there seems to have been, of late

years, a disposition on the part of the medical profession to take a less

active interest in the work. The principal national organization,

namely, The American Medical Association, has commonly treated

the subject with indifference, but at one time decided very defi-

nitely that it would have nothing to do with it. In other medical

organizations, if. anybody wanted to be a delegate, he could easily

get himself appointed, or if the subject was called up through the

publication of the official notice, somebody would be appointed who
did not want to go, or who might or might not go, and thus the

matter has drifted along as though it was of small importance to the

medical profession. On the other hand, the pharmaceutical pro-

fession, which has a more direct pecuniary interest in the subject,

has continually increased in activity, discussing the subject in its

organizations, and carefully selecting its very best men for delegates,

and seeing to it that they accredited men who would be sure to go.

Then if the best men in this profession were superior to the chance

men of the medical profession, they would lead the Convention and

the revision, of course, as should be the case, and whenever there

was any contrariety of interests pharmacy would prevail . The true

intrinsic interests of scientific medicine and pharmacy are, of course,

absolutely the same, but the interests as they actually exist in prac-

tice, are not always the same. And, when they are not, those of

medicine should always prevail, because their relation to the sick,

—
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the object of both,—is nearer and more direct. The pharmacist

deals in medicines as a business,—the physician applies them as an

art. Neither can ever do well without the other, but the one is

much closer to the issues of life and death than the other, and can-

not afford to trust these issues to a more distant dependence, which

must always be more largely commercial or mercantile. Should the

low, but not uncommon, standard of money be used to illustrate this

relation, the position is, that the pharmacist makes his living off of

medicines which he buys at one price and prepares and sells at

another, while the physician makes his by applying these medicines

to the relief of suffering. The Pharmacopoeia is equally the reli-

ance, the guide and the authority of both, but cannot wisely nor

safely be entrusted to the control of either. There is no longer the

least danger that pharmacy will not be fully represented in these

Conventions, but the supineness of the medical profession to an inter-

est so important is very much to be feared in its results.

The work of the last revision is understood to have been done

almost entirely by sub-committees, and their work was collected,

collated, corrected, arranged and re-written into uniformity of style

and nomenclature, and was then put through the press almost

entirely by Dr. Charles Rice, the Chairman of the Committee of

Revision. This enormous labor, the character and quality of which

very few have any adequate idea of, was quite unpaid, and money

had to be borrowed to defray the actual outlay for expenses. Now
there is plenty of m<5ney, and always will be in future if the book

be fairly well managed, and therefore this taking of so much unpaid

labor should never occur again, and ample provision should be made

for trying every single process in the book, by competent hands,

before it is finally adopted. Every article of material should be

examined and every test be applied. The President of the Con-

vention should be Chairman of the Committee of Revision, and he

should be well paid, and be well supplied with money beside his pay,

with which to employ competent aid for the work. All the work

should be done under his immediate direction and control, and

should then, as far as necessary, be submitted to sub-committees

for repetition and confirmation, thus reversing the plan of the last

Revision where there was no money with which to have the work

done in this way. The Chairman of the last Committee of Re-

vision, with his well-known scholarship, ability, energy and indus-

try, and his now matured knowledge and experience in the work,

is the man of all others fittest for President of this Convention of
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1890, and for Chairman of the Committe of Revision if he can be

ind uced to take the position. And the inducement most likely to have

weight in influencing him to accept the position, would be to con-

fer on him the entire responsibility, with the committee-men for

his counsellors, and his sub-committees. This writer has worked

enough for him and with him to know his peculiar fitness for this

important work, and as he has been thoroughly tried in it during

the past ten years, and has done all that was possible for one man
to do, the writer is constrained to offer the opinion that the Con-

vention will consult its best interests in trying every means in its

power to get Dr. Rice to accept its presidency; and although neither

a delegate nor a member of the Committee, the writer hereby,

without fear of adverse criticism, nominates Dr. Rice for President

of the Convention of 1890.

TESTING OF LITHIUM CARBONATE.

The U. S. Pharmacopoeia is in error in its testing of lithium car-

bonate. The solubility is given as 1 part in 130 parts of water

at 15
3
C. The British Pharmacopoeia gives 1 part in 150, and

Gmelin 1 part in 100. Prof. F. A. Fluckiger showed that it was

soluble 1 part in 70, and less soluble in hot than in cold water, and

this is doubtless the accurate proportion, but it takes much time

and skill to make such a solution. One part in 80 to 85 of water,

is, however, easily made, and is a very good practical test.

The Pharmacopoeia requires that if a solution of the salt in

diluted hydrochloric acid be evaporated to dryness, 1 part of the

residue should be completely soluble in 3 parts of absolute alcohol.

This test depends too much upon the presence or absence of water in

the residue and in the alcohol to be of much practical utility.

The lithium chloride is a very deliquescent salt, and takes moist-

ure from the air so rapidly that it is difficult to weigh it dry, and

therefore it is difficult to get the 1 part so free from water that the

water absorbed does not affect its solubility. Again, absolute

alcohol attracts moisture in the same way, and after a very little

exposure to air, has a corresponding amount of water. This water

has also an effect upon its solvent power upon deliquescent salts.

The absolute alcohol of the U. S. P. of the prescribed s.g. of .794

at 15.6°C. is not quite absolute, but contains about .075 p.c. of
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water. It is, however, as nearly absolute as is * practicable,—or

rather, is more nearly absolute than is practicable, for it is imprac-

ticable to find it in the markets lower than s.g. .7945, or .7946 at

15.6°C, and such alcohol contains between .1 and .2 p.c. of water.

With the salt quite dry, and weighed on a dry day, and with

alcohol of .794 at 15.6°C. 1 part is not soluble in less than 6.4 parts

of the alcohol.

With the salt fairly dry, and weighed with ordinary care, and

with alcohol at about .7946 at 15.6°C. 1 part of the salt requires

about 5.4 parts of the alcohol for complete solution at summer
temperatures, say 27°C.

The " completely soluble " of the U. S. P. is, in an accurate

sense, rarely or never realized, even in the best lithium carbonate

obtainable in the markets. The solution is always cloudy, or

slightly milky, but when filtered the residue is scarcely weighable

on an ordinary balance, and is of no importance in medicine.

A test of the British Pharmacopoeia whereby 1 part of the car-

bonate converted into sulphate, and ignited, yields 1.486 parts of

anhydrous sulphate, is a very good test.

TINCTURE OF STROPHANTHUS.

Strophanthus seems to have so far sustained its earlier reputation

as to come pretty largely into use as a cardiac stimulant which does

not disturb the stomach as much as digitalis is liable to do. So

much is it now used that it becomes quite important that the tinc-

ture should be of nearly the same strength everywhere. No less

than six varieties of the seed are met with in commerce (Blondel),

but only two of these are considered to be properly used
;
namely,

8. hispidus, the brown seed, and S. Komb£, the greenish brown

seed, the latter being generally preferred. The tincture, having

originated in Scotland, upon the researches of Prof. Fraser, was, of

course, made by British weights and measures, and as these are dif-

ficult to bring into accord with U. S. weights and measures, some

confusion, and perhaps inaccuracy has existed. At first, for a

short time, 2.5 avoirdupois ounces to a British pint of 20 (short)

fluidounces were used, but at the suggestion of Mr. W. Martindale

this proportion was changed, and the change was accepted by Prof.

Fraser, to " 1 part to 20 fluid parts." That is, one avoirdupois
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ounce to the British pint of 20 British fluidounces. But the Bri-

tish fluidounce is 43 7. 5 grains of water at 60° F., while the U. S.

fluidounce is 455.7 grains of water at 60°F.

To correct the British relation of 1 avoirdupois ounce to 20

British fluidounces.—or of weight to measure,—to the more accu-

rate and convenient relation of the XL S. P. of weight to weight, it

was necessary to know the s.g. of the British tincture,, but this has

been nowhere given. The British Rectified Spirit which is used as

a menstruum for the tincture has the s.g. .838 at 60°F.

A tincture made by the British process, except that alcohol of s.g.

.S914 at 60
;
F. was used, gave the s.g. .8931 for the tincture.—

a

difference between menstruum and tincture of s.g. .0017. This

difference added to the s.g. of British Rectified Spirit would give

the s.g. of the British tincture as .8397,—or say .840. This would

make the 20 British fluidounces of British tincture weigh (as 1000

:

.840 ::8750:) 7350 grains, or 16 avoirdupois ounces and 350 grains,

and this weight relation is 5 avoirdupois ounces of the powdered

seed to make 84 avoirdupois ounces of tincture : or in U. S. P. ex-

pression it would be 5 parts of seed to 84 parts of tincture.

Seeds which have a dense, heavy or tough albumen are very diffi-

cult to exhaust, and that the exhaustion should be practically good,

they must be finely powdered, or a menstruum must be used that

will soften and disintegrate the albumen. That both these condi-

tions may be reached to the greatest practical degree, the seeds

after being well dried are powdered with half their weight of glass,

in order to cut them up: and then the weakest, or most watery alco-

hol that will yield a clear tincture, is used for the exhaustion, so

that the water may soften the albumen, and with the alcohol dis-

solve out the active principles. For these reasons a weaker alcohol

than the British Rectified Spirit is desirable. This alcohol is just

about 84 p.c, and a clear tincture can be made with alcohol of s.g.

.8914 at 15.6°C, which is a little below 62 p.c.

Under these conditions, and for these reasons, after several trials,

the following formula and process were adopted :

Clean, well dried strophanthus seed '256 parts, (4 lbs. avoirdupois—

)

Broken glass 128 parts,(2 " " —

)

Stronger ether s.g. .725 at 15.6°C.

Menstruum of 2 parts alcohol s.g. .S145 at 15.6 :
C.

and 1 part water:— or alcohol of 62 p.c,

or s.g. .8914 at 15.6
:
C. or. 8853 at25 cC.-of each a suffi-

cient quantity.
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Grind the seed and glass together until the seed is cut into a fine,

oily, fluffy powder; spread this out thinly, and dry it at about 110°F.

or 43 °C. Then pack it tightly in a percolator and percolate it with

the ether until this passes free from oil. The ether is then dis-

tilled off for use again with another portion, and the oil is

found to weigh 60 parts (15 ounces). Then again spread the

powder out, dry and weigh it. It will now, including the weight

of the 60 parts of the oil, be reduced to about 242 or 243 parts (3

pounds 12£, to 3 pounds 12f ounces), and this is to be taken as the

weight of seed upon which to adjust the yield of tincture,—5 parts

to 84 by weight. Repack this powder in the percolator and perco-

late it slowly until 4082 parts (64 pounds) of tincture is received.

(This 64 pounds of tincture, according to the temperature at which

it is measured, will measure 69 to 71 pints.) This tincture will be

practically identical with that yielded by the original British pro-

cess of Mr. Win. Martindale, of London.

The seeds as received contain a very variable amount of moist-

ure, and, therefore, a tincture of uniform strength cannot be ex-

pected, unless they are well dried. A lot of 20 pounds of good seed

lost in the preliminary drying 1 pound 8 ounces, or 7.5 p.c, and in

the second drying after being powdered and exhausted with ether

they lost about 5.1 p.c. more. The powdering with the glass appears

to be best done in an iron mortar, and to do it well is a tedious

undertaking. Without the glass, either in a mortar or in any

ordinary mill, an oily paste or cake is the result. With the glass

the whole is brought to an oily, fluffy powder, which cannot be got

through a sieve. The powder should be dried well before the ap-

plication of the ether, because if water be present the ether

extracts a small proportion of the active principles. The pack-

ing for the ether percolation should be very tight, and the ether be

passed through slowly. About 1150 parts (18 pounds) of ether is

required to reach a point where a few drops of the percolate evapo-

rated from a watch glass leaves no oily film. The ether is recovered

by distillation, but is fit only for the same use again. The amount

of oil from processes of 4 avoirdupois pounds of dried seed is pret-

ty uniformily about 15 avoirdupois ounces or nearly 23.45 p.c.

Although this apparently very liberal use of ether seems to extract

all the oil, it really does not do so, for when the tincture is cooled

down to 15.6°C, it becomes slightly cloudy from precipitation of

oil. When stronger alcohol is used, this, of course, does not occur,

but the oil is there in equal amount in both cases. The fact that

when the powder is again dried, after the ether, it loses over 5 p.c.
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in weight, is a sufficient reason for this third drying. And as that

which is thus lost, is certainly not seed, the proportion of seed to

tincture is adjusted by the weight after this loss, as a means of

reaching uniform results in the strength of the tincture. The

second packing for the alcohol percolation must not be very tight,

but must be carefully done, and the percolation must be slow. Even

with great care, and with all this menstruum, the exhaustion is not

complete, and there is almost a necessity to pass, say, 15 or 16

pounds more of menstruum through the seed of a 4 pound portion,

and use this weak percolate as so much menstruum at the com-

mencement of the next percolation.

The percolating to a given weight of tincture rather than a given

measure, beside being far more accurate, is more convenient and

easy, and less liable to mistake.

The finished tincture though entirely clear, on standing a week,

deposits a very small stratum of a sticky black sediment which

adheres to the bottom of the bottle, and from which it is easily

poured to the last, no part of the tincture neediug filtration.

The tincture is of a bright yellowish wine color. The odor is

suggestive of mustiness, and the taste is rather persistently bitter.

It is miscible with water in all proportions without cloudiness. The
e.g. is .8931 at 15.6-C. or .8869 at 25C. compared with water at

these temperatures.

The commencing dose of this tincture is 5 to 10 minims, and a

total quantity of 50 to 60 minims within any 24 hours is probably

the limit of safety. For general purposes it is better to increase the

frequency than the size of the doses until 50 to 60 minims in the

24 hours is reached, in case smaller quantities are not sooner effect-

ive. Its action upon the heart, arteries and kidneys must always

be closely watched, and the doses varied in accordance with the

effects. It is a very potent agent, but not a very dangerous one

under any ordinary circumstances, and in careful hands is potent

for good. Five or ten minims every two or three hours should, in

three or four doses, yield definite effects in steadying and support-

ing the heart's action,—relieving the arterial tension,—that is,

softening of the pulse,—relaxing and softening the skin,—and

promoting diuresis:—and when these effects are realized, or fail to

be realized, the proper indication for dosing is obtained, and the

quantity used may be kept steady or be diminished or increased.

Such care is necessary to realize the good that the agent is capable

of, and with it no danger has yet been encountered.
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The United States Pharmacopoeia, in common with other laws

and standards, originated in the necessity for it. It was not created

by law, has never had the support of law, nor has it ever asked for

it, but was formed upon the experience and example of other coun-

. tries within and by the medical profession of this country. It orig-

inated in the New York County Medical Society, in January, 1817,

upon a design and proposition of Dr. Lyman Spalding to prepare

for and call together a general convention of delegates from incor-

porated medical -bodies to meet in Washington on January 1, 1820.

This convention met at the time appointed and constructed and

published the first Pharmacopoeia of the United States of America,

then commonly called " The American PharmacojDoeia." There

had been other local pharmacopoeias before this, and probably the

first of these was a small book of 32 pages entirely in Latin, for a

military hospital of the U. S. Army in 1781, " adapted especially

to our present state of need and poverty which we owe to the fero-

cious cruelty of the enemy, and to a cruel war brought unexpect-

edly upon our fatherland."

A much larger and better work was, however, done in "The
Pharmacopoeia of The Massachusetts Medical Society," published

in 1808 ; and in 1816 the Pharmacopoeia of the New York
Hospital was published. But these all seemed merely to express

the need for a national pharmacopoeia, and on the appearance of the

U. S. Pharmacopoeia of 1820 they all seem to have been abandoned.

*Iiead as the .annual address before the Kings County Medical Association.

February 14th, 1890, by the retiring president, E. R. Squibb, M. D.
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Although the U. S. Pharmacopoeia has never had any legal

authority, it has always had a legal standing in being respected by
the courts of law, and it has generally been admitted as standard
authority in legal decisions within its scope.

Originating in 1820, it has been regularly revised six times, or

once every ten years, since that time, and it has been the good fortune

of this writer to have participated in four of the revisions, and to

have served in three. The original construction of the decennial

convention was by delegates not exceeding three in number from all

incorporated State Medical Societies, incorporated Medical Col-

leges and incorporated Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons

throughout the United States, and this construction held good up
to the convention of 1850, when for the first time delegates from
incorporated Colleges of Pharmacy were invited. This important

step of progress amounted to a reformation in the work, and the

introduction of this element into the conventions and their commit-

tees has so much extended and improved the work in material as

well as in detail, that the advent of pharmacy must be regarded as

the most important step taken in the sixty years of progress. And,

so long as a just balance can be maintained between the elements of

medicine and pharmacy, so that each may check the other within

its proper prerogative, the Pharmacopoeia is sure to be progressive

and successful. With the medical element in excess it will tend to

go back to the original condition of a materia medica catalogue,

but with the pharmacy element in excess it will do much worse, for

then it will tend to become a trade adjunct. That is, the pharmacy

element being more mercantile in its character than medicine, and

farther removed from the issues of life and health, is less safe for

the true interests of a pharmacopoeia. A pharmacopoeia, in the

true interests of the art of relieving suffering, had much better be

a mere catalogue of simple substances than a complex mass of poly-

pharmacy, but should be neither the one nor the other, and need be

in no danger of either the one or the other, provided a just balance

be maintained between the two natural subdivisions of the one

inseparable interest.

In the convention of 1850 another step of progress was made by

inviting the heads of the Medical Departments of the Army and

Navy to participate in the conventions. In the conventions of 18G0

and 1870 these departments appeared by one delegate from each;

and in that of 1880 the U. S. Marine Hospital Service was added,

thus giving more strength to the medical branch of the interest. If
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a just balance in ability as well as in number of delegates can be

maintained in these conventions, there can be no great danger to

the interest involved, even though a preponderance of the medical

branch would be the safer. But there has been an unfortunate

tendency in the medical profession to neglect or overlook that inter-

est, while the interest of pharmacy is carefully stimulated and kept

at its best. Medical delegates are appointed by comparatively few

of the organizations appealed to, and the appointments which are

made are often made without special selection, and even in a care-

less perfunctory way, whilst all the pharmaceutical organizations

are fully represented by their best men, and their delegates very

generally attend and are active in the proceedings. Under these

circumstances it seems very desirable that the medical profession

should awake to more care of this most important of all its general

interests, if it would avoid the danger of losing the interest by hav-

ing it perverted.

In discussing the proper mode of revising a pharmacopoeia, it

may not be amiss to glance at the plans pursued by other nations.

'

It happens that just now two of the most important pharmacopoeias

of the world are being revised,—those of Germany and Great

Britain.

The German Pharmacopoeia is in process of revision, and nearly

completed by a Commission which consists of twelve physicians,

two Army surgeons, six chemists, six pharmacologists and seven

pharmacists or thereabouts, all appointed by the Government, and

they are understood to have done the work mainly by sub-commit-

tees who report to the general sessions of the Commission; and it is

understood that very little of the work,—old or new,—is accepted

on other authority than that of actual trial under control of the

Commission. As an illustration of what the Commission has pro-

visionally done, the " Pharmaceutische Zeitung," Vol. 3-4, No. 101,

page 766, Berlin, December 18, 1889, gives the following notice :

Articles dismissed from the present Pharmacopoeia are 77 in num-
ber, including 9 extracts, 11 tinctures and 4 ointments. In this

list are two articles, Aloes and Camphor, the dismissal of which

will not be understood here.

Of the articles proposed for admission to the new Pharmacopoeia,

88 have been rejected. Among those rejected we find several that

have some popularity here. For example, it will surprise many to

find that the following articles have been weighed in the German
balance and found wanting: Amylen Hydrate, Apiol, Boroglycerin,
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Creolin, Eucalyptol ; Fluid Extracts of Oascara Sagrada, Castanea,

Damiana, Gelsemium, Cotton Root, Grindelia, Hamamelis, Corn

Silk, Wild Cherry, Sarsaparilla and Black Haw
;

also, Hypnon,

Lanolin, Methacetin, Nitroglycerin, Pyridin, Saccharin, Somnol

and Sulphate of Spartein.

The British Pharmacopoeia is controlled by a committee of " The
General Council of Medical Education and Registration of The
United Kingdom." At the last revision of 1885 the Pharmacopoeia

Committee consisted of eight members, all in the interest of the

medical profession, and the Committee employed Professors Red-

wood, Bentley and Attfield as Editors of the Pharmacopoeia. In

December last this committee reported to the Council that 20,000

copies of the Pharmacopoeia of 1885 had been printed, of which only

559 remained, and recommended the printing of 3,000 additional

copies. The committee also recommended that an addendum to

the Pharmacopoeia of 1885 be prepared by Dr. Attfield, under the

direction of the Chairman of the Committee and another member,

with the understanding that no new remedies are to be introduced

into it except such as have met with general approval. This recom-

mendation was agreed to by the Council, and it is understood that

the work is now in progress. This is the way in which the B. P.

of 1867 was revised in 1874. There was a new B. P. in 1885, now
to have an addendum in 1890.

Through this ultra conservative policy the British medical pro-

fession by authority of the government has jealously guarded that

Pharmacopoeia from any direct influence of British pharmacy, while

indirectly availing itself of the highest pharmaceutical ability by

employing some of the best men to do the detail work and calling

them editors. That the pharmaceutical interest of Great Britain

is justly entitled to a recognized or official share in their Phar-

macopoeia for the best interests of the Pharmacopoeia itself, can

hardly be doubted, and yet it cannot be denied that the Pharma-

copoeia as it stands is of excellent quality ; and is, as a standard,

more closely followed and more generally used in British medical

practice than any national pharmacopoeia.

The Convention for the Revision of the U. S. Pharmacopoeia of

L880 adopted the following resolutions for calling the Convention

of 1890:

Resolved, That the President of this Convention shall, on or

about the first day of May, 1889, issue a notice requesting the

.several incorporated Medical Societies, the incorporated Medical
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Colleges, the incorporated Colleges of Pharmacy and incorporated

Pharmaceutical Societies throughout the United States, and the

American Medical Association and the American Pharmaceutical

Association, to elect a number of delegates, not exceeding three,

and the Surgeon-General of the Army, the Surgeon-General of the

Navy, and the Surgeon-General of the Marine Hospital Service,

to appoint, each, not exceeding three medical officers, to attend

a General Convention for the Revision of the Pharmacopoeia of the

United States, to be held in Washington, D. C, on the first Wed-

nesday of May, 1890.

Resolved, That the several bodies, as well as the Medical Depart-

ments of the Army, Xavy and Marine Hospital Service, thus

addressed, shall also be requested by the President to submit the

Pharmacopoeia to a careful revision and to transmit the result of

their labors, through their delegates, to the Committee of Revision,

at least three months before the meeting of the convention.

Resolved, That the several medical and pharmaceutical bodies

shall be further requested to transmit to the President of this

Convention the names and residences of their respective delegates,

as soon as they shall have been appointed ; a list of whom shall be

published, under his authority, for the information of the medical

public, in the newspapers and medical journals, in the month
of March, 1890.

Resolved, That in the event of the death, resignation, or inability

of the President of the Convention to act, these duties shall devolve,

successively, in the following order of precedence : upon the Vice-

Presidents, the Secretary, the Assistant Secretary, and the Chair-

man of the Committee of Revision and Publication of the Pharma-

copoeia.

This call was published by the President of 1880 in almost, if not

quite all the medical and pharmaceutical journals of the United

States, and seems to have awakened much more attention in the

pharmaceutical than in the medical bodies to whom it is addressed.

It should be noticed that here, for the first time, the American
Medical Association and the American Pharmaceutical Association

are requested to elect delegates ; and also for the first time the

three medical departments of the general government are officially

requested to appoint delegates. Again it should be noticed that

the several bodies addressed, including the Army, Xavy and Marine

Hospital Service, are requested to submit the Pharmacopoeia to

a careful revision and to transmit the result of their labors to the
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Convention of 1890, through their delegates, and as thus provided

for, the Convention will meet in Washington on May 7th.

These Conventions have in the past decided upon the general

principles which were to control the revision, and then have

appointed Committees of Revision to carry out these principles,

and do the resulting work in detail ; and in view of the very great

importance of these Conventions and their Committees of final

revision, a more general knowledge of what is to be done by them
may be useful.

Each Convention has been organized under the officers and by

the rules of the one preceding it,—a Committee on Credentials

appointed, and when the authorized delegates have been admitted,

a Nominating Committee is selected by the several delegations, one

member from each delegation, including those of the Army, Navy
and Marine Hospital Service. This Committee nominates per-

manent officers of the Convention for the decennial period, and

when they are elected, the minutes of the last Convention are

presented. Next, the report of the Secretary of the Committee of

Revision and Publication of the last Pharmacopoeia is presented.

Next, the preliminary revisions sent in by the different bodies, and

any other written communications and contributions are called for

to be referred to the new Committee of Revision and Publication.

The Nominating Committee is then instructed to nominate a new
Committee of Revision and Publication, the size of such Committee

being decided by the Convention. The last Committee was 25 in

number.

The last Nominating Committee was also instructed to report

a plan for revising and publishing the Pharmacopoeia ; and to make
provision for the revision of the Pharmacopoeia in the future.

Then the powers and duties of the Committee of Revision were

defined, and the Committee duly authorized ; and this done, the

general principles to be followed by the Committee in the new

revision were discussed, and either adopted or rejected. This is

really the most important part of the work of the Convention,

as will be seen by a brief review of the headings as they appear

in the Proceedings of the Convention of 1880. First, after due

discussion, it was decided that all officinal titles should be given

in both Latin and English, but that the text be in English. Then

it was decided that the entire Pharmacopoeia present an alpha-

betical order of titles, classes, and titles under classes ; that

synonyms in common use be given ; and that at the end of each
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article the names of all the preparations into which it entered

should be given. Upon these points the experience of ten years

has been so favorable that it is hardly likely they will be disturbed

or be subjected to much adverse criticism.

The directions for the description of crude drugs seem also to

have been sufficient and satisfactory in the main, but in a few

instances they do not seem to have been fully carried out by the

Committee. This point may lead to discussion in the Committee,

but probably not in the Convention.

The directions for the description of chemicals have of late

excited much important discussion. It is directed that Opium and

Cinchona shall have detailed processes of assay for the alkaloids,

and that the minimum percentage of total alkaloids required be

given under Cinchona, and the minimum and maximum of mor-

phine in Opium be prescribed. No fault has been found with these

directions, but it has often been claimed with much force, that now
processes of assay should be directed for all the important crude

drugs, even including those which have no definite, separable, active

principles. This claim seems to be an outgrowth of experience

obtained by the leading step taken in regard to Cinchona and

Opium, but this is certainly not the case, for no one who has

had much experience with Cinchona and Opium assays can have

escaped the difficulties and uncertainties of these. The assaying of

crude drugs for their active principles seems an easy matter to those

who only read and write upon the subject. But those who attempt

to practice the processes soon get a very different impression, for

there is really nothing more precarious and uncertain than these

assays in general hands with but a small experience in such work.

Assay processes might perhaps be wisely directed for a few

additional drugs such as Aconite, Belladonna, Conium, Hyoscy-

amus, Ipecacuanha, Jalap, Nux Vomica, Scammony and Veratrum

Viride.

Pharmacopceial processes of assay will be successful or unsuccess-

ful in proportion to their character. If they aim at a high degree

of accuracy and precision they must, necessarily, be elaborate and

complex to a degree that places them beyond the reach of general

pharmaceutical ability. But if they aim at only the very moderate

degree of accuracy, such as satisfies the careful manufacturer in

the selection of materials, rough processes of approximate assay

may be found that are sufficiently easy of application to be success-

fully applied to pharmaceutical ability and usage through the
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authority of the Pharmacopoeia. While most of these rough and

ready processes are secreted in the hands of manufacturers, yet

enough of them are published to give the Pharmacopoeia opportuni-

ties of selection in these, and in the trials for selection similar pro-

cesses for all would be naturally reached. Including Cinchona

and Opium eleven drugs have been named which might have pro-

cesses of assay given in the Pharmacopoeia, and if high degrees

of accuracy be not aimed at, a moderate amount of work in the

selection of proper menstrua would enable the Pharmacopoeia to

apply the shaking out process to all these articles with results suffi-

ciently close for the present scope of the Pharmacopoeia, and suf-

ficient to prevent the Pharmacopoeia from depending upon either

experts, manufacturers, or commentaries. For example, a simple

and easy process for Opium assay, which in hands of ordinarily

educated pharmaceutical skill and ability would have a maximum
range of probable error of not more than a half of one per cent,

above or below the truth,—might be better adapted to the pharma-

copceial usage of the present time, than a critically accurate chemi-

cal process with a range of error of a tenth of a per cent. ;— first,

because no two samples of the same lot of Opium, whether moist

or in powder, would come within this small range of error; and

next, because such a process would require a degree of expert

knowledge and skill rarely found in pharmaceutical practice.

Another important consideration not to be overlooked is, that

with the exceptions of Cinchona, Jalap, Opium and Scammony,

the drugs named can always be bought by pharmacopceial descrip-

tion and tests, of such quality as to yield preparations of practi-

cally uniform therapeutic value. The claim frequently heard that

all pharmaceutical preparations from crude drugs should be made

or adjusted by assay is so plausible and attractive, as to form a

most fertile basis for specious advertising by manufacturers of

these preparations, and if the Pharmacopoeia could be committed

to this or any similar doctrine it would put much money into

the pockets of large manufacturers, and just to that extent would

divert practical pharmacy from its legitimate channels and proper

responsibilities. In the first place, the claim is untrue and unfair

because a very large proportion of important drugs have no sepa-

rable active principle that can be determined by assay, and there-

fore their quality cannot be determined by assay, nor can their

preparations be adjusted by assay. Out of some ninety officinal

drugs in all, there are about thirty-four of the more important
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ones which may be fairly represented by Ergot, Rhubarb, Senna,

Wild Cherry, Dandelion, Columbo, Gentian, Butternut, Pareira,

Cotton Root, Cimicifuga, Buckthorn, Leptandra, Sarsaparilla,

Spigelia and Stillingia, which could not be adjusted by any ordin-

ary processes of assay, and which do not need it if they could,

because care in buying them by pharmacopoeial description and

tests, rather than by price, will always easily obtain a uniform good

quality, at moderate cost. Again, while a fair degree of accuracy

and uniformity in the strength of galenical medicines is most

desirable, any strain after a degree of accuracy that is not neces-

sary, nor available if attained, is hurtful by whatever is sacrificed to

attain it. In the therapeutic uses of medicines, doses are any-

thing but definite or accurate in quantity. Of the same medicines

different individuals require different doses to yield the same effect.

And even the same individual requires different quantities at differ-

ent times and under differing conditions, and the real dose is

always that variable quantity that yields the peculiar effect of the

agent. How then can the physician avail himself of any degree of

critical accuracy beyond that practical uniformity of strength and

-quality upon which his experience is based, or of any degree of

critical accuracy which is beyond the limit of accuracy determined

for him by variable individual susceptibility ? All that is true and

sound on this point is that a practical degree of uniformity is all

that can be useful, and that this can be attained by the Pharmaco-

poeia without any such system of elaborate assaying as would tend

to throw this important interest of the Pharmacopoeia mio the

hands of experts, or would-be experts. The line of wise action

seems not difficult to draw here. If the descriptions and tests

of the Pharmacopoeia can be improved without carrying them
beyond the reach of educated pharmaceutical or medical skill in

application, this should be done, applying assay processes only

to such drugs as have easily separable active principles. Then,

a very few preparations, such as those of Opium, Nux Vomica,

and perhaps Cinchona, might wisely have their strength adjusted

by these assays. There has never been a time within the forty years'

experience of the writer, when officinal drugs were more accessi-

ble to those who would take the trouble to look for them, and

be willing to pay for them ; and to those who will not take the

proper pains, nor pay adequate prices, the Pharmacopoeia would

continue to appeal in vain, even by the most elaborate system of

assays and adjustments, if such a system was practicable.
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The Convention of 1880 next specified the chemical formulae

and chemical notation that were to be used throughout, and also

directed special chemical processes to be given in detail for officinal

chemicals, with the result that these have been, in the main, fairly

successful. Some of the processes have not been given in suffi-

cient detail, but such being now known, they will doubtless be

amended.

A very important direction, given by the Convention of 1880,

after much careful discussion and deliberation, was that, "AM
measures of capacity shall be abandoned and quantities shall be

expressed in parts by weight ; except that in the case of Fluid

Extracts, the Committee of Revision and Publication shall have

authority to adopt such process or processes as shall seem to it

best."

This change has caused some popular dissatisfaction and adverse

criticism, and it is not unlikely that in the approaching Conven-

tion there will be an effort made to get back to the old weights and

measures on the one hand, or to metric weights and measures

on the other. The present plan having now been in use for about

eight years, there should have accumulated experience enough

to enable it to be dispassionately discussed, and if it be so dis-

cussed, it will doubtless be continued in force. The chief objec-

tion to the plan seems to be the weighing of liquids which had

hitherto been measured. The writer has looked in vain for any

arguments against the weighing of liquids. The reason why the

practice was changed was that the measuring of liquids was inac-

curate beyond what is easily controllable, and beyond what is now

admissible in the progress of medicine and pharmacy. No reason-

able person doubts this, and no attempt to fairly controvert it has

been noticed in any other way than by the mere clamor that weigh-

ing liquids is too troublesome, and, therefore, the less troublesome

measuring must be reinstated. No one has ventured to say that the

measures accessible in general practice are as fairly accurate or uni-

form as the weights are
;
nor, that if the measures were accurate,

measuring by them would be as accurate, or anywhere near as

accurate as weighing. Every one knows that the adjusting of

the level of the liquids to the mark in measuring is never twice the

same even in the same hands, and that with double the amount of

care and pains in measuring, the weighing is the more accurate.

Every one knows, too, that, as measuring must of necessity be con-

tinued in use for dispensing and dosing, and is there applied only to
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dilute liquids when small errors may be tolerated,—this circum-

stance limits the weighing of liquids to the actual practice of the

Pharmacopoeia ; and the number of times when, in compounding

from the text of the Pharmacopoeia, liquids require to be weighed, is

small though very important. Those who% object to the weighing

of liquids simply because it is troublesome and inconvenient, while

granting the superior precision of the practice, cannot certainly be

of the same class which demands to have preparations adjusted by

assay for the sake of precision.

Objections have also been raised against the use of parts by

weight, and it is not unlikely that efforts will be made in the Con-

vention to return to arbitrary weights. This, again, would be to

lose all the ground gained by eight years' experience in this step of

modern progress. The chief reasons for adopting this simple and

precise method of expressing relative quantities were, first, that it

avoided the two tables of weights and measures which had led to

confusion for so many j ears, and allowed the operator to use any

system which he might have at hand, including the metric system;

and second, that it did not commit the Pharmacopoeia to any defi-

nite quantity for its preparations, but allowed the operator to make
the quantities that were best adapted to his wants at the time.

That is, he might construe the parts by weight to be any system of

pounds or ounces he might have, or he could make each part a half

or a quarter ounce, or ten grains or one grain, or a gram., or kilo-

gram, and the result would be always the same. Besides it was a

step towards the metric system, the adoption of which though dis-

tant must now be considered very sure. To return to the old

apothecaries' weights and measures, or to adopt the avoirdupois,

would be to lose all that has been gained, and throw the labor on

some future convention of starting anew from the same old point

of ten years ago. The reasons for making this change to parts by

weight have never been successfully controverted. No one has ever

shown that the change did not accomplish the objects intended by

it, nor has any one shown that the change involved disadvantages

which, either in their nature or degree, overbalanced the advantages.

The summing up of all that has been said against the method seems

to have been that it was not generally understood sufficiently well

to be generally adopted, while it replaced a method that was well

understood and successfully practiced, and therefore it was incon-

venient and objectionable. Thus stated, these objections seem
simply puerile, especially if looked at in connection with the exam-
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ination papers of the various schools of the country year after year.

That any of the students who passed any of these examinations for

the last ten years should not know enough of common elementary

arithmetic, to easily substitute parts by weight for any arbitrary

system of weights and measures with the tables before them, is

incomprehensible. Then it must not be forgotten that the former

revision adopted the apothecaries' or 480 grain ounce, and the 456

grain fluidounce, while it was shown that ignorance, stimulated by

pecuniary profit, led to the not uncommon use of the 437^ grain

ounce and fluidounce, and to this day some of the largest manufac-

turers in the country graduate their measures by the 437-J- grains of

distilled water to the fluidounce. Should there be any thought in

the Convention of going back to an arbitrary system of weights and

measures the avoirdupois table should be adopted, as in the British

Pharmacopoeia, where the small ounce and fluidounce are used

exclusively. Then, in such a change as this it should not be over-

looked that most troublesome calculations and equally troublesome

fractions would be required to keep the officinal preparations near

their present strength.

In concluding these remarks, it may not be useless to offer the

force of one single example. It is highly probable that this writer

uses the Pharmacopoeia in actual practice as much as any other

individual in this country, and he has found the weighing of liquids,

and the use of parts by weight, not only more accurate, but also much
more convenient than the older usage, and he is, therefore, a strong

advocate of the continuance of the plan in the approaching revision.

The last convention gave wise directions, that such preparations

as tinctures, wines, etc., in which slight variations are not import-

ant in case of a change for uniformity's sake, might be reduced to

uniform percentage strength, but, that the more active preparations

of this class should remain, as nearly as possible, unchanged. The

work of the Committee of Revision under these directions has been

satisfactory so far as is known.

The direction that temperatures should be expressed in both

centigrade and Fahrenheit degrees was very wise, and the practice

has been very useful.

The direction that all doses shall be omitted from the Pharmaco-

pa.'ia was but a continuation of the usage in all previous revisions.

In every revision there have some efforts been made to have max-

imum and minimum doses given, as in some other pharmacopoeias.

This lias been advocated, not only as a guide to physicians in the use
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of both old and new medicines, but also as an important guide to

pharmacists in checking mistakes in prescriptions, and in exercising

caution against excessive doses. It has also been advocated as tending

to increase the usefulness and authority of the Pharmacopoeia in

courts of law. But the objections, which have always prevailed as

overbalancing these admitted advantages, were first that, in any

accurate sense, there are no maximum and minimum doses that are

not so wide apart as to lose all practical value, and be in danger of mis-

leading. It is generally known that each individual has a different

susceptibility to potent agents, and therefore requires a different

dose. Next, that different diseases and disorders require different

doses ; and different conditions of the same disease also require dif-

ferent doses. And, finally, that different authorities differ so much
among themselves, that from them it would be impossible to adopt a

standard range of doses that would be short enough to be of much
practical value, while the Pharmacopoeia, aiming to be a standard,

could not be a standard in this. In short, the only doses that could

be wisely stated would be those proper to begin with, imposing on

physicians their duty of watching the effects of their agents and

increasing their doses until they reach the desired effects or the

physiological effects. Undoubtedly physicians are often so tram-

melled by stated doses as to miss the uses and effects of their agents,

and if this be so, and if the above considerations be admitted, then

all that the Pharmacopoeia could wisely do would be to give proper,

safe doses to begin with in the application of its standard agents.

This much would not commit the Pharmacopoeia to anything

beyond its legitimate scope.

The Convention of 1880 directed a large number of useful tables

to be appended to the Pharmacopoeia specifying those most desira-

ble, and authorizing the Committee of Eevision to add any other

tables that might be deemed expedient. . The Committee did add a

number of very important tables selected with care from various

authorities. But three of those directed by the Convention were

omitted. One of them, namely, a weight and volume table to

facilitate the use of parts by weight, and by the metric system,

is very important, and would have been very useful. The want

of such a table has been supplied by the commentaries on the

Pharmacopoeia, but just to the extent that this is necessary or use-

ful do the commentaries take the place of the Pharmacopoeia.

Such a table involves a large amount of careful labor in both con-

struction and detail work, but it seems to be practicable, inasmuch
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as the commentaries have supplied most of the elements of such

a table in detail.

Another table ordered by the Convention and not supplied by

the Committee was one of the specific gravities of officinal liquids

for each degree of temperature between 10° and 25°C. (50° and

77°F.) This would be a very useful table indeed, and one that, so

far as this writer knows, is not to be found elsewhere, but it is one

that would require much careful labor to make. Specific gravity is

perhaps the most important of all the tests of quality of liquids, as

it is the most generally applicable, and the main difficulty in the

way of its application has always been the adjustment of the liquids

to a single given temperature. Therefore, if a table was carefully

constructed giving the equivalent figures for each degree, or each

five degrees of ordinary room temperature, specific gravities could

be so easily, so quickly and so accurately taken as to very greatly

increase the application of this test. Such a table might be con-

structed in either of three ways. The standard volume of water

for comparison might remain constant at 4°C. =39.2°F., or might

remain constant at 15.6°C. = 60°F., or it might vary with the room

temperature at the time of weighing. That is, the volume of

water for comparison might always be at the same temperature

as the liquid compared. This latter is the true, essential idea

or principle of specific gravity, but its general use would involve

the necessity of either a special bottle with a graduated tubular

stopper graduated for each degree or five degrees of water expan-

sion,—or a troublesome arithmetical calculation,— both very objec-

tionable when the aim is easy, rapid and accurate practice. Appar-

ent specific gravity by either one or both of the fixed standards

would be preferable. Throughout continental Europe the standard

volume most used is water at 4°C, and this is becoming common in

Great Britain and in this country also, but for a true specific

gravity by this standard, the liquid compared must be reduced

in temperature to the standard 4°C. This is always troublesome,

often difficult, and sometimes impracticable, and therefore apparent

specific gravities by this standard are common. That is, the

standard volume at 4°C is used, and the temperature at which the

same volume of the compared liquid is weighed, is given. As a

general rule, throughout Great Britain and this country the

standard volume used is water at 60°F. = 15. (TC, but the last Com-

mittee of Revision very unwisely, as the writer thinks, adopted

a new standard temperature of 5fl°F. = lo°C., so that now the
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officinal specific gravities cannot be referred for comparison to any

known tables in previous use with perhaps a single exception. If a

table had been constructed as directed by the Convention this

would have been the less objectionable, because then the new

figures could have been easily compared with those of previous

usage, and the equivalents be known. The most convenient usage

for a pharmacopceial table at the present time would doubtless be to

adopt 15.6°C. =60°F. as the standard volume and take this as

the basis of a table of apparent specific gravities. That is, let the

standard temperatures remain constant, and compare all the other

temperatures with this. This method would be almost necessary in

this country, as almost all the specific gravity bottles in pharmaceu-

tical use here are adjusted with more or less accuracy to 60°F. Then

all that would be needed would be to fill and weigh the bottles at any

room temperature, at which the liquid might be. Then ascertain

this temperature and by it refer to the table where, coupled

with the apparent specific gravity at this temperature, would be

found the true specific gravity at the standard temperature. In

constructing such a table the actual specific gravities should not be

taken closer together than for each 5°C, because the interval could

be more accurately filled in by calculation than by observation. If

such a table be not supplied in the next revision there should

at least be given,. in all cases, an apparent or true specific gravity at

25°C. = 77°F. as is now done in the instances of Ether and Alcohol.

The third table ordered by the Convention but not supplied

by the Committee, was one comparing the strength of powerful

galenical preparations of foreign pharmacopoeias used in this

country with that of the corresponding preparations of our own.

Such a table would be useful, and occasionally important. But
such comparisons are of late so infrequently needed and so easily

reached, when needed, by a little calculation, that the table has

probably not been missed.

Knowing, as this writer does, the enormous labor put upon the

last Committee of Revision by the Convention, and the great

and numerous difficulties under which this work had to be done, it

is not to be wondered at that some of the less important matters

were left out. The next Committee will, it is hoped be under
much more favorable conditions. Thanks to the wisdom by which
a high price was put upon the Pharmacopoeia, there is now money
enough in hand to begin the new revision and carry it forward for

some time without delay. The last Committee had no money, and
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although the Convention authorized the employment of experts for

the detail work, it did not provide any money to pay such experts,

so that it was only when the work was so nearly done that the copy-

right could be sold, that money became available, and then experts

were not needed. All the work had to be allotted to the members
of the Committee, and it was done by them, busy men as they were

and are, without any remuneration of any kind. The Chairman

of the Committee, however, had far the most laborious position,

and a position that no future Convention should ever ask a chair-

man to fill without liberal compensation, for his ability, time

and work. These Conventions must have Chairmen of exceptional

ability and indefatigable industry, who can give a large portion

of their time to the work, and such a Chairman who has served

once has, to the Convention, double the value of any new man whose

peculiar and rare qualifications for the work are unknown and

untried.

There has been a good deal said in the journals against the high

price of the present Pharmacopoeia, and in favor of a book of low

cost, and it seems to have escaped the attention of the writers that

this was the only way in which money could have been raised then

to defray the absolute outlay necessary for a proper revision of a

national pharmacopoeia, even when all the individual labor of the

revision was volunteered without remuneration by men who could

ill afford it. And the profit upon the sale of the Pharmacopeia

must be, in the future, the only means of paying for the labor put

upon it. Besides, it must be borne well in mind that the amount

and quality of the labor put upon it will be sure to govern the

demand for it, and that the time has gone by when the kind and

quality of labor that will make a salable book can be had without

being paid for. There are several private interests which would

be willing to take the work and pay all expenses upon it, and

then give the book away, if they might have its authority and

prestige to use for business advertising purposes, especially if it

could be made to lean just a little in the direction of any one of

the single special interests. But the number of those who would

like to see the Pharmacopoeia paid for, either wholly or in part,

in any such way, must be very few. The price realized for

the Pharmacopoeia over and above its actual money cost, is in

reality the tax which is paid by those who use it to pay the expenses

of the next succeeding revision, and those who demand that it

should be sold at or near cost, simply ask that the Convention and
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its Committee pay their own expenses beside contributing the time

and work. Of course a line must be drawn somewhere, and the

experience of the last revision will be very useful in determining

the price of the next, but it must always be borne in mind that

each revision is more expensive than the last, and that in no revi-

sion yet has the expensive part of the work been paid for. And,

farther, that in all succeeding revisions it must be paid for if

better work is to be had. The only way in which a really good

Pharmacopoeia, fully up to its time in the quality and quantity

of the work put upon it, can be supplied at a low price, is for the

Convention to pay the expenses by a tax upon the bodies whose

delegates form the Convention. In other nations the governments

pay all the expenses, including the expert skill and labor, yet in

some of them,—Great Britain and France, for example,—the book

is sold at a high cost for those nations. It is quite probable that

now that a small surplus will be handed over toward the beginning

of the next revision, and now that the copyright is worth more
than ever before,— the approaching revision may be kept as good a

book and yet be sold at a lower price, especially if the Committee

should resolve not to sell the copyright, but instead, to publish the

book themselves in case they cannot get a better price for it than

heretofore.

By far the most important work of the Convention is the selec-

tion of its Committee of Revision and Publication. The Con-

vention first decides of how many this Committee shall consist,

and then how it shall be nominated. The last Convention directed

that it should consist of twenty-five members, and be nominated

by the Nominating Committee ; that is, the Committee raised to

nominate permanent officers for the Convention. This Nominat-

ing Committee consisted of thirty-eight members, or one from each

body represented by delegates present, and one, each, from the

Army, Navy and Marine Hospital Service, the several delegations

being called upon to name their members. In regard to these two

very important Committees in the approaching Convention the

following points are offered for consideration in advance, and for

whatever they may be worth :

The Convention of 1880 consisted of about 116 accredited dele-

gates, or if duplicates and alternates be omitted, about 104,—69

medical and 35 pharmaceutical. About 80 of these were present,

and therefore the Nominating Committee of 38 was nearly half the

Convention. Such a Committee, though very fairly representative,

59
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is too large for the best committee work, and the next Commit-
tee, if made up in the same way, will probably be still larger.

In the selection of permanent officers for the Convention this

Committee might wisely discuss the advantages of having the

offices of President of the Convention and Chairman of the Com-
mittee of the Revision and Publication devolve upon one man,

and of attaching a liberal salary to this office of ten years' duration

of labor.

The Committee of Revision and Publication must of course select

its own plan of work, but it would be entirely competent for the

Convention, if it so pleased, to direct that every process and every

test, including specific gravities, should be actually tried by expert

hands before being accepted for publication. That is, that authori-

ties on these points should not be accepted untried.

Again, it would be competent for the Convention, if it chose to

do so, now that there will be a moderate amount of money to start

on, with every prospect of a sufficiency in the future, to direct that

under the guidance and control of the Chairman the detail work

should be done by well selected and well paid experts, and be sub-

mitted to sub-committees for comment and confirmation, thus

reversing the order of work in the last revision, where want of funds

rendered such a plan as this impracticable. By some such plan as

this every process and every test would have a double security for

its accuracy, and would be, in this, a great improvement upon

former revisions. Besides, it would very much lighten and simplify

the individual labors of the committeemen, and give them more

time for the consideration of admissions, rejections and other

changes, which require much reading up and careful deliberation.

The recent introduction to the materia medica of synthetic chem-

ical substances, which are either patented or trade-marked, seems

to indicate that, although the substances are already numerous, they

are still to become more numerous and more complex and confusing

to the ordinary physician, and that no work of the Pharmacopoeia is

more important than to protect such physicians against the inter-

ested representations of trade; in these very lucrative articles, if any

of them should be admitted. The question as to their admission,

and as to bow many of them, is a most important one for the Com-

mittee, and one not to be lightly nor hastily settled. One difficulty

in regard to these substances is comparatively new. Their chem-

ical names ;ire long and impracticable. Rational names are not

easily, while empirical names are very easily found, and these are
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trade-marked or patented, and the tendency now is to trade-mark

these rather than to patent them, because patents expire in a defi-

nite time, but trade-marks continue to jorotect indefinitely.

In conclusion, the writer begs to lay all possible emphasis on the

grave importance of this work to the medical profession and to urge

the need of sending the best and most conservative men to take

active part in this Convention, remembering that inactive delegates,

though in a numerical majority, carry little weight in Conventions

of active men full of the spirit of mercantile enterprise.

BOSTON OPIUM AGAIN.

Another new and promising mercantile enterprise has been

added to the many such that now invite the attention of shrewd

dealers in the drug business. The supply of Boston Opium no

longer depends upon the foreign manipulators. In their delicate

and close processes for making it, these manipulators would occa-

sionally get it a little below the lawful 9 per cent, of morphine*

and then it was excluded from this country by the Custom House.

Then a few shipments sent back to them took off or reduced the

profits on those which got through, so as materially to damage

the enterprise. But now a remedy for this has been found. One

of the foreign makers of Boston Opium has come to this country

and has associated himself with a capitalist in New York city who

has been long in the opium trade, with a formerly large importing

house. They import good natural opium, and the poppy leaves

and other materials needed in their business that cannot be had

here, taking care of the original foreign cases, so far as these will

go, and thus equipped they manufacture what they are pleased

to call Standardized Opium, to order and for the market, of any

strength that may be ordered, keeping up the same handsome

appearance as in the original Boston Opium. Of course this does

away with the 9 per cent. Custom House limit and all the risks

attending it, and supplies the market, under the very attractive

title of Standardized Opium, with opium of any degree of dilution

that may be ordered, and of appearance far better than natural

opium. Already the writer has heard of cases of this opium that

were ordered to contain 8 per cent, of morphine, which were found

on assay to contain only about 6 per cent., and there is now really
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no limit, and no way of valuing this handsome opium short of an

actual assay.

In sending this news to the large and influential Constantinople

house of Messrs. Ihmsen & Co., the writer suggested as a partial

check upon such practices/ which were hurting their legitimate

market very much,—that inasmuch as the appearance of this opium

in contrast with the natural drug, was the principal agency next to

price, in selling it, a remedy might be found in getting the produ-

cers of natural opium to improve the appearance of their product so as

to compete, in this respect, with the adulterated opium. But these

gentlemen think that it is only a question of a little time and

experience among the actual consumers for them to find out how

much better the natural opium is for their purposes in the long

run. This very rational and conservative policy will hardly remedy

the evil in this country,—at least not in any reasonable length

of time with the expert skill, and money interest of the dealers

against it.

There really seems to be but one effective way of meeting this

difficulty with a prospect of checking the practice, and that is to

—

BUY AND SELL OPIUM BY THE UNIT OF
MOKPHINE.

There are already a large number of articles in the market that

are thus bought and sold, and Cinchona barks are prominent

examples, and a good illustration of the practice, only that here

the unit of value is crystallized sulphate of quinine instead of

quinine. This complex unit instead of the simple and real unit of

alkaloid, became so well established before its disadvantages were

realized, that now it would be difficult to correct it. But in the

instance of opium the unit should be either the crystallized or

anhydrous alkaloid morphine.

Nine per cent, opium at $3.50 per pound by the case is equal to

(3.50-^9= )39c. per unit of one per cent. Ten per cent, opium at

$3.50 per pound would be (3.50-^-10= ) 35c. per unit. Eleven

per cent, opium at $3.50 per pound, would be (3.50-^11= ) 31.81c.

per unit. Twelve per cent, opium at the same price would be

(3,50-5-12=) 29.17c. per unit. Thirteen per cent, opium at this

price would be (3.50-^-13= ) 26.92c. per unit, and fourteen per cent,

opium would be (3.50-^-14=) 25c. per unit. This is about the

range of natural opium in this market, and it gives a difference of
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9 to 14 p. a, or 5 p.c. in morphine strength, and 39 to 25c. per

unit, or 14 cents difference per unit in value. Taking the average

of this range of 5 p.c. in morphine strength, as the standard unit

of value, this would be 32c. per unit, and 9 p.c. opium would be

worth (32x9= ) $2.88 per pound;—10 p.c. would be $3.20 per

pound;—11 p.c. $3.52 ;
-12 p.c. $3.84 ;— 13 p.c. $4.16; and 14 p.c.

$4.48 per pound, a difference between the extremes of $1.60 per

pound. The difference between these extremes in the Constantinople

and Smyrna markets is never as great as this, though it occasionally

approaches it, six shillings sterling per pound being about the limit

of range there.

Now if the U. S. Pharmacopoeia should adopt a fairly accurate

process of assay for opium it would certainly soon become the

standard for this country, and being fairly accurate the standards

of other countries would not differ much from it. These opiums

would simply be sold and bought at so much per unit, IT. S. P.

test, and the market fluctuations would be upon the value of the

unit. An opium of 9 p.c. at 32c. per unit U. S. P. test would be

$2.88 per pound. If of 10 p.c, $3.20 per pound. If of 11 p.c.

(3gXll= ) $3.52 and so on. In this way only can opium be dealt

' in at its actual value, and each case, or each lot of five or ten cases

would be accompanied by a certificate of assay. This assay would

be so very small an addition to the price as to be quite unimportant

in consideration, of the value involved. For example, a case of

opium of 150 pounds at $3.50 would be $525.00, and the assay cost-

ing $5.00 would be less than one p.c.

That powdered opium should be bought and sold by assay only is

still more important, because almost all the powdered opium is used

in medicine, and here the IT. S. P. should be much more definite

in morphine strength than it is if the therapeutic uses of the drug

are to be considered. It now directs that powdered opium should

contain not less than 12 nor more than 16 per cent. oE morphine

when assayed by the process given under opium. But it has been

shown that this assay process has an inconstant error, varying

between .75 and 1.25 p.c. below the truth, and practically this

error has come to be considered as about one per cent., so that

a powder testing 12 p.c. is accepted as containing 13 p.c, and this

makes the officinal range 13 to 17 p.c. of morphine. This very large

range of 4 p.c. is 26.6 p.c of an average strength of 15, and the U.

S. P. permits that a dose of its powdered opium, and of any of

the preparations made from it, may be at one time nearly 27 p.c.
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greater than at another—a variation that no intelligent physician

would ever think of permitting in the standard for one of his most

important agents if he realized what he was doing.

In drying opium for powdering it loses on the average about

20 p.c. of moisture, and thus each pound of moist opium is reduced

in weight to about eight-tenths of a pound without the loss or

injury of any of the morphine if the drying be properly done at a

low temperature. By this loss a 10 p.c. moist opium becomes

a p.c. dry opium and yields a 12.5 p.c. powdered opium, and

eight-tenths of a pound of powder has the actual morphine value

of the original pound of moist opium plus the cost of drying

and powdering, which is a process requiring about 6 weeks if

properly done. Therefore, if the moist opium of 10 p.c. cost,

say, $3.75 per pound for the .375 pound of morphine present in it.

and the eight-tenths of a pound of powder containing the same

quantity of morphine, it would have the same morphine value

of $3.75 for eighth-tenths of a pound or what is the same thing

(as 8 : 3.75 :: 10 : ) $4.69. That is, its value per pound would have

been increased by 94 cents. Then to this must be added the cost

of drying, powdering, assaying and putting up in proper containers,

and the interest, risk and profit on the money locked up during

this six weeks' process. These charges aggregate not less than 21

to 23 c. per pound on the powdered opium and bring the cost up to

(94+22= ) $1.16 per pound on the original price of the moist

drug, making the value of an opium costing $3.75 in the moist

condition worth $4.91 per pound when dried and powdered. This

$1.16 is a pretty constant figure and applies about equally to all

grades and prices of opium when powdered from the ordinary moist

condition of the markets.

Now the unit value of a 10 p.c. opium at $3.75 per pound is

37.5c. per unit, and upon this same opium when dried and

powdered the unit value is (4.91^12.5= ) 39.3c. That is, it is

increased in value by 1.8c. per unit, which is equal to 22.5c. per

pound on opium of this assumed quality.

It therefore seems very simple and easy to quote moist opium at

say 37.5c. per unit of morphine, or, 39.5c. per unit for the same

opium powdered, making a difference of 2c. per unit between moist

and powdered of the same quality. If the opium market rises or

falls, then for every rise or fall of about 22.5c. per pound, the price

per unit would rise or fall 2c. per unit.

It is only by the adoption of some such practice into the market, of
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buying and selling by a practically near approximation to the actual

value that the gross adulterations of opium can be checked, or

controlled for those who wish to avoid the adulterations. The
adulterated or reduced opiums do not sell at correspondingly

low prices, for then there would be no money in them, but being

made attractive by external appearance they sell for much more

than they are worth, and there is now no indication of poor opium

so sure in this market as a handsome attractive appearance, and

nothing would lead a morphine maker sooner to reject opium than

this very handsome appearance, unless it was offered by actual

test, and at a price correspondingly below that of natural opium.

Nevertheless this adulterated opium actually brings within 25 to

35c. per pound of a natural opium that is worth from 80 to 90c.

per pound more, and this 55c. per pound difference in price

over actual value is the profit made by the adulterator.

This condition of market has now become so well established, and

is so well known within the wholesale trade that no one there is

deceived by it who is not willing to be deceived, or who does not

make money by the deception, and if the medical and pharmaceu-

tical journals would but take the matter up vigorously and earnestly,

the retailers and consumers would soon be so well informed

that they could not be deceived without knowing the deception.

Unfortunately, however, the journals have, from some unknown
reason, touched- the subject but rarely, and very lightly.

The National Wholesale Drug Association have condemned the

adulteration specifically, and by resolution decided to obstruct and

oppose it. But this was as a National Association. The individuals

composing the Association are the principal dealers in the adulterated

drug, defending themselves on the ground that they must keep it

because their neighbors do, and because there is an active demand
for it by jobbers and retail dealers.
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ALPHABETICALLY ARRANGED.

In the following brief commentary, the aim has been to give a

short, compact digest of the prominent current literature of the

professions of pharmacy and medicine. There has been no attempt

at treating the subject exhaustively, in the way of noticing every-

thing that has been spoken of in relation to these allied topics ; but

an effort has been made to sift the great accumulation of matter

presented during the year, and give what may be of some little ser-

vice to those seeking for general information as to how matters are

progressing in the line in which a busy practitioner is supposed

to be interested, and yet is unable to give the time to even hur-

riedly skim over the literature in order to keep abreast of the times.

The alphabetical arrangement is intended, of course, to aid in

easy reference to any individual article as it comes up from time to

time.

Abstracts were introduced into the U. S. Pharmacopoeia of

1880 with a considerable expectation that a need was felt by the

medical and pharmaceutical professions for just such a class of

preparations. Up to this time the need has not been evident, and

it might be well to consider the advisability of striking them from

our official list.

Acacia, or true gum Arabic, is becoming scarcer every year,

and . it is now being both adulterated and substituted by gum
*Re»»d bv title at the Eighth Annual Meeting of the New York State Medical Association, on

•ctober 30, 1891, by E. H. Squibb, M. D.
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Senegal—an inferior grade. It is worthy of note that just at this

time, and doubtless due to the scarcity of the true gum, close inves-

tigations are being made of wattle gum, obtained from several

species of the Australian acacia. We may, therefore, probably

look to this quarter to at least partially supply the deficiency.

Acetanilid (antifebrin) has lost much of late of its vaunted

reputation on account of its impurity. Toxic effects have been

unexpectedly produced from even fairly moderate doses, although

prescribers seem to differ very considerably in what they consider

the proper dose. Its apparently marked antipyretic properties,

with which it started out, are less relied upon than formerly. Its

good effects are to be found in its analgesic and hypnotic action.

Its results have been harmful in some cases of typhoid fever,

especially in pregnant and nursing women. Good results are to be

looked for in neurotic affections, such as lumbago, neuralgias,

severe rheumatic pains, sciatica, and the like. However, it appears

to be safe and useful as a hypnotic in children, especially when

affected with bronchitis or croupous pneumonia. Its comparative

insolubility, and thus tastelessness, together with the smallness

of dose, recommend it strongly in these cases. It may be well

administered by placing the drug itself, or mixed with a little

sugar, well back on the tongue, rather than attempt to improvise

some mixture. Notwithstanding conflicting results, this article

has come to stay, and has recently been added to the British

Pharmacopoeia. No doubt the revisors of our own Pharmacopoeia

now at work will also give it attention.

Acid AgariciC is a new resin-acid, which has not made much

of a reputation yet. It is obtained from the fungus Polyporus

officinalis growing on larch trees, and is seen in small white crys-

tals. It has been used with some effect in phthisis for checking

the night-sweats while diminishing the thirst and excretion of

urine. It is somewhat cathartic in its action, but tends to lessen

vomiting and purging. It is only slightly soluble in water.

Acid Camphoric is the product of the oxidation of camphor

by boiling with nitric acid, and occurs in small, white, odorless

crystals It is insoluble in water, but readily soluble in alcohol.

It is absolutely tasteless, and free from that burning sensation

so characteristic of camphor. It was first used by Keichert, in

1888, in acute and chronic affections of the respiratory organs, in

angina, coryza, and the like. Afterwards Fiirbringer used 2 per

cent, injections in cystitis, and recommended it against the night-

sweats of consumptives. This latter recommendation was put in
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practice with markedly beneficial results. Schultze has met with

good results, and suggests the use of antipyrine in the usual quan-

tity in conjunction with the acid, to counteract the diaphoresis.

Combemale has also published his gratifying results. Dr. Hare, of

Philadelphia, now most heartily endorses Combemale^s good results,

as he had used it with great satisfaction in ten consecutive cases.

It surely deserves more extended trial, not only in the night-sweats

of phthisis, but in the profuse sweating from other causes.

Acid Carbolic is still subject to the same reddening that has

occurred in past years ; and although emphasis has been laid on

the fact that the reddening has not altered its medicinal efficiency,

still the white crystals are sought after by preference, and some

even go so far as to refuse the colored as unfit for use. The recent

production of the synthetic acid has not helped the matter, as it

also is subject to the same change. This latter observation more

than any other led observers to look for the cause as being extrinsic

rather than intrinsic. E. Fabini conducted a series of careful

experiments to this end, and now believes he has discovered that

the reddening is due to contact with copper vessels, while the acid

has combined with ammonium. We have long recognized the red-

dening effect which ammonia vapors would produce, but had not

suspected that a metal was necessary as well at the same time.

Fabini's deductions are not necessarily conclusive, but they are

interesting and instructive as being a step in advance.

The remedy suggested—to avoid contact with metals from begin-

ning to end—would have rather a prohibitive restriction to its

manufacture, if it is desired to produce it at a reasonable figure for

general use.

Chromic Acid has been much improved in quality and uni-

formity, and no doubt there will now be no more trouble in get-

ting it regularly of the fine quality we now see it. This is all of

foreign manufacture, and surpasses anything ever produced here.

The chief objection in times gone by was the lack of care in wash-
ing it free from sulphuric acid. When the surgeon is looking for

the caustic effect of this acid, he does not desire to see that of

sulphuric acid developed as well.

Acid Cresotic, as used in medicine, is strictly the ^aracresotic

acid, for there are three modifications,—the ortlio, the meta, and
the para acid. Mr. H. Helbing, of England, has recently shown
very clearly that this acid bears the same relation to cresolthat sali-

cylic acid does to phenol, and it is prepared in the very same way
thatKolbe prepared salicylic acid synthetically. The sodium salt is
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the one usually used in medicine, and is called in full paracreso-

tate of sodium. The doses and uses are the same as those of sali-

cylate of sodium. The results claimed for it are better than those

obtained with salicylate of sodium, but it has been little used in

this country as yet. In England it has been in use for some time,

and Prof. T. R. Fraser, of Edinburgh, has an accumulation of cases

giving very encouraging results, which he proposes to publish shortly.

Acid Hydrocyanic Diluted, as prepared by the official

process, is still prone to early decomposition. Many experiments

have been repeated to remedy this defect, without improvement.

Preservatives have been added, and various solvents have been used

to hold the gas, but nothing has succeeded any better than distilled

water. Extra precautions in the manufacture and in observing

cleanliness in the retaining packages give moderately good results,

but nothing very definite has been accomplished yet.

Acid Oxynaphthoic is of recent introduction into medicine.

It is a naphthol product, prepared in a roundabout way, which is not

of moment here. It occurs as a white powder, devoid of odor,

and therefore will be in this respect a strong rival of iodoform, as

their uses are alike. It has been used in several skin affections

with gratifying results. It is said to be five times stronger than

salicylic acid in its antiseptic effects. It is not used internally, but

has been employed in solutions of 1 to 100 with phosphate of

sodium for vaginal injections. Meagre reports only are yet at hand.

Acid Salicylic, as made artificially, has during the past year

undergone a considerable amount of investigation and discussion,

principally in Great Britain. It has long been noticed that at

times a marked depressing effect followed its administration, and

to determine the cause has been the reason for critical examination.

The pharmaceutical chemists are apparently at variance on the

matter, as the cause had been stated by some to be cresotic acid,

and particularly paracresotic acid. This conclusion has been

received very skeptically in many quarters since the paracresotate

of sodium has been used medicinally with such gratifying results

in cases where salicylate of sodium had previously been used unsuc-

cessfully. However this may be, some foreign substance evidently

does exist in the English acid which it is aimed to avoid, and

investigations are still in progress. Practically all that is used in

this country is of German make. Although there are several

grades of this acid sold by the Germans, still the grade that is sent

here is for the most part the best, and we get very little of the bad

effects which our English brethren notice.
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Acid Salicyl-SUlphonic (sulpho-salicylic acid) has again been

brought to notice as a test for albumin, although it has been known
since 1889, when G. Roch first called attention to it. Dr. John A.

Macwilliam, of the University of Aberdeen, elaborates the subject in

a manner which invites attention.* This acid is obtained by the

action of sulphuric anhydride on salicylic acid, or by heating salicy-

lic acid with strong sulphuric acid, and occurs as colorless, needle-

like crystals, freely soluble in water.

Acid Trichloracetic offers us another great agent for detect-

ing albumin in urine. It is one of the newer tests, which bids fair

to remain with us. It has been used considerably since it was first

brought forward, and with success. Insurance examiners are the

loudest in praising it. It may be used in the form of a saturated

solution, or a crystal of the acid may be dropped in the suspected

urine. The turbid line, which forms immediately at the junction

of the liquids, is to be distinguished from that formed by urates by

the rapidity of formation of the former.

This acid has also been found effectual as a caustic and astring-

ent. In throat and nose affections its effect is much more local than

some of the other caustics. It is readily soluble in water, and

.deliquesces easily. Out of 140 cases treated by one practitioner,

87 needed but one application. Dr. J. W. G-leitzmann of this

Association has met with very favorable results, and summarizes

as follows : "1. Trichloracetic acid compares favorably with other

caustics in hypertrophic conditions of the throat and nose, and is

a valuable addition to the remedies now in use. 2. In the greatest

majority of cases it is sufficient to produce the desired reduction

of tissue, although it does not supersede the galvano-cautery. 3.

It can be applied with safety to the larynx without any evil conse-

quences. 4. Its chief advantage in nasal affections is the dryness

of its eschar, which prevents unpleasant sequelae, and makes after-

treatment unnecessary, f

Alkaloids are now a class of preparations greatly on the in-

crease. Physicians continue to demand of the manufacturer that

his medicaments be condensed into the smallest space, and offered

in the most convenient and accurate form for dosing. This has led

the manufacturer to attempt to isolate every active principle pos-

sible, and discard the old-fashioned preparations. It is now com-

ing to pass that physicians are not obtaining the results they looked

for in many cases of the apparently isolated alkaloids, because they

have expected the same effects from these that they used to get from

* Brit. Med. Jour., April 18, 1891. page 837. + Med. Record, vol. 39, page 312.
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the officinal preparations of the drugs themselves. It is time, then,

to call attention again to the oft-repeated fact that the individual

effects of such alkaloids must alone be looked for, and not the gen-

eral effects of the drugs, which latter effects, in many cases, are the

ones expected. Again, the alkaloids apparently isolated are at times

suspected of being either wholly or partly the product of the chem-
ical treatment, and may not necessarily exist as such in the drugs

beforehand. The accuracy of our chemical knowledge, especially

in regard to organic chemistry, is not by any means definite enough
for us to state positively that the final result of our chemical treat-

ment of a drug existed there before our manipulation. Thus it

follows that the therapeutic effect of the apparently isolated alka-

loid may be quite different from its effect in the initial preparation

of the drug just previous to our manipulation of it.

Amylene Hydrate (tertiary amyl alcohol) is a colorless, oily

liquid of a camphor-peppermint odor, prepared by the action of

diluted sulphuric acid on amylene, and distilled. It was introduced

some years ago as a hypnotic, and was then found to be safe, and

superior to paraldehyde, as it produced no disagreeable after-effects.

It is not, however, equal therapeutically to chloral. It is found now
to be not only hypnotic, but anodyne, in its effects in some cases.

It apparently does not disturb the respiration or heart's action. It

appears to act successfully in cases of nervous sleeplessness, especi-

ally in children suffering from whooping cough. Epilepsy has been

well treated with it ; and if it appears to be too weak in its action,

a little morphia added in conjunction improves its beneficial effects.

It deserves further trial.

Ansesthesin, synthetically prepared, was exhibited at the last

International Medical Congress in Berlin. Messrs. Gehe & Co.

since then claim this to be bromacetanilid. It was a white, crys-

talline powder offered as a rival to cocaine in local anaesthesia.

Little has been heard from it or about it since that time, and there-

fore we have little professional interest in it as yet.

Antikamnia, the new "analgesic, antipyretic, and anodyne,"

which was so suddenly and attractively thrust upon us, proves now,

upon careful analysis, to be nothing more than a mechanical mix-

ture of acetanilid and commercial bicarbonate of sodium rubbed up

into a fine powder. Its therapeutic effects have been good, but only

to the same extent as acetanilid itself, with the noticeable advan-

tage, however, of acting more quickly and in smaller doses, due no

doubt to the presence of the bicarbonate of sodium. Under the

above circumstances, then, it would be far better to extemporize a
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prescription of about To per cent, of acetanilid, and pay about one-

tenth the price the leading firm exacts.

Antinervin was introduced into medicine a couple of years

ago as being analytically salicylbromanilid, and similar in itseifects

to acetanilid. with its accompanying disadvantages. Its recom-

mended efficiency in diabetes has not been verified, and we hear

little of it professionally. It may be of interest, however, to learn

that, from a careful examination, it is now concluded to consist of

a mixture of 50 parts acetanilid, 25 parts salicylic acid, and 25 parts

of bromide of ammonium.

Antipyrin has lost very little of its popularity during the past

year, but the profession has been gradually learning to use it with

caution. Several very trying poisoning cases, with some deaths, have

occurred from its use. even after moderate doses : but the larger

proportion undoubtedly were not entirely due to the antipyrin. It

has surely come to be considered now as one of our useful thera-

peutic agents, and it has been recently added to the British Pharma-

copoeia under the name Phenazonum (Phenazone). It is becoming

more and more recognized as an analgesic, and its antipyretic prop-

erties are rather confined, in the hands of careful observers, to cases

of hyperpyrexia. Its marked advantage over many of its rivals is its

ready solubility. The profession appears still to be divided as to

whether its best effects are produced from small repeated doses, or

from large infrequent ones. Some lately have claimed that it is

almost a specific in puerperal fever. Its successful use as an anti-

galactic is markedly on the increase, and care is constantly recom-

mended in administering it to nursing women. It has quite a repu-

tation at the present time in whooping cough and incontinence of

urine in children. M. Gundez treated 37 cases of incontinence, with

19 cures and only 3 complete failures. M. Perier emphasizes—what

many others have noted— its decided beneficial effects as a haemostat-

ic in minor surgical operations. The dermatologists have sounded

its praises, both in this and the old country. Blaschko read a paper

before the Berlin Dermatological Society, stating that he believed

the most marked results were obtained in those skin affections

accompanied by pruritus. Much attention has been given within

the past year to its use in diabetes mellitus, and quite an array of

statistics are now availabile both in our own country and abroad.

The French, in particular, give very favorable opinions of this use

of it in such selected cases where polyuria is prominent and in eld-

erly persons. Its principal abuse is met with in its general popular use

for headaches and minor ailments. Very little attention is paid by
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the laity to the direct cause of a headache. The immediate atten-

tion is given to getting rid of the pain, rather than to seeking the

cause in some form of indigestion or rather minor indiscretion, and

applying a rational treatment of the economy as a remedy in place

of medication.

Antipyrin has shown itself capable of combining with other sub-

stances to form new products for which investigators claim thera-

peutic value—forming liypnal, salipyrin, resopyrin, and others

formed with the phenols. M. Patein, of the Paris Society of Phar-

macy, maintains, however, that these new compounds can rationally

have no therapeutic value as compounds, on account of their imme-

diate decomposition upon contact with the digestive secretions.

The use recently of the double valerianate of antipyrin and

quinine in neuralgia has given considerable satisfaction.

Antiseptol (cinchonine iodosulphate) represents one of the

various recent attempts to obtain an efficient substitute for iodoform

without the objectionable features of the latter. It is odorless,

and is made by the addition of a solution of iodine and iodide of

potassium to sulphate of cinchonine. Its use is largely confined to

continental Europe, and little is heard of it as yet in Great Britain

or in this country.

Aristol is one of the new antiseptics brought forth as a substi-

tute for iodoform. It is a reddish-brown powder obtained by treat-

ing a strongly alkaline solution of thymol with iodine. It gradu-

ally becomes paler in color, due to the iodine given off from

exposure to sunlight and to heat. It therefore should be kept from

an undue amount of light or heat. It has the disadvantage in some

respects of being insoluble in water. Owing to its unstable nature,

the excipients which may be employed are limited. It is used

mostly in the powdered form, but its use with olive oil, collodion,

and the ointments in general is rapidly on the increase. For the

two previous years it has been mostly known by the name of

" annidalin/' but recently, and since the inauguration of new

modes of preparation, it has been urged forward with renewed

vigor under its present name.

From recent investigation it appears that its efficiency is largely

due to its instability, and any attempt to render it free from its

property of slowly giving off iodine renders it comparatively inert.

It has been suggested that this very fact may account for some

of the failures which have been reported by some investigators.

Aristol at the present time has universal testimony as to its

usefulness in medicine. Some go so far as to claim that it is one
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of the most important additions to our materia medica in recent

years. Its antiseptic power is very pronounced. It has a slight,

but not unpleasant, odor. When dusted on open wounds or

ulcers it is not irritant, and promotes rapid cicatrization. It

has no toxic effects, as iodine cannot be found in the urine

after using in any of its forms of application. It is, therefore,

a safe remedy to leave in the hands of the patient, as experience has

now proved. Xone of the iodoform substitutes have as large a pro-

portion of iodine as iodoform itself, aristol having less than one

half. It has now been employed wherever iodoform had been, and

with very gratifying results almost universally. In some quarters

discouraging results have been obtained in syphilis, but better ones

in venereal ulcers, the complaint being its slowness of action

and its inferiority to iodoform in therapeutic activity. Good results

are reported on all sides in diseases of women, particularly in

endometritis, cervical erosions, vulvar eczema, and cancer of the

cervix—acting as a most effective disinfectant and deodorizer.

From continental practitioners come good results in several cases of

ozaena, giving in one case better satisfaction than iodoform just

previously tried. In naso-pharyngeal catarrhs in combination with

•petrolatum it has been sprayed on the affected parts with good

effect. In psoriasis it seems in general to give satisfaction, but

is not so prompt in action as chrysarobin. Its other advantages,

however, make it a formidable, rival Dentists have now found

use for it in the treatment of ulcerations and in disinfecting cavi-

ties. It noticeably arrests pus formation. The fine powder has

been dusted on the vesicles in poisoning by poison oak, giving

much relief, and reducing the burning and swelling of the parts.

Ko record is yet found of its having been used in preventing the

ulceration and pitting of variola.

Benzoyl Eugenol (benzeugenol) is a new product without

any history in a therapeutical way ; but if expectations are realized,

it aims to be a valuable remedy in tuberculosis. It is made by
a patented process from the union of the principal constituent of oil

of cloves, called eugenol, with benzoyl. Oil of cloves itself has

been used in the treatment of this affection before, and Dr. Koch
has suggested the internal administration of eugenol in tuberculous

patients. Investigators in Berlin then took up the production

of this compound. It is seen in colorless and odorless needle

like crystals, of slightly bitter taste, practically insoluble in water.

Nothing at all has been heard of it medicinally in this country, and

the accounts from the old country are still very meagre.
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Betol (salinaphthol) is a compound of salicylic acid and naphthol,

very similar to salol, and aj^plicable to the same uses. It was ex-

pected theoretically that this new compound would be superior in

action to salol; but clinical experience has not been generally favor-

able, although good results are reported from its use so far as an

intestinal antiseptic. It comes as small, colorless, and odorless

broken crystals insoluble in water. Its taste is not disagreeable,

and its toxic effects are not noticeable in moderate doses. It is,

therefore, a reasonably safe remedy in children's bowel complaints.

Bromoform still continues to give satisfaction in the treat-

ment of whooping-cough, although its use has apparently been con-

fined to only a few observers. Care must be taken to see that it is

in normal condition, that of a colorless liquid, for by exposure to

the light bromine is set free and colors the liquid. Foreign

observers are most pronounced in its favor, and more practitioners

in our own country should put investigations on record.

Bromol (tribromophenol) is not new, but has been known as

the product of the action of bromine in excess on carbolic acid.

As it has been found now to have marked antiseptic properties, this

short name has been given it, both for convenience in use and to be

in harmony with the already too many new compounds being

pushed forth, most of wdiich have names less indicative of their

true composition. It has been applied with vaseline to open wounds

with success. Its internal uses have been in cases of typhoid fever

and cholera infantum. Little has been written yet on its thera-

peutic uses.

Cactina is the proximate principle of the night-blooming cereus,

and has been found by Dr. 0. M. Myers to be a valuable cardiac

stimulant. His results are very gratifying, and go to show that it

has less disturbing effects on the stomach than digitalis. His obser-

vations deserve attention. * Observations of others are not on record.

Camphor in the form of camphorated oil (1 to 10) has been

given a share of the universal attention paid to phthisical patients

during the year past. Good results have followed from its hypo-

dermic injection by practitioners in Berlin. It has been tried in

most pulmonary affections, and in bronchitis, tonsilitis, and coryza

with some satisfaction. Nothing of note is mentioned from this

country.

Cannabis Indica has fallen considerably in the estimation of

the profession, both in the old country and in this, due no doubt to

• N. V. Med. Jour., vol. liii. pa^'e 681.
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its variability and often noticeable uncertainty of action. However

true the cause may be, there is no doubt that an almost extreme

limit has been reached, and the profession needs to be reminded

anew of the marked value of the drug in many cases. Attention

is therefore here called to the very favorable report of Dr. C. W.
Suckling, M. R. C. P., as given in the British Medical Journal *

He calls attention to its value in a form of insanity described by

him, in the treatment of melancholia and mania, in chorea when

arsenic has failed, in migraine, as a gastric sedative, and as a hyp-

notic—its value being well established in the treatment of all cases

met with in insane asylums. It deserves more attention than the

profession has given it of late.

Cantharidin, in the form of cantharidinate of potassium or

sodium, has been brought forward by Prof. Oscar Liebreich, of

Berlin, as an effective remedy in tuberculous affections, principally

lupus and laryngeal phthisis. Dr. Wolfert, of Berlin, has called

attention to the interesting fact, that as long ago as twenty years,

Russian peasants habitually employed a species of beetle in cases of

cancer. It was early noticed that this principle, cantharidin,

exhibited the remarkable property of exciting exudation from the

capillaries. This led Dr. Liebreich to select it as he now recom-

mends. He uses the potassium salt hypodermically, and states that

the sodium salt is much milder in action. His experience, and that

of several well-known co-workers, show that markedly beneficial

results may be expected in diminishing the destruction of tissue

common to tuberculous affections. Dr. Gerhardt, however, is

reported as having used Liebreich's treatment in twenty cases with

unfavorable results. It is to be particularly noted that the Ger-

man observers seem to be convinced that slighter disturbance is pro-

duced with cantharidin than with the tuberculin of Koch. Surely

more extended clinical experience is much needed, and it is to be

hoped that some other cases than hospital ones will be reported

more generally by our own countrymen.

Chloralamid (chloral-formamide) is the new hypnotic ob-

tained by the combination of chloral and the colorless, oily, liquid

formamide—an organic compound allied to urea. Our foreign

brethren are very enthusiastic over their results with it as a decided

rival to chloral and sulphonal. Its best effects are produced in

cases of idiopathic insomnia, cases where the insomnia is not due

to either extreme pain or excitement. Although it may succeed in

* Vol. ii., for 1891, page 12.
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some cases in overcoming slight pains, it cannot be classed as an

anodyne. It induces a natural and refreshing sleep, and, as a

rule, is not followed by headache on waking the following morning.

A sense of well-being is the result of the rest it affords. It is

thought by some to be a deeper sleep than that produced by chloral.

There have been some failures to produce sleep with it, but the per

cent, of such cases is small. Some Parisian and German observers

claim that its action is exactly the same as chloral hydrate, if allow-

ance be made for the smaller proportion of chloral anhydride in the

chloralamid. It was supposed that it acted by decomposing in the

circulation, liberating chloral ; but there does not occur with it the

marked depression so characteristic of chloral. In the majority of

cases it works well, but in a small proportion there are unusual

effects, not, however, in greater proportion than with morphia or

chloral. There are no apparent cumulative effects, and no craving

for it is noticed, although it may be given nearly every twenty-four

hours for several weeks. Of late some success has been met in

cases of epilepsy ; but the most satisfactory results have been

obtained in senile insomnia, pulmonary diseases, and hysteria. It

appears to possess the very happy property of counteracting the

desire to micturate at night in senile cases. It occurs in colorless

crystals, with a mild, slightly bitter taste, and without odor. It

is soluble in about ten parts of cold water, and one should be

cautious not to dissolve it in warm water, nor to heat the

solution after it is made, as it very readily decomposes. Its use in

this country is rapidly spreading.

Chloralimide was first described by Pinner and Fuchs, who

obtained it by the action of ammonium acetate upon chloral

hydrate ; but it is now claimed that it can be obtained in a state

of greater purity by a more approved process. It occurs in long,

colorless, needle-like crystals, without taste or odor. It is only

slightly soluble in water, and is very stable in its composition, not

being altered by air, light, or moisture, nor by heating up to 179°C.

At 180°C, however, it is decomposed, yielding chloroform and

formamide. It is classed by its introducers as a superior hypnotic

to chloralamid, and much stress is laid upon the very possible but

culpable error the profession might fall into of prescribing the

latter for the former, whereas it would look very pointedly to an

outsider as if the rival adherents purposely chose such extremely

similar names for their compounds that one might insidiously take

advantage of the trade of the other. Little has been reported in a

general way therapeutically upon the use of this agent.
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Cocaine Phenate is a new salt formed by the combination of

phenol with cocaine. Knowing the similar effects of these two

ingredients, the aim of the introducer has been to substitute an acid

element having some expected beneficial effect for the commonly

used hydrochloric acid, which had little therapeutic effect, if any,

and served no purpose other than to present the alkaloid cocaine in

a soluble form. This new salt has now had a trial of about a year,

and satisfactory results are reported from Germany. It has been

employed in nearly every shape and in nearly every affection in

which the hydrochlorate has been successful. No results of any

extent have as yet been reported of its use in this country.

Creasote has met with very gratifying success in the treat-

ment of phthisis during the past year. The profession seems to be

quite unanimous in its approval of this remedy. It should be em-

phasized, however, that the beechwood creasote is the reliable

article, as vouched for by the medical profession of both continents.

Creolin is one of the now very numerous products of the

destructive distillation of coal tar. It is a very complex body,

.being a mixture of several of the coal-tar products, of the con-

sistency of syrup, and of a brownish-black color. It makes with

water a milky emulsion, which becomes sticky after standing.

It is said to have now proved itself a more powerful germicide than

carbolic acid. The well established value of the products of coal

tar in many forms of eczema and psoriasis, and the cheapness of

this particular product, led dermatologists eagerly to apply it in

their specialty. A wash of the strength of about 1 3 to 8 f 3 . of

water seems to have been about the favorite solution for skin

affections. Dr. Rothe, of England, has used a 5 per cent, ointment

in erysipelas, eczema, and scabies, and is of the opinion that creolin

, forms a specific for the latter, being superior to sulphur in not pro-

ducing an eczema of the skin and in not staining the linen.

Several successful cases are now on record when used as an enema
for typhoid diarrhoea in a solution of 1 3 to 16 f § . of water. A
Brazilian practitioner reports having used successfully an applica-

tion of a 1 to 2 per cent, solution for soft chancres. He claims

that it acted more rapidly in some cases than either iodoform or

corrosive sublimate. German observers have used a 1 per cent,

solution in purulent ophthalmia neonatorum with varied success.

Cases of thrush and aphtha have been cured, however, by washing

out the mouth and pharynx with this strength of solution. As
many as 2,000 midwifery vaginal injections have now been made at
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Breslau with very encouraging results. Creolin appears to have no
special haemostatic action. In dental practice this article has be-

come quite a favorite, and is used in a weak solution as a mouth
wash, in treating suppurating surfaces, and as an effectual de-

odorizer of a dead cavity. In some cases among its varied uses,

and especially in children, toxic effects are noticed, the urine show-

ing the presence of phenol. A \\ per cent, solution has been

known to have produced marked toxic effects.

Cresalols (cresol salicylates) are crystalline compounds anal-

ogous to betol and salol. By heating molecular equivalents of

salicylate of sodium, cresylate of sodium, and phosphoric chloride,

one of three cresalols (ortho, meta, or para) is formed, depending

on the sodium salt used. All three forms are bulky white powders,

with an odor like salol, and insoluble in water. They are recom-

mended to be used as antiseptic dusting powders. Being without

disagreeable odor, they are preferable to iodoform, and it is

claimed that they lessen more effectively the secretions from wounds.

Xencki believes para-cresalol to be superior to salol for producing

asepis in the intestinal tract. Not much has been heard of these

as yet in a general way.

Dermatol is the patented name given to the basic gallate of

bismuth, introduced as an effective substitute for iodoform. It is

made simply by bringing together bismuth subnitrate and gallic

acid under proper conditions to form the new salt. It is described

as a fine saffron-yellow odorless powder, insoluble in the ordinary

solvents. By reason of this insolubility its antibacterial action is

confined to the immediate locality of application, and thus it comes

in direct contact with the microbes there present, as iodoform is

supposed to do. It is claimed that it has a desiccating effect as

well, bv which it dries up the aliment of the bacteria. Its astrin-

gent property is said to promote the healing process, and yet does

not cause irritation, and is not absorbed. It is stated to be of value

when given internally in gastric and intestinal affections. It does

not appear to be poisonous in quite large doses. It has been used

m the form of ointments, suppositories, emulsions, and by insuf-

flation. A gauze impregnated with it has been of service. To

avoid countenancing a patented article when it can be so easily

accomplished, the profession would do well to prescribe bismuth

gallate simply.

Diuretill (sodio-theobromine salicylate) is the name given to the

double salicylate of sodium and theobromine. It is a white pow-
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der, readily soluble in water, but very unstable. It is easily decom-

posed by acids, and even exposure to the carbonic acid found in the

air will be sufficient to break down the compound. Jt has been

used principally in the old country, with increasing frequency since

its introduction somewhat over a year ago. Its price is high, and

this has been one of the reasons for its limited use in this country.

The general results have been various, and some would doubt its

usefulness. It is said to rival caffeine and digitalis in its having no

action on the heart or nervous system. It is readily absorbed and

markedly diuretic. As it would readily be decomposed in the

stomach, one investigator claims that it does little good unless it be

administered in some form which may pass the stomach unacted

upon. It may be considered not only as a diuretic, markedly bene-

ficial in cases of dropsy, but also as a cardiac remedy, especially in

cases where disturbance of the circulation depending on valvu-

lar incompetence is present. In acute nephritis much greater

diuresis occurs than in the chronic form. The quantity of albu-

min is not altered. In one patient with cirrhosis of the liver, no

diuretic action was noticed. In a healthy man the amount of urine

passed is greater. It was mentioned by Dr. C. Gram, of Copen-

hagen, in his original article, that the diuresis resulted from the

theobromine in the compound, and that the sodium salicylate had
no effect. Others doubt this conclusion, as accumulated observa-

tions go to show that sodium salicylate and salicylic acid both act

diuretically to a marked degree. There appears to be some danger
at times in cases of copious diuresis that the ascites and oedema may
disappear so rapidly that collapse may occur. Foreign observers

strongly advise more extended trial.

Ether versus Chloroform is the form of the important and
animated discussion to which our English brethren have given a

good share of the attention which has not been given to the sub-

jects of Koch's " tuberculin/' la grippe epidemic, and the report

of the Hyderabad Chloroform Commission. The conclusions

arrived at by this commission were by no means satisfactory to a

large part of the profession, and other investigations were started

and completed during the year with conflicting conclusions. The
English are surely partial to chloroform ; and when recently the
number of deaths under and following its administration were
reported largely on the increase, it put the enthusiasts and the
manufacturers on the defensive to explain the cause. The purity
of the chloroform was, of course, loudly questioned; but by careful
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testing it was proved that the fault must lie elsewhere. The most

conservative explanations given were, carelessness in administration

and idiosyncrasy of the patients. Although a strong, but small,

proportion of the English profession, and a very much larger pro-

portion in our own country, confidently believe, both from experi-

mentation on animals and from actual clinical practice, that ether

is the safer and superior anaesthetic, still sectional teaching and

actual long practice in the various sections confirm one's faith in

the one he has been taught to use and has always used. The Eng-

lish, for example, are evidently wedded to the use of chloroform,

and have been ever since its discovery. In our own country the

sectional feeling is quite interesting, but apparently unexplainable,

except in some such way as stated above. In the Eastern States we

might almost say that ether alone is used. To be sure it is the

home of ether; but ever since its introduction the teachings of the

medical schools and the practitioners generally have been to anaes-

thetize with ether as a matter of routine. Again, in our Southern

States, or, rather, south of Maryland, Pennsylvania and the Ohio

river, the profession, on the other hand, make use of chloroform as

the routine practice. They are not as exclusive as the New Eng-

enders on their side, but the preference is quite marked. At this

stage of our progress, then, we, as a profession, throughout the

civilized world, are quite divided in our preference for these two

anaesthetics.

Ethyl Bromide (hydrobromic ether) continues to be used as

an anaesthetic in minor surgical operations, but is most largely

employed in dental practice. Owing to its very unstable nature, a

word of caution again may not be out of place. Many fatal cases

have been reported during the year, and its history from the very

beginning has been marred by these constant unfortunate results.

Even after following all the ordinary precautions as to using the

whole of the contents of a purchased package at one operation, and

as to avoiding exposure to light and air, apparently unexplainable

and bad results follow in many cases. When it does act properly,

it is such an attractive anaesthetic in its immediate effects and agree-

able after-effects that the operator is strongly tempted to resort to

it again and again, until, by some unfortunate carelessness or

impurity, he has finally to record, like others before him, his fatal

case.

Ethylene Bromide is a new sedative introduced to avoid the

undesirable symptoms often noticed from the effects of the alkalies
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(potassium and sodium) usually used as the bases in the salts admin-

istered. It is a heavy, clear liquid, of a brownish tinge, with a taste

at first sweet and afterwards giving a burning sensation, and with an

odor much like chloroform. It is obtained by conducting olefiant

gas into bromine at a low temperature. It has been used somewhat

largely in the old country, in cases of epilepsy in both the young

and old, with good effect, but is little known to us here as yet. It

contains by weight 8? per cent, of bromine, and to this its action

in epilepsy is attributed. It is insoluble in water. Care should be

taken in prescribing not to confuse this with ethyl bromide last

spoken of, as the difference in name is very slight when either pro-

nounced or written. Fatal cases are already on record from

confusing the two.

Euphorin is the somewhat trivial name given in the past year

to the synthetic compound phenylurethane discovered and intro-

duced in the year previous by Prof. Giacosa, of Turin. It has

quite recently been more in demand, and the profession in this

country are using it more freely. It is one of the numerous anilin

products occurring as a white crystalline powder, with a slight

'aromatic odor, and with very little taste of any kind at first,

but becoming somewhat acrid and clove-like. It is only slightly

soluble in cold water. Adler early recommended it on account of

its slightly unpleasant after-effects and for the increased diaphoresis

manifested. Neither phenol nor anilin occurs in the urine, and
albumen and sugar are not met with, but probably the secretion of

urea is increased. The analgesic effects claimed for it are variable.

The cases of orchitis reported seemed to be the ones most relieved.

Its antipyretic properties are supposed to be effected by the dilatation

of the peripheral blood-vessels, and these were looked upon as

the chief properties of the compound, for the new name signifies a

sense of well-being and comfortable relief which is characteristic of

its action in the stage of apyrexia after its administration. Dr. L.

Sansoni has found it free from any objectionable action, such
as occasionally follows the use of antipyrin, acetaniiid, phenacetin,

and sodium salicylate. It is stated to be equal to twice its weight
of antipyrin. It is claimed to have pronounced antiseptic proper-

ties. Dr. Sansoni applied the powder to indolent ulcers and
chronic cases of ophthalmia, and met with such encouraging results

that he urges further trials by others. Its action here is explained
by the setting free of phenol, the result of its splitting up when in

contact with the secreting tissues. Its quick and sure action

61
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in these cases, with very little pain, is its great recommenda-

tion. During the year, Prof. Stiller has used it quite extensively in

the Jewish hospital at Pesth, not with uniformly good results,

but in the large majority of cases with marked success. His cases

were those of supra-orbital neuralgia, sciatica, chronic nervous

headache, rheumatic fever, chronic articular and muscular rheu-

matism, and in six cases of habitual hemicrania seen in private

practice the results were remarkably successful. The doses em-

ployed were from three to six grains" repeated from three to

five times per day.

Europhen is the confusing name given to another of the

now numerous substitutes for iodoform. Chemically it is iso-

butyl-ortho-cresol iodide, and is the product of the action of iodine

upon a compound body of the phenol type. It is said to contain

27.6 per cent, of iodine, and is a yellow amorphous powder, with an

aromatic odor recalling that of saffron. It is insoluble in water,

and care must be taken when solutions are made in alcohol, ether,

chloroform, etc., that they be made in the cold, as heat decomposes

it, setting iodine free. When applied to dry surfaces it appears to

be inert, and in general it acts only when in contact with secreting

surfaces, where it is decomposed and iodine liberated slowly.

Its advantages over iodoform are its freedom from disagreeable

odor, and nontoxic effects, that it does not cake so easily, and is so

light that a given weight will cover five times as much surface.

It is especially applicable in venereal and syphilitic cases.

Exalgin (methylacetanilid) is the compound allied to acetanilid

and introduced as an analgesic. It is not new by any means,

as it was first described in 1874, and has now been before the profes-

sion for many years, but has only received meagre attention

until very recent times. Even up to last year, as careful an

observer as T. R. Fraser, of England, thought that although its

analgesic power was not very great, still it might take a useful and

important place among the remedies to relieve pain, on account of

the freedom of its action from the disturbances accompanying the

action of nearly all other pain-relieving agents. Dr. Sinclair

Holden concludes that it is useless in alleviating pain due to

mechanical or organic lesions. This would account often for its

failure in apparently suitable cases where the cause is obscure. It

has the advantage when given in small doses of being perfectly

safe, and the general conservative opinion seems to be that the dose

must be kept small, and repeated if necessary, as serious results
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have frequently followed overdosing. The affections in which

it is of most marked service are the neuralgias, especially facial,

anaemic, visceral and intercostal neuralgias, and also neuralgias of

the various plexuses, and the ilio-lumbar pains due to uterine and

ovarian disease. Angina pectoris, nephritic colic, and painful

menstruation are greatly relieved by it. It should not be used

popularly, but always under medical advice and direction.

Guaiacol is the liquid compound obtained by the fractional

distillation of beechwood-tar creosote, and contains from 60 to 90

per cent, of creosote. It was years ago introduced as a substitute

for creosote, and Prof. Sommerbrodt first used it in the treatment

of phthisis. The literature of the subject is now pretty extensive,

particularly in the old country, and tends to prove that it is decid-

edly beneficial in the early stages of the disease. In order to carry out

the so-called intensive creosote treatment, it was necessary to get large

quantities of guaiacol into the system, and thus the salt guaiacol-

benzoate was introduced under the name benzoyl-guaiacol or benzosol.

This compound permits of the administration of an amount of guai-

•acol which otherwise would be almost impossible owing to its caustic

properties. The results with this have been varied, but on the

whole they should invite further trial. Guaiacol salicylate also has

been introduced under the name guaiacol salol as an intestinal dis-

infectant. From Bovet's experiments it would appear that it splits

up into its two parts of base and acid in the intestinal track. Quite

recently Dr. W. H. Gregg, of our own country, has reported* on the

administration of the iodide by the intestines in the treatment of

tuberculous disease of the lungs. He believes it to be the most
active therapeutic agent we possess for this treatment, but it must
be taken in large quantities. He says we need not hesitate to give

by this method thirty to fifty grains without fear of overdosing,

since it does not become poisonous until one hundred grains have
been absorbed. The administration by enema is a simple and prac-

tical method, and one to which the patients do not object. The
results are certainly remarkable, and deserve confirmatory testi-

mony. Apparently one dose in twenty-four hours is sufficient.

Hypnal (monochloral-antipyrin), the hypnotic compound
obtained by dissolving about equal parts of chloral hydrate and
antipyrin in water, has continued in use since its introduction with

somewhat varied success. In the beginning, L. Eeuter claimed that

it was therapeutically inert ; Dr. Bardet, however, early considered

* N. Y. Medical Journal, vol. liv., page 347.
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it an antispasmodic as well as a hypnotic. The general opinion now
appears to accept it as chiefly hypnotic, although Dujardin-Beau-

metz and Frankel give it analgesic properties as well. The con-

struction of the compound would of itself lead us to at once reason

that it would be a useful remedy, as chloral in ordinary doses has

little effect on pain, while antipyrin rarely produces sleep in reliev-

ing pain. It will, no doubt, receive much more attention by the

profession during the coming year.

Ichthyol (ammonium ichthyol sulphonate) obtained from the

dry distillation of a bituminous quartz found in the Tyrol, containing

fossil fish remains in great quantities, has, for some time back,

been largely prescribed for external use but it has only recently begun

to find favor as an internal remedy. Its peculiar and unpleasant

odor is greatly against it, and necessitates its being given in

capsules, or otherwise disguising it. About ten per cent, of oil of

citronella has been used to accomplish this end, and proves of

additional service in rheumatic cases, as it alone has been so used

with good effect. Its external use has been further pushed during

the past year with somewhat varied success. Dr. T. Cranston

Charles very recently reports having used it with success in

many different ailments where external application is called for.

Dr. Freund speaks highly of it as an analgesic and antiseptic in the

treatment of endometritis, and the literature in its favor in this

connection is now quite voluminous. Koster makes good use of a

one per cent, solution in gonorrhoea. Its antiseptic property is

unquestioned. When given internally in conjunction with the

external use, it improves the digestion and appetite, and makes a

decided gain in the general health. Stocquart records favorable

clinical results in using it to relieve the vertigo due to simple dys-

pepsia or indigestion.

Iodoform seems to hold on tenaciously to its claim for recogni-

tion, notwithstanding the now formidable and still increasing array

of substitutes. The odor of course is the great drawback to its

wide and more general use without disagreeable complaints. A
few of the means to mask its odor may be here recorded. W.
Pagenkopf recommends the addition of a small quantity of Russian

turpentine oil, which would impart a peculiar and pleasant odor.

Klingmann adds one part of iodoform to six parts of olive oil, and

shakes for twelve hours before filtering off the clear saturated oil

containing about three per cent, of iodoform. Dr. Ludwig \Yiczi

prescribes an ointment of one part of creolin, two of iodoform, and
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twenty-five of vaseline. On allowing this to stand over-night the

iodoform odor will have disappeared, and only a slight smell of

ereolin will remain. He says it will be found that the creolin not

only does not irritate, but is also itself a good disinfectant.

Iodophenin is a new compound obtained by the action of

iodine on phenacetin under certain definite conditions. It was in-

troduced by Scholvien of Berlin as a powerful bactericide. It has a

crystalline form, a heavy odor like iodine, an acrid burning taste,

and is practically insoluble in water. It is said to act promptly in

as weak a solution as 1 to 5,000. Besides its bactericidal property,

it is said to possess antiseptic and febrifuge properties as well. It

is at present under trial by our foreign brethren. Nothing has

been heard from it here as yet.

Lysol is the name given to a saponified product of coal-tar,

chiefly composed of the cresols. and is liquid in form. It is one of

the very newest antiseptics. The reports are yet meagre, and they

come wholly from the other side of the Atlantic. It appears to be

superior to all the other antiseptics, according to the reports. One
of its important features is, that it makes a perfect solution in water.

Michelsen says that after a little trial he found he could use it effect-

ually wherever carbolic acid, iodoform, or corrosive sublimate was

used. The dermatologists have used it mostly, so far, and with

varied results. The most recent clinical report comes from Dr.

Leslie Phillips, of Birmingham, England, who used it in the treat-

ment of lupus. He says it is surely worthy of extended use in the

treatment of this disease, for a short period of treatment by it is

sufficient to produce a decided improvement in the appearance of

the disease, and the results are so pronounced as to suggest a per-

manency, the reality of which can only be determined, of course,

after some time has elapsed.

Menthol (peppermint camphor), • ever since its introduction

into our materia medica as a remedy for neuralgia, has gradually

expanded its general usefulness. The English have recently added

it to their pharmacopoeia. Its use in neuralgias has become very

general, and although its elfect often is only temporary, still in

some of the milder facial neuralgias and rheumatic pains the relief

is more lasting. Its use in the treatment of pruritus generally has

greatly extended. Its antiseptic and anaesthetic properties have

been markedly developed within the past year. Wolf 's extended

use of it in diphtheria has been still further carried out with some

success, but peroxide of hydrogen appears to outrank it in this
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application. Dr. Lennox Wainwright justly extols its use in the

nasal form of hay fever, when mixed with ammonium carbonate

and used as a smelling salt. The distressing symptoms are many
times permanently relieved. One of the most recent uses to which

it has been put is in the treatment of laryngeal and pulmonary

affections. Dr. Walker Downie explains its mode of action,— first,

locally, as an anaesthetic which relieves the cough accompanying

the affection : second, as a decided stimulant without harm to the

parts ; and last, as an antiseptic, for, being extremely volatile, it is

readily diffused throughout the lung. By this use the antiseptic

is brought as closely in contact with the affected parts as is possible.

Certainly by his form of treatment the majority of his patients

have had marked relief, and some have actually been restored to

apparent health.

Methyl and Methylene are two terms which with their

affixes are hopelessly confusing to the practitioner. Rival manu-

facturers, eager to obtain predominant recognition, so manipulate

terms that it is almost hopeless to get reliable clinical reports from

the action of these various, but more or less similar, agents. A
little explanation of each may not be out of place here. " Methyl

blue" is an anodyne and anaesthetic, considerably employed with

some success in the treatment of diphtheria. " Methyl violet
19

is

pyoktanin, the new antiseptic of last year, which will be spoken of

later on in this commentary. " Methyl chloride" is strictly a local

anaesthetic applicable to neuralgias, and not an anaesthetic for

inhalation. " Methylene chloride " is the anaesthetic so long used

by Sir Spencer Wells with such remarkable success, and which

everybody else, pretty much, is afraid of. It is claimed to be a

mixture of one volume of methyl alcohol and four of chloroform.

"Methylene bichloride " was brought forward recently as a local

anaesthetic liquid, differing'from the last in not being a mixture,

but a definite compound by itself. Lastly, " Methylene blue " is an

anodyne and anaesthetic similar in action and in other respects to

"Methyl blue," having been used in treating diphtheria with

results like those obtained by the latter.

Microcidin (sodium naphtholate) is another of the newest

antiseptic agents. It is a white powder obtained by the combina-

tion of B-naphthol with caustic soda, consisting in great part of

naphtholate of soda, and for the remainder, of naphtholic and

phenolic compounds. It is soluble in water, not caustic, and costs

less than many of the other antiseptics. Dr. Berlioz states that it
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is somewhat inferior to corrosive sublimate and naphthol, ten times

greater than carbolic acid, and twenty times greater than boric

acid, in its antiseptic power. Ulcers and suppurating wounds

rapidly cicatrize, and gangrenous surfaces are effectually deodorized

after washing with a 0.3 per cent, solution. The French only give

reports of its successful use since its introduction. Little is known
of it as yet in England or in this country.

Orexin Hydrochlorate (phenyl-dihydro-quino-azoline), the

agent introduced last year by Prof. Penzoldt, of Erlangen. to pro-

mote the appetite, has met with rather conflicting results in its

administration, and at one time it was about to be discarded as of

little use. when its introducer came to the rescue in an explanation

of its failures as being due to its administration in gelatin- coated

pills, as first recommended by himself. He claims now that the

gelatin is in some way acted upon by the drug, and thus renders

the whole insoluble in the stomach. He finally recommends it to

be given in starch-paper wafers. Success appears to have followed

from its use since, by several prominent observers ; but surely it

must be difficult to determine accurately the extent to which appe-

tite is promoted in the economy by any one agent, when so many
things have to be taken into account. Orexin hardly has a very

promising future.

Paraldehyde has become well established with the medical

profession, and serves as a serviceable alternate for the other hyp-

notics. It has recently been added to the British pharmacopoeia.

Reports from various quarters still differ as to its scope of useful-

ness. Its taste and odor are against it, and they always have to

be masked in some way. There appears to be a difference of opin-

ion as to a tolerance of the drug.

Peroxide Of Hydrogen
I
H202) has increased very rapidly

in usefulness during the past year, and, in fact, it has had a steady

growth ever since its introduction. It is no doubt the most power-

ful of all antiseptics and disinfectants. There are now several

good manufacturers of the article, which creates a healthy rivalry,

and thus a reliable article is pretty sure to be kept on the market.

It has been used to a considerable degree in diphtheria and throat

and lung affections for the past year or two, and up to the present

time has rarely failed to do its work. When it does fail, it will be

found to be due, in the majority of cases, to lack of care in keep-

ing, or attempting to use from the remainder of a bottle which

has been long kept and possibly often dispensed from, and thus
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repeatedly exposed to outside air and the dust and dirt accompany-

ing it. Surgeons in general, and obstetricians and gynaecologists

in particular, are appreciating its usefulness more and more.

Phenacetin has justly grown in favor during the past year. It

had a slight set-back at one time, due to a poisoning case, but it

was finally found that it had been mixed with acetanilid for com-

mercial gain, as the prices of the two vary considerably. It has

now become official in the British Pharmacopoeia. Great and

increasing success has been met in the treatment of typhoid fever.

In one report sixty cases were treated, and only one death occurred.

In the fatal case, however, the patient did not get the drug until

three weeks after the beginning of the attack. There were no seri-

ous complications in any of the cases where the drug had a full

chance—that is, in the fifty-nine cases. Whooping cough has been

aborted quite successfully. Its effects in the first stage of influenza

are very marked. Its action is prompt and striking. It rapidly

cures the headache in the majority of cases, aids in reducing the

temperature, and somewhat relieves the sore and tired feeling of

the limbs, but not completely. A large mass of testimony in its

favor has now accumulated from the two recent epidemics of la

grippe. It has been used in nearly every variety of pain with

remarkably good results. Large doses have been employed repeat-

edly with favorable results in acute rheumatism, particularly that

due to gonorrhoea. It apparently rarely fails, in its sphere of use-

fulness, no matter when used ; it is cheaper than antipyrin, tasteless,

and, from the extended experience of many, it is quite free from

the unpleasant after-effects of antipyrin, such as depression of the

heart and the rash which often follows. A very minor objection,

however, in comparison with so many good points, is its compara-

tive insolubility.

Phenocoll is the abbreviated name for phenol-glycocoll, and is

one of the very newest antipyretics. It is a very interesting com-

pound, for the reason that the German chemists have gone about

the matter very systematically to construct this compound synthet-

ically, with the aim of producing the very definite therapeutic

effects sought for. Antipyrin is known to produce unpleasant

after effects, phenacetin is too insoluble, and acetanilid combines

both disadvantages. The problem, then, was to produce a com-

pound that should unite the best properties of antipyrin and phen-

acetin. The simplest way of rendering phenacetin soluble, at the

same time retaining its non-toxic and antipyretic properties, seemed
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to be to introduce an acid-forming radicle. This was done, and the

result expected was accomplished. This base, phenocoll, is capa-

ble of forming salts, and the hydrochlorate is the one to be used in

medicine, and is readily soluble in sixteen parts of water. This

ready solubility at once gives it a decided advantage over most of

the other antipyretics. Being such a new agent, of course it has

little clinical history yet. It has been tried in Europe in cases of

typhus fever, pneumonia, phthisis, and rheumatism, with most

satisfactory results if foreign reports may be believed. Dr. Hertel,

surgeon-major, who is one of the earlier clinical investigators with

this agent, treated a small number of cases, to be sure, but he met

with such good results that he urges the profession at large to give

it a thorough trial. He lays great stress on the fact that the kid-

neys are not affected. In some cases where antipyrin, sodium

salicylate, phenacetin, and acetanilid had been used with very little

benefit, prompt relief was furnished with phenocoll hydrochlorate.

When the article can be produced in large enough quantity to allow

a very general use by the profession, great results are looked for.

Piperazin is the contracted name now given to the new uric acid

solvent introduced last year under the name of piperazidin. When
first introduced, it was supposed to be a synthetic spermin, but this

is now doubted for several reasons. It is obtained in colorless and

nearly tasteless crystals, and is easily soluble in water. It is not only

much more soluble than lithium carbonate, but it will dissolve

twelve times more uric acid. On theoretical grounds, then, alone,

we can easily infer what result might be looked for after its adminis-

tration. It has been tried experimentally by several continental

observers, and found to come up to expectations sufficiently to

deserve more extended trials. One French observer, however,

claimed, from clinical observation, that uric acid was increased and

urea diminished, but this was not afterwards verified. Its sphere of

usefulness would appear to be in the treatment of gout and all kid-

ney affections, although it has been tried with success as a diuretic

and in a case of lead poisoning and a case of vesical ulcer. The
dose used appears to have been about eight grains internally up to

a daily maximum of about twenty-five grains. Subcutaneously five

grains are used. The hydrochlorate apparently is the salt preferred,

although the base is itself used. It gives no evidence of being toxic

in its action. Eeports are as yet very meagre from English and

American observers.
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Pyoktanin (methyl-violet) is the newly adopted trade name
given to one of the anilin dyes long used for staining bacilli and

micro-organisms ; it is now believed to have a destructive action on

these organisms, and it has been put forth as a new antiseptic and

bactericide. There is another form called the yellow. Each is

used for special purposes. The former seems now to be preferred

in surgical operations generally, and the latter in opthalmological

in particular. Its pus-destroying property, from which it derives

its name, is apparently wrell established at this time, but it has not

shown uniformly good results otherwise. However, there are observ-

ers now who claim that it has little effect, if any, on suppuration,

and the staining of the hands and clothes which accompany its use

is strongly against it. This latter objection, however, has been met

somewhat by the suggestion that these stains may be removed by

soap-lather well rubbed in, and washing or brushing off with

alcohol. It has been employed in the treatment of cystitis with

some favorable results ; but in general urethral injections, where

much good may follow, Mr. F. F. Burghard, of King's College

hospital, claims that too strong solutions are recommended. He
advises beginning with a solution not stronger than 1 to 3,000, and

gradually increasing up to 1 to 1,500, otherwise irritation and

scalding on micturition occur. On open wounds and ulcers, the pow-

der is simply dusted on with good effect, and where they have

become septic this agent is more efficacious than any other anti-

septic. Remarkable success is reported from abroad from its use on

malignant growths ; and even cancer has been experimented upon,

both here and abroad, with the result of ameliorating the suffering

and of acting as an effective deodorizer. In the various affections

of the eye very diverse reports are on record, both in this country

and abroad. In general, the majority acknowledge that some good

effects follow its use, but it has not yet arrived at the surpassing

value at which its introducer would figure it.

Quinine has recently been artificially reproduced by a species

of transformation of cuprein, which is the alkaloid obtained from

the bark of the remijia pedunculata, or cupra bark of central South

America. It is mentioned here for no other purpose than that of

general interest, for the discovery comes in one way some years too

late, as at present the price of quinine is so comparatively reason-

able that no incentive is offered to go out of one's way to produce

the article other than from the cinchona barks. This production

artificially, however, is another striking illustration of the marvel-
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ous results the synthetically inclined chemists of our day attain

to. These chemists thought this construction out somewhat as

follows : They knew cuprein formed definite crystalline salts ;
they

therefore produced the sodium salt. Then the possibility of substi-

tuting the sodium in this salt by a methyl group gave them reason

to believe that the resulting compound would be quinine. This

supposition proved to be correct, and resulted in a triumph for

their endeavors.

Resorcin, one of the phenol derivatives, has stood the test of

time remarkably well. Its most general use has been in skin affec-

tions, but good results have been obtained in whooping-cough and

diphtheria, and in checking vomiting. Its anodyne effects may be

increased until it acts in large doses as a hypnotic. Its antizymotic

effects have proved very marked. There has been recently an

increasing use in the treatment of the gastro-enteritis of children.

It apparently arrests fermentation in the alimentary canal. It has

an advantage over calomel when used in this affection by not in-

creasing cardiac weakness. It has repeatedly given good results in

cases of septic poisoning from post-mortem examinations. It has

now been long enough on trial to become officinal.

Retinol (resinol) was discovered as far back as 1838, and is

obtained by the distillation of Burgundy pitch or resin, and was

known as resin oil. It has been used in surgery for some years

back, in a limited "way, as a good solvent for such agents as naph-

thol, camphor, or salol. It has recently been brought into more
extended use, particularly on account of its being found to be a

good solvent for quite a number of agents much used in surgery,

It is not soluble in water. It is a good antiseptic, and is not irri-

tating. It oxidizes very slowly, and its keeping properties are thus

of high value. Phosphorus dissolved in it keeps remarkably well.

It is now used very largely in skin affections, with good results. In

gonorrhoea, particularly in the male, injections have proved of

great service. Its use is increasing very fast.

Saccharin is the coal-tar derivative introduced some years ago,

and interesting now from the fact that the English have added it

to their iDharmacopceia under the name glusidum (gluside). Its

value appeared to be fully recognized, for three-quarters of the

delegates from the British Isles to the Medical Council recommended
the addition of this article. Its value as an antiseptic, which
seems to be of some importance, was rather secondary to its remark-
able sweetening power. Its relation to cane sugar is as 1 to 300.
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It is a patented article, and this is one of the reasons why we do

not hear more of it in this country, as the profession rather prop-

erly avoids patented articles ; but an important additional reason

is found in its variability in strength owing to adulteration. Its

use in the diet of diabetic patients, and of those in whom, for other

reasons, sugar is limited, should lead us to use it to a larger extent

than we feel disposed to at the present time.

Salipyrin (antipyrin salicylate) is not a new compound this

year, but it is interesting from the fact that observations at the

dispensing counter led to its discovery. Antipyrin and sodium

salicylate liquefy when mixed together, and Prof. Spica, of Flor-

ence, found that from the resulting liquid antipyrin salicylate was

obtained. From that time it has been sold under the coined name
of salipyrin. It has been used as an antipyretic with better effect

in intermittent than in continued fevers. Its general use in quite

all of the various forms of rheumatism has met with some favor-

able results
;
but, looking at the total for the year, they cannot be

called remarkably encouraging. The price of the article has been

somewhat against its general use, and many would claim that cor-

responding beneficial results may no doubt be reported from the

administration of the antipyrin and the sodium salicylate separate-

ly, and in the varying proportions of each which the individual

case might call for.

Salol (phenyl salicylate), the result of the combination of salicy-

lic and carbolic acids, is not new, as it was prepared by Xencki in

1883, and introduced several years later. The hope previously

expressed, that we had at last found a remedy of service in cholera,

has hardly been fulfilled, as the reports now are quite at variance.

Eeports come from special cholera hospitals with very little encour-

agement, while, again, from individual private practice much good is

obtained. It continues to be used in typhoid fever with favorable

results. From South America reports come of its being a reliable

agent in accomplishing intestinal antisepsis in the diarrhcea of chil-

dren when complicated by malaria. In France, observers meet

with success in treating diseases of the urinary passages with salol.

Its great claim is, that it holds in composition its two ingredients

until it reaches the locality in the economy where its usefulness is

needed, and there splits up into its component parts and accom-

plishes its good results. The proportion of carbolic acid there

present, however, has its dangers, which are too well marked by sad

experience. It is no doubt an irritant to the kidneys, as repeated
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evidence is given in the reports of nephritis due to the carbolic

acid set free. Poisoning symptoms are often seen, and now many-

fatal cases are recorded. The general conclusions to be drawn,

then, would be, to use the agent with great caution, and avoid too

prolonged use.

Somnal is the hypnotic introduced last year, and is said to be

made by the union of chloral, alcohol and urethane, and resulting in

a complex but definite compound with the above name. It is now
questioned whether this is a definite compound as stated, since inves-

tigators now claim that they find it is simply a mixture. However

this may be, the report of some observers are so partial to its use

that it would appear that each component part has a beneficial and

modifying effect on the other, thus giving results which are not

obtained by the parts themselves. The pretty general opinion at

this time is, that it is a safe hypnotic, less depressing, perhaps,

than chloral, and serves as a good alternate to use for the other

agents of its class.

Spermin, which received such marked attention from Dr.

Brown-Sequard some time ago, and which was about dying a

natural death, has been momentarily brought forward again by the

recent announcement that the well-known firm of Schering, of

Berlin, had succeeded in preparing it synthetically, and had regis-

tered this as a trade-mark word in G-ermany. They were supplying

it to the profession in extremely small quantities, confining it

largely to a limited number of hospitals and clinics for investi-

gation and reports. Little has been reported as yet in regard to

this artificial article, and what favorable reports have come to

light may be explained away by other causes than this agent being

present. Our verdict in this case would be very similar to that of

Dr. Paul Werner, who says that the tonic effects were strictly

psychical, the temporary increase in strength being due to the

excitement of the experiments and to the confident hope of their

good results. He further argues that similar results have been

obtained by many forms of charlatanism.

Styracol is another new agent to be added to the now numerous
ones to be used chiefly in the treatment of tuberculosis. It is des-

cribed as the cinnamic ether of guaiacol. It is split up when taken

internally, and the resulting component part, guaiacol, is supposed

to be the effective agent. It is claimed to be a powerful antiseptic,

promoting healing in open wounds and ulcers. Internally, good
results are looked for in cases of chronic catarrh of the bladder, the
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stomach, aiid the intestines. It has no clinical history as yet to

speak of, and the outlook is not very promising.

Sulphaldehyde is one of the newest hypnotics. It is a com-

plete analogue in composition to paraldehyde, the oxygen of the

latter being simply replaced by sulphur. It is an oily substance,

with a disagreeable odor, obtained by the action of sulphuretted

hydrogen on ethylic aldehyde in aqueous solution. As yet it has

only been tried on animals,—frogs and rabbits,—and was found to

produce a quiet, deep sleep, without any symptoms of excitement.

It acted more powerfully than paraldehyde. It is completely ex-

creted by the urine, to which it gives its characteristic odor. We
may hear from this agent during the coming year.

SulphODal is one of the usually safe hypnotics which has had

very wide use, and has largely increased during the past year. Two
of its properties of great merit are its odorlessness and almost

tastelessness. Its effect has been noticed to last over to a second

and third night ; and if this j)eculiarity is noted, it has its evident

advantages as well as disadvantages. Italian observers have men-

tioned favorable results in diabetes. It diminishes the quantity

of sugar, the polyuria, and the thirst. They also have noticed its

good effects in either greatly diminishing, or entirely suppressing,

the night-sweats in phthisis. Dr. D. D. Stewart, of Philadelphia,

recommends it to be taken thoroughly dissolved in as hot an

aqueous solution as agreeable. Sleep is then induced very soon

after taking, and thus is avoided the usual delay of an hour or

more before the effect is ordinarily produced. Dr. W. H. Gilbert, of

Baden-Baden, reports danger from its popular and steady use. It

is surely bad practice to leave the matter in the patient's hands

to the extent of directing him to take a certain dose whenever lie

cannot sleep, as is apparently the practice with some. There are

evidences now on record of the habit being established approaching

that of the morphia habit, Fatal cases also have been reported

during the past year. For such an effective and widely used hyp-

notic, then, the conclusion should be to use caution.

Thiol is the patented product obtained by heating the hydro-

carbons in ordinary "gas oil" with sulphur until sulphuretted

hydrogen ceases to come off, and then adding an equal weight

of sulphuric acid. This was introduced last year as a substitute for

ichthyol, and used principally in skin affections. It is now used

in practice both in a powdered form and in a concentrated aqueous

solution. Its odor and taste are not quite so marked as ichthyol,
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but its general physical character is similar. It also does not stain

so badly as ichthyol. Grottschalk now gives the results of his nine

months' experience with the agent in inflammation of the uterus

and its appendages. He used a ten or twenty per cent, solution in

glycerine. Large pelvic exudates have been made to disappear in

a few weeks. Inflammatory erosions about the vagina are treated

as successfully by applications of the powder. The uterine colic

which often follows the application of iodine to the endometrium

does not follow from the use of thiol solution.

Thymol, the product of the fractional distillation of the vola-

tile oil of thyme, obtained from the plant thymus vulgaris, has

long been used as a substitute for carbolic acid in its varied appli-

cations, with the great advantage of having a less disagreeable odor,

and causing no pain, as it is not irritating.

It has recently found a new use in the treatment of chyluria

dependent upon filariae in the blood. As a remedy for this affec-

tion has long been sought, the favorable report by Surgeon-Major

E. Lawrie, of Hyderabad, of a cure of two cases is worth noting.*

The important practical point noticed was that thymol destroyed

the organisms present in the system. Reasoning a priori, Dr.

Lawrie tried it extensively in diseases such as leprosy, phthisis and

gonorrhoea, but without success. His conclusions, then, are, that

either thymol acting evidently as a fatal poison to the filaria is not

a poison to the bacillus, which seemed to him very unlikely, or the

bacilli are not the cause of the diseases above mentioned. Other

cases are now necessary to corroborate Dr. Lawrie's good results.

Tinctura Ferri Cllloridi has not given for the past year or

two the favorable results formerly derived from the preparation,

and many practitioners have asked the cause. It may be found

largely in the official preparation as laid down in the LTnited States

Pharmacopceia of 1SS0. The LTnited States Pharmacopoeia of

1ST0 very properly authorized an excess of acid to remain present

in the freshly made product, and directed it to be set aside for a

prolonged period. Thus, ethers were developed which were

markedly beneficial, especially in cystitis and other bladder com-
plaints. The present United States Pharmacopceia of 18S0 directs

only sufficient acid to be used in the preparation to make the reac-

tion complete. Thus, a sample of this latter preparation which
has stood aside from three to six months has no more ethereal odor

than when freshly made. It is to be hoped that the present Eevis-

*The Lancet, vol. i.. for 1891. page 3t>4.
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ing Committee now at work will remedy this defect and return to

the old formula.

" Tuberculin " (Koch's liquid) is a brownish, syrupy liquid

of about the color of a weak iodine solution. It is supplied for

clinical purposes—principally to hospitals—in white glass, well-

corked bottles, containing about fifty grammes. The solution for

immediate use is then made up freshly, as needed, of one per cent,

strength, with sterilized distilled water. The dose varies from a

few milligrammes up to one gramme of the diluted solution. The
injections are made with any hypodermic syringe, but preferably

with one with Koch's modification.

As all well know by this time, considerable attention has been

given to this agent by investigators and writers since its unexpected

and, for the time, undesired presentation to the world. There is

now little doubt that Prof. Koch would very much have preferred

to keep the preliminary results of his investigations entirely within

the circle of his own little band of co-workers until he should feel

that the proper time had arrived for their promulgation ; but a

somewhat pardonable desire, on the part of the medical as well as

the secular press, to spread the news of a possible cure for one of

the most destructive enemies to humanity, set the whole world

ablaze with enthusiasm over such a prospective triumph, and led

us all into that inevitable error, which we almost invariably fall

into every time a new remedy is introduced, of making very erro-

neous and extravagant deductions, and thus doing harm to the

very subject we would desire to see advanced. We should all have

no little sympathy for Prof. Koch in this predicament, which we

have actually forced him into, and make due allowance for the

presumptive manner in which the subject now so vital to his repu-

tation was so prematurely handled. It has been recently given out

that he proposes shortly to publish a third communication on his

treatment, and to make known the long wished for manner in

which " tuberculin " is prepared.

Prof. Koch has many enthusiasts in his behalf in the medical

world, and, naturally, many skeptics ; but all fair, conservative

minds, not carried away for the moment by unlimited desire for

novelty, and who have the advance of the true science of medicine

at heart, cannot fail fully to agree with Prof. Rudolf A^irchow, when,

in debate before the Prussian House of Deputies in Berlin, last

summer, on the granting of additional funds for Koch's Institute

for Infectious Diseases, he said,
— " I have never expressed any
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opinion to my professional brethren on the fundamental value of

Koch's method, simply because I do not know how such an opinion

can be formulated. I have only communicated a series of personal

observations, which have indeed been of service in directing atten-

tion to one part of the question, and have especially enforced the

need for calm and objective study that is so requisite in these diffi-

cult subjects. * * * The question has, in fact, been developed

in unexpected directions, leading in many quarters to the hope that

very striking results can be produced by those powerful measures —

a hope which we cannot yet say has been annihilated. As a matter

of fact, there is not a single case known in which any form of

tuberculosis has been cured by this means. All cases which were

for a while regarded as cured have afterwards been found to relapse
;

the improvements were merely temporary, such as often occur under

other treatment. On the other hand, there is no doubt whatever

that many serious dangers have been revealed, with regard to which

I may claim some merit for myself. I have not yet seen any need

to retract one word from that which I wrote at the end of January,

in compliance with a ministerial request. * * * No doctor who
feels called upon to make further trial of the remedy could by any

possibility lay himself open to prosecution. The original trials

were, in point ,of fact, made after results had been obtained in ani-

mals, which seemed to justify the expectations that were raised

regarding the discovery." The year to come will no doubt show
which way the tendency lies.

Urethan (ethyl carbamate) has grown greatly in favor during

the past year, and justly so, for it proves itself more and more to

be a mild hypnotic, with rarely a disagreeable sequence, and usually

successful in all cases of insomnia not due to pain. In a few cases

its effects have proved uncertain ; but this occurs with most mild

remedies. Under proper directions it is a very safe and effective

hypnotic to give children.

Veratrum Viride has not received the attention it deserves,

for the past few years. The reason is hard to find, unless it be

that the profession has been so much occupied with the considera-

tion of the overwhelming number of novelties that this well

established and long tried remedy has fallen into comparative dis-

use. Its quality, and that of its preparations, have not deterior-

ated in the least, and therefore the profession should make use

more largely of its beneficial action. It has always proved of

marked value in the treatment of pneumonia
;
and, to bring up

62
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the subject again before the profession, we find Dr. T. G. Stevens,

of Iowa, has made a study of the drug, and has published his

results. His notes deserve perusal, if for no other reason than to

kindle a renewed interest in its use.*

Weights and Measures are subjects which have received

considerable attention from scientific men generally in this country

for the past few years. They are now of renewed interest, as very

decided steps have recently been taken to further the change from

our confusing and cumbersome American system to the more

rational, and in the end easier, decimal, metric, or French system,

as it is variously called. The .latter is as much superior to the for-

mer for ready comprehension and easy translating from one grade

to another as our present monetary system is to the English. The
English themselves are now beginning to see the disadvantages of

their old system in the line of trade with other nations, as, with i:he

exception of our own country, most other nations use the metric

system.

Our government, two or three years ago, very properly saw fit to

legalize the metric system, and it is now, in fact, the only system

authorized. It is in use in the navy department, the marine hos-

pital service, the coast survey, and the post-office.

In September, 1889, the American Association for the Advance-

ment of Science appointed a committee to promote and urge the

use of the new system among all scientific bodies and individuals.

They have been diligently at work, and now fruits of their efforts

are evident in every quarter.

One of the most important recent advances to the pharmaceuti-

cal and medical professions occurred in the Convention for the

Seventh Decennial Eevision of the United States Pharmacopoeia,

held in May, 1890, when, by an almost unanimous vote, it very

definitely directed the Revision Committee to adopt the metric

system exclusively.

It therefore now behooves us all to see to it that we make our-

selves thoroughly familiar with the working of this new system,

and all who have used it at all practically will surely predict a

universally preferred system.

*(}aillard\s Med. Jour., vol. Hi., pajje 210.
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ON THE APPROXIMATE ESTIMATION OF UREA

IN URINE.*

In January, 1884, the writer published a paper under the above

caption (see Ephemeris, page 438). In this paper, after briefly re-

viewing the character and importance of the subject,—its difficul-

ties, and what had already been done,—a simple apparatus and

method were offered whereby the process was brought within reach

of the physician and well trained nurse, to be applied in the phy-

sician's office or in the sick-room. The advantages claimed for this

method were first, its simplicity of construction from materials

within easy reach of all ;—second, that instead of attempting to

measure the evolved nitrogen gas,—a proceeding requiring special

apparatus, and almost beyond the reach of the ordinary physician,

—the volume of water displaced by the gas was measured ;—third,

that instead of handling substances so inconvenient, troublesome

and dangerous to inexpert persons as bromine and caustic soda,

a reagent for decomposing the urea was substituted that was much
more simple and convenient, free from trouble and danger, and

to be found ready prepared almost anywhere. This reagent was

the common Solution of Chlorinated Soda of the U. S. Pharma-

copoeia from the revision of 1840 to that of 1870 inclusive.

From the need of such a device for common clinical use this

apparatus soon went into occasional use, not only in this but also

in other countries, where the importance of its use was recognized,

and during the past eight years favorable reports of its use have

not been very infrequent.

But now, on reaching home after an absence of twenty months,

the writer very unexpectedly finds a paper on " Quantitative Tests

for Urea by Dr. J. C. Bierwirth," published in " The New York
Medical Journal" for November 21st, 1891, page 568. In this

paper Dr. Bierwirth shows conclusively that in his hands, and in

other hands, the method is very inaccurate and very variable in its

inaccuracy, and commonly does not give account of the urea present

by from .75 to 1.00 p.c, and from his experience he believes that

Solution of Chlorinated Soda as a reagent for the decomposition of

urea is not trustworthy.

* Read before The Kings County Medical Association at the meeting of March 8th, 1892, bv
E. R. Squibb," M. D.

"
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Upon referring to his notes and his published paper, this writer

felt very sure of his facts and results upon which the statements

of his paper were based, for they had been abundantly verified

by subsequent experience, but he had full confidence in this part

of Dr. Bierwirth's work, and knew not how to account for the dis-

crepancy, especially as Dr. Bierwirth had used Solution of Chlorin-

ated Soda that was known to be fully up to the U. S. P. standard.

Investigation was at once begun and the cause of the difficulty was

soon found at a point least suspected. In the revision of the XT S.

Pharmacopoeia for 1880, published in 1882, the proportions of the

ingredients directed for making the Solution of Chlorinated Soda

had been changed, and no notice of the change had been given

because the strength in available Chlorine was not changed, and

available Chlorine was supposed to be the only standard of value

in the preparation.

The Solution was admitted to the U. S. P. in 1840, and from that

time until 1880 the proportions were 24 parts of Carbonate of Sodium

to 12 parts of Chlorinated Lime, but in 1880 they were changed

to 25 parts of Carbonate of Sodium to 20 parts of Chlorinated

Lime, —a reduction of 60 parts of the sodium salt in 160. In

former revisions the sodium salt had been in large excess of what

theory required, and this excess was judged to be useless and was

left out, while the available chlorine remained as before. As the

Committee of Revision knew of no other use for the Solution than

that of a disinfectant, and knew of no disinfectant effects from the

excess of Carbonate of Sodium, they knew of no change by leaving

out this excess, and therefore gave no notice of change. In this

change they followed the German Pharmacopoeia, adopting its

proportions. In the judgment of the writer this change was a

mistake. The preparation is a loose combination of its elements,

and undergoes internal molecular change by keeping, but the

analogy of many other better known instances in which an excess

of one element prevents or retards change, leads to the probability

that the excess here is important. And, it is not improbable that

the excess plays an important part in the disinfectant action.

It is however now very certain that while the Solution of 1870

and revisions previous to that, having the excess, will decompose

urea completely, the Solution of 1880, not having the excess,

decomposes urea only partially, and this where both Solutions have

the same proportion of available chlorine, and the one answers

perfectly for the writer's urea apparatus, while the other does not.
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And this difference in the Solution, is the sole reason of the differ-

ence in the results obtained by Dr. Bierwirth and the writer, and

the failure of the method is due, not to the apparatus, but to the

reagent used in it. The original work of the writer was done late

in 1SS3, and although the U. S. P. of 1880 was published in 1882,

the change in making this Solution was not made until 1884, and

was then made—not through any appreciation or knowledge of the

character of the change, but simply in obedience to the general

practice of following the Pharmacopoeia as a standard. How
blindly this was done is still farther shown by the fact that this

very formula and process of 1880 was reviewed by the writer in

1885 (see Ephemeris, page 809) without noticing the change that

had been made, the review having been directed to the Solution

only as a disinfectant.

The change, then, being unknown and unsuspected, and its rela-

tion to the decomposition of urea, being, of course, also unsus-

pected, the writer made in his original paper the blundering

and inaccurate statement that solutions made by either the Phar-

macopoeia of 18T0 or of 1880 would answer very well for the urea

estimation, when had the solution of the later revision been

critically tried, as has now been done by Dr. Bierwirth, it

would have failed of course. How far those who have used the

method may have been misled by getting the wrong reagent it

is impossible to say, but it is a fortunate accident that the

error being one of understatement was on the safe side.

The writer is very much indebted to Dr. Bierwirth and thanks

him heartily for having exposed this error, as. had he not taken the

subject up it might have gone on indefinitely.

As the subject of the estimation of urea is one of increasing

importance to the physician, and as this writer has now had some

years of additional experience and reading upon it, it is considered

worth while to go over the subject afresh and offer some improve-

ments that have been made in the apparatus and method which

may adapt it better to a more general use, and at the same time

give some choice of reagents in order that they may be checked

against each other when this is desired.

First of all, it cannot be too strongly insisted upon that these

rapid methods which are based on the decomposition of the urea

and the measurement of its evolved nitrogen as the indication of

its quantity, afford approximate results only. There are several

errors incident to such processes in ordinary hands which are prac-
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tically inevitable, and their due consideration shows conclusively

that the general range of error can hardly be less than 0.1 p.c. above

or below the truth, and should not be greater than about 0.2 p.c,

plus or minus. That is, when a solution of pure urea of known
strength is tested, the range of admissible error will not generally

be less than 0.2 p.c, nor greater than OA p.c when 1 cubic centi-

metre is taken for assay, and about half that range when 2 cubic

centimetres are taken.

APPARATUS.

The improved apparatus now offered is in principle and general

design, the same as the old, but the quantity taken for the estima-

tion is 2 Cc. instead of -i, and therefore the vials are reduced to

half the size formerly used. This is done, without materially

increasing the error, by having a much smaller and more accurate

capacity pipette, and by making this take the place of the urine

jar by passing through the stopper, as shown in the cut. Then a

graduated jar receives the water displaced by the gas, and measures

it directly with more accuracy and convenience than the graduated

pipette.

The pasteboard box which contains the apparatus shown in the

cut also contains a bottle of good chlorinated lime sufficient in

quantity for forty testings. This bottle is dated on the bottom, so

that the age of the contents may be known. The lid of the box

serves as a support for the bottle B. The box also contains a card

with directions for the use of the apparatus. Another card with

directions for making tire different reagents, and a third card with

urea table for interpreting results.

A large measure for taking the measure of daily urine, and two

ordinary half-pint bottles for mixing the reagent, are needed but

not included with the apparatus.

In using the apparatus put the reagent for decomposing the urea

into bottle A. Then measure exactly 2 Cc. of the urine in the

pipette. To do this properly first dip the mouth of the rubber bulb

into water, to lubricate it, and then slip it onto the upper end

of the pipette nearly as far as it will go. Compress the bulb

upon the pipette and dip the lower end of the pipette into the

urine. Then relaxing the compression entirely the bulb will expand
and the urine will rise in the pipette to fill or nearly fill the body of

it. Then, holding the body firmly between the left thumb and
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finger, take the rubber ring at the mouth of the bulb with the right

thumb and finger and screw the bulb upward on the pipette until

the urine rises to the mark,—the lower limb of the meniscus to lie

exactly upon the mark—the lower point of the pipette being still

kept immersed in the urine. Then raise the point out of the urine,

and screw the bulb a little higher on the pipette until a little air is

drawn in at the point below. This avoids the risk of loss of urine

from the point in case any expansion of the air in the bulb should

force the urine out at the point. It is essential to the best manage-

ment of this step not to attempt the adjustment to the mark on the

pipette by compression of the rubber bulb, nor by sliding the bulb

directly up and down on the tube, but by screwing it around,

touching only the solid rubber ring at the mouth of the bulb. To
recognize the importance of all this detail for accuracy in measur-

ing, it is only necessary to mention that some degree of error is

inevitable under even the best practicable management, and that

this error is multiplied from 500 to 600 times in applying the

results of the assay to the total urine of 24 hours. And in pro-

cesses where only 1 Cc. of urine is taken for assay the same error is

multiplied from 1000 to 1200 times. The pipette when thus care-

fully charged, is pushed through the vacant hole in the rubber

stopper for bottle A, which stopper has just been dipped in water.

This pushing through the wet stopper wipes off the urine from the

outside of the pipette. The stopper thus prepared, is then put

into its place in bottle A. One end of the long piece of rubber

tubing C, is then dipped in water and slipped onto the bent glass

tube of bottle A and from this it need not again be removed

in subsequent testings. Next, fill bottle B full of water of the

temperature of the room, and then having slipped one end of the

short piece of rubber tubing D onto the bent glass tube of the

rubber stopper of B, push the stopper into its place in the bottle,

allowing the displaced water to escape through the tubes. Then

holding bottle B in the right hand with the forefinger over the end

of the straight glass tube, incline the bottle toward the bent glass

tube until that and the rubber tube upon it fill with water.

When filled stop the flow of water from the rubber tube D by clos-

ing the straight glass tube with the forefinger, and with the left

hand put the little glass stopper E into the free end of the rubber

tube D while this tube is full of water. Then lay bottle B, thus

charged, on its side, upon a support F, as shown in the cut,

and slip the free end of the long rubber tube C, from bottle A,
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onto the end of the straight glass tube of the stopper of bottle

B, thus connecting A and B. Next remove the little stopper E
from the end of the short rubber tube D, when a few drops of

water will escape, and a few bubbles of air will enter B from A.

But, if the apparatus be tight and be at the room temperature, no

more water will run out nor will any air enter. Next, the measur-

ing jar G is put under the short rubber tube, and this tube is

lengthened or shortened by slipping it down or up upon the glass

tube, until the end just clears the bottom of the graduated measur-

ing jar ; and now the apparatus is ready for the process.

THE PROCESS.

Taking bottle A in the right hand compress the rubber bulb

between the left thumb and fingers until the entire contents of the

pipette are forced into bottle A with the reagent, and see that the

last drop be forced in. Then still holding the bulb compressed,

shake the lower part of the bottle A from side to side, and not

up and down, for, beyond an accidental drop or two no liquid

should get into the long rubber tube C, to be carried over by the

current of gas into bottle B. The reaction begins promptly, and

while the gas is- actively passing over into bottle B, the compression

of the rubber bulb of the pipette is to be gradually relaxed, and the

thumb and linger which compressed it are lowered to hold the lip of

the bottle A. This part of the bottle is now kept fairly steady,

while the lower part is pretty actively shaken from side to side,

and this shaking is to be continued as long as any bubbles of

gas come over into bottle B. But if the shaking has to be con-

tinued longer than about ten minutes, the warmth of the hands will

so warm the bottle A as to expand the air inside, and cause a slow

passing over of small bubbles. In cases of slow or indefinite end

reaction, where ten or twenty minutes of shaking is required to

make sure of the result, it is much better to have recourse to a

warm bath for the bottle A. A bowl of hand-warm water, not

above 40°C. = 104°F., or thereabout, is to be used, and the bottle A
being immersed in this, is occasionally taken out and shaken, until

warmed up to the point where no more gas passes over. This

will shorten to six or eight minutes a process which would other-

wise go on, by slow end reaction, for half an hour. Whether
the warm bath be used or not, the next step of the process, after

bubbles have practically ceased to go over, is to immerse bottle
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A in a bath of water at the room temperature for four minutes. A
vessel of water sitting upon a table in an ordinary room, will,

in five or six hours take and maintain a temperature of from 1°

to 2°0. below the room temperature, and such a bath in which bot-

tle A may be entirely immersed, must be provided for this step.

When bottle A is so immersed, water from B will pass freely

through tube C into A and be replaced in B by water drawn back

from the measuring jar through tube D, and when these tempera-

tures and pressures are practically balanced so that there is no

longer any perceptible change of level in the measuring jar,

the process is finished. This step requires about 4 minutes' im-

mersion. The bottles and tubes are now lifted out and set aside,

and the quantity of water in the measuring jar is carefully read off

to one-half cubic centimetre.

EXPLAXATIOX OF TABLE OF APPROXIMATE RESULTS.

Each Cc. of the water in the measuring jar represents a Cc. of

the nitrogen gas evolved by the decomposition of the urea in the

urine, and each Cc. of the gas represents 0.0027 gramme of urea

when the Cc. of gas is measured at 0°C. and 760 Mm. barometric

pressure. The pressure may be disregarded in this process, but

the expansion by temperature may not, although it was disregarded

in the former paper and table. By the law of Dalton and Gay-Lussac

gases expand of their volume at 0°C. for every 1°C, and as the

measurement for this process may be assumed to be at about

18°C. =64.4°F., that temperature is adopted here. Thus jfa of

its volume for each degree multiplied by 18°C. is equal to 0.065934,

and therefore 1 Cc. of the gas measured at 0°C. measures at 18°C.

1.065934 Cc, and this it is that is equal to 0.0027 gramme (0.002688

gramme more exactly) of urea. Therefore from each Cc. of water

as read off from the measuring jar, 0.065934 Cc. must be subtracted

as a correction for temperature expansion. That is, the reading off

is too high by this fraction from each Cc, and, for example, 15 Cc
as read off must be corrected by (0.0659x15= ) 0.9885 Cc, or

practically 0.99 Cc, and the true measure becomes (15—0.99= )

14.01 Cc, or practically 14 Cc. This correction is applied through-

out in constructing the following Urea Table, and thus a nearer

approach to accuracy is attained, while the troublesome calculations

are avoided.

Again, as each Cc. of water displaced is equal to a Cc. of
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nitrogen gas which displaced it, and this, when corrected for

temperature represents 0.0027 gramme of urea, the number of

Cc. of water represents the number of times 0.0027 gramme of urea

is contained in the 2 Cc. of urine taken for the assay. But to obtain

a percentage of urea it is a little easier to take the results from

1 Cc. of urine and therefore the number of Cc. of displaced

water is divided by 2. Then the number so obtained multiplied by

0.0027 gives the percentage of urea in the urine. For example, sup-

pose the displaced water from 2 Cc. of urine taken be, after cor-

rection for temperature, 14 Cc. This divided by 2 gives 7 Cc. for

each 1 Cc. of urine. Then 7 times 0.0027 is 0.0189 gramme.

Then as this quantity of urea comes from 1 Cc. of urine, which is

assumed to be 1 gramme, although it is a little more—the quantity

must be multiplied by 100 to give percentage, and this is the same

thing as moving the decimal point two places to the right, and thus

0.0189 gramme of urea becomes 1.89 p.c.—and in this way the per-

centage column of the following Table is obtained.

The first column of the Table gives the reading from the

measuring jar after having been corrected for 18°C. = 64.4°F.

above 0°C.=32°F. And the second column gives the percentage

calculated upon the reading after being corrected for expansion by

temperature, and all the other columns are calculated from the cor-

rected readings.

The third column gives the quantity of urea in grammes con-

tained in each measure of 30 Cc. of the total urine of 24 hours'

excretion ; and the fourth column gives the quantity of urea in

grains contained in each liuidounce of the total urine of 24

hours' excretion—both being only approximate because not cor-

rected for temperature in measuring, and only for a fixed and arbi-

trarily assumed difference in specific gravity between water and

urine. The measuring jar of this apparatus is graduated, with a

fair degree of accuracy, to half cubic centimetres up to 30 Cc,
and from this measure of 30 Cc, a fluidounce of water or urine

can be pretty accurately poured out. The fluidounce of the com-

mon apothecary's measure is 29.52 Cc, but when a measure of

30 Cc. is poured from a measuring jar, enough liquid will remain

upon the inside of the measure to reduce the quantity poured out

to somewhere about the difference between 30 Cc. and 29.52, and
therefore this difference is disregarded and 30 Cc. is assumed as a

fluidounce (f 5 .). Then as the specific gravity of urine is always

greater than water, a f 3 . of urine will weigh more than a f 3 . of
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water. But the s.g. of urine is very variable, and therefore for

use in the Table a fixed s.g. must be assumed and that which is

adopted here is 1.025 as compared with water as 1.000. This gives

the weight of 30 Cc. of urine as 30.75 grammes and the weight of

1 f 5 • of urine as 467.4 grains, and these data are the bases for the

calculations of the third and fourth columns.

The fifth column gives in grammes the quantity of urea in

473 Cc. = 1 pint of urine corresponding to each percentage result

;

and the sixth column gives in grains the quantity of urea in 1 pint

of 16 f § . of urine, corresponding to each percentage result.

The seventh and eighth columns may not be useless for casual

inspection. It has been estimated that the average normal excre-

tion of urine in adults for each 24 hours is not far from 1181 Cc,

which is equal to 2.5 pints or 40 fluidounces, and the variation from

this, above or below, is chiefly water. If, therefore, the excretion

for 24 hours should be evaporated down to this quantity if above it,

or be made up to it with water if below, and be then assayed for

the proportion of urea, the results would be all that could be de-

sired. Taking then 1181 Cc. or 40 f 3., as an assumed standard,

the seventh column gives in grammes, and the eighth column gives

in grains, the quantity of urea corresponding to each percentage

that would be excreted in 24 hours. The estimated average normal

amount may be 30 grammes, equal to 462.96 grains, but "A range

of from 20 to 40 grammes (308.6 to 617.2 grains) must at least be

admitted in adults." (Tyson, edition of 1891.) It will therefore

be seen that while the average normal excretion may be about 20

p. c. =30.5 grammes= 471.2 grains, the range is a very wide one

extending from 13 p.c. to 27 p.c. according to Tyson. This leaves

only about one-third of the Table below the lower limit of normal

health, and the ninth column gives a probable indication of the

limits consistent with ordinary health in adults.

It is hardly necessary to say that the Table is one of approxi-

mative equivalents, and is read in horizonal lines.

One point should be always borne in mind in direct relation to

any urea table, and that is, that all good authorities insist upon its

being little more than a waste of time and labor to assay the urine

of any particular hour of the day or night, and that unless a speci-

men of the total excretion of 24 hours can be had, the results are

misleading and may be dangerously misleading. And farther, that

for the best results, aud those which are most trustworthy, the

assays of several successive days should be taken. •
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TABLE OF APPROXIMATE PROPORTIONS OF UREA IN

URINE, FOR CLINICAL USE.

One cubic centimetre of nitrogen gas at 0°C.= 32°F. equal to

0.0027 gramme of urea.

Assumed room temperature for measurements 18° C. = 64. 4° F.

Rate of expansion 0.003663 times the volume for each 1°C. Cor-
rection applied for 18°C. = 32.4°F. is (0.003663 X 18= ) 0.0659
subtracted for each 1 Cc. as read off from the measuring jar,

and the percentage is calculated from the corrected reading.

Thirty cubic centimetres is assumed as equal to one fluidounce, but
in converting any considerable quantities from one measure to

the other 29.52 Cc. should be taken as 1 f 3 .

In converting measures to weights, and in using measures and
weights together, an assumed specific gravity for abnormal
urine is taken

;
namely, 1.025 at 25°C. = 77°F. and 30 Cc. of

urine of such s.g. weighs 30.75 grammes, and If 3. weighs
467.4 grains.

Four hundred and seventy-three cubic centimetres is assumed as

equal to one pint of sixteen fluidounces, and when these

measures are used for urine they are assumed as weighing
(1.025x473= ) 484.83 grammes,—and (467.4x16= ) 7478.4
grains, respectively.

The seventh and eighth columns must not be taken as having any
definite relation to, or bearing upon the assay, excepting when
the total 24 hours' excretion amounts to just 1181 Cc. or 40 f 3 .

or very near to this measure, as the calculations are based upon
this arbitrary quantity.

Reading

of

the

measuring

jar

in

Cc.

(Corrected.)

Percentage

of

Urea.

Urea contained in
30 Cc. or 1 f 3 .

of Urine.

Urea contained in

473 Cc. or 1 pint
of Urine.

Urea contained in
1181 Cc. or 40 f 5.

of Urine.

Limits

consis-

tent

with

ordin-

ary

health

in

Adults

(Probable.)

In
Grammes

In
Grains.

In
Grammes

In
Grains.

In
Grammes

In
Grains.

4 Cc. 0.50 0.1538 2.34 2.425 37.44 6.055 93.60
5 0.63 0.1937 2.94 3.054 47.04 7.625 117.60
6 0.76 0.2337 3.55 3.685 56.80 9.200 142.00

0.38 0.2706 4.11 4.267 65.76 10.653 164.40
8 1.01 0.3106 4.72 4.897 75.52 12.227 188.80
9 1.13 0.3475 5.28 5.479 84.48 13.680 211.20
10 1.26 0.3875 5.89 6.110 94.24 15.255 235.60
11 1.39 0.4274 6.50 6.739 104.00 16.825 260.00
12 1.51 0.4643 7.06 1 7.321 112.96 18.278 282.40
13 1.64 0.5043 7.67 7.951 122.72 19.853 306.80 Lowest.
14 1.77 0.5443 8.27 8.582 132.32 21.427 330.80
15 1.89 0.5812 8.83 9.164 141.28 22,880 353.20
16 2.02 0.6212 9.44 9.794 151.04 24.455 377.60
17 2.14 0.6581 10.00 10.376 160.00 25.907 400.00
18 2.27 0.6980 10.61 11.005 169.76 27.478 424.40
19 2.40 0.7380 11.22 11.636 179.52 29.053 448.80
20 2.52 0.7749 11.78 12.218 188.48 30.505 471.20 Normal.
21 2.65 0.8149 12.39 12.849 198.24 32.080 495.60
22 2.77 0 8518 12.95 13.430 207.20 33.533 518.00
23 2.90 0.8918 13.55 14.061 216.80 35.107 542.00
24 3.03 0.9317 14.16 14.690 226.56 36.678 566.40
25 3.15 0.9686 14.72 15.272 235.52 38.131 588.80
26 3.28 1.0086 15.33 15.903 245.28 39.706 613.20
27 3.40 1.04.55 15.89 16.484 254.24 41.158 635.60 Highest.
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REAGENTS.

The reagents for the estimation of u^ea by measuring the nitro-

gen which results from its decomposition, are, thus far, only two in

number,—the hypochlorites and the hypobromites. These are

chemicals whose nature is not very well understood and they are

characterized by the condition that their elements are so loosely

combined as to be, under all ordinary circumstances, in a state of

continuous molecular change. That is, they are unstable combi-

nations of their elements, and upon this quality their utility in

this process seems to depend. But they are not equally unstable.

The hypochlorites are more stable, or change more slowly than the

hypobromites, and therefore in this reaction for decomposing urea

it is not necessary that they should be freshly made for each assay,

or group of assays. But this characteristic which gives them this

advantage involves the disadvantage that those of them which keep

best are slowest in reaction with the urea, and give the longest and

least definite end reaction. Both reagents with proper manage-

ment decompose all the urea with evolution of all its nitrogen, and

the quantity of urea decomposed is determined by the quantity of

nitrogen evolved. Therefore, the object is so to manage the

reagents as to decompose all the urea present, and to measure the

nitrogen gas set free ; and now the different management for the

different ways in which the reagents are used, is to be considered.

USE OF THE HYPOCHLORITES.

One of the chief advantages that induced the writer to offer this

apparatus and process in his original paper of 1884, was the facility

given for its use by the easy access, almost everywhere, to the Solu-

tion of Chlorinated Soda of the U. S. Pharmacopoeia of 1870.

This Solution is essentially a solution of sodium hypochlorite

and of sodium carbonate, bicarbonate and chloride, containing not

less than 2 p. c. of available chlorine, and the change which it

undergoes by keeping seems to be the slow conversion of the sodium

hypochlorite into sodium chloride, wherein the chlorine is no longer

available, and into free oxygen. This change is, however, so slow

that bottles of it put up over 25 years ago with 2 p.c. of available

chlorine, are in the writer's possession containing 0.G p.c. of avail-

able chlorine, while freshly imported Labarraque's Solution con-

tains only 0.4 p.c.
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The U. S. P. of 1880, however, changed the proportions of the

ingredients, so that its Solution of Chlorinated Soda is essentially a

solution of sodium hypochlorite and chloride with very little or no

sodium carbonate or bicarbonate, and containing not less than 2 p.c.

of available chlorine—that is, of hypochlorite not yet changed into

chloride. There has not yet been time for long trial of the keep-

ing properties of this Solution of 1880, but the writer believes that

it changes more rapidly than the Solution of 1870. And, that the

solutions are very unlike is proved by the very singular fact that

although they have the same proportion of sodium hypochlorite,

the one will completely decompose urea while the other will not.

Then as the failure of the 1880 Solution was apparently due to the

absence of the excess of carbonate and bicarbonate of sodium

present in the Solution of 1870, as the only known difference in

the formulas,—carbonate of sodium was added to the Solution of

1880, but with no influence upon its reaction with urea. But when

proportions varying from 2 to 5 p.c. of sodium bicarbonate were

added to the Solution of 1 880, it decomposed the urea perfectly,

but gave traces of carbon dioxide or carbonic acid in the evolved

nitrogen, thus preventing its use in this way to render the 1880

Solution available, although the readings of gas obtained were only

slightly too high. Another very singular observation, carefully

repeated, was that sodium bicarbonate added in the same pro-

portions to the 1870 Solution caused it to decompose the urea only

partially, and to give traces of carbonic acid in the resulting gas.

All this goes to show that the composition of these two solutions is

not well understood in their relations to the decomjDOsition of urea,

and if here, the one is effective and the other is not, is it not prob-

able that as disinfectants, in decomposing the hurtful matters in

the secretions and excretions to which they are applied, the one may
be more effective than the other ? In short, the writer is inclined to

believe that the reaction with urea may be regarded as a test of the

disinfectant reaction upon other excrementitious matters, and

therefore that the 1870 Solution is a better disinfectant, and that it

keeps better, and he hopes the present Committee of Revision will

return to the formula and process also, of 1870 for the Pharma-

copoeia of 1890. Whether the Committee does or does not return

to it, the writer will return to it in his own practice, and will send

out no other than the 1870 solution. But as this Solution will

not be generally accessible while the 1880 Solution will be, and as

the 1880 Solution will probably be continued in 1890, it is
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worth while to offer a formula and process for the extemporary

preparation of the 1870 Solution by which any physician, pharma-
cist or nurse can, in about 3 hours, make about 330 Cc. or 11 f =

.

of the solution that will keep in good condition for a year.

EXTEMPORANEOUS SOLUTION OF CHLORINATED
SODA.

Take of good Chlorinated Lime ("Chloride of Lime") 24 grammes.

Sodium Carbonate ("commonWashing Soda") 48 "

Water, a sufficient quantity.

Shake the lime salt very thoroughly with 200 Cc. of water and

pour the thinner portion of the mixture upon a wetted paper filter,

receiving the filtrate in a 500 Cc. bottle. Shake the residue of the

lime salt with 75 Cc. more of water, and when the first portion

is nearly drained through the filter pour on the whole of the second

portion. When this has drained through, the clear filtrate should

measure about 265 Cc, and if the filter be a good one the time

required will be about 2 hours. Dissolve the Sodium Carbonate in 90

Cc. of hot water by agitation, pour the Solution into the bottle with

the filtrate, shake well and filter. The filtrate should measure

about 330 to 335 Cc.

This extemporaneous solution of chlorinated soda is substantially

that of the U. S. P. of 1870, and answers very well for this

urea process, and when made from ordinarily good chlorinated lime

or " Bleaching Powder," 10 Cc. of the solution is quite sufficient

for the reaction, and is better than a larger quantity. But if

the lime salt be old and poor, or the Solution be old, 15 Cc. is a

better quantity with which to charge bottle A, and with this reagent

a warm bath will shorten the process.

SOLUTIONS OF PURE UREA.

For trials with the various forms of these reagents in this appa-

ratus and process, pure urea, well crystallized, was taken, and

its freedom from moisture was proved by keeping it over sulphuric

acid for 48 hours without appreciable loss. From this 2.5 p.c. and

2 p.c. solutions were freshly made every few days during the entire

two months over which the trials extended, and when any consid-

erable growths occurred in the solutions they were not relied on.
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CHLORINATED LIME, CHLORIDE OF LIME, OR
BLEACHING POWDER.

In "The Pharmaceutical Journal and Transactions," London, for

March 29th, 1890, Third Series, Vol. 20, page 793, Mr. D. B. Dott,

F. I. C, F. R. S. E., has a short paper, in which he recommends

Solution of Chlorinated Lime for the assay of urea. He takes one

part of Chlorinated Lime and three parts of water, and niters off the

solution from the insoluble part. With this solution he fills a

nitrometer, such as is figured in the Ephemeris at page 1196, let-

ting in the urine from the funnel, and getting very accurate results.

A nitrometer is out of the reach of the ordinary physician and

nurse, and not available for clinical use. But chlorinated lime is

so largely used as a disinfectant that it is easily accessible of fair

quality everywhere, and can be had without difficulty of the best

quality and put up in glass, for best keeping, so that it is available

and convenient for this apparatus if the quality can be depended

upon. To test this point specimens in possession of the writer

were tried for available chlorine,—that is, chlorine in the condition

of hypochlorite. These were all put up in amber glass and the

bottles wrapped in paper.

No. 1 was put up about December 27, and then contained 38 p.c.

available chlorine. Now (March 1) it contains 38 p.c. There was

therefore no appreciable loss in about two months' keeping.

No. 2 was put up May 4, 1891, and then contained 38 p.c.

available chlorine. March 1, it assayed 29.9 p.c, and therefore lost

about 8 p.c. of its available chlorine in ten months, and this is

regarded as an average loss. Another parcel 16 months put up
lost (34.7—25.2=) 9.5 p.c. of available chlorine.

Then 8 parcels were obtained from as many different sources,

pains being taken to get some of them from pharmacies of small

business, where they would be likely to be oldest. All excepting No.

10 were put up in either metal or pasteboard cylinders, well closed,

containing one pound or half pound each, and the cost, retail,

was 15 to 20 cents per pound. All were put up by two dealers,

but one of them sold two brands. The first 4 were put up by one

party and the remainder by the other. One other brand, only, is

known in this market, but it was not met with in buying the

samples.

63
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No. 3 contains 26.3 p.c. of available chlorine. Put up in metal cylinder.

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

26.2

18.2

35 4

26.3

30.2

36.4

30.4

pasteboard

metal

pasteboard
< <

paper parcel.

Two grammes from each of the first 5 samples were successively

put into bottle A, well shaken in the bottle with 10 Cc. of water,

and then used for the process with the 2 p.c. urea solution, but the

results were only 1.72, 1.64, 1.51, 1.39 and 1.30 p.c, showing con-

clusively that the mixture without nitration would not answer for

the process, although there is no known reason why it should not

when the filtered solution answers well. Then from each of these

ten samples 20 grammes was weighed off and well shaken with

60 Cc. of water in a measuring jar, and the mixture poured upon a

paper filter in a funnel in a bottle marked at 100 Cc. When drained

the residue was washed on the filter until the filtrate measured 100

Cc, and these solutions of chlorinated lime were kept for the pro-

cess, each 10 Cc. representing about 2 grammes of each of the sam-

ples. Two assays were made with each solution, the first with

10 Cc representing 2 grammes of the sample, and the second with

15 Cc representing 3 grammes of the chlorinated lime of each

sample.

The results were as follows, a 2 p.c. solution of pure urea being

used.

No.
1.

1.

2.

2

3.

3

4.

4.

5.

5.

6.

6.

7.

7.

8.

8.

9.

9.

10.

10.

2 grams.
3

"

2
"

3
"

2
"

3
"

2
"

3
"

2
"

3
"

2 u

3
"

2
"

3

2
"

3
"

2
"

3
"

2 "

3
"

10 Cc.
15 "

10
"

15 "

10
"

15
"

10 "

15 "

10 "

15 14

lo
••

15
"

10 "

15 "

10 "

15 "

10 "

15 "

10 "

15 «'

iple cont'ing 38 p.c. available chlorine, gave 2.02 p.c
" 38 " " " 2 02 "

30 " " 2.14
"

30 •' " " 2.08
"

26.3 " " " 2.02
"

26.3 " • 2.08
"

26.2 " " " 2.14 "

26.2 " " " 2.08
'

18.2 " " ' 2.08

18.2 " " " 2.08
'•

35.4 " " " 2.08 "

35.4 " " M 2.08
"

26.3
M " " 2 08 "

26.3 " " 2.08 "

30.2 " " " 2.08 »

30.2 " " •• 2.02
"

36.4 " " " 2.02 »

36.4 - " 2.08 M

30.4 M " ,(
2.08

"

30.4 " •' " 2.08
"
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That so many of these assays should come out so near to the

actual percentage must be regarded as rather accidental and partly

the result of a steady room temperature, but when it is remembered

that the skill of the writer's assistant in making the measurements,

is, after more than two months of almost continuous practice, much

bevond that of the ordinary physician and nurse, with limited

practice, a part of the unexpected accuracy is explained. That the

results should be so uniform with so great a difference in the

quality of the chlorinated lime, and in the quantity of the reagent

taken, may fairly be credited to the method ; and it shows that

chlorinated lime adapted to the method is very generally accessible.

Ten Cc. equal to 2 grammes of the chlorinated lime is the quantity

preferred, because the action is more prompt and energetic, and

sooner finished, with a more definite end reaction. No warm bath

is needed, and the active shaking of bottle A is only about 4 to 5

minutes. There are two distinct reactions and these are from two

to three minutes apart. The first occurs at once on the shaking

together of the liquids. The shaking being continued, this first

reaction abates but does not cease altogether, and soon increases

suddenly to the second rush of the gas. Then the gas very sud-

denly ceases to go over unless the warmth of the hands shaking the

bottle causes slow expansion of the gases and air in the bottle A.

About four assays can be made in an hour, but about 20 minutes of

this time is taken in cooling bottle A four times to room tempera-

ture in the bath.

These solutions of chlorinated lime made as described above, may
be taken as the first step in making the extemporaneous solutions of

chlorinated soda, also previously described. If it was known that

the solutions of chlorinated lime would keep well, and if they were

accessible without the trouble of being made, solutions of chlorin-

ated soda would be entirely unnecessary. But how long the lime

solutions will keep is not known, but the great probability is that

they deteriorate pretty rapidly, and are not trustworthy after a

month's keeping. The soda solutions, however, keep very well for

many months, and if they were accessible as they formerly were,

the lime solutions would be entirely unnecessary. As it is, the lime

solutions may be made as above directed, and be used for a short

time most conveniently, and then what is left of such solutions can

be converted into soda solutions very easily, as follows :

For every gramme of chlorinated lime or 5 Cc. of the lime solu-

tion take 2 grammes of sodium carbonate, and dissolve this in 8 Cc.
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of hot water by shaking in a bottle of double the capacity. To this

solution add the lime solution, and shake the two well together. If

the mixture gelatinizes at first set the bottle in warm water until it

liquifies, and then having shaken well, pour the whole upon a paper

filter. The filtrate will then be the extemporaneous solution of

chlorinated soda of the U. S. P. of 1870, which will be effective in

the process, and will keep well for months, or even for a year or more.

Such solutions of chlorinated soda, made from the solution of chlori-

nated lime of the last series of trials, were used in the following

series. But for a comparison of results the assays No. 1 are made

from a Chlorinated Soda Solution of the U. S. P. of 1870, that is

now about 1 month old.

No.

1, from chlorin'd lime of 38p.c. available chlorine, 10 Cc. gave 2 14 p.c. from a 2 p.c. solution

1,
»• " " 38 " " " 15

kt " 2.08 " " 2 "

2, " " " 26.3 p.c. " " 10 " " 2.14 " " 2
li

2, " " " 26.3 " " " 15 " " 2.08 " 4k
2

"

3, f« " 18.2 " " " 10 " " 2.02 14 " 2 "

3, " " " 18.2 " " " 15 " " 2.08 " 41
2 "

These trials show that the range of strength in the chlorinated

lime from which the chlorinated soda is made, does not affect the

results so long as the variations in strength are within the limits of

this set of observations, and therefore that any chlorinated lime

likely to be found in the ordinary markets is as available for mak-

ing solution of chlorinated soda for this process as it is for making

solution of chlorinated lime for the process. In all these last trials

the end reaction was slow, and therefore a warm water bath was used

in every case, shortening the times of reaction to about 6 or 7

minutes, or about the same as in the use of chlorinated lime solu-

tions.

SODIUM HYPOBROMITE AS A REAGENT.

Sodium hypobromite has for many years been used and regarded

as the standard reagent for the decomposition of urea, and when

well managed it leaves nothing to be desired. Its chief disadvan-

tages are that it must be recently made, and that this requires the

keeping in readiness a strong solution of caustic soda and liquid

bromine, both of which are irritant and corrosive agents not free

from danger when in hands not used to the management of such

agents. This reagent is, however, as available for this apparatus and

method as for any other, and its use has now to be described.
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SOLUTION OF CAUSTIC SODA.

All authorities agree in advising 100 grammes of caustic soda

dissolved in 250 Cc. of water, for this solution, and with these pro-

portions the solution measures about 284 Cc. and has a s.g. of 1.23 at

15.6°C. = 60°F. This solution very soon cements a glass stopper in

place, and soon destroys cork, so that it is best kept in bottles with

rubber stoppers.

BROMINE.

Bromine is found in the markets usually in small ground stop-

pered vials, and these are usually rather more than half full, and
are sold as one ounce each. The stopper is carefully cemented in

and tied over with putty under the cover. The vials are then

wrapped in paper and packed in whiting or chalk in tin cases. If

the stoppers be not good, or not well put in, they will leak, and if

well put in they are generally difficult to get out. But with care-

ful warming in the flame of a spirit lamp, the fingers, or a stopper

wrench will turn them. In the course of these experiments,

extending over two months, eleven of these bottles have been used

without loss, though not without difficulty in opening—and only

one found in a leaky condition. The bromine in these weighed and
measured as follows :

No.
1. Contained 32.8 grammes, which measured about 11 Cc.
2.

ss 25.9 < ( ss a
8.5 Cc.

3.
ss 28.7 SS ss

9.5 Cc.

4.
ss 15.7 ss ss ss

5.5 Cc. leaky.

10.0 Cc.5.
t i 29.0 i( ss ss

6.
s «

29.6 ss St 10.3 Cc.

7.
ss 29.9 ss ss 10.3 Cc.

8.
it 24.7 ss fs

8.3 Cc.

9.
ss 29.1 (i ss 10.0 Cc.

10. ss
24.3 ss ss

8.3 Cc.

11. ss 30.4 ss ss 10.4 Cc.

One ounce avoirdupois is equal to 28.35 grammes, so the average
is a little short. A Cc. of bromine at room temperature weighs
about 2.942 grammes.

THE EEAGENT FOR USE.

Authorities advise that to the above solution of caustic soda,

measuring 284 Cc, 25 Cc. of bromine be added, making 309 Cc,
and that the mixture be gently agitated until the bromine is dis-
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solved. Then each Cc. of this solution will contain about 0.324

gramme of soda, and about 0.08 Cc. of bromine, equal to about

0.235 gramme of bromine. The ordinary direction for prepar-

ing the solution in small quantities is to take 10 Cc. of the soda

solution, and add 1 Cc. of bromine to this, agitating gently till the

bromine is dissolved. Then this quantity is all used for one assay,

although greatly in excess, and it does not give as good results as

smaller quantities.

This solution it is which does not keep well and, therefore, has

to be freshly made, but how long it will retain its efficiency for

this reaction has not hitherto been determined. To test this point

approximately it was found that 1.5 Cc. of the freshly made
solution was the smallest quantity that would completely decom-

pose 2 Cc. of a 2.5 p.c. solution of pure urea. Two days later, 3

Cc. of the solution was the smallest quantity that would effect

the same decomposition. Three days after the last result, 4 Cc.

was required to do the same work. Seven days later, 5.5 Cc. was

required. Four days later, 7 Cc. was required. Twelve days later,

8.5 Cc. was required. Nineteen days later, 13 Cc. was required.

Thus, after keeping for 47 days, more than eight times the quan-

tity was required, indicating a rate of change that is not far from

0.24 Cc. a day. But the quantities recommended to be taken for

the assays are so greatly in excess of what is required, that if the

recommendations be adhered to, the solution may be said to

be effective for a longer time than 30 days. But it will be shown

later on that too great an excess is not only useless, but appears to

t)e hurtful. As was stated above, it was found that 1.5 Cc. of this

solution when freshly made was as effective in decomposing the urea

of 2 Cc. of a 2 p.c. solution of urea, as was any larger quantity, in

this apparatus, and the results of the trials on this point are given

below. The quantities of the solution taken were in each case

made up to 10 Cc. by adding water, and each trial was repeated

with the addition of 10 Cc. more of water without perceptibly

varying the result.

In No. 1 the 2 Cc. of 2 p.c. solution of urea with 1 Cc. of the solution gave 1.51 p.c. Failure.

" 2 " " " " " " 1.5
4

1.95 "

.« 8 h *« « »• » » 2.0 " " " 1.95
"

.» 4 w *. ii n w u 2.5 M * M 1.95 "

» 5 " " « " » »•• 8.0 44 " 44
1.95

"

« 6 " k "* " " 4.0 " " «* 1.95
*'

» 7 " " " " « " 5.0 " " " 1.95 M

» 8 44 44 44 " 44 " 6.0
44 " " 1.89

"

», 9 » M m it «« w
7<0 (i *. «« 1>89 «*.

M 1Q || » II a
8<0 M i. »

1>fl5
II

M 11 M " 14 1 4 4 4 4 4
9.0

4
1.89

44

» 12 « " " 44 14 4k
10.0

44 14 44
1.89 M

" 13
44 44 44 44 44 44

11.0
44 44 4 4

1.89
44
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These results, although fairly uniform, tend to confirm what was

suspected in other trials;—namely, that too great an excess of this

reagent tends to lower the result. This, if true, can only be

explained by supposing that the larger quantity of solution and

water present absorbs and holds a larger proportion of the nitrogen,

leaving less to be measured, thus increasing this constant error

so that it is noticeable by this apparatus. In a trial exactly

parallel to No. 13 made with the apparatus of Prof. Doremus, for

which he recommends 10 Cc. of soda solution, 1 Cc. of bromine

and 10 Cc. of water for the decomposition of 1 Cc. of urine or solu-

tion of urea, the 2 p.c. solution of urea gave only 1.8 p. c. In this

case exactly the same quantity of reagent and water is used for 1

Cc. of 2 p.c. solution of urea as in trial No. 13 for 2 Cc. of the

same solution of urea. Everything except the proportionate quan-

tity of urea, and therefore also of nitrogen, being the same, the one

trial gives 1.8 p.c, while the other gives, practically, 1.9 p.c. The
quantity of the liquid to be saturated with nitrogen, taking the

same amount of the gas in each case, would probably make about

this difference in the measurement of that which remained free.

Why this reagent, when thus freshly made and applied, by the

same persons in the same way, does not give results as high as those

obtained in the use of chlorinated lime and chlorinated soda, could

not be ascertained, and the discrepancy must be charged to the

imperfection of the apparatus.

THE REAGENT AS IMPROVED BY DR. RICE,

The time and trouble of preparing this solution frequently, and

the risk of having it ineffective if kept, are very much lessened by

a device suggested to the writer by Dr. Charles Rice, Chairman of

the Committee of Final Revision of the U. S. Pharmacopoeia. Dr.

Rice dissolves the bromine in a solution of potassium bromide, and

thus avoids the frequent handling of undiluted bromine. He uses

the proportions of 125 grammes each of potassium bromide and

bromine dissolved in water and made up to 1 litre or 1,000 Cc. with

water, and advises equal volumes of this and the soda solution to be

mixed for use near the time of making the assays. This writer

assumes, for theoretical reasons, to improve the formula by substi-

tuting sodium bromide for the potassium salt, and finds it answers

the purpose a little better. Dr. Rice's procedure would then be

as follows :
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Take the contents of an ounce vial of bromine, whatever weight

it might yield, say for example, 28.35 grammes or an avoirdupois

ounce, and an equal weight of sodium bromide. Having poured

the bromine into a tared bottle of 500 Cc. capacity, and taken the

weight of the bromine, add an equal weight of sodium bromide, and

100 Cc. of water and agitate the mixture until the bromine is dis-

solved. Then add water until the solution measures as many Cc.

as eight times the number of grammes of bromine taken. That is,

if the bromine weighed 28.35 grammes the finished solution should

measure (28.35x8— ) 226.8 Cc. Then equal volumes of this solu-

tion and the soda solution are mixed for the assay. This solution

of bromine keeps indefinitely, so far as known, and is conveniently

handled. It should be kept in bottles with glass or rubber stoppers.

It contains 0.125 grammes of bromine in each Cc, and when mixed

with an equal volume of the soda solution, the mixture will contain

0.0625 gramme of bromine in each Cc. It is therefore but little

more than one-fourth the bromine strength of the reagent as gener-

ally recommended for this use (0.0625 against 0.235 gramme in

each Cc), yet for this reaction 5 Cc of it are equal to 4 Cc. of the

stronger solution, as is shown by the following trials. Each trial

was made first with a solution in which potassium bromide was used

as the solvent, and then with one in which sodium bromide was

used, but as there was no practical difference in the results only

those with the sodium bromide are given. In each trial the soda

solution and bromine solution were mixed in equal measures, and

made up to 10 Cc with water, excepting the last one, where 5.5 Cc.

of each had 10 Cc. of water added.
In No. 1. the 2 Cc. of 2 p.c solution of urea with 1 Cc. of each solution gave 0.88 p.c, Failure.

" " 2.
44 " " " 14

1.5 " 41 44
1.01

44 "

*! " 3. M 44 " 44 44
2.0 " 44 44

1.57
"

H " 4.
44 41 " 44 4 4

2.5 " " 44
2.02

44

" » 5.
44 44 44 u " 3.0

44 " " 2.02
44

" 6.
44 44 44 44 44

5.5
44 44 44

2.02
**

In attempting to check some of the more important results of

this paper by the use of the nitrometer as a more accurate instru-

ment, it was found that the solutions of chlorinated soda were diffi-

cult to use with success because difficult to shake well, but the

results obtained by the use of the other reagents were fairly con-

firmed by the use of the nitrometer. Even the short results

obtained from the extemporaneous solution of 1 Cc of bromine,

10 Cc. of soda solution and 10 Cc. of water for 1 Cc. of 2 p.c urea

solution,—that is, from the great excess of reagent,— were con-

finned by the nitrometer, the results in two trials by nitrometer

being 1.89 p.c.
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ILLUSTRATION.

It now only remains to give an example of the application of the

method to urine.

An adult male, in ordinary health, excreted in 24 hours 1683 Cc.

or 57 fluidounces of urine. This urine was almost odorless, of

good color, transparent and bright, and free from sediment when
cold, of acid reaction to test paper, free from albumin when tested

by heat and nitric acid, separately and together, and having a s.g.

of 1.016 at 25°C. = 77° F. Assayed for urea with solution of

Chlorinated Soda of the U. S. P. of 1870,—first with 15 Cc. and

then with 20 Cc, it gave 11.5 Cc. of displaced water in each trial.

Referring this result to the first column of the Urea Table, it is

found that there is no reading for half cubic centimetres, but only

for 11 Cc. and 12 Cc, and therefore that the difference between

1.39 p.c and 1.51 p.c =0.12 p.c has to be taken and to be divided

by 2 for the half cubic centimetre, and this 0.06 p.c has to be

added to the 1.39 p.c, making the percentage for 11.5 Cc. 1.45.

And this process of interpolation for the half cubic centimetre has

to be applied to any other columns of the Table that are required.

The observer may use either grammes or grains or both in inter-

preting his results, but only one is needed here to make the illus-

tration understood. The 57 f § . of urine is 40 f =
. from the

seventh and eighth columns, plus 16 f 3 . from the fifth and sixth

columns, plus 1 f 5 . from the third and fourth columns (40+16-f-
1 = 57.), and the figures obtained by the interpolation of the "In
grains " columns are for 40 f 3 ., 271.20 grains,—for 16 f 3 ., 108.48

grains,—and for Iff., 6.78 grains, and these added together give

386.46 grains as the total excretion of urea for the 57 f 3 . of urine

in 24 hours.

On the day following, under similar conditions of diet and

exercise, the same person excreted only 32 f 3 . of urine in the 24

hours. The first day had been clear, sharp and cold, with high

barometer, and therefore the cutaneous transpiration had been low

and the kidneys had to excrete the more water. The second day

was warm and clear, with falling barometer, and with winter cloth-

ing on, the cutaneous transpiration was free, so that the kidneys had

less to do. The 32 f 3 . of urine was of much deeper color and
higher s.g. (1.022), but in all other respects was like that of the

preceding day. Assayed for urea in exactly the same way it gave

18 Cc. of displaced water, indicating 2.27 p.c. of, urea. Then
32 f 3 . being just 2 pints, is referred to column 6 ; and, the figures
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in grains multiplied by 2 give 339.52 grains as the total excre-

tion of urea in the second period of 24 hours. Then 386.46 and

339.52 added together and divided by 2 give 362.99 grains as the

average excretion of urea for two successive days. This is con-

siderably below the assumed normal, but not inconsistent with good

health.

CONCLUSIONS.

The conclusions reached by the work done in this paper, may be

usefully summed up as follows :

First, that the apparatus recommended is a convenient one for

approximate results, and is fairly trustworthy within a total range

of error of 0.3 p.c. or 0.15 p.c. on either side of the truth ; and

that it does not require expert skill to attain these results by its

use.

Second, that the apparatus and method are not confined to any

particular reagent for its best results, but may be used with any of

those that have come within the scope of this paper.

Third, that the Solution of Chlorinated Soda of the U. S. P. of

1870, although not the best reagent for use, is much the most con-

venient, provided it can be bought ready made, simply because it is

always at hand, keeps fairly well, and saves all the time and trouble

of extemporaneous preparations.

Fourth, that the simple filtered solution of chlorinated lime is

the best of all the reagents tried, while it gives the least trouble

and requires least time in extemporaneous preparation and, the

chlorinated lime from which to make it, is the most generally

accessible of all the materials known to be applicable to this method.

Fifth, that the improved bromine process as used by Dr. Rice,

wherein the bromine is held in permanent solution by means of

sodium or potassium bromide, is much the best way of app ] ying

the bromine reagent.

Sixth, that the ordinary way of using the bromine reagent, while

it is no better than other reagents, if as good, involves the most

trouble and risk of all, and cannot be recommended to inexpert

hands.

Seventh, that all these reagents have been hitherto used in too

great excess,—not simply in wasteful excess, but also in hurtful

excess.
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Xo other preface is needed than to repeat the introduction of last

vear, that the aim of this brief commentary is to give a short, corn-

act digest of the prominent current literature of the professions of

|

harmacy and medicine. There has been no attempt made to treat

be subject exhaustively by noticing every article written upon, but

n effort has been made to give only such information as will be of

ome interest to readers, both in the way of furnishing a ready

idex of passing articles in Materia Medica and Pharmacy, and also

s an abstract of what has been accomplished in Therapeutics dur-

i ig the year past.

The alphabetical arrangement is intended, of course, to aid in

asy reference to any individual article.

Acacia, or true gum Arabic, is now obtainable again by reason of

he somewhat more settled condition of Egyptian affairs and the

eopening of the Soudan—the chief source of our supply. It is

just a little over ten years since the true gum ceased to find its way
freely to our market. The cessation of this supply called forth an

bundance of very fair gums from many quarters, including some

ocalities from which it had never been even suspected good gum
could be furnished. Still they were all inferior to the true Gum
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Arabic. Many gam substitutes were manufactured and processes

devised for rendering the gums soluble, which were obtained from

localities where plenty could be procured, but if taken as found were

useless because insoluble. None of these, however, could take the

place of the true gum for many pharmaceutical and mercantile uses.

We should now be able to have in future not only more satisfac-

tory "gum drops," but more elegant, useful and cheaper prepara-

tions into which the true gum enters.

Acetanilid (Antifebrin) prepared by the action of strong

acetic acid upon aniline, still retains its position as an effective and

reasonably reliable hypnotic and analgesic. Its antipyretic action

continues, as last year, to be less reliable, and at times has produced

a sub-normal temperature. Dr. H. E. Grarrison, of Dixon, Ills., re-

ports satisfactory results in the treatment of all cases of scarlet fever

for more than two years past. *

Its use still furnishes many toxic symptoms. It is reported that

during the last epidemic of influenza in Sweden, there were a great

many poisoning cases—all recovering, however. This was largely

due to the promiscuous and extravagant abuse of the drug.

It fortunately continues to act well, almost universally, when
given to children, but in all cases overdosing must not be practiced.

Acid Agaricic (Laricic Acid) is gradually growing in use-

fulness, particularly among continental and English practitioners,

although still little is published concerning it in our own country.

Its effects appear to be very pronounced in checking sweating in

most forms. The night-sweats of pulmonary tuberculosis continue

to be effectually abated by it, and its use has been extended to cases

of sweating in other affections.

As reported from some quarters, it appears to be necessary to

obtain the acid from the true white agaric from the Polyporus

officinalis (Agaricus albus), and not from the " fly agaric " or

Muscarine (Agaricus Muscaria), as Dr. C. Basil Richards, of Tot-

tenham, England, believes what has been noted by others, that

the action from the latter is exactly opposite. Dr. Richards has

found the true acid very valuable in checking persistent sweating

from any cause, and in mentioning its marked effects in the sweat-

ing after influenza, he takes occasion to state that he has had only

one case in which it failed throughout an experience of over two

years. He mentions the article he used as agaricin, but this is

N. Y. Med. Record, Vol. 42, page 481.
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a term formerly applied to the agaricic acid which Martindale

found to contain about three per cent, of the physiologically inert
j

Agaricol. The term agaricin, although less exact, is still retained

Oy some.

Acid Camphoric is deservedly gaining in popularity with

the medical profession, both here and abroad. It has not only been

in increasing use in the affections before alluded to, but has been

used largely just as agaricic acid, the article last spoken of, in the

treatment of sweating from various causes. The fact of its being

very quickly and abundantly eliminated by the urine has been

emphasized by nearly every writer, and attention is called to the

necessity of giving it not more than two hours before the expected

sweating is to occur in order to obtain effective results, and then

relief, either partial or complete, may be looked for almost univer-

sally. Dr. James Wood, of Brooklyn, has had a number of very

successful results in cases of tuberculosis where the sweating was

profuse. He recommends giving it dry on the tongue as the best

method. His article deserves reading.*

Good results continue to multiply from its use as an intestinal

disinfectant.

Acid Carbolic (Phenol) still holds prominence over its

many and increasing rivals. The reddening of the acid still

occurs, is still unaccounted for satisfactorily, and still continues

to show no deleterious effects from this small amount of color.

None of the synthetical methods which gave alleged promise of

remedying this defect have accomplished the desired result, nor

can they compete at the present time in economical manufacture

with the extraction from the coal-tar products. During the past

year a new series of derivatives of this acid has been produced

from essential oils, and patented in Germany, which claim to be

odorless, tasteless, neutral in reaction, and to cause no irritation.

These derivatives when obtainable will have to be closely studied

therapeutically, and we may then hear of them under some new
trade name which has not been applied as yet.

Increasing beneficial results have been obtained from carbolic

acid when used as a local anaesthetic in dentistry, subcutaneously in

some severe cases of tetanus, and in the form of subcutaneous injec-

tions of a strong solution into the region of a joint—close to the

synovial membrane—in cases of articular rheumatism.

* The Medical News, Vol. 60, page 293.
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Acid CresotiC (Paracresotic Acid) has increased in r

cinal value in the past year as is evident from the accumnl;

favorable results from continental observers. Practically not h g

has been published as yet in this country. Abundant evidence now
goes to prove what was pretty well established a year ago, that it is

absolutely necessary that the paracresotic acid only be used.

In the form of the sodium paracresotate, it has proved itself

a safe and reliable article to use, especially with children. Prof.

Derame has employed this salt in the Jenner Hospital in B

and his records show good results in acute articular rheumatism,

catarrhal pneumonia, gastro-intestinal catarrh, and typhoid fever.

As an antipyretic it was found to be inferior to salicylic acid,

was better tolerated by the digestive organs, and did not pro d

the congestion salicylic acid sometimes causes. In the typhoid fever

cases, it checked the diarrhea very markedly. Young adults i

be safely given as much as 4 grammes (60 grains) daily.

Acid Hydrocyanic Diluted (Prussic Acid) has still

failed to be permanently preserved from decomposition, either i>\

the use of various solvents, other than distilled water, or by the

addition of preservatives. Scrupulous cleanliness in the mode of

preparation and in the containing packages alone give fairly satis-

factory results for at least a year.

Acid PyroligneOUS (Crude Acetic Acid), sometimes i

Wood Vinegar, is the crude product obtained from the destr; tive

distillation of wood. It is a dark-brown liquid, almost black,

the color depending largely upon the amouut of tar contained in

it, with a characteristic, not unpleasant smoky odor. The

would, of course, be practically insoluble in water simply, but the

acetic acid present renders it perfectly soluble, and the whole prodn<

will permit of very considerable dilution with water before the tar

is precipitated. This solution of the tar, no doubt, lends additional

efficiency to the product.

Some attention has been paid during the past few months to tl

acid, with the idea of increasing its use as a disinfectant,

the acetic acid and other antiseptic hydro-carbons which it contains,

it should prove of positive value, whilst from its great abundl

a bye-product, wherever wood is burned for the charcoal and. wood

spirit, it is everywhere accessible at very low cost. The fact that it

can be used with perfect safety, and that it is always at ham \ hen

needed, will make it the more acceptable should its effick

proven.
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Acid Salicylic is still under critical investigation, particu-

larly by the pharmaceutical chemist. A year ago the impurities

were alluded to, and the marked difference in therapeutic effects

between the " natural " and the "artificial" acid. It was argued

by some that there was so great a difference between the two that

the "artificial" should be interdicted, as there was little chance of

being able to bring the latter to the purity of the " natural." It

has now been proven by two English chemists, after careful experi-

ments on the melting points of the two acids and their fraction-

ation from the stable silver salt, that cresotic and other allied acids

can be completely separated from the " artificial
99

acid. It is then

shown to have identical properties with the "natural." It now
only remains for the objectors to the " artificial " acid to prove that

the adverse therapeutic effects claimed are caused by these allied

acids occurring in the " artificial
99 product to give satisfactory and

sufficient cause N for insisting on the use of the far more expensive

" natural " product. Although at times there have been many almost

•decisive reasons given by apparently convincing therapeutic results to

take this step, still the fact has not become sufficiently well established

yet to offer for sale only the much more costly article, as the above

proof has not yet been substantiated by close clinical observations.

Acid Tartaric has recently been studied by M. Genresse, a

French chemist, in the direction of discovering, if possible, the

exact method of its formation in Nature. The London Lancet

(Vol. I. for 1892, page 764) gives a condensed abstract of his obser-

vations, showing the simple way in which it may be synthesized,

and it may be of passing interest to repeat the substance of the ab-

stract here. He starts with glyoxalic acid—an acid found in goose-

berries, grapes and other fruits—and acting upon it with nascent

hvdrosren liberated from a mixture of zinc dust and acetic acid ob-

tains eventually tartaric acid, or rather the optically inactive form

of it known as recemic acid, equal molecules of the dextro and lsevo

varieties being apparently produced. Upon examination of the

formula? of glyoxalic and tartaric acids, it will be readily seen that

the latter simply contains two molecules of the former joined to-

gether by two atoms of hydrogen, so that it is merely a question of

bringing the two molecules together by hydrogen to produce the

latter. It is well known that oxalic acid is formed most readily in

vegetable tissues, and is closely related to glyoxalic acid. Having
regard, therefore, to the reducing tendencies which are known to

characterize chlorophyll, it is not improbable that the natural build-

ing up of tartaric acid may be thus explained.
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Agathin (Salicyl-Aldehyde-a'-Methyl-Phenyl-Hydrazone) is a

new synthetic compound discovered by Dr. Israel Ross, of Frank-

fort-on-Main, Germany, and found applicable in neuralgia and

rheumatic conditions. It is prepared by the condensation of salicyl

aldehyde with ar-methyl phenyl hydrazin. It occurs in small faintly

green plate-like crystals, without smell or taste, and insoluble in

water. It is recommended in doses of 325 to 650 milligrammes

(5 to 10 grains) two or three times a day. It is necessary to wait a

few days after continuous administration for beneficial action to

manifest itself. Dr. E. Eosenbaum has had very favorable results

in an obstinate case of sciatica. Other observers also report favor-

ably in articular rheumatism. The maximum dose apparently pro-

duces headache for a limited period.

The reports all come from Germany exclusively, as none of this

compound has yet appeared in this country or elsewhere.

Amido-Eugenol Acetate is about the newest anassthetic

introduced —originating from a German chemical firm who have, of

course, patented the process of manufacture. Apparently this firm

has deviated in this case from the usual practice of giving a short

name to their compound for every-day use. It comes in the form

of a fine powder prepared by the action of a solution of ammonia in

alcohol upon eugenol-aceto-ethylic ether. It appears to be a local

anaesthetic to mucous membrane. It is simply a novelty at this

time, awaiting its fate.

Amylene Hydrate (tertiary Amyl Alcohol) has not re-

ceived altogether as favorable reports as a year ago. The Journal

of Mental Science gives the results of fourteen cases of chronic epi-

lepsy treated with this drug by Dr. Dunn. Although at first bene-

ficial effects appeared to follow its use, it really seemed to have no

advantage whatever over the bromides, which were used in parallel

cases ; and again, the bromides were much cheaper.

Analgen (Ortho - Oxy-Ethyl-Ana - Mono-Acetyl-Amido-Quino-

line) is one of the most recent analgesics. The chemical name is

here purposely extended to an extreme by hyphens to assist in de-

ciphering the component parts as well as to aid in the effort of pro-

nunciation. It originated from the almost universal source of such

organic compounds—from Germany. Its synthetic composition

was thought out before actual production of the compound was

attempted, and knowing the activity of the combining agents, the

aim was to produce a substance of high physiological power by

introducing a definite group of molecules having known pyretic
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action. The process of its production is too technical to be of in-

terest here. It is a white crystalline powder in the form of deli-

cate needles, only slightly soluble in water. It has been tried in 1

gramme (15 grains) doses in various rheumatic affections with

gratifying results, but it will have to make a history for itself.

Antikol is a very new proprietary antipyretic mixture, which

consists of 75 per cent, of acetanilid, 17.5 per cent, of sodium

bicarbonate, and 7.5 per cent, of tartaric acid. The proprietors

charge from five to six times the price of the separate ingredients

and trade on the newness of the name and the prevailing gulli-

bility of the public to further the sale of their mixture.

Antinervin—the mixture of 50 per cent, of acetanilid, 25 per

cent, of salicylic acid, and 25 per cent, of ammonium bromide—is

now reported to have a much wider field of usefulness than a year

ago. Observers give good reports from England, Germany and

Italy. In Glasgow, Scotland, it attracted much attention in the

recent epidemic of influenza. It nearly always relieved the pains

in the back and head, and rapidly reduced the fever. It pro-

duced copious perspiration and no unfavorable effects.

Dr. G. Laurenti, of Italy, now summarizes his own personal

experience : 1. It can be used with advantage in all forms of

abnormal excitement of the nervous system, whether to subdue

neuralgia or as a general nerve sedative ; 2. In rheumatism, it may
be used, and seems undoubtedly indicated as a drug comprising in

itself antirheumatic, antipyretic and analgesic properties ; 3. Its

low price and feeble toxicity, together with the evidence already

given, render it a useful addition to our list of remedies.

Practically nothing has been written upon it in this country dur-

ing the past year, and it may be hoped that a good reason may be

furnished to account for this inattention in that we obtain fully as

satisfactory results by administering the ingredients in proper pro-

portions made up into an extemporaneous prescription, or otherwise

dispensed separately.

Antipyrin (Analgesin) has considerably decreased in demand
during the past year by reason of its own derivatives possessing

some properties superior to it. But aside from this, its too popular

use has continued to show so much abuse of it in the way of pro-

ducing toxic symptoms that physicians and the public both rightly

have a tendency to somewhat avoid its use. Unfortunately, toxic

cases have been numerous during the year past, and apparently are

somewhat on the increase, or rather the proportion of them may be

greater.
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As it is now some eight years since this then new synthetic com-

pound with such a trivial name was patented and introduced by a

German manufacturer, it may be of some interest to recall its com-

position. Dr. Knorr was the first to give us some particulars on

the subject, and although the question is replete with technicalities,

still some little outline may be attempted here which many will be

willing to follow. Dr. Knorr found that antipyrin was one of a

series of derivatives from a hypothetical base called chinizin.

These derivatives are products of the action of di-acetic ether upon

one of the hydrazines. If then one molecule of ^/*e?£?/Z-hydrazin be

taken and acted upon in the cold by one molecule of di-acetic ether,

the elements of water are eliminated and the residue combines to

form phenyl-hydrazin-di-acetic ether, which upon heating to 100°

C. parts with the elements of ethylic alcohol and is converted into

methyl-oxy-chinizin. This latter possesses the properties both of

base and acid, but still contains an atom of hydrogen easily

replaceable by an alcohol group, and the compound then loses

its acid character and is converted into the base di- methyl-oxy-

chinizin or antipyrin.

Some writers still take extravagant ideas of its being a cure-all,

but they are greatly in the minority. Again, it is still a mooted

question whether small or large doses give the best results, but as

it does not appear to bear any relation whatever to the ailment

treated, but rather to each individual observer's habitual practice,

the question is far from being settled.

Several series of cases of pertussis during the year have yielded

well to its administration in the hands of such men as Drs. E. Feer

and Amos Sawyer, of our own country, but the experience of

Dr. W. A. DeWolf Smith, of New Westminster, B. C, is rather

against its use.*

Dr. E. B. Gleason, of Philadelphia, has made quite a good

record with it for the past three years " As a Local Application

in Inflammation of the Mucous Membrane of the Upper Respira-

tory Tract/' f

Experiments continue to be repeated and extended to confirm its

destructive action upon the bacillus of diphtheria. Outside of the

body the conclusion seems pretty clearly drawn that it does destroy

the bacillus in about forty-eight hours.

* The Medical News, Vol. 60, page 48.

f N . V. Med. Jour., Vol. 5(5, page 482.
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Dr. Charles Leroux adds his favorable results to those already on

record from its use in cases of chorea. He has succeeded in forty-

one out of sixty cases. Antipyrin will finally settle down to a mod-

erate and selective use from which we may look forward to and con-

fidentially expect to have very definite and beneficial results.

Antiseptin is an article which was introduced some time ago

as a definite chemical compound called iodo-boro-thymolate of zinc,

but it has now been pretty clearly demonstrated to be simply a mix-

ture of Zinc Sulphate . 85 parts.

Boric Acid 10 tf

Zinc Iodide *$ "

Thymol 2i
"

Apparently little interest is manifested in the article.

Antiseptol (Cinchonine-Iodo-Sulphate) has been only occa-

sionally heard from during the past year, but undoubtedly many
practitioners have made good use of it without thinking it worth

while to make any definite statement. We have had one personal

report from this country— that of Dr. Hugh Hamilton, of Harris-

burg, Penn., who has had very gratifying results (as an iodoform

substitute) for more than sixteen months. It is to be hoped that

Dr. Hamilton will publish his results.

Apiol, the green oleoresin obtained from the fruit of our com-

mon parsley (Apium Petroselinum), has of late varied much in its

physical properties—particularly in its color, density and action to

various solvents,—and rarely have the samples been equivalent to

the article as originally proposed by Joret and Homolle many years

ago. To this fact may be due some of the disappointing results

now noticed when using it in the treatment of amenorrhea and dys-

menorrhea. The cause of the variation is not yet explained.

Aristol (Annidalin)—the iodoform substitute—has consider-

ably fallen off in demand, principally on account of the increased

call for its rivals, dermatol, europhen, sozoiodol and the like. Prob-

ably at the present time its largest consumption is by the rhinolo-

gists in affections about the nose and pharynx.

In limited applications the dermatologists still cling to its use.

It has the advantage over dermatol in being soluble in oil and ether.

In the treatment of chancroids the profession still seems to be some-

what divided as to its efficacy. Dr. T. Edmund Giintz now reports

from his two years' use that, in the treatment of venereal ulcers it

should not be employed in the form of ointment or otherwise than

dusted directly upon the ulcer, followed by a drop of olive oil,
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which obviates that thick brown condition formed when mixed with

the oil before application. As fast as the solution of the aristol

occurs, absorbtion goes on, and effectual results are obtained.

The solution in oil of sweet almonds hypodermically injected in

the treatment of pulmonary tuberculosis gives some satisfaction, no
doubt, but sufficient time has not yet elapsed, and the cases are far

too few to enable a just conclusion to be drawn at present. It ap-

parently giyes its best results in the primary and secondary stages,

and the injections cause no pain and no inflammation, eschar or

induration.

Arsenite of Copper (Scheele's Green) has been in increas-

ing use for the year past in treating diarrhea, dysentery, cholera

infantum and all gastro-intestinal irritations. Very various results

are reported—many quite conflicting. In general it may be con-

cluded so far that the claimed success may be largely attributed on

the one hand to the older and well-tried remedies which have been

so frequently used in conjunction with it, and on the other to the

hygienic and dietetic treatment which is so rationally found to be

the necessary accompaniment. Self limitation as well, of course,

must receive much credit for many of the so-called cures.

Asaprol (/?-Naphthol-tf-Mono-Sulphonate of Calcium) is prob-

ably one of the very newest antiseptics. It is a white scaly powder,

readily soluble in water and obtained by the action of heated

sulphuric acid on pure /3-naphthol, and then a calcium salt made
with the resulting acid. It has been pretty much confined to the

locality of its origin—Paris. Its introducers, Drs. Stackler and

Dulief, together with Dujardin-Beaumetz, are about the only ones

who have experimented with it in much detail, and practically

nothing is known about it actually in this country as yet. They

advocate its use internally in the treatment of gout and rheumatism

of all degrees—particularly acute articular rheumatism ; in typhoid

fever and influenza.

The growth of the bacilli of Asiatic cholera, herpes tonsurans,

typhoid fever and anthrax has been retarded, if not wholly arrested

by this agent.

We probably will hear further from this article later.

Aseptol (Ortho-Phenyl-Sulphonic Acid) is the name given by

Hueppe to a sulphonic derivative of carbolic acid and obtained

by mixing in the cold equivalent parts of carbolic and sulphuric

acids. It is a thick reddish liquid, quite volatile and readily sol-

uble in water. Although its odor is like that of carbolic acid, it
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is less caustic and more antiseptic, and from its less irritating

property it has been given internally in large doses. It has not

supplanted carbolic acid so far, however, although it has now had

several years to fulfill the original expectations.

Assafoetida has been recently recommended in cases of

habitual abortion. The London Lancet (Vol. II. for 1892, page

320) states as follows :
" Dr. Turazzo gives it in pills containing

a grain and a half as soon as it becomes clear that a new pregnancy

has commenced. At first only two pills are prescribed, but later

on the number is gradually increased to ten daily. The treatment

is continued until the labor is over, and then the daily dose is

gradually diminished. By this method cases where as many as five

successive abortions had occurred have been successfully treated,

and where in one instance a miscarriage appeared to be imminent

during the seventh month it was averted and the patient was

delivered at full term."

Atropine continues to find successful use in cases of lead

poisoning. Previous good reports are on record and now F. Eow-

land Humphreys, L.R.C.P. of Queens-Orescent, Haverstock-Hill,

London, adds five to his previous successful result. He uses about

J milligramme
(Tfo grain) of sulphate of atropine and 324 milli-

grammes (5 grains) of iodide of potassium. It appears from his

experience that atropine in full doses relieves the colic and the pain

in the head in the most rapid manner, keeps the bowels open freely,

assists in the return of the bodily powers and aids, directly or indi-

rectly, in the removal of the lead by the iodide of potassium.

On the Continent, during the year past, atropine has had an

increasing use as a haemostatic. It has been used with good effect

hypodermically in from J to 1 milligramme (-j-J-g-to -fo grain) doses

in profuse metrorrhagia after abortion or of obscure origin and in

phthisical haemoptysis. It may require as many as four injections

but rarely more to produce a secession of the flow. It appeared to

act well in some of the cases where ergot and plugging had been

tried in vain. Only trifling dilatation of the pupils was noticed.

Benzanilid (Phenyl-Benzanide) is an antipyretic closely allied

chemically and therapeutically to acetanilid and suggested by

Dr. Kahn some five years ago as especially adapted to the treat-

ment of children. Experiments were made at that time with a

series of anilids, but only benzanilid, acetanilid and salicylanilid

were found effective, the benzanilid presenting an advantage over

acetanilid in the absence of objectionable auxiliary action following;

its administration.
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It is produced by boiling together equivalent quantities of

benzoic acid and aniline and occurs as a white crystalline, odorless

powder with a slightly caustic taste and practically insoluble in

water. It is given to children in initial doses of 100 to 600 milli-

grammes (1^- to 9 grains). It is comparatively little heard of now,

but occasionally some observer has a sufficiently successful series of

cases to warrant making a report. This is the case with Dr.

Luigi Cantu, who gave it in 5 cases of typhoid fever, 12 of rheu-

matism, 4 of pneumonia, 3 of neuralgia, 3 of sciatica, 2 of malaria,

1 of chorea and 1 of tetanus—pushing the dose to 1 and 2 grammes

(15 and 30 grains) and even in some cases to 4 and 6 grammes (60

and 90 grains). He regards it as a simple antipyretic, and to have

little other influence on the course of a disease.

Benzol (Benzene of the English)—obtained by the distillation

of coal-tar—has been making a very favorable record for itself for

the past year in the treatment of pertussis and of influenza, and

two interesting papers occurring together giving the results in the

treatment of influenza by benzol and carbolic acid are of note

in this connection (Brit. Med. Journal, Vol. I. for 1892, page

171). They are both by English observers who have treated many
cases. One of them, Dr. Wm. Robertson, of Newcastle-on-Tyne

Throat and Eye Hospital, while speaking especially of his very

favorable results in influenza, mentions incidentally that he has

employed benzol in the treatment of pertussis "with unvarying

success for years," and observers from all quarters pronounce it

a reliable pulmonary antiseptic.

It has been found effectual in destroying pediculi capitis or pubis,

and, if fire be carefully avoided, is most convenient and cleanly.

A single application is, as a rule, sufficient.

From Germany we hear that Dr. Putter, Jr., has met with success

in treating simultaneously twenty-seven cases subjected to trichinae

with benzene (benzol), followed up with a brisk laxative. His

deductions are not altogether convincing, however, as he cannot

accurately say either that that portion of the pork eaten by each

was impregnated, although the portion of the pork tested after-

wards proved to be full of trichinae, or that supposing the patients

did swallow some of the trichinae themselves that they necessarily

lodged in the alimentary tract. Nevertheless Dr. Putter is so

convinced that his treatment was effectual that he strongly recom-

mends it in all such cases.

Benzonaphthol (/?-NaphthoI Benzoate) is one of the new

antiseptics introduced by MM. Yvon and Berlioz, of Paris, as a
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substitute for Betol as the salicylic acid presented when the latter

compound splits up in the intestines affected the kidneys harmfully, I

and to avoid the use of salicylic acid entirely benzoic acid was

chosen to combine with the ytf-naphthol to form this new compound.

It occurs in small, dull, white, odorless and tasteless crystals, prac-

tically insoluble in water at ordinary temperatures.

Dr. Gilbert's trials with it in the Paris hospitals showed it to have

very decided diuretic power in addition to its antiseptic properties

in the intestines. Mr. Dominici carried on a series of experiments,

under Dr. Gilbert, on guinea-pigs, thereby establishing the follow-

ing conclusions, which need further experience to substantiate :

It is very slightly toxic,

Its antiseptic power is comparable with that of the other sub-

stances employed in promoting intestinal antisepsis,

It promotes diuresis and diminishes the toxicity of the urine,

The portion of it which is absorbed is easily and rapidly elimin-

ated by the kidneys,

A dose of about 250 to 500 milligrammes (4 to 8 grains) sus-

pended in syrup and water suffices in the majority of cases.

BeilZOSOl (Benzoyl Guaiacol) occurs in small colorless, odor-

less, and almost tasteless (slightly aromatic) crystals, practically

insoluble in water.

The increasing use of guaiacol in the treatment of pulmonary

tuberculosis has caused further attention to be given to the prepara-

tion of the wood-tar products obtained by fractional distillation,

and a short time ago this benzosol was brought forward as a power-

ful antiseptic and antipyretic. It is prepared either by converting

guaiacol into a potassium compound, purifying and heating with a

definite quantity of benzoyl chloride, or again by heating guaiacol

with benzoic anhydride (benzoic acid).

In administration, the gastric juice splits up this compound into

its constituents, and liberates the effective guaiacol under condi-

tions that avoid the unpleasant taste of the latter, and that reduce

the local irritation which otherwise results. It has been used

repeatedly in incipient pulmonary tuberculosis, but owing to the

plethora of remedies recommended for this affection during the last

year or two, it has not received the prominence it may now assume.

It has also been used successfully wherever creasote is applicable.

Bromamid.6, the new antipyretic bromine compound of the

anilid group, containing 75 per cent, of bromine, has received some
careful attention from Dr. Augustus Caille, of New York City, who
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carried on a series of experiments with it in the German Hospital,

for five consecutive months.

It is a very stable compound, occurring in neutral,, colorless,

nearly odorless, tasteless, needle-like crystals, insoluble in water.

Dr. Caille administered it in doses of 650 milligrammes to

1 gramme (L0 to 15.5 grains), to healthy adults, producing a slow-

ing of the pulse without sweating, and in doses of 65 to 200 milli-

grammes (1 to 3 grains), to children from one to three years of age

without untoward symptoms, in cases of "'typhoid fever, acute

articular rheumatism, chronic rheumatic arthritis, chronic nephri-

tis, acute fibrinous pneumonia, rheumatic fever with acute endo-

carditis, general and localized dropsy due to hepatic, renal, or

cardiac disease, and diverse forms of neuralgia ; and special atten-

tion was given to a possible antipyretic, diuretic, diaphoretic, anti-

neuralgic, and sedative action of the drug/' He now makes his

Preliminary Report,* giving a compact detail of his nine cases. It

appears to have " the power of reducing the temperature in most

cases of febrile disease from 1° to 2.5° F., without the excessive

sweating as produced with other antipyretic drugs/' He very

rightly feels encouraged from his trials, and thinks they "warrant

further experiments, especially in other forms of disease.
"

Bromides, and particularly the most largely used potassium

bromide, still have their drawbacks in use. Bromism, and the ill

effect of the alkaline base, are often too soon established, and ad-

ministration has to be discontinued. Expedients have repeatedly

been tried to avoid these disadvantages, and it is now recommended

from France to use the strontium salt as an alternate. M. Ger-

main See records some successful results with -strontium bromide

in the treatment of thirty-two cases of gastric catarrh. In all, ob-

vious improvement was noted. In epilepsy, also, this salt gave

good results. M. Fere confirms the above, and especially in epi-

lepsy, where he used both the strontium and calcium salts.

Again, with all the bromides, the effect is by no means univer-

sally beneficial, and some observers place the cause to neglect of

early attention. Better results are obtained by Poulet if the

bromide be combined with either calabar bean, belladonna or

digitalis. The treatment must be continued for several months to

a year.

M. Fere maintains that after repeated large doses of the bromides

*N. Y. Med. Journal, Vol. 55, page 208.
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the alimentary tract is in a condition of sepsis, which prevents the

assimilation of the salt, and therefore he would recommend the use

of some intestinal antiseptics as /?-naphthol and sodium salicylate

combined with the bromide to thus remove the intolerance so

frequently noticed. His prescription is

Potassium Bromide 6 grammes (90 grains)

yff-Naphthol 4 " (60 "
)

Sodium Salicylate 2 " (30 " j
Mix and divide into three doses, giving one dose three times

daily. Fere claims this to be not only preventive but curative

treatment.

Bromoform is now well prepared by the action of sodium

hypobromite on acetone (made by the dry distillation of acetate of

lime). Caution must again be emphasized in the selection of this

article, a3 it should be a clear, colorless liquid, with an agreeable

odor and sweetish taste. If the liquid has color it should be re-

jected, as it denotes decomposition, and therefore is treacherous.

It still has an increasing use in the treatment of pertussis, with

.comparatively few failures. It apparently simply aborts the par-

oxysms, and probably reduces their number somewhat, but has

little other effect on the regular course and duration of the affec-

tion. Increasing doses must not be pushed too far, especially in

children, as toxic symptoms have manifested themselves in more
than one case. The late Prof. P. W. Bedford, of New York City,

recommended the use of glycerin as a perfect solvent, which water

is not, and suggested the following prescription, which has been

a serviceable one : Bromoform 1.0 Cc. (16 minims)

Alcohol 7.5 Cc. ( 2 fluidrachms)

Glycerin 45.0 Cc. (12 "
)

Tinct. Cardamom. Comp. T.5 Cc. (2 "
)

Inhalations of bromoform have been used with some success both

here and in England in the treatment of diphtheria—particularly

in recent epidemics.

The topical application recommended some two years ago by Dr.

S. Solis-Cohen, of Philadelphia, continues to meet with some favor

in cases of ozaena and tuberculous and other ulcers of the larynx.

It acts as a deodorizer, disinfectant and analgesic.

Calcium Chloride added to a fibrin-ferment solution forms

a combination which is suggested as a new styptic. It has been

tried successfully upon animals by Dr. A. E. Wright, of Dublin, to

possibly increase the coagulability of the blood in the vessels in cases
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of haematophilia, aneurism and internal haemorrhage. He has

not pushed his trials in man and unfortunately does not intimate

that he intends to do so, but the whole subject is interestingly

treated and deserves more extended attention (Brit. Med. Journal,

Vol. II. for 1891, page 1306.)

Camphoid is the name suggested by Mr. William Martindale

of 10 New Cavendish street, London, W., England, for a new sub-

stitute for Collodion and recently recommended by him, consisting

of 1 part of pyroxylon (soluble gun cotton), 20 parts of camphor and

20 parts of dilute alcohol. He publishes the following note in The

Pharm. Joum. and Trans., 3d series, Vol. XXII. for 1891-92,

page 831: "It is known that iodoform is soluble (1 in 10) in Ku-

bini's solution of camphor, composed of equal parts by weight of

camphor and dilute alcohol. This requires fixing on the part to

which it is applied. I therefore added I part of pyroxylin to 40 of

the solution and found it dissolved readily. Applied to the skin

this preparation dries in a few minutes and forms an elastic

opaque film, which does not wash on\ The excess of camphor

seems to volatilize, and as it disguises the odor of the iodoform its

solution forms a useful vehicle for applying this drug. Pyroxylin

dissolves readily in the simple solution of camphor, and this forms

a cleanly basis for the application of many medicaments to the

skin, such as carbolic acid, salicylic acid, resorcin, iodine, chrys-

arobin and ichthyol
"

Cantharidin treatment of tuberculosis has apparently not

met with much substantial success on the whole during the past

year. The conservative opinion of foreign practitioners may be

pretty fairly summed up in the conclusions arrived at by F. Coccia

in his careful trial of Liebreich's treatment by the use of potassium

cantharidinate:

1. The injections are very painful, and the method is therefore

difficult of application in the case of patients who have to attend to

their employment;

2. Doses of of a milligramme (^T7r of a grain) are not danger-

ous in the case of any kind of patient

;

3. Doses of ^ of a milligramme of a grain) are sufficiently

dangerous to be contra-indicated in cases of advanced pulmonary

tuberculosis
;

4. The injections, when frequently repeated during a long period

of time, cause physical prostration and serious mental depression;
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5. Iii the last stage of the disease the treatment is absolutely

inadmissible
;

6. In incipient cases the injections may be used with the view of

modifying the bronchial mucous membrane and the expectoration,

and relieving cough
;

7. The night sweating and the general state may be favorably

influenced by the treatment in the early stage
;

8. The injections have no effect on the fever, and haemoptysis

seems to be made more frequent by them
;

9. Neither the pulmonary lesions nor the bacilli are in any way

modified by the treatment, and

10. Tuberculous ulcers in the larynx are not affected except that

in the very early stage they show a slight tendency to become

cleaner.

Prof. Liebreich attempts to answer his critics and to learn from

their criticisms, and thus pushes on his investigations with char-

acteristic persistency, evidently intending to leave no stone un-

turned to accomplish his life object. We trust for the welfare of

humanity that his pertinacity may eventually succeed. He is now
trying the sodium salt with which he obtains satisfaction so far,

especially in cases of lupus.

Castoria, which has been so profusely advertised on almost

every available- square inch of house and fence surface unprotected

by the warning (( Post no Bills under Penalty of the Law," has

been counterfeited (?) by some obtrusive intermeddler with lucra-

tive commercial interests by producing like results with a mixture

of Fl. Ext. Alexandria Senna, Fl. Ext. Levant Wormseed, Fl. Ext.

Peppermint, Fl. Ext. Anise Seed, Wintergreen Oil, Kochelle Salt,

Sodium Bicarbonate, White Sugar, Molasses, Alcohol and Water

—

the alcohol being very nearly one-third, the Senna about one-sixth,

the mola&ses about one-twelfth each by measure and the " sugar two
ounces by weight." The originator of Castoria may claim that this

concoction is not at all the true article, but nevertheless " children

cry for it" as loudly as for his, and what more could one ask. (!)

Chloralamid (Chloral Formamide) continues to be used in

about the same line of affections as a year ago, but its employment

has become more general. Its purely hypnotic effects are still

pronounced and well recognized in the same class of cases as before

noted. Its more extended use shows that it has a much larger

range of usefulness than its rivals chloral, paraldehyde or sulphonal.

Its marked characteristics which are being more recognized and

2
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taken advantage of every day, first of not requiring an increased

dose after continued use, and second of definitely establishing the

habit of sleeping by its systematic use so that the habit is well kept

up after administration has been discontinued, are inestimable

qualifications.

During the past year it has been found especially valuable in car-

diac asthma, and renewed claims for its superiority in sea-sickness

have been prominent, although not by any means conclusive.

It is true that there have been some disappointing results reported

this year, as well as last, but they are comparatively few, and we

may very safely say in general, that in chloralamid we continue to

have a safe and reasonably reliable hypnotic.

Chlormethyl (Mono-Chlor-Methane) is a remedy to be used

in the treatment of neuralgias of all kinds, and it is rather surpris-

ing we have heard so little of it during the past year—at least from

the Continent—after such a favorable report made by Steiner a

short time ago. It occurs in copper syphon bottles in a fluid con-

dition produced by pressure. In using, a jet of the fluid is per-

mitted to strike the painful region. It not only produces a local

decrease of temperature of the part, but it relieves the pain by

diminishing the excitability of the sensory nerves. Steiner used it

successfully in extreme cases of ischiatic neuralgia, and strongly

advocated its more general trial.

Chloroform in particular, and anaesthetics in general, are

still paramount questions under discussion in the old country, gen-

erally, but especially in England, as the Germans have "tread on

their toes " a little by presenting to the professions of medicine and

pharmacy a brand of chloroform which is claimed to be so much
purer than any other known, that it is the only article to be used

in order to avoid the unfortunate results which have followed the

administration of chloroform of late. This is hard for the English-

man to bear, and immediately the two professions there are put on

the defensive to explain away the short-comings, either of their

article or of their mode of administration. Dr. Eaoul Pictet, a

Swiss chemist, formerly of Geneva, but now of Berlin, secured a

patent in Germany, and sent out from his firm of Raoul Pictet &
Co. samples of chemically pure chloroform obtained by refrigera-

tion in his special apparatus, constructed to produce a temperature

from —20° 0. down to —200° C, and applicable not only for chloro-

form, but for all purposes requiring these low temperatures. The
specification of this patent is given in The Chemist and Druggist
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(London), Vol. XL. for 1892, page 406, and may be of interest to

repeat here : It " states that the purification is effected in a cop-

per cylinder, surrounded by a jacket hermetically sealed at top and

bottom and provided with an inlet and outlet pipe. The process is

carried out in three stages. First, the chloroform in the cylinder

is cooled down to 80° C. by allowing ethyl chloride, ethylene, pro-

toxide of nitrogen, or ' Pictet's liquid/ to evaporate in the jack-

eted space outside the cylinder, and filtering the cold liquid mass.

Foreign bodies crystallizing above this temperature are thus re-

moved, and the chloroform is filtered off. The second stage is to

solidify the chloroform thus obtained by reducing the temperature

of the cylinder to —82° C, when about two-thirds of it freezes

against the sides of the reservoir. The remaining liquid is drained

off and the solid chloroform melted and then run out of the cylin-

der for the second time. The product thus obtained is finally sub-

jected to distillation at a very low temperature under reduced pres-

sure, the cylinder used in the previous stages of the purification

now serving as the receiver. The first and last portions of the dis-

tillate are rejected, whilst the intermediate product, amounting to

about 80 per cent, of the total, is obtained as ' chemically pure

chloroform/ "

Dr. Pictet and nearly all his followers have claimed from the first

that his chloroform would not decompose on exposure to light,

and that a practically unchangeable liquid is produced by the

patented process. Unfortunately for his cause, however, one of

his own experimenters aj)parently inadvertently explained that it

would decompose if the alcohol which was added to preserve it be

removed. This was afterwards fully verified by actually producing

decomposition in about ten days when freed from the one per cent,

of alcohol it contains, and furthermore additional investigations in

Berlin proved that there was no sensible difference between his and

any other well purified brand.

At a certain spasmodic stage of the discussion great stress was

laid upon the impurities which could be separated from all brands,

and for a time it was thought that a solution of the difficulty found

with the anaesthetic was discovered in this defect, but it has since

been clearly shown that this very small quantity of residue would
not only have no effect therapeutically, but any possible effect from

such a cause would not produce the pronounced symptoms com-
plained of.

Throughout this whole agitation, a marked example is furnished
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of the perfect indifference foreigners, and particularly the English,

show to anything accomplished in the United States. They appa-

rently pay little attention to any scientific work which has been

done here. This is very noticeable in some of the investigations

which have been attempted on this subject in question when much
of that very work has been on record here for forty years back, and

it is amusing to notice how many times they announce some wonder-

ful (?) observations which have been known and published here

for years. If they showed the true scientific spirit they would

acknowledge and make use of all available work accomplished from

whatever source, beginning their investigations where others left

off, and thus gain the glory, if they need such, by improving on

and perfecting what had gone before ; but they are apparently so

indifferent to this spirit that they go to work at questions which

have long ago been taken up, settled and published, in order to

originate for themselves, even though it be old matter.

It would seem that definite conclusions as to the relative mor-

tality of chloroform and ether could not be justly drawn at this

time any better than last year, as the large proportion of fatalities

have occurred either from the use on cases where there should have

been an interdiction of the particular anaesthetic employed on

account of some functional disqualification in the individual

patient which should have been recognized from abundant past

experience already on record and perfectly accessible, or again from

carelessness in administration—and not from impurities in either

anaesthetic. This statement is not intended, by any means, to

underrate the importance of purity in the anaesthetics, but simply

as a protest against hypercritically laying so much stress on the

small amount of impurity found. In the direction of impurities,

decomposition evolving a chlorine vapor in the case of chloroform

is the one thing to be recognized in advance and avoided. This

can readily be done by the administrator just before using.

It is very unfortunate, as was alluded to here a year ago, under

the head of " Ether versus Chloroform," that not only individual

practitioners, but sections of country are so unalterably wedded to

their particular anaesthetic that they insist on using it exclusively.

Surely some cases are, after even only a rough examination, found

suitable for chloroform and others for ether, so that routine practice

has its disadvantages.

The discussion on Anaesthetics at the last annual meeting of the

British Medical Association, held in Bournemouth, took a turn
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decidedly against many of the strongly emphasized statements of

the Hyderabad Commission, and led to the appointment of a

representative committee to report on the whole subject from

a clinical standpoint.

Also the Nyzam of Hyderabad, India, has thought the subject of

enough importance to appoint a third Commission to reconcile, if

possible, the conflicting views now prevalent, and Dc. H. A. Hare,

of Philadelphia, has been asked to undertake the task here. Dr.

Hare now desires to receive reports from American practitioners

" of any cases in which it was noticed that the heart stopped beating

before respiration, or respiration stopped before the heart/'

Convallaria Majalis (Lily of the Valley) has by this time

reached the stage at which all newly pushed remedies arrive if

they can stand the strain of over-pushing. Although a remedy

long used in Russia for dropsical affections, still its usefulness was

not sufficiently emphasized until it was noted that it might take

the place of digitalis. This it still cannot do, but it does offer a

very efficient alternate for digitalis in many cases. It is to be

hoped that the Revision Committee will recognize it in the forth-

coming issue of the U. S. Pharmacopoeia.

Creasote obtained for medicinal use only from beechwood tar

still holds its own in professional popularity in the treatment of

pulmonary tuberculosis—largely used, added to or in conjunction

with cod liver oil. Larger doses than used to be given are still

urged more forcibly. In Southern Germany they appear to be

very bold and even approach recklessness in the heroic doses

employed.

Dr. Francis P. Kinnicutt, of New York City, in his Middleton-

Goldsmith Lecture for 1892 on "New Outlooks in the Prophylaxis

and Treatment of Tuberculosis,"* gives the most complete consid-

eration of this subject which has been reported for some time back.

One of his most interesting series of records are those cases treated

by creasote and guaiacol. He concludes that large doses apparently

possessed no advantages over much smaller ones and had no greater

effect upon hectic and night sweats; that subcutaneous injections of

the drug possessed no advantages over administration by the mouth;

that whatever beneficial influence it might exert in pulmonary

tuberculosis could be effected with a comparatively small dosage,

* N. Y. Med. Record, Vol. 41, page 561.
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and that favorable results could be expected only by its continuance

and prolonged employment.

In Germany, Dr. Julius Sommerbrodt states that the earlier it is

used the better are the results. He therefore has used it in so-

called scrofulous children with very good effect. He recommends

it in larger doses than usual, as he finds smaller ones are useless, and

he continues it for several months. It will thus be noticed that

observers differ in some of their conclusions.

In France, pertussis and laryngitis accompanying La Grippe have

both been treated by creasote with success.

Creolin—the coal-tar product—has not gained much in popu-

larity during the past year. A series of comparisons of the disin-

fecting values of lysol, creolin and carbolic acid has been carried

on, and their value is represented in the order here named, so that

creolin might have assumed a more prominent place if some quite

unfavorable results had not been reported from its use.

Cresol Iodide (Ortho-Cresol Iodide) is another of the numer-

ous substitutes for iodoform. Cresol is the prominent constituent

of crude carbolic acid in varying proportions of the ortho-meta and

para-cresols. The iodide of the ortho-cresol is the one found to be

efficient as a disinfectant, especially in nasal and laryngeal affec-

tions. It is a fine, pale-yellow powder with a pronounced odor, but

agreeable in comparison with iodoform ; insoluble in water. All

the compounds of cresol are powerful antiseptics, but all have the

disadvantage of a very variable composition, of adhering to or ren-

dering slippery the operating instruments and hands, and of readily

oxidixing in the air. These disadvantages apply to all the various

compounds of cresol known as lysol, solveol, solutol, saprol, etc.

This iodide has not been long enough in use to predict its future,

but surely, almost anything is at once seized upon which attempts

to supply a satisfactory substitute for iodoform.

Dermatol (Bismuth Subgallate)—last year's new substitute

(or rather of two years ago) for iodoform—although it has by no

means supplanted the latter agent, still has held its own pretty well

and finds good use in suitable cases. Considerable attention has

been given during the year to comparative observations with this

agent and its rivals. Colasanti has made comparative bacteriologi-

cal experiments on wet and dried cultures with aristol, dermatol

and iodoform as to their microbicide potency. Neither agent ap-

parently had any effect on the microbes in the dried cultures after
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three days contact, but in the wet ones, dermatoi was effective in

little more than half the time of the others.

One of the most complete investigations upon this agent of late

is that of Dr. Arthur K. Stone, of Boston, communicated in a

paper read at the last annual meeting of the Mass. Med. Society,

on " Bacteriological and Clinical Investigations into the New Anti-

septic, Dermatol," which is surely worth reading by those interested

in this subject (Boston Med. and Surg. Journal, Vol. C XXVII.,
page 207).

Doernberger has made good use of a 10 per cent, vaseline oint-

ment of dermatoi in the Children's Hospital at Graz, particularly

in moist eczema and burns. In otorrhea he still withholds his

opinion, but in phlyctenular conjunctivitis he finds it useless.

Several others quite confirm these results, but Davidsohn, however,

gets good results in quite a series of cases of otorrhea.

The antiseptic property of dermatoi is at this time somewhat in

dispute, but its extraordinary desiccating effect is still pronounced

and remarked favorably upon by all.

On the whole, then, last year's promises have been quite fully

fulfilled—except that it has not supplanted iodoform.

Diaphtherin (Oxy-Chin-Aseptol) is one of the very newest

antiseptics—another of the interminable coal-tar derivatives. Its

shorter fancy name comes from dia<p0ei'p(o. to destroy, and it is

prepared by a process not yet made public, but its composition

consists of two molecules of oxychinolin and one of aseptol. It is

reported as a yellow powder, with an odor somewhat like carbolic

acid, and readily soluble in water and in most of the ordinary

solvents.

It is little heard of as yet outside of Germany, and although Dr.

Kronacher, of Munich, now states that he has been using it suc-

cessfully for a year in his surgical practice, chiefly in a 1 per cent,

solution, but often in as strong a solution as 50 per cent., still it

was not presented to the profession at large until the recent

Eleventh Congress for Internal Medicine, held in Leipzig, where

Prof. R. Emmerich, of Munich, presented a sample and explained

its alleged superiority over carbolic acid, corrosive sublimate, lysol

and the like—showing less toxic properties than all, and a less

costly agent than carbolic acid. From its composition it should

theoretically be the most potent antiseptic. It, however, apparently

cannot be used to disinfect operating instruments, as it attacks

even silver and nickel plating (nickel less than others, especially
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when newly plated)—a dark blackish deposit being formed, which,

although not poisonous in its action, still is quite an objectionable

feature. Apparently, the 1 per cent, solution in water, recom-

mended by Dr. Kronacher, is fully strong enough for surgical

dressings. It is stated as non-caustic, and does not produce

eczema. It does stain the hands and nails of a light yellow color,

but is not indelible, and may be easily removed by washing. Its

bactericidal properties are stated as marked, and its special appli-

cations are to burns, ulcers and operating wounds, even of large

extent.

From reports at hand, then, it may be stated that it possesses

marked antiseptic properties and very few disadvantages.

Diuretin (Sodio-Theobromine Salicylate) has increased some-

what in demand since last year, but some, of the statements in its

favor have to be modified considerably in the light of a year's

experience with an increasing number of observers. Dr. R.

Demme, of Berne, Switzerland, has been the most prominent

extensive foreign clinical reporter of its use during the year. He
used it in the Berne Children's Hospital with marked success. In

cases of dropsy, where calomel and hot baths were apparently

unsuitable, and where the usual diuretics were of little benefit, he

met with success. He believes its effects are due to its action upon

the renal epithelium. In the severe dropsical stage of scarlatinal

nephritis and of mitral disease, it has been of much service, even

after digitalis had had no effect. Although he and many others

have noted its non-cumulative effect, still he had one case of

amyloid degeneration of the liver, kidneys and spleen, in which it

caused an erythematous rash, together with a profuse diarrhea.

He does not give much encouragement in using it in children

less than one year old. As a dose for children from two to five

years of age, lie recommends from 500 milligrammes (about 8

grains) up to 1.5 grammes (about 25 grains) in divided doses daily
;

from 6 to 10 years of age, up to 3 grammes (about 45 grains).

The administration was many times continued for weeks without

either cumulative or diminished therapeutical effect being evident

in any way, and the benefit in some of his cases was very striking.

In our own country, on the other hand, Dr. H. A. Hare, of

Philadelphia, has not met with very favorable results administered

to adults as a diuretic. He even pushed the dose in one case of an

elderly man witli enlarged prostate and very concentrated urine to
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7.8 grammes (120 grains) daily with the result of decreasing the

flow of urine instead of increasing it.

Dr. E. L. Keyes, of New York City, has now felt called upon to

retract some of the pretensions he had conscientiously but modestly

believed might be held concerning this agent in " averting urinary

or urethral fever/'' and a3 he promised to continue his observations

when he previously reported he felt in justice called upon now to

report his failures to produce desired results.* He is still studying

the matter, and may have something further to say after another

year's experience with this and other diuretics.

It may be well to again allude to the very unstable condition of

this compound and to caution practitioners not to prescribe it with

other things, on principle. It is far better to give it by itself either

in the powder form or in solution. In either form it is necessary

to keep it well sealed from contact with the air on account of its

rapid decomposition.

It may still be considered, then, on trial, for it surely has given

a good as well as poor record of itself in many cases, and now that

the price has been somewhat reduced, its use may be stimulated

thereby. Attention is again called to the great discrepancy in price

between the article when bought under its shorter name of diuretin

and under its chemical title of sodio-theobromine-salicylate—the

latter, when you insist on having it, costing less than half the for-

mer. Moral : always purchase under the latter name.

Epidermin is the name given by S. Kohn to a German
preparation (evidently a mixture) to be used as an effectual surgi-

cal dressing and artificial skin for wounds and scratches. It is a

smooth, milky-white mixture, producing, after spontaneous evapo-

ration, a thin flexible pellicle. The exact composition of the com-

pound as introduced is not known, but an efficient substitute may
be prepared by triturating in a warmed iron mortar 15 parts of

melted white wax, with 15 parts of powdered acacia, until a thor-

ough trituration is accomplished : 15 parts of distilled water and 15

parts of glycerin are then mixed and brought to boiling. This is

added at once to the contents of the mortar and the whole stirred

constantly until cold. If it is desired to add any medicinal prop-

erty to the pellicle, the medicament should be mixed with glycerin

first.

Ethyl Chloride (Monochlor-Ethane) has apparently steadily

but slowly increased in use ever since M. Mounet, of Lyons, France,

*The Medical News. Vol. 61. page 352.
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introduced it. put up in the form of small glass tubes, in which it

occurs as a colorless liquid with a burning but sweetish taste. It is

obtained by passing chlorine gas through an alcoholic solution of

zinc chloride to saturation while surrounded by ice, to keep its

temperature well down. It is ordinarily gaseous in form, but is

easily condensed and introduced into these small drawn-out tubes,

hermetically sealed, to be broken off in a spot in the narrow extrem-

ity marked by a scratch, so that by the warmth of the hand hold-

ing it a small jet of the vaporized liquid is projected on the part to

be anaesthetized. It is very inflammable, and therefore must not

be used in the vicinity of fire. The above mode of using it is found

to be by far the best on account of being always available, and no

preparation has to be made up to the moment of using. It has

thus gained much in favor in France and Switzerland with den-

tists, and for minor surgical operations, but has not spread much
further.

Eugenol - Acetamide is a new patented (in Germany)
anaesthetic, analogous in action to cocaine. The foundation ele-

ment is eugenol (eugenic acid) obtained as an oxidation product

from oil of bay, oil of cloves or oil of pimento, but chiefly commer-
cially from oil of cloves. The process of purification of eugenol

has been much improved of late, and we therefore should get bet-

ter results from the antiseptic and anaesthetic effects of not only

eugenol itself, which has been in use for several years past, but also

more effectual results from the acetamide compound. The lat-

ter is prepared by treating the sodium salt of eugenol with mono-

chloracetic acid to produce eugenol-acetic acid. When alcohol and

chlorine gas is added, eugenol-acetic ethyl-ether is formed, which,

treated with a strong solution of ammonia, gives eugenol-acetamide.

This resulting crystalline product is rubbed up into a fine powder

as being the most effective form for practical use.

This is so new an article that few reports have yet been made

upon it, but it no doubt will be sought for by those who have used

eugenol with success—the dentists and surgeons for minor

operations.

Euphoria (Phenyl-Urethane)—the antipyretic—has found a

very satisfactory field for usefulness since last year in obstetrical

and gynaecological cases, and many foreign observers give favorable

reports. Dr. L. M. Bossi, who has probably used it more largely

in this line than any other, is led to think, after a somewhat

extended experience, that it acts both more efficaciously and more
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rapidly than any other substance hitherto in use, not excepting

iodoform.

Finally, in general, Dr. C. Curtis summarizes his experience after

its use in some two hundred clinical experiments and bacteriologi-

cal researches made in the Pharmacological Institute of the Univer-

sity of Rome :

1. It is a powerful and safe antipyretic. It acts better when the

fever is at its maximum and during the period of subsidence than

in the early stage, showing itself in from half an hour to two hours,

and may last even to ten hours :

2. Defervescence is attended with a feeling of warmth and mod-

erate sweating, but when the temperature rises again the accom-

panying rigor is not severe
;

3. It does not cause any serious secondary effects. Sometimes

there is little cyanosis, but never collapse
;

4. It can be used in preference to any other antipyretic when
a rapid and marked lowering of the temperature is required

;

5. It answers fairly well in surgical fevers
;

6. It is a most potent antirheumatic : In acute rheumatism it is

certain, in chronic it is also satisfactory—usually succeeding in

cases which have resisted all other remedies;

7. In simple fever the dose is 1.2 grammes taken in from four to

five doses. In febrile rheumatic affections, from 1 to 2 grammes
should be given in twenty-four hours. In chronic rheumatism,

1 gramme in three or four doses. On the average, 1 gramme corre-

sponds to 2 grammes of antipyrin;

8. It has a sure analgesic action in neuralgia, unless when due to

a specific cause:

9. It is a powerful antiseptic, being intermediate between carbolic

acid and corrosive sublimate;

10. It is one of the most effective disinfectants in thrush;

11. In local applications, it has advantages over iodoform, iodol,

aristol, etc. It is more powerfully antiseptic and less desiccating

than dermatol:

12. Used locally in powder or in an ointment with vaseline or

lanolin, it is also an anodyne—promoting the healing of wounds
and ulcers. It gives excellent results in surgery, gynaecology,

diseases of the skin and syphilis.

Europhen (Iso-Butyl-Ortho-Cresol Iodide)—one of the most
effective substitutes for iodoform—still gives daily evidence of the

very unwise practice of choosing very similar names for very
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dissimilar agents, as it has been repeatedly shown that more good
luck than good management has avoided poisoning results from

following the confusion in name between this article and Euphorin.

It is not very difficult to see how readily one might be written for

the other in a hurriedly composed prescription.

Europhen has had a largely increasing use during the past year

in throat and nose affections, in spreading ulcers and in soft sores,

with such gratifying results that many claim that it excels iodo-

form.

Keports now come from Cuba that Dr. Juan Santos Fernandez,

of the Havana Eye and Ear Clinic, has met with beneficial effects

from the use of a J to 1 per cent, vaseline ointment in many eye

affections. Only one application to the conjunctiva often proved

efficacious in cases where other agents failed. He does not extol

europhen above its rivals, but finds it sufficiently useful to be of

marked service in many cases.

Its advantages— of a far less disagreeable odor, and non-toxic ef-

fects—give it a good claim to rank well with iodoform and repeat-

edly call forth expressions of approval from all.

Exalgin (Methyl-Acetanilid)—the analgesic—unfortunately has

had too many cases of poisoning attributed to it since this time

last year to much encourage many in a more extended use of it.

Several of these cases, however, were due either to popular use

(abuse) of it, or it was taken without medical direction.

In chorea, it appears to have made a favorable record this year.

Dr. Hugo Lowenthal, of Berlin, treated thirty-five cases in all

stages of severity. It was particularly applicable when there was

considerable mental excitement. He found that it was of benefit

in the majority of cases, but he cannot attribute a specific action

to it.

In our own country, Dr. C. L. Dana, however, considers it does

possess a specific action in ordinary chorea. He treated sixteen

cases with an initial dose of 130 milligrammes (2 grains), three

times a day, and increased if necessary up to about 200 milli-

grammes (3 grains), five times a day, prescribing as well citrate of

iron and quinine after meals. Acute anaemia and cyanosis were the

only unpleasant symptoms he saw following its use. The average

duration of the chorea was five weeks.

Dr. John Gordon, of Aberdeen, Scotland, gives a very concise

account of some sixty-six clinical cases under his observation.*

* The London Lancet, Vol. 1, for 1892, page 1173.
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"In fifty-five cases the action of exalgin was successful in relieving

the pain, while eleven cases yielded results that were unsuccessful

or doubtful. The benefit of exalgin was most marked in cases of

nervous headache, facial neuralgia, intercostal neuralgia, and

lumbago. Although the pain-subduing action of the drug may be

feeble, it has given in certain cases excellent results. Further

observations will at last fix its full value as an analgesic, and pos-

sibly justify the hope that it may take a valuable, if restricted,

place in the group of those bodies which relieve suffering."

Finally, Dr. T. Churton, of Leeds, England, has met with some

success in the treatment of exophthalmic goitre, and discusses the

poisonous dose in connection with his cases.*

Exodyne is another one of those compounds put forth by an

enterprising stock company to catch the attention of the lovers of

novelty, and to win over a share of the harvest accruing to like

enterprises. It is urged as an antipyretic in 650 milligramme (10

grain) doses. Dr. Goldmann found it to be another of the now
numerous acetanilid mixtures :

Acetanilid 90 per cent.

Sodium Bicarbonate. 5 " "

Sodium Salicylate 5 " "

Puchsine (Rosaniline) is the well-known aniline product oc-

curring in bright iridescent crystals, giving a deep-red solution in

water, used in the arts as a dye, and in medical science for staining

purposes in histological and bacteriological work.

In the process of manufacture in commercial quantities, arsenic

is retained in variable amount, which, of course, is objectionable

for both internal and external use. When used in medicine, then

arsenic should be carefully eliminated.

It has been used internally for albuminuria, and externally in a

one per cent, alcoholic solution in five cases of traumatic erysipelas

with successful results in all, after only two applications ; but the

best results reported during the past year have been in throat affec-

tions. After a constant use since 1888, Dr. Karl G. Bogroff, of

Odessa, reported over a year ago (and his conclusions may be re-

peated here), that

1. Like all other aniline dyes, it is easily absorbed by the laryn-

geal and faucial mucous membrane
;

2. Antiseptic fluids, when mixed with it, penetrate into the tis-

* The London Lancet, Vol. 1, for 1892, page 1175.
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sues far more deeply and act much more effectively than when em-

ployed alone
;

3. When injected into the larynx "the superficial cellular ele-

ments and intercellular spaces become infiltrated with particles of

the aniline dye, and thus a thin protective film is formed, which is

impermeable not only by any irritating fluids, but even by gaseous

bodies";

4. In cases of reactive laryngeal inflammation in pulmonary

tuberculosis from continual irritation by the discharges, the intra-

laryngeal injection of a two per cent, watery solution of boric acid

saturated with fuchsine, rapidly removes the inflammatory phe-

nomena and relieves the difficulty in swallowing
;

5. It proves similarly beneficial in cases of f< faucial mycosis."

Gallacetophenon (Tri-Oxy-Aceto-Phenon) is a recent and

promising substitute for pyrogallol (pyrogallic acid) in most skin

affections, and principally in psoriasis. For some time back pyro-

gallol has attracted some attention in the treatment of psoriasis,

but it has practically been abandoned on account of its poisonous

qualities. Recently Dr. L. von Rekowski, of Berne, has recom-

mended as its substitute this dye-stuff, gallacetophenon—a deriva-

tive of pyrogallol, and known commercially by the name of "aliza-

rine-yellow C." It is prepared by bringing a mixture of 1 part of

pyrogallol, 1-J parts of acetic acid and 1-J parts of zinc chloride

to a temperature of 145° C. to 150° C. When pure it occurs in

needle-like crystals, which may be incorporated in a very service-

able ten per cent, ointment, which does not stain linen.

Foreign dermatologists are using this very successfully at present

and among our own practitioners, Dr. Herman Goldenberg, of New
York City, points out its advantages, and recommends its extended

use.*

Glycerin Suppositories have met with increasing favor

in the treatment of some forms of rectal inertia and weak peri-

staltic action, particularly of the lower intestinal tract.

Many formulas are in use, but the one which gives the best satis-

faction, according to Prof. J. P. Remington, of Philadelphia

(President of the Amer. Pharmaceutical Assoc.), is as follows :

Sodium Carbonate 3.G Grammes ( 40 grains)

Stearic Acid 5.2 " ( 80 "
)

Glycerin 70.0 " (1080 "
)

* N. Y. Med. Jour., Vol. 55, page 153.
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Guaiacol—the beechwood- tar product containing a maximum

of 90 per cent, creasote—has been in remarkable demand during

the past year. At one time it seemed as if the manufacturers could

not supply the unusual calls upon them, and an inferior article was

offered for sale with customary failures in expected results.

Its use, together with that of its salts, has been largely, if not

wholly, confined to the treatment of pulmonary tuberculosis. Of

all the agents used for this affection there is probably none which

has proved so uniformly beneficial. It has been constantly increas-

ing in favor from its very introduction many years ago, and it

is now, perhaps, more generally used, in every country in the

world, than any other agent for this affection. The benzoate,

salicylate, iodide and carbonate—all have found their use in indi-

vidual practice, but none of these has been given more attention

during the past year than the carbonate.

The irritation produced by guaiacol as well as by creasote is, in

some cases, sufficient to preclude the use of either, and therefore

Drs. Richard Seifert and Fritz Holscher proposed to overcome this

difficulty by substituting the carbonate—obtained by passing chlo-

rine and CO 2
gases into a mixture of guaiacol and caustic soda.

The product is a tasteless and odorless crystalline powder, insoluble

in water.

In a healthy stomach it apparently is not split up—remaining

unacted upon until it reaches the intestine—and therefore it does

not disturb the digestion. In an hour after administration it may
be detected in the urine.

According to the above observers the initial dose to be used

is from 20 to 60 milligrammes (about ^ to 1 grain) and increased

up tb a maximum of 6 grammes (about 90 grains). No disturbance

of the digestion, circulation or nervous system was noted from even

the maximum dose. Out of four cases upon whom the carbonate

was tried, two had taken creasote and one guaiacol itself with

trifling benefit, but were manifestly improved by the carbonate.

Again, other cases taking the carbonate regularly and improving,

lost in weight and in general condition when put upon creasote.

Dr. Francis P. Kinnicutt, of New York City, has given us the

most complete comparative results in regard to this carbonate,

guaiacol itself and creasote that we have at this present time.*

His notes are very full and interesting, and were alluded to under

the head of Creasote.

*N. Y. Med. Record, Vol. 41, page 561.
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Haemogallol is the haemoglobin of the blood oxidised by

the action of pyrogallol, thus furnishing a new compound more

easily assimilated, and more readily supplying those ingredients of

the blood which are found lacking in such affections as chorea than

the ordinary iron preparations so universally prescribed.

Prof. Robert, of Dorpat, was the first to give attention to this

subject, and as far as he has gone he has met with gratifying

results.

It is a brownish-red powder, and has been patented, which latter

condition will unfortunately limit any immediate chance it might

have of usefulness by reason of the accustomed restrictions of any

enterprising firm who gains possession of the patent rights.

It is given in doses from 100 to 500 milligrammes to 7£

grains), shortly before each meal, in any convenient vehicle which

will not retard its rapid absorption, or again in capsules. The

digestion is not disturbed, and the anaemia to be remedied dis-

appears more rapidly than under the usual form of treatment,

although the quantity of iron thus introduced only amounts to

about 10 to 15 milligrammes daily. Prof. Kobert considers this

the great advantage this agent possesses over the usual iron

preparations.

Of course, too short a time has elapsed since its introduction to

expect to see reports of much clinical experience, but no doubt we

will hear more of this article later.

Haemol is a closely allied preparation to haemogallol (just

spoken of), and is obtained by the same process, except that the

reducing agent used in this case of haemol is zinc—presented in the

form of a fine dust, and shaken up in the presence of water. By

this process, after proper separation, a slight trace of the z4nc is

retained in the resulting dark-brown powder approaching black in

color—haemol. The zinc present theoretically appears to act effi-

ciently where there are lesions of the stomach or intestines which

tend to break down into ulcers. Given in this compound, the

zinc seems to lose its caustic effect, and does not produce nausea.

The dose and mode of administering haemol are the same as for

haemogallol.

Helenin. the white acicular crystals obtained from the root of

Inula Helenium (Elecampane Root), which has received some atten-

tion from foreign observers in the treatment of tuberculosis, does

not appear to progress very rapidly, owing particularly to its cost

in production.
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The crude article is a very effective antiseptic and has been much
used on the Continent as such.

In Spain it is favored as a surgical dressing.

Ferran claims that it is more destructive to the cholera bacillus

than any other agent.

It has been used successfully in ozaena, and internally in malarial

fevers, diarrheal troubles and leucorrhea. Dr. M. Hamonic reports

excellent results in the latter affection after internal use. He states,

however, that it is a failure locally, as it irritates the vaginal mucous

membrane. Parisot corroborates Hamonic after its successful em-

ployment in twenty-seven cases.

The cost has been greatly against it, especially in regard to the pure

article, and although Dr. T. J. Bokenham, of St. Bartholomew's

Hospital, has been very successful in his experiments on animals, he

has not been able to push it very far in his practice, as considerable

quantities have to be used and its use has to be continued over an

extended period in each case. Dr. Bokenham's investigations

were very carefully done and deserve attention.*

Hydrastinin is the oxidation product of Hydrastin—one

of the alkaloids found in the root of Hydrastis Canadensis (Golden

Seal). It has been used now for about two years with increasing

professional popularity, particularly among the gynaecologists.

A stimulus to its increased employment has been recently

furnished iu a reduction of the price, and thus a more extended

use may be expected. The hydrochlorate is mostly used and the

salt appears to act as a haemostatic—contracting the blood vessels

of the endometrium.

It cannot take the place of ergot, as it does not cause contraction

in the muscular tissue, and can act most effectually only upon a re-

laxed uterus, as the blood-vessels are then in a condition free to

contract.

Although its haemostatic action is very pronounced in over half

the number of cases tried, still it appears to be uncertain, and in

fact may have no effect whatever, so that from all the testimony

given by a now numerous set of observers, principally in Germany,

it cannot by any means show any advantages over the officinal fluid

extract of hydrastis, given in proportionate quantity, which is a

small dose, even at the maximum.

Hydrogen Dioxide (Peroxide of Hydrogen) has been used

much more largely during the year past. The more that is learned,

* Brit. Med. Journal Vol. 2, for 1891, page 838.

3
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both as to its applicability and as to its mode of preparation and

keeping qualities, the more reliable will be the therapeutical results,

and the less adverse criticism from unnecessary failures will be

heard.

Its range of usefulness also has been somewhat extended since

last year. In illustration, Dr. Altehoefer recommends it as a disin-

fectant of polluted water. His researches tell him that one part per

thousand of water containing sewage or infectious microbes, is fully

sufficient to destroy the various organisms if left to act for twenty

-

four hours. Used in drinking water it does not make it in the

least unpotable, and the proportion of the agent needed is so small,

that the cost is inappreciable.

It has had quite an increasing use as a cleansing agent for foul

wounds, abscesses and the like.

It is found to be a valuable diagnostic agent in determining the

presence of pus, for Stuver found that when injected into a part

in which suppuration was suspected, it would indicate its presence

by causing an almost immediate swelling up of the part. If such

a discovered spot was at once cut into, pain was avoided. He
treated a number of suppurating buboes in this way with great

success.

Dr. F. H. Wiggin, of New York City, desires the profession to

try it in the treatment of typhoid fever, as he has had one very

successful case, in which he "prescribed one ounce of fifteen vol-

ume of peroxide of hydrogen to eight ounces of water, to be taken

every three hours, by the mouth." He is fully alive to the fact

that his one case cannot prove anything, and therefore urges others

with more frequent opportunities to try it and report on further

use *

During the year it has been the chief work of the manufacturing

chemists in this line to either improve the process or to discover

some agent to add to the finished product that will render its keep-

ing qualities far better than they are at the present time. The

presence of a free acid appears to be absolutely necessary in all

solutions of this article, since without this, careful comparative

tests have definitely proven that decomposition is rapid ; but

much free acid protects no better than a little, while it renders the

solution and its dilutions hurtfully irritant to diseased and sensi-

tive surfaces. Boroglyceride in small proportion acts fairly well as

* N. Y. Med. Record, Vol. 40, page 658.
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a preservative, but still decomposition occurs, and chiefly upon

agitation.

Dr. S. S. Wallian, of Xew York City, has recently intimated

that this article can be made stable, and if this be true, he knows

more than all the investigators before him, and we think he owes

it to the profession to either divulge his method of preparation, or

present some of the product for critical tests. If he has succeeded

in accomplishing what he intimates, it will be an inestimable boon

to the whole community, as this is rapidly coming to be a most

important remedial agent in the hands of practitioners in every

quarter.

Ichthyol (Ammonium Ichthyol-Sulphonate) is one of the

newer remedies which has been able, since last year, not only to

hold its own, but has increased its sphere of usefulness.

Among foreign observers, Drs. Klein and S. J. Radcliffe now
ascribe almost specific properties to it in the treatment of ery-

sipelas.

Dr. C. W. Allen, of Xew York City, continues to give as favor-

able reports of its use as he made a year ago. It has had its

largest use in eczema, erysipelas, and all forms of rheumatism.

Its more extended use is reported by Eschen, in the treatment of

twenty-five cases of uterine complaints, including metritis, para-

metritis, and inflammation of the ovaries.

One fatal case from its use has been reported by Dr. Bergerio, at

a meeting of the Turin Academy of Medicine, in which " he was

washing out the uterus of a woman, suffering from endometritis,

who, on the previous day, had had her uterine mucous membrane

curetted, with a solution of one-third ichthyol to two-thirds

glycerin. Almost as soon as the washing out began, she com-

plained of a putrid fish taste in her mouth, the pulse became like

what it is in tachycardia, and symptoms of general depression came

on which lasted for about twelve hours. Bergerio believes that the

rapid absorption could only have taken place through the recently

scraped uterine mucous membrane. He stated that it was the first

accident of the kind occurring in his hands, in an experience of

about one hundred cases, in which he had used this agent in utero-

ovarian disease. He did not know whether it was to the ichthyol-

sulphonic acfd part of the salt, or the base ammonium that

the symptoms were due. In discussing the case, Griacosa said

toxic symptoms caused by ammonium were referable to the spinal

cord, and therefore he had no doubt that, in the present instance,
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it was the acid part that was responsible. Peroni cited the case of

a woman under his professional care to whom he gave as much as

5 grammes (about 75 grains), daily, for prurigo, without any

untoward effect, until one day being told that it was obtained from

"fossil fish"(?), she was seized with vomiting, headache, convul-

sions and diarrhea.

Keplying to this reflection, Bergerio said the element of sugges-

tion was excluded in his case from the fact that she was ignorant

of the nature of the medicament which was being given to her for

the first time.

Iodoform—prepared by the action of chlorinated soda on

acetone in the presence of an iodide—has apparently lost little

during the past year from the attention paid to its increasing

number of rivals. Its great drawback—an extremely disagree-

able, penetrating and persistent odor—has undoubtedly been the

means of discouraging its use somewhat, but its efficiency is so-

marked wherever it is applicable that the disagreeable odor is

simply endured. The expedients used to disguise this odor still

accumulate and will continue to be sought after until more desirable

results are reached than we possess now. A few prominent expedi-

ents out of the many suggested during the past year may be

alluded to here:

When application is to be made to the skin, Camphoid (spoken

of under its proper head) makes a very serviceable agent. The
volatilization of the excess of camphor serves to mask the iodoform

odor.

Terpineol—the chemical name for the perfume Lilacin found in

several essential oils—imparts the odor of lilac, and is claimed by

some to answer better than all others.

A stick of menthol enclosed in a well-stoppered bottle about half

filled with iodoform is said to render the latter inodorous after

being thus enclosed together for one or two hours.

Carbolic Acid 1 part

Peppermint Oil 2 "

Iodoform 197 "

is reported to work effectively.

Essential oil of coriander has lately been employed in the propor-

tion of 8 drops to 4 grammes (one dram). It should be thoroughly

mixed by trituration.

Finally, cumarin (the active constituent of tonka bean), espe-

cially that artificially made, is also recommended for almost entirely
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disguising the odor, and for rendering it more agreeable as well

by its own aromatic odor.

Iodophenin—the combination of iodine with phenacetin,

containing 50 per cent, of iodine—has been practically unheard

from in this country during the past year, and rather flat reports

come from abroad. Some favorable results come from the Paris

Charity Hospital, but elsewhere observers generally agree with Dr.

SiebeFs conclusions that it gives off iodine in excess too readily and

no specific action can be attributed to it which iodine uncombined

does not furnish.

lodopyrin—the chemical combination first prepared by Ditt-

mar, and obtained by replacing one atom of hydrogen in antipyrin

by one of iodine—has not been used as universally as was expected.

The observation that its colorless, silky, needle-like crystals were only

slightly soluble in cold water, thereby rendering it practically taste-

less, and that it was odorless, gave abundant promise of a future for

its use, but aside from favorable results in a few cases of typhoid

fever reported by Dr. Egmont Munzer in the clinic of Prof. R. R.

von Jaksch, little is heard of it favorably. He also reports its use

in pulmonary tuberculosis, where profuse diaphoresis was produced

in conjunction with rapid reduction of temperature to the normal.

Theoretically it is split up into its component parts in the stomach.

Iodozone is the name given by Robin to a solution of iodine in

ozone. The solution appears to be a complete one, as no free iodine

can be detected. The beneficial expectations were first suggested

by the well-known value of pure sea air—containing traces of iodine

(!). It is recommended to be used as a spray in pulmonary tuber-

culosis, and on open wounds.

Ipecacuanha has again been alluded to as useful, in cases of

obstinate haemoptysis. A well-founded case is now recorded where

ergot and gallic acid utterly failed and ipecac was effectual. Its

administration must be pushed to the point of producing nausea, as

that condition alone is necessary to be produced to effect the

control.*

Jambul (Jamun)—the seeds and bark of the Eugenia Jambo-
lana, a native tree of India—is rather in a mixed state in regard to

its proper position as an efficient remedy in diabetes. Very con-

flicting testimony has been reported, both from this and foreign

countries ; but since the authorization of the British Medical

*Gaillard's Med. Jour., Vol. 53, page 482.
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Association, given to its Therapeutic Committee to investigate it

thoroughly, a more strictly scientific turn has been given to more
general observations among the profession. Dr. Sidney Martin, 10

Mansfield street, London, W., Secretary of the Committee, invites

all to cooperate in this inquiry.

In keeping with this systematic spirit now awakened, Dr. Thomas
Stephenson, F. C. S., of Bombay, read an interesting paper at the

recent British Pharmaceutical Conference, held in Edinburgh, in

which he very definitely concludes that any preparation of jambul,

as the fluid extract, should be made from the fresh seeds, discard-

ing the pericarps and avoiding the application of heat. He also

finds that a weak alcoholic menstruum exhausts the drug and gives

a stable preparation.

The conflicting results heretofore reported may have been due to

a failure to follow the above plan of preparation, and not due, as

some have stated, to the fact that under the name of jambul are

known a number of different plants in India, and thus sophistica-

tion practiced.

This latter explanation of failure to obtain uniform therapeutical

results is refuted by Mr. G. Bidie, of Kosneath, England, as he

states that the Eugenia Jambolana is very widely dispersed and com-

mon in most jungles of natural growth, and it would in most cases

be more difficult for the dealers to get the spurious than the genu-

ine seeds.

At some future date, then, we may confidently look for the re-

sults of very definite scientific investigations.

Lysol—the saponified product of coal-tar, chiefly composed of

the cresols—has been widespread in its usefulness during the past

year, particularly abroad. No doubt the cholera epidemic has con-

tributed largely towards its consumption.

Notwithstanding its widespread use and undoubted efficacy, it is

not the ne plus ultra which was claimed for it in the beginning.

The conclusions for the year may be best summed up as done by

Cadeac and Guinard, who have made a series of experiments

with it

:

It is superior as a microbicide to carbolic acid, creolin, cresyl

and other analogous coal-tar products
;

It has not, however, any advantages over the antiseptics of estab-

lished reputation;

It is only really efficacious when used in solutions which may be

irritating or caustic;
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Although not destined to play a great part in surgery, it may
often be useful in the prophylaxis and arrest of epidemics;

It is likely to be particularly serviceable in the disinfection of

premises, privies, ships and stables;

It is readily soluble, reasonably active and very cheap.

Methacetin (Para-Oxy-Methyl-Acetanilid) is the colorless

scaly crystals introduced by F. Mahnert in 1889 and which prom-

ised to supersede phenacetin. It derives its name from its analogy

to phenacetin. The graphic formulas of these compounds show at

a glance the close relationship, but it will suffice here to state

simply that methacetin differs from phenacetin only in containing

a methyl group in the place of an ethyl group; Phenacetin is oxy-

e///?//-acetanilid and methacetin is oxy-weMyZ-acetanilid.

It has been used successfully in typhoid fever, all forms of

rheumatism, neuralgias, pneumonia and in pretty much all forms

of pyrexia, but from the record of the past year it has not yet

equaled the results obtained by either phenacetin or antipyrin.

Its use in pulmonary tuberculosis was not favorable, principally on

account of the profuse night sweats produced.

Its advantages over all the other antipyretics, however, are its

lack of poisonous properties and its comparatively ready solubility

in water, being five times more soluble than phenacetin- its

greatest rival.

Methylene Blue (Tetra-Methyl-Thionine Chloride) — the

anilin derivative—not Methyl Blue, has secured a more important

place in the attention of observers during the past year. Formerly

the commercial form only was to be obtained and that consisted of

a double chloride of zinc and tetra-methyl-thionine, but by purifi-

cation the zinc was eliminated, and now the agent freed from this

should only be asked for. The pure form is seen in small, dark

blue, scaly crystals with a copper bronze tinge, soluble in water.

Just as Ehrlich and Leppmann previously reasoned that as this

dye manifested an affinity for nerve tissue, and especially for the

axis cylinders of sensor nerves, it might prove to possess anodyne

properties when introduced into the system for neuralgias and

rheumatic affections, so in like manner the observation that it is

the best staining agent for the microbe found in malaria, has sug-

gested that it might act effectively in malarial affections. Thus
Guttmann and Ehrlich took up the matter and confirmed the

expectation in two cases. Under this treatment there is an increase

of urine (colored from a green to a deep blue, depending upon the
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length of exposure to the air), and some strangury noted, but no

albuminuria. The faeces do not show the blue color at once, as the

methylene blue is apparently present there in a reduced form, for

upon oxidation by contact with the air, the blue color is gradually

developed. The strangury was treated by giving small doses of

powdered nutmeg several times a day. This is apparently a remedy

often used in the south of Germany, to relieve the uncomfortable

feeling after drinking an excess of new beer.

In our own country, Dr. John H. Huddleston, of New York
City, has treated three cases of malaria in children successfully with

this agent. No relapse followed.

Again, Dr. W, S. Thayer. Resident Physician to the Johns Hop-

kins Hospital, Baltimore, Md., reports on its value in this affec-

tion {Bulletin of the Johns Hopkins Hosj)., 1892, Vol. III., page

49), giving an account of his seven cases, with temperature charts.

He summarizes as follows :

1. It "has a definite action against malarial fever, accomj^lishing

its end by destroying the specific organism ; but it is materially

less efficacious than quinine, failing to accomplish its purpose in

many cases where quinine acts satisfactorily.

2. The action ajopears to be rapid, the chills disappearing or the

temperature, in the remittent cases, falling to normal during the

first four or five days ; but later, however, if a sufficient number of

organisms have resisted the drug, they appear to develop again

directly under its influence, causing a return of the symptoms."

3. It " seems to have no advantages over quinine, which would

warrant its further use."

From abroad, Dr. G. Mya reports, in the same line of treatment,

on nine cases treated in the Ospedale di Santa Maria della Scala, at

Siene, giving substantially the same results as those of Dr. Thayer.

He even goes further and states that by reason of its uncertainty

and the discomfort and even suffering frequently caused when used

for this affection, he would express "the most absolute reserve

with regard to its practical applicability."

Bourdillon details three cases of malaria successfully treated with

it, in two of which quinine had previously failed. In using it for

other affections, as neuralgia, gonorrhea, and tuberculosis, he

remarks that perhaps it is the malarial form of neuralgia in which

it is of most benefit. No effect was produced in tuberculosis, and

he even suggests that in doubtful cases it might be employed to

distinguish tuberculosis from malaria.
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Finally. Dr. G. Lava reports on two cases of malaria without suc-

cess, and concludes as follows :

1. It has no certain effect in this affection even after five consecu-

tive doses
;

2. Its action appeared to be limited to a temporary lowering of

the maximum temperature, followed, however, later on by exacer-

bation and by shortening of the period of intermission
;

3. The plasmodia were not only not destroyed but not even

modified :

4. The enthusiasm of Guttmann and Ehrlich, above spoken of,

is somewhat premature.

It will thus be seen that opinions differ somewhat as to its use in

malaria, although it may be well used at times as an alternate to

quinine.

Among the other affections in which it has been employed Taube

and others have used it successfully as a local application in diph-

theria in the form of a ten per cent, solution, and Dr. Joseph

N. Henry, of New York City, reported at a meeting of the New
York County Medical Association, some months ago, his successful

use in two patients suffering from chronic cystitis. He presented

some of the characteristic blue urine for examination.

Monochlorphenol is about the newest preparation sug-

gested for the treatment of pulmonary tuberculosis. It is very lit-

tle known as yet outside of Italy, where the local physicians have

been experimenting with it at the suggestion of its introducer, the

chemist Tacchini, of Pavia.

It is prepared by the action of chlorine gas upon phenol with the

temperature kept low while the reaction is going on. In fact, the

completed preparation must be kept at a moderately cool tempera-

ture while keeping it ready for use, for theoretically it is to its ex-

treme volatility that it owes its beneficial effects, as the heavy vapor

given off is supposed to be destructive to the bacilli in the lung

tissue.

It is also recommended to be inhaled for various affections of the

respiratory passages, but especially for pulmonary tuberculosis.

We should hope to hear something more definite of the clinical

reports before long.

Naphthalin (Naphthalene) is a hydrocarbon product formed

during the manufacture of ordinary coal gas. When redistilled, it

crystallizes in colorless rhomboid plates with a slight tarry odor. It

is insoluble in water. It is seen frequently in the form of moulded
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blocks under such names as Alabastrine and Camphylene for preserv-

ing furs and flannels from moths, and also placed in urinals for dis-

infecting purposes.

It has been used also internally for some years past in dysentery,

all forms of diarrhea, and somewhat as a substitute for iodoform,

but recently it has received more prominence as a vermifuge and

in the treatment of pertussis. -A Russian—Dr. Coriander, of Sa-

marcand—many years ago published the fact of its value for taenia

and ascarides, but it is only during the past year that another Rus-

sian practitioner, Dr. Mirowicz, has called attention to it again,

and urges its more general use. He claims for it, not merely that

from its very character it excludes the possibility of all unfavorable

symptoms, but that it is also thoroughly reliable in its anthelmintic

properties. He has given it for all kinds of intestinal worms, and

invariably obtained not only prompt but complete results. Tape-

worms were removed entire by a single dose of one gramme. Adults

are ordered a dose of castor oil to follow the naphthalin, but for

children it is preferable to give both together.

Of its use in pertussis, it no doubt will be interesting to some to

read what the London Lancet has to say in its Annotations on the

published paper of Dr. Chavernac, of Aix :
" Many remedies have

been vaunted for the cure of whooping-cough, but with little satis-

factory results in the great majority of cases. A proposal to add

naphthalin to the long list of so-called cures has arisen in the fol-

lowing manner : Dr. Chavernac, of Aix, during a recent epidemic,

seems to have allowed his son, who was eighteen years of age, while

suffering from the affection, to continue to attend school. One

day the lecturer on science had heated some substance which gave

off very strong fumes, which, though disliked by many of the boys,

had the effect on him of immediately stopping a violent attack of

coughing. As soon as the windows were opened and the fumes

passed away the cough recommenced as violently as ever. His

father having discovered that the fuming substance was merely naph-

thalin, had about an ounce of it burnt in the lad's bedroom, with

the result that he breathed a great deal more easily, and only had

one slight attack during the night. The next day, being at school,

he had several attacks, but they were somewhat less severe than

they had previously been. The next night the drug was again

burnt in the bedroom, and this second dose entirely cured both the

cough and the expectoration, which latter had been rather profuse.

The father was then attacked, and in three days cured himself by
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the same treatment. He subsequently tried it with several of his

patients with marked success, and with the concurrence of a friend,

who was medical officer to a convent school where the epidemic was
raging, he tried it on thirty affected children. After the naphthalin

had been burnt two successive nights in their dormitory they were

all cured. Two of the nuns, however, found the fumes very irri-

tating, and on these ladies being examined it was discovered that

they were both suffering, quite unknown to themselves, from in-

cipient phthisis. From this and some further observations Dr.

Chavernac has come to the conclusion that naphthalin is contra-

indicated in phthisical persons, and that it may sometimes serve to

reveal the existence of totally unsuspected tubercle. It may be re-

marked that the so-called albocarbon used frequently for enhancing

the lighting power of gas is somewhat crude naphthalin. The
method employed by Dr. Chavernac is to place about three-quarters

of an ounce in a metal dish surrounded by hot coals. It soon melts,

and before long fills the room with white fumes, which he considers

by no means unpleasant. The old custom of taking children to gas-

works for whooping-cough has generally been thought to depend

on the curative effect of gas-tar ; but from the above it would ap-

pear that the naphthalin which crystallizes out in the retorts and

pipes is perhaps really to be more credited with efficacy than the

tar."

Since the publication of Dr. Chavernac's paper, Dr. Ivanoff has

fully confirmed these results, but insists that the treatment must

be more thorough and prolonged. He says he has treated all his

cases of pertussis thus for several years past, the results being in-

variably excellent. He demands, however, that it is absolutely

necessary that the patient should inhale the fumes continuously day

and night until the treatment is complete. In very severe cases he

at times resorts to the use of sodium or potassium bromide inter-

nally, in addition to the naphthalin fumes.

Naphthol (Naphthyl Alcohol) is the coal-tar derivative seen

in the sublimed, colorless, shining laminar crystalline product, prop-

erly known as /^-naphthol. This has been in use for both internal

and external administration in a great variety of affections for more
than a decade.

Within the last year or two the <*-form—or-naphthol— has also

been recommended as a marked antiseptic. It apparently is more
soluble and more efficient than /?-naphthol, and possesses about one-

third its poisonous properties, but is more irritant. A solution of
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about 300 milligrammes (about 3^ grains) to 1 kilogramme (about

%\ pounds) of water has been used to wash out the intestines.

Although the use of the two naphthols has been pretty steady from

the beginning, still they have been superseded somewhat by their

near allies and derivatives, such as Benzonaphthol, Betol, Hydro-

naphthol, Iodo-Naphthol, Microcidin, Naphthol Camphor (cam-

phorated naphthol) and the like. The latter, although now over

two years old, has apparently taken a fresh start into prominence.

This is prepared by heating carefully one part of /?-naphthol with

two parts of finely powdered camphor, until a homogeneous melted

mass is obtained which is of an oily consistency insoluble in water.

It should be kept well stoppered in dark colored bottles, as it

readily decomposes on exposure to air and light.

Since the first report of its use hypodermically by Dr. Jules

Reboul, of Marseilles, France, in the treatment of twenty-seven

cases of tuberculous glands, with only six cases which did not show

permanent improvement, he has reported to the Paris Societe de

Chirurgie five more. Out of the whole thirty-two cases, thirteen

improved perceptibly, but nineteen improved permanently. David

after reported in an inaugural address fifteen cases—six of which

simply improved, but nine improved permanently. The tubercu-

lous adenitis did not entirely disappear in all cases, but there could

be no doubt as to the remarkable improvement and favorable modi-

fication of the condition.

Dr. Reboul has since treated five cases of tuberculosis of the

testis, with very gratifying results. The treatment appears to be

perfectly harmless, and acts beneficially both locally and generally.

It has had an extended use now in irrigating joints, bony cavi-

ties, tendonous sheaths, cold abscesses in the pleural and uterine

cavities, and also in cases of tuberculosis of the bladder. All these

localities seem to bear well the undiluted fluid.

Finally, naphthol and all its derivatives cannot be said to have

superseded carbolic acid, although they no doubt will find a per-

manent place on the list of valuable agents.

Orexitl Hydrochlorate (Phenyl-Dihydro-Quino-Azoline)

a year ago did not give much promise for the future, and it appar-

ently has gained little since that time. To be sure there are several

who have reported enthusiastically upon its use, but it is contra-

indicated in so many ways that its limit of usefulness is necessarily

restricted.

An Italian observer, A. Rizzi, has recently taken up its study,
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and acknowledges that many conflicting statements have been made
by different observers as to its action, and that there is a strong

tendency to disbelieve the claims originally made for it. His new
research encourages one to believe that it may be of marked benefit

in certain cases of failure of appetite. He employed it first on

healthy subjects, and then on those with various gastric disturb-

ances. In the first class he found with Prof. Penzoldt, of Erlan-

gen (spoken of last year), that it caused the appearance of a keen

sense of hunger, and produced increase both of the secretory energy

and of the peristaltic movements of the stomach. In cases of

atonic dyspepsia, complicated or not with chlorosis or anaemia, he

appears to have been equally successful with Prof. Penzoldt, and

to have obtained some very striking results. He suggests that

failure to obtain benefit has probably in many cases been due either

to the unsuitability of the case, or to the fact that the salt used

was not pure. Gastralgia or hyperesthesia of the gastric mucous
membrane should, however, always be taken as contra-indications

to its employment, as in such conditions it may do more harm than

good by its irritant action. He recommends giving it in the pow-

der form, enclosed in wafers, to be followed immediately by a few

swallows of water or broth to prevent it from remaining confined

to one locality of the stomach, and thus producing too much irri-

tation at that spot.

Ouabain is a glucoside obtained by extraction from the root

and wood of the ouabai'o, growing in Africa, and used there as an

arrow poison.

It is sold in small pearly tabular plates, without odor, only

slightly bitter, and completely soluble in boiling water.

Over a year ago Dr. Gemmell, of Glasgow, published his success-

ful results with it in pertussis, and believes it to be of marked bene-

fit in all stages of the disease. For a child under five years he gave

six hundredths of a milligramme
(T oVo grain) every third hour, in

solution. Stimulated by these results, Dr. J. Lindsay Porteous, of

Yonkers, N. Y., undertook to test it, and with very gratifying re-

sults Y. Med. Jour., Vol. LIV., page 345).

It has been used to some extent as an anaesthetic in the eye, but

had not previously been found to be as efficient as cocaine, although

within the past year Dr. Joseph Sailer, of Philadelphia, reports

through the Therapeutic Gazette, that he found it superior to

cocaine as a local anaesthetic. He has given an instructive series

of conclusions based on his experiments on animals, a crude outline
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of which may be of interest here : First, it causes a slowing of the

pulse, due to a stimulating action upon the cardio-inhibitory

function, and possibly partly to a direct action upon the heart-

muscle
;

along with this action there is a primary vaso-motor

spasm, due to an action upon the vaso-constrictor fibres or the

muscular coats of the vessels. The slowing of the heart may be so

pronounced in exceptional cases as to overcome the vaso-motor

spasm and cause a fall of pressure which is at once followed by a

great increase in the pulse rate, caused by depression, and final

paralysis of the vagi and also increase in pressure, due partly to

increased heart action, and partly to continued stimulation of the

vaso-motor system. Finally the heart muscle becomes paralyzed,

and the pressure rapidly falls to zero.

Therapeutically it may be classed as a potent emetic, especially

when given hypodermically. Defecation is promoted, possibly by

increasing the peristaltic action. With great uniformity, it causes

increased urination, either by increasing the blood pressure, or by

paralyzing the sphincter. The temperature of the body does not

seem to be affected.

Whether this agent will ever be of any practical value, yet

remains to be determined. Very small doses give some evidence

of a possible action similar to digitalis, but if any great value is to

be found in it, it will probably come from its potency as a local

anaesthetic, as it appears to be superior to cocaine in this respect,

but it must be borne in mind that it is an extremely active poison.

Paraldehyde is still hampered by the same objectionable

features (taste and odor), previously noted, and any progress made

into more general use during the past year has been in spite of its

drawbacks.

For the purpose of ready reference, it may be well to repeat here

that it is the colorless liquid (at ordinary temperatures), obtained by

treating Aldehyde with dilute sulphuric or nitric acid, and aldehyde

is the oxidation product of alcohol just preceding the formation of

acetic acid.

Since paraldehyde was introduced by Cervello, of Palermo, in

1884, it has had a steadily increasing use, remarkably few recorded

•cases of acute poisoning, and still less of chronic poisoning.

One case under treatment by Dr. Thos. Mackenkie, of Douglas,

Isle of Man, recovered after thirty-four hours of sleep from a dose

of 99 grammes (3£ ounces), and furnished "a striking testimony

to the safety of paraldehyde as a hypnotic."
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Several cases of tetanus have been successfully treated with it of

late, and it has given much benefit in the insomnia of insanity and

the milder forms of mania. Most insane asylums now include this

agent among their indispensables.

Dr. J. Cockburn Syson, of Beith, N. B., has recently given

testimony to its usefulness as a diuretic as well as hypnotic (The

London Lancet, Vol. II. for 1892., page 195) :
" In a case of senile

arterial degeneration with considerable mental depression, restless-

ness, marked insomnia, and where there existed a double aortic

murmur, with a mitral regurgitant and enlarged left ventricle,
"

he was induced to try it " after unsatisfactory results from sul-

phonal, urethane, chloral, etc." The insomnia " was most intract-

able, and of all the hypnotics used, with the exception perhaps of

opium, paraldehyde on the whole gave the most satisfactory results,

and can be used where it would be decidedly risky to push the older

drug." To sum up, then, this agent u may be looked to as a

fairly reliable and safe hypnotic, that its administration is followed

by a well-marked stage of excitement, that it does not depress the

heart's action, does not interfere with the appetite or digestion,

possesses probably diuretic properties, and induces a sleep which is

described as ' refreshing/ M

Pental (Tri Methyl-Ethylene) is the anaesthetic used many
years ago, under a slightly different form, condition and name, and

finally abandoned, but recently restored to usefulness by Prof.

J. von Mering, Director of the Medical Policlinic in Halle. It

takes its name from having five carbon atoms in its composition.

It is obtained by distilling ordinary fusel oil "from zinc chloride

after digestion with it for twenty-four hours. It is a colorless

liquid, very volatile and inflammable. It is insoluble in water, and

has an odor resembling mustard.

It is administered like chloroform, and requires only 20 Cc.

(about fluidrachms) to produce in three to four minutes an

anaesthesia which, though not deep, is complete enough for minor

operations, such as extraction of teeth. After administering in

one hundred cases, it was found to be perfectly free from danger,

and was followed by none of the unpleasant after-effects of either

chloroform or ether. Even alcoholic subjects take it well. The
narcosis produced is not so deep as that after the use of ethyl

bromide, but it is far safer. It is not necessary to push its admin-
istration to loss of consciousness, as loss of sensation is produced
before that stage is reached.
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There are now on record the reports of many observers, each

having his series of successful cases. Among them may be men-
tioned Dv. Weber, reporting 200, and Prof. L. Hollander, 400 cases

of minor operations about the jaw, and Dr. K. Breuer, of Vienna,

with his 120 dental operations. ^ le latter had one fatal case, and

there have been a few others repoited, but their proportion to the

successful ones is extremely small, and it would seem that most, if

not all, of these fatalities would have occurred with any of the

other anaesthetics.
K few foreign operators claim that they cannot succeed with it

at all, and are at a loss to explain the reason for the success of the

majority, but the unsuccessful ones are so comparatively few in

number, that they may be recognized practically only so far as to

invite investigation for some unusual cause.

Phenacetin (Para-Acet-Phenetidin), the acetyl compound of

phenetidin (the ethylic ether of para-amido-phenol) occurring in

shiny white laminar crystals, is well known to every practitioner

by this time. Its efficacy is unquestioned, and during the past

year it has not only repeated its favorable impression, but has ex-

tended its almost unbroken successful course.

In the treatment of influenza it has had its largest and most

favorable use, giving gratifying results almost invariably. Fatal

cases do still occur, but very infrequently.

It may be useful, although the observations were made over

three years ago, to repeat here the results of " The Comparative

Value of Antipyrin, Antifebrin and Phenacetin as Antipyretics,"

reported by Dr. A. Orombie, Surgeon-Superintendent to the Gen-

eral Hospital at Calcutta, India (The Practitioner, Vol.XLIIL, page

266), as they are not only none the less true to-day, but have been

abundantly confirmed and strengthened. The result left on Dr.

Crombie's mind as the outcome of his observations upon seven con-

secutive cases were as follows :

f* First—As regards efficacy, antipyrin comes first, and there is

little to choose between antifebrin and phenacetin in the doses in

which I have prescribed them.

" Second—That as regards safety, the advantage lies with phena-

cetin. I have never seen a subnormal temperature result from the

use of that drug. I have seen subnormal temperatures as the re-

sult of the use of antifebrin, but never collapse, which I have once

seen from the use of antipyrin.

"Third—As regards rapidity of action, antipyrin, probably on
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account of its solubility, comes first, antifebrin second, phenacetin

third. The fall after the use of phenacetin is more gradual, and

the minimum is not reached for three, four or even five hours after

the administration of the drug.

" Fourth—As regards duratic of effect the advantage lies with

phenacetin.

" Fifth—As regards certainty of action, I would quote them in the

same order as that of rapidity— antipyrin, antifebrin, phenacetin.

And here let me give a warning against the use of phenacetin tab-

loids. They are so hard as to be practically insoluble in he

stomach or at least to be so slowly dissolved that a very small quan-

tity of the drug enters and circulates with the blood at one time,

not sufficient to affect the temperature. It should be prescribed

either in powder or in lozenges which are soft and friable.

•'Sixth—As regards inconveniences, in the climate of India,

phenacetin is followed by just as profuse sweating as either anti-

febrin or antipyrin, and this, to my mind, is the great drawback in

the use of antipyretics, patients having to change their clothing

once or twice in a night after the use of1 any of these drugs.

Whether or not an antipyretic will yet be found which will be

capable of safely reducing abnormal temperature without causing

profuse perspiration remains to be seen, but as yet we do not pos-

sess one."

Pheno-Salyl is the name given to a very recent antiseptic

introduced by Dr. De Christmas after experimenting for some time

at Pasteur's Institute in Paris. It is little more than a mere

mixture of

Carbolic Acid, about 9 parts

Salicylic " " 1
"

Lactic " " 2 "

Menthol " TV
"

The menthol is added to the combined acids heated up to the

point of liquefaction. This mixture is soluble in water to the

extent of four per cent. •

Von Yersin finds that it is almost double in antiseptic effect to

the carbolic or salicylic acid, and is only exceeded by corrosive

sublimate. It is especially effective against the bacillus of anthrax.

Sufficient time has not yet elapsed for others to report upon it.

Phenocoll (Amido-Acet-Para-Phenetidin) has received in-

creasing attention during the past year, although the competition of

such previously known and tried agents as antipyrin, acetanilid

4
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(antifebrin) and phenacetin have retarded its advance into the posi-

tion it seems destined to take in the near future.

The hydrochlorate is still the salt most used, although the ace-

tate, carbonate and salicylate are now furnished. The acetate is so

readily soluble, that it is well suited and recommended for hypo-

dermic use.

Dr. Paul Cohnheim reports his conclusions on a series of cases.

In five cases as an antipyretic, he found more chilliness and more

sweating than with antipyrin. In twelve cases as an antineuralgic,

seven of which had influenza, he reports it as equal to any of the

remedies used for a like purpose. He proves it useless in hysteria.

In two cases of acute rheumatism it proved serviceable, but had no

effect in chronic cases. It proved of no use in two cases of bron-

chial asthma. He urges further trials in neuralgia, especially when
due to influenza.

Prof. Peter Albertoni has treated thirty-four cases of malarial

fever with this agent. Twenty-four were reported cured ; in five,

there was no effect, and in the remaining five the results were

doubtful. The dose in each case was one gramme (15'J grains)

given in powder or solution from five to seven hours before the at-

tack. The attacks were aborted after one, or at the most two,

doses, but its use was continued for some days to prevent a relapse.

Dr. P. Balzer used it in thirty cases in Prof. Eichhorst's clinic in

Zurich with satisfactory results in fifteen, which included cases of

typhoid fever, pulmonary tuberculosis, pneumonia and erysipelas.

Dr. Rudolph Bum has also made a careful study of the whole

subject, and only partially confirms the results of the previous

observers. Others also dissent somewhat from the quite prevalent

favorable reports, and find its effect on the temperature quite pro-

nounced, but the duration is short, and would look for its proper

field for future usefulness in rheumatic and neuralgic affections.

Reports from our domestic observers are still meager.

Phenolid is simply one of the now numerous mixtures con-

taining acetanilid, amounting to 50 per cent., with 50 per cent, of

sodium bicarbonate.

Little is heard of it practically anywhere, especially in this

country.

Piperazin (Di-Ethylene-Di-Amine)—formed by the decom-

position of ethylene-di-amine hydrochloride after heating—has had

an extended and almost uniformly successful year.

During the later months of 1891 a series of experiments were
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made by Dr. J. F. Holtz, in Schering's Laboratory on its action

upon artificial urinary calculi, composed of both uric acid alone, of

calcium phosphate and of ammonium urate, resulting in the

observation that all of these concretions were readily soluble in a

1 per cent, solution within a comparatively short time. In a few

of the trials nothing remained but a honey-combed skeleton of the

concretion, consisting of solidified mucus. It was very noticeable

that the edges of some very sharp pieces dissolved away quite

rapidly.

Some months after this, Finzelberg recalled attention to these

points at a meeting of the Pharmaceutical Society of Berlin, and

offered some suggestions as to its administration and practical

working, which may be worth noting. He showed that in order to

ensure its complete action in dissolving the concretions in the cir-

culation, it is desirable to retain it in the blood for a considerable

time. For this reason, then, it must not be given in pill or powder

form, but always in solution. As it was capable of dissolving

calculi, composed either of single salts or of uric acid itself, a

3 to 5 per cent, solution might be applied locally within the

bladder, for the purpose of dissolving calculi of mixed composition.

It was also pointed out by Dr. Hirsch, at the same meeting, that

from his experience, a 1 per cent, solution applied locally to open

gouty sores, relieved the pain and reduced the inflammation.

There is little doubt but that piperazin will now be used more

largely, as the price has been materially reduced, and it will

not have its costliness to contend with, as was the case a year

ago.

Pyoktanin (Methyl- Violet)—the anilin dye—still continues

to furnish confusing, and many times conflicting, results. Observer

A, for instance, will publish astonishingly favorable results.

Observer B will at once rush into print stating he cannot see how
A got such results, as he has been trying the antiseptic on similar

cases Avith few improvements even. Observer C then comes to the

rescue of A, and so on, so that if the favorable and unfavorable

reports were arranged in tabular form, they would not come far

from balancing.

The oculists have apparently found good use for pyoktanin in a

limited class of cases, and among others Dr. Flavel B. Tiffany, of

Kansas City. He seems to think it especially indicated in deep-

seated affections of the eye, especially those of the uveal tract.

The laryngologists have met with some success in treating
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the upper air-passages. Dr. R. P. Lincoln, of New York City, has

used it pretty generally in the diseases of that locality and also with

many other practitioners in diphtheria. With some of the observ-

ers' results, however, it might be difficult to discriminate between

the beneficial effect of the corrosive sublimate used and that of the

pyoktanin.

It has been used quite generally, particularity abroad, as an

injection into malignant tumors with very diverse results. One
successful observer in Paris goes so far as to conclude his remarks

with the statement that it may well be discarded entirely " as one

of so many remedies which fill druggists' shops without any advan-

tage to medicine."

Pyridin }

and > may be mentioned here for little else than to call

Pyrodin )

attention to the striking similarity in name—differing only by the

vowel in the second syllable. Pyridin has been known for some

years as a remedy for the dyspnoea of asthma and in angina pectoris.

It is a colorless liquid alkaloidal base forming crystalline salts with

acids, and obtained principally from the tar oils by the destructive

distillation of bones. It is heard little of in this country.

Pyrodin is the name given to an impure hydracetin (acetyl-phenyl-

hydrazin), a coal-tar derivative. It occurs in the form of a white

powder with alleged antipyretic properties, but the results are so

uncertain and variable that it is little sought after.

Pyrozone is the name given by a well-known manufacturer

to a concentrated solution of hydrogen dioxide in ether. It pro-

fesses to contain about 50 per cent, of the dioxide, and is a very

potent and efficient oxidizer, intended for external use only. It

has abundant applications known to most surgeons.

Quickine is the trivial, thoroughly unscientific and catch-

penny name given to a so-called "new antiseptic, antipyretic and

antizymotic." It consists of one part of pure carbolic acid, two

hundredths of a part of corrosive chloride of mercury and one-

thousandth of a part of a mixture of alcohol and water, and manu-

factured by a process " of dynamization and potentialization that

guarantees to the medical profession the absolute accuracy and uni-

formity" of the product (!!!) The enterprising firm pushing this

article has adopted the very reprehensible custom, now all too com-

mon, of making use of the name of some well-known practitioner

who, in the majority of cases, is totally averse to such proceedings,
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to indirectly promote their end by quoting some article or isolated

sentence of his to attract the attention of the hasty reader, whereas

probably the author has not the remotest idea of even the existence

of such a product.

The loudly professed and much exalted liberty of our good land

is, in more ways than one, now rapidly being extended to unwar-

ranted license, and all without apparent check or redress.

Resopyrin is occasionally heard of. M. Portes, some time

ago, called attention to it as being the name given to the compound
consisting of resorcin and antipyrin mixed in solution in propor-

tion to their chemical equivalents. It occurs in colorless oblique

rhombic prismatic crystals, soluble in alcohol and insoluble in

water. Although it has been known for some years now, it has

not met with very general use.

Resorcin—one of the phenol derivatives—has not only held

the position attained for itself a year ago, but has steadily increased

in favor by reason of the many excellent results which have been

.added to its list.

It is accumulating much favor in the treatment of diarrhea of

children, and the various forms of gastritis.

Pope recommends it in cases of gastric ulcer. Its analgesic

property is so marked here that the stomach is enabled to tolerate

food. He has also given it in cancer of the stomach with some ad-

vantage.

Reports have been very favorable in producing quiet sleep in

general nervous excitability, and in the insomnia of typhus fever

and pulmonary tuberculosis.

In pruritus, apparently, the beneficial effect is quite marked in

the majority of cases, and the relief lasts for some hours.

Tymowski recently speaks highly of it, as he reports having used

it since 1884, applied locally to tuberculous and other ulcerations

of the larynx, in diphtheria, tonsillitis, pharyngitis, chronic rhinitis,

etc. He uses solutions of increasing strength up to a supersatu-

rated solution in cases where the ulcers are crateriform in shape

and are foul at the base. The application is quite painless.

Moncorvo, of Eio de Janeiro, again calls attention to his con-

tinued success in the treatment of pertussis, by applications of this

agent, to the peri-laryngeal mucous membrane (Annales de la Poli-

clinique de Paris for June, 1892, page 265). By his method of

application, which he gives in detail, as he claims the technique

is important to secure favorable results, he affirms that he has
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established a perfect prophylaxis for children compelled to live with

those who are suffering from the same affection, has aborted an

attack at the outset in twenty-four hours, and has cured well-

marked cases in from nine to fourteen days.

Retinol (Resinol)—obtained by distillation of Burgundy pitch

—still continues to be used quite largely as a solvent for many
agents, whose effects are enhanced by 'the antiseptic property it

furnishes.

Dr. E. Desnos, a French observer, is one of the most recent who
reports gratifying results from solutions varying all the way from 5

to 10 per cent, of Salol in Retinol, used in certain cases of subacute

cystitis. The peculiarity of this solution is that it will remain in

the bladder, in diminishing quantity of course, after six or eight

urinations. It has produced prompt relief in many obstinate cases

where other agents were of no avail.

Safrine is the fictitious name given to Safrol (to be alluded to

next), imported into this country as artificial oil of sassafras.

Under such a name it has no medicinal uses, but when mixed with

citronella or cassia oil and a small quantity of cedar-wood oil for

preservative purposes it is extensively used in the proportion of one

part to one thousand by our household soap manufacturers.

Safrol is the principal constituent of sassafras oil—giving to it

its characteristic odor. It is, however, now obtained in much
larger quantities from camphor oil. This camphor oil is exported

in large quantities from Japan, and is a waste bye-product in the

production of crude camphor. It is also exported to some extent

from the Islands of Formosa and Borneo. The Chinese have used

camphor oil for some time as a rubefacient in rheumatism, and pos-

sibly this fact alone led to the closer study of its constituents

whereby safrol was isolated by Schimmel.

Safrol has not by any means a general use—being little known in

this country—but it has been used apparently with good effect in 1

to 2 Cc. (16 to 32 minims) doses as an anodyne in subacute rheuma-

tism.

By far its largest use now, however, is in an industrial way— to

disguise the odor of the fatty bases in soap making.

Salicylamide was first prepared by Limpricht by treating

oil of gaultheria with saturated ammonia water. It has since been

made, but not preferably, from methyl salicylate, the artificial oil

of wintergreen.

Dr. W. R. Nesbitt, of Toronto, Canada, has now reported the
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results of his experiments with it, and has obtained it pure in the

form of perfectly colorless, thin transparent plate -like crystals,

moderately soluble in water. It is quite tasteless and leaves a

grittiness in the mouth.

It is recommended as a substitute for salicylic acid, having the

several advantages of tastelessness, of greater solubility, of acting-

more promptly and in smaller doses and of greater analgesic

properties.

The doses given were from 195 to 325 milligrammes (3 to 5

grains) several times a day. Clinical reports are yet wanting.

Salipyrin (Antipyrin Salicylate) is not yet obtainable in this

country, and all that has been seen of it here has been brought over

personally. There appears to be the same conflict which existed a

year ago between the rival patentees of this and antipyrin, which

prevents its free introduction here.

From foreign reports of its use, it continues to have a varied

career. Many claim that they obtain effects from its use in the

different forms of rheumatism and in influenza which are more

favorable than those obtained from either of its constituents ; but

as the fact of its being a very loose combination at best has been

still further confirmed, there would appear to be no good reason

whatever for not administering the antipyrin and the salicylic acid

in conjunction, in proper doses to suit each individual case, with de-

cided advantage of cheapness in favor of this plan, and as only about

half the dose is necessary. From careful consideration also of the

reported favorable results, there would appear again no reason for

not obtaining as good results after the administration of the two

constituents in the proportion of about two parts of antipyrin to

three of salicylic acid—to be varied somewhat, according to indica-

tions in each case. It is to be hoped that some observers will be

induced to report on such use of the constituents in comparison

with salipyrin itself.

Salol (Phenyl Salicylate), notwithstanding the many unfavora-

ble reports and toxic effects noted from various sources, has made
very substantial progress into a more favorable recognition than

looked probable for it this time last year.

It has been generally taken for granted on theoretical grounds

that salicylic acid, when heated rapidly, is converted chiefly into

carbonic and carbolic acids. Wierp and Ernert take exception to

this, as they find by heating salicylic acid up from 100° to 240° C.

excluding the air, it is converted into salol, water and C0
2 .
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Finding that they could produce salol in quantity quite equal to

that indicated by theory,, they patented the method.

The toxic effects noticed at times may be met, according to Dr.

Chlapowski, by administering sodium sulphate, or (if not at hand),

any other sulphate.

Drs. Lardier and Pernet recommend it in dysentery, and Dr.

Weber says that it is superior to any other remedy in infantile

diarrhea. Dr. Mensi also confirms this use of it. Dr. S. Rush
Ketcham, of Philadelphia, speaks of the dark staining of the

children's diapers often noticed as due to the carbolic acid

developed after administering salol.

The very conflicting reports from its use in cholera have not by

any means been so numerous as last year. Much more has been

accomplished than heretofore, and yet there are a few observers who
cannot yet understand how the reported favorable results are obtained.

Dr. I. A. Mitropolsky speaks favorably of it in over fifty cases

of cholera. Dr. W. Loewenthal is also a believer in it, and mentions

that in the recent cholera epidemic on the Phillipine Islands the

results were surprisingly good, as^ Dr. F. J. Gonzales, of Salvador,

claims to have treated fifty-three cases with but three deaths.

Dr. Ph. Pegon reports good results from equal parts of a heated

mixture of camphor and salol when used for suppurations of the

middle ear. There is apparently no pain and no irritation set up.

Dr. E. Mansel Sympson, Surgeon to the Lincoln County Hospital,

England, makes good use of salol in the treatment of chronic

cystitis {Practitioner, Vol. XLVIIL, page 427). It is much
quicker in its action upon the urine than benzoate of ammonium,
as in a day or so, ordinarily, the urine loses its foul odor and

alkalinity and becomes clear.

Gonorrhea and genito-urinary troubles still continue to be benefited.

Dr. B. Arnold, of Stuttgart, Germany, also reports much benefit

from its use in any acute or chronic catarrh of the bladder, and

even goes so far as to compare it favorably with any other agent

used for a like purpose.

As theoretically salol is not dissolved in the alimentary canal

until it reaches the pancreatic fluid, Dr. Le Ceppi has suggested

its use as a pill-coating. To carry out this design, M. Yvon offers

the formula :

Salol Gm 2.0

Tannin .... 0.5

Ether 10.0
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The pills should be carefully varnished with this solution several

times until a uniformly thick coating is obtained.

Salophen (Acetyl-Para-Amido-Salol) is a new patented syn-

thetic product manufactured by the F. Bayer & Co. color works in

Elberfeld, Germany. It is prepared at the start by mixing equal

parts of para-nitro-phenol and salicylic acid. After a complicated

process it is presented as a complete product in small thin laminar

crystals, odorless, tasteless and with a neutral reaction. It is prac-

tically insoluble in water.

The object intended to be attained in introducing this compound
was to obtain an agent which would not produce the unfavorable

effects which have been thought to result from the elimination of

carbolic acid when salol splits up in the intestines. The gastric

juice has no effect on salophen, but it is split up when it reaches

the pancreatic fluid into salicylic acid and acetyl-para-amido-

phenol, which latter passes on with little further change, and can

be almost wholly accounted for in the faeces and urine.

Up to very recently salophen has been used only in isolated

cases by foreign observers in minimum doses of four to five

grammes (GO to 75 grains) during a day—chiefly in acute rheuma-

tism. Frohlich recently reports that in not one out of thirty cases

of acute rheumatism did this remedy fail. Like the other salicy-

lates he finds it cannot prevent relapses. He finds it can be given

in large doses and for a long period without unfavorable effects.

In chronic cases it is not nearly so efficacious. It has only very

slight antipyretic action.

In our own country, Dr. W. H. Flint, of New York City, has

made an interesting study of it in six hospital cases with very

gratifying results. He "concludes that we possess in salophen a

remedy equally potent as the other salicylates to control the

symptoms of acute rheumatic arthritis, but devoid of their ten-

dency to weaken the heart's action, to disturb the stomach, and

to produce albuminuria and smoky urine. Whether these claims

for salophen to superiority over the other derivatives of salicylic

acid be well founded remains to be definitely decided by accumu-

lated statistical evidence." He finally expresses the " purpose to

conduct a series of experiments as soon as suitable opportunities

present themselves, with a view to ascertaining whether salophen

may be made available for the purpose of securing intestinal

antisepsis" (N. Y. Med. Journ., Vol. LVI., page 121). A more
extended use is now looked for.
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" Sanitas " Disinfecting Fluid (an unscientiiic trade name) has

been more widely used during the past year as an external disinfect-

ant and for surgical operations generally.

It is an aqueous solution of turpentine, which has been oxidized

by exposure to air. It contains some camphor in solution, thymol,

hydrogen dioxide and a small proportion of camphoric acid. The
proportion of the latter, however, is so small that it is hardly proper

to claim, as some do, any special efficiency of the Fluid as due to

this acid.

The Fluid has many combined advantages. It is a good oxidiz-

ing agent and antiseptic, is not poisonous, and does not soil cloth-

ing when poured upon it.

Saprol (so-called "Disinfection Oil") is another new disin-

fectant recently brought out. It is a dark brown oily mixture,

composed of the crude cresols in a great excess of the liquid

hydrocarbons obtained from the refining of petroleum. This latter

addition has the effect, by thus reducing the specific gravity of

the mixture, of rendering it so light that it will float as an oily

film on water and give up its soluble parts as disinfecting agents

to the offending fluid, leaving the remainder of the oily film float-

ing on the surface to prevent the escape of disagreeable odors and

the spreading of infecting spores. An unfortunate drawback to

its more general use is its inflammability.

Laser has looked into its properties, and finds that urine and

faeces impregnated with micro-organisms like the bacilli of cholera

and typhoid fever can be effectually sterilized by the application of

about one per cent, of saprol. It is cheap and can be well and

economically used on a large scale in barracks, prisons and schools,

provided care be taken about proximity to fire. Laser seems to

have established the important point of great ultimate practical

utility that sewage treated with it still retains its value as a

manure.

Sodium Tetraborate is the name which has been given to

the comparatively new preparation obtained by the combination of

equal parts of sodium diborate (borax), boric acid and water. Heat

is applied to complete the reaction, and upon cooling the new
salt (?) is found to be neutral, thus apparently verifying the

formation of an entirely new compound.

This salt(?) was introduced to furnish a more soluble form of

boric acid, as it has been well known for some time that the solubil-

ity of boric acid was greatly increased by simply adding borax.
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It is at once recommended to be used wherever boric acid is appli-

cable, and it has so been used: but Menz finds upon investigation

that it has the disadvantage of forming hard crusts on dressings

which irritate abraded surfaces.

This compound may yet find a place for itself and claim more

recognition than it has thus far received.

Solutol is one of the newest disinfectants belonging to the same

class as Creolin, Lysol and Saprol.

It was introduced with the idea of usefully disposing of the bye-

products in the manufacture of carbolic acid.

The enterprising firm in Radebeul, near Dresden, which has held

Kolbe's patent for the manufacture of salicylic acid from carbolic

acid from the first, having reaped all the benefit they could from

the patent, which has expired, now present this soluble form of

cresylic acid (cresol). Cresol itself being insoluble, and therefore

practically of little use as an effective disinfectant, sodium cresylate

was added to produce that result. Solutol is thus an alkaline solu-

tion of sodium cresylate in an excess of cresol.

It is not suited therefore for surgical dressings or like uses on

account of its caustic alkalinity. It is, however, of marked utility

for very general and copious use in the household, hospital and

morgue for effectually disinfecting water-closets, sinks, infected bed

clothing, sputa and deleterious discharges of all kinds. It is espe-

cially effective in the preservation of the cadaver.

Solveol is another useful disinfectant analogous to Creolin,

Lysol, Saprol and Solutol. It is another soluble form, like solutol,

of cresylic acid (cresol), but is rendered so by the presence of

sodium cresotate in place of sodium cresylate.

Its most striking qualification is its lack of that causticity present

in solutol. It is a dark-colored nearly odorless liquid with a

neutral reaction and soluble in water in all proportions, even giving

a clear solution in our ordinary hard waters.

It possesses a great advantage over creolin and lysol in not exhib-

iting that greasiness so noticeable in these two.

In contradistinction to solutol it is especially applicable to surgi-

cal uses— a one-half per cent, solution being used in surgical dress-

ings and a one to twelve for the spray apparatus. It is claimed

that its antiseptic properties are far superior to those of carbolic

acid—a half per cent, solution being more active than a two per

cent, solution of carbolic acid.
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Somnal, the liquid hypnotic (made by the union of chloral,

alcohol and urethane) which was beginning to receive a decided

recognition from those who were not expecting too much from

it, has come to stay.

Its drawback, if it may be called such, has been and will continue

to be its failure to be a general hypnotic—applicable in all cases of

insomnia—and those who expect this of it will be repeatedly disap-

pointed; but if all will admit its applicability to certain classes of

cases, favorable results may reasonably be expected in such cases in

almost every instance.

Dr. 0. M. Myers, of Rochester, N. Y., has recently made a care-

ful and interesting experimental and clinical study of its physio-

logical and therapeutic action,* and gives a summary which may
very fairly be taken as the present standing of somnal : "Its

sedative and somniferent action is strikingly efficacious in the

insomnia occurring during convalescence from acute disease.

Where an adynamic condition exists, it must of course be used

with caution. In whooping-cough, spasmodic laryngitis, asthma,
i nervous cough,' and chorea, it possesses decided sedative proper-

ties. A great element of safety is that the action of somnal, so far as

I have observed, is never out of proportion to the amount ingested,

nor does it act in a cumulative or other unexpected manner. The

drug appears to possess little or no influence over insomnia due

to acute inflammatory conditions."

Sozal is the name applied to another very recent antiseptic. It

is the aluminum salt of para-phenyl-sulphonic acid (sozonic acid),

which latter is made from carbolic and sulphuric acids, as described

under the head of Sozo-Iodol.

It is very soluble in water and keeps well. It occurs in crystals

with an astringent taste and slight carbolic acid odor.

It is recommended for surgical dressings. It is a rather weak

antiseptic, and more experience and trials are needed before it could

come into more general use.

Practically nothing has been heard of it in this country, and very

little of it in the old country as yet.

Sozo-Iodol (Di-Iodo-Para-Phenyl-Sulphonic Acid) is another

of the already numerous German antiseptics, now patented in this

country, but which has been far less known here than abroad,

where it has been used for about six years.

*N. Y. Med. Record, Vol. 41, page 286.
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An outline of the production of this agent may be of interest to

mention here : About two parts of crude carbolic acid (phenol) is

added very slowly to one part of strong sulphuric acid. The re-

action raises the temperature to about 110°C. and continues for two

or three days, when para-phenvl-sulphonic acid (sozonic acid) is

formed. Any excess of carbolic acid is removed, and then iodine

is added to form this sozo-iodolic acid (sozo-iodol). It contains

about 51 per cent, of iodine, 20 per cent, of carbolic acid and 7

per cent, of sulphur. The ammonium, lead, mercury, potassium,

sodium and zinc salts of this acid are the agents mostly employed,

being recommended as substitutes for iodoform on account of their

complete lack of odor. The sodium salt, however, is the one most

favored so far, and is seen in bright needle-like crystals, somewhat

prismatic in form. A five to ten per cent, solution of this salt in

water is found to be about the most suitable limit.

Sozo-iodol and sozo-iodolates have been used in almost every

affection for which iodoform is applicable. In fine powder it has

been effectively used insufflated into the nasal cavity and the

larynx.

Dr. K. Witthauer has recently employed the mercury salt, in the

form of an emulsion, of an insufflating powder and as an ointment,

with apparently good effect.

Nothing much has been heard from our own practitioners as yet.

Spermin still claims attention from a few enthusiastic

neurologists, but it has gained no place in the estimation of con-

servative and rational observers.

Styracol—the cinnamic ether of guaiacol— has made no pro-

gress since last year, and little has been heard of it either as an

external antiseptic, in internal use in pulmonary tuberculosis or

in chronic catarrhs of the bladder, stomach and intestines, from

all of which something was confidently expected by this time if

expectations were to be realized.

Sulphaldehyde—the new hypnotic of last year (obtained by

the action of sulphuretted hydrogen on ethylic aldehyde)—has been

little heard of either in this country or abroad during the past year,

and unless it is being tried privately without reporting results, it

may practically be classed as dead.

SulphamiDOl (Thio-Oxy-Di-Phenyl-Amine) is a new German
antiseptic, introduced last year to replace iodoform on account

of its lack of any odor. It is obtained by the reaction between

the salts of meth-oxy-di -phenyl-amine and sulphur, and is seen as
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a light yellow powder insoluble in water and without taste or odor.

Theoretically it is supposed to be decomposed into carbolic acid

and sulphur compounds by the digestive fluids.

It acts after a fashion in checking suppuration in some cases, and

this may be said to be its chief claim, if any* to recognition. It

has been insufflated into wounds and into the nasal fossae and

sinuses of that region with some reported beneficial effect.

A Polish practitioner, Wojtaszek, has now carried out experi-

ments on rabbits to test the claims of the introducer, and he finally

" concludes that sulphaminol is devoid of any physiological action.

As regards its alleged antiseptic properties, they also seem to be

about nil."

Very few reports have been made upon its use during the past year.

Sulphonal (Di - Ethyl - Sulphon - Di - Methyl - Methane)—pro-
duced by the oxidation of a mixture of ethyl-mercaptan and

acetone—has been widely extending its sphere of usefulness during

the past year, and has lost few of its enthusiastic advocates.

Particularly gratifying results are noticed after its employment in

mental diseases of pretty much all classes. The Insane Asylums

throughout the world are now large users of it and pretty generally

give favorable testimony. It appears to be of special value in acute

melancholia and insanity. There are a few who claim, on the other

hand, that at times it exhibits a decided cumulative action.

It is folly to claim, as some feel disposed to do, that it is void

of disagreeable results. One can hardly fail noticing untoward

effects, especially in cases where much physical prostration is pres-

ent. It has been stated that it is looked upon with such suspicion

in Turkey that it has been interdicted throughout the Empire

by Imperial decree.

Surely caution should still be studiously observed in its use, and

the more so as its more frequent employment would tend naturally

to render us quite oblivious to its drawbacks and peculiarities.

Fatal cases are still being reported, but they are not by any means

in proportion to the increased number of successful ones.

As a striking contrast to this, Dr. Ernst Neisser reports that a

fifteen-year-old boy took 100 grammes (3£ ounces) of the fine

powder at one dose with a copious supply of water to wash it

down. He slept continuously for five days, but did not assume

full consciousness until the seventh. On the ninth day he left

the hospital in apparent good health. This case naturally should

not be taken as a precedent.
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Dr. S. Grover Burnett, of Kansas City, Mo., has made and is

still making quite a systematic study of its preseut sphere of

usefulness, and is continually looking for new fields for it to

occupy. He reports the results of his observations on four cases

studied particularly to ascertain the hypothesis to work upon in

accounting for the loss of reflex after large or continued doses.

His observations deserve reading by those who are at all interested

in this line of research.*

Finally, the majority of the conclusions reported up to this time

are that, although by no means a perfect hypnotic, sulphonal takes

a very important place in the treatment of sleeplessness and rest-

lessness generally.

Sulphume (so-called "Pure Liquid Sulphur") is a prepara-

tion introduced by a Western firm as a "cure-all" for "diph-

theria, ulcerated throats, open sores and ulcers, skin diseases,

rheumatism and other affections," which proves to be little else

than an aqueous solution of some of the higher sulphides of

sodium and potassium saturated with sulphur. Sulphides of

calcium and magnesium are present in small amounts, probably

as impurities.

The great imposition upon the public, however, is the charge

of $1.00 for a half-ounce vial of the product in a paste-board case

with printed explanations, when the whole get up of the thing

should bring in a handsome profit at a selling price of 25 cents.

It has not been fully sprung on us here in the East as yet.

Terebene is produced by the action of strong sulphuric acid

upon oil of turpentine and repeated distillation to purify it. The
latter part of the process has in many cases proved tedious, and

therefore ineffectual by reason of the manufacturer's anxiety for

too speedy results.

It is far from being simple in composition, for it consists of

camphene, cymene, borneol and terpilene. It is a light yellow

liquid with the pleasant odor of newly cut pine wood. It is prac-

tically insoluble in water, but may be emulsified. It has been used

for years as a very decided and agreeable antiseptic, disinfectant

and deodorizer, and has lost nothing thus far in usefulness. A
five per cent, solution makes a very serviceable surgical dressing,

and its vapor inhaled directly or through an atomizer acts well in

bronchial affections and even in pulmonary tuberculosis.

*N. Y. Medical Journal, Vol. 55.
;
page 406.
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Thilanin is the name given by Seibel to a sulphuretted lano-

lin—a new product. It is produced by allowing sulphur to act on
lanolin, and contains three per cent, of sulphur. It is a yellowish-

brown substance of very much the appearance of vaseline.

It is devoid of irritating properties, and has been beneficially

used by the dermatologists in most forms of eczema, in acne and

in the many affections usually treated by ichthyol and thiol, which

latter it is designed to replace.

More extended use is necessary before very decided opinions can

be expressed.

Thiol—the German artificial ichthyol—has now been in use

somewhat over two years, and has made some progress in its favor-

able results during the past year. It is still used in the two forms

of purer powder or scales and in the less pure liquid. The latter

is about one-third the cheaper because not purified, and therefore

is much oftener used. The liquid form is, again, much cheaper

than the natural ichthyol.

The gynaecologists have now come to be about the largest users

of the article, although the dermatologists are not far behind them.

The reports in its favor still continue to be that it causes no pain,

burning or other irritation, it does not cause bleeding from eroded

parts, promotes rapid absorption of effusions, and has advantages

over the natural ichthyol, besides being painless and almost with-

out odor, and the stains produced on linen are easily removed.

Thiophene is a hydrocarbon first pointed out by Victor

Meyer as occurring in all commercial benzenes (from coal-tar). It

is isolated from these by active agitation with about one-tenth of

the volume of concentrated sulphuric acid.

Thiophene itself has been little used therapeutically, but its

compounds, both lead and sodium thiophene - sulphonate and

thiophene di- iodide, have been reported on favorably by Dr.

Edward Spiegler in Prof. Kapose's clinic in Vienna. The above

lead and sodium salts are of service made up into the form of

ointments in all forms of prurigo. Little irritation is produced,

and the lead salt acts slower than the sodium.

The thiophene di - iodide occurring in small crystalline plates

insoluble in water has been well used as a substitute for iodoform,

and Dr. August Hock, of Vienna, speaks well of its use clinically in

the powder form in all wound dressings, where it seems to retard

the formation of pus and to prevent exuberant granulations. Jt is

also of much service when applied by means of a gauze containing
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ten per cent. The odor of such a gauze is not only agreeable, but it

acts as a deodorizer to suppurating wounds, compound fractures,

mastitis and caries of bone, and in this it is far superior to iodo-

form. Eczema complicating prurigo is better treated with this

iodide than with naphthol.

Surgeons here have paid comparatively little attention to it, but

no doubt more will be heard of it later.

Thymacetin is a new analgesic remedy introduced by Hoff-

mann, of Leipzig. It bears the same relation to thymol that

phenacetin does to phenol, and is a white crystalline powder,

sparingly soluble in water.

Only a small quantity has as yet been available for physiological

tests, and therefore the reports are quite limited, and little is known

definitely of its action. Dr. F. Jolly, of Berlin, however, read a

paper recently giving his results after administering it to both the

lower animals and man. No definite results have yet been obtained

as to its antipyretic properties, but as an analgesic and hypnotic it

has shown something favorable. In seven cases of migraine it had

no beneficial effect, although in other forms of headache it gave as

good results as phenacetin. In twenty-six cases of paralysis and

delerium with insomnia it produced quiet sleep in sixteen and had

no effect in ten. The average dose required to produce the sleep

was 500 milligrammes (7-j- grains). Of the secondary effects

noticed, were acceleration of the pulse and a complaint of fullness,

beating and noises in the head.

Surely further trial is needed before any very definite conclusions

can be drawn as to its usefulness or fitness for recognition

among the great number of like remedies.

Trional
^

and > are two comparatively new hypnotics allied to

Tetronal

)

sulphonal, which have been more or less on trial for somewhat over

three years. They are yet far from widely known, and very little is

reported on them in this country.

They are produced by processes which are too technical to be

reproduced here, but it may suffice to mention that in 1889 Dr. T.

Lauder Brunton reported on his investigations on the relation

of chemical constitution to physiological action, and thus led up to

other investigations in this line. Among these was a report on the

physiological action of the disulphones, to which group sulphonal

and these two belong. It was found that only those compounds
5
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containing ethyl groups were physiologically active, and the hyp-

notic activity increased with the number of such groups. In

sulphonal there are only two ethyl groups ; in trional there are

three, and in tetronal there are four, as the etymology of the latter

two names indicate, and the hypnotic effect was found to increase

just in that proportion—tetronal requiring only half the quantity to

produce the same effect as sulphonal.

Dr. Ernst Schultze, of Bonn, Schaefer, of Jena, and the Italian

A. Ramoni, have all reported favorably and at length on the use of

both these newer agents in series of cases. Both agents are found

to be superior to sulphonal and chloral in being more prompt and

vigorous, in that the patient awakes more easily and generally no

unpleasant after-effects like nausea, vomiting and loss of appetite

follow, although occasionally there is slight digestive disturbance,

and in that the action is more rapid. They both have a marked

hypnotic and sedative effect, but tetronal has more sedative action.

Trional acts more surely and promptly in the sleeplessness accom-

panying the different forms of neurasthenia and organic brain

affections, and the sleep is more lasting and sound. Therefore, it

may be classed by some as a superior to tetronal, although it

has less of the hypnotic ethyl group in its composition. However,

the sleep from either lasts about six to eight hours, and is not gen-

erally interrupted by dreams. No effect is produced in sleepless-

ness due to pain, and no untoward symptoms follow the discon.

tinuance of either.

Tuberculin (Parataloid) has had very considerable attention

paid to it in a much more quiet way during this past year. The

disappointed ones have dropped it completely, and only those who

love this kind of research have pushed on with Prof. Koch himself

to perfect it if possible.

In October last Prof. Koch published his third communication on

the subject, dealing chiefly with his chemical results, but he also

gave at last the long waited for and promised method of preparation.

After reading it carefully, it is very evident to all bacteriologists

that there was little need for having kept the process secret so long,

as his method of procedure had been known and practiced by others

before him, and although he must have realized this fact if he did

any current reading on his subject at all, he gives the recognized

investigators no credit whatever, but rather takes all workers to

task for not accomplishing the results he would expect from them.

Dr. \V. Hunter is one of those who has made probably the
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greatest step in advance in the preparation of the fluid, but whose

work, however, has been wholly ignored by Koch. Dr. Hunter

published his observations last year, and now sufficient time has

elapsed to see the improvement in clinical results obtained from

experimentation with his "A," "B" and "C" modifications.

It may be well to repeat here that "modification A" is the

albumose precipitate thrown down from tuberculin by the addition

of ten times its bulk of alcohol. The alcoholic filtrate left is the

"modification C." "Modification B" is the solution obtained

after isolating all the salts from "modification C" by precipitation

with ammonium sulphate and dialysis.

Numerous experiments upon cattle have been continued both in

France and England with directly opposed results.

Hospitals, dispensaries and a few individual physicians have

experimented with the agent with very diverse conclusions. The
Hospital for Consumption and Diseases of the Chest at Brompton,

England, reports its results in cases of pulmonary tuberculosis and

lupus. It was used systematically for four months, during which

time thirty patients were treated with it, and the conclusions reached

were "That the tuberculin did not favorably influence the course

of the disease in the majority of cases ; that in some the effects

were detrimental * and that even in the stationary and improved

cases it was difficult to ascribe any distinct improvement to the

injections which might not have been equally attained under the

treatment ordinarily employed in the hospital."

It is reported that its further use in the military hospitals of

Russia has been absolutely forbidden on account of both negative

and injurious effects produced.

On the other hand, Dr. J. W. Springthorpe, of Melbourne,

Australia, publishes a second report of his experience with the use

of Hunter's modification during three months, and the ordinary

fluid for more than nine months, and concludes that " it seems

probable that the end will be, not the abandonment of the lymph,

but the elaboration of different modifications, each with a wide

though somewhat different sphere of usefulness, and each, when
properly used, operative and valuable beyond all precedent in the

treatment of tubercular disease."

In our own country many prominent observers have not only

abandoned its use but positively discountenance its employment

in any case.

Dr. Francis P. Kinnicutt, of New York City, however, pushed
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his investigations in nineteen cases of pulmonary tuberculosis in

St. Luke's Hospital during last winter with Hunter's modifications.

He concludes by stating in substance that, although the number of

cases treated were very much too small to justly express a positive

opinion in regard to its being a specific, still they were sufficient

to indicate the decided desirability of continuing investigations

into its apparently specifically beneficial effects.

Tuberculocidin (Alexin) is the name given by Dr. E. Klebs,

of Zurich, to his new preparation of tuberculin obtained by treat-

ing the crude tuberculin with platinum chloride. By such treat-

ment the alkaloidal bodies are precipitated, leaving a solution

which differs from the original by that much abstraction at least,

and called by Klebs by this elongated name on account of its sup-

posed antagonism to the tubercle bacilli itself, resulting in its

degeneration. This new derivative itself may be thrown down
from the solution as a precipitate by the addition of alcohol, but

it is usually retained in the form of solution for ready use.

Better results have been obtained now in many ways and by

several observers from this modification than from the tuberculin

of Koch. Klebs claims from his experiments upon animals that

he has observed that complete regression of an apparently advanced

tuberculosis occurs, and the sooner employed the better the re-

sult. He reports on the treatment in man of seventy-five cases

upon which he feels ready to give his conclusions : Fourteen may
be classed as cured, forty-five as improved, fourteen unimproved

and two died. The severest cases were among the unimproved.

These results are surely very encouraging, but after the many

failures already on record, observers will continue to be sceptical

as to the claim of tuberculin or any derivative being completely

curative.

Tumenol is another comparatively new compound closely

allied to ichthyol. It is obtained by treating the unsaturated

hydrocarbons of mineral oils with concentrated sulphuric acid.

There are several compounds formed by a more or less extended

treatment not of moment here, known as " Commercial Tumenol,"
" Tumenol-Sulphone" (Tumenol Oil) and " Tumenol-Sulphonic

Acid," varying somewhat in their physical properties, and there-

fore applicable to somewhat different cases. The first is a dark-

brown almost black fluid, the second is a thick dark-yellow syrupy

fluid with a bitter taste and insoluble in water, and the third is a.

dark odorless powder with a peculiar slightly bitter taste and
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readily soluble in water. One is reminded strongly of ichthyol by

these preparations, and yet the former contains, from the nature

of the products used in its preparation, much more sulphur than

these latter compounds.

Prof. A. Neisser, of Breslau, now reports to the German Derma-

tological Society his results with these compounds for the past two

years. The "Commercial Tumenol " was in general found to be

most efficacious and somewhat the cheapest form. Aside from

a most generally used ointment excipient, the tincture was most

serviceable. He finds that unlike ichthyol. which depends for its

action on the sulphur in its composition, the tumenols rather owe

their therapeutic action to their powerful reducing properties.

Their action appears to be chiefly superficial.

Almost universal success follows its use in all forms of pruritus

—

particularly when the tincture is used. Moist eczemata are

especially benfited, and good results are generally obtained when

used in erosions of all kinds, excoriations and superficial ulcera-

tions. Although it may act well in some deep ulcerations, still

it does not possess this property as markedly as ichthyol. Neither

is it at all anti-parasitic in its action. It is not at all of service in

erysipelas, which ichthyol, or better thiol, is.

Little has been reported concerning it in this country as yet.

Urethan (Ethyl Carbamate), which was brought into prominent

notice about the middle of the year 1885 by the interesting and

extended researches of Dr. 0. Schmiedeberg, Professor of Pharma-

cology in the University of Strassburg, " On the Pharmacological

Action and Therapeutic Application of some Ethereal Salts of

Carbamic Acid," we hope may still be of sufficient interest to recall

here an outline of its preparation. Commercial ethyl chloro-car-

bonate is treated with ammonia water, shaking the liquid, after

neutralization, with ether, washing the ethereal extracted portion

with water and distilling off the ether, when the ethyl carbamate is

left in the flask—to be finally dried over sulphuric acid.

Since last year, it has been reported from some quarters that this

agent is " practically dead now." This is unfortunate if true,

but can hardly be true. It is a mild hypnotic at best, and
therefore possibly more may be expected from it than justly should

be. There are now so many not only very active and prompt but

powerful and treacherous hypnotics in use that this mild, moderate

and safe one is possibly put into the background to allow its more
robust and vigorous rivals to occupy the field, widely extended by
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remunerative advertising and the too prevalent desire for novelty.

Urethan is such a safe and effective hypnotic to give children

that it would be undesirable, to say the least, to retire it completely.

Weights and Measures by the Decimal (Metric) System are

in decidedly better favor now than at this time last year. Much
attention has been given to the subject not only by individuals, but

by societies—both medical and pharmaceutical—to further its

progress. Scientific workers in all branches are presenting the

subject to the public in all possible aspects to render a trial use of

it more inviting and easier of accomplishment. The English

are pushing the matter vigorously, and in no more marked way
than by their "New Decimal Association (Established to pro-

mote the adoption of the Decimal System of Weights, Measures and

Coinage in the United Kingdom)." They have a long list of their

prominent countrymen in their association in full sympathy with

the work. They are wide awake to the stern fact that their foreign

trade and interests will insidiously slip away from them if they do

not join the fast increasing number of those who have adopted this

system permanently ; and the United States are in the very

same predicament, with possibly the slight advantage in their favor

of having a coinage well fixed in that system already. China

is one of the latest nations about to see the wisdom shown by their

neighbors in Japan by throwing over the old English system. <s The
countries which have now already adopted this system represent a

population of 420,000,000."

It has been pointed out by some objectors that there are so many
new terms to be learned that it is confusing, but it should be recol-

lected that about two-thirds of the names usually given in the

complete decimal tables are seldom used, even in France, and are

surely not needed in general use. In Germany only nine names

are learned and used for general every-day use.

The Eevision Committee of the U. S. Pharmacopoeia are about com-

pleting their work, and physicians and pharmacists should surely be

ready for the approaching edition with a reasonably clear knowledge

of the system to be used there exclusively.
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CHLOROFORM IX 1857.

Decomposition Prevented by Alcohol.

There has of late been some discussion as to who first proposed

the now universal practice of protecting chloroform from decom-

position by the presence of a very small proportion of alcohol.

The writer has always been under the impression that this prac-

tice originated with him about 1854 and was published in 1857, and

his claim rests upon the following paper which he read before the

"New York Academy of Medicine'' some time prior to July, 1857.

This paper is now republished here from the (
' American Medical

Monthly," Volume VIII., page 1, et seq, this being the number for

July, 1857.

As good chloroform, even at that early day, was always found to

contain a little alcohol, its value may have been known; but if so it

was a manufacturer's secret, since outside of the manufactories

alcohol was always classed among the objectionable impurities, and

tests for its detection were given by most authorities. Throughout

the thirty-five years since the following paper was written the

writer has dispensed many thousands of pounds of chloroform pro

tected as described in the paper, without known decomposition,

and samples have been kept through much of the time. One
notable package, made for army use during the War of Secession,

thirty years ago, was captured at Winchester, recaptured at Fort

St. Philip, and is in good condition at the present time.

The Manufacture, Impurities, and Tests of Chloroform. By
Edward R. Squibb, M. D., United States Xavy, Assistant

Director United States Natal Laboratory, New York.

The importance of an outline knowledge of the manufacture,
properties, and tests of medicinal preparations, is probably not fully

appreciated by the medical profession at large, and thus the
chemistry and pharmacy of the art of medicine are gradually, but
certainly lost sight of in the rapid progress of the science.

If it be true, that the aim and object of medical progression is to

improve the art of medicine in its application, then the practice of

chemistry and pharmacy is as important in its bearing upon that
progress as any other element. As physiology and pathology afford

the light by which alone the indications and operations of vitality

are seen and understood, so chemistry and pharmacy furnish the
means by which these operations are modified or controlled. If

scientific research and development be necessary to the successful
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practice of an art, the use of appropriate materials and tools is

equally so. Hence it is argued that no scientific research can
actively advance the practice of legitimate medicine if it does not
embrace and scrutinize the materials and means by which the
results are sought to be obtained.

As the demand for medicinal substances increases, the preparation

of them is, transferred by the physician to the dispensing pharma-
ceutist, and then by the latter to the manufacturer of chemicals on
the large scale. These substances then take their places in the

common market as articles of commerce, and are bought and sold

with as little relation to their ultimate effects as other merchandise,
while their character and quality are far less easily judged of or

ascertained. Under such circumstances these substances, now-a-
days, deserve much more earnest attention at the hands of those

who use them. Chemistry receives but a small share of the atten-

tion of medical men
;

first, because it has become an abstruse,

complicated, and subdivided science, whose advances are too rapid

for collateral comprehension ; and secondly, because the manufac-
turer of chemicals on the large scale is supposed to have taken
charge of that specialty, and to furnish the necessary scientific

research and knowledge, thus relieving the physician of this import-

ant tax upon his time and intellect, and at the same time furnish-

ing his implements in the desired quantity and condition. But it

so happens that the scientific research and accumulating knowl-

edge in all branches of manufacture are rather in the direction of

large profits than improved therapeutics, and therefore, practically,

the profession of medicine in tacitly relieving itself of the necessity

for chemical and pharmaceutical knowledge, has suffered its ma-
teria medica to be debased, and neglected the means of check and
control.

It is abundantly demonstrated by daily experience that more
chemical research and labor are now required to discriminate

between good and bad medicinal substances, than for the proper

preparation of most of them, while many, from their character,

defy all proper scrutiny. For instance, it is far easier to make
medicinal hydrocyanic acid than to ascertain the strength or purity

of an unknown sample, while such substances as compound
extract of colocynth can never .have their value determined by

examination. Again, from this want of knowledge, research and
attention on the part of the physician, it happens, as in the case of

chloroform, that simple discriminative tests follow the introduction

of important substances at so long intervals that the true value of

the substance is lost, or much impaired, through its undetected

impurities.

Of the number of pharmaceutists in the United States, the pro-

portion of those who make their own most simple chemical prep-

arations is very small, while of the physicians who test and examine

the preparations they use, the proportion is perhaps still smaller.

The physician relies upon his pharmaceutist, and the pharmaceu-
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tist relies upon the manufacturer, and thus the ultimate source of

supply is not only removed beyond the confines of the profession,

but beyond the reach of professional influence, except through dis-

criminations and rejections of the articles supplied.

These are some of the prominent conditions upon which a medi-
cal skepticism, in the community and profession, is so steadily

gaining ground, and, therefore, the bad condition and prospects of

the materia medica deserve the most serious attention from all

medical men. Uncertainty in medicine is proverbial, and the

rapid progress in the science has not had the effect ot diminishing

duly the force of the proverb in the community at large ; for the

slowly increasing confidence of the educated portions of the com-
munity is not proportionate to the advancement in knowledge and
skill in the profession. In view of these circumstances, the writer

would respectfully urge upon this association the importance of the

question, as to how far the bad and uncertain quality of medicinal
substances as now commonly used enters into this result, and
whether the modern reading of the proverbial uncertainty should
not be directed against the implements of the art, rather than
against the science.

. In the failure of medical substances to fulfil the indications for

their use, let the medical man more frequently call in question the

character or quality of the agent than the sufficiency of the princi-

ples upon which the use was based.

With such claims upon this association for its interest and indul-

gence, the following matter is volunteered as information on the

manufacture, properties, tests, and application of what is regarded
as pure medicinal chloroform.

Forty pounds of chlorinated lime, previously made into a paste

with water and passed between wooden rollers, is introduced into a

forty gallon wooden still or barrel, and then diluted to the volume
of fifteen gallons with water or chloroform washings. This mixture
is then heated and agitated by the direct application of steam
through a perforated pipe till the temperature rises to 1 45° F. Four
pints of alcohol are then blown into the mixture with the current

of steam, and the heating continued till the temperature is about
155° F, when the steam is shut off entirely and the mixture aban
doned to its own reactions. Upon auscultating the still, a perfect

vesicular murmur is heard. This increases gradually to active

frothing ebullition, yielding vapors of chloroform, undecomposed
alcohol, chlorine, hydrochloric and acetic acids, acetic ether, alde-

hyde, chloride of ethyl, acetal, chloral, etc. The remainder of the
process, and that in which almost all the imperfections lie, has for

its object the separation and condensation of the chloroform, and
the utilization of the residues. The mixed vapors are passed to-

gether into a leaden vessel arranged as a Wolf's bottle, and there
made to bubble through milk of lime kept at a temperature of

about 205° F. Here the watery vapor, chlorine, hydrochloric acid,

and some of the chlorinated compounds, are for the most part con-
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densed or combined, while the more volatile substances, among
which are the chloroform and alcohol, pass on to the first con-
denser or cooler. The water around the worm of this cooler is kept
nicely regulated at about 165°F, so that in it much of the vapor
of water yet remaining, and almost all the alcohol vapor, is con-
densed and abstracted, leaving the vapor of chloroform to pass on
to the final condensers in a state tolerably pure. These final con-
densers are supplied with cold water, and in them the remaining
condensable vapors are brought to the liquid condition. The pro-

duct of crude chloroform at this stage is about thirty-six fluid

ounces.

During this part of the process the contents of the still occasion-

ally froth up, and would pass over with the vapors except for the
arrangement of a cribriform cup of lead at the top of the still,

inside, whereby a fine shower of cold water from a hose faucet is

made to fall upon the frothing mixture.

Steam is then admitted to the still again, and the distillation

continued, after the impure chloroform has ceased to separate,

until the distillate no longer contains any traces of alcohol or chlo-

roform. This weak distillate is used instead of water, to dilute

the succeeding charge.

The crude chloroform is then washed three times with an equal

volume of cold water, to deprive it of alcohol, acetic acid, etc., and
set aside till the product of several charges is accumulated. It is

then shaken with an equal volume of a dilute solution of carbonate

of soda to free it from traces of chlorine, and, at the end of the

process, is finished by rectification from a mixture of slaked and
quick-lime, in a glass apparatus. The washings, except those of

carbonate of soda, with the liquid condensed in the cooler, and,

every third charge, the contents of the lime purifier, are added to

the succeeding charge, and in this way seven charges are worked
off from the apparatus each day during the process.

The chlorinated lime, or "bleaching powder," for this process

reacts in virtue of, and in proportion to, the hypochlorite of lime

it contains ; and the chlorine of this hypochlorite, which is the ulti-

mate effective reagent, varies in general between twenty-four and
thirty per cent, of the whole weight. Occasionally there is as

much as three or four per cent, variation in the proportion of chlo-

rine in the contents of the same cask, through long keeping, care-

lessness or design in the manufacturing, the chlorine being the

expensive element.
The alcohol for this process should be highly rectified, because in

this rectification, up to ninety-one per cent., for instance, it must
necessarily be freed to a great extent from the grain oils and
other impurities wljose reactions with chlorine produce deleterious

compounds.
Manufacturers on the large scale, who too often take purity of

product into their scheme as collateral, use in this process whisky,

or spirits that have been recovered from other processes, as extrac-
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tion of alkaloids, etc., which are cheap, but are of course filled

with foreign substances, whose reaction, with chlorine, cannot be
prevented nor determined. In this way, notwithstanding the
assertions that have been made to the contrary, there can be little

doubt that many deleterious compounds are produced in the pro-

cess, and pass with the chloroform (no lime purifier being used)

not only into the market where the profits are realized, but also

into the lungs of the patients, and by reflection affect injuriously

the credit and character of the medical profession.

These deleterious compounds are exceedingly subtle, and, like

many hydrocarbon compounds, are often produced in groups.

From the looseness of their affinities, they are so delicate and so

easily modified in character and composition, that they may be more
or less noxious in a proportion that it is impossible to determine,
even at different ages, of any given sample. From these circum-
stances it happens that they are very difficult to separate or deter

mine
;
but, fortunately, they are not difficult to detect. If they

ever occur in chloroform made properly and from good materials,

it must be very rarely, and in proportions too minute to be hurtful.

A trace of acetic ether is often present in very good chloroform,
even to an extent perceptible in the odor, but it is not at all hurt-
ful in such proportion. Chlorinated lime containing twenty-seven
per cent, of chlorine or hypochlorite, will yield, with the above pro-

cess and management, seven per cent, of its weight of pure chloro-

form. And the alcohol used will yield ninety-two per cent, of

the weight of the absolute alcohol it may contain
;

or, alcohol of

ninety-one per cent, will yield 83.7 per cent, of its weight of fin-

ished chloroform.
The writer avoids in this place, as foreign to the intended prac-

tical and medical character of this paper, all discussion of the the-
ory and reactions of the process. It is sufficient to say that chloro-
form is generally regarded as a terchloride of formyle, and has the
ultimate formula C 2

HC1
3

. The chemically pure chloroform as

represented by this formula should practically be associated with a
little alcohol, and perhaps water, in order that it may keep well
without troublesome precautions. That produced by the above
process contains a little water, but is almost chemically free from
alcohol, and as produced is liable to slight decomposition with the
production of free chlorine. Hence it is useful and proper to add
a small proportion of ordinary alcohol, so that the s.g. may be re-

duced from 1.498 to the officinal standard, namely, 1.49, or, at least,

to 1.494.

The writer is convinced by observations upon chloroform made
by himself, that a tendency to decomposition becomes very strong
when chloroform has a purity indicated by a density above 1.497,
and that decomposition will be almost inevitable when the density
is above 1.498, and he believes that this circumstance explains the
fact that chloroform which has been purified with concentrated sul-

phuric acid alone rarely keeps well, although known then to be almost
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chemically pure. The acid abstracts not only the impurities as

such, but also the last portions of water and alcohol. Then when a

single point of decomposition is determined by light or other inci-

tant to chemical reaction, that reaction proceeds as in a process of

fermentation until the whole is decomposed. The small propor-
tion of alcohol may prevent this in many ways, but probably by
closing the circuit of the composition of the compound as the cir-

cuit of the magnet is closed by its keeper, or as the decomposing
forces of some acids are controlled by combination. Thus, if the
balance of affinities is disturbed iu the direction of decomposition,
the disturbing forces being equally efficient for recomposition
when material is present in the proper condition

;
alcohol, the

original matrix being present, the chain is again closed and com-
plete.

With regard to the effect of sulphuric acid, it is true that the
best manufacturers in Edinburgh, where perhaps chloroform is best

made and most used, do purify their product with the acid, but
then they distil it from the acid after having combined the latter

with Baryta. Thus after the acid has performed its office of de-

stroying all the impurities, it is, in effect, prevented from carrying

off with it the last portions of alcohol and water by having pre-

sented to it a substance for which it has a superior affinity, and for

which it abandons the alcohol and water, and these latter are then
again seized by and carried over with the chloroform. This process

of purification has been long used, and is probably unobjectionable
in effect. It is, however, not better than that above given, while

it is far more troublesome and expensive.

The risk of decomposition from too high density is, however, one

of the very least that commercial chloroform has to encounter, for,

where one specimen is found to be above 1.49, hundreds are found
below it. Indeed, it is very rare to meet with a specimen whose
density is above 1.49, the greater number by far being about 1.46

to 1.48. Low specific gravity alone, however, does not render the

preparation noxious or bad, as is shown by the common use of a

tincture of chloroform. Yet, when of a low specific gravity it is

almost invariably bad, from the simple fact that the manufacturer,

in leaving it thus, must leave other impurities in it which would
have been in great measure removed by the washings required to

free it from alcohol.

In short, the bad effects that are attributed to chloroform, and
which have brought upon this anaesthetic a large share of the dis-

trust in which it is held, are, in the opinion of the writer, due to

the presence in it of foreign deleterious compounds, which are the

result of faulty preparation and bad materials.

Fortunately, these deleterious compounds may be easily detected,

and by very simple means within the reach and practice of every

one who can have occasion to use chloroform ; and every specimen

that is used should be subjected to the scrutiny. Some such sim-

ple tests for each important preparation of the materia medica,
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well known and freely applied by the physician, is what is now
most needed by the profession. But the profession should not de-

pend upon the knowledge and research of the chemical manufac-
turer for the discovery and application of such tests, for very obvi-

ous reasons.

When equal volumes of chloroform and pure concentrated sul-

phuric acid are shaken together, and then allowed to separate,

there should be no foreign odor, and but a mere faint tinge of

color imparted to the acid, and there should be no heat developed
in the mixture. Any chloroform that will satisfy these simple
conditions may be considered pure, and may be used with confi-

dence, while all that will not should be unequivocally rejected. In
the use of this simple and easy test, the indication of color has rela-

tion to the deleterious impurities, and that of temperature to the
specific gravity or dilution, for if any water or alcohol be present,

ir combination with the acid produces rise of temperature.
(. hemically pure chloroform, when thus shaken with the acid, pro-

duces no sensible effect upon either. The chloroform of the pro-

cess given causes a faint tinge of color in the acid after prolonged
and vigorous shaking, and produces a rise of temperature in the
mixture of seven or eight degrees, not perceptible to the hand.
The amount of heat developed may be conveniently noted by ob-

ring the force with which the stopper is thrust outward on re-

moving it, for the rarefaction of the air contained with the mixture
will produce a- pressure upon the stopper exactly in proportion as

it is warmed by the mixture. Differences in temperature not per-

ceptible to the hand, may be detected in this way if the necessary

caution is observed to avoid the influence of the warmth of the
id in shaking the bottle. A thermometer introduced before

and after the shaking is, however, more accurate and reliable,

when accuracy is necessary.

This is by no means the only qualitative test for chloroform, but
it is the most simple and easy, and is practically reliable, it is

useless to occupy time and attention with others. Few samples of

chloroform as ordinarily found now, will meet the requirements of

this test, and yet the preparation is generally much better than it

was four or five years ago.

The slow decomposition before alluded to as liable to occur in

chloroform of high density is easily detected, first, by the odor of
chlorine—which is most strongly marked on first opening the
bottle—and again, by suspending moistened blue litmus paper in

the bottle above the liquid. This decomposition commences in, and
in most cases is limited to the vapor above the liquid. When it has
seriously affected the liquid chloroform, there is little danger but
that the specimen will be rejected, for the odor of chlorine is then
so strong and pungent that it becomes almost impossible to inhale
the vapor. Chloroform that is undergoing the slow decomposition
m too high density alone, may give no acid or bleaching reaction

th litmus paper when immersed in the liquid, nor more than the
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faintest possible cloudiness when shaken with solution of nitrate of
silver, but if a piece of moistened litmus paper be suspended in the
vapor within the bottle, it first becomes of a reddish tinge, about
the edges first, and is then more or less bleached, or turned of a
dingy white color. Test paper so suspended becomes more or less

red within half an hour, in almost all samples of good chloroform
that has been long kept, but is never bleached unless decomposi-
tion is going on.

_
This distinction of reaction is important, and

affords very clear indications. In ordinary commercial chloroform
of low density, the vapor above the liquid is rarely acid, even
when the liquid itself is so. When very delicate shades of acid
reaction are to be detected, the strip of blue litmus paper should
be torn rather than cut at its free extremity, and the reaction
looked for upon the projecting fibres of the torn edges.

It has been before stated that the addition of a small portion of
alcohol prevents the decomposition of good chloroform. The
addition of alcohol also arrests this decomposition, even after it

has gone on for many weeks, but it does not, of course, free the re-

maining chloroform from the products of the decomposition. In
this case a new rectification is required to separate the watery-look-
ing fluid which is produced, and either adheres to the bottle about
the edges of the surface of the chloroform, or is diffused through
it, rendering it opalescent. The appearance of this liquid on the
addition of alcohol, is an unfailing test of the condition of the
chloroform in this respect. New rectification from powdered quick-
lime separates this fluid, and renovates the chloroform entirely.

The addition of eight drops of alcohol to each fluidounce of

decomposing chloroform, or 0.53 per cent, of its weight, is the
minimum proportion which has been successfully used, though this

is not probably the limit in that direction. Such an addition,

namely, 0.53 per cent., reduces the s.g. by .0055, or reduces chloro-

form of s.g. 1.4989 to s.g. 1.4934. A better proportion of alco

hoi is, however, 10 drops to each fluidounce, or 0.66 per cent.,

reducing the s.g. by .0069, or from 1.4989 to s.g. 1.492.

The writer has, on two occasions, at least, administered without
any unusual effect, chloroform that gave an acid reaction not only

with suspended litmus paper, but also with that which was im-
mersed in the liquid. But it was first ascertained by solution of

nitrate of silver that the acid was not hydrochloric.

He has also used portions that were undergoing slow decomposi-

tion, as indicated by the bleaching effect upon suspended litmus

paper, and equally without bad effects.

These circumstances greatly strengthen the position assumed,

that it is not chloroform, nor its legitimate elements or constitu-

ents that produce the bad effects, but foreign substances of very

different nature and composition.

The specimens before the Academy are :

First.—Chloroform that is undergoing the slow decomposition ;

s.g. 1.4989. This is the product of the described process, with-

out the addition of alcohol.
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Second.—A portion of the same chloroform in which the decom-
position has been arrested by the addition of 0.66 per cent, of

alcohol. The watery looking fluid and opalescence produced is

distinctly visible
;

s.g. 1.492.

Third.—A portion of the second specimen completely renovated

by rectification from powdered quick-iime
;

s.g. 1.492.

Fourth.—Chloroform made at the same time, and by the same
process as the first specimen, but of a little lower density from
being a later portion of the distillate in rectification, this having
undergone no perceptible change

;
s.g. 1.4984.

Fifth.—Chloroform made in 1853, exhibiting the strongly acid

reaction of the vapor, while the liquid is neutral, or very nearly

so
;

s.g. 1.492.

Sixth.—Chloroform in the condition ordinarily dispensed in the
Navy

;
s.g. 1.492.

Seventh. —The best of four samples of chloroform as supplied to

the Navy prior to 1853. As these were always obtained from the
best druggists, and commonly at high prices, they probably repre-

sent the best chloroform of the common market at that time;
s.g. 1.474.

' The suspended moistened litmus papers exhibit the vapor reac-

tions in each, while the separated portions exhibit the character-

istic reactions with sulphuric acid and the thermometer. The
writer is under obligations to some members of the Academy, for

the opportunity of exhibiting the effect of the tests upon speci-

mens of chloroform from the best sources, newly purchased, and
not before seen or examined by the writer.

In the early part of the career of chloroform it was not only very
badly made, but was also badly applied, and without discrimina-
tion or proper limit, and that bad results followed is scarcely to be
wondered at.

These circumstances enter largely in explanation of the fact, that
of the sixty-five or six reported cases of death by chloroform, not
more than three or four have been noticed as having occurred
within three years, and not one very lately, while there is no evi-

dence of abatement in its use within that time.

As there appears to be some tendency in the profession here to

take up and examine anew into the safety of chloroform as an
anaesthetic, the following significant facts may be mentioned.
There is no doubt that chloroform has always been, and is still,

very largely used in Great Britain; perhaps as freely and success-

fully as ether here, so that the number of cases in Edinburgh
alone is now stated at over 200,000. The bona fide confidence in it,

after so large an experience, is just now evinced by the circumstance
of its having been administered to the Queen in her ninth parturi-
tion. If chloroform can be used there with the confidence and
safety thus indicated, is it not probable that similar chloroform
could be used with equal safety here ?

Probably the strongest reasons why ether has been more safe
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than chloroform here, are— first, that ether cannot be made from
low grades of alcohol at all

;
secondly, that the concentrated

phuric acid destroys most of the impurities of the alcohol ii

process of etherification; and, finally, that the manipulation o

ether process is easier, and the impurities less noxious.

Therefore, bad ether may be justly considered more safe than
bad chloroform, but that good ether is more safe than good chloro-

form, the writer does not believe.

As a corollary, therefore, it would appear that the practice o

profession has really been in the hands of the manufacturer, an
is the more to be regretted that in this respect chloroform st

by no means alone.

During the past five years the writer has made 187 poun
chloroform for the Navy, most of which has been dispensed

used, and as yet without a single reported case of bad res

Within that time he has personally administered it for ana?st

purposes twenty-two times, without any apparent hazard, and
the occurrence of no disagreeable consequences greater than ns

afterward, and this in one instance only. In the case of one old

man, with shattered constitution and one hepatized lung, it appeared
necessary to use it very cautiously ; but its use was continued
through 45 minutes with excellent effect.

This very limited experience in its application inclines the writer

to agree with those who regard the respiration rather than the cir-

culation as the function to be most closely watched, as the ind

its ordinary administration.

It has not been the object of this paper to cover the \

ground upon this subject, or to occupy the time of the Aca<

by a recapitulation of what is already well known from <

sources. Its somewhat desultory character may, therefore, pos

be excused.

U. S. Naval Laboratory,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
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CORRECTION.

Diuretin.— (Sodio-Theobromine Salicylate) was alluded to in

the last number of the Ephemeris (February), in a paper read in

N ovember, 1892, as being much dearer when bought under the

name of Diuretin than under its chemical name. When the Feb-

ruary number of the Ephemeris had been issued, the writer's

attention was immediately called to the fact that this was not

true at that time, and therefore the mistake is now very cheer-

fully corrected herewith.

E. H. Squibb.

It not unfrequently happens that the papers published in this

» -ies of pamphlets are received by readers as being all of one

n thorship, when in reality they involve separate responsibilities.

The confusion among readers arises from the similarity in the

names of Edward R. Squibb, the senior writer, and Edward H.

Squibb, the junior. The first of these names has not generally

en given at the head of his articles, but the second has always

t his name at the bead of his articles. In future each name will

be given at the head of his article ; but this will not avoid the

convenient confusion, unless readers look more closely for the

ght difference in names, and direct their inquiries and cor-

spondence accordingly.

E. R. Squibb.
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THE NEW UNITED STATES PHARMACOPOEIA.

By Edward R. Squibb, M. D.

The new officinal code and guide, Pharmacopoeia Officinalis,

went into official force on January 1st, 1894, and it is but bare jus-

tice to say of it that it is brought fairly up to its title and to its

date with great ability and in a spirit of wise conservatism. This

ability and this spirit place it well in advance of other revisions,

and establish its normal position as latest of the national pharma-

copoeias in the sense of embracing the accumulating useful knowl-

edge on its subjects up to its date. This being true, its influence in

elevating the practice of medicine and of pharmacy is of the utmost

importance. No physician can look over its pages without a feel-

ing of gratified wonder that the resources of his art are so exten-

sive, so varied and so well defined, and he can hardly close the

volume without feeling that his own usefulness in his calling is

greatly increased by it, if he avails himself of what it puts at his

command. And the pharmacist will surely see how its tendency,

even beyond that of any former revisions, is to elevate his calling to

the rank of a liberal profession, as a basis for his art.

In view of such a success so apparent in the work itself, and so

universally acknowledged, it is well worth while to see how it was

attained, especially in its bearing upon similar or better results in

the future. One of the elements of this success was that the re-

vision was practically in the same hands as the previous one, and

therefore had the great advantage of that experience, to improve

upon previous improvements and to avoid previous mistakes and

mismanagement. The National Convention was both wise and

fortunate in selecting a Committee of Revision with so large a pro-

portion of able men who were willing to contribute active service

and great labor without pay and many of them without being able

to afford the time which must be taken from their means of living.

Then in order to be truly national in work and in results this Com-

mittee had to be selected from all over a nation of long distances

and diverse interests. This rendered committee meetings impracti-

cable, and all the work, even of sub-committees, had to be carried

on through an administrative centre. Very little can be publicly

known of the labor and skill demanded of the chairman of a .large
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committee with very important work, and a very grave responsi-

bility for its character and management, that has to be carried on

through several years almost entirely by written correspondence.

When the work has gone back and forward, first through sub-com-

mittees, then through the general committee for criticism, correc-

tion or revision, then back to the sub-committees for completion,

and finally to the general committee for a vote of adoption, it might

be considered as finished. But not so by a great way. It still has

to be revised as far as is practicable, and then be re-written into uni-

formity of style and diction, and all details scrutinized with elabo-

rate care and labor before it is ready for the printer. Then comes

the final review and correction of manuscript ; and then the proof

reading, and a kind of proof reading that very few, even of proof

readers, know much about. Now when the detail attendant upon

the salient points of the work here touched upon is well consid-

ered, it is very easy to see where the largest part of the success

comes from, and to whom most credit and most thanks are due.

The work is unremitting, very laborious and involves great tact

and skill, and is possible only to a high degree of knowledge and

technical ability, and, as is generally known it is absolutely uncom-

pensated in money, and done by one who is obliged to do other

work for a living. This defect is a great blemish on the Pharma-

copoeia and its existence is an arraignment of the National Con-

vention. Although it has not been so heretofore, the success of

the present work and management will enable this Committee to

hand on to its successor several thousand dollars, or an ample pro-

vision for the expenses of a future revision, and still have a surplus

of several thousand dollars in its treasury. This is all wrong.

The Convention cannot afford to receive such knowledge and labor

unpaid for. And because it is wrong the time when the Conven-

tion can command competent service for this most important

national work is past, and the plan for obtaining it should be

given up.
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CHLOROFORM IN 1893.

By Edward R. Squibb, M. D., of Brooklyn, N. Y.*

A few months ago, under the title " Chloroform in 1857" (see

Ephemeris No. 1, Vol. IV., p. 71), the writer republished his

first paper on Chloroform read before the New York Academy of

Medicine in 1857. Another paper on " Anaesthetics," embracing

chloroform, was read before The Medical Society of the State of

New York in 1871, and was published in the Transactions of that

Society for 1871, p. 197, and now it is proposed to offer a few pages

on the chloroform of to-day.

The same three prominent anaesthetics have maintained their

standing throughout the entire forty odd years of the writer's experi-

ence, and have so far outlived the many substitutes that have been

offered and used, that to-day ether, chloroform and nitrous oxide

are the anaesthetics of general use, as they were forty years ago.

Neither have their relations to each other appeared to change very

much. The use of all three agents has increased year by year so

that now each numbers its cases by tens of thousands.

In another most important respect their relative standing does not

seem to have changed materially. Notwithstanding the increased

care and skill that years of experience bring in the use of all agents,

the fatalities from chloroform may still be estimated as about twenty

to five from ether and to one from nitrous oxide, and the physician

or surgeon who uses chloroform in cases where either of the other

agents would be applicable has the same grave responsibility. This

is a very singular condition of the usage, but it exists and persists,

and seems to be generally accepted. About twenty years ago ether

seemed to increase in use more rapidly than chloroform, and there

seemed a chance that it would supplant the less safe agent, and con-

fine it to special cases and uses, but during the last ten years chloro-

form seems to have recovered its prominence without sensible effect

on its death-rate. Ether is certainly more used in this country, and

its almost exclusive use in the general practice of hospitals shows that

the enormous quantities of chloroform made and sold must be used

•Read at the Ninth Annual Meeting of the Fifth District Branch of the New
York State Medical Association held in Brooklyn on May 23, 1893.
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in private practice. In Europe, however, and indeed throughout

the world in general, chloroform seems to be the agent commonly

used, and the safer ether makes slow headway against it.*

The fatalities from chloroform have never been ignored nor even

much underrated, and the causes of deaths and the conditions under

which they occur have been unremittingly investigated, with un-

doubted benefit to the general results. But those from ether have

been equally well studied and as far as the limited number admits,

with equally good results. Among the commonly accepted causes

of fatalities from chloroform have always been the impurities of the

agent, and therefore these have been carefully studied, and as a

knowledge of them was gained they have been largely eliminated,

so that now by care chloroform is everywhere easily obtainable in

which the impurities are so slight and of a character so innoxious

that it is only when the balance between life and death is wavering

that they can possibly have any bad effect. But as this balance is

often wavering it becomes most important that even the smallest

weight should not be added on the wrong side of the issue.

Pressure upon prices and the high cost of alcohol have within a

few years past induced manufacturers to seek for a cheaper material

than alcohol from which to make chloroform, and several such

substances have been found yielding products having impurities

differing somewhat in character from those of alcohol chloroform.

But with all, or nearly all of them it has been shown that where

properly purified, the chloroforms from such sources are good, and

are practically identical. The liquid that has perhaps most

largely displaced alcohol in the manufacture of chloroform is

acetone. Although this substance was among those from which it

was made in the early part of its career, some fifty odd years ago, it

only appears to have come into general use within the past ten

years, and now it is probably the only source of the chloroform of

this country ; and the manufacture is confined, as a monopoly, to

two manufacturers who are protected by patents. The chloroform

*In the British Medical Journal of July 29, 1893, p. 277, is found a u Pre-

liminary Report of the Anaesthetics Committee " of the British Medical Associ-

ation. This committee have records of 26,086 administrations of anaesthetics.

Of these there were :

By chloroform 13,999 By gas and various mixtures
By ether 4,571 'and combinations 4,824
Bv sas and ether 2,001
By A. C. E. (alcohol, chloro- Total 26,086
form and ether) 691
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from acetone, when properly purified, is identical with that from

alcohol, and, although it does not contain the same impurities, it is

yet susceptible of being purified by the same process.

From its being manufactured in such enormous quantities and

from so many different materials, the number of which is probably

still to be increased, and from the danger attending its use, the

quality of that found in the markets becomes a matter of very grave

importance, and a competent and accurate method of testing is the

only way by which the quality can be controlled. And the method
of testing must be improved with advancing knowledge, and in re-

sponse to the requirement for better and better agents. Hence it is

the primary object of this paper to describe a series of tests that

will discriminate between good chloroform and that which, although

not bad, is less trustworthy in use. As will be shown farther on,

there is no really bad chloroform in this market, yet in the close

testing that the present state of knowledge makes available, there

are differences in quality, due doubtless to differences in the processes

of purification, that render some chloroforms better than others.

Edinburgh has been noted for the manufacture of chloroform

since the time of Sir James Simpson, in 1847, and the names of its

manufacturers are widely known. Hence anything coming from

Edinburgh in regard to chloroform at once attracts interest and

attention.

At the last meeting of the British Pharmaceutical Conference,

—

the twenty-ninth,—held in Edinburgh, August 23, 1892, a paper

entitled " Tests for the Purity of Chloroform " was read by Mr.

David Brown, F. C. S. This paper, and the interesting discussion

upon it, may be found in the Transactions of the Conference, pub-

lished in the Year-Book of Pharmacy for 1892, at p. 437. Another

paper by the same author, entitled " Observations on Decomposing

Chloroform," was read before the " Pharmaceutical Society of

Great Britain," at an evening meeting, in Edinburgh, on March

15, 1893, and published in the " Pharmaceutical Journal and

Transactions," of March 25, 1893. In the general effort to elevate

the standard of purity of chloroform these papers are very import-

ant and interesting, and the writer has made free use of them in

what is to follow ; but he regrets very much that Mr. Brown has

not given the application of the tests with more definiteness and

more detail, because much depends on the way a test is applied ; and

where he differs from others upon certain points the differences may

well be in the mode of application of the tests.
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At the last meeting of the " British Association for the Advance-

ment of Science/' held in Edinburgh, in August, 1892, Prof. W.
Ramsay read a paper (not yet published here), on the "Impurities

in Chloroform." In this he proposes to detect commencing decom-

position by means of baryta-water, applied in a way to be hereafter

given, and kindly communicated to the writer by a private note in

advance of publication.*

With the single exception of Prof. Ramsay's tests, those that are

to follow here are simply extensions, improvements and refinements

of tests already proposed and used either at home or abroad, and

they are simply collected and brought together here, and so de-

scribed as to secure the uniformity essential in the details of their

application ; because the same test differently applied will occasion-

ally give different shades of indication, or, indeed, may give a

different indication.

Subsequent to the reading of this paper, another very important and inter-

esting paper was called out by those of Mr. Brown and Prof. Ramsay. This

is by Dr. Carl Schacht, of Berlin, and Dr. E. Biltz of Erfurt, and it is pub-

lished in the Pharmaceutical Journal and Transactions of London for June

10, 1893, p. 1005. The authors of this paper have been so long and so well

known for their special researches upon chloroform that anything coming

from them is entitled to have great weight. Much of what Mr. Brown says

had been previously said by them, and they now have some criticisms and

elaborations to offer upon the recent papers of Mr. Brown and Prof. Ramsay,

the principal point being that some of the results given for the decomposition

of pure chloroform were vitiated by the presence of alcohol in the chloro-

form, and the decomposition products of this alcohol.

In a paper of still later date, see The Pharmaceutical Journal and Transac-

tions of London for Oct. 21, 1893, p. 321. Mr. Brown contends that chloro-

form which contains alcohol decomposes under given conditions, and that the

products of the decomposition are chlorine and carbonyl chloride, even while

alcohol is yet present in the decomposing chloroform. Without doubting, in

the least degree, Mr. Brown's statement that pure chloroform to which 0.077

per cent, of alcohol had been added, when exposed in colorless glass to direct

sunlight, began to decompose in 14 to 19 days, with alcohol still present in the

chloroform,—the experience of this writer that pure chloroform to which 0.625

per cent, of alcohol had been added, in ground-stoppered bottles of amber
glass, has been kept for at least ten years without any trace of decomposition.

Mr. Brown is in accord with Dr. Schacht and Dr. Biltz that chloroform,

when properly puritied, is chemically the same whether it be made from
alcohol, acetone, choral or anv other material. While this is true, the prac-

tical condition still remains that it is comparatively easy to properly purify

chloroform from alcohol, while from other materials it is more difficult, and,

therefore, less likely to be accomplished.
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In order to get a starting point upon which to base the critical

modern testing, a portion of very good chloroform, that had already

recently undergone the process of purification by sulphuric acid,

dried sodium carbonate, fractional distillation and the addition

of 0.625 p.c. of alcohol, was taken, well washed with sulphuric

acid by frequent shaking during 48 hours, then carefully separated

and rectified from sodium acid-carbonate, the middle fraction of

the distillate, only, being accepted for use as pure chloroform, free

from alcohol and water as well as from all known impurities.

This chloroform gave the following specific gravities:—At %ZG.

(4°C. compared with water at 4°C.) 1.52030. At {^C. 1.50058.

At tfc-KG. 1.49958. At ff^C. 1.48478.

It was then divided into two portions. One portion was kept in

the alcohol-free condition ; and the other had 0.625 p.c. of 92 p.c.

alcohol added to it. The specific gravities of this portion were

then at £0. 1.51185. At |fo°0. 1.49223. At {i&C. 1.49130. At

f|°C. 1.47638. The differences in s.g. caused by this addition of

alcohol are as follows : At 4°0. (39°F.) 0.00845. At 15°C. (59°F.)

0.00835. At 15.6°0. (60°F.) 0.00828. At 25°C. (77°F.) 0.00840.

The alcohol and water-free portion was then divided into two

parts. One part, No. 1, was kept in a dark amber-colored glass-

stoppered bottle, about half full, in the diffuse daylight of a labora-

tory table, the bottle being opened from time to time. The other

part, No. 2, was kept in a colorless, cork-stoppered bottle, about

half-filled, on the meeting rail of a window facing the south, where

it was exposed to bright daylight at all times, and to seven or eight

hours of direct sunshine each day of several sunny days from

March 23d to April 6th. The object of this exposure of 14 days

was to start a decomposition that would react with the tests. In

about nine days the sharp chiorinous odor of decomposition was per-

ceptible, and at the end of 14 days the odor was strong and decompo-

sition was well started in No. 2, but was not discoverable in No. 1.

The portion to which alcohol had been added was also divided

into two parts. One part, No. 3, was kept in a colorless glass,

cork-stoppered bottle, about half filled, in a dark closet. The

other part, No. 4, was kept in a colorless glass, cork-stoppered

bottle, about half filled, on the meeting rail of the south window,

alongside of bottle No. 2, but for a much longer time. This pair

of bottles were thus placed on February 16th, being occasionally

opened for examination, and so remained until April 6th, a period

of 48 days, with a few hours of direct sunshine on probably half the

number of days. The contents of bottle No. 1, alcohol and water-
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free, in amber glass, gave the following results by testing:

(Test 1.) That is, washed with distilled water, the washings were

neutral to litmus paper and indifferent to test solutions of silver

nitrate and potassium iodide. (2.) Shaken during '20 minutes

with 4 Cc. of colorless, concentrated sulphuric acid to 40 Cc. of

the chloroform, the acid separated out nearly colorless. (3.) "2 Cc.

of this separated acid diluted with 5 Cc. of distilled water was,

while hot, nearly odorless, though giving a sharp vapor that tended

to cause coughing. (4.) This mixture, farther diluted with 10 Cc.

of distilled water, was transparent and colorless, and gave a decided

opalescence with silver nitrate test-solution. (5.) The chloroform

separated from the acid and washed with distilled water, the wash-

ings gave an opalescence with silver nitrate test-solution. (6.)

The original chloroform gave with the baryta-water test a negative

result at first, but in four hours a very delicate film was visible. (7.)

Evaporated from a warm plate the paper was left nearly odorless.

These testings indicate that this chloroform was in a fairly good

condition but not fit for use, because, although all ordinary im-

purities were foreknown to be absent, decomposition had com-

menced. The contents of bottle Xo. *2, in colorless glass, decom-

posing by light, gave the following results by testing : (1.) Wash-

ings acid to litmus paper, precipitated by silver nitrate and turned

to a bright olive color by potassium iodide. ('2.) Sulphuric acid

nearly colorless but deeper in tint than Xo. 1. (3.) Diluted acid

odorless, but the vapor giving an impression of sharpness that pro-

duced coughing. (4.) Farther diluted gives an opaque liquid with

silver nitrate. (5.) Washings of the separated chloroform give au

opaque white liquid with silver nitrate. (6.) Baryta-water gives at

once a thick heavy crust at the line of contact. (7.) Evaporated

from a warm plate the vapor is sharp and irritant, not easily re-

spirable, leaving the paper with the peculiar sharp odor of the

vapor.

These testings indicate that this chloroform is quite unfit for use.

Indeed the decomposition was so advanced that the vapor was prac-

tically irrespirable.

The degree of decomposition in bottle Xo. 1 could not have been

detected by au ordinary sense of smell in smelling at the bottle-

mouth, but could hardly be missed when smelling at the paper of

test (7.) But the advanced decomposition in bottle No. 2 could not

fail of detection by the most casual smelling at the bottle-mouth.

The contents of bottle Xo. 3, to which 0.625 p.c. of alcohol had

been added, and the bottle kept in colorless glass in a dark closet
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during 48 days, gave the following results : (1.) Washings neutral

to litmus and indifferent to silver nitrate and to potassium iodide.

(2.) Sulphuric acid nearly colorless. (3.) Diluted acid nearly

odorless,—the faint odor being of an ethereal or vinous character,

agreeable, and only noticeable for a moment while the dilution was

very hot. (4.) Farther diluted it gave—not opalescence, but

slightly diminished transparency only, with silver nitrate. (5.)

Washings of the separated chloroform gave negative results with

silver nitrate. (6.) Baryta-water gave at once only negative results.

But in 4 hours there was a very delicate film visible only on very

close observation. (7.) Evaporation from a warm plate left the

paper with a momentary delicate fruity or vinous odor, after which

the paper was very nearly odorless.

These testings indicate that this chloroform was in perfect con-

dition for use.

The contents of bottle No. 4—with alcohol—that had stood 48

days m a bright light, gave results as follows: (1.) Entirely nega-

tive. (2.) Acid, very pale wine-color, not deep enough to be of

importance unless supported by other adverse testings, and ac-

counted for by the cork stopping of the bottle. (3.) Diluted acid,

nearly odorless, the slight odor being fruity and agreeable. (4.)

Farther diluted it gave a diminished transparency with silver nitrate

that did not amount to faint opalescence. (5. )
Washings gave nega-

tive results. (6.) Baryta-water gave at once only negative results,

and in 4 hours only a very delicate film, visible only to close obser-

vation. (7.) Evaporated from a warm plate only a momentary

fruity odor, leaving the paper nearly odorless.

These testings indicate that this chloroform was in a perfect con-

dition for use after an exposure, in a half-filled colorless bottle

during 48 days to a bright light, which included all the direct sun-

shine of a part of February, all of March, and one-fifth of April, and

the results from the four bottles taken together, indicate that pure

chloroform free from alcohol and water undergoes decomposition

by light rather easily, but that the same chloroform protected by

0.625 p.c. of alcohol is practically permanent.

It may now be useful to give the details of the application of

these tests.

The specific gravities were taken in a 100 Gm. bottle with a

graduated tube stopper (see Ephemeris, p. 1166), the temperature

adjustments being made in baths, with a standardized thermometer,

to 0.1°C. and the weighings were to 0.001 Gm.
The test (1.), is made by shaking together, in a 50 Cc. glass-
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stoppered, graduated cylinder, 10 Cc. of the chloroform and 20 Cc.

of distilled water, for about 5 minutes. Allowing the liquids then

to separate completely, the washings are poured off into a 10 Cc. test-

tube—about 5 Cc. for each testing. The first portion poured off

is first tested with neutral litmus paper, which should remain un-

changed. Then about 4 drops of silver nitrate test-solution is

dropped in, and the contents stirred with a clean glass rod—not

shaken up with the thumb over the tube-mouth, because that is

liable to give faint opalescence from cutaneous secretions.

Then on looking down through the long axis of the tube the

slightest diminution in the transparency of the liquid maybe seen.

Very few specimens of chloroform will withstand this test absolute-

ly; but diminutions of transparency that are very slight will escape

ordinary observation, and besides, as such may be easily caused by

the distilled water used in washing, they may be disregarded. And
even when the reaction amounts to a slight degree of opalescence it

may be disregarded, because the test is hypersensitive. But, when
the opalescence is distinct and pronounced, even though the liquid

be still fairly transparent, the testing must be held to condemn the

specimen so far as a single test can go, since it shows the presence

of irritant, loose combinations of chlorine which are hurtful. The
test-tube is then -rinsed well and a fresh portion of the washings being

poured in, about 1 Cc. of test-solution of potassium iodide is poured

in. By any change in tint toward a yellowish green this test indicates

the presence of free, or very loosely combined chlorine, and the

depth of tint indicates the amount of chlorine.

As it is generally conceded that hydrochloric acid is a constant

product of the decomposition of chloroform by air and light, and

as the presence of this acid could not fail to be detected in the wash-

ings, by the litmus paper and the silver nitrate, the indications of

this test would seem to be conclusive as to decomposition by air

and light.

The test (2.) is conveniently made by shaking together, in a 50

Cc. glass-stoppered graduated cylinder, 4 Cc. of colorless concen-

trated sulphuric acid with 40 Cc. of the chloroform, for 20 minutes,

and then allowing the liquids about 15 minutes for complete separa-

tion. The chloroform should then be perfectly transparent and
colorless, and the acid should be nearly colorless. If the cylinder

be placed in a strong light, as upon the meeting-rail of a window-
sash, and be looked at from a distance of 4 or 5 meters, the difference

of tint between the liquids should hardly be visible. The character

of the tint, in good chloroform, varies between a neutral or dingy
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gray and a yellowish brown or brownish-yellow, and the degree of tint

should not exceed a very pale wine color. Even such a depth of

color is not admissible in chloroform that has been kept in glass-

stoppered bottles. Accidental dust, or cork dust in cork-stoppered

bottles is, in s^ood chloroforms, the source of this color, and therefore

taken alone it should not condemn chloroform when within the

limits and under the conditions just given. The thickness of the

stratum of acid in which the color is judged is a matter of import-

ance, and it should not be less than 1 Cm. (0.4 inch.), for, if judged

at the bottom of a vial in a stratum of 2 or 3 Mm. thick a colored

acid would appear entirely colorless. The time of active shaking is

also a matter of importance to this test. The prescribed quantities

of the same chloroform and acid were put into 5 similar cylinders,

and these were each shaken for different lengths of time,—one for

10 minutes, one for 15 minutes,—one for 20, 25, and one for 30

minutes and the color of the acids compared. Up to 20 minutes

the increase of color was very perceptible, but beyond that it was

slight, though appreciable on close comparison.

The chloroform and acid should not be left in contact longer

than is necessary for the shaking and separation, because, under

favoring conditions of light and air, traces of the products of decom-

position will very soon appear. The directions formerly given by

the writer to allow them to stand in contact for 24 hours is now
known to be a mistake.

For the test (3.) 2 Cc. of the tinted acid is required in a 25 Cc.

test-tube. This is most conveniently taken out free from chloro-

form by passing a 5 Oc. graduated pipette, stopped at the top by

the finger, down through the chloroform in the cylinder into the

acid. The finger is then taken off the top and the acid allowed to

rise in the pipette, is lifted out and measured into the test-tube.

To this acid 5 Cc. of distilled water is added, and at once, while

the heat of combination is at its highest point, the odor is carefully

observed and judged. The writer has never tested a chloroform

from which this mixture was odorless to a fairly acute sense of

smell. But from good chloroform the delicate fruity or vinous

odor is agreeable and transient, disappearing as the liquid cools.

A slight odor of india-rubber or gutta-percha is not uncommonly

met with, and this when very slight in degree and transient, is not

seriously objectionable unless it be emphasized by other testings.

This liquid should be transparent and very nearly colorless. When
not transparent and when of a strong or irritant or disagreeable

odor this test condemns the chloroform.
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For the test (4.) the last solution is farther diluted with 10 Cc.

of distilled water, and the mixture after being stirred with a glass

rod should be transparent and colorless. The addition to this of

about 4 drops of silver nitrate test-solution will usually give, on

very close observation, a slightly diminished transparency after

thorough stirring, but this should not amount to even a faint

opalescence.

For test (5.) 10 Cc. of the chloroform separated from the acid

is well shaken in a 50 Cc. glass-stoppered cylinder with 20 Cc. of

distilled water, and the liquids allowed to separate completely.

Then 10 Cc. of the washing water is poured off into a test-tube,

4 drops of silver nitrate test-solution added and the mixture well

stirred. This testing should give negative results,—no diminution

of transparency.

For test (6.) about 5 Cc. of chloroform is put into a test-tube of

a capacity not exceeding 10 Cc. and a soft cork is fitted to the

mouth of the tube. Then 3 or 4 Cc. of perfectly clear baryta-

water is lifted out of a bottle of baryta-water by means of a pipette,

and carefully deposited on the surface of the chloroform in the

test-tube, nearly filling the test-tube. The test-tube is then im-

mediately corked and set aside without agitation in a dark place.

This is the writer's interpretation of Prof. Ramsay's test as given

in his note to the writer. If the chloroform is decomposing, a film

of barium carbonate is deposited on the surface of the chloroform

at the line of contact between the two liquids. In the writer's

limited experience with this test it is found that if decomposition

has not begun, the surface of contact will remain bright and clear

for five or six hours, but after that time close observation will often

detect an extremely delicate film which does not apparently in-

crease within another period of six hours. If decomposition be just

begun the film will appear within three or four hours ; and if at

all advanced it appears at once. But in these latter cases the test

is quite unnecessary, as the odor of the chloroform would reject it.

Mr.Brown objects to this test (but without describing how he applied

it), because it does not, in his hands, indicate the beginning of de-

composition more closely than the sense of smell, and he prefers

the zinc iodide and starch test, but without telling how he applied

it. As these tests by baryta-water and zinc iodide and starch are

exclusively for the detection of decomposing chloroform, and as

this is extremely rare in this country, the tests are of the less im-

portance.

For test (7.) an ordinary breakfast or dinner plate is made so warm
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that it can just be held in the hands, and a round paper filter,

of a size to occupy the flat bottom of the plate, is laid upon it.

Then 20 Cc. of the chloroform are poured upon the filter and the

plate is rocked to and fro until nearly all the chloroform is evapor-

ated, and the paper is left simply moist and greasy looking as

the very last of the chloroform disappears, leaving the paper dry.

During the later stages of the evaporation any irritant substances,

such as the products of decomposition, will be perceived by their

odor and by a tendency to produce cough, even if present only in

very small proportion ; but it is at the very last that the test

becomes critical. Just as the last greasy look disappears from the

paper, it is subjected to the sense of smell with close observa-

tion. The first inhalation may give too much chloroform, but the

next will give the foreign odors. The best chloroforms, even when
free from alcohol, give, during a few seconds only, a delicate, faint,

fruity or vinous odor that is quite pleasant, and then the paper is

left so nearly odorless that it has to be smelled alternately with

an unused, clean, fresh filter, in order to realize that it is not

quite odorless. The strength of this residuary odor, its charac-

ter, and the time during which it persists are the points for close

observation in the use of this test. Any chloroform that gives a

strong odor, an irritant odor, or one that is disagreeable and per-

sistent, should be rejected on this test alone. As it is the simplest

and the easiest, so it is regarded as the best test known. It was first

proposed and published by the writer a great many years ago,

and in a more crude and rough-and-ready way has withstood this

long experience. A common mode of applying it,—but not critical

enough now-a-days, has been to fold a narrow strip of bibulous

paper lengthwise, once or twice, and dip it into each freshly opened

bottle. Then wave the strip to and fro until it is very nearly dry

and then smell it. The conditions on which the test is based are

that the foreign substances liable to be present are less volatile than

the chloroform, and the cold produced by the rapid evaporation of

the chloroform tends to fix them or hold them back to the very last,

and then when the strong odor of chloroform is gone, they are per-

ceptible.

In order to complete the review of the condition of chloroform

in 1893 it was decided to go into the distributing drug houses of

the New York market for a few samples, and test them and tabu-

late the results. As, so far as the writer knows, there are only two

manufacturers who can make chloroform in the United States in
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consequence of patents granted to these manufacturers, it was

not to be expected that any great variety in the quality would be

found, the distributors simply selling it under their labels, as they

get it, or possibly putting it through some process of purification

when not satisfied with it as they get it. As will be seen by the

following table, no adulterated chloroform was found, nor any

bad chloroform, though it was not all equally good, and much of

it would be rejected whenever better was to be had. But judging

from tables given by Mr. Brown the average quality is higher and

more uniform than in Europe.

Sample No. 1 of the following table is the portion that was

specially made as a model upon which to compare the results of the

testing. It was chemically pure, but having stood a few days before

the tests were applied, it shows traces of commencing decomposi-

tion. No. 2 is the same chloroform which was exposed to air and

sunlight to produce decomposition. No. 3 is the same chloroform

to which, after standing a day or two, 0.625 p.c. of 92 p.c. alcohol

was added.

No. 4 is a sample of " Purified Chloroform," made by the writer

in September, 1883. Numbers 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 are samples from the

principal distributing houses of this neighborhood, and from the

two manufacturers, and these fairly represent the chloroform used

in this country. Although the import duty on chloroform is pro-

hibitory yet, two samples of German chloroform were found,—one

labelled as being the chloroform of the German Pharmacopeia,

and the other labelled as being chemically pure and of as.g. 1.502.

Even the least desirable of these samples when carefully purified

by the process proposed by the writer many years ago, and adopted

by the United States Pharmacopoeia thirty years ago,—yields chloro-

form of excellent quality.

The two latest novelties in the domain of chloroform are those of

Pictet and Anschutz.

Pictet freezes the impurities out of chloroform by means of his

specialty of extremely low temperatures.

Anschutz combines the chloroform into a homo-salicylid —
chloroform and thus gets it into an easily decomposable solid

crystalline condition, to be decomposed at the time of use, yielding

pure chloroform, and giving to this no time for decomposition.

Both of these are regarded by the writer as very interesting

chemical curiosities, but unnecessary and rather impracticable.
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Test

(7.)

Odor

test

by

eva-

poration

from

paper

on

a

warm

plate.

Nearly

odorless.

Transient

fruity

odor

difficult

to

catch.

Sharp

irritant

vapor

exciting

cough.

Nearly

odorless.

Momentary

vinous,

fruity

odof

.

Nearly

odorless.

Transient,

vinous,

fruity

odor.

Distinct

foreign

odor,

suggestive

of

varnish

or

turpt'e.

Nearly

odorless.

Momentary

fruity

odor

hard

to

catch.

Slight

odor

of

india

rubber,

per-

sistent

but

not

per-

manent.

Distinct

aromatic

ocUr,

suggesting

neiiiivroyal.

Distinct

mixed

foreign

odor,

not

disagreeable.

Distinct

varnish-

like

odor

becoming

less

agreeable

and

persisting

for

18

hrs

Distinct

varnish-

like

odor,

but

not

persisting.

Test

(6.)

Baryta
Water

test.

Very

delicate

film

in

3

hours.

Thick

heavy

film

at

once.

No

film.

No

film.

Very

delicate

film

in

3

hours.

No

film.

No

film.

Very

delicate

film

in

6

hours.

Very

delicate

film

in

24

hours.

Decided

film

in

3

hours.

Delicate

film

in

3

hours.

Test

(5.)

Washings,

Silver

nitrate

test.

Very

faint

opalescence.

Curdy

pre-

cipitate.

Negative.

Diminished

transparency.

Negative. Negative. Negative. Negative.

Opalescent

before

testing.

Slight

Opal-

escence.

Diminished

transparency.

Test

(4.)

Dilated

Acid

Silver

nitrate

test. Diminished

transparency.

Curdy

pre-

cipitate.

Negative. Negative.

Diminished

transparency.

Negative. Negative. Negative.

Opalescent

before

testing.

Slight

opal-

escence.

Diminished

transparency.

Test

(3.)

SulphuricAcid

Odor

test.

Faint

momen-

tary

etherial,

fruity

odor.

Strong

chlori-

nous,

irritant

vapors. Faint,

delicate,

fruity

odor.

Faint,

etherial,

vinous

odor.

Sweet

chloro-

form-like

odor.

Faint,

etherial,

fruity

odor.

Distinct,

sweet

etherial

odor.

Decided

sharp

rather

irritant

vapor.

Decided

sweet

etherial

odor.

Strong

vinous

or

alcoholic

odor.

Strong

vinous

etherial

odor.

Test

(2.)

SulphuricAcid

Color

test.

Nearly

color-

less,

very

faint

grayish.

Nearly

color-

less,

very

faint

grayish

tint.

Nearly

color-

less,

very

faint

wine

tint.

Pale

wine

color.

Nearly

color-

less,

very

faint

wine

tint.

Pale

wine

color.

Full

wine

color.

Pale

yellow.

Pale

brandy

color.

Dark

brandy

color.

Test

(1.)

Litmus

Paper.

Silver

Nitrate.

Potassium iodide.

Faint

opal-

escence. Acid

reaction.

Large

precipi-

tation.

Olive

green

color.

Negative. Negative. Negative. Negative. Negative.

Diminished

transparency.

Negative.

Diminished

transparency.

Diminished

transparency.

Specific

Gravity.

d

SIS

<

1.49958

1

1.49130
§£

0*
JO

1.49055 1.48964 1.48962 1.49098 1.49955

O
o \o

1.50058

CO

i 1.49303 ! 1.49155 1.49056 1.49695 1.49055 1.49188

i

w 0
— p
ii

1.

Chemically

Pure.

2.

Chemically

pure

after

decom-

position.

3.

Chemically

pure,

with

0.625

p.
c.

alcohol.

4.

Made

Sept.,

1883.

5.

Market

Sample.

6.

Market

Sample.

7.

Market

Sample

8.

Market

Sample.

9.

Market

Sample.

10.

German

Sample.

Labelled

G.

Ph.,

II.

11.

German

Sample.

Labelled

C.

P.,

s.

g.

1.502.
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APPARATUS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF ETHER
FOR ANAESTHESIA ON A LARGE SCALE.

By Edward R. Squibb, M; D.

In the second volume of this series of pamphlets at page 586, an

article on Absolute Ether was published in July, 1884, and in that

paper at pages 589 to 592 is given a history and description of the

apparatus which had then been used for more than 30 years for the

manufacture of ether specially adapted to the production of anaes-

thesia. Ten years more have now been added to the successful

use of this appartus in the writer's hands, and such a career may
warrant a more thorough description of the apparatus with the aid

of drawings. It is difficult to understand or construct an appa-

ratus from description alone, and those manufacturers not deterred

by the cost and apparent complexity of the plant who have

attempted it have not seemed successful in using it. But if now
those who are interested will read the description referred to in

connection with the drawings here given the design and detail will

both be understood.

The beautiful drawing from which this cut is reduced was made
many years ago for the writer by his then assistant, now Prof. H.

S. Munroe of the Columbia College School of Mines, and the

writer must apologize to Prof. Munroe that in reducing from his

original to the cut, all his fine lines had to be so strengthened as

to very much damage the accuracy and beauty of his work.

ETHER APPARATUS.
Reference to plate.

Figure 1.

A. Feed-back of tinned copper, from which to supply the still with alcohol.

B. Still of very heavy sheet lead that is quite free from other metals, and

burned, or melted together at all the seams and joints.

C. Trap, also of lead, to catch the acid liquor in case of foaming of the still

during the distillation.

D. Purifier, of cast iron, for holding the solution of caustic potassa.

E. Separating apparatus for condensing and draining back the alcohol that

has escaped etherification.

F. Condensing worm of block tin.

a. Lead pipe for supplying the still, B, with alcohol from tank, A.
b. Stop-cock by which the supply of alcohol is regulated.

c. Steam coil for heating the mixture of sulphuric acid and alcohol.

2
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d. Tubulure through which the still is charged.

e. Thermometer loose in a leaden pocket, by which the temperature is

controlled.

/. Exit tube for the products of the distillation.

g. Glass gauge tube to show when there is acid liquor in the trap, C.

h. Stop-cock for emptying the trap C.

i. Exit tube for conducting the mixed vapors to the purifier, D.

j. Leadeu tube, flattened at the orifice so as to deliver the mixed vapors into

the potassa solution in a thin sheet.

k. Diaphragm of copper wire-gauze, fitting the purifier, D, tightly, and

immersed in the potassa solution. Its purpose is to divide the mixed

vapors into very fine bubbles for the action of the potassa solution.

/. Steam coil to heat up the potassa solution at starting.

hi. Outlet for discharging the potassa solutiou and water as the purifier fills

up in working.

n. Glass gauge to show the accumulation of water in the potassa solution, and

warn the operator to discharge at ///.

o. Long thermometer for regulating temperature in the purifier, D.

p. Overflow from the first or lower plunger chamber into purifier, D.

q. Charging tube for posassa solution.

<S. Four plunger chambers, shown in detail by Figure 2, the only thing not

shown being a row of holes near the lower edge of the inverted cup

which covers the vapor tube, r, or 7 of figure 2.

til Vapor tube, over the top of which the vapors must pass from pressure

behind, and then must plunge down to get through the row of holes in

the inverted cup. the whole being immersed in wash water supplied

from above, and kept at a proper level by the overflow pipes, p.

t. Steam inlet for warming up the column of chambers, and filling them
with condensed water at starting.

u. Try cocks for determiuiug whether or not the chambers are clogged in

case of overpressure upon a mercury pressure gauge on trap, C, but not

shown in the drawing. The working pressure is generally about 3 Cm.,

or 1\ inches of mercury.

v. Vapor tube for the purified and washed vapor, now little else than ether,

alcohol and water. This tube is very large, and is surmounted with a

large head, ir, to condense out the watery vapor and supply the

chambers below with the water.

ic. Large head to the vapor pipe, p.

x. Block-tin worm in separating tank, E, terminating below in a central

cylinder, y.

y. Copper cylinder with 5 diaphragms of copper-wire gauze, and on these

diaphragms are beds of pebble stones for multiplying surface over

which the vapors must pass. This Separating Apparatus is immersed
in water which is carefully kept at a temperature of 35 C. (95

J
F.),

so that the alcohol may be coudensed and drained off while the ether

vapor remains uucondensed and passes on to the final cold condenser.

2. The thermometer by which the temperature of the wrater in E is kept

steady at 35° C.
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1. Steam pipe by which the water in E is warmed up to 35°C. at starting.

2. Cold water supply pipe, passing horizontally around E at the top, and

perforated with small holes for the even distribution of the cold water.

2'. Cold water pipe passing to the bottom of E, for filling.

2". Overflow pipe for the water of E.

3. Vertical shaft with propeller blades, driven at a slow speed by power
derived from the current of water which supplies the condensing worm
tub, F. The water in E has a tendency to stratify—cooler below and
warmer above, and the separation of the alcohol from the ether is very

imperfect unless the water be kept uniform throughout by mechanical

stirring.

4. Outlet for the alcohol (and ether) condensed in E, whence it passes into a

small cooler, 6, and then through a pipe, 7, into the Feed-back, A, to

return to the Still, B, with the fresh alcohol.

5. Outlet for water when the apparatus is washed out, or steamed out for

cleansing twice a year.

8. Ether pipe from the Separator to the condensing worm, F, furnished with

a thermometer.

9. Cold water supply pipe to condensing worm.

9. Overflow pipe from condensing worm tub.

10. Block tin condensing worm.

11. Branch from ether outlet, which is carried upward and bent over so as to

dip into a large bottle of water.

12. Ether outlet to the receiving tank, which tank is closed and kept immersed

in cold water.

ABSOLUTE ALCOHOL.

(Second Paper.)

Read before the N. Y. Section of The American Chemical Society, June 2, 1893.

By Edward R. Squibb, M. D., of Brooklyn, N. Y.

A very considerable experience in the manufacture of so-called

Absolute Alcohol for the market up to 1884 convinced the writer

that really anhydrous alcohol had not yet been obtained.

During the latter part of 1883 and the early part of 1884 the

subject was investigated with care, and the results were published

by the writer in the Ephemeris for May, 1884, Vol. II., p. 522.

This paper opens with the following paragraphs, which are as true

to-day as they were ten years ago :

"It appears to be very certain that no alcohol has as yet been

rendered entirely anhydrous, and therefore the term ' absolute/ as

applied to any yet made, is not strictly correct. For all practical
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purposes, however, it is a very convenient term by which to desig-

nate a rather indefinite substance, but one now applied to a great

many important uses, and therefore itself growing in importance.

"It is not difficult to get alcohol practically free from all impu-

rities, including water as one, but to free it from the last one-

thousandth part of water is very difficult indeed—so difficult, that

traces of this ultimate fraction of water have, so far, always been

retained. Hence in considering it as absolute alcohol, it can only

be regarded as being freer from all other impurities than from

water, and as being more or less free from water. No alcohol

should be called absolute, however, that contains less than 99.4

p.c. by the best determinations. When carefully freed from all

imparities except water, specific gravity becomes a very accurate

indication of strength, and it has always been relied upon as the

decisive test of strength. For many years each careful observer

reduced the specific gravity little by little to those specific gravities

upon which the tables of the present day are based, by using new
appliances which the progress of knowledge supplied, and the

object of this note is to show that improvement in these appliances

is not yet at an end."

The paper then goes on to show that by slow, cold percolation

through quick-lime and simple distillation, alcohol in large quan-

tities had been obtained that was of lower s. g. than the lowest given

by the best of the authorities on the subject. Over thirty deter-

minations were found, and hardly any two of these were in fair

accord. Some of the best and most generally quoted of these

authorities are examined and discussed with the conclusion that it

is particularly unfortunate that the three most generally accepted

authorities should, by the construction of their elaborate tables

upon erroneous bases, have misled the world for so many years

upon this enormous alcohol interest.

Then, commencing with an alcohol that was already below all

the authorities found, and yet known to contain traces of water, the

attempt was made to reach a still lower degree of hydration. The
means adopted, and the checks upon the work, and the results are

carefully discribed in detail with the hope and expectation that

more capable hands would go over the work to correct or confirm

it, since it was much too important to be accepted without confir-

mation by other investigators. Nearly nine years have now passed

since the publication of this paper, and yet notwithstanding the

importance of the subject, no farther investigations have been

noticed.
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The specific gravities previously reached were, at y§-;-f°C. 0.793811,

(Drinkwater).* ffcfi C - °-^938, (Fownes). f Tf$ C. 0.7939, (Tral-

les).** -Vo°C. 0.79367, (Mendelejerr).tt This last s. g. when brought

to the terms of the others, namely y|:|°C. is 0.79391.

The specific gravity reached at that investigation was, at £°C.

0.802566,—at -y>°C. 0.793260,—at 1JM-°C. 0.79279,—at yO.
0.78496 —at ff:£O, 0.79350,—at ^.C. 0.78573. Thus the reduc-

tion of s.g. effected by the work of that paper was from about

0.79380 to 0.79350 at the temperature of 15.6°C. (60°F.), compared

with water at the same temperature of 15.6°C. (60°F.), or 0.00030,

which, in strength is equivalent to nearly one tenth of one per cent.

—0.000338 being the difference in s.g. for 0.10 p. c.

Judging from the circumstances attending the percolations and

distillations and from the want of constancy in the boiling point as

shown by slight differences in s.g. of different fractions of distillate

the writer was convinced that this alcohol was not quite anhydrous,

and supposed that by modification of process and by better manage-

ment a s.g. of about 0.79340 should be attained. The farther

experience of the past nine years has rather tended to confirm

that judgment, and therefore it was concluded to return to the

subject at this time, and to review the former work with different

methods and some modifications of process, and some improvements

in apparatus suggested by longer experience.

Apparatus of Precision for the Specific Gravity
of Liquids.

As specific gravity is the sole indication of strength to be relied

on, and as alcohol changes very much in volume by changes in tem-

perature, accurate and highly sensitive apparatus was of the first

importance in the determination, and it was thought that improve-

ments could be made in the apparatus formerly used.

A standard thermometer was used, made by Hicks of London
from Powell glass, standardized and graduated at Kew in 1884,

about 8 years after it was made. This instrument had its present

error determined by comparison with the international standards at

* Quoted from Memoirs of the Chemical Society, Vol. III., p. 450.

f Quoted from Fowne's Manual of Chemistry, 3d Edition, p. 591.

** Quoted from Watt's Dictionary of Chemistry, 1888, Vol. I., p. 95.

ft Quoted from Roscoe and Schorlemmer, Treatise on Chemistry, Vol. III.,

Pt. I., p. 299.
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the U. S. Bureau of Weights and Measures in Washington, through

the kindness of the Superintendent, Prof. T. 0. Mendenhall, and

its indications of temperature were read to 0.1° 0.

Several very accurate specific gravity bottles of 100 and 500

grammes Avere used, but the one relied upon for the final determin-

ations, and shown in the accompanying cut, is supposed to be an

improvement upon any hitherto described. The device of con-

structing a specific gravity bottle upon the design of a thermometer

by having a long tube stopper was carried out for the writer many
years -ago by an expert Paris glass blower, but it had no provision

for expansion of the liquids without loss, and was too tall for any

ordinary balance. The design was improved and carried out better

by the writer in 1884, see Ephemeris, Vol. II., p. 529, and was still

farther improved in 1889, see Ephemeris, Vol. III., p. 1162-1166.

There was, however, still a recognized defect, in want of room for

the expansion of liquids in warming up to room temperatures be-

fore weighing, and in so limiting loss by evaporation during expan-

sion and weighing, that a practically constant weight could be at-

tained. This last improvement seems to fairly satisfy these condi-

tions, and in practice answers very well.

The bottle is an ordinary 500 Cc. flask old enough to have reached

its maximum contraction, and so large that errors of reading and

weighing are well within the design of reaching the sixth decimal

place with tolerable accuracy. A flask was selected with narrow

neck, and the graduation mark low in the neck. The neck was

cut off just above the mark and was thickened and shaped for stop-

pering. A piece of barometer tubing 15 to 20 Cm. in length was ex-

panded into a long stopper at one end and carefully ground into

the flask neck. Then 500 Gm. of recently boiled distilled water

was put into the flask and stopper and the whole cooled in an iced

bath to 4° C. (39.2°F.). The water in the tube stopper should

then be near the lower end, but if not, the end is ground off until

the meniscus for 4° C. is just above the ground part of the stopper.

The 500 Gm. of water and the 4° C. temperature being then again

accurately adjusted, a mark was made at the lower limb of the

meniscus. The bath was then warmed up to 25° C. (77° F. ) and when
the water had ceased to rise in the tube after the temperature of the

bath had been held constant for half an hour, another mark was

made, the tube being of such a calibre that the two marks should be

about 10 Cm. (4 in.) apart. Any excess in the length of the tube

above the upper mark was then cut off, and a liberal section of a very
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much larger tube was put on. This larger portion was about 2.4

Cm. (1 in.) in diameter, and about 7 Cm. (2.75 in.) long, drawn into

a narrow neck at the top, and the neck fitted with a flat ground glass

stopper which had a capillary passage through its centre. The tube

portion of the stopper was then graduated in 50 equal subdivisions

the scale beginning with 0 at the 4° C. point, and extending to 50 at

the 25° C. point. These subdivisions are easily and accurately read

to half divisions so that the scale is read to hundredths. Then upon

accurate readjustment it was found that the reading with recently

boiled distilled water was 1.—that is y^g- of the scale from 4
3
C. to

25° C. The reading at 10° C. was 6, or jfo of the scale. At 15~C.

the reading was 25. At 15.6° C. (60° F.) it was 28. At 30° C. it

was 57, and at 25° C. (77° F.) it was 101. These readings illustrate

in a very interesting way the rapidly increasing ratio of expansion for

water. Without correction for expansion of the flask the increase

in volume for 25° C. (4° to 25°) is just 100 divisions of scale, giving

a mean value of 4. 76-j-divisions to each 1° C. But the expansion for

. the first six degrees (4° to 10° C.) is only 6 divisions of scale, or one

division to each 1
=
C. while the expansion for the last five degrees (20°

to 25 G
C.) is 44 divisions, or 8.8 divisions to each 1° C. This scale

adapts the flask to taking specific gravities at all the ordinary stan-

dards of temperature, and adapts it to correction by readjustment

at any time in case of contraction of the glass by age. It also

enables the observer to watch the changes in height of the

column of liquid and to know accurately when it ceases to rise or

fall. When accurately adjusted the weights were taken on a fine

balance to 0.0001 Gm. when chemically clean, and also when the

stopper was lightly lubricated with soft paraffin.—these tares being

etched upon the bottle, and all the readings of the standard water

being entered in the laboratory note book.

Bottle nsr Use.

The bottle, properly filled, and loaded with a leaden collar to

steady it, was always used in a glass water-bath, the water of

the bath being kept above the level of the reading lines, and
these read through the glass and water. The thermometer was

suspended in the bath with the bulb opposite to the upper part

of the bottle, and was also read through the glass and water
;

and a wooden stirrer was used to keep the water uniform
throughout. When the temperature of the bath had been held
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steady to the required temperature for 10 minutes after the column

in the tube had ceased to rise or fall, the adjustment to the required

graduation mark was made by passing the long capillary pipette

and the very narrow strip of blotting card paper, shown in the cut,

down through the tubulure in the stopper. In order to know how
nearly the temperature of the liquid in the bottle agreed with that

of the water of the bath, a pair of compared thermometers were used,

and it was found that with either water or alcohol in the bottle, the

temperatures were in accord to about 0.05° C. after all perceptible

change in the column had ceased, and the bath had been held con-

stant for five minutes ; and upon this experience 10 minutes was

adopted as the uniform time of waiting before the final adjustment.

Then it was found that no constant weight of bottle and contents

could be obtained so long as these differed more than one or two

degrees from the room temperature of scale-case and weights, and

therefore a second bath was used after adjustment to bring them

accurately to room temperature, and then they were allowed to stand

on the balance with the case closed until they reached a fairly constant

weight. As all this management required time, it became neces-

sary to know whether there was any material loss in weight between

the time of adjustment and the final weighing, and on trial it was

found that with water the bottle and contents, either in the bath or

out, did not alter perceptibly in weight within 48 hours, and with

the alcohol under the same conditions, the loss in a warm room was

not greater than 0.04 Gm. in 48 hours, or less than one millegramme

per hour. This loss was therefore neglected as being well within

the sphere of unavoidable errors.

The weighing was done upon a large balance sensitive to 0.002

Gm., and this was readjusted for each accepted critical weighing.

The weights used were of brass, of a s. g. of about 8.383, with

platinum fractions of a gramme. They were not standardized, but

as they agreed among themselves, and as all the weighings were

made with the one set, this gave no source of error. The critical

weighings were made with the barometer not far from 760 Mm.
(30 inches), and no correction for barometer was attempted. All

weighings were made against water at the same temperature taken

as unity, and therefore corrections for expansion of glass were

avoided. Neither were any corrections attempted for the use of

brass weights, because such corrections take the results out of the

range of ordinary daily practice and tend to confusion rather

than to practical utility. As the weighing was done to 0.002 Gm.
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in a 500 G-m. bottle the results are stated to the sixth decimal

place, and although the sixth decimal cannot be trustworthy, even

to twice the indicated value, it is still believed to be of more value

than if expressed in the nearest unit of the fifth place. In view of

the rapidly increasing importance of specific gravities of liquids, it

is very desirable to give a more definite value to this sixth decimal

place. The writer has 100 Gm. s.g. bottles of the same construc-

tion which can be easily weighed on a fine balance to 0.0001 Gm.,

but as yet the measuring or volume adjustment cannot be brought

up to this high degree of precision.

Lime Percolator.

It was confidently expected that a more perfect dehydration

might be obtained by often repeated percolation through lime than

by the former process of prolonged shaking with lime, provided the

percolation could be done without air contact, as was not done in

the processes of the former paper.

A very large calcium chloride jar, holding almost a kilogramme

of lime, with large chamber below, was nearly filled with strata

of granulated quick-lime alternately fine and coarse, the whole

supported at the contraction below on a layer of glass wool. At the

top a rubber stopper with two perforations was used, supplied with

two glass tubes bent twice at right angles, the short leg projecting

just through the stopper, while the long leg extended downward
outside the jar. The tubulure of the chamber below was fitted with

a rubber stopper of one perforation supplied with a glass tube, bent

downward within so as to draw all the liquid out, and bent upward
without to receive rubber tubing. The object was to deliver the

alcohol on top of the lime, draw it through the lime by means of

the Spreugel water-pump, and then draw it out of the chamber
below the lime to be again passed on top, and again through the

lime, and this without contact with any air that had not been

thoroughly dried. Xear the lime percolator on each side was

placed a bottle of two liters capacity, each fitted with rubber stop-

pers supplied with a long and a short tube, the short tube passing

just through the stopper, and the long one going to the bottom and
so bent that its end reached the very lowest point in the bottle. A
little farther off from the percolator on one hand was a large ap-

paratus for drying the inspired air, and on the other hand the

Sprengel water-pump. In the drying apparatus the air entered
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through a tube filled with caustic baryta, then bubbled through

concentrated sulphuric acid and then ascended through a large jar

of calcium chloride to the outlet. By means of rubber tubing and
glass T's and Y's these various parts were so connected that by

means of screw pinchcocks, some passages could be stopped and

others opened to the effect that the alcohol was easily and con-

veniently drawn from one bottle onto and through the lime into the

other bottle, well dried air taking its place, until the bottle was

empty and its fellow on the other side full. Then the closed pinch-

cocks were opened, and the open ones closed and the alcohol was

drawn back through the percolator to the other bottle, and so on.

With a partial vacuum of only about 100 Mm. (4 inches) about

four of these percolations were made in a day, and generally the al-

cohol was passed through about 25 times before being distilled.

Apparatus for the Distillations.

The distillations were all made in one arrangement of apparatus.

A round bottomed flask of about 2 liters distilling capacity was

held on a round bottomed water-bath over a gas flame. The flask

was fitted with a good cork that had been well dried by immersion in

hot paraffin. This cork was perforated for a small tube through which

to aspirate dry air, or the charges of alcohol, and also for the large

end tube of a Hempel tube about 35 Cm. (13.7 inches) in total

height, the passage of this tube through the cork being made air

tight by means of paraffin. The Hempel tube was then three-

fourths filled with small glass marbles, and from the end of this tube,

in the flask, a thermometer was hung. In the bottom of the flask,

to prevent explosive boiling, was put a liberal supply of recently ig-

nited fragments of clay tobacco pipes, and platinum scraps. From
the top of the Hempel tube a vapor tube of liberal size, bent twice

at right angles, led to the condenser. The condensing tube was of

thin glass, about 70 Cm. (27.8 inches) long, turned up at one end

to receive the vapor tube from the Hempel, and bifurcated at the

other end, each branch having a well ground glass stopcock, well

lubricated with soft paraffin—the ends of the branches beyond the

stop cocks being contracted and turned down. About 50 Cm. (19.75

inches) of this tube passed water tight through a tinned iron

trough capable of holding a good supply of broken ice and water.

The two terminal ends of the condenser were connected by rubber

tubing with short straight pieces of glass tubing which passed
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through one hole of two two-hole rubber stoppers. The second hole

of each stopper was fitted with a bent glass tube, and these were

connected by rubber tubing with the aspiration tube of a compe-

tent Sprengel water-pump. The two rubber stoppers, through

which the small glass tubes passed, fitted all the s.g. bottles, and

the arrangement admitted of distilling into one or the other bottle

at will, and of changing bottles without the contact of much air,

without interruption, and without breaking the vacuum. The dis-

tillate was usually divided into seven fractions for each distillation.

The first two in 100 Gm. s.g. bottles, the third in the 500 Gm.
s.g. bottles, the fourth, sixth and seventh in 100 Gm. bottles, and the

fifth in a 500 Gm. bottle.

In making the distillations the boiling was commenced under a

partial vacuum of about 300 Mm. (12 inches), and without con-

densation in order that the pump might draw off all dissolved air

and gases, and any liquids of low boiling point. Under this dimin-

ished pressure the boiling always began at about 50° C. (122 F.)

and the temperature rose steadily to about 67°C. (152.6° F.) before

any considerable vapors went beyond the Hempel tube. Then
the ice and water were put in the condenser trough, and the first

100 Gm. s.g. bottle was filled under this partial vacuum. Then the

vacuum was allowed to run down to about 25 Mm. (1 inch) and the

remainder of the distillation was conducted under that slight minus

pressure.

The Original Alcohol.

The following trials were all made with an alcohol that was

always at hand in great abundance. It was believed to be quite free

from all impurities excepting water and to contain only about 0.1

p.c. of water. The specific gravities taken with much care were

as follows: At fXJ. 0.802818.— At {£G. 0.798018.— At f|:0.
0.794258.—At if-.f'C. 0.793824.—At ffO. 0.790714.—At ff.X).

0.787332. Provided the specific gravities given by Drinkwater,

Fownes, Tralles and Mendelejefi* were taken with as much accuracy

as these now given here, this is the alcohol which, up to the date

of these investigations, has been considered to be anhydrous, and

it is the basis of all the best tables.

Value of Specific Gravity in Percentage.

Early in the investigation at this time, it became desirable to

know with more accuracy than heretofore, the percentage value of
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specific gravities where there is so very little water present. To de-

termine this point a portion of the original alcohol above described

was used, and 1345.174 6m. was carefully weighed off. To this

portion 2.696 Gm. of distilled water was added giving a dilution

of almost exactly 0.2 per cent, and the mixture was allowed to

stand 24 hours, when the specific gravities were taken.

Specific Gravity At £ C. At ffi C. At ff: C. At f£ :f: C. At f$ C. At f g: C.

Original alcohol 0.802818. — 0.798018. — 0.794258. — 0.793824. — 0.790714. — 0.787332.

0.2 p. c. dilution 0.8&3434. — 0.7986G2. — 0.794932. — 0.794500. — 0.791362. — 0.787938.

Difference for 0.2 p. c. 0.000616. — 0.000644. — 0.000674. — 0.000S76. — 0.000648. — 0.000606.

" 0.1 p.c. 0.000308. — 0.000322. — 0.000337. — 0.000338. — 0.000324. — 0.000303.

If these differences were interpolated and plotted they would

give a form of curve for alcohol not hitherto known to this writer.

Next this portion of diluted alcohol was passed through the lime

percolator 25 times in six days to ascertain what proportion of this

water might be abstracted by this treatment, and how near to a

constant s.g. or boiling point such alcohol would be. It had been re-

cognized in the former investigations that a thermometer in the boil-

ing alcohol was not an accurate indicator of the boiling point. In

a clean glass flask the boiling was so nearly explosive that differ-

ences of a degree were often noticed within a very few seconds.

Even with fragments of clay tobacco pipes and platinum scraps in

the vessel the thermometer would rise and fall enough from time

to time to preclude accurate observation of the constancy of the

boiling point. The specific gravities of the fractions of distillate

were, however, much better indications of the boiling point, since

if these were constant, the boiling point would necessarily be also

constant, and until these fractions were constant in specific gravity

they could not be uniform in boiling point, and as long as they

were not constant they could not consist of alcohol alone. That

is, any mixture of two liquids as different in boiling points as alco-

hol and water could not distil at a constant boiling point, nor yield

a distillate of constant specific gravity; and now it is known that a

tenth of one per cent, of water in alcohol gives a very decided dif-

ference in specific gravity. The specific gravities given by the

seven fractions of distillate from the portion of diluted alcohol that

had been passed 25 times through the lime percolator were as fol-

lows, in the order in which they were received, all taken at |f:|-°C.

:

First, 0.79414
;
second, 0.79403 ;

third, 0.79402
;
fourth, 0.79400

;
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fifth, 0.79392
;

sixth, 0.79400; seventh, 0.79404. Then all the

fractions were put together and the s.g. of the mixture was 0.793954.

These results are accepted as proving conclusively that no part

of the distillate was anhydrous alcohol, and that about 0.16 p.c. of

the water added was taken out by the lime, leaving about 0.04 p.c.

of the water put in that was not taken out by the lime.

Dehydration by Metallic Sodium.

Many times in the literature of late years metallic sodium has

been recommended for the detection of water in alcohol, and for de-

priving alcohol of the last traces of water. But such recommenda-

tions were not easily understood in view of the fact that at ordinary

temperatures sodium decomposes alcohol rather rapidly. It might,

however, also abstract water. Then, too, the well known influence

of cold in modifying chemical action might be available, so it was

concluded to try the effects of sodium at low temperatures. About

2 liters of the alcohol was well cooled in a bath of snow and salt to

about—17°C (1.4°F.) and was held at that temperature or lower for

about 48 hours. Throughout the day time of this period small

pieces of sodium, two or three grammes at a time, were dropped

into the alcohol with the least practicable admission of air, and

this was repeated five or six times a day, so that an aggregate of

about 40 Gm. of sodium was used. The sodium, instead of floating,

went at once to the bottom, and the reaction was very moderate.

This alcohol was then carefully distilled off from the sodium

ethylate, the distillate being received in fractions, which varied

considerably in s.g. The lowest fraction was, however, at yf:-f°C.

0.793713, and the average of the fractions was not below the

0.793824 of the original alcohol. This negative result is given be-

cause it may possibly save others from going over this ground.

Experiment I.

A portion of good quick-lime was slaked with just enough

water to make a fine dry powder. This was put into the centre

portion of a piece of 3-inch wrought-iron pipe, the two end por-

tions being filled with quick-lime. Caps being screwed loosely on

the ends, the pipe was subjected to a dull red heat during 4 hours,

and then cooled over night. About 500 Gm. of this lime was put

into a bottle of .4.25 liters capacity
;
and, 2.5 liters of the original
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alcohol having been poured upon it, the bottle was shaken half an

hour at a time, in a mechanical shaker, during an aggregate of

sixty hours in five weeks. The alcohol was then filtered off from

all traces of lime, with as little air contact as practicable, and was

aspirated into the distilling flask and distilled. The specific gravi-

ties of the 7 fractions taken at |f:f°C. were: 1st, 0.793851.—2d,

0.793839.—3d, 0.793680.—4th, 0.793701.—5th, 0.793679. - 6th,

0.793400.—7th, 0.793701.—An 8th fraction was 0.793620.

The sixth fraction of this series was rejected as being too low, and

qnite out of accord with the other elements of the series, but all the

other weighings were trustworthy.

Experiment II.

The mixed fractions from Exp. 1, were passed through the lime

percolator about 10 times, and then again distilled, when the frac-

tions gave the following specific gravities at |-§-|° C.—1st, 0.793960.

—2d, 0.793801. -3d, 0.793582.— 4th, 0.793639.—5th, 0.793606.—

6th, 0.793576.—7th, 0.793549.—Second weighing of the 7th frac-

tion gave 0.793499. At the first weighing it had not reached a

constant weight, while at the second weighing, thirty minutes later,

there may have been a very slight loss.

Experiment III.

A fresh portion of the original alcohol was passed twenty-five

times through the lime percolator, and distilled with the following

results: 1st, 0.793960.—2d, 0.793811.—3d, 0.793639.—4th, 0.793-

582.—5th, 0.793576.—6th, 0.793561.— 7th, 0.793499. This last

weighing, although reached here for the second time, (see above,)

must be received with doubt, because it is not in accord with the

other elements of its series.

When these results are carefully examined it will be seen that

with better apparatus and better management, the results of the

former investigations were not quite reached. If 0.000338 be the

s.g. value of 0.1 p.c. in alcoholic strength, then the former results,

which reduced the s.g. from about 0.793824 to 0.793500, or

0.000324, indicated a difference in strength of 0.09585 p.c.

'I nking the mean of 3 trustworthy readings of this paper, namely

0.793549, 0793576 and 0.793561, which mean is 0.793562, and sub-
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tracting it from the original alcohol, 0.793824, the difference is

0.000262 and this is equivalent to 0.07751 p.c.

The writer was unable to carry through the design of this paper

for want of time and leaves one or two methods of dehydration that

have occurred to him, still untried, and he also very much regrets

having to leave, for the present, a thorough repetition of the former

successful process of nine years ago. It seems to the writer very

certain that up to the present time no really anhydrous alcohol has

been obtained, and therefore with the present better apparatus and

management, and especially by prolonged contact with the lime,

through the old process, better results might reasonably be ex-

pected.

BKIEF COMMENTS OJST THE MATERIA MEDICA,
PHARMACY AND THERAPEUTICS OF THE

YEAR ENDING OCTOBER 1, 1893.

By E. H. Squibb, M. D.

ALPHABETICALLY ARRANGED.

Read by title at the Tenth Annual Meeting of the New York State Medical

Association, on October 12, 1893.

The above somewhat lengthy title is sufficiently explicit to

describe the purport of the following notes, and those who desire

to learn the moderate scope of this digest are referred to the

introductory sentences of previous comments, delivered here for

the two preceding years.

Acetanilid (Antifebrin) continues to have an extended use,

and is now officinal in the new U. S. Pharmacopoeia of 1890. It is

still being carefully studied and various reports are made from time

to time, emphasizing its benefits as well as cautioning against

abuse.

Dr. John Gordon, of Aberdeen, Scotland, reports the results of

a numerous series of experiments with some of the recent hypnotics

on pancreatic digestion, and concludes that the action of acetan-

ilid, "whether the solution employed was weak, 0.3 Cc, or in

strengths up to 16 Cc. of a
-g-J-^

solution, was negative."

3
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Toxic effects had become so frequent with the increasing use of

this and some other hypnotics that the British Medical Association

requested its Therapeutic Committee to conduct an inquiry into

the frequency and importance of the ill effects, and the Hon. Sec-

retary, Mr. Wm. Hunter, now reports "that both the frequency

and importance of these ill effects have been considerably exagger-

ated. The predominant opinion is that, with due care, especially

as regards the initial dosage, ill effects other than those connected

with idiosyncrasy, are extremely infrequent, of little or no import-

ance, and are not of such a character as to limit in any material

way the usefulness of the drugs. This conclusion does not so fully

apply to antifebrin, the action of which has been frequently fol-

lowed by ill effects. In the case of antifebrin the dosage employed

has, in the majority of cases, been too large."

It is apparently still the favorite hypnotic to administer to child-

ren, and various expedients are adopted to reduce the bulk of the

dose in these cases. As considerable quantities of wine, whisky or

alcohol are necessary to dissolve it, these solvents are objectionable

on account of the large bulk of fluid, therefore Dr. J. C. McMechan,

of Cincinnati, Ohio, reports that he gives it in mucilage of acacia,

according to the following formula, which makes a mixture pleas-

ant to the taste :

Acetanilid 3 grammes
Mucilage of Acacia 40 "

Syrup 40

Take 5 grammes (teaspoonful) every three hours. He cautions

to always keep the amount of mucilage the same, even though the

hypnotic may be increased or decreased, but the syrup may be

reduced if desired.

Acid AgariciC (Laricic Acid) spoken of last year as an effect-

ive remedy to check sweating, no doubt has been used in the old

country fully as much as the year previous, but practically nothing

has appeared in print upon it one way or the other, so that the

profession at large can hardly judge of its merits at this time.

Acid Arsenous is mentioned here only to call attention to

the change in spelling now adopted by the new U. S. Pharmaco-

poeia of 1890. The Pharmacopoeias of 1870 and 1880 both called

it Arsenious Acid, but now the i is dropped in accordance with the

most approved etymology.

Acid Boric is mentioned here only to emphasize the fact

that this is the approved term by which the commonly called

Boracic Acid should be designated.
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Acid Camphoric continues to give excellent results in the

treatment of sweating from various causes, and one German
authority classes it as far superior to all other medicaments in the

treatment of night-sweats.

Acid Carbolic (Phenol) has received renewed prominence

over its great rival, corrosive sublimate, by the declaration of its

original noted promoter in Surgery, Sir Joseph Lister. In his
ce Address on the Antiseptic Management of Wounds," delivered in

the London Post Graduate Course, at King's College Hospital, on

January 18th last (Brit. Med. Journal, Vol. I., for 1893, page 16]),

he declared his complete abandonment of corrosive sublimate in

favor of his first choice. The strength he now adopts is 1 to 20,

which he finds to be completely trustworthy for surgical purposes.

Its greater efficiency as a germicide is not only established, but he

finds it greatly to be preferred in other respects. He writes: "Car-

bolic acid has a powerful affinity for the epidermis, penetrating

deeply into its substance ; and it mingles with fatty materials in

any proportion. Corrosive sublimate solution, on the other hand,

cannot penetrate in the slightest degree into anything greasy ; and

therefore, as the skin is greasy, those who use corrosive sublimate

require elaborate precautions in the way of cleansing the skin —
treating it with oil of turpentine or ether, not to mention soap and

water, to remove the grease which they feel it essential to get rid of

for the efficient action of the corrosive sublimate. Now, all this is

unnecessary care if you use carbolic lotion. I can testify to this

from very ample experience. For my part I do not even use soap

and water. I trust to the carbolic acid, which, by its penetrating

power and great affinity for organic substances, purifies the integu-

ment in a way that inorganic salts, like corrosive sublimate, can-

not."

The use of carbolic acid in the treatment of typhoid fever has

received some attention during the year and has brought forth

some conflicting testimony as to its merits. Dr. H. Rodger Sloan,

M. B., C. M., of Galashiels, Scotland, reports having treated during

three consecutive years 49 cases, 39 by the ordinary method and 10

by the carbolic acid pills containing 162 milligrammes (2| grains),

as recommended by Prof. Charteris. He claims that the "carbolic

acid treatment strikes at the root of the fever by the destruction of

the micro-organisms, which are the cause of the malady. In the

cases so treated the fever was cut short, no grave symptoms, as

haemorrhage or perforation, ensued and the process of recovery was
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quick and attended by no wasting. My opinion is that the efficacy

of the carbolic acid treatment cannot be questioned, and I am
certain, if adopted early, it would prove, in an epidemic of typhoid

fever, a preventive as effectual, or more so, than that of vaccination

in small-pox."

On the other hand, Dr. J. Leslie Callaghan, of Colyton, Devon,

England, writes that he is sorry he cannot agree with Dr. Sloan, as

it is his opinion that it "has no power to destroy the bacilli of

typhoid ; in fact, I am led to believe it has the opposite effect, and

that it is useless, if not dangerous, to use carbolic acid as a disin-

fectant in typhoid fever." Although Dr. Callaghan's statement is

rather sweeping and summary under the circumstances, still con-

servative observers would admit that 10 cases, even though all were

favorable, were too few to establish the claim of specific action, but

surely might be a good basis for more prolonged experience.

At the German Congress of Medicine, held at Wiesbaden from

April 12th to loth last, Prof, von Ziemssen reported very satis-

factory results from injections of J Cc. (about 8 minims) of a 2 per

cent, solution of carbolic acid into the substance of the tonsil

in many cases of catarrhal inflammation of the throat. The tem-

perature fell almost immediately, and in every case recovery took

place rapidly. This method of treatment was also successful, though

less constantly, in diphtheria, where its effects were, however, less

rapid. In a case of scarlet fever of a grave character, complicated

with erysipelas, which caused a considerable rise of temperature, the

desired result was obtained with two injections. In the discussion

which followed, Professors Sahli, of Berne, and Heubner, of Leipsic,

corroborated these statements and gave testimony to excellent

results even in diphtheria, and as being well adapted for children

on account of giving very little pain.

Dr. Tamamcheff, of Tiflis, Russian Transcaucasia, reports having

conducted a series of experiments to ascertain the effects of microbe

cultures, to which a sterilised solution of carbolic acid was added,

when used as vaccine. The immediate result of the addition of the

solution was " the death of the organisms present in the culture.

Guinea-pigs were inoculated with the fluid and others were treated

with the original virus containing the living microbes, in order that

a comparison of the effects produced might be made. It was found

that the carbolisation, whilst not in any degree diminishing the

immunising value of the vaccine, reduced its toxic effects at least

three to six times as compared with the living vaccine."
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In this connection the following accident, reported by Brigade-

Surgeon Dr. W. Alexander, of Glencorse, Edinburgh, Scotland, is

interesting, and may be useful, as he says, "in proving the power

of carbolic acid as a germicide. A short time since I had occasion

to vaccinate eighteen men, but having only one square of lymph,

sufficient for fifteen persons, I proceeded to dilute it by adding three

drops of what I considered to be pure water from a vessel placed at

hand to receive the points as they were used. On inspecting the

arms on the eighth day, I was surprised to find that all had failed

with three exceptions, one being a previously unvaccinated person,

and each of these presented a single modified pustule.

On making inquiry as to the possible cause of so many failures, I

remembered the incident of diluting the lymph, and learned that

what I considered pure water was a very weak solution of carbolic

acid, 1 part in 120, thus showing that ^th of a drop of carbolic

acid was sufficient to render almost innocuous the infecting element

of fresh vaccine lymph.

Sixteen of these men have since been revaccinated, with the fol-

lowing results : eleven perfect, two modified, three failed, two of

whom had each a single modified pustule on the previous vaccina-

tion, showing that even these were a sufficient protection. "

Acid Cresotic | Paraeresotic Acid) still finds adherents on the

other side of the Atlantic, but little has been written upon it dur-

ing the year past.

Acid PyroligneoilS (Crude Acetic Acid), sometimes called

Wood Vinegar, is the crude product obtained from the destructive

distillation of wood, and the note of last year is repeated here for,

owing to the increasing interest in this acid during the year, it will

be well to keep in mind what it really is. It is a dark-brown

liquid, almost black, the color depending largely upon the amount
of tar contained in it. with a characteristic, not unpleasant smoky
odor. The tar would, of course, be practically insoluble in water

alone, but the acetic acid present renders it perfectly soluble, and

the whole product will permit of very considerable dilution with

water before the tar is precipitated. This solution of the tar, no

doubt, lends additional efficiency to the product. Some attention

has now been paid during the past year or more to this acid with

the idea of increasing its use as a disinfectant. From the acetic

acid and other antiseptic hydro-carbons which it contains, it should

prove of positive value, whilst from its great abundance, as a bye-

product, wherever wood is burned for the charcoal and wood
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spirit, it is everywhere accessible at very low cost. As it can be

used with perfect safety and is always at hand when needed, it will

soon be universally acceptable and its efficiency well established.

It has been constantly used during the past year in the morgues

and hospital wards of more than one city where it has been found

to work admirably. In cases where the proper dilution (according

to circumstances and conditions) and proper amount of the solu-

tion had been used accidentally or otherwise, it not only masked
the prevailing putrid odors but produced the condition of no odor

whatever, thus apparently the putrid as well as its own peculiar

odor masked each other.

In this connection may well be mentioned that Mr. Charles T.

McClintock, A.M., of Ann Arbor, Mich., in some exhaustive and

interesting experiments made on " Corrosive Sublimate as a Germi-

cide," found that when he attempted to follow out as a matter of

curiosity a statement made by Prof. Klein in 1884, that corrosive

sublimate was of no more germicidal value than vinegar, such vine-

gar containing from 6.3 to 7.0 per cent, of acetic acid aborted the

growth of micro-organisms as mnch as a 1 in 1,000 solution of the

sublimate (Medical News, Vol. LXL, page 397).

M. Haschimodo reports from Paris, France, that a vinegar con-

taining from 2.2 to 3.2 per cent, of acetic acid saturated with pure

culture of cholera bacillus, can, after an interval of fifteen minutes,

be inoculated into animals without danger or be eaten with impu-

nity by human beings. These facts appear to have been confirmed

by numerous experiments and are entitled to be followed up pretty

vigorously to either definitely establish the facts or refute them, as

it may be easily surmised what inestimable results would follow the

thorough confirmation of such a statement.

Acid Salicylic has lately been used endermically with much
satisfaction. Prof. Bourget, of Lausanne, Switzerland, has made

simple applications of an ointment containing this acid, to the in-

flamed joints occurring in rheumatic fever. Friction, apparently,

is not necessary, as the close application obtained by wrapping the

joint thus treated in flannel is sufficient to promote absorption and

furnish his remarkable results, lie tried several excipients : glyc-

erin and starch, vaseline and lard, but the formula giving by far

the best results was :

Salicylic acid 1 part.

Turpentine 1
"
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For the last two years every case of acute rheumatism admitted

into his wards was treated by the application of this ointment.

His results were satisfactory in that the pain disappeared in a few

hours after application, the temperature was reduced never later

than about the fifth day, and none of the unpleasant features of

the internal administration of the salicylates was ever noticed.

Agathin (Salicyl-Aldehyd©-a-Metliyl-Phenyl-Hydrazoiie) 4
the

new analgesic spoken of last year, had a more extended use during

the year just past. Naturally the Germans furnish the largest

number of reports, but it was introduced into England during the

year and could be obtained in this country as well.

The doses used ranged from 250 to 500 milligrammes (about -i to

8 grains) repeated three times a day, but apparently from 2 to 6

grammes (about 30 to 90 grains) had to be given before any effect

was produced. In the city of Brooklyn, Dr Arnold Stub reported

last February that he had up to that time used it for three or four

weeks with some success in sciatica and neuralgic troubles, but

none of the reports from any quarter are very enthusiastic, which

would look as if its days were limited as an "anti-neuralgic and

anti-rheumatic."

Alumnol is a new astringent and antiseptic salt discovered

by Filehne, of Breslau, Prussia, and introduced to the profession

for the first time by Drs. R. Heinz and A. Liebrecht at the recent

International Congress of Dermatologists at Vienna. It is reported

to be an aluminium salt of naphthol-sulphonic acid presented in

the form of a nearly white non-hygroscopic powder with a ten-

dency to a reddish color which darkens by age and exposure. It

is readily soluble in cold and to a greater extent in hot water, and

likewise to a less marked degree in glycerin and alcohol—insoluble

in ether. It is closely allied to Sozal and Sozo-Iodol, but has more
markedly astringent properties than either. Its solutions react acid

and it precipitates gelatin or albumin, but such a precipitate is

soluble in an excess of gelatin or albumin, and thus purulent dis-

charges do not clog up cavities and desirable penetration below7 the

surface is accomplished. This property is invaluable for very obvi-

ous reasons and will be fully appreciated by surgeons in all branches.

Prof. J. Eraud, of Paris, France, has used Alumnol with success

both in solution and dry, in simple wound dressings, in specific and

non-specific ulcers, and finds that it neither irritates nor gives

pain. A 1 to 3 per cent, solution gives satisfaction as a gonorrheal

injection.
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The largest users so far have been the Germans. Chotzen, Wolff-

berg, Spengler and others report very gratifying results. Martin

Chotzen has employed it in more than three hundred cases : soft

chancre, abscesses, erosions, moist eczema, acne of the face, boils,

urethritis, urticaria, favus, psoriasis of the head and face and other

affections. He found that it was beneficial in acute superficial in-

flammatory affections of the skin, as well as in chronic processes

where the inflammation was deeper, in parasitic affections and in

acute and chronic inflammations of the mucous membrane.

Wolffberg finds in ophthalmic practice that a 4 per cent, solution

is effective in stopping lachrymation.

Dr. Albert Spengler confirms the claim that it does not produce

detrimental effects and that it has no poisonous action, but when
introduced under the skin in large doses or into the stomach, it

apparently affects the kidneys. He has made extended use of it in

throat and nose affections. Aqueous solutions from I to 10 per

cent, were employed. Comparing its action with that of 1 to 2

per cent, solution of zinc chloride in pharyngitis, it showed

equally favorable results, its advantage, however, being that it was

not so unpleasant to the patient ; but in laryngeal affections, the

cases failing to respond to Alumnol were at once improved by the

zinc chloride solution.

In the section in Laryngology and Rhinology of the recent Pan-

American Medical Congress, Dr. J. Mount Bleyer, of New York

City, read a paper on " Alumnol in Diseases of the Nose and

Throat/' in which he speaks of using it with great benefit in mucous

plaques of the tongue, showing better results than those usually

seen with chromic acid. In the discussion which followed, Dr.

D. Bryson Delavan, of New York City, reported having obtained

satisfactory results, but could not put it on as high a plane of use-

fulness as had been claimed for it. He alluded to the fact that

the cost stood so much in the way of its more general use in this

country, as the price asked here was four times greater than in

Germany.

Excellent results have been obtained in gynaecological and oto-

logical practice. The insufflated powder used in cases of otitis

media purulenta has been of great benefit. It does not clog up

the meatus, as most powders do, requiring removal before further

treatment, but completely dissolves in the purulent secretion.

It is probably too early yet to bear much from it on this side of

the Atlantic, but surely the incentive given by the report in the

Pan-American Medical Congress will act as a stimulus.
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Amido-Eugenol Acetate, the new anaesthetic of last year,

has been little heard of this year, and it may be concluded that it

did not fill the place which had been selected for it and therefore

it has been dropped out of notice.

Amylene Hydrate (tertiary Amyl Alcohol) has again to be

reported as of decreasing interest. Of course, some observers con-

tinue to exalt its usefulness, but they are becoming fewer in num-
ber. The only really prominent report of experimental study with

it recently was by Reiser, who investigated its influence on the

elimination of nitrogen in the urine in comparison with chloral.

He found that it diminished the nitrogenous waste while chloral

considerably increased the decomposition of albuminous matter.

He concludes that it is the more preferable hypnotic in all cases

where long continuous use is indicated, and especially where great

nitrogenous waste takes place.

Anaesthetics have been quite the absorbing topic among
English practitioners at times during the past year. Commissions

continue to be appointed and bring in unsatisfactory reports, but

'the whole tendency and purport of the discussion has been very

decidedly to elevate ether above chloroform. One of the most recent

elaborate reports on this question is that of the commission estab-

lished by the London Lancet to investigate the whole subject of the

Administration of Anaesthetics, and Dr. Dudley Buxton draws the

following deductions from it :

" 1. That the death-rate under anaesthetics heretofore

has been unduly high, and may, by improved methods

and greater care, be lowered.

2. That ether when properly given from an inhaler, per-

mitting graduation of the strength of the vapor, is the safest

anaesthetic in temperate climes for general surgery.

3. That nitrous oxide gas should be employed for minor

surgery, and should replace chloroform in dental surgery.

4. That chloroform, when given by a carefully trained

person, is a comparatively safe body, but is not, in any case,

wholly devoid of risk.

5. That no age or nation is free from danger under

anaesthetics.

6. That the perils of anaesthetics, however slight, demand
that the undivided attention of a duly qualified and trained

medical man should be given to the administration of the

anaesthetic." (London Lancet, Vol. I. of 1893, page 1498.)
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After the excitement about the Pictet chloroform had somewhat

subsided Prof. R. Anschlitz, of Bonn, Prussia, brought forward

what was reported as a great discovery in the form of a solid com-

pound containing chloroform, which was to solve the problem at

once of eliminating the objectionable features of the ordinary pro-

duct. He discovered by accident that chloroform combines with

salicylic anhydride (called salicylide) in the form of fine colorless

crystals, and in so doing apparently rejects the impurities usually

found in it. This was looked upon as a great accomplishment, a6

now such a compound might be readily carried about and the

chloroform eliminated by simply applying the heat of a water bath

to split up the combination. This product, however, is now little

more than a chemical curiosity, as the details mentioned to produce

it are not recognized to be of sufficient value to base any prospect

of its being within the limits of a commercial venture.

It may be well to call attention here to the wise decision of the

revisors of our new U. S. Pharmacopoeia of 1890, in dropping

entirely the long recognized Chloroformum Venale and altering the

title of Chloroformum Purificatum to read simply Chloroformum.

The danger is so great in having an authorized impurer article that

it is eminently proper to establish only one grade and that a

pure one.

Analgen when previously alluded to here was Ortho-Oxy-Ethyl-

Ana-Mono-Acetyl-Amido-Quinoline, but during the past year it

has been found that when Benzoyl is substituted for the Acetyl in

its composition it possesses decided therapeutic advantages and

therefore all that is now prepared contains the Benzoyl radicle.

It has been used more largely during the past year and its effects

have been carefully studied, particularly in the hospital wards of

Germany and France. As much as 5 grammes (about 75 grains)

have been administered daily. Spiegelberg describes the results of

twenty-two successive cases : ten of pure neuralgia with good

results in eight, the other two being hysterical ; three of hemicrania

with one successful case, the remaining two being hysterical ;
three

cases of rheumatic affections with benefit ; no effect from two cases

of herpes zoster, one of tabes dorsalis and one of gout ; one case of

bronchial asthma showed good results after six administrations of

about 500 milligrammes (7-J- grains) every two hours, not having

responded previously to potassium iodide and chloral. Headache

was noticed in one case and in some others noises in the ears were

found objectionable.
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Very few reports have been made from this country as yet.

Antikol (75 per cent, acetanilid, 17.5 per cent, sodium bicar-

bonate and 7.5 per cent, tartaric acid) still furnishes no reason

whatever for its existence as such, except the very doubtful one

claimed by some of the need for a name for a known mixture to

save time and thought in dispensing.

Antinervin (50 per cent, acetanilid, 25 per cent, salicylic

acid and 25 per cent, ammonium bromide), notwithstanding that

further apparently favorable reports come from various quarters,

has nothing at all to recommend it over its ingredients given separ-

ately and in proportions suited to each individual case.

Antipyrin (Phenazone) has now become so well established

and its behavior so well known to the medical profession that it is

rapidly passing beyond the scope of useful comment here. It still

has its warm advocates and severe critics. Poisoning cases are still

prominent, and promiscuous abuse by too general self-medication

among the laity is somewhat on the increase. This bad practice

cannot be too strongly condemned, and physicians themselves are

largely to be blamed for indifferently lending their aid to establish

such a habit.

Antiseptin has now apparently been pretty generally retired

from use, as no advantage has been shown to exist for such a mix-

ture of well known ingredients under this special title.

Antiseptol (Cinchonine-Iodo-Sulphate), although, no doubt,

still used by many, has not been of sufficient merit as a substitute

for iodoform to call forth reports during the past year.

Antispasmin is one of the newest sedatives and hypnotics,

deriving its name originally from the excellent results reported in

relieving cramp.

It is said to consist of one molecule of a combination of sodium

with narceine and three molecules of sodium salicylate. It is a

whitish, slightly hygroscopic powder freely soluble in water and

containing 50 per cent, of pure narceine—thus apparently freeing

the latter from many of its customary unfavorable features.

Unfortunately the late Prof. R. Demme, of Berne, Switzerland,

did not live long enough to complete his study of this compound,
as he was obtaining gratifying results. There is little or no dan-

ger in its use in doses of 7 to 100 milligrammes (about ^ to In-

grains) and is especially adapted to the treatment of children with

spasmodic cough, scarlatina, affections of the larynx and the like.

It is little known on this side of the Atlantic.
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Apiol may still be considered in use by the gynaecologists, but

few outside of the manufacturers give much attention to it.

Aristol (Annidalin) has received comparatively little attention

in print during the year in the way of clinical experience, but

this is not because it has diminished in use, for there is abundant

other evidence of its varied applications as a more or less effective

substitute for iodoform in surgical dressings and ulcerations. It

is now more frequently dusted on in the dry powder form, and

analgesic effects have been noted. Further observations should now
be made in this line, for one can readily appreciate the great benefit

derived from these combined properties.

Arsenic was stated in the London Practitioner, some ten years

ago, to render the taker insusceptible to vaccination, and from this

statement Dr. C. F. Bryan, of England, was led to try the drug as a

prophylactic in scarlet fever. In his address as President of the

Leicester Medical Society he went so far as to affirm as his belief

that a local epidemic in their neighborhood was checked in 1882,

and mentioned that a year later, in a family in which one child

had a severe attack, he put the other two on this treatment and

they were not attacked, although they remained about the sick

child until her death three weeks after. In a second family, a 7

year old boy alone was attacked, whereas four other of the children

from 3 to 11 years old had no suspicion of the disease nor did the

mother suffer, but she aborted while she was attending the sick

child. His dose was about 0.1 Cc. (2 minims) of Solution Arsenite

of Potassium three times daily for the first week and twice daily

afterwards. He also suggested, from his observations, that it might

be of value in diphtheria and influenza.

Asaprol (/j-Naphthol-a-Mono-Sulphonate of Calcium) the new

antiseptic alluded to last year, has had increasing use in France, but

has not made much headway here, as far as definite reports go. It

has been used in this country however during the year, but as far as

is known, only one complete report has been made and that was

by Dr. Reynold W. Wilcox, of New York City, before the Section

on General Medicine of the New York Academy of Medicine on

May 16th last. His report deserves attention by all those who are

interested in obtaining a good soluble antiseptic. He used it in his

private practice in cases of epidemic influenza in which it markedly

relieved the pain, reduced the fever, produced no prostration or in-

terference with the heart or respiration ; in " certain cases of atonic

dyspepsia, especially where fermentation alternates with acid eruc-
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tation," he has '" achieved brilliant results f in "a case of old gas-

tric ulcer, in which after a period of a year's quiescence there was

recently a recrudescence of symptoms, the pain and dyspeptic

symptoms were markedly improved," and so on with other cases of

a varied nature showing results of much interest.

Finally he draws the following conclusions :

"1. In chronic rheumatism it is apparently of not much
value, except to relieve the pain of an acute exacerbation,

but it is better than salophen or salicylate of soda for this

purpose. This is only what we might expect, since we

believe that chronic rheumatism is a disorder of nutrition.

2. In gonorrheal rheumatism it is not of so much value

as the syrup of hydriodic acid.

3. In acute articular rheumatism its administration does

not present the disadvantages of the salicylates, yet it is

not so valuable
;
yet it is of far greater value than either the

alkaline or other treatments that were formerly in vogue.

So far as we are able to conclude from the cases under

observation, the results obtained in this condition with

salophen are superior to those obtained by any other so-

called treatment.

4. In cases of epidemic influenza, the use of this remedy

is to be recommended.

5. In cases of atonic dyspepsia of the flatulent or acid

variety, we may expect to obtain good results. While on

the whole the results that we have obtained have not been

as brilliant as we were led to expect from a careful study

of the literature, yet we are of the opinion that in

selected cases it is a remedy of value, and its use should

be persisted in until its limitations are clearly determined

and the diseases, which it may be expected to favorably

influence, are well known/'

Dr. Cyrus J. Strong, of the Resident Staff of Bellevue Hospital,

Xew York City, lends his testimony to its efficiency by reporting

cases under his own observation.

Aseptol ( Ortho-Phenyl-Sulphonic Acid ) has not fulfilled its

promised mission of supplanting carbolic acid and may now be con-

sidered on the retired list.

Atropine still continues to receive some attention aside from

its unique position as a mydriatic. Dr. Lauder Brunton read a

communication on its use in Cholera, at a meeting of the Royal
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Medical and Chirurgical Society on June 13th, last. "In 1873

he had drawn attention to the close resemblance between the

symptoms of cholera and those of muscarine poisoning. The ac-

tion of muscarine was almost completely antagonized by atropine,

so that the symptoms produced by the former poison were removed

by subcutaneous injection of the latter. Dr. Brunton therefore

came to the conclusion that good results might be hoped for incases

of cholera poisoning by the subcutaneous injection of atropine ; but

the first opportunity he got of testing the supposition occurred a

few months ago in the case of a patient who had come across from

Hamburg. The father of this child died very shortly after admis-

sion into the hospital. The child was collapsed and appeared like-

ly to die, but a subcutaneous injection of atropine revived her for a

time. This was followed by a relapse, but another injection was

administered with good results and the child recovered. At no

time either in the child's case or her father's did the stools present

an appearance of rice water, but cholera bacilli wrere found by Dr.

Klein in the intestine of the father. Dr. Brunton suggested that

there were various forms of cholera, and that atropine would prob-

ably be most useful in cases where cholera appeared to have an

action on the circulation and less useful in those cases where the

intestine was chiefly affected, because Dr. Pye-Smith and he did

not find in their experiments secretion from the intestine to be ar-

rested by atropine "
( London Lancet, Vol. I for 1893, page 1443).

Benzanilid ( Phenyl-Benzanide ) has been practically un-

noticed during the past year. It evidently has not made a place for

itself, as its only claim now appears to be that of a simple antipy-

retic, with nothing in its action to urge its employment rather than

that of the almost numberless antipyretics at hand.

Benzol ( Benzene ) is still found useful in the treatment of in-

fluenza. Dr. W. Murrell, of England, has used it not only in sev-

eral cases of influenza but in over one hundred cases of chronic

bronchitis and winter cough with success—especially in obstinate

cases. He employs the formula :

Pure Benzol about G grammes
(

drachms.)

Peppermint Oil " 2 " ( \ "
)

Olive Oil sufficient to make 02 grammes ( 2 ounces.
)

The dose is from 10 to 30 drops on a lump of sugar every threeor

four hours.

Benzol is still found of use as parasiticide. Dr. S. I. Snegiirsky

reports the successful treatment of eight cases of itch complicated

with eczema, by inunctions of benzol ( benzin ) alone or mixed with
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equal parts of fat. He finds the pure article destroys the parasites

best when used alone, but cures an eczema more rapidly when used

in the form of an ointment. He directs brisk friction of the skin

with a thick cloth until redness is produced before the benzol itself

is applied.

Benzonaphthol (
/j-Xaphthol Benzoate) has apparently

shown its reputed superiority over Betol
(
Salinaphthol ) to be well

founded, and reports now come supporting Dr. Gilbert's and Mr.

Dominici's conclusions mentioned here last year. Although the

clinical experiments of Dr. Franz Kuhn, of Geissen, Germany, dur-

ing the past year have led him to conclude that it has no antifer-

mentative action at all in the intestines, still his conclusions seem

to be too sweeping. It has never been claimed by the most conserv-

ative that it will act beneficially in any but mild cases—best in mild

chronic cases—and in those where the treatment has been begun
early, before the micro-organisms have multiplied to a great extent

or have shown great activity by having become firmly established

in a position well suited to their livelihood by being abundantly

surrounded with their pabulum and conditions favorable to their

exceedingly rapid multiplication.

At the meeting of the Berlin Society of Physicians on May 29th

last, Prof. Ewald exhibited two test tubes which he had prepared,

each containing some of the same diarrheal dejection. To one

tube was added a small quantity of Benzonaphthol and the other

was left unprotected. The former showed only a trifling evidence

of fermentation, while the latter was exceedingly active. This

would seem to be pretty conclusive evidence surely of some favora-

ble action, and further similar experiments will no doubt show later

whether the above theory of excessive numbers or activity of the

micro-organisms alone is the cause of Dr. Kuhn's unfavorable

results.

Dr. Briick, of Buda-Pesth, Hungary, has obtained very beneficial

effects in numerous affections of the alimentary track in children.

He finds the best results are obtained after persisting for four or

five days. As a rule the movements became practically odorless,

and their character changed for the better. His adaptation of

dose to the age of the child is as follows:

Under 6 months, about 200 to 500 milligrammes, (3 to 7^- grains.

7 to 12 " " 400 to 800 " (6 to 12

1 to 3 years " 1 gramme (15

4 to 7 " u 1.3 " (20

8 to 14 " " 2.0 " (30
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Benzosol (Benzoyl Guaiacol) continues to be of service in

cases of incipient pulmonary tuberculosis, and in fact wherever

creosote and guaiacol are applicable. There are poisoning cases on

record, but such will always occur with powerful agents, and espec-

ially when we know little about their potency. One of the most

recent of these unfortunate occurrences was after its administra-

tion for diabetes mellitus.

At a meeting of physicians some months ago in Prague, Austria,

Dr. B. von Jaksch reported that the sugar had disappeared entirely

from the urine after administration of from 1 to nearly 3 grammes
(about 15 to 45 grains) of this agent for eight days in the case of a

woman 56 years old, whose urine had 5.7 per cent, of sugar in it,

but she died from toxic enteritis with alarming jaundice, which was

credited to the use of the Benzosol. However, Dr. Marian Piatkow-

ski, of Cracow, Galicia, Austria-Hungary, recommends it as being

very useful in the treatment of this trouble. He reports eight

cases, showing that the amount of sugar is diminished whether the

case be a chronic one or has been treated previously by other means.

In some of his cases the sugar disappeared entirely and others only

partly. The Benzosol appeared to act better when a meat diet

accompanied it than when a mixed diet was followed.

Betol (Naphthosalol or /?-Naphthyl Salicylate) has no doubt

met with increased use during the past two years, but nothing has

been reported to show much superiority over its near relative Salol

(Phenyl Salicylate). It continues to be one of the safe remedies in

children's bowel complaints.

Bromamide, the new antipyretic of last year, has been very

meagrely reported on during the year past, but apparently from no

evident disappointment on the part of observers. Dr. Augustus

Caille whose interesting results were given here a year ago, reports

that owing to his failure to procure a sufficient quantity of the

agent he has not been able to push his investigations during the

year, but he proposes to make more extended trials in different hos-

pitals just as soon as a supply of material is obtained.

Bromides continue to have and apparently will always have

great prominence in Therapeutics. Eulenburg now advocates Er-

lenmeyer's suggestion to administer them in combination with car-

bonic acid and to give the ammonium, potassium and sodium salts

mixed together, as it is apparently considered an established fact

that the aggregate dose of the mixed salts is far more active than

an equal amount of any one of the salts, and in administering them
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with carbonic acid—the whole in solution—there is less risk of cum-

ulative or bromism effects, aside from the far greater stability of

the solution. He recommends an effervescing draught of a solution

in water of the three bromides together with citric acid and sodium

bicarbonate. As a rule the dose for adults should rarely be less

than 5 grammes (about 75 grains), and rarely over 10 grammes
(about 2} drachms) per day. Eulenberg would continue the treat-

ment for two or three years after the last seizure. It ought not

to be discontinued for slight bromism, as means should be taken

to improve the general health in place of a discontinuance on that

account. He admits there are cases where the bromides do not suit,

but these are comparatively few.

M. Oh. Fere, M. D., of the Bicetre Asylum, firmly believes in the

harmlessness and great benefit from large doses of the bromides in

epilepsy. He recently reported his results in 20 cases in which

from 16 to 21 grammes (about
4-J-

to 5^ drachms) of bromide of

potassium or strontium were administered per day with the follow-

ing results: one only lost weight very markedly; nine did lose some

weight, but of little importance; four remained stationary; and the

remaining six increased in weight. Seven showed temporary im-

provement, two only no noticeable benefit, while eleven showed

permanent improvement. He maintains that doses of 15 to 20

grammes (about 4 to 5 drachms) are harmless if watched, and show

improvement where smaller doses have failed. The attention he

advises during the course of treatment consists in frequent exami-

nation of the condition of the skin and taking the weight in order

to see that the patient is being properly nourished. He claims the

strontium salt may be substituted for that of potassium with good

results, and that the former is rapidly and completely eliminated by

the kidneys. Though this does not occur as early after adminis-

tration, there is less accumulation in the system than with the

potassium salt.

Dr. G. Coronedi, of Florence, Italy, has also tried this strontium

salt as an anti-emetic in general, and finds that in every case the

vomiting would be checked more or less rapidly. The taste of the

salt is so disagreeable that it is best taken in some portion of the

food which will mask its taste as much as possible. Often, only one

or two doses were required, amounting to about 2 or 3 grammes (30

to 46 grains) per day, taken with the meals.

Dr. John Dougall, of St. Mungo's College, Glasgow, Scotland,

confirms these results by actual experience and considers this salt

4
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worthy of trial. Finally, Dr. William Murrell, F.R.C.P., of Lon-

don, delivered a lecture at the Westminster Hospital recently, on

"The Therapeutics of Bromide of Strontium/' which will he of

profit for those to read who are interested in trying this salt. An
abstract will be found in The Medical Week, Vol. I., 1893, page 401.

The Monobromide of Camphor is recommended by Dr. Bourne-

ville in epilepsy when complicated by vertigo. He reports the

results of five cases in his experience of twenty years. He gave

from about 600 milligrammes to 1.4 grammes (9 to 21 grains) per

day in 200 milligramme (3 grain) capsules. The daily dose is

increased each week by 200 milligrammes, (3 grains)—one capsule

—

until the 1.4 grammes (21 grains) is reached, when the administra-

tion is omitted entirely for one week ; then continued in doses of

600 milligrammes (9 grains) per day.

Bromoform has had a very markedly increasing use during the

past year, and has proved itself almost a specific in the treatment

of pertussis, and of such decided potency that caution must be

exercised in its administration.

Dr. F. W. Burton-Fanning, M. B., of Norwich, England (Lon-

don Practitioner, Vol. L., page 100), emphasizes its value and

states that it is not yet fully appreciated. It has given him far

better results "than any of the other treatments usually recom-

mended for whooping-cough." He calls attention to the fact that

Stepp not long ago warmly advocated its use and reported one

hundred cases treated without a single failure. Dr. Burton-Fan-

ning now reports having treated some thirty cases for ten consecu-

tive months. Their ages ranged from three months to eight years.

He finds that the following formula gives a pleasant mixture with

the Bromoform well suspended :

Bromoform 1.0 Cc. (16 minims)

Powd. Tragacanth Comp 30.0 Cc. ( 1 fluidounce)

Simple Syrup 30.0 Cc. ( 1 fluidounce)

Water sufficient to make up to. .240.0 Cc. (8 "
)

(Powd. Tragacanth Comp. of the British Pharmacopoeia consists

of one part each of Powd. Tragacanth, Powd. Acacia and Powd.

Starch, and 3 parts of Powd. Refined Sugar.)

He repeats the caution mentioned here last year that if Bromo-

form or its mixtures are not colorless they must be avoided, as

decomposition has started. He cautions attendants to thoroughly

shake the bottle before using, and to never give more than a week's

supply at a time.
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Among his " thirty cases, one death occurred in an infant whose

whooping-cough was complicated by capillary bronchitis, its condi-

tion being desperate when the treatment was commenced, and only

one dose of the medicine being retained/' He considers "that the

drug is of specific power against the main symptom of whooping-

cough—the paroxysmal cough, on which depend the chief dangers

of the disease. I cannot satisfy myself that the duration of the

illness is materially shortened, the average length of the paroxys-

mal stage in my cases being thirty-one days. During this time the

patients were free from the characteristic cough and its attendant

miseries, though these all returned at once, if the bromoform was

discontinued within four weeks/ 7

Finally, he points out its value

in diagnosis.

Dr. C. W. Dean, L.R.C.P., of Queen-street, Lancaster, England,

lends his testimony as to its value in whooping-cough, and relates

a case of poisoning (London Lancet, Vol. I., for 1893, page 1062).

He reports that in " eacli case the effect of the drug has been most

marked, the paroxysmal cough being greatly reduced in violence,

and the duration of the disease materially shortened. The form in

which we have dispensed the drug is that advised by Dr. Burton-

Fanning. My reason for writing this, however, is not so much to

extol its virtues as to point out the necessity for impressing on

those in charge of patients that the directions on the bottle must

be obeyed implicitly or the results may be the reverse of those

desired." The relation of the case of poisoning here follows.

Others in this country speak well of its use and urge all to try it.

Dr. Augrisani, an Italian physician, has obtained gratifying

results from the administration of Bromoform in cases of cerebral

excitement in lunatic asylums. He starts with 0.9 Cc. (15 minims)

a day, and the dose is gradually increased by 0.3 Cc. (5 minims)

every second day until over 2 Cc. (33 minims) are given in twenty-

four hours. In all cases it rapidly produced a decidedly sedative

effect, and it was not necessary to continue the drug longer than two

weeks.

It would thus seem that Bromoform may be given advantageously

where bromides are called for, but in which they fail to give benefit.

Mr. Thomas Latham, of 1309 Third avenue, New York City, calls

attention to the fact that he has previously recommended a much
better formula than that of the late Prof. Bedford (mentioned here

last year), and he takes exception to the latter "as being altogether

too pungent to be administered to young children. Something
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is needed to mask the fiery taste of the bromoform, which certainly

is not diminished by adding alcohol, compound tincture of carda-

mom and glycerin, each of which of itself has a burning taste."

His improved formula is

Bromoform 0.9 Cc. (15 minims)

Mucilage of Acacia 45.0 Cc. (1£ f § )

Syrup of Tolu 15.0 Cc. (iff)
Bromo-Phenol. Ortho-Bromo-Phenol is stated as being a dull

violet-colored liquid with an odor resembling phenol, and soluble in

water, alcohol, ether and alkalies. It is a derivative of carbolic

acid, in which the atoms of hydrogen are replaced by bromine.

This compound, together with Chloro-Phenol, has very recently

been used successfully in the treatment of erysipelas. Dr. I.

Tchourilow reports excellent results in twenty cases treated at the

Alexander Hospital, St. Petersburg, when employed in the form of

a 1 to 2 per cent, ointment of either agent incorporated with soft

paraffin. The ointment Avas rubbed on the affected part pretty

thoroughly twice a day. It produced no irritation whatever, but

simply a moderate amount of tingling of short duration.

Remedial action apparently is rapid at times after only two appli-

cations, and much more effective than phenol itself. Better results

were also attained with Bromo-Phenol than with phenol simply in

cases of anthrax and tetanus experimentally produced in rabbits.

Butyl-Chloral Hydrate (often called Croton-Chloral, but

now proved not to have any relation to crotonic acid) is not by any

means a new preparation, but owing to its slightly increasing use,

according to reports, it may be well to recall its composition here.

It is produced by passing dry chlorine gas through aldehyde (the

oxidation product of alcohol just preceding the formation of acetic

acid) at a low temperature. Then, after distillation has produced

the colorless oily butyl-chloral in a pure state, the requisite amount

of water is added to produce the hydrate.

Its most frequent application has been as an analgesic, but

Dr. George Harley, F. R. C. P., of England, finds it applicable in

Diabetes. In his interesting "Remarks on Diabetes and Gout in

their Relationship to Liver Disease, with Hints regarding their

Scientific Treatment " (Brit. Med. Joum., Vol. I. for 1893, page

1097) he says: "As an example of the good effect it sometimes

exercises on a case of diabetes, I may mention that, given in con-

junction with opium, the quantity of urine

was not only reduced from 1£ gallons to 3J pints in the short space
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of twenty three days, but at the same time its specific gravity fell

from 1036 to 1030— a result so favorable that I fancy the reader

will ask for a formula, in the hope that he may by its aid be equally

successful. To give a single formula that will answer in every case

of a protean disease like diabetes is, however, out of the question
;

so all I will do is to give the one employed in the case just alluded

to. It is the following : $ Croton-chloral, gr. £ ;
opii, gr. j ; ext.

aloes barb., gr. jr ; ext. gentiana?, gr. iss. M.; one pill to be taken

three times a day/'

Dr. Harley uses Barbadoes Aloes, and it is doubtful whether this

is intentional. In this country it has generally been agreed that

this variety of the aloes is entirely too drastic for human beings,

and therefore it has been resigned mostly to use on domestic ani-

mals. It was not officinal in the last U. S. Pharmacopoeia of 1880,

but is now introduced into the new edition of 1890 to satisfy the

veterinary branch of the profession. Dr. Harley may have good

reason for the use of this variety in his prescription, but if not the

Purified Aloes, U. S. P., made from the Aloe Socotrina would be

preferable.

Butyl-Hypnal is the name given to the new compound formed

by the combination of Butyl-Chloral and Antipyrin. Bernin

describes it as being in the form of light colorless crystals, with an

odor like butyl-chloral, and a bitten* taste. It is only soluble in

thirty parts of cold, but very soluble in hot water. Most of the

other prominent solvents dissolve it quite readily.

It is analogous to hypnal, but its therapeutic effects are unknown
as yet.

Camphoid. Mr. William Martindale has stated since the last

comment was made here on this article, that although this Cam-
phoid makes a pretty satisfactory film in his experience, still it

has never come quite up to his expectations for general use. He,

however, desires to correct the published statements made in sev-

eral journals, including the one made here last year, where his

formula was made to read dilute alcohol as one of the ingredients,

whereas it should have been absolute alcohol. The correct for-

mula then should read:

Pyroxylon (soluble gun cotton) 1 part.

Camphor 20 parts.

Absolute Alcohol 20 "

Mr. Thos. Latham, of 1309 Third avenue, New York City,

has made the statement that a similar compound had been
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patented both in Great Britain and in this country about a quarter

of a century ago, and that a firm here is now manufacturing a

" Celluloid Japan Varnish " of very much this composition.

Chloralamid (Chloral Formamide) is growing rapidly in

usefulness. Reports are now numerous, both in the old country

and in this, of its beneficial effects in suitable cases. More must

not be expected of it than is claimed by conservative observers.

Nothing has been reported to at all alter, but rather to strengthen

the statements made for it here two years ago and confirmed last

year, and that is that its best effects are produced in cases of

idiopathic insomnia, cases where the insomnia is not due to either

pain or excitement. Although it may succeed in some cases in

overcoming slight pains, it cannot be classed as an anodyne. It

induces a natural and refreshing sleep, and, as a rule, is not fol-

lowed by headache on waking the following morning. A sense

of well-being is the result of the rest it affords.

During the past year Dr. John Goixlon, of Aberdeen, Scotland,

has continued the useful study he began in 1891, on the gastric

disturbances produced by several hypnotics, of determining by

experiment how they behaved in the economy during pancreatic

digestion. He simply attempted to study "one side of the ques-

tion of pancreatic digestion, namely, that by which this digestive

fluid acts on starch, converting it into maltose and dextrin/' and

he found " that chloralamid had no retarding power . . .

This, of course, is an important point in its favor.

Chloralose is the name given to the newest hypnotic discov-

ered and introduced by two French physiologists, Mons. M. Hauriot

and Dr. Charles Richet. They presented the results of their care-

ful physiological experiments to the Paris Academy of Sciences at

the meeting on January 9th last. They apparently went about

producing this hypnotic in a very systematic way, to attain very

definite properties, the details of which are not called for here, but

it will suffice to state simply that it is prepared by the combination

of equal parts of anhydrous chloral and dry glucose, heating for

one hour at 100°C. (212°F.), adding a small proportion of water

and then boiling with ether. Further minor details are followed,

resulting in two different products—one inactive, comparatively

insoluble pearl-like lamellar crystals and called parachloralose, and

the other (about 3 per cent, of the total product) active, compara-

tively soluble needle-like crystals having superior hypnotic proper-

ties and bitter taste and called anhydro-gluco-chloral or chloralose.
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A series of careful experiments were tried on animals and devel-

oped the interesting, novel and contradictory property of acting

as a hypnotic and at the same time augmenting the excitability

of the spinal cord. They not only tried this agent clinically on

patients but on themselves, and found that its action was not due to

the chloral set free in the alimentary canal, as 20 milligrammes

(3 grains) cannot yield more than 10 milligrammes (1+ grains) of

chloral, and hypnotic effects begin to manifest themselves at the

point where 20 milligrammes (3 grains) for every kilogramme

(about 21 pounds) of weight are reached, but such a dose of chloral

i6 ineffective. Xo toxic effects were noticed, although poisonous

results have been obtained by others. It is well given, especially to

children, in milk, but may be administered in capsules—the range

of dose being from 200 to 800 milligrammes (about 3 to 12 grains),

although somewhat too large for hysterical patients. AIM. L.

Landouzy, Paul Marie, R. Moutard-Martin and Charles Segard,

all reported on its superiority over chloral and morphine in

insomnia in general. No bad after-effects were noticed, but in the

'insomnia due to alcoholism morphine was preferable. Chloralose

appears, however, to be of little use in subduing the pains of neu-

ralgia and gout.

Dr. Fere claims that the above doses are too small to produce

good results. He would give as high as 1.5 grammes (22 grains) at

least, and has already given very much more.

Favorable reports also come from Drs. D'Amore, Lombroso and

Marro, of Italy, and the general conclusions drawn is that it is the

least harmful of all the hypnotics in ordinary use, and is surely

worthy of further trial.

Sufficient time has not yet elapsed to expect reports of its use in

this country.

Chlorobrom is the name given to the mixture

Ohloralamid 1.95 grammes (30 grains)

Potassium bromide 1.95 " "

Water, to make 30 Cc. (1 f f )

and flavored with extract of licorice to taste.

This is not a new agent by any means, but from reports on the

other side of the water it is having an increasing use in the treat-

ment of sea-sickness and insomnia. This compound name simply

serves to make a specialty of it and caters to the too common ten-

dency of the day. Far better write plainly what one is using, as

the prevailing inclination is to drift into empiricism by lending
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oneself to this demoralizing propensity. Dr. Hayden Brown, of

Hauteville, on the Island of Guernsey, England, quotes in relation

to this very compound the wise saying of some great master of his

student days :
" Learn to make your own prescriptions and never

write two alike." Although to invariably follow the strict letter

of this maxim would cause some unnecessary labor at times to a

hurried practitioner, still the principle is a good one and may well

be instilled into the rising generation, as surely the drift is away

from this idea about as fast as could ever have been dreamed of.

Dr. John Keay, F. R. C. P., of Edinburgh, Scotland, has ob-

tained some excellent results with this mixture, as a hypnotic in

melancholia and allied mental conditions, but as a general sedative

in various forms of maniacal excitement, in the excitement of gener-

al paralysis and of epilepsy, he has not obtained sufficiently encour-

aging results to warrant perseverance ( London Lancet, Vol. I. for

1893, page 587).

Chloro-Phenol ( Tri-Ohlor-Phenol ) is a derivative of carbolic

acid in which the atoms of hydrogen are replaced by chlorine,

occurring in the form of colorless needle-like crystals with an odor

of phenol—more strongly marked than its allied product Bromo-

Phenol.

With the exception of the slight difference in composition, the

remarks made previously upon its ally Bromo-Phenol strictly apply

here, as the solubility is the same and its use has been carried along

side by side with it.

Cinchona is merely mentioned here to call attention to the

fact that the term Yellow Cinchona of previous editions of the U.

S. Pharmacopoeia has been dropped by the new one of 1890, substi-

tuting the term Cinchona simply as meaning the Calisaya, offici-

nalis and hybrids of these.

The marked improvement, however, in this new edition is shown

in the detailed assay process now given for determination of the

serviceable alkaloids, by which the quality of bark brought into

this market should be improved, for all have it in their power now

to demand a rich bark if they will simply take a little trouble to

determine exactly what they are buying.

Cocaine Phenate (Phenol-Cocaine) or so-called Cocaine Car-

bolate is apparently rapidly gaining favor outside of the profession

of dentistry. Since Dr. von Oefele published his results over two

years ago much good has been accomplished with it, and in Europe

it has had an increasing use internally.
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Since it was alluded to here two years ago it has become better

known in this country and favorable reports are now forthcoming.

As a fair summary of the good reports of our own practitioners the

results of Dr. C. A. Veasey, of Philadelphia, Penn., may be taken

as general. These results appear in a paper on " Experiments

with Cocaine Phenate as a Local Anaesthetic" in The Medical

Neivs, Vol. LXII., page 345. Though his cases there reported

were only seven in number, the drug was used in many others of

his ophthalomological practice with equally good results. He
draws the following justifiable conclusions:

" 1. In cocaine phenate we have a drug that can be suc-

cessfully used without producing systemic effects, in those

cases in which there exists an idiosyncrasy to the local use*

of cocaine hydrochlorate.

2. As good an anaesthetic effect can be produced with

cocaine phenate as with cocaine hydrochlorate, but stronger

solutions are required to produce the same degree of

anaesthesia.

3. The anaesthesia does not come on so quickly with

the phenate as with the hydrochlorate, but lasts fully as

long, if not longer, than the anaesthesia from the latter.

4. In some cases, though there be no physiologic contra-

indication to the use of the hydrochlorate, the phenate

is to be preferred on account of its antiseptic properties."

Dr. D. B. Kyle also speaks enthusiastically of it in his nasal and

laryngeal practice. He has good records of 150 cases. In none of

these were there signs of poisoning nor were there any after-effects

developed. He used solutions varying from 2 to 10 per cent, and
an average of seven minutes was required to obtain the anaesthesia.

In Germauy local applications in cases of diphtheria have met
with good results.

Cocaine Hydrochlorate has been added to the new U. S. Phar-

macopoeia of 1890 and a series of good tests are given for determi-

nation of purity, although a few are rather hypercritical, as the sub-

stances attempted to be excluded thereby have not as yet been
proved to be deleterious nor has it been shown that anything has
been gained by their exclusion, whereas those very substances may
have therapeutic advantages to be recognized on further study.

Convallaria Majalis (Lily of the Valley) has now been
added to the new U. S. Pharmacopoeia of 1890, and the Com-
mittee of Eevision has adopted the rhizome and roots as the parts
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of the plant to be employed. In some quarters the flowers are

insisted upon, but abundant evidence is now at hand to prove that

the new officinal requirement gives the better therapeutic results.

Coryl is the short name given to a mixture of ethyl and

methyl chlorides.

It is reported from Antwerp, Belgium, that it has proved of

much value as an anaesthetic in minor and dental surgery. It is

stated as being liquid at 0° C. (32° F.), whereas methyl chloride

boils at 27°0. (
— 16.6°F.) and ethyl chloride (hydrochloric ether)

at about 10°O. (50°F.), thus not producing the degree of cold

that the former does, but giving better results than the latter.

This is the claimed advantage of the mixture. It has made little

record for itself as yet.

Creolin, the brownish-black, syrupy liquid known for some

years past as Liquor Antisepticus, and previously stated to be a

coal-tar product, has now been reported by Dr. F. Raschig,

through an advertising circular, as nothing more than a mixture of

about one part of resin soap with two parts of crude carbolic acid

of about 20 per cent, strength, although the manufacturers have

claimed that it is free from carbolic acid. It hoav becomes a ques-

tion of veracity between the two claimants, but surely its dis-

infecting action for the past two years at least reminds one very

strongly of carbolic acid.

The comment made here two years ago holds good to-day, and

the relative efficiency reported here last year of lysol, creolin and

carbolic acid is still maintained by the results reported during the

year past.

It is still used to a considerable extent, and no doubt will

continue to be used as long as such desirable results are reported

and it is kept prominent before the profession by judicious adver-

tising, but it is difficult to understand why either lysol or car-

bolic acid is not chosen in preference to a substance whose com-

position is kept secret and whose clinical results in relative

efficiency are undoubtedly somewhere midway between the other

two agents.

During recent epidemics of cholera in the various countries of

the Old World some good results are reported from its use, but its

disagreeable taste is against it, and Dr. W. Nicati, of Marseilles,

France, suggests the masking of this taste to some degree by an

intimate mixture of it with the clay called kaolin (hydrated alumi-

num silicate), thus presenting the agent in the form of granules.
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The practioners of the island of Java report giving as much as 5

grammes (77 grains) during the first few hours of an attack, and

this mode of administration by the above mixture, Dr. Xicati

claims, renders the agent bearable to the patient.

Creosotal is the short name adopted recently for a so-called

creosote carbonate—a German article patented some three years

ago. It has been revived by Dr. J. Brissonet, professor at the

School of Medicine, Tours, France, who has prepared it apparently

by a process of his own, independent of the patent. The process

is too technical to repeat here, but it will su trice to state that it is a

combination of carbonic acid with beech-wood creosote. It is an

amber-colored, oily liquid at ordinary temperatures, becoming more

fluid upon warming. It is neutral in reaction, odorless, with the

faint sweetish taste of creosote, insoluble in water, dilute alcohol

and glycerin, but very readily soluble in alcohol, ether, chloroform

and benzine. It is an inviting substitute for creosote in the treat-

ment of tuberculosis as, although it is about one-tenth weaker in

.efficiency, it produces no irritation and is well borne by the stom-

ach and apparently does not take away the appetite—the great

drawback to creosote. It is given in doses as high as 20 grammes
(about 5^ drachms) daily. It splits up in the digestive track into

its component parts, and creosote is found in the urine shortly

after.

We know practically nothing of it in this country as yet, but

should it be obtainable here, it surely should be tried wherever cre-

osote may be expected to produce beneficial results but has failed.

Creosote is now thus spelled according to the most approved

etymology of the new U. S. Pharmacopoeia of 1890. The previous

spelling has been creasote.

A great mass of conflicting testimony has been presented during

the past year in the way of results obtained from the use of this

agent in the treatment of tuberculosis and tubercular aifections.

The profession on both continents has expressed itself pretty freely,

but without enabling one to draw any definite conclusions as to the

efficiency of the remedy. There appear to be careful observers and
men of prominence arrayed on each side. However, good hygienic

surroundings and proper attention to the diet are prominently

gaining ground as the most effective treatment, whereas as many
as 25 per cent, of the cases treated in some localities lose their

appetite after taking creosote, and thus give poor results on account

of faulty dietary requirements to maintain what little strength may
be left to the patient.
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In the treatment of pertussis, tubercular pleurisy, tubercular

manifestations of the larynx and tubercular affections generally

aside from tuberculosis pulmonalis, better results are more fre-

quently reported, but apparently there is anything but a favorable

outlook for these distressing sufferers, in the use of creosote.

Cresols are still used as disinfectants, but their disadvantages

are such that they apparently will continue to retard their useful-

ness. The so-called " Cresol-Saponate " is now recommended by

German practitioners, but it at once calls forth criticism in intro-

ducing an ingredient which renders its use still more disadvantage-

ous. It is prepared by mixing crude carbolic acid with melted soft

soap in equal proportions to form finally a homogeneous mass

which is soluble in water. Thus is increased the objectionable

quality inherent in all the compounds of cresol, of rendering slip-

pery the surgeon's hands and instruments.

Dermatol (Bismuth Subgallate) continues to receive attention

in surgery, but less is heard of its previously boasted claims as an

efficient substitute for iodoform. It is now being studied more on

its own account and found to be of service in many cases where

iodoform was formerly used and complained of on account of its

objectionable odor. Nothing like a complete substitution for the

latter is, however, now claimed among conservative surgeons.

The reported success last year of Davidsohn in the treatment of

otorrhea is now followed by the report of 30 cases of acute and

chronic purulent otitis, externa and media by Dr. S. A. Chaniav-

sky. He washed the ear out with a 3 per cent, solution of boric

acid, dried it with absorbent cotton and applied a piece of the cot-

ton covered with the Dermatol powder well into the meatus. In

all his cases the pus was dried up and rendered innocuous, but

especially in the cases accompanied with acute otorrhea were the

results most satisfactory. Within three days, in otitis externa, the

discharge markedly decreased, and a permanent result was reached

sooner than with iodoform, tannic acid, calomel, boric acid, bis-

muth subnitrate and the other usual agents. In otitis media with

perforation of the drum, however, the progress was somewhat

slower.

Good results are reported by Matthews, H. Isaac and others in

the treatment of ulcers generally and of burns, erosions, excoria-

tions and Assures, and although a local dermatitis may at times

have bqen set up by the application, ultimate successful results

were obtained and without apparent loss of time by such a local

complication.
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Dr. G. Wicke, of Heinrichsthal, Prussia,, reports marked anal-

gesic effects when applied to parts rendered painful from the

cauterizing effect of silver nitrate. He noticed by accident in an

exuberant ulcer of the arm so treated for the purpose of reducing

the profuse exudation, that great relief from the intense pain was

remarked by the patient. This result led Dr. Wicke to try the

same application on other cases and with like good results.

The good effects previously reported in the treatment of diarrhea

are still further confirmed by the report of a case of severe diarrhea

by Dr. John W. Martin, at the Sheffield Medico-Chirurgieal So-

ciety of England. The case was that of a woman, age 31, whose

movements were involuntary and her condition alarming. The
various astringents had failed when about 2 gramme (30 grain)

doses of Dermatol were given every four hours, causing the diarrhea

to cease in twenty-four hours, and in two days the customary daily

evacuations were again established.

Recently the great democratic principle recognized in this coun-

try of freedom has been rudely violated in the case of this article

by the success of a foreign firm in obtaining a patent on even the

process of manufacturing bismuth subgallate as well as on the

trade name of Dermatol, and lends additional force to a recently

expressed conclusion that the patent office had run mad, and now-

a-daysacts entirely without system, principle, justice or the ordinary

care and protection of home interests and the people at large. Is

it not about time to call a halt and institute a course of discipline

among the shiftless officials at Washington?

Diaphtherin (Oxy-Ghin-Aseptol), the new antiseptic and as-

tringent of last year, has found a place of no little efficiency in the

treatment of affections of the nose and throat. Dr. Albert Speng-

ler reports very satisfactory results with a 1 per cent, solution in

two persistent cases of empyema of the antrum of Highmore in

which alumnol was unsuccessful. He found Diaphtherin applica-

ble in most affections of the nasal cavities, and especially in ozaena.

Disagreeable effects were not noticed, and he concludes that

after more experience, Diaphtherin will rank high in rhinological

practice.

Dr. Rohrer, of Zurick, Switzerland, reports its beneficial use in

fifty-seven cases of affections of the nose and ear, and predicts a

future for it in this branch of practice, if not in general surgery.

Dr. Brandt, of Berlin, Germany, reports marked advantages in its

use about the mouth and teeth. Its odor is so slight and its freedom
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from irritation so pronounced that patients are not at all averse to

its use, giving great relief from fetid discharges of all degrees.

Diuretin (Sodio-Theobromine Salicylate) still holds a place

among the useful agents for producing diuresis in certain cases.

The profession is now getting to acknowledge that it is not a spe-

cific, but has its decided beneficial effects in selected cases. Several

foreign observers have made specially close study of this agent dur-

ing the past year, and whereas they generally agree on some of the

main points of its action, they differ somewhat on others.

Dr. R. del Valle y Aldabalde reports his unsuccessful clinical

results in ascites due to hepatic cirrhosis, causing diarrhea and

anorexia. In cases due to renal origin it did cause a moderate

diuresis, but in one case, pains in the head and loins, vomiting

and diarrhea were so pronounced that it could be continued no

longer. In cases of cardiac dropsy, especially where calomel and

digitalis had failed, however, reported results are very gratifying,

and if the use of this agent had eventually to be limited to this

one class of cases it would thereby establish its claim to a place in

the list of well recognized therapeutic agents.

Whether this agent owes its diuretic effect to action upon the

renal epithelium or upon the circulation, still seems to be a mooted

question among prominent observers.

Emphasis is still laid on the adaptability to the treatment of

adults rather than children.

Genersich reports his experience in 16 cases of dropsy due to

various causes, but gives the following guarded summary:

1. It increases the flow of urine in some cases of cardiac

dropsy, but is uncertain in oedematous conditions due to

other causes

;

2. It acts when digitalis, strophanthus and calomel fail;

3. It is not sufficiently reliable as a substitute for calomel

;

4. It only affects the heart slightly;

5. Its disadvantages are in the price, unpleasant taste,

derangement of the digestion and in the headache, pyrexia,

ecchymoses and other dangerous symptoms occasionally

produced which require caution.

Massalongo and Silvestri report their results from quite an ex-

tended and careful series of experiments : in cases of aortic incompe-

tence, with oedema of the legs and diminished flow of urine
;
in

oedema and ascites from mitral incompetence ; in cases of com-

bined valvular lesions and atheromatous condition of the arteries
;
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in some forms of nephritis, and finally in pleurisy with effusion

and cirrhosis of the liver with ascites. In all these cases careful esti-

mations were made of the amount of urine daily, of the pulse rate

and respiration and, in some cases, of the temperature. These

observers confirm the above statement in regard to its best effects

being noticed in renal and especially cardiac dropsy and little effect

in hepatic dropsy. They find that it never exhibited unpleasant

consequences nor cumulative action when given in ordinary doses.

However, in the earlier stages of cardiac trouble, it is much inferior

to digitalis, strophanthus, convallaria and like drugs. It is appar-

ently only when oedema and anasarca are present that its effects are

most pronounced. It acts best in mitral disease, next in aortic

trouble, and least when diffuse atheroma of the peripheral vessels

complicates these other conditions. The very best effects are ob-

tained in acute nephritis and somewhat less marked in chronic

cases.

Dr. Pawinski, of Warsaw, Russia, reports with great care eleven

cases out of a series which include those of mitral insufficiency,

accompanied with stenosis, aortic insufficiency, fatty degeneration,

myocarditis and parenchymatous nephritis. His observations were

made with caffein and digitalis as well as the theobromine salt. His

conclusions are, in general, the ones given above with the addition

of his directions in regard to the use of caffein and digitalis. He
advises the use of these latter agents when Diuretin has been given

for about a week without a noticeable diuretic effect being produced,

and in the choice between Diuretin and caffem establishes the

routine practice of giving caffein in adynamic cases, and Diuretin in

those showing evident irritability.

Ffrom this country the report of Dr. James B. Herrick, of

Chicago, 111., is one of the most careful and complete. He read a

paper on Diuretin before the Pathological Section of the Chicago

Academy of Sciences, on February 9th last, in which he gave a

detailed account of four cases of his own and four of Dr. A. E.

Halstead. His conclusions are, in general, those before noted, but

he sees fit to preface them with the following expressions :
" While

the exact pathological conditions that call for its exhibition cannot

as yet be specifically stated and disappointing failures will therefore

attend its misapplied use in many cases where too much will be

hoped for, yet a study and comparison of the results of the various

observers who have employed this remedy in the past three years,

yield facts from which certain conclusions can be drawn." The
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article is well worth reading {Journal of the Amer. Med. Assoc.,

Vol. XX, page 266).

Dulcin (Para-Phenetol Carbamide), the synthetic sweetening

compound discovered as far back as 1883 by Berlinerblau, and its

practical use abandoned on account of its costliness, has now been

brought forward again, as the process has been so cheapened that

hopes are entertained of its practical application.

Its chemical composition and mode of preparation are too com-

plex to be of interest here, but it may be stated simply that it is

closely related to urea.

Prof. Du Bois-Raymond has experimented, through Kossel, upon

its physiological action upon rabbits and dogs, and finds that it is

comparatively free from objections. It ajoparently did not inter-

fere with the appetite or alter any of the healthy conditions of the

animals. The dose was 2 grammes (31 grains) daily, which is

found to be equivalent to 400 grammes (about 13 ounces) of cane

sugar. This was continued for months without noticeable injury.

Dr. Ewald was then tempted to try it on human subjects with

very gratifying results.

Thorns and Stahl recently brought the subject up again in con-

firmation of the above results at a meeting of the Pharmaceutical

Society of Berlin, G-ermany, where they described the compound

and its action more minutely than before. It forms colorless

needle-like crystals, soluble in 800 parts of cold, 50 parts of boil-

ing water, and in 25 parts of 90 per cent, alcohol. It apparently

takes very large doses— greatly above any ordinarily required

quantity—to produce undesirable effects and inconvenience ; but

even then such effects are only temporary.

Its great insolubility is, no doubt, its chief disadvantage, but

hopes are entertained of overcoming this defect. It is apparently

more agreeable to patients than the other sweetening substitutes

for sugar, and the diabetic to whom it should be a desideratum does

not show the same dislike developed after a time when using levu-

lose, saccharin and the like.

Epidermin—the artificial skin for wounds and scratches

—

spoken of here last year, has been heard little of during the past

year, and this may be due to the fact that it has not supplied the

supposed want previously expressed for it. Surely nothing has

been shown in its favor as a substitute for the efficient U. S. P.

collodium film.

Ether may be only alluded to again here in alphabetical order for
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the purpose of calling attention to the wise step taken by the recent

revigors of the U. S. Pharmacopoeia in ceasing to recognize in the

new edition of 1890, the two different qualities previously known as

Ether (of about 7-4 per cent, of Ethyl Oxide) and Stronger Ether

(of about 94 per cent, of Ethyl Oxide), for surely the Stronger

only should be used for Anaesthesia, and there is little doubt that

as a general solvent it is much superior—thus showing little prac-

tical use for any other than the higher grade article.

The standard for the now only officinal article " Ether" has

been raised to about 96 per cent, of Ethyl Oxide, and good tests

have been furnished for verifying any product which may be offered,

thus making it inexcusable for any physician or pharmacist to use

an inferior quality.

Ethyl Bromide (Hydrobromic Ether) has increased in use

during the past year, and many are the appeals from those meet-

ing with success for its more extended use. All are very wisely

particular to mention the selected class of cases on which to use

it, and even give a list of the class of cases to be avoided and

thus warrant its legitimate use. As previously stated here, there

is very little doubt but that the results when they are successful

are surely very satisfactory, and many have continued its use now
to thqjr one, two and four hundred cases without any unfortunate

occurrence, but by far the largest and longest users are the Conti-

nental practitioners, who are proverbially reckless in the way of tak-

ing the life of their patients in their own hands, and undoubtedly

comparatively few of the unfortunate cases are heard of. They, in

general, treat all patients as cases, and if they can make a correct

diagnosis and have the always longed-for post mortem examination

to verify it, they are perfectly happy and exult over their results,

apparently oblivious many times to the fact that they lost the

patient, but as it was a good case and everything came out as desired

— except death—they are thoroughly satisfied. This practice does

not do at all for this country where humanitarian ideas are upper-

most and the desire to prolong the life of the patient is the starting

point for treatment—the correct diagnosis then being an additional

achievement to be sought for and, of course, the means by which

correct treatment was attained and posterity benefited.

All who are most enthusiastic in its behalf miss the main point

against its use in not considering its inherent property of instabil-

ity. There has been no one yet who has settled the question of

the minimum amount of decomposition which may be accejoted as

5
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safe. There are so many extraneous conditions which promote

decomposition that we do not know whether it is not practically

going on all the time, and as it is so easy for a hurried or careless

attendant to use a defective article, it makes the risks constantly

present. With the other anaesthetics there are premonitory or

accompanying signs in administration which simply annoy the

patient and serve to warn the administrator, but rarely produce

dangerous results except from gross carelessness.

Ethyl Chloride (Monochlor-Ethane) has been used with great

success during the past year, both in the old country and this, but

a word of warning comes from Dr. H. Eadcliffe Crocker, of Harley

street, London, W., England, in using the bulbs of Dr. Bengue,

of Paris, as he found the inhalation of the vapor not altogether

free from danger. He writes :
" Having occasion to scarify a small

patch of lupus erythematosus on the nose of a young lady, I

thought it a favorable opportunity to try a chloride of ethyl tube.

The spot was frozen well enough, but the patient turned pale,

slightly livid, and stopped breathing, looking very like a person

under nitrous oxide gas. As I took away the ethyl at once, she

recovered in a few seconds, but I should certainly not use it again

to any part of the face where it was possible that the vapor could

be inhaled. Chloride of methyl applied by means of a tampon is

far safer and easier, but care must be taken not to over-freeze the

skin or a dermatitis may be set up."

Dentists are the most general users, but it has met with much
favor in minor surgery. Drs. S. Ehrmann, of Vienna, E. Gaus,

of Carlsbad, Austria, and others, have been very successful in oper-

ating on buboes, small tumors and the nodules of lupus, also in

very obstinate cases of neuralgia, lumbago, migraine and scrotal

pruritus, with not more than one, two or three applications. In

three patients, Dr. Gaus believes he has cut short an approaching

attack of gout, and looks forward to further success in this line.

The Methyl Chloride produces a far greater degree of cold, and

therefore the ethyl chloride is preferable in many cases. Dr. Gaus

advises holding the bulb at a distance of 30 centimetres (about 12

inches) from the part, others state 15 to 20 centimetres (6 to 8

inches), as the degree of cold is then about sufficient for the neces-

sary anaesthesia and too low a temperature is not reached, thus

avoiding any chance of inflammation, sloughing or gangrene inter-

vening.

Dr. Largeau reported recently at the French Surgical Congress
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the clinical results of an operation of double ovariotomy on a

patient with heart disease in which no general anaesthetic was used,

but ethyl chloride as a local anaesthetic only. He previously oper-

ated in like manner on an adherent ovarian cyst and in an abdom-

inal hysterectomy—all being successful and "perfectly justifiable

and practical when a patient is subject to cardiac or renal disease."

In our own country, Dr. C. L. Gibson, of New York City, gives

results of his experience in some twenty-five cases of minor surgery,

in an interesting article found in the X. Y. Med. Journal, Vol.

LVIII., page 351. His cases were " chiefly cellulitis of the fin-

gers, abscesses of the jaw, buboes, sinuses, boils and carbuncles.

Most of the cases were relieved by a single incision, and in such

the anaesthesia was most satisfactory. Where more extensive pro-

cedures were demanded, where deeper structures were divided, for

efficient curetting, etc., the agent was seldom efficient.

Its action in certain cases, however, was ideal. In felons, for

instance, the single rapid incision was generally effected absolutely

without pain. Everyone that is called upon to incise felons knows

how excruciating the pain is. The patient winces at the slightest

touch ; the introduction of cocaine solutions subcutaneously is

almost a cruelty, as intense pain results, both from the needle

pricks and from increase of the tension in the indurated tissues.

Moreover, the cocaine often proves powerless to overcome the

aggravated conditions

Xo attempts to use ethyl chloride were made in procedures

requiring more than a few seconds' time, nor where careful dissec-

tion was needed, as the agent so changes the character of the

tissues. It can, however, be employed to great advantage in

removing small sections of tumors for microscopical examinations.

It will occasionally be found useful to combine the action of the

new agent with that of cocaine

The ethyl chloride will be found of considerable value in derma-

tological practice, especially for thorough scarification and appli-

cation of the actual cautery."

Ethylene Bromide— t^ie new sedative spoken of here last

year as being introduced to avoid the undesirable symptoms often

noticed from the effects of the alkaline bromides—has not been

heard of much more during this year than last, except to record

the undesirable results of the 87 per cent, of bromine in its compo-
sition so easily set free. It may be of service to repeat here the

caution of last year that care should be taken in prescribing not to
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confuse this with ethyl bromide (hydrobromic ether), as the differ-

ence in name is very slight when either pronounced or written.

Fatal cases continue to be reported from this confusion of title.

Eucalypteol is a new antiseptic obtained by M. Anthoine by

the treatment of eucalyptus oil with hydrochloric acid, produ-

cing chemically eucalyptene bichloride in colorless, scaly crystals

with an odor resembling camphor, and almost without taste, as it

is so insoluble that a taste does not develop until held on the

tongue for some time, when a slight bitterness is manifested.

Dr. Lafage, of Neuilly, France, has undertaken some therapeutic

examinations and finds that it is far superior to eucalyptus oil, eu-

calyptol and other preparations of the eucalyptus leaves, being non-

toxic and much more reliable in composition and uniformity of

action. It is practically insoluble in water and in glycerin, but is

readily soluble in ether, chloroform and alcohol, although it is de-

composed by the latter.

Its antiseptic property is so pronounced that an exceedingly

small quantity only is necessary to check the ordinary putrefactive

changes, but it apparently does not retard the digestive ferments.

When given to animals, it is eliminated by the lungs, in the feces

and in the urine. 150 clinical cases were treated with gratifying

results. In cases of phthisis it relieved the coughing and other dis-

tressing symptoms ; in diarrhea it cured some severe cases, and in

typhoid fever it has worked well. The dose for adults in capsules

is from 1 to 1.5 grammes (about 15 to 24 grains) in twenty- four

hours, divided so as to come between meals ; for children, from 250

to 750 milligrammes (about 4 to 12 grains) according to age.

It is still too new in this country to have been reported on.

Eucalyptol is not new by any means, but it is now destined to

become more prominent from the fact that the new U. S. Pharmaco-

poeia of 1890 recognizes it for the first time. It may be well then to

recall here at this time that it is the principal ingredient in eucalyp-

tus oil, being that fraction which distils off between 175°C.

(.347° F.) and 177. 2°C. (351°F.) from the volatile oil obtained

from the fresh leaves of eucalyptus globulus and other species, and

manufactured most largely in Australia and neighboring Colonies.

The oil is made there in as large quantities as 300 kilogrammes

(over GOO pounds) a week.

As the old original recommendation for using the oil in inter-

mittent fever has been pretty much abandoned, so the use of

Eucalyptol has been little applied in that direction. Eucalyptol being
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less irritating to the alimentary track, it is practically substituted

for the oil in all cases where the latter has been applicable ; as a

most active antiseptic in remarkably small quantities ; as a general

rubefacient ; as an effective agent in lung and bronchial affections

introduced by the spray and inhalation, and internally and locally

with very good results in cases of diphtheria.

Eugenol-Acetamide— the new local anaesthetic of last year

—has been little heard of during the past year as far as published

reports go, but this does not necessarily imply that it has not found

a practical application, for the dentists were the ones to whom it

was chiefly interesting, and their literature and writings do not

reach as general a circulation among medical men as the other

branches of surgical science, therefore their results may readily

escape the general professional reader.

Euphorin (Phenyl-Urethane)—the anilin product used as an

antipyretic—has met with increasing usefulness during the past

year, in a great variety of conditions, due to its non-toxic effects

and rapidity of action.

. Dr. G. Cao has given us a summary of results up to the present

time by collecting together the observations made by Prof. Giacosa,

F. Adler and R. Lepine and Drs. L. Sansoni, L. M. Bossi, C. Curtis,

G. Peroni, R. Bovero, Oliva Belfanti, Stille and himself in the fol-

lowing recommendations for its use :

1. It is a more efficient antifermentive and parasiticide

than carbolic acid
;

2. It is more rapid and stronger in action as an anti-

thermic than antipyrin
;

3. It is an energetic neuralgesic and analgesic in habitual

hemicrania, in supraorbital neuralgia, sciatica and inter-

costal neuralgia, in syphilitic pains of the limbs and

orchitis
;

-i. It is superior in some cases to the salicylates in acute

and chronic rheumatism
;

5. It is an efficient substitute for iodoform in major and

minor surgical operations, being less poisonous and fully as

antiseptic
;

G. It gives' successful results as a disinfectant and cica-

trising agent in bed sores, scalds and other wounds
;

7. It acts well as an anodyne and healing agent in various

forms of herpes
;

8. It is efficient in aphthous stomatitis
;
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9. It is far preferable to iodoform, iodol, aristol, salicylic

acid, resorcin or chloral in the treatment of venereal ulcers
;

10. It is especially useful in tinea, trichophyton, favus

and various other parasitic skin affections.

Europhen (Iso-Butyl-Ortho-Cresol Iodide)—the iodoform sub-

stitute, containing 27.6 per cent, of iodine which, no doubt, is the

most effective element—aside from its use in minor surgery, still

continues to be found invaluable in all venereal affections and

particularly in soft chancres. Prof. 0. Petersen, of St. Petersburg,

Russia, Eichoff, of Elberfeld, Prussia, Sichel, Lowenstein, Kopp
and others in Germany, as well as elsewhere, are very decided in

their marked preference for this agent over iodoform. Kopp re-

ports his gratifying results in 19 typical cases of soft chancre in

which he used powdered boric acid mixed with the Europhen for

economical reasons, though when given alone noticed no unpleas-

ant effects. Healing occurred in all in from four to ten days.

Nine cases of buboes were also thus treated with healing in from

fourteen to thirty-two days.

Dr. Julius Goldschmidt, being impressed with the noticeable fact

that the tubercular form of leprosy manifests itself locally for years

without spreading or becoming general, varied the routine practice

generally adopted of treating the affection locally only and not in con-

junction with internal treatment by using it in both ways simultan-

eously in five cases, for periods of eight to fifteen months. The results

surprised him, as a marked diminution in the swelling was noticeable

in four weeks' time, and in fifteen months the eyelids were normal

and the affected spots entirely cured. The most marked case of

improvement was one that had been under observation for many
years with progressive tendencies, and Dr. Goldschmidt remarks

that during his twenty-five years of experience with these cases no

such result had ever before been reached.

Christmann recently reports his practical results in the treat-

ment of tuberculosis. He employed Europhen by three different

methods : 1. By directly applying the agent to the culture of the

tubercle bacillus ; 2. In an open test-tube suspended in a hermeti-

cally sealed glass containing the culture, and 3. As a concentrated

emulsion in olive oil. Guinea-pigs alone were'experimented upon.

His plan of operation was very carefully considered and carried

out with much pains. Owing to some negative results obtained

when he used the emulsion he noticed that the evolution of iodine

was necessary to kill the bacillus, as it did not take place in these
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cases except when water was added to the emulsion, causing the

decomposition.

His comparisons with iodoform used in the same way as the

above, showed him that it was slower than Europhen in its baccil-

licide effect, except when the iodoform was used in an emulsion,

which result he attributes to some special action of that agent.

Dr. Eichoff emphasizes the caution to be taken of not using Eu-

rophen in conjunction with or after the use of corrosive sublimate,

as mercuric iodide is formed, causing annoying irritation.

Finally the great advantages of this agent over iodoform still

continue to be prominent and these are a lack of detrimental

effects from any absorption that may take place, in the much more

agreeable saffron or cresol-like odor and the far better adherent

property to the moist surfaces to which it may be applied. The
chief requirement to be emphasized for its effective working is the

necessity of applying it to secreting or otherwise moist surfaces.

Its best effects, by far, are obtained m its external use only.

Exalgin (Methyl-Acetanilid)—the analgesic—still shows its

potency and need for care in administration by having cases of

poisoning recorded against it. This, however, should not be a

reason for anything like an abandonment of its use, but simply to

treat it like all other well known potent agents, with care, and to

prohibit its popular use (abuse). Too much emphasis cannot be

laid on this latter point.

This agent finds its evident field of usefulness in neuralgic pains

of a functional nature.

Dr. Edward G. Younger, M. R. C. P., of Mecklenburgh Square,

London, W. C, England, gives his interesting results of 9 cases,

showing its marked analgesic effects. He found that one or two

doses of the drug almost invariably procured immediate relief. He
was unexpectedly successful in greatly relieving one epileptic

patient, which now leads him to make further observations in the

treatment of epilepsy, and report later. He states he has never

seen any bad results from its use, but he has never prescribed more

than 130 milligrammes (2 grains) every four hours. In general,

he found 65 milligramme (1 grain) doses, repeated several times a

day, to be sufficient for his results. (London Lancet, Vol. I. for

1893, page 785.)

Formalin is a patented article recently experimented with

and brought forward by German investigators, particularly by Dr.

J. Stahl. as an efficient general disinfectant. It is simply a 40 per
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cent, aqueous solution of formaldehyde. It is reported as being

non-toxic and specially recommended for sterilizing purposes.

For sterilizing bandages, for instance, a cartridge-like bolus of

kaolin, impregnated with Formalin, and known by the name of

Formalith, is introduced into a suitable tight receptacle with the

bandages or dressings, whereby a permanent sterilizing effect is

accomplished, due to the spontaneous emission from the porous

mass.

Formalin has a tannic-like effect upon the skin, producing a leath-

ery condition which passes on to the condition of a localized

necrosis, without suppuration, leaving the surface with the appear-

ance of a newly healed superficial wound.

This interesting property can readily be turned to good use by

the surgeon, and unless there are objections to this agent not now
apparent we shall surely hear more from it.

Clinical reports have not been recorded as yet in this country.

Formanilid is a complex compound which has been known
for some years, but has been recently brought into prominence by

several physicians at a meeting of the Royal Medical Society at

Buda-Pesth, Austria. It is a chemical compound of anilin and

formic acid, and bears the same relation to anilin that acetanilid

does. It occurs in elongated flat, four-sided prismatic crystals,

quite soluble in water, but much more so in alcohol. Its taste and

action upon the tongue resemble cocaine, and although the biting

or tingling sensation noticed at first is possibly more intense, and

the numbness following much more persistent than cocaine, still

the local anaesthesia is somewhat inferior.

Drs. A. Bokai, Kossa, Meisels, J. Preisach, F. Tanszk, and M.

Neumann all related at that society meeting their therapeutic

results as showing a combination of desirable properties. It appar-

ently combines the properties of an analgesic, anaesthetic, antipy-

retic, antineuralgic, and haemostatic. No such dangerous symp-

toms seem to follow its use as at times occur with acetanilid.

Doses of from 250 to 500 milligrammes (about 4 to 8 grains) in

twenty-four hours gave excellent results in neuralgic headaches,

lumbago, and allied affections. The fever in rheumatism and

typhoid was markedly abated almost immediately (in some cases as

quickly as five minutes), and relief lasted from three to fourteen

hours. A 3 per cent, solution injected subcutaneously or directly

into the urethra produced decided anaesthesia and paresis of the

bladder. Its haemostatic effect was well proved by dusting it on
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bleeding wounds, where the effect was immediate. Cyanosis at

times was produced, but anything like collapse was not seen. In

affections of the air passages, pain is almost immediately relieved

by insufflations (with equal quantity of starch), or gargles,, and local

operations are then undertaken with satisfaction. Dr. Meisels

opened two large abscesses without pain by the subcutaneous injec-

tion of only 1 Cc. (16 minims) of a 3 per cent, solution.

Verification of these satisfactory results from other sources will

be awaited with interest.

Gallacetophenon (Tri-Oxy-Aceto-Phenon)—a derivative of

pyrogallol, and commercially known as a dye-stuff under the name
of "alizarine—yellow C "—alluded to here last year as being of

some promise to the dermatologists, according to the favorable re-

ports then presented, has made little progress during the past year.

Practically nothing has been written in its favor, and it may be

almost considered as retired.

Even Dr. Hermann Goldenberg, of Xew York City, who last year

pointed out its advantages, now states that he has not used it very

freely of late, as he finds other agents give better results and are

not so dear. He calls attention to the fact that the price is against

its more general use. He cites one of his cases of psoriasis, in which

a 10 percent, ointment produced quite an intense irritation, which

disappeared in a few days on discontinuing its use. His results

began to be varied and lacked uniformity, and he immediately sus-

pected adulteration. A number of his professional friends tried it

as well, and although they obtained some good results, they had

their failures with it. His impression is that if pure it will be

found to work as well, if not better, than pyrogallic acid (pyrogal-

lol) in psoriasis, but not as well as chrysarobin. It undoubtedly

has a great advantage over some of the other agents in not staining

the linen.

Gallanol is the name given the compound formed by the action

of the gallic acid in tannin when presented under certain condi-

tions to anilin. It is described as occurring in colorless crystals,

with a bitter taste, soluble in alcohol, chloroform, and boiling

water, but sparingly in cold water, and possessing marked astrin-

gent properties. It is chiefly used externally in skin affections.

It surpasses chrysophanic acid and pyrogallol as being far less irri-

tating and without poisonous properties.

At the last annual meeting of the French Society of Dermatology
and Syphilography, Drs. Cazeneuve and Etieime Eollet, of Lyons,
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described its marked advantages in psoriasis and eczema when ap-

plied in the form of a 10 per cent, solution or ointment (which may
be increased if called for to 25 per cent.) or suspended in chloro-

form. Jt rapidly allays itching, and thus gives much relief to the

patient from the beginning of the treatment.

Gallobromol (Di-Bromo-Gallic Acid) is a recently introduced

neurotic prepared by Dr. Grimaux by substituting for two hydro-

gen atoms in gallic acid two atoms of bromine. It occurs in color-

less needle-like crystals, freely soluble in alcohol, ether and boiling

water, but much less so in cold water.

Dr. R. Lepiue, of Lyons, France, has employed it for more

than two months in his practice with gratifying results, giving

as large a dose as 15.5 grammes (4 drachms) without any inconven-

ience being noticed. It apparently does not produce the depressing

effects noticed with potassium bromide, but in his few cases of

epilepsy, although the attacks were arrested, his impression is

that it is inferior to the latter. In chronic chorea, however, it

showed decided improvement.

It is too early to predict in any way for this agent, especially as

practically nothing is known of it as yet outside of France.

Glycozone is the compound produced when one volume of

chemically pure glycerin is acted upon by fifteen volumes of ozone

under certain conditions, of temperature and pressure. It rapidly

absorbs moisture and therefore must be kept tightly sealed. It is

largely used in intestinal affections, as reported by Dr. Cyrus Ed-

son, of New York City, in gastric ulcer, catarrh of the stomach and

dyspepsia. It acts more slowly but fully as efficiently as hydrogen

dioxide. It has met with many favorable results.

Gold Chloride, both alone and in conjunction with sodium in

the " cure " of inebriety, has been rapidly on the decrease, due to

an increasing number of exposures of its fallacies. The promoters

of this system attempted to establish branches in England and else-

where, but received little sympathy from either the medical pro-

fession or the laity.

The " Institutes " still exist in scattered places in this country,

but they are losing ground very rapidly , and one of the chief means

of hastening this rational end is by such exposures as furnished in

a paper written by Dr. B. D. Evans, of Morris Plains, N. J., on

"Keeleyism and Keeley Methods, with some Statistics" (Medical

News, Vol. LXII.j page 477), in which he closes as follows: "Af-

ter careful examination into 'Keeleyism,' actuated by a desire to
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learn something of its merits and statistics from a source other than

Keeley organs, paid Keeley lecturers, and newspapers subsidized by

Keeley gold, I have been led to the following conclusions:

"1. That it is as Dr. Keeley says, ' A system '—a sys-

tem of charlatanism of large proportions.

2. That the system is carried into effect in a purely mech-

anical way, and that the ' Institute physicians ' are little

less than local commercial agents, knowing nothing of the

'cure* which they handle and administer.

3. That the statistics published by the ' Keeley people
'

cannot be relied upon in the slightest, inasmuch as secrecy

is their motto, whenever and wherever it pays in gold.

4. That their so-called cure contains dangerous and

poisonous drugs, calculated, by the indiscriminate manner

in which they are administered, to produce insanity and

other serious psychoses.

5. That the remedy has an intoxicating and exhilarating

effect, and that many of the finely written testimonials are

written while the patients are under this influence.

6. That secrecy is maintained purely for the purpose of

enhancing the commercial value of the commodity, and not

because a valuable discovery has been made—speculating

upon the fact that with the masses omne ignotum pro mag-

niftco holds good.

7. That many ministers and prominent gentlemen who
have spoken publicly in behalf of Keeley remedies and

methods were actuated to do so by a desire to welcome any

agency that would alleviate the evils of alcoholism, and not

by any knowledge of the real merits of the 'cure' or the

nature of the results that follow its use.

8. That any physician who allows himself to indorse the

Keeley cure, either in words or by advising a patient to take

it, not only commits an act unprofessional, but forfeits his

right to the respect of his professional brethren."

The whole article is interesting and worth reading.

Guaiacol—the beech wood-tar product containing a maxi-

mum of 90 per cent, of creosote—still claims marked attention.

The literature of the year is quite voluminous and much diversity

of opinion is expressed. Naturally the largest number of reports

are made on its use in pulmonary tuberculosis, but it has been used

in an increasing number of cases of typhoid fever. The carbonate
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of guaiacol, as stated before, is the salt rightly chosen to give the

best results. Dr. F. Holscher, of Miilheim, Prussia, calls especial

attention to this treatment. He gave it in 1 gramme (15.4 grains)

doses night and morning in 60 cases, all of which recovered. He
does not believe the carbonate is an antipyretic but simply an anti-

septic in these cases—the fever being reduced indirectly only.

Other observers have verified these results and urge further trials.

As a true antipyretic, however, Dr. S. Sciolla, of Genoa, Italy,

claims very striking results when he applies it externally to the

skin of the extremities, back and abdomen. It is free from caustic

action, is rapidly absorbed and reduction of temperature is marked.

He tried creosote in similar cases, but had to abandon it on account

of its caustic effects.

A [any Continental practitioners have followed Dr. Sciolla and

have abundantly verified his results.

The almost universal testimony for the year from internal and

hypodermic administration in pulmonary tuberculosis is very disap-

pointing, and the most conservative observers finally conclude that

little or no benefit is derived in advanced cases, and nothing very

encouraging can be looked for in incipient or early cases. They

reluctantly fall back for the most part on the conclusion that good

hygienic environment, wholesome food, attention to person and

habits and desirable climate are of far more value than any medica-

ments yet discovered.

Some of the disappointing results may have arisen from the poor

quality of much of the commercial Guaiacol offered, as the recent

investigations of Profs. A. Behal, E. Choay, Liebreich and Dr. H.

Thorns have shown that it rarely contains more than 50 per cent,

of the pure compound. It has been customary to describe it as a

liquid, but it has now been produced synthetically as a colorless

solid compound which crystallizes readily in the prismatic form.

It has a sweet and decidedly astringent taste, but does not attack

the mucous membrane.

Its use will no doubt continue until some other agent is forth-

coming which will give even a glimmer of hope for better results.

Haemogallol )

and > the oxidised products of the haemoglobin of

Haemol, )

the blood alluded to here last year, have received further attention

from Dr. A. Grunfeld and Lange on the Continent and from Drs.

Wm. Henry Porter and Paton in this country. They have con-
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tinned to obtain gratifying results in many cases of anaemia which

had resisted other treatment. The fact of these agents lacking

any disagreeable taste and of their harmlessness to the teeth at

once gives them prominence in practice.

Aside from the above, there are no other reports of note except

that the price has been reduced somewhat, which will be an incen-

tive to give them further trial.

Helenin, the white acicular crystals obtained from the root of

Inula Helenium (Elecampane Root), alluded to last year as being

used in the treatment of tuberculosis and as an antiseptic, has been

practically unheard of during the past year—possibly on account of

its continued costliness. It may have been used successfully in the

localities mentioned last year, but no reports have been made of it.

Hydrastinin, the oxidation product of Hydrastin (one of the

alkaloids found in the root of Hydrastis Canadensis), and alluded to

here last year as being reported on as a haemostatic in gynaecologi-

cal practice, has been little heard of during the year—possibly on

account of its recognized uncertainty of action.

Hydrogen Dioxide (Peroxide of Hydrogen) has steadily

"advanced in usefulness during the past year. A larger number of

physicians now recognize its marked advantages where they hesi-

tated to make use of it before. The comment made here last year

holds good to-day but with more emphasis, however, as the results

there stated have been still further verified.

Dr. Cyrus Edson, of New York City, has recently urged a more

universal use of it in the treatment of contagious diseases, as previ-

ously recommended by Dr. Elmer Lee, of Chicago, Ills. This is

not a new application, but considerable experience has now been

attained and therefore Drs. Lee and Edson rightly urge more atten-

tion to it.

The new U. S. Pharmacopoeia of 1890 has wisely introduced a

10 volume or 3 per cent, solution, with a detailed process for pre-

paring it, under the head of Aqua Hydrogenii Dioxidi.

Hypnal (Mono-Chloral-Antipyrin) has not been reported upon
during the past or previous year to any marked extent (the last

comment made here was in 1891). Whether this is because of its

universally accepted usefulness, or, on the other hand, due to its

abandonment as a hypnotic, is not apparent.

Dr. Filehne, however, continues to find it of sufficient import-

ance to retain it, although it is not uniformly favorable in its

action. He points out that its hypnotic action is not due to the
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chloral alone, for the proportion of chloral present (about 45 per

cent.) is just as active in this combination where the effective dose

is about that of chloral alone ; and not only much better results are

at times obtained but much less prostration is produced. Its taste-

lessness, ready solubility of 1 to 10 in water and rapid effects give it

attractive advantages. It will however sometimes fail. Dr. Filehne

reports out of 124 observations on patients, no action was noticed

in 27 and slight effect in 20. In the minor forms of excitement in

the insane, in the early stages of delirium tremens and in chorea,

good results were obtained. Simple insomnia appears to yield to its

action, and sleeplessness caused by pain is often overcome.

Icllthyol (Ammonium Iehthyol-Sulphonate) has received

marked attention during the past year, particularly from the Ger-

mans and the reports of successes have been very numerous, although

not uniformly so. •

The gynaecologists have probably been the largest users of it next

to the dermatologists. The reports on its use in endometritis have

been conflicting. Dr. N. P. Mariantchik used it in 19 cases with

much disappointment, whereas E. Ouratolo obtained excellent

results. This is not the only instance, by any means, of opposite

conclusions, and the explanation for these opposing views is still to

be made.

Jadassohn, with others, report much success in treating gon-

orrhea in both men and women. 37 cases of female patients gave

excellent results with a solution of from 1 to under 10 per cent.

He applied it both to the cervix and endometrium with great ben-

efit. The best results were obtained in the early acute stage.

Freudenberg recommends it in the form of suppositories in pros-

titis. Out of his 30 to 40 cases —mostly subacute or chronic

—

during the past two years, only two failed to obtain relief. Two or

three suppositories were used daily, and any irritation noticed was

avoided at the time of the next application by reducing the propor-

tion of Ichthyol.

The marked success obtained by Dr. II. W. Freund, of Strass-

burg, Germany, with this agent in the treatment of fissured nip-

ples led Dr. A. van der Willigen, of Rotterdam, Holland, to employ

it in fissure of the anus. One female patient who had tried ail the

forms of treatment except the surgical one, was reported cured

in one week by painting the part with pure Ichthyol ; another

patient only required ten days to restore him to the normal condi-

tion, while a third healed np in two weeks after receiving no relief
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from a surgical operation. There were no relapses in any of his

cases.

Dr. L. Herz, of Pilsen, Austria, reports good results in most in-

flammations of the throat, in which he used a 2 or 3 per cent, solu-

tion in the form of a gargle. The so-called follicular tonsillitis,

however, was the only affection which did not respond favorably.

Cases of very marked inflammation in which the tonsils and soft

palate were so swollen that the mouth could scarcely be opened,

were relieved in twenty-four hours by the pain disappearing and

the swelling subsiding.

The two great disadvantages of this agent, its disagreeable odor

and tendency to soil the linen, are still persistent and without

remedy.

Iodoform has had its usual varied uses during the past year

and apparently has lost little ground in professional estimation.

Its suggested use in tuberculous joints, especially the knee, has met
with some good results in the hands of a few, but others think it

dangerous to pack a mass of such toxic material into a cavity of

that kind, and even when there they maintain that it does not

show uniformly beneficial results. The dentists also are not now
united on their previous practice of packing a tooth cavity with it.

Its injection, however, in goitre in the form of a solution of one

part to seven each of ether and olive oil, as Kapper has done, has

been followed by gratifying results, and again the introduction into

the peritoneal cavity in abdominal operations by dusting the pow-

der onto the surrounding tissues, as Frederick Treves, of London,

England, has done, gives a fresh impetus to that field of applica-

tion.

Sir Joseph Lister has recently been instrumental in calling atten-

tion to the antiseptic property of this agent. This property has

not been acknowledged heretofore but, on the contrary, has been
refuted. Now Sir Joseph Lister, Behring and others call attention

to this advanced theory of its action, that its purpose is to destroy,

by chemical changes set up, the products of the bacterial action

rather than as heretofore claimed to destroy the bacteria them-

selves.

Many have reported on the decided irritation set up when Iodoform

is applied locally to raw surfaces and thus have been driven to the

use of some of its rivals.

Its extremely disagreeable penetrating and persistent odor is still

against it and deodorizers continue to be recommended from every
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quarter. It will not be necessary to repeat the various expedients

to mask its odor mentioned here on a previous occasion, but they

are all being resorted to in suitable cases. Still two others may be

mentioned : the addition of \ per cent, of carbolic acid and 1 per

cent, of essence of peppermint ; and Dr. E. Cavazzani's recommen-

dation of the following powder without disagreeable odor, as a

dressing :

Iodoform 55 parts.

It should be constantly borne in mind that the characteristic odor

of iodoform is inherent to it, and we might just as rationally expect

to remove the sweetening property of sugar and still expect to

retain the usefulness of that necessary article as to remove the

odor of iodoform and retain its identity. We can adapt all manner

of expedients to mask this objectionable quality, but Ave may rest

assured that the iodoform is still there as long as we hold its

combining elements together, and as soon as we split these up we

no longer have this useful agent.

Iodol (Tetra-Iodo-Pyrrol) is still a very close rival to Iodoform,

and is used in almost every place where the latter is applicable. As

its identity has not been referred to here before it may be well to

just allude to its production and form at this time for the sake of

ready reference. It is obtained by treating pyrrol (a coal-tar pro-

duct) with a solution of iodine in iodide of potassium, usually

known as iodo-iodide of potassium. As it is seen in the market it

occurs in very long minute delicate prismatic crystals of a yellowish

tint, sparingly soluble in water, but readily in alcohol. When even

slight decomposition is going on the crystals take on a brown tinge,

due to the free iodine. Its odor is very slight (practically odorless

when pure), and unlike iodoform possesses no toxic properties

when undecomposed. It contains about 89 per cent, of iodine.

Dr. H. Chatellier, of Paris, France, has recently recommended it

in the treatment of eczema of the ear. In moist confluent eczema

of the pinna, extending within the auditory canal, he insufflates

the powder into the canal and surrounding parts after thoroughly

cleansing the surfaces. In dry external eczema he applies it in the

form of a lanolin ointment. The inflammation disappears com

pletely, as a rule, in two weeks, but irrigation is kept up for

short time afterwards to complete the treatment.

Salicylic Acid

Bismuth Subnitrate,

Camphor

20

20

i e

tt
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To remedy the at times dangerous defect in this agent of gradu-

ally liberating its constituent iodine after long keeping, E. Konte-

schweller mixed caffein with Iodol in stoichiometrical proportions

in a solution of alcohol to produce a permanent light gray crystal-

line combination without odor or taste and practically insoluble in

most solvents—containing 25.4 per cent, of caffein and 74.6 per

cent, of Iodol.

Clinical reports on this caffein-iodol have not made their appear-

ance as yet either in this country or abroad.

Iodopyrin (Iod-antipyrin), the chemical combination of iodine

and antipyrin recommended as an efficient antipyretic and alluded

to here last year in a very unpromising way, has not taken any

prominence whatever in its line of supposed usefulness, and its theo-

retical applicability in certain cases has not been fulfilled.

Iodozone, the name given to a solution of iodine in ozone,

and alluded to here last year, has not made its appearance in any

of the current medical literature of the year, and may be con-

sidered as being of so little value as to pass unnoticed by the

majority.

Izal is the trade name given by an enterprising English firm to

a very recent "non-poisonous" antiseptic, and consisting of an

emulsion containing 30 per cent, of a new oil produced by a patent

process employed in the manufacture of a special form of coke.

It appears to belong to a series analogous to the terpenes, with

characteristics between those of the paraffins and the benzins. No
phenol proper can be detected in the emulsion. The London
Lancet, Vol. II. for 1893, page 36, thus reports on a sample sub-

mitted to it for examination : "Its antiseptic power appears to be

considerably greater than that of carbolic acid, whilst it is practi-

cally non-poisonous. At any rate it exerts nothing like the poison-

ous action of carbolic acid and, according to Dr. Klein, is without

injurious effect upon the economy, unless taken in unreasonably

large quantities. Dr. Klein has conducted a large number of

experiments with this substance with the view of ascertaining its

value as a disinfectant and germicide. Some twenty-five species of

microbes were experimented with, and the results were highly

satisfactory and such as to compare most favorably with similar

experiments with well-known members of the disinfectant group.

The preparation submitted to us for examination consisted of a

milky emulsion, doubtless produced from the oil referred to, which

was markedly alkaline to test paper, and from which a mixture of

6
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oily bodies separated on the addition of acid and on warming. The
oils so separated occupied about half the original volume of the

liquid." It "mixes well with water, has an agree-

able smell, leaves no objectionable greasy stain, and is entitled to

rank amongst the foremost disinfectant and antiseptic preparations

which are at the present time available."

Mr. Wm. Bruce Clarke, F. R. C. S., of Harley street, London,

W., England, gives an interesting account of his experience with

it in the Treatment of Wounds (London Lancet, Vol. II. for 1893,

page IS). His conclusions are as follows :
" From a consideration

of Dr. Klein's experimental researches in connection with the sub-

stance and from my own practical experience of it I have no hesi-

tation in saying that the antiseptic in question seems likely to prove

more efficacious practically than any at present known. It will be

obvious to anyone who peruses critically the account of the cases

in which I have employed it, that in many of the instances referred

to it was put to a very severe test, and that by its aid some excellent

results were obtained. At the same time it is equally clear that its

behavior under all circumstances must be submitted to the test of

a more lengthy experience before one can be in a position to predict

that exact place which it is destined to take amongst the antiseptic

fluids of the future. One thing, however, is certain—viz., that

the surgeon will rejoice to hear that at last an antiseptic has been

found which is easy to use, does not irritate his own hands or

his patient's skin, and is at the same time by far the most powerful

with which he is yet acquainted."

It has not yet made its appearance in this country.

Jambul (Jamun)—the seeds and bark of the Eugenia Jambo-

lana—has still a very varied history of successes and failures in the

treatment of diabetes.

Dr. Vix now comes forward with his report of successes in the use

of preparations of the bark. He describes two severe cases out of

twelve, in which 7 per cent, and 3 per cent, of glucose were excreted

without marked polyuria, in which he brought the urine back to nor-

mal and kept it there for two years, when the patient died from other

causes. He emphasizes the need of general treatment in conjunc-

tion with the use of this agent and feels confident that Jambul is

of the greatest value, as its action may always be relied on and

with no unpleasant symptoms appearing, as far as his cases are con-

cerned. He advises it to be given with, or after meals, in water or

wine sweetened with a small quantity of saccharin.
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Dr. V. E. Lawrence, of Halstead, Kansas, lias met with favora-

ble results after abandoning all the usual remedies {Mediced Xews,

Vol. LXII., page 46).

Kresin is the trade name given to a very recent antiseptic and

disinfectant brought out by German chemists. It is described as

being a simple mixture of 25 per cent, of Cresol and 25 per cent,

of Cres-Oxyl Acetate in water, of a brown color and retaining the

odor of the Cresol in it. It is readily diluted with water in all

proportions, making a clear solution. Some of its claims to atten-

tion are that it is relatively less poisonous, causes less irritation and

is efficient in smaller quantities than carbolic acid.

Little has been heard of it as yet, except through the manufac-

turers and their agents.

Losophan (Tri-Iodo-Meta-Cresol) is a new antiseptic produced

by the action of iodine upon w-oxytoluic acid according to a com-

plex reaction of little moment here. It is described as occurring

in colorless needle-like crystals, containing about 80 per cent, of

iodine. When dissolved in as weak an alcohol as 50 per cent, it

readily decomposes, but in a 75 per cent, alcohol it remains practi-

cally permanent.

It appeals especially to the dermatologists. Dr. Edmund Saal-

feld, of Berlin, Germany, gives his experience with it as being of

considerable value in animal and vegetable parasitic affections of

the skin. Out of 16 cases of tinea tonsurans of the face and body,

13 were cured and the remaining 3 much improved. Out of 3

cases affecting the scalp, 1 was cured and the other 2 much im-

proved. In all these cases he used a 1 to 2 per cent, alcoholic solu-

tion. In cases of pityriasis versicolor he used petrolatum ointment

ol the same strength, with success. In cases of nediculi capitis

and pubis, a 1 per cent, solution was found to be most serviceable.

The ordinary treatment for scabies proved more efficacious than

with this agent. In some cases of prurigo, chronic eczema with

infiltration, sycosis vulgaris, acne vulgaris and rosacea it was found

to be efficient. In cases of psoriasis and primary syphilitic affec-

tions it gave no satisfaction. In acute inflammatory conditions of

the skin it causes annoying irritation, and therefore is contra-

indicated.

More extended trials are necessary before establishing its general

usefulness.

Lysol has had an extended use during the past year. Nothing

astonishing, however, can be reported in its favor, but it has evi-

dently come to stay.
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The conclusions of Cadeac and Gurnard mentioned here last

year may be taken as conservative for the present time as well :

It is superior as a microbicide to carbolic acid, creolin,

cresyl and other analogous coal-tar products
;

It has not, however, any advantages over the antiseptics

of established reputation
;

It is only really efficacious when used in solutions which

may be irritating or caustic
;

Although not destined to play a great part in surgery,

it may often be useful in the prophylaxis and arrest of

epidemics
;

It is likely to be particularly serviceable in the disinfec-

tion of premises, privies, ships and stables, and

It is readily soluble, reasonably active and very cheap.

Methacetin (Para-Oxy- Methyl-Acetanilid) has been of little

prominence since last alluded to here a year ago. It was announced

then by its promoters with great confidence that it would super-

sede its analogue phenacetin, but little evidence is now present

that anything has been accomplished in that direction. It may
die a natural death.

Menthol (Peppermint Camphor) has now been introduced

into the new U. S. Pharmacopoeia of 1890, as an agent of sufficient

value to merit the increased attention it will receive.

In milder facial neuralgias and rheumatic pains the relief contin-

ues to be quite evident, although at times it does not last long.

This was an early criticism alluded to here two years ago and still

continues to be noticed.

In seems to be of marked value in most all cases of pruritus, from

whatever cause.

Dr. James McNaught, M. K. C. S., of Waterfoot, near Manchew
ter, England, has met with considerable success in injecting guaia-

col and Menthol within the larynx for the treatment of fetid con-

ditions of the sputa.

Dr. A. L. Benedict has introduced the vapor of menthol into the

stomach, through a tube by means of an aspirator, directly against

the mucous membrane of that organ, in cases of atony or catarrh.

His results were gratifying.

Dr. R. Blondell again recalls his observations of its marked anti-

emetic property. lie has seen nausea and gastric spasm stopped by

the action of Menthol at such a point that ipecac even loses its

power of producing emesis.
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Dr. Moriz Weil has confirmed the results of many well-known

observers before him in successfully using this agent to check per-

sistent vomiting after all the usual remedies had failed. He em-

ployed either, Gottschalk's formula :

Menthol 1 part.

Alcohol 20 "

Distilled water 150 "

or Weiss' formula :

Menthol 1 part.

Alcohol 20 "

Syrup 30 "

making a better solution than the former, or finally his own :

Ten drops of a 20 per cent, solution in olive oil dropped on pow-

dered sugar. His dose averaged 65 milligrammes (1 grain.)

Methyl Salicylate (Synthetic Oil of Wintergreen) is men-

tioned here simply to call attention to the fact that it has now been

introduced into the new U. S. Pharmacopoeia of 1890.

Methylene Blue (Tetra-Methyl-Thionine Chloride)—the

anilin derivative—is still in dispute as to its efficiency in the affec-

tions for which it has been recommended. Much conflicting testi-

mony is on record from the discussion which has taken place in

and out of Medical Societies during the year past, leaving the

matter still in doubt in the minds of conservative observers.

First, in the treatment of malaria, Neumann relates three cases

treated with this agent with fair success, but he is not assured that

he has reached the proper dose as yet. He has found about 300 to

450 milligrammes (5 to T grains) per day for eight or nine succes-

sive days gives satisfactory results.

During a discussion in the Berlin Medical Society, on January

25th last, Prof. Senator stated that in his experience both Methy-

lene Blue and quinine fail in patients who bring back malarial

fever when returning from Africa. Dr. Kohlstock, however, main-

tained that this fever was a marsh fever, entirely distinct from

malarial fever. Dr. Strassman then furthered the statement that

he had given this agent to puerperal women without the least ben-

efit. He called especial attention to its disadvantage of coloring

everything blue that it came in contact with. The amnionic fluid was

so colored, and even the urine of the child remained blue for at least

four days after birth. These were not necessarily contra-indica-

tions, but simply decided disadvantages, and unless its superiority

over other agents was definitely manifested these would militate

against it.
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At the next meeting of the same society, on February 1st, Dr.

Paul Guttmann called attention to the fact that so many had

reported failures with this agent that he would suggest the proba-

bility of impurity in the article used. He could not explain other-

wise how its action varied so in different types of malaria He
insisted that its administration should be continued for at least

four weeks in capsules of about 100 milligrammes grains) each

five times a day. In confirmation of the successful use by many
observers now on record, he cited the experience of Prof S. Parenski

and Dr. S. Blatteis, of Cracow, Austrian Galicia, whose 35 cases of

malarial fever, with 33 recoveries, stand as proof. These observers

administered the agent sometimes by the mouth in the powder

form, and at other times in solution, hypodermically, by means of

a Pravaz syringe.

Dr. Moncorvo also has met with success in the use of this agent

in this affection, and calls attention to its special adaptation to

children in being tasteless, and therefore easier to give them than

quinine.

Dr. Ferreira, of Rio Janeiro, Brazil, has likewise met with great

success in the same way. He treated 40 children affected with

malaria and concludes as follows :

1. It is especially satisfactory in cases which have resisted

other methods of treatment;

2. It is useful both in the intermittent and remittent

varieties when not very severe
;

3. It does not produce the vomiting, diarrhea, nor head-

ache often occurring with quinine
;

4. It rapidly causes diminution in the size of the liver

and spleen, and appears to have a distinct action on the

micro-organisms of malaria and its products
;

5. It causes a definite reduction of temperature, but

not so marked as with antipyrin
;

6. It may be safely administered to very young chil-

dren, and should be continued for some days after the dis-

appearance of all manifestations of the malarial poison;

7. It should be more largely used in this class of cases

than is the custom at present.

Dr. A. Kasem-Beck reports his favorable results in 30 cases of ma-

larial fever, but only used this agent either when quinine disagreed

with the patient or other remedies failed. He also treated 14

cases of diphtheria with a watery solution of 1 to 9 with marked
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success, which he attributed to both the local and general effects.

Three to four milligrammes (fa to y
1
-^ of a grain) of pilocarpin

was given to assist in the separation of the membranes. All his

cases progressed to recovery.

In this country, Dr. A. Rose, of New York City, has met
with success in its use in diphtheria after losing cases by other

treatment. Even in " simple non-diphtheritic ulceration of the

throat, patients would, after one or two applications of the solu-

tion, express themselves with great delight as being cured.
99 He

concludes by adding that, for theoretical reasons, he will try this

agent in whooping-cough when an opportunity presents itself.

His above statements will be found in the New York Med. Record,

Vol. 44, page 267.

Netschajeff, of Moscow, Russia, has used this agent in acute

nephritis in order to prevent the growth of the streptococcus

assumed to be present there. He treated 15 cases without any

noticeable unpleasant effects, and in 3 of his cases the rapidity of

recovery was remarkable. He concludes that it would be erroneous

to assign the improvement to a diuretic action of the agent, since

in other conditions it shows no diuretic action, but the beneficial

effect must be attributed to the restoration of the renal function

by a specific action of this agent rendering the tissues unsuitable

for the streptococci to lodge.

Lastly, A. d'Ambrosio, of Naples, Italy, ventures to give some

encouragement in 'the treatment of cancer by means of this agent.

He relates the remarkable case of a woman under treatment with

this agent whose enlarged breast had shrunk to the normal size

in four months, and the axillary glands responded in like manner.

He is convinced that the treatment certainly prolonged the life of

the patient more than a year, and although unfavorable conditions

existed afterwards, due to a developed pleurisy, he confidently

looked for a complete cure.

Many will be rather skeptical of this conclusion, but the Italian

is hopeful.

Microcidin (Sodium Naphtholate) has practically retired from

the field since last alluded to here two years ago, for although it

has been in use as an antiseptic agent during this period, so many
other agents give such satisfaction that it hardly finds a place for

itself.

Dr. V. Cozzolini, of Naples, Italy, very recently ventures to give

it credit for excellent results in the treatment of acute and chronic
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suppuratioDS of the ear, and of all forms of rhinitis, ozaena and

tonsillitis. He used either a weak solution or an ointment with

vaseline as an excipient and incorporated with cocaine hydro-

chlorate. It seems odd that he does not recognize a priori that

any of the benefit may come from the cocaine.

Monochlorphenol has spread little further than Italy—its

original source of introduction—since last alluded to here. They

may still have it under investigation at home, but nothing of any

importance has drifted into the medical literature of the past year.

Myrrholin is the very unnecessary name given to the simple

solution of equal parts of myrrh and oil which has been used very

successfully as a vehicle for creosote by Dr. Kahn, of Wiirzburg,

Bavaria, Germany, in laryngeal and pulmonary tuberculosis. He
observes that the creosote is much better borne by patients when
given in this way. He is as yet undecided whether the myrrh

assists the creosote in the remedial action or not, for he finds a

simple cerate of myrrh very useful in eczema of the nostrils and in

both simple and fetid atrophic rhinitis, but in doses of 300 milli-

grammes (about 4 grains) of creosote and 200 milligrammes (about

3 grains) of this excipient, thoroughly mixed and given in capsules,

he has met with gratifying results.

Naphthalin (Naphthalene) has been in steady use during

the past year. Its efficiency has been recognized by the revisors of

the new IT. S. Pharmacopoeia of 1890 by now introducing it there.

Many patients object to its decided odor, which is even nauseat-

ing to some sensitive stomachs. Various means have been sug-

gested to mask this objectionable feature, such as oil of bergamot,

camphor and the like, which seem to blend their odors to such a

degree that it becomes much more bearable. Dieterich, of Ant-

werp, Belgium, offers a formula which he claims to be efficient :

Naphthalin 3,000 parts.

Camphor 1,000 "

Coumarin (the chief constituent of

Tonka Bean) 2 "

Oil of Orange Flowers 1
**

Nitrobenzol 10 "

Naphthol (Naphthyl Alcohol) has been brought into greater

prominence at this time by being now recognized by the new U. S.

Pharmacopoeia of 1890 under the head of Naphtol (/^-Naphtol).

Reports of its beneficial action as an antiseptic as first recom-

mended are increasing in number, and its field has broadened out
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on this line to a considerable extent. The most prominent and

interesting contribution on the action of this agent during the year

is an article by Dr. D. D. Stewart, of Philadelphia, Penn., on " The

Prevention and Treatment of Cholera by the jSaphthols" {Amer.

Journ. Med. Sciences, Vol. CV., page 388), including a bacterio-

logical report by Dr. George M. Sternberg, U. S. A. It was found

that both the a and P form had just about the same power of pre-

venting the growth or destroying the vitality of the cholera spiril-

lum, and both are recommended in the treatment of the early stage

of the disease.

Although as before alluded to here the « form is less poisonous,

more soluble and more efficient, it still proves to be somewhat more

irritating, and therefore the ft form is preferred as a prophylactic,

particularly as it is less disagreeable in taste.

Mons. Dubois, of Amiens, France, reports a case of its successful

use as a vermifuge after all others had failed. The case was a 16 year

old girl who had been suffering from vomiting for many months,

resulting in a diagnosis of worms as the cause. The vomiting was

so persistent and prolonged that the girl was greatly emaciated. He
prescribed about 250 milligrammes (4 grains) of Naphthol three

times a day. In a few days she passed thirty-four round worms,

the vomiting ceased and recovery was rapidly completed.

Dr. Jules Reboul, of Marseilles, France, continues to obtain the

good results reported here last year with Naphthol Camphor (Cam-

phorated Naphthol), for he now reports 7 new successful cases of

tubercular adenitis, particularly a case of multiple enlargement of

the cervical glands, in which the treatment was continued for nearly

one year.

Dr. Xelaton reports to the Paris Chirurgical Society 3 of his own
cases of enlarged cervical glands of both sides of the neck, from the

submaxillary region to the clavicle and producing considerable

deformity, all of which was reduced to the normal in eight months

by the use of this agent. In the discussion brought out by Dr.

Xelaton's results, many prominent observers differed considerably

from his conclusions, going even so far as to emphasize the fact

that it is not rare for tubercular glands to diminish in size and even

to return to normal, without treatment.

At a subsequent meeting of the same Society Dr. Xelaton called

attention to the liability of an intoxication occurring in some cases,

as mentioned by Dr. Calot, of Berck-sur-Mer, France, where the

injection of a large dose might be followed by very serious manifes-
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tations and possibly fatal results. Others corroborated this liability,

but Prof. Verneuil was rather inclined to believe that this should

not be attributed to this agent but rather to the condition of the

kidneys.

Orexia (Phenyl-Dihydro-Quin-Azoline) has not advanced much
in the estimation of observers during the past year and it still

remains difficult to determine accurately the extent to which the

appetite is promoted by any single agent when so much has to be

taken into account. The hydrochlorate of orexin has heretofore

been the form most used, but now Paal has found that the base

Orexin itself is preferable in the way of being less disagreeable in

taste, to say the least, and Dr. R. Frommel and Prof. Penzoldt

both find that it acts fully as well. Dr. Frommel relates his expe-

rience in cases of loss of appetite after serious operations. He used

it in four cases of young pregnant women suffering with uncontrol-

lable vomiting. All were relieved within two weeks.

Prof. Penzoldt whose results have been alluded to here for the

past two years, still has a leaning towards the hydrochlorate and has

now published his results of 273 additional cases. 143 wer5 suc-

cessful and 130 were either total failures or doubtful in benefit.

He admits that the subjects were not well chosen, but considers his

results are relatively satisfactory. Should failure result after using

it as long as five or ten days, he advises its suspension for a week,

after which success often attends its subsequent use.

Ouabain, the glucoside obtained by extraction from the root

and wood of the Ouabaio, growing in Africa and used there as an

arrow poison, has been little heard of during the past year either in

pertussus or as a local anaesthetic. The two observers alluded to

here last year have apparently not reported further on their con-

tinued results whether good or bad, and we know practically noth-

ing as to its standing at the present time.

Paraldehyde has now been introduced into the new U. S.

Pharmacopoeia of 1890 and thus is recognized as a product of suffi-

cient merit to warrant more extended trials in spite of its disap-

pointing results at times. It is there described as " a polymeric

form of Ethylic Aldehyde."

Many expedients have been adopted to disguise its two objection-

able features of taste and odor, and now almost every physician and

pharmacist has his own effective excipients.

Another disagreeable feature has recently been noticed as being

among the possibilities, to say the least, and that is a habit. Dr.
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F. A. Elkins, of Scotland, reports an interesting and instructive

case of his in the Edinburgh Asylum—a man 65 years old who had

suffered for seven years from insomnia and had begun taking Par-

aldehyde two years and a half ago. The habit was not long in

being acquired, and at the time of his admission to the Asylum he

had taken nearly 500 grammes (16 ounces) a week, which even

then hardly satisfied him in the way of producing sleep, as he could

obtain but little more than a half hour. Upon entering the Asy-

lum he looked anxious, anaemic, greatly emaciated, tremulous, rest-

less and with unsteady gait. His breath had the odor of Paralde-

hyde and his heart acted feebly, irregularly and intermittently.

After being under strict observation for a few days, his mental

symptoms became more pronounced and he had visual and aural

hallucinations as well as unpleasant delusions. For the first three

nights Paraldehyde was continued and in about one week sulphonal

was substituted with apparently good results. Dr. Elkins very

naturally calls attention to the similarity to delirium tremens, for

the aldehyde element is in both alcohol and Paraldehyde. The

only points of dissimilarity are the extreme emaciation, the heart

effects and the abnormally large appetite noticed with Paraldehyde.

The man was discharged well in three months.

Mr. Win. Mackie, of Elgin, N. B., was led to try this agent in

the spasm of idiopathic asthma from the noticeable fact of its free

elimination by the breath, and he administered it in about 12 cases

with uniformly successful results. It rapidly relieved the distress-

ing spasm and promoted sleep. Many of these cases had tried all

the well known agents with less relief than with this one. This

was usually given in about 2 Cc. (30 minim) doses every hour or

half hour until relief was obtained. In none of his cases were more

than three doses required and frequently only one. In a 13-year

old boy with a history of asthma "from his birth " a dose of about

1.25 Cc. (20 minims) was found to have a " miraculous " effect.

Following up the idea of looking to the functional disturbances

which may be produced by the administration of some of the newer

hypnotics and which began by a series of experiments in 1891 on

the gastric disturbances, Dr. John Gordon, of Aberdeen, Scotland,

made some interesting observations on the influence on pancreatic

digestion. Paraldehyde was one of the hypnotics chosen for obser-

vation and no attempt was made to study more than the action

which the pancreatic fluid has upon starch of converting it into

maltose and dextrin. His conclusions were as follows: "'That
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paraldehyde in weak solutions had a distinctly retarding influence

of four to eight minutes; and that when five minims were
added to 60 Cc. of mucilage of starch, retardation was complete in

presence of 0.75 Cc. of pancreatic solution."

Pental (Tri-Methyl-Ethylene) has steadily progressed in use-

fulness during the past year. Conflicting reports are at times pub-

lished, but the success of this anaesthetic is now pretty general,

especially in the hands of the dental surgeons, where the minor

operations offer the most favorable field for its use.

Among those who rather discountenance its use Dr. David

Cerna, of Texas, stands out most prominently during the past year.

He read a paper before his State Medical Association last May, on
" The Actions and Uses of Pental," in which he carried on a spe-

cial series of experiments exclusively on dogs, and he apparently

conducted them with much care and with considerable thorough-

ness. He made careful notes on the circulation and respiration,

giving sphygmographic tracings, and finally summed up the mea-

gre clinical history from other sources than his own. He does not

agree with previous reports as to its pleasant after-effects or its

suitability to general anaesthesia. He believes a noticeable after-

effect to be excitement, and that it not only cannot be considered

safe, but is decidedly inferior to ether and chloroform.

Fortunately for its own progress into usefulness, if it really has

the advantages claimed for it, Dr. Cerna is in the minority.

Dr. P. F. Feodoroff has used it in 117 minor operations, includ-

ing teeth extraction, opening abscesses, amputations about the hands

and fingers and the like, on patients of all ages, from fourteen up to

fifty-six. The duration of anaesthesia was always short, varying

well within the limits of from a half to fifteen minutes. In cases

of incomplete narcosis, tactile sensation at times appeared to be

present, though analgesia was complete. Complete anaesthesia of

the cornea could not be uniformly obtained, and muscular relaxa-

tion could not be accomplished even when the narcosis was very

pronounced. As a whole, it can be stated that no excitement

whatever was noticed. In the way of unpleasant after-effects only

occasional weakness in the limbs, tremor, headache, giddiness and

uncalled-for laughter or weeping were observed, "but these all dis-

appeared of their own accord in about five minutes at the outside.

Dr. 0. G. Velez also has used this agent in 108 of the same class

of cases, with very gratifying results. His experience completely

corroborates that of Dr. Feodoroff and he emphasizes the fact that
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patients take this anaesthetic repeatedly without the least repug-

nance. He cautions all concerning its inflammability.

Some observers have claimed that this agent produces albuminu-

ria, but from experiments recently tried for minor operations of

the human jaw and teeth, and on dogs and rabbits, Dr. Bauch-

witz has found neither sugar nor albumin in 18 cases out of 20 of

his series—the two exceptions being in menstruating women. His

conclusions are that by reason of its satisfactory after-effects, its

harmlessness and its certainty of action, he considers it the best

anaesthetic for short operations.

Prof. L. Hollander, whose cases had amounted to 400 at this

time last year, reports that he has now had as many as 1,200 on

whom he has successfully used Pental and fully corroborates Dr.

Bauchwitz.

Pharmacopoeia, U. S. of 1890, was issued on August

19th, 1893, and proved to be the best production any country

has ever published. It has been issued well in advance of the

date of its official recognition in order to allow all those who should

be intrinsically interested in it to become familiar with its con-

tents. The Committee of Revision have set the date for its official

recognition as January 1, 1894.

It is sincerely hoped that all physicians and pharmacists will

take an increased interest in its authoritative contents and lend

their influence to its more complete recognition by attempting to

make far more use of its well-tried remedies than has been the

tendency. There is little doubt whatever in the fact that suitable

remedies will be found there for the great majority of man's ills,

and thus render comparatively unnecessary the vast multitude of

new and little tried agents.

Phenacetin (Para-Acet-Phenetidin) has been confined pretty

strictly during the past year to a somewhat restricted use in influenza

and as an analgesic in all forms of pain, with remarkable success.

Its fatalities do not apparently increase, but on the other hand its

favorable reception in the profession is much on the increase.

Its alleged ill effects, together with antipyrin and acetanilid,

created so much professional attention a year ago that the British

Medical Association was induced by one of its members to instruct

its Therapeutic Committee to investigate the whole subject and

report. The report is as follows :

" During the past year the Committee has conducted an inquiry

into the frequency and importance of the ill effects alleged to
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attend the use of phenazone (antipyrin), acetanilide (antifebrin)

and phenacetin as antipyretic and analgesic agents.

In carrying out the inquiry the Committee have had the co opera-

tion of the Secretaries of twenty-seven Branches of the Association,

and, in the case of the South Wales and Monmouthshire Branch,

of a local Therapeutic Committee. This latter has been formed,

with Dr. D. E. Paterson as Honorary Secretary, to assist the Cen-

tral Committee in conducting inquiries of this kind.

The inquiry, which was addressed to those likely to possess the

necessary experience in the use of the drugs, has recently been con-

cluded, and its results tabulated and analyzed. Two hundred and

twenty reports in all have been received.

It would appear from these reports that both the frequency and

importance of these ill effects have been considerably exaggerated.

The predominant opinion is that, with due care, especially as

regards the initial dosage, ill effects other than those connected

with idiosyncrasy, are extremely infrequent, of little or no import-

ance, and are not of such a character as to limit in any material

way the usefulness of the drugs. This conclusion does not so fully

apply to antifebrin, the action of which has been frequently fol-

lowed by ill effects. In the case of antifebrin the dosage employed

has in the majority of cases been too large.

Wm. Hunter, Hon. Secretary."

Phenocoll (Amido-Para-Acet-Phenetidin) is still in use by

itself, but the most favored forms at present are the hydrochlorate

and the salicylate (now under the assumed name of Salocoll). Ke-

ports of its use continue to be somewhat conflicting, but so much
has been acconrplished with it that one is strongly inclined to

attribute any lack of success either to idiosyncrasy of the patient or

error in the choice of a remedy Avhose promoters never expected it

to furnish satisfaction in such cases.

In "A Preliminary Communication Concerning the Antiseptic

Value of Phenocoll Hydrochloride" {Neiv York Med. Journ., Vol.

LVII, page 438), Dr. Carl Beck, of New York City, gives an inter-

cut ing study of the comparative value of acetanilid, phenacetin and

phenocoll by applying them to wounds, open sores, etc., in the

form of powder, 5 per cent, aqueous solution, 10 and 15 per cent,

alcoholic solutions, 10 and 20 per cent, gauze and 10 and 20 per

cent, vaseline and lanolin ointment. Acetanilid caused no irrita-

tion and is classed with boric acid. Phenacetin produced no bad

effects and appeared to be more powerful, thus ranking between
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boric acid and iodol. Phenocoll, however, greatly surpassed both

and in the form of the hydrochloride was fully as efficient as iodo-

form and more potent. It excels iodoform as being without odor,

readily soluble, without irritating eifects, non-toxic—therefore

enabling it to be spread over large surfaces in considerable quanti-

ties—and not contra-indicated in kidney affections.

It has had quite an extended use during the past year in malarial

conditions. Italian observers appear to have given special atten-

tion to it. Following up Prof. Peter Albertone's successful results

alluded to here last year, Dr. V. Cervello, of Palermo, Sicily, re-

ports his 18 cases of quotidian, tertian and erratic forms treated by

this agent with 15 cures and only 3 failures—the latter being his

earlier cases and of especial obstinacy. The dose should be from

about 1.3 to 1.6 grammes (20 to 25 grains) given twice or three

times every two hours, so timed that the last dose should come
about two hours before the beginning of a chill. This course is

continued not only until the attacks disappear entirely but for

some little time after. Dr. Cervello concludes that "we have in it

a veritable substitute for quinine."

Dr. Giovanni Cucco also reports almost as great a success as Dr.

Cervello in 84 cases, of which 52 were cured, 21 doubtful, 4 with-

out effect and 7 were too recent to report upon conclusively.

Probably the most conservative summary of the experience with

this agent in malarial conditions at this time is given by Dr. v.

DalPOlio. He summarizes about as follows :

1. It does not appear to have potent antipyretic properties

as regards fever in general, but it is at least as effective as

quinine in the malarial state
;

2. It does not cause ringing in the ears, cutaneous erup-

tions or other toxic symptoms as quinine is apt to do

;

3. It succeeds in a certain number of cases in which

quinine absolutely fails
;

4. Its taste is not difficult to mask, and thus is of marked
value in the treatment of children.

Phenolid, the 50 per cent, mixture of acetanilid and sodium

bicarbonate alluded to here last year, has been practically unheard

of during the past year. It has no doubt passed into oblivion.

Pheno-Salyl has been little heard of during the past year.

Being little more than a mixture of Carbolic, Salicylic and Lactic

Acids, it has attracted very meagre attention. Since alluding to it

last year, the published formula is now found to be somewhat more
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extended by the addition of eucalyptol in small quantity along with

the menthol, and then the whole mixed with four times its volume

of glycerin.

Dulerly reports using it with success in various uterine affections,

in gonorrhea and as a wash for rectal sores for its antiseptic effects.

Picrol (Di-Iodo-Resorcin-Mono-Sulphonic Acid) is the name
given a new antiseptic containing 52 per cent, of iodine,. described

by MM. Darzens and Dubois as being of great potency.

It is prepared by adding, with constant stirring, an alcoholic

solution of iodine and iodic acid to resorcin-mono-sulphonic acid.

The latter is produced by treatment of resorcin with concentrated

sulphuric acid by a detailed process not of moment here.

The potassium salt is the one most minutely described as being

in the form of colorless and odorless crystals with an extremely

bitter taste. It is not considered poisonous, although too reckless

use is not without danger. It is readily soluble in water and most

of the ordinary solvents.

Nothing has been heard of it clinically as yet.

Piperazin (Di-Ethylene-Di-Amine) has increased in use con-

siderably during the past year, and has been employed strictly in the

same class of cases as for the past two years, with particular atten-

tion given to cases of gout. The explanation of its beneficial

action has been up to this time that it dissolves the uric acid of the

gouty diathesis, but this has recently been questioned.

There has been some discussion on the erroneous statements

claimed to have been made in several recent text-books on the iden-

tity of Piperazin as made by the process of W. Majert and A.

Schmidt, and the Di-Ethylene-Di-Amine produced by A. W. von

Hoffman and by Ladenburg. The latter article is claimed by

Majert and Schmidt to be an impure Piperazin. To those who
may be interested in the chemistry of the subject, the report of the

paper by Majert and Schmidt as read at a meeting of the London
Chemical Society on February 2d last and reported in the London

Chemical Neivs, Vol. LXVIL, page 108, will be worth reading.

The most thorough paper on the use of this agent recently pub-

lished in this country is that of Dr. D. D. Stewart, of Philadelphia,

Penn., on " Piperazin in the Treatment of Stone in the Kidney
;

Report of cases." A detailed account is given of 3 cases of urolithi-

asis with stone in the kidney treated with this agent, on the whole

with satisfactory results.

From across the Atlantic, Wittzack reports his experience of the
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changes occurring in the urine after administration, as seen in 6

patients with different forms of the uric acid diathesis— 1 with

advanced rheumatic arthritis accompanied with gout, and the

remaining 5 affected with gravel, although 2 of these appealed for

relief from catarrh of the bladder. All the cases proved successful

and furnished him a good basis for his theory based on his chemi-

cal investigations that this agent does not really possess any solvent

power in this connection but rather possesses the property of col-

lecting together the uric acid throughout the system, of combining

with it and thus being excreted by the kidneys.

He calls special attention to the fact that this agent is quite

hygroscopic—in some cases containing as much as 50 per cent, of

water, and thus allowance must be made when administering.

Dr. Biesenthal's communication at the meeting of the Berlin

Medical Society on July 12th last on the artificial production of

gout in animals by the administration of potassium chromate

attracted considerable attention. The results were obtained under

Prof Virchow's direction at the Pathological Institute, and some

of the animals killed after this was accomplished were shown at the

meeting. Such artificially gouty animals were claimed to have been

cured by the administration of Piperazin.

At the following meeting of the same Society on July 19th, Dr.

Mendelsohn declined to admit that the gout produced by Dr.

Biesenthal was at' all related to true gout, and he does not believe

that Dr. Biesenthal's artificial condition can be cured by Piperazin.

He agrees with Wittzack above that it has no solvent power what-

ever on uric acid, and, therefore, no beneficial results should be looked

for either in uric acid diathesis or renal calculus. Prof. Virchow

replied to Dr. Mendelsohn that he had been verifying Dr. Biesen-

thal's observations for the past few months, and finds that in fact

the artificial gout is identical with the form in man, but, on the

other hand, agrees with Dr. Mendelsohn that Piperazin has no in-

fluence at all on the gouty diathesis.

Dr. Eohrig believes that this article is anything but a harmless

agent, as he has noticed albuminuria produced by it, but as he

mentioned he had used the picric acid test to determine its pres-

ence, Dr. Biesenthal questions his conclusions. The picrate formed

by the use of this test is mistaken for albumen.

According to Dr. Biesenthars investigations, he accounts for the

control of subsequent deposition of the acid crystals as being due

to the dissolved urates preventing further formation.

7
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Dr. T. Hewson Bradford, of Philadelphia, Perm., calls attention

to the liability of this agent to cause urticaria, as he unexpectedly

noticed it in a case of his about a year ago. The case progressed

to final recovery, but this interposed complication caused him to

report his case as a warning to others.

Pyoktanin (Methyl-Violet)—the anilin dye— is still battling

away to hold its own in professional estimation. Nothing definite

can be reported as yet one way or the other, as the profession ap-

pears to be still divided.

Dr. E. J. Doering, of Chicago, Ills., read a paper before his local

Medical Society in March last on " Pyoktanin in Diphtheria," in

which he relates his experience in 5 cases of true diphtheria. The
youngest patient was two years old and the oldest thirteen. All

recovered, but as he used iron and stimulants internally, careful

feeding, constant spraying of the throat with hydrogen dioxide

solution, inhalation of steam by slacking lime, and using steam

atomizers in conjunction with the applications of Pyoktanin, it is

surely a very reasonable question as to how much of the success may
be attributed to the accompanying proceedings, and he himself ob-

serves that he did not place entire reliance on the Pyoktanin. In

conclusion, he expresses his belief that in this agent tve have a most

valuable aid in the treatment of dipththeria and infectious diseases

of the throat, and earnestly requests all who have not yet tried it

to give it an early trial.

In otology, several observers have reported upon it. Dr. Kohrer,

of Zurich, Switzerland, obtained rapid and successful results in

superficial and deep-seated inflammations about the ear.

Dr. Nathan S. Roberts, of New York City, gives some brief notes

of 4 out of a number of cases under his care, and concludes " that

it is of much less value than the standard remedies now in use, but

is worth thinking of when these fail. It has the disadvantage of

highly coloring the skin or clothing, and is, therefore, an awkward

remedy for home use." (N. Y. Med. Record, Vol. 43, page 110.)

Dr. Felix Baron von Oefele, in Bad Neuenahr, Germany, has

used it quite freely in subcutaneous injections for malignant

growths, producing rapid reduction of carcinomatous and sarcom-

atous tissue.

Dr. von Schlen, of Hanover, Prussia, reports the cure of rodent

ulcer in a man of seventy after the use of resorcin had failed. At

the time he had made his report the spot was simply designated by

a faintly colored stain with a slightly elevated border.
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Dr. Julius Goldschmidt has found upon trial that this agent is

useless in Lepra Tuberosa.

Dr. M. Heimann reports a case of ptyalism in which the dis-

charge was quite offensive and apparently came from a greatly con-

gested alveolus of the upper jaw. He applied various agents but

without success, except with potassium iodide. This, however, only

gave temporary benefit. He then resorted to a TV per cent, solution

of Pyoktanin. In three weeks the applications were discontinued

and a cure was established.

Pyrogallol (Pyrogallic Acid) is too well known to need any

comment here, but it has now been advanced into greater prom-

inence by being introduced into the new U. S. Pharmacopoeia

of 1890.

It may, however, be of interest to some to recall at this time P.

Cazeneuve's process for preparing it. He mixes one part of gallic

acid with two parts of anilin, which soon solidifies. Then he heats

this up to 120° C. (248° F.) until carbonic acid gas is no longer

given off and allows it to cool, when the long needle-like crystals of

anilin pyrogallate form. These are treated with either benzol or

toluol, which dissolves the anilin, leaving the pure pyrogallic acid,

whose melting point is 132° C. (269.6° F.)

Quinine Chlorhydro-Sulphate is a new salt claimed to

be of great therapeutic value by its promoters, MM. Grimaux and

Laborde, of France. Its mode of preparation is not yet published,

but two of its advantages over the simple sulphate are pointed out.

It will dissolve in its own weight of water, thus fitting it for hypo-

dermic use. It contains for the same weight the same quantity of

quinine as the sulphate, and therefore the doses are equivalent.

Little, of course, is given concerning clinical experience with it,

as it has not been known long enough.

Resopyrin—the compound of resorcin and antipyrin—*has been

very little heard of during the past year, and may, no doubt, be

practically considered as permanently laid aside.

Resorcin (Resorcinol)—one of the phenol derivatives—by its

steady and successful progress into usefulness, well merits the place

given it by being introduced into the new II. S. Pharmacopoeia

of 1890.

It continues to be used with considerable success in the same

class of cases as reported on last year : gastritis, gastric ulcers,

diphtheria and affections of the larynx generally, pertussis and

others.
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About the only original application during the year is that of

Dr. Unna and some of his pupils, who applied it successfully ta

the face to promote peeling of the skin in the treatment of acne

rosacea. A paste of 50 per cent, resorcin and zinc oxide is applied

to the affected part several times a day. In three or four days the

skin becomes like parchment, and the application must be stopped

at once, for the cracking of the skin, which will begin at that stage,

must be avoided. A dressing of gelatin, glycerin, zinc oxide and

hot water is then applied, covered with cotton wool. In a few days

the dressing will come off, bringing the skin with it. Some
dangerous and unfavorable results have followed this practice,

but they are few. The patient, of course, is confined to the house

on account of his appearance, and the urine at times is colored

black, but these objections are very trivial when the number of

satisfactory results are taken into account. Freckles and other

superficial spots may be removed by the same treatment.

Retinol (Resinol)—obtained by distillation of Burgundy pitch

—is still pretty generally used as a useful solvent for many medi-

cinal agents, to which it lends efficiency by virtue of its own anti-

septic property.

Salacetol (Salicyl-Acetol) is a new synthetic compound intro-

duced by P. Fritsch as a substitute, like salophen for salol, by

elimination of the objectionable carbolic acid element and intro-

ducing another to better its general effects. It is obtained by the

decomposition of sodium salicylate with mono-chlor-acetone while

heat is applied. It appears either in fine needle-like crystals or

scales, according to the solvent used for purification, and has a

slightly bitter taste. It is only sparingly soluble in cold water, but

freely in hot alcohol and other ordinary solvents.

Dr. Bourget, of Lausanne, Switzerland, has made good use of

this agent in incipient diarrhea and choleriform affections in doses

of 2 to 3 grammes (about 30 to 45 grains), introduced into 30

grammes (about 1 ounce) of castor oil early in the morning, before

eating, and if required may be repeated for two or three days. A
child of one year old may take 500 milligrammes (about 8 grains)

a day with good effect and no inconvenience.

It has been found efficient also in genito-urinary affections, sub-

acute rheumatism and gout.

It is rather too early as yet to hear more definite reports.

Salicylamide, the substitute recommended for salicylic acid,

has not made its appearance in print during the past year, and may

be considered as having been retired.
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Salipyrin (Antipyrin Salicylate) has now been attainable in

this country since December last, after the conflicting proprietary

interests had been adjusted, so that now the difficulty alluded to

here last year of obtaining this agent has been removed. Xotwith-

standing this incentive to more general use, nothing has been

reported to show that far better results cannot be obtained from

the administration of the two component ingredients in propor-

tions varying with the circumstances of each case, rather than

being compelled to give the proportions offered in the compound.

Salocoll is the trade name given to Phenocoll Salicylate,

which is claimed to have the advantage over the Hydrochlorate of

being less soluble, and therefore less liable to produce the bad

accompanying and after-effects of the latter. Very gratifying

results are claimed for it in influenza.

Salol (
Phenyl Salicylate) has now been added to the new U. S.

Pharmacopoeia of 1890, and although some conflicting opinions are

still given, yet, on the whole, it is found to be a very valuable

agent in many of the numerous affections in which it has been

tried. The literature for the past year is very voluminous, and

naturally cannot be alluded to here in a detailed way. Some few

of the prominent results may, however, be referred to.

In cholera epidemics, Dr. If. Yolkovitch, of Warsaw, Russia,

believes this to be an excellent remedy, but it must be given in

considerably larger doses than usually administered in such cases.

Dr. Patrick Hehir, F. R. C. S. E .," Health officer of Chadarghat,

Deccan, India, after emptying it in 6S cases in an epidemic, reports

that it "is of no more value in the treatment of cholera than the

many vaunted specifics that have preceded it, and the probability

is that, in the epidemic under reference, better results would

have been obtained under treatment based on general principles.

In point of fact, the cases not brought under the salol treatment

indicate this. Like all other drugs which have been recommended
as possible specifics in the treatment of cholera, salol has failed to

justify one's expectations from it ; and I think it must be relegated,

like its predecessors, to the limbo of oblivion, as far as its special

usefulness in cholera is concerned." (London Practitioner, Vol.

XLIX.. page 329.)

Dr. F. Reiche also reports that although Salol was the routine

practice early in the Hamburg epidemic of 1892, it was found to be

very decidedly useless later when given either internally or by

injection in ethereal solution.
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Finally, Dr. Grirode exhibited at the meeting of the Biological

Society of Paris, on May 20th last, two masses of Salol as found in

the stomach of a woman who had died of cholera. She had taken

at intervals of three hours six doses of 500 milligrammes ( about 8

grains ) each. On the following day it was discontinued on account

of the vomiting following each dose. There is little doubt but that

some was vomited after swallowing it, but on post-mortem exami-

nation, in less than three hours after death, two lumps were felt

about the middle of the great curvature of the stomach, which

were found to be the lumps exhibited. Each lump lay in a small

pouch moulded to it. At those points the stomach wall was thinned

and congested. Dr. Grirode raised the question of the propriety of

giving Salol in a disease in which the mechanism of digestion is so

disordered.

In diabetes mellitus, Dr. A. Nicolaier, of Gottingen, Prussia,

obtained results which varied considerably. In some cases it showed

no action at all, but in others more or less favorable results were

noted. It apparently is contra-indicated in cases suffering from

albuminuria and nephritis.

As an intestinal antiseptic, it has shown little better results. Dr.

V. D. Posajnyi used it in 49 cases of typhoid fever ; 3 of the cases

died from lung complications principally
;
relapse took place once

;

intestinal haemorrhage twice ; about 25 per cent, did not appear to

be affected favorably, and the remaining 75 per cent, were markedly

benefited by checking the intestinal fermentation.

Dr. E. Mansel Sympson, who made good use of this agent in

chronic cystitis last year, now reports on its use as an intestinal

antiseptic. This field of usefulness appears to be the chosen one for

this agent.

In dyspepsia he has obtained very gratifying results. In infan-

tile diarrhea the good results reported before have now been repeated

by Dr. Sympson.

In typhoid fever he has used Salol, not so much for the purpose

of counteracting the specific microbe or ptomaine, but for cleansing

the whole intestinal tract, and thus reducing the irritation of

Peyer's patches. It was also found to prevent the excessive forma-

tion of gas in the intestines.

As an antiseptic in Surgery, Dr. Reynier reported to the Chir-

urgical Society of Paris, on July 12th last, that Salol either alone

or combined with iodoform, produced excellent results in the dis-

infection of ragged cavities, in tubercular abscesses, in deep sinuses

and iu large bony cavities.
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At the following meeting of the same Society on July 21st, he

confirmed his former commendation of this agent as an antiseptic

by speaking of its decided value in cases where one desires to pro-

cure asepsis in the urinary passages. He believes that even if

given internally it will sterilize the urine unless the pus be large

in amount, but its administration must be continued fur some

time. The lack of this latter precaution he thinks may account

for some of the failures already reported.

Dr. G. N. Grivtzoff, of Sebastopol, Russia, has obtained particu-

larly good results in acute and subacute cases of gonorrhea by

internal administration. Urethral injections should also be used in

conjunction with the internal use in cases of very long standing.

Dock has used it successfully in the treatment of pleurisy.

Dr. G. Grossi has obtained very gratifying results through hypo-

dermic injections in pulmonary tuberculosis. He reports on 11

cases, 10 of which were greatly benefited ; the other case was appar-

ently too far advanced to hope for much.

Salophen (Acetyl-Para-Amido-Salol), or Salol, in which the

carbolic acid element with all its accompanying poisonous proper-

ties has been substituted by an allied but comparatively harmless

and far more useful element, has gained steadily during the past

year in professional estimation. Its use has been pretty generally

confined to the class of cases in which it produces its best results,

namely, cephalalgias, neuralgias and migraine, although rheumatic

affections have received marked attention, but not with as uni-

formly favorable results.

Caminer has used it in 1 gramme (15.4 grain) doses in all the

above affections with much satisfaction. He finds that if it is

used early in cases of migraine it aborts the attacks, but does not

influence their frequency.

Hitschmann gives his experience principally in acute rheuma-

tism, where it appeared to him to be a specific. He obained good

results in one case where other salicylates had failed, and in one

where they could not be tolerated. Its analgesic effects were also

good in his hands, but the sweating produced varied somewhat in

amount, and upon evaporation from the skin showed evidences to

him of Salophen crystals being eliminated by that channel as well

as by the previously observed outlets of the urine and faeces.

Although it has been definitely stated that it splits up before

absorption, still Hitschmann and others believe some enters the

circulation undecomposed and thus appears on the skin. He also
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alludes to the appearance of sodium salicylate, acetanilid, and

phenacetin crystals in a like way.

Dr. H. A. Hare, of Philadelphia, Penn., believes that we have

in this agent a very valuable remedy in rheumatism—4 favorable

cases which he reports had not responded to the ordinary treatment

and included sciatic neuralgia with myalgia, rheumatic neuralgia

alfecting the brachial plexus, and neuralgia of various parts accom-

panied with headache, and rheumatic middle-ear disease. He, how-

ever, very wisely cautions too great an enthusiasm, as there are many
instances in which cessation of all treatment or the use of com-

paratively mild agents has produced equally favorable results.

Dr. E. Koch finds great satisfaction with this agent in rheuma-

tism and neuralgias. The more recent the attack, the quicker and

more certain the action, but in chronic cases and in arthritis

deformans, its best results are obtained by alternating it with other

remedies.

He finds its antiseptic action only trifling, and its chief field to

be that of nervous affections of various forms : neuralgia, sciatica,

pleurodynia, neuritis, cephalalgia, hemicrania, and other painful

affections.
'

Gerhardt concludes, after an experience with 16 consecutive

cases, that it is particularly indicated when gastric sensitiveness is

present, when other remedies fail, or when the use of salicin and

the other like agents are objected to on account of the disagreeable

taste, as in the case of children.

Liitze has made some experiments directed chiefly towards the

unpleasant after-effects of this agent, in comparison with its rivals.

He treated 17 cases of various rheumatic muscular pains, without

any disagreeable symptoms or interference with the appetite ; 20

cases of headaches of various origin with only three cases showing

no improvement. In several neuralgic cases it proved as efficient

as other modern agents, and in acute rheumatism as good results

were obtained as with salicylic acid. The only symptom ever com-

plained of was profuse sweating.

lie emphatically denies the excretion of Salophen by the skin

as claimed by some observers.

Dr. Karl Osswald confirms the above favorable results in most

particulars, and, finally, Dr. D. B. Hardenbergh, of New York

City, reports on its use in 10 cases of acute rheumatism as occur-

ring in the wards of Bellevue Hospital, all of which were cured in

less than ten days on an average.
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Saprol— the so-called ''Disinfection Oil"— has not been

reported upon during the past year, and, although theoretically its

disinfectant properties were very manifest, still no notice has been

forthcoming as to its practical working.

Solutol, the new disinfectant alluded to here last year, has been

practically unheard of during the year past, and if still in use is

not of sufficient importance to be reported upon by any one.

Solveol is in almost the same position as Solutol. It, however,

has the advantages over the latter of being far less caustic, of being

superior to carbolic acid in antiseptic properties and of not possess-

ing the greasiness of creolin and lysol. It, therefore, claims more

attention and has received it from Dr. F. Hueppe, in his published

comparisons between it and lysol.

Somnal, the liquid hypnotic compound made by the union of

chloral, alcohol and urethane, continues to show good results in

selected cases of insomnia, such as those occurring during conva-

lescence from acute diseases, but has little effect when the insomnia

is due to acute inflammation.

Dr. E. Marandon de Montyel, of Paris, Chief Medical Officer of

the Lunatic Asylums of the Department of the Seine, has tried its

effects in various forms of insanity, and concludes that it is inju-

rious in acute mania and general paralysis, but is of great value in

cases of melancholia, where it promotes sleep and produces a sooth-

ing effect to the mental condition by removing the depression and

gloomy forebodings. He finds it contra-indicated when the diges-

tion is out of order.

Sozal, the antiseptic allied to carbolic acid and alluded to here

last year, has been practically unheard of during the year past, and

may surely be considered as having been retired for lack of appli-

cability.

Sozo-Iodol (Di-Iodo-Para-Phenyl-Sulphonic Acid), the anti-

septic substitute for iodoform, is still in use to about the same

extent as last year—not having apparently gained much in favor, if

it has done as much as hold its own. The sodium salt of this

acid compound has been quite freely used in pertussis during the

last year. Dr. Paul Guttmann reports having treated 30 cases

with insufflations of about 200 millegrammes (3 grains) into each

nostril once a day. Six of the cases were children ; two were dis-

charged cured in eight days, and in the remaining four the fre-

quency and violence of the attacks were greatly diminished in from
three to six days. The remaining 24 cases showed favorable results

in general.
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Draer claims to have proved, in direct contradiction to Dr. F.

Hueppe's results, that preparations of this agent, and particularly

the free acid and the mercury salt, possess marked disinfectant

properties upon the growth of cholera bacilli, and that they com-

pletely prevent their growth if the agent is used sufficiently strong

and contact is sufficiently prolonged.

Spermin (Testicle Juice) is still warmly advocated by Brown-

Sequard, as he has now reached the large number of 100,000 injec-

tions, according to his own report, with a gratifying proportion of

successful cases. Few conservative observers, however, have suffi-

cient faith even in its theoretical promises to carry on any system-

atic study, and have left the field pretty clear for the originator's

own manoeuvres.

Dr. A. W. Poehl, however, believes that he has recently proven

that spermin possesses a catalytic action in relation to general

oxidation, and an " intra-organic oxidation" of leucomaines in

particular, and, therefore, has published his investigation of its

effect on cholera microbes. He apparently has satisfied himself, if

no one else, that this agent checks the formation of the ptomaines.

Steresol is the name adopted for an antiseptic varnish to be

used in diphtheria and some skin affections, and introduced thera-

peutically by Prof. Berlioz, of Grenoble, France.

Dr. Blanc gives the formula for it as

Gum Lac 5 grammes (80 grains)

Gum Benzoin 5 « (80 "
)

Balsam Tolu 5 " (80 "
)

Cryst. Carbolic Acid 1.5 " (24 "
)

Alcohol sufficient to dissolve.

Another formula, from another source, is

Purified Gum Lac 270 grammes ( 9i ounces)

Purified Gum Benzoin 10 " (150 grains)

Balsam Tolu .... 10 " (150 "
)

Cryst. Carbolic Acid 180 " ( 6£ ounces)

Oil of Cassia 6 " (93 grains)

Saccharin 6 " (93 "
)

Alcohol sufficient to make up to 1 Litre (about i gallon).

No clinical results have been reported as yet.

Strophanthus calls for little comment here. Its reputation is

now well established in the profession, and it has its fitting position

of an efficient alternate to digitalis in most cases, aside from effects

peculiar to itself.
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It has now been admitted to the U. S. Pharmacopoeia of 1890, by

which it receives authoritative standing.

Recently its original introducer, Dr. T. R. Fraser, read a com-

munication to the Royal Society of Edinburgh, Scotland, carefully

reviewing its complete history, which may be found in full by those

interested in the Transactions of that Society.

Sulphaminol (Thio-Oxy-Di-Phenyl-Amine), the antiseptic

introduced to replace iodoform on account of its lack of odor, has

not been in general use during the past year, and the verdict of the

Polish practitioner, Wojtaszek, alluded to here last year, that it

"is devoid of any physiological action," still holds good at this

time.

Sulphonal (Di-Ethyl-Sulphon-Di-Methyl-Methane) still re-

ceives well-merited attention from the profession, both for its good

results, disappointing results and toxic effects. Its abuse is still

common, and the greatly to be deplored practice of the laity using

it promiscuously continues unabated. Self-medication is surely

increasing, and thoughtless or apathetic physicians are much to

blame for the spread of this habit.

The most rational use and study of this potent agent, as well as

that of most other hypnotics, are obtained in Insane Asylums,

where these drugs have been of such inestimable value. For

a more correct and just opinion of their true worth, the medical

reports of such Institutions should be consulted.

Mr. Wm. J. Smith, M. B., of London, England, has made quite

a careful study of " The Chemico-Physiology of Sulphonal " (Lon-

don Practitioner, Vol. XLIX., page 413), as a continuation of

previous experiments, and concludes that it seems to split up in the

system, in an indirect way, so as to yield ethyl-sulphonic acid, and

that this is eliminated in the urine unaltered.

Dr. John Gordon, of Aberdeen, Scotland, draws the following

conclusion upon its action on pancreatic digestion, obtained from

his experiments made in connection with some other of the recent

hypnotics : From the results of numerous experiments, the smallest

quantities delayed the pancreatic digestion the most—that is, from
from three to five minutes—while the stronger solutions had no
appreciable effect.

Toxic effects continue to be reported all too frequently, and if it

were not for the very evident advantage of the drug when used

with care, and under medical supervision, it would stand a very fair

chance of being either excluded from practice or restricted by legis-
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lative authority. Quite an array of observers have published their

warnings, but only a very few can be enumerated here. Dr. R.

Lepine, of Lyons, France, again brings before the profession his

experience of the therapeutic effects of Sulphonal, but this time

treats of its poisoning properties (The Medical Week, Vol. I., page

26), in which he considers the cases of serious poisoning only where

in the large proportion death follows, but he calls especial attention

to the fact that prolonged use may produce minor toxic effects

which merit attention, "viz.: Noises in the ears, headache, vertigo,

weakness and incapacity for mental or physical work. The patient

may next pass into a condition of drowsiness or stupor, or he may
suffer from difficulty of speech, etc." Ptosis, oedema of the eye-

lids, and, in certain cases, cyanosis may occur as signs. These are

" some of the signs and symptoms of sutyhonalism, which resembles

morphinism so far as the suspension of the administration is

followed by vertigo, motor disturbances, general weakness, digestive

troubles, etc. The difficulty experienced by the physician in ascer-

taining whether the symptoms observed are produced by the remedy

or the disease is accordingly very much increased.

The fact cannot be too strongly insisted upon that drugs are not

harmless substances and that, although they are often useful, they

are also sometimes injurious, especially when their administration

is prolonged. A special class of disease is associated with the toxic

action of drugs and this class is constantly receiving new additions

every year in proportion as new remedies—which are sometimes

somewhat carelessly used—are introduced into medical practice.
"

C. Fuerst in speaking of its toxicity, emphasizes the fact that

recovery rapidly follows if the whole alimentary track be thoroughly

purged, for just as long as it is kept free and the kidneys act effi-

ciently and normally, the drug may be considered harmless.

Dr. Kast suggests, as a remedy against cumulative action and

consequent poisoning effects, to interrupt its administration from

time to time so as to secure elimination. Anorexia, vomiting or

pains in the stomach may be regarded as indications for immediate

discontinuance.

Gonzales realizes that the effects of Sulphonal upon man are not

aa satisfactory as the experiments on animals gave us reason to

expect, and therefore he attempts to reinforce its action by giving

it with morphine hydrochlorate. The sleep of Sulphonal, accord-

ing to his observations, is neither very sound nor of sufficient

length, and to supply these deficiencies he added morphine hydro-
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clilorate to it and undertook some interesting experiments on frogs

and rabbits with the mixture, and finds that it is perfectly successfu

as far as these two animals go. The sleep appears to be a physiologi-

cal sleep and lasts from seven to ten hours, is not followed in the

least by disagreeable sequelae, and the heart and respiration perform

their functions normally, lie concludes by recommending this

mixture as an efficient and safe hypnotic, without depressing action

on the heart and of great benefit even in insomnia due to neuralgia

and nervous excitement. The proportion of the two drugs may

very naturally be varied to suit individual cases but the one used

in these experiments on dogs was 40 milligrammes (f of a grain) of

the Sulphonal to 8 milligrammes (| of a grain) of morphine hydro-

chlorate.

An English practitioner recently asked the profession at large

through the medical journals whether continued use of this agent

had been noticed to produce a complete cessation of the catamenia.

His question is apparently yet unanswered. He had under his care

an unmarried woman for whom he had prescribed 1.3 grammes (20

grains) of Sulphonal 15 months before an existing attack of

influenza. Unknown to him the patient had continued the use of

the drug in that dose every single night since. She appealed to

him now for amenorrhea and for no other symptom. She looked

and actually was perfectly well and no suspicion of anaemia was

noticeable.

Terebene )

and >• the former produced by the action of

Turpin Hydrate, )

strong sulphuric acid on oil of turpentine and the latter by the

action of nitric acid and alcohol on oil of turpentine, need no com-

ment here. They are pretty well recognized by the profession, and

have now been admitted to the new U. S. Pharmacopoeia of 1890.

Teucrin is the name given to the extract of the European per-

ennial plant Teucrinm scordium (water germander or woodsage).

Although this extract has been known for some years, and at one

time received some attention as a tonic on account of its bitter,

pungent taste, it fell out of use until at a meeting of the Vienna

Medical Club on February 1st last. Prof, von Mosetig-Moorhof

related his experience with it for the past five years in the local

treatment of tuberculosis.

The details of the preparation of this extract are not of special

interest, but the finished product is a dark brown liquid of the con-

sistency of honey, acid in reaction, with a garlic odor, bitter taste,
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and containing a considerable portion of calcium sulphide and
other sulphur salts. After sterilization it is used hypodermically

and shows general as well as local effects.

Successful results are reported with it in cold abscesses. Prof,

von Mosetig-Moorhof has noted in these cases a rapid change into

the acute condition—the skin becoming red, local temperature

raised, and the indolent condition becoming painful. Two or three

days after the abcess is opened up and healing rapidly takes place.

In ulcerative adenitis, caseous glands, recent carcinomatous

growths, lupus and actinomycosis very satisfactory elfects were

produced.

The above uses of this resurrected extract need further con-

firmation before much more can be reported in its favor.

Thilanin (Sulphuretted Lanolin) has not received much favor-

able report during the past year.

Dr. Saalfeld, of Berlin, speaks well of it in some cases of eczema

and superficial inflammations, as he claims it has the advantage of

not irritating, but Dr. G. H. Fox, of New York City, does not agree

with him at all. From his careful study of 12 cases of eczema,

representing various conditions of the skin, he is convinced that

the agent possesses no advantages whatever over other commonly
employed remedies. It is decidedly objectionable in private prac-

tice on account of its color and odor, and in dispensary service

on account of its greater cost. Out of some 17 other cases he

states, if some were taken alone, they might serve as a justifiable

basis for a strong recommendation, while others would as strongly

condemn it, but taking all together they apparently prove that it

is of some value under certain conditions only.

Foreign observers will have to give this agent a little more atten-

tion in order to substantiate their previous claims.

Thiol—the German artificial Ichthyol—has received most

attention from the gynaecologists and dermatologists during the

past year, although it has been put to some other uses. Good

results have pretty generally been obtained, and nearly every one

remarks on the marked advantages over the natural Ichthyol, for

the same reasons as pointed out here last year.

Thiophene—the iodoform substitute, obtained from all com-

mercial benzenes (from coal-tar)—has not been heard of in this

country during the past year, and only one prominent observer

from abroad, Dr. 0. Zuckerkandl, of Vienna, has favored the pro-

fession with his experience in the use of the di-iodide, which was

the form Dr. August Hock spoke so well of last year.
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Nothing apparently has been added to the advantages alluded to

here last year, but simply its agreeable odor, non-toxic and non-

irritating properties have been verified and emphasized. It has

even been of service in cases where iodoform produced eczema.

Thiosinamine ( Allyl-Sulpho-Carbamide ) is not a new com-

pound, but has been recently brought forward by Dr. Hans von

Hebra, of Vienna, Austria, as being of service in the treatment of

lupus, based on his experiments carried on for about two years.

It comes in the form of colorless prismatic crystals, soluble in

water, alcohol and ether, but as it is readily decomposed by water,

alcoholic solutions are used. It has a mustard-like odor and bitter

taste. The crystals are obtained by heating together and boiling

down to concentration,

Essential Oil of Mustard .... 2 parts.

Absolute Alcohol 1 "

Strong Ammonia Water 7 "

Dr. von Hebra made his preliminary report before the last Inter-

national Dermatological Congress, where he reported using a 15 to

20 per cent, alcoholic solution hypodermically injected usually in the

back between the shoulder blades. He found not only lupus much
benefited but cicatricial tissue generally was softened and rendered

pliable, glandular swellings except those from syphilis diminished

and exudations absorbed. No general systemic disturbance was

produced.

Dr. Latzko reported to the Imperio-Royal Medical Society, of

Vienna, at its meeting on January 27th last, his experience

with this agent in 40 cases, including large tumors of the uterine

appendages, slight perimetritis and salpingitis, uterine displace-

ments and other gynaecological cases. He observed its peculiarly

beneficial action on the cicatricial tissue, and its great benefit in

restoring retro-flexions to the normal position and reducing the

size of enlarged growths.

Dr. A. Hanc, of Vienna, reports having used it hypodermically in

two cases of urethral stricture with what at first appeared to be very

gratifying results—the effect being produced very rapidly, enabling

the patients to micturate without pain and to discard the catheter.

Improvement appeared to progress upon further injections—four

injections being given to each. One of the cases continued to retain

his improved condition, but the other relapsed. Dr. Hanc there-

fore concludes that such injections are of transient duration only,

and naturally does not put much faith in its use.
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Further experience is surely necessary before it can be recom-

mended very strongly.

Tliymacetin (Oxy-Ethyl-Acet-Amido-Thymol), the new agent

reported last year to be an analgesic, has now been carefully studied

by Dr. E. Maraudon de Montyel, who finds that it is without effect

either as an analgesic or hypnotic, and what few effects it does have

(which are peculiar to itself) are not sought after, so that one might

rightly conclude that little use will be found for this agent.

Thymol (Propyl-Meta-Cresol) being now officinal in most of

the prominent National Pharmacopoeias calls for little comment
here, but for those who may be interested in its use as an anthel-

mintic, a few references to such use during the past year may save

some one a little time in looking up the literature.

Dr. Prospero Sonsino, of Pisa, Italy, asserts as the result of his

experience that it is an effective agent generally against anchy-

lostoma (a very common worm in Egypt, lodging itself in the small

intestine). For ascarides he finds it no better than santonin. For

tapeworm it is useless (London Lancet, Vol. II. for 1892, page

1156).

Dr. F. M. Sandwith, of Cairo, Egypt, confirms the general

results of Dr. Sonsino and relates some of his own details (London

Lancet, Vol. II. for 1892, page 1357).

Surgeon-Lieutenant-Colonel Edward Lawrie, of Hyderabad, Dec-

can, India, believes that Thymol will kill the filariae as found in

the blood of cases in which it is supposed to have caused chyluria

(London Lancet, Vol. II. for 1892, page 1217).

Dr. Patrick Manson, M. R. C. P., of London, England, relates

an interesting case of filariae in the blood directly from India

which he treated with Thymol, and as he could not obtain the

favorable results of Dr. Lawrie, urges the latter to multiply his

experiments down there on the spot where such cases are of frequent

occurrence (London Lancet, Vol. I. for 1893, page 387).

Mr. Chas. Williams, of Norwich, England, relates two cases of

filariae similarly treated to the above and with the same results as

Dr. Manson (London Lancet, Vol. I. for 1893, page 14GG).

Tolypyrin is the trivial name given to a new synthetic anti-

pyretic, similiar to antipyrin, in that one hydrogen atom of the

phenyl radicle in antipyrin is replaced by a methyl radicle. It

would be natural then to expect that it would resemble antipyrin

in its action as it actually does. Prof. Liebreich points out its re-

lation to antipyrin as being the same as that of chloralose and

chloralanaide to chloral.
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It was first produced in the establishment of J. D. Eiedel of Ber-

lin by Dr. H. Thorns, and occurs in colorless crystals, quite soluble

in water, with a very bitter taste.

Dr. Paul Guttmann, of Berlin, has been one of the chief investi-

gators of its action, finding its effects in pyrexia very marked. His

general conclusion is that it is quite equal to antipyrin in the de-

gree of its effects as an antipyretic, antirheumatic and antineu-

ralgic, as 4 grammes (about 62 grains) accomplishes the same effect

as 6 grammes (about 93 grains) of antipyrin, and, therefore, in con-

sideration of its lower price, it is to be preferred to antipyrin.

No other investigator has yet reported further than this, so that

the year to come may show something of value.

Tolysal (Tolypyrin Salicylate) is another new antipyretic from

the firm of J. D. Riedel, of Berlin, formed by the combination of

Tolypyrin with salicylic acid in like manner to antipyrin and sali-

cylic acid to form salipyrin. It occurs in fine delicately pink crys-

tals, sparingly soluble in water, but readily in alcohol, and with a

bitter taste.

Dr. Arthur Hennig, of Konigsberg, Prussia, is about the only one

who has given any definite report on the use of this agent, and he

gives some results which are very remarkable, both as to rapidity

and certainty of action in the treatment of acute rheumatism of

the joints. He also finds it to be of decided value as an analgesic,

antipyretic, and antiseptic, with no cumulative effects. It does

not produce ringing in the ears, digestive disturbances, sweating,

rigors, collapse, or cyanosis.

Further observations will now be in order for the coming year,

and it is to be hoped that the above statements may be confirmed.

Trional )

and > the two hypnotics closely allied to sulphonal, both
Tetronal, )

in composition and action, have become very prominent during the

past year, and justly so from the great number of favorable reports

now on record. There is little to add to what was stated here last

year, as the remarks then made hold good now, except, as stated

above, accumulative testimony is already quite voluminous, being

almost without exception in their favor, and surpassing sulphonal

in many ways. Some few reports, particularly from New York
City, give Trional second place to sulphonal, but practically all

observers agree as to its being a very efficient hypnotic.

The only present drawbacks to their more general use in this

country is the fact that their producers have patented them, thus

8
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making them less accessible, and, as rightly pointed out by Dr.

Wm. C. Krauss, of Buffalo, N. Y., in an article on the use of

Trional (TV. Y. Med. Journ. , Vol. LVIL, page 443), " thus making

its scientific, humane importance secondary to the commercial."

Tropacocame (Benzoyl Pseudo-Tropeine), sometimes called

Tropsin for short, has received increased attention during the past

year, chiefly owing to the marked notice called to it by an Ameri-

can practitioner, Dr. Arthur P. Chadbourne, of Boston, Mass., in

an interesting and concise paper read before the Section on Phar-

macology and Therapeutics of the British Medical Association at

its meeting in Nottingham, England, in 1892 {Brit. Med. Jour.,

Vol. II. for 1892, page 402). His results were based on extended

investigations with the synthetic article in the Berlin University,

assisted by two of its professors.

It occurs with cocr.:ne and other bases in the small Java coca

leaves, and somewhat in other species. Giesel first isolated it the

year previous. Liebermann, who then studied it thoroughly, suc-

ceeded in making it synthetically. The base itself is insoluble in

water, and, therefore, like cocaine, the hydrochlorate is almost

universally used. The base itself occurs in the form of colorless

plate-like crystals of fatty lustre.

Dr. Otto Seifert experimented with a 5 per. cent, solution as an

anaesthetic in laryngeal and nasal surgery, and found it necessary

to increase the strength to 10 per cent, to obtain the same anaes-

thetic effect that cocaine produces. This strength then was apt

to produce irritation, and " intense haemorrhage " occurs, requir-

ing special precautions to check it.

Dr. George Ferdinands, 0. M., of Aberdeen, Scotland, has fol-

lowed up Dr. Chadbourne's results with those of his own, and pre-

sents a paper on the "Clinical Observations on Tropacocaine in

Ophthalmic Practice" (Brit. Med. Jour., Vol. I. for 1893, page

1318), and concludes as follows :

" 1. Tropacocaine is more reliable and deeper in its action

than cocaine, and the anaesthesia it produces lasts a little

longer. Unlike cocaine, it anaesthetises inflamed tissue—at

least more deeply than does that salt. There is complete

absence of the haze over the cornea which is so characteris-

tic of cocaine anaesthesia. This was specially appreciated

when needling. The strength of the solution depends on the

requirement. For general use 2 or 3 per cent, is sufficient,
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and a 5 per cent, solution may be used with safety when
anaesthesia of the deep-seated parts is required.

2. Solutions of tropacocaine made with distilled water

keep well and retain their strength for months. One
solution (3 per cent.), prepared in January last, although

now a little cloudy, has not lost its activity. So far no

fungus has been noticed growing in the solutions.

3. With the exception of the one case mentioned in which

the 10 per cent, solution was used, tropacocaine gave rise

to no disagreeable symptoms. It practically has no mydri-

atic action ; neither is it haemostatic. But it certainly did

not give rise to ' intense haemorrhage/ as was the experience

of Seifert.

I am inclined to think that cocaine will eventually be

replaced by tropacocaine when its advantages are fully

understood. Even if it were only for its antiseptic proper-

ties, the new anaesthetic should be given the preference.

The price is not prohibitive, and increased demand will place

it within the reach of all."

Dr. Hugenschmidt, a dentist in Paris, France, confirms the

above results as far as they are related to his specialty, as he has

performed such dental operations as perforation of the alveoli,

removal of sequestra and teeth extraction—all without pain.

More will surely be heard of this very promising agent.

Tuberculin (Parataloid) is now receiving quiet attention from

conservative observers who, although many of them get diverse

results, are studying this agent rationally and beneficially, because

the whole subject is now devoid of the excitement of novelty and of

greatly over-estimated results.

The present condition of the whole subject is well put in an article

on " The Effects of Koch's Tuberculin Combined with Surgical

Measures in the Treatment of Lupus," by Mr. Malcolm Morris,

F.R.C.S. (Brit. Med. Joum.. Vol. I. for 1893, page 1154), and

may be aptly quoted here : "The exaggerated hopes to which the

premature announcement of the discovery of a remedy for tubercu-

losis by Professor Koch gave rise, were followed by so great a reac-

tion that there is now a danger of the real therapeutic virtue of

the remedy being lost sight of in the disappointment caused by its

failure as a specific. It cannot be denied that disappointment

seemed at first to be fully justified by the fact that after Koch's
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method had been applied in strict accordance with his own direc-

tions, the last state of the patient was in too many cases worse than

the first. It appears to me, however, that in absolutely condemn-

ing tuberculin as useless, or worse than useless, we do not take

sufficiently into account the generally unsatisfactory nature of the

results of other methods of treatment in cases of tuberculous dis-

ease, and notably in cases of lupus."

This about speaks the sentiments of many observers at the

present time, and the literature is now rapidly becoming volumin-

ous in reporting the varied field in which this agent is being used.

Diverse opinions still largely exist and it must needs be, but so much
individual testimony is being accumulated that when collected in

the future something of its true value may confidently be expected,

either in the way of proving this present agent of service, or devel-

oping modifications which will outrank the original. This is not

an extravagant prognostication, for it is the almost universal rule

that much more is learned from failures than from successes, and

such knowledge often gives greater and more far-reaching results.

Therefore, the "greatest ill to mankind" may not receive its death

blow by means of this agent, as was promised, but the temporarily

discarded agent may still find its appropriate place in the list of

efficient remedies.

Tuberculocidin (Alexin)— modified Tuberculin—has received

little attention during the past year. Dr. Langermann reports on

its use in four cases of pulmonary tuberculosis with varied results.

He admits that it does not cause either serious constitutional

effects as tuberculin does, or irritation at the point of inoculation,

but as to its curative action he has great doubts.

This probably is the verdict of the profession at this time.

Tumenol— the compound closely allied to ichthyol, and whose

name is derived from the bitumenous matter from which it is

obtained—continues to be of great service to the dermatologists to

whose practice it is pretty generally confined. The solid form is

readily softened by heat and incorporated into ointments and

salves.

Dr. G. H. Fox, of New York City, finds that it immediately

allays the itching and does not have the irritating qualities of the

tar ointments, but otherwise is fully as efficient in acute and chronic

infiltrated eczema.

Urethane (Ethyl Carbamate) has not yet completely recovered

from the excessive crowding to the front of its vigorous rival hyp-
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notics. It, however, is very steadily in use, and will in time be fully

appreciated for its mild, moderate and safe action, which is so well

suited to so many cases of insomnia not due to pain. It is such a

safe and effective hypnotic to give children that it should receive

decidedly more attention than it now does.

Weights and Measures by the Decimal (Metric) System

have received an increased impetus during the past year.

On January 1st, last, the Government of Nicaragua adopted the

metric system, and later in the same month a deputation represent-

ing the " Xew Decimal Association "( spoken of here last year),

the Chambers of Commerce and Trades Unions, as well as

various scientific societies were received according to agreement by

Sir William Harcourt, British Chancellor of the Exchequer, to

urge the Government to adopt the decimal and metric system of

weights, measures and coinage, or to appoint a committee of inquiry

into the whole subject. Not much encouragement was given this

representative deputation, as the reply was made that the proposed

,
change seemed insurmountable for the present, as the English

people were very slow to change and they would have to be

educated up to it. Such a movement showed very conclusively,

.however, that the subject was gaining ground rapidly, the people

were becoming educated up to it, and all that was needed was steady

perseverance and long waiting. From what is known of the

English in habits and temperament, it may be predicted they will

probably be the' very last to make the change, when they will be

practically compelled to use it for commercial reasons alone.

At the World's Auxiliary Congress of Engineers held in

Chicago, 111., on August 1st, last, Mr. T. 0. Mendenhall, Superin-

tendent of Standard Weights and Measures at Washington, D. C,
read a paper on the Fundamental Units of Measure, in which he

stated that his Bureau would in future regard the international

prototypes, Metre and Kilogramme as fundamental standards,

and the yard and pound would be considered as fractions of them.

This is equivalent to an official notification that this Government
has formally adopted the metre as the standard of measurement.

This surely is a long step forward in the introduction of the

system in this country : moreover, the progress of the system has

been still further advanced by the Convention for the Seventh

Decennial Revision of the U. S. Pharmacopoeia, which declares

the metric system official in their revised edition, taking effect on

January 1st, 189-i.
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AUTOMATIC ZERO BURETTE.

By Edward R. Squibb, M. D.

Read before the New York Section of The American Chemical Society, at

the Meeting of December 8, 1893

In many manufactories and laboratories, two or more volumetric

solutions are in frequent use, and for such it is convenient to have

a burette that can be rapidly used, and be carried about from place

to place. This is practicable with the ordinary burette and stand.

But then the bottle of volumetric solution has also to be carried

about, and much time is required in filling and adjusting to the

zero-mark

.
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In the Berichte Der Deutschen Chemischen Gesellschaft for

October 24, 1892, Xo. 15, page 3010, Stanislaus Krawczynski has

a description and cut of a new form of burette, with an arrange-

ment for automatic or mechanical filling to the zero-point. The cut

of this apparatus is reproduced here in the left-hand group of the

first illustration plate, in order that the inventor may have due

credit for the physical principles of which he has availed himself.

On having a couple of these made for trial, the writer observed

that solutions of different physical properties gave different levels

in overflowing through the central tube, and were not fairly con-

stant to the zero-mark. Messrs. Eimer & Amend, of New York,

had one made in which the internal tube was turned over upon
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itself for about 1 Cm. at the upper end, and this gave a more uni-

form level with different solutions ; and they substituted an ordi-

nary Erlenmeyer flask of liter size for the two-necked bottle.

But it was found impracticable to get the internal tube quite
-

straight, and to have it exactly in the centre of the outer graduated

tube throughout its length, and the least variation in this condition

gave a distorted meniscus. Then, again, the distortions were not

uniform nor constant, but varied with the relations between the

inner and outer tubes so as to disturb the values of the readings in

different parts of the burette.

To overcome these disadvantages, this writer simply put the fill-

ing tube from the bottle, on the outside of the burette in the way

shown in the right-hand group of the illustration. By this arrange-

ment, the excess of liquid blown over by the rubber pressure bulbs

is syphoned off to the zero-point with a fair degree of accuracy and

uniformity after the finger is removed from the open end of the X
tube on the left.

After a little experience with this modification, it was easy to

reach another that had still greater advantages over the last. In

this, the expensive and cumbersome rubber pressure bulbs are dis-

pensed with, and the burette is filled by mouth-suction, just as

an ordinary pipette is filled. The apparatus shown by Fig. 1 of

the second cut shows this design in its simplest form. Here the

suction is applied at the top of the burette, the filling liquid rising

from the bottle through the outside tube until the zero-mark is

passed. Then, on stopping the suction, the excess of solution is

syphoned off to the zero-mark and flows back into the bottle. If

the apparatus is to be set aside for any considerable length of time,

it may be closed against the external air by removing the glass

mouthpiece from the suction tube, and slipping the end of the rub-

ber tubing over the turned up end of the glass tube by which air is

admitted to the bottle to replace the solution drawn up the filling

tube. But this is hardly necessary in any ordinary usage.

In many cases, however, it is necessary to exclude the carbon

dioxide and other impurities of the laboratory air from volumetric

solutions, and to prevent concentration of the solutions by evapora-

tion of their water. These conditions are met in the modifications

shown in Fig. 2 of the second cut. Here a small wash bottle is

added, through which all the air admitted to the apparatus, either

above or below, must pass, and be washed in passing. This bottle

may be supplied with baryta water or lime water, when it will serve
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to saturate the air through it with moisture, and free it from or-

dinary gases and vapors. In using this apparatus, a pinchcock is

necessary on the rubber suction tube near the mouthpiece, by which

the mouthpiece is conveniently handled, and, during the suction,

this pinchcock is opened, and the rubber tube below is pinched at

A by the thumb and finger of the left hand. This apparatus is

constantly sealed from the external air, and is safe and accurate

for any length of time, and is always in readiness for use, care

being taken to well wash the end of the stopcock, and to waste the

solution that is outside of the cock, whenever the apparatus has

stood unused for even a few hours.

These burettes are very well made by Mr. Emil Greiner, of Xo.

14G William street, near Fulton, New York City, who supplies

them with or without the bottles, as ordered. The only advantage

in ordering the burette and bottle together is to have the internal

tube of the right length to reach the bottom of the bottle.

THE MANUFACTURE, TESTING AND PRESERVATION
OF SOLUTIONS OF HYDROGEN DIOXIDE,

OR PEROXIDE OF HYDROGEN.

By Edward R. Squibb, M. D.

A reason for a much better and more exhaustive paper than this

will be acknowledged by any one who reads up the literature of

this subject, or who goes into the common markets for the sub-

stance. And, as a generalization, it will be admitted that the

erroneous, misleading and confusing character of the literature, is,

in some measure, an excuse for the character of the product.

Manufacture.

The making of solutions of hydrogen dioxide was formerly in the

hands of hairdressers and bleachers of silk, wool, feathers, ivory,

etc., and much the largest demand for it is still for bleaching pur-

poses. The processes by which it has been made have always been
and still are private or secret, and as much as five hundred dollars

has been recently paid by one maker to the employe of another for

the secret of making,—of so little use have been the chemical
authorities which are open to all, in furnishing practicable pro-

cesses.
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The first requisite to a manufacturing process is an oxide of some
base, some part of whose oxygen is so loosely combined as to be

easily displaced. Recently a sodium dioxide, supposed to be a by-

product of a process for aluminum, has been offered in the market

as available for hydrogen dioxide, as one half of its oxygen is very

easily dislodged by an aqueous acid, and as easily made to combine

with a part of the water present at the time of dislodgment. Thus,

if aqueous sulphuric acid be used, the result is sodium sulphate

and oxygen ; and the oxygen at the moment of its dislodgment

instead of escaping as a gas unites with a part of the water, H
2 0,

to form hydrogen dioxide, H.,0
2 , which is held in solution with

the sodium sulphate, thus forming a compound solution of hydro-

gen dioxide and sodium sulphate. All but about 2 to 3 p.c. of

this objectionable sodium sulphate can be frozen out of the com-

pound solution, and this remainder can be easily converted into

sodium chloride, so that the resulting solution of hydrogen dioxide

may be practically pure excepting for about 2 p.c. of either sodi-

um sulphate (Glauber's salt), or sodium chloride (common salt).

These impurities may not injuriously affect solutions of hydrogen

dioxide used for bleaching processes, but they are inadmissible in

solutions for medicinal and chemical uses. And this is unfortu-

nate because sodium dioxide is otherwise much the cheapest and

most convenient material for making hydrogen dioxide.

The material hitherto commonly used for the process, and so far

as this writer knows, the best, is barium dioxide, Ba0
2 ,

holding as

it does one-half its oxygen so loosely combined, as to be easily and

promptly dislodged by any aqueous acid that forms soluble salts

with barium oxide, Ba0
2

.

This barium dioxide, commonly known as Peroxide of Barium,

is now made in large quantities both in Germany and in England,

and it is imported into this country in soldered tins of about 25

kilos each, four tins in a case, and it is sold at 40 to 42c. per kilo,

equal to 18 to 19c. per pound. It is in the condition of a heavy,

nearly anhydrous, dirty-white powder of various sized particles, all

of which pass through a 24 sieve. But these particles differ much
in hardness, and probably in composition, as they behave differently

to water and to acids. It always contains several impurities, but as

these do not seriously affect its use in making hydrogen dioxide,

they are only important as displacing so much barium dioxide. As

imported, it usually contains from 78 to 93 p.c. of barium dioxide,

and as this is its only element of value, and the basis upon which
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to adjust the proportion of decomposing acid, an assay of each lot

purchased becomes necessary, and an assay process is required.

Assay of Barium Dioxide.

The foliowiug assay process has been found to be the most rapid,

convenient and easy of any tried, while it is fairly and sufficiently

accurate for a technical purpose.

Weigh off, from a well mixed sample, 0.211 Gm. (Ba0
2
= 168.8 -f-

100 — 1.688 -r- 8 = 0.211) of the coarse powder, put it in a white

porcelain capsule and add first 2 Cc. of water and then 0.6 Cc. of

syrupy phosphoric acid, s.g. about 1.70 at 15.6° C, stir, and break

up the particles with the end of the stirrer, until a clear, or nearly

clear solution is obtained, and all that is soluble is dissolved. Then
add 3 Cc. more of water when the solution will be ready for assay.

Drop into this from a burette, with constant stirring, a volumetric

solution of potassium permanganate until a final drop gives to the

solution a pink tint which is permanent for at least one or two

minutes, and then read off from the burette the quantity of volu-

metric solution used. Two volumetric solutions of permanganate

will be more fully described farther on, one but not both of which

will be generally used. One is 3.1534Gm. in the litre, and this is

the ordinary decinormal
( T\) solution, and the other is 5.6290 Gm.

in the litre, specially constructed for hydrogen dioxide uses.

If the jjf
v. s". (volumetric solution) 'be used, the number of Cc.

required to get the permanent pink tint upon the white porcelain,

multiplied by 4, will give the percentage of pure barium dioxide in

the sample.

If the v. s. be used, the number of Cc. required, divided by

0.5602, and the quotient multiplied by 4, will give the percentage

of pure barium dioxide in the sample as in the case of the f\ v. s.

And if both v. s. be used on the same sample, the results should

agree to the first decimal place, and the mean may be used as nearly

correct.

For illustration, two samples of lots recently bought gave the fol-

lowing results :

German Ba0
2

. • .0.211 Gm. required 20.55 Cc. f\ v. s. X 4= 82.2

p.c. Ba0
2

.

Same sample Ba0
2

. . .0.211 Gm. required 11.5 Cc. \H* v. s. and

11.5 0.5602 = 20.53 X 4 = 82.1 p.c. Ba0
2

.
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English Ba0
2
.. .0.211 Gm. required 22.9 Cc. fV v. s. X 4 = 91.60

p.c. Ba0
2

.

Same Ba0
2

0.211 Gm. required 12.8 Cc. 5
T£§£ v - s. and

12.8 -f- 0.5602 = 22.90 x 4 = 91.60 p.c. Ba0
2 .

If the weighing be done to within a millegram, this process will

give an account of the Ba0
2
present in any sample of the com-

mercial dioxide at present in the markets to within two or three

tenths of a per cent.

Manufacture.

In order to fully saturate any of the acids available for this pro-

cess, the Ba0
2
must be hydrated ; and the more completely it is

hydrated, the more prompt the saturation
;

or, at least enough

hydrate must be present to complete the saturation to a neutral

reaction. The necessary degree of hydration is conveniently effected

by adding water in small quantities with frequent stirring and at

such intervals as the powder will take it. The rate of hydration

varies much in different lots, and the German varies from the Eng-

lish still more than different lots of the same make.

As an example of the behavior of a lot of German dioxide, test-

ing 82.2 i^.c. , and of the best method yet attained of managing the

hydration :—Take any quantity, say 10 Gm. or 10 K. of the com-

mercial powder, and having put about an equal weight of water in

a wide shallow capsule, sift the powder into the water through a

sieve of about 12 meshes to the Cm. (30 meshes to the inch). The

powder will all pass easily through such a sieve, but by the sifting

it falls into the water in particles so small as to measurably control

the aggregation into small hard lumps of the dioxide, which hydrate

on the surface only and thus become enveloped in hard shells which

obstruct the saturation. The mixture is then well stirred about

every quarter of an hour until it becomes of the consistence of a

thick magma or a thin mortar. The mixing of the dioxide with

water causes a rise of temperature and a tendency to set, like

Plaster of Paris, and the frequent stirring is to prevent this set-

ting, and the aggregation into hard lumps. In an hour or two the

magma will be thick enough to require more water, and this is

added in portions of about 10 p.c. of the original weight of the

dioxide about every half hour, as the thickening of the magma
continues, until the total amount of water used from the begin-

ning reaches about 1.8 times the original weight of the dioxide.
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The colder the magma is kept, and the colder the water added,

the more rapid is the hydration, so that, varying with the temper-

ature, from 5 to 7 hours is sufficient to get the magma in a condi-

tion to be left over night, to complete the hydration without stir-

ring. In operating on a large scale the stirring is continuous, and

is done by machinery. Then more water is required because more

is lost by evaporation.

When the commercial dioxide is reduced to a very fine and uni-

form powder by milling* the hydration goes on more rapidly ; but

as even this does not entirely prevent the aggregation into hard

gritty lumps, the additional cost of powdering is only warranted

when a speedy reaction is desirable, and a considerable loss can be

borne, as in the extemporaneous making of solutions of hydrogen

dioxide as wanted for use.

In the process of hydration, the use of hot water accelerates the

rate very much, and for a time the writer was very much pleased

with this expedient. But later in his experience it was almost

accidentally discovered that the use of an ice bath more than

doubled the rate at which the hvdration progressed. But, as in the

manufacturing process there is no haste, the management above

described is for ordinary laboratory temperatures of 15 to 18° C.

(59 to 65° F.). The best temperatures for hydration, as well as for

all other work upon this substance, appear to be from 5 to 10° 0.

(41 to 50° F.).

In the morning, after the magma has stood over night without

having been stirred, it will be found somewhat thicker and suffi-

ciently hydrated for saturating the acid. Each shipment of the

dioxide,—and even different tins of the same shipment,—differ in

percentage composition, and in the rate at which they may be

hydrated. And the English dioxide, as far as yet seen, is verv

much slower in hydration, requiring at least 24 hours more than

the German to reach the same stage. But as slow decomposition

of the dioxide occurs in the magma, it should not be allowed to

stand in this condition for a longer time than two or three days,

and should not be subjected to the decomposing influence of the

carbon dioxide of the air. When thus hydrated sufficiently, the

magma is diluted with water to the consistence of cream, and is

then strained through a sieve of about 12 meshes to the Cm. (or 30

to the inch). This will, even under the most favorable circum-

stances, separate out a quantity of granular particles which are hard
and gritty, and which, unless properly managed, will very much
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obstruct and delay the saturation. The magma is now separated

into a creamy portion that is almost fully hydrated, and a hard

gravel-like portion that is under hydrated, but both are ready for

saturation by the acid.

Drying the Hydrate.

It was supposed that a dried, or partly dried hydrate of uniform

composition might be prepared and held in quantity ready for sat-

uration, so that solutions of hydrogen dioxide could be easily pre-

pared from it as wanted. This was so desirable, in view of the fact

that all solutions have a steady rate of decomposition under all

known conditions, that much work was done on this point, but quite

unsuccessfully.

For example, a sample of German dioxide assaying 82.2 p.c. Ba0
2

had water added to it in a capsule, until it would take no more

at the end of 15 days. The stiff magma was then broken up and

air dried, until it almost ceased to lose weight at room temperature.

It was then found to have gained only 8.3 p.c. in weight, although

more than five times its original weight of water had been added.

With this gain of 8.3 p.c. in weight, the powder should have as-

sayed about 75.9 p.c. Ba0
2

. But instead of that it really assayed

only about 37.5 p.c, having lost about 38.4 p.c. of its original

Ba0
2

. A comparatively small proportion of this loss occurred dur-

ing the magma condition of 15 days, the greater part being in the

10 days drying at room temperature. While the original dioxide

was free from carbonates, this hydrate contained them in large pro-

portion, leading to the inference that in much of the Ba0
2
the

second molecule of oxygen had been replaced by the carbon dioxide

of the air.

A sample of English dioxide assaying 91.6 p.c. treated in the

same way lost about 31.2 p.c. of its Ba0
2

.

The only definite hydrate mentioned by chemical authorities is

one with 8 molecules, or about 46 p.c. of water,—or 100 Ba0
2
to 85.3

of water. This may be present in the magma but be decomposed in

drying ; and to obtain information in regard to this hydrate the

following work was done.

Hydrate of barium dioxide, Ba0
2+8 H

2 0.

As directed by chemical authorities, the commercial Ba0 2 was

dissolved in dilute hydrochloric acid nearly to saturation, and the

solution after standing 24 hours was filtered. To the filtrate a sat-

urated baryta water was added until further additions failed to

throw down any more of the nacreous scaly crystals of the hydrate.
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Then the crystals were filtered out, well washed on the filter,

drained and pressed between folds of bibulous paper, and placed

over sulphuric acid in a darkened dessicator.

Of the commercial dioxide of 82.2 p.c. Ba0
2 , 82 Gm. was taken,

and this required about 80 Gm. of baryta for the precipitation.

The moist cake of crystals, when broken up to go in the dessicator

weighed 54.88 Gm. It was then weighed from time to time dur-

ing 33 days, and continued to lose rapidly at a fairly uniform

rate throughout the time. That is, the loss was about 1 Gm. a day

for the first three days, and about 2 Gm. in the last three days, so

that it was evident that the hydrate was decomposing. The shin-

ing crystalline appearance was gradually lost and a very light dull

white powder remained, and this had commenced to be brownish at

the edges of the capsule. It was then assayed, one assay from the

middle and another from the edge of the capsule. The first gave

85.80 p.c. Ba0
2
and the second 75.20 p.c. The total weight was

then 25.83 Gm. The powder was then rubbed to uniformity in a

mortar, and this powder on being tested gave 80.2 p.c. Ba0
2

.

Ten grammes of this powder. (= 8.02 Gm. BaO s ) with 20 Cc. of

water on being mixed gave a marked rise of temperature, and after

frequent shaking during 24 hours for complete hydration, was

carefully saturated to a full neutral reaction, with phosphoric acid

of known strength and the 8.02 Gm. of Ba0
2

present, required

5.68T8Gm. of HgPC^ added little by little with frequent tritura-

tion in a mortar during three days. The barium phosphate was then

filtered out, well washed on the filter, and when dried to a constant

weight in a drying stove gave 13.23 Gm. The solution filtered off,

together with the washings, evaporated to dryness on a water bath

gave 0.31 Gm. of residue.

But these results were all disappointing since they gave a crys

talline substance—hydrate, perhaps,— in very small quantity, with

very great loss, which substance decomposed in drying. The crys-

talline Ba0
2 -f 8 H

2
0 of the authorities should consist of about

54 p.c. Ba0
2
and 46 p.c. H

2
0. But this hydrate that was still rap- •

idly losing weight contained 80.2 p.c. BaU
2
and 19.8 p.c. H 2 0, or

but little over 2 molecules of H
2 0.

This small quantity of a pure dioxide, though still slowly decom-
posing, gave an opportunity to ascertain the composition of the

salt formed with the acid. The 8.02 Gm. of dioxide combined with

5.69 Gm. of the acid forming a salt which wThen well dried weighed

13.23 Gm. and consisted of about 61 p.c. Ba0 2+39 p.c. H
3
P0

4 ,

the loss being the oxygen set free. Three other trials by saturation
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were made and gave results that did not differ materially from

this. Then an analysis of the salt confirmed the conclusion that

the formula was Ba6
2 + H

3
P0

4
= BaHP0 4 + H

2
0

2
.

From this the calculated percentage composition would be BaO,
60.3 p.c. H

3
P0

4 32. 1 p.c. and H
2
0

2
7.6 p.c.

The Saturation.

Hydrate of barium dioxide in the condition of a magma, is de-

composed at ordinary temperatures by all the ordinary acids with

the formation of salts of the monoxide, and the liberation of oxy-

gen ; but in the reaction with some acids, the liberated oxygen

does not combine with the water molecule, H
2 0, to form the

hydrogen dioxide molecule H
2
0

2 , while with other acids it does

combine with the water to form H
2
0

2
which dissolves in the

excess of water, and forms the solution of hydrogen dioxide.

Authorities agree in, or copy from each other, the statement that

only acids which form soluble salts with barium oxide, yield hydro-

gen dioxide. This statement is verified by the many and varied

trials by the writer to obtain hydrogen dioxide by the use of sul-

phuric acid, or of carbon dioxide, both of which decompose barium

dioxide speedily, easily and rapidly, but yield only small variable

quantities of H
2
0

2
. But phosphoric acid which yields a phos-

phate of barium that is almost as insoluble as the sulphate or car-

bonate, yields H
2 0 2

in very nearly the amount required by calcu-

lation. Hydrochloric acid reacts very well with the hydrate of

barium dioxide, and also with the dioxide not hydrated, in the

presence of water, but it is practically impossible to get the result-

ing solution of hydrogen dioxide sufficiently free from hydro-

chloric acid. On the small scale, silver sulphate may be used to

precipitate the acid as silver chloride, and then baryta water to

precipitate the sulphuric acid as barium sulphate.

Hydrofluoric acid is very well adapted to the desired reaction, and

yields excellent results in practice. The resulting barium fluoride

is so nearly insoluble that the resulting solution of H
2
0

2
can. with

great care, be freed from both barium and hydrofluoric acid. But

the difficulty in the use of this acid, which is practically insur-

mountable, is that no ordinary vessels can withstand the action

of the acid. Even vessels of extraordinary material, such as lead,

wood, hard rubber and gutta percha, are all short lived, and intro-

duce impurities into the solution. Yet, as this acid, as well as all the
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others mentioned above, are found in the commercial solutions of

the market, the different manufacturers must be using all of them.

As far as the writer's investigations have gone, phosphoric acid

is best adapted to this process. First, because it forms a nearly

insoluble salt with barium oxide, at the same time yielding a large

amount of H
2
0 2 . Second, because the proportion of the acid that

need be left in the solution is not greater than is required for

preservation of the resulting solution, whilst it is less irritating in

its effects on sensitive surfaces than any other available acid. And,

third, because it can be recovered at small expense for repeated use

by decomposing its barium salt by means of very cheap sulphuric

acid.

The so-called syrupy phosphoric acid of good quality can now
easily be had in the markets, and, if taken in large quantities, at

62 to 72 cents per kilo. The general quality is fairly good and uni-

form, and it does not seriously attack common green glass bottles

in the cold, though it does attack white glass sufficiently to render

the elements of the glass notable as impurities in the acid. It is

commonly free from metaphosphoric and pyrophosphoric acids, and,

in short, is quite good enough for this process. It is, however,

liable to vary considerably in strength, the range of variation

observed being from about 83 to 91 per cent. This difference

should make the same difference in price if it be carefully bought,

but as it is not noticeable in appearance, the higher price may be

paid for the lower strength.

In the saturation of a given amount of acid diluted with water,

or with the washings of a previous process, the mixture must be

stirred continuously ; and this is done by machinery until a neutral

reaction is readied. If the neutral point be passed to alkaline

reaction there will be much loss by decomposition, but this may be

corrected by the careful addition of more acid. And if the mix-

ture continues to be acid after long stirring, this is corrected by the

careful addition of more magma. It is, however, quite import-

ant to have the end reaction neutral, because if it be acid, the

filtering off the solution and washing of the barium phosphate is

impracticable, and if alkaline there is rapid loss by decomposition.

The solution of hydrogen dioxide filtered off will have a strength

proportionate to the amount of water used in the hydration, the sat-

uration and the washing of the barium phosphate on the filters, but

if well managed, by using the washings of one process to dilute the

acid for the next, and if the temperature of the process be kept

9
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down to 10 to 15° C. (40 to 59° F.), the strength should be about

16 to 18 volumes.* This solution contains a small proportion of

acid barium phosphate, and to precipitate the barium from this,

sulphuric acid is added, little by little, with active stirring, until

a filtered portion of the solution gives no cloudiness from a drop

of dilute sulphuric acid. This leaves the phosphoric acid, which

was combined with the barium, free in the solution, and beside this

there are usually traces of sulphuric acid, and of hydrochloric

acid from chlorides in the barium dioxide. The presence of a free

acid in the solution is necessary, for although it does not prevent

decomposition, it reduces the rate of decomposition very much, and

without free acid it could not be kept long enough to be distrib-

uted for use. Only a very small proportion of free acid, however,

is required, and the phosphoric acid set free by the sulphuric acid in

decomposing the traces of acid phosphate of barium, is all that is

required. And this free acid may be easily saturated by an alkaline

carbonate at the time of use in all cases where its free condition is

objectionable. When all the barium has been precipitated from

the solution, as insoluble sulphate, by the additions of sulphuric

acid, the solution is allowed to stand for 24 hours at a low tempera-

ture and is then filtered into storage bottles, and these are kept

loosely corked in a refrigerator at 10 to 15° C. (50 to 59° F.) to be

assayed and diluted to the proper strength as needed for distribu-

tion and use. Under these most favorable conditions for preservation

there is a continuous decomposition, whilst under ordinary condi-

tions of temperature and agitation by transportation, the decom-

position is much more rapid. Then by this decomposition oxygen

gas is liberated in the bottles, and if prevented from escaping, a

pressure gradually accumulates and is liable to become dangerous.

As the presence of this oxygen has no effect on the rate of decom-

* The measurement of the strength of solutions of hydrogen dioxide by

the number of volumes of oxygen, measured at 0° C, that any volume of the

solution will yield in decomposition, is more convenient than measurement by

percentage, because it starts with a lower unity standard and thus avoids small

fractions. For example, a one volume solution contains about 0.302749 p.c.

of absolute hydrogen dioxide. A rive-volume solution about 1.508247 p.c. A
ten-volume solution about 3.02749 p.c, near enough to be called practically 3

p.c. But when eleven or twelve or fifteen-volume solutions are to be indicated

by percentage, they would be, respectively, 3 30, 3.61, or 4.56 p.c, or, in other

words, would be less convenient in use than the volume unit measurement.

Again, it is the number of volumes of available nascent oxygen yielded that

measure its value in use.
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position, and is quite useless, it should be allowed to escape either

continuously by loose corkage, or from time to time by uncork-

ing. It was discovered early in the use of this solution that cer-

tain substances added to it increased the rate of decomposition,

whilst others diminished the rate. Insoluble particles with sharp

edges and angles increase the rate so that bottles which have

spicula, or films, or projecting points of glass upon their inner sur-

face often cause a more rapid decomposition, and it is probably such

bottles that occasionally burst from pressure. Many soluble sub-

stances when added in small proportion diminish the rate of de-

composition, and different manufacturers have used various agents

for this purpose with various degrees of success. The writer has

supposed that if some colloid could be found which would remain

in the solution with neither physical nor chemical change, the

solution might be rendered permanent. No such substance has

been found, and the nearest approach to such colloid has been

found in glycerin. This substance has been found in the product

of some manufacturers, and boric acid has been found in others,

and upon careful trial these agents have separately given useful

results. But when used together the results have been still better,

and better than any other agency tried.

When boric acid and glycerin in about stoichiometric proportions,

G2 parts to 92, are -mixed, boiled down to 100, and cooled, the pro-

duct is a very tough, horn-like substance that has been called

boroglyceride. In this condition it is hydroscopic and very soluble,

but so slowly soluble as to be unmanageable, and there seems to

be no use in boiling it down so far. But, when boiled down to

about 130 parts, and then largely diluted with the solution while

warm, it is easily manageable. Then, added to the solution of

hydrogen dioxide in the proportion of one per cent, when calcu-

lated as 100 parts, it constitutes the best agency yet found for pro-

tecting the solution against the more rapid decomposition which it

undergoes when unprotected. An important collateral advantage

of this agent, as a protection, is that its influence and effects are

in the same direction as those of the solution in all its medical and

surgical uses, so that it is not only unobjectionable, but is a useful

adjuvant to the solution.

In order to elucidate several important points in the practical

management and use of solution of hydrogen dioxide, a series of

experiments were undertaken, some of which have required more
than a year to carry out. The more important of these will now
be given.
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Experiment I.

As many bottles of the commercial solution had, in the writer's

hands, blown the corks out, and one had bursted, it was of much
interest and importance to know the rate at which this pressure

accumulates, and to what extent it goes. It was first found that

the pressure had no discoverable influence on the rate of decompo-

sition, and, therefore, that it was only a question of time and

strength of solution as to when any given bottle would explode
;

and the violence of the explosion would depend on the strength of

the bottle or the security of the corking. In order to get some

idea of this pressure, a strong amber glass bottle of the capac-

ity of about 314 Cc. was fitted with a rubber stopper, through which

the tube of a small pressure gauge passed air-tight. This bottle

was nearly half-filled with 137 Cc. of solution of 10.5 volume

strength, and was observed during the warm but not hot weather

of August 29th to September 27th, 1892, without agitation of any

kind. In 65.5 hours the pressure had reached -4.6 pounds to the

square inch, and the test had fallen to 10.1 volumes. The press-

ure relieved and the gauge replaced, in 44.5 hours more the press-

ure was 4.5 pounds. Again relieved and replaced, the gauge in

150.5 hours indicated 18.6 pounds. Again relieved and replaced,

in 168 hours or 7 days, the indication was 20.5 pounds. Again

relieved and reset, in 176 hours or 7.33 days the indication was 20

pounds ; and in 63.5 hours more, the indication was 6 pounds. It

follows from this that if the gauge had not been relieved during

the 669 hours, or nearly 28 days, the accumulated pressure would

have been at least 74.2 pounds to the square inch, or nearly 5

atmospheres. In a bottle two-thirds filled, as is customary with

manufacturers, the pressure would have been much greater. The

rate of daily increase of pressure was about (74.2-^-28=) 2.6

pounds to the square inch, or 15 pounds per week in warm weather

without agitation. Agitated by transportation, it would have been

greater in a shorter time. At the end of the pressure experiment

the solution tested 4.8 volumes, having lost (10.5—4.8 =) 5.7 vol-

umes in strength, or about 1.4 volumes a week. And as about 3.5

volumes more of this solution would have decomposed in another

period of 28 days, the pressure would then have been in the 56

days about 96 pounds to the square inch.

It follows from this experiment that any such solution will, at

ordinary temperature, and with ordinary agitation, be likely to be
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practically all decomposed in about 8 weeks time, and will develop

a pressure in the bottle, of say 94 pounds to the square inch. But

such a pressure is not very dangerous, since if the packing bottles

be good, they will withstand a much greater pressure than this, and

greater than is possible even if the whole of the H
2
0

2
in the solu-

tion should decompose. The bottles which do burst are, therefore,

poor bottles, as those of uneven thickness or that are badly

annealed. The stoppers, whether of cork or rubber, would blow

out of these bottles long before they would burst", but for the

universal custom of manufacturers to wire them in. And this

wiring is really useless, because when the pressure becomes so great

as to blow the cork out, the solution is so reduced in strength by

that amount of decomposition as to be practically worthless.

These solutions do not seem to dissolve oxygen under these press-

ures to any considerable extent, as when the pressures are relieved

there is no perceptible effervescence except that of decomposition.

It must be concluded from this experiment : first, that if the

stoppering be good, the amount of pressure in any given bottle is

an indication of the amount of decomposition which has taken

place since it was bottled. Secondly, that with solutions of about

10 volumes in good bottles of not over 500 Gm. and two-thirds

filled with this quantity, there is not great risk of dangerous

explosion of the bottle even if all the solution be decomposed.

Thirdly, that a solution which is to reach the consumer within

four weeks with a strength of about 10 volumes must be of a

strength of about 15 volumes when bottled. This under ordinary

usage and ordinary transportation. But under the proper and bet-

ter usage of being kept in a refrigerator loosely stopped, the loss is

very much less as will be hereafter shown. Of course, when put

up of such increased strength, the danger of reaching a bursting

pressure with age or bad management is proportionately increased.

Experiment II.

In the preparation of a "Note on Solutions of Hydrogen Diox-

ide,''* which preceded the present investigation, it was ascertained

that these solutions left standing in open vessels became stronger

instead of weaker, and this was interpreted to indicate that the

*Read before The King's County Medical Association on May 10, 1892, and

published in The New York Medical Journal of August 6, 1892, Vol. LVL,
p. 149.
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water evaporated faster than the dioxide decomposed. To ascer-

tain how far this observation might be utilized in making concen-

trated solutions by evaporation this experiment was undertaken.

The basis of the experiment was a freshly made solution that

yielded 10.3 volumes (v.) of available oxygen (strength). Of this

100 Cc. required 0.7 Cc. of volumetric solution (v. s.) of soda for

saturation, and this saturated solution evaporated to dryness gave

0.11 Gm. of residue.

Evaporated to dryness without saturation 100 Cc. gave 0.06-J-

Gm. of residue.

This solution, unsaturated and unprotected, was evaporated to

obtain solutions of greater strength. The evaporation was done in

a water-bath and two sets of evaporations at different temperatures

were made in duplicate, a cubic centimetre of the concentrated

solution being taken out for testing after each evaporation.

The first evaporation was at temperatures varying from 55 to

62°C. (131 to 143.6°F.)

200 Cc. evaporated in 2 hours to 100 Cc. tested 20. 6 v.—No apparent loss.

100 Cc. of 10.3 v. added and evaporated in 2 hours to ICOCc. tested 29.6 v.—
1.3 v. loss.

100 Cc. of 10.3 v. added and evaporated in 2 hours to 100 Cc. tested 36.5 v.

—

4.7 v. loss.

100 Cc. of 10.3 v. added and evaporated in 2.5 hours to 23 Cc. tested 146.8 v.

The same 10.3 v. solution was then evaporated in the same way

at temperatures varying between 70 and 76° C. (158 and 168.8° F.)

200 Cc. evaporated in 1.5 hours to 100 Cc. tested 19.8 v. Loss 0.8 v.

100 Cc. added and evaporated in 1.6 hours to 100 Cc. tested 28.2 v. Loss 2.7 v.

lOOCc. " " " " 2.3 " " 86Cc. " 40v.

lOOCc. i4 " " " 2.1 " " 50 Cc. " 78.9v.

Evaporated farther to 35.5 Cc. tested 103.2 v.

The duplicates of these evaporations having given practically the

same results, it is concluded that evaporations for concentrating un-

protected solutions of hydrogen dioxide should be conducted at or

below 55 to 62°C, but not below 50 to 60°C, because at lower tem-

peratures the additional heating time required makes the loss a little

greater.

Then a fresh solution was made and protected by 1 p.c. of boro-

glyceride, and thus protected it tested 9.85 volumes in strength.

Of this solution 200 Cc. was put into a tared capsule and evapor-

ated without stirring, in about two hours, on a water-bath at
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temperatures varying between 60 and 62° C. (140 and 143.6° F.) to

100 Gm. A Cc. was then taken out for testing, and 100 Cc. of the

original solution was added and again evaporated to 100 Gm., a

little of the original solution being added to make up the weight at

times when the evaporation went a little too far between weighings,

this adding and evaporating being continued with practical uni-

formity.

The first 200 Cc. of 9.85 v. strength gave 100 Gm. of 18.3 v. strength. Loss

during evaporation 1.4v.

Second evaporation to 100 Gm. gave 26.2 v. strength, additional loss 1.95 v.

Third " " 100 " " 1 v.

Some angular particles of dust had fallen into the solution as it

stood uncovered over night, and such accidents always cause prompt

decomposition iu these solutions. A new start having been made
the first evaporation gave 18.7 v., or a loss on twice the original

strength (9.85x2=19.7) of 1.0 v.

2nd evaporation to 100 Gm. gave 26.9 v an additional loss of 1.7 v.

CO
M 100 " u 35.4 <•

4th " 100 14 " 43.8" " h .=
! 5

5th
11 100 " m 49 o u .'. << 4 5

6th '• 100 ** " 52.8 " " 6.2
"

7th " 100 "
55 7

»« - " 6.9 "

8th ' 100 " " 61.0 " " u " 5.0
"

9th " 100 " M 6Q g .1 " " 9.6

10th " 100 " M 62 7 - " " 8.5
"

11th " 100 " g4 6 U U „ g0 „

12th " 50 ' 79 2 «< « " " 132.7v

In this way 1300 Cc. of 9.85 v. of protected solution was evapor-

ated to 50 Gm., and the 50 Gm. had a strength of 79.2 v., whilst if

0.5 Cc. from each concentration had not been taken out for testing,

and had there been no loss in evaporating, the 50 Gm. should have

tested (9.S5xl3= 12S.05x2) = 256.1 v. This gives a total aggre-

gate loss of (256.1—79.2)= 176.9 v. This series of evaporations

required four days, and therefore the solutions had occasionally to

stand over night, and the interval between the 8th and 9th included

half of Saturday and the whole of Sunday, the loss during this

interval being about the value of 100 Cc. of original solution.

It will be noticed that up to a 50 v. solution the losses were

small ; and had there been none taken out of each for testing they

would have been still smaller, or so small as to be of little practical

importance.
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This point is of much practical value, as it shows that when
strong solutions are needed up to 50 v. (and they are never needed

stronger in medicine, even for cauterizing,) they can be had by

evaporating 5 parts of protected solution to 1 part under the above

given conditions, when their strength will be multiplied about as

1 to 5.

When this series of evaporations is compared with preceding

ones of unprotected solutions, it is seen that the protection is of no

use in the earlier evaporations, whilst in the later ones it is a pos-

itive disadvantage. Indeed, in the last two or three the boroglycer-

ide becomes so concentrated as to obstruct the evaporations and

give a gelatinous product.

By this Experiment II. it is shown that solutions of hydrogen diox-

ide are easily concentrated to any desirable strength by evaporation

with but little loss up to 50 v. That 1 p.c. of boroglyceride gives

no appreciable protection up to 50 v. and is a distinct disadvantage

to the concentration beyond that strength. And further, that

in these concentrations care is necessary to protect the solutions

from dust. Any particles of insoluble matter with sharp points or

angles, as grains of sand or broken glass, often determine a rapid

decomposition, whilst in their absence the decomposition is contin-

uous, though the rate is comparatively slow. If without inter-

ruption, 200 Cc. of a 10 v. solution may be evaporated at 60°O.

(140°F.) in about 2.5 hours to 40 Gm. of about 50 v. strength.

That is with very little loss. But such concentrations should be

made near the time they are wanted.

A very interesting and important inference must be drawn from

this experiment, namely, that H
2 0 2

is not volatile within the

range of temperatures used here, and therefore is not carried off to

any appreciable extent in the watery vapors, the loss being appar-

ently by decomposition only. It thus behaves very much like an

ordinary non-volatile fixed salt in solution.

Experiment III.

Solutions of hydrogen dioxide may be concentrated to any reason-

able extent by freezing, as the water is easily frozen out, apparently

without loss.

A bottle containing 1200 Cc. of a 10.3 v. solution was frozen by

being set out of doors in freezing weather. The water crystal-

lized out in a mass of interlacing crystals. These were broken
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up by shaking, and the solution drained off. Then as the ice

melted, the shaking and pouring off were repeated several times

and the solutions added to the first until 753 Cc. had accumulated.

Then the remaining ice was melted separately and the solution

measured 447 Cc. The first solution tested 13.9 v. and the second

3.6 v. When mixed they measured 1200 Cc. and tested 10. 3 v. so

that there was no perceptible loss.

A bottle containing 1465 Cc. of a 3.5 v. solution was frozen in

the same way, but so far that only 150 Cc. could be poured off.

This tested 25.4 v. Then shaken while the ice was melting, 360

Cc. more was poured off, testing 7.0 v. Then the melted ice gave

950 Cc. of solution testing 0.5 v.

Experiment IV.

This experiment is directed mainly to the elucidation of two

points. First, the rate of decomposition when kept under the best

practical condition of low temperatures ; and at ordinary warm
temperatures, at different seasons of the year and for different

strengths of solution. And second, the influence of 1 p.c. of

boroglyceride upon the rate of decomposition under the same condi-

tions of varying temperatures and strength of solutions, or in other

words on the keeping qualities of unprotected and protected solu-

tions.

As a starting point, and basis for easy comparison of results it

seemed best to test the keeping qualities of solutions of ordinary

strength under the most favorable conditions that are easily obtain-

able in ordinary practice.

To this end a solution was carefully made by the process given,

with an average amount of free acid, and of an average degree of

purity. Divided in two equal portions one was left unprotected

and the other was protected by the addition of 1 p.c. of boroglyc-

eride. The two portions were then put into dark amber glass

bottles loosely stopped with corks, and were kept in a refrigerator

at temperatures ranging between 8 and 12° C. (46.4 and 53.6° F.) for

nearly 58 weeks with the following tabulated results:
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1
•

Date

of

Testing.

Intervals.

Solution

Tested

Unprotected.

Loss.

Solution

Tested

Protected.

Loss. Differences.

Days

between

testings.

Weeks

from

beginning.

Actual

loss

in

V
.

for

entire

intervals.

Percentage

loss

per

week.

Actual

loss

in

V.

for

entire

intervals.

Percentage

loss

per

week.

Against

pro-

tection.

In

favor

of

protection.

1892
Oct. 14. 10.2 10.5
Nov. 19. 36 5 8.6 1.6 3.05 10.2 0.3 0.5G 2.49

1893.

Jany.10. 52 12.6 7.3 1.3 2.03 9.8 0.4 0.53 1.50
" 27. 17 15.0 7.1 0.2 1.13 9.6 0.2 1.02 0.11

Feb. 10. 14 17.0 6.9 0.2 1.41 9.6 0.0 0.00 1.41
" 24. 14 19.0 6.7 0.2 1.45 9.5 0.1 0.52 0.93

Mar. 10. 14 21.0 6.4 0.3 2.24 9.3 0.2 1.05 1.19
" 24. 14 23.0 6.2 0.2 1.56 9.2 0.1 0.54 1.02

Apr 14. 21 26.0 5.9 0.3 1.61 8.9 0.3 1.10 0.51
May 5. 21 29.0 5.4 0.5 2.82 8.5 0.4 1.50 1.32
" 26. 21 32.0 5.0 0.4 2.47 8.13 0.2 0.78 1.69

Aug. 18. 84 44.0 3.6 1.4 2.33 5.9 2.4 2.41 0.08
Oct. 13. 55 51.8 2.9 0.7 2.47 4.1 1.8 3.88 1.41

44
27. 14 53.8 2.75 0.15 2.59 3-7 0.4 4.87 2.28

Nov. 10. 14 55.8 2.75 0.0 0.00 3.4 0.3 4.05 4.05
" 24. 14 57.8 2.70j 0.05 0.91 2.65 0.75 1.10 0.19

It will be seen from this table that the rate of decomposition for

the entire 58 weeks was practically the same in both and was about

0.13 v. per week or say 0.039 p.c. of H
2 0 2

per week, but that this

rate was by no means uniform throughout the time. Up to the 32d

week, inclusive, the unprotected solution had lost a little over half

its strength while the protected solution had lost only a little over

0.2 of its strength. Thus under these favorable conditions of dark-

ness and low temperature the rate of decomposition, though fairly

uniform in both, is so reduced in the protected solution as to show

a very great advantage in the protection. But after the 32d week

this advantage is changed to a marked disadvantage.

The practical deductions from this table are that under the most

favorable conditions of keeping these solutions, whether unpro-

tected or protected, are practically useless in a year's time, but

when protected in the way indicated they lose only about one-fifth

of their strength within eight months.

Next, solutions of different strengths from 137.2 v. to 4.2 were

made, one half of them being unprotected and the remainder pro-
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tectedby the addition of 1 p.c. of boroglyceride. Of each solution

50 Cc. was put into a cork-stopped dark amber glass bottle of about

100 Cc. capacity, and these from No. 1 to 28 inclusive, were kept

upon a laboratory table at the ordinary range of room temperatures

from 20 to 30° C. (68 to 86° F.) from January 10th to November

24th, 1893, or about 318 days or 45 weeks. The solutions were tested

every two weeks for ten weeks. Then every three weeks for nine

weeks ; then at longer and less regular intervals. The testings

having been continued through all seasons of the year through

more than ten months, make large tables. But as these are in fair

accord among themselves, and as their details are rather confusing

it is better to give only illustrative examples from them. The solu-

tions were all made on January 10, 1893, and the testings were then

made on the dates given in the first column of the tables. The
second column has the number of days interval between the dates

of testing, and then the unprotected and protected solutions are

given in pairs for easy comparison. Then, for each solution there

is a column of the different strengths at each testing, another for

the actual losses in volumes for the interval between the dates

and testings, and a third for the loss per cent, per week, this per-

centage column being calculated upon the reduced strengths as

they diminish by decomposition. (See p. 1564).

It will be seen from this table that it embraces a period of about

318 days, or 45 weeks, and covers all the seasons of the year, and

that the active decomposing influence of light is practically avoided

by the dark amber bottles. Four pairs of solutions are given,

selected from fourteen pairs in all,—the first of each pair being

unprotected, and the second protected. The dates and intervals of

testing which precede the first member of the first pair, are to

be read all the way across the entire table. The first pair give the

rates of decomposition in strong solutions. The second pair in

moderately strong solutions, while the third and fourth pairs are of

the ordinary market strengths. Read vertically the columns give

the rate of decomposition, and read horizontally the lines give the

degrees of decomposition corresponding to the rates.

In comparing the rates and degrees of decomposition in the first

pair of strong solutions the original difference of 20 p.c. must be

taken into account. During the first 45 days there is a small

amount of protection, but after that the protection becomes useless,

or a little worse than useless, since the total loss is a little greater

on the protected solution. The rate of loss per week for the whole
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318 days is about (81 v. -r- 45 =) 1.8 v. or 1.57 p c. for the unpro-

tected, and on the protected about (108 v. -45 =) 2.4 v. or 1.75

p.c. It is also to be noticed that during the warm months from

April to October the rate of decomposition was most rapid in

the protected solution. This appears to settle the point that the

protection is practically useless in strong solutions.

In the second pair of moderately strong solutions the total loss is

again greater in the protected solution, and greater in both than in

the strong solutions.

Whilst in the strong solutions there was a small degree of protec-

tion during the first 45 days, here the protection extends to 94 days

and is so marked that the comparative loss for the 94 days is as 22

to 14. But after the 94 days or 3 months the loss on the protected

solution is much greater, and is greater before the warmest weather.

In the third pair the total loss for the whole 45 weeks is again

slightly against the protection, as 2.01 to 2.19 p.c. Here again the

protection is a marked advantage during the first 94 days. But

near the end of that time or between March 24 and April some acci-

dent must have happened to the protected solution,—as dust falling

into it,—whereby the rate of decomposition was rapidly increased

so that by October 22d the H 2Q 8 was practically all decomposed.

In the fourth and last pair the total loss is against the protection

as 2.13 to 2.31 p.c. per week. Here the advantage of protection is

very great during the first 73 days, the comparative loss being as 32

to 16, or just one-half, whilst the loss on the unprotected is about

the same as in other pairs.

The general conclusions drawn from this table are first, that the

rate of decomposition, under ordinary conditions, is fairly uniform

throughout the year, and on a general average is not far from 2 p.c.

per week, but is lowest at the beginning and the end of any series

of testings, and is somewhat lower in strong than in weak solutions.

And second, that the protection by 1 p.c. of boroglyceride is very

useful and effective in lowering the rate of decomposition during

the first 3 months, but that it is least effective in strong solutions.

In comparing this table with the preceding one where the solu-

tions were kept in a refrigerator throughout the year, the contrast

is great. The difference between ordinary solutions of nearly cor-

responding strength is that where properly kept in a refrigerator the

loss in 58 weeks is about 1.26 p.c. per week, whilst under ordinary

atmospheric condition the loss in 45 weeks is about 2.13 p.c. per

week, or one-half greater in 13 weeks less time. The degree of pro-
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tection given by the boroglyceride is also very significant, the rate

of decomposition being so reduced that the loss is about as 20 to 8.

The time through which this diminished rate extends is also very

much increased, namely, from 94 to 224 days, and it is curious to

notice that the date when the protection ceases is about the same in

both tables, namely, about May.

Experiment V.

The object of this experiment was to determine the effect upon

the rate of decomposition by transportation in hot weather.

On July 27th, 1892, four pairs of amber glass bottles of about

325 Cc. capacity were about two-thirds filled with 250 Gm. of the

same solution, one of each pair being unprotected, and the other

protected by 1 p.c. of boroglyceride.

One of these pairs, loosely corked, stood on a laboratory table,

without agitation, from July 27, to September 20, a period of 55

days or nearly 8 weeks of very warm weather.

The other 3 pairs were tightly corked and the corks wired in.

Each pair was then packed with saw-dust in a box, and these boxes

were sent to correspondents who were asked to change the direc-

tions and send them back by express, unopened.

One box went to Dallas, Texas, another to St. Louis, Missouri,

and the third to Boston, Mass.

All were back by September 20, and then all were opened, exam-

ined and tested with the pair that had not been sent out.

All the bottles were in good merchantable condition with wires

only slightly cut into the corks, with much internal pressure when

uncorked, excepting the pair sent to Dallas. Here, in the unpro-

tected solution the cork was pushed out so that it was deeply cut

into by the wires, and about three-fourths of the contents were

gone. In the protected solution the cork was not forced so far out,

but had evidently leaked, as about one-fourth of the contents was

gone.

On October 11, a box with another pair was sent to San Fran-

cisco and was back on November 11, having been gone 31 days, and

returning in fair merchantable condition. The testing of these

solutions gave the following results :
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Unprotected. Loss. Protected. Loss.

Difference

in

favor

of

protection.

Original

test.

Final

test.

Actual

loss

in

volumes.

Percentage

loss

per

week.

Original

test.

Final

test.

Actual

loss

in

volumes.

Percentage

loss

per

week.

Not transported 12.10 7.45 4.65 4.89 12.00 8.55 3.45 3.66 1.23

Sent to

Dallas 10.30 3.55 6.75 8.34 12.00 6.75 5.25 5.57 2.77
10.30 4.35 5.95 7.35 12.00 7.95 4.05 4.30 3.05
10.30 4.40 5.90 7.29 12.00 7.75 4.25 4.51 2.78

San Francisco.

.

13.00 9.80 3.20 5.56 13.00 11.40 1.60 2.78 2.78

Thus the rate of decomposition for a I'Z volume unprotected

solution during 55 days of warm weather of warm localities, being

about 4.9 p.c. per week, and for protected solutions about 3.7 p.c.

per week when standing still, the same solutions by transportation

have their rates of decomposition increased by an average of about

2.9 p.c. per week for those that are unprotected, and by about 1.4

p.c. per week for the protected.

In a long transportation in October and November the rates were

very much diminished, but in about the same proportion.

One of the most important practical points made by this table is

the showing that bottles of this solution will reach their destination

in good merchantable order after long transportation, but with a

loss if unprotected of more than half the original strength, or if

protected more than one-third the original strength, and yet phar-

macists and physicians will be very likely to use them as being of

the strength given on the label. Such conditions must be fatal to

any fair degree of accuracy in the use of any medicinal agent.

Experiment VI.

The object of this experiment was to determine the degree of

acidity and the proportion of non-volatile substances normally
present in well made solutions. In each case 100 Cc. was taken

and evaporated to dryness in a tared capsule on a water-bath, and
the residue weighed. Then another 100 Cc. of the same solution

was saturated to the neutral point with volumetric solution of

soda, phenolphtalein being used as indicator ; the saturated solu-

tion was then evaporated to dryness and the residue weighed.
The difference in the residues given before and after saturation is, of

course, the soda used and the volatile acid which is fixed by the 6oda.
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In one trial with a solution of 10.3 v. strength, the solution

being very faintly acid to litmus paper, and not sufficiently acid to

moderate the rate of decomposition, 100 Cc. evaporated to dryness

gave 0.0625 Gm. residue ; 100 Cc. of this same solution required

0.7Cc. of normal volumetric solution of soda to saturate the free

acid, and this saturated solution evaporated to dryness gave 0.11

Gm. of residue. Difference in residues 0.0475 Gm.
Another solution of 10.3 v. strength, distinctly acid to litmus

paper gave a residue of 0.35 Gm. For saturation 100 Cc. of this

required 4.0 Cc. of v. s. soda, and then gave a residue of 0.48 Gm.
Difference in residues, 0.13 Gm.
Another solution of 10.2 v. strength distinctly acid to litmus

paper gave a residue of 0.08 Gm. from the 100 Cc. For satura-

tion this solution required v. 3 Cc. of v. s. soda and gave a residue

of 0.16 Gm. Difference in residue 0.08 Gm.
Another solution of 11.6 v. strength, distinctly acid, gave a resi-

due of 0.20 Gm. from the 100 Cc. For saturation this solution

required 2.5 Cc. of v. s. soda, and gave a residue of 0.26 Gm. Dif-

ference in residue, 0.06 Gm.
Another solution of 10.5 v. strength, very faintly acid, gave a

residue of 0.08 Gm. from the 100 Cc. For saturation this solution

required 0.7 Cc. of v. s. soda and gave a residue of 0.12 Gm. Dif-

ference in residue, 0.04 Gm.
From these and many more similar trials, it is concluded that

the limit of residues from 100 Cc. of well made solutions is from

0.10 Gm. to 0.30 Gm. That the quantity of v. s. soda required

to saturate the free acid in 100 Cc. should not be less than 2 Cc.

nor more than 5Cc; and that the saturated solution evaporated

to dryness should give a residue of 0.12 to 0.40 Gm.
In ordinary testing 50 Cc. of solution is a sufficient quantity to

take, giving half of the resulting quantities as above stated.

In protected solutions the boric acid of the boroglyceride reacts

with the v. 8. of soda as a free acid, and both this acid and a part

of the glycerin are left on evaporation to increase the residues. In

one trial a residue weighing 1.18 Gm. from 100 Cc. of unsaturated

solution was dissolved in water, and yielded a clear solution which

required 9.5 Cc. v. s. soda for saturation. The same solution re-

quired 14.5 Cc. v. s. soda for saturation before evaporation and

gave 1.86 Gm. residue, of which 0.58 Gm. should be soda. But

these residues from protected solutions are never really dry on

account of the glycerin. They simply get into the condition of a
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tough solid, which may be drier at one time than another, and
must therefore be somewhat variable. If dried at higher tempera-
tures than a water-bath they burn.

It may be concluded, however, that protected solutions of about

10 to 12 v. strength should not yield more than about 1.18Gm. of

residue from 100 Cc. And that 100 Cc. should not require more
than 15 Cc. of v. 8. soda for saturation, the saturated solution on
evaporation giving not more than about 1.86 Gm. of residue.

Experiment VI I.

After what has been shown by this investigation in regard to the

continually varying strength of these solutions, it will be readily

conceded that no sufficiently accurate use can be made of them, as

they are found in the market without some approximative test of

strength at or near the time when they are to go into use. Potas-

sium permaganate has been found to be much the best quantitative

test, and the relation of this to these solutions is the subject of this

experiment. When solutions of tbe permanganate are mixed with

solutions of hydrogen dioxide, both are instantly decomposed, no

matter how dilute the solutions may be. The H
2
0

2
is reduced to

H
2 0, or water, while the permanganate, KMn0

4
is also reduced,

and oxygen gas is liberated in the proportion of one-half from

each of the reagents. The reaction is always made in the pres-

ence of sufficient sulphuric acid to convert the potassium and

manganese oxide into sulphates, since it is only in this way that

the reduced manganous oxide can be kept in solution, and the

change in color be closely watched.

There are two ways in use of correctly stating the strength by

means of solutions of potassium permanganate, and one incorrect

way by which it is very much overstated. One is by giving the

percentage of H
2
0 2

in any given solution, the second by giving the

number of volumes of available oxygen that one volume of any

given solution will yield on decomposition in use. And the third

and incorrect way is by giving the number of volumes of oxygen

given by the reaction between one volume of solution and its

equivalent of potassium permanganate, thus counting in the oxygen

yielded by the permanganate as if it was given by the solution.

This method of stating strength is in almost if not quite universal

use by manufacturers. It may have been a mistake in the begin-

ning, but now that it has long been known to be wrong, its use

10
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must be fraudulent. The solutions put up and labeled as being 15

volume solutions when the strength is obtained in this way, give

really only about 9.8 volumes from 1 volume of solution, and this

is about the real strength of commercial solutions when freshly

made. Freshly bought samples of the five largest manufacturers,

with duplicates of three bought at different times, gave 9.2, 8.7,

8.4, 10.9, 9.7, 8.6, 8.5, 7.3 and 7.4 volumes. All of these were

labeled as being of 15 volumes strength. In a paper read before

the Xew Haven Medical Association, May 4, 1892, by Prof. Herbert

E. Smith, of the Yale Medical School, and Mr. Horst Oertel, and

published in the Neiv York Medical Journal for Aug. 6, 1892, Vol.

56, p. 147, an examination of 50 samples of commercial solution

is given, varying from 8.86 down to 1.19 volumes, and four that

gave no H
2
0

2
.

The correct strength is easily ascertained by means of the usual

decinormal (T\) test solution of potassium permanganate, which

has a composition of 3.1534Gm. in the litre. In testing 1 Cc. of

any solution of hydrogen dioxide each Cc. of this solution is

equivalent to 0.001696 Gm. of H
2
0

2 , and to 0.000798 Gm. of

oxygen. Then accepting the latest determinations (Watt's Dic-

tionary 1892, Vol. III., p. 704) one litre of oxygen at 0° C, Bar. 760

mm. latitude 45° N. weighs 1.424488 Gm.— 157.67 as the combin-

ing equivalent of KMn0 4 , and 15.96 for oxygen,—the reaction

occurs between 5 molecules of hydrogen dioxide (5H
2
O

2
= 169.60)

—two molecules of potassium permanganate (2KMn0
4 =315.34),

and 3 molecules of sulphuric acid (3H
2
SO 4

= 293.46). and the

results of the reaction are potassium sulphate (K
2
S0

4
= 173.88),

manganese sulphate (2MnSO 4 =301.24), water (SH
2
0= 143.68),

and oxygen (100= 159.60), one half of this oxygen coming, from

the dioxide and the other half from the permanganate. It follows

from this that as in the uses of the dioxide the permanganate does

not enter, the oxygen from that source is not available and cannot

honestly be claimed in the strength. Thus, as in testing one Cc.

= 1 Gm. of any solution of hydrogen dioxide each Cc. of the

permanganate solutions will represent 0.001696 Gm. of the H
2
O

a

present in the solution, so the number of Cc. of the permanganate

used will indicate the number of times 0.001696 Gm. of hydrogen

dioxide present, and this is the strength of the solution, and this

strength stated by percentage will be found by the equation as

1 : 0.001696 : : 100 : .1696. Hence a solution of hydrogen dioxide,

1 Cc. of which is decomposed by 1 Cc. of T\ permanganate solution
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will contain 0.1696 p.c. of H
2 0 2

. Then for stronger solutions the

number of Cc. of test solution required multiplied by 0.1696 will

give the percentage. For example, if 18 Cc. be required this

would indicate (0.1696x18= ) 3.0528 p.c. of H
2
0

2
in the solution

But convenience and a pretty well established usage have con-

firmed the method of stating the strength by the number of vol-

umes of available oxygen liberated by a unit volume of any given

solution. This method has the great advantage of a larger unit of

expression that avoids troublesome fractions. For example it is

much easier to express and understand the significance in use, of a

o volume solution than of an (0.305x5= ) 1.525 p.c. solution.

If the ys permanganate solution be used for testing and the

strength is to be expressed in volumes, it is only necessary to multi-

ply the number of Cc. of the permanganate solution required by

(as 0.001424488 : 1 : : 0.000798 : ) 0.5602 when the product will indi-

cate the strength in volumes of available oxygen. For example,

if 18 Cc. be required then (0.5602x18= ) 10.0836 volumes would

be the strength, and this is equivalent to 3.0528 p.c. of H
2 0 2

in the

solution. From this it follow that (3.0528-^10.0836= ) 0.302749 p.c.

of H
2
0

2
is the equivalent of 1 volume of available oxygen, and yields

that quantity of nascent gas in use. As then the volume strength is

most convenient, most in general use and not less accurate, it is very

convenient to have a volumetic solution of permanganate which in

testing will give direct results in volumes of available oxygen,

—

one volume of test solution indicating one volume of oxygen.

Such a solution is made by dissolving (as 79.8 0 : 315.34KMn0 4 : :

1.424488 0 :) 5.629 Gm. of potassium permanganate to make a litre

of the test solution. When 1 Cc. of any solution is taken for the

test, each Cc. of this test solution is equivalent to 1 volume of avail-

able oxygen. Suppose 1 Cc. of any solution to be tested should

require 10.08 Cc. of this test solution to obtain the persistent

faint pink tint, then such a solution is of 10.08 volume strength.

Then suppose the strength in percentage of absolute H
2
0

2
was

also required it is only necessary to multiply the strength in vol-

umes, namely, 10.08 v. by .30275. The product will be (10.08X

.30275= ) 3.05172 which is the percentage of H
2
0

2
in the 10.08 v.

solution.

In the testing of solutions such as these which are not constant in

composition, but change pretty rapidly, there is no need of very

great accuracy in making the volumetric test solutions. It is only

necessary to weigh off clean crystals of potassium permanganate,
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3.16 Gm., in the one case, or 5.65 Gm. in the other, dissolve these

crystals in distilled' water, and make the measure up to one litre

aud from these the burette is supplied. A dilute sulphuric acid

(1:10) is also required. For the testing, 10 Cc. of this acid and 10

Cc. of water are mixed in a small beaker and 1 Cc. of the solution

to be tested is added. Into this the volumetric solution is dropped

from the burette, with constant stirring, until at last the perman-

ganate is not entirely discolored and the solution retains a faint

pink tint. Then the number of Cc. used, is read off from the

burette and noted. If the f\ solution has been used the number
of Cc. required, multiplied by 0.0017 (0.001696) and the product

multiplied by 100, will give the percentage of H
2
0 2

. But if the

strength in volumes be required the number of Cc. of yj- solution

must be multiplied by the modulus 0.56 (0.5602). For example,

if 1 Cc. of a solution to be tested requires 18 Cc. of the f$ test

solution, then 18x17= 306-^-100= 3.06 p.c. If strength in volumes

be required, then 18x0.56= 10.08, which is the strength in vol-

umes which corresponds to 3.06 p.c. of H
2 0 2

.

If the T--§- test solution be used then the number of Cc. required

for 1 Cc. of the solution tested indicates directly the strength in vol-

umes. For example, if 10.08 Cc. of the 5
T£ be required then the

strength is 10.08 volumes. If this be required in percentage of

H
20 2

the 10.08 is multiplied by 0.303, (0.302749) and the product

is 3. 05, .which is the percentage of H
8
0 2 .

The time when the strength of these solutions is of most im-

portance is when they go into use, and then they will have been

kept some time unsold by the maker, and perhaps also some time

by the wholesale druggist, and will have been transported over dis-

tances, long or short, before reaching the hands of the physician or

pharmacist for use. If they could be easily tested at this point

much would be gained, for then they could be kept in a dark refrig-

erator without much further loss for a considerable length of time*

But, unfortunately, volumetric solutions and burettes are not

accessible at a very large proportion of the places and times when

the solutions go into medical use, and therefore some method of

testing in the absence of these appliances becomes very important.

Of several such processes tried by the writer the following appears

to be the best. All pharmacists and most physicians have prescrip-

tion scales and weights, and the convenient bottles of small shot and

pieces of paper for counterbalancing vessels, etc., and have also the

vial, small beaker and glass stirring rod needed.
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Weigh off, upon a counterbalanced paper, 0.28 Gm. (0.28145),

or 4-^ grains (4.34334) of clean crystals of potassium perman-

ganate.

Then counterbalance a clean, dry, glass-stoppered, two-ounce

vial, put the permanganate in it, and make the weight up to 50

Gm., or 772 grains, with water, very cautiously added toward the

last. Then shake the vial until the permanganate is all dissolved.

Next, take a very small beaker and a glass-stirring rod, and put

into the beaker 15 Cc, or half a fluidounce of diluted sulphuric

acid (1 to 10) and counterbalance the whole with shot and pieces

of paper. When accurately counterpoised put a 1 Gm. weight, or

154- grains, in the weight-scale, and add to the contents of the

beaker, from the solution to be tested, drop by drop, until the bal-

ance is restored, and exactly lGm., or 15 J grains, of the solution

has been added to the contents of the beaker. This is by far the

most particular part of the process, and the last few drops should

be added with a dropping tube, and not by pouring in, as it is

necessary to weigh to half or quarter of a drop. Then take off

the gramme or grain weights that have been used and restore the

counterpoise by shot and paper. Then take the beaker off the

and scale, add to its contents, drop by drop, with constant stir-

ring, permanganate solution from the vial, until a drop falls in

that is not entirely dissolved on stirring, but gives the solution a

permanent pink tint. Then return the beaker to the scale and

counterbalance it exactly with weights on the other pan. Then
each Gm., or each 15£ grains required, indicates one volume in

strength of the solution tested. For example, if 10 Gm., or 155

grains are required on the weight pan, then the solution is of 10

volume strength.

Three trials made with this process gave one failure—from acci-

dental overweight of solution by dropping in half a drop too

much—and two successes. A scale sensitive to a quarter of a

grain, and a set of common grain weights, from half ounce down
to half a grain, were used, and the difference between ^ and \ grain

were guessed at in weighing. A couple of ounces of small shot

and some bits of paper for counterbalancing were also used. The
first trial occupied about 40 minutes, but a considerable part

of this was occupied in shaking the permanganate into solution.

As prescribed above, this solution is quite sufficient for 3 or 4

assays, and this being ready, the trials, after the first, require about

15 minutes. The solution of hydrogen dioxide used in these trials,
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when carefully assayed by the burette, gave 19.2 v. strength. In

the trials this same solution gave 18.6 v. the first time, and acci-

dentally gave 19.0v. the second time. These are both rather

closer than should be expected from the conditions, but it is

believed that the results will generally be within one volume of the

truth. Any one in the habit of using weights and measures at all

can use such a process, and its use would be such a gain upon the

present practice of having no control whatever upon the strength of

these solutions, as to make it worthy of attention.

Testing.

Apart from the volumetric testing for strength, which is really

assaying rather than testing, there are certain qualities in these

solutions that require to be controlled.

It has been shown by Experiment VI. that the amount of v. s.

soda required to saturate the free acid in 50 Cc. of solution should

not be less than 1.5 Cc. nor more than 2.5 Cc. ; that the saturated

solution evaporated to dryness should not give more than 0.2 Gm.
of residue ; and that an unsaturated solution should not give over

0.15 Gm. of residue from the 50 Cc.

The different acids used by different manufucturers to decom-

pose the barium dioxide in making these solutions are liable to be-

found in the solutions as sold, and one of these, namely, the hydro-

fluoric, is a hurtful irritant. This acid is detected by putting the

dry residue from 50 Cc. of saturated solution on a small watch

glass, moistening the residue with a drop of sulphuric acid, cover-

ing the watch glass and setting it in a warm place over night. If

there be more than mere traces of hydrofluoric acid present the

glass on being washed will show traces of corrosion.

Traces of chlorine are generally present, from chlorides in the

barium dioxide, but provided that a drop of T. s. of silver nitrate

gives only a faint cloudiness, the proportion is so small as to be

unimportant.

Traces of sulphuric acid are also generally present because this

acid is used to precipitate the last traces of barium from the solu-

tion, and it is almost impracticable to so use it without having

it in slight excess. A drop of barium hydrate T. s. is the test

for sulphuric acid, and provided this gives only a faint cloudiness

the amount of the acid is unimportant. But if this test gives a

negative indication there will generally be barium in the solution
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and this is very objectionable. A drop of dilute sulphuric acid

will form a cloudiness if the smallest trace of barium be in the

solution.

Either hydrochloric or sulphuric acid is used as the free acid

to limit the rate of decomposition, and each is used by about half

the manufacturers, and where neither of these is present phos-

pheric acid is pretty sure to be the free acid. Phosphoric acid is

detected by magnesia mixture t. s.

All the substances so far used as protective agents in these solu-

tions will be found in the residues left on evaporation.

When the solutions are free from hydrofluoric acid, and free

from barium, and are within the limit of saturation and residue,

it is unimportant as to which of the other three acids are present

to limit decomposition.

Extemporaneous Process.

The difficulties inseparable from any moderately accurate use of

these solutions as they are commonly made and sold, and the

knowledge that the agent has reached a degree of importance that

warrants its admission to the new Pharmacopoeia, were the argu-

ments that induced the writer to commence an investigation of the

subject two years ago ; and he was not long in reaching the con-

clusion, that under the most favorable conditions of making and

keeping, even with the aid of the best protecting agent yet known,

the strength of the solutions would be liable to vary more than was

admissible in any medicinal agent that was to go into general

use for important purposes.

These considerations naturally led the writer to look in the

direction of an extemporaneous process that might be adapted to

the Pharmacopoeia and to general use. If about 500 Cc, or a pint

of a ten volume solution could, by detailed directions, be easily

and conveniently made in a short time whenever and wherever it

was needed for use, no protecting agent would be needed, and all

the difficulties would disappear, or be merged in the single diffi-

culty,—or rather the inclination,—to properly use a simple process.

Unlike the difficulties arising from deficient strength to start with,

and the ever varying effects of transportation and keeping, this

one would not be insurmountable, and the responsibility for fail-

ing to surmount it would be placed where it belongs, namely, on

the individual physician or pharmacist who might need the agent
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for use, since it must always be held that when a good agent is

accessible and a poor substitute is accepted, the moral defect and

its consequences rest upon the individual choosing, and the Phar-

macopoeia, having fulfilled its office, is blameless.

This design of an extemporaneous process was well tried not onlv

by the writer, but also by several other persons, working independ-

ently, before it was recommended to the Committee of Revision,

and since that time the material for the process has been put up

in a compact form and offered for commercial use with accumulat-

ing evidence in favor of the process.

The materials for this extemporaneous process as put up for sale

by E. R. Squibb & Sons are sufficiently described in the following

copy of description and directions that is supplied in each box of

materials.

The barium dioxide is used in very fine powder because it was

found that this condition was most favorable to prompt hydration

and saturation. The quantity required to make 473 Cc. or one

pint of a 10 v. solution varies with the test of the barium dioxide

used but it must always be in excess. If it be as low as the mini-

mum strength of the U. S. P., namely, 80 p.c., about 165 Gm. will

be needed. But if as high as 90 p.c. which is not uncommon, 150

Gm. will be sufficient. This quantity is put up in thick manilla

paper lined with waxed paper to prevent hardening by absorption

of atmospheric moisture. At first the dioxide was firmly packed in

these parcels, and then in two or three months it became so hard

that it could not be used by the directions given, but had to be

uncovered and rubbed again into powder with mortar and pestle.

As soon as this defect was discovered it was remedied by putting

the powder unpacked or loose in the cases, and thus far no com-

plaint of hardening has been received, and the oldest parcels so put

up seem entirely manageable.

The syrupy phosphoric acid is taken in such quantity as to be

the controlling element in the process, since its complete saturation

determines the strength of the resulting solution whatever may be

the excess of the barium dioxide. And the quantity of the acid is

so adjusted that in actual practice it yields a solution of not less

than ten nor more than eleven volumes, the variation being due to

the varying loss at different room temperatures, and under differ

ent degrees of care in management.

This acid as found in the markets varies considerably in strength.

The minimum limit of the U. S. P. is 85 p.c. and occasionally it is
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found below that, but if carefully bought it is usually about 87 p.c.

and from that up to 91 p.c. which is the highest yet met with.

If the strength be as low as 85 p.c. the quantity required in prac-

tice to yield a 10.5 v. solution is 76.5 Gm. If of 87 p.c. strength

74.5 Gm. is sufficient, and if of 91 p.c. 71.5 Gm. is needed.

In the U. S. P. process the materials aud results are about 2.114

times greater than these given here, and a slightly different man-

agement is prescribed, but there a variation in management that

affects the strength is of no moment as the product is directed to

be standardized by actual assay and a special assay process is given.

The following description and directions as supplied in the boxes

of materials for this process are given in much greater detail than

in the U. S. P. and this great detail may be of service in helping

to popularize the extemporaneous process in practice.

Test Case.

Whilst the foregoing paper was being printed the writer con-

cluded to construct a small inexpensive test case for roughly assay-

ing solutions of hydrogen dioxide, and the design has been suf-

ficiently successful to be of much practical utility.

A pasteboard case contains two ground- stoppered vials of about

60 Cc. capacity,—a one cubic centimetre pipette graduated in

tenths, and a small rubber bulb for the pipette ; and upon the case

are full directions for the process.

One of the vials contains solution of potassium permanganate of

exactly five times the strength of the volumetric solution and

this is so used that 0.1 Cc. of it indicates one volume, or 0.3 p.c. of

strength.

The other vial contains the officinal Diluted Sulphuric Acid for

use with the permanganate, the entire process being upon the lines

laid down in the foregoing paper.

By this process it is found that in a very few minutes the

strength of any solution may be easily determined to within one

volume, or 0.3 p.c; or, by great care in measuring, to within half a

volume, or 0.15 p.c.

The case contains materials for 50 to 60 assays, and there are

directions upon the vials for renewing the supply of the contents

as they are exhausted in use.
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MATERIALS FOR THE EXTEMPORANEOUS PREPARATION OF SIX PORTIONS, OF
478 Cc. OR ONE PINT EACH, OF A 3 PER CENT. OR 10 VOLUME

SOLUTION OF HYDROGEN DIOXIDE, OR PEROXIDE OF HYDROGEN,
AS IT MAY BE NEEDED FOR MEDICINAL USES.

These materials consist of
Six Paper Packages of Barium Dioxide,
Six Vials of Phosphoric Acid,
One Vial of Diluted Sulphuric Acid.
One Vial of Neutral Litmus Paper,
Twelve Pairs of Folded Filters, and
A card of directions, all put up in a box for transportation and keeping.
These materials do not change by transportation and keeping as all solu-

tions of hydrogen dioxide do, whilst heat and agitation in any climate are
without effect upon them ;

and the object in putting them up in this way
is to render a very pure solution, of definite strength, easily made when-
ever and wherever it may be needed, and this at no greater cost than the
ordinary commercial solutions which after transportation and keeping are
so very indefinite in strength and so untrustworthy.
The Barium Dioxide and Phosphoric Acid are put up in carefully ad-

,

justed quantities, and their reaction, when managed as directed, yields
barium phosphate, which is insoluble and settles put, and hydrogen diox-
ide, (H 2 0 2 ) which remains in solution in the water present; and the
strength of the resulting solution depends upon the saturation of the
definite quantity of the Phosphoric Acid supplied,—the Barium Dioxide

|

being supplied in considerable excess in order to secure prompt saturation
j

of the Acid.
DIRECTIONS FOR USING.

Provide two ordinary packing bottles, fitted with good corks—a smaller one marked by
a file scratch at the capacity of 473 Cc. or 1 pint ; and a larger one of about 4 pints capacity,

as it is quite important to have an excess of room for effective shaking during the saturation

of the Phosphoric Acid.
DILUTION OF THE ACID.

Into the larger bottle put about 100 Cc. (3J f I .) of water, preferably, but not necessarily,

distilled water. Add to this the contents of one of the vials of Phosphoric Acid. Fill the

emptied vial nearly full of water, shake well, and add these rinsings to the contents of the

larger bottle. Shake the whole well together and set the bottle aside to cool until it is re-

quired for saturation.
HYDRATION OF THE DIOXIDE.

Into the smaller bottle put about 240 Cc. (8f I .) of water, and dry the mouth and neck

of the bottle well, to prevent the powder from adhering to it. Then with a sharp knife cut

off a fairly large corner of one of the packages of Barium Dioxide. Turn the corner, thus

opened, over the dried mouth of the bottle, and by knocking the package on the bottle-

mouth, jolt the powder into the water in a stream as free from lumps as practicable, and

shake hard at once to break up any small lumps before they get a coat of partial hydrate
,

that is impermeable to the water. Then set the bottle in a bath of ice and water, at or below

10°C. (50° F.) for about two hours, taking the bottle out to shake vigorously at intervals
1

of not over 1 or 2 minutes for the first half hour, to avoid the setting and hardening of a

partly hydrated dioxide at the bottom of the bottle. After the first hour the taking out to

shake is less important, and may be at much longer intervals, as the tendency to set will

have passed. In about 2 hours the hydration will generally be sufficient, as judged by

such a swelling up of the hydrated dioxide that but little water separates out on top between

the shakings.
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Hydration of the Dioxide is absolutely necessary to its proper combination with the
Acid, and although an ice bath or exposure to a corresponding out-door temperature is the
most effective, sure, rapid and convenient method of hydration yet found, it is by no means
the only method, and is not always accessible.

A bath of water at ordinary well-water temperatures of 16 to 18° C. (G0.8 to 64.4° F.) with
half-hourlv shakings, usually accomplishes the hydration in about 6 hours.

A bath at about 20 to 22° C. (68 to 71.6° F.) with hourly shakings, effects the hydration in

about 10 or 12 hours.
A bath at about 25° C. (77° F.) with shaking every two or three hours during day time, i

but not through the night, for about 3 days, answers the purpose fairly well ; and exposure
to air temperatures about 3° C. (5.4° F. ) below the baths mentioned, gives about the same
results.

The temperatures at which hydration appears to go on most slowly are from about 26
to 32° C. (78.8 to 89.6° F.), when 4 or 5 days may be required.

A hot water bath is, however, more rapid and is always accessible. If the bottle, with
|

its 240 Cc. of water, be placed in a bath, and the water of the bath be then brought to boil-

ing, the water in the bottle will have a temperature of 85 to 95° C. (185 to 203° F.
),
according

;

to the thickness of the bottle. The Dioxide is then to be added to the water, well shaken and
\

the bottle set back in the boiling water for half an hour, with occasional shaking Then
the bath, with the bottle in it. is taken from the source of heat, and allowed to cool, with
occasional shaking of the bottle, during an hour. The water of the bath is then replaced by

j

the coolest water accessible—say sea-water, or the water of hot summer temperatures,
about 25° C. (77° FA for about 3 hours, making up about 5 hours of the hot and cool baths.
Even then, especially in hot weather, the hj'dration, though sufficient, is liable to be incom-
plete. And all these methods of hydration (excepting the ice-baths), yield a much heavier

,

hydrate that settles between the shakings so as often to leave half the water on top. By the
use of hot water, managed in this way, portions have been very frequently made, in the ,

very hottest summer weather, without ice. or water cooler than 25° C. (77° F.) and with room 1

temperatures of 26 to 32° C. (78.8 to 89.6° F.), although more time and patience are needed, B

and slight loss by decomposition is suffered, by reason of the high temperatures.

SATURATION OP THE ACID.

The magma, kept well shaken up, is then poured into the diluted Phosphoric Acid in the
|

larger bottle, in about 4 or 5 portions, with intervals of vigorous shaking, the smaller bottle

being rinsed into the larger, after the last portion, with about 30 to 40 Qc. (1 to l^f I .) of

water. The addition of the magma to the Acid develops heat of combination, and the heat

is cumulative as the successive portions are added. This heating is to be controlled, because 1

it causes slight decomposition and waste of the H 20 2 . If the shaking be done under a

stream of cool water, running from a faucet,—well-water, for example, the additions may
be made in rapid succession, so as to require only 15 to 20 minutes for the saturation of the

Acid ; but if such cooling be not used, the intervals between the additions must be much
longer, and proportionate to the cooling effect of the room temperature. Or, between the

shakings the bottle may be set in the ice-bath used for the hydration of the Dioxide. When
the bottle has been well shaken, after the final addition of magma, the testing with the Neu-
tral Litmus Paper, supplied for the purpose, should begin by touching the end of a strip to

the end of the cork taken out immediately after shaking. If the hydration be fairly com-
plete, the first testing should show a neutral reaction ; but usually the reaction is slightly

acid, even when the hydration is good, and more shaking is required. Then, in proportion
\

to the incompleteness of the hydration, more shaking and a longer time will be required to

reach a neutral reaction ; and with any other method of hydration than the ice-bath, the

shaking is often needed for a quarter or half hour, and more rarely for an hour or two; and
this shaking need not be continuous, but only at intervals of 5 or 10 minutes, until the neu-
tral point be reached. In using the Litmus Paper the wet end is cut off with scissors at each
trial, and in deciding when the neutral point is reached one end of the strip is wetted from
the cork and the other end with water, when the tints should be the same, or the cork end
very faintly the redder purple of the two. If the neutral point be not reached, the nitration

will be very slow and the process be measurably spoiled. If the neutral point be passed to

an alkaline reaction, there will be some decomposition of the H 20 2 , and more barium will

pass into the filtered solution. The neutral point being reached, the bottle is set aside, in the

coolest place accessible, to settle for filtration.

In hydrating the Dioxide it occasionally happens that the powder falls into the water in
too many small lumps that become hydrated on the surface only, and then the saturation to
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the neutral point is very slow, requiring prolonged and tedious shaking. This is easily con-
trolled, and the saturation is easily completed at anytime by inverting the bottle after shak-
ing so that the lumps settle in the neck upon the end of the cork. If, then, the bottle be
slowly turned back to a horizontal position, the lumps will be left in the neck, and, the cork
being removed, they are easily washed out into a mortar by a little gush of the liquid behind
them, to be triturated with successive portions of the liquid in the bottle, and finally returned
to the bottle.

FILTERING OFF THE SOLUTION.

The smaller bottle and cork, used for the magma, are washed clean to receive the fil-

trate. A pair of the Folded Filters supplied are opened at the place indicated by the blank

end of the printed slip " Open Here,'11 so that there may be four thicknesses of the paper on

each side, to secure the required rapid filtration. Then the filters are placed in a funnel

about 11.5 Cm. (4£ inches) across the top, and the filters having been well wetted, the funnel

is adjusted to filter into the clean bottle that is marked for one pint.

By this time the contents of the larger bottle, set aside to settle, will have separated into

a cloudy solution above and a heavy precipitate below, and sufficient time should be given to

allow the precipitate to settle to less than one-half. Pour the cloudy solution off into the

filter, slowly toward the last, so as to make but one pouring, as the solution filters very

rapidly. Then shake up the precipitate in the larger bottle two or three times while the

solution is passing through the filter, and when it has very nearly all passed through, shake

up the precipitate again, and pour it all at once into the filter by inverting the bottle over

the filter. When the liquid has drained through from the surface of the precipitate in the

filter, rinse the bottle with water and pour the rinsings on the precipitate. Then pour on

water, portion after portion, until the filtrate in the bottle reaches the 473 Cc. or 1 pint mark.

Occasionally it occurs that the solution which drains out of the precipitate, becoming alka-

line in reaction, causes a cloudiness on mixing with the first filtrate, but this seems to be

unimportant.

This filtrate is the solution of hydrogen dioxide, but it contains a small proportion of

barium, probably in the condition of an acid phosphate of barium. To free it from barium,

10 drops of the diluted Sulphuric Acid, supplied for the purpose, is added, and the now very

cloudy solution is well shaken. It should then give a very slight but decidedly acid reaction

upon the Neutral Litmus Paper. But if not, more Sulphuric Acid must be added, 2 drops at

a time, with shaking, until the slightly acid reaction is reached, when all the barium will

have been precipitated as insoluble sulphate of barium, and a little free sulphuric and phos-

phoric acids will be left in the solution ; but the proportion of these will not be above that

required to limit the solution to a slow rate of decomposition. Without any free acid,

decomposition is rather rapid, even when the solutions are kept cold, and without agitation.

The barium sulphate precipitated by the management above directed, is in such line

particles that it cannot be filtered out by any ordinary filtering paper. But, by standing an

hour or more, much of it will settle out , and the remainder will have so changed its condition

that it may be filtered out by the good paper supplied for the purpose. For this final filtra-

tion arrange another pair of filters as before directed, and filter the solution into the bottle

in which it is to be kept, taking care not to pour the sediment into the filter until the funnel

is transferred from the bottle to another vessel. Then, if this last portion comes through

clear, it is added to that in the bottle ; but if cloudy it may be allowed to settle again, or be

thcown away.

Exclusive of the time required for the hydration of the dioxide, which will vary with the
method chosen, the entire process is easily completed in about 24 hours,—that is, an hour for

the saturation and first filtration, and an hour and a half for the standing to settle and the

second filtration ; and there is nothing complex or difficult about the process. If the direc-

tions are prolix or appear to be complex or difficult, it is only because they are purposely
given in great detail in order that they be the more easily carried out, step by step, by any
physician, pharmacist or trained nurse. And anything not made quite clear in the direc-

tions will probably become plain enough after one or two trials.

The result of the process is 473 Cc. or 1 pint of Solution of Hydrogen Dioxide, which

will vary a little in strength with the heat or cold of the weather at the time of making, and

with the care and skill with which the directions are carried out, but the strength can hardly
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be less than 10 nor more than 11 volumes, while the purity will be assured beyond question.

The Solution is colorless, odorless and tasteless, but gives an after impression in the mouth
impossible to describe. It is acid to litmus paper ; and 100 Cc. of it with 1 Cc. of solution of

phenolphthalein as an indicator, requires about 2.5 Cc. of normal volumetric solution of soda

for saturation. This saturated solution, evaporated to dryness on a water bath, gives a resi-

due weighing about 0.26 Gm. Evaporated to dryness without saturation of the acid 100 Cc.

gives a residue of about 0.20 Gm. Diluted Sulphuric Acid gives no cloudiness (absence of bar-

ium). Solution of Nitrate of Silver gives cloudiness (presence of chlorine). Baryta water gives

cloudiness (presence of sulphuric and phosphoric acids). One Cc. of the solution, diluted with

10 Cc. of diluted sulphuric acid (1 part in 10) and 10 Cc. of water, decolorizes about 19 Cc. of

decinormal solution of potassium permanganate (each Cc. =0.0017 Gm. H 2 0 2 ), indicating a

strength of about 3.2 p.c. of H 20 2 (17xl9=323-*-100= 3.?3 p.c). Then the 19 Cc.of decinorma
permanganate, multiplied by the modulus 0.560, gives 10.6 as the strength in volumes of

available oxygen which each volume of the solution gives in decomposing,—the oxygen be-

ing measured at 0°C. (32°F.). A volumetric solution of potassium permanganate containing

5.629 Gm. in the litre, used in the same way as the decinormal solution (which has 3.156 Gm.
in the litre), gives the strength in volumes of available oxygen, measured at 0°C. (32° F.)

directly. That is, each Cc. of such a volumetric solution indicates one volume of available

oxygen, measured at 0°C. And the number of volumes thus indicated, divided by the mod-
ulus 0.5C0, gives the number of volumes of decinormal solution required, and this in turn,

gives the percentage strength, so that either of these volumetric solutions is available for

ascertaining the strength, either by percentage or by volume.

All solutions of hydrogen dioxide should be kept loosely corked so that the oxygen of de-

composition may leak out, or the cork be easily blown out, because in this way the risk of

dangerous explosion is avoided, whilst the decomposition is not retarded by keeping the

oxygen in.

This Solution, if kept in a refrigerator and not agitated, decomposes at a rate so slow that

the loss is not easily discoverable within one or two weeks. In colorless bottles, setting upon
the tables and shelves of ordinary work-rooms, where the temperature does not exceed
about 18° C. (64.4° F.), the rate of decomposition is slow,—probably about 0.3 of a volume a
week. Above such temperatures the rate increases rapidly, so that in hot summer weather,

25 to 35° C. (77 to 95°F.\ there is a pretty active effervescence of very small bubbles, and a
loss of from 0.1 to 0.3 of a volume a day.

In all cases wherein the small proportion of free acid is objectionable it may be saturated

at the time the solution is to be used, by a very small proportion of Sodium Bicarbonate.
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From the character of the correspondence received by the writer

during the past year, it seems advisable to repeat the introductory

remarks made here three years ago when this series of comments
was begun.

The aim of the following brief commentary has been, and still is,

simply to give a short, compact digest of the prominent current lit-

erature of the professions of medicine and pharmacy. There has

been no attempt at treating the subject exhaustively, in the way of

noticing every article that has been written upon, but an effort has

been made to sift the great accumulation of matter presented dur-

ing each year, and give points of general information which may
be of service to a busy practitioner who is supposed to be interested,

and yet is unable to give the time to even hurriedly skim over the

literature in order to keep abreast of the times.

Acetanilid (Antifebrin) has now surely gained a permanent

place in the physician's armamentarium, and gives excellent prom-

ise of being equally efficient in the surgeon's hands. Based on the
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good results obtained by Dr. Francis W. Han-ell of Gilman, Wash.,

who obtained such markedly beneficial effects when used as a dress-

ing for wounds, Dr. G. A. Bodamer has made a more extensive use

of it in the Surgical Dispensary of the German Hospital, Phila-

delphia, Penn., and Dr. Charles H. Castle in the accident ward of

the Cincinnati Hospital, Cincinnati, Ohio. Dr. Harrell used it in

"a great number of burns, scalds, contused and lacerated wounds,

into which coal-dust, ashes, iron-filings, grease and dirt of every

kind have been thoroughly ground. . .
." He " treated simi-

lar injuries with iodoform, boric acid, carbolic acid solutions, and

with bichlorid solutions and gauze," but he has "never succeeded

in curing them without the formation of pus." He goes on to

state: "Since I have used acetanilid in the treatment of every

case I have had in which there was extensive loss of tissue, and in

every case it has acted well, the usual result being no pus and rapid

recovery. I have not been able to use it in any major operations,

as fortunately we have had no very severe accidents here for the

last two months. My method of treatment has been cleanliness,

with the application of finely powdered acetanilid to the wound.

Apply plenty of it ; in fact, for a crushed finger I make a bed of

acetanilid/' He concludes by stating that he finds "acetanilid a

dry dressing that does not scald the skin, as does boric acid ; does

not have an offensive odor, as does iodoform ; will never poison by

absorption, as does sometimes carbolic acid or mercuric chlorid so-

lution, or gauze." (Phila. Medical News, Vol. LXIII, page 438).

Dr. Bodamer completely corroborates Dr HarrelPs statements and

even goes further in his expressions of satisfaction. He states that "in

the large number of cases of this description (many of which come

from Baldwin's Locomotive Works), in which acetanilid was em-

ployed, not one was suppurated. Thus, healing takes place in a

short time, and it is often possible, without keeping the men away

from work much longer, to save half of a phalanx, when amputation

formerly would have been practised." He has used it "in his pri-

vate practice, applied to mucous patches, having the patient hold

the mouth open for several minutes while the powder was applied.

The effect has been remarkable, the patches clearing very rapidly.

He also used it in a case of ulceration of the rectum, in which ma-

lignancy was feared, and prompt healing followed. In a bone-case

which had persisted for some time, he secured healing by the use

of acetanilid while the patient was confined to bed by an attack

of influenza. In one sinus case, the acetanilid was injected in a
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watery mixture, and after a few hours profuse sweating occurred,

and the patient experienced a rather pleasant sensation as of float-

ing in the air." . .
" As its toxic effects have only followed the

internal administration of excessively large doses, it is improbable

that enough could be absorbed, after being dissolved in the dis-

charges of a wound, to produce unpleasant effects, unless inject-

ed in large quantities in sinuses. In this respect iodoform and

acetanilid are on a par. As a desiccant, the latter is far superior
;

the dryness of the wounds in all cases having been remarkable, the

acetanilid being found as a thick, dry crust over the wound at the

second dressing. As regards expense, acetanilid can be procured at

one-tenth the cost of iodoform." (Phila. Medical News, Vol. LXIV,
page 269).

Dr. Castle has used it successfully "in dressing fifty-one scalp-

wounds, and two hundred and seven other wounds and solutions of

continuity." With his present experience he "would say that it

is an efficient antiseptic, stimulant, non-irritating, non-toxic, odor-

less, clean, easy to wash from the surface of a wound and the sur-

rounding skin, desiccant, and to a certain extent a hemostatic."

(Phila. Medical News, Vol. LXIV, page 363.)

Its use in Veterinary practice has met with equal success. Dr.

M. E. Knowles, of Hamilton, Montana, has obtained " most happy"

results in the Veterinary Hospital of Bitter Root Stock Farm.
" The first case in which it was given a trial was certainly a crucial

test—it was upon an extensive fistula of the superior cervical region

( 'poll-evil ') of longstanding in a Percheron colt four years old,

which had been exsected about ten days previous "

It "was then suppurating very profusely from the entire wound-
surface, about ten inches in length, and from two to six inches in

depth. The wound was carefully washed with a 50 per cent, solu-

tion of hydrogen dioxid, and packed thoroughly with acetanilid.

The following day there were not two drams of pus in the cavity,

and at the termination of a week hardly a drop of pus could be dis-

covered. The entire wound healed kindly fifteen days from the com-

mencement of the acetanilid dressing. I have since used acetanilid

after dissecting out three fistulas of the superior scapular region

(' withers in one of which immediate union was obtained ; in the

remaining two slight suppuration continued for a few days only.

In all I have used acetanilid in about twenty-five surgical cases,

with the happiest results ; in fact, in all my minor surgical cases

only ordinary antiseptic precautions in cleanliness and the acetanilid
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dressing have resulted in healing by first intention, a result in vet-

erinary surgery otherwise difficult for me to obtain, even under

most thorough preparation and scrupulous cleanliness." (Phila.

Medical Netvs, Vol. LXIV, page 419.)

Finally Medical Inspector G-. W. Woods, U. S. N., stationed at

Mare Island, Cal., read a paper at the recent Annual Meeting

of the Amer. Med. Assoc. in San Francisco on The Use of this

agent in Medicine and Surgery. His experience was " confined to

twenty cases of lacerated wounds and operations, and the list

embraces some new experiences and applications of this remedy."

He gives an interesting clinical history of two important cases and

concludes by stating that this agent "should be welcomed to

the outfit of all surgeons, but especially to those of the Army and

Navy " as being specially adapted " to the field and

campaign work of the former, and similar duty in connection

with landing parties and shore duty of the latter ; in time of war,

its application to all wounds being soothing, beneficial, avoiding

the necessity of immediate, careful, antiseptic cleansing, and per-

mitting of delay in completing the final surgical attention, in most

cases a delay often as necessary as desirable on shipboard, on

account of the rolling of the ship or stress of weather." (Journ. of

the Amer. Med. Assoc., Vol. XXIII., page 100).

Acid Acetic Some interesting work has been done during

the past year with the expectation of applying this Acid to the

rendering of fat and to the treatment of garbage. Its antiseptic

property is taken advantage of in preventing the decomposition of

the fat or garbage at the point of production, and the penetrative

power of the Acid is utilized when the organic matter is brought to

the rendering house and put in contact with a greater volume of

Acetic Acid. Acetic Acid at a temperature equal to the melting

point of fat releases the fat from the tissue with such ease that not

only is the full yield of fat obtained, but by reason of the compara-

tively low temperature the fat is of a very light color, comparatively

free from the acids of decomposition and practically free from acetic

acid. From its purity the fat thus obtained is in proper condition

for the manufacture of glycerine or other substances of which the

fat is the chief ingredient.

Acid Carbolic (Phenol) still continues to occupy the atten-

tion of chemists as well as the medical profession. An interesting

series of experiments was completed within the past year by Mr.

Charles A. Kohn, Ph.D., B.Sc. of University College, Liverpool,
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England, on the causes of the coloration of this Acid. He made
his report at the Nottingham Meeting of the British Associa-

tion last year. He apparently gives good ground for disputing

most of E. Fabini's conclusions mentioned here on a previous

occasion. He employed very carefully distilled and purified acid

and subjected it to the various agents which have been known
to cause the coloration, each by itself, with uniformly positive

results, whereas the pure acid free from moisture and air was

not changed. He makes the following interesting statements :

" Of greater importance than the action of these various reagents

upon purified phenol, is the fact that the pure product obtained by

each of the above processes does of itself become colored when
exposed to ordinary moist air. The coloration, which gradually

deepens from pale pink or brown to red, is always accompanied by

the absorption of moisture, and the reddening is especially con-

spicuous in the partially liquefied parts of the sample. This

coloration does not take place in the dark, nor under red glass ; it

is the work of the more refrangible rays of light only.

As has often been observed, sublimed phenol does not redden as

rapidly as the distilled product ; in fact, according to Bidet, it

does not color at all on exposure when thus purified. This, how-

ever, is not the case. The sublimed product becomes colored quite

as quickly as distilled phenol when in solution, and that it is slower

in turning pink when in the solid state is due to the fact that the

crystals obtained by sublimation are less hygroscopic than the dis-

tilled product. In absence of moisture, under all conditions, no

coloration ensues ; hence the appearance of the color in those

portions of the sample which have become partially liquefied. Phe-

nol, placed in vacuo, can be exposed to light for months without

becoming red, nor does it color either in presence of moisture

when air is absent, or in presence of air when perfectly dry. Both

air and moisture are necessary for the colouration to take place."

Bearing on the subject of the use of this Acid in typhoid fever

alluded to here, last year, Surgeon R. H. Quill, of the British Army
Medical Staff, reports on " The Use of a Combination of Carbolic

Acid and Chloroform in Enteric Fever." The prescription for the

mixture contains five ingredients, one of them little known in this

country and therefore it is not repeated here. Suffice it to say that

the proportion of Acid to Spirit of Chloroform is 3 to 10, and the

whole is made up to 355 Cc. (about 12 f § ). The report requires

reading in full to derive sufficient intelligible understanding to
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follow the course pursued, but the following may be quoted here

:

" The combination of carbolic acid and chloroform was adopted for

the following reasons : In 1892, Dr. Mclntyre, of Glasgow, conduct-

ed some experiments in regard to the action of carbolic acid on
the enteric bacillus (G-affky's), and found that in addition to an
antiseptic action on the intestinal contents, the acid controlled the

development of the enteric bacillus. Previously to this, in 1890,

Werner, of St. Petersburg, made similar experiments with chloro-

form, and found that a £ per cent, solution of chloroform killed

the enteric bacillus. Reflecting on these experiments it occurred to

me that a combination of these drugs, both of which had a distinct-

ive effect on the specific micro-organism of enteric fever, and one

of which had as well a wholesome intestinal antiseptic action,

ought, if given with judicious freedom, to be effectual in rendering

immune the enteric bacillus and its septic products. So far

my expectation has been realized. I have treated with the carbolic

acid and chloroform combination during the past year all the cases

of enteric fever that have come under my care, and in each case

perfect recovery has followed, without the advent of any symptom
calculated to cause anxiety. It is a gratifying experience to be able

to make this record regarding a fever, which, in India, has a mor-

tality very considerably higher than that usually experienced in tem-

perate climates." {Brit. Med. Journal,Vo\. I for 1894, page 909).

At a meeting of the Clinical Society of London, England, on

Feb. 23rd last, Dr. Wilberforce Smith showed a case of phthisis in

which a successful result had followed the inhalation of carbolic

acid. The patient was a man twenty-five years old, who presented

signs of dulness together with moist sounds at the apex of one lung.

His temperature was high and there was also a fistula in ano. He
went to St. Leonards, where he lived under good hygienic condi-

tions, and he used a large inhaler, made from an ordinary hat box,

in which flannel charged with carbolic acid was suspended. He
continued these inhalations for eighteen months.

Dr. Thomas A. Elder, of Aurora, Ills., has met with marked

success in the treatment of itching in three cases of small-pox, with

an ointment consisting "of a mixture of one part of crystallized car-

bolic acid and three parts of camphor, with from three to five parts

of vaseline." (N. Y. Med. Journal, Vol. LIX, page 534.)

Dr. S. W. S. Toms, of Bellport, N. Y., not only confirms Dr.

Elder's experience, but calls attention to the fact that lie was the

first to bring the subject before the profession at an earlier date.
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Acid Picric (Tri-Nitro-Phenol) has been chiefly used in a sat-

urated aqueous solution as a delicate test for albumen, and the

picrates have been employed as a medicine to some extent, but with

indifferent success; however, the report now comes that the Acid

has been used for some time past in the Paris Charity Hospital in

the treatment of burns, with some success. The method originated

with M. Filleul, and Dr. Thierv introduced it in the hospital. The
method is to saturate lint with a -J-per cent, solution of the Acid

and wring it out well before applying to the burn. In ordinary

cases, it is only necessary to change the dressing every three days

at first, and afterwards every four or five. The Acid appears to

act best when allowed to dry on the lint as applied to the burn with-

out protecting with oiled-silk or other impervious covering. It acts

as an anaesthetic as well as an antiseptic. Apparently no irritation

of the skin occurs, and erysipelas lias never followed its use. The
most marked objection found to it is the persistent yellow stain left

where it has been applied.

Agathin (Salicy1-Aldehyde-a-M ethyl-Phenyl-Hydrazone)—the

analgesic— continues to be used in Great Britain and on the Conti-

nent to some extent in the treatment of sciatica, neuralgia and

some forms of rheumatism, but practically nothing has appeared

in medical literature for the past year.

Algine is a mucilaginous substance, resembling gum arabic,

and obtained from the red algae or Laminaria stenophylla and

Laminaria digitata. It is prepared by treating sea-weed with a

boiling sodium carbonate solution, which dissolves the alginic acid

in the form of sodium alginate, leaving the cellular tissue as a resi-

due. This salt treated with hydrochloric acid throws down the

alginic acid as an amber-colored gelatinous precipitate. This is

separated by means of a filter-press, again dissolved in sodium car-

bonate solution and evaporated down to a thick consistence, after

which it is dried at a moderate heat.

It is very similar to gelatin, but it differs by not coagulating to a

jelly, and by not being precipitated by tannin. It differs from

albumen by not being coagulated by heat. It differs from gum
arabic because it is precipitated fiom its solutions in an insoluble

state by the mineral acids. It forms soluble salts with the alkalies.

Its solutions are very viscid, being fourteen times greater than

starch and thirty-seven times greater than gum arabic. It may be

well used to emulsify oils and clarify wines. Other uses will read-

ily suggest themselves.
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Alphol—(a-Naphtyl Salic}7late) is a new internal antiseptic

of an isomeric form to Betol. Whereas, in the formation of the

latter /2-Naphtol is used, in Alphol it is tf-Naphtol. Sodium
Salicylate, Sodium a-Naphtolate and Phosphorus Oxychloride are

mixed and heat applied to a temperature of 120° to 130° C. (248°

to 266° F.). After further treatment and purification it is pre-

sented in a form resembling Betol. There seems to be little need

for this new article as it is said to resemble Salol and Betol in

its therapeutic effects, but it has been given in doses of \ to 2

grammes (about 7.i to 31 grains) internally in articular rheuma-

tism, some forms of cystitis and as a general internal antiseptic

with good results. It is reported to split up into «-Naphtol and

Salicylic Acid when it reaches the intestinal and pancreatic secre-

tions.

Alumnol, the astringent and antiseptic, is still used largely but

with varied success. Although Caspar and Sander are sceptical as

to its use in gonorrhoea, and even in chronic cases prefer silver

nitrate, still others hold differently. Dr. William S. Gottheil, of

New York City, has made a preliminary report on its use in skin

diseases. He employed it in 16 cases of acute inflammations of the

skin and vesicular, impetiginous and diffuse eczemata of the face,

head, extremities and general surface ; 9 cases of chronic inflamma-

tions of the skin and squamous indurated and seborrhoeal ecze-

mata ; 9 cases of superficial and deep seated syphilitic inflamma-

tions of the skin, and gummata of the skin and subcutaneous

tissue ; 9 cases of deep-seated or parenchymatous and traumatic

and infectious inflammation of the skin ; 8 cases of parasitic and

contagious diseases of the skin ; 7 cases of glandular and vascular

diseases, and finally two of gonorrhoea. He concludes that " The

number of cases of gonorrhoea were not sufficient to draw any con-

clusion from, but I think the drug deserves trial in chronic cases.

It will probably be found about as efficacious and reliable as the

other remedies used, or as unreliable. The truth probably lies mid-

way between Chotzen's eulogies and Caspar's report of its useless-

ness." (N. Y. MedicalJourn. Vol. LVIII, page 532).

Dr. J. A. Cantrell is satisfied as to its usefulness in erythema

intertrigo, acute vesicular eczema and other forms of eczema.

Drs. H. Heinz and A. Liebrecht still believe in its action in both

superficial and deep cavities.

Dr. Albert Spengler, of Heidelberg, Germany, apparently con-

tinues to use it in preference to zinc chloride.
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Prof. Schwimmer, of Buda-Pesth, Hungary, reported at the

recent International Medical Congress, held at Rome in April,

that he obtained excellent results. In acute cases, at times, irrita-

tion occurred, but in chronic cases none appeared. He found,

however, that the treatment had to be kept up fully as long with

this agent as with others.

Aminol is a new antiseptic and deodorizer in the form of a gas,

introduced within the past year. It is presented for use in the

form of solution of the gas, which latter is obtained by the action

of lime upon some of the amine compounds. It is said to occur in

the flowers of the hawthorne and pear tree, but is also found in the

natural decomposition of nitrogenous vegetable and animal matter.

It is found in commercial quantities in the brine in which herring

have been cured. An English firm is introducing it, and they call

attention to the fact that it is being used successfully in combination

with lime as the basis of the process for the purification of sewage

at Wimbledon, England. Two solutions are offered, both alkaline,

and of a disagreeable, shrimp-like odor. One is recommended

for general disinfection and the other for gargles, injections and

surgical dressings. The difference between the two solutions is

not explained, but may be that of strength only. Dr. Klein and

others have apparently used at least one of the solutions, for they

evidently vouch for the new article, but nothing has been reported

in the journals upon its use as yet.

Analgen (Ortho-Oxy-Ethyl-Ana-Mono-Benzoyl-Amido-Quino-

line)—the analgesic—has been little written upon during the past

year.

Antidiphtherin is prepared by Prof. Edwin Klebs, at Carls-

ruhe, Germany, from cultures of the bacilli of diphtheria. He has

used it, apparently, in two different strengths successfully in thirteen

cases, which results no doubt must be accepted as trustworthy as

far as they go, coming from such authority ; but others, attempting

to repeat his successes, have been disappointed.

Dr. Kunne, of Vienna, Austria, made use of it in four cases of

diphtheria in the Elberfeld Hospital, with varying success. Two
of these were children with moderately high fever and some false

membranes on the tonsils. A 5-per cent, solution of this agent was

at once applied, and repeated three or four times a day. On the

very next day the fever had subsided and the membranes had disap-

peared. The third case was a very severe one, with an abundance

of membranes. As tracheotomy had to be performed, a 1 per cent.
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solution had to be dropped into the trachea through the cannula.

No benefit was derived, and the child died from extension of the

membranes into the bronchi. The fourth case was one of the

medical staff of the hospital, who had contracted the disease at a

tracheotomy. In this case the applications were begun early—just

as soon as any membranes were seen—and the effect seemed to be

favorable at first, but soon the membranes increased, and spread

over the palate and uvula, and at the time this report was made the

result of the case was doubtful.

Dr. V. G. Grigorieff, of Prof. N. T. Filatoff's clinic in Moscow,

Russia, employed it in four cases of diphtheria in children, and

came to the conclusion that the remedy is worthless. In spite of

the paintings, repeated three times a day, false membranes contin-

ued to spread steadily, and the fever remained high and even

increased.

Finally Dr. Oscar Vulpius tested it therapeutically with at least

50 per cent, of deaths, so that the future of this treatment with

Klebs' material does not look very promising.

Antipyonin is the odd name adopted for a new antiseptic to

be used by the ophthalmologist and aurist. It was brought into

notice by Dr. 'Holland, of Toulouse, at the French Congress of

Ophthalmology held in Paris last May. He described it as sodium

tetraborate, obtained by dissolving equal parts of borax and boric

acid in boiling water and allowing the new salt to crystalize out.

It is a readily soluble white unctuous powder without causticity or

toxic effects. Dr. Eolland had employed it for the past three years

to the exclusion of all other antiseptics in treating cases of keratitis

and conjunctivitis, and he declares that there is no medicinal sub-

stance that compares with it in respect to the number, ease and

rapidity of the cures produced, as it appears to prevent the develop-

ment of the pyrogenic elements either on the surface of the eye

or in its cavity.

Antipyrin (Phenazone). Last January, the Therapeutic

Committee of the British Medical Association made its full report

on " An Inquiry regarding the Importance of Ill-Effects following

the use of Antipyrin, Antifebrin and Phenacetin." Last year the

preliminary report was quoted here under the heading Phenacetin,

and this report now made is simply the full and complete one to

go on record in British Medical Journal (Vol. I for 1894, page 85),

and is interesting reading.

Most users have noted the peculiar liability to erythematous
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eruptions, and some attribute this to the idiosyncrasy of the patient,

independent of dose, but the evidence is not conclusive. It is re-

marked that in migraine patients the patches curiously appear in

exactly the same places.

Xothing new is found to report.

Antirheumatin is another one of those mixtures which has

no legitimate reason for its existence as such. The name was pro-

posed by Kamm and is brought forward by a Dr. Fischer. It is a

compound of Methylene Blue and Sodium Salicylate. It is pre-

sented in a prismatic crystaline form of a dark blue color and.

readily soluble in water. It colors the urine either a blue or green

depending upon the degree of oxidation. Its name is a sufficient

index of its use, and is recommended in small doses in pills con-

taining 3 to 6 milligrammes to TV of a grain) given every two

or three hours. It has no claimed advantages over its two compo-

nents separately.

Antispasmin has received little attention in the current medical

literature of the year. It was natural to expect that some observ-

ers would take up the work of Prof. R. Demme, of Berne, Switzer-

land, where he left it at his death, and although only one report

has appeared in print, still investigations may be going on—the re-

sults to follow later. From the early investigations remarkable re-

sults were expected. Apparently the only observer reporting is Dr.

S. Rabow, who verifies the investigations already made, and con-

cludes that in general it appears to possess similar properties to

morphine, except in degree—being as much as forty to fifty times

weaker.

Antitoxin is a word frequently used now throughout the medi-

cal profession all over the world, and for what it stands, and of the

benefits expected and promised from treatment, with the various

forms, all are no doubt interested to learn. Although this agita-

tion is very recent, and everything reported is rather tentative as

yet, still the literature, especially in Europe, is already very volu-

minous, and it would be futile and surely tiresome to attempt to

even enumerate the reports made through the journals up to date.

It is, however, timely to give here a short running account of that

Antitoxin used in the treatment of diphtheria. The first step in

the practical application of the process of obtaining it "is the pre-

paration of the diphtheria toxin from cultivations of the specific

bacillus of the disease. Flasks containing nutrient broth are in-

oculated with the bacilli, and maintained for several weeks at a
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temperature of 37° 0. At the expiration of this period of incuba-

tion the contents of the flasks are filtered through a Chamberland
filter, which arrests the bacilli. An illustrated description of this

filter, as employed by d'Arsonval. will be found in the Pliarm.

Journ. and Trans.,Vol. XXIII. , page 1034. The clear filtrate thus

freed from organisms has a strong alkaline reaction. It is a virulent

poison, and speedily causes death when injected into animals in

comparatively small quantities ; from this property it is called

diphtheritic toxin. The toxin is injected into animals in minute,

but increasing quantities at intervals extending over some months,

the initial doses being so small as to cause only transient symptoms,

and it is .found that animals so treated are finally enabled to with-

stand the injection of such doses as would prove rapidly fatal to an

uninoculated animal of the same weight. When the animal has been

thus rendered immune its milk and blood serum are stated to pos-

sess the remarkable property of protecting other animals from in-

oculation by the disease. In order to obtain the serum, blood is

withdrawn from the body and allowed to stand. It clots in a short

time, the clot being composed of filaments of fibrin enclosing the

blood corpuscles, and by the contraction of the clot the blood is

separated into clot and serum, the latter being a pale, clear fluid,

comprising practically the fluid part of blood, minus corpuscles

and fibrin. The serum obtained in this way, from the blood of

animals rendered immune, as previously described, constitutes the

' antitoxin ' used in the treatment of the disease, the name being de-

rived from its antagonistic action to the ' toxin
9 produced by the ba-

cillus. It may be well to state here that nothing is known at pres-

ent as to the nature of the substance to which the action of the

toxin and antitoxin is due. From experiments on animals, the fol-

lowing results were obtained :—(1) By mixing the antitoxin in cer-

tain proportions with the toxin in a test-tube the latter is rendered

harmless
; (2) by first injecting the antitoxin, followed by the

toxin, the same effect is produced ; and (3) the toxin may be in-

jected first, followed by the antitoxin ; in this case a relatively

larger quantity of antitoxin is required, and the interval between

the injections must be brief.

The serum, in most of the cases reported, was obtained from the

horse. The animal is rendered immune by repeated injection over

a period of two or three months, at the expiration of which its

serum possesses very high anti-toxic properties. The animal suf-

fers in health but slightly, if at all, and the operation of bleeding
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may be repeated two or three weeks after being first performed.

It is even said to be possible, with this animal rendered immune as

previously described, to withdraw about a kilo, of blood at once,

and to repeat this from time to time without any deterioration of

the antitoxin obtained or danger to the animal, provided the injec-

tions of toxin be continued in the intervals between the blood-let-

ting operations. The dog, goat and sheep have also been employed,

but the blood of the horse furnishes a more abundant and clearer

serum than that of the other animals mentioned." (Pharm. Journ.

and Trans., Vol. XXV., page 291). "The animals used are cab,

carriage or draught horses, sound in constitution but broken down in

limb, who, after inoculation, live a life of ease and luxury, varied

by a periodical phlebotomy, such as our grandfathers submitted to

voluntarily two or three times a year."

It is to be confidently hoped that another Tuberculin overesti-

mation may not be the result of this prospective boon to the whole

world. There is such great danger of going too fast in our zealous

desire for something new, and the very evident hankering after

notoriety that a premature announcement of successes based on an

inadequate and incomplete experience cannot be too strongly de-

precated, especially on account of the retarding effect often pro-

duced by such action, even in a good cause. Although unsuccessful

cases have been reported, still, happily, complete success has at-

tended its use in diphtheria in a very large proportion of cases, and

the whole world is looking on anxiously for the final verdict.

Aronsohn's and Behring's Antitoxins are the ones now most

largely used, and from which by far the best results have been ob-

tained.

Apiol, in the liquid form, has considerably revived in use in

Great Britain since last alluding to it here ; but little is heard of it

in this country. Mr. Lewis Ough, F.C.S., of Leicester, England,

has been called upon to prepare it in rather large quantities—100

pound lots of seed used—and, therefore, he has thought it oppor-

tune to give his method of preparing it : "The freshly powdered

seeds are thoroughly damped with spirit (s.g. 0.838), packed in

a percolator, and, after standing forty-eight hours, percolation is

continued with spirit, \ gallon being used to every pound of seeds

taken. The bulk of spirit is recovered from the bright green alco-

holic liquor by distillation, and the remainder driven off in an open

vessel by means of a water-bath. The residue, on cooling, deposits

-a quantity of a waxy-looking solid, from which Apiol is readily
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separated, as a dark green oily-looking liquid, with a specific gravity

of 1.036 ; the yield being about 7.5 per cent." (Chem.<& Drug, Vol.

XLV, page 17.)

Aristol (Annidalin) received little attention in medical litera-

ture last year, although its use is quite on the increase, and its

favorable action in suitable cases is now too well known to need

any comment here.

Asaprol (Calcium /J-Naphtol a-Mono Sulphonate) has been

little written upon during the year past and appears to be rather on

the decline in medical practice.

Benzol (Benzene) has been used with good effect by Dr. Wm.
Robertson, of Newcastle -on-Tyne, England, in the treatment of

influenza. He gives a brief clinical record of six of his recent cases

and explains as follows :
*' At the outset of the treatment, one or

two blue pills, as the case demanded, were given, but beyond this

absolute reliance was placed on the benzol. Its exhibition in mucil-

age, along with a few drops of spirits of wine and spirits of chloro-

form, was found the most convenient. To render it as palatable as

possible it was given in a little lemonade. In no single case given

in this way was it found to cause any gastric irritation. I have

discarded the use of capsules containing it. Administered in this

way, it does impair the appetite, and gives rise to unpleasant eruc-

tations. Administered in mucilage, it has not been found to inter-

fere with due nutrition. Producing, as it does, in nearly every

case, such a rapid defervescence of the symptoms of influenza, as is

to be expected, the usual sequelae of the attacks are rarely or never

noticed. Debility after this form of treatment is hardly appreciable

by the patient. In one case before treatment, pain in the ears,

along with the other symptoms, was promptly relieved. In this

case otherwise treated an acute catarrh of the middle ear might

have been a probable event. In old and young alike the treatment

proves efficacious, and it seems to act as efficaciously in debilitated

as in robust subjects. Very few pulmonary complications have been

noted in cases presenting themselves within the last few weeks, but

it might be inferred that a remedy which so suddenly relieves the

grave initial symptoms lessens the probability of pulmonary com-

plications becoming established." (Brit. Med. Journ., Vol. II for

1893, page 1425.)

Dr. A. DaSacco, an Italian practitioner, has met with success in

applications by means of a brush of a mixture of 1 to 6 df Tincture

of Iodine and Benzol, to diphtheritic membranes. Three applica-
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tions should give improvement, and in three days complete disso-

lution of the membranes.

Dr. T. N. Kelynack, of Manchester, England, reports a fatal case

of acute poisoning. He points out that Benzene acts chiefly as a

narcotic, and death takes place slowly, due to cardiac failure.

Dr. Rosenthal, of Magdeburg, Prussia, reports a case of poison-

ing of an 18-months' old child who had swallowed 15 grammes

(about i an ounce) of the commercial article. The case was not

fatal, owing to rapid treatment, including washing out the stom-

ach. The child remained in a sleepy condition for six hours. Dr.

Rosenthal calls attention to the fact that glove cleaners at times

produce the narcotic effects upon themselves by inhaling it, for

their own gratification.

Benzonaphtol (/^-Naphtol Benzoate)—the intestinal anti-

septic and competitor of Betol—has not been reported on in the

current medical literature of the year past, but this is not a sign

that it has been abandoned by any means, for it is surely largely

used very successfully.

Benzosol (Benzoyl Guaiacol) is still used in the treatment of

pulmonary tuberculosis, but with little reported upon it. Its use

in Diabetes Mellitus, however, is more general, although reports

are conflicting. Palma, of Berlin, refutes Piatkowski's favorable

results alluded to here last year. He reports on six cases with

little evidence of its usefulness, and advises caution in its adminis-

tration, as it often at first produces diarrhea, which may become

alarming in cachectic cases.

Betol (Naphtosalol or /3-Naphtol Salicylate) has gradually

fallen into disuse, principally for the reason that its competitor,

Salol, has proved to be superior.

Betula Alba (the common European White Birch) is men-
tioned here simply to call attention to the fact as a matter of inter-

est, that the oil (Oleum Rusci) obtained by the dry distillation of

the birch bark is now produced in much increased quantities, not

;

for the treatment of skin affections for which it still has a limited

: use, but for giving that characteristic odor of Russia leather to the

fashionable shoes now growing in popularity and cheapness. The
Oil of Cade, which it closely resembles, if it is not identical with it

in the way of medicinal properties, no doubt supplies the limited

demand now that the Oleum Rusci has been diverted from its

therapeutic uses.

Borax (Sodium Borate) in the treatment of epilepsy, although
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not new by any means, has lately been brought more into promi-

nence by its successful use in certain cases. Dr. Edward A.
Welch, B.S., of Sutton, Mass., has made a careful study of the

published literature of this article, as he found little satisfaction in

what the reference books presented. He now gives the clinical

history of one successful case which he had treated with 650 milli-

gramme (about 10 grain) doses. The patient, at the time of pre-

senting herself, had decided evidences of bromism from the use of

potassium bromide, and this had to be eliminated before beginning

the Sodium Borate treatment. Attention is to be drawn particu-

larly to the fact that no improvement was noted for the first nine

days, after which, however, progress was rapid. This study is well

worth perusal and will be found in the New York Medical Journal,

Vol. LVIII, page 626.

Prolonged use of this salt is not as free from inconveniences as

one would imagine from its hitherto supposed harmless character,

for Dr. Ch. Fere stated in the French Biological Society on Dec.

9th last that he had observed cutaneous sequelae following its use,

principally seborrheic eczema of the scalp. Loss of hair occurs,

which, however, grows again after this treatment is abandoned.

Bromal Hydrate is an analogue to Chloral Hydrate, and

although not new, has been brought into notice again by Dr. B. W.
Bichardson, of London, England. The dose is about one-half that

of chloral hydrate and the after effects in many cases are milder in

form. Little is heard of it generally, however, which may be due

to the difficulties experienced in procuring it pure.

Bromamide—the antipyretic—has received practically no at-

tention in the medical literature of the year, and evidently Dr.

Augustus Cattle has not had the opportunity he hoped for last

year to extend his interesting observations, for no printed report

has been found of his results.

Bromoform is still used in the treatment of the insane, as

recommended by Dr. Gr. Angrisani, of Italy (alluded to here last

year).

Although Dr. L. Rambaud, of Paris, France, at that time and since

then obtained favorable results in acute mania, he totally failed in

chronic cases, but has had very gratifying results in a case of spinal

epilepsy, which had lasted a whole night at times, and which would

not respond to such remedies as the bromides and the antispas-

modics generally.

Its use in the treatment of pertussis still far outranks its other
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uses. Pellicer deems it the most serviceable of all remedies. He
believes most of the failures have come from not increasing the

initial dose.

Dr. H. B. Carpenter, of Philadelphia, Penn., reports both suc-

cesses and failures in pertussis, and believes the good effect to be

due, at least partly, to its action as a local anaesthetic on the

pharyngo-laryngeal mucous membrane. Small doses have not pro-

duced bad effects, but large ones have caused stupor, drowsiness,

and at times narcosis, but the patient was easily restored.

Dr. Carpenter, with others, has reported poison cases, and cau-

tion is still strongly urged.

Bromo-Plienol (Ortho-Bromo-Phenol) has been practically un-

heard of in the medical literature of the past year, and if its appar-

ent success in the treatment of erysipelas, alluded to here last year,

has been repeated, it has not been reported through the usual

channels.

Butyl-Chloral Hydrate (often erroneously called croton-

chloral) has not appeared in the medical literature of the year.

Butyl-Hypnal—the compound formed by the combination

of butyl-chloral and antipyrin—has apparently not been followed

up therapeutically as was hoped for at this time last year, for no

printed reports are to be found.

Calcium Sulphide has apparently been little recognized as

a remedial agent,, but it evidently deserves some attention, and

although astonishing results can not be looked for, still success has

followed its use frequently enough to warrant conservative prac-

titioners making a study of its action. Dr. T. M. Lloyd, of

Brooklyn, N. Y., reports that he has "employed the remedy in

about twenty cases of measles and scarlet fever in private practice,

in conjunction with defervescents. The results pointed to an

amelioration and to an apparent abridgement of the duration of

the fever. In pertussis, in a few cases, the paroxysms were mark-

edly reduced in number and severity within two or three days of

its administration, where just previously they were becoming more

severe. In a number of other cases the results were not so positive,

but though the type was sufficiently severe, none developed extreme

conditions. Most of the observations were made upon young chil-

dren. The administration should be frequent—hourly or half

hourly. Half a grain, half hourly, was given to children between

two and five years. When given in an agreeable form it was sel-

dom objected to."

2
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The writer confirms the above results in pertussis, as his own
three children were treated with this agent during an attack of each

child, one after the other, last spring. The children's ages were

about 1, 4, and 9. The dose was made up into powders with milk

sugar, which was not only not objected to but was looked forward

to. Occasionally slight eructations of sulphuretted hydrogen were

noticed, but the odor was not persistent enough to be objectionable.

Camphor has recently been under discussion again as to its

true constitution. Mr. C. Gillet is not satisfied with the present

explanation of its composition. By the action of alkalies or acids on

acetone (OH 3-CO-CH 3 ) he produces two forms of a condensation

product of acetone called phorone or what has been obtained by

Chautard and called camphrene, differing only from Camphor in

molecular structure by the absence of the radical CH
2

. Mr. Gillet

claims that Camphor (C 10 H 16 0) is a phorone (C
9
H 14 0) with

the radical CH 3 replacing one atom of hydrogen. He obtains a

crystalline substance of the same physical appearance and odor as

Camphor by the condensation of two molecules of acetone and one

of methyl acetone.

Castoreum has recently been studied by two French chemists,

MM. Beauregard and Pilliet, who find that the explanation of its

source, so long accepted and taught, needs some modification. The

glands in the groin of the beaver now appear to be simply exten-

sions of the prepuce in globular form, which is lined with villiform

epithelium. Each of these innumerable villi are covered with

smaller and smaller projections, one upon the other to form a papil-

lary structure, and the castor found there is simply the sebaceous

secretion in the form of the stratified pavement epithelium of this

structure.

Chloralamid (Chloral Formamide) is still held in favor as a

reliable agent in the treatment of idiopathic insomnia. The medi-

cal profession all over the world now appears to accept this remedy

as one of permanent value. The most written upon it during the

past year has been in relation to its effectiveness in seasickness.

Results vary somewhat, but according to reports much benefit has

been obtained. Some disappointment has been met at times, but it

has been pointed out that all the functions of the body must be in

normal working order to obtain satisfactory results. This is so self-

evident under any condition that it would seem as if such a precau-

tion would naturally be followed. However, constipation has been

known to bring on subsequent vomiting after the the first dose
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had been effective, which a free movement of the bowels immedi-

ately checked. Thus it seems necessary to emphasize here the uni-

versal principle that regular habits must be maintained.

Dr. Marcus offers the following formula for administration to

children in acute infectious disease :

Chloralamid 1.30 grammes (about 20 grains)

Solution of Ammon. Acetate 16.00 " ( " 247 "
)

Simple Syrup 30.00 " ( " 463 "
)

Water 60.00 " ( " 2 ounces)

Dose for a child three years old 5 grammes (about 80 grains)

every four hours.

Dr. M. H. Lackersteen, of Chicago, Ills., relates a case of a large

overdose—140 grains—being borne by a patient, which may interest

some to read in the Philadelphia Medical News, Vol. LXIII, page

616.

Chloralose (Anhydro-Gluco-Ohloral)—the new hypnotic of

last year, made from anhydrous chloral and dry glucose—has re-

ceived marked attention during the past year, and much satisfaction

has been found in its use by many. The increased doses which it

was gradually found to be necessary to produce the best results

have emphasized the fact that it is not the perfectly harmless agent

it was at first claimed to be, for cases of poisoning are multiplying.

In the Children's Hospital, Dr. F. Gordon Morrill, of Boston,

Mass., has "prescribed it in twenty cases of insomnia, with good

results in almost every instance," and goes on to state that " in sim-

ple insomnia it certainly ' acts like a charm/ and is destined, I think,

to replace chloralamid, than which drug it is more reliable." He
gives an account of several of his cases and concludes : "The results

which I have thus far obtained certainly encourage me to persevere

in giving this hypnotic a more thorough trial. It is as certain in

its action as chloral, and far safer ; as harmless as chloralamid, and

far surer, so far as I have been able to observe." {Boston Med. &
Surg. Journ. 9 Vol. CXXIX, page 492).

Dr. C. Rossi has tested it in 250 cases of both sexes, in the Luna-

tic Asylum, embracing cases of mental diseases of the most varied

forms where insomnia was present. It was administered both in

the day and night time. In the day time it was not satisfactory,

usually producing only drowsiness, but at night it almost always

induced sleep in less than an hour and a half, lasting a longer or

shorter time according to the idiosyncrasy of the patient and the

size of the dose. It appeared to be most active in those forms of
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insanity attended with depression, and least active in those showing-

any excitement. The sleep produced was quiet, but not usually

very deep. Although the information is rather untrustworthy

from this class of patients, the after-effects do not appear to be un-

pleasant.

Dr. J. Ohrnjelewski has tried it in 17 cases of mental diseases,

including simple and periodical mania, senile dementia, etc., and

concludes that it is a valuable remedy in these cases, and especially

useful where chloral and sulphonal are contra-indicated.

Cappelletti, of Italy, has recently carried on experiments with

this agent on frogs, rabbits, dogs and man—the latter being asylum

patients suffering from insomnia. It produced, as a rule, calm sleep

of six or seven hours, with a commencing dose of 200 milligrammes

(about 3 grains), but the dose necessary varied with the patient.

In slight insomnia, rarely over 400 milligrammes (about 6 grains)

was needed, but in severe cases, 800 milligrammes to 1.2 grammes
(about 12 to 18 grains) were called for. Hysterical patients were

found especially susceptible. The larger doses often produced con-

vulsive attacks without sleep. It was found to be particularly ef-

fective when given in the evening. The sense of touch and pain as well

as the pulse, respiration and temperature remain unaltered. It ap-

pears to have little effect on the initial trouble causing the insomnia.

Finally, he found that it is not eliminated through the urine un-

decomposed.

Dr. E. Chambard of Bourges, France, has also made a study

of it. He has seen a case of somnambulism which occurred under

its use. He classes it as an almost certain hypnotic but variable in

action at times ; as not being an analgesic,—giving less satisfaction

in insomnia due to pain, and in alcoholic insomnia its effect

was only moderately good. It appears to have a soothing effect in

some affections of the central and peripheral nervous system.

It has been found of value in some cases to diagnose hysteria,

as manifestations appear under its action. He has noticed it aggra-

vate the incoordination of locomotor ataxy and the tremor in

paralysis agitans. In conclusion he finds it particularly applicable

in cardio-vascular affections, even in their asystolic stage.

In confirming by experiment the observations of others as to its

hypnotic effects, Dr. J. Sacaze of Montpellier, France, discovered

its property of diminishing the night-sweats of consumptives.

With a few exceptions both the insomnia and the night-sweats

were greatly relieved. In some cases the diaphoresis was practi-
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cally stopped. In the few cases where the relief was only slight, it

appears to act badly in all ways, giving evidence of idiosyncrasy of

those patients. Dr. Sacaze concludes that it is well worth being

considered equally with such agents as atropine, ergot and the like

in relieving the two very prominent symptoms of pulmonary tuber-

culosis, insomnia and excessive diaphoresis.

Mr. Charles Flemming, M.R.C.S. of Freshford, near Bath.

England, corroborates as a whole the above observers. He extended

his observations over eleven months and relates 15 cases in which he

met with success, and also enumerates the 10 cases in which it was

useless. He finds that " In the early stages of Bright's disease,

chloral hydrate, owing to its effect on the blood-pressure, is probably

more efficient." He concludes with the following timely "remarks :

" I have tried to mark plainly the limits to the use of this hypnotic,

to save it if possible from the worst curse of a new drug—that

of becoming a fashionable favorite and, like other fashionable

favorites, having to heal all things and all men, with a success that

is more commercially profitable than therapeutically useful. I

cannot help thinking that we may have in chloralose a practically

pure hypnotic, that is, a drug of which the dose that is sufficient to

produce sleep affects the psychical element directly and solely."

(London Practitioner, Vol. LIU., page 8).

Chlorobrom (Equal parts of chloralamid and Potassium Bro-

mide) in solution is still reported as an efficient combination in

sea-sickness. Dr. Charteris of Glasgow, Scotland, reports 100

cases of successful use in the second stage of sea-sickness.

Dr. John A. Boyd of the same city corroborates the above

and lays particular stress on avoiding constipation as a prerequisite

to successful results.

Dr. J. Alfred Masters, M.R.C.P. of Kensington, London W.
England, relates a case of its value in persistent vomiting not aris-

ing from sea-sickness (London Lancet, Vol. II. for 1893, page 1217).

Chloroform as an anaesthetic is still a prominent subject of

discussion throughout the medical profession, and particularly in

Great Britain.

Drs. R. Anschutz, of Bonn, Prussia, A. Schmidt and a few

others still maintain that there is a difference in purity when made
by certain methods. The first two recommend that that only

should be used which has been prepared from Salicylid-Chloro-

form. Salicylid is simply salicylic acid minus the water radicle,

known as the anhydride of salicylic acid, and it forms a crystalline
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compound with Chloroform. From this compound pure Chloro-

form is obtained by distillation. They report a large number of

successful administrations with this Chloroform. However this

may be, a larger proportion of observers claim very decidedly, and
with good and sufficient reason, that there is no discoverable differ-

ence between Chloroform made from different substances, or by
different processes, provided they be properly purified by well

known methods.

Dr. Clinton B. Herrick, of Troy, N. Y., has made very gratify-

ing use of the following anaesthetic formula which he introduced

from Vienna in 1887, and his successful administrations, both in

private and hospital practice, now run up into the thousands :

Ether, U. S. P 11 parts by weight.

Absolute Alchohol, U. S. P 12 " "

Chloroform, IT. S. P 77 " "

Other practitioners in his neighborhood confirm his results.

Esmarch's inhaler is used with certain precautions.

Dr. Warholm reports many good results from the use of the va-

pors of weak acetic acid in controlling the vomiting attending the

administration of Chloroform. Prolonged inhalations are without

disagreeable effects when the vapors are inhaled from the acid

poured upon a towel, and much benefit is derived.

In a recent debate on the inhalation of Chloroform, Dr. T.

Lauder Brunton made the interesting suggestion that death might

be favored by toxins in the blood which were absorbed from the

alimentary canal. He referred to experiments made by a Eussian

investigator on the alkaloids found in the urine, as being an index

to trouble with the anaesthetic, and to the well recognized fact that

many of the fatal cases occurred after accidents in robust men liv-

ing chiefly on a meat diet. He also referred to the geographical

distribution of the fatal cases as being infrequent in localities

where the diet was mainly vegetable. The large increase of deaths

in recent years in Great Britain is attributed to the increase of

meat-eaters, due to the scarcity of and the lack of taste for vegeta-

bles, and also the decreased cost now of meats by the large importa-

tions from the United States—Chicago dressed beef is a household

article now in Great Britain. Gout has increased in frequency as

might be expected.

Chlorol is the unfortunate and confusing name given by some
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French enthusiast for notoriety to a mixture to be used as an ex-

ternal disinfectant. It consists of :

Corrosive Mercuric Chloride 1 part.

Sodium Chloride 1

Hydrochloric Acid 1
"

Copper Sulphate 3 "

Distilled Water 1000 "

He takes the precaution in this mixture to make it complex for

the purpose of rendering it less harmful in case of accidental swal-

lowing by adding the Coj:>per Sulphate to produce emesis, and the

acid to prevent decomposition of the mercuric chloride in the pres-

ence of the albuminoids. The common salt is added to promote

stability of the solution.

However effective this mixture may be, the above name should

not be accepted for reasons too plain to be alluded to here, but

some such name as Disinfecting Fluid for external use only should

be chosen.

Chlor-Phenols— Para- and Ortho-Chlorphenol (derivatives of

carbolic acid)—in both these forms have been employed to an in-

creased extent in Russia during the past year. Dr. N. P. Simanov-

sky, Professor of Laryngology at the Military Academy of Medicine

in St. Petersburg, has used 5 to 20 per cent, solutions in glycerine

locally in tuberculous and other diseases, and draws attention to

the fact that irritation of the mucous membrane does not occur even

with the stronger solution. The cases treated were for the most

part quite advanced with serious affections of the throat, impair-

ment of the voice and difficulty in swallowing. All the cases im-

proved rapidly after treatment. Only a few applications were

found necessary in chronic thickening and hyperplasia of the mu-

cous membrane to produce like favorable results. He believes them

especially applicable in diphtheria, and in all laryngological prac-

tice would prefer them to iodoform, pyoktanin, menthol and the

like—particularly as they also possess anaesthetic properties.

On the other hand Prof. Szmurlo, of Warsaw, obtains greatly

different results. He tried one of them in 2 6 cases of affections of

the nose and throat, 10 of hypertrophied turbinated bones and

others. In five cases of laryngeal tuberculosis in the form of ulcers,

with infiltrations, he painted the parts with a 25 to 50 per cent, so-

lution. His conclusions were as follows : 1. It does not possess the

analgesic properties of carbolic acid, while its very repulsive odor

and taste stand most decidedly against it in his branch of the
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profession ; 2. It is much inferior to chromic acid and the galvano-

cautery for the reason that its local application destroys the epithe-

lial lining, and causes such pronounced reaction that often suppur-

ation supervenes, and at times hypertrophied tissues result ; 3. J t is

prone to cause local oedema in cases of laryngeal tuberculosis and

acute persistent pain, even after the use of cocaine, accompanied

by loss of appetite and a weak and nervous condition. It would

appear then in these cases that it was very much inferior to lactic

acid, carbolic acid, or menthol, and possibly entirely useless.

Dr. J. A. Tchourilow, of the Alexandrovsky Hospital in St.

Petersburg, has recently recommended this agent in the treatment

of erysipelas, using ointments of one, two and three per cent,

strengths. He claims a cure of the whole of 25 cases in varying

periods from the second to the eighth day after application.

Dr. A. Elsenberg, in charge of the venereal and skin wards of

the Jewish Hospital in Warsaw, has met with very encouraging re-

sults in the treatment of lupus. The effects were similar to those

of Koch's tuberculin, but none of the dangers of the latter were

encountered. He used an ointment of equal parts of

Parachlorphenol,

Lanolin,

Vaselin and

Powdered Starch,

and apparently effectually produced cicatrisation of the ulcerations

and destruction of the nodules, and prevented the spread of new

centers, but as far as effecting a permanent cure of the lupus lie

has not gone, although he once succeeded in obtaining an approxi-

mately complete cure.

Cocaine. Cocaine Phenate (Phenol-Cocaine) or so-called Co-

caine Carbolate, alluded to here last year as being on the increase

in use, has been practically unnoticed in the medical literature dur-

ing the past year. It gave promise last year of being quite promi-

nent, but apparently no one has thought well of reporting further

on its use.

Cocaine, and its salt, the hydrochlorate, of course, are largely

used with great benefit. A new method of using this anaesthetic

locally for its analgesic effects has been brought forward by Dr. A.

Krogius, who has used it with success in 200 minor operations.

The method is based on the recognized fact that a two per cent,

solution of the hydrochlorate injected into subcutaneous tissue in

the neighborhood of a nerve trunk, not only produces its effect
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immediately about the region of puncture but over the entire zone

occupied by the peripheral distribution of that nerve. In order to

obtain analgesic effects over as large a sphere as possible, Dr.

Krogius thrusts his needle gradually through the parts transversely

to the long axis of the member to be treated (the finger, for in-

stance), and permits the solution to be discharged as the needle

progresses. In the course of about ten minutes he produces anal-

gesia in the whole member, including the skin, tendons, periosteum

and deep parts, and it will be maintained for at least a quarter of

an hour.

One or two transverse injections at the wrist will produce anal-

gesia of a large part of the palm of the hand.

By injecting over the ulnar nerve at the back of the elbow, the

whole ulnar side of the hand as far as the roots of the last two

fingers may be rendered analgesic.

An injection over both supra-orbital notches may produce anal-

gesia over the whole of the middle portion of the forehead.

Creolin (Liquor Antisepticus), the coal-tar product reported

here last year as being simply a mixture of about one part of resin

soap, with two parts of crude carbolic acid, of about 20 per cent.

Strength, is still being used in a limited way, but does not show any

marked advantages over carbolic acid.

A report comes from China even, where two cases of leprosy

were treated with modified success, and the conclusion drawn is

that the disease Can at least be checked, but not as yet cured.

Creosotal (so-called Creosote Carbonate) is still being used as

an efficient substitute for the simple beechwood creosote in pulmo-

nary tuberculosis, as being well borne by the stomach and with a

tendency to increase rather than decrease the appetite. It is

known to have been used during the year to some extent in this

country but little has been reported on it.

Creosote has received considerable attention during the year

past in the treatment of pulmonary complaints, and the literature

is voluminous. Opinions still differ widely, but nothing has been

brought forth as yet to refute the effectiveness of the long recog-

nized conditions of good hygienic surroundings (including altitude,

whereby pure air is obtained), a proper attention to diet, regular,

systematic, muscular exercise, frequent bathing, brisk rubbing

down, and due regard for the regular functional habits.

Profs. A. Bebal and E. Choay have recently reported their results

of the quantitative composition of the creosote obtained from the
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beech and from the oak. The former is richer in guaiacol and has

a greater density. It also contains a smaller percentage of mono-
phenols, which render it less caustic than the oak product.

Kectal administration appears to be gaining in favor.

Cryostase is merely mentioned here as somewhat of a

curiosity, being a new compound discovered recently by a German
chemist. It is remarkable for the heretofore unknown property of

solidifying when heated and returning to a liquid form when cooled

below zero Fahrenheit. It consists of a mixture of equal parts of

carbolic acid, camphor and the proximate principle known as

saponin (obtained from the root of Saponaria officinalis or Soap-

wort), together with a smaller portion of spirit of turpentine.

Although albumen and some other bodies harden when heated,

they do not return to the liquid form when cooled, and

therefore cryostase stands alone in this particular. Nothing has

been discovered as yet as to any other peculiar properties it may
have, and no application for it is now in view, as it is still a

physical phenomenon.

Dermatol (Bismuth Subgallate) is still a prominent agent in

the medical world. Its external probably outrank its internal

uses, but erforis have been made to bring it forward as of marked
service in the treatment of dyspepsia. Sufficient time has not yet

elapsed for further reports to be made on this use.

The Courts now have it in hand to settle the authority by which

the Patent Office granted exclusive rights for a preparation which

many claim was made long before the date of issuing the patent.

During the past year, its external use has produced an occasional

annoying dermatitis.

Very recently Dr. J. Abbott Cantrell, of Philadelphia, Penn.,

published rather unfavorable comments upon it. He claims that

it is not superior to other iodoform substitutes ; it does not check

but rather increases discharges ; it is decidedly irritating ; it is a

stimulant rather than an astringent, and finally it does not fulfil

the claims made for it.

Diaphtherin (Oxy-Chin-Aseptol)—the antiseptic and astrin-

gent agent which continues to be used principally in Europe—does

not seem to attract much attention here. The most that is re-

ported comes from abroad.

Dr. C. Steinmetz finds that a 1 per cent, solution acts princi-

pally as an efficient deodorizer, and exhibits no particular advan-

tage over other antiseptics. A 50 per cent, ointment, however,
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makes an efficient caustic which gives no pain. He suggests its

application in diphtheritic lesions. It has the unfortunate prop-

erty of coloring the hands and nails yellow, and steel instruments

are affected.

Prof. Stabel has found by a series of experiments that this agent

excels lysol and carbolic acid in arresting the development of

micro-organisms, and in killing spores. After exposing anthrax

spores to a 15 per cent, solution for three days, all power of growth

was destroyed. He cannot find that any definite amount produces

poisonous effects in animals or man. He seems to claim better

antiseptic effects than Dr. Steinmetz.

Diaphthol (Chin-Aseptol) is a new internal antiseptic com-

pound particularly applicable to the genito-urinary tract, and

brought forward by Prof. L. Gurnard at the last November (29th)

meeting of the Lyons (France) Society of Medical Sciences. This

name has been proposed for it on account of its close analogy to

Diaphtherin (Oxy-Chin-Aseptol) last mentioned. It is acid in its

affinities, forming diaphtholates, in which form its activity is in-

creased. Experiments were almost wholly confined to animals, and

little has been done with it clinically as yet. It occurs in yellow-

ish white crystals slightly soluble in cold, but to a greater extent in

boiling, water. It apparently acts better than salol, is practically

free from toxic properties and is eliminated by the kidneys un-

changed. The process of manufacture has not been given in de-

tail. Further reports are expected.

Di-Iodoform is the name given by two Frenchmen, MM. Ma-
quenne and Taine, to a compound which has similar physiological

properties to Iodoform, but without its disagreeable odor—practi-

cally odorless. Its name is derived from the fact that it may theo-

retically be considered as a condensation of two molecules of Iodo-

form, after losing two molecules of hydriodic acid, to form the

chemical salt Carbon Di-Iodide (Di-Iodoform). It contains 95.38

per cent, of iodine, very nearly as much as iodoform, and will keep

indefinitely when not exposed to the light. Light decomposes it,

liberating iodine. It is seen in powder form when ready for use,

but it crystallizes in yellow prismatic needles in distinction from

the iodoform scales. It is insoluble in water, slightly soluble in

alcohol and ether, but readily in chloroform. The mode of prepa-

ration is explained technically and is of little profit here. Dr.

Adrian called attention to the above researches at a meeting of the

Paris Therapeutical Society on November 8th last, which gave the
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opportunity for Dr. Hallopeau to state that he was then engaged in

a series of investigations on its therapeutical action in the derma-

tological wards of the Hopital Saint Louis He has already found

that as favorable results were obtained with this agent as with iodo-

form in the treatment of soft chancres. Both he and Dr. Brodier

reported to the society their results in treating twelve cases of

simple chancre, and they draw the following conclusions : It may
be used exactly like iodoform ; it usually cures in from eighteen to

twenty days ; neither pain nor irritation is experienced ; it has no

odor if kept away from light and air ; it may act like iodoform in

not curing cases of phagedenic chancre
;
applications should be

made several times a day ; it is best to keep the ulcer spread with

absorbent cotton well saturated with it ; in general it is well used

in all suppurations where iodoform has been applied successfully.

Its cost has largely stood in the way of its general use in

this country.

Diuretin (Sodio-Theobromine Salicylate) apparently fell off

considerably in use during the year in Germany, but as the German
Pharmacopoeia finally thought well enough of it to admit it to its

" Addenda," it may become more prominent again. In this

country it is still well known.

Prof. Ancona calls attention to a previously unnoticed action.

It has heretofore always been administered for dropsy and effusions

accompanying cardiac affections. Its action has been variously

explained, by some as directly and by others as indirectly on

the heart, while again others deny any action whatever on that

organ. It has been considered as both a direct and indirect diuretic,

and finally its action has been located in the renal epithelium as a

stimulant simply, whereas now Prof. Ancona claims that its effect

is simply that of regulating the stimulus to micturate, for he gave

it to a patient with chronic progressive spinal paralysis in which

there were marked disturbances of the ability to micturate, which

was repeatedly overcome by daily doses of from 2 to 4.5 grammes

(about 30 to 75 grains). He finds it difficult to think that it could

have acted through either the heart or kidneys, for there was

no sign pointing in that direction. He rather inclines to the

opinion that it acts directly on the vesical center.

Dr. E. Main calls attention to the previously observed fact that

it should not be administered to children under the age of eighteen

months, as it is prone to produce digestive disturbances and gastro-

intestinal irritation.
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Dr. B. W. Eichardson, of England, now feels called upon to

modify his first impressions of this agent in that he finds great

variability in its action and is led to the same conclusion Dr.

H. A. Hare, of Philadelphia, Penn., arrived at, that great care

must be observed in eliminating the action of other agencies

when drawing conclusions. He at times noticed the inconvenient

symptoms of headache, depression, slight fever, somnolency or mild

delirium, requiring suspension of administration, at least for a time.

Dulcin (Para-Phenetol Carbamide), the synthetic sweetening

compound alluded to here last year, has been investigated still

further, and the present reports are more conflicting than a year ago

as to its harmlessness. Prof. Aldehoff has found that its effects on

dogs in daily 1 gramme (about 15 grain) doses is not as harmless as

at first reported, for his animals died in three weeks with symp-

toms of acute jaundice.

On the other hand, Prof. Kobert, of Dorpat, Eussia, has found

that although the evidences in dogs is somewhat conflicting, in

rabbits, this agent is harmless. Cats seem to stand well as large

doses as would be given to man. He favors its use in small repeated

doses. He mentions the case of a patient who took 8 grammes
(about 2 drachms) daily for three weeks, with no ill-effects.

It appears to be an advance on saccharin, on account of its sweeter

taste, and is reasonably safe in small repeated doses.

Ethyl Bromide (Hydrobromic Ether) is still used very large-

ly, particularly in short operations, to which class of cases it should

be strictly confined. It is surely a very convenient and rapid an-

aesthetic, but the warning repeated here for the past three years is

apparently still as much called for as ever, for fatal cases are by no

means rare, and in all the cases reported care was taken to eliminate

the impure article.

In 1892, Prof. Terrier called the attention of the Paris Chirurgi-

cal Society to the favorable results obtained by the successive use

of this agent and chloroform, and at a meeting of the Congress of

Eussian Medical Men, held in January last, Prof. E. Pavlow, of

St. Petersburg, Eussia, called attention to the fact that he had em-

ployed a mixture of the two since 1891. He concludes, after using

it in some hundreds of cases, that the mixture should be preferred

to pure chloroform as an anaesthetic.

In France, where it appears to be most largely used, opinions

differ considerably among careful observers.

Ethyl Chloride (Mono-Chlor-Ethane) is still used success-
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fully as an analgesic both in this country and abroad, particularly

in opening abscesses, felons and the like ; but very little has been

written upon it during the past year.

Eucalypteol (Eucalyptene Bichloride)— the new antiseptic of

last year, obtained from eucalyptus oil, has apparently been heard

from only through the manufacturer's advertising, for no reports

can be found in the current medical literature of the two Continents

in regard to it.

Eucalyptol, as alluded to here last year, is now officinal ; but

little has been reported upon it during the past year. It is still in

prominent use, hoAvever, and no doubt its application is now taken

as a matter of course.

Euphorin (Phenyl-Urethane)—the aniline product, used as

an antipyretic—has not been written upon during the year past.

Dr. G-. Cao's favorable report, alluded to here last year, has ap-

parently not acted as an incentive to others to report on it, if it has

been used at all.

Europhen (Iso-Butyl-Ortho-Cresol Iodide)—the iodoform sub-

stitute, containing 27.6 per cent, of iodine, is still in use in the form

of powder and of an ointment.

Dr. Gilbert of Paris, France, reports that although he had been

somewhat of a sceptic, determined to look into its efficiency, and is

now enabled to recommend that it should be tried. He finds it

possesses no decided poisonous properties, and gives the best results

in treating varicose and other ulcers by alternating the use of the

powder and a 1 to 5 per cent, ointment. He fortunately obtained

results in some cases which did not previously respond to iodoform,

silver nitrate, etc.

Profs. A. Offelein and J. Neuberger, of Nuremberg, Bavaria,

report that they found that all kinds of wounds healed quickly

after using this agent in the 200 cases under their care. They used

the powder and a 3 to 5 per cent, ointment.

Exalgin (Methyl-Acetanilid)—the analgesic—continues to re-

ceive attention, and to give favorable results, although not free

from the dangers repeatedly pointed out.

Dr. Thomas D. Savill, of Upper Berkeley-street, London W.,

England, has employed it in a certain number of suitable cases in the

Paddington Infirmary. He reports :
" I have used it, not so much

as a curative agent in neuralgia and allied disorders of the nervous

system as in the endeavor to relieve the pain associated with vari-

ous chronic maladies. An agent which will enable the medical
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man to relieve even where he cannot hope to cure is necessarily one

of great value, and the mitigation of pain is a thing which the pa-

tient looks to him to effect perhaps even more than the ultimate

cure of the affection." Detailed notes of his twelve cases are of

interest and will be found in the London Lancet, Vol. II., for 1893,

page 1304. He summarizes by stating :
" It will be seen that in

all the cases the symptom for which exalgin was administered was

pain, varying, as the notes have shown, in position, constancy,

character, and intensity. In many of the cases it was situated in

the head, and was of a more or less neuralgic character. In four

cases the pain complained of was in the hips, and in only two of

these was any improvement noted. In the other cases the pain was

referred to the skin, corresponding more or less with the distribu-

tion of a particular sensory nerve." *********
"With regard to tolerance, it was noted that in six of the

cases where the cause of the pain was persistent, the dose had to

be increased, and exalgin did not seem to be altogether free from
the disadvantages that attend the use of all drugs of this class,

viz., the necessity to increase the dose or to change the remedy from

time to time. It may be mentioned that all these cases had been

in the infirmary for some time, so that their relief could not be due

simply to their improved surroundings.

I think one is justified in anticipating that in exalgin there ex-

ists a valuable analgesic specially adapted to relieve pains of a neu-

ralgic type, being prompt and efficacious in its action, and without

any of the deleterious after-effects observable in some of the other

drugs belonging to the same chemical group, but of which the dose

requires to be occasionally increased if the drug is continued for a

long period."

At a meeting of the Paris Academy of Medicine on April 24th

last, Dr. Dujardin-Beaumetz called attention to the fact that in his

opinion the too-prevalent dose of 500 milligrammes (about 7-r

grains) was entirely too large, and sufficient care is not used in its

general application. He maintains that the dose should never ex-

ceed 250 milligrammes (about 4 grains).

Owing to the very slight solubility of this agent—being 1 in 48

—

its proposed use hypodermically has been obstructed. Dr. P.

Cesaris now finds that it readily dissolves in a solution of sodium

salicylate, and suggests the following effective formula :

Exalgin 1.0 part.

Sodium Salicylate .1.1 "

Distilled Water 10.0 parts.
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Ferratill (Acid Albuminate of Iron) is the name given an or-

ganic compound of iron which Prof. 0. Schmiedeberg of Strass-

burg, Germany, has separated from the pig's liver. The quantity

is too small to be of much service from this source, but Dr. Marfori

has succeeded in obtaining it in larger quantities by treating the

white of hen's eggs with a solution of tartrates of potassium and

iron and caustic soda. It falls down as a reddish-brown precipitate

without odor or taste, neutral in reaction and containing between

7 and 8 per cent, of iron. That obtained from the pig only yielded

about 6 per cent. Prof. Schmiedeberg recommends it as of service

wherever the inorganic iron salts have heretofore been indicated.

It is readily assimilated, and is not excreted into the intestines as

the inorganic iron salts are. The dose is from 1 to 2 grammes

(about 15 to 31 grains) per day.

Dr. Banholzer reports that in anaemia, following acute diseases,

and in chlorosis the haemoglobin was quickly increased after its use.

The appetite also is improved and a series of comparative trials

were made with Blaud's pills, with much better results in the cases

where Ferratin was used.

Dr. John Harold, L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S., of Charing Cross Hos-

pital, London, England, has made a report on its use in three

selected typical cases of very excessive anaemia, and his detailed

account is of interest to those who would try it. London Practi-

tioner, Vol. LIII, page 87.

Prof. Germain See read a note on this agent at the meeting of

the Paris Academy of Medicine, on August 21 last, corroborating

the testimony of others, and confirming the statement of Prof.

Schmiedeberg, that it is applicable not only to chlorotic and

anaemic patients, but as an alimentary substance in those apparently

healthy subjects, who simply need toning up. No deleterious or

cumulative effects have been observed.

Formalin—the proprietary name given to a 40 per cent, solu-

tion of Formaldehyde—continues to be used to some extent, both

externally and internally, but chiefly externally. It is the general

opinion now that it is superior to corrosive sublimate in germicidal

action, and surely far less toxic. It is being used not only as a dis-

infectant, but as a deodorizing agent. Its deodorizing effect is

immediate in putrifying meat and putrid urine. The peculiar

methyl-mercaptan odor of fceces is completely destroyed, and sul-

phuretted hydrogen is deodorized by chemical reaction with it.

Drs. C. Gegner and G. Hauser have continued their experiments
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on cultures of various kinds, and are confirmed in their opinion

that this agent is a powerful antiseptic.

Two English practitioners, Mr. Chas. Slater, M.R.C.S., and

Mr. S. Rideal, D.Sc, both of London, England, have carried on

a very complete series of experiments, and find it possesses very de-

cided antiseptic and disinfectant properties. To those interested,

their report " On Formaldehyde as an Antiseptic," will be of value.

—London Lancet, Vol. I, for 1894, page 1004.

Formanilid, the analgesic, anaesthetic, antipyretic, antineural-

gicand haemostatic alluded to here last year, has not been followed

upas was then hoped for. Gratifying results were reported by sev-

eral observers at that time which needed confirmation, but pos-

sibly other observers are not yet ready to report, for nothing has

appeared in print.

Gallanol—the analide of gallic acid, alluded to here last year

—continues to find favor with the dermatologists in the treatment

of psoriasis and eczema. All the observers appear to acknowledge

that although weaker, in other respects it is equal to if not supe-

rior to chrysophanic acid. It surely does not stain the linen, can

be applied to the head and face, and does not leave discolored

patches to wear off long after treatment has been suspended.

Gallobromol (Di-Bromo- Gallic Acid) has receive'd very little

attention in the literature of the year. What has been printed is

little else than repetition from Journal to Journal of the results

obtained by Dr. R. Lepine, of Lyons, France, and alluded to here

last year.

Glycozone has received little attention in the current medical

literature during the past year. Undoubtedly it is still used, but

few observers apparently have been sufficiently impressed with their

results to put them in print.

Guaiacol—the beechwood-tar product which should contain a

maximum of 90 per cent, of creosote but rarely does— still assumes

a most prominent place in the attention of all practitioners, and
the literature continues to be very voluminous. Accounts are still

conflicting concerning its use in pulmonary tuberculosis, but some
remarkably successful results have been obtained from its subcut-

aneous injection.

Dr. R. Lepine, of Lyons, France, and others have met with grat-

ifying results after painting the extremities with from 2 to 10 Cc.

(about 32^ to 162 minims).

Professors Linossier and Lannois have recently given the results

3
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of their studies on the absorption of this agent by the skin, and its

elimination by the kidneys undecomposed—first appearing in about

a quarter of an hour. They appear to prove that it actually is

absorbed by the skin, for the effects are equal in every way when it

is breathed through a tube coming from the supply in an ad-

joining room. The practical application of this mode of adminis-

tration is to supplement other modes. The skin, after application,

should be covered with oiled silk or rubber to hasten absorption.

Accumulating testimony is becoming stronger in acknowledging

Guaiacol as a true antipyretic.

Haemogallol )

and >- —the oxidized products of the haemoglobin of

Haemol, )

the blood—have been practically unheard of during the year except

in the literature of the manufacturers. This may be due to the

prominence of such close rivals as Ferratin, and other like agents.

Ichthyol (Ammonium Ichthyol-Sulphonate) has received much
attention during the past year, notwithstanding its disagreeable odor

and its disadvantages of soiling the linen. Its antiseptic properties

have been frequently extolled. Even in weak solutions, the cocci of

erysipelas are destroyed in a short time. It is strongly recommended

as a prophylactic in diphtheria, both internally and as a gargle.

The dermatologists continue to make good use of it. It has been

found particularly valuable in acute, chronic, seborrheic, impe-

tiginous, moist, dry and other forms of eczema, both in adults and

children.

Success continues to follow its use in catarrhal conditions of the

urethra and bladder, and in simple and gonorrheal urethritis

Dr. Ramon G-uiteras of New York City has stated that a 50 per

cent, ointment in lanolin has given him by far the best results of

any local counter-irritant application in gonorrheal rheumatism.

Dr. Malcolm Storer of Boston, Mass., has recently summed up

what has appeared on the subject in regard to its use in gyne-

cology, and his resume will be found in the Boston Med. and Surg.

Journ., Vol. CXXXI., page 104. His conclusions are as follows :

"
(1 ) While ichthyol is by no means the gynecological panacea that

some observers have claimed it to be, still it has sufficient approved

value to deserve a very high place in our list of remedies.

(2) That while its chief action is to relieve pain, it does possess

certain resorbent qualities, which in some cases are relatively pow-

erful.
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(3) That its use is unattended with danger or discomfort.

(4) That the use of the pure drug is generally more satisfactory

and reliable than that of solutions.

(5) That it has not yet been proven that it has any gynecologi-

cal value other than as a local application."

Dr. Moritz Cohn, of Hamburg, Germany, believes it to be of

great value in the treatment of pulmonary tuberculosis, especially

for the poorer classes who cannot avail themselves of the beneficial

effects of retiring to high altitudes and sea trips. It is not so costly

a treatment as the prolonged use of creosote, and it is better borne

than either the latter agent or cod-liver oil. He has obtained

gratifying results in over 100 cases.

Iodoform still holds its own against its substitutes, notwith-

standing the disadvantage of odor. Its antiseptic property has

been looked into a little more closely during the past year. Prof.

L. von Stubenrauch, of Germany, carried on a series of very com-

plete experiments on its effects upon the various tissues, both in

man and the lower animals. He was led to this study from its

good results in local tuberculous affections. He concludes that it

is not an antiseptic, in the strict sense of the word, as is corrosive

sublimate for instance, for it does notdestroy bacteria by short con-

tact—it only appears to inhibit their multiplication. It has no

specific effect apparently against the tuberculous condition. Its

decomposition is seen to occur, not only inside of the body, but out-

side, and lastly, if acts on the body tissues only after decomposi-

tion.

At the Sixty-Second Annual Meeting of the British Medical As-

sociation at Bristol, England, last summer, Mr. Frederic Eve,

F.R.C.S., of London, discussed Iodoform Treatment in Tubercu-

lous Disease of the Joints in Children, and argued that it is now
well established that a 10 per cent, emulsion in glycerine or olive oil

is of " value as an adjunct to the usual remedies, or as a preparation

for operative measures. Koenig estimates that 30 per cent, of cases

are cured by iodoform treatment, and that 50 per cent, may be cured

by ordinary physical means." He stated that Dr. Senn was a strong

advocate of this treatment, and he quotes him as saying, " that this

treatment may prove successful in primary osseous tuberculosis, fol-

lowed by involvment of the joint, provided the osseous foci are

small." Mr. Eve has "seen marked benefit and even cure follow

the injection of iodoform into the affected bones themselves in re-

cent tuberculosis of the carpus and in tuberculous dactylitis."
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Dr. A. Foxwell, of Birmingham, England, has apparently treated

a large number of cases of pulmonary tuberculosis during the past

eight years with Iodoform, and reports it to be the most satisfac-

tory of all antiseptics. He finds that his advanced cases did as well

as the early ones. He usually prescribes six 65 milligramme (1 grain)

pills to be taken through each day. He experimented with oil and

tonics in conjunction with the Iodoform, and then with the oil and

tonics alone. His conclusion, after years of trial, was that the Iodo-

form administered alone gave better results than any other single

or combined agent, showing on the whole greater improvement in

the physical signs than by any other treatment, except that of cli-

mate and hygiene. He advises continuation of treatment if neces-

sary for a whole year.

The treatment of goitre by the interstitial injections of Iodo-

form once in vogue had apparently been completely abandoned

until recently Dr. K. Garre, of Tubingen, Wiirtemberg, reported

he had been using it for the past three years in treating 140 cases

in his surgical wards. His injections consisted of

Iodoform, 1 gramme (about 15 grains).

Olive Oil, 7 "
( " i of an ounce).

Ether, 7 "
(

" ± " "
).

Usually a single injection was all that was required at one time,

but occasionally he had used as many as four closely following one

another. These were repeated at intervals of either one or two

days or a week, as the case called for, and the whole duration

of treatment was from three to four wTeeks. He obtained positive

results in 77 out of 87 cases. He claims that this treatment gives

best results in goitres showing purely hyperplastic characteristics,

but good results are obtained in the colloid and vascular forms as

well.

Dr. Carl Beck, of New York City, has obtained good results in

the treatment of twelve cases of haemorrhoids by an ethereal solution

of Iodoform. Those interested in this treatment are recommended

to read his report as found in the New York Medical Journal,

Vol. LX, page 74.

Iodol (Tetra-Iodo- Pyrrol) alluded to here last year in a more or

less promising way, has received no attention in the current medi-

cal literature of the year past. This does not necessarily indicate

its abandonment, but surely does show that observers, if any, have

not obtained results sufficiently gratifying to invite reporting upon

in print for the benefit of others.
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Izal. the new antiseptic, consisting of an emulsion containing

30 per cent, of a new oil produced by a patent process employed in

the manufacture of a special form of coke, and alluded to here last

year in a promising way, still receives attention.

A. B. Griffiths, Ph.D., F.R.S., has recently tested its action on

the poisonous ptomaines produced in the human system during

the course of infectious diseases, in an interesting manner. In his

report, made in the London Chemical Xeivs, Vol. LXVIII, page

238, he leads up to his actual data as follows :
" Until recently

the vegetable kingdom was regarded as the only source from which

alkaloids could be obtained, bat it is now known that bodies which

are very similar to the vegetable alkaloids are elaborated in the

animal tissues, excretions, secretions, etc., and can be obtained

therefrom by suitable methods of extraction. The animal alkaloids,

ptomaines, or toxines, are produced during the putrefaction of

animal matter, and they are abundantly found in the animal tissues

and fluids in pathological states. The urines of persons suffering

from scarlet fever, diphtheria, pneumonia, erysipelas, puerperal

fever, measles, parotitis, eczema, etc., have all yielded in greater

or less quantities alkaloidal substances or ptomaines, which are ex-

tremely poisonous in the isolated state. As a rule the ptomaines

are the specific products or chemical principles elaborated in the

body as the result of the existence of microbes. At the outset it

may be stated that I have extracted and described eleven ptomaines

which occur in the urine during certain infectious diseases, and

among these ptomaines are those described in this paper. The ex-

periments recorded in this paper were undertaken in order to ascer-

tain the action of ' Izal ' on the ptomaines which occur in the

system during certain infectious diseases. It is essential in the

treatment of infectious diseases that not only pathological microbes

should be destroyed, but also the poisonous substances, or pto-

maines, which they indirectly produce. The ( Izal ' used in the

experiments was diluted with distilled water in definite propor-

tions, and the action of the various aqueous mixtures was tried

directly upon the poisonous ptomaines." The data then follow.

Dr. N. A. Blagoveshtchensky, of Moscow, Russia, now reports

that he can fully support Drs. E. Klein's and W. B. Clarke's opin-

ions of its antiseptic properties. He destroyed the cholera vibrio,

the typhoid and anthrax bacilli and pyogenic microbes in from

three to fifteen minutes with an aqueous emulsion of from 2 to 5

per cent. He confirms the previous claim of its non-poisonous
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character by stating that "even very strong emulsions of the sub-

stance are absolutely harmless."

Jambul (Jamun)—the seeds and bark of the Eugenia Jambo-

lana—has received practically no attention whatever in the medi-

cal literature of the year. The reports previously made by Drs.

Vix and Lawrence in the treatment of diabetes have not been fol-

lowed up by any others, so that possibly little more may be heard

from it.

KresiD, the new antiseptic alluded to here last year as being a

simple mixture of 25 per cent, of Cresol and 25 per cent, of Cres-

Oxyl Acetate in water, has not been heard of during the year, so

that its life must have been short.

Kristaline—the fancy name given to a solution of pyroxylin

(gun-cotton) in methylic alcohol— is not a new article, but a more
efficient product has now been obtained by Mons. E. Thibault of

Paris, France, according to the following formula :

Pyroxylin 5 grammes (about 77 grains)

Pure Methylic Alcohol. . .20 " ( " 308 "
)

Pure Amyl Acetate 75 " ( " 2f ounces)

It is reported as producing a very efficient flexible film, and is

practically invisible. A comparison has not yet been reported be-

tween this and the officinal flexible collodion, but the volatility

and inflammability of this Kristaline are evidently much less, and

therefore of decided advantage in these respects.

Lactol (Lacto - Kaphtol) is a new compound prepared in

France by Dr. Coez. It is chemically the lactic ether of A-Xaph-
tol, and is analogous to Benzo-Naphtol. It has not yet been used

therapeutically except by Dr. Coez himself on himself. He reports

having taken one gramme (15.4 grains) for several successive days

without untoward effects. He states it splits up into Lactic Acid

and Xaphtol in the alimentary canal. Its value is yet to be tested.

LactophenirL is a new anodyne and hypnotic combined. It

has the same composition as Phenacetin, except the acetic acid

radicle is replaced by that of lactic acid. It appears in the form of

a fine crystalline powder, with a slightly bitter taste, and only spar-

ingly soluble in water (330 parts).

Mr. Landowsky first strongly recommended it—having used it in

Dr. Proust's hospital wards in Paris. It was early used to produce

antipyrin effects in those patients who could not take the latter.

The doses varied from GOO milligrammes to 3 grammes (about 9£

to 46 grains) per day, divided into several doses. Most patients
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were not disagreeably affected, but a few showed some vertigo and

diaphoresis. The smaller doses (600 milligrammes) gave anodyne

and the larger ones (1 gramme and upwards) hypnotic effects.

It has lately been administered successfully by Dr. A. Jaquet, of

Bale, Switzerland, in the treatment of some 40 cases, including

pneumonia, erysipelas, articular rheumatism, influenza, scarlatina

and other affections. Dr. Jaquet places its hypnotic effect some-

where between that of sulphonal and urethane.

Dr. E. von Jaksch, of Prague, Bohemia, has obtained most grat-

ifying results in 18 cases of typhoid fever. He claims its action in

these cases was that of a sedative and not that of an antipyretic,

and that there is no other agent now known which acts so power-

fully in this disease. He frankly admits that these 18 cases are not

conclusive evidence, but the results were so favorable that he has no

hesitation in recommending it most strongly. He cannot admit

that all the chances were in his favor in this series of cases, but

urges others to use the agent, and surely report their results.

Liquor Sodae Chloratae, U. S. P., is reported by Dr. J.

Abbott Cantrell, of Phila., Penn., as being of marked value in

cases of ivy poisoning. He obtained very successful results in over

1Q0 cases, by using the full officinal strength in adult cases ; and in

children and others with delicate skins, diluting it one-half— effect-

ing permanent results in four or five days, in contrast to the usual

two weeks duration with the now generally recognized remedies.

Loretin is the "short name adopted for the very recent substitute

for Iodoform, discovered by Prof. Glaus, of Freiburg, Germany,

and known chemically as Meta-Iod-Ortho-Oxy-Ghinolin-Ana Sul-

phonic Acid. As will be noticed, it is an iodine compound, with

characteristics of a phenol and of a chinolin derivative. It appears

in the form of very small fine bright yellow crystals, almost identi-

cal in appearance to Iodoform. It has no odor, however, which is

its great claim to attention. It is only barely soluble in water or

in alcohol. It being an acid, it forms salts, and the calcium salt

(red in color) has been effectively used to impregnate gauze. It has

not shown itself as yet to have any toxic properties, but its iodine

is very loosely combined, as shown by being very readily set free

when brought in contact with any of the ordinary oxidising agents.

In surgical dressings a 1 to 3 per cent, solution of the soluble

neutral sodium salt is used. This is an orange-red solution. When
Loretin is used as a dusting powder it is mixed with talc, starch or

calcined magnesia.
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It is recommended to be applied in all cases where Iodoform

would be applicable.

Losophan (Tri-Iodo-Meta-Cresol), the new antiseptic of last

year, containing about 80 per cent, of iodine, has been unheard of

during the past year. Possibly would-be observers are waiting for

Dr. Edmund Saalfeld of Berlin, Germany, to complete his experi-

ments and make a further report, as he promised to do a year ago.

Lycetol is a new uric acid solvent known chemically as Di-

Methyl-Piperazin Tartrate, and described by Dr. Hermann Witt-

zack of Frankfort-on-the-Main, Germany. It is chiefly recom-

mended for its beneficial action in the treatment of gout. Theo-

retically considered it has the same solvent action on uric acid as

Piperazin alone, but being presented in the form of a tartrate the

tartaric acid is claimed to split up into 00 2
which renders the blood

alkaline and keeps the uric acid in solution. Diuresis is also pro-

duced which hastens the elimination. It has been recommended

in 1 to 2 grammes (15.4 to 31 grain) doses per day. After the

addition of sugar to a solution of this agent, the taste is that of

lemonade, and is thus rendered agreeable for long-continued admin-

istration. The most reported of it at this time is that it has the

power to break up the regular periodical attacks of gout, and that

it does not produce any disturbance in the general system.

Lysol—the saponified product of coal-tar, chiefly composed of

the cresols—has been more frequently reported on during the past

year. It has been found useful both internally and externally in a

large number of different affections. Its marked antiseptic prop-

erty has been of great service in digestive disorders. The dose

varies from 50 to 500 milligrammes (about J to 8 grains) given

three times a day after each meal—best in conjunction with a little

essence of peppermint to disguise the taste.

In sixteen cases of dysentery, 475 Cc. (about 16 f § ) of a one

per cent, aqueous solution was injected as an enema three times a

day until blood ceased to appear in the evacuations. On the second

or third day of this treatment the abdominal pain disappeared and

marked general improvement was noticed in all the cases, con-

tinuing to a rapid and permanent recovery.

A 2 per cent, lotion in eczema, a 1 per cent, injection in gonor-

rhea, a 1 per cent, nasal irrigation in ozama and a 1 to 200 solution

in peppermint water in acute tonsillitis—all gave very satisfactory

results.

In obstetrical practice a 2 per cent, solution for vaginal injec-
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tions seems to be the preferable strength, and its further use is

strongly urged.

Injections into the bladder even in very weak solutions, are not

recommended, as it causes irritation and has been known to pro-

duce cystitis.

Although its toxicity is comparatively low, still cases of poisoning

continue to be reported; so that caution has to be practiced with it

as well as with the other coal-tar products.

Dental surgeons now rejDort in its favor in relation to their

branch.

Malakin (Salicyl-Para-Phenetidin) is a very recent anti-rheu-

matic, analgesic and antipyretic agent, manufactured by the Soci-

ety of Chemical Industry of Bale, Switzerland. Chemically it is

a combination of Phenacetin (Para-Acet-Phenetidin) and Salicylic

Acid (more accurately of Salicyl-Anhydride). It appears in fine

light yellow needle-like crystals with only a slight bitter taste,

sparingly soluble in cold alcohol but much more readily in hot, and

insoluble in water. Acids quickly decompose it into its chief con-

stituents, so that its effect on the system is that of salicylic acid, as

might be inferred, but its action is very mild (from which it derives

its name jiaXaKos—mild). 2 grammes (about 31 grains) of Mala-

kin corresponds to something over 1 gramme (15.4 grains) of Sali-

cylic Acid. The salicyl reaction in the urine is obtained in about

twenty minutes after administration. The single dose is 1 gramme
(15.4 grains) and is generally repeated about six times in twenty-four

hours. It is a remedy which may be given for a prolonged period with-

out disturbing the digestion or other functions of the body materially,

and therefore of especial value in habitual headaches—those of

chlorosis, for example. In simple headaches it is inferior to

antipyrin. Temporary profuse perspiration has been noticed only

in a few cases, so that this idiosyncrasy may be considered rather

an inconvenience than a contra-indication. It is best given in the

solid form—in capsule, wafer or concealed in some of the small

fruits or preserves. Occasionally eructations of the peculiar salicyl-

aldehyde odor have been noticed, but this is not long continued,

nor is it very disagreeable.

Dr. A. Jaquet, of B&le, has apparently been most identified with

it, in not only experimenting on the lower animals (rabbits and

guinea pigs), but in bringing it before the profession. After estab-

lishing its beneficial effects on animals, he proceeded to apply it to

man, and he is now able to report on its successful use in 74 cases,
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including 14 of acute rheumatism, 13 of typhoid fever, 7 of croupous

pneumonia, 19 of pulmonary tuberculosis in various stages, 7 of

erysipelas, 2 of scarlatina and 12 of neuralgia and habitual head-

ache.

Dr. F. Merkel, of Munich, Bavaria, reports favorably on its use

in 18 cases, including 15 of acute rheumatism, 2 of typhoid fever

and 1 of neuralgic pains accompanying typhlitis. He corroborates

the general reports of others as a whole. He finds that whatever

antipyretic effect it has is not permanent, but as an anti-rheumatic

the improvement in the articular manifestations is very decided.

In his 15 cases of acute rheumatism, 9 were favorably effected, in 2

of which other remedies had previously failed. He finally consid-

ers this agent of value when others fail, and intimates that further

study of its behavior should be pushed.

Dr. Aurelio Germani confirms the statements of other observers,

and reports on his satisfactory results in 8 cases of articular rheu-

matism. In neuralgic cases he found those associated with anaemia

the most benefited, but it was inferior to antipyrin and phenace-

tin. In two cases of pneumonia, with elevated temperature, its

antipyretical effect was marked.

Dr. 0, von Bauer, of Vienna, Austria, reports on his hospital

cases, and summarizes his conclusions, which may be taken as very

fair and conservative observations : 1. It has anti-rheumatic action,

but somewhat less sure than salicylic acid, although tinnitus rarely

occurs ; 2. It reduces the subjective symptoms of fever, and also

the temperature somewhat, but its antipyretic action is less than

either antipyrin or phenacetin ; 3. It should only be employed as

an antipyretic, when for some good reason the last two effective

agents are contra-indicated ; 4. He finally advises giving it in 500

milligramme (about 8 grain) doses, repeated at intervals varying

with the effects to be produced and the result looked for.

'Nothing has been reported from this country as yet.

Menthol is now in a position to take a legitimate place among
those remedies which have gone through the stage of extravagant

claims and fashionable crazes, and have settled down in the sphere

in which the conservative observer works.

Dr. James McNaught's favorable observations alluded to here last

year have 'been followed in the same line by Dr. Frederic C. Coley

of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, England, in that he reports in an article

on " The Drug Treatment of Phthisis/' the use of a solution of 20

per cent, of Menthol and 3 per cent, of Guaiacol in Olive Oil, as an
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intra-laryngeal injection. He admits he was somewhat sceptical

when he read of its successful use by others, but since using it

himself he has entirely reversed his opinion, for his results were

beyond his expectations. Injections repeated every two or three

minutes of 1.2 to 1.8 Cc. (20 to 30 minims) of the above solution

often relieved the dyspnoea of phthisis in a very striking manner,

and the relief from cough often lasts for two or three days. The
rest and sleep which are thus secured (without the drawbacks

which attend the administration of sedative cough mixtures) are a

material help to the patient in the struggle against the disease
;

and in some cases there appears to be a direct effect upon the local

morbid processes. Any patient who is able to tolerate an ordinary

laryngoscopic examination can bear these injections, provided they

are administered with a reasonable degree of expertness." He gives

what he considers important details as to the mode of handling the

syringe which it would be advisable for those to follow who may
desire to repeat his good results. (London Practitioner, Vol. LIII,

page 276.

An additional formula to those mentioned here last year to be

employed in cases of the vomiting of pregnancy, is now offered :

Menthol 2.6 grammes (40 grains)

Oil of Bitter Almond 11.7 " (180 "
j

Six to to ten drops are given on a lump of sugar.

Methyl Acetate. Experiments are now in progress for the

manufacture of this product in large quantities and at a propor-

tionally small cost, inasmuch as this Acetate is a solvent of remark-

able powers, and in many cases could be used as a substitute for

Ether. The starting point is of course crude Wood Spirit, of which

all the various by-products would be put to good use.

Methylene Blue (Tetra-Methyl-Thionine Chloride) -the an-

alin derivative—continues to be used, but with more or less con-

flicting results.

Dr. Eosin, in Germany, and Mr. Bertram Hunt, M.R.C.S., of

England, have carried on a series of experiments in relation to its

action on bacilli. Dr. Rosin concludes that this agent, when used

against the bacilli of malaria, seemed to act as a germicide, and not

chemically as some have claimed. Mr. Hunt's series is very elabo-

rate, and he appears to have taken great pains and manifested a

degree of thoroughness not before shown. Those who are inter-

ested in such work are recommended to read his report in the Lon-

don Lancet, Vol. II, for 1891, page 733.
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From Germany, Dr. Ernst Fratnich reports three out of four

cases successful when using this agent in malaria.

From Mexico, Dr. A. Matienzo gives a favorable report of its use

in nine cases of intermittent fever. It does not supersede quinine,

however, in serious cases.

Prof. Thur reports excellent results in eleven cases of Beri Beri.

From France, Mons. G-. Richard d'Aulnay reports having made
good use of it as a bactericide in nine cases of purulent vaginitis,

by simple application. Infectious lesions of the mouth, fistulous

tracts and the female urethra have been treated with excellent

results.

Dr. Szczesny Bronowski, of Warsaw, Eussia, has lately followed

Dr. Althen, of Wiesbaden, Germany (who earlier called attention

to its marked beneficial effects in pulmonary tuberculosis), and

made good use of it in eight consecutive cases. The results varied

some, but taken as a whole, were sufficiently satisfactory to warrant

further trials.

Prof. A. d'Ambrosio's use of this agent (alluded to here last

year) in a case of cancer of the breast, with others, led Dr.

Charles E. Jennings, M.S., F.R.C.S., of England, to make
further trials in this line. He sums up his conclusions as to its

value in cancer as follows :
" (1). If injected locally into the

growth, it will cause resolution of those portions with which it has

been brought in contact ; but other portions of the growth will

progress uninterruptedly. Therefore, methylene blue can only be

considered curative for small growths, if administered by intersti-

tial injection.

(2) . If administered internally, the drug will, by means of the

circulation, be brought into contact with each individual cancer-cell,

and if without danger to life, a sufficient quantity of the medica-

ment could be exhibited, extending over a sufficiently lengthy

period, the vitality of the cancer-cells, or the microbes causing

them (if such exist), would probably be destroyed.

(3) . In cases where dissemination of the neoplasm through the

vascular system is occurring, any cells passing through the circu-

lation will be brought in contact with the methylene blue." (Medi-

cal Week, Vol. II, page 205).

At the meeting of the Paris Academy of Medicine, on May 22nd

last, Dr. A. Darier reported having rapidly cured (?) a number of

cases of cancerous tumors of the face by daily applications of a 5

per cent, solution. He advises cauterizing with the galvano-cau-
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tery or chromic acid first to obtain more satisfactory and quicker

results. Injections are recommended as the best means of reaching

inaccessible tumors.

Migranin is a new substance supposed to be a double citrate of

antipyrin and caflein, and reported efficient in sick headache and

neuralgia.

Dr. Martin Overlach, of Germany, describes it in a report he

makes, after having used it for five years. As its name suggests it

is to be used in cases of migraine and other forms of headache. He
claims it to be an " almost infallible cure," even in the most obsti-

nate cases, and is equally efficient either in the premonitory stage

or after the headache has developed, for he reports "no failures."

The single dose is 1.1 gramme (17 grains) given in a little water,

and rarely more than one dose is required, but if more is called for

the interval should be two hours. The above single dose contains

about one-sixth of the usual maximum dose of caffein. Dr. Over-

lach advises the patient to remain quiet after administration,

especially in severe cases.

No one else has reported on this agent as yet.

Naphtol—/^-Naphtol—(Officinal) is still proving itself to be

the powerful antiseptic Bouchard claimed it to be, and as the pres-

ent U. S. Pharmacopoeia recognizes it, there is little doubt but that

it has come to stay, and a broader field of usefulness awaits it.

At a meeting of the Paris Medical Society of the Hospitals on

Oct. 27, 1893, Dr. Eendu presented a woman cured of tubercular

peritonitis by the intra-peritoneal injections of Naphtol Camphor
(Camphorated Naphtol). His conclusions were that antiseptic

injections should be tried in all cases as a matter of routine before

resorting to laparotomy.

At a meeting of the same Society on February 23d last he re-

ported -another case of abdominal injection of the same agent for

tubercular peritonitis in a girl of sixteen years of age presenting

extensive ascites. The tubercular character of the case was sub-

stantiated by injecting the ascitic fluid drawn off, into guinea-

pigs.

As a prophylactic irrigating fluid in cases of measles, Dr. Siredey

uses in the wards of the Paris hospitals a mixture of 200 milli-

grammes (about 3 grains) of /^-Naphtol to 1 Litre (about 33 f § )

of water.
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As an ointment in the treatment of favus, Dr. Schwimmer uses :

ft—Naphtol 6 grammes (about 93 grains
)

Peruvian Balsam.... 5 Cc. (
" 81 minims)

Vaseline 60 grammes ( " 2 ounces
)

Dr. Petresco, of France, strongly recommends /i-Naphtol in the

treatment of typhoid fever, and reports 647 cases treated by this

agent alone or in conjunction with quinine sulphate. He claims

that if thus treated in the beginning the attack can be mitigated

and even arrested ; the administration must be repeated every day

until recovery is established, and finally that this treatment is in-

compatible with that of alcoholics, since alcohol is a solvent for

this agent.

Dr. S. Solis-Oohen, of Philadelphia, Penn., has made good use

of Benzonaphtol and Bismuth Salicylate in summer diarrhea. He
uses the following combination in capsule, cachet or powder—for

adults :

Benzonaphtol.

Bismuth Salicylate.

Powder of Ipecac and Opium, of each, 324 milligrammes (5 grains).

For a child two years old :

Benzonaphtol 130 milligrammes (2 grains)

Bismuth Salicylate 130 " (2 "
)

Powder of Ipecac and Opium. 32 "
(i "

)

— (Philadelphia Medical News, Vol. LXV, page 97).

Neurodin (Acetyl-Para-Oxy-Phenyl-Urethane) is a new anti-

neuralgic and analgesic, occurring in colorless and odorless crystals,

only very slightly soluble in water, and recommended by Dr. J. von

Mering, of Halle, in Saxony, Prussia, after a series of experiments

on dogs and rabbits. It possesses antipyretic properties, but it is

too sudden in its action to be used as a general antipyretic, and

minimum doses of 0.5 gramme (about 8 grains) only are prescribed

when thus used. In 1 gramme (15.4 grain) doses given in 'wafers,

it is an effective analgesic in neuralgia, migraine, headache, rheu-

matism, sciatica, tabes dorsalis and many other affections where

pain is prominent, responding in about half an hour after adminis-

tration, but it may be necessary to increase to 1.5 grammes (about

24 grains). Dr. von Mering has used it now for two years, treating

some 24 cases of febrile and 30 of neuralgic affections, and finds no

disadvantages—comparing favorably with other remedies used for

the same affection. He has even given as much as 6 grammes

(about 93 grains) in twenty-four hours without ill-effects.
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Odontodol is the fancy name given by some Frenchman to a

mixture recommended for dentists' use as an anodyne. It consists of

It appears to be efficacious, but care must be exercised in its use

that none be swallowed.

Orexin (Phenyl-Dihydro-Quin-Azoline)— the appetite pro-

moter—has been practically unheard of during the past year. It

was hard to realize that much could come of this agent when last

alluded to, and possibly even now it is retiring for good.

Paraform is the short name proposed by Dr. Aronsohn, of

Berlin, Germany, for the polymeric form of Formic Aldehyde.

Formic Acid found in ants and other of the lower animals as well

as plants, is also obtained chemically by decomposition of several

known products after proper treatment, but is obtained chiefly by

the oxidation of methylic alcohol. Formic Aldehyde then is the

oxidation product just preceding the formation of Formic Acid.

•Prof. Berlioz, of Grenoble, France, rather objects to adopting

this name as being inappropriate, and suggests the name of Tri-

formol, for the reason that graphically this product appears to con-

sist of one molecule of Formol condensed three times. It is de-

scribed as occurring in colorless ciystals insoluble in water.

At a meeting of the Society of Physicians, in Berlin on March
12th last, Dr. Aronsohn called attention to it as being of value as

an intestinal antiseptic, and recommended it also in the treatment

of pulmonary tuberculosis.

One of the great advantages claimed for it is its activity even

while in a state of vapor. Its physiological effects are similar to

those of calomel. Small doses appear to produce a constipating ef-

fect, but doses over 4 grammes (about 62 grains) produce free evac-

uations. Given in pill form, it apparently is badly borne, and

enemata with oil are painful ; but successful results have been ob-

tained in the treatment of pulmonary tuberculosis from inhalations

of the air which has passed through a solution of this agent. In

acute coryza and tracheo-bronchitis, it was of especial benefit, re-

lieving the hoarseness promptly, diminishing the nasal secretion

and stopping the cough and expectorations very shortly.

Nothing has been reported beside the above.

Cocaine Hydrochlorate

Oil of Cherry- Laurel

Tincture of Arnica.

Solution of Ammonium Acetate 30

1 0 parts

1 part

1 "
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Paraldehyde (Officinal) is now probably too well recognized

by all practitioners to call for the publication of well known results

through the medical journals, and, therefore, this may be the reason

for seeing so little mention of it during the past year. It is used

very largely, and it is to be hoped not indiscriminately, the better

it is becoming known, although the establishment of a habit is still

reported. Fortunately, the habit is easily broken up, and no bad

results as a rule follow even its abuse, although prostration and

nervous disorders are on record.

Dr. Gilbert Van Vranken, of San Diego, Cal., reported to his

County Medical Society a carefully prepared account of his obser-

vations on its use in conjunction with strychnine in alcoholism.

He reports on 30 cases and gives an interesting tabular view of 26

of them. He concludes his remarks with the following moderate

statement :
" Most of these patients on entering the hospital were

tormented by the thirst for alcohol, but many on leaving said they

had no desire for it, and we know did not go back to their old

habits at once. A few of those that could be followed we know ab-

stained for some months, but at this date it is impossible to say if

any experienced what is called ' a cure/ " Those interested in this

class of cases are advised to read his report in the N. Y. Medical

Record, Vol. 44, page 711.

Pental, (Tri-Methyl-Ethylene) formerly known under the

name of Amylene, has continued to find some favor as an anaesthetic

in minor operations, but it cannot be said to be professionally pop-

ular as yet.

Prof. Phillip, of Berlin, Germany, has made a report on its use

in the Kaiser Friedrich Children's Hospital of his city, where it had

been used constantly for one year. He sums up its principal ad-

vantages as being remarkably rapid in accomplishing complete nar-

cosis
;
rarely producing excitement, but when occasionally present,

disappearing after the narcosis had become complete
;
prompt re-

covery after administration was suspended ; total absence of the

after-effects of chloroform, and, finally, after 1,000 successful ad-

ministrations, with a few exceptions, showing itself superior to

chloroform in all respects.

Mr. T. E. Constant recently read a paper before the British Od-

ontological Society on the Production of General Anaesthesia by

this agent in Dental Operations. Early in his investigations he at-

tempted to produce anaesthesia by simply [touring the liquid upon

lint within the usual towel cone, but he soon found that much time
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and liquid was wasted, for it is very volatile, besides being extremely

inflammable. Finally, he used a device of his own, based on the prin-

ciple of the Ormesby inhaler. His conclusions were, that, although it

might be considered safer than chloroform, it was more dangerous

than nitrous oxide gas, and that he would strongly advise the latter

for all short operations. It certainly did show, however, the fol-

lowing prominent advantages : marked facility of administration

;

certainty of action
;
rapidity of recovery, and the total absence of

of disagreeable after-effects.

Pharmacopoeia Of Switzerland. The new Pharmaco-

poeia for Switzerland was declared in force on July 1st last—six

months after the new revision of the U. S. Pharmacopoeia took

effect,—and is mentioned here simply to call attention to the great

advance made. Previous editions had always been printed in Latin,

but this one only retains the Latin denominations of drugs and

preparations, while the text is printed in French, German and

Italian—three separate editions. The index is in Latin, French,

German and Italian— thus those practitioners living in the border

countries will be greatly benefited. These provisions make the

whole more like an International Pharmacopoeia than anything yet

attempted. Those who have been warm advocates of a universal

Pharmacopoeia will readily appreciate this step in advance.

Great Britain is now agitating the subject of a new revision of

her book, which her Colonies are looking to for recognition. It is

to be hoped that this may be another step forward in the advance

already accomplished in the various National standards.

Phenacetin (Para-Acet-Phenetidin) has still a very large and

successful use, but some conflicting results may be due to its very

evident adulteration at times. Acetanilid is largely used for this

purpose, and of course vitiates therapeutic results. This adultera-

tion may be due either to intentional introduction, or to possibly

carelessness in the manufacture. Another element in its poor re-

sults may be found in the presence of unconverted phenetidin.

In addition to its more or less general routine use internally in

influenza, and as an analgesic in all forms of pain, the French are

applying it externally in cases of acute rheumatism, according to

the following formula

:

Phenacetin 4.5 grammes (about 75 grains)

Lanolin 23.0 " ( " 360 "
)

Olive Oil a sufficient quantity.

4
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Phenatol is another new compound reported by Dr. Adolph
Welter to be a mixture of acetanilid, sodium bicarbonate, sodium
carbonate, sodium sulphate, sodium chloride and caffein.

Phenocoll (Amido-Para-Acet-Phenetidin), particularly the

hydrochlorate, still holds its own as an antipyretic, even being con-

sidered by some as the ideal antipyretic. In a certain class of cases

it stilJ is considered an effective substitute for quinine. It appears

to be valuable in acute but not in chronic rheumatism. It is claimed

to be specially suitable to administer to children. It is recognized

by some as an excellent intestinal antiseptic. Still conflicting state-

ments continue to be made which invite scepticism.

Picrol (Di-Iodo-Resorcin-Mono-Sulphonic Acid), the new an-

tiseptic of last year containing 52 per cent, of iodine, has not been

reported on during the year, and it would therefore seem that its

promoters alluded to here last year have failed in attracting atten-

tion to it.

Piperazin (Di-Ethylene-Di-Amine) continues to receive

marked attention.

Drs. Joseph Gruber and H. Hildebrandt of Elberfeld, Germany,

have lately made good use of it in the treatment of diabetes melli-

tus. The daily doses varied from about 1 to 2 grammes (15.4 to

31 grains) given three times a day about an hour before each meal.

The treatment was continued about five weeks. Its action is ex

plained as inhibitory to the transformation of glycogen into sugar.

Dr. John R. Hamilton of Hawick, N". B., reports having used it

with complete success for eighteen successive months in the inter-

nal treatment of renal colic. The diet, of course, was strictly reg-

ulated.

Dr. John McKinlock of Chicago, Ills., reports on the very satis-

factory treatment of four cases of nephritic colic, in which he is so

well pleased with this agent that he intends to push the subject

further (JT. Y. Med. Journ. Vol. LX, page 207).

Dr. E. D. Mapother, F.R.C.S.I., of London, England, makes

a report on the use of this agent together with other eliminants in

the treatment and prevention of gout (London Practitioner Vol.

LIII, page 265).

Dr. D. D. Stewart of Philadelphia, Penn., makes a very interest-

ing and elaborate report on " The Influence of Piperazine on the

Urine, and especially on Uric Acid and Urea Excretion." He
presents carefully prepared tables of his results, and calls atten-

tion to the " Untoward Effect of Large Doses of the Drug."
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Dr. John Gordon of Aberdeen, Scotland, has recently presented

to the profession "A contribution to the study of Piperazine."

His tracings and tables are very interesting and instructive. His
41 Summary of Results " may be considered as bringing the subject.,

viewed physiologically, well up to date. They are as follows :

ct
l. Piperazine is not wholly oxidized in the body, and may be

detected in the urine of those to whom it is exhibited.

2. Piperazine in solutions of 1 per cent, in normal urine, when
kept in contact at a temperature of 39° C. (body temperature) for

a given time, has the property of dissolving to a great extent a

fragment of a uric acid calculus.

3. That the stronger the solution of piperazine in urine (up to

7.5 per cent.) the earlier did the solvent action begin and the more
rapid was the completion.

4. That, notwithstanding this, with the stronger solutions of

piperazine in urine, the rate of solubility was not so markedly

rapid over the weaker solutions as might be expected.

5. That the solvent action of piperazine in similar circum-

stances was greater than any other of the substances that were em-
ployed, namely, borax, lithium citrate, sodium carbonate, and po-

tassium citrate.

6 That piperazine, in weak and strong solutions in urine, con-

verted the undissolved portion of the calculus into a soft granular

or pulpy condition.-

7. That neither borax, lithium citrate, sodium carbonate, nor

potassium citrate in similar circumstances rendered the fragment

of calculus soft or pulpy " (British Med. Journ.,Yo\. I. for 1894,

page 1291).

Pixol is the name given by Dr. Raptchevski to a " cheap

disinfectant " prepared by dissolving 1 part of green soap (soft

soap) in 3 parts of tar, and adding slowly a solution of caustic alkali

of definite strength. This gives a syrupy liquid which is diluted

down to 1 to 19, thus furnishing a 5 per cent, solution.

It is recommended for the general disinfection of linen and the

hands. Double this strength is called for when disinfecting dejecta.

It has apparently been used successfully in certain cutaneous and

venereal affections by Dr. Doukalsky in his military service—as

acute dermatitis, psoriasis, simple chancre and the like.

On the other hand, in the cholera wards of a St. Petersburg

hospital it has not proved at all satisfactory.
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Pyoktanin (Methyl-Violet)—the anilin dye "pus destroyer "

—is still being tossed about unceremoniously by the conflicting-

testimony of those who are seeking the ideal claimed by a few

observers.

Dr. C. Horning has followed up his 27 cases of the treatment of

diphtheria by this agent reported last year, by continuing to use it

with success in 110 additional cases, including many serious ones

which had been despaired of—all cured. He goes so far as to

claim that it is a specific in diphtheria.

M. Gottlieb cannot verify the results of others in its use in diph-

theria, but does claim brilliant results with kerosene (petroleum)

after having failed with Pyoktanin. He even found the latter to

aggravate the local lesions.

Dr. Hilbert reports a case of diphtheritic conjunctivitis in which

he met with success in the use of a 3 per cent, solution together

with warm fomentations three times a day.

Dr. Flavel B. Tiffany of Kansas City, Mo., read a paper before

the 44th Annual Meeting of the Amer. Med. Assoc. on the Place

of this Agent in the Affections of the Eye. His views were not

generally received with favor as being satisfactory testimony of its

efficiency in that class of cases. Drs. J. H. Thompson and Hotz

rather refuted his testimony (Journ. Amer. Med. Assoc., Vol. XXL,
page 565).

Dr. Klevtzoff reports successful results with a 1 to 500 aqueous

lotion of this agent after trying many others, including tuberculin

in the treatment of a case of multiple tuberculous ulcers.

Dr. Mosetig-Moorhof of Vienna, Austria, reports a case of a

woman with a carcinomatous tumor as large as a fist, located below

the right costal arch and diagnosed as a tumor of the gall-bladder.

The bladder was opened and discharged. Every few days a small

quantity of Pyoktanin was introduced, and a dose of 575 milli-

grammes (about 9 grains) was given by the mouth every day.

Under this treatment the patient made marked improvement.

Gained in weight and strength, slept better, had a better appetite,

and expressed herself free from pain.

Dr. Darier reported at a meeting of the Paris Academy of Medi-

cine in May last, quite a series of cases of cancerous growths of the

face rapidly responding to a 5 per cent, aqueous solution. He appears

to regard it as a specific in this class of cases.

Dr. Maibaum, of Dorpat, Russia, reports on three cases of ad-

vanced carcinoma of the stomach, in which rapid arrest of distress-
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ing symptoms was very marked after the use of this agent, and

concludes that it decidedly arrests disintegration, improves the

digestion and increases the general strength of the patient.

Dr. Yassiliew, from the same section of country, has met with

such gratifying success in the same line of cases that he strongly

urges others to experiment with it. He has seen beneficial

results follow when treating other viscera beside the stomach.

The dose is 60 milligrammes (about 1 grain) in pill form three

times a day, or in a suppository according to the following

formula :

Pyoktanin .0.06 gramme (about 1 grain)

Extract of Belladonna 0.02 " ( "
T
5
-g- "

)

Cocoa Butter 2.00 " ( " 31 "
)

Dr. V. Schultz agrees with Dr. Vassiliew in urging this agent in

the treatment of visceral cancer. For cancer of the rectum he

recommends the following slightly different suppository :

Pyoktanin 0.060 gramme (about 1 grain)

Powdered Opium 0.005 " ( " TV "
)

Cocoa Butter sufficient to make up

Pyretine is a new antipyretic and analgesic introduced and

largely advertised by an enterprising American firm. It is pre-

sented in the form of powders and tablets, samples of which have

been freely distributed to the profession of this section of the

country, if to no other.

Dr. Adolph Welter reports that, although it is claimed to be a

*' definite chemical substance from the benzine or aromatic series

of hydrocarbons," he finds it to be a mixture of acetanilid, caffem,

calcium carbonate (common chalk) and sodium bicarbonate—58

per cent, of the mixture being acetanilid and 7 per cent, caffein.

Little else has been heard of it as yet.

Quinine Chlorhydro-Sulphate, the new salt claiming,

last year, great therapeutic advantages over the simple sulphate,

has been unheard of since then. Its promotors were Frenchmen,

but sufficient prominence has not been given it, even in France, to

encourage any one to put anything into print.

Resol is the name given to a new proprietary disinfectant ema-

nating from that great source of like articles, Germany. It is very

similar to Creolin, being a mixture of wood-tar saponified with

caustic potash and wood spirit. A 3 per cent, solution is claimed

to be destructive to the bacilli of typhoid fever, anthrax and similar
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affections in about ten minutes. Little is known of it generally

as yet.

Resorbin is a new excipient introduced by Dr. Ledermann,
and prepared by a patented process of emulsifying pure almond
oil with distilled water in a special apparatus—finally adding yel-

low wax, gelatin, soap and a little lanolin.

It is claimed that it is absorbed by the skin with the aid of only

slight friction or pressure and no hard rubbing. It is intended to

appeal, of course, to the dermatologists particularly, but it is not

yet apparent what are its marked advantages over the officinal

Oleic Acid. It is stated to be free from unpleasant odor, which

may be one advantage over the latter, but few patients are offended

at the slight oleaginous odor of Oleic Acid.

Its extreme rapidity of absorption seems to call for caution, and
might be considered by some as rather a disadvantage than other-

wise.

It has not been obtained in this country as yet.

Resorcill (Officinal) continues to be largely used, particularly

by the dermatologists and laryngologists, and little new concerning

it has been reported.

Retinol (Resinol) has not been heard of during the past year*

It may still be in use, but nothing new has appeared in print.

Salacetol (Salicyl-Acetol) has been practically unheard of dur-

ing the past year, except through the manufacturers and their

agents.

Salipyrin (Antipyrin Salicylate) has apparently been used

more largely during the past year, and is especially recommended

in the treatment of uterine hemorrhages, amenorrhea, influenza,

certain forms of rheumatism and neuralgia, and yet the conclusion

drawn here last year is still applicable, that nothing has been re-

ported to show that far better results cannot be obtained from the

administration of the two component ingredients in proportions

varying with the circumstances of each case, rather than being

compelled to give the proportions offered in the compound.

Salocoll (Phenocoll Salicylate) has been practically unheard of

during the past year, except from the manufacturers. It is very

probable that its claimed advantages over Phenocoll or Phenocoll

Ilydrochlorate have not been recognized in general practice.

Salol — Phenyl Salicylate— (Officinal) continues to meet with

favor, and much has been reported upon it during the past year.
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Some practitioners even go so far as to state that it has supplanted

the other salicylates in their practice

Although the testimony is still conflicting as to its usefulness in

cholera, still it has its warm advocates in that application, but they

insist that it must be given early. At the very first appearance of

diarrhea, give it as a matter of routine. It has been of service in

all forms of diarrhea, so it appears to be wise, they claim, to give

it on general principles.

In typhoid fever, it has given good results.

It has been largely used as a coating for pills, but it must be re-

membered, in this connection, that experiments show that it is not

dissolved in the stomach by the secretions there, but must reach

the duodenum before it disintegrates and splits up into its two

component parts. Again caution must be exercised as to overdos-

ing, or too long continuation of its administration, for toxic effects

are still being reported, with all the symptoms of carbolic acid poi-

soning.

In pulmonary tuberculosis it still is apparently of marked benefit,

even in some severe cases.

Finally in angina pectoris, it continues to keep up its well known
reputation.

Salophea (Acetyl-Para-Amido-Salol) has not been written up-

on nearly as much as last year, although it is still in constant use,

and with much benefit. It must not be considered a powerful anti-

pyretic, but rather- as doing its best in such alfections as have neu-

ralgic tendencies.

It continues to be of much service in acute rheumatism, by

apparently rapidly removing all pain and exudation in the joints.

The digestion does not appear to be affected as a rule.

Dr. Richard Drews, of Hamburg, Germany, has recently extended

its use from adults to children, in alfections having a rheumatic

or neuralgic tendency. He finds also that it is of great value in

children in cases of scarlatina, typhoid fever, pneumonia, tubercul-

osis and in the restlessness and headache accompanying the begin-

ning of some cases of sore throat. He treated some 15 cases of

acute rheumatism in children varying from seven to fourteen years

of age, giving from 325 to 500 milligrammes (about 5 to 8 grains)

every two hours. In 5 cases of muscular rheumatism of the neck,

he was also successful. Good results were obtained in a case of

purpura rheumatica in a fourteen-year- old girl. After she had be-

come wet through, the girl sat in this condition throughout her
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school hours. The next day her limbs were wrapped in cotton, and

500 milligrammes (about 8 grains) of this agent was administered

internally every two hours. In twelve days she was up and about,

and well on to recovery. Similar treatment succeeded in a thirteen-

year-old girl suffering from rheumatic chorea. Migraine in 5 chil-

dren was dissipated after two or three doses. Toothache, of rheu-

matic origin, was completely relieved by a 500 milligramme (about

8 grain) dose.

This agent is not a disagreeable one to children, and may be

given in the powder form directly, and washed down with a little

water.

Saprol—the so-called "Disinfection Oil"—has received very

scant attention during the past year, but possibly so for the reason

that its marked advantages have not been made sufficiently promi-

nent. Prof. Scheurlen, therefore, takes pains to point out its com-

parative merits. He states that it far outranks all other disinfect-

ants in rendering infected stools and cesspools innocuous. It

possesses the property of thoroughly mixing by diffusion with the

matter to which it is added, and does not either settle down to the

bottom or float on top as some of the other agents are prone to do.

The objection that it is inflammable, brought out by its opponents,

is refuted by Prof. Scheurlen.

Salumine is a new astringent recommended by Dr. P. Hey-

mann, of Berlin, Germany. It apjDears in two forms : a simple

aluminium salicylate insoluble in water, and a soluble double salt,

ammonium and aluminium salicylate. It has been used with

effect by Dr. Heymann in the form of insufflations and douches in

the treatment of ozaena.

Little is yet known of it except the above.

Somnal—the liquid hypnotic compound made by the union of

chloral, alcohol and urethane—has rather subsided during the past

year.

Dr. Giovanno Memone, however, reports good results in some

forms of insanity. He regards it as superior to either chloral, sul-

phonal or trional in many cases. In the insomnia of hysteria of

pulmonary tuberculosis he finds it of great benefit.

On the other hand, Dr. Hans Evensen 'regards it as very uncer-

tain. It may be employed in cases of chronic mania and in quiet

melancholies, but he finds it of little use in acute mania. He would

regard this agent as superfluous.
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Sozo-Iodol (Di-Iodo-Para-Phenyl-Sulphonic Acid)—the anti-

septic substitute for Iodoform—is apparently rather ou the wane,

it has now few enthusiastic adherents.

Dr. Max Teichmann, of Berlin, Germany, reports gratifying re-

sults with the potassium, sodium, zinc and mercury salts of this

acid. He has made good use of the potassium sozo-iodolate in

affections of the external ear in which there was a copious dis-

charge, by dusting the powder on. The discharge was dried up

rapidly and especially in chronic cases, but if caries be present it

apparently acted no better than other known agents. The milder

sodium salt was preferable in very sensitive patients. The zinc

salt in the form of a lanolin ointment was of service in aggravated

cases of eczema of the nares, and although in some instances it

at first produced irritation, it was astonishingly rapid in its action.

The mercury salt was used in the same form and in the same class

of cases as the zinc salt, and found to be less irritating, but it is

not so rapid in action.

In atrophic rhinitis all these salts were found to be too irritating.

In the after-treatment of operations on the nose, Dr. Teichmann
has now discarded Iodoform completely, and prefers the potassium

sozo-iodolate. He considers that its employment in many other

conditions may also prove of great benefit.

Spermin (Testicle Juice) has, unfortunately for itself, lost its

originator and greatest champion by death during the past year,

and may now gradually retire into at least a minor position, if not

permanently. Conflicting results continue to be reported, and even

stronger statements of absolute uselessness are used. Conservative

observers are naturally sceptical of the claimed benefits. Cases

continue to be reported where apparent success has followed its

use, but the observer is candid enough to recognize that spontaneous

amelioration is often noticed in his cases.

It is interesting, however, to read the observations of Dr. Alex-

ander W. Poehl, of St. Petersburg, Russia. He has found this

principle in the form of a phosphate in the thyroid gland, thymus
gland, spleen, ovaries and the blood, as well as in the testes, and

believes it to be the product of the retrogressive metamorphosis of

albumens (a leucomaine). He looks upon it physiologically as a

most powerful intraorganic restorative of the oxidizing properties

of the blood.

He concludes that it should not be regarded as a specific for any
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particular form of malady, but as a means of promotion of the oxi-

dations in tlie body.

Its greatest fitness appears to be in cases of mental diseases of

two classes : ataxy and delirious epilepsy.

Steresol— the antiseptic varnish—has been unheard of during

the past year. Possibly Prof. Berlioz of Grenoble, France, who in-

troduced it, may still make use of it, but no one has thought

enough of it to report any results.

St. Jacob's Oil at one time was very extensively advertised,

and therefore quite naturally largely used. Whether the great

benefits claimed to be derived from its use were ever fully realized

or not is a question, but latterly it has somewhat subsided although

still quite generally seen. However, it is interesting at this time

to note its analysis as presented to the Editor of the British Medi-

cal Association Journal, by Mr. William Murrell of Cavendish

Square, London, W. England. He gives the parts in per centages

as follows :

Turpentine, with traces of camphor 82.407

Ether 10.000

Alcohol 5.000

Carbolic Acid 2.018

Capsicum 0.400

Aconite 0.013

99.838

As to prices and evident profits, it has been calculated that for a

bottle which is charged at about 62 cents, the cost of the materials

amounts to somewhat under 6 cents — something over 900 per cent,

profit.

Sulphonal (Di-Ethyl-Sulphon-Di-Methyl-Methane) is still in

constant and large use, but there are so many other safer hypnotics

at the present time that many practitioners are gradually dropping

its use. It is now well recognized that its ju'olonged use is gen-

erally attended with danger, and yet again what appear to be

heroic doses have been taken either intentionally or accidentally,

and no fatal issue ensues. By far the largest and most successful

users are the Insane Asylums. There its action can be studied

best, and with them apparently its general or prolonged use is not

practiced. When given even in either acute, recurrent or chronic

mania or in melancholia, it is rarely continued longer than a dose

or two, but only administered in the stages of extreme excitement

or restlessness. Where the administration is called for over a more
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or less protracted period, their policy is to alternate with some

other hypnotic as chloralamid.

Symphorol is a new synthetic compound prepared for its spe-

cial diuretic effect. Chemically it is Sodium-Caffein-Sulphonate,

and it occurs in fine colorless crystals, with a bitter taste like qui-

nine, without odor, and soluble in water. It was prepared special-

ly to counteract the irritant effects of the caffein by introducing a

sulphon radicle into its composition, according to observations

made by Drs. R. Heinz and A. Liebrecht. Its diuretic action is

claimed to be very decided, and it produces no disagreeable second-

ary symptoms.

It is much too new an agent to have been reported upon very

generally, and only one observer has given his results, which are

negative. Mr. Ernest E. Waters, M. B., of Sheffield, England,

tried it for five weeks, and gives a clinical report of the negative

results of his four cases. " In no case could any appreciable benefit

be ascribed to the symphorol." (British Med. Journ., Vol. I, for

1894, page 1241.)

Tannal is the short name given to the chemical salt Aluminium
Tannate. This salt is insoluble, but a double salt is formed with

tartaric acid which is readily soluble, and is claimed to be a very

effective, non- irritating astringent by Dr. P. Heymann, of Berlin,

Germany, who has employed it in his laryngological and rhinologi-

cal practice. The single salt has been successfully used by insuffla-

tion.

Tannigen (Acetyl Tannin) is the name given by Dr. H. Meyer,

of Marburg, Prussia, to a new chemical combination obtained by

treating (with heat) a solution of tannin with a mixture of glacial

acetic acid and acetic anhydride, and finally (after cooling) neutral-

izing with a weak soda solution. It appears as a greyish-yellow,

odorless and tasteless powder, insoluble in water and acids, but

readily soluble in alkaline solutions. To obtain a modification of

tannic acid with the above properties was the aim of Dr. Meyer,

whereby it might pass through the gastric digestion unacted upon
and there meet the alkaline intestinal fluids where it would be split

up and exercise its astringent properties. His experiments on rab

bits were so satisfactory that he immediately applied it to the

human subject. He found it of marked benefit in chronic diarrhea.

Dr. F. Miiller, also of Marburg, confirms Dr. Meyer's results as

to its usefulness in chronic diarrhea, but says it is especially efficient

in tuberculous patients. He has also -tried it in other affections of
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the digestive organs. The average dose is from 200 to 500 milli-

grammes (about 3 to 8 grains), but as large doses as 4 grammes
(about 62 grains) have been given for a prolonged period without

inconvenience.

In acute diarrhea of adults, and in cases of infants, its action is

practically negative.

It is apparently effective in chronic pharyngitis when painted on
in the form of a 5 per cent, solution of sodium phosphate with 3

per cent, of Tannigen in it.

Teucrin—the name given to the extract of the European per-

ennial plant Teucrium scordium (water germander or woodsage)

alluded to here last year—has been practically unheard of during

the past year except through the manufacturers' publications.

Tliermodin is the short name given a new patented antipy-

retic of the milder type, chemically known as Acetyl-Para-Eth-Oxy-

Phenyl-Urethane. It is closely allied to Neurodm. It is presented

in colorless, needle-like crystals, practically without odor or taste,

and very sparingly soluble in water.

Prof. J. von Mering, of Halle, Prussian Saxony, has successfully

used it in about 50 cases of febrile affections including typhoid

fever, pneumonia, influenza, pleurisy, tuberculosis, erysipelas and

diphtheria. Nothing like nausea, collapse or cyanosis occurred

after its administration in doees of 500 milligrammes (about 8

grains). As high as 650 milligrammes (about 10 grains) have been

given with good results, but it has been found expedient to begin

with say 350 milligrammes (about grains) in cases of pulmonary

tuberculosis, when the above maximum need not be reached before

good results are obtained.

The experimental and clinical experience of Dr. Schmitt, of

Nancy, France, was related at a meeting of the Paris Therapeutical

Society, on May 9th last. In experimenting on both animals and

man, he corroborates Prof, von Mering's results in the main, but

he cannot acknowledge the pronounced effects he claims for it.

He maintains that it has no real advantage over and cannot take

the place of phenacetin.

Thilanin (Sulphuretted Lanolin) which heretofore has appeal-

ed to the dermatologists, has been practically unheard of during

the past year.

Thioform is the name given to a combination of bismuth,

sulphur and salicylic acid, and known chemically as Bismuth Di-

Thio-Salicylate. It occurs as a fine light greyish-yellow powder,
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without taste or odor and insoluble in water, alcohol or ether. It

is applicable in the majority of cases as an efficient substitute for

Iodoform. It is remarkable for its drying property, and is claimed

to be without toxic effects. It, however, is stated as being only slightly

antiseptic, although Dr. J. J. Schmidt, of Frankfort-on-the-Main,

Germany, claims it is of service as an intestinal antiseptic in 300

milligramme (about 4^- grain) doses, three times a day.

It is especially applicable in cases of burns, ulcers and gangren-

ous patches.

In ophthalmic practice, Dr. E. Fromm, of Germany, has found it

very serviceable in conjunctivitis, purulent ophthalmia and strum-

ous ophthalmia in children.

It has pronounced styptic properties also which have been well

exhibited in operations for the extirpation of the eyeball.

It being odorless, it is not difficult to appreciate why it would be

chosen in the above class of cases.

Nothing has been reported from practitioners in this country

as yet.

Thiol—the German artificial Ichthyol—is still a very efficient

and considerably used substitute for Ichthyol in dermatological

practice.

Dr. N. K. Riidneff has used a 20 to 40 per cent, aqueous solution

in 14 cases of erysipelas of the face and 1 of the leg in soldiers.

On the whole, he concludes that it is of service in selected cases

only.

Its price stands in the way of a more general and extended use.

Thiophene—the Iodoform substitute—has been practically

unheard of during the past year.

Thiosinamin (Allyl-Sulpho-Carbamide)—the compound al-

luded to here last year as being resurrected by Dr. Hans von Hebra,

of Vienna, Austria, as of service in the treatment of lupus has been

further tested by Dr. Van Hoorn. In general, he confirms the

statements of Dr. von Hebra as to its therapeutic effects, but he

finds they are not constant. Much more marked improvement was

noticed if the administration was continued in some severe cases

than in those only slightly affected. This led him to observe that

it is not to be recommended in cases where the lupus is confined to

a small space, and that local treatment should be employed in all

cases, in conjunction with the other mode employed.

Aside from the above confirmatory report, practically nothing

has been published other than the manufacturers' appeals.
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Thymol (Officinal) is still being used to a considerable extent,

chiefly as an anthelmintic as heretofore, also somewhat in typhoid

fever, but in addition it has .been suggested as a more regular gen-

eral intestinal aseptic.

Dr. Gallippe, of Paris, France, recommends the external use of

the following mixture as a prophylactic in measles :

Thymol 0.150 grammes (about 2-J grains)

Carbolic Acid 5.000 " ( " 80 "
)

Water 1 litre ( " 33£ f § )

Dr. I. Gouladze, a Russian practitioner, has obtained good re-

sults in from six to eight weeks after the external use of the follow-

ing liniment for the treatment of favus :

Thymol 2.5 grammes (about 39 grains)

Chloroform 20.0 "
(

" 5 drachms)

Olive Oil 90.0 " ( " 3 ounces)

The same ingredients, but in the following different proportions,

have been applied with success, night and morning, in the treat-

ment of recent ringworm:

Thymol 2 grammes (about -j- drachm)

Chloroform 8 " ( " 2 "
)

Olive Oil • 31 " ( " 1 ounce)

Thyroid Extract and its uses have suddenly become subjects

of very great proportions. The literature is simply overwhelming,

and mostly in favor of its administration, with some marked bene-

ficial results. It would be almost futile and surely tiresome to

enumerate here the literature of the subject—quite a book might

be written—but it may be stated that it continues to be pushed

most vigorously in the treatment of psoriasis, different forms of

eczema, even washerwoman's eczema and teething eczema in chil-

dren, lupus and other skin affections; in sporadic cretinism, exoph-

thalmic goitre, some forms of syphilis and very largely for myxoe-

dema.

Glycosuria is reported to have been produced in some cases after

administration, which naturally is found to be a drawback.

In obesity and exophthalmic goitre, there have been unfavorable,

as well as favorable, reports ; some observers arguing against its

use.

It may be profitable to quote here the following portion of a

paper on "Animal Extracts," delivered by Mr. C. E. Stuart, B. Sc.,

at the recent Oxford meeting of the British Pharmaceutical Con-

ference, and found in the British Pharmaceutical Journal and
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Trans., Vol. XXV, page ITT: ••Animal tissues in their normal

healthy condition are aseptic, and it is therefore only necessary

to pay the most scrupulous attention to cleanliness and antiseptic

conditions to produce extracts which may be safely used.

The required gland or organ must be dissected out from the body

with knives and forceps which have been sterilized in the flame of

a Bunsen burner, and the glass plates, glass mortars, measure

glasses, scale pans, and every other article used must be cleaned

with soap and water, and rendered aseptic by soaking in a 5 per cent,

solution of carbolic acid, and rinsing with a plentiful supply of

distilled water, which, has been sterilized by boiling. The hands

and arms of the operator should be scrubbed with soap and water,

washed in the 5 per cent, carbolic water, and finally with sterilized

water.''

In making this Thyroid Extract, "the formula originally pub-

lished by Dr. Murray is adhered to because it furnishes a prepara-

tion which is active, concentrated, and retains its activity for a

reasonable time, and also because it is essential for the manufacture

of a good extract that absolutely fresh glands shall be used. In
* preparing the glands it is best to get them cut from the freshly

killed sheep, rather than to trust to the butcher to send them in at

his convenience, possibly after a few days' delay. As regards the

small cysts occasionally found in the lobes, the matter they contain

is not pus, but seems to be of a fatty nature
;
they are, however,

for the sake of caution, better left out of the extract. Hypertro-

phied lobes, such as may be met with from time to time, three or

four inches long, should be rejected. The lobes after being cleaned

from fat and connective tissue are sliced thinly and bruised m a

, mortar ; for every lobe is added 1 Cc. of glycerin and 1 Cc. of

, sterilized water. The mixture is allowed to stand for twenty-four

! hours, and is then squeezed off through fine calico. The product

I
measures 3 Cc. for every lobe, and is a thick, dull red, cloudy

I liquid. For hypodermic use water containing 0.5 per cent, of car-

!
bolic acid takes the place of the plain water. A powder which

I keeps well may be made by simply expressing the juice from the

I glands, mixing it with sugar of milk, spreading it in a thin layer

on glass plates, and drying at 90° F. The weight of the dry

powder may be made up to 1 gramme for every thyroid lobe em-
ployed. This is three times the strength of the liquid extract.

The investigation of the constituents and active principle of the

thyroid gland has had results which are chiefly of a negative
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nature. According to Dr. Gourlay, ' Journal of Physiology/ Vol.

XVI, No. 1, the thyroid extract contains :

1. A nucleo-albumin, coagulating at 50° to 57°, precipitable by
magnesium sulphate, and also by water from the gland pounded
up with salt.

2. Very little proteid.

3. Is o mucin, the nucleo-albumin having been mistaken for this.

4. No proteose or peptone.

5. Possibly a ferment.

Toluene (Toluol) is now strongly urged in Germany as an effi-

cient expanding medium for thermometers, and a patent has been

secured there for such a thermometer. Toluene is Methyl-Ben-

zene, obtained by the destructive distillation of woods of various

kinds. It is a colorless, oily, highly refractive liquid proposed to

be colored by anilin for the above use. It freezes at —20° C.

(—4° F.) and boils at 111° C. (231.8° F.), and has five times the

expansive power, and is cheaper than mercury. For some purposes

then, within the above range of temperatures, it is looked forward

to as a desirable substitute for the more generally employed sub-

stances.

Tolypyrin—an analogue of antipyrin, and recommended as

an antipyretic—has received scant attention during the past year,

except through the manufacturers, in spite of the inducement of

being a cheaper article than antipyrin.

Tolysal (Tolypyrin Salicylate), the new antipyretic alluded to

here last year, does not seem to have invited the attention which it

was hoped it would from the favorable reports made upon it at that

time.

Dr. Bothe of Freiburg-in-Silesia, Prussia, appears to be about

the only one of prominence who has pushed any further investiga-

tions. His observations have rather been in the direction of an

anodyne. He has made use of it successfully in those insane pa-

tients who showed no form of excitement ; in cases of headache of

the neurasthenical and hysterical type, and those of organic brain

disease, especially in some cases where antipyrin was ineffectual.

It apparently speedily allays the extremely painful sensation of

pressure or constriction in such cases, thus permitting the refresh-

ing sleep of a hypnotic. The recommended dose varies from 1.25

to 2 grammes (about 20 to 31 grains)—anything less producing

little effect in that class of cases. Its disagreeable taste may be

masked by giving it in hot soup or in beer. It has occasionally
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produced nausea when given on an empty stomach, and vertigo

was noticed, but not when the patient was directed to remain on his

back for a while.

Dr. Bothe urges further trials.

Traumatol, still another very recent substitute for Iodoform,

is chemically Iodo-Cresol, prepared by the action of Iodine on Oxy-

Toluene. It is described as a fine reddish-violet precipitate with-

out odor. Presumably it is intended to be dusted on the affected

parts, but little is known about it either clinically or otherwise, for

the above meager description is all that appears to be obtainable at

this time.

Trikresol is the name given to a new antiseptic prepared in

Germany, consisting of a mixture of the three Cresols—Ortho-,

Meta- and Para-Cresol—in the proportion of 35 per cent., 40 per

cent, and 25 per cent, respectively. It is introduced to supersede

carbolic acid. It claims to be superior to the latter on account of

its being non-toxic (?), and freely soluble in cold water. It is as

clear and colorless as water, with an odor like creosote. It is

claimed to be practically free from carbolic acid, from the fact that

it boils above the temperature at which the latter does.

Prof. Max Gruber of Vienna, Austria, carried on a series of ex-

periments on the solubility of the Cresols, and established their

comparative superiority. It is determined that from -J to 1 per

cent, is sufficiently strong for surgical practice.

Dr. M. Oharteris Of Glasgow, Scotland, has also reported his re-

sults of an experimental research on this agent, and remarks that

it may be " concluded that trikresol is a three times stronger ger-

micide than pure phenol, and that it is three times less toxic. Its

advantages, consequently, for surgical purposes are very pro-

nounced, and in all probability some combination of it with an

alkaline base will in the future be prepared, which may with safety

and with profit be administered internally in specific infectious

diseases" (The London Lancet, Vol. I for 1894, page 801).

Dr. Robert Lee of West Kensington, London, England, has

experimented with it for inhalation, and remarks: "I find that

trikresol follows the same law, as might have been expected, as

carbolic acid, and that a mixture of one drachm of trikresol to one

pint of water gives off, when boiled continuously, a vapor of the

same strength as the mixture. This is rather strong for children,

nmk a weaker solution may be used. To what important uses this

property of trikresol can be applied in the treatment of many
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maladies by inhalation I hardly need point out " (The London
Lancet, Vol. I for 1894, page 1474).

It has been little used in this country as yet, and as far as the

old country is concerned there are few definite results to report, for

the subject seems to be pretty closely confined to the arguments of

the rival manufacturers of Trikresol in Germany on the one hand,

and of those of Carbolic Acid in England on the other.

No doubt more will be heard of this agent.

Trional (Di-Ethyl-Sulphon-Methyl-Ethyl-Methane)—the hyp-

notic allied both in composition and action to'Sulphonal—has had

some adverse results charged against it during this past year.

They, however, do not overbalance, by any means, the good results.

Dr. K. Rychlinski has made as many as 100 observations with it

in doses from 500 milligrammes (about grains) to 4 grammes
(about 62 grains), among which were comparative observations with

sulphonal, chloral and duboisin sulphate, and his conclusions may
be summed up as being about the testimony of the majority of

those who have used it : 1. It acts admirably, especially in cases

of insomnia due to functional disturbances in the nervous system
;

2. It does not in the least affect the heart's action even when cardiac

disease is present ; 3. It does not have a disagreeable taste, and is

readily soluble in hot tea or milk ; 4. Awakening from sleep occurs

with no disagreeable sensations about the head ; 5. The dose requi-

site to produce sleep is smaller than with other like agents, and 6.

On the whole, it should be preferred to all the ordinary hypnotics.

Tropacocaine (Tropsin) has not received the attention during

the past year which seemed justifiable to prognosticate for it when

previously alluded to here. The only two prominent papers on the

subject are those of Dr. T. J. Bokenham, M.R.O.S., L.R.C.P.,

of England, who reported rather favorably on its use as a local

anaesthetic in ophthalmic surgery, and Dr. C. A. Veasey of Phila-

delphia, Penn., who used it in the same class of cases, and con-

cludes as follows : "I have used it in some minor operations, but

do not like it any better than the ordinary cocaine solutions ; and

as the price of the preparation is so high—being about forty cents

a grain wholesale—it is hardly probable that it will come into gen-

eral use.

For removing foreign bodies from the cornea, or for making strong

astringent or caustic applications to the cornea or conjunctiva, it is

preferable to cocaine on account of its feeble and infrequent action

upon the accommodation, thereby preventing the annoyance of a
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hazy vision for a time ; and in cases of keratitis, when an anaesthetic

must be employed, it is to be preferred, as it does not diminish to

so great an extent the blood supply.

For other purposes I have not found it superior to the cocaine

hydrochloride in general use" (X. Y. Med. Journ., Vol. LVIII,

page 632).

Tuberculin (Parataloid) is still meeting with adverse criticism,

Conflicting testimony continues to appear in the reports from all

quarters. Even as a diagnostic agent opinions differ, and, accord-

ing to Dr. Henry, of Melbourne, Australia : Whereas, it may be

admitted that it is of value for this purpose as far as animals go,

and some quite extensive experiments have been successfully com-

pleted in this line, both in relation to food-supply cattle and other

animals, still, it does not follow that this should serve as a justi-

fiable analogy to apply it in similar cases to man, for the reason

that, in addition to the unmistakable dangers of its introduction

into the system, the means of diagnosing pulmonary tuberculosis

in man is already of such reliability as not to warrant such a

risky procedure.

Dr. E. Thorner, of Berlin, Germany, has been one of the most

persistent and enthusiastic experimenters on the therapeutic action

of this agent. He appears to have guarded his steps as he proceed-

ed in the way of excluding all probable discrepancies, and yet his

results are called in question. When he read his paper before a

local Medical Society, the discussion was rather adverse to his views.

Prof. Leyden stated that in his opinion only here and there could

its very cautious use be permitted, and he was compelled to ac-

knowledge that he could not share Dr. Thorner's opinions. Prof.

Ewald also took part in the discussion, and stated that as far as

clinical and experimental testimony had gone, tuberculin possessed

no specific action, and he felt inclined to believe that it would fin-

ally be abandoned owing to the dangers attending its use.

Prof. E. Koch has very recently reiterated his modified claim for

this agent as being only of service in those cases where the tubercle

bacillus aloTie was present, and that when the case was complicated

by the presence of other microbes, it was not only of no service but

often did harm.

Tuberculocidin (Alexin)—modified Tuberculin—has ap-

parently received no attention whatever during the past year.

Tumenol—closely allied to Ichthyol—has not been reported on
during the year past.
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TllSSOl is the more or less fanciful short name given to Anti-

pyrin Amygdalate, and is recommended by Dr. Rehn, of Frankfort-

on-the-Main, Germany, as giving in some respects better effects

than antipyrin alone, especially in the treatment of pertussis in

children, where it apparently not only reduces the frequency of the-

paroxysms, but mitigates their severity somewhat. It has been

given dissolved in water to children as young as one year old, in

doses of 50 to 100 milligrammes (about f to 1% grains) two or three

times a day, and from this all the way up, in graded doses, to 500

milligrammes (about 7-J- grains) four, five or six times a day to older

children.

Dr. Rehn is apparently the only observer of any prominence who
has used it and reported upon it. It is unknown as yet in this

country.

Urethane has been very little written upon for the past two

years, but this is not due to its retirement from use, for it is still

largely employed, especially as a safe, mild, moderate and yet

effective hypnotic in cases of. insomnia not due to pain. It is rather

risky to give many of the other hypnotics to children, but Urethane

has a good record in this regard.

Weights and Measures by the Decimal (Metric) System

are still meeting with steady progress, which, however, may be

considered slow by the impatient, but when it is considered that

such a decided change is almost revolutionary to users of the old

system, and that such are therefore rather obstructive than other-

wise, the system really is seen to be making longer and longer

strides forward every successive year, and the progress must be con-

sidered on the whole quite satisfactory.

By royal decree, on Jan. 13th last (the beginning of their new

year), the Eussians were compelled henceforth to use the decimal

system in preparing and dispensing medicines. Russia had been

leading up to this for the past four years by requiring it to be

taught in conjunction with their previous system in all their Univer-

sities for that length of time.

At a recent meeting of the Council of the Pharmaceutical Society

of Great Britain, Mr. Wm. Martindale offered the following reso-

lution :
" That after January 1st, 1895, a practical knowledge of

the metric system of weights and measures shall be required of all

candidates for the Minor Examination in the subjects of prescrip-

tions and practical dispensing, and that the Board of Examiners

be instructed to require from candidates a general knowledge of
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posology in terms of the metric as well as the British system of

weights and measures as defined by the British Pharmacopoeia,

1885 ; and in practical dispensing ' to weigh, measure, and com-

pound medicines ' by the metric as well as the British system of

weights and measures." This, however, was rather too severe a

course for some of the trembling conservatives, and they therefore

required the wording to be altered from a mandatory to a permis-

sive resolution in the way of requesting the consideration of the

advisability of acquiring a practical knowledge, &c, before it

passed the Council. The new system has rather a rough road to

travel in Great Britain, and therefore enthusiasts must not look for

anything like a complete accomplishment there for years to come.

It may assist some to glide gradually over from the old to the

new system by repeating here a suggestion of a reasonable expedi

ent adopted by Mr. C. H. Turver of Blackpool, England, and found

in the British Pharm. Journ. and Trans. Vol. XXV, page 70 :

" Relative to the late discussion on the decimal system, may I

say that I adopted, some time ago, a simple system, which has

saved us probably many awkward mistakes— i. e., to drop the use

of the signs 3 and 3 and the corresponding terms altogether, and

copy all entries in prescription or receipt books in simple terms of

grains and ounces
;
and, in addition, use instead of the scruple,

half-drachm, drachm, etc., weights, for dispensing and making
preparations, weights from % grain (I use the angular grain

weight) to 10, 20, -30, 50, 100, 500, 1000 grain weights—a weight

of 60 and one of 120 grains are also useful. We are all of us fam-

iliar with the dangerous similarity there is in some prescriptions

between the signs, as well as the illegibility of the Roman num-
erals, but a quantity written, say, gr. 150, instead of 3 iiss., could

scarcely be mistaken, even when written hastily. As for the indica-

tions of quantities, by using the signs § j, 3 iij, 3j, gr. 2— well, they

are neither more nor less than a relic of mediaeval darkness. My
apology for mentioning such a trifling matter must be that of hav-

ing met so many chemists who have appreciated the scientific sim-

plicity of the method I suggest. It is devoutly to be hoped that

the forthcoming edition of the Pharmacopoeia may have the metric

system introduced, at any rate as an alternative system. It is in-

tolerable that Great Britain alone should be without a scientific

system for estimating quantities when all the civilized world has

adopted one. I am sincerely sorry for those members of our craft

who—having allowed themselves to get out of touch with modern
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scientific refinements -are unable to grasp this simplest of systems,

which even our school children are familiar with. But, in spite of

these persons, we who have used the metric system and enjoyed its

benefits, ought not to be deprived thereof any longer."

Winslow's (Mrs.) Soothing Syrup.— After so many years

of persistent contradictions on the part of the enterprising firm

offering this proprietary medicine, that there was no morphine or

opium in their preparation, notwithstanding that a certain ana-

lysed sample proved its presence, the promoters, desiring to remove

exaggerated misapprehensions, (///) now magnanimously (?) make
the important announcement that the exact proportion of mor-

phine is 8 milligrammes (-£ of a grain) to 30Cc. (If § ), thus making

the maximum dose 1 milligramme (-^ of a grain).
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IMPROVEMENT IN THE MANUFACTURE OF

ACETONE.

By E. R. Squibb, M.D.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

The increasing use of acetone as a chemical solvent, and especially

the relation of acetone to the manufacture of chloroform, gives

importance to any improvement in its production.

Up to this time the writer knows of no process of manufacture

except by the destructive distillation of acetates at high temper-

ature. The acetates are charged into stills and heated as long as they

yield any acetone. Then the acetates being decomposed to waste

carbonates are discharged and the stills recharged with fresh acetate,

making an interrupted process of repeated charging and discharg-

ing and heating and cooling. This process is very old ; but two

patents have been taken out in this country on some details of the

process and apparatus.

The writer proposed to himself to make acetone directly from

acetic acid by a continuous process, and has accomplished that

object.

In G-melin's Hand Book of Chemistry, Cavendish Society edition,

1853, Vol. VIII, at page 291, under the head of decomposition of

acetic acid by heat> much work is given where the vapor of acetic

acid was passed through heated tubes, acetone being one of the pro-

ducts
;
and, on this line of investigation the writer's work was taken

up.

It was not difficult to see that the discrepant results reached by
the authorities were due to differing physical conditions, and dif-

ferent degrees of heating, since it was mechanically quite certain

that a current of vapor passing through a stationary tube, heated

from below, whether empty or filled, could not be heated to the same
degree in all parts of the tube, and therefore could not give the same
decomposition in all parts.

The work undertaken was commenced in very long-necked, glass

bulbs, held in a horizontal position so that they might be stationary

or be revolved by hand, and these were heated by a bath of Wood's
metal—the acid being passed in, and the products coming out

through horizontal tubes in the long necks.

Experiences with these bulbs led to much better mechanical
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devices. A small flask was arranged as a still, and from this by a

gas burner, a constant current of acetic acid vapor could be pro-

duced at any desired rate. The rate was regulated by the rate of

supply of liquid acid from an elevated graduated supply vessel, the

supply going to the still through a glass tube, in which the rate of

dropping was seen and controlled by stop-cock. Then, by varying

the acid supply and the heat from the burner, the boiling liquid in

the still could be kept at about a constant level, and with a con-

trollable known rate of vapor supply.

At some distance from this end of this apparatus the condensing

apparatus was arranged to receive the distillates. The products of

distillation were first received in a flask where most of the watery

vapor and undecomposed acid was condensed, but where the tem-

perature continued so high that but a mere trace of acetone was

arrested there. From the neck of this flask the remaining gases and

vapors passed through a good condenser which delivered the

remainder of the water and undecomposed acid and the acetone into

a flask immersed in an ice-bath. Here almost all the condensible

vapors were condensed. The gases and uncondensed vapors were

taken from the neck of this flask to a small wash bottle supplied

with water, by which the current of gases was washed. Here waste

acetone enough was caught to increase the volume of contents to a

point at which all went off together in the current of gases, and

the level remained constant. Next was a wash bottle containing a

strong solution of sodium hydrate. Through this the residual

gases were passed in order that most of the carbon dioxide might

be combined. Finally the gases were passed through another small

wash bottle containing water. At the small exit tube of this bottle

the gases were tested for inflammability, and the proportion of

methane and carbon monoxide was estimated by the absence or the

degree of inflammability. Except at the times of testing this exit

tube was connected to a Sprengel water pump, and a minus pres-

sure of 1 to 6 Cm. of mercury was maintained on the entire appa-

ratus. This served to relieve all joints and connections and caused

all the leakages to be inward, whilst a mercury gauge at each end

gave due notice of obstruction or irregularities.

These two ends of the apparatus remaining constant the inter-

vening space was occupied by the varying form of distilling or

decomposing apparatus. An earthenware drain pipe with movable

tile ends served as a furnace. This drain pipe supported in a hori-

zontal position, had 6 holes drilled above and below. Each lower
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hole was large enough to admit a Bunsen burner with limited air

space around it, while the holes on top, to give exit to the products

of the combustion were smaller. The decomposing tubes or stills

of wrought iron with cast iron ends occupied this drain pipe furnace,

being connected with the vapor supply apparatus at one end and

the condenser at the other.

Much preliminary work was necessary in getting the apparatus in

good working order and in following up tangential points, but these

are passed over, and only the important work given—and that not

always in the order in which it was done, but in an order which

brings the results into a more logical sequence more easily under-

stood.

Two strengths of acetic acid were used. First, an acid contain-

ing 36 p.c. of absolute acid. But as this gave distillates unneces-

sarily dilute it was generally given up in favor of a 60 p.c. acid,

although the reactions were not noticeably different in the use of

the two strengths. Hence with two exceptions the results given

are from a 60 p.c. acetic acid.

Keducing the work from the disorderly way in which it was done

to a natural order, and rejecting what was not trustworthy, it is

best to begin with some repetitions of work already long on record.

(See Gmelin's Hand Book, and other authorities.)

A tube of wrought iron about 36 Cm. (14 inches) in length by

6.5 Cm. (2.5 inches) internal diameter, reduced at each end to tub-

ing of about 0.6 Gm. (.25 inch), was held stationary in the centre

of the furnace, and connected at one end with the acid vapor supply

and at the other with the condensers. This tube could be heated

by the gas burners to any desired degree up to a dull red heat.

The trials were made under as nearly the same conditions as prac-

ticable, the running time being about 3.5 hours, and under close

observation. The amount of 60 p.c. acetic acid which could be

passed in in vapor during this time varied much— generally 250 to

350 Cc. The quantities used were always reduced to absolute acid

(HC 2H30 2= 59.86), and the results are given in the same acid,

but a high degree of accuracy was impracticable, and therefore not

aimed at.

(1.) With the tube empty and heated nearly to redness at first,

and finally to dull red heat, 290 Cc. of 60 p.c. acid = 174 Gm.
absolute acid, was passed in in 3.5 hours. About 111 Gm. of this

acid passed through unchanged, and 63 Gm. was decomposed. That
is, about 63.8 p.c. came through unchanged, and 36.2 p.c. was
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decomposed. In the first receiving flask, kept hot by the vapor, there

was no acetone, but only 132 Cc. of a 53 p.c. acid. In the second

flask, in the ice-bath, there was 115 Cc. of a 36 p.c. acid ; and this

liquid, roughly estimated by the iodoform test, contained 10 to 12

p.c. of acetone. From the final wash bottle came a stream of

inflammable gas—probably methane and carbon monoxide—that

would burn almost continuously.

(2. ) Next this stationary tube was filled with coarsely granulated

pumice-stone, freed from large pieces and from dust, and so tightly

packed as to have spring enough to keep the tube full when ex-

panded by heating. Into this, in 3.5 hours, 189 Gm. of absolute

acid, in vapor, was passed, and yielded in the first, hot flask 103

Cc. of 54 p.c. acid = 55.62 Gm. absolute acid. In the second,

ice-bath flask 138 Cc. of 38.4 p.c. acid = 52.97 Gm. of absolute

acid, making 108.6 Gm. out of 189 Gm. distilled over unchanged,

and 80.4 Gm. decomposed. The contents of this- second flask were

about 14.5 p.c. acetone. The stream of inflammable gases was

estimated as being not less but rather greater than with the empty

tube.

(3.) Next, took the pumice from the tube, divided it into two

parts, and rejecting one-half, intimately mixed with the other half

500 Gm. of dry, precipitated barium carbonate. Charged the tube

with this mixture, having a little unmixed pumice at both ends.

Barium carbonate was selected to multiply surface, as being a rather

heavy powder that would not shrink nor fuse, nor be likely to de-

compose.

About 450 Cc. of 60 p.c. acid=270 Gm. of absolute acid was

passed, in vapor, in 3.5 hours, into this mixture, heated as before.

The distillate in the first, hot flask was 81 Cc. of acid water of only

1.6 p.c. =1.3 Gm. absolute acid. In the second ice-bath flask was

227 Cc. s.g. about 0.955, containing 1.2 p.c. acid= 2. 7 Gm. absolute

acid. Of the 270 Gm. passed in 4 Gm. only distilled over un-

changed, while 266 Gm. was decomposed. The 227 Cc. of distill-

ate in the second flask contained about 23.3 p.c. of acetone. This

proportion gives about 20 p.c. of acetone from the 266 Gm. of abso-

lute acid used. The stream of inflammable gases was very much
greater than in the other experiments, burning with an almost con-

tinuous large flame.

The desired splitting of acetic acid to yield acetone requires 2

molecules of the acid to yield 1 molecule of acetone, the residuary
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products being 1 molecule each of carbon dioxide and water.

That is 120 Gm. of absolute acetic acid should give

58 Gm. of acetone,

44 " " carbon dioxide,

18 " " water, or

by percentage the acid should give

48.33 p.c. acetone,

36.67 " carbon dioxide,

15.00 " water.

When marsh gas or methane (CH 4 ) and carbon monoxide (CO)

are formed it is probably largely, if not entirely, through a secondary

decomposition of the acetone by a higher heat than that which gives

the primary decomposition into acetone, carbon dioxide and water,

and when acetone and methane are produced together, it is rational

to suppose that inequalities of heating are the cause. That is, if

acetone be produced it indicates that the exact conditions required

are present at that time and place. Then it follows that if these

exact conditions be extended throughout the whole time and place

of reaction the acetone splitting of the acid only can occur, and no

methane or other products of other reactions can be produced. The
conditions for producing these different reactions are doubtless dif-

ferent degrees of heating, and uniformity of reaction can be ex-

pected only from uniformity of heating. And the differences in the

degrees of heat required to produce the different reactions here, do

not seem to be great.

The physical and mechanical conditions of heating a stationary

tube cannot possibly yield an equal degree of heating to the con-

tents of such tube, especially where only a part of such contents

is in motion. Even if the whole outside of the tube could be

equally heated— as it could not be practically—the contents would

be cooler from circumference to centre. But in this case, where a

current of vapor at about 100°C. is passed continually into a tube

the outside of which is kept unequally heated to 500 or 600°C,
and where this current has to find its way at varying speed through

varying friction and expansion, only a varying decomposition can

be possible, and the conclusion must be that if uniform decom-

position is to be reached it must be through uniform conditions.

Equable heating in a stationary tube, under the conditions of

this process, being impracticable, it became necessary to devise

some better form of still; and a careful consideration of the princi-

ples involved, and the especial mechanical difficulties of this decom-
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position, led the writer to a form of rotary still, which after some
alterations and modifications has proved successful.

A wrought-iron tube about 36 Cm. (14 inches) long by 12.7 Cm.

(5 inches) in diameter, contracted at the ends to central,

hollow journals of about 2 Cm. (0.75 inch) external diameter

and 1.2 Cm. (0.5 inch) bore, free to revolve, was supported

in the centre of the 18 Cm. (7 inch) drain pipe furnace

and connected at one end with the vapor supply and the other with

the condensers by air-tight glands or "stuffing-boxes". The ends

were provided with charging and discharging openings which could

be closed air-tight, and the still was revolved slowly by means of a

pulley on one end of the hollow shaft. A small stationary tube

jmssed into the still through the revolving shaft to convey the acid

vapor to the entrance of the still at one end, and a similar tube

gave exit to the products of the decomposition at the other, con-

denser end. It was necessary to protect this tube from obstruction

by dust carried by the current of vapors, and this was done by a car-

tridge of rolled up, wire cloth, filled with glass wool. This rotary

still was driven at the rate of three to six revolutions per minute by

a small water-motor, and was found to heat with great equability

as it revolved over the burners. Inside of the still, at equal dis-

tances apart on the periphery, five L-shaped, longitudinal strips of

sheet iron were riveted. These were necessary to prevent the charge

from sliding round as the iron became smooth, and they were

found to carry the charge round, turn it over and mix it most ef-

fectively at each revolution. Thus, while by the revolutions over

the source of heating the shell was heated very uniformly, this

continuous moving and turning over of the contents must bring all

parts of the charge, solids and vapors alike, in successive contact

with the hot surfaces and the cooler atmosphere of the still, and

thus secure a fair degree of equable heating. The still being about

one-third filled with the solid charge and slowly rotated, the charge

occupies principally,—not the bottom of the still directly over the

fire, but the ascending third which has just been over the fire.

Then, as the charge is carried up, the superficial cooler portion, too

deep to be held by the longitudinal shelves, slides back onto the hot

surface below, while the portion carried on by the shelves falls back,

shelf by shelf, from contact with the hot shell through the atmosphere

of vapor, onto the cooler portions below to be mixed and carried up

again in a similar order. At the same time the whole atmosphere of the

still is filled with dust which becomes very fine, and very largely mul-
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tiplies the surfaces of contact with the vapor, for decomposition,

whilst the vapors pass slowly and uniformly and with a minimum
of friction to the exit at the condenser end. If the motion and

heating of a charge in this still be compared with those in a sta-

tionary still with a horizontal stirrer driven by a vertical shaft, the

advantages of the former will be easily understood. The latter

moves the charge round over the fire, but has a comparatively slight

effect in bringing new portions of the charge successively in con-

tact with the heating surfaces, and it does not tend to prevent hori-

zontal stratification of the charge with consequent irregular heating;

and it does not tend to the fullest contact of the vapors with the

surfaces of the charge, where the decomposition probably takes

place. After the inevitable number of trials and adjustments and

breakings down, the following successful experiments are selected

from a large number.

(4.) As a parallel experiment to (1.) with the stationary still,

the rotary still was used empty.

About 200 Cc. of 36 p.c. acid = 72 Gm. of absolute acid was
slowly passed into the heated, rotating, empty still.

The first hot flask of distillate contained 33 Cc. of acid of 14.6

p. c. =4.82 Gm. absolute acid.

The second ice-bath flask contained 142 Cc. of acid acetone 12.6

p.c.=17.89 Gm. absolute acid. Then 4.82+17.89= 22,71 Gm.
absolute acid distilled over unchanged. Then 72 Gm.—22.71=
49.29 Gm. of acid decomposed. The second distillate gave an esti-

mate of 12.1 Gm. acetone. Then as 49.29 acid : 12.1 acetone : :

100 : 24.5 p.c. acetone from the acid. The current of inflammable

gas was considerable, but less than in (1. )

(5.) The rotary still was charged with about a liter of the same
granulated pumice used in (2.), and when heated about 295 Cc. of

60 p.c. acid = 177 Gm. of absolute acid was passed in in vapor dur-

ing 3.5 hours.

The first distillate, hot flask, had 108 Cc. of acid water of 4.4

p.c. = 4.75 Gm. acid.

The second distillate, ice-bath flask, had 116 Cc. acid acetone 2.4

p.c. acid = 2.78 Gm. acid.

Then 4.75 + 2.78 = 7.53 Gm. acid came over unchanged, out of

177 Gm. passed in
;
or, 177 — 7.53 =169.47 Gm. decomposed.

The acetone estimated by iodoform was 24.3 p.c. of the acid de-

composed.

(6.) About 500 Gm. of precipitated barium carbonate was put
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into the rotary still on top of the charge of pumice, and when
the whole was heated 380 Cc. 60 p.c. acid = 228 Gm. of absolute

acid was passed in in vapor during 3.5 hours.

The first distillate was 108 Oc. of acid water containing 3.9 Gm.
acid.

The second distillate was 135 Cc. of acid acetone containing 2.7

Gm. acid.

228 Gm. acid — 6.6 Gm. over unchanged = 221.4 Gm. decom-

posed.

The estimated acetone was 16 p.c. of the acid decomposed.

Much inflammable gas throughout the process.

(7.) About 456 Gm. of precipitated barium carbonate put into

the cleaned-out rotary still, and when heated 510 Cc. of 36 p.c.

acid = 183.6 Gm. absolute acid was passed in in 4.5 hours. About

24.5 Gm. of acid came over unchanged, leaving 159.1 Gm. decom-

posed.

The acetone was estimated at 53.7 Gm., or about 34 p.c. of the

decomposed acid.

(8.) Charged the rotary still with 1000 Gm. of dry barium ace-

tate and distilled this acetate as long as it would yield a distillate,

and until it was reduced to about 770 Gm. of barium carbonate

quite free from acetate. This yielded acetone estimated by iodo-

form at about 60 p.c. of the theoretical quantity.

When the distillation from the acetate had ceased the receivers

were charged and 490 Cc. of 60 p.c. acid = 294 Gm. of absolute

acid were passed into this charge of carbonate in about 4.5 hours.

The distillate was received in 5 fractions.

1st. 37 Cc. of acid water containing 15.6 p.c N acid or 5.77 Gm.

2d. 256 " " dilute acetone " 4.4 « " "11.26 "

3d. 230 " " " " " 9.6 " " " 22.08 "

4th. 46 " " " " " 11.0 " " " 5.06 "

5th. 26 " " " " " 17.6 " " " 4.58 "

595 Cc. Distilled over undecomposed, 48.75 Gm.

294 Gm.—49 Gm. = 245 Gm. decomposed.

In each of the 2d and 3d flasks was about 40 Cc. of water at the

start. Then 80 from 595 gave 515 Cc. of total distillate from the

490 Cc. fed in.

Acetone required from 245 Gm. acid 118 Gm. Estimated yield

71 Gm. or 60 p.c. of the required yield.
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On the following day, without having opened the still, it was

reheated and 530 Cc. of 60 p.c. acid = 318 Gm. of absolute acid

was passed in in vapor. From low street pressure iu the gas mains

the heat on this day was deficient.

1st distillate 50 Cc. acid water containing 19-6 p.c. acid or 9.8 Gm.

2d " 255 " dilute acetone " 10.0 " " <4
25.5 "

3d " 138 " '* " " 6.0 « " c<

8.3
<•

4-43 Cc. 43.6 Gm.

318 Gm.—44 Gm. = 274 Gm. acid decomposed.

Acetone required from 274 Gm. acid 132 Gm. Estimated yield

95 Gm. or 72 p. c. of the required yield.

On the day following, again without opening the still, in about

4 hours, passed in 535 Cc. of 60 p.c. acid = 321 Gm. of absolute

acid.

1st distillate, hot flask, 22 Cc. acid water containing 7.6 p.c. acid or 1.67 Gm.
2d " ice-bath, 258 " dilute acetone " 4.8 " " "12.38 "

3d " " 131 " " " " 7.6 " <l " 9.96
"

411 Cc. 24.01 Gm.

321 Gm.—24 Gm. = 297 Gm. acid decomposed.

Acetone required by theory from 297 Gm. acid 143 Gm. Ob-

tained by estimate about 113 Gm. or nearly 80 p.c. of the required

yield.

Now, upon cooling and opening the still, samples taken from

various parts of the contents were all found to be barium carbonate

and free from acetic acid.

During the progress of these distillations from pumice stone,

from carbonates and from the empty stills alike, whenever the sup-

ply of acid vapor was cut off the distillation almost instantly ceased,

showing that there was then nothing in the still to decompose.

This, then, is the improved, continuous process for the production

of acetone directly from acetic acid, which avoids and saves the in-

termediate steps of forming and decomposing acetates.

The formation of acetates in the still was repeatedly tried with

both barium and calcium carbonates, but always failed until the

temperature was reduced to about the boiling point of water, or

the condensing point of watery vapor, and then the acetates formed,

cohered and adhered to the ribs and shell of the still, and no longer

moved until again decomposed by a higher heat.
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Corresponding trials were made with calcium carbonate and

with calcium acetate decomposed to carbonate, with results very

similar to those above given, but the barium carbonate seemed to

answer best, possibly because it yields a heavier powder that occu-

pies less space and moves better.

When commercial acetate of lime was used tarry matters ob-

structed the exit tubes and contaminated the distillates. The por-

tion of these tarry matters that was reduced to charcoal in the still,

and there mixed with the carbonate, seemed to be rather beneficial

than obstructive. But on the whole the process appeared to do

better with carbonates reduced from acetates that were made for the

purpose from good materials. As the process seems to be rather a

mechanical or physical one of surface contact, it would be reason-

able to expect better results from reduced carbonates than from

precipitated carbonates. And it is still an open question whether,

on the large manufacturing scale, with better control of the essen-

tials, heat and motion, pumice or bone black, or some other such

substance, will not be better than the carbonates. Of one thing

the writer is quite convinced, and that is that the close regulation

of the heating within narrow limits of variation, is far the most im-

portant element in the process. Within very narrow limits, too

little heat gives undecomposed acid, while too much gives inflam-

mable gases in place of acetone. But on the large scale this ele-

ment will be under much better control, whilst a proportionately

longer still will give the acid vapor farther to go and a prolonged

exposure to the limited heating and contact.

There are no patents sought for on this process or apparatus.

The dilute acetone from this process is fairly good and clean, and

is colorless except for the action of the free acid contained on the

iron tubing. With the free acid the s.g. by hydrometer varies be-

tween 0.93 and 0.97. No part of the distillate has more than a

thin film of oil on the surface too small to be measured, and this

oily surface is only in the first flask with the acid water. On fur-

ther dilution of the ice-bath distillate it is rendered opalescent for

a minute or two and then becomes again transparent.

This distillate (undiluted) is a good solvent for many substances,

and is probably pure enough for the manufacture of chloroform.

When allowed to stand some days upon caustic lime and then

poured off and rectified, it is much improved in character and

strength, and is then adapted to a still larger number of uses, and

is perhaps better adapted to the manufacture of chloroform.
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The product of this first rectification was then digested with

about 10 p. c. of dry calcium chloride. This abstracted most of the

water and settled in dense solution at the bottom of the bright yel-

lowish acetone. This latter was separated and distilled, and again

digested for several days with 10 p. c. of fresh calcium chloride, be-

ing frequently well shaken. Again twice separated and distilled

from fresh portions of calcium chloride, in a capacious flask with a

good Hempel tube filled with small glass marbles, and the whole

apparatus filled with well-dried air, and distilled directly into

specific gravity bottles, such as are described in the Ephemeris, Vol.

IV., p. 1448— it gave six fractions, four of which had the specific

gravities at f|2 C , as follows : First, 0.79662
;

second, 0.79704
;

third, 0.79712 ;
sixth, 0.79793. The irregularities of these differ-

ences are doubless due to differences in rate of boiling, yet they

demonstrate conclusively that the first fraction can not be anhy-

drous.

Authorities differ much as to the s.g. of acetone. The lowest

noticed is given by W. H. Perkin, Ph. D., F. R. S., in the Journal

of the Chemical Society of London, 1884, Vol. XLV, p. 478. He
gives the s.g. at as 0.79652, and atf-fo as 0.78669—and says this

is "lower than that usually observed, but agrees pretty closely with

that of Linnemann, who obtained J-fo =0.7975. Thorpe's number,

calculated for this temperature, gave -ffo =0.80244. Judging from

the circumstance that the writer's fractions, did not agree, and that

therefore there was no constant boiling point to his distillate, and

hence no part anhydrous—his and Perkin's results are both too

high.

Notwithstanding this, the writer accepts, for the present at least,

his own result as a basis for the following specific gravities of dilu-

tions. His best results as obtained by the use of his above-men-

tioned specific gravity bottles, and a sensitive thermometer in tenths

of a degree, recently compared with a standard, are as follows :

At # C. 0.808157. At f£2 C. 0.796620. At ff° C. 0.786988.

It was first desirable to know whether dilutions of acetone with

water were mere mixtures, or whether as in the case of alcohol

there was molecular combination with contraction and elevation of

temperature. It was found that when 40 Cc. of acetone of about

90 p.c. was mixed with 40 Cc. of water there was a contraction of

3.2 Cc, and an increase of temperature of 5.6° C, with an effer-

vescence of gas as in alcohol.

The proportion of 10 <*m. of recently boiled distilled water added

6
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to 90 Gm. of this distillate, mixed by connecting two flasks with the

weighed quantities, and passing the liquids back and forth without

exposure to external air or loss of vapor, gave the following specific

gravities :

Acetone at £ C. 0.8371. f|S C. 0.8260. f|2 C. 0.8168 for

10 p.c. of water or 90 p.c. acetone.

This method of dilution by weighing the acetone and water sep-

arately in flasks and then connecting the flasks for mixing without

loss of vapor or outer air contact was adopted for the bases of the

following Acetone Table. The lines of the Table that are given in

heavy-faced type are given from actual observation, and the remain-

der by interpolation.

Acetone=C3H 60, or Dimethyl KetonesCH3OOOH3 is a trans-

parent, colorless, mobile, light, inflammable liquid of an agreeable

spirituous or ethereal odor, with a suggestion of mint, and a sharp,

biting taste. The suggestion of mint in the odor varies in strength

in different samples, and probably does not belong to acetone, but

comes from a minute trace of impurity. It boils at 56.3° 0.

(Regnault). The s.g. when very nearly anhydrous is at
f-2

C.

0.808157, at ffS C. 0.796620, at ||o C. 0.786988. It mixes in all

proportions with alcohol and water, and is a very general solvent,

dissolving many substances that are insoluble in alcohol.
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The lines of figures in broad faced type are given from actual

observation. The remainder of the Table is interpolated.

The acetone assumed for the basis of the Table was not abso-

lutely anhydrous, though probably very nearly so.

In the per centages no account is taken of the weight of the

gases liberated on mixing actone with water.

Specific Gravity at
f w>

Specific Gravity at
2br
a--

4°
f!

15°p
25°^' Per

cei

by

we

40 r 25°n
2>U ^£

0.3082 0-7966 0-7870 100 0.9129 0.9041 0.8968 59
0.8111 0.7995 0.7900 99 0.9151 0.9064 0.8991 58
0.8139 0 . 8025 0.7930 98 0.9174 0.9087 0.9015 5,7

0.8168 0.8054 0.7959 97 0.9197 0.9110 0.9038 56
0.8197 0.8084 0.7989 96 0.9220 0.9133 0.9062 55
0.8226 0.8113 0.8019 95 0.9243 0.9156 0.9086 54
0.8255 0.8142 0.8049 94 0.9266 0.9179 0.9109 53
0.8284 0.8172 0.8079 93 0.9289 0.9202 0.9133 52
0.8313 0.8201 0.8109 92 0.9311 0.9224 0.9156 51
0.8342 0.8231 0.8138 91 0.9334 0.9247 0.9180 50
0-8371 0.8260 0.8168 90 0.9354 0.9268 0.9202 49
0.8397 0.8288 0.8196 89 0.9373 0.9289 0.9223 48
0.8422 0.8315 0.8225 88 0.9392 0.9309 0.9245 47
0.8448 0.8343 0.8253 87 0 9411 0.9330 0.9267 46
0.8473 0.8370 0.8281 86 0.9431 0.9351 0.9288 45
0.8498 0.8398 0.8309 85 0 9450 0.9371 0.9310 44
0.8524 0.8425 0.8338 84 0.9469 0.9392 0.9332 43
0.8549 0.8453

*

0.8366 83 0.9489 0.9412 0.9353 42
0.8575 0.8481 0.8394 82 0.9508 0.9433 0.9375 41

0.8600 0.8508 0.8422 81 0-9527 0.9454 0-9397 40
0.3626 0-8536 0.8450 80 0.9541 0.9469 0.9413 39
0.835] 0.8561 0.8476 79 0 9554 0.9484 0.9430 38
0.8676 0.8587 0.8502 78 0.9567 0.9499 0.9446 37
0.8701 0.8612 0.8528 77 0.9580 0.9514 0.9462 36
0.8726 0.8637 0.8554 76 0.9594 0.9529 0.9479 35
0.8752 0.8663 0.8580 75 0.9607 0.9544 0.9495 34
0.8777 0.8688 0.8605 74 0.9620 0.9559 0.9512 33
0.8802 0.8714 0.8631 73 0.9634 0.9574 0.9528 32
0.8827 0.8739 0.8657 72 0.9647 0.9589 0.9545 31

0.8852 0.8764 0.8683 71 0.9660 0.9604 0.9561 30

0.8877 0.8790 0.8709 70 0.9674 0.9619 0.9578 29

0.8900 0.8813 0.8732 69 0.9687 0.9635 0.9594 28
0.8923 0.8836 0.8756 68 0.9700 0.9650 0.9611 27
0.8946 0.8858 0.8779 67 0.9714 0.9665 0.9627 26
0.8969 0.8881 0.8803 66 0 . 9727 0.9680 0.9644 25
0.8992 0.8904 0.8826 65 0.9740 0.9695 0.9660 24
0.9014 0.8927 0.8850 64 0.9754 0.9710 0.9677 23
0.9037 0.8950 0.8874 63 0.9767 0.9725 0.9693 22
0.9080 0.8973 0.8897 62 0.9780 0.9740 0.9709 21

0.9083 0.8996 0.8921 61 0-9794 0.9755 0.9726 20
0.9103 0.9019 0.8944 00
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"FREE ALCOHOL."

By Edward R. Squibb, M.D.

of Brooklyn, N. Y.

When the new tariff act became a law in August last it was

found to contain a section that refunded the tax upon alcohol when
applied to many uses, and opened the way to many abuses. This

now famous Section 61 is as follows :

Section" 61—Any manufacturer finding it necessary to use

alcohol in the arts, or in any medicinal or other like compound,

may use the same under regulations to be prescribed by the Secre-

tary of the Treasury, and on satisfying the Collector of Internal

Revenue for the district wherein he resides or carries on business

that he has complied with such regulations and has used such

alcohol therein, and exhibiting and delivering up the stamps which

show that a tax has been paid thereon, shall be entitled to receive

frem the Treasury of the United States a rebate or repayment of

the tax so paid.

This was offered, as an amendment to the tariff act, in the Senate

by Senator Hoar, of Massachusetts, probably either through parti-

san obstruction to the act, or to get cheap credit with some class of

his constituents. But that it was never intended to become a law

is apparent from the extreme looseness with which it is drawn, and

from the circumstance that it would be a very expensive law to

carry out, and yet it contains no provisions nor appropriations to

refund the tax and to carry it into effect. And, that Senator Hoar

did not know all this when he offered it, is extremely improbable.

But, through some partisan complications or machinations it was

not thrown out in conference and became a law, so that all those

who have used alcohol since that date "in the arts or in any medi-

cinal or other like compound 93
are entitled to a repayment of the

tax. That such uses are conditioned upon being practised " under

regulations to be prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury"

seemed to this writer to mean that such uses could not be practiced

without such regulations, or except it be "under" such regula-

tions. Therefore, as the Secretary could not prescribe such regu-

lations because Congress had failed to give him the means to make

them and carry them out, the law must fall by its own defects.

But it is maintained by good lawyers that the failure of

the Secretary to prescribe regulations does not deprive manu
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facturers and users of a very valuable right given by Congress,

and so the claims now accumulated against the Government for

repayment of this tax amount to millions of dollars, through the

patriotism of Senator Hoar. And now the Secretary of the

Treasury says, in effect, in his annual report, that if Congress

supplies the means to carry out this law it will cost the Govern-

ment a loss of revenue of not less than $10,000,000 per annum,

and will cost not less than $500,000 per annum to lose this

amount.

When the Tariff act became a law the writer thought he saw the

impossibility of the execution of this Section 61, in any broad or

general way, but supposed that by arbitrarily prescribing regulations

that would limit its application within narrow boundaries, it

might go into effect. With this object in view the following letter

was sent to the Commissioner of Internal Revenue :

Brooklyn, August 31, 189-1.

Hon. Joseph S. Miller,

Commissioner of Internal Revenue.

By Section 61 of the recent Tariff law, " Any manufacturer

finding it necessary to use alcohol in the arts, or in any medicinal

or other like compound, may use the same under regulations to be

prescribed by the .Secretary of the Treasury, and on—

"

The undersigned begs to contend that for the only safe execution

of this law the Secretary of the Treasury should prescribe the regu-

lation that all alcohol entitled to the provision of this Section must
be actually decomposed and consumed in the process of manufac-
ture, beyond the possibility of being used, or recovered for use, as a

beverage.

Anaesthetic ether, acetic ether, chloroform, iodoform and many
other like substances are manufactured from alcohol, and in all •

such processes the alcohol is split up, and utilized beyond any
possible recovery or use as alcohol.

All these substances are extremely important to the industries

of the country, and can all be safely permitted without very great

damage to the revenue, or very complicated or costly systems of

watching.

But for other uses in which the alcohol is used simply as a solvent

or vehicle, the alcohol can be so easily separated and used in bever-

ages, that it cannot be safely freed from tax
; and, under any

7
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supposable prescribed regulations, such uses and abuses must be

demoralizing to the people, and very damaging to the revenue.

If it would serve any good purpose the undersigned would go to

Washington and offer himself for cross examination, in detail, in

defence of the above contention, he having been familiar with the

law from its inception, and having used large quantities of alcohol

for manufacturing during many years.

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

E. E. Squibb, M.D.

Manufacturer of Medical Chemicals.

A little later the writer went to Washington upon this errand and

found the Secretary and Commissioner earnestly engaged in trying

to put the law in force, and gladly receiving any and all sugges-

tions that were offered to that end. In considering the writer's

suggestion to prescribe such regulations as would limit the use of

free alcohol to processes of manufacture in which it was absolutely

decomposed, the Secretary said, in substance, that such an arbitrary

ruling would defeat the plain wording of the law, and would not

satisfy the patent medicine and the tonic Ci bitters" men and all

those who use alcohol in any medicinal or other like compound, and

that therefore the writer's suggestion was out of the question with

the law as it now stands.

With the great probability that, rather than lose ten millions of

dollars a year at the cost of half a million a year to lose it, the sec-

tion would be repealed at the next session of Congress, the writer

thought it worth while to elaborate his suggestion somewhat, and

put it in the hands of the Commissioner to be offered as a substi-

tute when the present section 61 was repealed. A simple repeal

would leave all industries without relief and throw them all back

upon the now greatly increased tax, whilst a substitute that would

relieve only a small class of industries would be a step in the direc-

tion of more extended relief hereafter when the Government could

better afford it.

With this object in view, the following letter was sent to the

Commissioner, and is now in his hands for any use he may see fit

to make of it:
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Brooklyn, October 3, 1894.

Hon. Joseph S. Miller,

Commissioner of Internal Revenue,
Washington.

My Dear Sir :
—

I beg to submit herewith a sketch of a law suggested to replace

paragraph 61, when the next Congress meets.

If some such limiting law could be put in the place of paragraph

61, it could probably be easily executed. It is not likely that over

twenty establishments would avail themselves of its provisions

within the first year or two, so that while it would let up a few

struggling industries that are now held down by the tax, it would

not damage the revenue very much ; and such loss would be far

overbalanced by the present and the prospective benefits to the

nation at large. Besides this, it would be likely, within a very few

years, to start up a number of new industries that are now impos-

sible, thus freeing the country from the necessity to import many
of its chemicals. In no country is alcohol produced as cheaply,

and of as good quality, as in this country ; and in no country is

its chemical use quite free from tax. Therefore, if this country

made it cheaper and better than any other, and had it quite free

from tax, the forecast would be that its chemical products would,

in a few years, be exported at a profit.

Again, such a law would be a step in a direction that could

never be wisely taken except by steps. If it worked well, and was

found, by experience, to be easily guarded from fraud, the provis-

ions might be extended so as to permit the use of tax-free alcohol

as a 'solvent, and thus extend its chemical uses to the extraction

and purification of alkaloids, etc., where it would not be decom-

posed, and permit its use in such industries as varnish-making,

perfumery, etc. Then, if experience should show that such uses

were easily controllable, another step could be taken by which to

permit its tax-free use as a solvent, menstruum and vehicle in the

extraction, preservation and administration of medicines, and for

similar uses in the general domestic arts.

ROUGH DRAFT.

1. When alcohol is used as a crude or a prepared material in pro-

cesses of manufacture in which not less than seventy-five per

cent, of the absolute alcohol so used is decomposed, or is split
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up into substances having new qualities, properties, purposes

and uses, exclusive of beverages
;

*2. and, when such use of alcohol is made under conditions which

render its separation or recovery as alcohol impracticable
;

3. and, when the products of its use cannot, on any practicable

scale, be reconverted or recombined into alcohol
;

4. and, when such uses of alcohol are made in quantities and under

regulations to be prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury,

then, on satisfying the collector of internal revenue for the

district in which it is so used, that the law and the regulations

have been complied with, and on producing the stamps which

show that the tax has been paid on the alcohol so used, then

the user or manufacturer shall receive from the Treasury of

the United States the full amount of the tax which has

been paid :

5. Provided that no part of the alcohol thus freed from tax shall

ever be used, or be recovered in a condition in which it might

be used as a beverage, or as an ingredient in beverages, or in

medicines :

6. The object of this law being to free from tax all alcohol used

for chemical industries, while taxing all alcohol used as a bev-

erage, or in beverages, and all alcohol used as a solvent or as a

vehicle, because in such condition it is easily made drinkable,

with the intent of fraud, and the effect of evading the tax.

Paragraph authorizing the appointment of officers, and appro-

priating money to carry the law into effect.

In sentence 1, the word Manufacturer is avoided as being, in

this connection, too difficult to define and limit.

In chemical processes in which alcohol is used as a material it is

not always nor generally practicable to decompose or use up all the

alcohol, and a limit of the proportion that may be left undecom-

posed in the new product is necessary, because when this propor-

tion exceeds 25 p. c. of the whole alcohol, or thereabouts, it would

sometimes pay to take it out, clean it and sell it at or near the high

price of tax-paid spirit, at the risk of detection.

The unit or molecule of anhydrous or absolute alcohol consists of

two atoms of carbon, six atoms of hydrogen and one atom of oxygen.
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Any one or more atoms of any of these elements may be chemi-

cally split off from the molecule, leaving a new substance with new

qualities, properties and uses, as, for example, ether;—or such atoms

so split off may be replaced by atoms of other elements, as, for ex-

ample, chloroform;—or may be replaced by atoms of the same ele-

ments, as, for example, acetic ether. In such cases the alcohol util-

ized is decomposed, but neither the products of the decomposed

alcohol nor the proportion which escapes the decomposition are to

be used in beverages or as beverages.

Sentence 2 limits the conditions under which alcohol may be

used tax free, as a manufacturer's material. That is when the

separation or recovery of the part which is not decomposed may be

possible, but yet is impracticable, it is forbidden under penalties to

be prescribed by Treasury regulations.

Sentence 3 concerns the products of alcohol and conditions these

in the same way as sentence 2 does for alcohol. While recombining

or reconverting such products back into alcohol may be possible on

a small scale it is impracticable under the law, and is forbidden.

For example, alcohol might be made into acetic ether in large

quantities with comparative ease, and as it would be decomposed in

this process the process would be lawful under sentence 1. Then
this acetic ether might be saponified by an alkali, and be thus re-

converted into clean, pure alcohol. But this second process would

be unlawful under sentence 3, and would be punishable by regula-

tions. Besides this, the expense of the two processes would make
the alcohol so recovered costly, while the difficulties of carrying on

the second process secretly on any profitable scale of operations

would be too great to counterbalance the risks of detection and

punishment.

Sentence 4 makes it necessary that the Treasury should limit the

quantity of alcohol that may be so used, say for example, not less

than the equivalent of ten barrels of 90 p. c. alcohol per month,

and for a succession of not less than six months. This would con-

fine the use to regular and permanent manufactories and permit

the shutting down in summer when some of the products cannot be

profitably made ; and would economize the use of Treasury inspect-

ors that would have to be placed in all such manufactories.

The plan of requiring the tax to be paid upon all alcohol at the

place of production or when taken out of bond, and then refunded

as drawback when used for these special purposes, seems safe and

wise.
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The proviso of paragraph 5 is only intended to confirm by rep-

etition in other words, in direct connection with the drawback, the

conditions of the former sentences.

Paragraph 6 simply declares the object, the force and the limit-

ations of the law, and ought to assist very largely in construing and

applying it, especially when questions might arise which would

throw it into the courts. Besides, such a paragraph would be closely

read by any one contemplating fraud, or aiming at profit through

any.loose or tortuous application of the principle on which the law

is based, and would then become usefully deterrent, on the pre-

cept that it is often easier, and always better and cheaper, to prevent

infraction of law than to detect and punish.

If Mr. Carlisle and you should approve any such law and rec-

ommend it to Congress I would be glad to advocate it before the

Ways and Means Committee, or wherever I might be of use.

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

E. E. Squibb, M.D.
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ALPHABETICALLY AKRANGED

It is hardly necessary to furnish a preface to these comments at

this time, as their scope has been fully explained in previous years.

Acetanilid (Antifebrin) is still one of the most largely used

id efficient of the antipyretics, but continues to manifest symp-
toms of intoxication which at times become alarming. Its use in

surgery has increased, as the allusion made here last year would lead

le to foretell. At a meeting of the Philadelphia County Medical

Dciety on February 13th last, Dr. Oscar H. Allis read a paper of

r. Benj. H. Brodnax, of Louisiana, on this agent as a dusting

5wder. He used it extensively with equal quantities of powdered
)ric acid in ulcers, burns, etc. In the discussion which followed

'Chers expressed their satisfaction in this use of it.

Recently, Dr. Langdon Frothingham and Mr. Joseph H. Pratt

ublished their interesting results in detail of a series of twelve

speriments on " The Anti -Bacterial Action of Acetanilid," with

[

tie following conclusions:

*Read by title at the Twelfth Annual Meeting of the New York State

edical Association on October 15, 1895.
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"Although acetanilid has not been very widely employed as a

surgical dressing, in the cases where it has been used, the results

have been so successful that its superiority over iodoform seems

very probable, and its use instead of the latter indicated. There is

no danger of poisoning from absorption of acetanilid, and the utter

absence of odor is an additional plea for its substitution for iodo-

form as a dressing.

" Laboratory experiments uphold the clinical proof of its value

as a surgical dressing, but since laboratory experiments are really

no evidence of what goes on in the body the only conclusions to

be drawn from the foregoing experiments are :

" 1. That acetanilid is probably to a very slight extent a germi-

cide.

" 2. That acetanilid is decidedly an antiseptic.

" 3. That, as an antiseptic, acetanilid is far superior to iodoform,

and that certainly from a laboratory, and probably also from a

clinical, standpoint its substitution for the latter seems warranted.

"

(Amer. Journ. of the Med. Sciences, Vol. CX., page 146.)

Dr. T. S. K. Morton, of Philadelphia, Penn., has just published

his observations in one thousand surgical cases with marked success.

At the medical society meeting above referred to, Dr. Brodnax

included in his paper the subject of Acetanilid versus Quinine to

abort Chills and Fever. This apparently was a pretty bold step

and he was criticized and questioned in the discussion which fol-

lowed. He used it as follows :

" If there was time before the chill, he gave from a grain and a

half to two grains of calomel, in quarter-grain doses, half an hour

apart. Then, whether the bowels had acted or not, he gave, accord-

ing to the age, from two to six grains of acetanilid twenty minutes

or half an hour before the expected chill. Gentle perspiration,

with sweet and natural sleep, usually promptly followed the admin-

istration of the drug, from which the patient wakened entirely

relieved and ready to go about in half an hour.

" When there was not time before the chill to administer the

calomel it might be deferred until afterward ;
but the acetanilid

could be given immediately before or during any stage of the chill

or fever, with the happy result of promptly inducing sleep and

gentle perspiration. Should the desired effect of the drug—viz./

sleep and perspiration— not follow its administration within half

an hour, a second dose of equal amount should be given.

" The after-treatment consisted of the use of an acid tonic, suchjf
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as a solution of eighty grains of sulphate of iron in a fluid ounce of

dilute hydrochloric acid. This should stand for twenty-four hours.

Ten drops, in water, should be given three or four times a day.

" The author had now treated several hundred cases of chills with

acetanilid, and without quinine, and reported his success in the

hope that others would be induced to give it a trial." {N. Y. Med.

Joum., Vol. LXL, page 380.)

Acid Carbolic (Phenol) still continues to interest all observ-

ers, especially to determine the cause of the alteration in color. Dr.

A. Bach, of Germany, has now apparently pushed ' investigations

in regard to this subject directly in the line of those of Dr. Chas.

A. Kohn, of Liverpool, England, and alluded to here last year,

only he has gone a step further. He recognizes that it has been

claimed that the alteration was due to the formation of hydrogen

peroxide, and he himself agrees with previous observers in usu-

ally finding it in the altered acid, but from his experiments he tries

to show that the coloration is due to the presence of carbonic anhy-

dride (CO) and not of hydrogen peroxide. He " found that when
phenol is exposed to the action of light and moisture in an atmos-

phere of carbonic anhydride, it is quickly turned red, and no trace

of hydrogen peroxide can be detected. On the other hand, when
phenol is exposed to light and damp air, and care is taken to ex-

clude carbonic anhydride, after three days only a faint, brownish

coloration is observed, and hydrogen peroxide can then be detected

by its characteristic reactions." {Journal of the Chemical Society

(British), Vol. LXVIIL, page 340.)

Acid Citric has recently been prepared from cane sugar by

Dr. T. L. Phipson, of the Casa Mia Laboratory, Putney, England.

He claims to have produced it by the action of a strong solution

of potassium permanganate on a solution of sugar which has been

acidulated with a few drops of sulphuric acid. Ammonia is next

used to neutralize, and calcium chloride added. Upon boiling, a

calcium precipitate falls which is decomposed with sulphuric acid,

and the resulting solution is evaporated down to the crystallizing

point when small, well-formed crystals of citric acid appear. He
afterwards published a second note in which he calls attention to

the fact that Liebig " had formerly announced that he had ob-

tained tartaric acid by the action of dilute nitric acid on sugar."

He further adds that he had " found that in the grape, the apple,

etc., these acids disappear as the sugar is formed, from the

outside to the inside of the fruit, and that the remaining acid is
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concentrated around the seed, probably acting as an antiseptic until

germination ensues. It is thus evident that organic acids are formed

iu fruits before the sugar is formed, and that the sugar may possibly

be derived from them. Nevertheless, the ease with which sugar is

converted into carbonic acid, formic acid, oxalic acid, etc., and it&

original production from the starch of the seed during germination,

points to the possibility of all other organic acids devoid of nitro-

gen being obtainable from sugar.

" In treating cane sugar in the cold with permanganic acid as

described in my first note, I obtained an acid having some resem-

blance to citric acid, but no sufficient quantity was obtained to

prove its real nature, and I have since been unable to repeat this

experiment, but hope to do so shortly. I found, however, that

other acids are liable to be formed at the same time, according to

the degree to which oxidation is allowed to proceed.

" Some chemists who have repeated my first experiment have

only succeeded in obtaining sulphate of lime. Probably they used

too much sulphuric acid, and did not separate the organic acid by

alcohol as I did." (Ghem. Neivs, Vol. LXXIL, page 100.)

Acid Picric (Tri-Nitro- Phenol) continues to be used as a deli-

cate test for albumen, and in addition to its use in the treatment

of burns alluded to here last year, it has now given reported excel-

lent results in the treatment of lupus. Dr. T. Spannocchi, of Cittd

di Castello, Italy, reports having prepared the affected regions

thoroughly by curetting and then dusted the raw surfaces with the

finely powdered acid, over which is applied a dry antiseptic dress-

ing. A superficial crust forms which leaves a healthy-looking,

granulating surface after two or three days. Vaseline, with 10 per

cent, of Picric Acid incorporated in it, is then applied. Later the

acid strength is reduced to 5 per cent., and continued until com-

plete cicatrization is accomplished. Dr. Spannocchi has also met

with success when applying the powdered acid in cases of osseous

tuberculosis.

Acid Salicylic has recently been very markedly reduced in

price, chiefly due to the fact that Kolbe's patent has expired and

the manufacture of the acid has been undertaken by many com-

peting firms. It is reported however, that the acid now on the

market has shown in several cases the presence of Salol, formed by

careless distillation. The odor of Salol is particularly noticeable

in the acid after being confined for a time in a closed package.

Acid Sodium Borate—brought forward last year as if
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new, under the odd name of Antipyonin—has met with increasing

usefulness as a most effective antiseptic to the ophthalmologist and

aurist. It surely deserves to be used more widely, for nothing but

success has attended its use and for reasons which are very rational

when considering its composition.

Acid Trichloracetic continues of much value as a reagent

for the determination of albumin in urine, but it has expanded its

sphere of usefulness considerably since it was first employed as a

test several years ago. Prof. C. Posner now recommends the ad-

ministration of from five to ten drops, three times a day, of a 20

per cent, solution of this Acid in distilled water slightly sweetened,

for correcting the alkalinity of the urine in chronic cystitis.

Dr. Kossolino recommends a 3 per cent, solution in persistent

epistaxis as controlling the hemorrhage immediately. A 20 per

cent, cocaine hydrochlorate solution may be previously used to

allay the sharpness when the Acid is introduced upon a cotton

tampon.

Agathin (Salicyl-Aldehyde-a-Methyl-Phenyl-Hydrazone) still

continues to be used as an analgesic in some quarters, but little is

heard of it outside of the manufacturer's advertisements. It is

there claimed to have been tried apparently successfully in obsti-

nate cases of sciatica.

Dr. E. Rosenbaum reiterates his recommendation of it in neu-

ralgia and cites additional cases. His usual dose is about 500 mil-

ligrammes (about 8 grains).

Airol is the odd name given by Dr. F. Liidy, of Basle, Germany,

to an oxy-iodogallate of bismuth prepared , under a patent as usual,

by a firm in Basle as another substitute for iodoform. Chemically

it is bismuth subgallate (Dermatol) in which one of the hydroxyl

radicles is replaced by iodine. It is a fine greyish green, odorless

and tasteless powder, unaffected by sunlight, but gradually decom-

posed by moisture to a more basic red powder. It forms a fairly

stable emulsion with glycerin and water. It has been used suc-

cessfully in the powder form and as an ointment with vaseline,

dehydrated lard or cocoa butter in ulcers of the leg principally.

Dr. J. Fahm, of Basle, reports excellent results not only externally

in burns and varicose ulcers, but internally in a twelve year old

girl suffering from tubercular enteritis, administered in doses of

200 milligrammes (about 3 grains) twice in twenty-four hours.

Alphol (a:-Naphtyl Salicylate) has not appeared anywhere in

the prominent medical journals of the year, and the " prognosis "
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of last year that there seemed little need for its presence is probably

fulfilled, especially as it was noted that the therapeutic effects were

similar to the older agents Salol and Betol.

Alumnol has received little attention in the current medical

literature of the year past. It continues to be used however in

cutaneous affections, and it is stated that the ophthalmologist will

find it of service in temporarily checking the lachrymal secretion

during an examination of the eye, by dropping in a few drops of a

4 per cent, solution.
|

Aminol, the new antiseptic and deodorizer in the form of a

gas, alluded to here last year, has not yet been reported on further,

but the experiments instituted in England last year are still going

on, and a report may be looked for before long.

Ammonol is a new antipyretic and analgesic, claimed to be an

ammoniated phenylacetamide having unusual stimulating and ex-

pectorant properties due to the loosely combined ammonia present

in its composition. It is a very fine slightly yellowish powder,

evidently crystalline in form. It is claimed to be of service " chiefly

in the relief of rheumatism and neuralgic pains, and in the treat-

ment of the sequelae of alcoholic excess." The ammonia present

gives it additional claims " as an expectorant, diuretic and a cor-

rective of hyperacidity/' The bromide, peptonate and salicylate

are offered.

Practically nothing has been written upon it as yet in the current

medical journals, as its introduction has been confined to the dis-

tribution of circulars and samples to physicians by the enterprising

firm who are introducing it.

Amyl Acetate, prepared by the reaction between acetate of

lime and sulphuric acid and amylic alcohol (fusel oil), is the basis

of several of the artificial fruit essences. A new use is now reported.

If one per cent, of a 95 per cent. Amyl Acetate solution be added

to kerosene it will almost entirely destroy or mask the character-

istic, but disagreeable, odor noticed in a room where kerosene is

burned. This fact may be made good use of in the sick room

where the peculiar kerosene odor is often nauseating to the invalid.

This claim is doubted by many after a practical trial.

Antidiphtherin of Klebs is heard of no longer, and all atten-

tion is interestingly focused on

Antiphthisin— a new culture whose name signifies its use. It

is claimed by Prof. Edwin Klebs (now of Asheville, N. C), its

introducer, that it is "tuberculin in a purified form," and he so
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stated in the discussion which followed the reading of his paper on

this agent in tuberculosis in children, at the last meeting of the

American Medical Association, held in Baltimore, Md.

Dr. Charles Denison, of Denver, CoL, has since made a report

on this new tuberculin derivative, and relates two cases out of a

number he has treated. He describes this agent as being "very

much like tuberculocidin (Klebs), though differently prepared.

Instead of being made from tuberculin, it is made directly from

the ten-times-concentrated culture fluid of tubercle bacilli, the

toxic principles which tuberculin contains being supposedly exclud-

ed. It is thus claimed to represent the soz-albumin— the probable

germicidal property in tuberculin — as much as exists in an equal

quantity of tuberculin ; and its special value depends upon the fact

that a larger dosage is allowable without the injurious toxic effects

to be expected from large doses of tuberculin."

After giving what is considered to be its composition, he continues:

" When, last December, I was asked to give the remedy a thorough

trial, I was requested by Prof. Klebs ' that you will not try the rem-

edy except in cases of pure tuberculosis, and exclude from the treat-

ment for the present, cases of mixed infection, and septic cases,

and of course all such as have amyloid or are so far reduced physi-

cally that they necessarily must die of the complications or exhaus-

tion already present.'

" In regard to such exclusion I must explain that it is very hard

to make it work. For instance, there are very few cases which

come to a health resort like Colorado in whom there is not some

'mixed infection/ Therefore, as my object has been to help my
patients more than to prove the uniform efficacy of the remedy, I

have followed my natural inclination to give some almost hopeless

invalids a chance. I conceive that the best test of a remedy is not

that it will work well (as is claimed for all so-called cures, climatic

or otherwise) in incipient non-febrile cases, or as usually errone-

ously stated, ' in the first stages ;' but the proper test is that it has

some specific effect upon the disease as we most often find it ; and
that is after there has been more or less breaking down of lung tis-

sue. Climate, with right living, can take care of those other cases,

but we need a remedy which without injury to a far-gone consump-
tive will give him, on the lines of more or less permanent immu-
nity to tuberculosis, the benefit of his 10 to 30 per cent, chance
of arresting his disease, if in fact that slim chance is his. I be-

lieve that somewhere, within the range of the remedies here
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discussed, that boon resides, if we can only get at it ; and anti-

phthisine seems to be the nearest approach to it yet proposed."

Then shortly follows the detailed account of two out of the

twenty-three cases he has thus far treated. Dr. Denison desires

his present report to be considered as preliminary only. (JY. Y.

Med. Record, Vol. 48, page 78.)

Many observers are now experimenting with this agent and no

doubt much will be heard later.

Antipyonin will now be found under its more scientific title

"Acid Sodium Borate/'

Antipyrin (Phenazone) continues to receive marked promi-

nence not only in the medical profession, but, it is to be much
regretted, likewise among the laity, for considerable harm is being

repeatedly done by its popular use—even poisoning cases being all

too frequent.

Cases continue to be reported of peculiar susceptibility of some

patients, aside from the erythematous rash noticed by the majority

of observers.

Repeated mention is now being made of its remarkable hemos-

tatic effects.

Dr. F. Arnstein reports its successful use in two cases of obsti-

nate pruritus when given internally in 1 gramme (15.4 grains) doses

at bedtime. Other methods of treatment had apparently failed,

but in conscientiously carrying out this treatment for two weeks

the itching was entirely relieved.

Dr. T. McCall Anderson, of Glasgow, Scotland, has reported

"On the Use of Antipyrin in Large Doses." He gives the full

details of his three cases, stating that they "are good illustrations

of the benefits which may be derived from the use of antipyrin in

large doses, and the comparative safety with which it may be given,

although such cases must be carefully watched, and the initial dose

should not exceed 10 or at most 15 grains."

His conclusions are as follows:

"1. Antipyrin is not the dangerous drug which some observers

have led us to suppose.

"2. It may be given with safety in large doses, even in the case

of children, in most cases, although the initial dose must be small,

and it must be slowly and cautiously increased, the patient always

being carefully supervised.

"3. In large doses it often yields surprisingly good results, and
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in chorea it is the only medicine from which cures may confidently

be anticipated/' (Brit. Med. Journ.. Vol. II. for 1894, page 1227.)

In the same doses that Dr. Anderson administers, Dr. W. Gilyard

Scarth, of Leeds, England, has met with marked success in its use

as an analgesic by giving "two or three doses every four hours or

so . In conclusion, he ventures to say "that its harm-

ful effects (as far as my own experience tends) are practically nil;

further, that when combined with diffusible stimulants, any unto-

ward result is reduced to a minimum. As regards idiosyncrasy,

antipyrin will compare very favorably with the salicylates, iodides,

and quinine. Profuse perspirations and an erythematous rash have

been noticed once or twice. It is to be regretted that such a valu-

able drug as this should be so largely in the hands of an indiscrim-

inate public/' (Brit. Med. Journ., Vol. II. for 1804, page 1416.)

A warning is sounded by Mr. A. H. Frere, of Menston, England,

of the danger of this agent in influenza, and he claims far better

and safer agents are at hand in the old reliable iron tonics. On the

other hand, others claim the opposite results, but certain correctives

must be employed to nullify the disappointing effects.

Dr. Ivanoff highly recommends the following formula in croup-

ous pneumonia:

Antipyrin . .2.00 grammes (about 31 grains)

Pulverized Camphor . . 0.50 "
(

" 8 ..
"

)

Morphine Hydrochlorate 0.02 " ( " fT "
)

Powdered Sugar 9.50 " ( " 146£ "
)

3 grammes (about 46 grains) to be given every one or two hours.

Dr. Rehn, of Frankfort-on-the-Main, Germany, reports success

in the use of Antipyrin Phenyl-Glycollate in the treatment of per-

tussis. In the use of 100 milligrammes to 1 gramme (about H to

15 grains), according to the age of the child, he obtained complete

recovery in from three to five weeks, according to the gravity of

the case. Anything like milk or alkalies which decomposes this

salt must not be given in conjunction with it.

Antirheumatic (Methylene Blue-j-Sodium Salicylate) has

not been heard of during the past year.

Antispasmin has received more attention than last year, but

practically nothing has been accomplished with it in this country

as yet. The price is still very high, which retards its general use.

Dr. F. Friihwald has obtained satisfactory results in the treatment

of pertussis. He used it in over two hundred cases with no ill
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effects upon the alimentary track, nor did lie notice any cumulative

narcotic action even in very young children. In general he noticed

prompt reduction in the number and severity of the attacks and

some shortening in the duration. A 5 to 10 per cent, solution was

used, protected from the light in a blue glass bottle.

Other observers, however, report that it is very uncertain, and

has no therapeutic value sufficient to justify its use, at least among
adults. It apparently does not give much promise.

Antitoxin, as might naturally be inferred, has received most

marked attention throughout the past year, pretty much all over

the world, particularly in its relation to the treatment of diphthe-

ria. The literature is very voluminous, and it would be time ill-

spent to even attempt to partially enumerate the cases reported and

the individual opinions of those who have made use of it. There

are, of course, some observers who have obtained unsatisfactory re-

sults and cannot agree to the wholesale claims of the enthusiasts,

but it has been expressed on more than one occasion that impartial

observers have to acknowledge either that diphtheria has. during

the year 1895, assumed a milder type (an assumption which will

be admitted by few) or that antitoxin has proved an unmistakable

blessing. The results thus far achieved cannot be better expressed

than in the words of Dr. Malcom Morris, of London, England,

when he says " they appear to me to give solid ground for the hope

that at last a real antidote to this bane of child life has been dis-

covered. Of course, in estimating the value of any new remedy

which excites the enthusiasm of the profession, it is always well to

leave what dressmakers, I believe, call a 'margin for shrinkage/

The weak point in the new treatment, to my mind, is that it is too

successful ; its effects are painted in colors too brilliant not to fade

a little by-and-bye. One of the lessons which the philosophy of

medical history teaches is that a new remedy always cares.

" It is never an easy matter to arrive at a correct estimate of

the value of any new method of treatment, and in the case of anti-

toxin, the difficulty is increased by the very favor with which it has

been received. Enthusiasm in one quarter is sure to beget contra-

diction in another
;

passions are aroused, and the scientific judg-

ment is blinded by prejudice, and perhaps by envy and all unchari-

tableness. There is, besides, the statistical fallacy, which has to

be guarded against with especial care in the case of diphtheria. By

making no distinction between true diphtheria and the affections

which simulate it, or between mild ami severe forms of the genu-
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ine disease, statistics have been compiled showing the most bril-

liant results—even 100 per cent, of cures—from perchloride of iron,

corrosive sublimate, carbolic acid, menthol, salaktol, and a host of

other substances. Only cases which satisfy the bacteriological test

—that is to say, in which Loffier's bacillus is found—can be ac-

cepted as examples of true diphtheria : and I am glad to see that

a recognition of this fact is to form the basis of the investigation

of the action of antitoxin undertaken under the auspices of the

Metropolitan Asylum's Board. With regard to the other source of

confusion which has been referred to, every practitioner knows that

there are many cases of true diphtheria of so mild a type that

no Dens ex machina in the form of immunized serum is required

to cure them. They get well with any treatment, and even with

none. It is obvious that a number of such cases, if placed to the

credit of the antitoxin method, may give a very erroneous notion

of its healing power. In a matter of this kind, unless observations

are weighed, as well as counted, statistics are simply a delusion and

a snare.

" Still, when every possible allowance has been made for exaggera-

tion and error, a sufficient solid residuum remains to make the dis-

covery one of the greatest of modern times. It is far more than

the establishment of a fact; it is the practical realization of an idea

which will, there can be little doubt, be fruitful of results in the

cure and prevention .of infectious diseases for which we yet hardly

dare to hope.

" It is curious that though the credit of the discovery belongs to a

German, it is in Germany that the method has been most severely

criticized. The violent attack made on Behring and all his works,

by Hansemann, at the Berlin Medical Society, a few weeks ago,

derives most of its importance from the fact that the critic is Vir-

chow's assistant. The Father of Modern Pathology has never bent

his knee with a good grace in the worship of the bacillus. He was

the chief agent in the demolition of Koch, and he is believed to be

as little friendly to Behring. The personal factor plays so large a

part in the whole business in Germany for the moment as, to a

certain extent, to obscure the scientific issue. Perhaps, too, our

German friends feel that they were a little carried away by scientific

Aberglaube at the time of the great Koch 'boom/ and find in the

recollection of tuberculin a useful corrective of any tendency to

premature enthusiasm about antitoxin." (London Practitioner, Vol.

LIV., page 47.)
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Iii our own country Dr. Wm. H. Welch, of the Johns Hopkins

Hospital, has very recently published an important and painstaking

paper, bringing the subject quite up to date, and this is well worth

the perusal of all those who are at all interested in the subject. He
concludes as follows :

" The principal conclusion which I would

draw from this paper is that our study of the results of the treat-

ment of over 7,000 cases of diphtheria by antitoxin demonstrates

beyond all reasonable doubt that antidiphtheric serum is a specific

curative agent for diphtheria, surpassing in its efficacy all other

known methods of treatment for this disease. It is the duty of the

physician to use it.

" The later reports show in general a decided improvement in the

results of the treatment over the earlier ones, and there is every

reason to believe that the results of the second year's employment

of the new treatment will make a much more favorable showing

than those of the first year. We shall come to a clearer understand-

ing of the mode of action of the healing serum. Improvements in

the methods of preparation and preservation of the serum, and

possibly the separation of the healing substance, at least from other

ingredients which produce the undesired effects, may be expected.

"The discovery of the healing serum is entirely the result of

laboratory work. It is an outcome of the studies of immunity. In

no sense was the discovery an accidental one. Every step leading

to it can be traced, and every step was taken with a definite purpose

and to solve a definite problem.
" These studies and the resulting discoveries mark an epoch in

the history of medicine. It should be forcibly brought home to

those whose philozoic sentiments outweigh sentiments of true phil-

anthropy, that these discoveries which have led to the saving of

untold thousands of human lives have been gained by the sacrifice

of the lives of thousands of animals, and by no possibility could

have been made without experimentation upon animals." (Johns

Hopkins Hosp. Bulletin, Vol. VI., page 97.)

From the very evident misapprehension among the majority of

the laity and, curiously enough, among some members of the med-

ical profession, Dr. Morris has thought it expedient to write : "It

may not be inappropriate to point out that the tuberculin differs

essentially from the serum treatment. In the former case the

remedy used was composed of poisonous matter extracted from the

bacilli which are the agents in producing the disease to be treated;

in the latter the remedial substance is the serum of animals im-
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munized against the disease by the injection of analogous poisons.

The serum treatment rests on a much more solid basis than the

tuberculin method, and the comparative failure of the latter in no

way lessens the hopefulness of the former. Let us, however, be

quite clear as to what antitoxin can, and what it cannot, do. It is

essentially an antidote to a specific poison ; that is to say, it can

neutralize the action of the poison, but it has no effect on the

organic changes and functional disturbances caused by the poison.

If used in time, antitoxin may, with tolerable confidence, be ex-

pected to prevent the occurrence of such changes and disturbances,

but it cannot cure them. It is unreasonable, therefore, to look for

any marked improvement from the use of the serum, when the

presence of albuminuria, cardiac weakness, or broncho-pneumonia,

shows that vital parts of the organism are already, as it were, in

the occupation of the enemy, and when other pathogenic microbes

have joined their forces to those of Loffler's bacillus.

" Xor must it be imagined that the antitoxin is an unfailing spe-

cific. All that Behring himself claims for it is stated in the fol-

lowing sentences, which I translate from an article by him recently

published in the Zukunft

:

—
' I am now definitely of opinion that

under suitable treatment with my remedy the mortality from diph-

theria may be reduced under 5 per cent, if the serum be used in

good time—that is, before the third day of illness. There should

be no difficulty about this if care be taken that the remedy is every-

where at hand. There are also sufficient reports to show that the

serum may be used with success even after the third day ; but it

cannot be too often repeated that this can only be the case when a

multiple of the ordinary curative dose is given, when the danger to

life is due to the diphtheritic process, not to infection with other

matters, and when further immediate danger from obstruction of

the respiratory passages is relieved by tracheotomy or intubation/

This clearly defines the present position of the question as to what
antitoxin can, and what it cannot do, and there for the present I

leave it." (London Practitioner, Vol. LIV., page 49.)

The encouragement given by this diphtheria treatment has stimu-

lated experiments toward ascertaining whether this method is ap-

plicable to other forms of disease. Thus it has been tried in cases

of cancer and sarcoma, but without definite results as yet. How-
ever, in rabies, tetanus, and snake bite much more encouraging
results have been obtained.

Dr. Richard T. Hewlett, M. R. C. P., Assistant Bacteriologist,
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British Institute of Preventive Medicine, has written an article on

Tetanus Antitoxin ; Its Preparation and Properties," in which

he concludes as follows: " The antitoxin treatment of tetanus

would seem to be the one which gives the best hope of cure, though

it can hardly be so successful as the corresponding treatment for

diphtheria is reported to be. The explanation of this is that tetanus

is only recognized as being tetanus at a late stage, when the toxins

are circulating in the blood ; the disease is far advanced before it

can be diagnosed. Gowers estimates the mortality in traumatic

tetanus at nearly 90 per cent., and in idiopathic at 50 per cent. I

have been able to collect records of 42 cases of tetanus treated with

antitoxin, nearly all traumatic, and of these 15 died and 27 recov-

ered, giving a mortality of about 36 per cent. If these figures can

be relied on, the result is encouraging, but the tendency is always

to report successful cases only. The antitoxin must be adminis-

tered by subcutaneous injection. It is difficult to state what the

dose should be, for this has varied enormously in the recorded

cases, from 10 c.cm. to 165 c.cm. Probably 20 c.cm. to 40 c.cm.

for a first dose, followed by 10 c.cm. every six or twelve hours,

would be found most suitable.

" Of the dry antitoxin, 1 gramme corresponds to about 10 c.cm. of

serum, so that the dose of this would be 1 to 4 grammes. If re-

duced to an impalpable powder, it dissolves fairly readily, 1 gramme

to every 5 c.cm. or 10 c.cm. of sterilized distilled water." {Brit.

Med. Journ., Vol. I. for 1895, page 464.)

The latest application of the method of treating snake bite with

its appropriate antitoxic serum (Antiverene) is interesting. Pro-

fessor T. R. Fraser, F. R. S., of Edinburgh, in the British Medical

Journal (Vol. I. for 1895, page 1309 ; and Vol. II. for 1895, page

416), elaborates his results with the serum of animals rendered

immune to the poison of the cobra, rattlesnake, and other poisonous

serpents, representing the most deadly of the Ophidia of Asia,

America, Africa, and Australia. Through the labors of many in-

vestigators, including Kaufmann and Sir Joseph Fayrer, it has

been proved that animals can be rendered proof against snake

poison by the repeated administration of graduated doses of the

venom. Professor Fraser has confirmed these results, and has

proved in addition that the blood serum of animals thus rendered

immune possesses definite antidotal properties. Experiments were

made with the venom of each of the four varieties on guinea-pigs,

rabbits, and other animals, and the minimum lethal dose per kilo-
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gramme of the weight of each kind of animal was ascertained. This

dose was found to differ greatly in the different animals. For

instance, in guinea-pigs, in the case of cobra venom, it was 0.00018

gm., while in the cat it was somewhat less than 0.00025 gm. Thus

the author points out that the poison rivals in its lethal powers

such active vegetable principles as aconitine and strophanthin.

When the resistance of the animals had been increased by the ad-

ministration of graduated doses short of the minimum lethal, it

was found that four or five times that amount could be given and

"still the animal suffered little, and, in many cases, no appreciable

injury.

"

Apolysin is the odd name given by Drs. L. de Nencki and J.

de Javorski, of Warsaw, Russia, to a new analgesic and antipyretic

closely allied to Phenacetin, the difference being that Acetic Acid

is combined with Phenetidin in the latter, whereas in this agent

Citric Acid is used. It is a fine yellowish-white crystalline powder,

slightly acid to the taste and an acid in chemical reaction, having

a slight odor, and difficultly soluble in cold but readily in hot water.

Lithium, magnesium and sodium salts have already been made,

any of which may be selected to suit individual cases.

Drs. Nencki and Javorski have investigated its therapeutic

effects in quite a wide range of cases of croupous pneumonia, scar-

latina, typhoid fever, influenza, puerperal fever, pyaemia, follicular

tonsillitis, migraine, facial erysipelas, sciatica, headaches, and vari-

ous forms of neuralgia, in doses not larger than 6 grammes (about

92 grains), daily—single doses from 500 milligrammes to 1.5

grammes (about 8 to 23 grains). It has the great advantage over

Phenacetin and analogous agents in being much more soluble and

therefore producing beneficial results more certainly and rapidly.

In cases of neuralgia it acted apparently as an anodyne, diminishing

the hyperesthesia and perceptibly shortening the duration of the

attacks. Xo unpleasant effects were felt, and at times even all the

disagreeable symptoms disappeared after its administration.

Care must be taken not to give it on an empty stomach or in

other cases when the secretion is very acid, as decomposition results.

Argentamin is the name given by E. Schering to a salt of

silver which he has obtained by treating a solution of 10 parts of

silver phosphate with ten parts of ethylene-diamin in 100 parts of

water. It is less irritating to the mucous membrane than silver

nitrate, but not so free from this objection as Argonin. It is

decomposed by exposure to light, but the silver present does not
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precipitate with chlorides and it itself does not precipitate albumen.

Dr. Schaffer, of Breslau, Prussia, has found clinically that it acts

more energetically than a silver nitrate solution of the same strength

—in destroying pathogenic microbes more thoroughly and penetrat-

ing more deeply into the tissues. Drs. Schaffer, Lang, Albertazzi,

and A. Aschner have all used it with good results in gonorrhea,

abscesses of glands and of the connective tissue. The solutions used

varied from 1 in 4000 to 1 in 1000.

Argonin is the very misleading name given to a new bacteri-

cide—a silver preparation which has marked claimed advantages

over the other silver salts in some uses, particularly as being far

less irritating to the mucous membrane than the nitrate, for

instance, or even Argentamin. It is not, as might naturally be

inferred, even remotely connected with Argon, the recently dis-

covered element in the air. It is prepared according to a process

devised by Drs. Oscar Liebreich and Rohmann, of Breslau Physio-

logical Institute, Prussia. It is obtained by mixing a compound of

sodium and casein with silver nitrate and then throwing down the

Argonin with alcohol in the form of a fine colorless precipitate,

readily soluble in hot water but not in cold. A 10 per cent, solu-

tion can be made which is neutral, slightly yellowish in color and

easily decomposed on exposure to light, but the silver in the com-

pound is not precipitated by chlorides, ammonium sulphide solution

or the usual reagents. As to the relative quantity of silver repre-

sented, 15 grammes (about 4 3 ) of Argonin are equivalent to 1

gramme (about 31 grains) of silver nitrate.

Drs. Rudolf Meyer and J. Jadassohn, of Breslau, both recommend

it as an efficient disinfectant. Dr. Meyer's researches have already

shown that it has remarkable microbicidal action, especially on the

gonococcus. Both these observers are still at work on the subject.

It is too early yet to expect other clinical observations.

Aristol (Annidalin) still not only holds its own in usefulness

in the various skin affections, ulcers, burns, keratitis and nasal

affections, but has been successfully employed by the otologist and

ophthalmologist in a more general way. Several observers have

obtained very gratifying results in otorrhea, and in long existing

corneal ulcers. On account of its non-irritating properties, it is

recommended as preferable to yellow oxide of mercury in these

corneal ulcers.

It is reported, however, by Dr. S. S. Grouzdew, that irritation

was intense at the point of injection, when used hypodermically in
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the treatment of 25 cases of pulmonary tuberculosis. Ultimate

good results were obtained, however, after these injections, which

were in the form of a solution in oil, varying all the way from 1 to

15 per cent. One 1 Cc. (16.2 minims) injection was given each day.

Asaprol (Calcium /3-Naphtol-a-Mono-Sulphonate) is still used,

but apparently not very extensively as far as the current literature

would indicate. Its principal advocate during the year past has been

Dr. Moncorvo, of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, who claims to have made an

extended trial of it in various childhood affections. He pronounces

it a very useful and successful agent. In healthy children it ap-

parently does not alter the temperature, respiration or digestion,

but in acute infectious diseases it lowers the temperature and pulse

rate, and increases the secretion of urine, particularly in malarial

fever cases. Dr. Moncorvo has no hesitation in stating that there

is no doubt about its being efficacious in malarial fever. Not only

is the temperature lowered but the type of the fever is rapidly

modified. It gives rise to less profuse perspiration than Antipyrin.

Besides its antipyretic, analgesic, and antiseptic effects, it may
be successfully used as a hemostatic. This use has not been noted

before.

Although the taste is at first bitter it rapidly changes to sweet,

and is thus not difficult to administer to children.

Benzaililid is the product which is closelv allied to Acetanilid

chemically, and has been claimed to have similar therapeutic effects,

but little has been proven clinically as yet. An improved method
of preparation has now been offered which may stimulate its use.

It was previously made by combining, under certain conditions,

Benzoic Acid and Anilin, giving a colorless and odorless crystalline

powder. It is now proposed to combine Benzoic Chloride with an
excess of Anilm, and finally removing the excess. Sublimation
then gives a very satisfactory product.

Practically nothing of value is known of this agent clinically as

yet,

Benzol (Benzene), although now so well known, has received

no special notice in the medical literature.

Benzonaphtol (0-Xaphtol Benzoate) has continued to be
successfully used throughout the year as an intestinal antiseptic.

Dr. H. Huchard has recommended it to be used in conjunction
with powdered charcoal and pancreatin made up into cachets, but
it looks probable that the last ingredient might be omitted as far

as beneficial effects go.

2
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Dr. Jose A. Clark reports his success with it in an epidemic of

dysentery occurring in Alquizar, Cuba. The total number of cases

under his care was 137—of which 23 were serious and 114 mild.

His mortality among those treated with Ipecac, Calomel, Opium
and the other usual agents reached 9 per cent., and with Benzo-

naphtol just over 2 per cent. By the use of this agent the cases

not only made more rapid progress, but did not experience the

usual accompaniments, vomiting, salivation or depression of the

circulation ; 3 grammes (about 46 grains) a day were given to

adults, and about the same to children.

Benzosol (Benzoyl Guaiacol) has not been reported upon dur-

ing the year.

Bismuthol is the name given by Dr. Radlauer to what is prob-

ably a mixture of Bismuth Salicylate and Sodium Phosphate with

the other possible chemical combinations of the above salts, al-

though it is described as a definite chemical compound. It occurs in

fine, colorless crystals, without odor, and with an agreeable taste.

It is claimed that it gives all the beneficial effects of its component

elements and none of their disagreeable ones, as a combined antisep-

tic, antipyretic and disinfectant. When dusted on in a powder of

1 to 4 with talc in the treatment of cuts, open wounds, burns,

ulcers and skin affections, it does not irritate. It is used also suc-

cessfully in a 1 to 4 vaseline ointment.

Nothing has been reported on it in this country as yet.

Brassicon is the fanciful name given to a combination of ingre-

dients recommended for headache. The paragraph announcement

gives no quantities or directions, but simply states that it consists

of Camphor, Peppermint Oil, Ether, Oil of Mustard and Alcohol.

Bromalin is the contracted name given by the manufacturer

to Brom-Ethyl-Formin—a combination of Brom-Ethyl and Formin

—previously introduced by Bardet and recommended in the treat-

ment of epilepsy and other nervous affections.

Dr. Leopold Lagner, who appears to be the only observer who has

made any systematic use of it, reports that it does not produce some

of the very unpleasant effects of the usual bromides, and therefore is

preferable and especially serviceable in women and children. It

requires just twice the quantity to control an epileptic attack as

potassium bromide, for instance, as the latter contains a little more

than twice the bromine. It occurs in colorless, scaly crystals, is

more soluble than the usual bromides, and has a less disagreeable

odor and taste.
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Mons. Oh. Fere, M. D., had previously used it, and Dr. Lagner

now does little more than confirm his results.

Bromides in other forms than the usual ones are still under

investigation. Gold Bromide even has been used in several cases

with reported success. Strontium Bromide is now by no means

new, but on the other hand more practitioners are recognizing its

usefulness.

Mr. Antony Koche, M. R. C. P. L, of Dublin, Ireland, reports on

the use of the Strontium salt in epilepsy as follows : It has been
" foiftid in some cases to afford some relief in reducing if not curing

the manifestations of the condition. I regret the number of cases

is limited, and that therefore no general deduction can be drawn

from them ; but I think they are sufficiently encouraging to induce

others to give this bromide a trial in suitable cases. My attention

was drawn to the use of bromide of strontium some two years ago

by reading some reports from the French medical papers in which

it had been found useful when the other bromides had no beneficial

effect or could not be borne. I determined to give it a trial in a

case I had then under my care, and found the results so satisfac-

tory that I have since used it alone or in combination with the

other bromides in four cases."

He then relates his cases in detail, giving in one case the Stron-

tium salt alone, while in the remaining three he gave the Potassium

and Strontium salts in combination. He concludes as follows :

"None of these cases were cured, but all of them much relieved.

In all of them other bromides had been employed before, and the

combination of the strontium seemed to be more beneficial. It has

long been noticed that a combination of the bromides act more

favorably than any one, and I would advise you to impress on the

patient that he must take the medicine for a long period, whether

it has at first a beneficial effect or not. I think the bromide of

strontium well entitled to further trial." (Brit. Med. Jotirn., Vol.

I. for 1895, page 1089.)

Dr. W. E. Stainton Stanley emphasizes the fact that few give

large enough doses, contenting themselves with about 450 milli-

grammes (about 7 grains), whereas the proper dose should be 2

grammes (about 31 grains), and again he approves of what he calls

the American practice of combining it with a fair dose of eserine.

He masks the nauseous effects with glycyrrhiza. He closes by

saying : "The worst case of cholera I have seen was greatly bene-

fited by this mixture."
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Dr. B. D. Evans, Medical Director of the Morris Plains Hospital

(Insane), at Morristown, N. J., takes occasion to state in his last

Annual Report on what he calls the " House 'Sleeping Mixture"*

as follows :

" A favorite hypnotic with us in cases where there is marked
psychomotor excitement is a mixture we sometimes call bromidia

from its resemblance to the proprietary preparation of that name.

It is given in one or two fluid-drachm doses. Each drachm con-

tains sodium bromide, fifteen grains ; chloral hydrate, fifteen

grains ; tinct. cannabis indica, four minims ; tinct. hyoscyamus,

four minims
;

glycerine, fifteen minims, and water sufficient to

make up the fluid drachm.

This preparation has best served us in actively- acute maniacal

conditions, and in the restless, sleepless and excited condition which

frequently follows a series of epileptic fits in epileptic insanities.

Not infrequently headache, loss of appetite, and dull, heavy feel-

ings about the head follow its use, though in the class of cases

above cited it acts very satisfactorily."

.Dr. K. V. Polakoff, of Russia, has recently made good use of

Lithium Bromide in the treatment of 22 cases of acute and chronic

parenchymatous nephritis. He finds that it acts as a certain and

powerful diuretic, diminishing the quantity of albumin in the urine

and frequently causing oedema to disappear entirely. The formula

employed is :

Lithium Bromide, 1.25 to 2 grammes (about 19.2 to 31 grains)

Sodium Bicarbonate, 4 - " ( " 61.7 " )

Distilled Water, 240 " { " 8 f I )

Peppermint Oil (for flavoring), 2 drops.

Three or four tablespoonfuls were ordered in the twenty-fou

hours.

Bromoform is now being used more generally in pertussis.

This application of it far exceeds any of its other uses. Dr. Max
Stoss, of Vienna, Austria, and many others in the old country have

employed it extensively in this affection. They report that the

paroxysms are decidedly decreased in number and in most cases

their intensity as well. In this country, among many others now

using it to good effect, Dr. P.J. Eaton, of Pittsburg, Penn., and

Dr. Herbert B. Carpenter, of Philadelphia, Penn., are about the

most recent to report. Dr. Baton read a paper on May 9 last, at

the Annual Meeting of the American Medical Association, in Bal-
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timore, Md. He classed this agent as a sedative, germicide and

antipyretic and enumerated his cases of pertussis, where the control

of the affection was marked and the mortality lowered. He as

well as Dr. Carpenter recommends its use in alcoholic solution.

Dr. Carpenter's use of it in these cases was alluded to here last

year, and now he reports on its use in quite a number of additional

cases,
<l
usually with most marked improvement in the condition of

the patient. In some instances the disease was influenced in a

very favorable manner, the paroxysms being greatly reduced both

in frequency and intensity, showing that the drug was capable of

exerting a very powerful influence upon the course and duration of

the disease. As I said at that time, the good effect is partly, at

least, due to its acting as a local anesthetic upon the pharyngo-

laryngeal mucous membrane. As a rule, I begin the treatment

with two-drop doses every four hours, to a child of two years, in-

creasing this somewhat if necessary. Bad effects are never seen

from small doses and large ones rarely produce narcosis. As a rule,

bromoform will stop the vomiting within a few hours, and I have

known it to relieve children who were rapidly losing ground on

account of their inability to retain sufficient food to nourish them,

and to relieve them to such an extent that they promptly regained

strength. In a few instances it has checked the disease while in

the full vigor of the paroxysmal stage. The duration of the treat-

ment was from two' to four weeks. The drug must not be stopped

too soon, as a relapse might occur. About 75 per cent, of the cases

recovered within one to three weeks. I do not claim bromoform to

be a specific, but I believe it will give better results than any other

treatment we know of to-day for this dangerous and distressing

disease. After the paroxysms have diminished a change of air,

especially sea-air, is most beneficial ; in some cases often acting

like ' magic/ "(Phila. Polyclinic, Vol. IV., page 375.)

Dr. K. Stepp, of Nuremberg, Germany, reports excellent results

in combating such pulmonary affections in adults as pulmonary
tuberculosis, fibrinous pneumonia and asthma in emphysematous
subjects,' together with broncho-pneumonia in children. It is

claimed that the beneficial effects of this agent are produced by its

elimination through the respiratory organs thus coming into imme-
diate contact with the affected parts.

Calcium Sulphide still receives attention from a few practi-

tioners, but little appears in the medical literature. The most
important article noted is one on " Sulphide of Calcium as a
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Prophylactic of Influenza," by Mr. W. E. Green, M.R.C.S., Surgeon

to the Isle of Wight Railway. He writes as follows :

" Dr. J. Sinclair Coghill has contributed a valuable paper on

the prophylaxis of influenza by means of a large daily dose of quin-

ine, which is undoubtedly one of the most valuable methods of

treatment, but knowing that it is not everyone who can take quinine

I resolved, when the first epidemic visited us, to try a daily dose of

1 grain of sulphide of calcium. All my household took it with the

exception of two servants, who for some reason or other did not,

the result being that all escaped but those two exceptions.

"The next year, when the epidemic again broke out, I asked

the authorities of the Isle of Wight Railway to supply all their em-

ployees with the pills, and all who took them regularly escaped. The

manager of the Central Railway also asked me to supply his men
with them, and he afterwards informed me that as far as he could

ascertain none of the men who had taken the pills regularly had had

influenza.

" During the next outbreak the pills were again given with like

results, but on the Isle of Wight Railway they were not given

out to each workman as formerly, consequently but few took them,

and the result was that a large number of influenza cases occurred

amongst those who had not used the remedy.

"During this epidemic I also had an attack from having neglect-

ed to take the medicine until a day or two after the symptoms ap-

peared.

"I can certainly speak from much experience of the efficacy of

this remedy, having ordered it to numerous patients with the most

satisfactory results.

" It takes about three days before the system becomes sufficiently

saturated with the drug to prevent infection, therefore it is rarely

of use to those who have already been exposed to it, though even

then it appears to modify the attack. When a case appears, I be-

lieve the 5 grain dose of quinine to be more rapid in its action than

the sulphide of calcium, and therefore safer to give, but should

afterwards carry on the effect with the sulphide of calcium, which

I feel sure is equally efficacious and much easier for many to take,

as it never appears to disagree in any way, although continued reg-

ularly for many weeks.

" I had a case of influenza a few days ago in a patient who had

been taking 12 grains of quinine regularly every day for some

weeks, and I have also seen it occur in others who have been taking
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daily doses of simple sulphur, with the idea of preventing influenza.

I believe its modus operandi to be that it renders the blood unfit to

receive and support the influenza bacillus." {Brit. Med. Journ.,

Vol. I. for 1895
;
page 974.)

Chloralamid (Chloral Formamide) continues to be largely

used, but has not been commented upon to any extent in the medi-

cal literature during the year. The principal paper now appear-

ing in full was read at the 45th Annual Meeting of the Amer.

Medical Assoc. in San Francisco, Cal., last year, by Dr. Charles C.

Browning, of Highland, Cal., on '' Some of the Uses of Chloral-

amid." He remarks :

" As compared with chloral hydrate, it may be said that chloral

is more rapid and powerful in its action, and is to be preferred in

cases attended by extreme degrees of pain or nervous excitement,

notwithstanding its well-known disadvantages. Chloralamid is

safer, less disagreeable to the taste, free from disturbance of the

circulatory and digestive systems, and free from depressing after

effects. Sulphonal is followed by more languor and general depres-

sion." (Journ. of the Amer. Med. Assoc., Vol. XXIII., page 632.)

Dr. B. D. Evans, of the Morris Plains Hospital (Insane), Mor-

ristown, N. J., corroborates Dr. Browning's conclusion that Chlor-

alamid is not as reliable as a hypnotic as either Trional or Sulpho-

nal, but in exceptional cases it is "attended with gratifying results."

Chloralose (Anhydro-Gluco-Chloral) is still very largely used.

Its principal usefulness is found in its hypnotic effects, and it has

even been recommended as a sedative. It has also been effectively

used in delirium tremens. Its one principal defect is the toxic

symptoms too frequently noticed. The dose has to be considerably

varied according to each individual patient. Dr. Rendu has even

found as small a dose as 250 milligrammes (about 4 grains) to pro-

duce alarming intoxication in a tuberculous patient. Other simi-

lar cases are now reported after such ordinary doses as 200 to 400

milligrammes (about 3 to 6 grains).

It has, however, evidently come to stay, but must be treated as all

potent remedies, with care and judgment.

Chlorobrom (Equal parts of Chloralamid and Potassium

Bromide) still continues to be reported as of marked value in

insomnia generally, as a hypnotic in the insane and in sea-sickness,

although in the latter class of cases there is still diversity of opin-

ion. There are evidently an increasing number of observers study-

ing its effects.

i
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Chlorolin is the name given to a general antiseptic and disin-

fectant solution reported to consist of the Mono- and Tri-Chlor-

Phenols. Its mode of preparation and chemical properties are not

given, but it is claimed to be efficient in solutions of % to 5 per

cent.

Practically nothing is reported upon it except by the introducer,

Mr. J. Weirich, of Strassburg, Germany.

Chlor-Phenols (Mono- and Para-Chlorphenol) - derivatives of

Carbolic Acid—are still used as antiseptics, but not much has ap-

peared in the medical literature concerning them during the year.

The former has been successfully used in this country in tubercular

laryngitis, the latter by Dr. C. Girard, of Berne, Switzerland, as a

general antiseptic in surgical operations. He finds that a dressing,

for instance, well saturated with a 1 per cent, solution retains its

antiseptic properties much longer than a 1 to 1000 Corrosive Subli-

mate Solution. Operating instruments also stand this solution well.

Chlor-Salol is a new antiseptic analogous to Chlor-Phenol,

but in place of Carbolic, Salicylic is the combining acid. It is

reported to exist in the same two Para and Ortho modifications as

Chlor-Phenol, differing from each other, however, in one decided

way. They are both fine colorless crystals, insoluble in water, but

the Para is practically odorless and tasteless, while the Ortho has a

very decided odor.

Dr. C. Girard, of Berne, Switzerland, has used it successfully

both internally and externally. Internally, 2 to 4 grammes (31 to

62 grains) in catarrhal affections of the urinary tract, and in diar-

rhea have given satisfaction. Externally, ulcers and sores of vari-

ous kinds treated by insufflation show rapid improvement.

Chroatol is the odd name given to a new, oily, greenish-brown

liquid, which appeals to the dermatologists for favor in the treat-

ment of psoriasis and eczema. It is claimed to be prepared by the

reaction between Turpentine and Iodine.

Mons. II. Fournier has used it incorporated with collodion in the

proportion of 1 to 3. He reports that it does not irritate the skin,

nor is it found to show any toxic symptoms. It is a competitor of

Gallanol.

Little is generally known about it as yet.

Citrophen is the name given to Phenetidin Citrate, prepared

by a patented process of Dr. J. Roos. Its composition is analo-

gous to Phenacetin ( Para-Acet-Phenetidin). The latter requires one
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molecule to saturate, for Acetic Acid is a monobasic acid, whereas

Citric Acid being a tribasic acid, three molecules of Phenetidin are

required. It occurs as a colorless powder or crystals with the

characteristic citric acid taste, and freely soluble in water—advan-

tages over Phenacetin and Lactophenin. It may therefore be

readily given hypodermically as well as by the mouth. Dr. Benario,

of Frankfort-on-the-Main, Germany, who has made successful use

of it as an antipyretic and analgesic in typhoid fever, migraine and

various forms of neuralgia, reports that it is free from toxic prop-

erties and has been given in as large amount as 6 grammes (about

93 grains), in 24 hours. The recommended dose, however, varies

from 500 milligrammes (about 7.7 grains) to 1 gramme (about 15

grains).

Creolin (Liquor Antisepticus)— 1 part Resin Soap and 2 parts

Crude Carbolic Acid, 20 per cent.—cannot yet supplant any of the

well-known disinfectants, and nothing has appeared during the

year to much encourage any surgeon in making use of it.

Creosol is a compound made up of the constituent Phenols of

beechwood creosote and about 40 per cent, of Tannic Acid. It is

seen in the form of a dark brown, slightly astringent, amorphous

powder, soluble in most of the ordinary solvents except ether.

It is recommended to be given in the powder form, or in solution

applied to the mucous membrane in inflammations of the larynx

and neighboring parts. 3 grammes (about 46 grains) is sufficient

for an initial dose."'

More definite clinical results are yet to come.

Creosotal (so-called Creosote Carbonate) continues to receive

attention, principally, however, in Europe. There evidently it still

accomplishes much better results than beechwood Creosote in pul-

monary tuberculosis.

Dr. Edmond Chaumier, of Tours, France, reports good results in

cases of aphthae, in which he paints the mucous membrane five or

six times a day. Painting the crusts in impetigo with this agent

has also given satisfaction. Dr. Chaumier is very enthusiastic

about this agent, for he again brings it before the last International

Medical Congress, held in Rome, Italy. The discussion which fol-

lowed brought out further adherents.

In this country an increasing number of observers have made
successful use of it, and no doubt much good is accomplished.

CrGOSOte still continues to be used, and no doubt will continue
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to be used, largely in dressing wounds, and in the treatment of pul-

monary tuberculosis.

It has recently been recommended by Dr. Alvin H. Kerr, of

Pittsburg, Penn., to kill the " pneumonia bacilli," claiming with

emphasis that it is the nearest approach to a specific in the treat-

ment of pneumonia that has yet been reached.

The most recent recommendation is in the treatment of scrofu-

losis by Dr. A. Eck, of Soumy, Russia. He reports having treated

all scrofulous children under his care, and always with the most

excellent results." He " has found that this remedy may be ad-

ministered without inconvenience, and even successfully, to infants

of the tenderest age. After seven years of age he prescribes pure

creosote ; but for younger children he resorts to a mixture, com-

posed of one part of Creosote, to which is added five parts of tincture

of gentian up to one year, four parts between one and two years, three

parts between two and four years, two parts between four and six

years, and one part between six and seven years of age. The creosote,

whether pure or diluted, is first given at the rate of one drop daily,

this dose being increased by one drop every three or four days,

until at the end of about three weeks a maximum, varying between

six and fifteen drops of the mixture of creosote and tincture of

gentian, and between seven and fourteen drops of pure creosote,

according to the age of the child, has been reached. This maxi-

mum daily dose should be continued without interruption for from

two to four months, after which the number of drops is progress-

ively reduced in an inverse ratio, until the treatment finally ceases

altogether.

"The best method of administering creosote is to give it in milk,

a quarter of an hour after a meal. Children take the medicament

without reluctance, and even eagerly. Should, however, a case

occur, in which the child is reluctant to take the creosote in this

manner, it may be mixed with a little honey and washed down with

a few sips of milk.

" The effects of the creosote upon scrofulous children are first

manifested by the cessation of dyspeptic troubles and improved

appetite. Then the glandular swelling and chronic blepharitis

disappears, and when affections of the bones and joints exist, even

these are seen to be favorably influenced by the remedy.

" Judging from Dr. Eck's experience, creosote has also the effect

of rendering the complexion clearer, or at least causing freckles to

disappear, and this not only in scrofulous children, but also in
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adults, even those who show no trace of scrofula." (The Medical

Week, Vol. II., page 504.)

Rectal administration is still receiving attention.

" For creosote enemata an emulsion is usually employed, which

is prepared with olive oil and the yolk of an egg. This emulsion,

however, presents the disadvantage of being very unstable, besides

being rather expensive, and on this account a recent announcement

by Dr. Annequin, Head Physician to the Military Hospital of

Grenoble, possesses considerable interest for the medical profession.

He has found that milk is an excellent means of obtaining a natu-

ral emulsion, so to speak, of creosote, this preparation being of un-

limited stability and unchangeable even by the addition of a large

quantity of water. The idea of employing milk for creosote

enemata was first suggested by Mr. P. Tnrchet, pharmaceutical

interne.

" Such enemeta are prepared at the hospital by adding to 30 or

60 grammes of a 5 per cent, solution of creosote in milk, a suffi-

cient quantity of water to make 250 grammes of liquid. By simply

shaking this mixture a perfectly homogeneous milk-white emul-

sion is obtained. In private practice a 1 : 30 solution of creosote in

milk may be ordered, two tablespoonfuls to be used for an enema
which is to contain 1 gramme of creosote. The enema may also

be prepared by pouring 43 drops, equal to 1 gramme of creosote,

into a quarter of a- tumblerful of milk, then shaking it and filling

the tumbler with water. In case the enema is to contain an opiate,

it is preferable to employ tincture of opium, instead of laudanum,

which, on account of its acid reaction, might determine the forma-

tion of a slight coagulum. At any rate, if it seems to be unavoid-

able to use laudanum, this substance should not be added until at

the last moment, when the enema is ready.

" Creosote enemata prepared with milk are well borne by the pa-

tients, better, indeed, than emulsions made with oil and the yolk of

an egg.

" Milk may also be employed for guaiacol enemata, which are

prepared in the same manner as described above, keeping in mind,

however, that 1 gramme of guaiacol is represented by 38 drops."

(The Medical Week, Vol. III., page 288.)

Its administration in pill form has been on several occasions

sharply condemned as being valueless, but Dr. G. van Xerom now
recommends the following formula for dispensing such agents as

Creosote, Guaiacol and the like :
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Creosote

Powdered Castile Soap

Powdered Liquorice .

.

10 parts.

10 "

5 "

Other ingredients may be added at the expense of the Powdered

Liquorice.

Dermatol (Bismuth Subgallate) is still in dispute as to its

astringent effects, but its antiseptic properties continue to be

warmly proclaimed. Its hemostatic action is apparently very

marked, even being superior, according to Dr. Hecht, of Benthen,

Prussian Silesia, to Ferric Chloride. It is applicable in most cases

of hemorrhage. Dr. Hecht explains that this action is due to the

Gallic Acid set free from splitting up in contact with alkaline

secretions. The fact that it readily splits up would explain the

toxic bismuth symptoms developed at times, as they are similar to

those noticed when Bismuth Subnitrate is used.

Dr. Romeo Roselli recommends its use " in many forms of in-

flammation of the eye, causing effusions to be absorbed and possess-

ing an astringent, drying, and cicatrizing action." He found it

"very useful in simple keratitis without photophobia or marked

conjunctival hyperaemia, in corneal ulcers (especially in those of a

traumatic origin), and even in diphtheiitic conjunctivitis, but it is

of very little good in blepharitis or in granular lids." (The London

Lancet, Vol. I. for 1895, page L452.)

He alludes to a minor objection in its producing a temporary

smarting and weeping, which however passed off in a few minutes.

Diaphtherin (Oxy-Chin-Aseptol), the antiseptic and astrin-

gent agent of such reported promise, has received very little atten-

tion during the past year, except from its enterprising business

promoters. It does not appear to have made a permanent place

for itself among the surgeon's requisites.

Diaphtol (Chin-Aseptol) has not been heard of during the

year past.

Di-Iodoform (Carbon Di-Iodide) has received practically no

attention whatever during the year just past.

Diuretin (Sodio-Theobromine Salicylate) still continues to be

quite largely used, but very little has appeared upon it in the medi-

cal literature of the year. The most prominent investigations re-

ported upon it are those of Prof. Panowski, who has studied its

action with the view of determining whether the renal activity or

the vasomotor system was affected. Fifty cases were selected for

critical investigation, with these results : A tonic action is exerted
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on the cardiac muscle and the area of cardiac dullness diminishing"

even before any improvement of the oedema was noticeable. It

thus resembles eaffein in action, but was not found to be superior

to digitalis. A decided increase of pressure was noticed in the ves-

sels which was regarded as attributable to a stimulation of the nerve

centre. The diuresis was very marked, but Prof. Panowski claimed

this was the result of the increased pressure in the vasomotor sys-

tem. He recommends it as a diuretic in valvular lesions after digi-

talis has failed, when its effects may be very gratifying. Of greater

moment was its action in affections of the cardiac muscle, where he
has seen remarkable results after digitalis, camphor, and eaffein

had failed to give relief. Beneficial effects were not so marked in

renal affections, but he claims it is to be preferred to digitalis when
there is slowness of the pulse premonitory of uraemia. In the other

oedematous conditions he does not recommend it. He administers

it either in powders of about 1 gramme (15 grains), four to six

times daily, or in solution, when the effects may be looked for

between the second and sixth day.

Dulcin (Para-Plu-netol Carbamide) has received little attention

during the past year. Dr. C. Bechert has, however, experimented

on its solubility in some of the oils. It apparently requires as much
as '23? parts of Castor Oil to dissolve it, when it imparts an agree-

able, sweet taste. In Cod-liver Oil it requires fully 296 parts, and

some time elapses before the sweet taste develops. Thus its use-

fulness in these two very desirable places is not very encouraging.

Apparently the solubility is much promoted by the presence of free

fat acid.

Ethyl Bromide (Hydrobromic Ether) is still received with

marked favor by surgeons for short minor operations, as they claim

the already relatively small mortality is decreasing and the su-

periority of this anaesthetic for this class of cases deserves more
consideration than some are disposed to give it. A pure article, of

course, is always insisted upon. It decomposes so readily that

care must be taken in regard to this prerequisite.

Eucalyptol has now proper tests provided in the U. S. Phar-

macopoeia, which it must stand for its purity.

As it is coming more largely into medical use every year, chiefly

as an agreeable and effective antiseptic, its purity is of considerable

importance, therefore, according to the reports during the year,

manufacturers are striving to produce the pure article as economi-

cally as possible and with the largest yields.
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Euchlorine Solution has been again resurrected from what

was supposed to be a complete state of oblivion, and only goes to

show that, possibly, many of the supposed discarded older agents

are still doing good service, although not much talked about. It

may be well to recall here that this Solution as originally introduced

by Davy is a mixture of Chlorine and Chlorine Dioxide gases in

water, of a more or less deep yellow color according to the strength

of the Solution. The mixed gases are prepared by the action of

Hydrochloric Acid on Potassium Chlorate and are very explosive.

Comparative safety in this regard is obtained by being offered for

use in the form of a solution.

Mr. Henry Taylor, of Guildford, England, has called attention

to his successful use of this agent for the past twenty years in cases

of diphtheria. He reminds the profession that it was first employed

and recommended by Sir Thos. Watson, in the treatment of scarla-

tina anginosa. In removing the exudation of membrane on the

fauces, he claims "a success nearly comparable to that obtained

with antitoxin serum in the metropolitan hospitals. In fact, the

only instances of its failures I can remember were complicated with

laryngeal and tracheal elfusions, or were primarily cases of mem-
branous croup. It always appeared to me that this solution, which

is a most powerful antiseptic, has both a topical and general effect

in neutralizing the diphtheric poison, as it not only hastens the de-

tachment of membrane from the throat, but it appears to lessen the

chances of secondary affections, whether in the form of paralysis or

renal incompetence. But for these effects to be obtained it is neces-

sary that the solution should be freely and frequently administered,

so as to keep the fauces as nearly as possible aseptic. And with the

same view I have always used sulphurous acid or solutions of car-

bolic acid, either as a spray or to swab the throat with. My estimate

of the value of euchlorine in diphtheria is supported by the testi-

mony of Mr. T. Schollick, who was for several years medical officer

of the Isolation Hospital for this union, and who had opportunities

of testing its effects during more than one severe epidemic of this

disease. It may seem late to propose a remedy for diphtheria in

the face of the remarkable results obtained by the use of antitoxin,

which possesses the advantage of controlling the laryngeal and tra-

cheal affections, so often a cause of fatality. But circumstance may

even yet arise to render a substitute for the serum a not unwelcome

addition to our resources." (The London Lancet, Vol. I. for 1895,

page 445.)
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Europhen (Iso-Butyl-Ortho-Cresol Iodide)—the Iodoform sub-

stitute, containing 27.6 per cent, of Iodine—continues to be largely

used, and is much liked by surgeons, but few general remarks have

appeared in the literature of the year.

Exalgin (Methyl-Acetanilid)—the analgesic—has received prac-

tically no attention in the medical literature of the year, except

that of reports of unfortunate toxic symptoms, even when given m
what would be generally considered moderate doses.

Dr. Dujardin-Beaumetz, in discussing one of these poisoning

cases which was reported at the Paris Therapeutical Society, re-

minded his hearers that the toxic dose was determined with great

difficulty owing to its low degree of solubility—1 in 48. This ob-

jection was a customary one with all agents of this class and was

not peculiar to Exalgin.

Ferratin (Acid Albuminate of Iron), alluded to here last year

as being of some promise in the treatment of anaemia in general,

has received practically no attention in the medical literature of the

year. Whether this is due to its being found of little value or to

the fact that forthcoming reports are yet incomplete remains to be

seen as time passes. It is a patented article and therefore receives

relatively little attention in this country for that reason alone.

Ferripyrin (Ferropyrin) is the compounded name given to a

new hemostatic obtained by Dr. Witkowsky, of Frankfort-on-the

Main, Germany. It apparently is a true chemical compound of

one molecule of Ferric Chloride and three molecules of Antipyrin.

By calculation this gives 64 per cent. Antipyrin, 24 per cent.

Chlorine, and 12 per cent. Iron. It is a bright reddish-orange

colored powder, readily soluble in cold water, giving a blood-red

solution, which is slightly astringent but in no way caustic. Its

taste is not disagreeable. It mixes perfectly with hydrochloric acid,

pepsin, potassium bromide, and all tinctures free from tannic acid.

It is not only applicable and efficient externally, but also internally

in chlorosis, anaemia, etc. From the above description it will be

seen how it possesses several advantages over Ferric Chloride, aside

from its reported superior hemostatic properties. It has been used

both in the powder form and in 20 per cent, solution, in all cases

where the ordinary hemostatics are applicable. Its internal dose is

from 200 to 600 milligrammes (about 3 to 9 grains). Dr. A. Jurasz

and his assistant, Dr. L. Hedderich, of Heidelberg, Germany,

have reported marked success in cases of nasal hemorrhages, using

either the powder by insufflation or the 20 per cent, solution on
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tampons. In gonorrhea, however, the urethral injections were

not stronger than a l£ per cent, solution.

It is recommended also in gastric hemorrhages and ulcerations

of the stomach in nearer the maximum dose—500 milligrammes

(7.7 grains), with a little sugar or peppermint oil. In dental hem-

orrhages Mr. D. Frohmann, of Berlin, Prussia, has met with excel-

lent results by introducing it into the alveolus after the tooth has

been extracted. It not only rapidly checks the flow of blood, but

it allays the pain following the extraction by virtue of its analgesic

properties.

Dr. W. Cubasch, of Stanzstad, Switzerland, reports his success-

ful application in a number of cases and recommends preferable

formulae for each class of cases :

In simple chlorosis, he employs

Ferripyrin 0.600 grammes (about 9^ grains)

Orange Syrup 20.000 "
( " 5 3

)

Distilled Water 180.000 " ( " 6 f I )

giving one tablespoonful three times a day.

In dyspepsia complications, he employs :

Ferripyrin 0.600 grammes (about 9£ grains)

Diluted Hydrochloric Acid. 0.300 "
(

" 5 minims)

Pepsin 5.000 " ( " 80 grains)

Distilled Water 200.000 " ( " 6£fS )

giving one tablespoonful after each meal.

In palpitation complications; he uses Tincture of Valerian and

Distilled Water in conjunction with this agent.

In various forms of enteritis, he makes good use of either Tincture

of Opium or Tincture of Calumba as adjuvants.

No doubt more will be heard of this apparently efficient agent as

it becomes more generally known.

Formalin (40 per cent. Solution of Formaldehyde) has come

to be quite a valuable agent as an antiseptic and deodorizer, aside

from an increasing value in technical uses. It has now been

abundantly proven that it is far more efficient and in much less

quantities than corrosive sublimate, borax, boric acid, salicylic acid,

and benzoic acid. Although chlorine is still acknowledged as the

best known disinfectant, yet it does not always give satisfactory

results, often chiefly due to tin; lack of the necessary moisture to-

produce the proper results. Dry chlorine gas is inefficient. In the
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case of Formalin (Formaldehyde in the form of vapor) no moisture

is called for and quite as efficient results are obtained as with chlor-

ine in such places as the sick room and hospital ward. Some

observers claim its superiority over chlorine. An additional ad-

vantage possessed by Formalin is that it does not destroy the con-

tents of the dwelling room.

Quite recently this agent has been effectively used as a preserva-

tive of foods (meats and vegetables). It is claimed that a one to

two per cent, solution preserves fruit and vegetables not only in the

ordinary sense, but in some cases does not destroy their fresh ap-

pearance.

The preservation of milk has been attempted with it, and with

some good results, but there is still some dispute as to both the

propriety and efficiency of this use.

The fact, however, has been made good use of by Mr. £. M.

Holmes, of England, in preserving museum specimens.

As a hardening agent it has been found to be excellent, both in

the old country as well as in this. Mr. Marshall, of England, read

a paper before the Ophthalmologics! Society of the United King-

dom at the meeting on December 13 last, on this property, and

in this country Dr. Thos. S. Cullen, M. B., of Johns Hopkins Hos-

pital, Baltimore, Md., has made some important observations on its

use in furnishing " A Rapid Method of Making Permanent Speci-

mens from Frozen Sections." He writes as follows :

" Any one who 'has hardened tissues in formalin will be im-

pressed with the rapidity of its action, with the firm consistence

of the tissue, and with the absence of the contraction of the speci-

men so often seen when alcohol is used as the hardening medium.

Microscopical examination of a specimen hardened in formalin, as

we all know, shows almost perfect preservation of the cellular

structure. Recently it occurred to me that formalin might be used

in the preparation of frozen sections.

" One of the greatest difficulties experienced in rendering frozen

sections permanent lies in the fact that when passed through alco-

hol the section frequently not only contracts, but contracts irregu-

larly, distorting the specimen
;

further, such specimens will often

stain imperfectly. The use of formalin will obviate these difficul-

ties, allowing one to make an excellent permanent specimen from
the frozen section."

His explanation of his methods will be of interest to those who
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have occasion to do this work, and will be found in the Johns Hop-
kins Hosp. Bulletin, Vol. VI., page 67.

This agent evidently has a future before it, and more is being

written upon its use each year.

• Frangula (Buckthorn) U. S. P.—Rhamnus Frangula—is not

as generelly appreciated as it should be, owing no doubt to the

wide-spread advertising of its rival Rhamnus Purshiana (Cascara

Sagrada), which the former does not receive.

Numerous formulae and expedients to make the latter attractive

and palatable as a medicament tend naturally to increase its use,

therefore it may be useful at this time to repeat the very effective

and pleasant form of administering Frangula published as long ago

as 1888 by Dr. Alexander Hutchins, of Brooklyn, N. Y. Dr. Hutch-

ins published a paper on " Rhamnus as an Alterative," in which

he recommended the following formula for prescribing Buckthorn

as having given admirable results in his practice, and as having

some decided advantages over a similar prescription made up with

Cascara

:

" A mixture of equal parts of rhamnus, glycerin, syrup of ginger

and peppermint water represents X 4 to each § j. This is capable of

being adapted in size and frequency, easily, to every age, sex, color,

and condition of life. In general, 3 j after each meal until more

effect is produced than required ; then check off the noonday meal,

later the morning meal, then continue with such diminished doses

as will insure the desired result, and continue with the minimum

dose so long as may be useful." {The Brooklyn Medical Journ.,

Vol. L, page 119.)

His careful deductive method by which he attempts to decide

the question on its merits and obtain his final conclusion will be of

value to those who are interested in true therapeutic results.

Judging from the continued favorable reports from certain sections

where this agent rather than Cascara has been used, complete con-

firmation of Dr. Hutchins' results has surely been established.

Gallanol—the analide of Gallic Acid—has been little heard

of during the year just past. What little has appeared in print

has been less pronounced in its favor. Its freedom from staining

still stands to support its use, but the dermatologists generally

rather incline to its stronger rival, Chrysophanic Acid, even with

its undesirable peculiarity.

Gallicin is the name given to the Methylic Ether of Gallic

Acid. It is prepared by the patented process of a manufacturing
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firm in Basle, Germany, by dissolving Gallic Acid in Methylic

Alcohol and then heating the solution with Sulphuric Acid under

certain conditions to produce the ether. When purified by recrys-

tallization it forms either fine colorless rhombic crystals or fine

snow-white silky needles, depending upon whether Methylic Alco-

hol or water is the solvent. The latter form is apparently pre-

ferred. It is soluble in hot water and crystallizes out when cold.

Chemically it is quite analogous to Resorcin and Pyrogallol, and

its uses are the same. It however is not poisonous.

Its use has been confined practically to hospital service. Under

the direction of Dr. H. Schiess, of Basle, Germany, Dr. Carl Mel-

linger made good use of it in his wards in 200 cases of follicular or

catarrhal conjunctivitis, with consecutive eczema of the eyelids,

phlyctenular conjunctivitis and keratitis, superficial keratitis and

suppurations of different kinds. It is applied like calomel in such

cases on a camel's-hair brush into the oculo- palpebral fold and onto

the patches in the powder form. The applications were made gen-

erally twice a day, and usually followed by smarting, which soon

passed away after cold compresses were applied. Dr. Mellinger pre-

fers this agent in these cases to either Dermatol or Gallinol, and in

cases where there is hyper-secretion it is far preferable to Calomel,

as there he claims the latter is contra-indicated.

It is too new an agent to expect any reports from this country as

yet.

Guaiacol, obtained from beechwood and other Creosotes, has

varied so considerably in purity—all the way from 50 to 90 per

cent.—that a strong incentive has been given to perfect the pre-

viously discovered process for making a synthetic product. It has

at last been accomplished and an article which is claimed to be

absolutely pure is being made on a commercial scale. It is now
such an important article to the medical practitioner that it becomes
a serious question to obtain a reliable article.

The literature on this agent has been voluminous throughout the

pear. Its external application in acute pulmonary tuberculosis and
is an antipyretic in typhoid fever and in other fevers has received

rery marked attention. Its application as a local anaesthetic has

)een largely pushed with much benefit. Some claim that it is as

powerful as Cocaine and much safer, as it can be given in 10 times

is large doses without ill effects. Dental surgeons are extolling it,

or perfect analgesia is obtained when injected before extraction of

i tooth. In conjunction with Menthol it is of pronounced service
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as a local treatment of neuralgic pains. In conjunction with Gly-

cerin and Tincture of Iodine it may be successfully applied over

the whole posterior portion of the thorax in pleuritic effusions.

Dr. E. Darbouet, of Boucau, France, has met with success in

treating non-diphtheritic sore throats by applying this agent in

Glycerin. He finds that the most intense sore throats run their

course without fever or pain. The general condition of the patients

remains good throughout the whole course.

It has found increasing use in this country as well as abroad.

Hydrogen Dioxide Solution (Peroxide of Hydrogen So-

lution) has now found a permanent place in the list of physicians'

medicinal agents ; and even new uses are being repeatedly found

—

gonorrhea in males being one of the latest.

From time to time assays of the products found in the market

are made public and criticism is made upon them according to

results. It may be well here to remind observers that the criticism

of over-acidity is not always just and should be carefully consid-

ered before offered, for, after consideration, it will be seen that

such acidity may be rather advantageous than otherwise. When

the acidity is due to sulphuric or phosphoric acid present there on

account of careless manipulation by the manufacturer—particularly

from incomplete washing—harm is done whenever the Solution is

used, but again it must be remembered that many of the manufac-

turers protect the Solution against rapid decomposition by the

addition of one per cent, of " Boroglyceride," and this reacts as

free boric acid when tested with normal soda solution. This boric

acid is not an irritant to mucous surfaces, but is an active antiseptic

and bactericide, and was selected for protecting this Solution from

decomposition for the very reason that it was non-irritant, medi-

cinal and remedial in exactly the same way as the Solution of

Hydrogen Dioxide itself.

Ichthyol (Ammonium Ichthyol-Sulphonate) has apparently

received the confidence of a large proportion of the medical special-

ists, especially the dermatologists. The reports are now numerous

of successful cases when used externally. The success of its

internal use is not so positively stated, although many firmly

believe in its great benefits. Chief among its successful uses

during the past year is in the treatment of pulmonary tuberculosis.

Dr. L. Guido Scarpa, of Turin, Italy, reported his successful results

to the meeting of the Royal Academy of his city on March 8th last

in 150 cases of this affection—occurring between the months of
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April, 1894, and January, 1895. He pointed out that from what

was known of the action of Ichthyol as an astringent of the vascular

system, as an antiseptic, and as a disinfectant of the digestive

apparatus, it was a priori presumable that it would be useful in

pulmonary tuberculosis. He employed the purest he could obtain,

dissolved in two-thirds of distilled water or other suitable vehicle.

Of this solution he gave from 20 to 180 or 200 drops, dissolved in

water, in the course of the day. It was in all cases well borne.

No other treatment was employed beyond attention to the hygienic

environment and feeding up. Of the 150 cases 23 died ; all these

were in a desperate condition before the treatment was begun, but

even in them the Ichthyol appeared to be of service. Of the

remaining cases 17 were apparently cured ; in 50 there was notable

improvement ; in 32 there was some improvement ; in 28, up to

the date of report, the treatment had produced no effect. The

good effect of the Ichthyol shows itself first in the influence which

it lias on the symptoms produced by the local lesions—cough,

expectoration, dyspnoea—afterwards on the general condition.

Physical examination showed profound modifications in the lesions,

especially in the circumscribed infiltrations of the early stage, but

also not infrequently in those of the breaking-down stage. Dr.

Scarpa does not attempt to decide whether the Ichthyol acts only

by improving nutrition or also by direct action on the lesions, or

again by neutralizing the toxins produced by micro-organisms

—

both Koch's bacillus and the staphylococci, etc., which are the

causes of secondary infections. He insists on the advantages which

Ichthyol presents over Guaiacol in the treatment of tuberculosis.

Iodoform is still a most important agent in the surgeon's

hands. Notwithstanding the numerous substitutes, with all their

claims, he finds he cannot do without it, in spite of its disagreeable

odor. This latter objection continues to receive attention. It is

now affirmed that the application of Oil of Turpentine to the part

on which Iodoform has been applied will completely mask the

characteristic odor. In cleaning the hands, for instance, a little

Oil of Turpentine is added to the wash water and the hands well

wetted with this. Then, after washing with soap and water, the

odor completely disappears.

Another suggestion, based on actual experience, comes from Sur-

geon-Captain J. S. Edye, A. M.S., of Aldershot, England, who re-

ports on a case where equal quantities of freshly ground Coffee and
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Iodoform, mixed, did away with the odor of the latter and appar-

ently in no way affected its medicinal properties.

Iodol (Tetra-Iodo-Pyrrol)—the Iodoform substitute— still seems

to find favor with a few surgeons. Its general dermatological use

has been previously recorded, but now it is reported that after some

years' experience it is found to give the best results in the special

use of treating aural eczema. The thoroughly cleansed part is

dusted with the powder and, if the auditory canal is affected, the

whole calibre is filled up with it.

Izal, the patented antiseptic, continues to be used to some ex-

tent, chiefly in Great Britain, however. It being a patented article,

detracts from its use in this country. It has no disagreeable odor

;

is a non-irritant, and does not affect the surgeon's instruments. It

makes a cloudy solution, which is objected to by some, but this

peculiarity will distinguish it from pure water or other clear solu-

tion around the surgeon's operating table.

Mr. Sheridan Delepine, Professor of Pathology in Victoria

University, England, has probably made the most careful recent

study of the year on its disinfecting and antiseptic properties.

His report comes from the Bacteriological Laboratory of Owens

College, as follows :

" Among the numerous products which have, of late years, been

proposed as advantageous substitutes for some of the older disin-

fectants and antiseptics, izal is undoubtedly one of those deserving

very special attention. Observations made by Dr. Klein nearly

three years since have shown it to be capable of killing a large

number of micro-organisms associated with various diseases, and

this it could do even when sufficiently* diluted as to cause no detri-

mental irritation of tissues.

" Among the most remarkable features of this compound are its

comparative insolubility and non-volatility at the ordinary tempera-

ture, properties which it seems difficult to associate with an active

disinfectant, but which numerous experiments have proved not to

be incompatible in this case. If we add to these the facts that izal can

be freely administered internally, used over extensive wounds, or

injected under the skin without bad effects, and, finally, that it

does not damage surgical instruments, there are sufficient grounds

to justify the impression that izal is a substance of considerable

scientific and practical interest.

" In the course of numerous experiments on well-known disinfect-

ants, I have come to the conclusion that it is difficult to compare
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the results obtained by various observers owing to the different con-

ditions under which they conduct their observations, and also be-

cause the micro-organisms which they use for the purpose of test-

ing the germicidal properties of various substances differ in their

degree of resistance according to the way in which they have been

cultivated, kept prepared for experiments, etc. Though accepting

fully the results obtained by Dr. Klein and other observers, I, at

the suggestion of Mr. J. H. Worrall, thought it might be well to

test again the germicidal properties of izal. I naturally avoided

conducting my experiments on the same lines as those fully ex-

plained in Dr. Klein's report.

" As it was my intention to study carefully the effects which

certain disturbing factors might have on the results obtained, I

investigated the action of izal on a small number of germs. I

selected them so as to get types of the most important forms of

pathogenic bacteria which one might have to deal with in practice.

These organisms were :— (1) The bacillus tuberculosis (hominis)

;

(2) the bacillus coli communis (which I preferred to the bacillus

of typhoid fever for reasons given further on)
; (3) the staphylo-

coccus pyogenes aureus
; (4) the bacillus anthracis (in the sporing

stage). In the course of the last seven months I have conducted,

with the valuable assistance of Dr. F. Coutts, over 115 experiments

with these four microbes, paying special attention to the conditions

of growth, temperature, dryness, age of germs, etc., etc., which

might be expected under ordinary circumstances to influence the

resistance of bacteria or the activity of any disinfectant. A careful

record of each experiment has been kept."

He next adds a summary of his results and concludes :

" Summing up the results of the experiments just recorded I

think that izal diluted with 100 or even 200 parts of water is a

powerful and reliable antiseptic when contact of a sufficient length

of time is secured. As an antiseptic it is more powerful than car-

bolic acid, and, if it be remembered that it causes very little irrita-

tion of living tissues, that in moderate doses it is not poisonous,

and that, practically speaking, it is not volatile, there can be little

doubt as to the immense advantages which izal possesses over car-

bolic acid in many directions/' (The Medical Chronicle, of Man-
chester, England, Vol. III., page 434.)

Lactol (Lacto-Xaphtol)—the intestinal antiseptic, analogous to

Benzo-Xaphtol—has not been reported on during the past year.
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Lactophenin is still thought considerably of by many practi-

tioners. Such observers as Drs. Stein and H. Strauss, of Germany,

have now emphasized its antipyretic action, and even claimed its

superiority over Antipyrin. It has hitherto been used chiefly as an

antipyretic, antineuralgic and hypnotic, but Dr. von Roth now
calls attention to its beneficial action in a small number (28) of

cases of acute rheumatism where the Salicylates, Antipyrin, Acet-

anilid and Sulphonal have either failed or been contra-indicated.

His doses varied all the way from 1 to 6 grammes (15.4 to 92.6

grains). He concludes :
" That both the pain and the swelling

disappear as a rule in from twenty-four to forty-eight hours ; that

the temperature keeps low, and that notwithstanding large doses

unpleasant after effects were not noticed. He finds this agent of

use also in chorea and locomotor ataxia. He believes Lactophenin

is of sufficient value to be classed with the Salicylates as an anti-

rheumatic.

Loretin ( Meta-Iod-Ortho-Oxy-Chinolin-Ana-Sulphonic Acid)

—the Iodoform substitute— is still on the market, but it apparently

has not been as prominent as its promoters had looked for. Its

claims over Iodoform of being without odor, of having neither

local or general toxic effects and of being cheaper have apparently

been verified, but still its use evidently drags and little has been

heard of it in this country.

Losophan (Tri-Iodo-Meta-Cresol)—the antiseptic containing

about 80 per cent, of Iodine—has been little heard of during the

past year, and that little has been rather against it. Dr. Abbott

Cantrell, of Philadelphia, Penn., after a year's use, thinks that it

is a waste of time to make use of it in skin diseases whatever else

it may be used for. In his dermatological practice it proved

entirely inefficacious in almost every skin disease. After a two

months' treatment of one single case of tinea sycosis he apparently

secured what might be called a cure, but in acne only slight benefit

was derived.

The future of this agent is evidently not very promising.

Lycetol (Di-Methyl-Piperazin Tartrate) —the uric acid solvent

—is still in use, but to a comparatively limited extent. Nothing

new can be reported upon it, as very little has appeared in print.

Lysol (the saponified product of coal-tar, chiefly composed of

Cresols)—the substitute offered for Carbolic Acid— is preferred by

some surgeons, but little has been reported during the year except
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poison cases. This no doubt is unfortunate, for even though this

agent may have marked advantages, such exclusively poor reports

look badly.

Lysidin is the name now given by Prof. Ladenburg, of Breslau,

Prussia, to the identical compound Ethylene-Ethenyl-Di-Amine

of A. W. Hoffmann, who first obtained it in 1888. Prof. Laden-

burg has now prepared it by his own method of dry distillation

of Sodium Acetate and Ethylene-Di-Amine Hydrochlorate, and

recommends it in cases of uric acid diathesis.

It is a very hygroscopic pinkish- white crystalline substance, with

a taste not disagreeable, but with the peculiar mousy odor of coni-

um fruit. It is readily soluble in water and is offered in the mar-

ket in a strongly alkaline 50 per cent, solution. It is claimed to

have five times the solvent power for uric acid that Piperazin has.

Dr. E. Grawitz, of Berlin, Prussia, has obtained excellent results

in two j)atients suffering from chronic gout with exacerbations

in Dr. K. Gerhard t's wards. The dose given varied from 2 to 10

grammes (30.9 to 154.3 grains) of the 50 per cent, solution in a

glassful of aerated water. Although very complete observations of

the food, urine and feces were carried out, no practical alteration

in -the uric acid excretion was noticed, therefore Dr. Grawitz con-

cludes that only part of the uric acid dissolved from the tophi by

this agent had been eliminated by the urine.

In a review of the subject of Gout at this date, Dr. Archibald E.

Garrod draws the following pertinent conclusions :

" In connection with the action of Piperazine and Lysidin, the

observations of Martin Mendelsohn are of much interest. He
shows that in the presence of urine the solvent power of these drugs

upon uric acid is abolished, and has been able to trace the inhibi-

tive action to the sodium chloride present. He concludes that the

drugs can have no power of dissolving renal or vesical concretions

of uric acid. As regards gouty tophi the case is different
;
for, in

serum, uric acid is dissolved by Piperazine and Lysidin nearly as

well as in water. The clinical effect of Lysidin in dissolving away
tophi which has been observed by Grawitz and others, and the

similar and much longer known action of lithium compounds, are,

however, as was long ago pointed out by Prof. A. W. Williamson,

very hard to understand on chemical grounds. We must remem-
ber that tophi consist not of free uric acid, but of sodium biurate,

aud it is difficult to see how the introduction into the blood of a
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metal or organic base which forms a more soluble compound with

uric acid should bring about the dissociation of the components-

of the very insoluble sodium biurate." (The London Practitioner,

Vol. LV., page 286.)

Dr. Grawitz has made use of Lysidin in acute articular rheuma-

tism, but with rather discouraging results. Antipyrin in these-

cases brought rapid recovery.

Nothing has been heard of this new agent in this country as yet*

Malakin (Salicyl-Para-Phenetidin) is still little known in

this country. Its use abroad, even, is not very general. The only

English report of any prominence is that of Dr. Robert Abernethy,

F.R.C.P.E., who made use of it in a " number of cases of pyrexia

of rheumatic and other origin," and was " much struck with its

good effects." He gives the details of one case in particular, " as-

it illustrates a troublesome condition occasionally met with in pro-

tracted cases of rheumatic fever." He then concludes :

"I was so convinced of the good effect of the drug in this case,

after other antipyretics had failed, that I have given it since in a

good many cases of pyrexia due to various causes
;
amongst others, a.

case of rheumatic fever, with advanced mitral disease, in which it

controlled the symptoms admirably without apparently causing any

considerable depression. Also in two cases of croupous pneumonia

in children of 9 and 11 respectively, in which it seemed to have a

beneficial effect, both making remarkably good and speedy recov-

eries. In short, such results as I have obtained so far encourage

me to make a further trial of the drug in those cases of pyrexia in

which either the phenaeetin or the salicylic group have been found

useful, but especially the latter, as its use seems to be attended

with a minimum of the bad effects sometimes seen under the ad-

ministration of those drugs." (Edinburgh Med. Joum., Vol. XL.,

page 692.)

On the Continent, only one report of note occurs—that of Dr.

Montagnon. He gives his successful experience in acute articular

rheumatism.

Mallein is the name given to a culture of recent development,

analogous to Tuberculin. Dr. J. S. Ely, of New York City, in a per*

iodical review of the current literature of Pathology and Bacter-

iology, reports as follows :

" Mallein has not as yet been obtained in a state of chemical purity

or even isolated, but is present in very various proportions in different

culture fluids. Forth's Mallein, which is ten times as strong as
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some samples, and the dose of which is but 0.01 gr., is thus pre-

pared. The virulenee of the bacilli of glanders having been greatly

intensified by their being passed through a succession of guinea-

pigs, cultures are made on potato between watch glasses. When
these have become perfectly black they are put into flasks and just

covered with a solution of equal parts of glycerin and distilled

water, with 3 to 5 per cent, of sublimate, and kept for ten to four-

teen days in a warm chamber at a temperature of 37.5° C. (99.5 F.)

The fluid is then strained through filtering paper and sterilized by

an hour's exposure to a steam current. The filtrate, a dichroic, i.

e., brown-green fluid, will remain sterile, and retain its activity for

six months at least, though the bottle be opened frequently.

" The dose is 0.3 to 0.5 c.cm. diluted to 3 c.cms. with 5 per cent,

phenol water. This mixture is very stable, and the Mallein may
with advantage be sent out in this form." (Amer. Jonm. of the

Med. Sciences, Vol. CIX., page 233.)

He prefaces a relation of the reports of cases by Drs. Hutyra,

Preisz, Schindelke and others, as follows :

"Although the ' Tuberculin ' of Koch failed to realize the ex-

pectations of those who hoped to find in it a cure for tuberculosis,

there could be little doubt that the characteristic febrile reaction

induced by it in tuberculous subjects only had a certain scientific,

if not a very practical, value as a means of diagnosis. But no
truth can long remain barren, and Kalning, following up the clue,

succeeded in a few months in obtaining from artificial cultures of

intensified bacilli of glanders a substance which, acting in like

manner, detects with almost unerring certainty the presence of that

disease, even in those cases of chronic farcy in which deep-seated

glands only are implicated and the general health of the animal is

apparently unaffected. This reaction, which is independent of, and
not obscured by any pyrexia already present, whether due to the

disease in question, or to concurrent febrile processes, is not mani-
fested after injections of Mallein in the course of any of those, as

tuberculosis, glandular affections, lymphangiomata, sarcomata, ca-

tarrh of antrum, pneumonia, etc., which simulate either the acute
or chronic forms of glanders or farcy. It is quite characteristic,

commencing in four, six or eight hours after the injection, culmi-
nating in ten, twelve or fourteen, and subsiding between the six-

teenth and twentieth, or in some cases not until twenty-four to

thirty-six hours. The maximum temperature of 39.5°— 40°O.
(= 95°—101°F.) once reached is maintained without oscillations
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for from six to twelve to eighteen hours, but no rise of less than

1.5°C. (= 2.7° F.) can be considered as more than ground for sus-

picion. " {Amer. Journ. of the Med. Sciences, Vol. C1X., page 232.)

No doubt more will be heard of this culture later.

Menthol calls for no special mention at this stage of its history,

as it has become a well established agent in the physician's hands.

Keports continue to be made of its successful use in pulmonary

tuberculosis.

The following formula is recommended to obtain a rapid local

anaesthesia to last about five minutes :

Menthol 2 grammes (about { 3)

Chloroform 20 " ("53)
Ether 31 " ( " 15)

To be applied by an ordinary hand spray.

Methylene Blue (Tetra-Methyl-Thionine Chloride) — the

anilin derivative—continues to be claimed by a few observers of

much benefit in cases of carcinomatous growths. Cases of definite

cures (?) are still reported, but it is rare to hear of the subsequent

history being followed up very closely.

The recent reports in the treatment of Asiatic cholera are not

very encouraging. Out of 100 cases treated by Dr. Neufeld, of

Siedlce, Kussian Poland, 60 died. Those who recovered did so

within about six days.

At the Eleventh Annual Meeting of the Fifth District Branch

of this Association, held in Brooklyn on May 28th last, Dr.

Austin Flint, of New York City, related " A Case of Filaria San-

guinis Hominis, with Chyluria, treated successfully with Methylene

Blue," in which he states

:

" Having had considerable experience in the use of methylene

blue in malarial disorders, and in view of the action of this remedy

on the Plasmodium malarim, it occurred to me that it might have

a similar effect upon the filaria. I accordingly suggested to Dr.

Henry to give the patient two grains of methylene blue every four

hours during the day, and to note the effect upon the patient and

upon the parasite." He then proceeds to relate the history of the

cases referred to, and afterwards comments as follows :

" Judging from this single case, it appears that methylene blue

is a prompt and efficient remedy for chyluria dependent upon

Filaria sanguinis hominis. In this instance more than a year
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has now elapsed without a return of the disease. This single ex-

perience points to the possibility of benefit from methylene blue in

the treatment of other diseases due to the filaria, such as chylous

collections in the peritoneal cavity and in the cavity of the tunica

vaginalis testis, hematuria, and elephantiasis.

"About two years ago I made an observation on a perfectly

healthy subject on the effects of methylene blue on the urine. An
hour and a half after taking a grain and a half of methylene blue

the urine was distinctly colored. In two hours and a half the urine

was intensely blue. The methylene blue was continued, a grain

and a half three times daily, for three days, and twice daily for

four days, without the slightest inconvenience. It was discontinued

at the end of the seventh day. The urine gradually lost its blue

color, but it did not disappear until about forty-eight hours after

the last dose. During the administration of the drug the faeces

were colored blue.

" I have used methylene blue with success in malarial enlarge-

ment of the spleen, in chronic cystitis, and in a few cases of gon-

orrhea. I have given it in doses of a grain and a half to two

grains, in capsules, two or three times daily. In a few cases it has

produced some irritation of the neck of the bladder, but this has

been exceptional. It has been recommended to give about thirty

grains of powTdered nutmeg with each close of methylene blue, to

guard against bladder irritation. In cases in which any trouble of

this kind has occurred I have corrected it easily with nutmeg. In

malaria it has been found that methylene blue directly attacks the

Plasmodium and promptly relieves the symptoms in many cases,

but the good effects are not so lasting as when the condition is over-

come by quinine. This has been my experience ; but in some cases

of enlarged and painful spleen of malarial origin, which have re-

sisted quinine, the methylene blue has acted promptly and most

satisfactorily. Having used this remedy for seven or eight days, I

have discontinued it and substituted quinine in moderate doses and
continued for several weeks, with excellent results.

"I give my experience with methlyne blue in gonorrhea with

great diffidence, for the reason that my opportunities for testing

it have been small, and the results in the hands of others to whom
I have suggested its use have not been entirely satisfactory. My
attention was directed to its use in gonorrhea by an article by Dr.

Max Emhorn, which appeared in the Medical Record for November
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1, 1891. I was specially struck with the logic of this treatment

for gonorrhea, as both methyl blue and methylene blue are used

largely in staining the gonococcus." (iV. Y. Med. Journ., Vol.

LXL, page 737.)

On the other hand, Dr. Wm. J. Bobinson, of New York City, most

decidedly differs with Dr. Flint. After relating his experience

which he admits is not large, he claims that it has been sufficient

to convince him that this agent is not only utterly worthless, but

positively injurious. His conclusions are as follows :

" If we see a case of specific urethritis in a very early stage—the

first day—then the use of methylene blue, by its direct action on

the gonococci, may do good, though we run the risk of strangury

and general toxic manifestations. But as soon as the gonococci

have penetrated beneath the epithelial layer of the urethral mucosa

then methylene blue can do nothing or harm.

"I have used it in three cases of intermittent fever with fair

results, but its action is certainly much inferior to that of quinine

and arsenic. My general conclusions, therefore, coincides with

that of Laveran, that used internally methylene blue is good only

for one purpose—to color the urine blue. It is an excellent color-

ing agent, though, for the plasmodia malariae and the gonococci

Neisseri, and is useful when employed externally in cancerous and

tuberculous affections. It is undoubtedly very pleasant to be in a

position to report brilliant successes and cures from a new remedy,

but it is certainly just as useful to show the reverse side of the

medal, and thus save our fellow-practitioners many failures and our

patients much unnecessary suffering." (JV. Y. Med. Journ., Vol.

LXIL, page 136.)

This agent has had a comparatively limited use in this country.

Migranin (Double Citrate of Antipyrin and Caffein)—recom-

mended for the treatment of sick headache and neuralgia—has not

been favorably received even on its native soil, for a report is pub-

lished that the police authorities of Hamburg, Germany, have issued

a notice warning the public against using it except under a physi-

cian's direction. Its free sale has been forbidden in the local

pharmacies.

Nothing has been reported upon it in this country.

Naphtol (/3-Naphtol) calls for no special mention, particularly

as it has now become a well recognized antiseptic agent, especially

in the intestinal track, and officinal in most national pharmaco-

poeias. It is somewhat disagreeable to administer, particularly
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to children, but Dr. E. Embley, of West Melbourne, Australia,

recommends the following emulsion which he extols as an effective

and agreeable intestinal antiseptic in typhoid fever :

Olive Oil -10.000 grammes (about 10 3 )

Powd. Acacia sufficient to make an emulsion.

Dissolve in the emulsion by heating.

tf-N'aphtol. . . 4.000 grammes (about 13)

Then add

Cassia Oil 0.400 grammes (about 7 minims)

Glycerin 30.000 " ( " lz
)

Distilled Water 175.000 " ( " 54 =
)

One tablespoonful to be given every four hours.

Good results continue to be reported from several observers after

the injection of Camphorated Naphtol (Xaphtol Camphor) in tuber-

cular peritonitis.

Neurodin ('Acetyl-Para-Oxy-Phenyl-Urethane)—the new anti-

neuralgic and analgesic alluded to last year— is still before the

medical profession and is being closely investigated. The most
thorough study during the year has been made by Dr. Ugo Lippi,

of Italy. His experiments were made on 14 cases and were classi-

fied as follows : 1. Experiments on patients not suffering from
pain, made in order to determine the limits of tolerance of the drug,

and the possible toxic effects which might be caused by it. 2.

Experiments on patients suffering from pain of various kinds,

either in the form of essential neuralgia or that accompanying
other morbid conditions.

Dr. Lippi then draws the following conclusions: 1. This agent
maybe given in doses varying from 500 milligrammes to 3 grammes
(7.7 to 46.3 grains), with good effect and may be repeated several

times a day. 2. Such doses are harmless and produce no more serious

effect than occasional diarrhea, with or without intestinal pain.

3. Practically no physiological effects were noted ; in rare cases

there was a slight diminution in the heart beats, but no marked
effect on the kidneys was noticed. 4. Its analgesic action was
found to be soothing, even abolishing pain, whether neuralgic in

character or symptomatic of an organic affection. 5. Its action, how-
ever, is uncertain, and much inferior to that of remedies such as

Phenacetin and Antipyrin. In addition it has the great disad-

vantage of not being readily soluble in most of the ordinary vehicles.
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Nitroglycerin (Glonoin, Trinitrin) in the form of a one per

cent, alcoholic solution is officinal in both the British and U. S.

Pharmacopoeias, and has found an established use, therefore little

comment is to be looked for here. However, Dr. P. M. Mikhal-

kine, of Nijni-Novgorod, Russia, has recently found a new and

successful use for it in sciatica. Its powerful anti-neuralgic prop-

erties were well exhibited in three cases which would not respond

to Antipyrin, Phenacetin, Acetanilid, Chloral, Bromides and other

agents.

He is able to report two cures and one marked improvement.

He prefers the following mixture :

Alcoholic Solution of Trinitrin lfc 5.0 grammes (about 80 grains)

Tincture of Capsicum 7.5 " ( "120 "
)

Peppermint Water 15.0 "
( " 240 "

)

Five to ten drops to be taken three times a day.

Nosophen (Tetra-Iodo-Phenol-Phthalein) is, as might be in-

ferred, an iodine compound. It is prepared by Drs. A. Classen and

W. Lob by treating a solution of Phenol-Phthalein with Iodine.

It is a pale yellow, odorless and tasteless powder, insoluble in water

and acids, slightly so in alcohol but readily soluble in ether, chlo-

roform and the alkalies, and contains about 60 per cent, of Iodine.

It is an acid in its reaction and forms salts with many of the

ordinary bases. Its Bismuth salt is known by the name " Eudoxin "

and the Sodium salt by the name " Antinosin." A. series of experi-

ments has already been carried on with this agent upon animals

and man, both internally and hypodermically applied, and Iodine

has failed to show itself in the urine. In fact no toxic effects

whatever were noted. Dr. Otto Seifert, of Wurzburg, Bavaria,

therefore undertook to make practical application of its marked

desiccating and antiseptic properties by insufflation in the treat-

ment of acute coryza, chronic rhinitis with accompanying hyperse-

cretion, balanitis, soft chancre and eczema, with considerable advan-

tage in all cases.

Dr. Theodor Koll also reports favorable results in the same class

of cases.

It is specially adapted, owing to its comparative insolubility

and freedom from odor, to the after-treatment of operations on the

nose by insufflation. It prevents suppuration and formation of

adhesions after the application of the chemical or galvanic cautery.

It causes no irritation and no secretion in rhinitis sicca. It dimin-
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ishes the secretion and cures the inflammation quicker than Bis-

muth, Aristol, Europhen, or Sodium Sozoiodolate in rhinitis hyper-

secretoria. It apparently shortens the course of rhinitis acuta. In

one case of nasal diphtheria where it was employed the membrane
disappeared in four days.

In venereal diseases also it finds special application. Six cases

of balanoposthitis were cured in three days. In cases of soft

chancre it was equal to Europhen if the precaution was taken to first

cauterize the sore in order to prevent it forming a crust and retain-

ing the secretion. The number of cases of hard chancre treated

was too small to form any definite opinion.

One case of weeping eczema of traumatic origin was cured in a

remarkably short time.

Dr. A. Lieven, of Germany, first made use of the Sodium salt

(bluish in color), giving it the name " Antinosin," having found

cases in which he desired a soluble salt which this is. A one per

cent, solution was found to prevent the further development of the

anthrax bacillus, staphylococcus pyogeneus aureus and the diph-

theria bacillus within an hour, and has been used in this strength

and over by Prof. K. Posner, of Berlin, Prussia, and others, in

irrigating the bladder in cystitis. The beneficial effect, however,

was not uniformly good, for in some cases it was not well borne.

" Eudoxin"—the Bismuth salt—has been used with some good

effect by Dr. Theodor Rosenheim, of Germany, in twenty-six cases

of intestinal catarrh, principally chronic. He attributes the good

results largely to its antifermentative action and its freedom from

deranging the stomach, even in dyspeptics.

This new agent has not been used in this country as yet.

Paraldehyde has now an established reputation among prac-

titioners generally, which is strengthened by the following report

by Dr. B. D. Evans, on the therapeutics of the prominent drugs

used in the Morris Plains Hospital (Insane), Morristown, N. J.,

during the last year :

" After several years' trial this drug has established itself as a

valuable and reliable hypnotic, to which, however, there are two
serious objections

;
first, that it gives to patients when swallowing

it the sensation of smothering or strangling, and second, its slow

elimination through the lungs, leaving some patients drowsy and

all patients with its strong odor for six or eight hours after its

sleep-producing effects have passed away, but withal it may be re-

lied upon to give to a case of almost any form of insomnia from
4
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four to six hours of refreshing sleep, when administered in doses of

from one to two fluid drachms, mixed in equal parts of sp. fru-

menti and syr. aurentii. In the sleeplessness of chronic alcohol-

ism, alcoholic mania, delirium tremens, and of chronic "disturb-

ers " this drug has no superior as a hypnotic. In many of the

acute forms of insanity it acts very gratefully, but occasionally it

fails. It does not disturb the appetite, and does not depress the

heart's action/'

Pental (Tri-Methyl-Ethylene)—the anaesthetic for minor oper-

ations—has not been reported on during the year.

Phenacetin (Para-Acet-Phenetidin) has been repeatedly

claimed as producing no ill elfects. This is comparatively true only,

for much dissatisfaction has been expressed by some observers. A
" Study in Therapeutics " (Brit. Med. Jburn., Vol. II. for 1894,

page 1444) expresses about the position two of the newer anti-

pyretics (Acetanilid and Phenacetin) assume according to experi-

ence up to date. In relation to Phenacetin it is stated that "

we may meet with unpleasant and profuse diaphoresis, rendering its

habitual use in phthisis and typhoid fever undesirable
;
collapse

and exhaustion are not unknown even after medium doses, while

palpitation and oppression of breathing followed by nausea and

vomiting have likewise been observed. Cutaneous eruptions, chiefly

urticarious, prevail with a frequency scarcely inferior to antipyrin
;

and cyanosis of the face due to changes in the haemoglobin may be

seen to a similar degree. In short, we may meet all the ill effects

of the aromatic group, though the incidence is undoubtedly less.

Its use as an antipyretic, however, remains small, as its power in

that respect is not equal to the others except when given in doses

that are very often associated with symptoms of intoxication/'

Phenocoll (Amido-Para-Acet-Phenetidin), the antipyretic,

although still largely in use, has been little written upon during

the past year, and nothing of value can be noted.

Physiological Phenomenon. Although not strictly within

the scope of these comments, still of interest and possibly of profit,

will be the following account of " An Ingenious Toy " as related in

the Brit. Med. Journ., Vol. I, for 1895, page 272 :

" A toy has recently been brought out which will possess interest

to all who have studied color vision and the physiological side of

optical science. It is extremely simple, consisting of a flat circular

disc mounted as a top. One-half of the disc is white, the other

black. On the white half are drawn in different positions small
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segments of black circles concentric with the circumference. If

one were asked to prophesy what would be the result of the fusion

of black and white color sensations which occurs in spinning the

top, one would possibly say gray. But the remarkable fact is

nevertheless true that the rings appear colored—red, yellow, blue

and violet. On reversing the top, the order of the colors is reversed.

The top is the invention of Mr. C. E. Benham, who calls it the arti-

ficial spectrum top. His explanation of the phenomenon is not,

however, satisfactory. The top has been shown at the Physiological

Society,' but the assembled physiologists failed to advance any

explanation at all. Color sensations as the result of mixing black

and white are not altogether unknown to physiologists, but there

has never been any good hypothesis advanced to account for them.

The subject demands renewed and careful study, and we shall await

with interest a scientific reason for this curious phenomenon."

Piperazin (Di-Ethylene-Di-Amine) continues to be largely

used, but from the reports of the year, investigations have been

chiefly in the line of its Value as a Solvent of Uric Acid Stones in

Urine. Dr. J. Fawcett, F.R.C.S., of London, England, conducted

some experiments in this line, and in view of the paper published

by Dr. John Gordon, of Aberdeen, Scotland (alluded to here last

year), he published a " Note " and gives some of his results. He
concludes :

" Although a watery solution of piperazin has a marked effect,

yet a solution of piperazin in urine of the strength used—that is,

about 1 in 1,000—has no effect whatever. The slight increase in

weight was again, no doubt, due to deposit of phosphates on the

stone. In Dr. Gordon's experiments the strengths of solutions of

piperazin in urine were 1 per cent., 2 per cent., 5 per cent, and 7.5

per cent., and no experiments were done with solutions weaker

than these. But according to Dr. Gordon's own showing, when 2

grammes of piperazin were taken daily, only 0.3 gramme of unoxi-

dized piperazin was excreted. This is about 0.02 per cent.,

taking 1,500 c.cm. as the normal amount of urine passed daily.

As, therefore, his experiments do not deal with anything like such

a percentage of piperazin in the urine, they do not in any way
prove the therapeutical value of piperazin as a solvent of uric acid.

" It appears, however, from the powerful action of piperazin in a

watery or an alkaline medium that it is along these lines any real

advance in testing its therapeutical value can be obtained, and I
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am at present conducting experiments from this point of view.""

(Brit. Med. Journ., Vol. II. for 1894, page 1426.)

Pixol, the tar soap " cheap disinfectant " alluded to here last

year, has been practically unheard of during the past year, and no

doubt has retired.

Pyoktanin (Methyl-Violet)—the anilin dye "pus destroyer"

—has had comparatively little attention paid to it during the past

year in the current medical literature. This may be partially due,,

as one observer writes, to its medicinal properties not being fully

understood as yet, and that it must be more closely and thoroughly

studied.

Pyretine—the new antipyretic and analgesic of last year— has

not been reported on during the year just passed.

Resol—the proprietary disinfectant similar to Creolin—has not

been reported on during the year.

Resorbin—the new excipient emulsion of Almond Oil, Yellow

Wax, Gelatin, Soap, and Lanolin alluded to here last year—has been

practically unheard of during the year just passed. It has been

previously remarked that little evidence has yet been produced to

prove its superiority over the officinal Oleic Acid.

Resorcin (Officinal) apparently holds its own in the medical

world and but little new has been reported. Dr. Moncorvo, of Rio

de Janeiro, Brazil, however, has again advanced the theory that

pertussis is a local affection and that microscopical examination has

proved the existence of the specific microbe. He claims to have

found this microbe in the sputum and reproduced the affection by

inoculation of animals. To attack this microbe he has observed

that the most effective remedy yet found is a one per cent, solution

of Resorcin applied locally to the larynx.

Dr. Boeck recommends the following formulae in the treatment

of frost bite

:

Resorcin 1 part

Ichthyol 1
"

Tannic Acid 1
"

Water 5 parts

To be well mixed and applied at night time by means of a brush.

If any one of the above ingredients is objectionable in any case, he
offers the following :

Powdered Talc 1 part

Resorcin 2 parts

Acacia Mucilage 5
"

Water 5 "

To be well mixed and applied as in the other formula.
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Salaktol (Salactol) is the very unfortunate and misleading

name adopted by the manufacturers in Bremen, Germany, for the

patented combination (?)—rather mixture—of Hydrogen Dioxide

Solution Ifo, Sodium Salicylate and Sodium Lactate (proportions

not given).

Dr. Walle has met with remarkable success in a series of 52 cases

of diphtheria in every variety of the affection and age of patient

—

all were successful (!!).

Local applications were made every two to three hours in every

case possible, but if the age or rebelliousness of the patient pre-

vented, inhalations were conducted every two hours, lasting fifteen

minutes. The temperature fell rapidly and the swelling, headache,

backache and pain in the neck and limbs quickly disappeared.

There were no sequelae : no paralysis and no nephritis.

This agent is also recommended as a prophylactic, to be used in

weak solution as a gargle.

Nothing has been heard of it in this country as yet.

Saligenin is not a new chemical, but has not been produced

heretofore under conditions favorable to its use in medicine. Dr.

Lederer, of Germany, has now succeeded in producing it synthetic-

ally from Phenol and Formaldehyde, and has thus brought it more

prominently before the profession. Reports are still meagre, but it

has been successfully tried in seven cases of acute rheumatism and

one of gout. Ill effects were not produced when administered in

doses varying from 500 milligrammes to 1 gramme (7.7 to 15.4

grains) every one or two hours. It is given either in the powder

form or in the following dilute solution :

Saligenin 2 per cent.

Alcohol 15

Distilled Water 83

Of this solution one or two tablespoonfuls every hour is the dose.

Salipyrin, reported to be a true Salicylate of Antipyrin, is

now considered by some as a mere mixture of the component parts,

which fact goes toward bearing out the comment made here last

year that nothing yet has been reported to show that far better re-

sults cannot be obtained from the administration of the Salicylic

Acid and Antipyrin in proportions varying with the circumstances

of each case, rather than be compelled to give the proportions of-

fered in the mixture.

Its uses during the past year have been apparently constant in the

same line as reported here last year, especially in the treatment of
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uterine hemorrhages. Dr. E. G. Orthmann, of Berlin, Prussia, has

recently reported on fifty cases where it was given in 65 milli-

grammes (1 grain) doses three times a day. His results varied,

and although he found it worthy of attention, still he looked to

further researches as being most desirable.

Salol (Phenyl Salicylate) keeps prominently before the medical

profession, no doubt sustained there by now being recognized in

the U. S. Pharmacopoeia. According to reports, it continues to be

classed by many as far from being a safe agent, for poisoning cases

are still too frequent.

Its use in cholera is still being pushed, and with reported benefit

in quite a list of cases. However, its promoters do not offer an

altogether satisfactory explanation of its lack of success in some

patients.

It is reported to have been used successfully in rheumatic affec-

tions and scarlet fever, but the cases are too few yet to substantiate

the claims.

Salophen (Acetyl-Para-Amido-Salol) continues to be consid-

ered by the majority of those who have used it as an agreeable

(tasteless), efficient and safe agent in acute and subacute cases of

rheumatism, but appears to fail in chronic cases. Even as much
as this cannot be said of Sodium Salicylate and other anti-rheu-

matic agents.

Dr. Bertram H. Waters, A.M., of New York City, relates in detail

his hospital practice of twenty-five cases, and concludes :

"In reviewing the cases just enumerated, it will be seen

—

" 1. That in almost every case improvement has been rapidly ef-

fected, and the average length of time for reduction of fever has

been six days, as against eight days for the ol. gaultherise and nine

days for sodium salicylate.

" 2. That no complication more serious than the extension of the

process to other joints was observed.

"3. That the average length of hospital treatment has been : un-

der salophen, eighteen days ; for ol. gaultheriag and sodium salicy-

lates, each twenty-five days approximately.

" It should be noted that this in every case includes after-treat-

ment with iron and tonics.

" 4. That in no cases have gastric, renal, or constitutional disturb-

ances been observed, while all have been developed under the other

drugs.

" When the disparity in the number of cases reported is remem-
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bered, this seems a clear point in favor of the new remedy, thirteen

cases of salophen having been collected, as against seven of salicy-

late and five of gaultherige.

" Finally, as it is exceedingly easy of administration and is not at

all unpleasant to the taste, it answers the last condition demanded.
" There is one objection which can be made to its use, and that is

a valid one, especially in hospital practice, viz., that it is expen-

sive. It is to be regretted that in these cases the data as to the

duration of treatment with the drug are not exact enough to warrant

a conclusion as to the relative amount used. From the margin in

its favor in the entire duration of ward treatment in these cases

perhaps the objection could be met." {N.Y. Med. Journal, Vol.

LXI., page 659.)

Dr. Pierre Marie, of Paris, France, reported his results with this

agent at the meeting of the Medical Society of Hospitals, on May
31st last, and substantiated Dr. Waters' results.

Much more will undoubtedly be heard from this agent.

Salubrin is the fancy name given to a patented mixture of

Acetic Anhydride 2 per cent.

Acetic Ether 25 "

Alcohol 50 "

Water 23

100 u

Its action being too strong in the above formula, it is recom-

mended to be diluted all the way from 2 to 6 parts of water to 1 of

the mixture. It is extolled as an efficient antiseptic and hemo-
static in contusions, skin affections, rheumatism, pleuritis, influ-

enza and to relieve the coughing in pulmonary troubles.

Nothing is known of it in this country as yet.

Salumine—the new astringent of last year—has been unheard
of since last alluded to.

Senega Root has been repeatedly noticed with a distinct odor

of oil of wintergreen and adulteration was suspected until Goldener

showed that under certain conditions many plants of the natural

order Polygalaceae afford Methyl Salicylate, and therefore the sup-

posed adulterant was a natural constituent of the root.

It is noticed that the Swiss Pharmacopoeia has adopted the test

for salicylic acid in the ether extract of Senega Root, to identify

it as being the true root.
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Somnal—the liquid hypnotic compound made by the union of

Chloral, Alcohol and Urethane—has received little prominence

during the year.

The only notice of much account comes from Russia. Dr.

Khmielefski, of Odessa, published an interesting article upon the

relative value in asylum practice of Chloralose, Somnal and Trional

as hypnotics. Trional was fairly certain and rapid, but is contra-

indicated in melancholia, hypochondriasis or whenever any mental

depression is present. Chloralose is somewhat less certain. The

quantity required varies much in different cases and at different

times in the same person. It acts more rapidly than Trional, but

sleep is less prolonged. Somnal was found, in the few cases in

which it was given, to be a valuable and reliable agent. The sleep ap-

proached natural sleep. In some respects it possessed advantages over

the other two agents. It was, however, contra-indicated if any gastro-

intestinal disturbance was present, as it tends to increase this.

Sozo-Iodol (Di-Iodo-Para-Phenyl-Sulphonic Acid) has been

little heard of during the past year. It looks now as if it would

gradually pass out of notice.

Spermin has an increasing number of advocates, but on the

other hand many are still skeptical.

Dr. Alexander W. Poehi, of St. Petersburg, Russia, has contin-

ued his observations and is still more convinced than ever that

this is a most important agent. He expanded the subject lately in

the Berlin Medical Society and the discussion brought out diverse

views. He still holds to his explanation of its action as referred to

here last year.

Sulphonal (Di-Ethyl-Sulphon-I)i-Methvl-Methane) continues

to be a very prominent agent in the practitioner's hands, although

caution is urged and exercised pretty generally.

As a hypnotic, the proper quarter to look for the fairest and

most unbiased report is the Insane Asylum. Dr. B. D. Evans reports

the experience of the Morris Plains Hospital, Morristown, X. J., as

follows :

"This may be called a sister drug to trional, as it belongs to the

same family—in fact it is the elder sister. It is not suited to the

treatment of insomnia incident to melancholia, for not an infre-

quent symptom following its use is a feeling of decided depression

and mental confusion. In many cases it has shown very decided

toxic effects in small doses, while in others large doses are well

borne. As small doses as fifteen grains have in several instances
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produced alarming symptoms, causing great depression of the

heart's action, and a condition of collapse. It frequently upsets

the stomach, causing vomiting and loss of appetite. While it is

fairly sure to produce sleep, it is slow of action, the average time

after administration before sleep comes on being about three hours.

" Occasionally an eruption over the body follows its use. After

a continued use, the urine is found to be of a dark color, which a

microscopical and clinical examination proves to be from the pres-

ence of haematoporphyrin, and in some cases large quantities of in-

dican. Our experience with this hypnotic teaches us to be very

cautious in its administration, to watch closely the effects of the

first doses in a patient who has not previously taken it, and always

to discontinue its use when the urine gets dark.''

Dr. Edmund Andrews, of Chicago, 111., Professor of Clinical

Surgery in the Northwestern Medical School, after reading the

comment on this agent made here last year, writes as follows :

" I see that you, in common with other authors, speak of Sul-

phonal as if it were only a hypnotic. I found some years ago that it

had a singular anti-spasmodic quality, and in consequence of my
brief writings and personal statements on that point, it is consid-

erably used in Illinois for that effect.

" In the painful muscular spasms after fractures of the thigh,

and of some other bones, its effects are surprising in effectually

suppressing the spasms without necessarily inducing sleep. Opiates

will do it as long as the patient keeps awake, but the moment he

drops asleep he is liable to be aroused by the spasms. Sulphonal

suppresses them totally by night or day, without any reference to

whether the patient is asleep or awake.
" Some healthy men are troubled by cramps in the limbs at

night. Sulphonal taken occasionally—sometimes only once a week

—prevents them. The effect seems to be very prolonged.
ft Some cases of persistent hiccough are stopped by it.

M Some surgeons use it to arrest nocturnal emission of semen
with striking effect, the action seeming to be by arresting the

nocturnal spasms of the ejaculatory muscular fibres that expel the

semen.

" I do not know that any one has tried it in epilepsy or tetanus.

" Its hypnotic and anodyne powers are feeble.

" I have not seen it produce any of the alarming symptoms often

described when given in 10 or 15 grain doses for cramps once in a

day or two, or in 8 grain doses for nocturnal emissions given two or

three times a day/'
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Mr. J. A. Shaw-Mackenzie, M.R.C.S., of London, England, rec-

ommends this agent in railway and sea-sickness. He reports as

follows :

'''Inquiry elicits the fact that there are many who suffer from

railway sickness. I am not aware that direct attention has been

given to this special cause of megrim ; I am satisfied, however,

that the inconvenience is real and that there are many who are

more or less knocked up by a long journey, and in whom a railway

journey of two hours produces as much dread and misery as a sea

passage. I venture to draw attention to the value of sulphonal in

these cases, and to suggest its further and more extended trial in

both railway and sea journeys. In children train sickness is com-

mon, while in adults railway megrim varies from undue fatigue and

inability to sleep the same night to intense headache, sickness, and

prostration coming on after some two hours in the train. The dose

of sulphonal would vary, of course, according to the severity of the

symptoms and the length of the journey. In my own case I find

that ten to fifteen grains are sufficient for the day journey to Edin-

burgh, while twenty to thirty grains in divided doses are necessary

for the night and day journey to the North of Scotland. The fol-

lowing cases are further illustrative :

" 1. A married woman, who generally suffers from headache,

nausea, and sleeplessness, after a long journey, took on starting fif-

teen grains of the drug. She traveled from London to Newcastle-

on-Tyne on a day journey without headache and sickness, while re-

freshing sleep followed at night. 2. Another married woman who

journeyed from Paris to Pau, on taking ten grains, felt well and

fresh, while her governess and little boy, who are usually sick, trav-

eled better and were not sick on taking ten and five grains

respectively. She thinks a second dose might have been taken by

them with advantage. 3. A single woman, who journeyed from

London to Cannes, after taking fifteen grains, did not feel the

journey more than in going from London to York, though usually

knocked up. I might say I have tried antipyrin, phenacetin, the

bromides, and chloral, but have not experienced the same benefit as

with sulphonal. An aperient dose the day before traveling is, I

think, advantageous, while facing the engine or lying down is help-

ful. As to the value of sulphonal in sea-sickness I can only pro-

duce three cases in its favor. Many patients who suffer from

railway sickness do not suffer from sea-sickness, or only slightly :

1. A married woman, traveling from London to Guernsey, who was
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usually sea-sick, after taking teu grains had a good journey and

was not sick. 2. A single woman, traveling from London to

Flushing, who was always sea-sick in the calmest weather, after

taking fifteen grains slept well and was not sick, arriving fresh.

3. A married woman, traveling from London to Dublin, who had

always been sick and dreaded the journey, after taking ten grains

slept well, was not sick, and arrived altogether fresh and well."

(The London Lancet, Vol. I. for 1S95, page 1434.)

Symphoral (Sodium-Caffein-Sulphonate)—the new synthetic

diuretic, alluded to here last year—has not been reported upon dur-

ing the year.

Tablets. The following criticism of what is appropriately

called " The Tablet Fad," is extremely timely and deserves repe-

tition and emphasizing here :

"Unquestionably one of the greatest evils from which legitimate

pharmacy and medicine suffer is the indiscriminate use of com-

pressed tablets. Beginning in a small way, they have gradually in-

creased in use until now they threaten to overthrow all other form

of preparations. Their convenience, portability, and cheapness are

elements that appeal to many, and in the case of inorganic chem-

icals and well-defined organic compounds, like strychnine, mor-

phine, atropine, etc., they afford, in many cases, a valuable means

of drug-administration, but the danger to legitimate pharmacy and

medicine lies not in the use of the tablet, but in its abuse ; and it is

upon this matter that we wish to speak.

" In the evolution of drug-administration different forms of prepa-

rations have successively arisen. Crude drugs have been followed

by infusions, and these by tinctures, extracts, fluid extracts, and

active principles. Xone of these, however, has wholly replaced

the others. Each class has shown especial value, and met special

indications in disease-treatment. Hence, as a result, medicine has

had her implements of treatment largely increased, and pharmacy
has broadened in work.

" But in the use of tablets a different result is sought. The tablet

faddists claim that all medicinal preparations should be given in

the form of tablets, and like all extremists they are wrong. After

the fad is over it will be found that tablets afford a valuable means
of drug-administration in certain cases, and may be used at times

with advantage. That they will permanently replace all the older

forms of preparation we do not believe possible, especially in the

case of preparations of drugs of organic origin, for the reason that
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tablets cannot be made to contain the same proximate principles,

in the same soluble form, and in the same proportion, as found in

various galenical preparations. Even if it were possible to do this,

the tablet does not afford the readiness of assimilation and result-

ing promptness in action given by other forms of preparations,

notably the liquid ones.
(i Now, when physicians learn that they cannot get as good thera-

peutical results with tablets as with other forms of medicaments,

they will use tablets for special cases only—after the present fad

subsides, for like all other men, including the pharmacist, the

modern physician must have his fad.

"The abuse of the tablet lies in the endeavor made to have it re-

place all other forms of drug preparations. Notably is this so in

the case of tablets alleged to represent tinctures and fluid extracts.

Granting that the liquid preparations be rightly made, we believe

that the heat used in concentrating and drying them with the dilu-

ent to make the powder for the tablet, must result in an alteration

of the proximate principles of the drug, both in proportion and kind.

" Heat is a most important factor in altering the character and

amount of active princ^les in a drug preparation. Take, for

example, digitalis infusion. M. Roger has shown (Amer. Jovrn.

Pharm., 1889, 174) that the toxicity of digitalis infusion is very

notably diminished when the product of maceration is simply con-

centrated on a water-bath ; from 90 to 150 times the amount of the

heated product being required to cause death, as compared with

the cold water product. What is true of infusion of digitalis when

heated, is very probably true of other drug preparations.

" How the commercial tablets alleged to represent galenical prep-

arations are made is known only in a general way ; each manufac-

turer following his own working details. We have been informed,

however, on good authority, of a practice pursued by one manufac-

turer in the making of tablets of the so-called narcotic tinctures

(t. e., aconite, belladonna, digitalis, etc.), which, if true, is open to

the severest censure. This manufacturer, finding that his tablets

of these tinctures stuck together on keeping in stock, adopted a

new procedure. Instead of making the tablets contain the tincture

in minims, as represented, he makes a fluid extract of the drug,

evaporates to a thick consistency, washes with petroleum benzin

to remove resin, coloring matter and benzin soluble extractive,

spreads on plates, dries with heat, and makes up into tablets.

" Now, apart from the question as to whether this benzin treat-
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merit removes or alters any active principles or not, the fact re-

mains that such tablets are not what they are represented to be.

Instead of being made of tinctures, as claimed, they are made of

fluid extracts, concentrated by heat, washed with a solvent that re-

moves certain proximate principles, and then heated to eliminate

the persistently remaining traces of benzin, which heat probably

modifies, if it does not destroy, the remaining proximate constitu-

ents. The most enthusiastic tablet faddist can hardly claim that

tablets made in this way are fit to replace properly-made tinctures.

" Whether this practice is followed by other manufacturers or

not we do not know, but we believe that the surest way for physi-

cians to get the best therapeutical results with drugs of organic

origin is to use properly-made tinctures and other galenical prep-

arations made by pharmacists. These preparations may vary,

somewhat, from natural causes, in their proportion of active prin-

ciples, but they vary no more than the varying personalities of sick

patients, and as they are usually given until physiological effects are

had, the danger in the use of non-standardized preparations of po-

tent drugs is more apparent than real, and has been greatly exag-

gerated.

" We believe that tablets have had their day, or rather have

reached their zenith of popularity, and like every form of drug-

preparation that has preceded them, will pass away, in part, at

least, to make room for something else ; and when this takes place,

physicians will then' be found to cry to the newcomer, as they do

now with the older galenical preparations and the compressed tab-

let :
' Le roi est mort. Vive le roi !' It should be the aim of

physicians and pharmacists everywhere to work together to dis-

courage the abuse of the tablet form of drug-administration."

—

Alumni Report. (Pharm. Journ. and Trans., Vol. XXV., page 583.)

The following is likewise pertinent here, and it is urged that it

also may be very carefully considered : Having occasion to remove
from their old resting-place the books and instruments in his

father's office, the editor of the Medical Age " found a parcel of

tablet triturates recently left by the representative of a tablet

manufacturer. A brother practitioner occupied a neighboring

office, and the tablets were handed to him for future use. The
gift was vigorously declined :

i No, thank you ; I don't want
them. I don't employ them myself, and I think it's a sin to coun-

sel their use. These tablet triturates are doing serious mischief.

Many of our young practitioners, fresh from college, are not strong
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in their therapeutics. When at a loss for suitable remedies they

look up the price-list of the tablet maker, ascertain the various

remedies employed in the given disease, make their pick, and then

dispense. Suppose I have a case of bronchitis. I simply look up
bronchitis in the list—I see " bronchitis tablets"

—

Eureka !

'

" It is plain that under these circumstances the young physician is

not specially impelled to acquire a solid knowledge of therapeutics.

Study is hard work, and of most men it is emphatically true that

they study only what they must. The tablet triturate is accordingly

an ever present temptation ; it demoralizes— it causes the physician

to look upon his price-list as a compendium of therapeutics, deludes

him into the notion that he has found a quick and easy road to the

cure of disease, or at the best begets a mechanical, routine habit of

prescribing.

" No one will venture to compare tablet triturates with the wonder-

ful instruments of precision which have been introduced into modern

medicine—the stethoscope, the fever thermometer, the sphygmo-

graph, the pleximeter, etc. And yet we have heard veteran practi-

tioners, who used and valued these auxiliaries at their true worth,

deplore the effect which they were plainly exerting on the younger

generation of medical men. Too great is the reliance placed on these

instruments of precision—too little the pains taken to train the per-

ceptions. Not a few treat the thermometer instead of the fever.

Frequently the physician becomes the slave of his implements, and

what were intended as his aids prove his undoing by inducing a

neglect to cultivate the eye, the ear, the touch." {Pharm. Journ.

and Trans., Vol. XXV., page 584.)

Tannal (Aluminium Tannate)—the astringent— has not been

heard of during the year past.

Tannigen (Acetyl Tannin)—the odorless and tasteless form of

Tannin, insoluble in water and acids but readily soluble in alkaline

solutions— is theoretically an elegant form in which to administer

Tannin as it passes the stomach and accomplishes its beneficial

results in the intestinal track.

Dr. C. Kiinkler, of Bonn, Germany, has made careful experi-

ments with this agent in 41 cases of chronic gastro-enteritis, mostly

children. Those as young as one year were treated, and many had

been unsuccessfully treated with Naphthalin and Bismuth. Appar-

ently all were greatly benefited and some of them were claimed to

be " cured." Dr. Kiinkler recommends that Tannigen be tried in

typhoid fever.
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Tetronal—closely allied to Sulphonal and Trional—has re-

ceived even less attention than last year, but is often mentioned in

direct comparative relation to its two allies. Sulphonal has in its

composition two ethyl radicles, Trional has three and Tetronal

four. It was claimed at one time with some degree of truth that

the hypnotic effects of this class of agents were in direct proportion

to the number of ethyl radicles. This is still claimed with some

reason as existing in the case of Sulphonal and Trional, but appar-

ently fails when the Tetronal limit is reached. Tetronal is reported

to have all the disadvantages of Sulphonal without its power—its

action being more sedative than hypnotic. When administered,

all the precautions required for Sulphonal and Trional must be

observed.

Dr. B. D. Evans of the Morris Plains Hospital (Insane), of Mor-

ristown, N. J., reports that in the Hospital's experience, it is not

as reliable as either Sulphonal or Trional, but in a few exceptional

cases has been " attended with gratifying results." In two cases,

"unpleasant symptoms resulted, the most prominent of them being

vertigo, dryness of mouth and fauces, metallic taste in the mouth,

and locked secretions."

• Thermodin (Acetyl-Para-Eth-Oxy-Phenyl-Urethane), the

patented, mild antipyretic, closely allied to Neurodin, has been

practically unheard of during the past year except through the

manufacturer's advertising.

Thioform (so-called Bismuth Di-Thio-Salicylate), made up of

a combination of Bismuth, Sulphur and Salicylic Acid, is still

before the medical profession for approval, but is kept there largely

by the efforts of the enterprising manufacturers, for little has been

reported upon it during the past year—its main advantage over

Iodoform being its lack of odor.

Only two prominent observers thought it important enough to

give their experiences with it during the year. Dr. A. Steuer, of

Austria, employed it in the treatment of favus, moist eczema and

purulent otitis media with success, and Dr. Rogman, of Ghent, Bel-

gium, has found it of great advantage in his ophthalmological

practice when using it to reduce the secretion in conjunctivitis, and

in ulcerations of the cornea, where very marked beneficial results

were obtained.

Thiol—the German artificial Ichthyol—is confined pretty largely

to the dermatologists, and little is heard of it from other quarters.

Dr. A. Bilder, of Berlin, Prussia, however, has found it of great
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service in the treatment of burns of all degrees of severity. After

properly cleaning off and preparing the surface, a solution of equal

parts of Thiol and water is applied and protected by a greased

cotton layer bandaged over the affected part. Healing takes place

rapidly, leaving a healthy surface.

Thiosinamin (Allyl-Sulpho-Carbamide) has been little heard

of during the year, but no doubt it has continued to be used in the

treatment of lupus as before.

The only prominent report upon it comes from Dr. A. Bekess of

Vienna, Austria, who treated twenty-nine children and one woman
affected with scrofulous adenitis, by injecting a five per cent, alco-

holic solution hypodermically in the interscapular region of each side

alternately, with a good proportion of beneficial results. The effect

on the swollen glands was greater the younger the child, and of no

value when the adult age was reached. Both the general condition

and the appetite, ho wever,were decidedly improved in all of the cases.

Thymol, now being officinal, is, therefore, assured a permanent

position before the professions of medicine and pharmacy for at

least ten years. It still continues to be used successfully as an an-

thelmintic, and reports are published of the successful treatment

of lupus by subcutaneous injections of Gnaiacol and Thymol.

Thyroid Extract continues to receive marked attention

throughout the medical world, and fully as much has been written

upon it as last year.

It has been recently wisely remarked that now-a-days it is being

used many times with more enthusiasm than discretion for about

the same variety of affections as last year. Some failures have oc-

curred, but many reported successes have followed its use in as

great a variety of affections as the following : ichthyosis, pityriasis

rubra, psoriasis, lupus, cretinism, universal alopecia, chronic in-

sanity, tetanus, exophthalmic goitre, myxoedema, obesity, uterine

fibroma and even ozaena. Some reports of fatal results have been

published, but it is stated that more than one unrecorded death has

occurred. Experiments on the lower animals are now proving its

toxic properties.

Toluol (Methyl-Benzene) has recently been suggested by Prof.

Lofner, of Greifswald, Prussia, as effective in the treatment of

diphtheria. He combines it with other agents as follows :

Absolute Alcohol 60 per cent.

Toluol 36 "

Ferric Chloride Solution 4
"

100
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and adds sufficient Menthol—10 grammes (154 grains)—to deaden

the pain due to the irritation of the mixture. Wadding is used to

apply it. He reports having saved all of his cases out of the 71

treated. Out of another series of 26 cases treated after the second

day of the disease, he only lost one. The further development of

the bacilli is not only checked by this agent, but fully matured ba-

cilli are destroyed.

Tolypyrin—an analogue of Antipyrin—has received little at-

tention during the past year. There does not seem to be a place

for it.

Tolysal (Tolypyrin Salicylate)—the antipyretic—has practi-

cally passed out of notice, so little has been reported upon it.

Traumaticin is not new by any means, and it has already had

an extended use for certain purposes. It, therefore, is instructive

to learn of the most advantageous method of preparing it.

" Traumaticin is a saturated solution of gutta-percha in chloro-

form ; it is most advantageously prepared as follows :—the lightest

colored gutta-percha procurable is cut into small pieces and
macerated with 12 or 15 times its weight of pure chloroform for

twenty-four hours, with frequent agitation. The mixture is then

transferred to a retort, and about one-third of the chloroform dis-

tilled off over a water bath. The traumaticin thus obtained is a

thick homogeneous liquid, to which the requisite medicament may
be added. For ichthyol traumaticin 3 parts of ichthyol are added
to every 10 parts—similar proportions are used for salol, lysol and
phenol. Corrosive sublimate is added in the proportion of 1 part

of sublimate for 100 parts of simple traumaticin. If the simple

traumaticin should be colored, and a colorless medicament is to be
added, it may be decolorized by means of animal charcoal. It is

best applied with a brush of hog's bristles, and forms a thin im-
permeable, pliable, pellicle when the chloroform dries off. It gives

rise to no discomfort, except a sense of burning when first applied,

due to the chloroform. Traumaticin of ichthyol is of special service

in the case of erysipelas." (Pharm. Journ. and Trans., Vol. XXV.,
page 1024.)

Traumatol (Iodo-Cresol)—one of last year's substitutes for

Iodoform—has apparently not been found to assume the promi-
nence expected of it, for nothing has been reported on it.

Trikresol—the antiseptic mixture of 35 per cent. Ortho-Cresol,

40 per cent. Meta-Cresol and 25 per cent. Para- Cresol—has not
received much attention during the past year. Dr. Clarence O.

5
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Arey, of Cleveland, Ohio, appears to be about the only one who has

reported upon it, and the reason for his report was purely accidental,

having obtained " some results that at first seemed strange, but that

were afterward explained as being caused by the action of the tri-

kresol contained in the solution
99
of toxin of the diphtheria bacillus,

which he was studying, leading him to experiment with it in

guinea-pigs, and conclude that it " is a very safe antiseptic, as no

such quantities as were employed here would ever be introduced

into the body in the proportions that are used in antiseptic mix-

tures." (Phila. Medical News, Vol. LXVIL, page 68.)

Trional (Di-Ethyl-Sulphon-Methyl-Ethyl-Methane) — closely

allied to Sulphonal—has received considerably more attention than

last year. Notwithstanding a few cases of toxicity, it has proved it-

self of marked value. Some observers are enthusiastic over it, while

others cannot admit that it has any advantages over Sulphonal,

Chloralose, Chloral or other hypnotics. It has been repeated by

more than one observer that if certain very plain precautions are

followed, it is one of the best and relatively safest of all the true

hypnotics. It is apparently most useful in the insomnia of neur-

asthenics accompanied with depression. In some cases of excite-

ment it is also useful.

Dr. A. Claus, of Ghent, Belgium, strongly recommends it as a hyp-

notic for children of all ages. It is to be avoided, however, in the

insomnia of meningitis, and is of little service when it is caused by

pain. It is specially applicable in chorea and convulsions.

Recently Dr. G. Spitzer, of Vienna, Austria, published his re-

sults in the treatment of 25 cases of various forms of disease in

which pain and insomnia are prominent. In 19 cases it succeeded.

They were cases of lumbago, intercostal neuralgia, carcinoma uteri,

chronic bronchitis, emphysema, myelitis, sciatica, mitral stenosis,

fatty heart, tabes dorsalis, pulmonary and laryngeal tuberculosis.

In the 6 remaining cases, it either failed or acted only for a short

period and had to be followed up with morphine. His conclusions

were as follows :
" It is not only a hypnotic for different forms of

diseases of the mind, but acts fully as well in pulmonary and car-

diac cases. Sleep is generally produced rapidly and continues

during the following night. Some patients continued stupid with

sleep even the whole of the following day, but generally the sleep

was normal in its action. Bad effects on the circulation or respira-

tion were not noticed in any case. In a few cases retching, and

even vomiting occurred on waking, which could only be explained
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by idiosyncrasy of those patients. The results were also excellent

in insomnia due to intercostal neuralgia, rachialgia, sciatica, light-

ning pains of tabes, and even the pain accompanying cancer. The

effects were more nearly those of morphine than of any other hyp-

notic.

It is natural to look for fair unbiased opinions from Insane

Asylums when considering agents of this class, for they are in con-

stant need of them and yet have no other interest to serve than the

good of the patients. Dr. B. D. Evans reports from the Morris

Plains Hospital, Morristown, N. J., as follows :

A careful observation of the results in 600 administrations of

this drug during the year has commended it to us as an important

acquisition to our list of hypnotics. Given in twenty-five-grain

doses, it is prompt in its action, producing a peaceful sleep in from

ten minutes to half an hour after taking.

" The sleep following the use of this drug more closely approx-

imates normal, healthful sleep than that following any other hyp-

notic used in this Hospital during the year. The drowsiness and

sluggish feelings that follow the use of sulphonal and numerous

other drugs, the day following the night of administration, are not

attendant upon trional. Dryuess of mouth and fauces, lowering

pulse-rate and tension, headache and nausea, reputed to this drug

by some therapeutists, have not occurred in its use at this Hospital;

such symptoms must be rare or only present when very large doses are

given. The sleep resulting from trional is devoid of waking inter-

vals. It has given very gratifying results in cases of maniacal excite-

ment with insomnia, in a few cases where paraldehyde has failed.

The bulk of the dose is an objection, but the taste is not bad. It

may be given in wine or hot milk.
st Trional acts promptly, is eliminated quickly, and is, therefore,

not attended with serious or depressing after effects."

Tuberculin (Parataloid) has received much less attention in

the medical literature during the past year than was given to it

before, but no doubt the study of it continues with unabated inter-*

est and on new lines. Much adverse criticism still exists. Dr. C.

Theodore Williams, F. R. C. P., delivered an Inaugural " Address

on the Modern Treatment of Pulmonary Phthisis," before the

Midland Medical Society, at Birmingham, England, on November
1st last, and in speaking of the different stages of development of

the treatment, having first mentioned " the wonderful discovery of

the bacillus tuberculosis by Koch, which placed the specific character
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of the disease beyond all question and reduced all forms of tubercle

to the same category," he writes :

" The next event in the history of the treatment of phthisis was

the employment of Koch's tuberculin injections, which turned out

to be a failure, but from which many wholesome lessons may be

learnt, one of which was that any treatment which promotes, not

conservative, but destructive changes, as shown in breaking down
of the lung tissue and its appearance on a large scale in the sputum,

cannot be otherwise than detrimental to the patient, as the area of

infection, instead of being limited, is thereby considerably widened.

Another lesson was that certain morbid poisons possess a distinctly

elective affinity for certain organs and appear to select old lesions

in those organs. The quickness with which the lupus spots and

tuberculous lesions in the lungs became the seat of active change

was very remarkable, and the rapidity with which tuberculous

masses of long standing broke down and cavities were formed was

even more so." (The London Lancet, Vol. II. for 1894, page 1021.)

On the other hand, Dr. George W. Balfour, in a personal corres-

pondence with the Editor of the Edinburgh Medical Journal, in

xMay last, writes as follows :

"Tuberculin seems to have a great future before it, but rather

as a preventive than as a cure for consumption. Its chief action

seems to be to confer immunity from the action of the bacillus

tuberculosis, and it would probably be most profitably employed as

a prophylactic before the development of any serious pulmonary

disease. But the successful employment of such a prophylactic not

only holds out the hope that this scourge of humanity may be, if

not entirely extinguished, at least greatly limited in its extension,

but would also confer other important benefits on mankind. In

veterinary medicine, for instance, there is a wide field for the em-

ployment of such a prophylactic, and its success in this department

would have a most important bearing on the well being of man-

kind.

.
" From the violence of its action tuberculin would seem to be a

true toxin, and the immunity resulting from its use to depend upon

the development of an antitoxin in the blood of those submitted to

its action. There is every reason to believe that a procedure similar

to that by which the antitoxin of diphtheria is produced would

result in the formation of an antitoxin of tubercle, and that this

antitoxin would confer immunity from tuberculosis tuto cito et

jucunde without any of the risks or disagreeables inseparable from

the most cautious employment of tuberculin itself.
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"Even 'as we now have it, tuberculin, used with proper care and

caution, is capable of arresting pulmonary tuberculosis when taken

early, conferring at the same time immunity from subsequent

attacks for four years, possibly for the rest of life. When the dis-

ease is further advanced it is still able to modify the progress of the

disease, and sometimes to prolong life, though it can never be ex-

pected to restore tissues already destroyed.

"As we hope to have it ere long, the modified tuberculin—anti-

toxin of the bacillus tuberculosis—will give us a prophylactic at

once safe and innocuous, which will defend and protect our loved

ones from this hitherto fatal scourge with as much certainty as

vaccination protects them from the ravages of small-pox." {Edin-

burgh Med. Joum., Vol. XL., page 1053.)

The line of investigation foretold by Dr. Balfour seems to prom-

ise greater things than any other.

The following post-mortem investigation of the lungs of one of

Dr. Koch's earliest Tuberculin patients is of interest at this time :

"Adami relates the history and post-mortem appearances of a

Finnish patient, who came under Koch's care in 1890, suffering

from haemoptysis, cough, night sweats, and progressive emaciation.

After fifty-two weeks of repeated tuberculin inoculations his health

appeared to be entirely restored. In June, 1893, he went to Canada

and was employed as a skilled mechanic at the McGill University.

In January, 1895, the old symptoms all returned, and on April 28th

he died of haemoptysis. At the necropsy firm adhesions were found

at both apices, which showed well marked fibroid changes, and con-

tained well-encapsuled caseous masses and small contracted cavi-

ties. In these parts the tuberculous process had evidently been

arrested, but the rest of the lung tissue contained numerous mili-

ary tubercles distributed along the course of sundry bronchi. The
tubercles were most numerous in the neighborhood of the old mis-

chief
;
they were surrounded by very little pneumonic disturbance,

and were rather of the fibroid than the rapidly advancing type.

The second attack was thus not the result of fresh infection, but

of the recrudescence of the old process starting from the incom-

pletely-healed disease foci. Their nature indicated either relative

attenuation of the bacilli, or increased resistance on the part of the

tissues. In any case a year's treatment by Koch's method had
succeeded in arresting for four years an active and extensive tuber-

culous process in both lungs." (Brit. Med. Joum. Epitome, Vol.

I. for 1895, page 68.)
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Weights and Measures by the Decimal (Metric) System,

celebrates its centenary this year and continues to receive increasing

attention. It is gratifying to realize that now all of the prominent

nations (except Great Britain and Russia) and most of the smaller

ones have adopted this system. Very marked agitation of the sub-

ject, however, has been going on in Great Britain during the year,

and particularly so at this time, for the preliminary steps are now
being taken to issue a new edition of the British Pharmacopoeia,

in which the properly authorized Committee has decided to intro-

duce the decimal system along with the old. The new Decimal

Association has so skillfully and persistently kept the subject to

the front that it has won a great victory in gaining recognition

from Parliament in so far as to obtain the following Report to the

House of Commons, by the Select Committee on Weights and

Measures :

" Your Committee believes that the adoption of the metrical sys-

tem by England would greatly tend to render that system universal.

Your Committee recommends :

"(a.) That the metrical system of weights and measures be at

once legalized for all purposes.

" (b.) That after a lapse of two years the metrical system be

rendered compulsory by Act of Parliament.

" (c.) That the metrical system of weights and measures be taught

in all public elementary schools as a necessary and integral part of

arithmetic, and that decimals be introduced at an earlier period of

the school curriculum than is the case at present." (Pharm. Journ.

and Trans., Vol. XXVI., page 34.)

It will be some time no doubt before Parliament will agree to the

change, but a most marked step in advance has surely been made

to have progressed so far.

Although Russia has taken a very decided position in favor of the

Metric System, as alluded to here last year, still she cannot yet be

considered among those who have permanently adopted it.

Tunis (under French protection) formally adopted the system

last March, and on September 16, 1896, the same will be obligatory

in the United States of Mexico, thus substituting the old Spanish

System.
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THE MANUFACTURE OF ACETONE AND OF ACETONE-
CHLOROFORM FROM ACETIC ACID.

By Edward R. Squibb, M.D.*

OF BROOKLYN-

, N". Y.

Just one year ago, January 11th, 1895, the writer read a paper

before this Society, upon "Improvement in the Manufacture of

Acetone," and this paper was published in the Journal for March,

1895, at page 187. The improvement claimed, consisted in the use

of acetic acid, instead of acetates and in the use of a rotary still for

the decomposition. The results given were obtained from a model

apparatus on a table.

During the year that has elapsed since that paper was read, a

large rotary still 12 feet in length by 2 feet in diameter, has been

set up, and this has decomposed, in 126 hours, about 1,700 pounds

of absolute acetic acid, giving about 90 p.c. of the theoretical yield

of acetone against about 80 p.c. in the small apparatus.

But the patentees of the processes for making acetone from acet-

ates object to the use of this process and apparatus as being in

conflict with their patents.

The acetone produced was converted into chloroform by the Watts

(Siemerling) proportions of material, in an apparatus described by

the writer in 1857 (Ephemeris, Vol. IV., No. 1, page 71), and used

for many years in making chloroform from alcohol, and this is also

objected to.

Under these circumstances it seems necessary to find out what
has been done in the past upon this important subject, and what
may be the relations of past work to the present conditions, and in

this it is hoped the Society may be interested.

ACETONE.
It is impossible to determine when or where acetone was first

made and used. 1 According to the authority last given, after the

* Read before the N. Y. Section of The American Chemical Society,
January 10th, 1896.

1 See Wurtz' Dictionnaire de Chimie, 1873, tome I., p. 31.

Gmelin, Handbook of Chemistry, 1855, Vol. IX., p. 1.

Koscoe and Schorlemmer, A Treatise on Chemistry, 1882, Vol.

III., Part I., p. 568.
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time of Boerhaave in 1732, " the body was but little investigated

until 1805, when Trommsdorff stated that on distilling acetate of

potash or soda a liquid was obtained which stands between alcohol

and ether." In 1807 the Brothers Derosne in Paris 1 studied its pro-

perties ; and in 1809 Chenevix 2
,

demonstrated that this substance

was obtained by the dry distillation of any one of the acetates.

The correct composition of acetone was first given by Liebig 3

and Dumas. 4

Further investigations by Kane, 1838, and by Chancel, William-

son, Chiozza, Freund, Wanklyn, and others still more definitely

established the sources, character and properties of acetone, and

gave it a definite chemical and economic position so that its pro-

duction or manufacture by the dry distillation of acetates was as

well known as the production of alcohol by distillation from fer-

mented sugars, as early as 1848, when Bottger refers to it as a

market article in common use. Wackenroder, 5 in 1848 states that

since acetone is quoted on the price lists at 10 sgr. (Silbergroschen)

per ounce, the preparation of chloroform from it is well worth

recommending.

In " Handworterbuch der reinen und angewandten Chemie

berausgegeben von Dr. J. Liebig, Dr. J. C. Poggendorff und Dr. Fr.

Wohler—Redigirt von Dr. Hermann Kolbe, Braunschweig/' 1842,

Vol. II., p. 1018, is the following (translated) statement :

According to Justus Liebig and Pelouze, the best thing to use

for the preparation of acetone is concentrated acetic acid, which in

the state of vapor is conducted through a heated tube of glass,

porcelain or iron, which for the sake of increasing surface is filled

with pieces of charcoal, and the products of decomposition are con-

densed in the usual way. The tube should be heated only to in-

cipient redness ; at a higher temperature only empyreumatic oils,

combustible gases and charcoal are obtained as the products of the

decomposition.

Beside the citations given, the literature on the preparation, pro-

perties and reactions of acetone is very copious and definite up to

about 1853. After this date, the papers published are comparatively

1 Ann. de Chimie, t. LXIIL, p. 267.

2 Ann. der Physik, Vol. 32, p. 191.

' Ann. Tharm., Vol. I., p. 223.

4 Ann. de Chim et de Phys, t. XLIX., |>. 208.

5 Archiv. der Pharmacie, Vol. 53, p. 278.
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few, leading to the inference that the substance had reached a defi-

nite position and gone into general use.

In a paper by Prof. Samuel P. Sadtler, Ph.D., " On Eecent Im-

provements in the Methods for the Manufacture of Chloroform,"

published in The American Journal of Pharmacy for J uly, 1889,

p. 321, the following statements are made :

" The old process of manufacture by the action of bleaching

powder upon alcohol has given way to what is now termed the

' acetone ' process. This is not, however, a new discovery. Liebig

in 1832, in following up his first account of the properties of the

newly discovered " chloride of carbon " (chloroform) mentions that

it can be gotten in very large quantities by the action of bleaching

powder upon ' pyroacetic spirit ' (acetone) as well as from alcohol.

That alcohol has all this time been preferred to acetone as a mate-

rial from which to prepare chloroform is due mainly to the fact that

only in recent years has acetone been prepared pure in quantity, but

also to the erroneous statement of Siemerling, quoted in the works

of reference like Watts' Dictionary of Chemistry, that only 33 per

cent, of chloroform could be gotten from acetone by the action

of bleaching powder," , . . .
" The manufacture of a purer

grade of acetone than that then in use for solvent purposes, having

been begun in Germany in 1881, on the part of the c Verein fur

Chemische Industrie/ Liebig's old suggestion for the manufacture

of chloroform from acetone was taken up by the ' Verein Chemischer

Fabriken/ Mannheim, Germany, in the beginning of 1882 and a

year later by the first mentioned company which made the acetone

for both."

From these references it will be seen that the reactions involved

in the production of acetone, and the constitution, character, prop-

erties and reactions of acetone had been long and well known prior

to 1818, and that it had been made and utilized on a large scale

prior to 1882 ; and farther, that it had been produced both by the

dry distillation of acetates, and by the wet distillation of acetic

acid, as a matter of open knowledge and practice.

This condition of the scientific knowledge of an important chem-
ical substance throughout France and Germany—and throughout

the scientific world—makes it very certain that the chemical in-

dustries, which depend upon such knowledge for their origin and
progress in general, but do not publish their processes—availed

themselves of this knowledge and of this chemical agent.
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In June, of 1886, application was filed in the U.S. Patent Office,

and two years later, in July, 1888, Letters Patent No. 385,777 were

issued to Gustav Rumpf for the invention of "a new and useful

Improvement in the Manufacture of Acetone," and from the speci-

fications and claims of this patent the following extracts are made r

"In making acetone by dry distillation of acetates—as acetate

of lime— it has, before my invention, been thought possible to

obtain only less than half the acetone."

" Dr. Hermann Hager, in his Handbuch der Pharmaceutischen

Praxis, published in Berlin in 1882, states, under the head of
' Acetone/ ' that it is possible to obtain an average yield from chem-

ically-pure acetate of lime of only fifteen per cent. (15 of ace-

tone, while the theoretical yield from chemically-pure acetate of

lime is thirty-four per cent. (34

"I have discovered that if the acetates are subjected for distilla-

tion to a low heat and approximately-uniform temperature and the

process extended over several hours, the yield of acetone will be

greatly increased, and will approach very nearly the theoretical

yield of any particular acetate, which in the case of good gray or

commercial acetate of lime is about twenty- seven per cent. (27 fo).

I have also discovered that in the process of subjecting acetates in a

closed vessel to heat applied externally to the vessel for distilling

acetone from the acetates the desired slowness of distillation and

uniformity of temperature may be secured by stirring the acetates

so that all portions of the mass will be subjected to the heat result-

ing from direct contact with the bottom of the vessel, and by ad-

mitting free steam from time to time into direct contact with the

acetates in case of any undesirable rise in temperature within the

vessel."

" My invention consists in an improvement in the method of ob-

taining acetone from acetates by destructive distillation, consisting

in subjecting the acetates in a closed vessel to slow destructive dis-

tillation at a low and approximately-uniform temperature, and it is

also well to stir the acetates during such distillation."

The claims are to —
"The improvement in the method of obtaining acetone from an

acetate consisting in subjecting the acetate in a closed vessel to slow

destructive distillation at a low and approximately-uniform temper-

ature.
"

This first broad claim is based, not upon the chemical reaction

which was well known nor upon the destructive distillation by heat,
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which was a well known process, but upon an improvement in the

apparatus and management by which the yield of acetone was

alleged to have been increased. But. the evidence upon which the

increase is claimed is an erroneous statement quoted from Hager

—

erroneous because it is hardly practicable through any ordinary de-

gree of want of knowledge and skill to obtain so little as 15 per

cent, of acetone from acetate of lime.

The second claim is to a stirrer in its effects on the process. But

a stirrer is a device so common in chemical processes that no such

application of it can be considered original or new.

The third claim to the effect of the introduction of steam during

the distillation is much better.

The fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth claims are to improvement

in the process of purifying the crude acetone by means of lime,

dilution and rectification, and these are but the steps common to

all such operations.

It is upon this patent that infringement is charged, when it is

simply putting into use the very old process of making acetone

by the destructive distillation of acetic acid in a rotary still as

described in a paper on •• Improvement in the Manufacture of

Acetone," read before this New York section of The American

Chemical Society on January 11, 1895, and published in Hie

Journal of the American Chemical Society for March, 1895. p.

187, and in An Fphemeris of Materia Medica, Pharmacy, Thera-

peutics and Collateral. In formation, Vol. IV., Xo. 3, p. 1653.

The writer makes acetone by the destructive distillation of the

watery vapor of acetic acid in a rotary still, in the presence of ba-

rium carbonate or pumice-stone or bone-charcoal, barium carbonate

being preferred because being a very heavy powder, a larger charge

of smaller volume can be used.

The patentees claim only acetates as their material, but claim

infringement by the use of acetic acid, because acetic acid is made
from acetates, and acetates are made from acetic acid : and second-

ly, claim infringement on the ground that acetate of barium is first

formed, and then decomposed in the rotary still, and therefore the

process is really not a destructive distillation of acetic acid, but of

barium acetate—one of the class of acetates claimed as secured to

them by their patent, although in use for this purpose for so many
years. That is, it is claimed that an acetate of barium is formed

under conditions of temperature in which an acetate of barium can-

not exist. Barium acetate decomposes at about 400 to 4:05
:
C. by
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an ordinary pyrometer. Acetic acid is best decomposed at about

500 to 525°C. by the same pyrometer, and yet it is claimed that at

500°C. barium acetate forms momentarily and then is instantly

decomposed. That is, it is formed in an atmosphere in which it

cannot exist for an instant, and in which acetic acid cannot exist.*

But, quite apart from this, the chemical reaction by which ace-

tone is produced, whether from acetates or from acetic acid, was

well known for more than half a century before the date of this

patent. What is really covered by the patent is certain specified

and described apparatus and management whereby an improved

yield is to be obtained from acetates, and from acetates only, for

the apparatus and management are not at all applicable to the use

of acetic acid, and are not used either in form or substance.

*Upou this point the patentees were very decided in the statement,

based not only on their own experience, but also on the experience of their

German correspondents, that if the barium carbonate was replaced by
pumice-stone the amount of acetone obtained would be too small to have

any commercial importance. This result had been confirmed to them by
so many trials that at their suggestion, and in order to satisfy them that

their results were not trustworthy the following experiments were made
after the above paper was written but before it was published.

The large rotary still was emptied and cleaned out by sweeping, scrap-

ing and finally by sponging with water until it was quite free from any

appreciable quantity of barium salt. It was then closed and run empty
with a continuous feed of acetic acid for periods of three hours each, at

the following temperatures, the rate of feeding, and the assaying for acid

and acetone being approximate only and only trustwortlry by averaging.

At 300° C. 22.3 pounds of absolute acid was run in and
19.5 4i " " " " received without any acetone or any evi-

dence of decomposition of the acid, the 2.8 pounds of acid not accounted

for being the normal charge of the apparatus.

At 350°, C. 38.3 pounds of absolute acid was run in and
38.1

li
'* " " came through with no signs of any decom-

position,—no acetone.

At 400° C. 36.1 pounds of absolute acid was run in and
29.9 " " 11 " " received undecomposed, leaving

6.2 " " " " decomposed, and this decomposed acid gave

97 p.c. of the acetone required by theory.

At 450° C. 35.1 pounds of absolute acid was run in and
18.5 " M " " " received undecomposed. leaving

16.6 " " " '• decomposed, which apparently gave 112 p.c.

of the acetone required by theory.

At 500° C. 41.4 pounds of absolute acid was fed in and
10.8 " " " " " received undecomposed. leaviug

30.6 " " " " decomposed, which apparently gave 104 p.c.

of the acetone required by theory.

At .")50° C. 40.4 pounds of absolute acid was fed in and

5.1
44 " '• " " received undecomposed. leaving

35.3 " " " " decomposed, which apparently gave 82 p.c.

of the acetone required by theory.
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ACETONE-CHLOROFORM.
The history of acetone-chloroform dates distinctly back to 1832.

In the Annalen der Pharmacie, 1832, Vol. XXL, p. 198, Liebig

describes the preparation of chloroform in large quantity, from

given proportions of hypochlorite of lime, water and alcohol, and

he says the yield will be equal in weight to the alcohol used. He
then goes on to say that chloroform may also be obtained in large

quantity by treating acetone with hypochlorite of lime under the

same conditions.

Then a run of 24 hours was made at the last temperature, 550° C. to

give opportunity for closer determinations of results.

SSI pounds of absolute acid was fed in. and
57.3 " " " M " received undecoruposed, leaving

263.7 " " " " decomposed, which apparently

gave 97 p.c. of the acetone required by theory.

The still was then opened, charged with 130 pounds of coarsely

ground pumice-stone, and a parallel series of experiments made.

At 300° C. 41.8 pounds of absolute acid was fed in and
39.1 *' " " '* received undecoruposed. leaving

2.7 " 11 M u decomposed, which apparently gave 33.5 p.c.

of the acetone required by theory.

. At 350° C. 39.6 pounds of absolute acid was fed in, and
34.8 " " " M " received undecomposed. leaving

4.8 " " " decomposed, which apparently gave 87 5 p.c.

of the acetone required by theory.

At 400° C. 41.8 pounds of absolute acid was fed in, and
28.5 "

k
,
" " " received undecomposed, leaving

13.3 " " M
'• decomposed, which apparently gave 97 p.c.

of the acetone required by theory.

At 450° C. 41.8 pounds of absolute acid was fed in, and
13.0 " " " k- " received undecomposed, leaving
28.8 " " " " decomposed, which apparently gave 95 p.c.

of the acetone required by theory.

At 500° C. 43.4 pounds of absolute acid was fed in, and
8.8 " " " " received undecomposed, leaving

34.6 ** u " " decomposed, which apparently gave 96.4 p.c.

of the acetone required by theory.

At 550° C. 43.4 pounds of absolute acid was fed in, and
7.4 " " " " " received undecomposed, leaving

36.0 " " " " decomposed, which apparently gave 100 p.c.

of the acetone required by theory.

Then a run of 24 hours was made at the last temperature, 550
:C,

as a check upon the previous results.

345.5 pounds of absolute acid was fed in. and
69.5 •' " " " received undecomposed, leaving

276.0 " " " " decomposed, which apparently gave 104 p.c. of the
acetone required by theory.

This last, and three other impossible results are as yet unexplainable,
but they may be reasonably charged to the uncertainties in the use of

an hydrometer and the iodoform process of assaying.
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Liebig does not give the yield from acetone, but after giving the

yield from alcohol as being equal in weight to the alcohol used, he

says it is obtained in large quantity from acetone.

In 1835 Dumas and Peligot 1 state that when a solution of hy-

pochlorite of lime is distilled with wood spirit there is obtained, as

a matter of fact, some ordinary chloroform. The experiment is as

easy as with alcohol or acetone.

Liebig in his text book 2 gives a formula and directions for the

manufacture of chloroform from either acetone, alcohol or wood

spirit, and gives to acetone the leading place.

M. Bonnet 3 at a meeting of the Academy, says "I have ob-

tained in the distillation of equal parts of acetate of lime and

hypochlorite of lime, in a stone retort, a very large quantity of

chloroform, and far more easily than by the methods of prepara-

tion that are known.

Dr. Reich 4 proposed and used hypochlorite of sodium in place of

hypochlorite of lime on account of the uneven amount of chlorine

in the latter. He distilled together 2 pounds each of hypochlorite

and acetate of sodium and received 5 to 6 drams of chloroform and

12 to 14 ounces of acetone and water. This latter was again dis-

tilled with 4 to 6 ounces of hypochlorite, and again a considerable

amount of chloroform and acetone was received. The last opera-

tion was repeated with a new portion of hypochlorite, and then the

total amount of chloroform was 8 to 10 ounces, with still some

excess of acetone for future operations.

Acetone when distilled with hypochlorite of sodium yields chlor-

oform in the proportion of 4 ounces of acetone to 5 to ounces of

chloroform.

Prof. Bottger 5 distilled together equal quantities of commercial

bleaching powder and crystallized acetate of sodium and obtained

chloroform and acetone. Then he distilled the excess of acetone

with a fresh portion of bleaching powder and had " great joy in see-

ing from this second operation a very considerable quantity of the

purest chloroform distil over together with some acetone still un-

decomposed." The excess of acetone was again distilled with fresh

1 Annales de Chimie et de Physique, Vol. 58, p. 15.

Train': de Chimie Organiques, Vol. 1, p. 576.

:! L'Institut, No. 196, Februar 1837.

1 Archiv. der Pharmacie, Zweite Reihe, 1848, Vol. 55, p. 65.

• Polytechnisches Notizblalt, 1848, Vol. 3, p. 1.
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bleaching powder and the process repeated until by 3 to 4 distil-

lations all the acetone was used. The yield of chloroform being

about 4 ounces to each pound of bleaching powder.

Chloroform made directly from acetone, which he says is at pres-

ent, 1848, to be had in the market, is obtained in the proportion

of 1 ounce and 2 drams of chloroform from 1 ounce of acetone.

Still in the year 1848 (See ArcMv. der Pharmacie, 1848. Vol.

54, p. 23), Prof. Heinrich Wackenroder, one of the editors of the

Archil'., says, in substance: " The great practical interest in chloro-

form at the present time calls, first of all, for a closer examination

of the methods for making it. Therefore I have induced Mr.

Siemerling to undertake, in my laboratory, some experiments re-

lating to the preparation of chloroform which are in the most

recent publications on the subject. Although these experiments

have in no respect given the results which were hoped for, it never-

theless seems to be worth while to call attention to them for the

sake of the future continuation of the subject/'

Then follows the paper of Mr. V. Siemerling, and at page 26 :

"II. Preparation of Chloroform from Acetone."

" According to the statement of Prof. Bottger, 1 ounce of acetone

which has been mixed with hypochlorite of lime to a pasty mass,

should give 1 ounce and 2 drams of chloroform. As this seemed

to be an easy and advantageous method of preparation, some ex-

periments were made with acetone procured from the factory of

Trommsdorff, in Erfurt, but they did not accord with the state-

ment of Bottger/'

"In the first experiment (a) 30 Gm. of acetone was mixed with

50 Gm. of hypochlorite of lime and 50 Gm. of water and distilled.

The chloroform was separated and rectified with concentrated sul-

phuric acid. The yellow chloroform thus obtained was again recti-

fied from burnt lime when it had an empyreumatic odor—quantity

not given."

In experiment (b) 30 Gm. of acetone, 120 of hypochlorite and

enough water to make a pasty mass, were mixed and distilled. It

is true much chloroform came over, but there was also undecom-

posed acetone as well. It was repeatedly washed with water and

rectified over chloride of calcium, in which rectification there was

a pretty large loss every time, but the number of times is not given.

The yield was 9 Gm.
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Experiment (c), since in both experiments undecomposed ace-

tone distilled over the quantity (proportion) of hypochlorite was

increased, and 30 Gm. of acetone to 150 Gm. of hypochlorite, with

water were mixed to a pasty mass, allowed to stand 24 hours, and

were then distilled. The product contained much chloroform but

also undecomposed acetone ; therefore it was put back into the

retort with 40 Gm. of fresh hypochlorite and again distilled. The
chloroform thus obtained still contained acetone, from which it

was purified by repeated washing with water, and then rectified

over chloride of calcium. The yield was 10 Gm. of chloroform.

Another experiment (d) is given wherein 20 Gm. of acetone and

GO Gm. of hypochlorite were distilled together without water, but

with unfavorable result, the yield being 6 Gm. of chloroform.

The s.g. of the chloroform obtained from acetone, after repeated

rectifications over chloride of calcium was only 1.31, and it always

contained some acetone ; and the largest yield by Bottger's pro-

cess was one-third of the acetone used. This differs considera-

bly from his statement that 1 part of acetone yielded 1J- parts of

chloroform.

Siemerling then goes on to say, that if we assume with Liebig,

that acetone is composed of 1 atom of acetyloxide and 1 atom of

methyloxide, and explain in this way the formation of chloroform,

from methyloxide it naturally follows that we must get less chloro-

form than the acetone used.

The sum of the elements of 1 atom of acetyloxide= 0
4
H

c
O and

1 atom of methyloxide=C 2
H

6
0 is equivalent to 2 atoms of acetone

= C
6
H 120 2

. In 30 Gm. of acetone there are therefore 11.8 Gm.

of methyloxide, which, since 4 atoms of methyloxide consist of the

same elements as 2 atoms of alcohol, can form 15.1 Gm. of chloro-

form, assuming that complete decomposition takes place.

According to the theory, half of the acetone used must be recov

ered as chloroform ; but since in the practical manufacture of chem

ical products the quantity prescribed by theory is never obtained,

it should be considered a favorable result when one-third of the

acetone used is obtained as chloroform, especially as the experi-

ments were made only on the small scale.

From these experiments, it follows that the preparation of chlor-

oform from acetone is quite unfit for practical use. Were even the

quantity of chloroform stated by Bottger as obtainable from acetone

possible, it would have the disadvantage of being freed from ace-

tone with very great difficulty.
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The paper of Siemerling, from which the above abstract is made,

seems to have received the endorsement of Wackenroder, although

it controverts the statements of both Reich and Bottger, and it may
be from his high authority as much as from the paper itself that

the results seem to have been accepted and quoted by Gmelin 1
,

Watts 2
, and other reference authorities, and the influence of the

publication seems to have been, so far as the literature of the sub-

ject goes, to prevent or obstruct the acetone process for many years.

As it was so long and so well known, manufacturers may have been,

and probably were using the process privately, but up to 1881-

1883 3 very little information on the subject is found. Still the

work and the conclusions of Siemerling must have been known to

be grossly erroneous by everyone whose interest it became to try

them. Calculations would show to anyone that when ordinary

acetone and bleaching powder were used the proportions required

are about 1 to 10, or about double the largest proportion of hypo-

chlorite used by Siemerling, and the resulting chloroform should

be about double the weight of the acetone used; and many who pre-

ceded Siemerling knew better than he how to save and utilize the

great excess of acetone, or deficiency of hypochlorite taken.

But the Siemerling results were very faulty and very misleading

in other respects. The present writer having learned from all the

work of the past on the subject, that any excess of acetone used

could be easily recovered and used again, added to this knowledge

from his own experience the fact, that, where an excess of acetone

was taken, the hypochlorite was more economically and more

promptly utilized, and the resulting chloroform was cleaner. Hav-

ing gained from the Siemerling process this step the writer was

prepared to try that proportion and process critically and he

found that, as a table experiment, it was quite impracticable by

any reasonable degree of mismanagement to obtain so low a result.

In two fairly careless trials from 30 Gm. of 96 p. c acetone the

yield of chloroform was 23 Gm. in one case and 32 Gm. in the

other, instead of Siemerling's 10 Gm. In larger trials of his pro-

portions up to 280 pounds of absolute acetone to one cask of

1400 pounds of 33 p.c. bleaching powder in one charge the yield

was not less than 200 pounds of chloroform, and about 130 pounds

of recovered acetone, thus proving conclusively the gravity of the

1 Handbook of Chemistry, Vol. VII., p. 346.
1 Dictionary of Chemistry, 1883, Vol. I., p. 918.

3 Sadtler, Amer. Journ. Phorm., July, 1889, p. 321.

6
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unaccountable errors of the Siemerling work, and showing a basis

for the mischief done by this bad work.

Looking back from this later day at the authoritative way in

which these mistakes and misstatements of Siemerling were pub-

lished and quoted, it is easy to see that nothing could be better

adapted to obstruct or prevent any increase in the general produc-

tion of acetone-chloroform, and to confine its production to those

manufacturers who were using the process secretly.

One of the definite evil consequences of this Siemerling paper

was the adoption of its erroneous results as the basis of the follow-

ing patent.

On June 23d, 1886, Gustav Rumpf applied for a patent, and on

July 5th, 1888, patent No. 383,992 was issued to him for the in-

vention of "a new and useful Improvement in the Manufacture of

Chloroform from Acetone," of which the following is a specification:

" The essential feature of this invention is based on the discovery

that acetone when treated in the proper way with a hypochlorite

—for example chloride of lime—will yield a larger quantity of

chloroform than has been heretofore known. Watts, in his Dic-

tionary of Chemistry, edition of 1883, Volume I., page 918 : says

that the manufacture of chloroform from acetone cannot usefully

be carried out, not only because the price of acetone is too high,

but particularly because acetone yields about 33 p.c. of its own
weight of chloroform when it is treated with chloride of lime.

Watts distilled 30 6m. of acetone with 150 Gm. of chloride of lime,

and rectified the watery distillate with 40 Gm. of chloride of lime.

I have discovered a method whereby it is possible to obtain a yield

of chloroform from acetone very much greater than that obtained

by Watts. I have found that the reaction may be made to take

place in such a way that one equivalent of acetone will yield one

equivalent of chloroform by volume, or about 180 p.c, by weight,

and the advantages of my invention may be secured in a greater or

less degree by properly employing with about 58 pounds of acetone

more than 300 pounds of good chloride of lime. The best results

and greatest yield of chloroform can, as I have found, be obtained

by the use of, say, 58 pounds of acetone to at least GOO pounds of a

good chloride of lime containing about 35 p.c. of available chlorine,

and in proportion if the chloride of lime is poorer. The yield of

chloroform will then be from 150 p.c. to 180 p.c. of the weight of

the acetone employed instead of about 33 p.c."

Then follow claims for invention of diluting the acetone and of
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introducing it periodically during the process—of introducing it

below the surface of the solution in the still—of the use of a me-

chanical stirrer, and of the use of a still and condenser which are

described and figured.

The basis upon which this patent rests, for its reason to be, is the

quotation from Watts' Dictionary. Watts quotes the process from

Gmelin's Handbook, and Gmelin quotes it from Siemerling's Paper

in the Archiv. der Pharmaeie, 1848, Vol. 54, p. 26. Now as the

paper and quotations are grossly erroneous, and as writers of pre-

ceding papers publish results that approximate those of the patent,

it might reasonably be asked what is the value of the patent. But

the present writer while intending to make acetone-chloroform, very

earnestly desires to avoid all question in regard to the validity

of this patent and therefore uses the Watts (Siemerling) process,

which is outside the limit claimed by the patent, with an entirely

different apparatus and management described by him in 1857, and

republished in Ephemeris, Vol. IV., No. 1, p. 71.

It is proposed to use charges of 280 pounds of absolute acetone

to 1,400 pounds of 35 p.c. bleaching powder, 1 to 5,—to pass the

resulting chloroform through scrubbers, then distill it through

water—then distill it from a small portion of bleaching pow-

der—then pass it through sulphuric acid scrubbers, and finally

rectify it in three fractions, the large middle fraction being ac-

cepted, and the others being worked over.

A part of the great excess of acetone taken in the 1 to 5 propor-

tion is recovered by continuing the distillation after the chloroform

is all over. Another part is recovered in the wash water from the

scrubbers and the distillation, and the small remainder is decom-

posed by the small proportion of bleaching powder, the total amount
recovered being practically not far from the total excess.

To this recovered acetone, carefully assayed, new acetone is

added to make up the 280 pounds for the next charge.

The patentees were invited to see this apparatus and process in

order to convince them that there is a strong desire to avoid any

color of infringement, by taking the Siemerling proportions which

are excluded from their patent. But they took the ground that

this was a mere evasion, or getting round their patent by using the

excess of acetone over again, and could not be made to see that this,

if objectionable is so by defect in the equity of the patent, and is

a proceeding that antedated the patent by many years. And
finally they covered everything by claiming that the patent se-
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cured to them the sole right to make chloroform from acetone

in the United States, thus claiming a reaction that had been well

known for more than fifty years.

As to the reasons why large manufacturers of chloroform did not

avail themselves earlier of the acetone process, the first answer is

that it is probable that many of them, in Germany, at least, did so

secretly as soon as acetone became cheaper than alcohol.

But, as to other more positive reasons the writer, as having been

for many years a large manufacturer from alcohol, and as having,

with all other makers, given up the manufacture rather than con-

test this patent, can only speak for himself. He for many years

doubted the identity of alcohol and acetone chloroform, and

doubted whether the latter was as easily purified for use as the

former, so that when chloroform was offered to him at so low a

price as to insure that it was made from acetone it was refused.

Chloroform has always been a most important agent and during the

early part of its career the numerous fatalities from its use were

charged to its impurities, so that the alcohol process was adhered to

until the identity of the products from alcohol and acetone was

fully proved,—not only chemically but also by surgical experience of

considerable duration. Then as time passed and the subject came

up for research and reconsideration, the Siemerling results came

up also and settled the question against acetone.

Finally Dr. Gustav Rumpf, a German, and an employe for some

years in an acetone-chloroform manufactory in Germany, where

there is no patent, came to this country, took out these patents and

assigned them to the present holders, so that now for the past seven

years or more any one making acetone-chloroform in this country

by processes that had been free and largely used in Germany for

many years, was liable to prosecution for infringement.

Having any general knowledge of the history of acetone and ace-

tone chloroform it is difficult to understand how such patents

could be issued that would claim to control the proportions of well-

known chemical materials in long-known chemical reactions. But

such patents were issued, and, therefore, command respect. That

the processes were not used earlier in this country may be charged

chiefly to the endorsements of the Siemerling paper ; and that the

patents appear to have been so long acquiesced in is due to the

circumstance that any one who might contest them would do so at

great cost of money, time and annoyance in defensive litigation

which, if successful, would secure the benefits equally to many
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manufacturers and to the public in lower prices of the products,

whilst the contestant would bear all the costs.

In seeking new outlets for acetic acid the writer determined to

convert the acid into chloroform, and determined also to respect

these patents. In the intermediate step of making acetone, acetic

acid was used, not to evade the patents but because by its use the

impurities of the crude acetates of lime were avoided and a larger

yield of better acetone was obtained. In the use of acetic acid

instead of the acetates of the patent an entirely different apparatus

and management are required and used, and if the patent did not

exist the writer would not use either its apparatus or management,

but would prefer the rotary still and the continuous process.

With regard to the other step wherein the acetone is converted

into chloroform, this is accomplished by a reaction that was long

and well known before the date of the patent, and the proper pro-

portions of the materials required for the reaction were easily

obtainable by calculation, and this knowledge also antedated the

patent. The patent then simply covers a specially devised and

described apparatus and management which the writer does not

use and does not want to use even if they were not patented, but

much prefers his old form of apparatus and management described

in 1857, and used for many years in making alcohol chloroform.

And the successful use of this apparatus and management for ace-

tone chloroform is simply in accordance with the statement of

Liebig, in 1832, that acetone could be successfully used under the

same conditions as alcohol.
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VOLUMETRIC DETERMINATION OF ACETONE.

By Edward R. Squibb, M. D.,

of Brooklyn.*

In the Moniteur Scientifique of 1893, 41, 4 Serie, Vol. 7,
10

, p.

272-274, MM. J. Robineau and G. Rollin publish a paper entitled:

" DOSAGE V0 L ITMETRIQUE DE L'ACETONE,"

and the following is, first, a free translation and abridgment of

this paper ; and second, the detail of an improvement of the pro-

cess whereby it is rendered easier, more simple, quicker and better

adapted to technical uses whilst still sufficiently accurate for most

purposes.

First, Free Translation.

The common way of determining the proportion of acetone in

a liquid containing it is to convert the acetone into iodoform by

means of iodine in the presence of soda after eliminating from the

liquid every thing that would interfere with the proper reaction.

For this process binomial solutions of iodine and of sodium hy-

drate are used, aud the precipitated iodoform is washed, dried and

weighed, or is dissolved in ether and the whole or a fraction of

the ethereal solution is dried over sulphuric acid and weighed.

* Read before the N. Y. Section of The Amer. Chem. Society, Novem-
ber Gth, 1890.
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The appreciable volatility of iodoform at ordinary temperatures

introduces a source of error that is objectionable, especially when
dealing with small quantities.

But, aside from this, the time required for this process is rela-

tively so long that we have sought to change it to a volumetric

process that is more rapid.

Our proceeding consists in mixing the acetone with a solution of

potassium iodide and sodium hydroxide, and then transforming it

into iodoform with a titrated solution of a hypochlorite. The end

reaction is indicated by the appearance of a blue color, when a drop

of the liquid is touched with a drop of bicarbonated starch solu-

tion.

From the volume of hypochlorite used the quantity of acetone is

deduced.

For it happens that the presence of even the smallest trace of an

alkaline hypoiodite, in a solution of soda, gives a blue color with a

starch solution which contains an excess of bicarbonate of soda.

Again, a liquid containing acetone, an iodide and caustic soda in

excess, and into which a solution of a hypochlorite is passed, gives

no reaction with bicarbonated starch until the whole of the acetone

is converted into iodoform.

This proceeding, however, only gives constant results when cer-

tain precautions are taken.

Unless the liquid containing the acetone be sufficiently alkaline,

an excess of hypochlorite will be required to decompose all the

acetone.

The potassium iodide must be in excess.

The dilution must be fairly uniform, and the concentration of

the hypochlorite about the same for the different titrations.

The process should not be used in too strong a light.

It is very important that the liquid should be constantly stirred

during the additions of the hypochlorite.

The strength of the hypochlorite solution is ascertained by trial

against a pure acetone made by the bisulphite process.

PREPARATION OF THE HYPOCHLORITE.

For the titration of liquids containing considerable proportions

of acetone the hypochlorite solution is prepared as follows :

To 500 Cc. of the concentrated solution of hypochlorite of soda

of commerce, which tests from 45 to 55 volumes of chlorine, an
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•equal measure of water and 10 Cc. of solution of pure soda of 36°

Bailme, are added, and the solution is kept in an amber colored

bottle well corked.

Titration of the Hypochlorite Solution.

About 2 Gm. of pure acetone from bisulphite is weighed off and

•diluted to 500 Cc.

Then 10 Gm. of pure potassium iodide is put into a conical

Bohemian beaker and 100 Cc. of the diluted acetone and 20 Cc. of

solution of caustic soda of 28°B. are successively added, and the

whole is stirred until the iodide is dissolved and the liquid is homo-

geneous.

Into this the hypochlorite solution is passed drop by drop, from

a burette, with constant stirring, precipitating the iodoform in large

flakes which easily settle out. When farther additions of the hypo-

chlorite give but a light cloudiness a drop of the liquid is transfer-

red to a white porcelain plate by means of a glass rod and is there

brought in contact with a drop of the bicarbonated starch solution.

As soon as the hypochlorite is in excess the blue color appears very

distinctly.

The volume of hypochlorite used is then read off from the bu-

rette, and then for security of result the titration is repeated.

Example.—2.081 Gm. pure acetone is weighed off and diluted to

500 Cc.—100 Cc. o'f this solution requires 22.5 Cc. of the hypochlor-

ite. This gives for each Cc. of hypochlorite 0.01874 Gm. of pure

acetone. These results are liable to vary a little if the condi-

tions of the experiment vary much. The stirring is supposed to

be constant, and the hypochlorite solution to be regularly added.

If to 100 Cc. of the diluted acetone 100 Cc. of water be added
.and the same quantities of iodide and soda as above, 22.05 Cc. of

hypochlorite is required instead of 22.5 Cc.

In using 40 Cc. of the soda solution instead of 20 Cc, 22 Cc. of

the hypochlorite is required.

In using 60 Cc. of soda solution instead of 20 Cc, 21.6 Cc. of the

hypochlorite is required.

In using 10 Cc of soda instead of 20 Cc, 23 Cc. of the hypochlor-

ite is required.

These results show that dilution of the acetone and a small ex-

cess of soda have but little influence, but that a deficiency in alka-
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linity has a very considerable effect on the quantity of hypochlorite

required. And farther, that the alkalinity indicated by 20 Cc. of

soda solution of 28° Baume appears to be normal.

Under the given conditions of alkalinity and dilution the rela-

tions between acetone and the available chlorine of the hypochlor-

ite is obviously 1 molecule of C 8
H

6
0 to 6 atoms of CI.

The solution of hypochlorite used by us was the liquor of Penot

testing 21.56 volumes.

The titration of the hypochlorite with pure acetone may be

omitted, simply determining the available chlorine of the liquor

Penot instead, but we prefer the titration with pure acetone.

Determination of Acetone in a Complex Liquid.

We give as an example of this the titration of a complex liquid

made with precision, which liquid has served us to control the ac-

curacy of the process.

The complex liquid contained :

1.510 Gm. water, 1

3.149 " acetone, pure from bisulphite, |

Of this mixture 3.2445 Gm. was weighed off and diluted to 500

Cc. Proceeding as before 100 Cc. of this dilution, 10 Gm. of po-

tassium iodide, and 20 Cc. of soda solution of 28° Baume required

13.85 Cc. of the hypochlorite. This by calculation gives 39.99

p.c. of acetone, and thus verifies the composition of the complex

liquid ; and it is seen that the presence of ethyl alcohol is without

influence on the result.

The effect of the presence of paraldehyde in the same complex

liquid was tried by a similar titration.

To 100 Cc. of the complex solution corresponding to 0.4162 Gm.

of pure acetone, 10 Cc. of an aqueous solution containing 5 p.c.

of pure paraldehyde was added—say 0.500 Gm.— or a little more

paraldehyde than acetone. This mixture took 22.4 Cc. of the hy-

pochlorite instead of 22.2 Cc. as required.

This variation is slight for the relatively large proportion of par-

aldehyde, and is greater for larger proportions, but instances are

rare in which paraldehyde is present in such proportions.

1.677

1.550

ethyl alcohol,

methyl alcohol, pure,
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In all such instances where the presence of the aldehyde has

been established by the process of Bardy, the acetone should be

purified by his process before titration.

For the determination of acetone in very dilute solutions a solu-

tion of hypochlorite of one-fifth of the above strength is preferred.

That is a solution containing 4 or 5 volumes of available chlorine,

and the degree of alkalinity should be proportionately reduced.

With a little practice it is easy to judge as to how much acetone

is present in a liquid to be titrated, and from this to judge of the

corresponding quantity of hypochlorite required, and in this way

keep the conditions of the method nearly uniform, and the more

uniform the conditions the more constant the results.

This process has the great advantage of being rapid, and thus of

permitting a number of titrations being made in a short time with

results sufficiently accurate.

Remarks.

The reaction used in this titration is very delicate, and where

traces of acetone are concerned it is better seen when there is ex-

cess of iodide and of soda and but little hypochlorite.

An aqueous solution of 0.00-4 Gm. of C
3
H

6
0 in the litre gives a

heavy cloudiness immediately.

The reaction with 0.0012 C-m. of acetone in the litre is seen in a

few moments.

With 0.0008 Gm. to the litre the reaction is difficult to see.

This reaction should not be made in a bright light.

In sunshine or in a very bright light the traces of iodoform pro-

duced disappear very rapidly, the liquid becoming clear, but in a

dim light the precipitate does not disappear.

The titrated solution of hypochlorite should be kept in amber-

colored glass in a cool place and sheltered from bright light. The
titration should be frequently repeated, because it varies rather

rapidly, especially when diluted. We have made a series of experi-

ments on this point, which strikingly show these variations under

different influences. A solution of hypochlorite prepared for titra-

tions gave 22.16 volumes of available chlorine ; kept in a cool place,

in obscurity for six days it gave 21.96; kept in colorless glass, corked,

in a bright light, most of the time in sunlight, for seven days it gave
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12.32. In a water-bath at 100° C. for a quarter of an hour it gave,,

when cooled, 19.48.

End of Translation.

The rapidly increasing uses of acetone in the three years that

have passed since the publication of this important paper of MM.
Eobineau and Rollin have given to it so much additional importance

that it seemed well to the present writer—who early adopted this

volumetric method—to attempt to modify the method in the direc-

tion of greater simplicity and rapidity, even if this should be at

the cost of a little of its accuracy. As acetone comes more and

more to take the place of both ethyl and methyl alcohol as a much
the better solvent for most purposes, and as its manufacture is

cheapened, it becomes more and more desirable to have a rapid and

easy way of estimating its proportions in mixtures or under condi-

tions to which specific gravity is not applicable.

Therefore, taking the above quoted paper as a basis, and giving

full credit to the authors of it for every important principle and

step of the method, the following slight modifications are offered

as the result of about three months' experience with the original

process and over a year's experience with the modifications.

Standard Solution of Acetone.

A flask of 100 Cc. capacity containing about 50 Oc. of distilled

water is carefully weighed. To this is added about 13 Cc. of pure

acetone, made by the bisulphite process. The weight is then again

taken, when it will be found that the acetone added is a fraction

more or less than 10 Gin. The dilution is then transferred to

a measuring flask, the weighing flask being rinsed in and is farther

diluted with distilled water until each 10 Cc. of the dilution con-

tains 0.1 Gm. of acetone. This is kept in a well stopped bottle of

dark glass, for, although the writer has no evidence of any change

taking place in acetone, and believes it to be quite as permanent as

ethyl alcohol, still it maybe well to keep a dilute standard solution

protected against bright light.

Of this solution or dilution 10 Cc.=0.1 Gm. of acetone, is ac-

curately measured off for each titration of the solution of hypo-

chlorite.
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Solution of Potassium Iodide.

Of this salt 250 Gm. is dissolved in distilled water, and the so-

lution is made up to one litre, when each 10 Cc. will contain 2.5

Gm. of the iodide.

Solution of Sodium Hydroxide.

Of commercial caustic soda, purified by alcohol, 257 Gm. is dis-

solved in distilled water, the solution made up to 1 litre, and set

aside until it settles quite clear. Then 850 Cc. of clear solution is

poured off and added to the solution of potassium iodide, making

1850 Cc. of total solution.

Of this solution 20 Cc. is taken for each titration.

The remainder of the soda solution is again allowed to settle

clear for farther use in the hypochlorite solution.

Solution of Sodium Hypochlorite.

The officinal Solution of Chlorinated Soda of the U. S. Pharma-

copoeia (" Liquor Sodae Chloratae," U. S. P.) answers very well for

this process, the officinal strength of 2.6 p. c. of available chlorine

being quite convenient.

To a litre of this solution in a bottle of dark glass, 25 Cc. of the

above described clear soda solution is added and the mixture well

shaken.

If in buying the ''Solution of Chlorinated Soda" of the U. S. P.

for this process it should be found, as is not unfrequently the case,

weaker than is required by the U. S. P., or, if by keeping it be-

comes weaker this will be at once discovered on balancing it against

the standard acetone solution, and so long as the 0.1 Gm. of acetone

does not require more than say 20 Cc. of the more dilute hypo-
chlorite, the formula need not be modified.

If there be much of this titration to do it is very convenient to

fit this bottle with an automatic zero burette, as shown in the fol-

lowing illustration, this form being, so far as is known, original

with the writer and very convenient for general rapid working with

a burette. The advantage is, beside that of rapid and easy work-
ing, that it does not require a special burette and is easily fitted up
from the resources of any laboratory.
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AUTOMATIC ZFRO BURETTE.
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BlCARBONATED STARCH SOLUTION.

Starch 0.125 Gm. is mixed with 5 Cc. of cold water, and then

added to 20 Cc. of boiling water and boiled. When cold 2 Gm. of

sodium acid carbonate is added and stirred until dissolved. Kept

in a colorless bottle this solution does not sensibly diminish in deli-

cacy of reaction in three months. But for how much longer it

would remain good for this reaction was not tried.

The Titration.

The burette being filled with the solution of sodium hypochlorite,

10 Cc. of the standard solution of acetone (= 0.1 Gm. of acetone)

is measured into a beaker of about 50 Cc. capacity, and 20 Cc. of

the mixed solution of iodide and soda is added and stirred well.

Into this the hypochlorite solution is passed in rapid dropping, with

constant stirring until 8 or 10 Cc. has been run in. Then the pre-

cipitated iodoform is allowed to settle out, and a drop or two

more hypochlorite is added. Should this produce a dense cloudi-

ness half a cubic centimetre more hypochlorite is added, and well

stirred and again allowed to settle. Then a drop or two more of

hypochlorite is added. If there should still be a cloudiness, another

0.5 Cc. of the hypochlorite is added and well stirred, and so on

until the cloudiness is very slight. Then the starch testing begins.

A small drop of the liquid is transferred by a rod to a white

porcelain tile or plate, and a similar small drop of the starch

solution is placed very near it. Then with the first rod the drops

are made to connect by a fine line, so that the whole has a dumb-
bell form. If there be no blue color, one or two tenths of a cubic

centimetre more of the hypochlorite is added and well stirred, and

the testing is repeated, until finally a blue line will be seen at the

moment of contact of one drop with the other. If the last nega-

tive testing has taken 10.4 Cc. from the burette, and this positive

testing which has given the blue line, required 10.6 Cc, then the

accepted reading would be 10.5 Cc, and this would be the hypo-

chlorite equivalent of 0.1 Gm. of acetone. If the blue line be

very faint, it will be momentary only, and will indicate that the

excess of hypochlorite is very small, and that 10.6 Cc. is a closer

reading than 10.5, but the process is not sufficiently accurate to

take much account of such differences, since even with much
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experience and great care it is hardly practicable to get any two

titrations to agree within 0.1 Cc. of hypochlorite.

Having then 10.5 Cc. as the hypochlorite equivalent of 0.1 Gm.
of acetone at this time, it is easy to estimate any smaller or larger

quantity of acetone that requires a smaller or larger quantity of

the hypochlorite by the equation as 10.5 : 0.1 :: a : x.

But this hypochlorite solution is liable to diminish in strength

by keeping, and therefore must be standardized by this standard

acetone solution as often as the accuracy of the determinations may
require. At times the change in titre is scarcely perceptible from

day to day in several successive day's work, but in standing for a

week or two there will always be a falling off in strength to the ex-

tent of 0.1 to 0.5 Cc. in the hypochlorite. The addition of the

soda solution appears to render the hypochlorite more permanent,

just as the sodium bicarbonate renders the starch solution more

permanent. But in the case of the starch the blue reaction does

not occur if the bicarbonate be not present.

The titration of the acetone present in unknown dilutions re-

quires first that the strength should be estimated by known con-

ditions or by sensible properties, in order to keep the proportions

of the reagents and the dilutions approximately the same, or at

least not differing very widely when close determinations are re-

quired. If then the taste and smell should indicate that the

acetone to be tested is below 25 p.c, 0.4 Cc. may be taken for the

testing. If over 25 p.c. and under 50 p.c, 0.2 Cc. may be taken.

If over 50 p.c, 0.1 Cc. is sufficient.

For the adjustment of these small quantities with a sufficient

degree of accuracy for rapid technical working, it is convenient to

have a 0.5 Cc. pipette divided in 0.01 Cc. fitted with a rubber bulb,

as shown in the illustration. By screwing the neck of this bulb

up or down upon the glass, with the point in the liquid, close meas-

urements may be quickly made.

A beaker of 50 Cc. capacity containing 10 Cc. of water is weighed

and the weight noted. The 0.4, 0.2 or 0.1 Cc. of the sample to

be titrated is delivered in the water, and the weight again taken

to give the quantity of the sample taken for the titration. Then

the 20 Cc. of the iodide and soda solution is added, the whole well

stirred, and the hypochlorite dropped in, and the end reaction

managed precisely as described in standardizing the hypochlorite,

and the quantity of hypochlorite used is noted. Then as 10.5 Cc.
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of the hypochlorite is to 0. 1 Gm. of acetone, so is the quantity of

hypochlorite now used to the quantity of acetone present in the

portion of the sample taken for titration. Then as the weight of

this portion, taken for titration, is to the quantity of acetone found

in it, so is 100 to the percentage of acetone in the sample.

For example, a sample supposed to be not far from absolute is

to be titrated. A 50 Cc. beaker with 10 Cc. of water weighs 25,283

Gm.; with 0.1 Cc. of the sample added the weight becomes 25,360

Gm., giving 0.077 Gm. as the weight taken for the titration To
this is added the 20 Cc. of iodide and soda solution, and the mix-

ture being well stirred, the hypochlorite is dropped in to saturation

when 7.9 Cc. is found to have been used. Then as 10.5 is to 0.1,

so is 7.9 to 0.0752 Gm. of acetone in the 0.077 Gm. of the sample

taken. Then as 0.077 Gm. of the sample taken is to the 0.0752

of acetone indicated, so is 100 to 97.66 per cent, of acetone in the

sample.

This is the rationale of the operation, but the calculation is

shortened by simply dividing the standard hypochlorite (10.5 Cc.)

into the hypochlorite required (7.9 Cc.) to get the corresponding

acetone (0.0752 Gm.), and then dividing the weight of the sample

taken (0.077 Gm.) into the weight of acetone obtained from it

(0.-0752 Gm.) to get the percentage proportion of the acetone

(97.66 p.c).

Of course the method of definite dilution, and the titration of an

aliquot part, as described in the original paper of Robineau and

Rollin (see translation) is available and more accurate than that

here recommended, and takes but little more time.

Where acetone is made, or is much used, and especially in pro-

cesses where it is recovered by distillation to be used over again,

there is often much need of testing the strength of very weak dilu-

tions, and of knowing when acetone is absent. In many such uses

accuracy is not required and rough estimates are sufficient. For

work of this kind, especially when the strength is below 10 p.c,

the weighing of the sample to be tested may be omitted, because

the s.g. is so nearly that of water that the measure may be accepted

as cubic centimetre for gramme.

Determination of Acetone in the Presence of Ethyl
Alcohol.

The standard dilution of acetone containing 10 Gm. in the litre
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was used, and 10 Ca of this required 14.3 Cc. of the hypochlorite

solution. On repetition 14.4 Cc. was required.

A dilution of ethyl alcohol was made containing 10 G-m. in the

litre, and 10 Cc. of this requires 0.1 Cc. of the hypochlorite. On
repetition 0.125 Cc.

To 10 Cc. of the acetone dilution 0.2 Cc. of the alcohol dilution

was added, and this mixture required 14.4 Cc. of the hypochlorite

solution. On repetition 14.4 Cc. again.

To 10 Cc. of the alcohol dilution 0.2 Cc. of the acetone dilution

was added, and this mixture required 0.35 Cc. of the hypochlorite.

On repetition 0.4 Cc.

In each case 10 Cc. of the iodide and soda solution was used and

all other conditions were kept fairly uniform.

In the case wherein the hypochlorite was added to alcohol alone

no precipitate nor cloudiness was visible, although 0.1 to 0.125 Cc.

was required to obtain the starch reaction. When acetone had

been added to the alcohol one-half this quantity of the hypochlorite

was sufficient to give decided cloudiness.

These results appear to confirm the conclusions of MM. Robineau

and Eollin to the effect that the presence of ethyl alcohol has no

effect upon the titration of acetone by this method, although ethyl

alcohol is an iodoform-yielding substance. The small quantity of

hypochlorite required to obtain the starch reaction when alcohol

alone was titrated was probably in consequence of traces of impu-

rity in the alcohol.
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NOTE ON AN IMPROVED SPECIFIC GRAVITY BOTTLE
OR PYKNOMETER.

By Edward R. Squibb, M. D.,

OF BROOKLYN, S*. Y.*

The first attempt of the writer to improve the ordinary specific

gravity bottle was described and illustrated in a paper published in

the Ephemeris, Vol. I., No. 11, for September, 1883, page 349.

The next improvement, wherein the principle of the present bot-

tle was first applied, was described and illustrated in the Ephem-
eris for May, 1884, Vol. II., No 3, page 528.

The next improvement was described and illustrated in the

Ephemeris for July, 1889, Vol. III., No. 4, page 1162.

The present form, now to be described and illustrated, has been

in use during the past five years with very satisfactory results.

The increasing importance of specific gravity of liquids, and the

increasing frequency with which close determinations are required,

make any improvement that can be suggested in the apparatus

worth describing.

Different authorities give different temperatures not only for the

standard unit water-volume,but also a different temperature of the

compared volume from the standard volume. The standard vol-

umes most commonly used are 0°C—4°C—10°C—15°C—15.6°C.

= 60°F.—20°C. and 25°C. = 77°F. and it is very convenient to have a

single bottle in which the standard water-volume can be accurately

measured at all these temperatures, and in which liquids can with-

out loss be brought to room temperature for weighing. As the

bottles illustrated here accomplish these objects easily and ac-

curately they are supposed to be improvements on the older form

of bottles.

The control of error by expansion of liquid before weighing has

recently been effected by Mr. J. C. Boot in his "New form of

Pyknometer " presented at a meeting of the New York Section of

the American Chemical Society held November 6, 1896. In this

* Read before the New York Section of the American Chemical Society

at the meeting of January 8, 1897.
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bottle change of temperature is controlled by having the bottle

made double with a vacuum interspace. But this bottle can only

be used at a single standard unit water-volume, and. the provision

by which change of temperature is prevented also prevents change

in adjusting to standard temperature so that this adjustment has

to be made before the liquid is put into the bottle, whereas in the

improved bottle shown here any temperature of unit-volume below

25°C. may be used, temperatures being always adjusted in a bath.

By the adjoining cut it will be seen that the mechanical con-

struction is that of an ordinary thermometer, and as far as temper-

ature is concerned the principle of action is the same. It there-

fore has a thin light bulb (the bottle), a graduated stem, and a

safety reservoir, the graduated stem being ground into the bottle

for facilit}
T of filling and emptying. The graduation of the stem is

arbitrary, and may be 0 to 50 or 0 to 100.

The use of the bottle and its parts will be easily understood from

a description of its adjustment. As received from the glass blower

the chemically cleaned and tared bottle should hold say 100 Gm.
of recently boiled distilled water at 20°C. at about 58 divisions of

a scale of 0 to 100. In weighing 100 Gm. of water into the bottle

the fine adjustment to 0.001 Gm. is made by very narrow strips of

blotting board that will pass easily down the bore of the graduated

stem and absorb minute quantities of liquid. When the 100 Gm.

is in the bottle and the column stands at say 50 to 65 divisions of

the scale, the little stopper is put in at the top and the leaden

weight is put on the neck, and the whole is immersed in a bath at

0°C. until the column of water in the stem ceases to fall. It

should then read at 0 or not much above it and the reading be

noted. If it reads below 0 the bottle is too large and the stopper

part of the stem must be ground farther into the bottle neck, until

the reading on new trials brings the column above 0 at 0°C.

Then the bottle is put into a bath at 25°C. and kept there with

stirring of the bath until the column ceases to rise, when it should

read somewhere from 90 to 100 of the scale. Should it read

above 100 of scale, while the lower limit is as far above the 0 of

scale then the bottle is too small and the end of the stopper must

be ground off until the reading of the column is within the scale

at both ends of the scale.

The 100 Gm. bottle figured in the illustration is one that has

been many years in use, and during the first two years the column
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The small stoppers have a minute"air passage tlirough the centre that

could not be shown in the cut.

IMPROVED SPECIFIC GRAVITY BOTTLE, OR PYKN OMETER.
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moved up as it will do in thermometers, but of late years it has

been constant. This bottle has the following scale readings when

it contains 100 Gm. of recently boiled distilled water.

When the column has ceased to move at 4°C. the reading is 6.

" " 10°C.

« " 15°C.

" " 15.6°C.

„ « 250

" 10.5.

" 28.

" 31.

" 57.5.

" 97.5.

With such a bottle specific gravity of liquids can be taken at any

of the temperatures of the standard unit-volume, to the sixth deci-

mal place. But such accuracy is almost valueless if both tempera-

tures be not expressed. Fortunately this good practice of always

giving both temperatures, as JoC. y«C. \jlC, is now becoming

common.

2
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BRIEF COMMENTS ON THE MATERIA MEDICA,
PHARMACY AND THERAPEUTICS OF THE

YEAR ENDING OCTOBER 1, 1896.*

By E. H. Squibb, M.D.

ALPHABETICALLY ARRANGED.

It is agreeable to report that in a general way the craze for nov-

elties somewhat subsided during the past year, although there are

abundant evidences that the mill is still grinding, especially in that

ever fertile source of supply—Germany. The possible combinations

of elements as well as the products resulting from constant chemical

manipulation are practically inexhaustible, and therefore the end

may be looked for at infinity.

Acetanilid (Antifebrin) continues to be used on a very large

scale throughout the world. Its topical uses are increasing very rap-

idly owing to the many advantages claimed over Iodoform. It has

been claimed that it has " no disadvantages whatever," but this

statement can hardly be borne out, for there continue to be frequent

reports of intoxicating and poisonous effects from its use. It must

be admitted that it should not be used recklessly, nor should it be

expected to be harmless under all conditions, for there are still too

many reports of its toxic action not to take warning. Its internal

use in the popular "headache powders" still needs watching, and

physicians should caution patients about the too ready appeal to

these powders whenever any little physical derangement occurs.

Acetic Acid as a solvent continues to give gratifying results.

Further experimentation has shown that a 10 per cent, strength

can be used successfully in the preparation of Pharmaceutical Ex-

tracts as a substitute for alcoholic menstrua in a large number of

cases, particularly with drugs whose value depends on the alkaloidal

principles. The Extracts made give every indication of being equal

therapeutically to those made with Alcohol, and consequently at a

largely reduced cost.

Acid Carbolic (Phenol) has baffled all investigation up to the

present time when turned toward an explanation of its alteration

* Read by title at the Thirteenth Annual Meeting: of the New York

State Medical Association on October 13, 18!)(i.
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in color. No one has yet been satisfied with the explanations given.

As a remedial agent, however, it still holds its own among its

many rivals. Dr. R. Milbourne West, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., of Lei-

cester, England, has made successful use of it in the local treatment

of carbuncle, giving most satisfactory and rapid results when used

in solution in glycerin (1 to 5). 1 to 2 Cc. (about 20 to 30 minims)
" according to the size of the carbuncle, is injected into the sur-

rounding inflamed indurated tissues, and not into the slough itself."

(Brit. Med. Journ., Vol. I. for 1896, page 591.)

Assistant Surgeon C. Brian Dobell, M.B., of the Tewkesbury

(England) Hospital, has reported A Case of Bronchiectasis treated

by Inhalation of Coal Tar Creosote Vapor in a very emaciated

patient 40 years of age.

"The beneficial effect was immediate. After the first inhala-

tion of ten minutes the cough was improved, the expectoration and

breath less foul, he slept better, and the temperature, which had

been rising steadily for a day or two, began at once to fall. (See

chart.)" An interesting chart accompanies the report. (Brit. Med.

Journ. , Vol. I. for 1896, page 1502.)

Acid Citric still continues to receive attention in the chemical

laboratory. As alluded to here last year, Dr. T. L. Phipson, of

Putney, England, claimed he had produced it from cane sugar.

Others criticised his results, and although he still maintains his

points, and apparently has his actual results in evidence (Chemical

News, Vol. LXXIL, pages 190 and 257), still it is probably only

fair to his opponents to point out to those who may be interested

in the subject, where the hitter's claims may be found. Messrs.

Alfred B. Searle and Arnold R. Tankard, of Sheffield, England,

have been the most prominent on the opposite side, and their notes

will be found in the Chemical Neivs, Vol. LXXIL, pages 31, 235

and 268.

Acid Picric (Tri-Nitro-Phenol) in the treatment of burns is

still kept before the medical profession by Dr. Paul Thiery, of

Paris, France, for at the opening of the year he published in the

Gazette des Hopitaux two papers still further discussing its utility,

especially " where the deeper layers of the true skin have not been

entirely destroyed. In these circumstances the use of ointments

and emollient dressings has an effect which often hinders healing,

since their action is rather keratolytic than otherwise— i.e. they do

not in any way assist in the transformation of the superficial layers
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of epithelium into the harder keratinized condition which is neces-

sary in order to bring about satisfactory repair. Picric acid, on

the other hand, has this power in a marked degree, and by this

means the superficial layers of epithelium can readily be hardened

and fixed so as to render the surface insensitive and capable of

being exposed without harm. Two objections have been raised to

its employment—viz., that it is toxic and explosive ; but both of

these ideas are negatived by the author. In fact, he has applied a

dressing moistened with a saturated solution of the acid to an

abraded surface corresponding to quite one-third of the surface of

the body without harm. To avoid soiling his hands with the solu-

tion, it is well that the surgeon should use india rubber gloves when
applying the dressings. A certain amount of tingling pain may
be experienced by the patient for a few minutes, but this soon

wears off, and the acid is then found to exercise an analgesic effect.

The best results are obtained if the dressing is applied as soon as

possible after the burn, and if no other treatment has been previ-

ously adopted. A saturated solution made with distilled water is

employed, and where the burn or abrasion is extensive, it is recom-

mended that the part should first be totally immersed in a bath of

the fluid, and then dressed with compresses of lint or gauze wrung

out of the solution ; these in turn are covered with absorbent wool

and bandaged on, so that the dressing may become dry. For burns

of the first degree, healing is often obtained in one or two days

after the first application. In the deeper burns it may be necessary

to re-apply the dressing once or twice. The second paper deals

with other conditions, which may be treated in the same way, and

offers various suggestions as to the applicability of the process.

We note that blisters are said to do best when dressed in this way.

as also hangnails, superficial excoriations, some forms of eczema,

lupus, etc., and in fact, it may be useful in any conditions where

its antiseptic, analgesic, and keratoplasty properties may conceiva-

bly be of value in bringing about healing." (London Practitioner,

Vol. LVL, page 666.)

Mr. D'Arcy Power, M.B., of Chelsea, England, fully confirms Dr.

Thiery's results in " A Note on Picric Acid in the Treatment of

Superficial Burns and Scalds/' to be found in the British Medical

Journal, Vol. II. for 1896, page 651. He concludes as follows:

" I have used this method for more than a year in hospital practice

both amongst out-patients and in-patients, and I have every reason
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to be thoroughly satisfied with the results I have obtained. It

is not an ideal method, for it stains the clothes and discolors the

hands of the surgeon, but it is a great improvement upon any-

thing else I know of."

Delpech offers a specially prepared cotton-wool for such applica-

tions. He simply steeps absorbent cotton in a saturated solution of

Picric Acid and then dries it. Just before using it is to be damp-

ened with water and applied wet.

Acid Salicylic appears to have given considerable satisfac-

tion for some time past simply as an external application in the

treatment of the inflamed joints in rheumatic fever and without

any friction being applied. Prof. Bourget, of Lausanne, Switzer-

land, reports having experimented with the following ointment

underneath a binding of flannel :

Acid Salicylic 15 grammes (about 4 drachms)

Turpentine 15 " ( " 4 "
)

Lanolin 15 " ( " 4 "
)

Lard 125 " ( " 4 ounces)

" Within half an hour after the application the urine yields a

strong reaction of salicylic acid. The result of twenty quantitative

examinations shows that the total amount of acid eliminated in

the twenty-four hours varied from 20 to 84 centigrammes (3 to

14 grains). For two years every case of acute rheumatism ad-

mitted into Bourget's wards was treated by the application of this

ointment to the exclusion of all other treatment. No salicylate

was administered internally. The results are as follows :—Pain dis-

appears a few hours after the application of the ointment ; swell-

ing diminishes as early as the second day
;
temperature comes down

between the third and fifth day. Lastly, this method of treat-

ment is never attended by any accidents, which are occasionally

observed to follow the internal administration of salicylates and
I allied bodies. This method is also much less expensive than others

in general use." (London Practitioner, Vol LVL, page 445.)

Actol is the short name given to the salt Silver Lactate which
. has been recommended by Dr. Crede, of Dresden, Germany, as an

efficient surgical antiseptic. He recently reported his observations

at a meeting of the Medical Society of Dresden. He has evidently

been working in the same line as observers at the Johns Hopkins
Hospital, Baltimore, Md., have been for some time past, in using

finely divided metallic silver and foil in the dressing of wounds.
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He found that apparently the silver combined with the secretions

of the micro-organisms containing lactic acid, forming this salt

which is destructive to them. A 1 to 1,000 solution of the salt de-

stroys the micro-organisms in five minutes, and a 1 to 50,000 arrests

their development. He frankly points out that this fact has been

recognized before by many of the older observers, but apparently

no practical use of it had been attempted. Actol is described as a
fine, colorless and odorless powder, without toxic properties, and
giving little irritation when used on all kinds of open wounds. It,

however, has a tendency to cake, and therefore may be disappoint-

ing when desired for a dusting powder. The citrate, under the

name of f< Itrol," is therefore to be preferred as a dusting powder.

Actol is best employed in solution. It has been used subcuta-

neously in doses of about 10 milligrames grain), and as a mouth
wash and gargle in a weak solution made by using about a teaspoon-

ful of a 2 per cent, solution to a glass of water.

Airol (Bismuth Oxy-Iodo-Gallate), one of the more recent

substitutes for Iodoform, has received some prominent attention

since alluded to here last year. Prof. Veiel, of Vienna, Austria,

reported his experience with this agent before the last German
Dermatological Congress. He used it first in the treatment of

ulcers of the leg. These rapidly became painless, and their secre-

tion diminished extraordinarily. The granulations became much
firmer, and showed none of the tendency to overgrowth which is so

common with Iodoform. The inflammation of the neighboring

skin, which is sometimes seen with Iodoform and less often with

Dermatol, was absent with Airol. This agent is therefore strongly

recommended in ulcers of the leg, particularly when complicated

with eczema. Prof. Veiel also found it most efficient in the treat-

ment of ingrowing toenail with dermatitis repens and in the treat-

ment of small fresh and infected wounds, where its disinfecting

power appeared to be greater than that of Iodoform. The obstin-

ate fissures of the nostril accompanying sycosis of the upper lip,

which so'often lead to erysipelas, heal rapidly under the influence of

10 per cent. Airol ointment. Lupus ulcers skin over very rapidly,

but Airol has no specific action on the disease any more than Iodo-

form has. Prof. Veiel concludes that Airol is in many case-

superior to Iodoform, for it is inodorous, non-toxic and non-irri-

tant, while at the same time it greatly diminishes the secretion.

Dr. C. Hiigler, of Basle, Switzerland, has made successful use of
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it in fully 2,000 cases of operative wounds and ulcers of various

kinds. At his surgical clinic he dresses wounds as follows :

"The operation terminated, a little Airol is blown among the

edges of the loss of substance, and when the wound has been closed

by suturing, a rather thick layer of this powder is applied to the

line of sutures, the whole being covered with 20 per cent. Airol

gauze, and on top of this is applied an ordinary aseptic dressing.

"In the numerous cases treated in this manner, Dr. Hiigler has

never, in spite of the absence of drainage, met with complications

interfering in any way with the process of healing. The drying

effect of the Airol is strikingly manifested on the edges of the

wound, which within from twenty four to forty eight hours are

found to be held together by a narrow crust, partly composed of

Airol. Neither eczema nor any other symptom of irritation of the

skin was ever observed at the circumference of the wound, and

the cicatrices obtained were irreproachable.

"Applied to ulcers and burns, Airol rapidly dries them, stimulates

granulation and epidermization, and hastens cicatrization.

" Dr. Hiigler has also employed a 10 per cent, emulsion of Airol

in equal parts of water and glycerine for injection into cold ab-

scesses, frequently with favorable results, but the cases of surgical

tuberculosis in which this treatment has been tried are not yet suf-

ficiently numerous to permit of forming a definite judgment of its

value as compared with iodoform.
u Lastly, excellen-t results have been obtained in small wounds of

the face, head and limbs, from the use of 10 per cent. Airol collo-

dion, applied over a thin layer of aseptic cotton wool. This dress-

ing adheres firmly and exerts no irritating effect on the skin."

(The Medical Week, Vol. IV., page 72.)

Dr. Gallemaertz, of Brussels, Belgium, records several severe cases

of ulcer of the cornea in which he found this agent invaluable.

In applying it he first tried dusting it over the surface of the eye,

but found it produced so much temporary pain that afterwards he
contented himself with touching the affected spot with cotton wool
dipped in the Airol, previously applying solution of cocaine hydro-
chlorate in cases where any considerable quantity of Airol was to

be employed. He concludes that Airol is greatly to be preferred
to Iodoform.

Drs. Legneu and Levy reported at the meeting of the Paris So-
ciety of Dermatology and Syphilography on Thursday, February
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13th last, that they had employed this agent successfully in cases of

gonorrhea. They used the following emulsion :

Airol 2 grammes (30.9 grains)

Water 5 " (77.2 "
)

Glycerin 15 " ( 4 drachms)

Alumnol, the astringent and antiseptic, has been heard of still

less in the current medical literature than last year. Undoubtedly
it is still in use, but apparently reports are not made upon it. A
mixture of four parts of Alumnol with four parts of Aristol and

fifteen parts of dry Starch has recently been recommended to be

dusted inside of the stockings for the treatment of excessive sweat-

ing of the feet.

Dr. I. N. Grammatikati, of Tomsk, West Siberia, has obtained

very gratifying results in cases of catarrhal endometritis and other

forms of metritis as well as in salpingitis and pelvic exudation from

intra-uterine injections of the following mixture :

Alumnol 2.5 grammes (38 grains)

Tincture of Iodine 25.0 " (6^drachms)

Rectified Spirit 25.0 " (6£ "
)

Ammonol (so-called Ammoniated Phenyl-Acetamide), the an-

tipyretic, analgesic and stimulant alluded to here last year, is still

kept before the medical profession by the enterprising firm which

distributes samples and extols its advantages, but practically noth-

ing has appeared upon it in the prominent medical journals of the

past year, except in the advertising pages. It has been rej)orted

that it "consists of acetanilid and ammonium carbonate."

Amygdophenin is a new compound derived from Par-Amido-

Phenol, and analogous to Phenacetin. In Paramidophenol, one

atom of hydrogen is replaced by an Amygdalic Acid radicle and

another by Ethyl or Methyl Carbonate to form this new agent,

which is strictly Ethyl-Amygdo-Phenin. It is described as a fine,

light, crystalline, greenish-white powder, difficultly soluble in water

and therefore can be agreeably administered in the powder form,

although it has been exhibited in tablets.

Dr. R. Stiive, of Frankt'ort-on-the-Main, Germany, has made a

very careful clinical study of it in the hospital service of Prof, von

Noorden in the treatment of acute articular rheumatism, in neural-

gic pains and as an antipyretic. He reports on 20 cases of articular

rheumatism, 11 of which were accompanied with fever. In 7, marked
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improvement was evident in two days. The local symptoms and

fever disappeared completely by the end of four to six days. With

the exception of one patient, who brought on a relapse by leaving

his bed too soon, the cure was apparently permanent in all. One

patient had been annoyed by the buzzing in his ears caused by

sodium salicylate in previous attacks, but when Amygdophenin was

given him, there were no accompanying annoyances, but recovery

in less time than ever had occurred with sodium salicylate. In 4

other cases the result of the use of Amygdophenin was not alike

in all. The effect was not very successful in two cases—one with

cardiac trouble, and the other showing extremely slow recovery. On
the other hand, good results were obtained in one case where there

was serious aortic insufficiency ; marked improvement followed the

administration of 3 grammes (46.3 grains) of Amygdophenin, which

cured completely an intercurrent and slightly febrile attack of acute

articular rheumatism. The only absolute failure in the use of this

agent was in a case of pain in the joint of one knee. But this was

probably a blennorrhagic rheumatic trouble, in which all the other

antirheumatics have even less efficiency. In the 4 cases of febrile

articular rheumatism the Amygdophenin produced a complete and

rapid cure, with one exception. This was a case of simple pain in

tlie joints without objective phenomena of any kind. In one case

the Amygdophenin was replaced for a few days by sodium salicylate,

which had no perceptible effect, and not until the Amygdophenin
was renewed did recovery continue to a permanent cure. As an

antipyretic it was tried on some phthisical patients with fever. 500

milligrammes (7.7 grains) had no effect upon the temperature. 1

gramme (15.4 grains) reduced the temperature two degrees C. in

one case with profuse perspiration, but in others the same dose only

reduced the temperature one-half to one degree C. and not at all in

others. It is therefore impossible to rely upon Amygdophenin as

an antipyretic in these doses. In neuralgia it produced good results

in several cases, but its effect was only palliative. However, it was

noted that it acted well even in cases where the pain had a central

origin, as in tabes, sclerosis and the like. It was given in 1 gramme
(15.4 grains) doses from one to six times a day, at first in powders

and later in tablets. 1 gramme (15.4 grains) doses never produced

any accompanying annoyances in the whole series of observations,

amounting to about 1,000 In one, the patient after taking 5 gram-

mes (77.2 grains) in twenty-four hours, complained of a slight ver-
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tigo ; another who had taken 6 grammes (92.6 grains) noted a buz-

zing in his ears, but both of these disappeared at once when the

amount given daily was reduced. No exanthema was observed in

any case, nor dyspeptic symptoms, nor renal inflammation. Three

cases only had perceptible sweats. Dr. Stiive concludes his obser-

vations with the announcement that in Amygdophenin a most valu-

able remedy for rheumatism is offered. It acts in cases where the

other antirheumatics, such as sodium salicylate either produce uo

effect whatever, or must be discontinued on account of accompany-

ing disturbances. As to its use in pyrexia and neuralgia he does

not consider the limited number of observations on record as suffi-

cient to warrant an official opinion.

No other observer has yet reported on this agent.

Antinonnin is the trivial name given to a new yellowish, pasty

compound found by C. 0. Harz and W. von Miller to be a Potassium

Ortho-Di-Nitro-Cresolate, and recommended as a disinfectant and

parasiticide. When applied to plants and masonry in solutions (best

in a soap solution) varying from 1 to 2,000 to 1 to 100, it is claimed

to destroy all the commonly injurious parasitic growths like dryrot

and mildew without affecting the plants or masonry themselves. It

is quite readily soluble in water, staining everything that will ab-

sorb it a bright yellow color. Prof. Aubry, of Munich, Bavaria,

finds that although yeast is not deteriorated by it, even when treated

with a 5 per cent, solution, the bacteria present are destroyed. It

has been employed in skin affections due to animal parasites. A 1

per cent, aqueous solution has been used as a preventive against

fungoid growths, although its staining property is a drawback. It

is odorless, non-volatile and inexpensive, but is poisonous. It is

too little known yet to expect more definite reports.

Antinosin is the antiseptic alluded to here last year under the

heading Nosophen, as it is the sodium salt of Nosophen. It still

continues to be used abroad, particularly in Germany, and Drs. P.

Unna and A. Herz, of Hamburg, Germany, now report on their

successes with it in the treatment of soft chancres by applying the

powder very thoroughly to the well cleaned sore. From two to six

applications only seem necessary to convert the sore into a simple

wound which soon heals. It being such a harmless agent, these

two observers report that it may be used freely on very extensive

wounds. It is reported to act as a very satisfactory hemostatic, and

not to irritate.
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It is now being used, in this country, but no clinical reports of

importance have yet been made in the medical literature.

Antiphthisin, the purified Tuberculin of Prof. Edwin Klebs,

has been considerably "investigated" both chemically and clinic-

ally during the past year, and although reports are made which seem

to be forcible both for and against it, the conclusion is unavoidably

drawn by conservative observers that an agent which needs so much
defending is still much in doubt. Its preparation is now restricted

by patents which limit its usefulness, as Prof. Klebs has surren-

dered all his rights in it. He evidently has not lost faith in it, for

he continues to refute criticism ; however he now permits all pe-

cuniary advantages to accrue to others under patents. There may
be brilliant results forthcoming, but nothing convincing has yet

been reported.

Antipyrin (Phenazone) is still one of the most valuable of the

coal-tar products. Its unfortunate depressant and toxic effects,

however, continue to manifest themselves. Its use by itself appears

to be comparatively on the decrease, but as a corrective or adjuvant

it is largely employed. One part of CafTein to three of Antipyrin

forms quite an effective combination for neuralgias, etc. A mix-

ture of

Antipyrin 5 parts.

Phenacetin 2 u

Acetanilid 1 "

divided into sixteen cachets is successfully used by Dr. C. Bozzolo,

of Turin, Italy, and Drs. Berger and Vogt, of Paris, France, to

heighten antipyretic, analgesic and hypnotic and lessen toxic effects.

To lower the temperature in measles, Dr. Leprevost, of France,

has apparently made good use of Antipyrin, and reports on 47

cases with the following conclusions :

"1. Antipyrin is well tolerated by children. 2. It produces

prompt lowering of the temperature, not always to a very great

extent, but with certainty in the immense majority of cases. 3.

The maximum of the fall of temperature is obtained at the end of

two hours in most cases. It is frequently maintained for twelve

hours, and may persist for thirty-six. 4. Antipyrin seems to act

in cases in which simple baths, or those to which mustard has been

added, and moist applications have failed. In all cases if the im-

mediate antithermic effects were not more intense they were more
lasting. 5. It has no action on the classic thermic cycle of measles
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or on any of its complications. 6. The most varied complications

have no influence at all on the results obtained with the Antipyrin,

and the failure of the drug should not be imputed to them. 7. No
antithermic reaction, or a very feeble one, is of.ten an unfavorable

element in the prognosis. This rule is not absolute, and, as re-

covery may supervene in a case in which there has been no reaction,

so may death occur with an abnormally high or an abnormally low

temperature in patients who previously showed a notable lowering

of the temperature. 8. Antipyrin has no action at all on the ra-

pidity of the pulse. 9. It seems to ameliorate dyspnoea in a slight

degree. This action does not often begin until two hours after the

indigestion of the drug." (AT. Y. Med. Journ., Vol. LXIIL, page

192.)

It has been employed with good effect by Rousseau of Bordeaux,

France, in infantile diarrheas and colic, especially when teething.

He now reports on 500 of his hospital cases with most gratifying

results. He uses

Antipyrin 1 part.

Syrup 100 parts.

Water 100 »

in teaspoonful doses every two hours just before nursing.

Dr. Frederick Graves, L.R.C.P., of Birmingham, England, re-

ports a case of successful treatment of diabetes mellitus with A ntipy-

rin, as an adjuvant at the stage called for. 650 milligrammes (10

grains) were administered thrice daily for three days, showing marked

improvement, and " the temperature became normal, the quantity

of urine came down steadily, and the glucose decreased. On the

twelfth day the patient complained only of slight weakness and

thirst. She was passing barely 100 ounces of water, and only 10

grains sugar per ounce. In a month's time the glucose was only

about li to 2 grains per ounce. When last heard of the symptoms

had nearly disappeared with care in diet, and the urine was mode-

rate in amount.

The case presents remarkable features of interest : the sudden

onset, the maniacal raving, the uraemic nature of the epileptoid at-

tacks, the presence of acetone, and the improvement and subse-

quent reduction of glucose from the urine on the continued admin-

istration of Antipyrin." (Brit. Med. Journ., Vol. I. for 1896, page

070.)
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Prof. Savitzky, of Kussia, now reports the results of his seventeen

years' observations with enemata of Antipyrin as an obstetrical anaes-

thetic. He employs 1 gramme (15.4 grains) every two to six hours

(at times in combination with 15 to 20 drops of Kussian tincture

of opium, which is 1 part of opium to 10 of tincture). The pain

appears to be relieved in from fifteen to twenty minutes, and the

hemorrhage perceptibly diminished. No bad after-effects were ever

noticed.

Dr. Pousson, of Bordeaux, France, reports using a 2 to 4 per cent,

solution of Antipyrin as an efficient anaesthetic for the bladder.

He claims it is as effective as cocaine, and besides is absolutely free

from toxic properties.

Dr. Merklen reported at a meeting of the Paris Medical Society

of the Hospitals on December 20th last his successful use of Anti-

pyrin in two additional cases of laryngeal vertigo. His doses were

from 2 to 3 grammes (30.9 to 46.3 grains) daily. He had previously

reported one other case. In chronic laryngitis accompanying the

spasm he used a spray of Antipyrin solution.

Dr. Koswell Park, of Buffalo, N. Y., also reports his past suc-

cessful use in his surgical practice of a 5 per cent, spray on any sur-

face. He has used it also in the urethra, bladder and even in the

eye. In this connection he calls attention to a combination of An-

tipyrin and Tannic Acid in solution as a styptic, Those interested

in this apparently effective combination will do well to read Dr.

Park's " Some Therapeutical (Surgical) Notes" in the Medical

News, Vol. LXVIL, page 547.

Dr. A. E. Anderson has made good use of a 10 per cent, solu-

tion in acute, chronic and granular conjunctivitis. There is first a

sensation of pain, but this soon disappears.

Antitoxin has received unabated attention throughout the year,

and much valuable work has been accomplished, but taking the

testimony of the profession throughout the medical world the results

are still conflicting,and it cannot yet be concluded that a specific agent

has been found. So many conflicting factors are present in quite a

proportion of the cases treated that an undue anxiety to accomplish

successful results tends to bias the observer's conclusions towards his

favored agent. No doubt the larger proportion of the medical pro-

fession of this country are fairly familiar with what has been accom-
plished during the year by observers on this side of the Atlantic,

therefore, it may be of more interest to consider here some of the
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foreign literature. The editor of the British Medical Journal gives

the following, which may be of historical interest :

" The question who was the originator of the serum treatment

of disease has been raised recently. It is always a little difficult to

speak with certainty on a point of priority of this kind, for new
ideas seldom spring entirely from one man, but we believe that the

method had its origin from the observation made in 1887 by Von
Fodor that blood when drawn from the body had a distinct bacteri-

cidal action. NuttaJ and others then pointed out that although

this bacteriological action might be connected with the corpuscles

of the blood it was not confined to them, as the serum of freshly

coagulated blood was found to contain some proteid substance which

undoubtedly exerted a powerful bactericidal effect. In July, 1889,

Babes and Lepp recorded a number of experiments in which they

had found that the blood of dogs, which had been vaccinated against

rabies, exerted a distinctly protective action when injected into sus-

ceptible animals, either previous to or along with the virus procured

from a rabid animal. Ferran appears to have been the next observer

to accentuate this point. He was followed by Bouchard in France,

whilst Behring and Kitasato in Germany, and then Koux in Paris,

and others in rapid succession pointed out that there was in the

serum of the blood of animals vaccinated against diphtheria and

tetanus a distinct prophylactic curative agent which, however, it

was difficult to separate from the serum. In 1891 patients were

treated in Berlin with serum prepared by Behring. The work was

then taken up in Germany and France, and at the present time the

preparation of this serum has been commenced in almost every

country in Europe" as well as in the United States.

In England a "joint report of the medical superintendents of

the hospitals of the Metropolitan Asylums Board was issued on

March 28th. It contains the statistics of the cases of diphtheria

treated in 1895, during the whole of which diphtheria antitoxic

serum was used. The serum used during the first eight months

was supplied by the British Institute of Preventive Medicine, and

for the following four months by Dr. Sims Woodhead in accordance

with the arrangement made with the Committee of the Laboratories

of the Royal Colleges. For purposes of comparison the statistics of

1891 have been selected, because it was the year preceding the gen-

eral use of antitoxin, and because the average severity of the cases

in the two years was about equal. A small number of cases were
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treated with antitoxin during 1894, but for the purposes of com-

parison these were excluded. Not all the cases of diphtheria ad-

mitted in 1895 were treated with antitoxin, but as a rule it was not

used for the less severe cases.

GENERAL RESULTS.

"The results obtained in 1895 were distinctly better than in 1894.

The superintendents state that the improved results^ as shown by

the statistics and by clinical observation, were manifested in the

following respects :

" 1. A great reduction in the mortality of cases brought under

treatment on the first and second day of illness.

" 2. The lowering of the combined general mortality to a point

below that of any former year.

"3. The still more remarkable reduction in the mortality of the

laryngeal cases.

"4. The uniform improvement in the results of tracheotomy at

each separate hospital.

"5. The beneficial effect produced on the clinical course of the

disease.

" The cases treated in 1894 before the use of antitoxin numbered

3;042, and the deaths 902, or 29.6 per cent. The cases treated with

antitoxin in 1895 numbered 2,182, and the deaths 615, or 28.1 per

cent. But from these figures were excluded a large proportion of

the less severe cases, so that to obtain a fair comparison, all the cases

for 1895 must be taken, both those treated by antitoxin (including

nearly all the severe cases) and those not treated by antitoxin, in-

cluding most of the less severe. We then find that the number of

cases was 3,529, with 796 deaths, or 22.5 per cent, as compared with

a mortality of 29.6 per cent, in 1894."

" The report, which is an extremely full and

impartial document, concludes with the following statement :
' We

are of the opinion that in antitoxic serum we possess a remedy of

distinctly greater value in the treatment of diphtheria than any

other with which we are acquainted/" (Brit. Med. Journ., Vol.

I. for 1896, page 855.)

The Editor of the British Medical Journal comments on this Re-

port as follows :

" This report will long serve as the standard by which future

results in the antitoxic treatment will be measured ; it is, therefore,
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obviously necessary to consider some of the reasons why the general

results, though in themselves favorable, are not equal to those ob-

tained abroad. In a series of most elaborate tables, which must
have involved an enormous amount of work, the general results ob-

tained in individual hospitals and in the whole of the hospitals

under the management of the board, are given ; but it is somewhat
unfortunate that the information to be gathered from these tables,

from the irregular manner in which the remedy has been employed,

is not at all commensurate with the amount of labor that has been

expended in drawing them up. However, the public will be able

to draw the general conclusion that the use of antitoxin has lowered

the percentage of diphtheria mortality in the hospitals under the

board from 29.6, the lowest previously reached (1894), to 22.5 (1895),

or a saving of 7.1 lives in every 100 cases. The mortality has been

reduced only one-quarter, whilst, from the recent statistics published

in France and Germany, the diphtheria mortality in these countries

has been reduced about two-thirds, or more than twice as much as

in London. Why has the remedy been so much less effective in

London than in other large cities on the Continent and in America ?

" In this connection it is perhaps well to consider in the first in-

stance the manner in which the antitoxin has been administered.

Careful tables are given of the day of the disease on which the

antitoxin has been first administered, but in no case is it stated

how long the patient had been in the hospital when this first dose"

was given ; and this taken in conjunction with the fact that it is

expressly stated that the antitoxin was given only in the more

severe cases will raise the doubt in the minds of many that some

cases at least, mild when first admitted, only afterwards became

grave enough to be considered suitable for treatment with the anti

toxic serum. Of the whole of the cases that were brought into

hospital only 61.8 per cent, received injections of antitoxic serum,

and these were said to be mostly cases of greater severity than those

which were treated by the ordinary method. The whole of the

mortality, therefore (with the exception of those cases that were

not injected because they were moribund on admission), unless the

milder cases afterwards became severe in the hospital, should be

drawn from amongst these cases, and any deaths occurring beyond

these must be amongst those undergoing the ordinary (non-serum)

treatment after admission to the hospital. It is evident, therefore,

that the death-rate should have been similar to that which occurivl
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abroad; but this is not the case. If there is one point that has

been more insisted upon than another, it is that the date at which

antitoxic serum is introduced as a matter of prime importance ; in-

deed, everything goes to show that when a case is taken in time it

may, by the use of antitoxin, be cured with almost absolute cer-

tainty. This point indeed is brought out with the utmost clear-

ness in the statistics now under consideration, for we find that of

cases treated with antitoxic serum on the first day the mortality

per cent, is only 4.6, whilst of those treated on the fifth day and

after 35.7 per cent. die. This point is even more definitely brought

out in the supplementary report by Dr. Hume of the Convalescent

(Northern) Hospital, who had the opportunity of treating a num-
ber of cases of post-scarlatinal diphtheria at an early stage of the

disease; he also, however, treated only the more severe cases, but

amongst these we find that of those injected on the first day not a

single one died, while amongst the whole 119 cases there were only

four deaths, giving the extraordinary low mortality of 3.3 per cent,

as compared with an average mortality on the last three years of 63

per cent. It would be interesting to know what results have been

obtained in similar cases of post-scarlatinal diphtheria occurring in

other hospitals under the Board, in which antitoxic serum has not

been used.

"In the statistics the average dose of serum per patient is stated,

but no indication is given of the time at which the doses were re-

peated, and what relation such dose bore to the severity of the case

and to the period of its duration. At a very early period Behring

pointed out that taking the amount of antitoxic serum necessary to

neutralize a given quantity of toxin when given within a quarter of

an hour after the toxin had been injected as 1, it would take, ten

times this amount to produce the same effect if it were not given

until eight hours after the poison had been injected, whilst 100

times as much may be necessary if the injection is delayed twenty-

four hours.

"It is evident, therefore, that the dose which might be sufficient

when given early in a post-scarlatinal case would be practically useless

in those cases which were treated on the third day or later, and that

if the same dose were repeated on the following day its effect would
probably be only a small fraction of what it would have been had it

been injected at the earlier period. It cannot, apparently, be too

strongly insisted upon that the number of units considered neces-
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sary for the treatment of any case should, if possible, be introduced

in a single dose, or at any rate as rapidly as is practicable. It is

only by the intelligent use of antitoxin on principles which have

been established by experiments on animals and by clinical experi-

ence, that the best results can be expected ; for it is at once ap-

parent that guided by these considerations, the amount of serum

injected in the later stages of an attack of diphtheria must be many

times greater than would suffice at the earlier periods of the disease.

We are, however, unable to draw any information from the report

which would justify us in concluding that the reporters were guided

in their treatment by these principles
;
indeed, that this point has

been to a great extent ignored is evident from the fact that they

state that, in their opinion, " the best results may be obtained by

giving a dose of 1,000 Behring's immunization units every twelve

hours for the first twenty-four, thirty-six, or forty-eight hours, ac-

cording to the gravity of the case, and, if necessary, a subsequent

injection of half the amount daily for such time as the exudation

may remain adherent." If Behring's deductions from his experi-

ments are correct, it must be concluded that the efficacy of these

thousands of units would have been immensely increased had they

been introduced at the earliest possible stage of the disease instead

of being spread over the course of the attack.

" It will strike even the casual observer that the omission of

comparative statistics from hospitals where the ordinary treatment

only was employed for certain periods, or where all cases were for

periods treated with antitoxin, prevents us from making a direct

comparison between the two modes of treatment, and allows us

only to draw that general conclusion as regards the reduction of

the total mortality to which reference has above been made. As it

is stated in the report that the serum was not used at certain

periods in one of the hospitals, the cases treated during these

periods would have afforded an admirable control for the results

obtained in other hospitals where the serum treatment was at that

time in operation
;
unfortunately, however, no data are given on

this point, and the absence of such complete controls is one of the

weakest features in the report, and has certainly laid the results of

the treatment open to unfavorable comment by uninformed leaders

of opinion in the lay press.

" It is very satisfactory to find that even those of the medical

superintendents who have hitherto been doubtful about or adverse
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to the antitoxic treatment are now so far convinced of its efficacy

that they are able to state that in their opinion ' in antitoxic serum

we possess a remedy of distinctly greater value in the treatment of

•diphtheria than any other with which we are acquainted/

" This opinion and the results upon which it is based will, it must

be hoped, increase the confidence of the medical profession in this

country in the value of the serum treatment of diphtheria, and

lead shortly to as extended a use of the remedy as already obtains

on the Continent; whilst, now that all those in charge of the hos-

pitals have recognized this value, it may be anticipated that, with

2k more thorough application of the remedy in all cases brought in

for treatment, much better results will have to be recorded in the

next yearly report." (Brit. Med. Journ., Vol. I. for 1896, page 926.)

As might be expected the Report received some adverse criticism,

of which the following is a sample :

Mr. Demetrius C. Boulger published in the Daily News " a

statement in which he challenges the accuracy of the statistics and

conclusions contained in the recently published report of the

Metropolitan Asylums Board, with respect to the effects of diph-

theria antitoxin. He disputes the main conclusion that, because

the gross death rate for the year 1895 was 22.5 per cent, as against

29.0 per cent, in the year 1894, ' in antitoxic serum we possess a

remedy of distinctly greater value in the treatment of diphtheria

than any other with which we are acquainted/ It appears that the

first nine months of the year 1895 were exceptionally light ones for

diphtheria, with a very low total of deaths, whereas the last three

months were as clearly marked by the excessive prevalence of the

disease and by a high total of deaths. Mr. Boulger resolved, there-

fore, to ascertain how far the results at one hospital for the last

quarter of the year accord with those published for the whole year.

The figures given were the complete returns from October 1st to

December 31st, 1895, and were taken from the bed cards of the

patients. There were in all 193 cases of diphtheria. f Of these,

fifty-eight received antitoxin, with the result that thirty-four died,

giving the appalling death rate of 58.6 per cent. Of the other 135,

who did not receive antitoxin, only twenty died, or a death rate of

14.8 per cent. The rates for the year in the hospitals were 28.6

for antitoxined cases, and 13.4 for non-antitoxined cases, so that in

this fatal quarter the antitoxined cases were 30 per cent, higher

than on the whole year, and the non-antitoxined cases only 1.4
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per cent.'
99 (Pharm. Jouni., Vol. II., Fourth Series, page 331.)

The London Lancet appointed a Special Commission on the Rela-

tive Strengths of Diphtheria Antitoxic Serums which has now re-

ported. The Lancet comments on this Report as follows :

"The justification for such an inquiry is stated in the opening

paragraphs, which lay stress on the admitted fact that the results

obtained in this country from the antitoxin treatment of diphtheria

have been less striking than those gained upon the Continent, whilst

a too frequent failure of the novel remedy to avert the progress of

the disease has in some quarters engendered a distrust of its efficacy

and a doubt as to the correctness of the interpretation placed on

the results of Behring's researches. Doubtless many things have

contributed towards this impression ; but that which has been

mainly operative is the simple fact of insufficient dosage, and if a

study of the careful and exhaustive report furnished by our Com-

missioners does nothing else than bring this fact home to the minds

of the profession their labors will not have been in vain. For the

principle underlying the use of antitoxic serum is so firmly estab-

lished on scientific grounds that it seems almost impossible for fail-

ure to arise ; and it would be worse than folly to dismiss without

further inquiry a remedy which has been accredited by tests far

more crucial than are commonly available, because in the hands of

some it has yielded only disappointment. When we recall the nature

of diphtheria and its deadly influence upon the body, and when we

find good ground for the belief that in Behring's serum we possess

the means of neutralizing this potent virus, we are bound to employ

that remedy, and if it fail we are equally bound to know the reason

why. The timely administration of an antidote may rescue a man

from the certain death that would follow if the dose of poison he

has taken were allowed to remain in his system without interfer-

ence ; but if the amount of the antidote be insufficient to neutralize

the poison death may occur in spite of the administration of the

remedy. The paralled with diphtheria is almost exact. In that

disease we have produced by the agency of the bacillus a virus or

toxin which, if left unneutralized, might produce the direst effects.

The fact, so strikingly exemplified in the experiments related by

our commissioners, that the longer the delay in having resort to

antitoxin the larger the dose required to neutralize the poison, is

one which harmonizes well with our conception of the nature of the

disease and the theory of antitoxin. It gives, further, a satisfactory
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reason why one sample of serum may produce marked benefit when

employed in one case within a few hours of the diphtherial infection,

whilst it may be almost without effect in another case where its ad-

ministration has been delayed. Now since, as is clearly proved, the

potency of the various kinds of serum procured in this country is

comparatively small, and since, too, it is remembered that resort to

its use has often been restricted to the severe cases and as a last

resource, there can be no surprise at many of the results being neg-

ative. The fact is the profession in this country have hardly had

the facility for giving the antitoxin treatment a fair trial : and

those who have been most urgent for authoritative conclusions to

be arrived at should be reminded that the time has not yet come for

a really just judgment. Hitherto the administration has been more

or less haphazard, and the quantity of serum injected has been

thought to represent its antitoxic value ; but a glance at the data

given by our Commissioners will prove to demonstration that there

is no relation between the two, and further that the quality of the

serum is most variable."

" In view of these considerations it is most essential that provi-

sion should be made for having the samples of serum in the market

tested periodically and standardized. There should be some uni-

form method of testing employed, and that of Ehrlich and Behring

seems to be the most reliable ; and it should be done by an inde-

pendent central authority. The German Government, which in all

these matters is so far ahead of that of any other country, has al-

ready established such a central authority. Then, too, it may be

advisable to limit the sources of supply. We do not advocate a

monopoly even in antitoxin, but having regard to the nature of this

remedy, to the liability of an organic fluid to become contaminated,

and the importance of each sample of serum being up to a standard

minimum of antitoxic potency (our Commissioners suggest that

this should be not less than 60 normal units per c.c), it is obvious

that the more limited the sources of supply the less the liability to

defects. Especially would we urge the rejection of any samples that

show evidence of contamination. Everything goes to show that

the f antitoxin ' itself is free from any effect on the body, no matter

in what amount it is administered. Its beneficent action is to

protect from the virulence of the toxin ; but the serum that con-

tains it may harbor less benign elements, and it is quite conceiva-

ble that many of the ' Nebenwirkungen '

—

i.e., accidental rather
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than essential qualities—of the serum are due to adulteration and

not to remedial principle." (The London Lancet, Vol. II. for

1896, page 196.)

Prof. Pio Foa, of Turin, Italy, reported at a meeting of the Con-

gress of the Italian Society of Internal Medicine, held in Home in

October last, that this mode of treatment has proved less efficacious

in acute cases of tetanus, assuming that under such conditions its

manifestations were due to existing severe organic lesions on winch

no effect ought to be expected. As a prophylactic measure, how-

ever, it has given excellent results.

" Professor Benmer and Professor Peiper, of Greifswald, Prus-

sia, have produced an antitoxin for enteric fever from the sheep

after the method used by Professor Behring for his diphtheria an-

titoxin. The experiments are not yet finished and particulars are

not published, but Dr. Borger, assistant physician to the medical

clinic of the University of Greifswald, has issued a preliminary no-

tice, giving an account of the results hitherto obtained. Twelve

patients were treated by the antitoxin ; in the first cases from twenty

to thirty grammes (from three-quarters of an ounce to an ounce)

were injected, but as no effect was produced the amount used on

the next occasion was from fifty-five to two hundred grammes (from

two ounces to seven ounces). All the patients were in a somewhat

advanced stage of the illness—namely, from the seventh to the six-

teenth day. When the antitoxin was used on the tenth day and

later no effect was observable. In one case the treatment was be-

gun at a relatively early period—namely, on the eighth day—and

the very large dose of two hundred grammes (= seven ounces) was

employed, but death nevertheless ensued. In another case one hun-

dred and fifty-five grammes (= five and a half ounces) were given,

but the patient had a serious relapse, lasting from the twenty-eighth

till the forty-second day. Only four of the remaining cases showed

a satisfactory result, the fever having ceased on the eleventh, sev-

enteenth, and eighteenth days respectively. In some instances a

second injection was performed. These results are not very encour-

aging ; no injurious effects were perceptible, but the antitoxin must

be greatly improved to become really useful. The principal re-

quirements, however, are that the clinical and bacteriological diag-

nosis of enteric fever should be made at an earlier period than is

practicable just now, and that patients should come into the hos-

pitals before their illness is far advanced." (The London Lancety,

Vol. I. for 1896, page 74t>.)
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Drs. Metchnikoff, E. Roux and Salinobani, of the Pasteur Insti-

tute at Lille, France, are now engaged in researches for a cholera

antitoxin. The serum they are now using has given promising

results when injected into young rabbits previously inoculated with

cholera. Further experiments are yet needed before any decided

results can be reported.

Profs. Tizzoni and Cattani, of Italy, are reported to be carrying

on a very careful series of experiments in relation to rabies. Noth-

ing very striking has yet been produced.

Dr Sclavo, of Rome, Italy, has carried out numerous experiments

with the idea of discovering an anthrax antitoxin. He has made
use of goats and rabbits with a certain degree of success, but prefers

to continue much further before making known his results. He
feels justified, however, in recommending the serum he is now using

at once in the human subject, and offers to gladly supply clinicians

with the serum he has prepared.

"Among the most important papers read at the Carlisle meeting

of the British Medical Assoc., in July last, were those of Professors

T. R. Fraser, of Edinburgh, Scotland, and A. Calmette, of the

Pasteur Institute, on their further researches into the interesting

subject of the serum treatment of snake bite. Each was confined

to xi plain and lucid account of facts observed, and avoided com-

pletely all controversial matter. Professor Calmette commenced by

insisting on the remarkable fact that the physiological effects of the

poisons secreted by different species of snakes are identical ; the

individual variations in action are local, and result from the pres-

ence of albuminoid substances which can be removed by heating the

aqueous solution of the venom to 85° C. for fifteen minutes, a pro-

cess which leaves the toxins unaffected. The degree of toxicity

depends, of course, upon the snake, and can be considerably dimin-

ished by filtering through a Chamberland's bougie, in the pores of

which the albuminoids stick and hold much of the toxins. The
serum of animals vaccinated against a very virulent venom, such as

that of the cobra, is perfectly antitoxic to the poisons of all kinds

of serpents, and even of scorpions. Dr. Calmette's method of pre-

paring anti-venomous serum consists in injecting horses with in-

creasing doses of cobra venom mixed with decreasing quantities of

a weak solution of calcium hypochlorite, which limits its toxic ac-

tion ; the animal being immunized, is then injected with the poisons

of as many different kinds of snakes as possible, the whole process
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lasting about fifteen months. The paper, after recounting two suc-

cessful cases of the use of antivenene, called upon the Government
of India, where more than 22,000 people die annually from snake

bites, to take up the question seriously by providing central depots

for the serum, to which specially convenient means of transit should

be afforded. Professor Fraser took up the subject from another

point of view. The first object of his paper Avas to illustrate the

limitations to the antidotal power of antitoxins by details as to the

antagonism between antivenene and serpent's venom. He had found

that the amount of antivenene required to antagonize the effect of

a minimum lethal dose of poison injected half an hour before was

1,600 times that which sufficed to antagonize the same amount
when mixed in vitro. The results of test-tube experiments cannot,

therefore, be taken in estimating antitoxicity. Professor Fraser also

stated that he had succeeded in immunizing animals against venom

by causing them to swallow it in increasing doses. He considered

that the antitoxic power of antivenene depended upon the forma-

tion of a chemical substance, probably derived from the remedy, in

the blood. Professor Calmette subjected almost every conclusion

in this paper to courteous but severe criticism. He considered that

Professor Fraser standarized his serum in much too dilute a condi-

tion, and stated that he himself used for standardizing purposes at

least ten times the minimum lethal dose. He had never obtained

immunity by feeding animals on venom, and if this method were

sound it would be impracticable, owing to the large quantities of

venom required. He also adduced striking experiments to show

that the action of antivenene depended not on the formation of a

chemical substance, but on rapid diminution of the susceptibility

of the cells of the organism to the poison. Thus, if a ten times mortal

dose of venom be mixed with enough serum to antagonize it, and

the mixture heated to 80° for five minutes and then injected into an

animal, death follows rapidly, showing that the antagonism cannot

be due to the formation of a chemical product. Professor Fraser

was unfortunately not present to support his paper, but it will be

interesting to see if he can bring forward evidence to rebut the

strictures of the Lille professor. In any case, the papers show that

the subject has during the last year passed from being a mere scien-

tific curiosity to become a practical and valuable means in the pres-

ervation of human life. For this the world is indebted to the two

eminent investigators whose labors they record, and all minor differ-
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ences as ta priority have passed into oblivion in face of the far greater

issues now at stake." (Brit. Med. Journ., Vol. II. for 1896, page

345.)

Prof. Weiss has recently treated 10 cases with the serum obtained

from patients, who had just passed through an attack of rheumatic

fever. No specific curative action could be proven, although in

some cases after two or three injections an unusually short recovery

was noticed. 6 to 10 grammes (92.6 to 154.3 grains) of the serum

on an average was used. With so few cases no conclusions can be

drawn, but even in cases where a beneficial effect was obtained, the

inflammatory symptoms reappeared later.

During the past year Dr. De Renzi has treated 10 cases of pneu-

monia with anti-pneumonic serum prepared in a way recommended

bv himself. Only severe cases were selected for treatment. In all

of the 10 cases he reports a " cure." Although he admits that

these cases might have recovered without the serum treatment,

Dr. De Eenzi considers his results decidedly encouraging, for they

point directly towards a real and effective treatment of this affec-

tion.

Although the specific organism causing scarlet fever is yet to be

determined, Dr. Alarmorek with others recognized the frequent

presence of a streptococcus in this disease. He thus obtained some

interesting results of value by injecting anti-streptococcus serum in

96 cases of scarlet fever in his hospital practice. Five of these

died—4 from diphtheria and 1 from pneumonia. The most marked
effect was noticed in the rapid subsidence of the swollen glands,

which was so pronounced that there was no suppuration in any of

the cases. The injection not only appeared to prevent serious com-

plications, but promoted the rapid disappearance of false mem-
branes from the throat as well as causing the delirium to subside.

The only disagreeable effects noted were the temporary erythemata.

Dr. Marmorek admits that the series of cases is too small to warrant

a too general conclusion, still he is still convinced that this treat-

ment had the very gratifying effect of reducing the severity of the

attacks.

Dr. Marmorek's anti-streptococcic serum has been used by Prof.

Gaulard in two cases of puerperal fever with not all together satis-

factory results. In the first case the patient made a good recovery,

but in the second case death occurred, which was at least hastened

by an uncontrollable vomiting—due, according to Dr. Gaulard, to
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an overdose of the serum, for there was no indication of any peri-

tonitis or suppuration.

Prof. Neumann has been carrying on a series of investigations on

the treatment of syphilis by the serum of animals immune to this

affection, but with results far from being satisfactory. The ordinary

methods still show the best results. He pleads that the number of

his cases was too few to condemn the method, especially as other

" syphilographers " have met with some success
;
therefore, he would

recommend a continuance of the experiments.

Dr. Carrasquilla has been experimenting with anti-leprous serum.

He does not relate his mode of preparation, but he simply reports

his successful use of it in 15 cases of nerve leprosy—the latest 3 being

the tubercular form. In none of his 15 cases has any further action of

the bacillus manifested itself after the first injection. He concludes

that this treatment is successful in proportion to the severity of the

peripheral nerve lesion, and that the mental as well as physical

condition is much improved.

Apolysin—the combination of Phenetidin and Citric Acid

—

has received some attention during the past year. Drs. H. Hilde-

brandt and A. Seifert seem to have confirmed Drs. de Nencki's and

de Javorski's results.

In this country Dr. Louis Fischer, of New York, has tested its

value in a series of 38 cases of children suffering from high fever in

various diseases—as cerebral pneumonia, typhoid fever, rheumatism,

measles and others. In his report, which takes the form of a paper

on "The Treatment of Hyperpyrexia (High Fever) in Children,

with some Illustrative Cases" (Med. Record, Vol. 49, page 253), he

gives the details of 8 typical cases. " Not one single case showed dis-

agreeable effects from this drug, and it was very well tolerated by

weak stomachs, such, for example, as those of children who have

been brought up on almost a starvation diet, with bad hygienic

surroundings, with alcoholic parents, and in some instances in our

ordinary tenement houses."

In Prof. Neusser's clinic in Vienna 50 patients suffering from

pneumonia, migraine, rheumatism, pleurisy, typhoid fever and neu-

ralgia, were treated with this agent and previous views were con-

firmed as to its innocuousness, lack of ill effects and toleration of the

fasting stomach to such doses as 2 grammes (about 30 grains). The

antipyretic effect was, however, very slow and slight, and in some

cases it seemed to aggravate the pain. The conclusion is therefore
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drawn that it is an indifferent pharmaceutical product, possessing

no analgesic and but little antipyretic and diuretic properties.

Again, in this country, Dr. David Cerna, of Texas, has published

"A Note on the Action of Apolysin" (Journ. Amer. Med. Assoc.,

Vol. XXVI., page 12 19). He carried on a series of four experi-

ments on dogs, and concludes as follows :

u But be all this as it may, and although fully agreeing with the

statements of the authors referred to, as to the innocuousness of ap-

olysin even when ingested in large amounts, and notwithstanding

the assertion that the drug is usually reluctant to part with the

phenetidin which it contains, care, I believe, should be exercised

in the administration of apolysin. It is true, no case of poisoning

by this agent in man has been reported as yet, and although Xencki

and Javorski, Seifert and Hildebrandt have observed no lethal ef-

fects, I, myself, have seen not only bad results but death also in

the lower animals following the ingestion of apolysin. The results

of Experiment 4 are here recalled. In this experiment intravenous

injections of the new medicament finally caused death by a simul-

taneous cardiac and respiratory paralysis, the fatal issue being pre-

ceded by considerable hematuria, cyanosis and marked symptoms
of asphyxia, changes, be it remembered, similar to those produced

by.para-amido-phenol and those caused by para-phenetidin. There-

fore, while I do not consider apolysin a toxic agent in ordinary

therapeutic and even larger doses, I must certainly caution against

its injudicious administration as a routine practice in all those cases

calling for antipyretic and analgesic remedies. Apolysin may be

given to adults in single doses varying from 1 to 2 grammes (about

15 to 30 grains) by the mouth ; to children in proportionate amounts

according to age."

Argentamin (Ethylene-Diamin-Silver Phosphate)—the Silver

Nitrate substitute—has been little heard of during the past year,

but it is still extolled by some as having all the advantages and

none of the disadvantages of Silver Nitrate, especially in eye affec-

tions. However, its irritating effects are greater than

Argonin, the bactericide formed by mixing Silver Nitrate with

a combination of Sodium and Casein—thus forming a silver prep-

aration of undetermined composition—has been comparatively little

reported on during the past year, but all who have reported have

apparently confirmed previous observations. Three additional ob-

servers confirm the statements of those of last year in that this agent
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appears to be one of the most rapid and sure of any yet known in

the treatment of gonorrhea. 54 cases were treated by Dr. Bender
with a 7.5 per cent, solution in water, of which 10 grammes (154

grains) were injected into the urethra three or four times a day. In

12 of these cases which were acute, the gonococci disappeared in

less than one week. The longest duration before a successful result

was reached was six weeks. Dr. A. Lewin concludes, after his

trials, that it is especially useful in treating the early stages of gon-

orrhea, on account of the absence of irritating effects.

Dr. Geo K. Swinburne, of New York, has made a preliminary re-

port of his experience with it in the acute stages of gonorrhea.

His observations are based on the treatment of 50 cases of acute

gonorrhea in the early stages of a first attack, and in 12 cases

of chronic urethritis, which would not respond to other treatment.

He began at first with a 2 per cent, solution, gradually increasing

to 10 per cent., but after a few trials, finding that there were no

inflammatory reactions and no pain produced, he employed the full

strength in all the remaining cases. It was gratifying to note that

the patients uniformly declared that the injections only caused a

slight temporary burning sensation. On account of the short time

in which he has made use of this agent, Dr. Swinburne is not able

to report on the liability to relapses.

Aristol (Annidalin) is now well established both in this and

the old country in surgical practice. It continues to be dusted on

ulcers, burns, etc., as heretofore, but its uses as an adjuvant or

•corrective as well are on the increase. Dr. Eriberto Aievoli has

had very successful results with a 4 to 10 per cent, ointment spread

•on sterilized gauze in 50 cases of suppurating wounds, varicose

ulcers, suppurative adenitis, chilblains and boils. In most injuries

about the head the results were very favorable and remarkably

prompt, but in varicose ulcers of the feet they were not so success-

ful, as lie could not keep the patients from walking. In ulcerating

•chilblains and burns he was very much gratified with his results.

He points out one particularly great advantage in these dressings

in that they are removed so readily. He classes Aristol above

Boric Acid in therapeutic efficiency.

Dr. Haas recommends the following ointment

:

Aristol 10 grammes (about 150 grains)

Olive Oil 20 " ( '« 300 "
)

Vaselin 40 "
( " 600 "

)

Lanolin 40 "
(

" 600 "
)
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Dr. Paul Walton, of Ghent, Belgium, reports using about the

same ointment as a routine practice in his service in the Hopital

Civil of his city in the treatment of extensive burns. His formula is :

Aristol 1 part

Sterilized Olive Oil 2 parts

Vaselin 8 "

Around the edges of the burns after the ointment is spread, he

dusts the Aristol in powder form. In burns, local in extent, he

employs the powder form only, and has done so for a year past with

very gratifying results. He lays great stress on cleanliness, which

must be thorough whenever the dressing is changed. One of its

great advantages is its freedom from poisonous effects. He calls

attention to the smarting, which takes place at first, but soon passes

off.

Asaprol (Calcium /i-Xaphtol-or-Mono-Sulphonate), the agent

which has been previously extolled over Antipyrin and Quinine,

has been practically unheard of during the past year.

Benzacetin is the name adopted for the compound Aceto-

Amido-Methyl Salicylate, and was recommended about a year or

two ago in the treatment of neuralgia by an observer in the old

country. It occurs in colorless crystals melting at 205° C. (401° F.)

and sparingly soluble in water. The dose varies from 500 milli-

grammes (about 8 grains) to 1 gramme (about 15 grains). Very
meagre reports have been made upon it up to this time, but now
one comes from trials made in the treatment of various forms of

neuralgia in a German Lunatic Asylum at Stephansfeld. It is given

in the following combination :

Benzacetin 85.8 parts

Caffein 8.5 "

Citric Acid 5.7 "

100.0 "

in doses of 1 to 2 grammes (15.4 to 30.9 grains) of the combination
and repeated in one hour if relief is not obtained. The general

results were satisfactory as the pain was generally alleviated inside

of three hours, and did not return for several days. Xo direct

hypnotic effect can apparently be accredited to this agent.

Benzanilid, the close ally of Acetanilid, has not been heard of

in the medical literature of the year.
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Benzonaphtol (/S-Naphtol Benzoate) has not been as promin-

ently reported upon this year as even last year, and it may be con-

cluded that the results may not have been as favorable as wished for,

although it has been much used. As might be expected from pre-

vious reports its best results come from its use as an intestinal

antiseptic, especially in children. In a comparative experimental

study of several antiseptics in infantile diarrheas, made by Dr. J. A.

Haywood and Mr. Buttar, reported at a meeting of the Eoyal Med-

ical and Chirurgical Society of London, England, on March 24th

last, this agent was accorded a rather subordinate position, as giving

unsatisfactory results, although clinical data were apparently want-

ing, for the reason that test-tube experiments were so unsatisfac-

tory From the discussion which followed, it might very naturally

be inferred that change of food and surroundings, with very gen-

eral hygienic precautions, were in most cases the controlling ele-

ments in almost immediate improvement. This conclusion also can

reasonably be reached from the report made by Dr. S. Solis- Cohen,

of Philadelphia, Penn., in one of his "Therapeutic Talks," in the

Philadelphia Polyclinic Hospital, recently, on " The Use of Benzo-

Xaphtol with Bismuth Salicylate in the Treatment of the Sum-

mer Diarrheas of Young Children" (Medical Neivs, Vol. LXIX.,

page 203). He concludes : "To sum up, then, the proper line of

treatment is rest, fresh air, cool bathing or sponging, cleansing of

the alimentary tract, intermission of food liable to decomposition or

fermentation, the administration of cool water and barley-water in

small quantities, the water having been boiled and filtered when

necessary, and medicinally the use of a sedative and antiseptic mix-

ture, for which purpose benzonaphtol and bismuth salicylate, with

or without opium, are of great use. In cases of severity, approach-

ing collapse, hot bathing, external application of heat, and the use

of strychnin in appropriate doses, may be additionally necessary."

Dr. Jose E. Ferran proposes the use of this agent as an Anthel-

mintic for children in the following formula :

Benzonaphtol 2 grammes (30.9 grains)

Santonica 1 " (15.4 "
)

Sugar 5 " (77.2 "
)

He divides into 20 powders and gives from two to five of these

throughout each day. After the dislodgment and discharge of the

worm, he continues the use of the Benzonaphtol, either alone or

with magnesia, for about four weeks.
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Benzosol (Benzoyl Guaiacol) has been reported upon somewhat

more frequently during the past year, although some of the observ-

ers appear to imagine it is of recent introduction, but they have

evidently failed to look up the literature of the subject, for it has

been before the medical profession as far back as 1892, at least.

Year before last allusion was made here to the fact that Prof.

Palma, of Berlin, had refuted the favorable results of Drs. B. von

Jaksch and Marian Piatkowski in the treatment of diabetes melli-

tus reported the year previous to that. Nothing of importance has

been reported siuce up to last October, when Dr. J. Blake White,

of this Association, read a paper here on " A Contribution to the

Therapeutics of Diabetes" (Trans. X. Y. State Med. Assoc., Vol.

12, page 430), in which he confirms the results of Drs. von Jaksch
and Piatkowski. Dr. White concludes as follows :

"The dose, gradually increased from one or more grains to fif-

teen grains daily, occasions no disagreeable effects : but it is apt to

excite diarrhoea if carried up to one drachm daily. I have been in

the habit of prescribing the remedy in capsules, commencing with

a moderate dose of a grain or two, and gradually increasing it to ten

or fifteen grains daily. In addition to lessening the manufacture
of sugar, the effects observed have been increased appetite, improved
digestion and assimilation, with a perceptible stimulation of the

nerve centres. In four diabetic patients I noted a total absence of

sugar in the urine after three months' treatment, with proportion-

ate improvement in the general health.

"Though a marked benefit is derived from the use of benzosol

alone, the best results are to be looked for in cases where a restrict-

ed diet is carefully followed with the additional administration of

carbonate of lithium and Fowler's solution in vichy every morning,
as recommended by Dujardin-Beaumetz.

" It will thus be seen from the foregoing remarks that the use

of benzosol in the manner suggested serves the following useful

purposes :

"It stimulates the nerve centres.

" It increases the appetite.

" It lowers specific gravity of urine.

" It controls the excretion of urine.

" And lastly, modifies sugar formation, thus lessening the amount
excreted."

Bismal is the short name given to a salt made by E. Merck, of
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Darmstadt, Germany, chemically a Bismuth Methylene-Di-Gallate.

It is described as a very bulky grayish-blue powder. Dr. F. von

Oefele appears to be the only prominent observer and reporter upon

its use. He claims that in 100 to 300 milligrammes (about 14- to

44- grains) doses it is a useful astringent for internal administration

in such diarrheas as will not yield to opium.

Nothing is reported from this country as yet.

Bismuthol (Bismuth Salicylate-fSodium Phosphate ?) has not

been heard of in the medical literature of the year.

Boral is a compound of Aluminium Borate and Tartrate pre-

pared in Germany and now being experimented with in the private

and hospital practice of Dr. P. Koppel, of Berlin, as an astringent

and bactericide in the diseases of children, particularly in purulent

otitis. It is reported to be a colorless, crystalline, slightly acid com-

pound, soluble in water. It is used either by insufflation or in solu-

tion.

It is not yet known in this country.

Bougies (Gelatin) of Alum and Tannin are no doubt of much
value to the surgeon in certain cases and therefore the following

directions are recommended to furnish very satisfactory results :

" Macerate 5 parts of gelatin in 35 parts of water for fifteen

minutes, then add 10 parts glycerin, warm until the gelatin is dis-

solved and the liquid has evaporated to 40 parts. This may be

rapidly and conveniently done in a capsule on an iron plate over a

gas jet. To the hot mass add a warm solution of 8 parts of alum

in 25 parts of water. This addition causes the gelatin to coagulate,

but on continued heating, it again liquefies. Evaporate to 64 parts

and strain. The mass then contains 12| parts per cent, of alum.

In a similar manner tannin may be combined with a gelatin basis

by adding a solution of tannin in glycerin, 1 in 5, to the hot mass :

the coagulated mass also, in this instance, becomes liquid again.

The water is driven off and the liquid run into moulds. By this

method perfectly transparent bougies are obtained." (Pharm.

Journ.y Vol. II., Fourth Series, page 484.)

Bromalin (Brom-Ethyl-Formin), recommended in the treat-

ment of epilepsy and other nervous affections, has not appeared in

print during the past year except as repetitions of old reports.

Bromides still continue to be used and abused. Reports of in-

toxication are still too frequent, not only from the too general and al-

most routine use by the laity without instructions, but after regularly
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prescribed use anil under the eve of the physician iu charge. Dr. S

Weir Mitchell, of Philadelphia, Penn., has considered it important

at this time to give timely warning to the profession of the preva-

lent abuse, in a paper presented at the recent meeting of the Asso-

ciation of American Physicians. The Bromides surely should not be

given in regulation doses to all patients alike without due considera-

tion of the idiosyncrasy and susceptibility of each individual case.

They are too valuable agents to be abused and cast into disrepute

by ill-advised use.

They appear to receive the most attention in the treatment of

epilepsy, in which the Ammonium, Potassium, Sodium, Strontium

and Gold salts are used. The Sodium and Strontium Bromides

appear to have the most favorable records. The wisdom of giving

small and repeated moderate doses or large ones, is still a mooted

question. The use of the Gold salt is still being studied. Com-
bined with arsenic and mercury in solutions of Tri bromide of Gold

with Oxybromides of Arsenic and Mercury, it has been given in

neurasthenia, epilepsy, syphilis, and acne. A well-known English

manufacturer has prepared what he calls Liquor Ami Brom.-Ar-

senatis or "Bromaurum," and also Liquor Ann Brom.-Hydrarg.-Ar-

senates or *' Hydraurum," as being stable solutions and well suited

for hypodermic use if desired.

Bromoform is now rarely alluded to in the treatment of other

affections than pertussis. In this use it is apparently on the in-

crease. Although a most potent and, in one sense, a treacherous

agent, for poisoning cases continue to be reported, still it is now
being better understood and is overcoming the prejudices of many
who preferred not to employ it. It is probably best administered

in water, or rather with water, for its specific gravity is such that

it sinks to the bottom when dropped in water. Therefore it is neces-

sary that the whole contents of the glass or spoon should be taken.

Children do not object to the dose, as it has an agreeable flavor. It

is generally prompt in action.

Dr. Ferreira, of Rio Janeiro, Brazil, continues to approve strongly

of its use. He prefers to add sufficient alcohol to dissolve the Brom-
oform, which removes the liability of leaving behind the heavy liquid

when attempting to administer it. For a child under one year he

uses three to six drops: over one year, six to fifteen drops. As the bac-

terial origin of pertussis is now pretty uniformly recognized, Bromo-
form may be classed as a germicide in its action. Dr. Ferreira

4
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claims also that it is a depressant of the reflex excitability of

the nervous system, as the number of spasms are not only so prompt-

ly diminished, but the diminution progresses, until they entirely

disappear.

It is reported that Dr. Bancock finds the following formula most

efficient in the treatment of pertussis :

Bromoform 15 parts.

Tinct. of Gelsemium 16 "

Syrup of Lactucarium 120 "

Powdered Acacia q. s.

The dose is three or four teaspoonfuls during each day.

Mons. Marfan has now taken pains to acknowledge a change in

his opinion of the past three years, that Antipyrin and Belladonna

were the only efficient remedies in pertussis, by proclaiming Bromo-

form as superior to either. In the beginning of the treatment, he

gives in each twenty-four hours four drops of Bromoform for each

year of the child's age, making the dose come every eight hours.

He does not look for improvement for the first two or three days,

as there may be an aggravation of the symptoms. After this, how-

ever, improvement is evident. Failure seldom occurred, but in such

cases the administration of Antipyrin proved successful. In his

whole experience, he only saw one case of general poisoning symp-

toms. He does not approve of adding alcohol to dissolve the

Bromoform, as recommended by Dr. Ferreira and Dr. K. Stepp, of

Nuremberg, Germany. He employs the following formula :

Bromoform 48 drops

Sweet Almond Oil .... 20 grammes (about 5 drachms)

Powd. Tragacanth.. .. 2 «
( " | "

)

" Acacia 4 " ( " 1 "
)

Cherry-Laurel Water.. 4 ( " 1 "
)

Distilled Water to make 120 cubic centimetres (
" 4 fluidounces)

The Bromoform should be well shaken with the Almond Oil and

then the other ingredients added. A teaspoonful of the mixture

contains two drops of Bromoform.

Dr. Otto Fiertz believes in large doses, and has treated 75 cases

with excellent results. His rule is to give two drops more than

the child's age in years in sweetened water every eight hours, and

it appears to be well borne. He increases the dose by one drop if

improvement is not shown in a week. He believes so thoroughly
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in this agent that he classes it as a " specific." The treatment

must not be discontinued abruptly but slowly diminished for two

weeks, when a more rapid decrease may be begun.

Calcium Sulphide, although still used by some practitioners,

has not taken any prominence in the current medical literature of

the year.

Camphor, owing to its growing importance, its more extended

use both in medicine and in the arts, as well as its increasing scar-

city and expensiveness, is of especial interest at this time. There-

fore it may be profitable to repeat here an instructive article found

in Nature, Vol. 54, page 116, which raises the question of its arti-

ficial cultivation :

" Camphor is not the exclusive product of any one natural order,

genus, or species ; but what is more remarkable, of closely allied

species of camphor-yielding genera—one species possesses the secre-

tion, while no trace of it is found in another. Although several

kinds of camphor are articles of commerce, little, if any, reaches this

country, save that obtained from Cinnamomum camphora (Cam-

phora officinarum), a member of the laurel family, and of the same

genus as the tree whose bark furnishes the spice called cinnamon.

Like many other natural products of which scientific research has

multiplied the applications, camphor is becoming dearer and scarcer,

and the question has arisen, How is the supply to be maintained equal

to the demand ? The bulk of the camphor imported into Europe

comes from Japan and Formosa, and comparatively little from China.

This is the product of Cinnamomum camphora, and Dr. E. Grasmann

has published an interesting account of this tree, both from a scientific

and commercial standpoint. He has rather overweighted his article

with second-hand information respecting laurels generally and those

of Japan in particular, which, as might be expected, is inaccurate

in some details. Disregarding these, we find much that is interesting

concerning the camphor-tree itself, which is one of the noblest ob-

jects in the forests of eastern sub-tropical Asia. It attains gigantic

dimensions, surpassing all other trees of the Japanese forests, at

least in girth of trunk if not in total height. Dr. Grasmann gives

the recorded dimensions of various notable trees, but what is more
to the point, he also gives measurements made by himself. A tree in

the neighborhood of the town of Miyazaki, Oyodomura, measured in

1894, was 14.80 metres in circumference at 1.30 m. from the ground,

or 4.48 m. in diameter, and it was 35 m. high. There is an illustra-
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tion of this giant reproduced from a photograph. Concerning the

distribution of the camphor-tree in Japan, the author states that it

grows naturally in Kinshin up to about 34° lat., and scattered in fav-

orable situations some 2° farther north, the extreme limit being 36°

24'. It is abundant in the Island of Formosa, and also occurs in the

Tsusima and Luchu groups. On the mainland of China, according

to Dr. Grasmann, it inhabits the coast, region from Cochin-China to

the mouth of the Yangtzekiang, and it may be added that it is now
known to extend westwards at least as far as Ichang in the central

province of Hupeh. From Dr. A. Henry's notes accompanying his

specimens in the Kew Herbarium, it appears that the wood is in

great request, but no camphor is extracted ; and Consul Playfair re-

ported the same from Pakhoi, Kwangtung, in 1883. Indeed the

camphor industry would seem to be at present very limited in China,

although the tree is common and widely spread. The little that

is exported is mostly from the province of Fokien, but the amount

is increasing in the same measure as the production is decreasing in

Japan. In the latter country something has been done to maintain

the supply, but Dr. Grasmann holds that the present rate of plant-

ing is wholly inadequate. He urges the importance of increasing the

plantations to the greatest possible extent, inasmuch as every part

of the tree is useful, from the roots to the young shoots and leaves.

Even the fruit is employed in the preparation of tallow. In Formosa

camphor distilling has been carried on in the most recklessly ex-

travagant manner imaginable. It is suggested that Japanese rule in

the island may put a stop to such disastrous waste.

With regard to the increasing price of camphor, it has been stated

in various publications that this is due to its being used in the

manufacture of smokeless powder. In reply to inquiries on this

point, Sir Frederick Abel wrote to the Director of Kew in Novem-

ber last, as follows :

" Any increase of demand, involving a rise in the price of cam-

phor, is not due to its application as a constituent of smokeless

powder. That material was used in the earliest days of the manu-

facture of a successful smokeless powder for artillery and small

arms ; but its employment was soon demonstrated to be attended

with serious practical disadvantages, and its application for the pur-

pose can therefore not be said to have been other than experimental,

and of no great importance, even at that time, as affecting the

market value of camphor. This substance has, however, been used
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extensively for many years past, and no doubt in continually-in-

creasing quantities, for the conversion of collodion cotton into the

material known as celluloid, which is applied to the manufacture

of imitation ivory, tortoiseshell, horn, and a great variety of pur-

poses."

As Dr. G-rasmann observes, the greatest enemy of the camphor

tree is man, and in Japan large trees are eventually killed through

the felonious nocturnal grubbing of their roots. Some birds are

fond of the fruit and seed, and the caterpillar of Papilio sarpedon

feeds on the leaves
;

but, except to young plants, they cause com-

paratively little damage. Apart from the wanton destruction of

trees, the probability of the supply of camphor being maintained is

seriously diminished by the fact that the tree grows but slowly in

its early years. At the same time it colonizes freely, and is now

naturalized in several countries, notably in Madagascar, where, ac-

cording to Dr. Meller, in a note accompanying a specimen in the

Kew Herbarium, it was abundant as long ago as 1862, and was much
used for building purposes.

[Next in point of importance in producing camphor is Dryobala-

nops aromatica, a tree belonging to the Dipterocarpeae, and inhab-

iting Borneo and Sumatra. The formula of ordinary camphor is

C 10H 16 O ; of Borneo camphor, C 10H 18 O ; and the latter can be

artificially prepared from the former. Borneo camphor is deposited

in clefts and hollows of the wood, and has simply to be taken out ;

but it is comparatively rare, and exceedingly dear, bringing eighty

times more, according to G-rasmann, than ordinary camphor. Nearly

the whole production is imported into China, where it is esteemed

beyond the ordinary camphor, and used as incense.

Blumea balsamifera (Composite), a shrubby plant exceedingly

common in tropical Asia, yields a kind of camphor by distillation.

Hainan is the principal seat of the industry, but the crude article

is refined at Canton, whence there is an annual export of about 10,000

pounds. No doubt this source of camphor could be much more
extensively utilized.

Members of various other natural orders, notably the Labiatae,,

yield essential oils of the same composition, and having the same
properties, as camphor. Menthol is an example."

Dr. Fr. Schilling, of Nuremberg, Germany, considers the sub-

cutaneous injection of a 10 per cent, solution of Camphor in Olive

Oil a valuable remedy for the collapse often occurring in acute pneu-
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monia or like conditions. He has noticed that large doses are well

borne when administered in this way. In adults he injects at once

5 grammes (77.2 grains) of the above solution into each forearm.

No disagreeable after-effects have ever been noted, but the injection

must not be made into a vein. After careful reading and personal

observation, he concludes that the danger of large single doses of

this agent has been much overestimated, and has been due to trust-

ing too closely to the inferences drawn from already recorded experi-

ments. Such evidences are excellent in their way and of value up

to a certain point, but they should only be considered as a basis to

work upon, not as an accurate therapeutic guide for its use in man.

The following mixture has been recommended for toothache :

Cocaine Hydrochlorate 1 part

Camphor 50 parts

Choral Hydrate 50 "

Water a few drops to obtain a clear solution,

A little of this solution is placed on a small piece of cotton, in-

troduced into the cavity of the tooth and allowed to remain there

for twenty-four hours.

Chinosol is a new antiseptic, disinfectant, deodorizer and bac-

tericide, manufactured by a well-known firm in Hamburg, Ger-

many. It is described as a neutral compound of Oxy-Chinolin in

the form of a fine, bright yellow crystalline powder, readily soluble

in water, not caustic or corrosive and non-toxic, with an astringent

taste like carbolic acid and a slightly aromatic odor. It does not

coagulate albumen, but it is very readily precipitated by alkalies. It

is reported to be forty times more active than carbolic acid, for a

solution of 25 parts in 1,000,000 is sufficient to prevent the develop-

ment of the staphylococcus pyogenes aureus. Prof. Kossmann has

used it in the Hygienic Institute of Munich, Bavaria, in place of

corrosive sublimate and carbolic acid, and confirms the favorable

report of Prof. Emmerich, of Munich, and others. It is offered in

solution and in tablets, and applied on gauze and absorbent cotton.

It is recommended not only to the general surgeon, but to obstetri-

cians, gynecologists and dermatalogists. It does not attack the

hands even in as strong a solution as 1 in 500, but simply stains

them and the linen a bright yellow color which, however, is readily

removed by fresh water.

Chloralamid (Chloral Formamide), although still largely used,

has received little attention in the medical literature of the year.
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Chloralose (Anhydro-Gluco-Chloral), although much in gen-

eral use, has had at least one more unfortunate mental disturbance

to be charged against it. Dr. F. Dufour, of Marseilles, France,

reports the case of a woman who had just taken a second dose of 250

milligrammes (about 3.8 grains) when he arrived on call—the same

dose from which Dr. Kendu observed the alarming intoxication al-

luded to here last year.

Nothing new has been reported.

Chlorobrom (Equal parts of Chloralamid and Potassium Bro-

mide) has been practically unheard of during the past year, although

it is well known that it continues to be used with some apparent

success in the prevention of sea-sickness. There is much doubt,

however, whether the preliminary directions given to clear out the

bowels well, not with a simple saline but with an aperient affecting

the liver, does not alone accomplish the desired result.

Chloroform continues to receive attention in the way of at-

tempts to counteract its unfortunate bad effects, by administering

it with other anaesthetics. The well-known "ACE" mixture still

continues to be used quite largely, particularly by the English.

There has now been a recent attempt to renew and increase the use

of the once considerably talked of mixture with the Oxygen. This

plan is quite old and if nothing has been accomplished so far, since

1860, it cannot be said to have much chance of success now. The
administration of Chloroform with Pental (Tri-Methyl-Ethylene)

has recently been reported on.

As is well known, foreigners—especially the English—are quite

partial to Chloroform, and comparative results with Ether have con-

tinued to be reported for some years past. Prof. Eisendraht has

been carrying on such a study and reports on 130 consecutive

administrations, testing the urine before and after, and watching

the whole functional behavior of his patients. Pre-existing album-

inuria is apparently more frequently increased by Ether than by

Chloroform. Albuminuria is produced in 25 per cent, of normal

patients after Ether, and in 32 per cent, after Chloroform.

Prof. M. Rosenberg maintains that the danger to both the heart

and respiration in administering Chloroform is "occasioned reflexly

by the irritating action of the chloroform on the terminations of the

trigeminus distributed to the mucous membrane of the nose, that

the same is true of any other anaesthetic taken through the nose,

and that this may be obviated by first anaesthetizing the mucous
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membrane of the nose by using cocaine, which is an antidote to

chloroform. Having tried this method in fifty cases, he concludes :

1. The commencement of anaesthesia is less disagreeable for the

patient, who never makes defensive movements. 2. The excite-

ment stage is often wanting, and is always slight, except in cases of

alcoholics. 3. During anaesthesia it is very rarely a patient vomits,

and if vomiting does occur there is little retching. 4. Upon awak-

ening, the patient experiences no disagreeable sensation, and is not

haunted by the smell of chloroform or ether. The method pursued

is as follows : The patient is directed to blow his nose in order to

clear the mucous membrane, then, leaning forward or sitting (never

lying), to snuff a centigram of a powder consisting of 10 per cent,

of cocaine hydrochlorate and some inert substance. Repeat in about

three minutes and commence general anaesthesia. If the operation

is prolonged repeat chloroform continuously drop by drop." (Med.

Times, Vol. XXIV., page 356.)

The subject of the decomposition and preservation of Chloroform

has been investigated and discussed by many observers in past years,

both in the old and this country. Mr. D. B. Dott, a prominent

pharmacist of Edinburgh, Scotland, has now again brought up

the subject. He states that Mr. L. Allain had more recently

drawn "attention to the fact that sulphur, added in the propor-

tion of one to a thousand of chloroform, acted as a preservative,

preventing decomposition in chloroform exposed to diffuse daylight

for an indefinite period. Allain does not explain the action of the

sulphur." As it had been previously shown, particularly by Messrs.

D. Brown and D. Rainy Brown, of Edinburgh, "that oxygen is

essential to the decomposition of chloroform by light, and that

chlorine is always present at the earlier stages of alteration, it

seemed probable that the sulphur acted as a reducing agent, and

that any substance slightly soluble in chloroform and readily oxid-

izable would likewise act as a preservative. I therefore divided

some pure absolute chloroform in four bottles. To the first was

added a minute portion of morphine, to the second gallotannic

acid, to the third hypophosphorous acid, and the fourth was left

pure and simple. These were all exposed in a glass case to diffuse

daylight, but where occasionally rays of direct sunlight reach. After

a few weeks the pure chloroform showed signs of decomposition,

distinctly evident to the nose and to silver nitrate. None of the

others had decomposed, and even after a month's further exposure
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are still apparently unaltered. It therefore appears probable that

any substance which is prone to oxidation and soluble, however

slightly, in chloroform will prevent or greatly retard decomposi-

tion. If that is correct, one would infer that the preservative

action of alcohol is partly due to its capacity for oxidation, what-

ever secondary part it may also play." (Pharm. Jouni., Vol. II.,

Fourth Series, page 249.)

Chlor-Phenols (Mono- and Para-Chlorphenol). particularly

the Para variety, has received some attention during the past year.

Among other observers, the most prominent has been Dr. A.

Spengler, of St. Petersburg, Russia, who has been experiment-

ing in the wards of the Military Academy of Medicine in his city,

in the line recommended in 1894 by Dr. N. Simanovski, of the

same city, who introduced it into laryngological practice. Its

antiseptic properties were marked. Out of 26 cases of tuber-

cular laryngitis, 10—nearly 38.5 per cent.—completely recovered,

and some marked improvement was noticed in the others. The

solutions used varied from 10 to 50 per cent, in glycerin, and were

applied thoroughly by means of a brush two or three times a week.

Dr. Spengler does not maintain that this agent is a specific, but

simply that it removes the infiltrations and ulcerations, even if

situated on the posterior wall of the larynx. It is just then that

lactic acid and surgical treatment have given unsatisfactory results.

Para-Chlorphenol seems to act as a far superior anaesthetic than

cocaine—the anaesthesia at times lasting quite forty-eight hours.

Dr. Conrad Berens, of Philadelphia, Penn., offered " A few Re-

marks on the Clinic Use of Ortho-and Para-Chlor-Phenol " (Journ.

Amer. Med. Assoc., Vol. XXVII., page 728) to the Section of Lar-

yngology and Otology at the last meeting of the Amer. Med. As-

soc., held in Atlanta, Ga. After alluding to Dr. Simanovski's pre-

liminary report he states his reason for undertaking his experiments :

" The endorsement of ortho-chloro-phenol was of such a nature

that I was induced to make some trials with it, as well also as of

para-chloro-phenol.

"

To those specially interested his testimony will be of service. He
closes as follows :

"In conclusion, then, I have no hesitation in recommending the

further clinic use of ortho-chloro-phenol in the belief that it will

prove a valuable addition to the pharmacopoeia of the rhinologist

and aurist, and prove itself worthy of the fullest confidence, espe-
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eially in those cases where the commonly resorted to medicaments

have not only failed to relieve the patient, but have disappointed

the expectations of the surgeon."

Chlor-Salol (the new antiseptic of last year analogous to Chlor-

Phenol, but in place of Carbolic, Salicylic is the combining acid)

has received no notice in the medical literature.

Chroatol has apparently been dropped almost immediately af-

ter announced. The dermatologists were the ones to be most inter-

ested, but nothing practical has come from them.

Citrophen (Phenetidin Citrate) has been practically unheard

of during the past year.

Cod-Gall has recently been urged as an efficient substitute for

Cod-liver Oil by Mr. Clarence A. Wright, of Rochester, England,

and he urges all practitioners to give it a trial. He writes to the

Editor of the London Lancet (Vol. II., for 1896, page 156) as fol-

lows :

,
"The claim of cod-liver oil to be considered if not a specific, at

least a powerful alterative, in diseases of the respiratory tract has

long been recognized. Yet, owing to its unpalatability and the nau-

sea attendant on its administration, it is the common experience of

ail that the cases which on theoretical grounds are selected as most

suitable often prove least amenable to such treatment. These are for

the most part cases characterized by a general wasting of the body

and failure of its nutritive functions. How insuperably difficult it

is to overcome this inherent propensity of the oil may be remarked

when we notice how the ingenuity and art of the pharmacist have

been strained to the utmost in devising ways and methods whereby

it may be disguised if not destroyed. Its combinations with malt,

the hypophosphites, etc., are so well known that allusion to them

would be superfluous. It would likewise prove a useless reiteration

to enumerate the many oils and fats that have been proposed as sub-

stitutes for it. However feasible such substitution as a theory may

seem, yet in practice, for reasons which I subjoin, their use has not

been attended by any marked success. Cod-liver oil has been proved

by French investigators to owe its activity, not to any peculiarity

in the nature and constitution of its oleaginous constituents, but to

certain definite ante-mortem products of liver action, which not

only promote the absorption of the oil, but also materially assist

digestion and exert the well-known alterative action. It has like-

wise been proved by examination of frozen and prepared sections of
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a fresh liver that these physiologically active constituents of cod-

liver oil are of biliary origin, for their distribution in sections so

made bears a definite relation to the ramifications of biliary radicles,

and not to the fat cells of the liver. I was induced thereby to util-

ize that biliary product of unchallengeable ante-mortem liver action

—cod-gall—as a substitute for cod-liver oil, and I can now, after a

trial of eighteen months, say that I have every reason to believe it

an efficient, active, and palatable substitute for cod-liver oil, and

one that deserves a trial. My usual method of employing it is by

making a wine of cod-gall (vinum gadeo-morrhuine), by adding one

ounce of fresh gall, along with two and a half drachms of extract

of pancreas, to a pint of wine (sherry or port optionally), and after

ten days filtering it through some cotton wool. I administer the

wine so made in doses of one to four teaspoonfuls at or after meals

four times a day."

Creolin (Liquor Antisepticus)—1 part Resin Soap and 2 parts

Crude Carbolic Acid, 20 per cent.—still requires caution to be ex-

ercised in its use. Although the enterprising introducers and man-
ufacturers of this "Sanitary Compound" claim that if their ex-

plicit directions be followed out in regard to using it only " in 1 per

cent, to 3 per cent, solutions " " absolutely no

harm can be done," and therefore they "are perfectly entitled to

quote our (their) preparations innocuous/" still the following un-

fortunate results apparently only bear out some previous experiences

from various other sources and deserve to be repeated as a warning :

" Creolin compounds are now so extensively used as disinfectant

washes, more especially as they are believed to be non-poisonous,

that the results of an investigation by Professor Hobday of the Royal

Veterinary College calculated to disturb this notion will be read

with interest and instruction ; at any rate, they should place the

public on their guard in respect to the application of these com-
pounds to the body. The investigation was set on foot by observ-

ing the fatal effect of applying solutions of creolin to a couple of

valuable ferrets effected with lice and mange. The amount of creo-

lin used was estimated at about two ounces to a quart of water, in

spite of which dilution both animals were dead within half an hour of

the application. Again, in the case of a valuable bull terrier severely

affected with follicular mange, ( the result was most alarming and
all attempts to save the animal failed/ the application having con-

sisted in rubbing the affected parts with a solution containing four
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ounces of creolin and four ounces of water. To set at rest the ques-

tion whether this alarming result was due to any peculiar idiosyn-

crasy of the animal a fox terrier was treated in the same way, but

the result was equally unfortunate. Several animals (dogs and cats)

were then submitted to experiment with more or less toxic effects,

and in the majority of instances those effects were followed by death.

This important report concludes with the following observations

:

that creolin is a narcotic and irritant poison to the dog and cat, and

that its use in these animals must be watched with the greatest care;

that it is especially toxic when spread in emulsions of a certain

strength over a large area of the body; that its effect is more rapidly

seen and more violent when mixed with water than when applied

pure or when mixed up into the form of an ointment ; that when
mixed in certain proportions and applied externally it will act as a

violent irritant ; that the less refined preparation of creolin is not

so toxic in action as pure creolin ; and that it is not so readily ab-

sorbed from the stomach, from small wounds, or from the subcutan-

eous tissues as from a large area of skin surface. The results are

certainly very striking and would appear to show that creolin cannot

be regarded as an absolutely safe external application. Its claimed

advantage, therefore, over carbolic acid of being non-poisonous can-

not fully obtain. Professor Hobday does not enter into the exact

composition of the preparations he used. It may be fairly assumed,

however, that they consisted of a strongly alkaline and resinous solu-

tion of cresylic acid. Did the alkali play any part in the symptoms

observed, and was carbolic acid present in appreciable quantity ?

The observations, at any rate, are valuable and are based upon trials

made with preparations to be found on the market which are gen-

erally stated to be innocuous. It is reasonable from the foregoing

to enjoin care in the use of these preparations for external applica-

tion to the human being and other animals." (The London Lancet,

Vol. I. for 1896, page 1733.)

Creosol (made up of the constituent Phenols of beechwood

Creosote and about 40 per cent, of Tannic Acid) has not appeared

in the medical or pharmaceutical literature of the year under this

name, but undoubtedly the two ingredients have been employed

many times separately on just such occasions as this compound would

be recommended.

Creosotal (so-called Creosote Carbonate) apparently still pre-

sents reasonable advantages over Creosote as an efficient agent in the
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treatment of tuberculosis. The evidences continue to show that the

combination breaks up so slowly in the alimentary tract that it is

not only less irritating than Creosote, but keeps the whole system

more or less continuously under the influence of the important ele-

ment of the compound. The excretion of the Creosote is evident

from the lungs and kidneys.

Only one prominent report of value has appeared during the year.

Dr. Wm. H. Dukeman, of Los Angeles, Cal., reports his very encour-

aging results in the treatment of pulmonary tuberculosis. He says:

" The best mode of administering the drug is to drop it in the yolk

of an egg, well beaten up, and taken after each meal and before re-

tiring at night. I also make use of the white of the egg by having

it beaten up in a glass of milk and taken between meals, with or

without wine, as desired. I usually commence with 5-drop doses,

and increase 1 drop a dose each day until the patient takes the

amount necessary to produce the desired effect. When I arrive at

the dose from which the patient himself notices marked improve-

ment, I advise the continuous use of that dose for a week or two

without increasing it, but then to again increase 1 drop a day for a

week, or until marked signs of improvement again show themselves;

the dose then remains uniform for some time. In this way I have

had no reason as yet to give beyond 40 drops, although much larger

doses have been given. I should not hesitate to increase the dose

up to 60 drops should indications demand such a quantity." . . .

" In conclusion it may be said that although this climate is no

doubt a helpful agent in the treatment of patients with pulmonary

tuberculosis in its earliest stages, yet under other treatment they do

not always show very marked gain, or what gain there is in many
instances not continued

;
but, under the Creosote Carbonate treat-

ment, the gain is of a more strengthening character and apparently

will prove permanent." (Med. Neivs, Vol. LXVIL, page 648.)

Creosote has received considerable attention throughout the

past year—especially in the treatment of pulmonary tuberculosis.

At times the discussion has been pretty vigorous, both for and

against its use. The considerable variation which is noticeable in

beechwood creosote—the only proper one to use—must naturally

produce quite varying clinical results. The amount of guaiacol has

been known to vary from 3 to 30 per cent., the amount of cresol

from 10 to 40 per cent. Definite tests for uniformity should there-

fore be looked for. A French observer ' ' suggests that creosote
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derived from beechwood should only be employed if it be visibly

darkened on prolonged exposure to light, and possesses an agreeable

aroma somewhat resembling vanilla. Fractional distillation of the

sample should be conducted, treating 100 Cc. in a fractionating

flask of 125 Cc. capacity, and the fractions being collected in a

graduated receiver. This distillation should be very regular, drop

by drop, and should take place between 200 and 220°C. The

author finds that the specific gravity of the fraction distilling be-

tween 200 and 210°, which contains the greater part of the guaiacol,

gives a reliable indication of the amount of that body contained in

it. In the samples examined the guaiacol content rose from 10

to 36 per cent , as the specific gravity increased from 1.077 to

1.090." (Pharm. Journ., Vol. II., Fourth Series, page 422.)

The principal concentrated discussion on its use in pulmonary

tuberculosis has occurred in the Paris Medical Society of the Hos-

pitals throughout the meetings in January and February last. Dr.

Burlureaux, for instance, believes in the injection of large doses.

Other prominent observers recommend medium doses and long con-

tinued administration. Another class assert that the improvement

comes from the better care and food received by the patient, and

not from the Creosote treatment. The majority, however, agreed

that it was of marked benefit in the scrofulous form of the affec-

tion. Some observers spoke strongly against giving it by the

mouth—injection, enemata, suppositories or inunction apparently

would be far preferable to the mouth. Dr. Burlureaux does not

claim that it is a specific against tuberculosis, for he merely con-

siders it in the light of an auxiliary to the hygienic treatment.

The reason he speaks so warmly in its favor is, first, that it may be

employed in all classes of society, and second, in his experience,

patients who bear it well may be almost cured by it.

Dr. F. R. Walters, M.R.C.P., of the North London Hospital for

Consumption, England, writes enthusiastically in a paper on "The

Subcutaneous Use of Creosote and Guaiacol in Pulmonary Phthisis.

(Brit. Med. Journ., Vol. II. for 1895, page 1488.) :

"Of all the drugs which have been used in the treatment of

phthisis there are probably none which have been so widely adopted

as wood creosote and its derivations."

" Burlureaux depended mainly on subcutaneous

injections, and gave them nearly daily. My own cases only had

them from once to three times a week, as daily injections are not
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convenient in out-patient practice. They all took creosote or guai-

acol in some other form to about 10 to 15 minims daily. "
. . .

" As regards the general effects, I did not find

any complaint of tasting the creosote directly after injection, and

am satisfied this was not usually the case. In one case there was

slight collapse after the first injection of 20 minims of a 1 in 15

creosote solution ; the same case subsequently readily stood drachm

doses. In one case the appetite greatly improved, the lung trouble

nearly disappeared, the cough disappeared, and weight was increased.

This patient remains in good health. In another the lung trouble

had increased, but much more slowly than was to be expected, while

the general health remains exceptionally good. The two others

were not long enough under treatment to be able to judge.

" In conclusion, I believe the treatment is well borne, and may
be useful where other methods fail. The doses should be very cau-

tiously increased, and the treatment should not be tried where the

kidneys are unsound, or there is a large area of inflamed lung, or

decided signs of intolerance. Xo form of creosote treatment is of

use unless it is long continued. I believe it to be useful in many
cases if judiciously applied. One in 5 guaiacol appears to me to be

as well borne as 1 in 15 creosote solution ; and notwithstanding the

results obtained by various observers, I do not think it is finally

settled that guaiacol is inferior to creosote in the treatment of

phthisis. The results with an ordinary syringe are apparently quite

as good as with the Burlureaux apparatus, which should, I think,

be reserved for exceptional cases."

Dr. J. 0. Cobb, of Cincinnati, Ohio, Surgeon in the U. S. Marine

Hosp. Service, gives his " Eleven Years' Observation in the Use of

Creosote, in the Treatment of Tubercle of the Lungs" (Journ.

Amer. Med. Assoc., Vol. XXVI.
,
page 3?0), and draws general con-

clusions only :

" For eleven years I have had a greater or less number of patients

constantly under observation with the creosote treatment, and feel-

ing the importance of the subject and the general interest taken in

this disease, I have been led to report my experience. A large

majority of patients have been seamen of the merchant marine.

The conditions noted cover all stages of the disease.

" The places of observation were South Carolina, Texas, different

stations on the Great Lakes, a few cases at Evansville and St. Louis

and the remainder at Port Townsend, Washington.
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" A majority of the cases were not diagnosticated by bacteriologic

examination, as physical methods easily revealed the condition. All

cases of "chronic pneumonic phthsis," " chronic pneumonia," etc.,

are excluded.

" Pure beechwood creosote was given throughout. Dosage ranging

from one to seventy minims has been tried. Some cases have been

treated to.a termination with a few minims given constantly and

without variation. Others were given gradually increasing closes

until the limit of toleration was reached, when the drug was recom-

menced at the small dose to be again carried to the limit of tolera-

tion. Still other cases were given gradually increasing doses to the

limit of toleration, then decreased to the point of toleration and kept

there to the end of the treatment. Some of the cases had other

treatment in conjunction, though the large majority were treated

exclusively with creosote.

" The serious objection to creosote is the unpleasant, sickening and

burning sensation which it causes in the stomach. I have used the

pure creosote made into emulsions, mixtures, pills, etc., none of

which were at all satisfactory. The best method that I have found

is to nearly fill a gelatin capsule with pulverized acacia, drop in a

few minims of the creosote and take at once.*'

Dr. Walter F. Chappell, M.R.C.S. Eng., of New York, brings up

another mode of administration which appears to be successful

with him, in a paper read before the Baltimore, Md., meeting of

the Amer. Med. Assoc. in May, 1895, on " Further Observations on

Submucous Injections of Creosote in the Treatment of Laryngeal

Tuberculosis" (Journ. Amer. Med. Assoc., Vol. XXV., page 949.)

He exhibited an automatic syringe especially adapted for this form

of medication, and concluded as follows :

" Physicians, who have been more or less successful in the treat-

ment of laryngeal tuberculosis by various methods, will agree that

it was obtained only by the systematic and persistent use of the

selected methods.

" While the writer does not wish to be understood to think that

creosote is the only drug to be used in tuberculosis of the larynx,

he does assert that when the submucous treatment is decided upon,

that it should be given by the automatic syringe already mentioned,

no matter what remedy is used. The exact depth and amount of

the injection can then be regulated and the field of injection always

kept in view in the laryngeal mirror. Usually the submucous injec-
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tions have- been reserved for infiltrated and hypertrophied tissues

and not for the ulcerative stages. The ability to give a superficial

or deep injection, according to the requirements of the case, has

added greatly to the degree of usefulness of the submucous method.

A resume of the claims for submucous injections of creosote are :

" 1. In the early stage of the disease when there is only slight

thickening of the tissues as a result of the tubercular deposits, the

method as described by the writer brings the creosote in direct con-

tact with the deposits. Further progress is frequently arrested, and

the infiltrations subside.

"2. When the stage of ulceration is reached, and the ulcers are

comparatively deep, with some surrounding infection, injections into

the surface of and around the ulcer assist granulation and arrest

further invasion of tissue.

" 3. When the affected tissues are rapidly necrosing, the patient is

usually too weak to undergo curetting or excision. The injection of

creosote is then very beneficial, relieving the pain and laryngeal sore-

ness, hastening the separation of necrosing tissue and arresting the

progress of the ulcerations."

A comparatively new method of treatment in septicaemia cases

has recently been extensively tried in Germany with gratifying re-

sults. 1.2 Cc. (20 minims) of a solution containing equal parts of

pure Creosote and Camphorated Oil were injected under the skin

three times a day. Even with a temperature of 104° F. (40° C.) and

a pulse of 140, such an injection brought down the temperature and

pulse rapidly. Even those cases which appeared to be in an almost

hopeless condition made a satisfactory recovery by this treatment ex-

clusively. No serious local or general troubles appeared to follow the

injections, and the medical profession in this country are urged to

give it an extended trial as being certainly safer than the intra-

venous injection of corrosive sublimate solution as advised by Prof.

Kezmaregki in these septicaemia cases.

This treatment, however, has been criticised adversely, for the

anti-bacterial effect of Creosote is disputed, and even definite proof

has been furnished that this agent has no direct action on such

bacilli as those of tuberculosis.

Cases of acute gonorrhea have been apparently successfully treated

with injections of an emulsion of creosote varying from 2 to 10 per

thousand.

Dr. V. P. Zerenine has apparently obtained favorable results from
5
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the use of compresses saturated with Creosote, or with a 10 to 30

per cent, solution in glycerin or oil. He acknowledges this to

be a very slow treatment, for as much as a month is required, but

he claims several advantages—relapses do not occur, his directions

are readily carried out, and unsightly cicatrices are avoided.

Mr. Leonard Rogers, M.B.,F.R.C.S., of the Royal Indian Med.

Service, publishes " A Note on the External Use of Creosote in the

Treatment of Malarial Remittent Fevers." {Brit. Med. Journ.,

Vol. I. for 1896, page 18.) He states :
" The action of external

applications of creosote and guaiacol in producing perspiration and

lowering the body heat suggested to me that they might be of use

in the treatment of malarial intermittent fevers. I have used 15

minim doses of creosote rubbed into the axilla and covered with

cotton wool, in eight cases of severe intermittent fever, with tem-

peratures varying from 103.2° to 104.4° F., the temperature being

either stationary or rising at the time the drug was applied. In

every case perspiration, usually free, was produced in from half an

hour to two hours, more commonly in about three-quarters of an

hour, and was accompanied by a marked fall of temperature, aver-

aging 1.6°F. within three-quarters of an hour, 2.3° after an hour

and three-quarters, and 3° within four hours of the use of the drug.

Not only was the temperature reduced, but at the same time all

the distressing symptoms, including the severe headache always

present with high fever in these cases, were markedly relieved, and

the patients stated they became quite comfortable when the perspi-

ration came on. In some of these cases during other paroxysms of

the fever, which were not treated with creosote, but in which the

ordinary diaphoretics, such as ammonium acetate, etc., were given

the temperature remained high for eight or more hours. In only

one case was there an after-rise during the paroxysm of more than

1°F. In five out of seven cases in which the blood was examined

during the fever, Laveran's organism was found in the red blood

corpuscles. In one case of continued fever in which I tried this

treatment a slight fall of the temperature accompanied by some re-

lief of the symptoms was produced, but the good effect lasted only

a few hours.

"This method of treatment, I think, deserves a careful trial in

tropical remittent and continued fevers, whilst I feel sure it will

prove of great service in shortening and lessening the severity of

the paroxysms of severe intermittent fevers, as its antipyretic and
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sudorific powers are much greater than those of the diaphoretics in

common use, while it has not the drawbacks of the antipyrin class

of drugs, namely, in the depressing action on the heart and the

tendency to reduce the number of the red corpuscles of the blood,

and thus to increase the state of anasmia caused by malarial fever.
"

A Creosote Valerianate, made by a Berlin manufacturer, has re-

cently been introduced, and given the short name " Eosote." It

is described as a liquid without caustic or toxic properties. Dr. E.

Grawitz is apparently the only observer who has yet reported on it.

He employed it in the form of 200 milligrammes (3 grain) capsules

in 35 cases of tuberculosis, and in several cases requiring disinfect-

ant treatment for gastro-intestinal troubles. The advantages he

claims are that it is odorless and tasteless ; it is well borne even in

quite large quantities, and is inexpensive.

Dr. V. Gilbert recommends the following solution for hypodermic

use in the treatment of tuberculosis :

Beechwood Creosote 25 grammes (about 6£ drachms)

Camphor 15 " ( " 4 "
)

Aristol 10 " ( " H "
)

Eucalyptol 30 " ( " 7| "
)

Sterilized Neat's-Foot Oil—sufficient to obtain 250 Cc.

(about Si fluidounces of solution).

1 Cc. (about 16 minims) of this solution contains 100 milli-

grammes (about li grains) of Creosote.

Dr. Peter Kaatzer does not approve of the usual forms in which

Creosote is administered. He points out more or less forcible rea-

sons against the prominent forms, and recommends the use of vari-

ous ethereal oils and extract of coffee to mask the odor and taste.

The mixture with extract of coffee supplies a beneficial dilution in

the stomach, and can be taken best after meals in milk or beer. He
warns against giving more than 30 drops of Creosote a day.

Clltol is a compound of Aluminium Borate and Tannate pre-

pared in Germany, and now being experimented with along with

Boral in the private and hospital practice of Dr. P. Koppel, of Ber-

lin, Prussia. It is described as a brownish, insoluble powder, but

is rendered soluble by the addition of Tartaric Acid, thus making
the whole practically a mixture of Cutol and Boral. Dr. Koppel has

not only found this agent of service in the same affections as Boral,

but for one reason and another has used it more frequently than the
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latter. He finds it of great service in the treatment of moist eczema
and pruriginous affections. He applies the following ointment after

removing any scabs which may be present

:

Cutol 4 parts

Olive Oil 10 "

Lanolin 26 "

After the secretion has disappeared he dusts on the following

powder :

Cutol 10 parts

Zinc Oxide 10 "

Powd. Talc 10 "

He has found a 15 per cent, solution of the soluble Cutol in gly-

cerin of service in cartarrhal endometritis and follicular tonsillitis.

He treats hemorrhoids also with a 15 per cent, ointment, and for

chilblains and chapped hands he recommends :

Cutol 3 parts

Sweet Almond Oil 15 "

Lanolin— 15 "

Orange Flower Water 10 "

Nothing is known of this agent in this country as yet.

Dermatol (Bismuth Subgallate) has now had its patent re-

strictions removed from it by the Courts, and thus any manufac-

turer is at liberty to make and offer for sale Bismuth Subgallate

without fear of being restrained. Little has been reported upon it

during the past year, although its use is largely on the increase,

especially with surgeons, gynaecologists, dermatologists and otolo-

Diaphtherin (Oxy-Chin-Aseptol)—the antiseptic and astrin-

gent—has now practically dropped out of existence as far as the

medical profession is concerned. Nothing new has been reported

on it for the past year.

Diuretin (Sodio-Theobromine Salicylate) has now been before

the profession quite ten years, and from the favorable reports of a

few enthusiastic observers it should have received more attention.

The following are the most prominent for the past year:

Dr. Th. Zangger, of Zurich, Switzerland, reports that he finds

this agent associated with digitalis the best and most efficacious diu-

retic remedy in the treatment of compensatory disturbances in

heart disease. He prefers to give it in cachets containing a mix-

ture of 100 milligrammes (about 1-J grains) of Powd. Digitalis and
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1 gramme (15.4 grains) of Diuretin. He gives three of these cach-

ets each day.

Dr. S. Askanazy, of Konigsberg, Prussia, reports his observations

on this agent in the treatment of cardiac asthma and angina pec-

toris. He finds that it " rapidly dispels asthmatic phenomena and

attacks of angina pectoris in persons suffering from cardiac and

renal lesions, and this effect is obtained independently of any diu-

retic action of the drug.

" This fact has been proved in ten patients, treated by Dr. Askan-

azy. Four of these presented marked symptoms of cardiac asthma,

due in three cases to nephritis and in one case to a lesion of the

valves of the aorta. In three cases angina pectoris was associated

with asthma in subjects also suffering from aortic lesions. In two

patients the dyspnoea had assumed a chronic character. Lastly, one

patient with aortic regurgitation presented chronic dyspnoea, which

had been gradually and continuously increasing until it had become
very severe.

" In all these cases the administration of diuretin was followed by

improvement, and as a rule the asthmatic and stenocardial phe-

nomena disappeared completely. This result was obtained within

one or two days at the most, and in one recovery was usually com-
plete, though occasionally a few attacks supervened later on, but

gradually decreasing in severity and duration.

" In the majority of cases, however, the therapeutic effects of diu-

retin were not permanent, for as soon as the treatment was discon-

tinued, frequently on the very same day, the morbid symptoms
were reproduced, but yielded with the same rapidity as before when
the administration of diuretin was resumed.

" The quantity of diuretin required to successfully combat asthma
and angina pectoris in the patients under Dr. Askanazy's observa-

tion was from 3 to 4 grammes daily. This dose of the remedy was
invariably well borne, and it is advisable not to increase it, for seri-

ous phenomena of collapse have sometimes been determined in car-

diac patients who had taken from 2 to 7 grammes daily of the remedy
for diuretic purposes. Speaking generally, there is no need of in-

creasing a dose from which good results have once been obtained,

inasmuch as reduction in the therapeutic effect of diuretin by the
organism becoming accustomed to the drug is very rarely met with,

having been observed only once in fact among the ten cases report-

ed by Dr. Askanazy.
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" The favorable action of diuretin on asthma and angina pectoris

in cardiac and nephritic subjects is doubtless due to the theobro-

mine, and not to the salicylic acid entering into the composition of

diuretin, seeing that when Dr. Askanazy administered simply so-

dium salicylate to his patients, not the slightest effect was exerted

on the dyspnoea and stenocardial pain.

" On the other hand, the action in question of diuretin cannot be

attributed to its diuretic effects, inasmuch as in the majority of the

patients referred to there was no increase in diuresis, the oedema in

some cases even persisting after the anti-asthmatic action had mani-

fested itself. Dr. Askanazy is therefore of opinion that the anti-

asthmatic and anti-stenocardial properties of diuretin are attribut-

able to a tonic action exerted by this substance on the heart.

"This theory, however, does not appear to be very plausible, con-

sidering that Dr. E. M. Skerritt, Professor of Medicine at the Medi-

cal School of Bristol, has successfully combatted so-called essential

bronchial asthma with caffeine, a remedy analogous to diuretin, and

it is not probable that any weakening of the heart exists in a case of

bronchial asthma. Be this as it may, the observations of Prof.

Skerritt and Dr. Askanazy are closely allied in many respects, and

should be considered together. "(77^ Medical TFee&,Vol.IV.,page 9.)

Dr. Louis Vintras, of Hanover- square, London,W., England, Phy-

sician to the French Hospital, writes very rationally " On the Clini-

cal Value of Diuretin 99 (The London Lancet, Vol. I. for 1896, page

1132) as follows :

"With special drugs of this description the difficulty the practi-

tioner meets with is to determine the particular class of cases in

which they may be of value. When first introduced these therapeu-

tical agents are given somewhat at random, and most often only is-

olated cases are reported or the results merely tabulated under a

symptomatic heading without any differentiation of the real path-

ological conditions; hence arises much of the praise which is lavished

on indifferent drugs, while others which have a real clinical value

are allowed to fall into disrepute, especially so in the case of a drug

such as diuretin, which is meant for the relief of a symptom under

certain conditions which can only be determined after a long period

of probation. Having seen this particular diuretic used in a certain

number of cases, I have chosen a few typical cases in which it was

given with varied results as the means of furnishing the best indica-

tions for further investigations."
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He then proceeds to give the details of 4 cases and concludes :

"As stated above, in considering the value of a therapeutical

agent of this kind it is not the ultimate termination of the case

which should form the basis of judgment, but its effect on an in-

dividual symptom. Such a drug as diuretin cannot pretend to be a

specific treatment in any disease, and its action can only be exerted

for the relief of a distressing complication. Reviewing, then, the

results of these cases it appears that when the kidney affection is

primary and well established—that is, when the deep parts of the

organ are affected, as in the parenchymatous form of acute neph-

ritis—and when there is much albumin present, diuretin is of little

or no value, while in those cases in which the kidney trouble is

secondary to morbid lesions in other organs and the epithelial layer

of the urinary tubules in the seat of disease, this diuretic is a val-

uable therapeutical agent."

Electrozone is the name given to an antiseptic solution which

is reported to be made up of Sodium, Magnesium, Calcium and other

Hypochlorites with a large proportion of undecomposed Chlorides.

Its odor resembles the officinal Solution Chlorinated Soda. The solu-

tion is claimed to be produced by a process of a Mr. Woolf, which

simply decomposes sea-water by electrolysis. Analysis gives 2.26

parts of Chlorine per 1,000. The amount of Sodium Chloride (com-

mon salt) remains unaltered—33 parts per 1,000. The quantity of

Bromides and Iodides are naturally small.

It is recommended not only as an antiseptic but as a disinfectant

and deodorant. It rapidly deteriorates on exposure, and therefore

must be well protected.

A weaker solution is offered for internal use and for external toilet

use which analysis gives as 0.6 parts of Chlorine per 1,000. This

weaker solution is called by the fanciful name of " Meditrina."

These solutions have been offered for some time in New York,

but under these names they have only recently been introduced

abroad and therefore become of more general interest.

Ergot of Rye grown in the Canary Islands has recently ap-

peared for the first time in London, England. It is interesting

from the fact that " A preliminary examination shows that it yields

a larger amount of extractive than the Russian and Belgian varie-

ties, and it is quite equal to an average sample of Spanish ergot of

rye." Mr. J. C. Umney, F.C.S., of London, exhibited a sample at

the meeting of the Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain, in Ed-
inburgh, on December 20th last, and reported :
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" I have not yet had au opportunity of making an extended chem-

ical examination of it, and a comparison of it with Spanish and

Kussian ergot, but preliminary experiments on a small sample show

that it yields a large percentage of extractive to water, the actual

percentage being 17.28.

" This is in excess of that yielded by the best Spanish ergot

—

which is a variety we usually employ for pharmaceutical purposes

in preference to the Russian—although I have occasionally handled

samples that yield as well; the majority, however, yield from 13 to

15 per cent.

"I hope during the course of the next few months to have the

opportunity of converting the whole of the parcel, amounting to

about 5 cwts., into ergotin, for which it is, in my opinion, admirably

adapted on account of its pale color.

" If the ergot should, on extended examination, present any spe-

cial features, I will take the opportunity of putting the facts before

you." (Pharm. Journ., Vol. II., Fourth Series, page 546.)

Ethyl Bromide (Hydrobromic Ether), although still much
used by surgeons for short minor operations, has not been alluded

to in the medical journals throughout the year except to simply

express the satisfaction obtained in its use in selected cases.

Ethyl Chloride (Muriatic Ether)—the extremely volatile and

inflammable anaesthetic liquid— still continues to be used in gen-

eral surgery and dental practice to a limited extent. As a local

anaesthetic only is it apparently at all efficient. Owing to its ex-

treme volatility it has to be kept in sealed tubes with one end drawn

out to a point, so that when the point is broken off the liquid is

forced out by the heat of the hand in a small stream onto the part

to be frozen.

Mr. Alfred Kebbell, M.R.C.S., of Flaxton, York, England, re-

ports the following results with it in hysterical aphonia :

" I have found the application of ethyl chloride to the nape of the

neck most efficient in the treatment of this troublesome affection.

It is applied suddenly, to the extent of making a frozen patch the

size of a shilling, and repeated if necessary. It is useful, because

more convenient than the application of electricity. The results in

the two cases given confirm, I think, my opinion. The first case

was that of a dark-complexioned young woman, of a highly emo-

tional disposition, who sent for me in consequence of being unable

to speak above a whisper. As I was some distance from home and
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had no battery with me, it occurred to me to try the application of

some chloride of ethyl. I applied it suddenly over the middle of

the neck, with immediately favorable results. She had one or two

relapses, but was always at once relieved by its application. So

impressed was she with its efficiency that she asked for a flask of

the chloride, and got a companion to apply it for her when necessary.

The second case was that of a tall, highly nervous married woman
about thirty-five years of age, who, after a severe domestic trouble,

had comjDletely lost her voice. One application to the nape of the

neck quite restored the voice, which she has not lost since." (The

London Lancet, Vol. I. for 1896, page 161.)

Mr. A. E. Hind, F.R.C.S., of St. Heliers, Island of Jersey, re-

ports the following case of its successful use in arresting instantly a

hemorrhage after tooth extraction:

"A girl aged twenty years had a tooth extracted by a dentist at

mid-day. She came to me at 10 o'clock at night bleeding freely

from the socket of a lower molar tooth. She said that the bleeding

had been continuous since the extraction. Pressure and plugging

with perchloride of iron had been resorted to without any result.

Remembering a case that resisted all ordinary methods of treatment

I resolved to try freezing with ethyl chloride spray. After clearing

out the clots, I found that ethyl chloride spray stopped all bleeding

immediately. To prevent it recurring on thawing I lightly plug-

ged with wool soaked in tincture of hamamelis. Xot another drop

of blood escaped. There was no pain. Although ethyl chloride is

much used for producing anaesthesia in small operations this suggests

a further use." (The London Lancet, Vol. I. for 1896, page 230.)

Dr. Szczypiorski, however, reports two cases of gangrene follow-

ing its use in operations on the middle finger in which he used an

Esmarch tube.

Eucaine is a very recent synthetic compound produced by the

chemist, which apparently gives great promise of being a very

decided rival of Cocaine as a local anaesthetic, with some marked
advantages in its favor. Chemically it is described as a methyl ester

of benzoyl-methyl tetra methyl-Y-oxy-piperidin-carbonic acid, and

surely the need of some short name was imperative. It is sparingly

soluble in water, and, therefore, the hydrochlorate is used, which is

readily soluble. Its advantages over Cocaine are that the heart is

not affected ; the pupils are not dilated or the accommodation
affected ; the anaesthesia lasts longer and is more general ; an injec-
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tion of 2 grammes (about 30 grains) is well borne ; when applied to

the cornea it does not tend to produce, like Cocaine, desquamation

of the superficial epithelium ; it is not decomposed by boiling, and,

therefore, can be readily sterilized (Cocaine splits up), and finally it

is somewhat cheaper. Its marked difference from Cocaine is that

it produces hyperemia at the point of application, whereas Cocaine

produces anaemia. Therefore, whenever hemorrhage is to be guarded

against this agent would not be applicable.

Dr. Gaetano Vinci, of Messina, Sicily, apparently was the first to

experiment with this agent, and reported his results at the Hufeland

Society of Berlin, Prussia, on April 16th last. Others soon verified his

results, and now it has been tried by the ophthalmologists, laryng-

ologists and dentists with much success. The most stable solution

appears to be 10 per cent.

Dr. E. Berger described its characteristic phenomena in ophthal-

mology at a meeting of the Paris Biological Society on May 30th last

as follows : The patient feels a smarting sensation immediately after

the application, which no doubt is severer than with Cocaine. The
tactile sensibility is the first to be lost, but is followed in a few mo-

ments by the loss of the sense of heat. The anaesthesia lasts not

longer than eighteen minutes, during which time conjunctival hy-

peraemia and lachrymal hypersecretion are prominent. Neither

mydriasis nor disturbances of accommodation have ever been noted.

A mixture of equal parts (1 per cent, each) of Eucaine and Cocaine

is said to prevent the conjunctival hyperemia.

Dr. Kobert Brudenell Carter, F.K.C.S., of Harley street, London,

W., England, Consulting Ophthalmic Surgeon to St. George's Hos-

pital, has recently reported his first experience with this agent. He
was led to its use particularly as Dr. Vinci had made the statement

that it had no effect on the pupil, which seemed to him "of prac-

tical importance, because a dilated pupil is an impediment to the

performance of many operations upon the eye. It has long been my
practice to neutralize the dilating effect of cocaine by a preliminary

application of eserine, but this course is not entirely satisfactory. It

is difficult to secure the precise degree of effect which is desired,

while the eserine dilates the vessels of the iris and occasions free

bleeding when they are incised. It also renders the iris tissue com-

paratively rigid, so that it is less easily drawn out of the anterior

chamber." Dr. Carter used a 5 per cent, watery solution of the hydro-

chlorate for a cataract extraction on a woman patient, and relates
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his case as follows :
" Before my arrival the nurse had applied a

drop of the solution within the lower lid every five minutes for six

times, and I found the eye perfectly insensitive. The pupil was un-

affected and acted readily to light. There was scarcely any bleeding

from the cut iris ; there was perfect quiescence of the muscles and

there was no pain. I asked the patient whether she had felt any-

thing and she replied, ' I felt something moving about my eye, but

it did not hurt me/ There was no pain afterward, and healing was

uninterrupted. I have since successfully used a single application

of the same solution as a preliminary to the removal of a foreign body

embedded in the cornea. In the original paper it is said that Eucaine

has been successfully used in dentistry and laryngology, and that so-

lutions may be injected hypodermically without injury. My first

experiments will certainly induce me to use it again, and for tenoto-

mies as well as for iridectomy or extraction. It is said that the so-

lution above mentioned may be sterilized by boiling, again and again

if necessary, without undergoing decomposition or suffering any de-

terioration of quality."

Prof. Wolff, of Berlin, Prussia, reports having made 128 success-

ful tooth extractions under this anaesthetic. He found after trial

that 0.3 Cc. (about 5 minims) of a 10 per cent, solution was suffi-

cient, as a larger dose may give rise to a swelling of the gums. Slight

attacks of vertigo occurred in only two cases. He evidently prefers

to use from 0.2 to 0.3 Cc. (about 3 to 5 minims) injected at each

root rather than a larger quantity for a series of teeth.

This agent has already been used to a limited extent with success

in this country, and no doubt much more will be heard of it later.

" The ready solubility of cocaine hydrochloride distinguishes it

at once from the Eucaine salt, which requires 9 parts of water to

dissolve it. A fraudulent mixture of Eucaine with cocaine hydro-

chloride may be readily detected, according to Vulpius, by dissolv-

ing 10 centigrammes of the salt in 50 Cc. of water and adding 2

drops of ammonia. Tf the salt of cocaine is pure the solution re-

mains bright, even if it throws down crystals, whereas in the pres-

ence of Eucaine a milky turbidity results. (This is similar to Mac-
lagan's well-known test for amorphous alkaloids in cocaine hydro-

chlorate." {Pharm. Journ., Vol. III., Fourth Series, page 251.)

Eucasin is a new food compound, similar to Nutrose, and ob-

tained by passing ammonia gas over Casein obtained from milk. It

has been patented by Prof. E. Salkowski and W. Majert. A Ger-
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man observer, Dr. A. Cohn, who is one of the most recent observers

of this proposed dietetic article, describes it as a slightly gritty, white

powder, without any very decided taste, but having a slight odor of

milk. It forms a clear white solution when shaken with warm water,

but forms a gelatinous mass with cold water. It is apparently an acid

ammonium salt of Casein. It may be given in soups, chocolate, oat-

meal porridge, ground rice and the like. It should not be given

with beer or wine. To a plateful of the cooked oatmeal or rice Dr.

Cohn adds a teaspoonful of Eucasin and a little salt, which may be

given two or three times a day. A Dresden, Germany, firm offers

a preparation of chocolate containing 20 per cent, of Eucasin. Dr.

Cohn reports an outline of several cases of his, including pulmo-

nary tuberculosis, laryngeal tuberculosis, anaemia, peritoneal irri-

tation, typhlitis, parametritis and perimetritis, in which he found

considerable advantage derived from this nutrient, particularly in a

case of acute anaemia following abortion. He has never discovered

any disturbance of the digestion.

Prof. Salkowski claims that Eucasin has greater nutritive qual-

ities than Somatose, for the reason that it is more readily and com-

pletely absorbed.

Euchlorine Solution (the mixture of Chlorine and Chlorine

Dioxide gases in water) has not been reported on during the past

year in the medical and pharmaceutical literature. It will be re-

membered it was extolled for the treatment of diphtheria.

Eudoxin was alluded to here last year under the head of Nos-

ophen, as it is the Bismuth salt of Nosophen. It is a reddish-brown,

odorless and tasteless powder, insoluble in water. It, however, dis-

solves readily in caustic alkalies, producing a violet-blue color. Its

use is confined, at least at present, to gastric and intestinal troubles,

particularly in intestinal catarrh, where tuberculosis is present. In

chronic inflammation, colic with tympanites, dyspepsia and diarrhea

it is reported of value. The dose for a two months' old child is 32

milligrammes grain) ; for one four months' old, 65 milligrammes

(1 grain) ; for one year old, 97 milligrammes (l£ grains) ; for an

adult, from 260 to 390 milligrammes (4 to 6 grains), the doses in

each case to be given three times a day. It is reported to have no

toxic properties. As much as 3 grammes (46.3 grains) have been

given daily without showing any deleterious secondary effects. The

favorable results come chiefly from abroad, but it has now been in-

troduced in this country and probably reports may be forthcoming.
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Europhen (Iso-Butyl-Ortho-Cresol Iodide)—the Iodoform sub-

stitute, containing 27.6 per cent, of Iodine—is still considered by

some observers to be the best substitute now in use. Dr. Karl

Kopp, of Munich, Bavaria, has recently reported his successful

use of it in 19 cases of chancroids, 9 of inguinal bubo and 7 of

mucous tubercles in the genito-crural and anal regions. He, how-

ever, points out that all experience with it has been negative in the

treatment of gonorrhea. He considers Europhen less irritating

than any other odorless antiseptic, and is especially useful in ven-

ereal ulcers after scraping.

Dr. Edmund Saalfeld considers that his two and a half years*

experience of successful use of this agent in the treatment of skin

diseases warrants him in reporting his results and repeating the

advantages others have already found over Iodoform. Its slight

saffron-like odor is not disagreeable ; it is not toxic, and it is not

an irritant to inflamed surfaces. It apparently proved most valu-

able in such superficial operations as the removal of skin tumors,

circumcisions and cauterizations. In varicose ulcers he used a

mixture of two parts Boric Acid to one of Europhen (Dr. Kopp
also used Boric Acid in conjunction, but apparently for economical

reasons only). In intertrigo of infants a mixture of 5 to 10 per

cent, of Europhen with talc would prove effective when other

remedies failed. In ulcerated gummata the following ointment

gave gratifying results :

Europhen .
; 3 to 6 parts.

Olive Oil 3 "

Lanolin 30 iS

Exalgin (Methyl-Acetanilid) — the analgesic — has not ap-

peared in the medical or pharmaceutical literature of the year to

any extent. Dr. I. Boas recommends cachets made according to

the following formula for the treatment of pain associated with

gastric ulcers :

Exalgin 3.000 grammes (46.3 grains.)

Extract of Belladonna . .0.300 " (-1.6 "
)

Codeine Phosphate or

Hydrochlorate 0.300 " (4.6 "
)

Milk Sugar 5.000 " (77.2 "
)

divided into ten cachets, and one taken at each attack of pain.
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For migraine many practitioners have prescribed a tablespoonful

three times a day of the following :

Exalgin 0.060 grammes (about 1 grain)

Rum , , . 30.000 "
( " 1 fluidounce)

Syrup 30.000 " ( " 1 "
)

Water 120.000 " ( " 4 "
)

Ferratin (Acid Albuminate of Iron) has received more atten-

tion during the past year than was apparent during the previous

one. Further experimental and clinical investigations have been

reported both in the old country and in this. Prof. Deutsch reports

that he can now fully confirm—from a clinical standpoint—the re-

sults of Profs. Schmiedeberg's and Marfori's experimental researches.

He finds that the 7 per cent, of iron in Ferratin approaches closely

the iron found in the liver, and that given in ordinary chlorosis,

with rest in bed and regulation of diet, it " acts as well as any other

iron preparation ;
its power is most striking, however, in cases of

gastric ulcer, iti which the latter are either painful or ineffectual.

Its influence is particularly seen in the increase of body weight,which

is a better diagnostic guide than the mere counting of corpuscles.

Its ready assimilability is well shown by its rapid action upon cases

which have not yielded to treatment with inorganic iron salts. In

pernicious anaemia and allied affections Ferratin is as useless as any

other iron compound. It is, however, of the very greatest value in

secondary anaemia."

He " concludes that Ferratin is

at least as valuable as any other iron preparation, and points out that

it is the only one of which the physiological function and fate in the

organism have been established from both the experimental and the

clinical side." {Epitome Brit. Med. Journ., Vol. I. for 1896, page 8.)

Others in Germany have worked in the same line with about the

same final results.

In this country, more clinical experience has accumulated and

several writers have reported. Probably one of the most complete

clinical reports has been made by Dr. George T. Richardson, of

Cayuga, Ind., under the heading "A Therapeutic Test of Ferratin"

(N. Y. Med. Journ., Vol. LXIII., page 512), in which he relates

his detailed notes on 5 cases, and concludes as follows :

" In a number of other cases similar to the last, with great debil-

ity, complete anaemia, lassitude, headache, insomnia, and pallor, oc-
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Birring in persons of different ages, I have found great benefit from

ferratin, administered three times daily in doses ranging from three

to fifteen or even twenty grains. Yet, in my opinion, from the re-

sult of treatment in my more recent cases, no advantage is derived

from larger doses than eight grains, which may be taken three times

daily, or oftener if deemed necessary.

" I regard Ferratin as the most valuable of the iron compounds,

from the fact that it is nutritious to the tissues, and rapidly builds

up those cases in which there is apparently a lack of sufficient

nourishment for the blood. It restores quietude and rest to the

nauseated stomach, rapidly improves the appetite,, adds color to the

skin and buoyancy to the spirits, and quickly brings about a state

of good health. In two cases of chlorosis Ferratin was the prin-

cipal agent in affecting cures.

"To small children I gave Ferratin in milk or other liquid foods,

and find it a grand nourishment and one especially indicated for

such children as are deprived of their mother's milk and do not

thrive well on the artificial products."

Ferripyrin (Ferropyrin), the new hemostatic compound of

last year, consisting of 64 per cent. Antipyrin, 24 per cent. Chlo-

rine, and 12 per cent. Iron, still receives attention and continues to

give satisfaction, at least in the hands of those who choose to report

their experience. Only two prominent observers, apparently, have

thought well of reporting. Dr. Hans Degle, of Kindberg, Austro-

Hungary, finds that it not only ameliorates the neuralgic pain of

anaemic patients, but it appears to cure some forms of neuralgia

which are independent of anaemia. He has obtained satisfactory

results from a case of sciatic neuralgia, which would not respond to

either electricity or large doses of Antipyrin and Phenacetin. He
uses larger doses than others have used : a tablespoonful three times

a day of a solution of 1 or 1.5 grammes (15.4 or 23.8 grains) of

Ferripyrin to 200 grammes (about ? ounces) of water. He approves

of Dr. W. Cubasch's combination, alluded to here last year, with

pepsin and hydrochloric acid to facilitate its action in the digestive

tract.

Dr. 0. Schiiffer recommends it as a reliable hemostatic for ob-

stetricians and gynaecologists. Its particular uses are enumerated : 1.

As a simple hemostatic in all hemorrhages from the genitals in which
a cauterizing effect is not desired. The effect is produced by a 16

to 18 per cent, solution on a sound covered with cotton-wool. 2.
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Given in vaginal and intra-uterine douches by means of a Fritsch-

Bozeman's double-channeled catheter. 3. Applied in a powder to

stay the profuse hemorrhage of cervical cancer, especially where

destructive ulceration is present. 4. Injected safely in a powder

into the bladder in hematuria, when from a 1 to 16 per cent, solu-

tion should be used according to circumstances. 5. It may be given

by the mouth in all stomach or intestinal hemorrhages, as in the

malaena of the newly-born infant.

Ferrostyptin is the name given to a new antiseptic and hem-

ostatic to replace solid chloride of iron. Its composition is not

known exactly as yet except to its introducer, Dr. Eichengrun, but

it appears to contain 20 per cent, of Iron, Ammonium Chloride

and apparently some Acetanilid. It is a reddish-yellow crystalline

powder, with a peculiar odor resembling phenol, and with a sharp

saline taste. It melts at 112°C (233. 6°F.). It is readily soluble in

water, but sparingly so in alcohol, ether and acetone. Its solution

coagulates on heating to the boiling point. It is reported of value

in general surgery, gynaecology and dentistry, but there are no

definite reports as yet.

Fluorol is the short name which has been adopted for Sodium

Fluoride. Dr. Duclos has recently reported that it is superior to

the ordinary antiseptics. He finds it less toxic than corrosive

sublimate, copper sulphate or carbolic acid. It may be used in 1

to 50 or 1 to 100 solutions with benefit, and without any untoward

effects when applied to the skin, mucous membranes, wound dress-

ings, etc. He has used a 1 to 200 solution with success in the

treatment of 8 cases of cystitis of the lachrymal sac. No other

observers have yet reported on this agent.

Formalin (40 per cent. Solution of Formaldehyde) has received

very marked attention during the past year, and much has been

written upon it. As it is now becoming such an important article,

and evidently has come to stay, it may be well to recall here that it

is most effectively and economically prepared by passing a current

of air saturated with methyl alcohol over a spiral coil of platinum

brought to a high heat. The vapor thus split, after being con-

densed, proves to be a solution of the aldehyde in methyl alcohol.

Its antiseptic, disinfectant and bactericidal properties are still

more strongly confirmed than last year. Mr. F. C. J. Bird read a

paper at the Thirty-third Annual Meeting of the British Pharma-

ceutical Conference held in Liverpool last July (Pharm. Joum. y
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Vol. III., Fourth Series, page 269), in which he very forcibly point-

ed out its preservative properties, and elicited an interesting dis-

cussion. The absence of odor and freedom from any taste when in

weak solution, together with its lack of poisonous effects and ready

volatility, continue to be emphasized. The effective combination

with Gelatin was brought out in the discussion. This combination

will be referred to under its proper head of Glutol.

Further experiments with it as a preservative of food products

give increased satisfaction, but certain precautions evidently have

to be taken. In histological work, and the preservation of marine

animals, it has given fairly good results so far. The loss of the

natural color in objects takes place finally, just as completely as

with alcohol, but much more slowly, so that a more or less pro-

longed investigation may be undertaken before the specimen is

marred to that extent. It is a much less expensive article than

alcohol.

Mr. F. Lester reports that this agent is an excellent preservative

for ointments. He met with marked success with a proportion of

7.5 grammes (about 2 drachms) to 450 grammes (about 1 pound)

of Lard. Like proportions were used in Zinc Oxide Ointment in

comparison with Benzoic Acid as a preservative, with the decided

advantage in favor of Formaldehyde. He also found it of great

service in mucilages and pastes. One per cent, of Formaldehyde

to the officinal Mucilage of Acacia showed no signs of fermentation

in the latter after being exposed to a warm temperature for two

months. Flour, starch and dextrin pastes gave equally good results.

As a fixing and hardening agent it is now well established, for it

will harden any tissue placed in it for a few hours.

Dr. H. A. L. Ryfkogel, of San Francisco, Cal., Curator of the

Medical Museum in the University of California, has written an in-

structive article on " Formalin as a Preservative " (Medical Record,

Vol. 50, page 192), in which he points out its advantages over Al-

cohol and introduces the subject as follows :

" To find an ideal preserving fluid has long been the aim of those

taking an interest in the care of specimens of organic life.

" Such a preservative must not alter the preparation in any way,

it should cause no shrinkage nor hardening, the color of the object

ought not to change, the microscopic as well as the macroscopic

appearance must be preserved, the fluid should be non-inflammable

and obtainable at but little cost. As yet no combination has ful-

6
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filled all these indications, nor is it likely that any ever will ; for

preserving fluids are usually such by virtue of one of these very ob-

jections, if such it really be, namely, the hardening of albuminous
material.

" Of necessity all preserving fluids must have antiseptic qualities,

and many such, as alcohol and glycerin, are hygroscopic as well.

This last quality is of course not an advantage, owing to the great

shrinkage that occurs on the withdrawal of any water from animal

tissues. It is by the presence of these qualities that we must judge

the value of the different media in use. Thus, solutions of boric

acid, four per cent., or carbolic acid, one to two per cent., are sim-

ply antiseptic. Any object placed in these will indeed not suffer

putrefactive changes, but after a time will become macerated and

practically worthless. Glycerin is hygroscopic and slightly antisep-

tic. It alters by shrinkage and is too costly for ordinary use. Al-

cohol is hygroscopic, antiseptic, and coagulates albumin. It there-

fore both hardens and shrinks the specimens. It also alters by dis-

solving out many of the organic pigments.

"Finally, solutions of formic aldehyde are antiseptic. They

harden albumin, but cause no shrinkage, and effect animal pigment

but slightly.

" Of course all fluid preservatives alter the appearance of tissues

to a certain degree by the withdrawal of blood."

Encouraging results have been obtained in sterilizing catgut by

soaking it for twelve hours in a 5 per cent, solution of Formalin.

This does not itself destroy the germs, but it so hardens the gut that

it may be boiled without harm for fully twenty minutes. It may

then be kept ready for use under a 1 per cent, solution of corro-

sive sublimate solution. To avoid kinking Prof. Hoffmeister rec-

ommends winding the gut on glass plates rather than spools before

emersing in the Formalin solution, and after the treatment is ac-

complished thorough washing in an abundant supply of running

water is requisite.

Much satisfaction has been obtained in disinfecting by means of

the vapors of this agent. Three French observers, G. Roux, A.

Trillat and Dr. F. J. Bosc, have experimented in this direction, and

have made two separate reports. The experiments of the first two

observers " were conducted in rooms whose cubic capacity varied

from 70 to 1,400 cm. The destruction of pathogenic germs was ab-

solute even in the room of the larger dimensions. The steriliza-
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tion of the air-dust and of the walls may be considered as prac-

tically perfect, the aldehyde vapor acting almost instantaneously

and simultaneously in every part of the room. No danger of poison-

ing with carbonic oxide is incurred, although the irritating nature

of the gas renders it incumbent on the manipulators to prevent its

escape into the neighboring rooms. M. Bosc states that the dry

vapors of formaldehyde destroy after an exposure of five hours'

duration all pathogenic micro-organisms existing on dry squares of

linen, the presence of a little moisture not having an appreciable

retarding effect. The spores of pathogenic fungi are likewise de-

stroyed if they be dry. The only germs that resist are the bacillus

subtilis (of hay) and the bacillus mesentericus, neither of which

possesses any practical importance. When contact with the vapor

is difficult the result is precarious. Thus, of two specimens placed

in a coat-pocket whose flap had been turned down one (the staphylo-

coccus) was killed, whereas the other (bacillus coli) survived and

furnished a weak culture in five days. The staphylococcus and the

charbon bacillus survived exposure to the vapor when placed inside

a heap of sheets and in the thickness of a mattress respectively.

The wool of this mattress yielded a culture of the streptococcus.

Germs placed on a mattress simply doubled on itself were, on the

contrary, killed. Moist specimens were also killed when perfect

access of the aldehyde vapor was ensured. Of some such moist

specimens exposed in test tubes some were destroyed and others es-

caped. Koch's bacillus tuberculosis contained in dry sputa or in

sputa triturated with sterilized sand was killed, and even fresh spu-

tum spread on linen to a thickness of one or one and a half milli-

metres was disinfected. It is evident that the freer the contact of

the aldehyde the more complete is the disinfection. Quilts, sheets,

curtains, etc., to be disinfected should, therefore, be hung on lines,

pockets should be turned inside out, and woolen mattresses unsewn.

After the disinfecting process is over, the windows are widely opened.

A quarter of an hour later the room can be entered (the windows
being still open). After two days of thorough ventilation the room
is odorless and habitable. The formaldehyde does not deteriorate or

decolorize any object. Formaldehyde generators are sold in Paris in

the form of lamps. I had one in use in a furnished apartment the

other day in a case of chicken-pox, the result being quite satisfactory.

I would strongly recommend this method in preference to the old

sulphur plan." (The London Lancet, Vol. I. for 1896,page 1678.)
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Prof. Robinson in reporting the results of his tests of this agent

as a disinfectant, to the Maine State Board of Health a few months
ago, exhibited a lamp of his own construction to produce the vapor.

It " consists of a cylinder into which wood alcohol is continu-

ously fed from a tank similar to that of a German student's lamp.

In the top of the cylinder is fitted a diaphragm of copper gauze

consisting of two layers between which is a layer of especial material.

Upon the application of gentle heat to the gauze the alcohol below

begins to vaporize and change into formic aldehyde, a gas having the

germicidal properties of sulphurous acid gas, but in a greater de-

gree. The vaporization progresses as long as alcohol is supplied.""

(Journ. Amer. Med. Assoc., Vol. XXVII., page 765.)

Mr. Elmer Grant Horton, B.S., working in the Laboratory of

Hygiene of the University of Pennsylvania, has written a very in-

teresting and instructive article on " The Disinfection of Books by

Vapor of Formalin" (Medical News, Vol. LXIX., page 152), in

which he states that the questions presented are :

" 1. Can books, under simple conditions, be disinfected by the

vapor of Formalin ?

" 2. What is the maximum amount of air per Cc. of Formalin

that may be used and yet the books be sterilized in a limited time

—

as twenty-four hours ?

" 3. Will a shorter exposure than twenty-four hours suffice ?

" 4. Will an increase in the length of time of exposure counter-

balance a decrease in the amount of Formalin employed ?"
. . .

. . His conclusions are :

" 1. Books can be disinfected in a closed space, simply by vapor

of commercial Formalin by using 1 Cc. of Formalin to 300 Cc. or

less of air.

" 2. The vapor of Formalin is rapid in its disinfectant action.

The effect produced in the first fifteen minutes is practically equi-

valent to that observed after twenty-four hours.

" 3. An increase in the amount of air to each Cc. of Formalin

is not counterbalanced by an increase in the length of time of ex-

posure.

" 4. In case the disinfection has been incomplete, the vitality of

the organisms has been so weakened that they survive only if trans-

ferred in a few hours to media, suitable for their development.

" 5. The use of vapor of Formalin is not detrimental as far as

observed in any manner to the books, nor is it objectionable to the
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operator beyond a temporary irritation of the nose and eyes, some-

what similar to that produced by ammonia."

At the Medical Congress recently held at Frankfurt, Prussia, Dr.

Rosenberg, of Berlin, described his experiments with two new com-

binations of Formaldehyde, a simple alcoholic solution called " Hol-

zine," and then a combination of this with Menthol, called " Hol-

zinol," both of which proved to be powerful antiseptics and killed the

spores of anthrax bacilli. "The vapor of holzine is specially valu-

able for the disinfection of rooms. It is beneficial, also, in whooping

cough, and diminishes the respiratory embarrassments which accom-

pany phthisis. An aqueous solution of holzine may be advantageously •

used for cleaning the floors of rooms which have been occupied by

cases of contagious illness. Articles of food, such as meat, eggs,

bread and potatoes, which have been exposed to the vapor and sub-

sequently covered with a thin layer of holzine gelatin, will keep good

for several months. Dr. Gottstein, who had likewise endeavored to

preserve food by exposure to the vapor of formalin and subsequent

•coating with formalin gelatin, states that he succeeded in avoiding

putrefaction, but the articles so treated became hard, like stone, and

therefore useless." (The London Lancet, Vol. II. for 1896, page

1197.)

Dr. George 0. Freeborn, of New York, read an interesting " Re-

sume of the Uses of Formalin" (K Y. Med. Joum., Vol. LXIIL,
page 770) before the N. Y. Pathological Society, on March 23d last,

giving quite a complete bibliography of the subject, which may be

of value to those who desire to look up the history of this agent.

The use of this agent in eye surgery cannot be regarded as a nov-

elty at this time, for Mr. Sydney Stephenson, of Han well, London,

W., England, points out that as long ago as May, 1893, it was made
the subject of a communication to the Societe Francaise d'Ophtal-

mologie by Valude, who used both a 1 in 100 and a 1 in 2,000 solu-

tion, but it has recently attracted much more attention in ophthal-

mological practice, both in the old country and in this.

The report made by Mr. James Mackenzie Davidson, M.B., CM.,
Surgeon to the Aberdeen Ophthalmic Institution, Scotland, will

probably give the fairest conservative account of its benefits in this

specialty of medicine that will be found at this time. He states :

"The results I have obtained with this substance in the treatment

of some diseases of the eye have been so notable that I am induced

to publish this short article upon its use. One part of formalin in
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2,000 or 3,000 of water is the strength of the solution which I find

most serviceable. When I tried it first in hypopyon ulcers it was

dropped into the affected eye three or four times daily, and it seemed
to be of very little use, but on applying it freely every hour I have

never seen anything act so effectually in these cases.

" Everyone engaged in ophthalmic work in a manufacturing town
knows how numerous and troublesome, and indeed often disastrous,

are the cases of septic abrasions of the cornea ending in hypopyon
ulcers. The granite and engineering works in Aberdeen give us am-
ple experience in these kind of cases.

" The usual antiseptic applications so often fail to benefit such

injuries that recourse has to be had to the electric cautery, and if

this is to be thoroughly effectual the focus must be burned out com-

pletely, and consequently more or less of sound corneal tissue is de-

stroyed as well, and, while the scar left is frequently wonderfully

slight, still no one can doubt that if the process can be at once ar-

rested by local antiseptic applications the results are even better.

" My experience warrants me in claiming that in a solution of

Formalin, 1 in 2,000 or 1 in 3,000, applied every hour freely we have

such a substance, and it would be of interest to know if others come

to the same conclusion. Used in the same way, or less frequently as

experience may dictate, it acts admirably in abrasions of the cornea

which have become septic and infiltrated, and might or might not

go on to suppuration. Another great advantage is that the severe

pain so characteristic of hypopyon ulcer is speedily relieved by the

formalin solution, which further is non-poisonous and produces no

irritation in the strength recommended. The directions I give to

the patient are to lie down, and then with a dropper, or failing that

a teaspoon, the formalin solution is poured gradually into his eye,

while the eyelids are kept winking, so that its surface will be freely

bathed ; this being done hourly during the day, and at night also

should the patient happen to awake." He then cites his last 4 cases

as instances, and concludes :

" One is always afraid in advocating the use of a comparatively

new drug that one's judgment may insensibly become unduly bi-

ased in its favor if it acts at all well, but I have used formalin

now for some months, and have had the opportunity of having the

opinion of fresh and impartial observers familiar with the usual

methods of treatment and results, and without exception a most

favorable opinion has been formed of its value, especially in septic
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abrasions and hypopyon ulcers, provided it be applied freely and

frequently, not less than hourly in severe cases. Atropine is only

used sufficiently to keep the pupils dilated in these cases. Since

using formalin in this way I have not had to use the electric cautery

once. Of course there are cases in broken-down subjects, and those

that are too late in seeking advice, where suppuration of the cornea

may not be arrested by any means, but I consider that formalin

should have a fair trial, even in such, and supplement operative

treatment." (Brit. Med. Joarn., Vol. II. for 1896, page 144.)

Dr. Alfred Salter, house physician in Guy's Hospital, London,

England, reports (Brit. Med. Journ., Vol. II. for 1896, page 650)

his gratifying results with this agent in the treatment of 40 cases

of Ringworm of the Scalp, in the out-patient department, in which

he used the full strength of 40 per cent. "The fluid was vigor-

ously rubbed in with a largish brush or mop for ten minutes, the hair

having been shaved round the margin of the patches. The applica-

tion was repeated every other day on four occasions and then en-

tirely discontinued. In some patients the head was painted every

day for four successive days. Of the 40 cases only 5 required re-

painting from non-eradication of the disease, and in these the fault

lay not with the remedy, but in the fact that, owing to the struggles

of .the child, no proper application could be made. The ages of the

children treated ranged from four to twelve, and the extent of the

disease varied from a small strictly localized patch to areas which

were practically co-extensive with the whole scalp. Microscopical

examination was always made before commencing the treatment,

and the actual presence of the trichophyton verified, whilst before

pronouncing any case cured microscopical examination was again

made. In 38 of the cases the fungus presented the characters of tri-

chophyton microsporon.

" Formalin thus applied induces discomfort and irritation of very

brief duration rather than actual pain, and does not vesicate the

scalp as it does the skin elsewhere. Only three cases showed any

suppuration after its use, and in these the process was slight, and

did not destroy any of the follicles. It produces, however, a thick

crust, just as weaker solutions cause desquamation upon the skin of

the arm, and the subsequent application of some emollient is advis-

able to accelerate the removal of this exudation. Growth of healthy

hair commences immediately, and in three or four weeks the denuded

patch is covered with hairs one-sixth inch long.
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" Before concluding, allusion must be made to a remarkable occa-

sional complication of the treatment. In 6 cases oedema of the

face was noted some hours after the painting. In one boy this was

so extensive as to completely prevent vision from swelling of the

eyelids, and the forehead pitted one-half inch on pressure. The
skin, however, was neither hot nor red, and there was no pain or

constitutional disturbance. The oedema only occurred when the

area treated was very large, and the condition is probably analogous

to that produced by a nettle sting on a big scale.

"It is interesting in this connection to remember that the active

toxic agent in the nettle is formic acid, and that it is thus closely

related to the substance now under discussion. The occurrence of

this oedema renders it advisable either to deal with limited areas at

a time, or to warn the parents of the possible result if the whole

scalp is to be attempted at once."

Dr. Gonin, of Lyons, sends a note to the Paris Academy of Medi-

cine, recommending formol (Formalin) for mosquito and gnat bites
;

also for bites from small animals. The bites should be covered with

formol by a small brush or the surface of the cork of the bottle con-

taining it. After evaporation the formol is again applied. The sooth-

ing effect is instantaneous ; there is never any inflammation. Dr.

Gonin asserts that formol is efficacious for serpent and scorpion bites.

Dr. Henry Liston, of Sunderland, England, testifies to its efficacy as

an antidote for these pests, and relates his experience in Paris, from

which he suggests its use in countries where the mosquito is a plague.

His recollections refer to the Zanzibar coast, where he states he

" had many opportunities of seeing and personally experiencing the

results of mosquito bites, for which there was no remedy such as

formol. Formol is one of the aldehyde series, and is a transpar-

ent liquid with a pungent odor. It ought to be used with caution,

as the odor is very irritating to mucous surfaces. It should be

applied to the bites as soon as possible with the cork of the bottle,

and allowed to dry on. On my arrival in Paris I was severely bit-

ten, as were other residents in the hotel. The manager informed

us that they used formol as an antidote. I was very skeptical as to

its action, but obtained some, and after applying it to the bites I can

only give formol the highest praise in acting as an antidote for

mosquito bites." (Brit. Med. Journ., Vol. II. for 1896, page 1082.)

Mr. B. Merck, of Darmstadt, Germany, offers a patented com-

bination of Aloin with Formalin, which is found to be so insoluble
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that the Aloin is practically without taste. It is not yet reported

whether the Aloin is not so closely combined that its effects are

interfered with. He obtains this combination as a condensation

product after treating a mixture of Water, Formalin and Aloin with

Sulphuric Acid. This Aloin product separates in yellow flocculent

particles partially resinified. Of course it is washed free from all

Sulphuric Acid.

At the 23d Congress of the German Surgical Society, Dr. Rotter

reported the following as an efficient application for the treatment

of eczema :

Formalin 1 part.

Zinc Oxide .100 parts.

In the treatment of soft chancre this agent has proved as efficient

as Carbolic Acid. The pain caused is often severe, but lasts a very

short time. In about twelve hours the chancre becomes perfectly

dry and as hard as if frozen. One application, using a cotton wad
on the end of a probe, is generally sufficient if the ulcer is shallow.

If deep, however, only one more application appears to be necessary

and that two or three days later.

Urethral blennorrhagia, acute, chronic and gonorrheal cystitis

have responded well to this agent. A 1 per cent, solution is recom-

mended for washing out and a 5 per cent, solution for more direct

and prolonged action upon the bladder and urethra. The best re-

sults in the above three forms of cystitis have been obtained in the

chronic. In tubercular cystitis, however, the most uniformly good

results are reported.

Formopyrin is the name given to the new combination of

Formol and Antipyrin which is predicted to act as an antipyretic,

anodyne and antiseptic. Equal molecular proportions of the two

ingredients dissolved in water and mixed are allowed to stand from

eight to ten days, when, according to Prof. Marcourt, this compound
is formed in definite crystals which are recrystallized from alcohol.

It melts at 142° C (287.6° F.), is insoluble in cold and sparingly

soluble in hot water, insoluble in ether and benzol, but soluble in

alcohol, chloroform and acetic acid. It acts as a base in forming

stable combinations with acids. There have been no clinical reports

made as yet.

Powd. Talc

Vaselin

100

200

(t
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Gallicin (the Methylic Ether of Gallic Acid)—analogous chem-
ically and in its uses to Resorcin and Pyrogallol—has not been

heard of in the medical and pharmaceutical journals of the past

year.

Glutol is the short name given to a combination of Formalin

and Gelatin which has come rapidly into prominence during the

past year as a very satisfactory antiseptic agent of special value

to the surgeon. It is prepared by adding to a warm aqueous solu-

tion of Gelatin, 2 per cent, of Formalin, when, after stirring, the

combination is complete, resulting in a transparent mass, with a

glassy lustre. It is capable of being reduced to a fine powder which

is the form usually presented to the surgeon. Under ordinary con-

ditions it is an inactive, stable compound, insoluble in water, acids

or alkalies, but when in contact with the animal tissues it is found

to gradually decompose. The Formalin thus set free acts continu-

ously as an effective antiseptic.

Dr. 0. L. Schleich, of Berlin, Prussia, has apparently made the

most thorough investigations with it, and has reported his results

in full. Completely successful results have been observed in 120

cases of acute suppuration, 93 of simple aseptic wounds, 4 of com-

pound fracture, and 2 of deep wounds of the scalp. The decom-

position of the Glutol is found to be too slow, however, in most

cases of old gangrenous wounds and varicose ulcers, so Dr. Schleich

recommends the use of a few drops of the following solution to

be poured over the layer of Glutol as applied, which will dissolve

up the Gelatin more rapidly and thus set the Formalin free :

Pepsin 5.000 grammes (77.2 grains).

Hydrochloric Acid. 0.300 "
( 4.6 "

).

Distilled water 100.000 " (about 3i t \ ).

Glutol is found to be free from toxicity, and therefore the veter-

inary surgeons find it invaluable, for the animals are not affected if

they lick the sore. The firm scab formed by the Glutol itself ren-

ders a protecting bandage unnecessary. Another satisfactory feature

is that itching does not accompany its use throughout the whole

process of healing.

It has been suggested to make capsules of Glutol for administer-

ing such drugs as are intended to act on the small intestine, for it

is found to be readily soluble in the pancreatic fluid, but only spar-

ingly so in the gastric juice and bile.
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Before powdering, Glutol is capable of being moulded by heating

into almost any shape, and therefore it has been recommended in

plastic surgery for filling up all kinds of defects. Prof. Gottstein has

formed artificial bone experimentally by combining Glutol with some

calcium salts, and thus producing a mass which can be moulded be-

tween the ends of a resected bone producing a firm fibrous calcified

tissue continuous with the true osseous tissue.

The future of this agent is thus seen to be very promising and far-

reaching.

Guaiacetin is a new compound offered as a substitute for Creo-

sote and Guaiacol in the treatment of pulmonary tuberculosis. It is

described as being a powder without disagreeable taste or smell, ob-

tained by the introduction chemically of the radicle CO in the

methyl group found in the composition of Guaiacol, thus forming

what may be chemically termed a Pyro-Catechin-Mono-Acetate.

Dr. J. Strauss, of Frankfort-on-the-Main, Germany, appears to

be the only prominent observer who has thus far reported. He has

administered it in the Municipal Hospital of his city to 70 patients

suffering with pulmonary tuberculosis, in 500 milligramme (7.7

grain) doses repeated several times a day. It was apparently better

borne than Creosote, and had certain other advantages over it, but

as other therapeutic measures were employed in these cases no defin-

ite report could be properly made as to its action upon the lesions.

Possibly further reports may be forthcoming.

Guaiacol, obtained either from beechwood and other Creosotes,

or synthetically, continues to receive marked attention. Most of

the results reported are favorable. As an external application, it

has been used with satisfaction not only in acute pulmonary tuber-

culosis as before noted, but in tubercular ascites and tubercular

peritonitis in conjunction with Tincture of Iodine. Injections in

articular tuberculosis have also proved of value. A 20 per cent, so-

lution is injected into the peri-articular tissue as well as into the

intra-articular growths.

Prof. Maldaresco has treated 100 cases of pneumonia by spraying

an almond oil solution of Guaiacol externally on the posterior as-

pect of the thorax on the affected side.

Both Guaiacol and its Carbonate have continued to be used with

claimed success in typhoid fever, lobar, lobular and broncho-pneu-

monia, pulmonary tuberculosis and other febrile affections — the

former topically, the latter internally. Topically and hypodermi-
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oally it still gives satisfactory results in sciatica and other forms of

neuralgia. One of the most interesting papers of the year on this

subject is that of Dr. J. G-. Sinclair Coghill, F.R.C.P., of Ventnor,
on the Isle of Wight, entitled "The Hypodermic Use of Guaiacol

in Acute Pulmonary Tuberculosis 99
(Brit. Med. Journ., Vol. I. for

1896, page 586), read at the Annual Meeting of the British Medi-

cal Assoc., held in London in July, 1895, in which he gives the clin-

ical history of 7 cases as having " all been previously treated by the

several internal remedies on the principles just described, but with-

out any favorable effect on the pyrexia or other symptoms. The
comparatively small dose necessary to employ in this form of medi-

cation is noteworthy.

" In many of the cases in which the treatment was carried out the

injections were persevered in for some time before any impression

was produced on the temperature. It will be observed that the fall

•of temperature is comparatively gradual, and very rarely falls to

subnormal. This valuable property of guaiacol, which especially

distinguishes it, was first observed by Dr. Schetelig. In corre-

spondence with the falling temperature improvement almost inva-

riably takes place in the other symptoms, especially marked in

diminished cough and expectoration and increased appetite and

weight. A moderate warm perspiration, which usually follows the

injection at a variable interval, very soon takes the place of the

regular hectic night sweats. I have usually continued the exhibi-

tion of the remedy by the mouth at the same time, not only to aid

in the saturation and probable sterilization of the blood, but because

pure guaiacol seems to check the decomposition of food in the

primes vice, which the notoriously enfeebled digestion of phthisical

patients so readily permits. As I have already said, it is only in

comparatively rare cases that guaiacol given by the mouth, even in

the largest and frequently-repeated doses, influences the temperature

of acute pulmonary tuberculosis when of high intensity, whereas a

daily inoculation of from tt^ ij to TT[ v in a very large proportion of

cases reduces it gradually and permanently."
" The observations recorded in the series of cases I have submit-

ted justify, I believe, the conclusion that in small doses, admin-

istered subcutaneously, guaiacol by itself succeeds frequently iu

reducing the temperature and relieving the objective symptoms

satisfactorily and often permanently in acute pulmonary tuberculo-

sis when it and other accredited antipyretics have failed when ex-
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hibited by the mouth. This marked difference in effect may be due

to changes effected in the nature and properties of the drug during

the digestive process. The fact is that guaiacol is of extremely

unstable organic constitution, and its true chemical composition has

probably not yet been satisfactorily determined."

Dr. G. Colin reports satisfactory results from the injection of a

20 per cent, solution of Guaiacol Carbonate in Olive Oil in chronic

cystitis. 1 to 2 grammes (15.4 to 30.9 grains) injected once or

twice a day through the urethra has a marked influence on the

pain, frequency of micturition and general condition of the urine.

Particularly gratifying results followed in treating tubercular cys-

titis when 1 per cent, of Iodoform was added to the injecting solu-

tion.

As a local anaesthetic, it has gained many advocates. The claim

last year that it is as powerful as Cocaine, is still maintained with

some quite convincing evidence.

Dr. J. Petrasko reports a case of abortion occurring from the use

of this agent in a woman twenty-nine years old, after having taken

a total of 775 milligrammes (12 grains).

Guaiacum has received a renewed impulse in relation to its

use in the treatment of chronic gout, by reason of the interesting

discussion on this topic in the Royal Medical and Chirurgical So-

ciety of Great Britain, held on May 26th last, when Sir Alfred B.

Garrod introduced the subject by reading a paper on " The Use of

Guaiacum in the Treatment of Chronic Gouty Affections, and its

Value in Warding off Acute Attacks." (The London Lancet, Vol. I.

for 1896, page 1494) " After speaking of numerous observations

carried on for very many years among both hospital and private pa-

tients with guaiacum, both in the form of a powder and as ammo-
niated tincture of guaiacum, Sir A. B. Garrod thought that he had

been successful in establishing the following points in regard to the

action of guaiacum : 1. Guaiacum was innocuous, and might be

taken for an indefinite period of time, and, looked upon as a condi-

ment rather than as a drug, as harmless as ginger or any other con-

diment. 2. Guaiacum possessed a considerable power, but less than

colchicum, in directly relieving patients suffering from gouty inflam-

mation of any part ; it might be given whenever there was but little

fever. 3. Guaiacum taken in the intervals of gouty attacks had a

considerable power of averting their recurrence ; in fact, it was a

very powerful prophylactic. 4. Guaiacum did not appear to lose its
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prophylactic power by long-continued use. 5. There were a few

persons who could not readily continue the use of guaiacum ; for

such cases there were other drugs whose action was in some respects

similar as prophylactics—perhaps serpentaria was one of the most

powerful of these. Sir A. B. Garrod gave a short account of ser-

pentaria, and mentioned the fact that he had given it successfully

in gouty inflammation in the elderly subject ; as a prophylactic he

had less personal experience, but he doubted not that it was pos-

sessed of considerable power. Before attempting to explain the

mode of action of guaiacum in the treatment of gout, he gave his

view of the origin of uric acid in the animal economy ; instead of

supposing that it was formed in the system by the metabolism of

the nitrogenized tissues, and then thrown out by the kidneys, he

was of opinion that it was produced from urea and other nitrogen-

ized bodies in the blood by the direct action of the kidney, and that

when uric acid was contained in the blood this arose from the ab-

sorption from the kidney structures of the urate of ammonium, de-

pending on the want of sufficient throwing-off powers from these

tissues. He was aware that it was from his own discovery of uric

acid in the blood that the opposite view of the formation of uric acid

arose. To explain the prophylactic action of guaiacum he did not

think that it affected the formation of uric acid, but that it acted di-

rectly on the kidney itself as a stimulant and enabled it to get rid

of any accumulation in the tubules and thus prevented absorption

from them into the blood. In confirmation of this view it was

found that patients when taking guaiacum often had unusual de-

posits of urates in their urine. The paper closed with the follow-

ing remarks :
' If the statements contained in this communication

had the effect of inducing his medical brethren to direct their at-

tention to the value of guaiacum in the treatment and prevention

of gout he felt he should have conferred some benefit on the pro-

fession and through them on the public at large/ 99

The discussion was then opened by Dr. Norman Moore, who "said

that Sir A. B. Garrod was the first to lay down the definite knowl-

edge which enabled physicians to say for certain post mortem that

a given patient had or had not suffered from gout. At St. Barthol-

omew's Hospital a very large number of cases of gout were met with,

possibly because they were close to the Central Meat Market. He

had seen at least 100 instances post mortem of persons displaying

the features in morbid anatomy which Sir A. B. Garrod had shown
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to belong to this disease. Colchicum might be given for long periods

with advantage and some success in warding off the attacks. Though
some of the success might be due to care in diet he did not think it

was entirely due to this, because persons who suffered from the most

inveterate gout passed through fewer attacks when taking small

doses of colchicine over long periods. He asked Sir A. B. Garrod

what was the true history of the reputation of guaiacum in former

times. At the earlier part of the seventeenth century guaiacum was

extolled as the most successful remedy for what we should call ter-

tiary syphilis. He wondered if its reputation was due in part to its

effect on sore-throat or perhaps part of the pain that the patients

suffered was gouty. Indeed, it was possible that guaiacum was suc-

cessful in postponing or altogether preventing further attacks of

pain which were not really syphilitic, but gouty.

Dr. R. A. Caldwell, of New York, held that "poor man's gout "

required a different treatment from " rich man's gout," the former

requiring stimulants, and he advocated "sweating it out." He asked

Sir A. B. Garrod if it were not possible to secure the elimination of

the materies morbi at the site of its deposit.

Dr. Wm. Murrell said that he could support Sir A. B. Garrod's

conclusions as to the efficacy of guaiacum in chronic gout. He had

used guaiacum during the last six years at the Westminster Hospital,

not only for chronic gout, but for rheumatism, tonsillitis, and

chronic bronchitis associated with the gouty taint. The Throat

Hospital lozenges he had found useless, because the dose was too

small and lozenges were too expensive for out-patients. The taste

of the mixture of the British Pharmacopoeia was so atrociously nasty

that patients declined to take it. The tincture was difficult to dis-

pense because it did not mix with water, and so he made a con-

fection containing ten grains in a drachm of honey, the patient

taking one or two drachms three times daily immediately after meals.

Though this was efficacious, yet it presented disadvantages, for it

acted as a powerful purgative and brought out a rash like that of a

copaiba, but not attacking the face ; it was accompanied with much
itching. The drug sometimes caused burning feelings in the throat

with a sensation of constriction, but this was overcome by giving

the resin with half an ounce of extract of malt. He had also given

it mixed with an equal amount of confection of sulphur. Though
he had come to the same conclusion as Sir A. B. Garrod he felt he

had been working on different lines, for he had made use of guaia-
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cum resin ; he had given it alone instead of in combination with
cinchona, iodide of potassium, or colchicum ; he had given it also-

in much larger doses—namely, twenty grains of the resin three times

a day, the resin being of about four times the strength of guaiacum
itself. He had not given guaiacum in cases of acute gout, but he

had given colchicum wine with iodide of potassium three times

daily." Recently he had used a liniment whose composition he af-

terwards gave as follows : "I take half an ounce of iodide of potas-

sium, dissolve it in half a pint of rectified spirit—methylated spirit

is used in hospital practice—add one ounce of soap liniment, and
then half a drachm each of oil of cajeput and oil of cloves. A piece

of lint is soaked in this mixture, wrapped round the affected part,

covered with protective and kept in place by a bandage. It acts as

a powerful counter-irritant, and the inflammation usually subsides

in from twelve to twenty-four hours. In addition I not uncom-

monly give a drachm of colchicum wine with ten grains of iodide of

potassium three times a day. These large doses of colchicum wine

induce brisk purgation, sometimes accompanied by vomiting, but

they speedily cut short the attack. This mode of treatment is es-

pecially useful in the case of robust, full-bodied men in active em-

ployment, to whom the loss of a day's work is a serious consideration.

In sciatica, lumbago, and rheumatism affecting one joint the local

application of a liniment containing half an ounce of salicylate of

sodium, half a drachm of oil of cajeput, fifteen minims of oil of

eucalyptus, and half an ounce of soap liniment in six ounces of recti-

fied spirit affords prompt relief."

Dr. Haig next continued the discussion and " said that while he

agreed that guaiacum tended to ward off gouty manifestations, he

did not concur as to the way in which the drug acted. Iodide of

potassium provoked diuresis and dilatation of all the blood vessels

with a fall of blood pressure. Lithia and ammonia had a similar

action, as also had copaiba, tar, cannabis indica, certain salts of

calcium, and certain bitters, such as chiretta, gentian, and possibly

serpentaria. Copaiba contained a large quantity of acid and guai-

acum agreed with it in this. He believed that all these drugs

diminished the excretion of uric acid and kept the blood clear of it,

and he had explained fully elsewhere the method of action of some

of those drugs. He was interested in what had been said about

the effects noted by Cullenand other physicians of his time, because

it agreed with his view that these drugs suppressed gout, but did
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not cure it. He accepted the view that urate of ammonia was not

formed from urea in the kidneys, but that the reverse took place.

Much of the uric acid met with in disease was not formed in the

system, but was introduced with animal food.

" Dr. W. Ewart said that he had been in the habit of giving

guaiacum in conditions akin to gout, and he had been struck by

the effect which it exerted upon the condition of the patient. He
thought that the action of guaiacum upon the capillaries was not

limited to the kidney, but extended to the whole system, and in

particular to the capillaries of the muscles
;
indeed, the effect of

guaiacum in relieving painful manifestations located in the muscles

was well known. Taking into consideration the bulk of the mus-

cular system, it was easy to imagine that any interference, however

small, with its metabolism must have an appreciable effect upon

the juices, and as to the glandular system, guaiacum acted in that

direction also, and was a recognized hepatic stimulant. If the drug

were used over a long period in doses sufficient to cause a laxative

action, this would influence the health of gouty persons very mate-

rially. He had found tincture of iodine very useful in combination

with guaiacum.
" The President, Dr. W. Howship Dickinson, said that the treat-

ment of rheumatism by guaiacum was a very old practice ; it had

been used at St. George's Hospital for at least a century, and the

method was certainly much more successful than others in use at

the early part of this time. The treatment of acute rheumatism

by guaiacum had been continued until the last twenty years, and
even now it was used for chronic rheumatism. From his own ex-

perience he could speak very strongly as to its value in some forms

of acute rheumatism as well as in gout. With regard to the rela-

tion of uric acid to gout he placed himself in the position of a dis-

believer. There was no doubt of its presence, but he preserved

doubts as to its being the real cause ; was it not what we might call

a by-product ? During convalescence from scarlet fever when ne-

phritis was present, it was not uncommon to find enormous quan-

tities of uric acid passed, but that did not necessarily lead to

gout.

" Sir A. B. Garrod, in reply, said that with regard to the abso-

lute and necessary connection between gout and uric acid, one

never missed finding urate of soda deposited in the tissues after

even the slightest attack of gouty inflammation. He admitted
7
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the value of guaiacum in acute rheumatism, but many cases

formerly treated as acute rheumatism were really instances of

acute gout. Though many pains formerly treated as syphilitic

were possibly gouty, yet he was convinced also that guaiacum
would relieve muscular pains which where not gouty. Though he had
frequently prescribed this or that drug in combination with guai-

acum, he did not commonly give many together. As healthy, nor-

mal skin could not secrete uric acid, he could not advocate " sweat-

ing the disease out." He was convinced that there could be no

gouty symptom without the presence of urate of sodium in the

blood, and this had no relation to the amount thrown out by the

kidneys. Guaiacum might act by increasing the amount excreted,

causing visible deposit in the urine, to which the patient would

call attention."

As the treatment of gout continues to be such a vexed, as well

as important question, it was thought profitable to quote the above

abstract quite fully.

Icllthyol (Ammonium Ichthyol-Sulphonate) has broadened its

sphere of application considerably during the past year. The der-

matologists still rely on it and demonstrate its usefulness. Among
many reporting upon its use it may be of interest to mention that Dr.

Max Klonk treated a severe case of ichthyosis of long standing in a

fifteen-year old boy, with this agent. This case had resisted all

other forms of treatment. The patient was first given a warm bath

of about twenty minutes duration, containing one ounce of pure

Ichthyol, and then rubbed him down with a bland soap and water,

a rough towel being used for drying. Following this the affected

portions were rubbed with pure Ichthyol, the patient wrapped in

woolen blankets, and given repeated doses of extract of jaborandi

to stimulate diaphoresis. The next day the patient was rubbed down

with soap and water, and in the evening he took a bath in warm

water containing sea salt. On the third day the treatment was re-

peated, thus the patient received, in the course of one week, three

Ichthyol baths and inunctions, three warm soap baths in the morn-

ing, and three sea-salt baths in the evening.

Internally the patient took three 2-grain capsules of Ichthyol

daily for the first week, six daily the second week, and eight daily

during the sixth week ; this quantity being given for some time.

Under this treatment the patient gained rapidly in weight ;
his

appetite was excellent, and the horny masses atrophied, being fre-
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quently found in the water after bathing. After four weeks' treat-

ment the greater portion of the diseased surface was free, the skin

being smooth, soft and moist. During the day the patient usually

kept his body moist with glycerin and water (1:3); and occasionally

an ointment of Sulphur, Resorcin, Zinc, and Bezoinated Lard was

substituted.

Another case is also reported in which very decided results were

obtained in eighteen days. The satisfactory results obtained by

this course of treatment have convinced Dr. Klonk that Ichthyol

possesses specific virtue in ichthyosis, even when severe. {Ohio Med-

ical Journ., Vol. VII., page 145.)

Naturally, from past experience, its use has been continued with

some success in the treatment of pulmonary tuberculosis. As Ich-

thyol solution has a very disagreeable odor, capsules have been pre-

ferred, holding 250 milligrammes (3.8 grains).

In ophthalmic practice a 10 to 15 per cent, ointment in Lanolin

has been found effective in ciliary blepharitis. Collyria of from

1 to 3 per cent, are beneficial in phlyctenular conjunctivitis and

ordinary catarrhal ophthalmia.

Dr. Leo. Leistikow, of Hamburg, Germany, reports that he has

used this agent for the past six years in the treatment of burns of

the first and second degree with the best results. The application

of this substance at once eases pain and the anodyne effect is last-

ing. Even in extensive burns of the second degree the cedema

quickly subsides, the hyperemia disappears, and as soon as the de-

stroyed tissue has been shed the regeneration of epithelium begins.

Dr. 0. Boeck recommends the following formula in the treatmer'

of chilblains

:

Ichthyol 1 gramme (15.4 grains)

Resorcin 1 " (15.4 "
)

Tannin 1 " (15.4 •«
)

Water 5 " (77.2 "
)

to be rubbed on every night. A varnish-like surface is formed on

the skin in a few minutes and soon the pain and diffuse cedematous

swelling disappear. A disadvantage in this treatment is the black-

ening of the skin, which persists at times as long as two weeks.

The efficacy of this agent in pertussis, ozaena, coryza and paro-

tiditis continues to be reported. Dr. L. Maestro, of Padua, Italy, re-

ports very encouraging results.
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" The ichthyol was administered in the form of pills in progres-

sively increasing doses, beginning, according to the age of the pa-

tient, with from 5 to 20 centigrammes daily. The dose was then

rapidly pushed to 60 centigrammes, or 1 gramme in the twenty-four

hours. Sometimes the internal administration of ichthyol was as-

sociated with inhalations of a 3 per cent, glycerin solution of the

same substance.

*' In the eight cases of whooping-cough in which this treatment

was resorted to, all the morbid symptoms rapidly subsided, and re-

covery was obtained within a time, varying according to the gravi-

ty of each case, but always comparatively short. The ichthyol treat-

ment was invariably well borne by the little patients. There wraa

no noxious action on the kidneys in any case, and the influence on

the general condition was very favorable.

" Dr Maestro concludes from these observations that ichthyol must

be considered as one of the most efficacious remedies in whooping-

cough, the spasmodic attacks rapidly decreasing in number and

intensity, and the duration of the affection being shortened in a

marked degree.'* (The Medical Week, Vol. IV., page 431.)

The fetid breath in ozaena is reported to be effectively counter-

acted by the use of two or three syringefuls of a 2 to 5 per cent,

solution of Ichthyol injected into each nostril while the head is

held well forward and the mouth kept open to prevent swallowing

the solution.

In coryza the following solution is recommended to be sprayed

into the nose

:

Ichthyol 1 part.

Ether 1
"

Alcohol , 1
"

Distilled Water 97 parts.

In the treatment of a very painful type of parotiditis complicat-

ing influenza, Dr. Tronchet, of La Rochelle, France, has met with

success generally within two days" time by rubbing the following

ointment on the affected gland three times a day and applying a

cotton-wool dressing :

Ichthyol 3 grammes ( 46.3 grains)

Lead Iodide 3 " ( 46.3 "
)

Ammonium Chloride 2 " (30.9 "
)

Lard 30 " (463.0 "
)
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In a paper written by Dr. E. A. Edlen, of Moline, Ills., on "Ul-
cers of the Leg" (N. Y. Med. Journ., Vol. LXIII., page 352), he

gives the following ointment which he has found valuable applied

once a day and varied in the proportions to suit the case :

Carbolic Acid 2.0 parts.

Boric Acid 10.0 "

Powd. Camphor 7.5 "

Ichthyol 20.0 "

Oil of Citronella q. s.

Zinc Oxide Ointment to make up to 100 parts.

Dr. Eberson reports the very effective use of this agent in solution

in rive cases of erysipelas. He considers it a specific in a 50 per cent,

solution in Glycerin, for adults, and half that strength for children.

The solution is applied freely by brush in concentric rings, starting

about an inch from the edge of the inflamed region and finally coat-

ing the central portion several times.

In adherent fibrous tumors of the uterus, Dr. Jules Cheron has

obtained rapid recovery by the use of a solution in Glycerin, applied

to the vagina on absorbent cotton, or of an ointment applied to the

abdominal walls, together with internal administration in 1 gramme
"(15.4 grain) capsules.

Dr. Robert Bell, of Edinburgh, Scotland, reports that this agent

will be found to be a most reliable and almost uniformly potent

therapeutic agent where inflammatory conditions of the uterine ap-

pendages exist, if measures be taken to remove the primary disease

or lesion simultaneously with the treatment of the secondary, more
especially where laceration of the cervix co-exists.

Dr. S. Ehrmann has met with encouraging results with this agent

in the treatment of peri-urethral abscesses and blenorrhagic prosta-

titis. He makes use of cacao-butter bougies containing 20 milli-

grammes (T
5
g- grain) of Ichthyol. He prefers this agent to the com-

monly used Iodine and Extract of Ergot. Introduction of the sup-

positories into the rectum when the prostate is affected is of much
value at times.

Dr. Leon Canova has recently described <k' the treatment of gon-

orrhea by irrigations of Ichthyol as practised by him at the Hopital

du Midi. An irrigator is filled with a solution of Ichthyol of the

strength of 1 or 2 per cent. , which is conveyed to the urethra by

an india rubber tube terminating in a nozzle, which is introduced
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into the urethra for 2 or 3 centimetres, and which is so constructed

as to block up the meatal orifice and so prevent the solution from

escaping. The ichthyol solution is introduced into the urethra until

that tube is distended to its utmost, and is then allowed to escape,

a procedure which is repeated till a litre of the solution has been

utilized.

"The conclusions arrived at by Dr. Canova are as follows : (1)

Ichthyol, by its analgesic, antiphlogistic and antiseptic properties,

is indicated in the treatment of gonorrhea in preference to any other

substance; (2) irrigations with ichthyol compare favorably with other

applications, especially with permanganate of potash and nitrate of

silver, in that they have the advantage of being quite painless
; (3)

they can constantly be employed at the commencement of an attack,

not with a view of aborting it, but more to mitigate the inflam-

matory symptoms, and to prevent the extension of the disease to the

posterior urethra. Two daily irrigations of the anterior urethra con-

tinued for five or six days will give indications for later treatmeut

;

if there is no modification of the discharge, and if the applications

are not well borne, by the urethral mucous membrane, we should not

hesitate to suspend them till the disease has arrived at the subacute

stage
; (4) in the period of decline, the ichthyol irrigations in solu-

tions of 1 or 2 per cent, will generally produce a rapid cure
; (5) in

certain cases they fail, as do all other measures suggested in the

treatment of gonorrhea." (The London Practitioner, Vol. LVL,
page 309.)

Dr. A. I. Ilinski, of Moscow, Eussia, " successfully treats gonor-

rhea in male patients by injections with an ordinary syringe of

ichthyol and by mercurial ointment, employed in various ways ac-

cording to circumstances.
t( He prefers this method of treatment to irrigations with anti-

septics or astringents, intra-urethral instillations of silver nitrate,

etc., all of which present the inconvenience of protracting the gon-

orrhea by favoring complications, such as prostatitis and catarrh

of the neck of the bladder." (TJie Medical Week, Vol. IV., page

216.)

Iodides of Potassium and Sodium are still undergoing critical

comparative examination. Prof. Briquet now reports the results of

his careful therapeutic study of these two rivals, and concludes that

the effect of the potassium salt is more pronounced in most cases ; is

fully as efficient in cardiac affections, and far outranks the Sodium
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salt in affections of the respiratory organs and in attacks of dyspnoea.

In rheumatic affections also the Potassium salt is much superior.

A combination of Potassium Iodide with Iodine is now reporter!

as of value in the treatment of intercostal neuralgia, of probable

rheumatic origin. Dr. F. Parona, of Novara, Italy, "has had under

observation a woman, forty-five years of age, who for several months

had suffered from severe pain, principally at the point of emergence

of the seventh and eighth intercostal nerves on the left side. This

neuralgia not having yielded to massage, blistering, or injections of

morphine, and being, on the other hand, apparently of rheumatic

origin, Dr. Parona advised Dr. Grazianetti, under whose care the

patient was, to have recourse to hypodermic injections of iodine and

potassium iodide, employed by Prof. Durante
(
The Medical Week,

1894, p. 274). Of this mixture 1 cubic centimetre was injected

every other day in the neighborhood of the affected nerves. After

the third injection the pain began to subside, and after eight injec-

tions had been administered, the improvement was so marked that

the treatment was suspended at the patient's request. A few months

later she had a slight attack of neuralgia, which promptly yielded

to phenacetin. Since then there has been no recurrence of inter-

costal pain.

• " Dr. Parona is therefore of opinion that Prof. Durante^ iodine-

iodide solution should be included among substances, such as car-

bolic acid, osmic acid, and others, to which recourse may be had

with advantage for the hypodermic treatment of certain forms of

neuralgia, more particularly when due to compression of the nerves

by exudations of rheumatic origin." {The Medical Week, Vol. IV.,

page 276.)

Those desiring to use Sodium Iodide in the pill form are recom-

mended to use the following formula :

Anhydrous Sodium Iodide. . 4.000 grammes (61.73 grains)

Powdered Sugar 0.400 " (6.17 "
)

Powdered Starch 0.600 " ( 9.26 "
)

Distilled Water 1.000 " (15.43 "
)

After rubbing the Iodide and sugar together iu a mortar, add the

whole of the water and mix thoroughly. Finally add the Starch

and complete the thorough mixing. Place the mass while yet soft

on the pill machine, having previously dusted the latter with pow-

dered starch. Roll out the pills rapidly and dry them in a warm
capsule.
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Iodoform not only holds its own against its many substitutes,

but is continually being tried under new conditions. Its intra-artic-

ular injection has proved disappointing to many, but Dr. A. H. Fer-

guson, of Chicago, Ills., has been much encouraged by his results in

the treatment of hip-joint disease. He read a paper reporting at

least 25 cases at the 46th Annual Meeting of the Ills. State Medi-

cal Society, held in Ottawa in May last. " The intra-articular medi-

cation of tubercular joints, he said, was of recent date and was not

yet very widely employed. It was with the hope of stimulating the

profession to use it more and more that he presented his views on

and experience with this treatment. The hip-joint had been se-

lected on account of the frequency with which it is diseased, and

because, in the speaker's hands, it had been more amenable to the

iodoform emulsion injection than any other joint.

" The objections to the hitherto recognized methods of the treat-

ment of hip-joint disease were : 1. The high rate of mortality ; 2.

The long time that the patient was under treatment ; 3. The great

deformity that so commonly ensues ; 4. The complications that are

liable to set in and carry off the patient. The author then outlined

the manner of using intra-articular injections of iodoform emulsion.
e< As to the time of treatment, the longest period that he deemed it

necessary to pursue the injection method before a cure was effected

was nine months, and it was a case well advanced in the second stage.

He had treated upward of twenty-five cases with the most satisfactory

results, and which so far appear to have been cured with the excep-

tion of two cases, one who refused to receive the subsequent injec-

tions, and the other had marked tuberculosis of the apices of both

lungs, but he gained over twenty-five pounds during the five months

he was under treatment." (Journ. Amer. Med. Assoc., Vol. XXVI.,
page 1177.)

In the abstract given above, no mention is made of the composition

of the emulsion used. The following, however, is reported elsewhere

as being an efficient one :

Prof. K. Garre, of Tubingen, Wiirtemberg, Germany, "has em-

ployed parenchymatous injections of Iodoform in goitre, as recom-

mended by IVof. Mosetig Moorhoof, in 140 cases, with excellent

Iodoform

Glycerin

Distilled Water.

20 grammes (about 5 drachms)

31 "
(

" 1 ounce
j

90 " ( " 3 ounces
)
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results. It has the advantage of being both simple and easily car-

ried out, without disturbing either the business or the health of

the patient : it is also without danger. He employs the following

solution :

Iodoform 1 gramme ( 15.4 grains)

Olive Oil 7 " (108.0 "
)

Ether 1 " (108.0 " )

" After disinfection of the skin the gland is fixed between the

second and third fingers of the left hand while standing behind the

patient and pressing the goitre against the spinal column. Avoid-

ing all visible cutaneous veins, the cannula is plunged quickly from

an inch to an inch and a half into the gland
;
then, removing the

left hand, the needle is held loosely in the hand and the patient is

told to swallow. If it is actually in the goitre, then it will move

up and down with the movements of the larynx. Then 1 c.cm. of

the solution is injected slowly, the needle withdrawn, and the point

of puncture either wiped off or covered up with a piece of plaster.

One syringeful is usually sufficient at a time. Injection causes gen-

erally only a little burning. Here and there patients complain of

pains in the ears or teeth, which are of short duration ; others ex-

perience a sensation of tension in the neck, which, at the most, lasts

for two days. Otherwise the procedure is utterly devoid of danger.

The injections are made, as a rule, every two to five days. Seven

are generally sufficient, though they may vary between three and

Bixteen. After three to five injections a reduction of 2 to 3 centi-

metres in circumference of the neck was noticeable. In many
cases the ultimate result was not to be determined until a year af-

ter. The soft goitres react best under this treatment—simple hyper-

plastic goitre, the diffuse and nodular forms, and the soft follic-

ular variety. Most of the cases were in more or less advanced

colloid degeneration." (The London Practitioner, Vol. LVL, page

334.)

Dr. James R. Hayden, of New York, read a paper before the

American Association of G-enito-Urinary Surgeons at Niagara Falls

on May 28th last on " Iodoform- Ointment Injections in the Treat-

ment of Suppurative Adenitis of the Groin " (Amer. Jonrn. Med.

Sciences, Vol, CX., page 519), in which he adopted the plan of Dr.

VV. K. Otis. He states :

' £ The steps in the procedure are similar to those advocated by
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Fontan, with the addition of the peroxide of liydrogen, and are as

follows :

" 1. The operative field is shaved and rendered surgically clean

in the usual manner.
" 2. A few drops of a 4 per cent, solution of cocaine are injected

beneath the skin where the puncture is to be made.
" 3. A straight, sharp-pointed bistoury is then thrust well into

the most prominent part of the tumor until pus flows.

"4. All of the pus is forced out through this opening by firm

but gentle pressure, as this procedure is, as a rule, very painful.

"5. The abscess cavity is irrigated with pure peroxide of hydro-

gen until it returns particularly clear.

" 6. It is then irrigated with 1:5000 bichloride of mercury solu-

tion all of which is carefully squeezed out.

" 7. The now thoroughly cleansed abscess cavity is completely

filled but not painfully distended, with 10 per cent. Iodoform Oint-

ment by means of an ordinary conical glass syringe, previously

warmed in hot water.

" 8. A cold, wet bichloride dressing is applied with a fairly firm

spica bandage, the cold congealing the ointment at the wound, and

thus preventing its escape into the dressing."

He then gives a table recording the etiology, amount of pus evac-

uated, number of injections employed and time of cure in each of

his 15 cases. He concludes as follows :

"In order to secure the most favorable results from this method

it should only be employed when the glands are quite thoroughly

broken down, so that the Iodoform may come in direct contact with

all of the infected tissues.

" It is not, of course, claimed that this method will succeed in

every case of suppurative adenitis, but its many advantages over

the more radical procedure render it, in my judgment, worthy of

a trial. There is no necessity for the patient to remain in bed, or

undergo anaesthesia ; the little scar in the groin is soon covered

by hair, and he or she is spared a more or less painful and tedious

convalescence. If after one, two or even three injections, this

method fails to produce the desired result, an incision may then be

made and the contents of the bubo removed ; the previous treat-

ment not having interfered in any way with this operation."

" The treatment after Estlander's operation is an extremely slow

and difficult one. In spite of antiseptic irrigation of the pleural
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cavity, it takes a very long time to stop the purulent secretion of

the serous membrane. Two recent observations by Dr. R. O. Gred-

inger (Bogorodsk, near Moscow) are, therefore, of considerable in-

terest in that they tend to show the advantage, under such condi-

tions, of introducing into the pleural cavity a solution of 30 parts

of Iodoform in 100 parts of glycerine.

" The first case was that of a patient in whom thoracotomy, with

resection of a part of the fifth rib, gave issue to two litres and

a half of foetid pus. The patient immediately experienced great

relief, but as the pleural suppuration, fever, pain and cough did

not improve, he continued to lose strength. It then occurred to

Dr. Gredinger to inject daily into the pleural cavity, at the time

of renewing the dressing, fifteen grammes of iodoform glycerine.

After the very first injection the temperature fell to normal, and,

when the dressing was removed on the following day, it was found

that the purulent discharge had been replaced by a serous exuda-

tion. After two weeks of this treatment, an acneic eruption su-

pervened, on account of which the injections of iodoform glycerine

were suspended for a week. They were then resumed, though con-

tinued only for four days, as complete recovery was then obtained.

" In the second case of empyema Dr. Gredinger, beginning with

the fourth day after Estlander's operation, resorted to injections

into the pleural cavity of iodoform glycerine, in daily doses of 6

grammes. During the entire treatment the patient's general con-

dition was excellent, and recovery was obtained within two weeks

and a half." ( The Medical Week, Vol. III., page 573.)

In treating many smallpox patients, Dr. Th. Faure, Surgeon to

the Hospital at Chaux-de-Fonds, Switzerland, has found that fre-

quent applications to the eruptions of the following Iodoform Col-

lodion prevent any trace of pitting :

Iodoform 2 grammes (30.9 grains)

Collodion 30 " (about 1 ounce)

Iodoformill is the name adopted for a recently introduced sub-

stitute for Iodoform. It is produced in Bonn, Prussia, by a patented

process, and its exact composition is withheld for the present at

least, but Prof. E. Konteschweller suggests that it may be analogous

to, if not identical with, a compound obtained by him some years

ago by mixing an alcoholic solution of Iodoform with an alcoholic

solution of Urotropin. It is claimed to be a strictly chemical com-
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pound containing about 75 per cent, of Iodoform which is slowly

but readily given up under certain conditions. It is reported to be

a fine, very light yellow powder with the unmistakable odor of

Iodoform, but much less powerful and persistent. It is not very

soluble in cold alcohol or ether, but readily so in hot alcohol. On
contact with acid or alkaline fluids, it parts with its Iodoform. It

apparently acts only when in actual contact with the secretions in

wounds, drying them up without forming a crust, and when there

are no longer any secretions present the Iodoform is not liberated,

thus an excess of the agent is not harmful. It readily forms an

emulsion with glycerin and makes up into an efficient ointment.

It will stand a temperature of 140° 0. (284° F.) and therefore may
be easily sterilized. Clinical reports are yet wanting.

Iodol (Tetra-Iodo-Pyrrol)—the Iodoform substitute—has re-

ceived little attention in the medical and pharmaceutical literature

of the year. Dr. Domenico Majocchi seems to be the only prominent

observer reporting. He has had it under observation for four years

and is now able to report on its use in 558 cases. 187 were soft and

syphilitic chancres which healed rapidly in comparison with other

treatment. He recommends it for several reasons : 1. Its freedom

from odor makes it more acceptable to the patients. 2. It is non-

toxic, even when used extensively. 3. It hastens cicatrization, and

4. The preparations now in use are stable and produce no irrita-

tion.

The laryngologist finds it of service in laryngeal ulcerations of

tubercular origin where two insufflations a week cause the ulcer to

assume the appearance of a granular wound. The powder used is

either Iodol alone or combined as follows :

Iodol 5 grammes (77.2 grains).

Calomel 5 " (77.2 " ).

Ipecacuanha (Ipecac), powdered and made up into a paste,

is reported to be a remarkably efficient remedy in the treatment of

the sting from bees. This statement is based on the personal ex-

perience of a medical practitioner in Baroda, India, who had been

badly stung about the head, face, neck and hands by a number of

bees from a swarm which had attacked him. He states that as many

as 150 probosces were drawn from his neck alone, so that the attack

was no light one. By means of this Ipecac paste smeared on, the

pronounced swelling and severe pain were markedly reduced.
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Itrol is the name given to the salt Silver Citrate recommended

by Dr. Crede, together with Actol (Silver Lactate) previously men-

tioned. Some practical objections being found against Actol, Dr.

Crede introduced this Citrate with success. It has less irritating

effects than Actol, is non-toxic and acts as a very efficient surgical

antiseptic, when used both as an ointment and in the powder form.

It is described as a fine, dry, odorless powder, only slightly soluble

in water.

Dr. Oscar Werler, of Berlin, Prussia, reports having used it.

beginning with solutions as dilute as 1 to 8,000 both as an injec-

tion and by irrigation with very gratifying results in fully 50 cases

of acute and chronic gonorrhea, in 3 cases of gonorrheal urethri-

tis in women, in gonorrheal inflammation of the vulvo-vaginal

glands and in a few cases of chronic cystitis. He finds that it is a

powerful agent to destroy the gonococcus, acts well upon the ure-

thral mucous membrane, and is penetrating in its action, reaching

deeper than the surface—thus acting as an efficient remedy, spe-

cially in gonorrhea.

Izal, the patented antiseptic, has received little attention during

the year past, notwithstanding the favorable report of Mr. Sheridan

Delepine concerning its remarkable antiseptic properties alluded to

here last year. It may be well to repeat that this agent consists of

a 30 per cent, emulsion of a special oil produced by a patented pro-

cess employed in the manufacture of a special form of coke.

The only prominent mention of this agent throughout the year

was made by Dr. F. W. Tunnicliffe, M.R.C.P., of London, Eng-
land, in the Scientific Workroom of St. Bartholomew's Hospital in

relation to its pharmacology, where apparently previous observations

were verified. Those interested will find this report in the Phar-

maceutical Journal, Vol. II., Fourth Series, page 301.

It does not seem to have impressed the general surgeon with as

much importance as would naturally be inferred from the accounts

of its enthusiasts.

Lactophenin, closely related to Phenacetin and a close rival

to Antipyrin, continues to be used quite extensively, and appears to

answer well in certain special cases, but among its drawbacks, Drs.

Hermann Strauss, of Giessen, Germany, and F. Kolbl, of Vienna,

Austria, observe that it is far from being harmless. Dr. Strauss

reports three and Dr. Kolbl two cases, where jaundice and dyspep

tic disturbances were produced from retention of bile in the system
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as shown by the colorless feces after administration of this agent in

long continued large doses for neuralgia and muscular pains.

Loretin (Meta-Iod-Ortho-Oxy-Chinolin-Ana-Sulphonic Acid)—
the Iodoform substitute—although now over two years old, has not

taken the prominence planned for it. However the accounts of its

action, which are given both in the old country and in this, are all

still in its favor. One of the most complete studies of the year will

be found in a report made by Dr. Herbert Snow,Surgeon to the Can-

cer Hospital, London, England {Brit. Med. Journ.,Vo\. II. for 1895,

pages 1549 and 1637), in which he states :

" My own experience is confined to the powder, which I have never

found occasion to mix with any other substance. Dusted on the skin,

or over a granulated wound, this causes not the slightest irritation

or unpleasant sensation. It immediately destroys the malodor of the

most foetid cancerous sore, controlling this in a manner which no

other agent I have yet tried will do. Copiously puffed with an in-

sufflator into the deep cavity formed by evacuating the axilla of car-

cinomatous glands.it efficiently precludes suppuration,even when free

hemorrhage has taken place after the closing of the wound, an occur-

rence almost inseparable from anaesthetic vomiting when the patient

has been removed from the operating table. Not the slightest bad

symptom from its employment in this way has so far been detected.

When there is no deep cavity a wound dusted with Loretin heals rap-

idly by first intention. I have had recourse to Loretin in some 60

cases, mainly operations on the breast and axilla, notoriously a test

region for antiseptics. In my hands it has proved an ideal antiseptic

and deodorant, with no single drawback; and I am sure that no sur-

geon who has once tried it will ever again resort to the noisome and

toxic iodoform, from the free use of which I have seen more than one

death. Though whenever old-established agents answer sufficiently

the purpose I have a strong prejudice against novelties, yet this sub-

stance—non-poisonous, devoid of smell, and absolutely preventative

of suppuration—seemed to me so marked an advance upon anything

previously brought forward, that I felt constrained to direct thereto

the notice of the section." A week later he writes he is forced to

supplement his paper " by pointing out a peculiar quality which the

six months' experience gained since the July meeting has shown me

it possesses. While taking first rank as a non-poisonous, non-irri-

tating, odorless, antiseptic and deodorant, I find that when dusted on

a raw surface it relaxes the blood vessels. Hence the wound is prone
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to become subsequently filled by a clot, which, however, does not

suppurate, as would be the case under almost any other circum-

stances, but is eventually reabsorbed. The incident is not desirable,

and I now apply Loretin only to the skin surface, never dusting it

into a cavity unless there be special risk of suppuration, and then

only very sparingly. I would take leave to add that long experience

has shown me the ideal condition in which to leave any operation

wound to be the utmost attainable maximum of dryness, avoiding

all swabbing with fluids, however antiseptic. It is probable that the

efficacy of iodoform, loretin and the like is very largely due to their

capacity for absorbing moisture, without which microbe prolifera-

tion does not occur/'

Losophan (Tri-Iodo-Meta-Cresol)—the antiseptic containing

about 80 per cent, of Iodine—has practically gone out of notice.

Luteol is the trivial name applied to Oxy-Chlor-Di-Phenyl-Quin-

Oxalin, a new indicator possessing certain advantages over Phenol-

Thalein and Litmus. Warning is given not to confuse the name with

that of the yellow coloring matter Luteolin.

" Luteol occurs in fine, woolly, yellowish needles (melting point

246°), which are insoluble in water, sparingly soluble in cold alcohol,

but readily soluble in hot alcohol and in ether. Luteol is also in-

soluble in dilute hydrochloric acid, only sparingly soluble in the con-

centrated acid, and forms a red solution in concentrated sulphuric

acid, being re-precipitated from the latter solution on adding water.

It expels carbonic acid from carbonates, and is readily dissolved by

alkalies, a yellow solution being formed. A distinct yellow color

appears on adding a few drops of an alcoholic solution of Luteol to 5

to 10 Cc. of a solution obtained by the addition of a drop of dilute

soda-lye to one litre of water, the new indicator being therefore

decidedly more sensitive than either phenolphthalein or litmus.

Another advantage of luteol over phenolphthalein is that it is ap-

plicable in the presence of ammonia, whilst as compared with litmus

there is no intermediate color produced during the change/'

(

Pharm.
Journ., Vol. II., Fourth Series, page 163.)

Lycetol (Di-Methyl-Piperazin Tartrate)—the uric acid solvent

—has been sparingly reported on during the year and nothing new
has developed. Those who do make use of it are confident of its

superiority over other agents.

Lysidin (Ethylene-Ethenyl-Di-Amine) has received compara-

tively little attention during the past year, especially in this country.
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About the only prominent communication on the subject was the

report of a special research authorized by the Scientific Grants Com-
mittee of the British Medical Association, and undertaken in the

Pathological Chemistry Department of University College by Dr.

F. Woodcock Goodbocly {Brit. Med. Journ., Vol. II. for 1896, page

901) in which he says :
" The relative value of lysidine and pipera-

zine as solvents of uric acid in the urine was investigated, as pub-

lished opinions of their real use were so divergent. In the experi-

ments performed up to the present the solvent power of these drugs

has been tested on uric acid calculi or in patients. The mode of ex-

perimenting on patients leads to so many possible causes of error,

such as changes in diet, mode of living, etc., that it is extremely

hard to draw conclusions from them.

"As is now well recognized, uric acid is not eliminated from the

kidneys in the form of free uric acid, and never exists in the blood

except as some more or less solvent urate. The experiments of Bence

Jones and Sir William Roberts show that urates are in all probability

excreted as quadriurates in the urine.

"The proper method of testing the value of these drugs therefore

appeared to be to see what power they would have of retaining urates

in solution in the urine. At the suggestion of Professor Vaughan

Harley the following experiments were performed in his laboratory,

and I must express my thanks to him for his kind assistance and

advice throughout my research. The experiments were done on

the urine of a person suffering from uric acid gravel, together with

other symptoms, such as muscular and lumbar pains.

"Throughout the experiment the patient was kept on the same diet,,

and the amount of fluid was kept as nearly as possible equal." Then
follows a detailed account of the experiments together with five in-

teresting tables showing the effect of the addition of certain propor-

tions of these two agents.

"The conclusions to be drawn from this vexed question are :

" Piperazine and lysidine, when added to a urine tending to de-

posit uric acid gravel, are capable of hindering the deposit during

standing.

"The total experiments, all of which are unable, from want of

space, to be given here, show that lysidine is a more powerful solv-

ent for uric acid than piperazine.

"Both piperazine and lysidine, when taken internally, appear to

increase the elimination of uric acid, not by increasing its forma-
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tion in the organism, but by rendering the blood more capable of

removing it from the tissues by increasing its solvent power. So

that prolonged administration of these drugs in the end causes a

diminution in the quantity of uric acid eliminated by the kidneys.

" Piperazine and lysidine are both diuretics, and cause an in-

creased elimination of nitrogen, which is partly due to the increase

of the nitrogen in the uric acid, and in part due to its diuretic

action."

Lysol (the saponified product of coal-tar, chiefly composed of

Cresols)—the substitute offered for Carbolic Acid—has not been

much used during the year, if the scant mention in the medical and

pharmaceutical literature is any guide. It may be that the complaint

from some sources that it is frequently very irritating to the mucous

membrane, has caused its discontinuance. The only prominent

mention of it is by Dr. Eduard Boeckmann, of St. Paul, Minn., who
read a paper before the Section on Surgery in the Amer. Med.

Assoc., at the Annual Meeting in Atlanta, Ga., in May of this year,

on "Surgical Sterilization and Sterilizers in Private Practice "

(Journ. Amer. Med. Assoc., Vol. XXVI., page 1099). He reports

that: "Supported by further experience, I can this year more

strongly than last, recommend the 1 to 2 per cent, solutions of lysol

at- 120 degrees F. for combined mechanical and chemical disinfec-

tion of the operator's hands and the patient's skin.

"Lysol possesses the undeniable advantage of being at the same

time antiseptic and aseptic ; it is a happy combination of a power-

ful disinfectant and soap (saponified cresol). It has the dissolving

and penetrating properties of an alkalin substance. I know of no

agent which at the present time is better adapted and more reliable

in the disinfection of the skin than lysol, with the possible excep-

tion of alcohol, which certainly, with good reason, receives the sup-

port of the world. Heretofore we have viewed alcohol in the light

of a purely mechanical agent in the disinfection of the skin ; this

can no longer be successfully maintained. Alcohol is certainly a

potent solvent of a great number of substances, sparingly, however,

of fats. Alcohol must be viewed as a strong antiseptic, possessing

the same significance for the skin as for anatomic preparations, tak-

ing up its moisture, penetrating and hardening them ; a decided

advantage over ether and turpentine, which certainly dissolve fat

much more readily but which are much less hydrophile. In order

to obtain the greatest possible antiseptic effects of alcohol, it is ob-

8
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vious that the skin must be dried, and strong, preferably absolute

alcohol used, and the skin energetically rubbed for some little

time. Since experience has taught me that the germicidal princi-

ple in lysol acts as a powerful antiseptic in the above mentioned

strength, and as a prolonged friction with absolute alcohol makes

my skin uncomfortably hard and brittle, I reserve the alcohol for

the field of operation only."

Malakin (Salicyl-Para-Phenetidin) has not received any reports

of importance. It is still used to a limited extent as an antipyretic,

antirheumatic and anodyne. Some observers still claim that it is

more rapid, more certain, and freer from secondary reactions on

the pulse, digestion and nervous system than Sodium Salicylate in

the treatment of acute and chronic rheumatism.

It has now been used by Dr. F. Ottolenghi as an anthelmintic.

His experiments on dogs lead him to conclude that it probably first

detaches the head of the worm from the wall of the intestine and

then gradually kills him. Its prolonged use is in no way harmful,

which is a desirable property.

Malarin is the copyrighted name adopted for a new patented

compound from Germany, claimed to be the Citrate of a condensa-

tion product of Aceto-Phenon and Para-Phenetidin, and described

as a harmless antipyretic in doses of 5 grammes (77.2 grains) and of

value in the treatment of neuralgic headache and toothache. It is

presented in the form of yellow needle-like crystals insoluble in cold

water, but readily soluble in hot alcohol and with a slight acid taste.

Nothing has been heard of it as yet in this country.

Mallein, the tetanus antitoxin analogous to Tuberculin, has

now assumed very definite prominence. Not only are the investi-

gators in Europe alive to its importance in the diagnosis of glanders,

but in this country much scientific work has been accomplished.

After a series of careful investigations for a definite period, the

Health Department of New York City reported itself prepared to

furnish Mallein for the diagnosis of glanders in horses. It is pre-

pared by Nocard's method and is furnished in vials containing a

single dose of 2.5 Cc. (about 40 minims). The circular issued by

the Department states (N.Y. Med. Joum., Vol. LXIV., page 232)

that in order to obtain accurate results in all cases certain formu-

lated directions should be followed. These directions follow and

conclude with the request that all veterinary surgeons who use

Mallein will forward full reports of the results obtained.
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Menthol continues to find new channels of efficiency. Dr. S.

Solis Cohen, of Philadelphia, Penn., uses the following formula :

Menthol 5 grammes (77.2 grains)

Chloral Hydrate 5 " (77.2 "
)

Camphor 5 " (77.2 "
)

applied with a camel's hair brush as often as indicated, in the

•external treatment of intercostal neuralgia, pleuritic stitches of

-chronic pulmonary tuberculosis and vague pains in different parts

of the surface of the body.

In Germany the following formula is used for chapped hands, to

be applied twice a day :

Menthol 0.650 grammes (about 10 grains)

Olive Oil 1.2 Cc. (about 20 minims)

Salol 1.2 Cc. ( " 20 "
)

Lanolin 45.0 Cc. (about l-J- fluidounce)

Dr. R. Wiinsche, of Dresden, Germany, recommends the inhala-

tion of a 5 or 10 per cent, solution of Menthol in chloroform to

abort an attack of coryza. A few drops are placed on a handker-

chief and five or six deep inspirations are taken. The sneezing,

discharge from the nose and the pain in the pharynx and larynx

are very soon diminished and alleviation obtained.

Additional cases continue to be reported on its successful use in

pertussis.

Dr. Theodore Wm. Schaefer, of Kansas City, Mo., has made good

use (as an antiseptic) of the following mixture obtained by melting

together :

Cryst. Carbolic Acid 1 part.

Menthol 3 parts.

which has been called "Mentho-Phenol," resulting in a transparent

liquid with an aromatic odor and taste. As this mixture may be of

service to some, it may be profitable to quote here Dr. Schaefer's

full report.

" Applied to the tongue it produces a temporary anaesthesia simi-

lar to that of cocaine, although not so lasting as the latter. It is

of course lighter than water, having a specific gravity of 0.973. It

is nearly insoluble in water and glycerine, but readily dissolves in

alcohol, ether, chloroform and most of the light and heavy oils. It
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dissolves iodine, iodoform and aristol. Water of ammonia mixed
with mentho-phenol changes it to a dark vinous color in a few days.

" It is antiseptic with strong analgesic properties. It may be

used preparatory to cauterizing chancroidal sores and curretting

necrotic surfaces. As a mouth-wash it may be used with advantage,

two drops being mixed with an ounce of the aqueous menstruum.
" My brother, Dr. Edward H. Schaefer, has recently investigated

the therapy of mentho-phenol. He employed the agent in chan-

croidal sores of the penis. In a case of phagadenic chancroid, where

there seemed to be imminent danger of sloughing of the entire glans

penis, the frequent use of ablutions of warm water mixed with men-

tho-phenol (three per cent.) soon stopped the destructive process

and established resolution. He employed the agent in mucous

patches, syphilitic in character, making daily application of mentho-

phenol, which resulted in the healing of the abrasions.

" In a case of facial erysipelas in which the submaxillary and cerv-

ical glands were threatened by a destructive, suppurative process,

the daily syringing of the suppurating tracks with warm water mixed

with 3 per cent, of mentho-phenol, soon resulted in a subsidence

of the suppuration. The most admirable results he obtained in a

case of an abscess under the finger-nail, the result of traumatism.

There was considerable pain and swelling, as is usual in such cases,

the slightest touch to the inflamed member being unendurable.

The finger was dipped in warm water mixed with mentho-phenol

(5 per cent.) My brother plunged the lancet deeply under the

finger-nail into the abscess, and to his surprise the patient uttered

no cry nor manifested any demonstration indicative of pain. The

patient assured him that the pain had ceased like magic when the

finger was immersed in the warm mentho-phenol mixture. The fin-

ger was dressed with gauze rendered antiseptic with 2 per cent, of

mentho-phenol and healed in a few days.

"In a case of suppurative otitis media et interna, accompanied

with great pain and throbbing, an offensive purulent discharge cre-

ated an eczematous eruption in the vicinity of the outer ear. The

frequent syringing of the auditory canal with very warm water mixed

with mentho-phenol soon checked the suppurative, inflammatory

process and resulted in the disappearance of the eczema. In another

case, in which a small insect had crawled into the ear of a lady, a

warm mixture of 2 per cent, of mentho-phenol produced the insect,

to the great satisfaction of the patient. Wounds, incised, punc-
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'iured, lacerated, etc., will heal kindly when cleansed with warm
water mixed with 2 per cent, of mentho-phenol.

" In dental practice mentho-phenol finds its indications, as an ano-

•dyne anaesthetic, in odontalgia, obtunding the sensitiveness of den-

tine and as an antiseptic in alveolar abscess, suppurating pulps of

teeth, periodontitis, etc.

'

' I have used the medicament in pustular acne. The pustules may
be opened without causing much pain after having been first touched

with vaseline containing 5 per cent, of mentho-phenol. Mixed with

almond oil or alcohol, in the proportion of 2 per cent, of the med-

icament, I have used it as an eternal application in itching of the

skin. I have never used it subcutaneously nor by the mouth.
" Mentho-phenol, like every other remedy, has its natural limi-

tations of employment. It cannot, for instance, be used in ophthal-

mological practice on account of the unpleasant burning which fol-

lows its use when applied to the conjunctiva." (Boston Med. and
Surg. Journ.,Yo\. CXXXIV., page 111.)

Methylene Blue (Tetra-Methyl-Thionine Chloride)—the ani-

lin derivative—has not on the whole been favorably reported. Its

results in malaria have apparently been successful in some cases, but

as a whole they have not been encouraging. It appears to look now
-as if its days were limited.

Migranin (Double Citrate of Antipyrin and Caffein)—recom-

mended for the treatment of sick headache and neuralgia—has re-

ceived practically no mention in the medical literature of the year.

Its enterprising commercial agents, however, continue to keep it

well presented to the practitioner, and if it finally turns out to be

of no permanent value nothing will surely have been lacking in the

way of presenting its favored side. What has been definitely de-

termined, however, is that it does not by any means suit all patients,

as disagreeable results continue to be witnessed.

Milk is such an important food element, especially to infants, and

so many very ordinary points are too often forgotten concerning its

composition and its chemical and physiological changes that it be-

hooves physicians at times to explain to mothers why certain precau-

tions should be taken. Therefore the following short reminder of a

public analyst, Dr. J. L. Kerr, of Aberdeen, Scotland, may be of ser-

vice to repeat here :

" Milk consists of a multitude of cells suspended in serum. The
cells are fat cells which form the cream ; the remaining cells are nu-
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cleated and of the nature of white blood corpuscles. The serum con-

sists of water in which is dissolved milk, sugar and serum albumin,,

with various salts, and chief of all, casein. The cells, with the ex-

ception of the fat corpuscles, are all living cells, and they retain their

vitality for a considerable time after the milk is drawn from the-

mammary gland.

" Milk kept a few days maybe perfectly sweet—that is, unsoured,

but it has a different taste and appearance and shows a tendency to-

separate into serum and the more solid portions, which tend to sink

to the bottom of the vessel. This change in taste and emulsification

is due to the death of the white blood corpuscle-like bodies contained

in the milk.
i
' There is reason for supposing that when fresh milk is ingested the

living cells are at once absorbed, without any process of digestion,

and enter the blood stream and are utilized in building up the tissues.

The casein of the milk is digested in the usual way of other albu-

minoids, by the gastric juice, and absorbed as peptone. There is

also absorption of serum albumin by osmosis.

" The chemical result of boiling milk is to kill all the living cells

and to coagulate all the albuminoid constituents. Milk after boiling

is thicker than it was before.

" The physiological results are that all the constituents of the milk

must be digested before it can be absorbed into the system ; there-

fore, there is a distinct loss of utility in the milk, because the living

cells of fresh milk do not enter into the circulation direct, as living-

protoplasm, and build up the tissues direct, as they would do in

fresh unboiled milk.

" In practice it will have been noticed by most medical practition-

ers that there is a very distinctly appreciable lowered vitality in in-

fants which are fed on boiled milk. The process of absorption is

more delayed, and the quantity of milk required is distinctly larger

for the same amount of growth and nourishment of the child than is

the case when fresh milk is used." (Brit. Med. Journ., Vol. II. for

1895, page 1491.)

Naphtol (/?-Xaphtol), in spite of its disagreeable taste, con-

tinues to be recognized by prominent observers as the best of all

intestinal antiseptics. " The action of Beta-Naphtol and Bismuth

Subnitrate as Intestinal Antiseptics " (Brit. Med. Journ., Vol., II.

for 1895, page 1483), was reported on to the Section of Pharmaco-

logy and Therapeutics, at the Annual Meeting of the British Medi-
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cal Association, held in London in July, 1895, by Drs. N. Surveyor

and Vaughan Harley, as follows :

" The investigation to determine the antiseptic value of /?-nap-

thol and bismuth subnitrate was undertaken because, like most other

intestinal antiseptics, they are largely used in intestinal troubles

supposed to be of bacterial origin by one class of practitioners,

while there is a very important class that considers any such attempt

as simply futile, if not dangerous to the patient.

" Diseases of the type of cholera, dysentery, typhoid, summer
diarrhoea of children, which are most probably due to bacterial

infection, or are at least invariably associated with an enormous

increase of one or several types of micro-organisms, are daily being

treated with one or another kind of antiseptic that happens to be

the latest favorite.

" Creosote, carbolic acid, perchloride of mercury have been at

one time or another used extensively and dropped either on account

of their extreme toxicity, or because the clinical results have proved

to be unsatisfactory in some hands

The paper treats of naphtol primarily and

bismuth subnitrate secondarily. The observations were both chemi-

cal and bacteriological. Chemical experiments consisted in esti-

mating the amount and ratio of alkaline and aromatic sulphates

present in urine of man before, during, and after taking either of

the drugs separately or together. The amount of urea was also

estimated at the same time to see how far the body was kept on

nitrogen equilibrium. The method of administration was always

per os in the form of powders

The general result of these experiments was to

show an increase of aromatic sulphates during the time when ft-

naphthol was taken either alone or with bismuth subnitrate. The
total sulphates did not vary much during the same period as com-

pared with normal periods. On the other hand, the alkaline sul-

phates were always diminished under the influence of /J-naphtol.

Consequently, the ratio between alkaline and aromatic sulphates,

which was 10.1 during the normal periods, increased to 10.2 on an

average, and on one occasion even went up as high as 10.4. . .

The results were unfortunately varying. The
bismuth clogs as a rule passed black faeces for some days, then there

would be no blackening for a day or two
;
nevertheless, the color

reappeared although bismuth was continued throughout the period.
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The faeces of the /?-naphtol and bismuth subnitrate dogs showed the

same variations."

Unfortunately no conclusions were drawn by the writers as they

contented themselves simply with the satisfaction that they had
" tried to state the facts as concisely as possible." The experi-

ments, however, are interesting and instructive.

National Formulary of the United States, in its revised

form, has now been issued under the sanction and endorsement of

the Amer. Pharmaceutical Assoc. It is such a valuable and import-

ant compilation to the physician as well as the pharmacist that the

writer not only feels it his duty, but his privilege to call special

attention to it. Surely if practitioners would look more closely

into its scope, and attempt to appreciate its importance to them-

selves in the way of uniform therapeutic results, they could not fail

to make more extended use of it. The Committee have put an

amount of faithful work upon it which cannot possibly be estimated

by the mere printed pages, and they deserve the thanks and the

praise of all who are interested in establishing a scientific basis for

the professions of medicine and pharmacy. The repetition of a

few extracts from the Preface to the First Edition will not be out

of place here :

" It is well known that the remedies for which the Pharmacopoeia

prescribes definite standards, constitute only a limited portion of

the resources of the medical profession in the treatment of the sick.

Without referring to the more ephemeral preparations, or to such

as are of a proprietary character, or are used by the public for self-

medication, there is a large number of others, which are more or

less frequently prescribed by physicians, or demanded by the public,

but which are not recognized by the Pharmacopoeia, either because

they were not deemed by the revisers to be of sufficient importance

to be included in the official work, or because they originated sub-

sequently to the appearance of that work, or for other reasons.

Owing to the absence of an authoritative standard, many of these

unofficial preparations have been, and are being made, after differ-

ent formulae, and in varying strength, so that the pharmacists, par-

ticularly in the larger cities, are compelled to procure and keep on

hand a variety of brands of what is intended to be one and the same

preparation, to satisfy the demands of their patrons, professional or

otherwise. The evils arising from this condition of things are so

well known and so far-reaching in their results, that there is no need
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of any argument in favor of apian which may palliate the existing

evil, chiefly caused by a lack of uniformity, or the want of a com-

mon standard

" While it was at no time contemplated by the Committee as a

whole—though, perhaps, by some individual members—to devise

imitations of any of the popular nostrums of the present day, yet

it was very difficult to decide exactly where the line should be

drawn. Consequently the list will be found to include a small num-
ber of formulas which may recall some of the before-mentioned

preparations, but which are constructed on rational principles, irre-

spective of mere external appearance and taste, and mainly with re-

gard to uniform composition and reliable effect. It is not expected

that these preparations will readily replace, in the eyes of the pub-

lic, the much-advertised nostrums, but it is hoped that if proper

therapeutic effects are expected from them, they will be used or di-

rected to be used in place of the commercial articles, the composi-

tion of which is generally kept secret. A proposition was at one

time made to include in the work definitions and descriptions of the

more important crude drugs and chemicals which have come into

use since the last U. S. Pharmacopoeia was issued. But it was

found that the labor involved in the task already outlined was so

great that no time could be devoted to any further additions. Hence

the project had to be abandoned, though it will be a comparatively

easy matter to incorporate these additions in a subsequent edition.

"In the selection of the particular process of working formula

for each preparation, the Committee has proceeded with all the care

that it was possible to bestow upon it. All suggestions, recommen-

dations and criticisms were carefully and impartially considered,

and, whenever possible, practically tested. It is not to be expected,

however, that the Committee has always succeeded in making the

best selection. Indeed, many of the formula will, no doubt, here-

after, require modification to make them more perfect, after a suf-

ficient time has elapsed to fully test the merits of the different pro-

cesses.

" It is not within the province of the Committee to meddle with

matters of which the medical practitioner or the therapeutist is the

proper and competent judge. In most cases it was sufficient to take

a formula just as it was already in existence, and to adopt it either

entirely without change, or to restrict the modifications to the un-
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essential features without affecting its therapeutic value and merely

with a view to improve its form. There are, however, a number of

preparations in which more radical changes appeared desirable. In

these cases the Committee availed itself of the advise of competent

medical authorities, either by personal interviews or by correspond-

ence.

" The mission which this work is to fulfil can only be properly

accomplished by the co-operation of the medical profession. It is,

therefore, of the greatest importance that the members of this pro-

fession throughout the country be made acquainted with the exist-

ence, contents and objects of this book, and that, if the same be

approved by them, as is confidently expected, they will consent to

accept the preparations made in accordance with the formulae con-

tained therein, instead of designating any special maker's product."

In prefacing the present revised edition of the Formulary, the

Committee state that the " demand for additional formulas has been

carefully considered " " This demand, unfortu-

nately, was in most cases for working formulas for preparations that

have come into current use under fanciful trade-names, and for

which no formulas, other than obscure indications of composition

borne on the labels, are known to pharmacy. The Committee did

not consider it within the scope of their duties to devise and con-

struct formulas for such preparations, the more particularly since

their composition is only imperfectly given, and because the de-

mand for them seems to be dependent upon the skill and industry

with which they are brought to the attention of the medical pro-

fession, rather than upon any intrinsic superiority that they possess

over other medicinal agents. On the other hand, preparations for

which working formulas were suggested to the Committee, were

uniformly subjected to critical experiment, and their formulas em-

bodied in the revised Formulary.
" The Committee has seen fit to embody in this revised edition

the formulas of such preparations as were dropped at the last revision

of the U. S. Pharmacopoeia, since some of these may still continue

to be prescribed in various parts of the country ; on the other hand,

the formulas for all those preparations have been omitted, which

appeared in the first edition of the ' Formulary/ but were subse-

quently introduced into the Pharmacopoeia of 1890/'

Those practitioners who still claim that they are forced to use

proprietary and patented articles because of a fancied belief that sue-
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cessful results will not be obtained otherwise, will do well to occupy

a few moments of their office hours in at least skimming over the

Formulary. They will be surprised at the amount of material they

have ready at hand if they will only take the trouble to inform them-

selves.

The full title of this work is " The National Formulary of Un-
official Preparations. Revised Edition, 1896," which may be obtained

for a small sum in the form of a small separate book of about 200

pages, or to be found in all the general and professional libraries in-

corporated in the closing pages of Vol. 43 of the Proceedings of
the Amer. Pharmaceutical Assoc.

Neurodin (
Acetyl-Para-Oxy-Phenyl-Urethane )—the antineu-

ralgic and analgesic introduced two years ago—has received no at-

tention whatever in the medical and pharmaceutical literature of

the year.

Nosopheil (Tetra-Iodo-Phenol-Phthalein)—the Iodoform sub-

stitute—has received comparatively little attention during the year,,

either abroad or in this country, although the opportunity has been

offered to obtain on abundant supply in the United States. Proba-

bly the most that can be said of its efficiency is that the results re-

ported are "not unfavorable."

Nutrose is the name given to a new food preparation eminat-

ing from Germany, consisting of a neutral compound of Casein

with an alkali. It is reported to be a light, finely-divided, easily

digested powder with a slight cheesy taste, readily dissolving in either

warm milk, water or broth without altering the taste of the fluid,

and obtained by mixing dried Casein with the proper proportion of

Sodium Hydrate, then boiling the whole in 94 per cent. Alcohol

and finally drying. Dr. R. Stiive reports that it contains 13.8 per

cent, of nitrogen. The dose is from 30 to 60 grammes (about 1 to

2 ounces) each day.

It is too new a product to expect any extended clinical reports as

yet.

Orexin (Phenyl-Di-Hydro-Quin-Azoline)—the appetite promo-

ter and stomachic—although practically unnoticed the year pre-

vious, has received more attention during the past year. It is still

difficult, however, to definitely locate the beneficial effects of such

an agent when so many conflicting elements enter into the necessary

accompanying treatment, for it is even often difficult to attribute

as much as a contributing element to the improvement noticed.
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Orphol is the name adopted for /^-Naphtol Bismuth which is

recommended like /^-Naphtol itself as an intestinal antiseptic. It

is reported to contain 26.5 per cent, of /3-Naphtol and 73.5 percent,

of Bismuth Oxide.

It is recommended in doses of 2 to 5 grammes (30.9 to 77.2 grains)

to children, and 5 to 10 grammes (77.2 to 154.3 grains) to adults.

There has been no systematic clinical study reported as yet.

Paraldehyde (officinal) hardly needs any additional testimony

in its favor to prove its almost universal efficiency. However, in-

dividual experiences often bring out points of value and either lead

to more extensive use of the agent or give warning of what not to

do. Dr. D. W. Aitken of Edinburgh, Scotland, writes (Brit. Med.

Journ., Vol. I. for 1896, page 527) :

" In order to the better appreciation of the value of paraldehyde

it seems desirable to emphasize two points :

" 1. It is a wonderfully innocuous drug, and where large doses are

needed it can be well tolerated.

"2. It is an exceedingly efficient calmative and hypnotic.

" To illustrate these points the following cases may be cited :

" Case I.—A female, aged 81, melancholic, with suicidal tend-

ency, was treated with paraldehyde after numerous other sedatives

had been tried with even injurious effects. This patient, for several

months, took more than 1 ounce (once 4 ounces) in the twenty-four

hours. The medicament not only gave great relief, but proved a

most suitable exhibit, for the patient recovered and remained well

for three years.

"Case II.—A female, aged 19, had been epileptic from childhood.

About two years ago the fits became more frequent, often occurring

two or three times a week. At this time she was anaemic, and also

had chronic myringitis. Some improvement followed the treatment

of these affections. The anaemia yielded to iron in the form of

bromide, which, to a slight degree, beneficially influenced the fits.

Some improvement also resulted from change of air. Still the con-

vulsions occurred weekly. One peculiarity about the case was the

prolonged aura. When the fit was to happen she felt upon awak-

ening in the morning very ill, and would continue for hours in

a most wretched condition. She could not describe any special

sensations. Towards midday, or even in the afternoon, the general

convulsions seized her. The wretched feelings never passed off

without the occurrence of a severe fit. There was no suggestion of
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a Jacksonian type. In studying this case the question of warding"

off the fits forced itself upon attention, seeing that so long an inter-

val of warning was given. The idea of producing sleep then sug-

gested itself, but how to avoid the danger of sedatives presented

itself as a most serious difficulty. The favorable experiences of

paraldehyde made one hope that the obstacle could be avoided.

The result was most surprising. After the first dose of 15 minims

she was sound asleep in five minutes, and having enjoyed some rest

she awoke refreshed, and with all disturbance gone. She has still

the threatenings, but even they are not so frequent. She has, on

several occasions, had intervals of one month. This fact, coupled

with the much better general condition of health, shows that while

securing the above-mentioned immense advantage, no bad results

accrue from the treatment. For more than a year she has had no

fit except on one occasion, when no paraldehyde was in the house,

and no one to send for it. She never needs to take more than 30

minims."

Mr. Frederick P. Heard er, M.B., Assistant Medical Officer to

West Eiding Asylum at Wakefield, England, in alluding to Dr.

Aitken's note emphasizing the value of this agent as a hypnotic

and sedative, wishes "to draw attention to a less generally recog-

nized action of the drug—namely, as an antispasmodic in that most

distressing malady—asthma.

" Dr. WT
. Mackie has a note on this action in the British Medical

Journal of January 14, 1893, in twelve cases of spasmodic asthma.

Since that date I have exhibited the drug, with good effect, in about

thirty cases of asthma, including ordinary spasdomic asthma, asthma

with epilepsy, with morbus cordis, with renal disease, with chronic

bronchitis, and in two cases of asthma with pneumonia.
" In the majority of the cases relief was rapid and complete, and

in the remainder the distress was lessened. The dose employed was

45 to 60 minims, one dose being usually sufficient, a few cases need-

ing a further dose of 30 to 45 minims an hour or so later. The
hypnotic action of the drug, also, is of great service, as in so many
cases of asthma the attack comes on in the evening or during the

night.

"Using the above doses, I have never observed any untoward
i action of the drug, but, on the contrary, the breathing has gradu-

ally become easy and normal, the pulse steadied and strengthened,

the patient falling into comfortable sleep.
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"A disagreeable feature of the drug is that it scents the breath

strongly for about twenty-four hours. A point in dispensing is that

the addition of a few drops of alcohol renders paraldehyde perfectly

miscible with water
;
any flavoring tincture can be used for this

purpose. " (Brit. Med. Journ., Vol. I. for 1896, page 725.)

Dr. F. Whitaker, of Point Pleasant, N". J., in referring to Dr.

Hearder's article, relates that at that time he "had a patient suf-

fering from asthma ; now I haven't.

"Mrs. C, aged 60, a washerwoman, robust, was taken with

asthma after getting one heavy cold on top of another until she

had to go to bed. She improved under tonics and poultices to the

lungs, and cough mixtures containing codeine, until I read the

above-mentioned article and decided to try paraldehyde for the re-

maining asthma. I gave her forty-five minims, and the dose was

only taken once, when she was seized with vomiting and all the

signs of collapse. They did not send for me, and, being away the

next day, I did not see her until the second day, when the daugh-

ter told me that her mother had fainted away several times,

had been very weak, and in a cold sweat all the time for the two

nights and day, and that, another physician going by, they had

called him in on the second day. When I saw her, the asthma was

apparently gone, but she looked as though she was thoroughly

used up.

"If Dr. Hearder's cases were all so free from any unpleasant

effect, why was it ?" (A7". Y. Med. Journ.. Vol. LXIIL, page 591.)

Pellotin is a new hypnotic recently brought to the notice of

the medical profession by Dr. F. Jolly, of Berlin, Prussia. It is

not prepared synthetically like its sleep-inducing competitors,

" but is an alkaloid discovered in a species of Mexican cactus called

anhalonium. The natives of Mexico are reported to swallow slices

of this plant to which they give the name of 'Pellote/ and Dr.

Hefter, of Leipsig, has now succeeded in isolating its soporific alka-

loid. Pellotin itself is not soluble in water, but its hydrochlorate

is extremely soluble. Its physiological action was first tried on

frogs and then on mammals, which very soon became unable to

stand or perform spontaneous movements, and shortly afterwards

an increase of the reflexes was observed, followed by tetanic convul-

sions. This action of the drug on animals was not identical with

that which Dr. Hefter observed in himself, for after taking five

centigrammes (three-quarters of a grain) he became very drowsy
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and ultimately fell asleep. The drug was then given by Professor

Jolly to a number of patients in the neurological wards of the

Charite Hospital in Berlin. The first case was that of a man suf-

fering from alcoholic neuritis who, after an injection of four cent-

igrammes became very drowsy, and one hour afterwards he fell

into a sleep which lasted for four hours. Dr. Hefter had observed

in himself a diminished pulse-rate, and the same symptom was per-

ceptible in this patient, during the first hour of whose sleep the

pulse fell to 56 per minute, rising again to 76 before the man awoke.

Another patient with multiple sclerosis took five centigrammes

during the afternoon, and after half an hour he also slept soundly

for several hours. Similar results were obtained in a series of other

cases. In patients suffering from tabes the soporific action was

equally satisfactory, but the pains returned after they woke. In

delirium tremens the effect was less prompt ; in one instance twelve

centigrammes (equal to one and three-quarter grain) were needed

only to tranquillize an excited patient, but no sleep ensued. In

twenty cases of different kinds the remedy was given as a hypnotic

in the evening. Two centigrammes had no effect, but from four

to six were efficacious in producing sleep, and no injurious conse-

quences of any kind were observed. Some patients complained of

giddiness and declined to take the medicine, but the greater num-
ber did not suffer in this way. Professor Jolly says that six centi-

grammes (equal to about one grain) of pellotin are equal to one

gramme (equal to 15
J-
grains) of trional, or two grammes (equal to

31 grains) of hydrate of chloral. The number of cases is yet too

small to justify the formation of a definite opinion as to the new
remedy, but it undoubtedly deserves further trial." (The London
Lancet, Vol. I. for 1896, page 1760.)

Pental (Tri-Methyl-Ethylene)—the anaesthetic for minor oper-

ations— is not having a very smooth path to travel. Although still

used to a limited extent as the anaesthetic in minor short operations,

such use is principally confined to dental practice. Much more

has been reported on it this past year than the year previous. Fatal

cases, however, make up the majority of such reports, and the pro-

portion runs about as follows : 1 in 150, 1 in 149, 3 in 600, 2 in

238—the appalling mortality of 1 in every 162.

In dental practice the approved position of the patient evidently

should be recumbent and not sitting up in the chair, as vascular

depression so frequently occurs.
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Many observers who have watched the physiological behavior of
this anaesthetic are now warning others against its use as being a-

dangerous cardiac depressant. Some even go so far as to claim that

"pental will probably prove a most dangerous anaesthetic.

"

Phenacetin (Para-Acet-Phenetidin), notwithstanding the ex-

anthematous rash often produced, its too frequently reported toxic

effects and its high price especially in this country, has come to

stay. Its efficiency is unquestionable, but no doubt many of the mod-
ified and conflicting therapeutic results reported are due to the quite-

prevalent adulteration with Acetanilid. This adulteration is largely

due to the unreasonably high price charged for it in this country.

The original German manufacturers have secured practically uni-

versal control of it by patented rights, and there is hardly any limit-

to the price they may exact, for it is such a valuable agent that the

physician and public (abuse) must have it.

Phenocoll (Amido-Para-Acet-Phenetidin) the antipyretic

—

and particularly its hydrochlorate continue to be in constant use.

Conflicting reports are still made concerning its use in malarial

fevers of various types, both in infants and adults.

Its value in pertussis has again been emphasized by Dr. A.Martinez

Vargas, Professor of Paediatrics in Barcelona, Spain. He says that

of all the remedies he has used in the treatment of pertussis, none

has been so serviceable in lessening the intensity and the frequency

of the paroxysms, and in preventing complications, as phenocoll

hydrochlorate. Between January, 1894, and July, 1895, he used

the remedy in 42 cases, including a man of twenty-four, a baby

of one month, with patent foramen ovale, an extremely rickety child,

and a girl with broncho-pneumonia and hyperpyrexia. In all these

cases improvement began within twelve hours of the commencement

of the treatment. In one the attacks had fallen from forty-eight

to eight on the second day. .Neither in the most delicate children

nor in the most complicated cases did the remedy cause vomiting,

collapse, or any disagreeable symptom. It was found that the best

mode of administration was in sweetened water, in doses of 1 to 2

grammes (15.4 to 30.9 grains) per day. Absorption is rapid ; elim-

ination by the urine commences within twenty minutes of adminis-

tration, and is completed in fifteen to twenty hours. The specific

effect of Phenocoll appears to be to diminish the severity and num-

ber of the paroxysms. Dr. Vargas believes it to be a sedative to

the trigeminal and superior laryngeal nerve rather than a microbi-
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cide. He utterly condemns the open-air treatment of whooping-

cough as not merely ineffectual, but dangerous.

Piperazin (Di-Ethylene-Di-Amine) is still extolled by many
•observers as an efficient remedy in gout. In fact its chief use at

this time is confined to this affection.

Dr. E. D. Mapother, Cavendish-square, London, England, writes

-as follows to the London Lancet (Vol. I. for 1896, page 384) :

" In October, 1894, I bore testimony for piperazina as a solvent

for urates and a remedy in gout. Since then it has given satisfaction

in most cases, but failed in a few, because, as I am now led to believe,

it was combined with vegetable tinctures or infusions. It appears

that with these it is incompatible. Other practitioners have reported

adversely upon the drug, and probably because it was combined as

above. Dissolved in distilled water or in tabloids and taken on an

•empty stomach it will meet a fair trial. I intend to use it by sub-

cutaneous injection for the dispersion of uratic deposits, which are

so troublesome in the palms especially. It is regrettable that its price

•still ranges as high as 10s. an ounce."

Dr. H. Hager, of Neu-Ruppin, Prussia, writes (The Cliem. and
Drug., Vol. XLIX., page 91) his personal experience as follows :

" My gout appears to be partly hereditary and partly the result of

my sedentary habits. It is remarkable that the malady only showed

itself in my eightieth year, but to make up for this it now twitches

my person all the more virulently. After trying other remedies I

essayed piperazine, and I may say at the outset that I did well thereby.

After using the remedy continually for three or four weeks I at last

experienced the desired result, the pains and serious swellings hav-

ing alike subsided, so that I can walk about in my room again without

•crutches. I eschew acid foods and drinks ; meat I eat sparingly.

" My experience shows that, especially in hereditary gout, piper-

azine must be taken for a long time, as a short treatment has uncer-

tain results, and is often of little or no use. A prolonged employment
of the remedy is without any ill effects on the body, and even doses

of 15 gr. three times a day do not injure the stomach. When the

swellings diminish it is well to continue piperazine for some time

in reduced doses of from 10 to 12 gr. three times a day. Piperazine

may be suitably taken with soda-water. The daily dose should

be divided into several portions, in order that its elimination may
not proceed so soon as when a single large dose is taken. I have

noticed a considerable increase in the efficacy of piperazine by add-

9
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ing, after two or three weeks' applications, a diuretic to the dose.

Excellent for this purpose is a decoction of bean-pods, which can be

taken either with weak coffee or with piperazine and milk, or with

piperazine only. From 4 to 6 dr. of bean-pods may be taken

daily, but only in cases where the diuretic action of piperazine

slackens considerably or ceases altogether. My recent removal from

Frankfort-on-the-Oder to Neu-Euppin I have been able to carry out

without the slightest inconvenience, which was quite unexpected."

The comparative experimental results of the action of Lysidin and

Piperazin as Uric Acid solvents have been alluded to under the

head of the former.

A new proprietary compound with Lithium has been introduced

which is assumed to act more effectually in this combination than

separately. However the proof will have to be very convincing to

make this claim good.

Toxic symptoms have been reported against Piperazin, and as they

may be chiefly due to the quite large range in dose, surely a uni-

formity in the product used must be relied on. On general principles

all comparative data should be obtained with products of the same

therapeutic value.

Pixol, the tar soap " cheap disinfectant 99
of Dr. Raptchevski

alluded to here for the past two years, has quite gone out of use,

but the writer has had his attention called to the fact that Dr. James

E. McKeon, of Medford, Mass., has for many years past made up a

cough mixture known by this name for the want of a better, which

has had at least a local reputation of some value, and no doubt has

spread as fast as it has become known. He apparently does not in

any way desire to restrict the use of his formula, but in strict just-

ice to him all credit should be accorded him for the successful

working out of the proportions to produce the best effects. Unless

some one will suggest a better name to Dr. McKeon, Syrup of Pixol

Compound will have to answer. The formula and mode of prepara-

tion are as follows :

Oil of Tar (Pix Liquida) 3.7 Cc. (1 fluidrachm)

Fluid Extract of Ipecac 15.0 " (4 "
)

Camphorated Tincture of Opium . . . 30.0 " (1 fluidounce)

Glycerin

Syrup of Wild Cherry

Distilled Water
White Sugar

60.0

120.0

150.0

(a

(4

(5

)

)

>

q. s.
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Rub up the Oil with 15.5 G-m. (4 drachms) of Magnesium Car-

bonate, add the FL Ext. Ipecac, Camphor. Tinct. Opium and Water

in order—each gradually—and then add the Syrup and Glycerin.

Incorporate all well together and filter. To the filtrate add enough

sugar to make the product measure 473 Cc. (1 pint).

Pyoktanin (Methyl-Violet)—the anilin dye "pus destroyer"

—is still before the medical profession, but with a varied history.

In affections of the eye and ear it is reported as " occasionally very

satisfactory, but more often disappointing, if not indeed aggravat-

ing/' Many no doubt have discarded it entirely.

Dr. C. Horing, of Stuttgart, Germany, however, speaks strongly

in its favor used as a local application several times daily in the

treatment of diphtheria, even when Antitoxin is used internally in

the severer cases.

Dr. J. Griffith-Davis read some notes on " Its Uses in Malignant

Diseases" (X. Y. Med. Journ., Vol. LXIV., page 482) before the

Alumnae Assoc. of the Woman's Med. College of Penn. in May last,

giving the clinical history of 6 cases which will be instructive to

those who are interested in this agent.

A compound is now offered called Pyoktanin-Mercury, which is

reported of service in chronic gonorrhea. The reports of this at

this time come chiefly from use in the hospitals of Port Said and

Cairo, Egypt.

Pyrantin is the name given to a new substance obtained by
the reaction between Phenacetin and Succinic Acid (the acid ob-

tained by distilling amber). Chemically it is Para-Eth-Oxyl-Phe-

nyl-Succinamic Acid. It is prepared by melting the two ingredi-

ents together and finally boiling with alcohol, from which it crys-

tallizes out in the form of colorless needle-like crystals very spar-

ingly soluble (1317 parts) in cold water and in about 84 parts of

boiling water. Its alkaline salts, however, are all soluble.

Its action is antipyretic, apparently resembling Phenacetin, but

is claimed by Prof. A. Piutti, who introduced it, to be free from
the disadvantages of Phenacetin and other analogous antipy-

retics.

Profs. Renzi, of Naples, and Di Giovanni, of Padua, Italy, both

report finding it especially useful in rheumatic fever in doses of 1 to

3 grammes (15.4 to 46.3 grains) per day. It appears to have no un-

favorable effect on the heart or respiratory organs, and causes no
disturbance of the digestion.
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Pyrantin has no relation to Pyretine, alluded to here for the past

two years as being the largely-advertised antipyretic and analgesic

mixture of Acetanilid, Caifein, Calcium Carbonate and Sodium
Bicarbonate.

Pyrantin is too recent an agent to expect any extended clinical

reports as yet.

Quinosol (Chinosol) is the name given to a new neutral anti-

septic compound of Oxyquinolin with Tricresol, introduced as a

substitute for Carbolic Acid, Corrosive Sublimate and Lysol. It is

said to contain 33 per cent, of Quinolin and 17 per cent, of Tricre-

sol. It is presented in the form of a powder, and is readily soluble

in water. It has a slight but not disagreeable odor, and is claimed

to be non-toxic and without irritating or caustic effects.

Its chief use has been in the gynaecological practice of Prof. R.

Kossmann, of Berlin, Prussia, who reports favorably upon it. He
states that a 1 to 4,000 solution prevents the development of the

staphylococcus pyogenes aureus. A minor objection to it appears

to be the yellow staining of the skin, linen and instruments, but

such may be easily removed with water. It is not only used in solu-

tion but as a dusting powder on wounds.

The results of Prof. Kossmann have been questioned by other ob-

servers, and there has been more or less of a controversial spirit

started concerning the claims of both sides. This is not scientific

investigation, and whereas the truth about this agent as well as any

other will no doubt ultimately be established, still it does neither

side any good to talk or write indiscreetly, as progress is not made

in that line.

This agent has recently been given another name :
" Kresochin."

Roentgen Rays have become such household words through-

out the whole scientific world that it would seem rather superfluous

to attempt to explain in detail here the phenomena and results ob-

tained, but if one looks back over the various articles and para-

graphs which have appeared in print up to the present time, it will

be evident that little has appeared in a connected way, giving the

various progressive steps by which the present results were reached.

Most of the articles and extracts have been more or less disjointed,

and generally apply to a special branch or application giving little

of a preliminary historical explanation, but trusting to the fact that

all such information has been obtained elsewhere. It will therefore

perhaps not be out of place to reprint here for the sake of future
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reference such an account as given by Mr. A. D. Risteen, Associate

Editor of The Locomotive :

" History does not record a case in which a scientific discovery

has aroused a more sudden and widespread interest than that an-

nounced a short time ago by Dr. Wilhelm Konrad Roentgen, of

Wiirtzburg, Germany. His discovery was (as everybody knows)

that it is possible to produce a hitherto unknown kind of rays, which

resemble light rays in some particulars, but which are nevertheless

quite different from them in many important respects. They can-

not be directly perceived by the eye, but they are capable of affect-

ing a photographic plate. Dr. Roentgen, being of a mathematical

turn of mind, modestly designated his rays by the letter ' X/ to

signify that they were 'unknown/ Doubtless some better name
will be found when their true nature has been discovered ; but for

the present the scientific world prefers to know them as ' Roentgen

rays.

'

"Much has been written about these rays in the scientific and

popular press, so that nearly everybody may be supposed to have a

fair idea of the whole subject : but many of the articles that have

appeared have been written by persons who had no actual experi-

mental knowledge of the discovery, and the result is, that the real

facts have in many cases been confused with mere idle speculations

having no sound foundation. For this reason it has been thought

well to prepare for the Locomotive an article which should set forth

the main facts of the discovery, as at present known.
" In the first place it is necessary to have a clear understanding

of the ' Crookes tube/ that is used to generate the rays, and to gain

such an understanding we must know something about the mole-

cular theory of gases. A gas, according to the best modern ideas,

consists in a vast number of little elastic particles called molecules,

which are flying about in all directions with great speed, and inces-

santly colliding with one another, and bounding apart again. The
average distance that these particles travel, between successive col-

lisions, is called their 'average free path/ In atmospheric air,

under ordinary conditions of temperature and pressure, the average

' free path ' of the molecules is only about .000,003 of an inch ; and

in hydrogen gas, under the same conditions, the average ' free path*

is about .000,007 of an inch. By lessening the density of the gas

in a given enclosure, by means of an air pump, we can increase the

average ' free path/ however, as much as we please. If a great
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number of bullets were fired at random into a forest, they would
not go so far, on an average, if the forest were very dense, as they

would if the trees were only thinly distributed. The same idea

holds true in a gas ; and if we should pump out all of the air from
a glass bulb except, say, the millionth part of what was originally

there, the average ' free path' of

the molecules that were left would
be a million-fold greater than be-

fore. That is, the average 'free

path' would become three inches,

instead of only .000,003 inch, as

at first.

" A vacuum of this degree of

perfection cannot be obtained by

means of the ordinary piston air-

pump, and recourse has to be had,

for this purpose, to some form of

mercury pump. The form devised

by Sprengel is illustrated in Fig.

1. It consists in a long, upright

glass tube, through which mer-

cury is allowed to flow, drop by

drop. A side pipe leads out from

the long tube to the apparatus

from which the air is to be re-

moved. As the mercury falls down
through the upright tube, a little

air is carried away, each time, be-

tween the successive drops ; and

after a while the exhaustion be-

comes very perfect. The pump is

very positive in its action ; and as

it contains no valves of any sort,

leakage is practically impossible,

Fig. 1.—A Sprengel Pump.
if the connections are once made

tight. When a satisfactory vacuum has been obtained, the apparatus

that is being exhausted is sealed up by means of a blow-pipe flame,

at the point indicated by the arrow.

"It might be thought that when all the air in a glass bulb had

been removed, except the last millionth, it would be impossible to
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•detect that remaining fraction by any means at our command.

Such, however, is not the fact. A vacuum of this sort still con-

tains about 100,000,000,000,000 molecules in every cubic inch of

Fig. 2.—A Crookes Tube in Operation.

its volume; and hence it is very far indeed from being a ' vacuum 9

in the metaphysical sense of the word. In fact, the English phys-

icist, William Crookes, showed that when the i free path ' of the

.molecules is measurable in inches (as it is in these high vacua), a
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great many new and interesting phenomena may be observed. In
the course of his experiments, he constructed bulbs of the greatest

variety of shapes, one of which is shown in Fig. 2. This bulb consists-

of a sphere of glass, into one side of which a round metallic electrode is

inserted, as shown at the right in the figure. Three other electrodes,

consisting simply of straight wires, are melted in at other points, as-

shown ; and the whole tube is exhausted to about one one-millionth

of the original pressure, as already stated. When the electrode on

the right is connected with the negative pole of a powerful electri-

cal apparatus (either an induction coil or a static machine) capable

of giving a voltage of 100,000 volts or more, the other pole of the

machine being connected with any one of the remaining three elec-

trodes of the tube, the tube assumes a very beautiful appearance,

which can only be rudely suggested in the engraving. The mole-

cules which chance to come in contact with the disk-shaped elec-

trode are electrified negatively, and are violently repelled towards

the center of the bulb. If the air within the bulb was of the or-

dinary density, these molecules that fly off from the electrode could

only travel about three one-millionths of an inch before colliding

with their neighbors ; but in the tube as actually constructed with

the high vacuum within, they can travel clear across, so as to strike

the glass on the opposite side. The course of these molecules, as

they stream across the tube, is indicated by a pale purplish beam or

streak of light, which is known as the ' cathode ray ; ' and where-

they strike against the glass, they cause it to shine with considerable

brilliance, as indicated by the bright spot on the left. The 'cathode

ray' is unchanged in appearance, whether the positive wire of the-

electrical machine is connected at the lower electrode, or at the up-

per one, or at the one on the left.*

" To show the reality of the stream of flying particles that are-

traveling across the tube along the course of the ' cathode ray/

Crookes devised a great many forms of apparatus, one of which is

shown in the diagram in Fig. 3. It consists of a glass tube within

which there is a very light paddle wheel which can roll back and

forth on a pair of glass rails. When this tube is connected with the

electrical machine, as indicated in the diagram, the 'cathode ray*

* We are well aware that Hie explanation of the "cathode ray " that we have

here suggested is by no means universally admitted to be true. It is ihe one

suggested by Crookes himself, however, and as no better explanation has yet

been offered, we have no hesitation in repeating his theory in regard to it.
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proceeds from the left-hand electrode horizontally towards the right

;

and when the swiftly moving molecules that compose it beat against

the vanes of the paddle-wheel, the wheel is made to rotate, so as to-

roll down the tube toward the right-hand extremity of the rails.

If the electrical machine be then reversed so that the negative ter-

minal is at the right, the wheel may be made to revolve in the op-

posite direction, and roll back to its starting point. In this form

of tube, as in the preceding, it will be noticed that it is the cathode

(or negative electrode) that is primarily concerned in the production

of the phenomena. The positive electrode, or anode, appears to be

of minor importance. This is true of all Crookes tubes, and is one

of their most marked features.

"As might naturally be supposed, these strange phenomena of

the ' cathode ray ' have attracted very wide attention among scien-

Fig. 3.

—

Crookes "Railavay" Tube.

tific men, and have formed the basis of numerous interesting ex-

perimental researches. Of these various researches one of the most

striking is that carried out by the young German physicist, Lenard,

who was assistant to Dr. Heinrich Hertz at the time of that phi-

losopher's death . Lenard seems to have been impressed with the

idea that it is possible to make the ' cathode ray ' come out of the

vacuum tube, into the open air. The explanation of the ' cathode

ray ' that we have given above, would seem to preclude any such

possibility ; but Lenard worked at the problem patiently until he

at last found that if the vacuum tube be provided with a very thin

pane of aluminum, at the place where the ' cathode ray ' strikes

it, his hopes could be realized, and the 'ray' could be made to

continue through the thin sheet of aluminum, so as to be visible

outside of the tube. Lenard's apparatus is shown in Fig. 4. It

consists of a vacuum tube, exhausted to about the millionth of one

atmosphere, and provided with two electrodes, the positive one, or
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i anode/ being composed of a short piece of brass tubing, while

the negative one, or ' cathode,' consists in a small circular disk,

as shown. When the electrical machine is in action, the i cathode

ray ' is seen streaming away to the left, as a faint horizontal beam
of light (represented in the diagram by the parallel broken lines).

The tube is closed, at the left, by a metal cap, the central part of

which consists of the thin piece of aluminum foil, already referred

to. The whole apparatus was surrounded by screens, as indicated,

so as to shut off all the light that proceeds directly from the tube

itself. When the apparatus, thus arranged, is set in action in a

-darkened room, the ' cathode ray ' is seen to emerge into the air

.at the left of the tube, in the form of a diffuse brush of light, as

represented by the diverging broken lines. Lenardfound that this

brush of light is

Fig. 4.

—

Lenard's Apparatus.

y a mag-

net. He also found

that it affects a

photographic
plate, and he in-

vestigated the

transparency (or

opacity) of various

substances for it,

and gave a table

of the results. One

of his experiments is strikingly similar to Roentgen's. Finding

that glass is relatively opaque to the ( cathode ray/ and aluminum

relatively transparent, he placed a photographic plate inside of an

.aluminum box, and laid a piece of glass upon it. He placed this

apparatus so that the ' cathode ray' should fall upon it, and after

.a time he developed the plate, and found that the ' cathode ray

'

had passed through the metallic box and affected the sensitive

plate everywhere except where it had been protected by the com-

paratively opaque slip of glass.

" Roentgen had been repeating the experiments of Orookes, Hit-

torff, Lenard and others, and in the course of his work he was led to

the discovery that the vacuum tubes produce tivo kinds of radiation,

one being the previously known ' cathode ray/ and the other the now

famous 1 X-rays/ The X-rays resemble the cathode ray in some

particulars, but differ from it in the important respect that they are
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not deflected by a magnet. Roentgen tried to find out what part of

the vacuum tube his newly-discovered rays came from, and he was

led to the conclusion that they are generated at the spot where the

cathode ray strikes against the inner surface of the glass wall of the

vacuum tube. This idea is illustrated in Fig. 5, which shows, at

the same time, the way in which Roentgen pictures are taken. A
plate-holder containing a sensitive plate is placed upon the table,

the slide of the plate-holder remaining closed throughout the ex-

periment (it being transparent

to the X-rays, although opaque

to ordinary light). Upon the

slide of the plate-holder the op-

erator places the object whose

image he wishes to obtain, and

the Crookes tube is suspended

a few inches above the whole in

such a way that the cathode ray

is directed downward towards

the plate-holder. The electric-

al machine is then set in action

for from twenty minutes to an

hour, according to the exposure

that is considered necessary,

and the sensitive plate is after-

ward developed in the dark-

room in the usual way. A
shadow-picture of the object is

then found to have been pro-

duced upon the plate through the seemingly opaque slide of the

plate-holder. The curious effects obtained in the Roentgen shadow-

pictures are due simply to the fact that substances that are opaque

to light may be transparent to the X-rays, and vice versa.

" Professors Rowland and Carmichael have carefully investigated

the source of the X-rays, and their conclusions concerning this point

differ widely from those reached by Roentgen himself. They find

that in some tubes the rays emanate from the anode, or positive

electrode, and that the cathode ray has nothing to do with them.

So broad a difference as this in the results reached by different com-

petent observers, suggests that in all probability the form of the

tube has something to do with the place where the rays originate.

Fig. 5.

—

Showing the Relation
of the Roentgen Rays to

the Cathode Ray.
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" We need say nothing about the application of X-ray pictures to

surgery, because that phase of the subject has been discussed in

great detail by the press in general. Our own interest in the dis-

covery, apart from the purely scientific interest that it must arouse

in every educated person, lies in the possibility it offers of detecting

flaws, blowholes and other imperfections in metals ; but at present

this can only be done on a small scale, with very thin specimens.

Iron and steel are so opaque that a far more powerful source of the

X-rays must be found before the method can be successfully applied

to braces and man-hole frames.

" Various suggestions have been made concerning the nature of

the X-rays, but none of them have been proved to be true. The most

that can be said is, we think, that the X-rays are not in any sense

identical with light. All the kinds of light that we know about

exist in sunlight ; and yet there are no X-rays in sunlight, so far

as has yet been discovered. It is true that their existence in the

sun's light has been repeatedly announced ; but the various 4
dis-

coveries ' of this sort that have been made will not bear examina-

tion. A plate-holder that gives a shadow-picture in sunlight simply

has too thin a slide. If a piece of yellow paper and a piece of

glass be exposed to the sun on such a plate-holder, a strong image

is cast by the yellow paper, and hardly any at all can be found under

the glass. This shows that it is ordinary light that does the work

in this case. If the X-rays did it, the glass would cast a strong

shadow, and the image of the paper would not be distinguishable.

" The first fact that Roentgen discovered about his rays was,

that they are capable of exciting a sort of fluorescence, or phos-

phorescence, in certain substances. This led immediately to the

construction of a fluorescent screen, on which the X-ray images

could be seen directly by the eye. Roentgen's lead in this direction

was followed by Professor Salvioni, of Rome, who devised a practi-

cal instrument for this purpose, which he called the ' cryptoscope/

Mr. Edison has since done good work in this direction, still further

improving Salvioni's apparatus by substituting tungstate of cal-

cium, as the fluorescent substance, for the compound of barium

that Roentgen and Salvioni had used.

" In closing, we must caution our readers against the sensational

' discoveries
9 that have been reported with such frequency by the

daily press. The few real facts that have been learned about the

X-rays since Roentgen's first paper appeared are all of a purely sci-
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entific character, and not one of them would have the least interest

to the genera] public. The most conspicuous thing that has been

done, from the popular point of view, is that the technique of the

exposure and development have been much improved, so that we
can get better pictures now than we could at first." *

Now as to special applications, this discovery is no doubt likely

to open up a most promising field so far as medicine and sur-

gery are concerned. Already many startling results have been

accomplished, not in perfection of course, but surely sufficiently

satisfactory to furnish an insight to the possibilities. Only a few

of the prominent preliminary accomplishments can be mentioned

here. For instance, the difference between a biliary and a uric

acid calculus has been shown in their permeability to these rays.

We can readily speculate on the important possibilities of the fur-

ther study in this line alone. The measurement of the pelvis, the

location of the various organs of the body, as well as bullets and

other foreign bodies within the body, with fairly satisfactory pre-

cision, are all too familiar to the practitioner to need repetition here,

and many observers are fast reporting more gratifying exactness.

Prof. F. Ottolenghi has suggested {Epitome Brit. Med. Journ.,

Vol. I. for 1896, page 53), " that the supposed power of seeing

through opaque media, etc., which is claimed by certain hysteri-

cal, somnambulistic or trance subjects may have some objective

basis in the light of the recent discoveries of Roentgen. The au-

thor supposes that in the more or less extra-normal conditions of

the nervous system obtaining in this class of patient, the retina may
be sensitive to the X-rays, which, under ordinary conditions, fail

to produce any impression. This suggestion is only meant by the

author to apply to such cases as are inexplicable in any other way,"

but undoubtedly it is a fruitful field for the specialist to investi-

gate.

" Dr. Robert L. Bowles read a paper before the Camera Club, on

March 12th, on ' Roentgen Rays and Reflected Solar Light/ He
found that reflected luminous or photo-chemical rays, as well as the

X-rays, penetrate the human skin into the deeper tissues beneath,

and produce great and important changes. That it is light, and not

* The writer desires to take this additional opportunity to again thank not

only Mr. A. D. Risteen, but also the Publishers of The Locomotive, for their

courtesy and generosity in not only permitting the use of their article, but in

presenting the above cuts for illustration.
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heat merely, which causes sunburn he proved by the following facts:

In Alpine climbing, the sun on snow burns more quickly than on

rocks or heated valleys, although the heat necessarily must be occu-

pied in melting the snow and thus becomes latent. Glass and iron

workers, though exposed to a much greater heat than is experienced

on a sunny snow slope, do not become sun-burned. Prof. Tyndall

when experimenting with the electric light at the North Foreland

Lighthouse was more sun-burned than in any Alpine snow, although

there was no snow or heat at the time. Dr. Bowles' conclusions

were : that heat qua heat is not the cause of sunburn ; that it is-

most probably caused by the violet or ultra-violet rays ; that these

are modified by snow and by altitude ; that sunburn, snow-blind-

ness, and sun-stroke are caused by the penetrating effects of lum-

inous and actinic rays ; that rays from the electric light produce the

same effects as rays reflected from snow ; that various pigments,

chiefly those containing red and yellow, stop or alter reflected lum-

inous rays ; that freckles, which are the milder effects of luminous

rays, stop the penetration of those rays through the skin ; and that

the sometimes very serious inflammatory changes in sunburn and
' summer eruptions ' are due to the penetration of reflected luminous-

rays through the skin to the deeper tissues beneath. His observa-

tions lead him to conclude that the X-rays are modifications only

of ordinary light, and that their further elucidation must go hand

in hand with a further inquiry into the profound changes caused by

reflection/' (The London Lancet, Vol. II. for 1896, page 492.)

It looks probable from reports already made that this discovery

will prove of greater use in dentistry than in surgery, for, as pointed

out by Mr. F. Harrison, of England, the methods only need sim-

plifying to enable dentists to observe in their patients what was

only possible until recently in the dead subject. The genesis of

the teeth, the construction of artificial crowns, the anomalies of

roots, the difficult eruption of wisdom teeth, and many other con-

ditions of organs which are enveloped in tissue that is opaque under

ordinary conditions, are said to become visible by the illumination

of the X-rays. For practical purposes, of course, a cryptoscope

will be found simpler in use and more generally satisfactory than

the photographic process, and Mr. Harrison proposes to experiment

with an apparatus of that description.

Dr. W. J. Morton, of New York, points out that by these Rays

each errant fang is distinctly placed, however deeply imbedded
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within its alveolar socket ; teeth before their eruption stand forth

in plain view ; an unsuspected exostosis is revealed ; a pocket of

necrosis, of suppuration, or of tuberculosis is revealed in its ex-

act outlines ; the extent and area and location of metallic fillings

are sharply delineated, whether above or below the alveolar line.

The pulp-chamber is beautifully outlined, and erosions and enlarge-

ments may be readily detected.

Not many months ago it was too hurriedly claimed that much had

been accomplished by the application of these Rays to various forms

of microbes for their destruction, but the claims were apparently

too general, for whereas a great deal may very reasonably be ex-

pected, possibly in the very near future, from what is already

demonstrated in this line of research, some of the results have been

temporarily disappointing. At a recent " meeting of the Paris

Academy of Sciences a paper by M. Lortet, professor at the Lyons

Faculty of Medicine, on the subject of the action of the Roent-

gen rays on certain microbes, was read by M. Chauveau. After

inoculating snakes with the Koch bacillus, M. Lortet submitted

the point of inoculation, after a lapse of several days and on vari-

ous occasions, to the X-rays. He has found that each time there

was a marked improvement in the general state of the subject sub-

mitted to the experiment. M. Chauveau added that he reported

the result of M. Lortet's researches under all reserve, but mentioned

that animals which had been inoculated but not subjected to the

Roentgen rays suffered the usual result of the inoculation. M. Bar-

thelot inquired if M. Lortet had experimented on subjects suffering

from erysipelas, this malady presenting superficial and visible mani-

festations ; and he considered that it would be interesting to follow

the evolutions of a case under the influence of the X-rays. M.
Chauveau could not say if such an experiment had been made, and

he considered the researches too incomplete yet to form a definite

opinion upon them." (The Chem. and Drug, Vol. XLIX., page 5.)

In its application to botany Mr. George J. Burch reports (Nature,

Vol. 54, page 111), that by suitably arranging the exposure and devel-

opment, it has been found possible to show the ovules inside the ovary

in an unopened bud, the seeds within a seed vessel, and even the veins

upon the white petal of a flower. Apparently these results are due to

refraction and reflection of the Rays when the incidence is suffi-

ciently oblique. Similar indications are visible in a photograph of

a fish's eye prepared by Mr. Yetts, in which there is a narrow dark
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shadow that can only be due to internal total reflection, whilst the

feathers are seen in a picture of a bird by Mr. Soper, and a print of

•a foot, developed by Mr. Herbert, shows the fabric of the stocking.

Mr. Burch says he is directing his experiments with the view of

photographing the soft tissues of the human body.

Some phenomena observed by Mr. T. C. Porter, of Eton College,

and also reported in Nature (Vol. 54, page 110), seem to indicate

that the Rays are of two kinds. To one kind, designated x lf flesh

is fairly transparent, and bone opaque, but to the others, distin-

guished as x
2 , flesh seems nearly if not quite as opaque as bone.

Under ordinary circumstances, in the cold, most of the Rays emit-

ted from an excited tube are x 19 but if the tube be heated the pro-

portion of those is diminished, and more of x
2
are emitted. Wood

and paper seem fairly transparent to the r^
2 -Rays, but glass is very

opaque, and aluminum much more opaque than to the a^-Rays.

It is possible that the #
2 -Rays may be related to the x

t
in the same

kind of way that red is related to violet light.

It is definitely claimed that brick-dust can be detected in cayenne

pepper, sand in spices and chalk in flour. Mr. W. Arnold, of Ans-

bach-Erlangen, Bavaria, " has tried whether #-Rays could be used

to detect impurities in foodstuffs and other substances, and he

points out that although carbohydrates, fats, and aniline colors are

transparent to the Rays, yet small differences are to be detected,

and the vegetable oils can thus be classified as follows :—1, castor

;

2, almond ; 3, olive
; 4, poppy ; 5, sesame ; 6, cottonseed, and whilst

the difference between 2 and 5 is scarcely noticeable, castor oil was

considerably more transparent than the others. Butter was the

least transparent of the fats, then lard, the most transparent being

margarine. Mixtures of various fats in different proportions also

behaved differently as regards the #-Rays. With vegetable matter

it was found that the transparency decreased with the increase of

ash, and saffron absorbed the least, but pepper the most Rays.

Adulterations of spices with earths, ochre, sand, etc., or of flour

with chalk, fluor-spar, or heavy spar were clearly recognizable. Gel-

atin stained with aniline dyes could be arranged in the following

order : 1, methylene blue
; 2, cyanine

; 3, methyl violet
; 4, eosine

;

5, fuchsine
;

G, mode brown
; 7, orange

; 8, chrysaniline
; 9, fluor-

escine, so that the brightest colors are the least transparent. With

wines the transparency decreased with the increase in the amount

of sugar. With all liquids the absorptive power increased with the
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specific gravity ; in the case of the elements with the atomic weight.

The acid radicals had considerable influence on salts and arseniates
;

sulphates and phosphate show much greater absorption than chlor-

ides." (Pharm. Journ., Vol. III., Fourth Series, page 13.)

" The Queen of Portugal, who is celebrated as a pursuer of the

various fads of the hour, has been experimenting with this discovery.

She has detailed the ladies of her court to serve as subjects, and has

been making pictures of their skeletons. It seems that these gave

such an alarming insight into the distortion wrought by tight lac-

ing, that the female nobility of Portugal rushed to order gowns six

or eight inches wider in their belt measure. It would be a curious

instance of the unexpected turns of human affairs if tight lacing,

denounced in vain by medicos and moralists, should finally be sup-

pressed by Dr. Roentgen's invention, and fashion should turn to

the Venus de Milo as her ideal of figure." (Medical News, Vol.

LXIX., page 328.)

Ttesorcin (officinal) has probably been used less if anything dur-

ing the past year. However it is still claimed of value by the der-

matologists.

Resorcinol is the name given by Prof. Bielaieff for the com-

pound resulting from melting together at 104°-110° C. (219.2°-230°

F.) equal volumes of Resorcin and Iodoform. First the Resorcin

melts and then slowly combines with the Iodoform. The product

when powdered is reddish-brown in color, with a definite but not

disagreeable odoiyis only partially soluble in water, but completely

so in ether. Its advantages are that it is less caustic than Resorcin

and not only has a less disagreeable odor than Iodoform, but has

less toxic action.

Prof. Bielaieff recommends its use especially in cases where fre-

quent changes in wound dressings are undesirable and in suppurat-

ing wounds where disintegration of tissue is marked.

Saffron as a medicinal agent is still being discussed, and many
continue to claim that it is practically useless and therefore should

be dropped. The Committee now working on the new British

Pharmacopoeia has been appealed to by Indian practitioners to omit

it from the new edition and thus exclude it from any preparations

which have hitherto contained it. The U. S. Pharmacopoeia of 1870

dropped it from the composition of the old Huxham's Tincture

(and have not restored it since), but retained it in the body of the

1890 edition simply for the purpose of making a tincture. Although
10
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many claim it was of little avail in Huxham's Tincture, still there

are others who maintain that it has its appropriate effects therapeut-

ically, and that sufficient investigation was not made before its

erasure. In verification of this, all that is necessary to do is to

conscientiously compare the therapeutic effects of the two prep-

arations in the frequent cases for its application which every practi-

tioner must have in his practice. One of the principal arguments

for dropping its use is its increasing high price.

The crocus crop of Gatinais, France, has been badly affected this

year by an attack of a fungus (Rhizoctonia violacea), which is one

of the reasons for the high price. Professor F. Heim, of Paris,

suggests the cultivation of Tritonia aurea, Poppe, an iridaceous

plant the stigmata of which contain the same coloring principles

as saffron. He has examined the proposed saffron substitute, and

finds that the crocin, crocose (a sugar), and crocetine are identical

with those of saffron, and he has also obtained from the tritonia

stigmata a substance analogous to the colorless crystalline and bitter

glucoside of saffron—picrocroceine. Professor Heim is convinced

from all his observations that the culture of Tritonia aurea would

be successful, as it is not attacked by the fungus. The plant is a

native of Central Africa and the tropics. It is hardy, and would

stand the French climate well.

Salaktol (Salactol)—1 io Hydrogen Dioxide Solution, Sodium

Salicylate and Sodium Lactate (proportions not given)—has not

been heard of in the medical and pharmaceutical literature of the

year.

Saligenin (produced synthetically from Phenol and Formalde-

hyde) has received no attention during the past year.

Salipyrin (reported to be a true Salicylate of Antipyrin) has

been practically unheard of during the past year. Nothing has yet

appeared to warrant the retention of this separate, made-up com-

pound.

Salol (Phenyl Salicylate)—officinal—continues to be used more

largely in surgical practice, and its study has been pretty closely

confined in that line.

Prof. Manceau points out that the powerful action of Salol as

against microbes is due to its splitting up, in any alkaline medium,

into Salicylic and Sulpho-Carbolic Acids. Its internal use requires

caution in fevers, in acute or chronic diseases of the kidney and

arthritic cases with cuticular congestions. By utilizing its pro])-
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erty of melting at 42° C. (107.6° F.), Drs. Reynier and Isch-Wall

have combined it with various other microbicides, and found a

number of new antiseptics of which the type is liquid Iodoformed

Salol.

At a meeting of the Paris Chirurgical Society on April 1st last,

Dr. Reynier called attention to the use of this combination. He
said :

" Three years ago, I laid before you the results of my experiments

with a mixture of Salol and Iodoform, for the purpose of rendering

aseptic infected ragged cavities, such as cold abscesses, fistulous

paths and large bony cavities, referring to several cases in which I

had obtained good results from th's method of treatment. Since

then I have on many occasions successfully resorted to injections of

iodoform salol in the treatment of osseous tuberculosis, filling up

the cavities resulting from curettage of the affected bones with the

mixture of salol and iodoform, as described.

" One of these cases is particularly interesting, because I had an

opportunity of examining the region treated in this manner two

years after the injection of iodoform salol. The patient was a

man operated upon at the Tenon Hospital for the relief of diffuse

tuberculosis of the tibia. On the occasion of my first operation I

merely plugged the cavity with iodoform gauze, and the patient

was discharged two months later, apparently cured, but within a

few months he returned with a fresh abscess, which again necessi-

tated having recourse to curettage. This time I filled up the cavity

i with a mixture of salol and iodoform. Union was obtained by first

intention, and the patient left the hospital, restored to health, a

fortnight after the second intervention. Two years later he was

admitted into Prof. Le Dentn/s wards with diffuse tubercular lesions

of the tibia of such a character as to necessitate amputation of the

leg. When this operation was performed, the plug of iodoform

i salol introduced at the time of my second operation was discovered,

and the cavity containing it was found to be free from disease"

(The Medical Week, Vol. IV., page 190).

In discussing these remarks, Dr. Felizet said :

" I have experimented on dead bodies with injections into the

1 1 areolar tissue of the great trochanter, without being able to pene-

- trate further than 3 centimetres with a pressure of 120 millimetres

of mercury. I do not believe therefore that the action of the iodo-

I form salol with which Dr. Reynier fills up a bony cavity can extend
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very far in the osseous tissue. It doubtless simply remains in the

cavity as an aseptic foreign body."

Finally Dr. Routier ventured to remark :

"In my opinion, the success obtained by Dr. Reynier is due to

his careful curettage of the diseased parts, rather than to any bene-

ficial action of the iodoform salol.

Prof. Berman recently gave an account of Labadie-Lagrave's

method in using a mixture of Salol and Antipyrin as a hemostatic

in intrauterine applications. The mixture is dark-brown in color

and is obtained by heating the two ingredients together. The
application is made two or three times in succession, and no pain

or disagreeable effects have been noted. Rarely is a second series

of applications necessary. Better results are reported with this

mixture than with any other mode of treatment. In fungous

endometritis, curetting should precede the applications. The mix-

ture appears to be not only a hemostatic but an antiseptic, and

prevents relapses.

Prof. W. E. Fothergill, of Edinburgh, Scotland, gives a table-

spoonful three times a day of the following mixture in post-partum

irritability of the bladder :

Salol 7.5 grammes (2 drachms)

Tinct. of Hyoscyamus ... 7.5 " (2 "
)

Infusion of Buchu sufficient to make 175.0 Cc. (about 6 fluidounces)

In the treatment of ulcers, Salol dissolved in Vaseline affords an

efficient antiseptic application, and apparently causes no irritation

but promotes rapid healing.

An efficient ointment for chapped hands which includes Salol in

its composition is mentioned under Menthol.

Prof. 0. Bozzolo recommends the hypodermic injection of from 2

to 4 syringefuls daily of the following solution in the treatment of

rheumatic affections

:

Salol 1 gramme (15.4 grains)

Salophen (Acetyl-Para-Amido-Salol)—containing 51 per cent

of Salicylic Acid—has much increased in usefulness during th«

past year. It appears to have well established itself as the safe anti-

rheumatic agent in all but chronic cases.

Dr. Augustin lluot, of Paris, France, has confirmed the useful

Chloroform

Sterilized Almond Oil

1

8

(15.4 "
)

(about 2 drachms)
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ness of Salophen in cases of acute articular rheumatism, in which

it is preferable to Salicylate of Sodium, as it exercises no irritant

action on the stomach or the kidneys. It appears to act as a gentle

laxative on the bowels.

His conclusions are : 1. Salophen must be looked upon as a

remarkable succedaneum of Salicylate of Soda. It possesses all of

its beneficial properties against the articular manifestations of acute

and subacute rheumatism.

2. While it has the same curative effects as Sodium Salicylate,

Salophen has none of its inconveniences. It is well tolerated by the

organism : it does not irritate the stomach and causes no nervous

disturbances.

3. In cases of chorea it has given such good results that it appears

to be indicated in the treatment of that disease.

4. It acts very efficaciously in the various algias (cephalalgia,

neuralgia and notably sciatica and migraine).

5. Its mode of administration is simple. The dose varies accord-

ing to the affections that are to be treated ; but the average dose

ranges from 3 to 4 grammes (46.3 to 61.7 grains) in twenty-four

hours, in divided doses.

Dr. Harry S. Pearse, of Albany, N. Y., reports a very interesting

series of 14 cases of acute articular rheumatism in which this agent

is well supported in comparison with Sodium Salicylate. He con-

cludes by saying : .

" I do not mean to underestimate the value of the salicylate treat-

ment ; vast clinical researches have proved its great worth, but we

are all compelled to recognize the dangers attending its careless use.

If salophen will act as well in a prolonged and thorough trial as it

has in my small series, and continue devoid of dangerous properties,

it will eventually replace completely more dangerous methods of

treatment.

" For the following table of the consumption of the four leading

anti-rheumatics in Bellevue Hospital since the advent of salophen,

I am gratefully indebted to Dr. Charles Rice, chemist to the Depart-

ment of Public Charities in New York :

Acid salicylic. lbs.

Sodium salicylate. . lbs.

Salophen ozs.

Oil of gaultheria . . .lbs.

1892. 1893. 1894. 189*.

93 157 12.5 170
83 87 56 60
8 175 None. 430

18 16f 22
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" To use the doctor's words :
' These figures are remarkable. It

seems as if in 1894 rheumatism had been quite rare. Or else some
other treatment was used/

"The broad sphere of usefulness of the acid in subacute cases,

in the form of ointments and as an antiseptic, accounts for the

large amount used.

" The field of employment of salophen in Bellevue has been con-

fined pretty closely to acute rheumatic cases, and the increase in the

amount used seems to bear testimony to its growing favor." {N. Y.

Med. Joarn.y Vol. LXIIL, page 345.)

Dr. Luigi Cappellari, of Vicenza, Italy, reports favorably on 4

recent cases of sciatica in which apparently complete recovery was

obtained by using doses of 3 to 5 grammes (46.3 to 77.2 grains) a

day for five or six days.

Dr. Kichard Drews, of Hamburg, Germany, reports favorably on

its use in the treatment of the nervous form of influenza. In mak-

ing his report he reviews the various forms of influenza since 1889,

and the methods of treatment adopted in each case. After refer-

ring to the favorable reports by Claus and Hennig, he observes that

in the more recent epidemics of influenza nervous symptoms have

been more prominent than in the first epidemic. These symptoms

consist in headache, vertigo, prostration, and more or less sweating,

together with pains in the back, neuralgias, etc. Antipyrin has

proved serviceable in the respiratory and gastro-intestinal forms of

the disease, but it has not been so useful in influenza with nervous

symptoms. Dr. Drews says that in such cases he has used Salophen

with good results, and that its action is prompt, sure, and more rapid

than the ordinary Salicylates. The maximum daily dose given was

5 to 6 grammes (77.2 to 92.6 grains). In delicate subjects 500 to

750 milligrammes (7.7 to 11.5 grains), given at first every two or

three hours, sufficed to arrest the neuralgic pains in two or three

days. No unpleasant symptoms were ever observed.

Salubrin, the fancy name given to the patented mixture,

Acetic Anhydride % per cent.

has not been heard of in the medical or pharmaceutical literature

of the year.

Acetic Ether
Alcohol ....

Water

25

50

23

100
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Salufer is the trade name given by a manufacturer in Leeds,

England, to Potassium Silico-Fluoride. It is reported to be an

efficient antiseptic and deodorizer, but the chief applications in

which it has made its record are in chronic otorrhea, and as a uter-

ine wash in puerperal fever. It readily dissolves in water, and a

saturated solution may be made in boiling water. It is non-toxic,

convenient and cheap, but stains instruments. Often the best effects

are to be obtained from the saturated solution.

Mr. F. Faulder White, F.R.C.S., of Coventry, England, reports

having even freely dusted very foul wounds with the powder, rap-

idly washing it off. Recovery takes place without local inflamma

tion or rise of temperature.

Nothing has been heard of it in this country as yet.

Sanoform (Di-Iodo-Methyl Salicylate) is the name given to

the latest substitute for Iodoform, introduced by Dr. A. Arnheim,

of Berlin, Prussia. It is obtained by the action of Iodine on Me-

thyl Salicylate (Oil of Wintergreen). It is a crystalline, colorless,

odorless and tasteless powder, permanent in the light and air, and

melting at 110° C. (230° F.), but may be heated up to 200° C. (392°

F.) without decomposing. It is soluble in 200 parts of cold or 10

parts of hot alcohol, and readily in ether, chloroform, benzol and

carbon disulphide, but very insoluble in water or glycerin. It con-

tains 62.7 per cent, of Iodine. The results of its use in surgery and

gynaecology are extraordinarily good
;
healing ensues more quickly

and more certainly than with Iodoform, and signs of irritation are

absent. Dr. Arnheim has published 72 cases, including 22 of soft

sore, 20 of hard sore, 6 of bubo, 16 of phimosis, and 3 of surgical

wounds, and finds that Sanoform powder renders a secreting ulcer

practically dry in two days, the secretion being soaked up by the

powder, and forming with it an antiseptic covering beneath which

suppuration speedily ceases. It does not appear that the Iodine in

Sanoform is set free by cell activity ; on the contrary, it seems to

be extremely closely combined. One gramme (15.4 grains) were in-

jected under the skin of an animal in fine emulsion, but no Potas-

sium Iodide could be detected in the urine, in which the presence

of Iodine could only be proved after evaporation and incineration.

Sanoform is very slowly absorbed ; it first appears in the urine about

twenty-four hours after injection, and does not entirely disappear

for about fourteen days, the maximum excretion being from the

third to the sixth day. Sanoform can be used as powder, as a 10
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per cent, ointment, or in a 1 per cent, solution in Collodion.

Schlesinger particularly recommends Sanoform gauze (10 per cent.),

which, owing to the high temperature at which it decomposes, can

be easily sterilized—a great advantage over Iodoform gauze. A
further point in its favor is that it contains no coloring matter, and

stains neither the tissues nor the bandages.

Nothing has been heard of it in this country as yet, but undoubt-

edly it will soon appear.

Somatose has markedly increased in prominence during the

past year—in fact it has steadily increased in favor ever since it

was first extolled by Prof. Hildebrandt at the Wiesbaden (Germany)

Congress in 1893.

For the sake of ready reference, it may be of service to record

here that it is a light, almost colorless powder, with about the fol-

lowing composition :

Albuminoids 90.49 per cent.

Alkaline Phosphates 7.46 "

It is apparently free from the disagreeable bitter taste of most

peptone preparations and has been found very useful in promoting

the lacteal secretions in nursing mothers.

In artificial feeding its condensed form and ready assimilation

render it a very advantageous means of nutrition, especially in ty-

phoid fever or disordered conditions of the stomach and intestines.

From the results obtained in various hospitals in Germany, Bel-

gium, and the United States, very favorable opinions of its value

as a nutritive agent have been expressed by physicians. It is ad-

ministered in doses of a teaspoonful three or four times a day, dis-

solved in warm milk or weak broth.

Somatose Biscuits are now offered containing 10 per cent, of this

agent.

Sozo-Iodol (Di-Iodo-Para-Phenyl-Sulphonic Acid) has been

reported upon more frequently during the past year. It has been

used in the form of the mercury, potassium, sodium and zinc salts,

and they are reported of service in the treatment of acute coryza,

ozrena, rhinitis hypertrophica, chronic naso-pharyngeal catarrhs,

acute and chronic laryngitis, syphilitic affections of the throat, in

Peptone

Moisture

0.24

1.81

100.00
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various diseases of the genito-urinary organs, and, in general, as

an advantageous substitute for Iodoform.

Dr. S. Schwarz, of Vienna, Austria, recommends the following

formula as a prophylactic and curative to be insufflated every four

hours into the nasal and pharyngeal cavities of children under two

years old suffering from diphtheria :

Powd. Sodium Sozo-Iodolate. . .200 milligrammes (about 3 grains)

Flowers of Sulphur 400 "
( " 6 "

)

Saccharin 65 "
(

" 1 "
)

Spermin has been less heard of during the past year than the year

previous, but it still has its advocates, principally in Germany, and

reports continue to be made of its remarkable tonic influence.

The more thought is given to the subject of its supposed effects,

the more irrational the explanations seem.

Stypticin is the more or less appropriate name chosen for Co-

tarnine Hydrochlorate which has been successfully used to check

uterine hemorrhage. It has been pointed out that curiously enough

the most useless (in therapeutic value) of the principal alkaloids of

opium—narcotine—should yield on oxidation an alkaloid called

Cotarnine which apparently has recently shown a far greater thera-

peutic activity than ever noticed before. This alkaloid is not new,

but has simply been known and of interest as one of the many in-

direct products of opium. It is an amorphous sulphur-yellow pow-

der with an exceedingly bitter taste, and readily soluble in water,

making a straw-yellow solution which darkens in color on exposure

to light. It is closely allied in chemical composition to Hydras-

tinin, and is reported scarcely inferior to it in its action, but pos-

sesses the great advantage of being considerably cheaper. Since the

physiological chemists have been investigating it, much has devel-

oped which has led clinicians to make use of it. The most promi-

nent observer making a report upon it is Dr. Sigmund Gottschalk,

who gives his results in 47 cases of hemorrhage from the uterus.

It can be given subcutaneously, or more conveniently in powder.

The earliest experiences of its employment were not favorable, ow-

ing to too small a dose being given. Dr. Gottschalk finds that 50

milligrammes (4 grain) can be taken five or six times a day without

any bad effects. It has a great advantage over Hydrastis and other

uterine hemostatics in that, as might be expected from its source,

it possesses a well-marked and potent sedative action which is both
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local and general, and hence specially indicates its use in dysmeno-

rrheic affections. It promptly checks hemorrhage resulting from pure

uterine subinvolution, that is, that due to muscular atony and not

to retention of membranes, etc. In cases arising from the latter

cause Ergot and hot douches together act better. In fungous endo-

metritis it is a valuable adjuvant to the curette. It is very useful

when the patient objects to curetting, and particularly in those cases

in which this treatment does not stop the hemorrhage. It is also

useful in hemorrhage caused by fibroids or the climacteric. In hem-

orrhage secondary to parametritis or disease of the appendages it is

less effectual than Hydrastis.

Dr. H. Gaertig made trials of it in various forms of uterine affec-

tions in which hemorrhage was a prominent feature. The most

positive results were obtained in cases of uncomplicated monorrha-

gia and in the hemorrhage of the climacteric period. The least

promising were those in endometritis, especially where complications

were present, such as heart disease. It was useless in intercurrent

hemorrhage in pregnancy. Its use was held to be justified in this

state, as it does not appear to induce uterine contraction. Where
hemorrhage complicates retroflexion and subinvolution it was found

to be very useful.

Sulphonal (Di-Ethyl-Sulphon-Di-Methyl-Methane) is still em-

ployed just about as much as last year. The abuse of it is still prac-

ticed without much abatement, but it is hoped that physicians will

continue to discourage its promiscuous use by the public. Little new

has appeared about it in the medical and pharmaceutical literature.

Attention has again been called to the annoying exanthematous rash

too often produced by it. The most prominent note reported con-

cerning it was the allusion made by Dr. Archibald E. Garrod and

Mr. P. Gowland Hopkins, at a meeting of the London Pathological

Society, on November 5. 1895 (Brit. Med. Joum.,Vo\. II. for 1895,

page 1164), to the occurrence in large quantities of haematopor-

phyrin in the urine of patients taking it. After pointing out that

this product was present in traces in normal urine, and in larger

amounts in many morbid conditions, they " proceeded to discuss its

occurrence in much larger quantities still in the dark red urine of

some patients who have, as a rule, taken sulphonal for some time.

The evidence connecting this with sulphonal was discussed, and an

epitome was given of the associated clinical symptoms and post-

mortem appearances in the published cases. The patients are nearly
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always women who have taken the drug without ill effects for weeks,

months, or even years previously. Abdominal pain and vomiting

are prominent symptoms, and death in collapse frequently follows

shortly upon the onset of the symptoms, which may only develop

after the drug has been discontinued. Alkaline treatment appears

to have been useful in some cases. Clinical histories of three cases

(of women taking sulphonal), supplied by Drs. J. Delpratt Harris,

W. M. Abbot Anderson and M. J. Nolan were then given. All the

cases ended fatally, but no post-mortem examinations were made. In

one instance sulphonal had been taken for four years, and in another

the symptoms only commenced ten days after the drug was stopped.

The authors then gave a detailed account of the general and spec-

troscopic characters of the dark red urines of these patients. Tube

casts were present in eac'h instance. Even the trace of iron found

in normal urine could not be detected. Various methods were em-

ployed for the extraction of the haematoporphyrin, and it was found

that the soda and ammonium chloride methods, which work so sat-

isfactorily in ordinary cases, were quite unable to cope with the

amount of the pigment present in these specimens. Repeated ex-

traction with acetic ether was found very useful for the partial sepa-

ration of the abnormal pigments present. In each instance the color

of the urine was only in part due to ordinary haematoporphyrin. In

one case there was present much of a pigment derived from haema-

toporphyrin, which yielded two absorption bands like those of oxy-

haemoglobin. In a second case another derivative of haematopor-

phyrin was found, and in all the dark tint of the urine was largely

derived from a reddish-brown pigment, such as was observed by

Hammarsten, which yielded no spectroscopic absorption bands. The
views of Stokvis, as to the origin of urinary haematoporphyrin, were

referred to."

Tannalbin is the name given to a compound of Tannin and

Albumin brought together under special conditions. These two

ingredients generally form what is known as Tannin Albuminate

under usual conditions, but this latter apparently has the disad-

vantage of being soluble in the gastric secretions, thus not only

irritating the stomach, but, being absorbed and combined in the

stomach, it has little or no effect further along in the alimentary

canal. Dr. R. Gottlieb, of Heidelberg, Germany, succeeded in ob-

taining a different state of this compound, which is not soluble in

the gastric secretions, but is slowly soluble in the intestinal tract,
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by subjecting the so-called Tannin Albuminate to a temperature of

110° to 120° C. (230° to 248° F.) for five or six hours, thus securing

a pale, yellowish-brown, tasteless powder, containing 50 per cent,

of Tannin. Not only is it soluble in the intestinal secretions, but

a splitting up takes place which enables the resulting Tannic Acid

to act as an effective astringent throughout that part of the ali-

mentary canal.

Dr. R. von Engel, of Briinn, Austria, reports upon 40 cases of

diarrhea of varying origin treated with this agent in the Moravian

Hospital of his city. In all cases, except a few in which there were

profound lesions of the digestive tract, such as lardaceous degenera-

tion, the internal administration of Tannalbin was followed by sub-

sidence of the watery discharge, both in acute diarrhea and in

chronic diarrhea of tubercular or other origin, in adults as well as

in children.

The effective dose was 1 gramme (15.4 grains) for adults, and 500

milligrammes (7. 7 grains) for children under four years of age. This

dose had to be repeated three or four times a day. The frequency

of administration is at intervals of two hours, or even an hour in

severe cases, suspending the treatment, after three or four doses have

been taken, until the next day.

It never produced the least gastric disturbance, even in cases in

which it was continued for several weeks.

"Dr. O. Vierordt has used tannalbin in some 30 selected cases,

mostly of subacute or chronic intestinal catarrh, including ulcer-

ative enteritis occurring usually in young subjects. Regulation

of the diet, other drugs as well as other methods of treatment,

such as injections, etc., had produced no good effect. The astrin-

gent action of the drug was well marked in the various forms of

diarrhea, even including cases of suspected tuberculous ulceration

of the bowel. In the various forms of enteritis the stools became

more solid and the mucus present diminished, so that the dose of

the tannalbin could soon be lessened and the drug discontinued.

In four cases in which cod-liver oil containing either creasote or

phosphorus produced diarrhea, the stools became solid and less fre-

quent when tannalbin was given in addition. No unpleasant symp-

toms were produced by the tannalbin. The author discusses the

possibility of a favorable action being exerted on internal organs,

such as the kidneys, etc., when large quantities of tannin can thus

be introduced in the body without inconvenience. In five cases of
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chronic renal disease tannalbin produced good effects in three. The

drug does not produce constipation in the healthy alimentary canal.

The author looks upon tannalbin as being the best tannic acid

preparation yet introduced. As to dose, 0.5 to 1 g. may be given

four times a day, and if a favorable action is not soon noted it should

rapidly be increased, the upper limit being 2 g. as a single dose, and

10 g. in the day. The drug is tasteless, and can be given between

or after meals in water, milk, etc." (Epitome Brit. Med. Journ.,

Vol. II. for 1896, page 8.)

This strictly intestinal astringent has not been heard of in this

country as yet.

Taimigen (Acetyl Tannin)—the odorless and tasteless form of

Tannin, insoluble in water and acids but readily soluble in alkaline

solutions—still continues to receive prominent attention. Its use

is pretty generally confined now to the treatment of infantile diar-

rheas, and there does not appear to be any adverse criticism so far.

The principal users have been foreign practitioners. It is being

used, however, in this country to an increasing extent, and some

reports have been made by the laryngologists as being of service in

hypertrophic rhinitis and chronic nasal pharyngitis, but otherwise

little has been reported as yet.

Tannolbrm is the name given to a condensation product of

nut-gall Tannin (G-allo-Taiinic Acid) and Formic Aldehyde (For-

maldehyde). It is prepared as follows: 5 kilogrammes (1 kilo-

gramme = 2 lb. 3i ozs.) of Tannin are dissolved in 15 kilogrammes

of hot water with 3 kilogrammes of a 30 per cent, solution of For-

maldehyde. To this concentrated Hydrochloric Acid is added as

long as a precipitate is obtained (on an average from 12 to 15 kilo-

grammes of the Acid). The precipitate is then washed in water

and dried at a temperature of 102° to 105°C. (215.6° to 221°F.) It is

a light, yellowish-gray powder, without smell or taste. Insoluble in

water, and in the organic solvents, with the exception of alcohol.

It is soluble in dilute alkaline solutions, from which it is precipi-

tated by the addition of acid. "When heated it melts in decompos-

ing at 230° C. (446° F.)

Among the advantages claimed for it, as compared with Tannin,

are its tastelessness ; the fact that even in large doses it does not

cause the slightest irritation of the buccal mucous membrane ; that

it is not dissolved in the stomach, and reaches the intestine without

undergoing any change ; and that even in large doses it does not
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irritate the mucous membrane of the stomach. On the other hand,

Formaldehyde alone is a strong protoplasmic poison. This combina-
tion with Tannin, however, is said to leave its antiseptic, drying, and
hardening properties, intact, while making it harmless to the tissues.

Drs. G-. de Buck and L. de Moor, of Belgium, as well as Prof. J.

von Mering, have made a careful experimental and clinical study

of this new agent. They used either the powder alone or with talc

or starch. They also employed an ointment with Vaselin and Lan-
olin, in the various skin affections in children. In erythema, in-

tertrigo, hyperidrosis of the palms and soles, bromidrosis, impetigo,

eczema, vaccinal ulcerations in adults and in the dressing of opera-

tion wounds, old infectious sores, indolent ulcers of the legs, bed-

sores, ulcerated lupus, diabetic gangrene, and after extra-peritoneal

myomotomy it proved of marked service, the antiseptic and drying

effects being very marked, and no irritation of the skin. As an in-

testinal astringent and antiseptic in infantile diarrhea satisfactory

results were obtained.

Similar compounds obtained from other kinds of Tannin are dis-

tinguished as Oak Bark Tannoform, Quebracho Tannoform, Rha-

tany Tannoform and so on according to the plant from which the

Tannin is obtained.

Tetronal—closely allied to Sulphonal and Trional— is still be-

ing employed, but no one has been sufficiently impressed with its

action to speak for or against it.

Thioform (so-called Bismuth Di-Thio-Salicylate)—a combina-

tion of Bismuth, Sulphur and Salicylic Acid—offered as a substi-

tute for Iodoform, has received little attention during the past year.

Dr. Gr. de Buck appears to be the only observer who thought of re-

porting upon it. He extols it for dermatological uses, as a valua-

ble topical antiseptic and dessicator. It apparently forms a service-

able protective layer. All raw, weeping or ulcerated surfaces heal

rapidly under it, whether in the form of the powder alone, or mixed

with equal parts of powdered Boric Acid. It is indicated in all

ulcerative skin affections, and where epidermic softening exists.

Internally its constipating and disinfectant qualities were manifest-

ed in three cases of acute enteritis. In a chronic case it caused gas-

tric irritation and did not influence the muco-sanguinolent stools.

The dose of 2 grammes (30.1) grains) for an adult, 500 milligrammes

to 1 gramme (7.7 to 15.4 grains) for a child, in powder or mucil-

age, was perfectly well borne by the stomach.
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Thiol—synthetic Ichthyol—has been little reported upon dur-

ing the past year. Although it is admitted that it has the advan-

tages of not staining the skin, linen or instruments, and that its

odor is not disagreeable, still it has not proved as useful as was

promised.

Thiosinamin (Allyl-Sulpho-Carbamide) continues to be em-

ployed in the treatment of lupus. Dr. H. von Hebra, Jr., of Vienna,

Austria, and other foreign observers, have obtained results which

incline them to at least continue to experiment with it. In this

country, the most prominent report of the year was made by Dr.

Sinclair Tousey, of New York, on its use in the " Treatment for
k Inoperable' Tumors, Cicatricial Contractures, and Keloid " (JY. Y.

Med. Joura., Vol. LXIIL, page 579). He states :

*'I have been experimenting with Thiosinamine, and studying

the literature in regard to it for over a year and a half, and I think

I have proved that it possesses positive curative properties in caus-

ing the resolution of benign and malignant tumors, and the absorb-

tion of cicatricial tissue.

" So far as reported cases go, mine are the first in which it has

been employed in the treatment of keloid and other neoplasms ; and

though the number of my cases has been small, the results have

been positive. I believe that with increasing opportunity even

greater action will be demonstrated than is now apparent."

He closes as follows

:

" There are reserved for another paper the description of addi-

tional cases, and the consideration of the selection of cases for this

treatment in preference to local means.
" To recapitulate : We have in Thiosinamine a drug producing,

when given hypodermically, no general symptoms, and even when
long continued no harmful effects. It acts specifically upon certain

abnormal tissues to cause their absorption or conversion into nor-

mal tissues. It is of doubtful efficacy in lupus and a variety of skin

diseases. But it is of the greatest possible value in the removal of

cicatricial contractures following lupus or any other cause of loss

of substance. The frightful contractures from burns of the neck

would yield to its action, as cases of ectropion and corneal opacity

do. My own cases have shown its curative effect upon keloid, and

its palliative and probably curative effect on malignant tumors."

Thyroid Extract has received considerable attention during

the past year, and the literature on it is voluminous. Little has
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been added, however, to what was known a year ago, but possibly

somewhat less of excessive enthusiasm is noted. This is, on general

principles, a good sign, for much more reliable results are sure to

be produced and reported on when extravagant statements are not

resorted to. Surely most practitioners in the United States are

more or less familiar with what has been accomplished in this coun-

try, so that it may be profitable only to allude here to a summary
of what has been reported abroad. After reading over the reports

from all the prominent centers, the conclusions for the whole may
be well summed up in those of Dr. R. Lepine, Professor of Clin-

ical Medicine at the Medical Faculty of Lyons, France, who made
a report on "The Thyroid Treatment" {The Medical Week, Vol.

IV., page 169) as follows : "In experimenting with the thyroid

treatment, I should recommend the use of the fresh gland, which

is easily administered, after having been crushed in cachets. In

some cases, however, the extract may possibly be resorted to for in-

jection, not subcutaneously, but into the ampulla of the rectum, by

means of a suitable syringe.

" The conclusions at which I have arrived on the subject of thy-

roid treatment are as follows :

" (1) It is indicated in operative and spontaneous myxoedema, and
" (2) In certain cases of obesity

;

4<
(3) It appears also to be indicated in non-cystic goitres and in

some cases of mental disease, though in these the result is likely to

be incomplete
;

"
(4) Exceptionally it is advantageous in special cases of exoph-

thalmic goitre, but in this disease extreme caution is necessary in

using the treatment

;

"(5) It has also proved successful in some cases of chronic affec-

tions of the skin, more particularly in psoriasis
;

"(6) In any event, recurrences are frequent."

There seems but little doubt that the fresh gland is most desirable,,

and Mons. Vigier took pains to explain recently before the Thera-

peutical Society, of Paris, France, the process of preparation. It

consists in reducing the fresh gland to a pulp, adding in succession

powdered sugar, borax and charcoal (the latter to prevent decomposi-

tion), and thoroughly mixing the whole. It seems hardly necessary

to call attention to the fact that only healthy and fresh glands

should be used, and that the above manipulation should be accom-

plished rapidly.
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Thyro-Iodin is the name given to the compound which has

recently been isolated by Prof. G. Baumann, of Freiburg, Germany,

from the thyroid gland of the sheep. It is extracted by prolonged

boiling of the gland with 10 per cent, sulphuric acid, from which

it is taken up with alcohol and purified. It is described as an amor-

phous brown powder, practically insoluble in water but readily

soluble in alcohol, containing 9.3 per cent, of Iodine and 0.5 per

cent, of Phosphorus—elements accumulating there from the food

and water consumed by the animal.

Its action is similar to the regular Thyroid Extract and the fresh

gland itself but, by experiment, it was found to be inert when the

Iodine was removed from it.

It has been tried clinically only to a limited extent as yet.

Toluol (Methyl-Benzene) has not been reported upon during the

year in relation to its use in medicine. It continues to be, however,

an article of increasing importance chemically as a commercial

article with considerable demand.

Trikresol—the antiseptic mixture of 35 per cent. Ortho-Oresol,

40 per cent. Meta-Cresol and 25 per cent. Para-Cresol—has received

practically no attention in the medical and pharmaceutical litera-

ture of the past year.

Trional (Di-Ethyl-Sulphon-Methyl-Ethyl-Methane) — closely

allied to Sulphonal—has not received the attention during the past

year that it did the year previous. However it has been well

received, for it combines advantages which are not found in the

other hypnotics. It is still classed by many as one of the best and

relatively safest of all the true hypnotics—prompt in action and the

best borne. Dr. Richard Drews, of Hamburg, Germany, goes so

far as to class it as " an ideal hypnotic." Unfortunately it has its

drawbacks. Toxic cases are still reported and extreme care is urged,

especially when prolonged administration is called for, which should

be either interrupted by intervals of several days during which

time no hypnotic is given or alternated with some of the other hyp-

notics, according to circumstances. As it apparently loses its effect

in a day or so, the dose is generally increased when a prolonged use

is called for. Then it is that its cumulative toxic effects are made
prominent.

Triphenin is the name given to one of the newer antipyretics,

analogous to Phenacetin. It is obtained by heating Para-Phene-

tidin with Propionic Acid. This latter acid is obtained either by
11
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the splitting up of Glycerin by contact with water and yeast at

about 25° C. (77° F.), or again by heating to a high degree the acid

of Santonin—Santonic Acid. Triphenin is much less soluble in

water than Phenacetin—requiring about 2,000 parts. No descrip-

tion is given of its other physical properties.

Dr. J. von Mering appears to be the only prominent advocate of

its use so far. He speaks very enthusiastically of it and claims that

its action is that of an antineuralgic and analgesic as well as anti-

pyretic—acting promptly and mildly. To allay fever he recom-

mends a dose of 500 to 600 milligrammes (7.7 to 9 grains), which

will reduce the temperature 2° to 3° C. To obtain an analgesic effect

in neuralgias the dose has to be increased to 1 gramme (15.4 grains).

Nothing has been heard of this agent in this country as yet.

Tuberculin (Parataloid) has now pretty definitely settled down
into its legitimate sphere of usefulness—that of a diagnostic agent,

particularly in cattle. Official Commissions and Boards of Health

generally are now so firmly convinced of its efficiency in this line

that they are promulgating rules and directions to be followed in

making effectual use of this valuable agent.

Tussol is the name given to Antipyrin Mandelate—containing

about 55 per cent, of Antipyrin. Mandelic Acid is the acid of

Amygdalin (the characteristic constituent of bitter almonds).

Tussol is not an agent of much prominence, although several Ger-

man observers have reported favorably upon its use in pertussis epi-

demics. Little is heard of it in this country.

Uranium Nitrate continues to prove of value in selected cases

of diabetes mellitus, and therefore it may be of interest and value

to quote here from a " Further Contribution on the Treatment of

Diabetes Mellitus by Uranium Nitrate/' by Dr. Samuel West,

F.R.C.P., of St. Bartholomew's Hospital, London, England {Brit.

Med. Jour., Vol. II. for 1896, page 729). He says :

" Further experience during the last twelve months has confirmed

the general results which I stated in my paper read before the Brit-

ish Medical Association last year. The effects of the drug are (1)

to diminish the thirst, (2) to reduce the amount of urine passed, and

(3) to reduce the percentage of sugar. Like all the other drugs used

in treatment of diabetes, uranium nitrate does not influence all cases

equally favorably.

"The clinical investigation of the action of drugs in diabetes

mellitus is not by any means an easy one. It involves time and care
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to eliminate the many disturbing factors in the results. In hospital

cases, I have taken the patients into the ward and kept them for

some time upon diabetic diet until the benefit derived from dieting,

rest, freedom from care and fatigue had fully shown themselves. As

soon as the patient appeared to have arrived at a condition of equi-

librium the drug was administered, in small doses at first, which

were afterwards gradually increased. In private practice the results

are not so conclusive, and the difficulties to be surmounted are often

considerable.

" Before mentioning the new cases, I will continue the history of

Mrs. W., one of the cases I recorded last year, in which the drug

reduced the sugar for some months almost to the vanishing point.

While taking the drug she was attacked with severe influenza, which

made her very ill, and during which time the drug was suspended.

She went away for a holiday on recovering, and has not since re-

sumed the drug. For a long time the percentage of sugar and the

amount of urine were very much increased, probably as a consequence

of the influenza. Gradually, as her health improved, the condition

of the urine became very much the same as at the time when she

first came under my observation, and when I saw her last, a few

weeks ago, she was passing 3 per cent, of sugar. She did not wish

to resume the taking of the drug, chiefly because she found it did

not actually cure the disease, and because, feeling fairly well, she

did not attach much importance to the larger percentage of sugar.

There was another objection which she felt, namely, that about every

four weeks or so she had an attack of dyspepsia, with a little loose-

ness of the bowels. This she attributed to the drug, though I do

not feel sure that she was right, for it occurred about the catame-

nial period. Still this disturbance might have been due to the

drug, and certainly the symptoms passed off when the drug had been

suspended for a time. I think it might be well, in administering

the drug to sensitive patients over a long period of time, to inter-

mit it every three or four weeks for a few days, giving the stomach

a rest, and after that time to resume it as before. As the action of

the drug is slow to commence and also slow to pass off this may be

done without interfering with its effect. With reference to the new
cases which I am about to record, I have not this year any such strik-

ing cases to publish as I had last year ; still there are several in which

the same general improvement was produced, though not to the same

degree."
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He then gives the clinical history of 5 new cases, after which

he closes as follows : "In conclusion, I would say that the con-

tinued observation confirms the opinion I expressed last year that

we have in uranium nitrate a drug of considerable value in diabetes

mellitus, though, like all the others, it cannot be relied upon to

produce equally good results in all cases indiscriminately."

Those who may be interested in this treatment will find the re-

port of an instructive case under the care of Dr. J. B. Bradbury,

F.R.O.P., in Axldenbrooke's Hospital, Cambridge, England, report-

ed in the British Medical Jour., Vol. II. for 1896, page 847.

Urotropin is the name given to the compound formed by the

union of Formalin and Ammonia, and known chemically as Hexa-

Methylene-Tetramin.

Dr. Arthur Nicolaier, of Gottingen, Prussia, found it of value as

a diuretic, as a solvent of uric acid and urates, and well adapted as

a solvent of uric acid calculi up to a certain point.

It is apparently non-toxic and not irritating in its effects, for Dr.

Nicolaier used it in doses up to 5.8 grammes (90 grains) without

disagreeable results. He generally administered one dose in the

morning of about 1 to 1.5 grammes (15 to 22 grains) dissolved in a

little water.

The few reports from observers in this country are apparently fa-

vorable, but a more extended experience is required before a more

definite opinion can be given.

Weights and Measures by the Decimal (Metric) System,

has received still more prominent attention during the past year.

Its advance has met with a few setbacks, but they are only tempo-

rary, and the more prominent on account of the apparently rapid

forward steps which had been previously made. On account of the

unreasonable criticism and false statements repeated so many times

during the past year, including the statement that the United States

was as far behind as Great Britain, it may be well to re-state here

most emphatically that this system was surely adopted permissively

by an act of Congress passed as long ago as 1866, which will be

found on page 704 of the Revised Statutes. Its use has therefore

been authorized and permitted by law for the past thirty years, so

that all have had the privilege of buying and selling by this system.

The recent attempt in Congress to further the cause was simply to

obtain some fixed date in the future when its use would be compul-

sory. This may be an unwise step, as it may be best to allow such
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a revolutionary change to work itself into accomplishment, but it

does seem reasonable to at least seek for its compulsory use in all

Departments of the Government. Then will all home merchants,

as well as all nations, be brought face to face with it in practical

use, and, from the experience of Germany, which made the com-

plete change without friction or trouble in two years, the advantages

will be self-evident and quite convincing.

In Russia and Great Britain—the only other prominent countries

now outside the ranks of the progressive and advanced nations of

the world—the subject is receiving marked attention still and gain-

ing ground in each. In Russia the matter has been about prac-

tically settled, for a certain limited time has simply to elapse before

its full accomplishment will surely come, as the preliminary edicts

have been announced. In Great Britain the cause moves along

more slowly, largely due to the English inherent conservative char-

acter. The Government has it in charge now, and will no doubt

soon at least legalize its use as in this country, which will be the

entering wedge.

Those who are interested and desire to post themselves on the re-

cent arguments in its behalf, as well as some convincing answers to

the critics, are recommended to read an article entitled, " The
Metric System," by Prof. T. C. Mendenhall, in Appleton's Popular

Science Monthly, Vol. XLIX., page 721.
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list, and the list is, as it has always been, freely open to new

names that may desire to be upon it.

But after an issue has been distributed, neither copies of that

nor any other back issue can be sent free of cost, and all orders

to receive any attention, must be accompanied by ten cents in

postage stamps or postal note for each pamphlet wanted.

The three completed volumes, separately bound in cloth, are

still accessible to any one who may want them and will remit

$1.16 for each or for either volume. On receipt of the money

they will be mailed postage paid.
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